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The Green Bag

Volume XXI January, 1909 Number 1

Anglo-Saxon Law in Liberia

Bv Arthur W. Spencer

LIBERIA, the most advanced negro

community, probably, in the world,

a country which has effectively disbarred

white men from active participation in

its affairs, offers a striking example of

the successful adoption of the common

law of England and the United States

by its colored inhabitants. Strange to

say, the law embodied in the Constitu

tion and statutes of the republic of

Liberia, and in the decisions of its courts

of law, partakes rather of the natural

ness of an indigenous growth, than of

the character of a superimposed institu

tion transplanted from beyond the seas.

The decisions of the Supreme Judicial

Court of Liberia, the first volume of

which, including those handed down

from 1861 to 1907, has been issued,

show that its judges are careful students

of the law, men of sufficient intelligence

and education to lend dignity to the

bench, and of high ideals as to the digni

fied and proper conduct of the duties

of their office. But Liberia is a young

country, and the blending of an old

jurisprudence with the institutions of a

new country is as picturesque now as

was the similar phenomenon that could

have been observed in the United States

just after the close of the Revolutionary

War.

American negroes have by no means

had so important a part in settling

Liberia as might hastily be assumed.

After the United States had passed the

statute of 1807 prohibiting the slave

trade, the practice was adopted of send

ing to Africa slaves recaptured at sea

by United States revenue ships. When

the Liberian colony had been planted,

these liberated slaves, together with

slaves freed after being brought into

the country illegally, were sent to

Liberia. No fewer than five thousand

negroes thus became settlers of Liberia

who had never actually been American

slaves, and had scarcely become familiar

with American institutions. It is true

that in 1819, when the first settlers were

sent out by the American Colonization

Society, there were several thousand

free negroes in the Southern states

whose families had been located in

America for one or more generations.

Many of them were educated, and this

element seems to have exerted a con

trolling influence upon the character of

the new republic, to which it contrib

uted the chief upbuilders. But the

numerical preponderance of this class

over the other negroes, those practically

strangers to Anglo-Saxon institutions,

has doubtless been commonly overrated.

We may therefore say that the Liberia

of the present, reaping the benefits of

President Barclay's wise policy of as

similation of the native population, is

not so much a country of American

negroes as a native African community

JUL 31i3,9 42^322



2 The Green Bag

governed by a class of American ancestry

or traditions and impregnated with the

ideals of Anglo-Saxondom.

English was the language of the early

settlers of Liberia, and they were more

familiar with the governments and laws

of the United States and England than

with those of any other country. The

common law was near at hand. The

legal systems of continental Europe were

remote and inaccessible. The adoption

of the common law came about natur

ally, as a result of the adoption of the

form of government of the United States.

Early in the days of Liberia, the advan

tages of a country governed by Anglo-

Saxon institutions were appreciated even

by the most ignorant natives. One poor

fellow from the region of the Congo,

asked if he was going back to that place,

said: "No, no, if I go back to my coun

try, they make me slave. I am here

free; no one dare trouble me. I got

my wife—my lands—my children learn

book—all free—I am here a white man

—me no go back!" Anglo-Saxon insti

tutions have shown themselves much

better suited to the negro character, in

Liberia, than French and Spanish insti

tutions, for instance, in the West Indies.

The unassimilated Kru tribes in the

hinterland will doubtless, in years to

come, find themselves in much closer

sympathy with Liberian institutions than

with those of the contiguous French

possessions.

The history of the republic is interest

ing as showing the process of impreg

nating the new country with Anglo-

Saxon institutions. When the Maryland

colonists, with Dr. Hall as their leader,

settled Cape Palmas in 1834, the natives

were in the habit of committing in

numerable thefts. "They would slip their

hands," says Dr. Hall, "through the

wattling of the houses, and strip the bed

clothes from the sick." The governor

forced the king of the natives to pay

for these thefts. Presently a colonist

was caught stealing from a native's

field. King Freeman wanted to know

why the governor would not pay for it,

but Dr. Hall explained, "I have a law

that punishes theft and you have not."

Finding that the governor's law came

from America, King Freeman announced

his intention to have one of his own

from the same source.

Accordingly Simleh Ballah, "the king's

mouth," was dispatched to the United

States. He appeared before the board

of managers of the American Coloniza

tion Society,* and said:—

"I'm Ballah, head man for King

Freeman, of Cape Palmas. Him send

me dis country. I come for peak (speak)

his word. Pose (suppose) him savee

(know) book, I no come. He make

book and send him; but 'cause he no

savee make book, I come for look coun

try and peak him words."

A criminal code was then prepared

for King Freeman, none of its provi

sions being accepted by Simleh Ballah

till he had had it fully explained to him.

Here are some of the sections of this

code, selected at random:—

All men must do to each other as they

would have men do unto them.

All men must speak truth; none but bad

men lie.

If a man kill another man because he hated

and wanted to kill him, he must be hung.

If a man kill another man, and did not

hate him or want to kill him, but did not take

care, and killed him, he must go to jail and

be punished as the judge says.

If a man have one wife, and while she lives

take another wife, so as to have more than

one wife living, he must go to jail and be

punished as the judge says; besides, he must

give to both wives and their children a house

to live in, and enough to eat and drink as

long as they live.

•See "Maryland in Liberia," by John H. B.

Latrobe, Baltimore, 1885, for what here follows.
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If a woman do anything wrong, she must

be punished the same as a man.

If a man or woman do anything which these

or any other laws say is wrong, the constable,

when he is told of it by anybody, must catch

the man or woman that has done wrong, and

bring them before the judge. If the con

stable will not do so, he must pay for the

wrong and be punished as the judge says.

If he looks good and tries to find the man or

woman that did wrong, but cannot find them,

he must not be punished.

When any man or woman is said to have

done any wrong, the judge must hear what

everybody says that was there or knew any

thing about it, and if he thinks the man or

woman has done the wrong, which is called

being Guilty, he must punish the man or

woman according to the law, but if the judge,

after he has heard what everybody who was

there has to say, does not think the man or

woman guilty, he must let him or her go free.

The judge must go by what the people say

that were there or knew anything about it.

When the section limiting a man to

one wife at a time was read to Simleh

Ballah, he objected, saying that he had

six, and if he had to choose one of them

the other five would starve, as nobody

else would take them. Consideration of

the provision was postponed, and on the

following evening, Simleh Ballah re

ported that he had "looked his head"

(reflected), and was ready to accept

the section in a qualified way,—

"That be good law for my pickaninny,

but not for me. I say to pickaninny,

'you want wife, look good you no hab

two wife' ; good law for pickaninny, bad

law for Simleh Ballah."

The proposed law seems to have been

objectionable to Simleh Ballah as ex

post facto legislation.

It would not be at all sensible or fair

to take Simleh Ballah and King Free

man as fair types of the present public

men of Liberia, or to compare King

Freeman's code with the laws which the

country has adopted, or to see the same

motive underlying King Freeman's zeal

in emulating the colonists by getting his

own law from America, and the ready

adoption of the American Constitution,

with minor alterations, by the republic.

Liberia is an English-speaking country,

the leaders of which are to be classed as

belonging to a high level of Western

civilization. Instead of being a bar

baric country, it is one of the most

promising and advanced of African com

munities. Yet it is upon such material

as King Freeman and Simleh Ballah

that the republic has had to draw largely

for its supply of newer citizens among

the aborigines of the interior.

That the colored citizens of Liberia

were unquestionably able to govern

themselves under free institutions was

the conviction of Commodore Perry,

who wrote in 1844:—

"Governor Roberts of Liberia and

Russworm of Cape Palmas are intelli

gent and estimable men, executing their

responsible functions with wisdom and

dignity, and we have in the example of

these two gentlemen irrefragable proof

of the capability of colored people to

govern themselves."

The assimilation of the natives has

steadily gone on since the early days of

the country, and has made such progress

that there is good reason to hope for the

spread of Liberian institutions among

those tribes of the hinterland which have

not yet fully accepted the political and

legal institutions of the country.

A leading authority on conditions in

Liberia, Sir Harry H. Johnston, K. C. B.,

expresses his opinion as follows:—

The best hope of the American colony that

has been planted—painfully, but at last suc

cessfully—in the coast lands of Liberia, lies

in fusion with the fine indigenous African

peoples—Fulas, Mandingoes, Vais, Kpwesis,

and that remarkable congeries of Kru peoples

one tribe of which, the Grebo, may be said to

have attained something like stable civiliza

tion. The present power of Liberia must not

be measured by the fact that the Liberians
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of American descent are estimated at some

12,000 in number. By their schools, and by

the mastery which they have acquired over

much of the coast lands, they have gradually

added to their numbers, as the civilized citi

zens of the modern state, some forty to fifty

thousand Vai, Gora, Basa, Kru, and Grebo

natives, who make common cause with the

American negroes and mulattoes in their atti

tude toward the natives of the interior. Some

of the Kru tribes are still recalcitrant. But

since the advent to power of President Bar

clay, the influence of the Liberian govern

ment at Monrovia extends very far inland,

and is constantly being appealed to by native

chiefs as an arbiter in the quarrels between

tribe and tribe.*

Some of the Kru tribes, which the

foregoing writer speaks of as recalci

trant, have curious customs which have

been brought before the Supreme Court

of Liberia on appeal from decisions of

lower courts. In one case, a man had

abducted another man's wife, and when

in turn she left him for another husband,

he was aggrieved because he could not

collect the dowry he had been obliged

to pay to her previous husband, in ac

cordance with Kru custom. He was not

so recalcitrant that he could not avail

himself of his legal remedies in the

Court of Monthly Sessions, where he

won his action.

The case was appealed, the facts, as

summarized by the Supreme Court, be

ing as follows:—

Peter, alias Debbooh Wreh, plaintiff, now

appellee, "pryed," that is, abducted (the

word is Kru) one Tetee, the wife of Blackwill

Sherman's son, which occasioned much dis

satisfaction and trouble, to the extent that

the town's people were two days deciding the

matter, which they finally succeeded in doing

by the plaintiff, now appellee, agreeing to

pay the dowry money to Blackwell Sher

man's son, according to the native or Kru

custom when a man "pryes" another man's

wife, which according to evidence he did.

The woman Tetee then became the wife of

•"The Future of Liberia," The Independent,

Oct. 11, 1906.

appellee. A short time subsequently, Yantee

M'lanh (sister of Tetee) desired to go to the

coast to see her mother, who was reported

to be very sick; but appellee would not allow

her to go at that time, so the question rested.

A short time after, his wife Tetee left him and

went to Manny Gofah (aunt of Tetee). Appel

lee then agreed that his wife go to the coast

to see her mother if Manny Gofah and Debbey

(Yantee M'lanh) would become security for

her return to him in one month and fifteen

days' time. They, Manny Gofah and Debbey,

bound themselves by a written instrument

to appellee for the safe return of Tetee within

the stipulated time. Being thus secured,

appellee allowed his wife Tetee to go. But

it appears that Tetee did not return at the

stipulated time, but was away for six months.

Before she returned, however, appellee him

self went to the coast, and after his return

home the bondsmen produced and delivered

his wife Tetee to him and he received her;

but in a day or two his wife told him that she

was not his wife, and she did not wish to

stay with him, for she had another husband.*

On these facts the court below had

given judgment in favor of Peter, to the

effect that Tetee' s sister and aunt should

produce her body within a month, each

giving a bond of $100 for her safe pro

duction; in default thereof, they should

repay Peter his dowry money of £28.

The Supreme Court, however, held

that the judgment of the court below

was not in accord with Kru customs

respecting marriage. Peter was estopped

from holding security against Manny

Gofah and Debbey, because one of

them delivered his wife to him on his

return from the coast, and he did not

then refuse to receive her and hold the

bondsmen responsible for breach of the

stipulation, as he might have done.

Peter had lost his remedy of an action

on the bond. Nor could he receive his

dowry money from Tetee's relatives, in

accordance with the native custom

whereby the relatives to whom a wife

runs away repay the dowry money given

by the husband; for Tetee had left

•Gofah el al. v. Wreh, p. 458.
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Peter as another man's wife, and Peter

should have sued this new "pryer" to

return to him his dowry money.

This case is of interest as exhibiting

the attempt of a Liberian court of Anglo-

Saxon traditions to administer native

customary law. In only a few instances

does the Supreme Court seem to have

passed upon such matters. Usually it

has been called upon to settle questions

of the law of property, contracts or

admiralty arising among the better edu

cated class of citizens, and has settled

such questions in accordance with the

principles laid down by Blackstone and

Chancellor Kent, and other standard

writers on the common law.• There are

a few, but not many references to United

States cases. The Court rarely cites its

own decisions, and no complete sets of

American or English law reports seem

to have been accessible, though Chief

Justice Marshall and other American

judges are sometimes quoted with

marked respect.

The absence of an organic body of

precedents strips the style of the Supreme

Court decisions of elaborate technicality.

In fact, in many instances the only

method applied seems to have been that

based on unaided common sense. Count

less decisions are handed down without

reference to a solitary precedent or cita

tion of a single authority. For example,

in Davis v. Republic (1862), p. 17, the

court brought natives under the Libe

rian Constitution by ruling that "our

native inhabitants under treaty stipu

lations, which treaties are laws when

confirmed by the Legislature, are bona

fide subjects of this state, and the politi-

The works cited include Bouvier's Dictionary,

Bouvier's Institutes, Story on the Constitution,

Story's Equity, Adams on Equity, Greenleaf's

Evidence, Parsons on Contracts, Redfield on Wills,

Broom's Commentaries and Legal Maxims, Free

man on Judgments, Raymond on Bill of Excep

tions, Bacon s Abridgment, Benedict's Admiralty,

Hindmarch on Patents, etc.

cal authority of the same covers them

in all of their relations." No legal prin

ciples or authorities were referred to

for this assertion of the right of sover

eignty over natives, just as in another

case (Harris v. Republic, p. 39) no

authority was cited for the principle of

territorial sovereignty over aliens.

An interesting example of the blend

ing of native and Anglo-Saxon institu

tions is shown in the case of Gray v.

Beverly, p. 500. The Court here ruled

that an act passed in 1869, creating an

Interior Department, was designed to

confer upon the Secretary of the Interior

the power of acting as a sort of arbiter

in all purely native matters, "which he

must settle with due regard to native

customary law and native institutions,

where not repugnant to the organic law

of the state."

The Court expressed the opinion that

in dealing with questions regarding "the

rightful ownership and possession of

native women, who according to native

law are regarded and treated as chat

tels," occasions might arise where the

Secretary of the Interior would have to

issue orders for the arrest and delivery

of individuals to a native chief.

But the Court decided that to permit

the detention of such individuals, with

out evidence that their detention was

lawful, was repugnant to the Constitu

tion when their cases were brought be

fore the Court on a writ of habeas corpus,

"this highest writ of the country, the

privilege and benefit of which, accord

ing to the language of the Constitution,

'shall be enjoyed in this Republic, in

the most free, easy, cheap, expeditious,

and ample manner.' "

In this case, though the decision

dealt with a problem of great moment,

the only citations were those referring

to the Constitution and statutes of

Liberia.
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The Court itself sometimes recog

nizes the fact that it is paying greater

heed to common sense than to the teach

ings of legal science. In the earlier

days of the country, "every case was

decided on its own circumstances by the

exercise of common sense." But as the

community "advances in wealth and re

finement, relative rights become more

complicated and difficult. Doubtful

questions arise daily, which cannot be

easily decided by the exercise of com

mon sense without fringement upon the

constitutional rights of one of the parties

to the suit." Hence those "who know

nothing of the spirit and reason of law,

and who must consequently be ignorant

of the natural foundation of justice,"

must learn "always to respectfully bow

to the decisions of courts of justice,

reserving always their constitutional

rights."*

In other words, when a court of law

tries to decide difficult questions as

common sense dictates, some one's con

stitutional rights are apt to be invaded;

hence the Court ought rather to employ

its legal learning, but constitutional

rights are also likely to be invaded then.

Perhaps the Court sometimes wavered

in trying to make up its mind

whether the common sense or the

learned method offered the better way

of unraveling knottyproblems. In one

case, in 1867, it delivered itself of the

following opinion: "It is to be admitted,

however, that courts often find diffi

culty in freeing cases from those misty

intricacies into which they are some

times taken by the astute lawyer. He,

by his sagacity and skill, throws them

into a labyrinth of almost inextricable

mystery, from which it is sometimes

hard to relieve them. This, however,

is our duty, and we must perform it."t

'Benson v. Roberts, p. 32.

t Harris v. Republic, p. 39.

In these earlier years the Court seemed

to be groping its way out of the darkness

of confused principles into the daylight

of legal knowledge. The later decisions

convey an impression of greater confi

dence and exactitude. In 1892 we come

upon this eloquent and striking asser

tion of the dignity of Liberian institu

tions, which also throws light on the

reason for giving the Supreme Court

appellate jurisdiction in all cases :—

We find in the idea of the Constitution that

the right of appeal in civil and criminal cases

is one of the fundamental prerogatives upon

which the liberty of the people stands. To

do away with this idea would be to set aside

the dearest provision of the fathers, made in

the bulwark of our national fabric, which serves

as a preventive against oppression and a

security to the enjoyment of civil liberty;

without which, the people must become

dwarfed in manhood and enterprise, and as a

consequence energy, thrift, enterprise and

noble aspirations will cease to exist and

flourish under our national flag, and will seek

some other land for encouragement and pro

tection. The framers of the Constitution,

knowing this, and considering our situation,

disadvantages, and our limited knowledge of

law and of political government at that time,

sought to make our national road to great

ness plain and easy, and to be understood by

the whole people; hence, by the Constitution,

they clothed the Supreme Court with appel

late jurisdiction in all cases of appeal.*

The formal adoption of the common

law came about in the earlier period of

the Republic's existence, by means of a

statute which read:—

Blackstone's Commentaries, as revised and

modified by Chitty or Wendell, and the

works referred to as the sources of muni

cipal or common law in Kent's Commentaries

on American Law, volume first, shall be the

civil and criminal code of laws for the Repub

lic of Liberia, except such parts as may be

changed by the laws now in force, and such

as may hereafter be enacted; and all laws and

parts of laws conflicting with the provisions

of this act be and the same is hereby repealed.

•Page 526.
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The Supreme Court in 1878 upheld a

devise of real estate under a will by

showing that the common law prin

ciples of wills, in the absence of a

statute, had prevailed in Liberia since

its earliest days.* In the same year, the

Court heldt that an offense not punish

able by any statutory penalty which

would bring it before the Court of

Common Pleas, could be punished by

whatever penalty should be determined

to be fair by applying the principles of

the common law, and might come before

the Court of Common Pleas, after all,

on indictment. That a common law

system of criminal jurisprudence was

adequate for all the needs of justice,

was the implication of a decision handed

down as late as 1899. In that year the

Supreme Court heldt that statutes defin

ing specific crimes and punishments were

not necessary, with Blackstone and Kent

serving as guides in the application of

common law principles, for the convic

tion of crime, and adjudged two prisoners

guilty of assault and battery under the

common law. One year later, however,

in 1900, the Legislature saw fit to adopt

'Roberts v. Roberts, p. 107; compare with Brown

v. Broom, p. 14.

t Paine et al. v. Republic, p. 101.

(In Flowers et al. v. Republic, p. 334.

a criminal code, which was more specific

than anything previously enacted.

In view of the apparent adoption of

the common law in toto by the young

republic at the outset of its career, it

might be supposed that the jurispru

dence of the country would be top-

heavy; that the people would find them

selves overburdened with a mass of unin

telligible precedents and rules which they

could not follow without great confusion

and injustice. But this was not to be

the result. Liberia was far more for

tunate than those older communities of

the eastern hemisphere which erect be

tween jarring races a barrier of cum

brous organic law. The common law,

though legally in existence in Liberia

since an early date, was as a matter of

history gradually made over into an

organic law of the country by the process

of adjudication as fast as the necessity

arose. This process favored the com

plete assimilation of the common law

tradition. The highest court has always

had the good fortune, apparently, to be

composed from the first of judges who

have avoided pedantry and have labored

to serve the ends of justice and increase

the stability of the system that they

have been called upon to administer.

 



Is the Unearned Increment of Value of Public Service

Company Property Protected by the Constitution ?

By Frank Hendrick

Of the New York bar; Author of "Railway Control by Commission"; "The Power to Regu

late Corporations and Commerce"; "Policies, Reaction and the Constitution," etc., etc.

THE movement which has had for its

purpose the solution of what is

called the corporation problem has been

characterized by a popular passion for

new legislation and for the punishment of

individuals. Preliminary to the settle

ment of the question must come a

realization that new legislation is not

necessary and that the responsibility

for the misconduct of individuals is

properly chargeable largely to the pub

lic.

So far as the acts of business corpora

tions are concerned, the prevalence of

wrong-doing can be explained only by

the non-enforcement of the law by

public officers and the timidity of

judges applied to for relief. By busi

ness corporation is meant the ordinary

trading or manufacturing corporation,

in which the public is not concerned

except in so far as it should be guarded

from fraud. To be convinced that a

corporation problem remains for settle

ment as to the private corporation, one

must be unmindful of the vigor of the

common law and the continued exist

ence of the judiciary.

Absolutely distinct is the position of

the public service corporation, i. e., the

corporation which has special rights or

franchises necessarily tends to a mono

poly, and therefore requires con

stant supervision by the state. The

special "business" of such a corporation

is to exercise a public function, to

perform a service for the public, to use

public property. Like the public it

self, such a corporation exercises the

power of eminent domain. Through a

grant from the public and by virtue of

this power it acquires property.

Private property condemned by such

a corporation can be devoted only to the

public purpose served by the corpora

tion and becomes therefore, to that

extent, public property; a franchise

granted by the public to such a corpora

tion can have no other purpose than the

service of the public and does not by

reason of the temporary exercise of it

by the corporation for profit cease to be

a public franchise. Whether tangible

or intangible, property held by public

service corporations remains, in a cer

tain sense, public property.

A public service corporation cannot,

therefore, exist except by using public

property. How the corporation gets

public property, to what use it puts the

property, and to what extent it asserts

dominion over what belongs to the

public are questions to which the body-

politic, the property of which is in the

disposition of the public service corpo

ration, must attend at its peril. In

fact, the word of the public service

corporation enigma is that if the public

administers its own property as an

honest steward, it will be difficult for the

public service corporation to offend.

While it is difficult to state with

distinctness the limits upon the power

of taking land or disposing of fran

chises imposed upon the public service

corporation, it is certain that as to both

land and intangible property, the own

ership of the public service corporation

never extends to the absolute domin

ium exercised by a private owner.
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Land has, to be sure, been given to

railroads, as a bonus, to be sold to set

tlers. The very purpose served by the

corporation brings this proceeding into

conformity with the rule that no more

is to be taken than is necessary for the

accomplishment of the public object.*

In land taken to advance a public ser

vice, the corporation can never have

the absolute fee. The reverter to the

individual owner may be cut off by the

condemnation of his fee and full com

pensation, but the abandonment of the

public use must bring about a termina

tion of the control of the property

taken from public ownership only for a

public use. Land, easements, and fran

chises may well be conveyed without

the destruction of the property, but the

burden upon the land of continuing the

public use cannot be shed by a mere

transfer of ownership.

Can a gas company, for example, by

agreeing with a competitor not to exer

cise a franchise or not to devote land

to the public purpose for which it was

acquired, prevent the reverter of the

franchise to the public and, as insepa

rable from the intangible franchise, the

tangible property indispensable to its

continued exercise? Admitting that

fairness would demand the compensa

tion of the company for the loss of

tangible property, should that loss be

estimated at more than the actual loss

sustained, i. e., should the supposed loss

be so compensated by payment by in

dividuals or the public to the company

of the value of the property in the

market for its most profitable purpose,

rather than exactly the actual total

cost to the public service company?

Should a public service company be

permitted to convert public property

into private property and to its own

profit by its own wrong, or by an un-

•Mills, Eminent Domain, §49 and cases cited.

warranted extension of its powers? If

this is not permitted to be done by an

abandonment of the public service,

should the same result be attainable

during the continuance of the public

service? Gas companies, for example,

may find it more profitable to deal in

realty held for the purposes of their

franchises than to limit themselves to

the manufacture and distribution of

gas. Unfortunately, under their fran

chises, they levy a sort of tax, propor

tioned to the benefit, for the public

service performed by them. The as

sessment must be reasonably appor

tioned to the cost. In assessing the

cost of the manufacture of gas, may the

supposed market value of lands and

franchises be taken as the basis? In

other words, does the growth of a com

munity, and the consequent creation

of an unearned increment in the value

of the franchises of public service and

the property devoted to the exercise of

these franchises, result in no benefit to

the community, but only in the main

tenance of a high rate of charges for the

public service, adequate to the payment

to the bondholders and stockholders of

the corporation of returns upon the

bonding and capitalization of the un

earned increment?

So predominant has become the pub

lic service as an element, not only in

social, industrial, and commercial prog

ress, but in the cost of living of the

average man, that the old abstractions

of rights and liberties seem unreal in

the face of a threatened peril of social,

industrial, and commercial slavery en

forced by appeals to the Constitution

of the United States. An examina

tion, however, of a few fundamental

principles will show that the law does

not aid, but properly asserted prevents

the substitution of private for public

ownership of the common wealth. The
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pertinency and importance of these

principles were demonstrated in an

opinion of Mr. Justice Lacombe* jus

tifying a temporary injunction against

the enforcement of the eighty-cent gas

rate by the New York commission.

Mr. Justice Lacombe said:

"Under the authorities, in fixing the

rate to be charged for 'public service'

by private corporations, two elements

of calculation are of fundamental im

portance: what is the true present

value of the property embarked in the

enterprise? and what, in view of the

risks of the business, is a fair annual

percentage of return thereon? .... In

estimating the value of the property of

complainant embarked in the business,

the commission reached the conclusion

that the franchises under which it has

laid mains and is delivering gas, and

which are a part of its property, should

be considered as of no value whatever,

although the state, through the action

of its taxing officers, has declared that

they were worth several millions of

dollars. It is suggested that some of

these franchises have expired or lapsed

in some way. The complainant has

taken over the franchises of many dif

ferent corporations, granted at different

times. The reason assigned by the

commission for not including the value

of the franchises is that 'they were

granted by the people without compen

sation.' That is so. These fran

chises were granted many years ago

when there seems to have been no in

telligent appreciation of the fact that

they might become enormously val

uable, when reckless improvidence was

the rule, and all sorts of franchises were

given away without any provision for

securing to the state its fair share of un

earned increment thereon. Nevertheless,

•Consolidated Gas Co. v. Mayer, 146 Fed. 150, at

p. 156.

when the state offers a franchise to

whoever will take it without requiring

any money return thereon, and for the

sole consideration that the taker shall

promptly, continuously, and fully de

velop it by the expenditure of its own

money, and such offer is accepted, and

the terms of the agreement carried out

by the taker, there results a contract,

which, with due consideration of all

proper conditions and limitations in

herent in the nature of the particular

contract, is as much within the pro

tection of the Constitution as are all

other contracts. If the state, twenty-

five or thirty years thereafter, should

say to the taker: 'We were very im

provident in not providing that you

should pay us something each year for

this franchise; therefore hereafter you

shall pay us eight per cent annually on

$10,000,000 or $20,000,000, or we will

evict you from the franchise,' it might

find itself embarrassed by the provis

ions of the Constitution in thus under

taking to avoid the results of its own

improvidence. A franchise, whatever

its value may be, which has not ex

pired nor lapsed, nor been in some way

forfeited, is property in the hands of its

holder. There is force in the argument

that when the state says: 'We will

value this property at several millions

of dollars when we tax you on it, but at

nothing at all when we fix the rate you

may charge for your product in order

to receive an eight per cent return on your

property,' it is seeking to accomplish

by indirect methods what it might not

be able to accomplish directly."

The argument upon the regulation

of public service corporations must be

based, apparently, upon a definition of

the "property" of such corporations.

The use of public property and the ex

ercise of a common or public calling has

no necessary relation to corporate ex
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istence. "A railroad," for example, "is

a public highway and none the less so

because constructed and maintained

through the agency of a corporation

deriving its existence and powers from

the state."* "A railroad's right of

way has, however, the substatUiality

of a fee and it is private property even

to the public in all else but an interest and

benefit in its uses.'"f Both corporations

performing public services and the peo

ple beneficially interested have rights

in the property used in the exercise of

public franchises, t It is nowhere as

serted that the property of a public

service corporation is held as absolutely

as that of a private individual. Whether

the limitation is viewed as upon the

property of the public or upon that of

the corporation, that of the corporation

is something other than private. That

a public service corporation administers

its property as the servant primarily of

the public was held in Erie & N. E. R.

R. Co. v. Casey, by the Supreme Court

of Pennsylvania.il Though the author

ities certainly afford a pretext for con

troversy upon the nature of the corpora

tion's property, the only real basis for

discussion is found in dicta of judges

who did not sound the depths of the

question of property. That it is funda

mental and preliminary to discussion of

the justice of a particular public regula

tion was clearly shown by Jeremiah S.

Black in his address delivered before the

Judiciary Committee of the Pennsyl

vania Senate, at the session of 1883, on

"Corporations under Eminent Domain."

The cases leave no doubt as to the char

acter of the property interest of the pub

lic service corporation. A truer public

appreciation thereof is evidenced by the

• Mr. Justice Harlan, in Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S.

466.

t Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Pennsylvania,

195 U. S. 540.

t Smyth v. Anus, 169 U. S. 466.

I 2 Casey, pp. 307-324.

creation of franchise bureaux, watch

fulness against private encroachment

upon public property of municipalities,

the limitation of franchises to short

terms, and the requirements that the

accounts of public service corporations

shall expose transactions in public prop

erty to constant publicity.*

Everything used by a public service

corporation is impressed with a trust in

favor of the public. The franchises of

corporations having public duties to

perform, such as railway companies,

canal companies, turnpike companies,

gaslight companies, and the like, cannot

be alienated or seized under judicial

process by creditors, without the con

sent of the legislature, because this

would disable them from discharging

the public duties they have assumed,

and in consideration of which they have

been granted to them.t Nor can a

railway, without legislative authority,

turn over to another company its road

and the right to use its franchises in

respect of the same, and thereby ex

empt itself from the responsibility of

the conduct and management of the

road, and from the performance of its

public duties in connection therewith. t

Whatever property the corporation uses,

it must acquire from the prior owner,

whether an individual or a municipality,

and in the acquisition the purposes for

which the property is to be used must be

defined. Protected as property, not

even the dissolution of the corporation

by the legislature will divest the owner

ship. ||

There is a distinction between the

estate which a corporation may take

for the purposes of alienation and the

• Order issued December, 1908, by New York

Public Service Commission.

t Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure, vol. 10, p

1090, and cases cited.

} Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure, vol. 10, p

1092, and cases cited.

|| People v. O'Brien. Ill N. Y. 1.
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estate which it may take for purposes

of enjoyment. If a corporation may

take land with the power of conveying

it, the title of its grantee will not be

affected by its subsequent dissolution.*

Where a corporation takes a determi

nable fee for the purposes of enjoyment,

the land should upon its dissolution

revert to the original grantor or his

heirs.t But the grantor to a corpora

tion always divests himself of his fee and

in condemnation proceedings asserts

his claim to compensation as for a total

loss, both of the present ownership and

the reversion. If a corporation is au

thorized to purchase land for certain

purposes, and for no other, a deed of

land executed to it, by one having ca

pacity to convey, will vest title in it,

which title can be assailed, on the

ground that the purchase is ultra vires,

only by the state or by a shareholder

but not by the grantor, t The owner's

right to object to a taking by condemna

tion must be made before the date of

vesting of title by the order of a court.

A court of justice will not aid a corpora

tion to do that which is impliedly for

bidden by its charter or by the law. I

Upon the dissolution of a private cor

poration, all its estate, whether con

sisting of lands or goods, passes into

administration, for the benefit of its

creditors first, and its shareholders

afterward.§ But inasmuch as neither

the creditors nor the stockholders of a

public service corporation can sustain

a relation of ownership to the land of

the corporation except as successors to

the rights of the corporation in that

land, it is certain that, when abandon

ment is definitely made of the use for

• People v. O'Brien, 111 N. Y. 1.

t 1 Blackstone 484.

} Hough v. Cook County Land Co., 73 1ll. 23, 24

Am. Rep. 230.
|| Pacific Railroad Co. v. Seely, 45 Mo. 212; Case

v. Kelly, 133 U. S. 21; 10 S. Ct. 216, 33 L. Ed. 513.

§ Health v. Barmore, 50 N. Y. 302; Cyclopedia of

Law, X, 1131; XXI, G 6 a.

which the land was acquired, the private

ownership of the grantor to the public

service corporation having been extin

guished by purchase, the only possible

reversionary of the fee is the community.

As, however, the jus disponendi is an

incident of ownership, whenever a cor

poration has the power to own land it

has the power to dispose of it in like

manner, as a natural person might do.*

Although as against the state the cor

poration may not have the power to

hold land to which it has acquired a

fee-simple title, and although it may

hold it subject to the constant risk of

intervention by the state, yet, until the

state intervenes to escheat it, the cor

poration may transfer it to another and

pass a good title to him. A private

corporation may grant to another cor

poration the right to use such land for

any purpose within the powers of the

grantee, although such purpose was not

within the powers of the grantor.t

Although a corporation may not have

power to hold particular land for the

reason that it is not required for the

purpose of the corporation, yet it may

sell such land and pass a good title to

the purchaser. X But the corporation

can transfer only such right to the exer

cise of its franchises with reference to

the land as the statutes creating and

regulating it permit and it actually

enjoys. II It is in the relation of the

franchise to the land and other prop

erty that the value of the land and of the

franchise principally consists. The only

substantial value of the tangible prop

erty is the right to use it in connection

with the franchise, and hence it is in-

* Benton v. Elizabeth, 61 N.J. L. 411, 39 Atl. 683,

906, affirming 41 N. J. L. 693, 40 Atl. 1132.

t Ibid.

t Freeman v. Sea View Hotel Co., 67 N. T. Eq. 68,

40 Atl. 218; Reddell v. J. B. Watkins Land Co.,

(Tex. Civ. App.) 37 S. W. 608; Beggaley v. Pitts

burgh (<rlc.) Iron Co., 90 Fed. 636, 33 C. C. A. 202.

|| Blair v. City of Chicago, 201 U. S. 400, 481, 488.
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cidental to the franchise.* An exten

sion of such right would violate property

rights of the community, especially of

a municipality.t "The present value

of the property embarked in the enter

prise" of a public service corporation

adverted to by Mr. Justice Lacombe,

has, therefore, attributes of precarious-

ness not suggested by a consideration of

the private property rights protected by

the Constitution of the United States.

The community's right in public prop

erty is certainly no less sacred than that

of its servant holding the property for

a public purpose. Nothing short of

abandonment of the use defined in the

acquisition of the property will be a

cause of a reverter to the public. Noth

ing but the consent of the body-politic

will extend the ownership of the corpo

ration beyond the use already denned.

The use, then, is the thing really owned

by the corporation; the use is a benefit

running to the public.

The reversion, then, of all property

of public service corporations, as well

as the user, is held for the public.

This principle affords the broadest and

the most justifiable basis for the public

regulation of their affairs. Public bodies

proceeding upon this principle will

not only avoid the pitfalls which are

now regarded as guide posts in the path

of regulation, but they will attain suc

cess by processes largely automatic.

If, for instance, the property belongs

to the public, subject to and inseparable

from the exercise of the public service

franchise, what constitutional provis

ion is violated, as is suggested by Mr.

Justice Lacombe, by taxation or regu

lation "securing to the public its fair

share of unearned increment thereon?"!

• Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. v. Tax Commissioners,

174 U. S. 417. affirmed U. S.

t Matter of New York and Long Island Bridge,

148 N. Y. 540, 557; Cahill v. Hogan, 180 N. Y. 304.

% Consolidated Gas Co. v. Mayer, 146 Fed. 150,

at p. 156.

Neither tangible property nor franchise

is taken away by regulation of the exer

cise of the franchise or by taxation of

both the franchise and the tangible

property. Neither is directly touched;

taxation and regulation are directed at

a distinct property created by the

exercise of the franchise in conjunction

with the tangible property. The gov

ernment does not guarantee the value

of either stocks or bonds. It does not

guarantee even the value of tangible

property or franchise. It must, how

ever, guarantee the proper service of

the public by those using public prop

erty in the exercise of a franchise, and

the reasonableness of charges to the

public. Charges based upon the bond

ing or capitalization of unearned in

crement in the value of tangible prop

erty above its cost and of franchises

above their cost are by that very fact

unreasonable and should be prohibited.

The constitutional protection of the

private property of a public service

corporation cannot be supported upon

any principle that does not take into

account the nature of that property and

the interest of the public therein.

The justification of regulation, there

fore, far from being negatived by the

attribution of value to special fran

chises as property by the New York

Franchise Tax Act, is actually sup

ported thereby.* "We regard the tan

gible property," said the Court of

Appeals,t "as an inseparable part of the

special franchise mentioned in the stat

ute, constituting with them a new en

tity, which as a going concern can

neither be assessed nor sold to advantage

except as one thing single and entire."

The new entity may be taxed as income-

* Special Franchise Tax Law, Laws 1899, chapter

712; upheld in Metropolitan Street Ry. Co. v. Com

missioners, 174 N. Y. 714; affirmed in 199 U. S. 1.

t Metropolitan Street Ry. Co. v. Commissioners.

174 N. Y. 714.
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producing property and valued for

purposes of taxation in proportion to

earnings.* Yet to base charges to the

public upon a capitalization based upon

earnings would be to form a vicious

circle of increased charges and increased

capitalization without issue and without

limit. There is no basis of property

value in such a proceeding upon which

a constitutional principle can impinge.

The total cost of both tangible and in

tangible property may be considered.

In self-protection the corporation must

• Opinion of Hon. Martin Saze, referee, in People

ex rel. Brooklyn (etc.) R. R. Co. v. Tax Commis

sioners, N. Y. Law Journal, March 5, 1907.

New York, N. Y.

prove such value; a "physical valua

tion" is its salvation. Public regula

tion is really not a matter for litigation

but only of bookkeeping. Every con

sumer should have all the facts easily

accessible upon which to base his appeal

to a court against an unreasonable rate.

Every intending investor should have

the facts upon which true values are

estimated. Only holders of bonds and

stockholders already deceived by in

flated values and insisting upon their

right to tax future generations can

object to an open book and a square

deal between the public and its servants,

the public service corporations.

Theodore Roosevelt

By Harry R. Blythe

Iron is in his blood. He lives to fight,

To yield not, fear not, nor retreat;

Give him the giant odds that mean defeat—

He still fights on ! Whatever he deems right

He guards with the reserve-corps of his might ;

Swiftly he strikes. His triumphs are complete ;

He has no flag of truce. The foe must meet

Him face to face, or safety find in flight.

More men like him we need ! Who dare to face

The odds he craves, and give their very blood

For sake of principle. The groping race

Through such as he finds better brotherhood ;

There lives no foe that ever can erase

The record of his battles for the good.



His Honor—The Judge

By Frank Warren Hackett

THE respect exhibited by the bar

and by the people of the United

States towards the individual person

who occupies judicial office greatly helps,

no doubt, the Judge himself in preser

ving a like measure of regard for his

brethren of the bench. Rarely does it

happen that a judge permits himself to

speak disparagingly of the attainments,

or of the acts of another justice with

whom he is associated. The writer of

a dissenting opinion may upon occasion

go so far as to treat with scarcely veiled

contempt the reasoning put forward by

the majority of the court, but he is

most careful even in this extreme in

stance to maintain an outward show of

deferential regard for his mistaken

brethren.

Every lawyer knows with what scru

pulous care the secrets of the consulta

tion room are guarded. If discord at

times has its way there, the world out

side as a rule hears nothing of it. No

volume entitled "The Confessions of a

Judge" has yet been published, nor is it

likely ever to be announced. Of course,

the "inside history" of many a hard-

fought cause might furnish interesting

material for the man who "writes things

up for the magazines"; but details as

to the process by which courts manage

to reach a decision in difficult cases will

continue, we may be sure, to be hidden

from the eye of the public.

An unwritten rule of the court-room

requires every one present to behold in

the person of the Judge the grave and

dignified office that he is administering.

Members of the bar instinctively accord

to "Your Honor" a large measure of

consideration, whether they are address

ing that personage upon the floor of the

court-room, or chance to meet him

upon the street. This deep-seated re

spect for the office, familiar as it is,

plays a significant part in holding all

good citizens to abide by the law itself.

Where several judges sit together as a

bench, the court acquires a character

of its own. It may be a strong tribunal,

or a weak one, according as its mem

bers are well-equipped intellectually, or

the reverse. In an appellate court one

or two at least of the judges are sure

to be lawyers of ability. There have

been periods when a single member of

the court was seen to tower head and

shoulders above his fellows. Fortunate

is it when in the event that such superi

ority exists, it marks the occupant of

the office of Chief Justice. That bench

where sits a truly great judge, may be

depended upon not only to reach sound

conclusions, but to put forth decisions

marked by uniformity and by con

sistency—qualities that prove helpful

in building up a system of jurisprudence.

It is related of Chief Justice Shaw

that once he happened to enter the con

sultation-room just in time to hear the

closing words of the draft of an opinion

that one of the judges had been reading

as the language of the court. "What!"

exclaimed the Chief Justice, in a tone of

surprise, "I did not so understand it."

He then concisely stated the facts, and

applied certain principles of law, with

such precision and aptitude that the

other judges voted straightway to re

verse their former action. If this inci

dent really occurred, we have here at

least one example where no great harm

could have attended the divulging of a
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secret, which took place, it is probable,

only after the lapse of years.

Instances are not unknown to the

bar where a court has decided a case,

and assigned to one of its number

the preparation of the opinion; the

judge has gone ahead with his task of

setting out the reasons for the conclu

sions agreed upon, only to discover after

he has proceeded for some distance, that

he finds it impossible logically to sup

port the views which at the conference

he together with the others had deemed

controlling. The result has been a re

consideration, and a reversal of a deci

sion which at first had approved itself

as just and sound. Such are the uncer

tainties of the law, not easily explained

to clients.

That the Supreme Court of the United

States in several instances has divided,

five to four, upon the decision of im

portant questions (chiefly those of a pub

lic nature) has by no means escaped

notice. The circumstance, however,

calls for no special comment. While a

nearer approach to unanimity is desir

able, the record as it is serves to illus

trate the truth that many a legal

controversy presents a turning-point,

where, whichever way the judgment

goes, it remains that strong and con

vincing argument can be adduced upon

either side.

The following bit of pleasantry is

familiar to old practitioners, though it

has been credited to more than one other

judge than the true author, who was

the late David K. Cartter, for many

years Chief Justice of the Supreme Court

of the District of Columbia. A man of

large frame, his face pitted with small

pox, Cartter had a slight impediment of

speech, which he overcame in a moment

by an explosive utterance. He was

noted for a refreshing contempt of forms

and technicalities, as well as for exhibi

tions of wit, that, to say the truth, were

at times not over and above refined. He

seldom looked into a law book, and

never but once, so it is said, had he

reduced an opinion to writing. Cartter's

instinct for doing exact justice carried

him by the quickest path to the real

merits of a cause. His conceptions were

usually sound—his reasoning forcible

and logical.

At an evening entertainment in Wash

ington one of the Associate Justices of

the Supreme Court of the United States,

coming up to Cartter, shook him by the

hand and began to rally him on account

of a decision which the Supreme Court

had just announced reversing the court

of the district. Chief Justice Cartter, re

turning the greeting in a manner quite

as hearty, made prompt disposition of

his stammer by ejaculating: "All right,

M— ; the only advantage your court has

over ours (aside from the salary) is that

you fellows on the Hill have the last

guess."

There are two qualities which should

combine in the man to make one a good

judge,—first, a thorough knowledge of

the law, and next a readiness in the

dispatch of business. Common sense,

that splendid quality in every walk of

life, bears a special value when pos

sessed by an occupant of the bench.

The bar, with all its tendency to criti

cise—a disposition not infrequently

sharpened where counsel are smarting

under a sense of unmerited defeat be

cause of the action of the court,—is

really tolerant and considerate in its

estimate of judicial worth. Aware that

all of us are fallible, the profession seeks

to discover in the person of the judge

respectable attainments. If it finds

them, and sees likewise a temperament

indicative of fairness and of an earnest

desire to reach just results, the bar for

the most part is perfectly satisfied.
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Fortunate for the due administration

of justice is it that the bar and the

bench are uniformly in accord. Indeed,

it is this hearty support by lawyers who

practice before a court that renders

judicial life, as a rule, so grateful and so

enjoyable. A judge at once feels rea

sonably sure that his bar not only view

him with kindly regard, but entertain

towards him, with a possible exception

here and there, a genuine affection. The

circumstance that the intercourse be

tween lawyers and the judge is perfectly

open, and devoid of personal prejudice,

affords an opportunity for the rapid

growth of cordiality.

The tributes which upon special occa-

Washington, D. C.

sions are paid by the bar to the memory

of a judge who, after years of service

has retired from the bench, or has died

at his post, abundantly testify to the

kindly nature of that relation which ex

ists between the bench and members of

the bar. The record of these occasions

demonstrates how sincere is the esteem

with which practitioners, both the young

and the old, regard the man who has

long and ably administered the judicial

office. Moreover, the value of this

admirable personal relation in fur

thering the cause of justice, and thereby

advancing the interests of the com

munity at large, is not easily to be over

estimated.

A Remarkable Will Case

By Lawrence Irwell

[For obvious reasons the real names of the persons involved in this case are not given.]

AT the time when the trial took place,

the case of Grantham v. Garland did

not excite any particular attention.

Although it was a will case, it was not

reported in the newspapers, probably

because it appeared to be devoid of

sensational features. The circumstances

were, on the face of them, very ordinary,

and such as may come before any sur

rogate's court. There were, however,

some extraordinary features which made

it almost unique. The facts as sub

mitted to the court were briefly as fol

lows: An old gentleman formerly in the

grain business, Joshua Garland by name,

had died possessed of about three-

quarters of a million dollars in real and

personal property and leaving two sons

and a nephew, George James Grantham,

his sister's only child. The two sons,

Arthur and Thomas, were not exactly

model young men. Arthur, the elder,

though good-hearted and a gentleman,

was unreasonably careless in money

matters. Thomas, the younger, was

without redeeming virtues of any kind.

Old Mr. Garland, himself careful to the

point of parsimony, and a rigid stickler

for the proprieties, had long ago quar

reled with both his sons, and had trans

ferred all his favors to his nephew,

George J. Grantham. The latter was a

young man after his uncle's heart—

a steady, shrewd boy with considerable
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business capacity, who had bought the

controlling interest in a brewery which

was doing a good business. He lived

with his uncle, whose right hand he

was, and the old gentleman made no

secret of the fact that his nephew would

inherit most, if not all of his property.

On first quarreling with his sons ten

years before, Joshua had destroyed his

former will and had made a new one

in George Grantham's favor; and not

withstanding his lawyer's remonstrance

he had positively refused to leave any

thing to either of his sons. If he had

left this document with his attorney

or with a trust company, there would

have been little trouble after his death.

But he insisted upon keeping it himself,

and the result was that when he died

the document was nowhere to be found.

Every possible place was searched, every

inquiry made, but to no avail. Arthur

Garland therefore applied for an order

for administration of his deceased father's

estate. His cousin promptly opposed

such a proceeding. The consequence

was that the case came before the

probate court for trial.

The nephew's attorney argued that it

was contrary to all reason and proba

bility that his uncle would have des

troyed his will himself, thereby trans

mitting his whole property, as he must

have known he would be doing, to his

two sons, with whom he was not on

friendly terms; that the deceased had

often stated his intention of leaving the

bulk of his property to his nephew,

and that, on the whole, the explanation

on which the other side relied was in

view of the facts impossible.

The brothers Garland, on their part,

contended that their father had des

troyed the will himself; and they pro

duced a couple of letters written by the

deceased to Arthur shortly before his

death, showing some sign of relenting.

Many witnesses were called in sup

port of both sides, and the judge decided

in favor of the sons. It was quite

natural, he considered, that towards the

end of his life the old gentleman might

have wished to repair what was cer

tainly an act of injustice towards his

own children, and he therefore held

that Joshua Garland had died intestate.

Thus the two brothers came into the

whole of their father's estate, George

Grantham's lawyers having told him

that it would be useless to appeal.

Nevertheless, this young man did not

take his defeat well. He insisted that

he had been cheated out of his uncle's

estate, although he could not explain

how his cousins had managed to get

hold of the will, for neither of them had

been inside their father's house for ten

years. Still, it might not have been

very difficult to bribe some person in

his employ.

George Grantham had a particular

reason for disliking Arthur Garland.

The two men had fallen in love with the

same girl. She had refused the model

young man and accepted his cousin.

With George, the bitterest point in his

failure to win the suit was not the loss

of the money, but the fact that Arthur

could now marry Ethel Watson, a thing

which his serious indebtedness and his

lack of funds had hitherto made impos

sible.

"If the will has been stolen," said

Grantham to his attorney, whose name

was Marsden, "you have the draft of

the will, and we could offer it for pro

bate if we could show that the will

itself was stolen."

"Certainly," was the reply, "but the

hypothesis rests upon no substantial

basis. If there were any thief, he could

be relied upon to keep silent for his

own sake."

"I intend to drag the truth from
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him," answered George Grantham, with

determination.

Marsden, the lawyer, received a check

for his services, and thought no more

about the matter until eighteen months

later. Then he was suddenly reminded

of the case by a flurried visit from Gran

tham, who entered the office in excite

ment.

"Mr. Marsden," said Grantham, "I

came to tell you about what I received

this morning, but you'd better take a

look for yourself."

He drew a long envelope from his

pocket. The lawyer hastily drew out

the contents, and said: "That's the will,

I'm sure. Where did you get it?"

"It reached me by mail. No letter

accompanied it. I was thunderstruck."

"Very extraordinary. The handwrit

ing of the address is strange to you, I

suppose?"

"Completely."

"I notice by the postmark that it was

mailed in Franklin Square. We'll see

if we can trace the sender."

"You will take the necessary steps to

probate the instrument?" asked Gran

tham, somewhat nervously, the lawyer

thought.

"I will give the matter my prompt

attention," Marsden replied.

The client took his departure, with a

suppressed excitement in his manner

that Marsden felt at a loss to explain,

and left the lawyer still holding the

envelope in his hand. He held it up

to the light and subjected it to a careful

scrutiny. He happened to get it in

such a position that the light shone

through it, and he then noticed that it

was more opaque at the lower end than

elsewhere. He immediately thrust in

his hand to explore the cause, and dis

covered a thin slip of paper clinging to

the side, which had evidently escaped

Grantham's observation.

He drew out the slip. To his disap

pointment, it proved to be not a com

munication from the sender, but merely

a receipted restaurant bill which had

evidently got into the envelope by acci

dent.

Then it dawned upon Marsden that

this slip might serve as an important

clue. It also occurred to him that

what a rogue does by accident is often

a better key to his secrets than what

he does designedly. On the top of the

restaurant bill were the words "Hotel

Comet, 34 West Madison Street," and

also a date—that of the day before

yesterday.

Marsden went directly to the restau

rant, where he ascertained from the

cashier that the number on the check

indicated a waiter named "Peter." Mr.

Marsden stated the object of his visit

to Peter, who soon recalled a man with

his arm in a sling.

"He told me that his right hand had

been so badly hurt in a railroad wreck

as to make him unable to write, and he

asked me to address an envelope for

him."

"To whom did you address it?"

"I can't remember, but the street was

'Bryant.' "

"Is this the envelope which you ad

dressed?" asked the lawyer, producing

the one which Grantham had left at his

office.

"That's my writing? Are you the

man I addressed it to?"

"No, I'm a lawyer, and if you can

tell me a little more about the man I

can reward you. What was he like?"

"He was just an ordinary looking

man—brown hair, clean-shaved and

medium size, if I remember."

"If he should come again, I want you

to telephone to me. This is my card,

and here's a ten-dollar bill. Wait a

minute ! I think my client, Mr. George
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J. Grantham, the owner of the Sun

Brewery, would like to talk with you.

Can you arrange to come to my office

the day after tomorrow between ten

and eleven?"

"Yes, sir."

Promptly at ten o'clock in the morn

ing of the second day following, George

Grantham entered Marsden's office. He

had hardly had time to sit down before

a man entered who stared hard at

Grantham, his face showing signs of

great surprise.

"So you've found the man," he re

marked.

"Found whom?" ejaculated Marsden,

frowning perplexedly.

"Why, this man (pointing at Gran

tham). He's the one as asked me to

direct that envelope."

Joshua Garland's will, although gen

uine, was never presented for probate

by the sole beneficiary, his nephew,

George James Grantham. That extraor

dinary man, who evidently cared little

for money, being fully determined to

punish the woman who had refused to

marry him, as well as his favored

cousin, had hit upon the expedient of

suppressing his uncle's will. As a re

sult, Arthur and Thomas Garland had

divided the whole of their father's prop

erty. When George Grantham had rea

son to believe that his two cousins had

disposed of a considerable part of their

inheritance, he "found" the will, and he

intended to take steps to get possession

of whatever remained of his deceased

uncle's estate, the temporary posses

sion of which by Arthur Garland was

essential to the carrying out of Gran

tham's diabolical plot, because without

it the former could never have married.

Mr. Marsden was irate at his client's

attempt to impose upon him, and his

annoyance caused him to take a peculiar

step. He insisted that unless the will was

destroyed then and there, the matter

would be brought to the surrogate's

notice the following morning. This threat

was effectual, and the document was

burned before Grantham left the office.

Two Georgia Judges

By L. B. Ellis

IT has been about a hundred years

since John M. Dooly first took a

seat upon the Bench of Georgia, but his

judicial keenness and strength are still

held in honor, while his quick Irish wit

can never be forgotten. Indeed, the

very name of Dooly is associated with

some of the most humorous traditions

of the Georgia bar. An appreciative

biographer says of him that, "like Charles

II, Dooly could not only say good things

to set off his bad deeds, but, what was

more fortunate, could say them of the

deeds themselves, and always thus gild

the pills of impropriety which he admin

istered to the public."

This judge it was who went to a noted

faro-table and broke the bank during

that very court-session in which he had

so eloquently charged the Grand Jury

against the vice and crime of gaming.

What was his excuse? "Gentlemen," he

modestly remarked, when the play was

at an end, "finding that I could not
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suppress this evil by juries, I have taken

the only other method within my cog

nizance."

Judge Dooly it was too, who, becom

ing involved in an unfortunate dispute

with a brother of the bench, Judge

Tait, received from him a request for

satisfaction by the code duello, then

widely in vogue throughout the South.

Now Judge Tait had a wooden leg, and

his adversary, receiving the challenge,

replied with serene good nature that the

two could scarcely fight on equal terms

and hence he must in honor decline.

But Judge Tait, more than ever indig

nant, wrote in return taunting him with

rank cowardice, and repeated the de

mand for satisfaction on the field.

Still preserving his equanimity, Dooly

replied by saying that he was sorry to

find himself mistaken in supposing his

brother of the bench too magnanimous

to take advantage of an adversary by

putting up his old wooden leg against

two live ones. "But," he went on, "since

you are determined to settle the matter

in the way proposed, I am ready to

meet you at any place or on any day

agreed upon, provided I am allowed to

put one of my own legs in a bee-gum!"

This clever bit of strategy simply

infuriated Judge Tait, who wrote in

reply that, seeing he could get no satis

faction from such a craven, he now

proposed to publish the affair all over

the state.

But still his unruffled adversary proved

impervious to threats and closed the

belligerent correspondence with genuine

Celtic blitheness ! "Go ahead, my dear

brother," he wrote; "I'd rather fill all

the newspapers in Georgia than one

coffin!"

Dooly it was, again, who, while at a

public dinner, fell into dispute with

Major Freeman Walker, and, to make

bad matters worse, kept firing away at

his martial opponent until forbearance

was at an end; the Major sprang up and

came at his enemy with an uplifted

chair. Dooly thereupon seized a carv

ing knife, and squared himself to do

some very genuine execution. Several

gentlemen instantly laid hold of the

quite too well-armed judge, while only

one seemed to think it necessary to lay

a restraining hand upon the martial

aggressor.

"Stop, gentlemen," cried Dooly, in

impetuous tones, "stop ! One of you will

be enough to keep me from doing mis

chief. All the rest of you for God's

sake take hold of Major Walker!"

Amid the ensuing laughter, hostilities

came to a happy close, and the pleasant

finale of a "handshake all round" closed

the unique affair.

That portion of the Georgia Reports

which is filled by the decisions of Chief

Justice Logan E. Bleckley makes fasci

nating reading for lawyer or layman. His

judicial opinions, models as they are of

precision and perspicuity, intensely char

acterized, also, by sound judgment and

correct apprehension of the law, are yet

rich in imagery and metaphor, and scin-

tillant with pure, spontaneous humor, a

humor which, though trenchant, never

sinks to buffoonery or farce.

Scarcely another judge but Bleckley,

in rendering the decision that, while the

assets of a corporation may be seized by

the Federal Courts, yet the body corpor

ate can not be dissolved, would have

summed up the whole matter so aptly.

"Your money, not your life," said he,

"is the demand of the Bankrupt Act."

And no other but he could have said,

when deciding that the purchaser of

property from one who has no title, can

not recover the price unless he tenders

back the property, "Restitution before

absolution is as sound in law as in

theology."
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One of the most delightful— and cer

tainly wholesome—of Judge Bleckley's

judicial opinions, is that rendered in a

case where a wife's property, bought with

the hard earnings she had made by

keeping boarders, was being defended

against seizure by her husband's creditors.

"The legal unity of husband and

wife," pronounced the judge, "has in

Georgia, for most purposes, been dis

solved, and a legal duality been estab

lished. A wife is a wife and not a hus

band, as she was formerly. Legislative

chemistry has analyzed the conjugal

unit, and it is no longer treated as an

element but as a compound. A hus

band can make a gift to his own wife,

although she lives in the house with him

and attends to her household duties,—

as easily as he can make a present to his

neighbor's wife. This puts her on an

equality with other ladies, and looks like

progress. Under the new order of

things, when he induces her to enter into

the business of keeping boarders, and

promises to let her have all the proceeds,

he is allowed to keep his promise if she

keeps the boarders. It would seem that

the law ought to tolerate him in being

faithful to his word in such a matter,

and we think it does." f.*

Another verdict of his that will be

held in grateful remembrance by the

gentler sex is that containing the follow

ing sentiment: "Between the passenger

and the baggage, there is a relation be

yond that of mere partnership. When

baggage is lost, it is not simply priva

tion,—it is bereavement."

That Bleckley is a master of epigram,

no one can doubt who recalls how aptly

he hit off appellate tribunals: "Some

courts live by correcting the errors of

others and adhering to their own." Or

again, in regard to one of his own deci

sions: "Any one who seriously doubts

the correctness of this ruling, may readily

solve his doubts by studying law." Or

his comment when a sheriff, in answer

to charges of dereliction of duty, claimed

that he had acted under advice from a

lawyer: "We suppose, from the quality

of the advice, that he must have ob

tained it gratis." Or his quaint reply,

when a young barrister had just com

pleted an impassioned and chivalrous

plea in behalf of a female client: "In

protecting women, courts and juries

should be careful to protect men, too,

for men are not only useful to general

society, but to women especially."

It is always more difficult to stop re

citing Bleckley stories and quotations

than it is to begin. For rare is a lawyer

in Georgia, or in the South for that

matter, who does not possess a well-

stocked repertoire of "Bleckleyana."

But the present collection may well

be closed with a bit of a story that the

public has not yet gotten hold of.

It was in the privacy of the Judge's

family circle, and one of the younger

members was giving, rather excitedly, a

detailed account of a "revival meeting"

she had just been attending.

"And, O Papa, who do you suppose

went up and gave his hand to the min

ister and asked to be prayed for? It

was Judge T—."

"No, no, my child," remonstrated the

father. "Not Judge T—. You must be

mistaken." For Judge T—was an espe

cially upright friend and neighbor, gray-

haired, benignant, and amiable.

"But it was JudgeT—, Papa ! And he

asked for the prayers of the church be

cause he said he was such a dreadful

sinner."

"What a sad hallucination," mused

Mr. Chief Justice, in a hurt tone, and

with a deprecatory shake of his head.

"Why, Judge T— never committed a sin

in his life. Or, if he did, it is barred

by the Statute of Limitations."
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JURISPRUDENCE takes the lead in

the current magazines in the number

of articles and perhaps in importance,

although there are so many other valu

able papers noticed that the distinction

may not be concurred in. Under the

heads of bankruptcy, conflict of laws,

constitutional and oiminal law, evi

dence and suretyship readers will find

articles that well deserve especial atten

tion.

Admiralty. "Maritime Salvage and

Chartered Freight," by M. A. Rundell.

Law Quarterly Review (vol. xxiv, p. 385) .

In the April number of the same journal

Mr. Birch Sharpe stated and discussed the

following proposition:

"When a ship under charter proceeding in

ballast to an outward port, there to load and

bring back a specified cargo, is rescued from

danger under circumstances which entitle her

rescuer to rank as a salvor in the courts of

this country, can the salvor make good a

claim for remuneration in respect of the

freight then in course of being earned under

the charter-party?"

Mr. Sharpe's conclusion was that chartered

freight under such circumstances is not a

subject of maritime salvage. Mr. Rundell's

analysis leads him to the contrary view.

Bankruptcy (Partnership). "Some

New Aspects of Partnership Bankruptcy

under the Act of 1898," by Charles M.

Hough. Columbia Law Review (vol.

viii, p. 599).

Arguing for the full acceptance of the doc

trine of "partnership entity," declared to

have arisen out of the blunt words "a partner

ship may be declared a bankrupt." This

doctrine would make a partnership insolvent

when the aggregate of the joint property is

not sufficient to pay the joint debts.

"A partnership being now a person for

bankruptcy purposes,—if some of the inci

dents of adjudication are inappropriate to

such artificial personality the same condition

has long existed as to corporations; it is also

true that one object of bankruptcy proceed

ings is to relieve debtors, but it is quite as

much an object to secure equitable distribu

tion of assets, and the latter procedure is

first in order of time. Partners who wish

release from liability have an open path be

fore them, but creditors who wish dividends

and desire to prevent preferences must act

quickly and should not be hampered by nice

questions of possible solvency of possible

partners. The legislature builded better than

it knew, and the duty of the courts is to take

the statutory words at their full value and

not prevent relief by adherence to old defini

tions that do not square with the result

promised by the act."

Biography. "A Great Judicial Char

acter—Roger Brooke Taney," by Charles

Noble Gregory. Yale Law Journal (vol.

xviii, p. 10).

Constitutional Law (Judicial Power).

"The Extent of the Judicial Power of

the United States," by Simeon E. Bald

win. Yale Law Journal (vol. xviii, p. 1).

Arguing that the judicial power of the

United States is limited to the cases enumer

ated in the Constitution, contrary to some

observations of Mr. Justice Brewer in the

recent case of Kansas v. Colorado, 206 U. S.

46. These observations, Judge Baldwin says,

were merely dicta.

Charitable Bequests (Scotland).

"Charitable Bequests," by A. C. Black.

Juridical Review (vol. xx, p. 227).

Discussion of the Scotch cases interpreting

the title.

Consideration (England). "Considera

tion Under the Finance Act, 1894," by

P. J. Hamilton-Grierson. Juridical Re

view (vol. xx, p. 203).

From the terms of the English Finance Act,

1894, it is clear it was the intention of the

legislature to treat transactions of gift as
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dutiable, and transactions of sale and pur

chase as exempt from duty. This article

considers the English cases in which it was

necessary to decide to which class a trans

action belonged.

Conflict of Laws (Domicile). "Domi

cile in Countries Granting Extraterri

torial Privileges to Foreigners," by

Charles Henry Huberich. Law Quarterly

Review (vol. xxiv, p. 440).

The question discussed here is, Can a per

son acquire a domicile in a place where, by

virtue of capitulation, treaties, law, or usage,

he enjoys exemption from the operation of

the ordinary local laws? The author does

not take up the domicile of diplomatic agents

and their suites, but limits himself to the

acquisition of domicile in countries such as

Turkey and China, where citizens or subjects

of certain states are governed by their own

national law.

The power to acquire a domicile in such

cases was denied by Mr. Justice Chitty in the

much-discussed case of Tootal's Trusts. A

contrary view is taken by Judge Wilfley in

a case recently decided. [In re Allen's Will,

United States Court for China, Shanghai

Term, August 16, 1907. Pamphlet (not offi

cially reported).]

The increasing number of persons of British

and American nationality permanently resid

ing in the Orient makes the question one of

considerable practical importance. The Eng

lish view, it is submitted, is based on erron

eous conceptions of domicile and exterritori

ality. It is supported by the authority of a

single case, has been vigorously attacked,

and may yet be repudiated by courts not

bound by the precedent.

Mr. Huberich prefers the latter view. He

says in summing up:

"The acquisition of a domicile in a country

granting exterritorial privileges is governed

by the same principles of law as the acquisi

tion of a domicile in other countries. Where

the requisite factum and animus are shown

to exist there is no valid reason why an Eng

lishman or an American should not be held

to acquire a domicile in China. In respect

of all matters which private international

law refers to the law of the domicile he would

be governed by the Chinese law, the law of

the territorial sovereign. The law to which

he would be subject would be none the less

the law of China because it provides that

persons of British and American nationality

shall be governed by such laws as their respec

tive countries may enact to govern their

nationals in China. The legislative power

of China extends to all persons and things

within the territorial limits of the Empire;

the British Parliament in legislating for

British nationals in China acts merely under

a delegation of authority. Such laws are

operative within the territory of China only

because China recognizes them as part of

the law of the land. The Chinese law sub

jects certain persons owing allegiance to a

foreign government to rules of law which

may differ from those that are applied to

persons of Chinese nationality, just as the

common law subjects certain transactions

having their origin in foreign countries to

rules of law which may differ from those that

are applied to transactions taking place in

the forum. Nor is the principle affected by

the circumstance that this law is administered

by officials appointed by a foreign government.

"It follows from these principles that if

the so-called exterritorial privileges are with

drawn by the territorial sovereign, even in

violation of treaties, the domicile acquired in

such country would continue, the persons

remaining subject to such rules of law as the

state of their domicile makes applicable to

them. It follows further that a change in the

nationality of a person domiciled in a country

granting exterritorial privileges may involve

a considerable change in the applicatory law

governing matters subject to the law of

domicile."

Constitutional Law (Right to Dis

charge Servant at Will). "The Adair

Case," by Charles R. Darling. American

Law Review (vol. xlii, p. 884).

Arguing in favor of the decision of the

United States Supreme Court that a law for

bidding a carrier from discriminating against

a workman because of his membership in a

labor union is unconstitutional. The author

says, however, in conclusion:

"The labor men have no just ground for

finding fault with the decision in the Adair

case, but they may pertinently ask whether

the logic of that decision does not require the

courts to say that any strike for any reason

is lawful."

Criminal Law (Responsibility). "The

Case of Marie Jeanneret," by Charles F.
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Folsom, M.D. American Law Review

(vol. xlii, p. 801).

A study by a distinguished physician, now

dead, of several cases of abnormal criminals,

especially that of Marie Jeanneret, a French

nurse who committed eleven poisonings and

six murders. Others mentioned are Jesse

Pomeroy, whom Dr. Folsom thought respon

sible, "Slugger" Perry, John Wilkes Booth,

Guiteau and Czolgolz.

Extracts follow:—

"The real question at issue was, in each

case, whether there was any mental quality

or lack of quality which inhibited a reason

able self-control and which was due to brain

defect or disease of the mind.

"Authority and precedent, which at least

among English speaking people aim to voice

the common law and common sense, in the

main have held such people responsible for

their criminal motives and acts; and they are

supported thus far by the predominating

weight of expert medical opinion, although

individual views differ regarding them. There

is another class of individuals ... in whom

there is no evidence of irresponsibility out

side of their criminal acts, and none indi

cated or suspected before them, where the

question of insanity lies in the answer to the

inquiry whether or how far there is in the

crimes themselves inherent evidence of mental

unsoundness .

"... I should like to propose ... an

amendment to our laws so that the punish

ment for murder in the first degree shall be

death or imprisonment for life, at the dis

cretion and judgment of the jury, with such

instructions as the courts may give them—

thereby following the precedent of the recent

change in the United States law, even if not

quite attaining to the admirable provisions

of the French code.

"If we could at the same time eliminate

from our nosology and more particularly

from our jurisprudence the term 'moral in

sanity,' we should confer a boon on the

medical profession and the world at large

like that which came from abolishing Jona

than Edwards's 'original sin.' "

Copyright (England). "The Origin

and Growth of Copyright," by W. F.

Wyndham Brown. Law Magazine and

Review (vol. xxxiv, p. 54).

A history of English copyright legislation.

Criminal Law. "Ignorance and Mis

take in the Criminal Law," by Edwin R.

Keedy. Harvard Law Review (vol. xxii,

p. 75).

"Ignorantia juris non excused, ignorantia

facti excusat is a maxim familiar to the lay

man as well as to the lawyer. The purpose

of this article is to discuss the origin of this

maxim; to consider the scope of its influence

in criminal jurisprudence; to discover the ex

tent to which the decisions referring to it are

founded upon general principles; and finally

to determine what is the state of the law

today regarding ignorantia juris and ignoran

tia facti as defenses to criminal prosecutions."

Debtors' Act (England). "Defects of

the Debtors' Act," by "Appellant."

Law Magazine and Review (vol. xxxiv,

p. 17).

Deceased Wife's Sister Act (Eng

land). "Communicants and the De

ceased Wife's Sister Act, 1907," by

G. A. Ring. Law Magazine and Review

(vol. xxxiv, p. 66).

Comments upon judicial and ecclesiastical

interpretation of the act.

Evidence (Prior Accidents). "A Point

of Evidence in Colorado," by Arthur

March Brown. American Law Review

(vol. xlii, p. 834).

In the case of Diamond Rubber Co. v.

Harryman (Colo.), 92 Pac. 922, the Colorado

Supreme Court in a suit for personal injuries

received by tripping over a pipe projecting

above the surface of a sidewalk, excluded

evidence that other persons had tripped over

the same pipe. This was contrary to a

former opinion of the same court and to the

great weight of authority in this country.

Massachusetts and a few other states are in

accord with the later decision and even

Massachusetts admits such evidence in cases

of injuries caused by shying or frightened

horses and Chief Justice Knowlton expresses

in a horse-shying case doubt of the wisdom

of his state's general policy. After stating

the rules of the different jurisdictions the

author says:

"Can the argument of the minority be

held to prevail over the great weight of judi

cial authority to the effect that evidence of
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prior accidents leads reasonably and legiti

mately to an inference as to the condi

tions causing the accident in question, that

such happenings are in the nature of an ex

perimental use of the instrumentality under

consideration, and that they tend to bring

home to the responsible parties knowledge

of the existing conditions? Against this

there is only the contention that such evi

dence confuses the minds of jurymen with

collateral issues, and tends to delay trials.

It is difficult to see, however, why jurymen

cannot be trusted with such evidence in the

court room, when it is precisely the kind they

would give weight to in their ordinary affairs

—the experience of others under similar cir

cumstances. As to delaying trials, that is

not a light charge, in these days of over

worked courts; but, after all, the courts

exist, not to expedite business, but to do

justice and to ascertain truth. Where so

many able minds have recorded their convic

tion that this is a class of evidence which

helps us to get at the truth, shall a court

lean towards the side of exclusion rather

than admission?"

Equity (Conversion). "The Inconsis

tencies of the Doctrine of Equitable

Conversion," by Walter J. Hart. Law

Quarterly Review (vol. xxiv, p. 403).

Consideration of the cases on contracts

for sale or purchase and trusts for sale

or purchase leads the author to the conclu

sion that the decisions cannot be reconciled

with any consistent principle and the result

is that the student must commit to memory

a long series of complicated rules which are

merely arbitrary.

Future Interests (Personalty). "In

terests for Life and Quasi-Remainders

in Chattels Personal," by David T.

Oliver. Law Qu. Review (yo\. xxiv, p. 431).

The survey of the cases leads the author

"to the conclusion that the doctrine of the

modern textbooks that all ulterior interests

in personalty are executory is erroneous, and

that in the case of a gift of personal chattels

to A for life and then to B, in a will (and,

perhaps, in a deed also), A is to be regarded

as a usufructuary and the property vests at

once in B."

Government (Direct Legislation) .

"Some Experiments in Direct Legisla

tion," by Robert Treat Piatt. Yale Law

Journal (vol. xviii, p. 40).

Commenting on the working of the Oregon

system of initiative and referendum.

History (England). "The House of

Lords," by C. R. A. Howden. Juridical

Review (vol. xx, p. 247).

Third in a series of articles on the history

and constitution of the House of Lords.

Income Tax (England) . "The Assess

ment of Public Bodies for Income Tax,"

by E. J. Moore. Law Magazine and Re

view (vol. xxxiv, p. 26).

International Law. "History of Con

traband of War. II," by H. J. Randall.

Law Quarterly Review (vol. xxiv, p. 449).

Second and final instalment of a valuable

historical article.

Judgments (Foreign). "The Law of

Foreign Judgments with Special Refer

ence to Default Judgments of English

and Colonial Courts Inter Se," by C. C.

McCaul, K. C. Law Quarterly Review

(vol. xxiv, p. 412).

Jurisprudence (Corporations). "The

Juristic Person. I," by George F. Deiser.

University of Pennsylvania Law Review

and American Law Register (vol. lvii,

p. 131).

An attempt to determine the nature of the

person, being or group, through which the

will of the collection of members of the cor

poration finds expression. The problem is

defined as follows:

"Corporations, under existing legal systems,

for judicial or legislative purposes are re

garded in two ways :

"I. The corporation is a fictitious person

or entity (as in England and the United

States).

"II. The corporation is a real person (as

in Germany, France, Spain, and some other

continental countries).

"The problems arising under both of these

attitudes are these:

"A. Does the corporation as a group or

unit possess rights and owe duties?

"B. Has the corporation as a group or unit

criminal or moral responsibility?
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"C. What is the nature of the shareholders'

interest?

"If again, we examine the nature of cor

porate existence with reference to proffered

solutions, we shall find again that the cor

poration is a fictitious person, or a real per

son, or a form of co-ownership, or a form of

agency or action by representation. It re

mains to consider these views with reference

to the extent to which they resolve the

problem."

Jurisprudence (Hungary). "Hun

garian Law," by F. Nagg: Law Magazine

and Review (vol. xxxiv, p. 1).

Address given at Budapest, September 22,

1908, at the 25th conference of the Inter

national Law Association.

Jurisprudence (Early Development of

Equity). "Reason and Conscience in

Sixteenth-Century Jurisprudence," by

Paul Vinogradoff. Law Quarterly Review

(vol. xxiv, p. 373).

Interesting analysis of St. Germain's Doctor

and Student as showing "what a stimulating

influence was exerted on the English juris

prudence of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen

turies by the later Schoolmen and canon

lawyers. Henry VIII and the Reformation

put an end to canon law in England, but the

process described by St. Germain had not

taken place in vain; it left distinct traces on

the theory and jurisdiction of English equity."

Jurisprudence. "Law and Morals," by

James Barr Ames. Harvard Law Review

(vol. xxii, p. 97).

"Primitive law," says Professor Ames,

"regards the word and the act of the indi

vidual; it searches not his heart. 'The

thought of man shall not be tried,' said Chief

Justice Brian, one of the best mediaeval

lawyers, 'for the devil himself knoweth not

the thought of man.' As a consequence,

early law is formal and immoral."

Dean Ames sets out to see if this is true

of the English common law. He finds that

it was in the early days but he also finds and

gives many instances to show that it has

progressed much in this respect. The work,

however, is not done.

"It is obvious that the spirit of reform

which during the last six hundred years has

been bringing our system of law more and

more into harmony with moral principles has

not., yet achieved its purpose. It is worth

while to realize the great ethical advance of

the English law in the past, if only as an

encouragement to effort for future improve

ment. In this work for the future there is

an admirable field for the law professor. The

professor has, while the judge and the prac

tising lawyer have not, the time for syste

matic and comprehensive study, and for be

coming familiar with the decisions and legis

lation of other countries. This systematic

study and the knowledge of what is going on

in other countries are indispensable if we

would make one system of law the best pos

sible instrument of justice. The training of

students must always be the chief object of

the law school, but this work should be

supplemented by solid contributions of their

profession to the improvement of the law."

Jurisprudence (Danger from Science) .

"Mechanical Jurisprudence," by Roscoe

Pound. Columbia Law Review (vol. viii,

p. 605).

A strong and interesting paper on the

present condition of our law, which Mr.

Pound regards as too mechanical.

"Two dangers have to be guarded against

in a scientific legal system, one of them in the

direction of the effect of its scientific and

artificial character upon the public, the other

in the direction of its effect upon the courts

and the legal profession. With respect to

the first danger, it is well to remember that

law must not become too scientific for the

people to appreciate its workings. ... It

must not become so completely artificial that

the public is led to regard it as wholly arbi

trary. No institution can stand upon such

a basis to-day. Reverence for institutions of

the past will not preserve, of itself, an insti

tution that touches everyday life as pro

foundly as does the law. Legal theory can

no more stand as a sacred tradition in the

modern world than can political theory. It

has been one of the great merits of English

law that its votaries have always borne this

in mind. When Lord Esher said, 'the law of

England is not a science,' he meant to pro

test against a pseudo-science of technical

rules existing for their own sake and sub

serving supposed ends of science, while

defeating justice. And it is the importance

of the r61e of jurors in tempering the admin

istration of justice with common sense and

preserving a due connection of the rules
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governing everyday relations with everyday

needs of ordinary men that has atoned for

the manifold and conspicuous defects of trial

by jury and is keeping it alive. In Germany

today one of the problems of law reform is

how to achieve a similar tempering of the

justice administered by highly trained special

ists.

"In the other direction, the effect of a

scientific legal system upon the courts and

upon the legal profession is more subtle and

far-reaching. The effect of all system is apt

to be petrifaction of the subject systematized.

Perfection of scientific system and exposition

tends to cut off individual initiative in the

future, to stifle independent consideration of

new problems and of new phases of old prob

lems, and to impose the ideas of one genera

tion upon another

"That our case law at its maturity has ac

quired the sterility of a fully developed

system, may be shown by abundant examples

of its failure to respond to vital needs of

present-day life. Its inadequacy to deal with

employers' liability; the failure of the theory

of 'general jurisprudence' of the Supreme

Court of the United States to give us a uni

form commercial law; the failure of American

courts, with centuries of discussion before

them, to work out a reasonable or certain law

of future interests in land; the breakdown of

the common law in the matter of discrimina

tion by public service companies because of

inability to make procedure enforce its doc

trines and rules; its breakdown in the attempt

to adjust water rights in our newer states,

where there was opportunity for free develop

ment; its inability to hold promoters to their

duty and to protect the interests of those

who invest in corporate enterprises against

mismanagement and breach of trust; its fail

ure to work out a scheme of responsibility

that will hold legal entities, or those who

hide behind their skirts, to their duty to the

public—all these failures, and many more

might be adduced, speak for themselves. But

compare these failures with the great achieve

ments of the youth of our case-law, with

Lord Mansfield's development of a law of

quasi-contracts from the fictions of the com

mon counts, with Lord Mansfield's develop

ment of mercantile law by judicial decision,

with Kent's working out of equity for America

from a handful of English decisions, with

Marshall's work in giving us a living Consti

tution by judicial interpretation. Now and

then, at present, we see vigorous life in re

mote corners of our case law, as, for instance, in

the newer decisions as to surface and under

ground waters. But judicial revolt from

mechanical methods to-day is more likely to

take the form of 'officious kindness' and

flabby equitable application of law. Our

judge-made law is losing its vitality, and it

is a normal phenomenon that it should do

so."

Mr. Pound sees the remedy only in legis

lation, and calls on common-lawyers to aban

don their traditional attitude toward legisla

tion and to make it what it should be.

Jurisprudence. "The Basis of Law,"

by John Mahon. American Law Review

(vol. xlii, p. 872).

A discussion of the two traditional atti

tudes of jurists toward law: That, on the one

hand, it is an absolute science; on the other,

that its basis in the last resort is expediency.

The former attitude tends to promote

stability of legal rules, but fails to afford

complete justice in individual instances; the

second, to provide adequately "for individual

cases and arising contingencies," but where

indiscriminately adhered to, it creates a

menacing instability—substituting individual

opinions for the wisdom of the past. The

author discusses many instances of the effect

of the two views.

Legal History (England). "Two

Problems in Legal History," by W. C.

Bolland. Law Quarterly Review (vol.

xxiv, p. 392).

A discussion of these two questions: How

and when did the courts begin to recognize

the qualifications of a Barrister of the Inn to

practise before them? And why did the appel

lation of Barrister entirely supersede that of

Apprentice?

Literature. "The Law and Lawyers

of Pickwick," by John Marshall Gest.

University of Pennsylvania Law Review

and American Law Register (vol. lvii,

p. 143).

Monopolies (Anti-Trust Act and Com

mon Law). "The Federal Anti-Trust

Act and Minority Holdings of the

Shares of Railroads by Competing Com
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panies," by G. Carroll Todd. Harvard

Law Review (vol. xxii, p. 114).

Mr. Todd contends that it is a violation of

the Anti-Trust Act, because destructive of

competition and promotive of monopoly,

for one of two competing railroads to acquire

any shares whatever of the other. This was

the common law, which Congress has made,

"with widened scope, the very law of the

United States."

Practice. "The Delays of the Law,"

by William Howard Taft. Yale Law

Journal (vol. xviii, p. 28).

President-elect Taft's address before the

Virginia Bar Association, August 6, 1908.

Railroad Regulation. "Railroads:

National vs. State Control," by Hiram

Glass. American Law Review (vol. xlii,

p. 848).

Starting with the premise "that the coun

try is now thoroughly committed to the policy

of control and regulation of railroad rates

through the instrumentality of commissions

created for that purpose," the author thinks

the question has become this: Which com

mission, state or national? In this article

which was read before the Texas State Bar

Association, July 7, 1908, Mr. Glass takes the

ground that only national control will give

effective supervision. State control means

endless confusion and complexity, of which

he gives illustrations, due to differences be

tween state laws. "The railroads are, in

fact, national in scope and character, and

why should they not be so recognized by

law?"

Rate Regulation. "Commutation

Tickets and Rate Regulation," by Bor

den D. Whiting. Columbia Law Review

(vol. viii, p. 636).

Arguing that even under the apparently

sweeping power of ratemaking given by the

Hepburn bill the Interstate Commerce Com

mission is under certain limitations, notably

in the case of commutation tickets. The posi

tion is taken that a carrier may arbitrarily

increase or cut off such rates. The author

bases this on the decision of the commission

in Sprigg v. Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co.

(1900), 1 I. C. C. Rep. 443, which says, "We

could not under any circumstances compel

the granting of a special and lower rate for

the benefit of a particular class." This con

clusion is supported by Lake Shore & M. S. R.

v. Smith (1899), 173 U. S. 684. Subsequent

cases to the same effect are also cited.

Suretyship (Rights of Surety). "The

Cancellation of Depository Bonds," by

Luther E. Mackall. American Law Re

view (vol. xlii, p. 820).

"During the financial panic of October,

1907, after a number of banks and trust

companies in New York and elsewhere had

closed their doors, . . . several of the surety

companies, having on their books some de

pository bonds, without provision for can

cellation, on banks of doubtful financial

strength, began to send telegrams broadcast

over the country demanding that the re

spective obligees withdraw all funds covered

by the bonds, and notifying them that unless

they did so the surety would not be liable in

case of the subsequent insolvency of the

depository.

"This is believed to have been the first

attempt to cancel depository bonds in this

manner, it having been generally supposed

that unless a depository bond contained a

provision for cancellation or there was some

statutory provision therefor, the liability con

tinued until the obligee saw fit to withdraw

the funds, or until the bond expired by its

own limitation. . . .

"Inasmuch as the right to cancel a de

pository bond is one of the important ele

ments in determining its desirability as a

risk, it is evident that the correct solution of

this question is important to surety com

panies."

Mr. Mackall examines the question in the

light of the legal and equitable rules of surety

ship; his analysis would require too much

space for this department. His conclusion,

however, is that on the whole—

"The power of a surety on a depository

bond to cancel it, without a provision to that

effect in the bond, is so questionable that it

would be unwise for surety companies to

write such bonds on the assumption that

they can be thus canceled."

Waste. "Liability forWaste. II," by

George W. Kirchwey. Columbia Law

Review (vol. vii, p. 624).

This concluding article deals with the his

tory and present state of the modern English

doctrine on the subject.
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ALIENS. (Naturalisation denied to married

woman.) U. S. D. 0.—Harriet Rionda, born

in Great Britain, married to a Spanish sub

ject, dwelling in this country, applied for

naturalization. The United States District

Court in In re Rionda, 164 Fed. Rep. 368,

held that as the Federal statute provides that

an American woman who marries a foreigner

loses her citizenship during the marital rela

tion, it was difficult to see how a foreign-

born married woman was in a position to

acquire the rights given by naturalization.

The application was denied.

BANKRUPTCY. (Musicians are servants

entitled to priority for wages.) TJ. S. D. 0.—

The bankrupt in the case In re Caldwell,

164 Fed. Rep. 515, had operated a roof

garden. Petitioners, who were musicians, for

a period of three months had been drawing

soft seductive melodies from their instru

ments, but in that time had been unable to

draw anything from the proprietor. They

claimed to be servants within the meaning

of the Federal Bankruptcy Act, entitling them

to priority of payment of their wages. The

United States District Court held that a

musician, employed by the month at regular

wages, while not a "menial servant," is still

one within the Bankruptcy statute.

BASTARDS. (Legitimation of by father

married to woman not the mother.) Okl.—

The father of an illegitimate child married a

woman other than the mother, and sought to

legitimize the child by adopting it into his

family. To this arrangement the mother

objected, asserting that she was entitled to

the custody of her illegitimate child. Both

parties appeared to be able to care for the

child. In Allison et al. v. Bryan, 97 Pac.

Rep. 282, the Supreme Court of Oklahoma

held that the primary question was the

preparation of the infant to confront the

world in his later life. If he remained by his

• Copies of the pamphlet Reporters containing

full reports of any of these decisions may be se

cured from the West Publishing Company, St.

Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In ordering,

the title of the desired case should be given as well

as the citation of volume and page of the Re

porter in which it is printed.

mother's side the circumstances of his birth

would be a blighting handicap to him, for

which his mother's care would constitute

no antidote. If he remained in his father's

house he should be surrounded by conditions

which would relieve him entirely of stigma,

and give him a standing and a place in soci

ety. Even though the mother objects, the

father is entitled to the child's custody for

the purpose of legitimation.

BILLS AND NOTES. (Presentation of

note over telephone.) N. Y. Sup. Ot.—The

Negotiable Instruments Law of New York

requires an instrument to be exhibited to the

person from whom payment is demanded.

In Gilpin v. Savage, 112 New York Supple

ment 802, it appeared that a clerk of indorsee,

a bank, called up the maker on the telephone

and requested payment. Upon the maker's

statement of his inability to pay he was

informed that the note would be protested.

An indorser who was sought to be held con

tended that there was no presentation to the

maker within the fair meaning of the statute.

The Supreme Court of New York held that

although the maker had a right to insist on

the exhibition of the note to him he waived

it by declining to pay on another ground.

For every purpose the talk over the telephone

was as effective as though the conversation

had been within the walls of the house.

CARRIERS. (Rebates to Standard Oil Co.)

U. S. 0. 0.—In Standard Oil Company of

Indiana v. U. S., 164 Fed. Rep. 376, the

corporation was indicted for receiving con

cessions from a carrier. It appeared that

defendant's capital stock was $1,000,000, and

its assets were not in excess of that sum.

The majority of its capital stock was held by

the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey,

whose capital stock was $100,000,000. The

latter was a holding company. The offense

was committed by transporting oil in 1642

cars under the illegal rate. In the indict

ment and upon sentence, the use of each car

was dealt with as a separate offense. Attach

ing the maximum penalty, the fine aggregated

$29,400,000. The United States Circuit Court

of Appeals, however, held that the offense
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consisted of the receipt of the concession and

constituted a single transaction. It was

apparent that the holding company was the

real quarry, the plan being to encompass the

punishment of the octopus through the finan

cial correction of the tenacle. Although the

fine was only one-third the net revenue of the

holding company, it was excessive when

assessed against the Indiana corporation, and

would bankrupt it. The court having no

jurisdiction of the New Jersey corporation,

which had not even been indicated, it was

fine-proof.

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. (Co

education of races.) IT. S. Sup. Ct.—The

Supreme Court of the United States has just

affirmed a conviction of Berea College in

Berea College v. Commonwealth of Kentucky,

29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 33, of the offense of teaching

white and negro pupils in the same institu

tion. The corporation was sentenced to a

$1,000 fine under Ky. Acts 1904, c. 85, p. 181,

making it unlawful for any person, corpora

tion or association of persons to maintain or

operate any college or institution where per

sons of the white and negro races are both

received as pupils for instruction. Berea Col

lege was organized under Act March 9, 1854,

authorizing the incorporation of voluntary

associations, which was amended in 1856 by

reserving to the general assembly the right

to alter or repeal the charter of any asso

ciation formed thereunder. The principal

discussion in the case is based on the question

whether the statute was a valid amendment

of the charter of the institution.

In construing the statute, the Kentucky

Court of Appeals held that if the same school

taught the different races at different times,

though at the same place, it would not be

unlawful. The Supreme Court in disposing

of the question as to the amendment says

that an amendment to the original charter

which does not destroy the power of the

college to furnish education to all persons,

but which simply separates them by time

or place of instruction, cannot be said to

"defeat or substantially impair the object

of the grant." The language of the statute

is not in terms an amendment, yet its effect

is an amendment, and it would be resting too

much on mere form to hold that a statute

which in effect works a change in the terms

of the charter is not to be considered as an

amendment, because not so designated. The

act itself, being separable, is to be read as

though it, in one section, prohibited any per

son, in another section any corporation, and,

in a third, anyassociation of persons from doing

the acts named. Reading the statute as con

taining a separate prohibition on all corpora

tions, it substantially declares that any

authority given by previous charters to in

struct the two races at the same time and in

the same place is forbidden, and that prohi

bition, being a departure from the terms of

the original charter in this case, may properly

be adjudged an amendment.

NOTE

This case has been greatly misinterpreted

and misrepresented by the daily press.

"Who would have dreamed forty years ago,

that the Supreme Court of the United States

would make it illegal to teach colored children

and white children under the same roof?"

asks one Northern paper, and similar ques

tions have been found everywhere in the

editorial comment. The real fact is, that

the Supreme Court of the Nation has not made

anything legal or illegal. It has merely fol

lowed its usual custom and refused to inter

fere with a state police regulation which has

met with the approval of the state courts and

of the state legislature. The segregation of

the white and colored races has been every

where judicially defended and sustained as

a proper police policy directed toward the

end, not merely of preventing race conflict,

but (to use the language of the Supreme

Court of Pennsylvania, in the case of West

chester R. R. Co. v. Miles, 55 Pa. State 209)

to prevent the social amalgamation from

which "it is but a step to illicit intercourse

and but another to intermarriage," and

which "cannot but prove detrimental to

both races." The policy of segregation is,

in fact, of Northern and not of Southern

origin. It certainly prevailed in Boston at

the beginning of the last century. It was

sustained by the Supreme Court of Massa

chusetts in 1849, in the case of Roberts v.

The City of Boston, 5 Cush. 198, and by the

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in 1857, in

the case of Westchester R. R. Co. v. Lyons,

supra. Every subsequent case has merely

followed the reasoning of these decisions.

Nor can the fact that Berea College is a

private institution throw this particular case

outside of the line of authority. If the

public policy of the state is against the inter

marriage of the races and is afraid that

intimacy wilMead not only to this, but to
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illicit relationships, the harm would be just

as likely to occur and the public policy to be

violated in a private, as in a public institution.

Neither does the charter of the corporation

present any new element. It has been thor

oughly settled that no legislature can barter

away the police powers of its successors. It

is also to be remembered that the restrictions

of the Kentucky statutes apply to white

persons as well as to black, and that the

white child is as much precluded from enter

ing the classroom of the black, as is the black

from entering that of the white.

ANDREW A. BRUCE.

COMMERCE. (Federal regulation of inter

state commerce.)—Under the Safety Appli

ance Act, penalties were sought to be recov

ered against a carrier for moving a car, with

a faulty coupling device, between two points

within the state of Alabama. In United

States v. Southern Ry. Co., 164 Fed. Rep. 347,

defendant asserted that the act in question

was invalid as it enabled Congress, under the

guise of regulating commerce among the sev

eral states, to regulate the instrumentalities

of railroads used in carrying on interstate

commerce, irrespective of whether the instru

mentality was at the time of such use engaged

in interstate commerce. The United States

District Court upheld the validity of the

statute and concluded that its provisions ex

tended to transportation between points in

the same state of a vehicle belonging to a

carrier, regularly engaged in interstate com

merce.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. (Carriage of

their own product by railroads.) U. S. 0. 0.—

Several carriers were prosecuted for violating

the interstate commerce act, forbidding rail

roads carrying anything except timber pro

duced from their own property, by carrying

coal from their own mines. In U. S. v.

Delaware &*H. Company, 164 Fed. Rep. 215,

the government contended that Congress was

authorized to enact this law in pursuance of

its power to regulate commerce. It appeared

that some of the carriers, long prior to the

passage of the act in question, had been

granted charters, which entitled them to

carry their own coal; that it could not be

practically transported over other lines; that

if they were restrained from carrying it the

people without the state dependent on their

anthracite coal for domestic purposes would

be subjected to great suffering and depriva

tion; and that the property of the carriers

would be greatly depreciated in value. The

United States Circuit Court held that this

provision was void as inimical to that article

of the Constitution providing that no person

shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property

without due process of law. It is not a

regulation of commerce, but entirely excludes

from such commerce a certain class of per

sons and a useful subject thereof.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. (SeU-mcrimina-

tion.) V. S. Sup. Ot.—The question whether

the exemption from self-incrimination is one

of the privileges and immunities of citizens

of the United States, which the Fourteenth

Amendment forbids the states to abridge, is

considered in Twining v. State of New Jersey,

29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 14. Twining and another,

as officers of a trust company, were convicted

of having knowingly exhibited a false paper

to a bank examiner, with intent to deceive.

The paper was referred to in the indictment,

and in the course of the trial defendant called

no witnesses and did not testify himself,

though the New Jersey law gave him the right

to do so, if he chose. The jury were in

structed that they might draw an unfavor

able inference against him from his failure

to testify, where it was within his power, in

denial of the evidence which tended to in

criminate him. The law of New Jersey per

mitted such an inference to be drawn. The

general question was whether such a law

violated the Fourteenth Amendment by

abridging the privileges or immunities of citi

zens of the United States. The court stated

in the outset that it was incumbent on de

fendant to prove that the exemption from

compulsory self-incrimination was guaranteed

by the Federal Constitution against impair

ment by the states. After a clear and logical

discussion and review of former opinions of

the court, the conclusion is reached that

such exemption was not one of the funda

mental rights of national citizenship, so as

to be included among the privileges and

immunities of citizens of the United States.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. (Statute pro

hibiting traffic in game.) U. S. S. 0.—The

constitutionality of the New York statute

providing that grouse and plover shall not be

possessed during the close season, whether

killed withinorwithout the state, was attacked

in New York ex rel. Sih v. Hesterberg, 29 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 10. It appeared that relator, a

dealer in imported game, had in his posses

sion two birds, one of each of the species
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mentioned. They were unlike the native

birds of their family, and were easily distin

guishable both before and after culinary

attention. It was contended that while the

protection of the game supply was within

the police power of a state, the law in ques

tion was an unreasonable exercise thereof;

that it was an unconstitutional regulation of

foreign commerce; that it denied due process

of law. The United States Supreme Court

held that a state had the power to make

a law that would remove from its dealers the

temptation to traffic in native game by also

prohibiting them from handling foreign birds,

and that the statute was not unconstitutional.

CONTRACTS. (Patent ambiguities.) Mo.

App.—The effect of a patent ambiguity in a

lease is considered in Conservative Realty Co.

v. St. Louis Brewing Association, 113 S. W.

Rep. 229. The lease bound the lessor not to

lease to another saloon in the block, and if

said saloon license could not be secured on

the premises, the lease should be void on

ninety days' notice. No particular license

had been mentioned, nor had the word

"license" been used before in the instrument.

The lessor contended that the stipulation

meant that only in the event a single license

for six months could not be procured, the

lessee might end the term by giving the

notice, whereas the lessee contended that if

at any time during the five-year term a

license could not be procured, he might sur

render. The court says that, according to

the old law, the patent ambiguity of the

clause might make the stipulation void; but

this doctrine is no longer enforced as strictly

as formerly, and, whether an ambiguity is

patent or latent, a court will endeavor to

glean the intention of the parties from the

whole instrument and the instances attend

ant on its execution. Taking into account

the law regarding saloon licenses, and the

purpose for which the premises were taken

by defendant, no doubt the intention of the

parties was to make the existence of the

lease contingent on the ability of defendant

to procure from time to time a license; that

is to say, defendant was accorded the privi

lege of ending the term on ninety days' notice

whenever it became impossible to obtain a

license.

NOTE

It is a great pleasure to record one more

case against the common statement that

latent ambiguities may be explained by parol

evidence but that patent ambiguities may

not be. Parsons' discussion of the matter

to which the court refers is good. Consult

also an excellent essay by Professor Charles

A. Graves printed in 28 Amer. Law Rev.

321. The Hibernian statement that the only

ambiguities that cannot be cured by extrinsic

or parol evidence are the incurable ones is

no doubt the law. The sooner the alleged

distinction between latent and patent ambig

uities is forgotten the better. It does not

exist. In fact, it never did exist. Thayer,

Preliminary Treatise on Evidence, 422-426,

471-474.

CONTRACTS. (Release of promise of mar

riage.) Oal.—A contract to support plaintiff

in consideration of her releasing defendant

from a promise of marriage is considered in

Henderson v. Spratten, 98 Pac. Rep. 14. It

appears that the parties cohabited after de

fendant's promise to marry plaintiff, and at

his instance and request she submitted to

severe surgical operations, causing her seri

ous injuries and unfitting her to marry and

to perform domestic and wifely duties. In

consideration of a subsequent agreement by

plaintiff to release defendant from his promise

of marriage he agreed to take care of her and

support her as long as she suffered from her

injuries. Defendant made payments on ac

count of the contract even after the subse

quent marriage and divorce of plaintiff. His

claim was mainly that there was no considera

tion for the contract and that there could be

no novation of a void contract.

In discussing this phase of the case the

court says: These positions are based upon

the ground that the contract of marriage was

illegal and void because based upon an illegal

consideration, but the testimony does not

bear out the defendant's contention that the

contract of marriage was based upon an

illegal consideration. The testimony of the

plaintiff shows that there were no illicit rela

tions between her and the defendant until a

long time after the defendant had promised

to marry the plaintiff. Then, when the plain

tiff agreed to release the defendant from the

promise of marriage in consideration of his

agreement to support and maintain her, and

provide her with medical attendance, she was

not substituting a valid contract for a void

one, but she was making a legal contract and

releasing the defendant from a legal con

tract; and the law authorizes and allows con

tracts of this character to be made, and, when
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so made, the substituted contract will be

enforced.

CRIMINAL LAW. (Misconduct of coun

sel.) S. D.—In State v. Kaufman, 118 N. W.

Rep. 337, that case which has been so glar

ingly presented by the press, Emma Kauf

man, having been convicted of manslaughter,

appealed from an order denying a new trial.

Many errors were set forth, the most appar

ent of these being the conduct of the prose

cuting attorney. His efforts to convict led

him into asking witnesses improper questions

and arguing for their propriety, thus calling

them to the attention of the jury. Frequent

impassioned, sensational appeals made to the

jury and sometimes to the onlookers char

acterized his address, which was abusive

in the extreme. To further arouse his

thoroughly excited auditors he referred to the

residence of accused as palatial. The Supreme

Court of South Dakota reversed the order re

fusing a new trial, remarking that even had

accused dwelt in a palace, she was entitled

to the same presumption of innocence as if

she had lived in a hovel. To sustain the con

viction, it concluded, upon the record before

us, would mean the approval of methods of

procedure inevitably subversive of the most

sacred constitutional rights, it would en

courage—where no encouragement it needed

—disregard of universally recognized pro

fessional obligations, and ultimately render

the administration of justice in this juris

diction a disgrace to American civilization.

CRIMINAL LAW. (Sentence for crime no

bar to trial for another offense.) Ct. App.

Ga.—One Coleman, while under sentence of

twelve months to the chain gang for assault

with intent to murder, was convicted of the

disturbance of public asemblage. It appeared

that he had snatched a would-be preacher

from the pulpit, telling him that if he at

tempted to preach he would give him the

worst whipping a man ever got. He was duly

convicted. In Coleman v. State, 62 South

eastern Reporter 487, plaintiff in error denied

the jurisdiction of the city court, alleging that

at the time of his conviction of disturbing

public assemblage he was under sentence of a

superior court on another charge. The Court

of Appeals of Georgia held that the former

conviction did not present a bar to his trial

for misdemeanor before the city court.

DISTURBANCE OF PUBLIC ASSEM

BLAGE. (Interruption of sermon by rival

preacher.) Ot. App. Ga.—In the case of

Woodall v. State, 62 Southeastern Reporter

485, it appeared that defendant, a negro

preacher, had been indicted for the disturb

ance of a congregation assembled for divine

worship. The evidence showed that defend

ant, to keep the ears of his flock unsullied by

doubtful doctrines of a rival minister, arose,

interrupted and himself began an harangue.

No force or violence was indulged in. The

Court of Appeals of Georgia held that as the

purpose of defendant was to cany on divine

worship, and not to prevent it, he was not

guilty. It remarked also that it is beyond

the power of the courts to settle by criminal

prosecutions the respective rights of contest

ing claimants to a benefice, even in a negro

church.

EVIDENCE. (Admissibility of telephone

communication.) Ot. App. Ky.—Just after a

man had been fatally stabbed, some one giv

ing the name of appellant called up a doctor

telling him that the man slain required atten

tion, and adding that he had stabbed him.

It appeared that no other communication

had been received by the doctor relative to

the affair and that appellant had stated to

another that he had telephoned to the doctor.

In Chapman v. Commonwealth, 112 S. W.

Rep. 567, the Court of Appeals of Kentucky

held the conversation admissible in evidence.

EVIDENCE. (Judicial notice of football

season.) Iowa.—Appellant in Sieberts v.

Spangler, 118 N. W. Rep. 292, was employed

as assistant manager of a football team

for the season of 1903. Appellant contended

that as the contract fixed no date for pay

ment of the agreed sum the court could not

arbitrarily name the date (December 1) at

which interest could begin to accrue. The

Supreme Court of Iowa remarked that it was

a matter of common observation, of which

the court may take notice, that while the re

mainder of the year in our great American

institutions of learning may be religiously

devoted to the study of football, the "season"

proper, in which academic investigation gives

place to the applied science, begins with the

first frost, and ends very appropriately with

the day of general Thanksgiving.

GARNISHMENT. (Stenographer is la

borer.) Ct. App. Ga.—The case of Cohen v.

Aldrich, 62 S. E. Rep. 1015, arose from the

garnishment of $35 of the salary of a sten

ographer by a person named Cohen. The
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defendant claimed an exemption, asserting

that his employment was labor. The Court of

Appeals of Georgia held that even though

proficiency in stenography was the reward of

steady practice and experience, the stenogra

pher exercises no discretion. If his employer

indulges in the pastime of murdering the

king's English, he must become particeps

criminis and join in the assassination. No

one who has gone through that backbreaking

ordeal will hesitate to range it in the category

of hard physical labor. A stenographer is

entitled to a laborer's wage exemption.

HOMICIDE. (Justifiable killing of pur

suer.) Ot. App. Ga.—A negro woman com

plained to the police that defendant, also a

negro, had cursed her. Without having se

cured a warrant an officer went to defendant's

residence and having stated the purpose of

his visit attempted to arrest him. Other

officers had arrived and a crowd had as

sembled when defendant, seizing a shot-gun,

broke away and fled. He was shot at by the

officers, sustaining several wounds. The

crowd was yelling "shoot him," "kill him."

One of them joined in the pursuit, running

ahead of the officers. Defendant wheeled,

shot and killed the pursuing citizen. In

Holmes v. State, 62 Southeastern Reporter

716, the Court of Appeals of Georgia held

that even had the officer been provided with

a warrant, shooting at one accused of a mis

demeanor was unauthorized. The facts were

sufficient to justify the fear of a reasonable

man that his life was threatened, and the

killing was justifiable homicide.

INSURANCE. (Hunting deer for pleasure

as engaging in act of professional hunter.)

Ct. Civ. App. Tex.—One Lane insured him

self as a "sheep farmer," agreeing that, if he

were injured while doing any act pertaining

to a more hazardous occupation, he was to

receive the indemnity fixed for the latter.

The Court of Civil Appeals of Texas, in Lane

v. General Accident Ins. Co., 113 S. W. Rep.

324, held that insured, who was accidentally

shot by a companiot while hunting deer for

recreation, was entitled only to the indemnity

fixed for a professional hunter. The court

remarked that pursuing wild deer for the

purpose of killing them was undoubtedly an

act pertaining to the occupation of a hunter.

INSURANCE. (Liability of insurer for fires

caused by earthquakes.) U. S. 0. C.—The

property of the insured was consumed in a

general conflagration in San Francisco which

had its origin in the earthquake of 1906. The

fire was started at several points in the city

and spread to the insured property. The

policy provided that the company should not

be liable for loss caused directly or indirectly

by invasion ... or for loss or damage occa

sioned by or through any earthquakes. In

Williamsburgh City Fire Ins. Co. v. Willard,

164 Fed. Rep. 404, the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals held that although the words

"directly or indirectly" applied to invasions,

they could not be made to embrace earth

quakes; "occasioned" was equivalent to

"caused"; the phrase "by or through" was a

mere repetition of words, meaning the same

thing; a loss indirectly caused by the progress

of a fire from a distance, originally started by

an earthquake, was without the exemption.

NOTE

The Civil Code of California contains the

following provision:

"When a peril is specially excepted in a

contract of insurance, a loss which would not

have occurred but for such peril is thereby

excepted, although the immediate cause of

the loss was a peril which was not excepted"

(§ 2628).

The policy here specially excepted loss or

damage "occasioned by or through earth

quakes." The fire was communicated to the

insured premises in the general conflagration

which was originally started and caused

directly by earthquake. It would therefore

seem to make no difference whether we think

that the peril specially excepted was earth

quakes generally, or was fire caused by earth

quakes, or was, as the court here holds, loss

by fire caused directly by earthquakes.

Whichever way we define the excepted peril,

it is obvious that the loss would not have

occurred but for such peril, and under the

code section that is the sole test. Taking the

narrowest view of the wording of the policy,

the loss here would not have occurred but for

the original loss by fire caused directly by

the earthquake, which started the conflagra

tion.

Moreover the peril would seem to be the

dangerous substance or occurrence which

might be expected to cause loss—in other

words, the earthquake. Loss by fire is the

thing insured against, but it can hardly be

what is referred to by the word peril in the

California Code section. It is rather the re

sult of the peril or the damage caused by the
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peril. And since the earthquake was one of

'he perils especially excepted, the loss here,

which would not have occurred but for that

peril, was thereby excepted on the strength

of the code provision. Such was the view of

one of the lower courts as expressed in its

charge to the jury in Henry Hilp Co. v. Wil-

liamsburgh City Insurance Co., 157 Fed. 285.

The decision probably reflects the popular

feeling that the conflagration losses were

within the intent of the insurance contracts

and must be paid by the insurance companies

regardless oi policy conditions or code sec

tions that were made to cover very different

situations, but which seem sufficiently broad

in form to cover this unforeseen catastrophe.

F. T. C.

MANDAMUS. (To compel registration of

osteopath sb physician.) Ot. App. N. Y.—The

statute of New York makes doctors of oste

opathy physicians. The Sanitary Code re

quires every physician in the City of New

York to register his name with the depart

ment of health. Unless one were so regis

tered any patient dying while attended by

him would be subjected to a coroner's inquest

in order that a burial permit might be ob

tained. The respondent in Bandel v. De

partment of Health, 85 N. E. Rep. 1067,

appreciating the disadvantage under which

an osteopath not registered as a physician

was placed, owing to the fact that few people

would employ one whose services would be

followed by the unpleasant inquest of a

coroner in the event of the patient's death,

applied for registration, which was refused.

The Court of Appeals of New York held that

he was entitled to registration, which might

be compelled by mandamus.

MASTER AND SERVANT. (Liability of

master for injuries sustained through knob-

less doors.) Ot. App. Ky.—It was the duty

of a bookkeeper to switch a telephone connec

tion from the office to the engine-room before

he departed. The 'phone in the machinery

room was in a booth, the handle to the lock

of which was missing. One evening, after

answering the 'phone in this booth, he dis

covered that he was unable to get out. His

efforts to attract attention failed. Finally

he pushed the booth from the wall and made

his exit at the back. In his exertions his

left forefinger was hurt, and caused him much

suffering thereafter and never became normal

again. The evidence tended to show that a

man confined in the booth for a short time

would become unconscious through lack of

air. In Georgetown Water, Gas, Electric

Power Co. v. Forwood, 113 S. W. Rep. 112,

the Court of Appeals of Kentucky held that

a telephone so constructed that the door

cannot be opened from the inside is not a

reasonably safe appliance for the use of a ser

vant, and rendered the master liable for

injuries sustained while escaping therefrom.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS. (Revoca

tion of permit by city.) 111.—An ordinance of

Chicago prohibits the use of the space under

the roadway of any street or public ground.

Appellee in the case of Burton v. City of

Chicago, 86 N. E. Rep. 93, had secured from

the commissioner of public works a permit

to use the space under an alley, and had in

curred expense in the making of plans and

purchase of material for a building to be

erected, a vault of which was to occupy the

underground space. The Supreme Court of

Illinois held that an alley was a roadway

within the ordinance, and that appellee should

have known that the commissioner had no

right to issue such a permit, and, notwith

standing the fact that appellee had incurred

expense by relying on the permit, the city

was not estopped to revoke it.

TAXATION. (Privilege taxes on labor.)

Miss.—The Mississippi code provides a privi

lege tax on each individual, firm or corpora

tion doing a plumbing business in muni

cipalities of a certain population. Wilby, a

plumber performing his own labor, hiring no

assistants, did plumbing work for a barber.

While so engaged, the sheriff demanded of

him a privilege tax. On his refusal to pay,

he was indicted for carrying on a plumbing

business without paying the tax. In Wilby v.

State, 47 So. Rep. 465, the Supreme Court of

Mississippi in unmistakably hostile terms cen

sured legislation the purpose of which was

to promote monopolies and deny the con

stitutional right of citizens to follow any

ordinary calling untrammeled, and held that a

man earning his living by bis brawn and

muscle, by the sweat of his own brow, by

doing plumbing work, was not engaged in the

plumbing business within the statute.

WATERS AND WATER COURSES. (In

tentional explosion of boiler.) Ot. App. Oal.—

A laundry was in the habit of wrongfully

using the pipe of a water company to relieve

its boiler of excessive pressure. The water
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company was aware of this use and knew

moreover that the boiler had no other ex

haust. Without notice to the laundry, and

with knowledge of its probable effect, the

water company arranged a check valve within

the pipe which furnished the boiler water.

In due time, the boiler exploded, damaging

the building. The Court of Appeal of Cali

fornia, in Bowie v. Spring Valley Water Co.,

97 Pac. Rep. 530, held that defendant was

liable for the explosion, and plaintiff could

have recovered but for the fact that its com- 1

plaint failed to allege that it was at the time

of the installation of the valve using the feed

pipe as a vent, and had no other means of

relieving the pressure in the boiler, and

that defendant was aware of these circum

stances.

Reviews of Books

LIBERIAN LAW REPORTS

Supreme Court Reports, Republic of Liberia, vol. 1.
The Boston Book Company, Boston, 1908.

FOR the first time in the history of the

republic, the reports of the Supreme

Judicial Court of Liberia have been issued in

book form, the volume including cases de

cided between January, 1861, and January,

1907. One of the justices of the Supreme

Court, Hon. James Jenkins Dossen, LL. D.,

has made the compilation under an appoint

ment of the President of Liberia, made in

conformity with special acts of the Legislature.

The judicial department of the Republic

of Liberia is vested in a Supreme Court, con

sisting of a chief justice and three associates,

and lower courts. The Supreme Court has

original jurisdiction "in all cases affecting

ambassadors, or other public ministers and

consuls, and those to which a county shall be

a party." In all other cases it has appellate

jurisdiction "both as to law and fact, with

such exceptions, and under such regulations,

as the Legislature shall from time to time

make." In the early days of the republic,

Samuel Benedict, the first Chief Justice, and

John Day, his successor, rendered decisions,

but copies of them have apparently not been

preserved. Beginning with 1861, the Chief

Justices of the Court have been Boston Jen

kins Brayton, E. J. Roye, C. L. Parsons, and

Zacharia B. Roberts.

This volume of reports is of great interest

as showing the attempts of an African court

of Negro judges to apply the principles of the

common law to questions arising from every

day transactions affecting matters of trade

and property in an undeveloped country.

These principles have been applied in an

intelligent manner, without pedantry and

with marked common sense, and the Court

seems to have maintained a dignified stand

ard of practice. If it has not exhibited the

learning of courts in more advanced countries,

it has certainly shown great respect for the

weight of legal authority in England and

America, and has applied principles enun

ciated by standard text-book writers in a

logical and effective manner.

The relatively undeveloped state of the

country shows itself in the reports, where one

will look in vain for decisions dealing minutely

with the complicated problems of modern

commerce, yet commercial law is not a sub

ject untouched upon, and a wide scope of

subjects, both of public and of private law,

has been covered.

This volume is made the subject of an article

in the Green Bag this month, in which further

information with regard to its character and

contents will be found.

BOOKS RECEIVED

Receipt of the following books, which will

be reviewed later, is acknowledged:—

The Elements of International Law, with

an Account of its Origin, Sources, and His

torical Development. By George B. Davis,

Judge-Advocate-General, United States Army,

and Delegate Plenipotentiary to the Geneva

Conference of 1906 and to the Second Peace

Conference at The Hague, 1907. Third re

vised and enlarged edition, 1908. Harper &

Brothers.

The Mystery of the Pinckney Draught. By

Charles C. Nott, formerly Chief Justice of the

United States Court of Claims. The Century

Company.
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AS TO THE FUTURE

AS the Green Bag, now in its twenty-

first year, leaves its parental

abode to begin a new and independent

existence, it desires to make its grati

tude for the good-will already discov

ered in many quarters a matter of rec

ord. It hopes that it may be so guided

and governed in future as to merit the

continued support of those contributors

and readers, whether famous or in

famous, who have had an active share

in building up its fame (or obscurity),

and whom the editor blesses for their

helpful (or misdirected) zeal.

The plans of the Green Bag for the

future contemplate no radical change

of policy. The bag has its own dis

tinctive and capacious interior, which

is roomy enough to contain many pos

sibilities as yet untried. Its lining

must not be soiled with anything which

fails to approach a high standard of

legal and literary excellence, or which

seeks other ends than the progressive

welfare of the community and the pro

fession. By adhering to this principle,

and by offering its readers, if encouraged,

more for the subscription price than

they have been receiving, it hopes to

develop its circulation to extend into

all countries where the English lan

guage is read—it already has sub

scribers in New Zealand and India—

and to conquer a field of enlarged

influence and usefulness.

Twenty years ago the Green Bag was

started to meet a want then perceived

to exist, of a legal magazine fulfilling a

function intermediate between that of

the learned reviews on the one hand,

and the law newspapers or journals on

the other. In its earlier days it styled

itself "A useless but entertaining mag

azine for lawyers," and we have heard

of one extremely busy practitioner who

wishes that this sub-title might be re

stored, as he looks to the Green Bag for

relaxation from the cares of profes

sional toil. We have not seen fit to act

on the suggestion, because of our con

viction that a law magazine can be at

the same time entertaining and useful.

But the point that the Green Bag finds

its raison d'etre in the demand for a

periodical devoted to the lighter side

of the law is ever to be kept clearly in

view as the central feature of its policy.

There exists an unlimited reservoir of

anecdotes and curiosa, and biographical

and humorous miscellany, upon which

this publication can draw as can no

other in like degree for material ap

propriate to its pages. Innumerable

are the topics upon which lighter dis

quisitions may be written by persons

keenly alive to the multifarious charm

of the law in its complicated relation

ships with every department of life, art,

morals, and history. The aim of the

Green Bag is to be interesting first of

all, and to furnish that unique species

of recreation to be found only in the

sphere of the law—that sphere with

which no other compares in univer

sality of content, sharpness of wit, and

breadth of human sympathy.

At the same time, the province of the

Green Bag impinges upon two others,
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those of the serious reviews and news

journals. To be not simply entertain

ing, but also useful, the Green Bag must

try to help its readers to keep in touch

with current legal literature and current

events of direct concern to the pro

fession. It must aim, in some measure,

to digest current literature and current

facts, to serve, indeed, as a sort of legal

review of reviews for busy lawyers. At

first glance, this would seem to in

volve considerable heaviness, for

how can such a review free itself

from the seriousness of the subjects

which it with deals? And how can a

magazine devoted to the lighter side

of the law consistently strive for

an object entailing seriousness and

solemnity?

But there is really no dilemma. A

magazine can direct its readers' atten

tion to the most important contem

porary developments in the science and

practice of law, can indicate events of

special significance, can roughly estimate

the value to be ascribed to recent con

tributions to legal literature, and can

epitomize a vast amount of that bulky

material of which the law is so hope

lessly prolific, without becoming heavy

and tedious in consequence. This it

can do by brevity and clearness of

presentation, by variety and attrac

tiveness of arrangement, by earnest

effort to make every subject as inter

esting as possible. Accordingly the

object of the Green Bag is to serve the

needs of the profession by acting as a

light and entertaining review such as

will satisfactorily meet the want of

those thousands and thousands of law

yers—a majority of the profession—

who by reason of scanty leisure or other

circumstance cannot read more than

one law periodical regularly, and would

prefer to look to that alike for enter

tainment and for information.

NEW YORK GAS LAW UPHELD

The significant 80-cent gas decision

handed down January 4 by the United

States Supreme Court was anticipated

by the article by Mr. Frank Hendrick

contributed to this number of the Green

Bag, and tends to bear out the con

tentions of this writer.

This interesting decision may be

examined in many different aspects, but

in its simplest phase it can be pointed

out as a denial of the right of the court

below to value the franchises of the New

York Consolidated Gas Company at a

higher figure than at the time of con

solidation, without positive evidence

being adduced of an increase in value.

Whereas the franchises of the consti

tuent companies had been valued by

them at $7,781,000 at the time of the

consolidation, Mr. Justice Hough, in

the United States Circuit Court for the

southern district of New York, had ruled

that the company was entitled to a fair

return on $12,000,000, the capitalized

value of the franchises given by the

state . Asboth Circuit Court and Supreme

Court agreed in maintaining that good

will could not be capitalized, the chief

difference of opinion arose in connection

with the franchises.

"A franchise is valuable," Judge

Hough had held, "because it authorizes

the use for gain of private property in a

particular manner I am com

pelled to consider franchises not only

as property, but as productive and

inherently valuable property, and to add

their value, if ascertainable, to com

plainant's capital account."

Mr. Justice Peckham of the United

States Supreme Court was careful to

state that the question of the method of

ascertaining the value of franchises was

left undecided. But he held (we are re

ferring only to newspaper reports) that
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where a consolidation has been effected

in accordance with a state statute fixing

the value of the franchises, and the

state has never questioned the validity

or fairness of the valuation, the state

cannot later question the value at the

time of consolidation, nor should an

increase in their value, after consolida

tion, be admitted without evidence

sufficient to warrant the finding of such

increase.

The Court further denied that an in

crease in the real estate and tangible

property of the corporations made it

reasonable to suppose that the value of

the franchises had increased in like

ratio, as maintained by the court

below.

The Supreme Court thus seems to have

been loth to recognize that a franchise

is "productive and inherently valuable

property , "as a franchise,without evidence

to show that its value has been increased

by the operation of specific causes.

The implication of Judge Peckham's

opinion is clearly that values of fran

chises must be scrutinized with great

care before one jumps to any conclusion

regarding them. And the tendency of

the opinion, though it is difficult to

quote any words to that effect, is un

mistakably in the direction of the lowest

valuation of franchises compatible with

constitutional rights. Its trend is in

the direction of the doctrine that fran

chises are public property and should

not be a source of private profit.

No comment is here offered on the

doctrine in question, beyond an ex

pression of the conviction that public

franchises, as public powers exercised

by private persons for the public benefit,

are of a value which is arbitrary and not

accurately ascertainable; and as prop

erty which has never really passed into

private ownership, they should be

treated as neither capitalizable nor

taxable, the state obtaining needed

revenue by taxing the tangible rather

than the intangible property of public

service corporations. While this theory

has not yet received the impress of

judicial authority, it is likely in time

to become law, and its ultimate adop

tion would tend to simplify many

tangled problems.

AN EDIFYING CHARGE

It would probably be well to disguise

the identity of those mentioned in the

following report, sent us by a corre

spondent who writes:—

"This memo of the Judge's charge is sub

mitted 'without prejudice.' Every actor men

tioned in the report has passed from the stage.

I knew them all, well. If the names were

needed by the editor, they could be furnished.

One of the counsel was my office-mate for

more than twenty years and then Governor

of the state.

"The portion of the charge embraced was

reduced to writing the day it was delivered.

The enclosed report was made for the Green

Bag, years ago, pigeon-holed, misplaced, and

forgotten until the old file turned up last

week. The number of years in the report is

corrected according to this date."

The report follows:—

STATE v. WILSON

It was bordering on thirty years ago, in

one of the courts in the Ohio Valley.

The case had been argued; the judge had

charged the jury—if such an effort could be

called a charge—and at the close had fallen

into an error much to the prejudice of the

accused. Col. T. arose and called attention

to the error to the prejudice of his client and

asked to have it corrected. The judge pro

ceeded as follows :

"Gen-l-men of jury:

"I didn't shay that. If I did (hie) 'twas a

mishtake. Counsel states the law c'rectly.

My friend, Mr. T., 's bin (hie) Secretary of

State, 's 'tinguished lawyer, and knows what
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the law is. Wen he's in a case you don't

need any charge from the (hic) Court.

"There's George N.; .he's 'n this case.

Every man, woman and child in F. County

knows George (hic) N. He's bin Prosecutin'

'torney two terms, an' bin 'torney-General an'

Supreme Judge, an' he knows the law, too.

You don't need any charge of the (hic) Court

when George N. is one of the (hic) 'torneys

'n a case.

"An' my old friend Judge W.—a tenacious

though not (hic) brilliant lawyer—he's in the

case. He's been on the wool shack an'

knows how it is (hic) himself. Gen-l-men of

jury, you don't need any charge about the

law when Judge W.'s in a case.

"An' there's Bob M., he's the Prosecutin'

'torney an' Robert knows the (hic) law.

When he's prosecutin' a case the jury don't

need any law from the (hic) Court.

"Take the case, gen-l-men of the (hic)

jury."

And then, with consciousness of duty well

done, his Honor retired to the bar below and

the jury took care of the interests of the

accused.

MEDICO-LEGAL NOTE

"Down in Texas," said Judge Sam

Cowan of that state, according to the

Saturday Evening Post, "we had a

case in one of the minor courts where a

lawyer was trying to collect a bill he

claimed was owed to the late husband

of his client.

" 'He didn't pay no money to the

diseased,' said the lawyer. 'He didn't

get the money, the diseased didn't.

He didn't receive one cent, the diseased

didn't.'

" 'Diseased?' inquired the judge.

'What was this person you are speak

ing about diseased of?'

" 'May it please your honor,' said the

lawyer, 'he was diseased of death.' "

We do not know that it has ever

been ruled, in medical jurisprudence,

that death cannot be a disease, and

the evident conviction of the Texas

lawyer, that it is to be so regarded,

should be treated with due seriousness,

and we see no occasion for any criticism

of his use of the English language.

MURDER JUSTIFIABLE, COM

MITTED BY MURDERER TO

PROVE INNOCENCE?

The criminal law is lenient toward

those who commit homicide in self-

defense. Its policy is also to afford

accused persons every possible means of

proving their innocence. If these two

propositions are put together, it would

seem that an accused person might kill

an attorney whose services were clearly

injurious to his cause and of whom he

could not otherwise rid himself, that

being a case of justifiable homicide.

While the point may never have been

decided, it also seems to us that in the

case of a prisoner accused of murder

who commits murder during the progress

of the trial, the rule forbidding self-

incrimination should protect the pris

oner from having the second murder

brought to the attention of the public

prosecutor, as such a murder is simply

committed in pursuance of his common

law right to withhold injurious test-

mony, and it is the withholding of self-

incriminating evidence, rather than the

taking of life, which is of the essence of

the murderous act. This principle is

suggested by the following incident re

corded by one of our exchanges :—

A man arrested for murder was assigned a

shyster whose crude appearance caused the

unfortunate prisoner to ask the judge:—

"Is this my lawyer?"

"Yes," replied his Honor.

"Is he going to defend me?"

"Yes."

"If he should die, could I have another?"

"Yes."

"Can I see him alone in the back room for a

few minutes?"
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DOMESTIC LAW ILLUSTRATED

A barrister, pleading a case, may

courteously refer to an opposing advo

cate as "my learned brother," and no

breach of loyalty to a client is implied,

when the "brother" is counsel for the

client's bitterest enemy. In London

there is a barrister who is frequently

seen to plead before his father, who sits

on the Bench, and two of the sons re

cently appeared before their parent on

opposite sides of a case at an Old Bailey

trial. It does not seem to us that there

would be any serious impropriety were

the sons, under such circumstances, to

address the Court as "my learned father."

Lawyers are presumed to be capable of

setting aside personal considerations in

their disinterested loyalty to the stan

dards of professional etiquette. If mem

bers of the bar do this in their relations

with one another, why should the same

custom not hold in relations between

bench and bar?

Likewise with other family relation

ships—why should such conversa

tion as this, for instance, during the

progress of a trial, not be perfectly

proper, the good reputation of all the

parties being taken for granted:—

A FAMILY AFFAIR

(Plaintiff's attorney is a woman who has

been admitted to practice as a member of the

Oklachusetts state bar. The judge presiding

at the trial is her father; her nephew is attor

ney for the defendant. The latter is ex

amining a witness.)

Plaintiff's Attorney (addressing the Court)—

"My learned father, with your leave I will

take exception to the question of my learned

nephew."

Attorney for Defendant (to the Court)—

"My learned grandfather, I protest. My

learned aunt, the counsel for the plaintiff,

seems to have misunderstood the purpose of

the question."

The Court (to witness)—"You may answer

the question put to you by counsel."

Witness (to the Court) — "Who shall I

answer, papa, my sister or Charley?"

A POINT OF HONOR WITH THE

JURY

Not long ago in a small Western town

a man was arrested for stealing a load of

hay. He had deliberately driven upon a

field, helped himself from a stack be

longing to William Smith, and gone

quietly away.

Smith immediately brought suit, and

the unfortunate man was dragged into

court.

The jury was sworn to hear carefully

and without prejudice the testimony

and render a verdict. The evidence

developed that the accused man had

bought a stack of hay from Sam Jones

and had paid for it. Now it happened

that Jones' and Smith's stacks of hay

were on the same field and the taking of

Smith's was only a mistake. The ac

cused averred he believed he was taking

what rightfully belonged to him. The

prosecution was nonplussed and the

case was submitted without argument,

both attorneys honestly expecting an

acquittal.

Much to the surprise of all, the jury

remained out for several hours, and as

the sun sank below the horizon sent

word that they could not agree. They

were dismissed, and upon motion of the

defence the justice dismissed the case.

The curiosity concerning the action

of the jury was so great that both

lawyers stopped one of the men before

he left the building and asked the reason

for the disagreement.

"Well," replied the juror, "we were

all convinced that the fellow didn't

mean any harm, and oughtn't to be

held for stealing the hay, but there

were three of us thought Smith should

have pay for his hay."
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THE JUDGE'S FIRST CASE

In the early days of Minnesota, according

to Harper's Magazine, a man named Johnson

was elected justice of the peace in a little

town. He pretended to no judicial attain

ments, and was elevated to the place solely

because he was the oldest man in the com

munity.

The first case which came before him was

that of a man charged with stealing a calf.

Justice Johnson was conscious of his legal

inexperience, so as much as possible to avoid

the scrutiny of the public he put down the

hearing for the next morning at seven o'clock.

This was so early that when the time arrived

the Prosecuting Attorney was not on hand,

and his honor faced only the Sheriff and the

prisoner and his lawyer.

"Gentlemen, you will please come to order,"

said the Court, thumping on the table with

his fist.

The lawyer arose and said :

"Your honor, I represent the prisoner in the

case. This is the hour at which the court

was announced to open, and as the Prosecut

ing Attorney is not present, as he ought to

be, I desire to make a motion that the prisoner

be discharged."

The judge fidgeted about a moment and

then said:

"Gentlemen, it is moved that the prisoner

be discharged."

The lawyer nudged his client vigorously

with his elbow.

"I second the motion," blurted out the

prisoner.

"Gentlemen, you have heard the motion,"

said the Court. "As many of you as are in

favor of it signify by saying 'aye.' "

"Aye," called out the lawyer and the

prisoner.

"Contrary minded, 'no.' "

"No," shouted the Sheriff.

"The 'ayes' have it. The prisoner is dis

charged. A motion to adjourn is in order."

The lawyer responded with the motion, the

prisoner with the second, and Justice John

son's first term of court was a thing of the

past.

The Editor will be glad to receive for this department anything likely to entertain the readers of

the Green Bag in the way of legal antiquities, facetia, and anecdotes.

The Legal World

Maurice Untermyer, a member of the New

York law firm of Untermyer, Guggenheimer

& Marshall, the personal counsel of several

of the largest brokers in Wall street, died

December 29 of heart disease. His brother,

Samuel Untermyer, is senior member of the

law firm with which for twenty years he had

been connected as a junior member.

The Boston Bar Association voted at a

meeting held January 9 to send a committee

of five members to wait upon Congress and

favor the passage of the Senate bill for the

increase of the salaries of United States

Circuit Court judges to $10,000 a year and

District Court judges to $9000. The Asso

ciation adopted a resolution urging more fre

quent examination of property in the care of

trustees by beneficiaries themselves or by

some competent persons in their behalf.

James B. Whitfield was on January 5,

1909, chosen for the second time Chief Justice

of the Supreme Court of Florida. Judge

Whitfield was first appointed to the bench

in 1904 to fill a vacancy. Since then he has

been twice elected. In January, 1905, he

was chosen Chief Justice, but as his com

mission under the appointment expired in

June of that year, he was Chief Justice only

five months. He will now be Chief Justice

until 1913. Prior to his appointment to the

Supreme Bench he had been Clerk of the

Supreme Court, County Judge, State Treas

urer and Attorney-General of the State. He

is a native of North Carolina, but has spent

most of his life at Tallahassee, Florida.
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The Commercial Law League of America,

at the midwinter meeting of the executive

committee held in Cincinnati on January 1,

selected Narragansett Pier, Rhode Island, as

the place for the convention to be held July

19 to 23 of this year.

General John B. Cotton of Washington,

D. C, who was conspicuous in Massachusetts

five years ago on account of the controversy

over the payment of his commission on Civil

War claims which he had collected for this

State for the Federal Government, and who

was Assistant Attorney-General of the United

States under Attorney-General Miller, in the

cabinet of President Harrison, died January

5 at the age of sixty-eight. He was first

admitted to the bar in Maine in 1866, and

during twenty years of practice there rose to

a commanding position at the Maine bar.

He later devoted much attention to the

collection of war claims, and five years ago

collected $1,611,740.85 from the national

government for the State of Massachusetts.

He retained the warrant of the Secretary of

the Treasury in his possession, claiming a

lien of $161,174 thereon for his services.

After considerable correspondence and litiga

tion, General Cotton succeeded in obtaining

the fee which he had asked for.

The annual meeting of the Maine State

Bar Association was held January 14 at

Augusta, Me. The principal address was

by former Attorney-General Albert E.

Pillsbury of Boston, whose subject was the

scope of a constitutional amendment, sug

gested by a North American Review article in

which a federal ex-judge attacks the validity

of the 15th amendment, and incidentally of

the 13th and 14th also, as "additions" to the

Constitution and not amendments of it and

therefore beyond the amending power and

void. The address pointed out that amend

ment is universally defined and understood

as extending to additions, that there is

nothing in the history of judicial or other

discussion of the Constitution to warrant the

claim that additions cannot be made to it by

amendment, and no judicial or other author

ity for this claim; that if the question whether

an amendment is "germane" in the parlia

mentary sense can be applied to amendment

of the Constitution, which he denies, the war

amendments are germane to the purpose of

the Constitution, as declared in the preamble.

The Allahabad Law Journal confesses to

"a feeling of disappointment" upon reading

"Hindu Family Law as Administered in

British India," by Ernest John Trevelyan,

D.C. L., Reader in Indian Law in the Uni

versity of Oxford. "In the first place we

are not clear as to whether there was any

need for it, and secondly, supposing there

were, we doubt whether that need has been

efficiently supplied." Calcutta Weekly Notes,

on the contrary, says that the materials of the

work "have been worked up with an amount

of thoroughness and judgment which will

considerably lighten the labors of the bench

and bar."

A. Lawrence Lowell, the newly elected

president of Harvard University, was ad

mitted to the Massachusetts bar in 1880, and

for seventeen years thereafter he engaged

in the active practice of law in Boston, having

as his partner his cousin, Francis Cabot Low

ell of the class of '76, now better known as

Judge Lowell of the United States Circuit

Court. In 1891 the two took as their third

partner Frederick Jesup Stimson.who is now

Professor of Comparative Administration at

Harvard, and this partnership continued

until 1897. During these seventeen years of

active practice Mr. Lowell acquired an exten

sive clientele and proved particularly efficient

and prudent in the handling of large estates

and similar interests.

Apropos of Lord Loreburn's bill for the

addition of two Indian judges to the Court of

Appeal, the London Law Journal says: "If

the creation of the Court of Criminal Appeal

was one of the most striking incidents of 1907,

the first sitting of the Court, which took place

about the middle of May, may be counted one

of the most notable events of 1908. .....

The Appellate Jurisdiction Act, in addition

to empowering the Lord Chancellor to require

Chancery as well as King's Bench judges to

sit as additional judges in the Court of Appeal,

provides for the better representation of

India on the Judicial Committee [of the Privy

Council], and for the attendance of judges

from all the more important British pos

sessions as assessors at the sittings of the

Committee—an instalment of reform which

will, it may be hoped, be soon followed by

those larger measures which are required to

make the 'Imperial Court of Appeal' worthy

of its name and functions."
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The Lawyer's Livelihood

By Francis Lynde Stetson

The Annual President's Address Delivered before the New York State Bar

Association, Buffalo, January 28, 1909

THE first decade of the Nineteenth

Century fixed upon the Republic

of Thomas Jefferson for nearly one hun

dred years the paramount idea of indi

vidualistic liberty. The first decade of

the Twentieth Century witnesses a fierce

assault upon that idea, by the crusaders

for collectivism. Before a general in

sistence upon the duties of men, the

rights of man are losing support. A

growing sense of the superior right of

the Community threatens to submerge

personal prerogative.

But the movement, helpful though

it has been to the development of a

collective conscience, will not continue

indefinitely. Our republic founded

upon the right of all men to "life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness"

has flourished largely, if not chiefly,

because of this ideal which is not likely

to fade away or to pass wholly into

obscurity. The phrase, possibly of more

generous import, "Liberty, Equality,

Fraternity" is the motto of another re

public, not of our own. We recognize

indeed that the safety of the people is

the supreme law, but heretofore the

good of all has been sought by us with

an anxious desire to cause the least pos

sible disturbance of the right of each.

To live and to pursue happiness it is

essential that there should be no abridg

ment of the rights to labor, and to

realize the just rewards of labor. These

rights are not more precious to the men

of any calling than to those of the so-

called learned professions, and in par

ticular to the gentlemen of the bar.

As a class lawyers may be said to live

from hand to mouth, and not infre

quently within sight of want. Years of

preparation without recompense must

precede years of toil for a daily wage,

which only by prudence and self-denial

may be nursed into a competency. The

right of the lawyer by the gainful exer

cise of his professional skill to earn an

honorable living, is an absolute right

subject to limitation only by the law

of the land or by moral principle. How

far it is thus limited is the subject of

our present consideration.

At our annual banquet in New York

last January Governor Hughes, reply

ing for our Empire State, declared that

there is no organization of the state

with whose members he comes in such

close fellowship and with such a feeling

of cordial sympathy as members of the

bar, and then he added some pertinent

disclaimers :
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"We are not here to-night," he said,

"to take pride in the wealth that has

been amassed by any of the more for

tunate of our membership. Still less

are we here to take pride in the cunning

that has been shown in the course of

the conduct of professional work." And

he denounced as sordid, base and be

littling, and as entitled to no respect,

the riches realized from fees heaped

on fees though "beyond the dreams of

avarice," unless accompanied by integ

rity and independence of character and

by loyalty to a high ideal both unpur

chaseable and incorruptible by material

advantage.

The Governor's first point suggests

the question: What is the object of our

activities in the practice of the law?

For the overwhelming majority of

lawyers, as already we have intimated,

there is, and there can be, but one

answer, "To gain a living." Notwith

standing our splendid opportunities of

public service, often to be availed of

and never to be disregarded, the press

ing duty of most is to support one's

family and to keep out of harrowing

debt. In providing for ourselves and

for those dependent upon us a digni

fied and appropriate maintenance, here

is nothing which even in the Governor's

view can be "sordid, base or belittling."

This obligation has been felt and recog

nized by the chief as well as by the

least of our brethren. Our first great

leader, unsurpassed in the loftiness of

his spirit, the brilliancy of his intellect,

or the splendid results of his devoted

patriotism, Alexander Hamilton, re

signed from the cabinet of George Wash

ington, as we are told by Oliver, "be

cause he was in debt, and had no mind

to die in debt. He was actually con

scious that his public work had entailed

a sacrifice not merely of his own ease,

but of the interests of his family. The

last nine years of his life were devoted

to the honorable but undramatic end

of discharging his debts and providing

for his children." And Oliver adds,

"He was the leader of the New York

bar during the whole of this period, and

although, had he abstained altogether

from public work, he doubtless might

have added considerably to his income,

his earnings were substantial, even if we

judge them by modern standards, and

very large indeed compared with the

rewards of his own day."

In our day, as in that of Hamilton,

the avoidance of debt and the acquisi

tion of a competence is a proper object

for the honorable desire and effort of

any lawyer. Those harvesting the suffi

cient results of honorable labor may be

deemed, as they were termed by our

Governor, "the more fortunate of our

membership," though he disclaimed any

pride in their wealth. Not less than

those rendering exceptionally valuable

service in any other calling, the learned

and capable lawyer may expect ade

quate compensation and sometimes

wealth.

But wealth is a term of relative and

varying significance. Under present

conditions the millionaire may be one

who enjoys, not, as formerly, the in

come of a million, but a million of in

come. Such the Governor may have

had in mind when he borrowed from

Dr. Johnson the phrase "wealth beyond

the dreams of avarice," rotund enough

for the Eighteenth Century, but not

sufficiently grandiose to measure the

large heaps from which sleepless if not

dreamless financiers of the present era

may draw excitement, and possibly satis

faction.

In the pursuit of wealth, as distin

guished from competency, our most

highly remunerated counsel necessarily

and properly lag far behind the finan
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ciers, the manufacturers , and the mer

chants, as far, relatively, as in the

heroic age when the traditional fate of

the lawyer was to die poor, a destiny

reserved now for particular pursuit

by philanthropists arranging for post

humous praise.

But amplitude of means may result

to the lawyer from contact with affairs

of twentieth century magnitude, and

this without a suggestion of "touch" in

the specific sense recently developed in

the language of the street. Auber re

pelled the imputation of advancing

years, suggested by a stray gray hair

on his shoulder, by declaring that "some

old man in the crowd must have brushed

against me." So, the trusted and con

genial counsel of the present day may

find that his justly earned remuneration,

willingly accorded, by clients of timely

fortune, partakes of the circumambient

affluence.

Accordingly lawyers of our time both

in England and America, highly esteemed

by the general public as well as by their

professional brethren, not infrequently

have enjoyed very considerable incomes.

No explanation would be expected of

the fact that an estate larger probably

than any left before his day by any

American lawyer, was distributed by

the will of James C. Carter, leader of

the bar, lover of his country and bene

factor of his fellow man; and no one

justly could begrudge the material rec

ompense that has attested the value of

the professional services of some of the

distinguished presidents of the New

York City Bar Association, including

our brilliant Secretary of State, and the

delightful symposiarch before whom the

Governor was speaking at our last

annual banquet.

Not solely by "heaping fees upon

fees," but sometimes merely by syste

matic economy and prudent investment

the industrious lawyer of moderate pro

fessional income may insure "peace with

honor" in his old age for both himself

and his family. The meteoric course

of the brilliant counsel who despite the

continuous receipt of large and merited

compensation finally found himself un

able to release from attachment the

dinner that he was spreading before a

Lord Chief Justice, may be contrasted

with that of a contemporaneous Judge

of the Supreme Court of the same state,

whose average annual earnings did not

exceed $3,000, but who, nevertheless,

was able to crown a career altogether

honorable by large bequests for the

education of youth in New England

and for the advancement of poor blacks

in the South.

Except in the view of social econo

mists professing aversion to private

property and to all men of wealth as

products of a vicious order, the fortunes

of lawyers such as these, being "honestly

come by," in the phrase of Mr. Lowell,

will not be regarded as "sordid, base or

belittling." Their right to live upon

terms of self-respect in the sphere of

their activities will not be denied.

But the lawyer who chooses or who

pursues his profession primarily, or even

principally, as a money-getter, falls into

twofold error. First, he selects for his

purpose an inferior instrument, for, as

already observed, in money-making, as

in the opportunities for money-making,

the lawyer lags behind the trader of

equal ability, and second, he compro

mises his own tone, and correspondingly

the standing of his profession, which will

be privileged so long, and only so long,

as it preserves its distinction as a learned

profession. The attorney who shares or

who competes with his client in trading

adventures consents that such actions and

such methods be estimated in the terms

of the adventure. As was observed by
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the late Charles O'Conor, even the

amount of the fee may tend to indicate

the character of the attorney's activi

ties, whether as professional or as merely

a participation in the undertaking. The

lawyer outclassed by the merchant in

the competition for great riches will win

only patronizing condescension. But if

he shall retain and maintain his tradi

tional familiarity with the science of the

law, entering into and shaping the affairs

of even the most resourceful laymen, he

will command and will receive from the

public as well as from his fellows re

spectful consideration and esteem. Ad

verse popular criticism is not easily sus

tained against a lawyer who enjoys the

unqualified approval of his professional

brethren; and this will not be withheld

from the conscientious, capable counsel,

merely because, as in the case of Alex

ander Hamilton, "his earnings are very

large indeed compared with the rewards

of his own day."

To the mere money-seeking lawyer

indeed the love of money will prove the

root of all evil, and though, as conceded

by the Governor, those conspicuous for

their attainment of a competence may

be deemed fortunate, they will be most

fortunate if their acquisitions have been

consistent with good repute for char

acter and learning, and with a record of

service to the state, such as has given

distinction to the names of our brethren

Hamilton and Marcy and Seward and

Tilden and Cleveland and Carter and

Choate and Root.

Thus far probably the argument ac

cords with the general understanding,

but it leads to a proposition which pro

vokes dispute always, and often denial,

namely that in the practice of his pro

fession, upon which his living depends,

the lawyer is entitled to accept employ

ment for the honest presentation of any

claim, or of any defense which it is

proper for a court to hear and determine,

and in behalf of his client to adopt any

expedient not in itself conflicting with

moral principle or the law of the land.

In a sense this proposition may seem

to have been challenged by the Gov

ernor's declaration that the bar was not

assembled "to take pride in the cunning

that has been shown in the course of the

conduct of professional work," and in

the particular intendment of his obser

vation the challenge would be well

founded. Even the selfish and sordid

pursuit of wealth may be less degrading

to the lawyer than his habitual resort to

cunning in the conduct of professional

work, that is, in work done by him

directly for the advantage of his client

and only indirectly for his own profit.

Though such service includes an ele

ment of altruism, this could not offset

the harm that would result alike to the

bar and to the public, if generally we

were to come to tolerate cunning as a

substitute for learning or for sagacity.

That the bar willingly adopts and pos

sibly prefers sharp practice, is a popular

belief, encouraged persistently by writers

of fiction, as well as by journalists and

by moralists, sometimes within the pro

fession.

Out of thirty-five lawyers portrayed

by Charles Dickens only one is outlined

for respect, though in passing it may be

noted that that one has been identified

as the one lawyer with whom the novel

ist had close personal acquaintance.

The others he held up for ridicule, and

generally for distrust. He personified

the "Bar" as a busy bee that has to get

verdicts against evidence, and by setting

snares for the gentlemen of the jury.

Anthony Trollope by way of reproach

wrote that "no amount of eloquence will

make an English lawyer think that

loyalty to truth should come before
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loyalty to his client." "Quirk, Gammon

& Snap," were figments of the imagina

tion of a writer who himself was a

lawyer. Herbert Spencer, in seeking

concrete examples of good style, chose

and perpetuated phrases such as these:

"The low morality of the bar" and "He,

who when reading a lawyer's letter

should say 'Vile rascal' !"

A recent editorial upon the new Code

of Professional Ethics declared that

"Among laymen there is a strong im

pression that lawyers form a sort of

guild and, like Roman augurs, wink

when they meet each other" and that

"some of the ablest, the most successful

and the most influential lawyers are

themselves wholly unprincipled. It is

their chief business to tell wealthy clients

how to keep the law in the letter, and

break it in the spirit."

Similar slurs upon real or imagined

practices of lawyers might be adduced

indefinitely, though the sincerity of the

distrust is not always beyond question

in view of the apparent willingness of

parents of every class and calling to de

vote their most promising offspring (like

the eldest son of Anthony Trollope him

self) to the pursuit of our much abused

vocation, and to the peril of attracting

clients of wealth and influence.

But it would be neither wise nor

helpful to pretend indifference to well

meant criticism or to assume that wide

spread public suspiciousness is without

any reasonable justification. In the

palace of truth, we must admit that in

every rank of our profession may be

found some who care little for high

ideals, if indeed they suspect their ex

istence. This, however, would not prove

that in our profession the tone is lower

than in others. Of course, it should be

conspicuously higher, for in public affairs

it assumes to lead, and is permitted to

lead practically to the exclusion of

almost every other calling, except journ

alism.

The declared object of this Associa

tion is "to elevate the standard of in

tegrity, honor and courtesy in the legal

profession" no less than "to cherish the

spirit of brotherhood," and though we

believe that to-day our ideals are not

receding, we must recognize that general

conditions and peculiar privileges, as

well as this declared purpose, command

the bar of this Empire State and its

representative association to lead as well

as to aid in advancing our professional

standards. To this end we are bound

to maintain and to enforce our newly

adopted Code of Professional Ethics, a

code which despite newspaper incredul

ity attests sincerely and specifically the

bar's comprehension of principles that

should govern every lawyer in the dis

charge of professional duty.

Undoubtedly much popular discontent

results from inability or unwillingness

to recognize that of necessity the lawyer's

obligation is twofold. As has been

stated with discrimination in the Boston

Green Bag,—

It is easy to say that the fundamental princi

ples of common honesty are simple and suffi

cient, but it is a fact that there is a conflict

very hard to adjust between the theory that

the lawyer is a public officer, and the doc

trine of loyalty to a client. To the lay reader

these principles have long been hopelessly

irreconcilable, and only the legal mind accus

tomed to complexities and fine distinctions

has been able to announce with certainty

that the two are wholly harmonious. Few

of the bar, however, have agreed as to the

exact manner of reconciling them or as to the

legal limits for the application of each to the

specific problems of practice.

The paramount claim of the state

upon the lawyer as a citizen will con

tinue to be asserted with emphasis and

without qualification by public moral

ists who themselves when in peril of fife
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or liberty or reputation or property, or

even when assuming new risks of busi

ness, will expect from their counsel

exclusive regard for their own particu

lar interests. But the unwearied con

tention over the lawyer's diverse loyal

ties has not yet demonstrated that either

morality or civilization would gain by

relaxation of his legal obligation to in

voke for his client any and every appro

priate protection afforded by the law of

the land, it being understood that the

law of the land differs from the moral

law generally in being more specific and

more exacting.

It is true that sometimes apparent

injustice may result from particular

applications of strict legal defenses such

as the statute of limitations, or of frauds,

or those concerning usury or married

women or infants, or other provisions of

positive law as to incompetency, includ

ing the ultra vires proceedings of cor

porations. Such defenses are discoun

tenanced by Hoffman in his Fifty

Resolutions. Nevertheless, we submit

that every client is entitled to invoke

any and every appropriate enactment of

the legislature for the general good, and

also that in the assertion or protection

of such right the client is entitled to

invoke and to receive the aid of compe

tent counsel. Nor can such right of the

client be limited to the comparatively

insignificant portion of his interests that

may have become involved in litigation.

He is entitled to the advice of his

solicitor as to what it is lawful for him

to undertake; and he may undertake

lawfully whatever is not in contraven

tion of sound morals or of some concrete

rule of law. The moral sense must be

respected, but this restriction being

faithfully observed, an advocate of indi

vidualistic liberty may feel it his duty

to assert individual rights in and through

any and every way not barred by

statute. Though wide enough for the

traditional coach and four a way through

or around a faulty statute has been

forced or found by many a learned and

virtuous predecessor, in the cause of

liberty. Whatever is neither malum in

se nor malum prohibitum is open to the

client's enterprising advance, and

nothing is malum prohibitum unless there

can be pointed out words of express

prohibition. No more dangerous device

of tyranny or injustice could be invoked

than the extension of a statute to cover

cases not embraced within its letter,

upon the plea that they are within its

spirit. It is not the duty of the lawyer

or of a judge to be astute to extend

prohibitory provisions. This power, and,

if it be a duty, this obligation pertains

solely to the legislature.

Every citizen, whether lawyer or lay

man, undoubtedly owes the duty of

loyalty to the law, but who will pretend

that this duty generally is regarded as

of equal obligation with reference to

every statute?

Viewed from its source the authority

of the fugitive slave law appeared to be

supreme, and so it was regarded by

Abraham Lincoln, but nevertheless its

obligation was denied and defied

throughout the North. The Dred Scot

decision was flouted by ministers, lay

men and lawyers who followed Charles

Sumner in the doctrine that no question

is settled until it is settled right. A

very recent statement of this doctrine

is the following from the Outlook of

January 2, 1909:—

It is not always immoral to violate laws or

even to set law at defiance. Sunday-school

scholars are constantly exhorted to imitate

the example of Daniel, who violated the law

which forbade him to worship Jehovah; the

men who conducted the underground railroad

and permitted slaves to escape were violating

the law; yet, history has generally com

mended their action. There are times when
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the higher moral obligation calls on the citi

zen to obey the "higher law" and set the

unjust human law at naught. If, however,

he does so, he must be prepared to take the

punishment for the violation of the law.

Revenue laws notoriously are observed

to the extent that their violation is be

lieved to involve unpleasant personal

consequences and often no further.

Statutory prohibitions against Sunday

labor, against election betting, against

usury, against carrying concealed

weapons, and sumptuary statutes re

garded as undue restrictions of personal

liberty, are ignored on every side, and

criminal prosecutions for their infringe

ment meet with scant public favor.

This propensity to discriminate between

laws and laws, and to select some for

present enforcement and others for con

signment to the Umbo of ancient history,

is not to be encouraged or fostered, for

as has been justly observed by Presi

dent Hadley, "When any nation looks

upon law as a thing which the individual

may use when it suits him, and evade

or defy when it does not suit him, that

nation is losing the bulwarks of social

order."

The lawyer is bound always to advise

conformity to the clear requirements of

every valid law. As a breach of this

duty might involve considerable per

sonal inconvenience, we may assume

that it is observed by those who are

conscious of its existence. How painful

may become the performance of this

duty none know better than some of us

who at times have been compelled to

insist that at the cost of social oppro

brium the client must tell the whole

truth, or at other times have been com

pelled to decline to interpose a defense

desired by some tender-hearted but

erring and distressed man or woman.

Whether or not a lawyer shall give

advice as to any particular transaction

not within the^express prohibition of

law, or of morals, as already intimated,

is a question for his own judgment.

But his judgment must be exercised

with a full sense of his responsibility as

a man and a citizen, and with the cer

tain expectation of public disapproval

if his participation shall appear to be

out of harmony with his general reputa

tion or shall seem to involve injury to

the public interests. Such public dis

approval sometimes it becomes the

lawyer's duty to incur, but, generally,

the best service to his client, to his pro

fession, and to himself will result if in

every case of doubt he shall first satisfy

himself that his advice is given under a

strict sense of professional duty, uninflu

enced by expectation of a fee. If, after

such self-searching, his doubt persists,

he should conform to its warning, despite

the necessities of his client, or even of a

family dependent upon his fruitful in

dustry.

Often it may be found that the pur

pose of the client appears questionable

only because ill-considered and that by

a change of plan it may be effectuated

legally. The lawyer discovering and

suggesting such a free course for legiti

mate enterprise will deserve credit for

acumen and sagacity, not criticism for

"cunning shown in the course of the

conduct of professional work."

Procedure so advised in good faith,

though irreproachable in morals and

free from express statutory prohibition,

sometimes has been challenged as an

evasion of the law, but the contention

has not always been sustained by the

courts. To avoid misunderstanding, a

few illustrations may be given.

A corporation being in need of funds

and lacking credit, has a solvent presi

dent B, willing to obligate himself in

aid of his corporation, who arranges for

a usurious loan to himself, in order that
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he may turn the same over to his cor

poration. The plan originally devised

by the parties being deemed by counsel

an evasion of the law forbidding usury

and making the lender a criminal, is

rejected as illegal. Upon sound advice

the transaction is changed in form, and

the loan at the excessive rate is made

not to the individual B, but to his cor

poration upon its note guaranteed by

B ; this course being legal under the deci

sions of the New York Court of Appeals.

(See Rosa v. Butterfield, 33 N. Y. 665.)

Pursuant to advice of counsel, parties

in Tennessee gave notes dated, payable

and secured in Arkansas at a rate of

interest allowed there, but not in Ten

nessee. The U. S. Circuit Court (Mr.

Justice Jackson) sustained the trans

action, denying the contention that

thereby it was intended to evade the

laws of Tennessee and saying, "It was

certainly intended to obtain the Arkan

sas rather than the Tennessee rate of

interest. That intention was no viola

tion or evasion of the law of Tennessee."

( Van Vliet v. Sledge, 45 Fed. 743-752.)

The tariff of 1883 imposed a certain

duty upon dress goods wholly of wool

and a lower duty upon dress goods only

partly of wool, provided that the higher

duty should be charged upon goods of

wool with threads of other materials

introduced for the purpose of changing

the classification. The importers caused

goods to be woven of wool with a very

slight intermixture of cotton, not in the

form of threads. The collector deemed

this to be an evasion of the law for the

purpose of changing the classification,

and levied duty at the higher rate.

But both the Circuit Court and the

Supreme Court overruled the collector

and sustained the importers, holding

that "they were not prohibited from so

manufacturing goods as to conform to a

lower rather than a higher exaction of

the tariff—and that though they might

have adopted a very technical device to

escape the higher rate, the question

presented by the case was only whether

their goods were embraced within the

higher rate and not whether they had

evaded the law." (Magone v. Lucke-

meyer, 139 U. S. 612.)

In the case of KeUey v. Rhoads

(188 U. S. 1) it was held that a flock of

10,000 sheep driven from Utah to

Nebraska at the rate of nine miles a day

across Wyoming, and grazing as it moved ,

was a subject of interstate commerce

and therefore exempt from the Wyoming

tax on livestock brought into that state

for grazing purposes. The fact that the

sheep might have been moved by rail

was disregarded, for "the owner had the

right to avail himself of such means of

transportation as he preferred, and in

estimating the probable cost he was at

liberty to consider the fact that he was

licensed to make use of the public lands

of the United States for the sustenance

of his sheep. . . . We do not deny

that it may have been the plaintiff's

intention not only to graze but to

fatten his sheep while en route through

Wyoming. Indeed we may suspect it,

but there is nothing in the agreed state

of facts to justify that inference."

William M. Prichard, an honored mem

ber of the New York bar, died leaving a

will by which he appointed as executors

three lawyers, two living in New York

and one in New Jersey. For the pur

pose of escaping New York taxation the

securities of the estate were deposited

with a company in the home of the New

Jersey executor. Upon the suit of Mr.

Charles C. Beaman, executor, and the

argument of Mr. J. Hampden Dougherty,

it was held that these securities were

not taxable in New York, the Court

observing: "The suggestion is made that

if this rule is to prevail it furnishes an
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easy and convenient method for escap

ing taxation. This is unquestionably

true, but the fault is with the Legislature,

from which body, if any, relief must be

obtained." (People ex rel. Beaman v.

Feitner, 63 App. Div. 174.)

It might be argued that in each of

these cases the fair intent of the law

makers was thwarted, but in the opinion

of the courts the parties were free to

proceed upon lines left open by the

language of the statutes, or by the con

flict of laws. If such was the right of

the parties, it would seem to follow

that they were entitled to receive advice

to that effect from counsel learned in

the law.

The lawyer must respect the moral

law, and under canon 32 of the new

Code of Ethics "he must observe and

advise his client to observe the statute

law, though until a statute shall have

been construed and interpreted by com

petent adjudication he is free and is

entitled to advise as to its validity and

as to what he conscientiously believes

to be its just meaning and extent."

This right of the client to ask and to

receive advice from competent counsel,

especially with reference to intended

transactions, and the extent to which

the counsel may go in giving such ad

vice, are subjects regarded by the public

with particular scrutiny where the client

is a corporation.

Despite the fact that perhaps ninety

per cent in amount of the active business

of the country involves the participation

of corporations; despite the fact that

there is hardly a business man of im

portance who is not a stockholder in

some corporation or in cordial relations

with some stockholder; despite the

steadily increasing and general tendency

and practice to adopt the form of cor

porate organization for private busi

nesses heretofore conducted by partner

ships and individuals—there still per

sists a formidable and aggressive sus

picion of the methods of corporations

and of their officers, and in particular of

their legal advisers.

At the August meeting of the bar of

Virginia, the association was favored,

as three years ago we were honored, by

an address from the learned and elo

quent William Lindsay, formerly Sena

tor from Kentucky. In the course of

his address, Judge Lindsay said:—

Officers of corporations may be equal in in

tegrity, good citizenship and morality to the

average members of society, but in the man

agement of corporate business they act not

personally but officially, and the municipal

and not the moral law measures the extent

and defines the limitations of their duties and

responsibilities.

The substitution of the corporation for the

individual in the ordinary business trans

actions of life seriously affects society and its

members, and tends to diminish the influence

for good at one time attending the profession

of the law.

And finally:—

Those great corporations are proving them

selves the greatest instruments for evil man

has ever devised. They may promote the

further increase of material prosperity, but

if their power for evil remains they will do so

at the expense of free institutions and to the

peril of our personal and political freedom.

More recently and perhaps more dis

criminatingly a similar warning has been

sounded by the historianJames Schouler,

who observes that—

The corporation has been of immense ad

vantage to society in enabling great material

projects to be successfully carried out. But

it has brought prodigious evils in its train and

one of those evils is the diminishing sense

among business men of personal honor, per

sonal responsibility, personal integrity. . . .

Its real element for good or evil lies in the

character of the individuals who work it, who

possess control and give it direction. (Ideals

of the Republic, 270.)
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As both Judge Lindsay and Mr.

Schouler appear to concur in the public

belief that these corporations must con

tinue to abide with us, we may seek and

find relief from gloomy forebodings in

the more genial utterance of President

Butler in September, 1908, before the

University of Copenhagen :—

The large corporations are both a legitimate

and a necessary outgrowth of modern econ

omic conditions as these exist in the United

States, and the balance of advantage and

disadvantage is largely in their favor, pro

vided only that they be restrained from using

their great strength inequitably or from

damaging some other or more important in

terest. A corporation is co-operative and

co-operation is the best use any individual

can make of his individuality. (The Amer

ican As He Is, 53.)

Judge Lindsay is entitled to high

respect, but I would venture to question

whether in and of itself the corporate

form of organization is the specific germ

of the ills depicted or predicted by him.

The dislike and popular resentment of

that extraordinarily successful business

known as the Standard Oil Trust even

tuated prior to the incorporation of the

holders of the trust certificates; the

phenomenal development of the great

Carnegie Steel business was through a

partnership whose forty-four members

preceded and formed the corporation of

1899: the greatest financial transactions

are conducted not by corporations but

by unincorporated bankers and syndi

cates: even the New York Stock Ex

change personified under the name of

"Wall Street" is not a corporation. The

distrust expressed in such utterances as

that of Judge Lindsay implies really a

distrust of the power possessed by any

combination or association of wealth,

irrespective of the form in which the

combination may choose to constitute

itself. Mr. John Graham Brooks quotes

a Massachusetts leader as saying, "The

great interest which unites us all is the

dangerous business and political influ

ence which the money power has at last

got in this country."

This would indicate that protection

against the dreaded evils is not cer

tainly to be found in more legislation

against corporations. Undoubtedly there

will be further experiments in legisla

tion, both state and federal, to the

continued repression of business enter

prise; but this result, though regret

table, is not to be avoided by any con

cession to unmoral methods. What is

wanted is not legislation so much as the

"righteousness which alone exalteth a

nation." This is not self-righteousness,

nor is it that sentimental righteousness

that lacks a sense of justice. In a

popular government this may involve

popular tyranny and spoiliation of indi

vidual rights. On the other hand relief

is hardly to be secured through the

relentless enforcement of strictly legal

rights, tending to popular outbreaks

like the anti-rent war of 1844- 1846.

The righteousness that alone exalteth

a nation cannot disregard the meum

and tuum, nor will it ignore those inter

ests of humanity which challenge the

rights of property. Very recently it

has been declared by Mr. Justice Moody,

speaking with authority in the Knox-

ville Water Case, that: "Our social

system rests largely upon the sanctity

of private property, and that state or

community which seeks to invade it will

soon discover the error in the disaster

which follows." True though it is that

without respect for the rights of property

there can be no progressive civilization,

it is no less true that something more is

necessary to the highest civilization.

Accordingly business combinations fash

ioned primarily and solely with reference

to property rights, have failed to meet

the expectation of the general public,
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which never tires of hearing that "cor

porations have no souls."

This dictum of Lord Chief Justice

Coke may be modified effectually by

future Pygmalions of corporate creation,

who shall impart to the work of their

hands not only the right to perpetual

existence, but some other attributes of

the human soul. This, of course, can

be accomplished only by a system of

soul transference to corporate trans

actions from corporate managers having

souls to transfer. The privilege and

the opportunity of lawyers advising cor

porations and combinations, and their

creators and managers, is to aid in the

process of developing a managerial soul,

and of infusing it into corporate action,

and thus to promote the righteousness

that shall exalt the nation. Judge Lind

say conceded as possible, though he

might have stated positively, that

"Officers of corporations may be equal

in integrity, good citizenship and moral

ity to the ordinary members of society."

In my observation their important

actions, being generally the result of

conference and the subject of record,

are apt to be more regular and more

nearly correct, at least in form, than

those of natural persons engaged in like

transactions. These managers usually

desire to observe and not to transgress

the moral law and the law of the land,

a desire akin to the higher qualities

that we attribute to the human soul.

This praiseworthy disposition may be

developed and stimulated by the judi

cious and helpful advice of the corpora

tion lawyers. If in the discharge of

this conscientious duty we shall be

tactful and persistent we may help to

establish for our corporations a higher

standard of methods and morals, so

that in operation they shall meet at

least the popular conception of beings

with souls and consciences. '"That in

this particular the bar has failed to

realize its high opportunity or to dis

charge its duty is an opinion that pre

vails very generally, and with consider

able justification. But from this birth

day of our Code of Ethics we may start

afresh, and for our profession, and for

the corporations advised by us, seek

high and permanent place in the public

confidence. The question recently asked,

"Shall the people rule?" according to

the opinion of some of us, has been

answered in the affirmative. Let the

like answer be given to the question,

"Shall the lawyers lead?"

If we are to lead, it must be because

of the character of our leadership, and

not because of traditional prestige. Class

prestige is a privilege of the past, wrested

in turn from the army, from the church,

and from the bar. Just now it may

have passed to the press, which, like

every predecessor class, will lose it when,

as is inevitable with the possessor of

irresponsible power, it shall become self-

sufficient and accordingly presumptu

ous. As was observed by Phillips

Brooks, "No dignity of office can secure

men's respect for itself continuously,

unless it can show a worthy character

in those who hold it."

This is fine and it is true, but it is not

more certainly true as to public office

and the sacred office than it is in respect

of our own profession, whose leadership

in this country is vindicated in the re

newed advancement of lawyers Taft

and Root and Hughes. Such leader

ship of the bar, sustained by the preva

lent character of its members, will be

promoted powerfully by tradition, and

by deserved reputation for learning.

To this end, we may borrow from our

Governor's noble speech his invocation

of the "spirit of conservatism which is

essential to the maintenance of the

dignity of the bar, that spirit which,at
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all times stands for the individual

character and strength of honest and

intellectual work, the strength of inde

pendence before court or people, that

independence upon which everything

in a free country must at last depend."

The lawyer thus inspired will not

cringe. He will respect, but he will not

fear, the courts. He will discharge his

duty as he sees it, undeterred by clamor

of the public or the press. With such

composure as he can command, he will

await the ultimate judgment of his com

munity. He will not abandon his

prerogative at the summons of some

pamphleteer whose immunity from

prosecution is due to the past powerful

interventions of the great Erskine and

his successors. The press temporarily,

even though unintentionally, may con

fuse but it will not finally mislead the

general estimate of the lawyer follow

ing the guidance of an intelligent con

science.

The lawyer's right to live, and to live

by the application of his trained abili

ties in the protection of every right and

in the maintenance of every defense

authorized by the law of the land, is

part of our Anglo-Saxon liberties. When

that right is surrendered, those liberties

also will suffer diminution in periods of

popular clamor at times as cruel and as

senseless as the raving of wild beasts.

Sometimes, as a ground of reproach

against lawyers, it is alleged that they

are not alert to disclose for prosecution

cases of wrongdoing within their knowl

edge. Of course they must not com

pound felonies, but is it certain that the

best interests of society or of the state

itself would be promoted by detection

and prosecution in every single case of

a violation of law?

In the "Ideals of the Republic," in

which is sympathetically cited the Mas

sachusetts Statute of 1780, recommen

ding the government to encourage "good

humor" among the people, Mr. Schouler

says (p. 204) :—

Much may be done by warning, by holding

up ideals of duty by encouraging the com

munity to keep the right path. But the rod

of discipline should not always be brandished

nor a culprit's foes or the immune be incited

to gleeful vindictiveness. There is not, I

suppose, a male reader of this page who has

not at some moment of temptation in his

life committed a crime of some kind which

might have been criminally punished. And

whether the offence, more or less heinous, was

ever disclosed to others or not, has he not

been better in the end by having his own con

science left to its secret remorse and repent

ance for lifting eventually his better nature ?

Mr. Schouler' s supposition of a gen

eral prevalence of intentional crime is

startling, and not so easy of accep

tance as would be the hypothesis that

without realizing the legal or illegal

quality of his act nearly every man

some time has incurred some penalty

prescribed by the criminal law. "Who

can tell how oft he offendeth?"

So in the pursuit of his livelihood the

wise and conscientious lawyer sometimes

may promote the peace of communities,

the happiness of families, and the refor

mation of wrongdoers, by using his

ability and even his influence to. avoid

public prosecutions. In so doing, is he

faithful to his obligation to the state?

I will not take the responsibility of

answering, Yes; but his offense, if it be

an offense, would not smell rank to

Heaven.

The law must be maintained and en

forced; it must be vindicated, but this

must be for the healing of the nation,

not for vengeance upon the individual.

The Hebrew prophets who declared that

"righteousness alone exalteth a nation,"

proclaimed also the rise of a Son of

righteousness "with healing in his wings."

The divine requirement is to love mercy

as well as to do justly.
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There was a lawyer of our time who

holds the highest place in our regard,

the warmest place in our hearts. He

was just as he was merciful. He was

true, but he was tender. He was faith

ful in the discharge of duties as exacting

as any ever laid upon man. In the

midst of cares distracting beyond pre

cedent he sought "to encourage good

humor among the people." So the

people now celebrate the centenary of

Abraham Lincoln, the lawyer. Many

were his words of wisdom and love, but

none were more characteristic of him

or more fitting for the lawyer than those

of his last inaugural address, "With

New York, N. Y.

malice towards none, with charity for

all, with firmness in the right as God

gives us to see the right."

The lawyer who, with learning and a

sense of justice, pursues his vocation

in the spirit of Lincoln, seeking ever to

promote righteousness, in charity and

not in wrath, and, when consistent with

duty, to avert sorrow and disgrace from

the erring penitent, will have done most

to justify to the public the lawyer's

right to his livelihood; a livelihood as

ample and genial as legitimately may

follow the free exercise of his skill and

sagacity in the protection and the asser

tion of his client's legal rights.

The American Bar Association Recommendations as

to Judicial Procedure

By Everett P. Wheeler

A Paper Presented at the Thirty-second Annual Meeting op the New York

State Bar Association, Buffalo, January 28-29, 1909

THE tie between the American Bar

Association and the New York

State Bar Association has always been

close. Many of the founders of that

Association were New York lawyers.

For a long period its meetings were held

in alternate years at Saratoga. Its recom

mendations are, therefore, entitled to

friendly consideration in this assembly.

At the annual meeting of the American

Bar Association, held in 1906, a paper

was read by Mr. Roscoe Pound, then a

lawyer in Nebraska, who has since be

come a professor of law in the North

western University at Chicago, which

was entitled, "Causes of Popular Dis

satisfaction with the Administration of

Justice." The subject-matter of this

paper was referred to the Committee on

judicial administration and remedial pro

cedure for consideration. That Com

mittee reported in 1907 that "many

evils suggested in Mr. Pound's paper do

exist; that an attempt should be made

to remedy these evils; that we, the

organized lawyers of the American bar,

could not devote our efforts to a nobler

purpose," and that a special committee

be appointed, "selected as far as prac

ticable for their peculiar abilities and

special study, qualifying them for the

work, whose duty it shall be to consider

carefully alleged evils, suggest remedies,

formulate proposed laws."
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This special committee was appointed,

and made its report at the annual meet

ing of 1908. The recommendations of

this report, with one exception, were

adopted, and have been embodied in a

bill which, by direction of that Asso

ciation, has been presented to Congress

and is now before the Judiciary Com

mittees of both Houses for consideration.

The recommendations relate in form

only to federal procedure. But in sub

stance they are applicable to procedure

in the state courts, and some of them

apply to the procedure by which, in

criminal cases, the judgments of the

state courts can be reviewed in the

federal courts. I therefore ask your

attention to them.

There are five recommendations em

bodied in the bill. The last four relate

solely to procedure in criminal cases,

and it will be most convenient to con

sider them first. In substance they

provide that writs of error in criminal

cases shall not issue until a judge of

the Appellate Court "has certified that

there is probable cause to believe that

the defendant was unjustly convicted,"

and that no appeal shall be taken in

habeas corpus cases unless a justice of

the Appellate Court has certified that

there is probable cause to believe that

the petitioner in such habeas corpus

proceeding is unjustly deprived of his

liberty. The evil which the legislation

has proposed to remedy is thus stated

by the committee:—

A still more flagrant abuse which exists in

judicial procedure is also an innovation upon

the common law. This is the unrestricted

right to a writ of error in criminal cases.

These writs are constantly sued out solely

for delay. The punishment of notorious

criminals is constantly being postponed in

violation of every principle of justice. This

is especially flagrant in the suing out of writs

of error from the Supreme Court of the United

States to review the decision of the highest

courts of criminal jurisdiction in the different

states. We recommend that no writ of error

in criminal cases, returnable to the Supreme

Court of the United States, should be allowed,

unless a justice of that Court shall certify that

there is probable cause to believe that the

defendant was unjustly convicted.

It is not proposed to divest the Supreme

Court of jurisdiction of writs of error in crim

inal cases which involve questions of Con

stitutional law. It is, however, essential to

the administration of justice that such writs

of error should not be sued out as a matter of

right, but only when a justice of the Supreme

Court shall certify that there is probable

cause to believe that the defendant was un

justly convicted. It is well known that Con

stitutional questions have been ostensibly

raised on the record upon frivolous pretexts,

and solely for the purpose of obtaining delay

by writ of error returnable to the Supreme

Court. It seems to have been forgotten that

society has an interest in the punishment of

criminals. All authorities on criminology

agree that the certainty of punishment is far

more important in the prevention of crime

than its severity. The present system tends

to make the punishment of crime as uncertain

as human laws can make it. The old maxim

is forgotten: Judex damnatur cum nocens

absolvitor. J

A favorite device of the gentlemen who

achieve success in the manumission of mur

derers and the protection of the criminal

classes is to apply to a federal judge for a writ

of habeas corpus. He finds there is no cause

for its issue and orders the prisoner remanded.

Then an appeal is taken to the Supreme

Court and the execution of a just sentence is

stayed, while hysterical appeals are being

made for pardon. On the other hand, we see

the populace, enraged by the delays of justice,

engaged in equally hysterical lynching. The

innocent suffer. The guilty escape. And

we call this civilization.

Every day we see fulfilled the words of the

wise Hebrew monarch:—

"Because sentence against an evil work is

not executed speedily, therefore the heart of

the sons of men is fully set in them to do evil."

To quote the language of the Honorable

Andrew D. White, in an address delivered at

Ithaca :—

"While the number of murders is rapidly

increasing, the procedure against them is

becoming more and more ineffective, and in
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the light of recent cases in New York and

elsewhere, is seen to be a farce.

"One of the worst results of these cases is

the growing opinion among the people at

large that men with money can so delay jus

tice by every sort of chicanery, that there is

a virtual immunity from punishment for the

highest crimes. I favor preventing appeals

based on mere technical matters and upon

errors of trial judges in trifling matters

of procedure and the like, which have

nothing to do with the question of guilt or

innocence."

The recommendation as to the certi

ficate of reasonable doubt is taken from

the New York Code of Criminal Proce

dure, section 527. The change which

the committee recommended, and which

we thought an improvement, is this:

Under the New York practice a certifi

cate of probable cause may be granted

by any justice of the Supreme Court.

Under the proposed federal legisla

tion such certificate can only be granted

by a judge of the Appellate Court.

Under the New York practice, and in

view of the great number of judges

having jurisdiction, the certificate of

probable cause has become a matter of

course. If one judge does not grant it,

it can almost always be obtained from

another. In effect, therefore, the re

quirement is almost nugatory. It should

only be granted by a judge of the Appel

late Court, because it is that Court that

is to pass upon the question finally. If

the counsel for the culprit cannot ex

parte satisfy a judge of that Court that

there is merit in his appeal, it would

certainly seem reasonable that the ap

peal should not be taken. To succeed

in it he must, after an argument in

which his adversary is heard, convince

the majority of the judges that there is

merit. If he cannot, ex parte, produce

such conviction in the mind of the

single judge, it would seem clear enough

that the appeal is taken solely for delay,

and this is the prevalent evil which

should by all means be rectified.

If this proposed change should meet

with the approval of the bar of this state,

it might well be recommended to the

Legislature for adoption. In that case

it should take the form of an amend

ment to the section of the Code of

Criminal Procedure before mentioned,

which would read as follows:—

{527. An appeal to the supreme court

from a judgment of conviction, or other deter

mination from which an appeal can be taken,

stays the execution of the judgment or deter

mination upon filing, with the notice of appeal,

a certificate of the judge who presided at the

trial, or of a justice of the appellate division

of the supreme court, that, in his opinion,

there is reasonable doubt whether the judg

ment should stand, but not otherwise. And

the appellate court may order a new trial

if it be satisfied that the verdict against the

prisoner was against the weight of evidence

or against law, or that justice requires a new

trial, whether any exception shall have been

taken or not in the court below. No judg

ment shall be reversed, or new trial granted, on

the ground of misdirection of the jury or the im

proper admission or rejection of evidence, or for

error on any matter of pleading or procedure,

unless, in the opinion of the appellate court,

after an examination of the entire cause it shall

affirmatively appear that the error complained

of has resulted in a miscarriage of justice.

We come next to the first recommen

dation of the Committee of the American

Bar Association which proposes to add

to section 1011 of the United States

Revised Statutes, which deals with the

power of Appellate Courts, the following

clause :—

No judgment shall be set aside, or new

trial granted, by any court of the United

States, in any case, civil or criminal, on the

ground of misdirection of the jury or the

improper admission or rejection of evidence,

or for error as to any matter of pleading or

procedure, unless, in the opinion of the court

to which application is made, after an exami

nation of the entire cause, it shall affirmatively

appear that the error complained of has re

sulted in a miscarriage of justice.
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The present provision of the Code of

Civil Procedure on this subject is sec

tion 1317, which is as follows:—

Upon an appeal from a judgment or an

order, the appellate division of the supreme

court, or general term, to which the appeal is

taken, may reverse or affirm, wholly or partly,

or may modify, the judgment or order ap

pealed from, and each interlocutory judgment

or intermediate order, which it is authorized

to review, as specified in the notice of appeal,

and as to any or all of the parties, and it may,

if necessary or proper, grant a new trial or

hearing. A judgment affirming wholly or

partly a judgment from which an appeal has

been taken, shall not, expressly and in terms,

award to the respondent a sum of money, or

other relief, which was awarded to him by the

judgment so affirmed.

To understand the decisions of the

courts upon the subject dealt with in

this section of the Code, it is necessary

to consider its history.

When David Dudley Field undertook

the reform of the system of practice

which prevailed in New York, it was

his purpose to assimilate as far as pos

sible the practice in common law cases

to that which had prevailed in equity,

so far as the pleadings and the powers

of the appellate tribunal to pass upon

the merits were concerned. His Code

of Practice of 1848 abolished the dis

tinction between pleading in common

law and in equity cases, and laid down

rules of pleading which were to a great

extent those which had prevailed in

equity. He abolished the common law

writ of error, and provided that the re

view of the proceedings in the court of

first instance should take place by the

equity method of appeal. The function

of an appeal up to that time had always

been to bring up the whole record, and

accordingly the Field Code of Procedure

of the State of New York provided

(section 330) :—

Upon an appeal from a judgment or order,

the Appellate Court may reverse, affirm, or

modify the judgment or order appealed from

in the respect mentioned in the notice of ap

peal, and as to any or all of the parties, and

may, if necessary or proper, order a new trial.

When this Code of Procedure came to

be administered, it was unfortunately

construed by judges who did not sympa

thize with the codifier. It must be ad

mitted that its provisions were construed

in a very narrow spirit. The result in

the State of New York has not been, as

Field intended, to apply as far as pos

sible the rules which prevailed in the

courts of equity to the trial and dis

position of common law cases, but to

apply to equity cases the rules that had

prevailed under the modified common

law practice to which reference has been

had. Probably that is true to a large

extent in most of the states where the

Code practice prevails.

In Astor v. L'Amoreux* the New

York Supreme Court had taken advan

tage of the section just quoted, to

render final judgment upon appeal. Un

fortunately the Court of Appeals re

versed this reasonable judgment, and in

spite of the express provision of the

Code held that all the Supreme Court

was authorized to do was to order a

new trial.

In Griffin v. MarquardtJ this deci

sion was followed in an equity action,

and the Court of Appeals held that the

Supreme Court on reversing the judg

ment was bound to grant a new trial

"unless it is entirely plain, either from

the pleadings or from the very nature

of the controversy, that the party against

whom the reversal is pronounced, cannot

prevail in the suit."

In such cases the court has not only

applied to the rendering of judgment

for a new trial instead of final judgment

the rule which had come to be adopted

•8 N. Y. 107.

t 17 N. Y. 28.
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in actions tried before a jury, but has

applied the rule dealing with questions

of evidence. For example, in Bank of

British North America v. Delafield, 120

N. Y. 410, the case had been tried at

special term. The judgment was

affirmed at the general term, but the

Court of Appeals reversed the judgment

upon an exception to the admission of a

document which the Court had received,

giving the following reason (p. 419) :

"The question is so close, we cannot

say the defendant suffered no harm

from the erroneous admission of the

letter." What the Court would say if

the proposed amendment should be

adopted would be just the reverse—

"It does not appear that the defendant

suffered harm from the admission of the

letter. On the whole case we are of

opinion that the judgment for the plain

tiff was right upon the merits, and we

therefore affirm it."

In equity cases, where the trial is

before a judge without a jury, there can

be no possible good reason for the rule

which prevails in this state. Experi

ence in federal courts shows that ample

justice is done to the parties by the

method of procedure which prevails in

admiralty and in equity. It is true

that in the federal courts in equity

the testimony is taken before a master

or commissioner, and this no doubt is a

disadvantage. But in some of the states

where equity practice still prevails in

the state courts, as, for example, in

New Jersey, the issues of the case are

tried before a vice-chancellor, the wit

nesses testify orally before him, and he

decides the case with the great advan

tage of having seen them and heard

their testimony. This reform Field in

troduced into the trial of equity cases in

New York.

Experience shows that the granting

of new trials upon issues of fact is gen

erally a source of injustice. The lapse

of time obscures the memory of the wit

nesses who remain. It often happens

that an important witness has died,

and the reading of his testimony on the

first trial is no substitute for the benefit

which was derived from his personal

appearance. It often happens, also, that

a defendant against whom a judgment

has been recovered becomes insolvent

before the new trial, and the security

which he gave upon the first appeal has

become of no avail, owing to the re

versal of the first judgment. And beside

all these objections, the radical objec

tion to the new trial is that both parties

have already had a hearing; they have

been put to the expense of employing

counsel upon that hearing; the whole

machinery of the courts has been em

ployed to administer justice between

them. What possible reason can be

given for granting a new trial in such

cases? Why should not the Appellate

Court proceed to render final judgment

in all cases, subject to the right to move

for a rehearing on the ground of newly

discovered evidence, or for some similar

reason ? Such motions have always been

admissible in courts of equity, and I

would not deprive litigants of the right

to make applications of that sort. In

short, I would reverse the rule in Griffin

v. Marquardt, and would never permit a

new trial unless it appears affirmatively

that the interests of justice demand a

rehearing. Nemo debet bis vexari pro

una et eadem causa.

The reason for the disposition of

courts to grant new trials in cases tried

before a jury probably rests upon the

impression that under the Constitution

of the United States and the constitu

tions of most of the states, there is some

peculiar sacredness in a trial by jury.

No doubt the right of trial by jury is

guaranteed by these constitutions. But
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where is there any constitutional guar

antee of the right to several trials by

jury?

The injustice that attends the present

system of granting new trials when a

judgment is reversed upon appeal, is

well stated in a recent decision of the

Court of Appeals of the state of New

York.* At page 53 the Court says:—

Moreover, it frequently happens that cases

appear and in this Court, after three or four

trials, where the plaintiff on every trial has

changed his testimony in order to meet the

varying fortunes of the case upon appeal. It

often happens that his testimony upon the

second trial is directly contrary to his tes

timony on the first trial, and, when it is appar

ent that it was done to meet the decision on

appeal the temptation to hold that the second

story was false is almost irresistible. Yet,

in just such cases this Court has held that the

changes and contradictions in the plaintiff's

testimony, the motives for the same, and the

truth of the last version, is a matter for the

consideration of the jury. {Williams v. Del.

L. & W. R. R. Co., 155 N. Y. 158.)

In this latter case the judgment ren

dered on the first trial had been reversed

because the plaintiff in the judgment of

the Appellate Court had not established

his cause of action. It considered that

the merits of the case were with the

defendant. On any just theory of judi

cial administration the Appellate Court

should have rendered final judgment,

dismissing the plaintiff's complaint. But

it felt bound by the existing practice to

order a new trial. On this new trial the

plaintiff changed his testimony so as to

meet the objection to his recovery stated

by the court on the first hearing. The

subsequent history of the Williams case

can best be stated in the language of

the Court of Appeals (p. 161) :—

In other words the Court, believing that

the plaintiff had changed his testimony

•Walters v. Syracuse Rapid Transit R. Co., 178

N. Y. 60.

falsely, with a view of avoiding the effect of

the decision of this Court, concluded to dis

regard his testimony on this trial, and held

that what he testified to on the former trial

was true.

There can be no doubt but the learned

Courts below, both at Trial and General Term,

were actuated in their course by most praise

worthy motives, fully believing that they

were promoting good morals, honesty and

justice, but the question is, Was their holding

in accordance with law ?

In this case it is obvious that the

Appellate Court saw that great injustice

had been done, and that the plaintiff was

trying to obtain a verdict by false

swearing; yet it held that it had no

power to correct this evil, and that the

Trial Judge had erred in holding that

he had the power to correct it. In

short, it held not only that the right of

trial by jury is sacred, but that the

right to successive trials by jury is

sacred, and that when once a verdict is

set aside it should be taken as if it had

never been.

A notable case, in which the litigation

lasted ten years, and there were four

appeals in the Supreme Court, is Springer

v. Westcott, 166 N. Y. 117. The recov

ery was $900 for the contents of a

trunk. Obviously the expense of the

litigation much more than consumed

the amount of the recovery. Similar

cases are within the knowledge of us all.

Another case where the injustice is per

haps still more glaring is Nathan v.

Uhlmann, 101 App. Div. 388. That

was a suit brought originally by a de

positor against the dierctors of a bank,

who had received his deposit after they

knew the bank was insolvent. It is

perfectly clear from the report that the

directors knew this. It was equally

clear that there was no actual fraudu

lent intent on their part. If the case

had been submitted to the jury upon

these two points on the first trial, and
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they had been found upon the record in

accordance with the common law prac

tice, which is preserved by sections 1187

and 1188 of the Code, the questions of

law arising upon the merits could have

been disposed of by the Appellate Divi

sion upon the first appeal, and final

judgment rendered. This would have

been a benefit to the plaintiff, who died

before the final judgment in his favor

was recorded. It would really have

been a benefit to the defendants. The

procedure adopted put them to great

and unnecessary expense.

Let me illustrate further by a quota

tion from an opinion of Judge Martin,

delivering the judgment of the Court of

Appeals• :—

After carefully and studiously examining

the great number of perplexing and difficult

questions determined during the heat and

excitement of a sharp and protracted trial,

we can but admire and commend the scru

pulous and intelligent care and ability evinced

by the trial judge, and the almost unerring

correctness of his rulings.

When tlie number and variety of the

questions raised are considered, we are sur

prised, not that a single error was committed,

but that there were not many more.

In other words, our procedure is such

that it is impossible, even with a judge

of "almost unerring correctness," to get

a verdict on the first trial of an

intricate cause that will stand the

test of an appeal. It needs no argu

ment to show that such procedure needs

revision.

In opposition to all the rules of tech

nicality, which work such injustice and

cause such delay, I urge that laid down

by Chief Justice Marshall in Church v.

Hubbart, 2 Cranch 232: "It is desirable

to terminate every cause upon its real

merits if those merits are fairly before

the Court, and to put an end to litiga-

•Uwis Long Island R. R., 162 N. Y. 52, 67.

tion where it is in the power of the

Court to do so."

In dealing with this important sub

ject I ask you to put yourselves in the

attitude of a lawyer who has a righteous

cause, and who naturally desires to

bring it to trial and obtain final judg

ment for his client as soon as possible.

Is not this the attitude you always want

to occupy? Doubtless we are some

times called upon to defend a client

who has no defense upon the merits.

What the lawyer's duty in such a case

may be I do not stop to consider. But

one thing is clear. As long as the law

gives him a right to interpose a tech

nical defense and prolong the litigation

in the hope of wearing out his adver

sary, the lawyer is blamed by many if

he does not exert his skill to the utter

most for that purpose. After all, when

we look at our profession from the

standpoint of the Commonwealth ; when

we remember that we are not only

attorneys for a client, but officers of the

court, and charged with an important

part in the administration of justice,

we must admit that we occupy a humili

ating position whenever we undertake

to defeat it. It may be a lawyer's duty

to occupy this position under the ex

isting system. All the more, therefore,

is it our duty as citizens to endeavor

to reform the system, so that these

means of procrastination shall no longer

be available.

We hear sometimes that such compli

cated and technical rules as those which

now prevail benefit the profession by

increasing the counsel fee. You are all

too rngh-minded to be influenced by this

consideration, but if any of your friends

should bring it forward when this sub

ject is under discussion, let me assure

you that my experience for more than

forty years in the trial of causes con

vinces me that the assumption is errone
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ous. Cases in which a lawyer is

adequately paid as a rule are those in

which he succeeds in winning a just

cause, and in winning it promptly.

When a case has been tried two or three

times the client becomes very sick of it

and does not as a rule lend a ready ear

to the suggestion of a suitable fee. If

we were to be guided only by our own

interests, we should still advocate such

improvements in the administration of

justice as would dispose of con

troversies speedily, and upon the

merits. If that were the case, there

would be more law suits and fewer

arbitrations.

In conclusion let me say that the pre

cise language of the Act recommended

by the American Bar Association was

criticised when the subject was before

this Association in 1907. The language

used is taken from order 39, rule 6, of

the Rules of the English Supreme Court

of Judicature* ; which has been in force,

with entire success, for twenty-six years.

The language lately proposed by the

President-elect is this: "No judgment

of the court below should be reversed

except for an error which the court,

after reading the entire evidence, can

affirmatively say would have led to a

different verdict."t

I hope sincerely that we may not

spend our time in discussing the exact

language which should be adopted. That

is a matter which can better be dealt

with in committee. The essential point

is to provide that the judgment shall be

affirmed unless the appellant shall make

it affirmatively appear that the error

complained of has prejudiced him upon

the merits. In otherwords, the Ameri

can Bar Association was distinctly

of the opinion that there is no ab

solute right to the observance of any

•WUson's Practice, p. 331.

1 15 Yale Law Journal 1 .

technicalities of procedure or of evi

dence.

The objection that is commonly taken

to this doctrine, so far as it applies to

the review of cases that have been tried

before a jury, is thus expressed in a

letter that I have received from one of

the federal judges, to whom I sub

mitted the proposed bill. He puts it

thus: "If an Appellate Court either

affirms or reverses because of its own

opinion as to the merits, it substitutes

a trial by judges for a trial by jury."

My reply to this is that it misconceives

the scope of the proposed reform. So

far from depriving the verdict of the

jury of its value, it tends to establish

the verdict.

Long experience in the trial of cases

before a jury, and conversation with

intelligent jurors of my acquaintance,

has convinced me that jurors pay much

less attention to the fine points of evi

dence, or to nice distinctions in the

charge, than the judges generally seem

to suppose. I am satisfied that in more

than half the cases in my own practice,

where judgments have been reversed on

questions of evidence, the ruling in the

court below did not affect the verdict

in the slightest degree. This being the

case, it seems to me in the highest degree

unjust that the parties should be put

to the expense and delay of a new trial.

Therefore, as a practising lawyer, it is

clear to me that the presumption of the

Appellate Court should be that a ruling

on the evidence, which it deems errone

ous, did not affect the result. It should

be for the defeated party to satisfy the

Appellate Court that the ruling was

actually prejudicial to him upon the

merits.

The rule which the committee has

endeavored to express in the proposed,

legislation is actually in force in New.

Hampshire and in other jurisdictions.
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There, for example, the verdict of the

jury as to the quantum of damages is

final in most cases, and if a new trial is

ordered, it is ordered on the other

issues, leaving the amount originally

fixed by the jury to stand as the meas

ure of damages, unless some erroneous

ruling on the law has been made which,

in the opinion of the Appellate Court

should change the verdict on this point.

All we ask the Appellate Court to

presume is that the jurors are rational

men, who render a verdict according

to their judgment of the merits without

regard to the technical points of evi

dence, or nice legal distinctions em

bodied in requests to charge, to which

counsel have come to attach undue

importance.

If the practice which has already been

referred to of submitting special ques

tions of fact to the jury were more

generally adopted, the Appellate Court

would be enabled to order final judg

ment according to its judgment upon

the law, without putting the parties to

the expense and delay of a new trial.

This again would enable an immediate

review to be had in the Court of Appeals.

Under our present constitution, that

court can deal only with questions of

law. To raise these upon the record,

separated from questions of fact, is,

under the common practice, a very

difficult matter. The conditions under

which the Court of Appeals must ex

amine the record tend in most cases to

disable that Court from considering upon

the merits the controversy between the

parties. I believe that it is in the inter

est of the judges themselves, as well as

of counsel and litigants, that this prac

tice should be changed. The constant

limitation of the judicial mind to the

consideration of the solitary question

whether or not reversible error has been

committed, must necessarily tend to

narrow the mind and make it more

technical. It puts a burden upon the

judges which no man should have to

bear. The whole training of a lawyer

in this state at present tends to make

him more technical and to distract his

attention from the merits of causes.

The little pocket code of 473 sections,

which was in force when I came to the

bar in 1861, has swollen to a big volume

of 3441 sections. I am persuaded that

the reform which is recommended by the

American Bar Association, and which I

sincerely trust will have the approval

of this Association, and will finally be

come embodied not only in the statutes

of the United States, but in those of the

state of New York, will make a radical

change in this respect. When techni

calities cease to affect the result they

will no longer be resorted to, and the

time will come when the public confi

dence in the administration of justice,

which has been rudely shaken many

times by the decision of important cases

upon technical points, and not upon

the merits, will be restored, to the benefit

alike of the citizen and the lawyer.
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The Meeting of the New York State Bar Association

THE thirty-second annual meeting of the

New York State Bar Association, held

at Buffalo January 28 and 29, was marked

by the live interest shown in the subject of

criminal procedure and by the actual steps

taken in the direction of legal reform. The

paper of Mr. Everett P. Wheeler, of the New

York bar, discussing the American Bar Asso-

tion's recommendations as to reforms in civil

and criminal procedure and that presented

by Judge A. T. Clearwater of Kingston, N. Y.,

on behalf of the committee appointed to con

sider the question of medical expert testi

mony, perhaps furnished the keynote of the

deliberations.

Papers by Dr. R. B. Lamb, superintendent

of the Matteawan State Hospital, and State

Commissioner in Lunacy Sheldon T. Viele of

Buffalo, on "The Commitment and Discharge

of the Criminal Insane," likewise created a

profound impression.

The reports of the Committee on Legal

Ethics and of the Committee on Law Re

form both gave rise to some discussion. In

addition, able addresses were given by former

Senator John C. Spooner of New York on

"The Power of Congress under the Commerce

Clause over State Corporations Engaged in

Interstate or Foreign Commerce," and of

Hon. Wallace Nesbitt, K. C, of Toronto, who

described "The Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council." Mr. Charles A. Collin, of

New York, was unable to be present to read

his paper on the topic, "From the Revised

Statutes of 1829 to the Proposed Consolidated

Laws of 1909," and it was presented by proxy.

ACTION ON LEGAL ETHICS

The Code of Legal Ethics approved by the

American Bar Association at Seattle last

August was adopted with only a slight

change. After much discussion, and only on

an appeal from the retiring President, Mr.

Francis Lynde Stetson, who reconciled the

opposing factions by his suggestion that if

the canon in question should prove insuffi

cient different action could be taken a year

later, canon 13, which governs contingent

fees, was adopted:—

Contingent fees, where sanctioned by law, should be
under the supervision of the court in order that clients
may be protected from unjust charges.

The provision which an earnest effort had

been made to substitute, to no avail, was
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identical with that which a sub-committee

of the New York County Bar Association's

Committee on Legal Ethics will shortly report

to that body, namely:—

The lawyer is entitled to reasonable compensation.
This may be contracted for with his client, but under
no circumstances should advantage be taken of his
ignorance or necessity. Contingent fees are permis
sible if the client desires such form of compensation,
but they should always be reasonable in amount.

Canon 5, paragraph 1, of the American Bar

Association's Code was adopted only after

the defeat of an amendment for which Mr.

Everett P. Wheeler was mainly responsible,

as follows:—

It is the right of a lawyer to undertake the defense
of a person accused of crime, regardless of his personal
opinion as to the guilt ot the accused; otherwise inno
cent persons, victims only of suspicious circumstances,
might be denied proper defense. Having undertaken
such defense, the lawyer is bound, by all fair and
honorable means, to present every defense that the
law of the land permits, to the end that no person
may be deprived of life or liberty, but by due
process of law.

Mr. Wheeler had desired to add to the

above the words:—

But if the accused person be convicted, after a fair
trial, and the lawyer is convinced of his guilt, the
lawyer should not attempt further to save from
proper punishment the guilty person except by the
authority or direction of the court.

Paragraph 2 of this canon was adopted with

the addition of the following words: "He

should avoid oppression and injustice of any

kind whatsoever."

The New York State Bar Association thus

added its name to the list of seventeen or

more state bar associations which have

adopted codes practically conforming, in

most cases, to the Code of the American Bar

Association, virtually the only changes being

the slight ones recommended by the com

mittee.

The moral effect of the adoption of the

Code was powerfully reinforced by the

thoughtful and inspiring observations made

by the retiring President, Mr. Stetson, in his

annual address. In his discussion of "The

Lawyer's Livelihood," this eminent and re

spected lawyer, whose leadership at the bar

and experience in corporation practice on an

extensive scale lent such weight to his words,

brought to the subject a sanity and discrimi

nation that produced a radically different im

pression from that of commonplace or dull

moralizing. He indicated with helpful per

spicacity and good sense where the duty of

the lawyer lies in those moments when he is

perplexed by conflicting obligations.

REFORMS IN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Mr. Everett P. Wheeler's strong plea for

reform in judicial procedure did not stand

alone as an expression of private opinion,

for after a general discussion it was referred

to the Committee on Law Reform.

The subject of "The Regulation of the

Introduction of Medical Expert Testimony"

was referred a year ago to the consideration

of a committee consisting of one member

from each judicial district in conference with

a similar committee of the State Medical

Society. Judge Clearwater, chairman of the

committee, laid stress on the fact that eighteen

physicians, representing the allopathic.homceo-

pathic and eclectic schools, agreed with nine

of the lawyers on the report as presented.

"Recent excavations," he said, "unearthed

an ancient scroll which showed that the

doctors of Chaldea disagreed over the disease

of their monarch. They have disagreed ever

since, and I am presenting the first instance

of an agreement by them on anything."

What these doctors had agreed to was the

presentation of recommendations by the com

mittee in favor of the passage of a bill de

signed to check some of the more glaring evils

flowing from the abuse of expert testimony.

PROPOSED EXPERT TESTIMONY ACT

The draft of the bill indorsed by the com

mittee provides that no expert medical wit

ness shall be paid or receive as compensation

in any given case a sum in excess of the

ordinary witness fees unless the court awards

a larger sum, nor shall more than three ex

perts be allowed to testify on either side as

to the same issue in any given case, except

in criminal prosecutions for homicide, or by

express permission of the trial court.

In criminal cases for homicide where the

issues involve expert knowledge or opinion

the court shall appoint one or more suitable

disinterested persons, not exceeding three,

to investigate such issues' and testify at the

trial; and the compensation of such person

or persons shall be fixed by the court and

paid by the county where indictment was

found, and the fact that such witness or wit

nesses have been so appointed shall be made

known to the jury. This provision shall not

preclude either prosecution or defense from

using other expert witness at the trial.

It was specified that the bill is not in

tended to apply to "witnesses testifying to

the established facts or deductions of science,

nor to any other specific facts, but only to

witnesses testifying to matters of opinion."

The measure favored by the committee

also favored the designation, by the Supreme
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Court Justices assigned to the Appellate Divi

sions, of from ten to sixty physicians in each

judicial district who may be called as medical

expert witnesses, receiving such compensation

as the court may allow, the right of parties

to call other expert witnesses, as heretofore,

being in no wise limited.

The venerable Judge John M. Davy of

Rochester,a member of the committee,opposed

the adoption of the report, on the ground

that it would put an unnecessary burden

upon the courts and could conceivably lead

to injustice, since juries, and also judges in

refusing applications for new trials, might

be disposed to give undue weight to the

testimony of the officially unapproved

experts, and Mr. Simon Fleischmann of

Buffalo declared that he could not see how

the bill could be of any possible benefit.

Judge Clearwater, however, when the tide

seemed to be going against the committee,

saved the day for it in a speech that marked

the eloquent and able advocate.

The report of this committee was an able

paper in which the degradation of scientific

testimony by its use for improper purposes

was discountenanced, and the need of remedies

was pointed out.

INSANE CRIMINAL'S HABEAS CORPUS WRIT

Mr. Wheeler's paper and the report of the

Committee on Medical Testimony were not

the only documents dealing with criminal

procedure, for Dr. R. B. Lamb's discussion

of "The Commitment and Discharge of the

Insane Criminal" suggested the need of re

form in similar directions, particularly when

he spoke of the abuse of habeas corpus pro

ceedings. Such proceedings had been more

numerous at Matteawan the past year than

ever before, and had resulted in the release,

on orders of the court, of thirty-four patients,

of which number twenty-seven were found

by Dr. Lamb, who traced their subsequent

history, to have since committed criminal

acts, twelve of them being charged with the

crime of murder. "It seems to me," said Dr.

Lamb, "that such a record as this should gain

some modification of the present law, whereby

lunatics, and especially those committing

murder, should be dealt with by a tribunal

having individual responsibility."

Dr. Lamb also said that as to the compe

tency of a jury to determine mental disease,

to the experienced of both law and medicine

it seemed little short of farcical. He thought

the whole system of committal would be

greatly strengthened if all physicians who act

as examiners on orders of courts could be

required to have had special training as

alienists.

Hon. Sheldon T. Viele, State Commissioner

on Lunacy, of Buffalo, who followed Dr.

Lamb, quoted Attorney-General Bonaparte's

remark about the original purpose of the

criminal law being in danger of defeat by

means of refinements and subtleties of proce

dure which afford little risk that justice will

be enforced. Referring to Dr. Lamb's re

marks about habeas corpus proceedings as an

illustration of that specific danger, he dwelt

upon the unsatisfactory progress in the law

of insanity, as compared with the progress

of science in the last thirty years, and urged

the appointment of a committee of one

member from each judicial district to take

up the question. The motion was unani

mously carried.

THE CIVIL CODE AND BILL DRAFTING

J. Newton Fiero, Supreme Court Reporter,

Dean of the Albany Law School and expert

in procedure, presented the report of the

Committee on Legal Reform. Dean Fiero,

his friends say, does not think so highly of

the present Code of Civil Procedure as of the

David Dudley Field Code of 1848. A news

paper accredits to him a remark once made

that the drafters of the present Code, besides

filling with purely substantive law an in

strument purporting to define procedure,

impressed upon it a literary style beneath

criticism.

Speaking of the desirability of making the

bill drafting department at Albany hold

office permanently, and of defects believed

to exist in the present Code of Civil Proce

dure, as for example sections 829 et seq.,

belonging properly to the law of evidence,

and provisions which he considered inordi

nately lengthy and cumbersome, he offered

the following recommendations of the Com

mittee:—

First—That notice of all special, local and private
bills should be given by advertisement or otherwise
to interested parties before introduction, or, at least,
before consideration by the Legislature either in
committee or otherwise.

Second—That thereafter such bills should be con
sidered by committees akin to those of the British
Parliament as nearly as may be, whose action thereon
should be of a quasi-judicial character.

Third—That public opinion should be educated here,
as in Great Britain, so that the same principles of
ethics shall prevail in such legislation as now exist
in our judicial affairs, whereby all arguments to com
mittees must be submitted at public hearings, and all
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attempts at personal persuasion and logrolling be
frowned upon as an act of gross impropriety.

Fourth—That we recommend to the Legislature
the establishment of a permanent position, to be
known as the Legislative Counsel, with largeand com
prehensive powers in the formulation, criticism and
review of all bills, either pending or prospective.

Fifth—The designation by this Association of some
suitable person as an Examiner of Legislation, whose
duties and prerogatives shall be of the character and
scope hereinbefore outlined.

After the report was offered, the meeting

unanimously adopted all the Committee's

recommendations, together with that that

the Legislature be requested to provide for

an investigation of the present Code of Civil

Procedure, and a resolution that the Legisla

ture make a consolidation of the special

statutes upon the same lines as those adopted

with reference to the general laws.

THE GENERAL STATUTES OF NEW YORK

The importance of this work of statute

consolidation was signalized in the remarks

of Mr. John G. Milburn at the banquet:—

There has been brought together and consolidated
every section of the living statute law of the state,
and all this within the compass of five or six volumes.
For over a hundred years they had been piling up,
some repealed, some gone to their death without repeal,
covering scores and scores of volumes. Every one of
these statutes has been examined, collated and sub
mitted to the Legislature. The day after the Legis
lature acts on this measure all the statute law of the
state, which governs our conduct, which regulates
our affairs, will be found in these volumes. In thus
rescuing our statute law, in bringing order out of
chaos, the State Bar Association, whose child this In a
sense is, has rendered an enormous public service, and
associated itself with one of the most considerable
achievements in all jurisprudence. [Applause.]

CORPORATION MATTERS

Corporation subjects also received some

attention. The Committee on Corporation

Law, of which Mr. Stetson is chairman, re

ported that it had prepared and caused to be

submitted to the Legislature amendments to

the corporation laws permitting the forma

tion of companies having capital stock divided

into shares without assignment thereto of any

value in money, and the issue of stock certi

ficates representing merely proportionate in

terests in the entire capital stock without the

indication of any nominal or par value.

"The abolition of the money denomination

of shares," the report said, "would, we be

lieve, deprive those who promote corpora

tions of the advantages, real or seeming, of

that exaggerated capitalization which un

doubtedly is possible under existing laws,

and at the same time it would compel in

vestors to fix their attention upon actual

value."

Former Senator Spooner in his address on

the corporation question said:—

The idea that one government may create a state
corporation and another government may regulate

the issue of its stocks and bonds would be amusing if

it were not repellent.
It has always been within the recognized power of

the state which creates a corporation to determine
what corporate powers it shall possess.

It is an astounding proposition that while a state
may create a stock corporation, another government
shall regulate the issue of its stock and bonds.

The election of officers resulted:—

President—Adelbert Moot, Buffalo. Vice-Presidents
—First District, Lewis Delafield; Second District,
William C DeWitt; Third District. Charles J. Bucha
nan: Fourth District, Edward C. Whitmyer; Fifth
District, William Nottingham; Sixth District, Harvey
D. Hinman; Seventh District, Eugene Van Voorhis;
Eighth District, Lewis L. Babcock; Ninth District,
James M. Hunt. Secretary—Frederick E. Wadhams,
Albany. Treasurer—Robert Hessberg, Albany.

Other business transacted included the

adoption of a new article of the constitution

providing for a committee consisting of three

members from each judicial district to pre

vent the nomination of incompetent candi

dates for the bench, the unanimous passage

of a resolution favoring the increase in

salaries of federal judges proposed by a bill

that had passed the United States Senate,

and the appointment of a committee of five

to investigate the administration of the

Bankruptcy Act. Rochester was selected as

the place of meeting for next year.

THE NEW PRESIDENT

Adelbert Moot of Buffalo, the newly elected

president, was born in Allen, Allegany County,

New York, Nov. 22, 1854, the son of Charles D.

and Mary Rutherford Moot. He was educated

in the common, high, and State Normal

schools, and attended the Albany Law School

1875-6. He married C. A. Van Ness at

Cuba, N. Y., July 22, 1882. He has prac

ticed law in Nunda, N. Y., and in Buffalo

since 1879. He has been a member of the

board of Commissioners of Statutory Con

solidation engaged in examining and con

solidating all general statutes of New York

since 1777, and has also served as president

of the Unitarian Conference for the Middle

States and Canada. He is an independent

Republican in politics.

Mr. Moot, like Mr. Stetson, has engaged in

corporation practice on an extensive scale.

His clients have included prominent railroad

and industrial interests, and the Buffalo law

firm of Moot, Sprague, Brownell & Marcy, of

which he is the head, has handled many im

portant cases in both federal and state courts.

Mr. Moot is a deep student of the law and an

able advocate, and his leadership at the bar,

earned by hard work and fidelity to the

highest standards, has easily and naturally

led to his election as president of the New

York State Bar Association. ^



An Informal Code of Legal Ethics

By Judge Edward S. Doolittle

Of the Sixth Judicial Circuit of West Virginia

[EDITOR'S NOTE.—The following suggestions with regard to professional conduct may

prove helpful to lawyers just beginning the study of legal ethics, who have mastered but a

small part of the subject. They were originally published as a humorous addendum to a com'

' Circuit Court of Cab<pilation of the rules of practice of the 1 ; Cabell County, West Virginia.]

THE foregoing forty rules of prac

tice for the Circuit Court of Cabell

county have been compiled and adopted

by the present judge thereof, with an

eye to the useful and practical, and with

the idea that it is not necessary to

formulate in the shape of written rules

what is only a matter of professional

ethics. Legal ethics are generally axio

matic and well known to the profession ;

and it is assumed that every lawyer,

whether a judge or an attorney-at-law,

will not deliberately violate the ethics

of his profession.

Every lawyer knows that it is un

professional to borrow law books and

not return them; to fail to pay over

money collected for his client; to accept

retainers on both sides of a contested

case; to accept a retainer on one side

and then neglect his client's case through

forgetfulness, because of drunkenness or

otherwise; or to enter a courtroom

when he is so intoxicated that the sober

members of the bar wonder what the

sweet Psalmist meant when he so elo

quently exclaimed: "What is man, that

thou art mindful of him? And the son

of man that thou visitest him? For

thou hast made him a little lower than

the angels, and hast crowned him with

glory and honor."

Every lawyer, when arguing his case

before a jury, knows that it is unprofes

sional to inject his personality into the

case by expressing his own private

opinion whether a witness has told the

truth or a falsehood; to base his argu

ment upon information which he volun

teers while addressing the jury, and

thus take advantage of his position to

testify without having been sworn as a

witness; or to wink at a juror and make

the sign of distress, if they happen to

belong to the same secret society. Every

lawyer knows without being informed

by a rule of court, that any attorney-at-

law who accepts a retainer to cheat and

defraud the other side, though it be the

national government itself, is a rascal;

and that any attorney-at-law who enlists

on the other side and discloses the con

fidential and professional secrets of his

former client, although summarily dis

missed from further employment, is a

grand rascal.

He knows all this and many other

things which are unbecoming to the

good lawyer. In fine, the lawyer knows

that the shyster's motto : "Win your case

honestly if you can—but win your case,"

is open to righteous criticism.

It should not be necessary to print,

bind and publish the Code of Ethics and

put a copy in the hands of an attorney-

at-law, to inform him that it is not

polite to smoke in the courtroom in

the presence of the judge, a lady, or a

gentleman, when the court is in session,

although the attorney may thereby

better collect his scattered thoughts and

assume the appearance of being at his
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ease; and that it should not be neces

sary to placard on the walls of the room

a rule in large letters that an attorney,

when taking a seat inside the bar, shall

not pile his feet upon the table in front

of him and expose his manners and per

son.

We assume that a printed rule of

practice is not necessary to inform the

judge and lawyer after a case has been

argued and submitted in open court

that it is improper for them on the out

side and not in the presence of the

opposition to have a confidential talk

about the subject-matter in controversy,

because, in fact, each one knows intui

tively, although as a matter of courtesy

he may refrain from saying so, that the

other, outwardlv appearing righteous

unto men, is piaying the rdle of the

hypocrite.

A rule of court is not necessary to

inform the judge and lawyers that they

should imitate the example of other

people in other walks of life and be

polite in their professional intercourse

with each other; and that although they

are not what might be termed a mutual

admiration society, still for the sake of

example, pro bono publico, and for the

more convenient dispatch of business,

they should each at all times try to be

a Chesterfield and never at any time in

open court express their real feelings

about each other.

The lawyer in the courtroom can

assume a supercilious and contemptu

ous manner that will be embarrassing

to his Honor and make him feel lone

some and uncomfortable; and, on the

other hand, when the attorney has

clearly crossed the Rubicon and is wan

tonly trespassing on the dignity of the

Court, the judge can by summary pro

ceedings at once institute his own

action, become judge in his own case,

and send the attorney where he will

naturally feel homesick.

The good judge, in order to avoid any

unseemly wrangle in the courtroom,

will not talk too much nor give too many

reasons for his rulings. In cases of

grave doubt he will simply look wise

and say nothing. He knows that "a

fool uttereth all his mind; but a wise

man keepeth it in till afterwards"—till

after the Court of Appeals has enun

ciated the correct rule and reasoning in

the case.

Again, we are not unmindful that a

judge afflicted with an overbearing dis

position, forgetting his own dignity and

ignoring the ethics of the judiciary, is

liable at times to make trouble for him

self and others by losing his patience

and temper, and becoming rough, if not

tough, in his manners; and may thus

grieve the lawyers and make them think

with Shakspere's "Isabella":—

O, but man, proud man !

Dressed in a little brief authority ;

Most ignorant of what he is most assured,

His glassy essence—like an angry ape,

Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven,

As make the angels weep.

Let us hear the conclusion of the

whole matter. The West Virginia code

and the Code of Ethics should go hand

in hand with every judge and lawyer.

If he is not familiar with the latter

code, the one adopted by the West Vir

ginia Bar Association, at their meeting

held at Elkins in December, 1906, should

speedily become his vade mecum. And

if this code of ethics does not furnish

the necessary information, let him faith

fully follow the Golden Rule: "All things

whatsoever ye would that men should

do to you, do ye even so to them; for

this is the law and the prophets."

Huntington, West Virginia.
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW is the sub

ject of several articles in the recent

magazines, and special attention is called

to those in regard to the rule of stare

decisis giving contractual rights pro

tected by the Constitution and the right

of the national government to regulate

intra-state traffic of interstate railroads.

An interesting discussion of a question

of patent rights is briefly reviewed be

low. Two articles on water law are

also likely to attract many readers.

Admiralty (Torts). "Jurisdiction of the

Admiralty in Cases of Tort," by Henry Bill

ings Brown. Columbia Law Review (v. ix,

p. 1).

Discussing some disputed and some unde

cided questions of admiralty jurisdiction in

the United States, especially that as to aids

to navigation attached to the land.

Comparative Jurisprudence. "English Law

in Scots Practice. I. Consideration in Con

tract," by Hector Burn Murdoch. The Juridi

cal Review (v. xx, p. 346).

Comparison of English and Scotch law to

aid Scotch lawyers when consulting English

authorities. q

Constitutional Law (Obligation of Con

tracts). "Stare Decisis and Contractual

Rights," by Wilbur Larremore. Harvard Law

Review (vol. xxii, p. 182).

The recent decision in Muhlker v. New

York & Harlem R. R. Co., 197 U. S. 544,

while not the first recognition by the Supreme

Court of contractual or vested rights in the

observance of the doctrine of stare decisis,

does, however, according to this article, ex

tend such recognition into a new field. In

the case in question the raising, pursuant to a

state statute so directing, of a railroad struc

ture in Park Avenue, New York City, which

formerly was on, or partially below, the level

of the street, to an elevated viaduct, whereby

the easements of light and air of abutting

owners were substantially curtailed, was held

to deprive owners who had purchased since

the decisions of the New York Court of

Appeals, in the elevated railroad cases, of

contractual rights in contravention of the

Constitution of the United States.

The case of Gelpcke v. Dubuque, 1 WalL

(U. S.) 175, held that decisions of the Supreme

Court of Iowa, interpreting the constitution

and statutes of that state, afforded legal

rules to govern transactions which occurred

before such decisions were overruled by a

later decision of the state Supreme Court.

"The Muhlker case . . . goes further than

any previous authority, because it is held

that an attempted change in the law by a

state court in a suit between its own citi

zens raises a question under the Constitution

of the United States, which may be taken

advantage of on appeal from the highest

court of the state. The actual decision in

the Muhlker case, in like manner with that

in the Gelpcke case, is a substantial aid to

stability of contractual obligations and to

justice. It would be exceedingly difficult,

however, to answer the theoretical argument

of Justice Holmes, with whom three of his

associates concur in dissent. The gist of his

reasoning is that the federal court is bound

by local decisions as to local rights in real

estate, and equally bound by the distinc

tions and limitations of those rights declared

by the local courts. As general propositions,

these statements are, of course, true; but the

majority of the court recognize a vested right

in the maintenance of a former decision if

the highest federal court, itself determining

the existence and extent of the contract,

holds that an attempted distinction is not

legitimate or substantial. . . .

"The Gelpcke and Muhlker cases are suffi

cient authority for the general proposition

that a judicial decision relied upon by an

investor is such a contractual element as

would constitute a property right. If it

violate the guarantee of due process of law

to take private property for a public use

without compensation, a fortiori it would do

so to take it for private use or enrichment.

Indeed, there is no valid process of law by

which private property may compulsorily be

acquired for private use.

"On the whole, there appears to be ade
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quate theoretical justification for upholding

the obligation of stare decisis under the

federal Constitution in almost any case where

a citizen has reposed trust in a court's formu

lation of the law and pecuniary loss would

result from judicial instability. . .

"The real key to these decisions lies in the

fact Mr. Bryce lucidly expounds, taking

Munn v. Illinois as his principal illustration,

that the Supreme Court feels the touch of

public opinion. In his work, 'The Govern

ment of England,' Mr. A. Lawrence Lowell

states that the reason why the spoils system

never obtained foothold in England was the

prevalence of the 'sentiment that a man has

a vested interest in the office he holds.' While

this absurdly exaggerated conception never

has been entertained here, American public

opinion does demand, along with police pro

tection of the peace, civil protection of vested

rights asserted under private contract. The

masses of the people are firmly persuaded

that bad laws that are certain are better than

good laws that are changeable. Continuity

and consistency of judicial exposition are

indispensable for faith to embark in enter

prises extending into the future. Such deci

sions as that by the Supreme Court of Iowa

disregarded in the Gelpcke case and that by

the New York Court of Appeals in the Muhlker

case would introduce an element of South

American insecurity into commercial life.

General relaxation of the obligation of stare

decisis would foster commercial anarchy."

Constitutional Law (Power of the Courts).

"The Constitutional Power and Relation of the

State and Federal Courts," by J. C. Pritchard.

Yale Law Journal (vol. xviii, p. 165).

A historical review of the services of our

courts in developing constitutional law. Their

power to nullify acts of the legislative branch

as unconstitutional is considered as un

doubted and of the greatest service to the

nation. Those who insist that this power

does not exist are declared to proclaim "a

doctrine no less dangerous to the public

welfare than the conduct of him who by

corrupt means seeks to pollute the fountains

of justice . . ."

Constitutional Law (Railroad Regulation).

"An Inquiry into the Power of Congress to

Regulate the Intra-State Business of Inter

state Railroads," by David W. Fairleigh.

Columbia Law Review (vol. ix, p. 38).

Arguing "that Congress has the constitu

tional power to regulate interstate railroads

not only with respect to their interstate

business, but with respect to their intra-state

business as well, and thus to bring such rail

roads wholly and exclusively under the regu

lation of the national government." The line

of argument is as follows:—

"Having determined that the United States

is an independent and sovereign government,

with respect to the powers confided to it by

the Constitution ; that the Constitution granted

to the Congress of the United States the

power to regulate commerce among the

states, which includes the power to regulate

the agencies carrying on such commerce;

that a railroad company is a public agency

—an arm of government; that the Congress

of the United States may create a railroad

company to engage in interstate commerce,

and grant to it the power of condemning

private property for its use, we are prepared

to proceed with the inquiry whether the

public agency engaged in both interstate and

intra-state commerce is in any wise different

from the private agency, similarly engaged,

and whether both alike must remain subject

to regulation in part by the United States,

and in part by the government of each state

in which they may, respectively, carry on

their business. That the private agency of

interstate commerce must remain under such

dual control, there can be no doubt. But

that is not true of the public agency, because

the public agency is a functionary of govern

ment. Of what government is the interstate

railroad company a functionary ? Manifestly,

it is a functionary of the independent sov

ereign National State—the government of

the United States.

"Whenever a public agency falls within the

sovereignty of a state government, it is an

agency of that government, and the power

of regulation rests wholly with the state

government, without the possibility of the

slightest interference from the government

of the United States, unless the exercise of

the power of regulation by the state violates,

in practice, some right guaranteed by the

federal Constitution.

"On the other hand, whenever a public

agency falls within the sovereignty of the

United States, Congress has plenary power of

regulation without the possibility of the slight

est interference by any state government."

A railroad wholly within a single state and

not engaged in interstate commerce is under

the exclusive regulation of that state; but
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the moment the railroad crosses the state

line into another state the sovereignty with

respect to governmental regulation instantly

shitts to the government of the United States,

which has the full power of regulation of all

nations, whether interstate or intra-state.

"In other words, in the one case the carrier

is a functionary of the state government . . .

in the other case the carrier is a functionary

of the government of the United States and,

as such, subject potentially to exclusive

regulation by the government of the United

States.

"Up to this time, except in the case of the

original Employers' Liability Act, Congress

has enacted no legislation regulating inter

state carriers with respect to their intra-state

business. The Interstate Commerce Act in

its terms excluded from its operation the

business of interstate carriers done wholly

within a state, and, likewise, all other legis

lation of Congress relating to this subject,

except in the instance above referred to,

expressly related only to the interstate busi

ness of interstate carriers. Under these con

ditions the Supreme Court has held that the

states, respectively, have the power to regu

late interstate carriers as to their intra-state

business, not at all because Congress has not

power to regulate them in that regard, but

solely because Congress has not undertaken

to do so. While the federal power lies dor

mant, the states have the power, but this

power is instantly suspended the moment

Congress acts.

"I apprehend that there may be interstate

common carriers who are not in the sense

I have pointed out public agents, carriers in

whose interest government may not constitu

tionally exercise any of its prime functions,

such as the power of eminent domain, or the

taxing power. The law of common carriers

had its origin at a time when railroads were

unknown and undreamt of. Such carriers,

although in some measure subject to govern

mental regulation, may not be public agents

in the sense in which the railroad company

is a public agent. They may not be a part

of the government, as are railroad companies.

"The act of Congress of June 11, 1906,

commonly called the Employers' Liability

Act, was not confined in its operation to

railroad companies, but, broadly, to all com

mon carriers engaged in interstate commerce.

Thus, the act embraced all persons and cor

porations engaged in interstate commerce,

howsoever the business may be carried on.

Its provisions seemed to apply not only to

employees engaged in the interstate business

of the carrier, but also to employees engaged

strictly in the intra-state business of the

carrier: that is to say, to all employees of the

carrier, indiscriminately."

In the Employers' Liability Cases (1908),

207 U. S. 463, the Supreme Court held this

law unconstitutional by a five to four de

cision.

"This case can hardly be said to be an

authority against the proposition that Con

gress has power to regulate interstate rail

road companies, in every respect in which

they may be regulated by government, both

with regard to their interstate and intra

state business. It is true that Mr. Justice

Moody made the following statement in the

dissenting opinion delivered by him :—

" 'At the threshold I may say that I agree

that the Congress has not the power directly

to regulate the purely internal commerce of

the states, and that I understand that to be

the opinion of every member of the Court.'

"This must be regarded as a broad state

ment of a general rule applicable to com

merce carried on by private agencies. It

cannot be regarded as denying to the govern

ment of the United States the exclusive

power to regulate its own governmental

functionaries."

Constitutional Law (Right to Jury). "The

Constitutional Right to a Trial by a Jury of

the Vicinage," by Henry G. Connor. Univer

sity of Pennsylvania Law Review and Ameri

can Law Register (vol. lxvii, p. 197).

Largely a historical article showing the

jealousy and care with which the original

states insisted on safeguarding the right to a

jury as understood in the English common

law.

Contracts. See Constitutional Law.

Contracts. See Corporations.

Corporations (Charters as Contracts). "An

Historical Development of the Contract

Theory in the Dartmouth College Case," by

R. N. Denham, Jr. Michigan Law Review

(vol. vii, p. 201).

Arguing from the history of corporations

that the Dartmouth College decision that

the granting and acceptance of a charter

constituted a contract is correct, the author

further thinks it wise and just and that most
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of the attacks on it have been of a political

nature.

Corporations (Nature). "The Juristic Per

son—II," by George F. Deiser. University

of Pennsylvania Law Review and American

Law Register (vol. lxvii, p. 216).

Largely devoted to the exposition and dis

missing as inadequate of two theories of the

nature of a corporation: (1) The corporation is

not, as such, the subject of rights and object

of duties, but is a peculiar method of co-

ownership of property; (2) Property exists

in two states, the individual and the collective.

The corporation is a form of collective prop

erty.

A third formula is put forward for dis

cussion in another instalment. (3) The cor

poration is a right and duty-bearing unit

which belongs to the class of persons.

Criminal Law. "The Punishment of

Crime," by Christopher N. Johnston. The

Juridical Review (vol. xx, p. 316).

Practical suggestions on the subject, with

reference to the experience of Scotland.

Dartmouth College Case. See Corporations.

International Law (History). "The Evo

lution of International Law," by John W.

Foster. Yale Law Journal (vol. xviii, p. 149).

This address, delivered at the Yale Law

School commencement in 1908, traces the

history of international law from the Con

gress of Westphalia, which Mr. Foster regards

as marking its real beginning.

Legal Education. "Introductory Observa

tions on the Study of Law with a View to its

Practice and Administration," by the Right

Hon. Lord Collins. The Juridical Review

(vol. xx, p. 291).

An inaugural address to the Scots Law

Society of the University of Edinburgh,

delivered Nov. 2, 1908.

Literary Property (Alleged Case of Plagia

rism). "Plagiarism—A Fine Art," by Henry

Goudy. The Juridical Review (vol. xx, p.

302).

The author is editor of the second edition,

published in 1899, of Professor Muirhead's

Historical Introduction to the Law of Rome.

He accuses Dr. Hannis Taylor, author of the

Science of Jurisprudence, recently published,

of plagiarism from Muirhead, Ledlie's Trans

lation of Sobn's Institutes, Greenidge's Roman

Public Life, and Bryce's Studies in History and

Jurisprudence, and cites a number of extracts

in parallel columns to substantiate his charge.

Literary Property (Right to Publish Lec

tures). "Professor Edward Caird's Experi

ence in the Law Courts," by J. Campbell

Lorimer. The Juridical Review (vol. xx, p.

346).

The death of the late Master of Balliol leads

the author to review the House of Lords case,

wherein two law peers decided that a pro

fessor in a Scottish university has a legal

right to prevent the publication of the lec

tures delivered to his class in the ordinary

course of instruction. One judge dissented.

Patent Law. "Right of a Traveler to Use

Here Articles Made and Purchased Abroad

but Patented Here," by Dwight B. Cheever.

Michigan Law Review (vol. vii, p. 226).

It is settled that a purchaser of goods of a

foreign manufacture cannot bring them to

this country and resell them here contrary

to the rights of the American patentee. On

principle and on statute it seems to the author

that these cases should also control the ques

tion of use The recent case of Daimber

Mfg. Co. v Conklin, decided in the United

States Circuit Court for New York in April,

1908, held that a purchaser from the com

pany in which the patentee is a stockholder

(he being also a stockholder in the American

company) may use the article here. This case

the author considers wrongly decided, and he

expects its reversal on appeal.

Remedies (German Law). "Specific Per

formance, Injunctions and Damages in the

German Law," by Walter Neitzel. Harvard

Law Review (vol. xxii, p. 161).

A learned exposition of the rules of the

modern German law in regard to rights and

claims, the enforcement of claims and the

execution of judgments, with a view to point

ing out the distinctions from our law. Older

systems of law, the author says, developed

two maxims: (1) Not every right as such is

entitled to be enforced by the courts, but the

courts give their assistance in cases only

where the right may be brought under one of

the prescribed forms of procedure. This idea

that a right may not be enforced unless it

fits in one of the legal forms, is the basis of

the old division of actions into assumpsit,

replevin, detinue and the like. (2) The en

forcement of a right by the court does not

mean that the plaintiff is entitled to obtain

the object of his right specifically, but as a

rule his compensation in money is sufficient

to do justice.

The conception of the modern German law
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is quite different. The two leading principles

of it are that every right may be enforced by

the courts, and that the purpose of such en

forcement is the creation of the condition

which would exist if the right was complied

with voluntarily and without judicial help.

Therefore specific performance is in much

greater degree than with us a feature of the

German law. The resulting rules of law are

described at length.

Torts. See Admiralty.

Torts ("Legal Cause"). "Some Suggestions

Concerning 'Legal Cause' at Common Law,"

by Joseph W. Bingham. Columbia Law Re

view (vol. ix, p. 16).

Attempting to throw light on a subject

which is "in a chaos of confusion and uncer

tainty." The author divides the problem

of legal cause into two branches:

"(1) For what consequences of an act or

omission which constituted a breach of a

legal duty owed plaintiff is defendant respon

sible to plaintiff?

"(2) For what consequences of an act or

omission which constituted a 'legal' default

towards some other person is defendant respon

sible to plaintiff?"

An examination of cases on the first branch

of the problem leads to the induction "that a

wrong is not the 'legally blamable' cause of a

concrete sequence if the prevention of that se

quence did not fall within the purposes of the

infringed duty; and that if it is not the

'legally blamable' cause of the sequence, it

cannot be the 'legal' cause of any consequence

of the sequence. This sounds reasonable.

Why should a defendant be responsible for

occurrences entirely extraneous to the pur

poses of his duty? To hold him responsible

would be to exact an arbitrary penalty be

yond compensation for his wrong in the form

of involuntary insurance. . . . Will the oppo

site induction hold true within the limits of

our problem? Is a defendant responsible for

any concrete sequence if the prevention of

that sequence was within the purposes of his

duty? Obviously, the answer prima facie

should be 'Yes.' " The article is to be con

cluded in another number.

Water Law (Appropriation). "Priority in

Western Water Law," by Samuel C. Wiel.

Yale Law Journal (vol. xviii, p. 189).

"Beginning with Irwin v. Phillips, 5 Cal.

140, decided in 1855, a series of decisions, and

thereafter of statutes, established in all West

ern jurisdictions the system of appropriation

of waters as distinguished from the common

law of riparian rights. The generally accepted

idea, supported by most authority, is that an

appropriator's rights are governed only by

priority and beneficial use; that a prior appro-

priator, so long as he (without change) de

votes the water to a beneficial use, has an

exclusive right, independent of and para

mount to any subsequent appropriator on the

same stream.

"Yet there has always been a minority

current of authority contending that the

exclusiveness of a prior right should be recog

nized only to a certain degree and that

priorities should not be enforced when to do

so would be 'unreasonable' to water users

upon the same stream, though subsequent

in time of use."

This, with the changed conditions of the

present day, is likely to be a growing doc

trine. The decisions, which as a whole so

firmly hold to the exclusiveness of priority,

were given while the public domain was a

vast unsettled region, and rights were to be

adjusted between a few individuals rather

than whole communities. "Today the lands

have been far more fully settled, the water

users on many streams are beginning to

crowd each other, and the 'exclusiveness'

rule of priority comes more and more in con

flict with the community idea. Justice is

coming more and more to demand an equi

table co-relation of the users for the common

good, and these changed conditions have

caused here and there revivals of the idea

that the priority must be reasonable, all

things and evidence being considered, or it

will not be fully enforced."

The author briefly reviews the cases which

reveal this growing tendency.

Water Law. "Running Water," by Samuel

C. Wiel. Harvard Law Review (vol. xxii, p.

161).

"The law of running water (watercourses)

is a development of the rules under which

one may take into his own possession and

make his private property a portion of a flow

ing mass which in its natural course and wan

dering is uncontrolled by man and belongs to

no one. There is a large body of law specify

ing who may make this transition and to

what limitations they are subject, forming in

the common law 'the law of riparian rights',

and in the West, 'the law of appropriation.'

It is our object here, by presentation of
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authorities, to show that this transition forms

the framework of the law of watercourses,

but not at all to enter into the rules of 'ripa

rian rights' or 'appropriation' that have been

built around it."

With many citations the author attempts

to show the truth of the following three

"first principles" of the law of running

waters. "(1) Running water in a natural

stream is not the subject of property, but is

a wandering, changing thing without an owner,

like the very fish swimming in it, or like wild

animals, the air in the atmosphere, and the

negative community in general. (2) With

respect to this substance the law recognizes

a right to take and use of it, and to have it

flow to the taker so that it may be taken and

used,—ausufructuary right. (3) When taken

from its natural stream, so much of the sub

stance as is actually taken is captured, and,

passing under private possession and control,

becomes private property during the period

of possession."

Wills. "Does the Court Ever Write a Will

for the Testator?" by Frank Warren Hackett.

Columbia Law Review (vol. ix, p. 51).

The author is of the opinion that, although

courts disclaim the power or wish to make a

will, they do so now and then by their "inter

pretations." He thinks this most often occurs

when a testator undertakes to give money to a

public charity. "That a bias, more or less

strong, exists in favor of sustaining, if pos

sible, a public charity to the exclusion of the

heir-at-law, few practitioners of experience

will deny. . . . Indeed the English doctrine

of cy pris when applied with a free hand comes

very near answering in the affirmative the

title-question of this article." Some very re

markable cases of the application of the

doctrine of cy pris so as to provide a new

clause in the will instead of that written by

the testator, are given.
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The Reason

By Harry R. Blythe

Within a court not long ago

A stupid case I saw,

I thought my counsel whipped his foe,

I know we had the law;

I deemed of course that we would win

Our little case of tort,

But lo ! the judge put on a grin

And threw us out of court.

I asked a person by my side

If this he could explain ;

Such cases better not be tried

If common-sense is vain;

He said, "You'd know the reason why

If this were your abode,

Remember, stranger, in N. Y.

You've got to mind the Code."
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ANIMALS. (Liability of rabid dog's owner.)

N. Y.—A dog afflicted with rabies caused the

death of a cow. The cow's owner sued the

dog's owner for the value of the bitten

animal. In Van Etten v. Noyes, 112 New

York Suppl. 888, the Supreme Court of New

York held that as no evidence was adduced

to show the owner's knowledge of the dog's

vicious disposition no recovery could be had.

While it is true that the owner of domestic

animals, such as cattle, is generally liable

for their entry upon the land of another, the

owner of a dog is not liable in trespass every

time it goes upon another's premises. Injury

from the bite of a rabid dog must be classed

with those forms of inevitable accident which

the law always leaves where they chance to

fall, because, as no one was in default, there

is no basis for assessment of damages against

any one.

ARSON. (Burning of dwelling-house of

wife by husband.) Wis.—The common law

offense of arson, which is much like that of

Wisconsin, consists of feloniously burning the

dwelling-house of another. The wife of the

accused began a divorce action, secured a

deed from him to the house, and dwelt alone

therein. Thereafter he applied a brand to

the structure. In Kopcyznski v. State, 118

N. W. Rep. 863, it was insisted that a hus

band, living with his wife in a dwelling-house

which she owns and they both occupy, is

not capable of committing the crime of arson

by burning it. The Supreme Court of Wis

consin held that a married man can commit

the crime by burning the home of his wife

with whom he is not living and from which

he had been excluded, or had excluded him

self, and the question of in whom the title

to the property rests is immaterial.

BANKRUPTCY. (Attorney who collected

money before he was engaged for bankrupt

estate.)—In Matter of Martin 6r» Co., 20 Am.

B. R. 705, it has been held that where an

•Copies of the pamphlet Reporters containing

full reports of any of these decisions which are

cited in the National Reporter System may be

secured from the West Publishing Company, St.

Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each In ordering,

the title of the desired case should be given as well

as the citation of volume and page of the Reporter

in which it is printed.

attorney-at-law collects a sum of money on

a claim placed in his hands before he is

engaged for a bankrupt estate, he is required,

in the absence of fraud, to pay it to the client

for whom he made the collection, notwith

standing he received it during the time he is

employed for the estate.

BANKRUPTCY. (Jurisdiction when cor

porations are organized in different states.)—

A California corporation was organized with

the object of becoming the successor of a

Washington corporation, taking over its prop

erty and assuming its obligations; had its

home office in Oakland, Cal., but the business

was conducted by a manager at Tacoma, who

was also the manager of the Washington cor

poration; the business transactions of both

corporations were so intermingled that a

separation of the two concerns in bankruptcy

would be impossible. It was held, In re

Alaska-American Fish Co., 20 Am. B. R. 712.

that the bankruptcy court in Washington,

having first acquired jurisdiction of both

corporations, had the right to deal with them

as joint parties.

BOYCOTTS. (If enforced by legal means

courts will not interfere.) Mont.—In Lind

say &" Co. v. Montana Federation of Labor,

recently decided, the Supreme Court of

Montana holds that the distribution of a

circular urging all laboring men and persons

in sympathy with organized labor to with

hold patronage from the plaintiffs, is not

illegal, for the plaintiffs had no property

right in the trade of any particular person,

and "although decisions exist which make

the same act lawful when done by one per

son unlawful when done by several, on the

theory that concerted action amounts to a

conspiracy," an individual clothed with a

right when acting alone "does not lose such

right merely by acting with others, each of

whom has the same right. . . If a labor

organization employs a boycott, the means of

its enforcement being legal, the courts cannot

assist the persons boycotted."

CIVIL SERVICE LAW. (Quo warranto

proceedings of attorney-general necessary to

show breach.) Mass.—In a petition to the

Supreme Judicial Court, George H. Foster,
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who had taken a civil service examination

for the police force, stated that he was on the

eligible list in March, 1907, and asked that

the Selectmen of Hyde Park, Mass., be ordered

to make requisition on the civil service com

mission for four eligibles to take the places of

four policemen appointed without such requi

sition. The respondents, the Selectmen of

Hyde Park, claimed that it did not appear

by the petition that there was any vacancy

on the police force, and that his proper remedy

was by an information in the nature of quo

warranto by the Attorney-General to oust

the four patrolmen claimed to have been

illegally appointed. The Court, per Mr. Jus

tice Sheldon, Jan. 28, 1909, sustained the

respondents' demurrer.

CONTEMPT. (When order defied is be

yond Court's authority.) Miss.—A person

who refuses to obey an order which the Court

has no power to make is held, in Mc Henry v.

State, 44 So. Rep. 831, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1062,

not to be guilty of contempt, even though the

court has general jurisdiction over the pro

ceedings in which the order is made.

CONTRACTS. (Full liability devolves on

surviving. party to improper joint traffic agree

ment.) Ky.—One of several railroad com

panies which entered into a contract for the

joint use of a bridge, which, through its

officers, controls the bridge company, and

agrees to the exaction of excessive tolls for

the use of the bridge, and the secret division

among certain contracting parties of the

surplus thus accumulated, in consequence of

which a judgment is recovered against the

bridge company by the excluded road for its

share of such surplus, is held, in Dodd v. Pitts

burg, C. C. &• St. L. R. Co., 106 S. W. 787,

16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 898, to be bound, because

of its wrongful diversion of the fund, to make

good to the bridge company the whole amount

of the judgment, where the other roads which

shared in the division have become insolvent.

CONTRACTS. (Defect in machine which

defendant has promised without consider

ation to keep in proper repair.) U. S.0. 0. A.

—Liability arising from a defect in a machine

leased by the United Shoe Machinery Com

pany was discussed in a decision sent down

Jan. 19 by the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals in the suits of McClaren v. United

Shoe Machinery Co. and McClaren v. Weber

Brothers' Shoe Company. The plaintiff

was employed by the Weber company at its

factory in North Adams, Mass. He was hurt

by reason of a defect in a stitching machine,

June 14, 1906. He brought two actions, one

against his employer, in which suit no new ques

tion of law is decided by the Court of Appeals;

the other against the Shoe Machinery Co.

for breach of an alleged promise made by the

defendant to the plaintiff directly, without

stated consideration, to repair and keep the

machine in suitable condition, with the further

representation of the defendant that this had

been accomplished. In the latter action,

the Court of Appeals affirms the decree of the

Circuit Court, and says:

"If, contrary to what is shown by the con

tract to which we have referred, the defen

dant had in fact agreed with the plaintiff's

employer to have or maintain the machine

in proper repair and if, in consequence of

that obligation on the part of the defendant

and as flowing out of it, had repeated this

promise to the plaintiff and had represented

to him that such repairs had been made, the

law, which always favors short cuts, so to

speak, might well have said that there was a

novation by virtue of which the defendant

was bound to the plaintiff; but under the cir

cumstances and as apparently determined by

the Circuit Court, the alleged promise and

the alleged representation growing out of it

were purely voluntary, wholly without con

sideration, and not enforceable in law."

CRIMINAL LAW. (Right of accused to be

present at rendition of verdict.) Miss.—

During his trial for a capital offense accused

was on bail. When the jury brought in its

verdict of manslaughter he was out in the

country for the night. In Sherrod v. State,

47 So. Rep. 554, the Supreme Court of Missis

sippi held that wherever the charge is capital,

the defendant cannot waive his right to be

present, and whether he be in jail, subject

to the power of the court to produce him,

or on bond, it is fatal error to receive the

verdict in his absence. This, although not a

constitutional right, is one secured by statute

and the common law. The conviction of

manslaughter having been reversed, accused

was discharged, as any further prosecution

would have resulted in placing him twice in

jeopardy for the same offense.

DURESS. (Marriage to stop a prosecution

not voidable.) Qa.—A man who elects to

stop a prosecution for seduction by marrying

the woman alleged to have been seduced, and
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giving bond for her support, is held in Griffin

v. Griffin, 130 Ga. 527, 61 S. E. 16, 16 L. R. A.

(N. S.) 937, not to be able to have the mar

riage declared void as procured by duress.

DURESS. (Resignation of public officer

voidable.) Minn.—A resignation of public

office, procured by coercion and duress, is

held, in State ex rel. Young v. Ladeen, 104

Minn. 252, 116 N. W. 486, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.)

1058, to be voidable, and subject to repudia

tion.

EMINENT DOMAIN. (Second trial as sub

versive of justice.) Wash.—A municipality

instituted condemnation proceedings against

a railroad corporation to enable it to extend

an avenue across the right of way. The

judgment for the railway was so large that

the municipality abandoned the proceeding.

Shortly thereafter, it sought to extend another

avenue just six inches south of the first one

across the track and to have damages adjudi

cated by the court, and thus to obtain a new

trial on substantially the same issues. In

Northern Pac. Ry. Co. et al. v. City of George

town, 97 Pac. Rep. 659, the Supreme Court

of Washington held that to permit the second

trial would not only be subversive of justice,

but would be making a farce of judicial pro

ceedings, by allowing a litigant to play hide

and seek with the judgment of a court by

accepting such judgment if it suited him, by

rejecting it if it did not, and commencing

another action involving the same issues,

and so on ad infinitum, until he was satisfied

with the result.

GARNISHMENT. (Remarried man's

wages may be garnished for alimony.) Mo.—

The wife of one Anderson secured a divorce

from him and alimony of $25 a month.

Anderson afterward took another wife, and

upon his failure to pay the alimony his former

wife garnished his wages, which amounted to

$75 a month. In Anderson v. Norvell-Shap-

leigh Hardware Co. et al., 113 S. W. Rep. 733,

the St. Louis Court of Appeals held that the

wages were not exempt. The hardship, if

any, was not created by the law, but was

brought upon defendant by his own volun

tary acts and wrongful conduct. His marital

pledge to his wife was that he would support

and maintain her as long as they both should

live. He avers his inability to support two

families. Why assume the burden of sup

porting two families if he is not able or willing

to discharge it?

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS

SION. (Investigations.) U. S. Sup. Ct.—In

Harriman v. Interstate Commerce Commission,

decided by the Supreme Court of the United

States (December, 1908, 29 Sup. Ct. R. 115),

it was held that witnesses cannot be required

to testify before the Interstate Commerce

Commission except in connection with com

plaints for violation of the Interstate Com

merce Act (Act February 4, 1887, c. 104, 24

Stat. 379 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 3154]) or

in the investigation by the commission of

subjects that might have been made the

object of complaint, these being the only

matters contemplated by the provision of

section 12 of that act, giving the commission

power to require testimony "for the purposes

of this act." This power cannot be exercised

by the commission in performing its duty

under that section to keep itself informed as

to the manner and method in which the busi

ness of common carriers is conducted, nor

in connection with the enforcement of the

requirement of section 20 respecting reports

by carriers, nor to aid the commission in

recommending, pursuant to section 21, addi

tional legislation to Congress.

JUDGES. (Compensation for extra time.)

Wis.—A Wisconsin statute provides that a

county judge shall receive $5 per day for

each day actually engaged in matters not

appertaining to probate business. In Hoff

man v. Lincoln County, 118 N. W. Rep. 850,

it appeared that respondent had taken six

hours as the basis of a day, and sought to

recover one sixth of $5, or 83 cents, for each

hour in excess of that time. On one day he

worked 7J hours, and on another 13$. The

Supreme Court of Wisconsin held that no

amount in excess of $5 per day could be

recovered, remarking that the word "day,"

as used in the statute, meant a calendar day,

and that a judge is not entitled to recover

more than the allowance for one day.

LANDLORD AND TENANT. (Non-liabil

ity of lessor when there is no covenant to

repair.) Mo.—The owner of a building leased

for a boarding house, without covenant to

repair, who undertakes to put new furnaces

in the building, and who removes the old

ones, is held, in Glenn v. Hill, 210 Mo. 291,

109 S. W. 27, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 699, not

to be liable to occupants of rooms in the

building for injuries caused by the cold,

merely because he fails to put in the new
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ones in time to protect them from inclement

weather.

LAECENY. (Felonious taking by one who

employs legal process.) HL—An attorney,

having secured judgments against a debtor,

directed a constable to levy on furniture at

his residence. No one was at home at the

time of the constable's visit. He rang up

the attorney and was told to take the furni

ture to a certain warehouse, to conceal the

name on the van, and to deliver the ware

house receipts to him. After the judgments

were satisfied it was disclosed that the

attorney had converted the goods, and some

of them were discovered in his possession.

In People v. Frankenberg, 86 N. E. Rep. 128,

it was insisted that there was no proof of a

felonious taking, necessary to support a con

viction of larceny under a common law

indictment for that offense, as the taking

under the execution was legal or at least not

criminal. The Supreme Court of Illinois

affirmed the conviction of larceny of plain

tiff in error, holding that the crime may be

committed where legal process is fraudulently

and feloniously used for the purpose of

securing possession of the goods by the

thief.

MASTER AND SERVANT. (Liability of

father (or reckless driving of automobile by

daughter.) H. J.—While the daughter of one

possessed of an automobile was driving it

without her father's knowledge she ran into

plaintiff, injured him and furnished an incen

tive for the action in Doran v. Thomsen

(November, 1908), 71 Atl. Rep. 296. It

appeared that the father had purchased the

machine for the enjoyment of himself and

his family. The plaintiff contended that the

daughter was the servant or the agent of the

father and that he was liable for her torts.

At the time of the accident she was using

the machine for the recreation of herself and

her own friends. The Court of Errors and

Appeals of New Jersey held that even had

the relation of master and servant existed

generally between the father and daughter,

yet it does not appear in this case that she

was acting as such servant within the scope

of her employment, so as to render him liable

for her torts. Undoubtedly liability might

have been visited upon the father had the

machine been bought solely for his children's

use and been a menace to the safety of

others, but his liability in that case would

arise by reason of his negligence in intrusting

a dangerous machine to the hands of an inex

perienced or incompetent person.

MEASURE OF DAMAGES. (Executory

contract for sale of real estate.) Neb.—The

measure of damages for the breach by the

vendor of an executory contract for the con

veyance of real estate, where the breach is

caused from either the refusal or the inability

of the vendor acting in good faith, is held, in

Beck v. Staais (Neb.), 114 N. W. 633, 16

L. R. A. (N. S.) 768, to be the difference be

tween the value of the land at the time of

the breach and the price he contracted to

receive; and it is held that, in addition

thereto, the vendee may recover the amount

advanced upon the purchase price.

MEASURE OF DAMAGES. (Loss of ser

vices through death of wife.) Ind.—While

on appellant's train, the wife of appellee in

Indianapolis fir* M. Rapid Transit Co. v.

Reeder, 85 N. E. Rep. 1042, received injuries

which caused her death in about a year.

The action was brought not for the death,

but for the deprivation of services, society,

and companionship, and the sums expended

in an effort to cure her. In the lower court

plaintiff recovered $5000. The Appellate

Court of Indiana reversed the cause, holding

that as the action was brought for various

items incapable of exact measurement, the

verdict was excessive and must have been

rendered because the jury considered the

loss to the appellee of his wife, and not the

mere loss of her services and companionship

for the brief period of one year.

MEASURE OF DAMAGES. (Mental

suffering in case of criminal conversation.)

Colo.—Damages for criminal conversation are

held, in Stark v. Johnson (Colo.), 95 Pac.930,

16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 674, properly to include

compensation for the mental suffering of the

husband.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS. (Statute

restricting taxation of one another's prop

erty.) Vt.—The procuring and furnishing of

electric light by a village, under legislative

authority, is held, in Swanton v. Highgate,

69 Atl. 667, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.)867, to be a public

purpose within the meaning of a statute ex

empting property used for public purposes

from taxation, so that property owned and

used for that purpose by a village cannot be

taxed by the adjoining town.
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NEGLIGENCE. (Absence of headlight.)

N. 0.—Absence of a headlight on a dark night

is held, in Morrow v. Southern R. Co., 61 S. E.

621, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 642, not to render

negligent per se a failure to give signals for

highway crossings with respect to the rights

of a person walking on the track, near the

crossing; although, if he was where people

are accustomed to walk, absence of headlight

and signals may be considered by the jury

as some evidence that the train was not care

fully operated or proper warning given of its

approach.

NEGLIGENCE. (Contributory negligence

may not exonerate defendant.) Okla.—

Although the rule is that, even if the defend

ant be shown to have been guilty of negli

gence, the plaintiff cannot recover if he him

self be shown to have been guilty of con

tributory negligence which may have had

something to do in causing the accident, it is

held, in Atchison, T. fir* S. F. R. Co. v. Baker,

95 Pac. 433, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 825, that the

contributory negligence will not exonerate

the defendant and disentitle the plaintiff

from recovering if it be shown that the

defendant might, by the exercise of reason

able care and prudence, have avoided the

consequences of plaintiff's negligence.

NEGLIGENCE. (Damage by rear end of

street car rounding curve.) Ky.—A street

car company is held, in South Covington cV* C.

Street R. Co. v. Besse, 33 Ky. L. Rep. 52, 108

S. W. 848, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 890, not to be

liable for injury to a person whose wagon is

struck by the hind end of a car swinging

away from the track in a natural manner

when passing around a curve, since it is the

duty of persons driving on the street to avoid

such collisions.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS. (Maker

may bring trover against payee.) Ga.—The

right of the maker of a negotiable promissory

note to maintain trover against the payee

after the note is fully paid, if the latter, hav

ing the note in his possession, refuses to

deliver it to the maker upon demand, or if,

after payment, the payee disposes of the

note, is sustained in Long v. Mcintosh, 129

Ga. 660, 59 S. E. 779, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1043.

PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS.

(Ordinance to compel stopping of interurban

cars.) O.—The power of a municipality to

require by penal ordinance the stopping of

interurban cars to take on and to discharge

passengers is denied in Townsend v. Circleville,

78 Ohio St. 122, 84 N. E. 792, 16 L. R. A.

(N. S.) 914, although its power to regulate the

speed of such cars within its territory is

admitted.

RIPARIAN OWNERS. (Damages due to

extraordinary conditions.) Vt.—A railway

company is held, in Eagan v. Central Ver

mont R. Co., 69 Atl. 732, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.)

928, not to be liable for injuries to the prop

erty of a riparian owner by water thrown

thereon by the overflow of the stream, the

water of which cannot, because of a storm so

extraordinary in character that it has had

but one precedent in forty years, escape

through its culvert.

TRESPASS. (No injury when needed to

preserve life.) Vt.—While plaintiff with his

wife and small children was on Lake Cham-

plain in a loaded sloop, a violent storm arose.

Desiring to escape the hazard of the open

water, plaintiff moored his boat to defendant's

dock. Thereupon defendant's servant cast

the boat off. It was caught in the tempest

and driven ashore. The occupants were

thrown into the water or on to the shore and

injured. The cargo was lost. The Supreme

Court of Vermont in Ploof v. Putnam, 71

Atl. Rep. 188, decided that even had the act

of mooring the boat been a trespass it was

the duty of defendant to refrain from casting

it off until the fury of the gale had abated,

as the preservation of human life was of

paramount importance.

WILLS. (Dying declaration for the jury.)

Ore.—Whether or not a dying declaration

which has been admitted in evidence was

made under such belief of impending death

as to entitle it to the credit usually given to

statements of one in extremis who has no hope

of recovery is held, in State v. Doris (Ore.),

94 Pac. 44, 16 L. R. \A. (N. S.) 660, to be

for the jury where the evidence must be

weighed.
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MEDICAL EXPERT TESTIMONY

THE meeting of the New York State

Bar Association served a good

purpose in drawing the attention of

lawyers to three evils which are by no

means confined to the case of one state.

They are the abuse of the right of

appeal in criminal cases, by means of

technicalities subversive of justice, the

abuse of the writ of habeas corpus in the

case of criminals improperly released

from institutions for the insane, and

the grave evil that has arisen with

reference to medical expert testimony.

The committee in charge of this last

subject made an important contribu

tion to the fruitful work of the meeting,

and while the results attained may not

have been more important than some

other matters, probably no subject dis

cussed can be said to possess a livelier

interest for the profession.

The bill proposed by the committee

as a means of restricting the introduc

tion *Jof expert testimony without in

vading any constitutional rights, and

adopted by vote of the meeting for

presentation to the Legislature, is not

ostensibly anything more than an at

tempt at the initiation of reform. The

committee was careful to explain that

the regulation of expert testimony was

not a matter in which the Legislature

could interfere by means of severe re

strictions. Instead, it was a matter

primarily for the bench and bar to deal

with. The suggestions were that the

bench should seek to remedy matters

by clear definitions to juries of the dis

tinction between an expert proved to

be such, and an expert whose claim to

be one is predicated solely upon the

fact that he is paid for his testimony,

while the bar could greatly help by

maintaining so high a standard of ethics

as should prevent employment of cor

rupt or incompetent "experts" and im

proper methods of cross-examination.

These suggestions seem to us worth

something at least.

The actual amount of good which

could come from the adoption of the

proposed statute is uncertain. Any one

who has wrestled with the problem of

selecting a family physician, so skillful

as to be safely relied upon in any emer

gency, knows the extreme difficulty of

selecting a real expert from a number

of reputable persons of high rank in the

community. The proposed statute places

upon the Appellate Division justices a

similar task. It would be no easy

matter for them to designate the leading

experts of the district, in the sense of

real scientific capacity as opposed to a

mere reputation for skill, and that is

the duty which they would have to

perform if the statute were to accom-

lish positive benefit. Moreover, medical

science has not attained to so high and

orderly a development as other sciences

and for this reason the task would be

doubly difficult.

Dr. Lamb's remark about the farce

of leaving the determination of insanity
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to juries might be analyzed. Did he

refer to the case of a murder trial, for

example, in which expert witnesses of

proved skill and disinterestedness testify

on opposite sides of the question of

insanity, it being an example of doctors

disagreeing without being hired to dis

agree? Or did he refer to the entirely

different case of so-called "expert" evi

dence being adduced by charlatans who

impose upon the jury the actual deter

mination of the medical problem of

insanity? In the latter of these cases,

the determination of insanity by a jury

is farcical. In the former case it sug

gests farce less than comedy, for there

the humor of the situation arises from

the disagreement of the experts rather

than from the incongruity of the task

forced on the jury. The evil is to be

found in the farcical, not in the comic

situation, for an honest disagreement

of able experts is not a condition calling

for resistance or intervention. We con

clude, therefore, that Dr. Lamb referred

to the inability of juries to detect the

incompetent or tricky witness. If so,

is not the jury itself no less responsible

than the system which permits that

sort of witness to appear before it?

We live in an age which is gradually

awakening to the value of expert opinion

in every department of life. Jurispru

dence cannot help share this tendency,

and expert evidence must come to play

a part of growing importance in the

trial of causes of every description. A

higher, or if you prefer, a modified stand

ard of intelligence will be demanded of

the future citizen, to enable him to

meet everyday responsibilities thrust

upon him. Hence we must in time look

not simply to the bench and bar for a

solution of the problem of the abuse of

expert evidence, but we are to look also

to the jury. We must have upon our

juries intelligent men who are able in

some degree to estimate the weight of

expert evidence and who are able to

distinguish between real experts and

charlatans. In capital cases in which

the defense of insanity is likely to be

interposed, we must exact greater intel

ligence from the jury, and in most other

cases great care must be taken, and

perhaps additional legislative measures

must be adopted, to impanel juries with

this object more clearly in view than it

has been ever before. Bench and bar

can do much as representative of public

opinion; but the jury has a function of

great importance to perform in making

our criminal procedure more dignified,

and if we could only establish a higher

standard for juries, many evils of which

the abuse of medical testimony is only

one might soon disappear before the

advance of more enlightened and ele

vated sentiment.

LINCOLN THE LAWYER

Current magazines are flooded with

Lincolniana, and the public appetite is

surfeited with stories of the Martyr

President. A law magazine perhaps has

a better right than some others to refer

to Lincoln, but we have recognized, with

suitable humility, the impossibility of

favoring readers with any legal stories

which are to be described as recent,

even in the sense in which the word is

properly used in speaking of the last

issues of English newspapers to arrive,

or notes of the latest decided cases pub

lished in the law journals. Lincoln's

memory, however, should be particularly.

honored by lawyers, than whom there

is no class of men more admiring of his

upright sense of justice and forbearing.

patience and wisdom in administering it.

While Lincoln, as Mr. Frederick

Trevor Hill remarks, "was not only not

a profound student of the law, he was
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not, in an scholarly sense, a student at

all," yet as an advocate he rose far

above mediocrity and could be consid

ered successful. As an example to his

colleagues, he anticipated, perhaps fore

saw, the general adoption of a better

code of ethics, as when he advised:—

Discourage litigation. Persuade your neigh

bors to compromise whenever you can. Point

out to them how the nominal winner is often

the real loser—in fees, expenses, and waste of

time. Never stir up litigation. A worse man

can scarcely be found than one who does this.

A moral tone ought to be infused into the

profession which should drive such men out

of it.

MR. ROOT'S PREPARATION FOR

THE SENATE

A distinguished writer upon juris

prudence has somewhere remarked

that a lawyer learned in the com

mon law may be totally unfit to

grapple with the problems of statute

law, as a member of a legislative body.

Senator-Elect Elihu Root, in his speech

to the New York Legislature January

28, said that he did not think that "as

a rule lawyers who have been many

years at the bar and whose habits have

become fixed, ordinarily make very

good legislators, when they are not

caught young."

But if we are not much mistaken,

Mr. Root's assumption and that of the

learned writer are incorrect. In view

of the intimate and vital relation be

tween unwritten and written law, and

the dependence of the latter upon the

former, it at least ought to be true that

a man is the better legislator for being

a sound lawyer. At all events, in Mr.

Root's own case, no one can doubt for

a moment that he will be better fitted

than the majority of his colleagues in

the Senate to face those new problems,

which, as he says, "continually presenting

themselves, are taxing the best thought

of the most experienced public servants."

For few of our national legislators have

united in so rare a combination the

wisdom of the statesman and of the

lawyer, as has "this convinced and

uncompromising nationalist of the school

of Alexander Hamilton." Few have

brought to their duties the same pro

found insight into constitutional law as

that of this rare man, who declares:—

I believe in the exercise of the executive,

the legislative, and the judicial powers of the

national government to the full limit of the

constitutional grants as those grants were

construed by John Marshall and would be

construed by him today. But I believe that

the founders of the Republic builded more

wisely than they knew when they set the

limits between the exercise of that national

power and the exercise of the local powers by

the states.

The retirement of Mr. Root from the

Cabinet and his entrance into the Senate

will by no means result in a lessening of

his influence and usefulness. On the

contrary, there is already some indica

tion of greater frankness in his discussion

of public matters upon which a cabinet

officer might hesitate to pronounce his

opinion. He does not hesitate to de

clare himself in favor of a parcels post,

or to discuss numerous problems of

public interest. His outspoken but

delicate reference to a somewhat sore

subject lately vexing some citizens, that

of the interference of one particular

state in our international relations, as

subsequent events have proved, was

not less timely than forceful. He said:—

The men who are found opposing the

maintenance of the authority of the treaty

provisions of the United States made under

the express grant of power in the Constitution

are apt to be the very men who are anxious

to have the Government come into their

states and spend no end of money in doing the

things that the states ought to do themselves

in the exercise of their own powers. But the

invitation of the national government to as
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suffle this and that duty within the limits of a

state is an invitation to set up a national

power to the exclusion, the ultimate exclusion,

of state power.

The idea that we require differing

qualities of our statesmen, our executive

officials, our legislators, and our judges,

is to a certain extent, perhaps, old-

fashioned. Mr. Root is himself a living

object-lesson of the good to be attained

by selecting for one of these high posi

tions a complete, versatile, sagacious

lawyer, who with almost equal distinc

tion, probably, would apply the force of

his intellect to the duties of any public

position which he might be called upon

to fill.

MR. KEIR HARDIE'S RETORT

Mr. Keir Hardie, M. P., the Scotchman

who went to Parliament in a flannel

shirt, who differs from John Burns in

working for reforms through the Labor

party, of which he is chairman, instead

of the Liberal party, and who shocked

the London Times by his speeches in

which he said he would do his best to

help India become self-governing like

Canada, got into a slight dispute about

a question of labor law with Hon.

Charles E. Littlefield, ex-Congressman

from Maine, at a dinner of the Economic

Club given in New York January 18.

The Green Bag is indebted to a friendly

correspondent who attended the dinner

for an account of the episode, which

seems to have been due to a misunder

standing with regard to the meaning of

the Trade Disputes Act of 1906.

Mr. Littlefield had delivered an elo

quent as well as well-informed speech

on what he understood the labor organi

zation could and could not do, especially

pointing out that the boycott and black

list, two methods formerly used by the

American Federation of Labor, had

been specifically declared illegal.

Then Mr. Hardie started out to say

that in England matters had progressed

much further, and that by a recent

statute, labor organizations had been

taken out of the purview of the common

law. Mr. Littlefield interrupted with

the inquiry whether Mr. Hardie referred

to the statute of 1906.

Mr. Hardie—"Yes, I refer to that."

Mr. Littlefield—"Well, it is my under

standing, Mr. Hardie, that that statute

applies simply to the question of dam

ages, and does not affect in any way the

criminal law in relation to labor organi

zations."

Mr. Hardie (turning his back on Mr.

Littlefield)— 'As an English M. P., I

might be permitted to say that I know

the law of Great Britain."

Mr. Littlefield—"I know to the con

trary."

Mr. Hardie—"You may know the

contrary, but you don't know the Act!"

MENDING THE SHERMAN LAW

It is perhaps just as well that the

Warner or Civic Federation Bill to

amend the Sherman anti-trust law by

a system of voluntary registration was

adversely reported upon by the Senate

Committee on the Judiciary. It pro

posed giving the executive a discretion,

in determining what combinations are

consistent with public policy, and what

are opposed to it, which is properly

vested in courts of law rather than in

the executive branch of the government.

Nevertheless, Senator Nelson of the

committee, though right in his opposi

tion to granting the head of a bureau

the "dispensing power" once exercised

by the British crown, went too far when

he declared that all combinations in

restraint of trade, whether reasonable

or unreasonable, should be prohibited.

He made bold to assert that the injec
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tion of the rule of reasonableness or

unreasonableness would lead to the

greatest variableness and uncertainty

in the enforcement of the Sherman law.

We would have, he said, this situation:

"A court or jury in Ohio might find a

common agreement or combination rea

sonable, while a court or jury in Wiscon

sin might find the same agreement or

combination unreasonable."

As a matter of fact, the courts of our

various states pay great respect and

deference to one another's decisions,

and a system of case law, generally

speaking, tends toward uniformity

rather than toward inconsistency. The

determination whether a restraint of

trade is reasonable or unreasonable is

one which should be left to the courts

of the United States, and the principal

fault with the tinkerings of the critics of

the Sherman law is their failure to

realize that the defects of that statute

are to be remedied by other means than

by investing administrative officials with

judicial duties.

A PROBLEM OF INTERSTATE

COMMERCE

The New York, New Haven &

Hartford Railroad Company of Con

necticut is said to own and operate

under its Massachusetts charter only

about seven miles of railroad in that

state, yet it conducts a large railroad

business there by means of the New

York & New England, Old Colony,

and other corporations with which it

has merged at different times. A pecu

liar situation now confronts the Massa

chusetts Legislature in view of the

report of the Attorney-General that

The Editor will be glad to recetve for this depc
the Green Bag in the way of Uga

the charter and franchise are subject to

forfeiture.

Attorney- General Malone found that

the company had increased its capital

stock between 1898 and 1907 from

$47,500,000 to $121,728,000 without the

authority of the state and in violation of

its statutes. Two alternatives were open

to him: to proceed by means of injunc

tion, or to declare the possibility of the

forfeiture of the charter and leave the

matter in the hands of the Legislature.

He chose the second of these alternatives.

The matter has been referred to the

joint Judiciary Committee and the

Railroads Committee.

Obviously the dissolution of the cor

poration by means of a receivership is

a practical impossibility in view of the

injury to innocent holders of stock.

That legislator realized the truth of

this, with more or less distinctness, who

asserted: "We could say: 'Now we've

got the New Haven at a disadvantage.

We can raise the devil with it if we see

fit. We can smite it hip and thigh.'

But it won't do. The results to in

vestors and others would be too serious."

Were the • recommendations of the

Attorney-General, who believes that

hereafter the law should provide some

specific penalty less onerous than that

of legal extinction, and more speedy

than redress by means of a hard-con

tested injunction, to be adopted by the

Legislature, such a penalty for violation

of the statutes would of course not meet

the particular situation, as such legisla

tion would be ex post facto. It is difficult

to see, therefore, just what the Legisla

ture can do beyond supplying a signal

illustration of the incapacity of separate

states to deal with interstate questions.

,tment anything likely to entertain the readers of

antiquities, facetut, and anecdotes.
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According to statistics compiled by the

Chicago Tribune, 8952 homicides were com

mitted in the United States in 1908, an in

crease of 240 over the record of the previous

year.

The Vermont Legislature reached final

adjournment January 29th, after the longest

session in the history of Vremont by nearly

three weeks. The total cost of the session

was $135,000 as compared with $82,000 for

1906, part of this increase being due to the

"raise" voted by the members in their own

salaries from $3 to $4 a day. Seven legis

lators, however, refused to accept the in

crease of salary.

According to a statement given out Janu

ary 20 by Harry K. Thaw, on whose behalf

a writ of habeas corpus had been obtained,

the writ was withdrawn because he and his

mother did not wish to allow the transfer

"to be put practically into Mr. Jerome's

hands. I am not seeking to avoid a hearing

in New York, and if assured a jury trial there,

my counsel would gladly suffer the incon

venience of trying my case so far from his

home."

The Solicitor-General of the United King

dom extended the felicitations of the bar at

the inaugural dinner of the new City of

London Solicitors' Company January 21,

and in wishing the new society a successful

career, said that there was no body of men,

in commerce, literature, philosophy, or any

other walk of life, more honorable than the

body of men that made up the legal pro

fession.

January 16 was the one hundredth anni

versary of the birth of John H. Clifford, a

prominent lawyer, statesman and patriot,

who was at one time Governor of Massachu

setts. In the famous trial of ProfessorJohn W.

Webster for the murder of Dr. George Parkman

in 1850, he handled the prosecution, being

Attorney-General at the time. Mr. Clifford's

argument for the government was perhaps

the most consummate summing up of cir

cumstantial evidence against a prisoner that

has ever been presented in any capital case

in this country.

In a libel suit brought by Governor Comer

of Alabama against the Montgomery Adver

tiser, the jury last month rendered a verdict

of one cent damages.

The Justices of the Supreme Court of the

United States were entertained by the Presi

dent and Mrs. Roosevelt, when the latter

gave their last state dinner on the evening

of January 28. Justice Day was the only

absentee from the ranks of the Justices.

Ex-Governor John D. Long of Massachu

setts, Secretary of the Navy during the War

with Spain, has given up the practice of law

and will in future devote his attention to the

care of trust funds and estates. Mr. Long

has had an active and honorable career of

half a century at the bar, during which he

has handled some celebrated cases.

Calcutta Weekly Notes finds two Indian

cases on the subject of alluvial accretions

recognized in the treatment of "Evidence of

Boundaries," in the third volume of Lord

Halsbury's Laws of England, and concludes

that "India does contribute to the develop

ment of the law of England, and the indebt

edness in the matter is not entirely one

sided."

Edward Henry Strobel, formerly Bemis

Professor of International Law at Harvard

University, who resigned from this position

in 1906 to take a post as general adviser to

the government at Siam, died at Bangkok,

Siam, January 15. Mr. Strobel's studies won

him eminence as a scholar, and the news of

his death has been received with sorrow in

America.

It has been discovered that through an

oversight the Governor of the state over

looked the appointment of Massachusetts

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws a year

ago, consequently their term expired by limi

tation. It is anticipated that the Legislature

will do what it can to correct this strange

oversight, as the importance of the work of

the Commission is not underrated in a state

which has taken a prominent part, through

the able Commissioners that have represented

it in the past, in the work for uniformity.
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IT is fundamental in our jurispru

dence that every man is presumed

to know the law and that ignorance of

the law excuses no one. If it were

otherwise, the rule of judgment must

vary with each case, depending not

upon the law itself, but upon the meas

ure of knowledge of the law shown to

be possessed by the persons involved.

Such an issue would present as many

difficulties as an inquest of sanity, and

if it were a necessary incident to the

trial of cases, would make the admin

istration of justice impossible to human

powers.

What everybody is presumed to know,

everybodyshould have reasonable oppor

tunity to learn. We condemn as in

human the tyrant of olden days who

wrote his mandates in letters so small

and upon tablets posted so high that

his people could not read them. Have

we done much better? If an American

wishes to know the laws of his country

he must turn to several hundred volumes

of statutes, several thousand volumes of

reports of adjudicated cases and almost

as many more volumes of text-books,

•An address delivered before the Oklahoma State

Bar Association at Oklahoma City, Jan. 4, 1909.

commenting upon and expounding the

statutes and the cases. If he has time

for research in this large library he will

find doubt expressed as to the meaning

of statutes, adjudicated cases in direct

conflict, and text writers in marked dis

agreement, but the rule by which he is

to be governed in any transaction is

somewhere in that confused mass of legal

lore, and it is so plain and so simple

that it is his own fault if he does not

find it or does not understand when he

has found it.

The practical result of it all is not

so bad as might be apprehended. So

far as concerns the great mass of human

actions, the law is in accord with the

common opinion of what is right, and

men go in and out in the daily course

of life, walking in the ways of the law

simply because they follow the dictates

of their own consciences. This is not,

however, and cannot be, universally

true. In the complexity of modern

society there are many relations gov

erned necessarily by conventional rules.

What is lawful in these relations is not

always obvious, and a man may err in

them without impeachment either of his

integrity or intelligence. He may, foi
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example, lose rights or incur liabilities

with respect to commercial paper by

acts or omissions that have in them no

moral quality and that in the particular

case have worked injury to no one ; none

the less if he has disregarded the law he

must suffer the penalty it imposes. This

conventional law should then be made

to conform as closely as possible to the

habits and usages of those affected by

it so that a knowledge of it sufficient

for everyday purposes may be acquired

in the mere routine of life.

The presumption of knowledge by

everybody applies not alone to the sub

stantive law which declares the rules of

human conduct, but as well to the formal

law which governs the practice and

procedure in cases when that conduct is

brought before the courts for judgment.

Everybody is presumed to know how

a suit should be instituted, how prose

cuted and how defended, and how taken

to and through the various appellate

tribunals which may have cognizance of

it—that is, everybody is presumed to

know these things except those who are

specially learned therein, the lawyers

who try the cases and the judges who

decide them. The lawyer must be faith

ful to his client in the conduct of the

cause and beyond this must have, not a

perfect, but just a reasonable knowledge

of the law and must show a reasonable

measure of skill in the use he makes of

it. He is responsible if he is disloyal,

incompetent or negligent, but not if

simply mistaken. The requirement as

to the judge is only that he be honest.

However he may err, he cannot be held

individually responsible for the conse

quences.

The litigant, untrained in the law and

unused to its mysteries, must bear the

burden of the blunders of the court and

counsel, grievous as these may be. For

the mistakes of the court he may have

a costly and partial redress by appeal

to a higher tribunal, while for the mis

take of counsel he has, in the case itself,

no redress at all, and outside of the case

none that is greatly worth while. In

State v. Jones, 12 Mo. App. 93, the St.

Louis Court of Appeals did indeed hold

that the gross ignorance, incompetence

and imbecility of counsel for a defen

dant accused of murder, by reason of

which the defendant was deprived of

essential rights and advantages guaran

teed to him by law, necessary to bis

proper defense and inseparable from a

fair trial, constituted sufficient cause for

setting aside a conviction and granting

a new trial. But in a later case—State

v. Dreher, 137 Mo. 11—of conviction of

murder and sentence to death, the

Supreme Court denied this, saying:—

The neglect of an attorney is the neglect

of his client in respect to the court and his

adversary. The decisions are too numerous

to cite; but their uniform tenor is to the

effect that neither ignorance, blunders nor

misapprehension of counsel not occasioned

by his adversary is ground for setting aside a

judgment or awarding a new trial. The rule

is founded upon the wisest public policy. To

permit clients to seek relief against their

adversaries upon the alleged negligence or

blunders of their own attorneys would open

the door to collusions and would lead to end

less confusion in the administration of jus

tice. The business of the courts cannot be

conducted on any other terms than that

parties must be held by the acts of their

attorneys in their behalf in causes in which

they are authorized to appear, and in the

absence of fraud, leaving the client to his

remedy against the attorney for his negligence.

The court said that State v. Jones was

an instance of a hard case making bad

law, and while they doubted not that

justice had been done there, they could

not give it sanction as a precedent in

practice and procedure, and it was

accordingly disapproved.

Just how the defendant who has been

hung because of the negligence of his
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counsel is to enforce his remedy against

counsel for that negligence is not appar

ent, for it would seem that his cause of

action must abate at the moment it

fully matured. It is interesting to note,

however, that a right of action exists

and is based, not upon the mistake of

counsel, but upon his negligence.

The law which a man is held to know

should be within the reach of his under

standing. The procedure to be fol

lowed in the assertion and vindication

of his rights should be plainly marked

out and easy to be pursued, if not by

himself, at least by those who are

accredited as competent to guide him.

There should be in it nothing savoring of

the mystery of a craft.

The substantive law is fairly free from

this reproach. On its ethical side it is

brought into accord with the expanding

sense of justice and the growing spirit

of humanity of the people, and upon its

conventional side it is made to harmon

ize with the needs and conveniences of

business as these are developed by in

dustrial and commercial progress, and

in this work of adaptation to new stand

ards and new conditions the bench and

bar have borne an important part. But

so much cannot be said for the formal

law, and it is for this the lawyers are

especially responsible. Here reform has

moved always with a laggard step.

Against every proposal of change has

sounded the cry, " Nolumus mutare

leges Anglice." From the beginning

there has been strenuous insistence upon

the existing methods, and even when

the old order changed, giving way to

the new, the spirit of the old seemed

yet to pervade the new.

It is not strange that with the Norman

conquest the Norman language should

come into use in the English courts, but

it is passing strange, when we consider

the nature of that conquest, and how

soon the alien race was absorbed by the

native, that this should have continued

so long. For three hundred years, long

after English was the language of every

day life among all classes of people,

French remained the language of the

profession, and when it was discontinued

it was not for the convenience of liti

gants, but, if we may credit Blackstone,

for the vainglorious reason that Edward

the Third, having subdued the crown of

France, it was "unbeseeming the dignity

of the victors to use any longer the lan

guage of a vanquished country." And

the change made was but a limited one.

The language spoken in the courts was

English, but the pleading, whatever was

put in writing and placed on record,

was done in bad Latin, while the reports

of adjudicated cases made by the lawyers

for the use of the profession continued

to be in Norman French. And so it

was until the time of the Common

wealth, when the Latin was banished

from the records and the French from

the reports, not, however, without great

regret on the part of many lawyers.

Styles, in his preface, says:—

I have made these reports speak English,

not that I believe they will be thereby more

generally useful, for I have been always and

yet am of opinion, that that part of the

common law which is in English, hath only

occasioned the making of unquiet spirits con-

tentiously knowing, and more apt to offend

others, than to defend themselves; but I

have done it in obedience to authority and

to stop the mouths of such of this English

age, who, though they be confessedly differ

ent in their minds and judgments as the

builders of Babel were in their language, yet

do think it vain, if not impious, to speak and

understand more than their mother tongue.

He thought it dangerous that men

should really know what they were pre

sumed to know, and so many were of

his opinion that with the Restoration of

the Stuarts the Latin was restored to

the courts and continued in use for the
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pleadings and records in all cases, civil

and criminal, until the year 1730, when

by act of Parliament English was again

made the language of the courts for

every purpose and for the sensible reason

"that the common people might have

knowledge and understanding of what

was alleged or done for and against

them in the process and the pleadings,

the judgments and entries in a cause."

Even at that day so simple a reform

could not be effected without opposi

tion. Raymond, Chief Justice of the

King's Bench, led in the fight against it

and could see nothing but evil to result

from the innovation. A generation after,

Blackstone, in his Commentaries, re

gretted the change, and Ellenborough,

in a still later day, preferred the use of a

language which had never been the ver

nacular of any people to his own Eng

lish, dignified as it had been in verse

and in prose by the genius of Spenser,

Shakspere, Milton, Dryden, Pope, Addi

son and Swift.

An alien tongue thus persisted in the

English courts for nearly seven hundred

years and alien forms persisted for more

than a century longer. What we know

as the common law system of pleading

exhibits the genius of the Norman rather

than of the Saxon element in the Eng

lish nation, but it held its place with

astonishing tenacity, succeeding in what

the Latin of the court records had not

done, establishing itself in the English

colonies and hindering there the admin

istration of justice as much as at home.

As it developed, it was formalism run

mad. There was a form of action for

each particular species of injury, and

the form was essential. The three gen

eral classes of action, real, personal and

mixed, were further subdivided until,

according to some enumerations, there

were fifty-nine distinct forms, and

around them grew up a vast amount of

learning, the possession of which was

the chief equipment of the lawyer. If

suit was brought in the wrong form

there could be no change, but it must

fail altogether and the unfortunate liti

gant was not even advised how to bring

his new suit, for the judgment against

,him told him only that he could not

recover in the particular form he had

adopted. Even where more than one

form was open to use great care must

be exercised, for the books taught that

"by a judicious choice of the remedy,

the defendant may be frequently pre

cluded from availing himself of a de

fense which he might otherwise estab

lish." The injustice of precluding a

proper defense or permitting an im

proper one in any form of action does

not seem to have received much con

sideration. The subtleties and intrica

cies of real actions became so great as to

baffle the skill of the most experienced

practitioners, and trial in these forms

was so tedious, difficult and expensive

that when it was permitted finally to

try title in ejectment they became

nearly all of them obsolete, and with

them, says Reeve in his History of

English Law, "was consigned to ob

livion one third of the learning of the

ancient law."

The substituted action of ejectment

was far from being a simple one. In

stead of a plain statement of the case,

each party setting out the facts as he

held them to be, there must be intro

duced the fiction of a lease and a lessee,

and of an ejector and an ejectment,

encumbering the pleadings with false

issues. Fictions of other kinds were

employed to confer jurisdiction upon

particular courts. And the peculiarly

sacred features of those old pleadings,

which might not be questioned in any

way, were the statements in them that

everybody knew to be false.
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It was claimed as a merit for the

system that it brought the controversy

to a single issue and so was peculiarly

adapted to the institution of trial by

jury. But the single issue often pre

vented a party from making a full

presentation of his case, and he was

defeated upon the issue which had been

framed when upon another he was

plainly entitled to succeed. To remedy

this evil the cause of action was per

mitted to be stated in various forms in

different courts and to each of these

counts the defendant was permitted to

interpose as many pleas as the ingenuity

of counsel could devise. In a case re

ported in the 23d Wendell there are

thirty replications to one plea. Instead

of a single issue there came to be so

many that for the practical purposes of

the case there was none at all. Every

thing was done except to make a plain

statement of the contention of each of

the suitors. Burke fairly describes the

legal procedure of his day in his "Vindi

cation of Natural Society" :—

The worst cause cannot be so prejudicial

to the litigant as his advocate's or attorney's

ignorance or neglect of the forms. A law

suit is like an ill-managed dispute, in which

the first object is soon out of sight and the

parties end upon a matter wholly foreign to

that on which they begun. In a law suit the

question is, who has a right to a certain house

or farm, and this question is daily determined,

not upon the evidence of the right, but upon

the observance or neglect of some forms of

words in use among the gentlemen of the

robe, about which there is even amongst

themselves such a disagreement that the most

experienced veterans in the profession can

never be positively assured that they are not

mistaken. . . .

I remove my suit; I shift from court to

court; I fly from equity to law and from law

to equity; equal uncertainty attends me

everywhere; and a mistake in which I had

no share decides at once upon my liberty and

property, sending me from the courts to a

prison, and adjudging my family to beggary

and famine. I am innocent, gentlemen, of

the darkness and uncertainty of your science;

I never darkened it with absurd and contra

dictory notions, nor confounded it with

chicane and sophistry. You have excluded

me from any share in the conduct of my own

cause; the science was too deep for me; I

acknowledged it; but it was even too deep for

yourselves ; you have made the way so intricate

that you are yourselves lost in it: you err, and

you punish me for your errors.

Until the middle of the last century,

within the memory of living men, this

archaic procedure held its place wherever

the jurisprudence of Westminster had

sway, and it may be found still in force

in one of the leading states of the

Union, relieved, it may be, of some of

its worst features. Take up Chitty's

Pleading and Tidd's Practice, read the

dreary casuistry you find in their pages

and bear in mind that it remained until

our day as an obstruction in the way of

justice. The niceties and subtleties of

the law of pleading were all settled at

the expense of some suitor who cared

nothing and should be held to care

nothing for the forms employed, but

who had a grievance and was entitled

to a remedy, and as at the trial he could

tell his case from the witness stand in

plain English, so it should have been

formulated by his counsel for trial in

plain English in the pleadings. The

steam engine was invented and im

proved and became the motive power

of manufactures, and of transportation

on the water and on the land, the

lightning was subdued and made to

serve as an instantaneous messenger be

tween the remotest parts of the earth,

sinews of iron and steel in every field of

labor were doing the work of human

brawn, industry and commerce were

revolutionized in all their methods, be

fore the profession was brought to recog

nize the truth that the best way for

the purposes of justice, of stating a

cause of action, or the defense to it,
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was to state its constituent facts in lan

guage such as the people concerned with

it use in the every-day relations of life ;

in other words, to perfect the statute of

the fourth year of George the Second

and make the pleadings in English courts

speak plain English.

For his constant and untiring efforts

to this end, and for the large measure

of success achieved, the country and

the profession are greatly indebted to

David Dudley Field. But Field himself

felt that his work was far from com

pleted. The changes he introduced were

not heartily received, and, as before, the

old wine was poured into the new

bottles. The code, it was held, was in

derogation of the common law, and it

must be strictly construed; and this in

face of the fact that the purpose of the

code was to cut up the common law of

pleading, root and branch. It was not

sufficient to state facts, as the code

contemplated, but there must be a

theory of the case, and a mistake as to

this was fatal. The spirit of the old

formalism survived, and the shades of

debt and detinue, trover and trespass

were constantly invoked and haunted

the courts with their ghostly presence.

Students in our law schools are still

taught that they cannot plead properly

in the new way if they have not mastered

the old, and so to fit them for making a

concise statement of facts in plain Eng

lish they are commended to the fantastic

forms and tragic absurdities of Chitty

and Tidd rather than to the rudiments

of English grammar and the simple

diction of the English Bible.

The purpose in pleading should not

be to display expertness in the art, but

to advise the court and the opposing

party of the contention made. The

controversy in the interest of justice

should be narrowed as much as may be,

but not necessarily to a single issue, for

there may be more than one matter

really at issue between the parties.

Falsehood should be ehminated as well

as formalism. We require the sanction

of an oath or affirmation in behalf of

testimony, and we should require the

same solemn sanction for the pleadings.

As the practice now stands in many of

the states, litigants are put to the

burden and expense of proving facts

which would not be denied if the denial

were required to be under oath. In

nearly every case where a general denial

is interposed it is in greatest part untrue.

Under the Missouri code it does not put

in issue the execution of a written instru

ment or the existence of a partnership

or corporation, unless it is supported

by an oath. But these facts are not

more sacred than other facts and a

party should no more be permitted to

deny by his pleading than by his testi

mony anything which he knows to be

true. Justice should be speedy and in

expensive, and truthful pleading and

simple procedure are most effective

means to that end.

Where the appeal of a case is allowed

it should be facilitated in every possible

way, but in nearly every state we find

an accumulating body of law upon the

subject of appellate procedure. At the

same time complaint is made by the

judges that the records presented are

largely encumbered with useless matter.

But the fact should occasion no sur

prise. Elaborate records are a necessary

consequence of intricate procedure.

When there is doubt whether something

shall be done in one way or another, it

is, if possible, done in both ways. If

there is any question whether something

should be included in the record or may

be excluded, it is included. With us

appeals are sometimes dismissed because

it does not appear from the record in the

appellate court that something was done
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in the trial court, notwithstanding it

was in fact done. Refining beyond this,

it is held that some things done in the

lower court are matters of record and

that others are matters of exception,

and if in the transcript or abstract filed

in the appellate court that appears in

the record proper which belongs in the

bill of exceptions, or vice versa, it will

not be considered. Lawyers are ad

vised to mate themselves familiar with

the learning of the law on this subject,

but why should there be any learning

on the subject? Everything done in

the course of a case is now, in fact, made

a matter of record, motions as well as

pleadings; and the evidence being taken

in shorthand and transcribed by an offi

cial reporter, this when approved as

correct can be filed and the bill of ex

ceptions dispensed with altogether. But

the habit of technicality is strong with

us, and holds us to the neglect of sub

stance. The short form of appeal in

Missouri requires that a certified copy

of the judgment shall be filed in the

appellate court and later there must be

filed a printed abstract of record of the

court below. A case was recently dis

missed by the Kansas City Court of

Appeals because the printed abstract

did not set out that the certified copy

of the judgment had been filed. It had

been filed in fact, and by predicating a

dismissal upon this ground, the court

refused to take notice of its own record

of the case. Our practice is too much

beset with requirements which, com

plied with, serve no good purpose what

ever, but the omission of which is fatal

to the case, and as long as this continues

there will be much useless labor imposed

alike upon counsel and the court. If

records are to be reduced in volume, the

process of elimination must not be a

dangerous one, and form must be dealt

with as form, and the punishment in

case of offense against it should be made

to fit the crime. It is a worse than

Draconian code which punishes the client

capitally for the misdemeanor of his

counsel.

When a case has been safely con

ducted through the devious course of

appellate procedure, the old spirit asserts

itself in the manner in which it is re

viewed. It is not sufficient to sustain

the judgment that it is right, but there

may be no error in any of the proceed

ings leading up to it. We profess great

respect for the verdicts of juries, and

under guise of this respect set them

aside for the most trivial causes. The

statute provides that a case shall not

be reversed except for some cause affect

ing the merits, but we emasculate the

statute by the rule of administration

that error is presumptively prejudicial.

The appellate judges may be sure that

the evidence improperly admitted or ex

cluded, or the instruction given or with

held, would not have affected the result

with them, but they cannot say as to

the jury, and so the verdict is set aside.

And yet they do in many cases put

themselves in the place of the jury and

say what should or should not be done

respecting a question of fact. Negli

gence is a question of fact, but if upon

the evidence presented in any case all

reasonable men must draw the same

conclusion respecting it, the question is

held to be one for the court. The trial

judge may think in a particular case

that reasonable men might differ as to

the matter and so submit the case to

the jury; the jury may find that there

was negligence, and the appellate court

may set aside that verdict, the judges

substituting their judgment of what all

reasonable men should conclude for that

of the jury. A motion for new trial is

made on the ground of newly discovered

evidence, and the court refuses the
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motion unless it believes that the new

evidence would probably produce a

different result. In these cases the

courts deal with facts and determine

according to their judgment of what

the facts require. In every case the

presumption should be in favor of the

verdict and no error of ruling made in

the haste and pressure of a trial should

occasion a reversal upon a mere specu

lation as to what the jury might have

done had the ruling been otherwise.

The case should be considered in its

entirety, and unless it appears affirma

tively that harm has resulted, the error

should be disregarded. If the appellant

has a grievance it is not because, of any

ruling in the course of the trial, but

only because that ruling was a hurtful

one, probably affecting the result of the

case. As it is, we all know that cases

are sometimes tried with a view to mak

ing a record containing reversible error,

and the trial becomes a mere contest of

skill between counsel, with the advan

tage on the side of him who best under

stands the rules of the game. The

respect for the verdict of a jury should

be more genuine and substantial, and

when this is so cases will be tried more

upon their merits and the result will not

often be in conflict with the justice of

the cause. Every case denied a hear

ing because of fault of form, and every

case decided upon grounds not involv

ing its merits, is a reproach to our pro

fession.

They have advanced far beyond us in

England. In 1873 the different courts

of common law and chancery were made

one court, consisting of two divisions,

the High Court of Justice, which had

original jurisdiction, and the Court of

Appeal, which had appellate jurisdic

tion. All mere details of practice were

left to be governed by rules of court,

and violation or neglect of these was

subject to discipline in any case as the

court thought appropriate. There is

therefore an elasticity and adaptability

in the procedure to the requirements of

each case which is entirely wanting

when the rules are prescribed by in

flexible legislative enactments, failure to

observe which is fatal to the case itself.

For being subordinated to substance,

the tendency is continually toward

greater simplicity. Pleadings are short

and to the point, and in many cases are

dispensed with altogether. Preliminary

hearings determine whether there is a

bona fide controversy, eliminate all ques

tions of form, settle the issues, whether

of law or fact, fix the time and mode of

trial, and the case when tried is tried

entirely upon its merits. Dilatory tac

tics and sham defenses are well-nigh

impossible under this system, and real

controversies are disposed of without

unnecessary delay and without unneces

sary expense.

The procedure on appeal is as simple.

There is no transfer of the case from one

court to another, for the trial division

and the appellate division are con

stituent parts of one and the same

tribunal. All appeals are in the nature

of rehearings, and are brought by notice

of motion in a summary way, and no

petition, case or formal proceeding other

than the notice of motion is necessary.

This notice may be amended at any

time as the Court of Appeal may see

fit. So much of the record is used as

the questions involved in the appeal

may require. The evidence, if questions

of fact are to be reviewed, may be ad

duced by copy, or if the expense of this

is heavy, the original is resorted to.

The appellate division may allow amend

ments and may receive further evidence

upon questions of fact. It may order

a new trial, or it may give any judg

ment or make any order which should
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have been made, and it may make such

further or other order as the case may

require. In brief, an appeal is a re

hearing without intricacy of method, is

freed from all our formal labor and a

great deal of our expense and is dis

posed of in a substantial way and upon

substantial grounds.

Mr. Odgers, speaking at the beginning

of this century of reforms in the law

accomplished in England during the last

century, says:—

The changes which I have sketched are

not final or unalterable. We have not at

tained perfection yet, other modifications

may be deemed expedient hereafter. But

the reforms to which I have referred tonight

have all been made with the object and have

all had the effect of simplifying the procedure

and improving the administration of our law.

They have benefited our increasing popula

tion; they have removed obstacles from the

path of commerce, and promoted the general

prosperity of the realm. Justice is, in fact,

done in our law courts. No honest litigant

of ordinary sagacity can now be defeated in an

action by any mere technicality, or lose his case

through any mistaken step or accidental slip.

Litigation in 1800 was dilatory and costly;

now it is cheap and expeditious. To borrow

the language of Lord Brougham, the proce

dure of our courts was in 1800 "a two-edged

sword in the hands of craft and oppression;

it is now the staff of honesty and the shield

of innocence."

We, too, have made changes in our

legal procedure since the year 1800, and

the object and the effect have been to

simplify it and to greatly improve the

administration of our law. But we

have not yet made such progress

as to justify us in saying that "no

honest litigant of ordinary sagacity

can now be defeated in an action by

any mere technicality, or lose his case

through any mistaken step or accidental

slip."

Our criminal procedure is in a worse

state than the civil. We read Hale's

Pleas of the Crown and wonder at the

refinements of legal reasoning in times

otherwise not overmuch refined. A bill

of indictment was a marvel of legal

craft. It was specific to a degree sug

gesting great delight on the part of the

draftsman in the horrible details of the

crime he was describing. If it was

murder, he described the defendant and

his victim, the time and place, the

manner of committing the offense, with

what sort of, weapon, the value of the

weapon, in which hand it was held, the

number of wounds inflicted, upon what

portion of the body, how long, how

wide and how deep, and much more of

the same sort. As the more detailed

his description the greater the liability

to mistake, to avoid the objection of

variance he multiplied his counts, the

differences in them being as to the kind

of weapon used, or as to the hand in

which it was held or the portion of the

body upon which the wound was in

flicted, and so on, until the indictment

was expanded into thirty or forty counts,

and all in Latin, which the defendant

did not understand, and almost as offen

sive as the crime it described.

Sometimes the pleader, not knowing

an appropriate Latin word, would use

an English one, and if there was a

recognized Latin equivalent for the Eng

lish word used, the indictment was bad.

"Regularly," says Hale, "false Latin

doth not vitiate an indictment, if yet

the indictment be reasonably intelli

gible." But some words were so essen

tial in their precise form that the omis

sion or misplacing of letters in them

rendered the indictment fatally defec

tive. " Feloniter" would not serve for

"jelonice," "burgariter" for ' 'burglariter

Hale gives us the reason in case of the

word used to charge the crime of mur

der: "This word, 'murdravit' is a word

of art, and cannot be otherwise exprest ;

therefore 'murderavit,' instead of 'mur
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dravit' vitiates an indictment for mur

der."

The extreme technicality of the judges

of the early days is often attributed to

the severity of the criminal law which

punished with death many offenses now

dealt with as petty misdemeanors. Pris

oners were also denied the right to counsel

and were not permitted to call witnesses

in their own behalf. But the sympathy

of the judge does not fully explain this

technicality. Something was due to that

same love of casuistry which displayed

itself in the forms of civil pleading. No

indictments were more technically con

sidered than those for murder. "Mur-

dravit is a word of art and cannot be

otherwise exprest." This is not an ex

pression of sympathy, but of subtlety.

Punishments are now apportioned to

the nature of the offense; counsel is not

only permitted to the defendant, but

is provided for him, and he may not

only call witnesses in his own behalf,

but is granted compulsory process for

them.

While humanity no longer calls for

these refinements, formalism does, and

so we abandon the old precedents grudg

ingly and reluctantly and indeed hold

on to as much of them as we can in

spite of statutes which provide that

indictments shall not be held invalid

for any defect or imperfection which

does not tend to the prejudice of the

substantial rights of the defendant upon

the merits.

In Lester v. State, 9 Mo. 666, the

prosecutor, following the old precedents,

charged that the defendant made an

assault upon one Scott with a large

stick of no value, which he held in both

hands. In the olden days the value

of the weapon with which murder was

committed must be stated, because the

weapon itself was forfeited as a deodand

to the king, a reason which had no appli

cation in Missouri, but forms persist

long after the reason for them has ceased.

The prosecutor further charged that the

defendant struck and beat Scott and

inflicted mortal wounds upon him, and

stated with precision the time when

and the place where this was done.

Instead of adding that of these wounds

the said Scott did "then and there" die,

he added more graphically that of these

mortal wounds Scott "instantly" died.

The indictment was assailed as not

setting forth the time and place of

death. In vain the Attorney-General

argued that "instantly," in the con

junction in which it was used, was the

exact equivalent of "then and there";

it was, however, not a word of art, but

was rather a word of general, popular

use, and so could not be admitted, the

court saying that "it would be difficult

to foresee to what extent innovations

would go if we lose sight of the estab

lished precedents, so far as they fix the

form of material averments." This was

in 1846, a long time ago, but the ruling

was repeated in 1877, the cases were

cited approvingly in 1887, and they have

never been overruled and may be said

to be the law today.

In State v. Jones, 20 Mo. 58, the

adjectives "deliberate" and "premedi

tated" were used instead of the corres

ponding adverbs in describing an

assault which resulted in murder, and

for this fault of grammar the indict

ment was held to be bad and the con

viction set aside. This again is an old

case, but modern cases hold as strict a

rule. The Constitution of Missouri pro

vides that all indictments shall con

clude "against the peace and dignity of

the state." In State v. Campbell, 210

Mo. 202, decided last year, the indict

ment, which was for rape, concluded,

"against the peace and dignity of state,"

omitting the article "the," and for this
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omission the indictment was held bad,

as not "indicating the power or author

ity against which the facts charged in

the body of the indictment constitute

an offense." And yet the indictment

showed upon its face that it was re

turned in the Criminal Court of Greene

County, Missouri, by .the "grand jurors

of the State of Missouri, impaneled,

sworn and charged to inquire within

and for the body of Greene County,"

and it charged the crime to have been

committed in the County of Greene and

State of Missouri, contrary to the form

of the statute in such cases made and

provided, and it was signed by the Prose

cuting Attorney, endorsed by the fore

man of the grand jury, and filed by the

clerk of the court. The court cited

adjudicated cases and text writers in

support of its opinion, but the lay mind,

which is presumed to know the law, will

inquire if the state of Missouri was not

plainly indicated as the power and

authority against which the offense was

committed, what power and authority

was indicated?

In these cases what was intended was

perfectly plain from the indictment. In

the first case the language used was

better fitted for its purpose than the

formal phrase; where the adjective was

employed instead of the adverb the

fault could not have been detected by

one who did not know what was meant,

and in the last case the omission of the

article "the" was plainly an omission

of the pen of no more significance than

if there had been a failure to cross a

"t" or dot an "i."

In the neighboring state of Texas

there is a list of cases displaying a like

precision with respect to verdicts.

In Taylor v. State, 5 Texas App. 569,

decided in 1879, the jury found the

defendant "guity" and fixed his pun

ishment at imprisonment in the peniten

tiary for three years. The court said

that as a general rule "neither bad

spelling or ungrammatical findings of a

jury will vitiate a verdict when the

sense is clear." And after declaring this

common sense rule they hold the verdict

bad because "guity" is neither syno

nymous nor idem sonans with "guilty."

In Curry v. State, 7 Texas App. 91,

also decided in 1879, the jury found the

defendant "guily" as charged in the

indictment and assessed his punishment

at five years' imprisonment, and this

verdict was held to be good because fol

lowed by the words "as charged in the

indictment," and also because "by sepa

rating the syllables so as to place the

first four letters in one syllable and hav

ing the 'y' alone in the second, and

giving the letter 'i' the short sound,

the sound would be, if not identical, at

any rate nearly so, with the ordinary

pronunciation of the word if written

'guilty.' "

Now, it is plain as a pike-staff that

in each case the jury meant "guilty,"

and in neither case if the word as written

is to be dealt with as a distinct word

is it either synonymous or idem sonans

with guilty. Neither "guity" nor

"guily" is known to the English lan

guage, and the omission of the "t"

affects the identity of the sound quite

as much as does the omission of the

"1."

In Woolridge v. State, 13 Texas App.

443, decided in 1883, the verdict was,

"We the jury find the defendant, Ben

Woolridge, guilty of murder in fist de

gree and assess the punishment at

death."

The learned court said: "Instead of

the word 'first' the jury has used the

word 'fist,' or, in spelling the word

'first' has omitted the letter 'r.' " Con

sidering all the circumstances, the de

fendant being on trial for murder, and
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there being different degrees of this

offense, and these degrees being numeri

cally designated, and it being the

function of the jury to find the defendant

guilty or innocent, and if guilty to deter

mine whether in the first or second

degree, the case would not seem to be a

difficult one. The first man called in

from the street would have said the jury

inadvertently omitted the letter "r"

from the word "first." And so the sec

ond and every other man called in from

the street would have said. Among

all those conclusively presumed to know

the law there would have been no differ

ence of opinion. And the judges of the

court, in their capacity as individuals,

in which capacity they, too, are pre

sumed to know the law, had no doubt

that it was simply a case of misspelling.

But as judges, and having regard to the

sanctity of trial by jury, it was other

wise, and in six or seven pages of legal

learning they solemnly conclude that

the jury had found the defendant guilty

of murder in the "fist" degree, which

was a degree not known to the law,

and so the verdict was set aside. The

pith of their reasoning, if there be pith

in such reasoning, is : —

... It is to be particularly noted that

here we have no case of misspelling a word;

the word used is "fist," as well known to the

English language as any other word in daily

common use. It is further to be noted that

this word "fist" is not pronounced, and

cannot by any contortion of pronunciation

be made to sound like the word "first"; and

consequently the doctrine of idem sonans is

not applicable and must be eliminated from

the discussion. . . .

Have the jury found the defendant guilty

of murder in the first degree? To enable us

to so hold, we must strike from the verdict a

word which they have plainly spelled—a word

in everyday use in our language—and sub

stitute in its place another and entirely differ

ent word which we only infer they must have

intended instead of the one they have used.

Can we do this? If so, . . . then why have

the inestimable right of trial by jury at all?

If the court can substitute a verdict which

the jury has not found, or find one where

they have found none at all, then why have

a jury? Why not let the court find the entire

verdict without the intervention of a jury? . .

In Walker v. State, p. 618, of the same

report containing the Woolridge case,

the verdict was "wee the jurors finde

the defendant gilty and of mrder in the

first degree and assess his confinement

in the penetentery for life." "We" and

"find" are both encumbered with a

superfluous "e," "guilty" and "murder"

are both guiltless of the "u" and the

penitentiary has lost both of its "i's."

Surely such deformities must invalidate

the verdict. But no ! None of them is

even seriously considered except the

omission of the "u" from "murder,"

and the verdict is held to be good upon

the ground that the word as contained

in the verdict is idem sonans with the

word as properly spelled. The conclu

sion is a sensible one, but the reason

ing is absurd, for a syllable without a

vowel is unknown to the English lan

guage.

In 1886 "guity" was again held to

vitiate the verdict, while in 1892 an

additional "t", although the "1" was

still wanting, was held to make a good

verdict. In 1896 a verdict of "gilly"

was sustained, and it had been held so

early as 1886 that a failure to cross the

"t" in "guilty" might be overlooked.

The decisions of the court are as

eccentric as the orthography of the

jury. Why should the omission of one

letter confer the boon of a new trial,

when the omission of another letter just

as essential to correct form will not do

so ? Such discrimination in favor of the

"1" and the "r," holding them essential,

and against the "t" and the "u," hold

ing them to be non-essential, has appar

ently no better warrant than the order

of precedence in the alphabet.
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The evils of this adherence to ancient

usages which have long survived their

reason for being are not fully disclosed

by the reports of the appellate courts.

The rules declared in such cases as I

have cited govern the action of the

trial courts in many other cases. In

dictments are quashed, judgments ar

rested, new trials are granted and guilty

men are absolved in cases that never

reach the Supreme Court. As a conse

quence the administration of our crimi

nal law is expensive, dilatory and uncer

tain. Better it is that ninety and nine

guilty men escape than that one inno

cent man should suffer. For this reason

we have provided full means of defense

for every man charged with crime, and

hold him to be innocent until he is

proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

In these substantial and humane provi

sions of the law the protection of the

man wrongfully accused is found, while

its extreme subtleties are but means of

escape for the guilty.

The provisions of our Constitution

securing a fair trial to the accused do

none of them sanction the technicalities

of the ancient law. Prosecution must

be by indictment or information, and

as to the form of these, the sole provi

sion is that the accused may "demand

the nature and cause of the accusation."

The trial must be speedy and public and

by an impartial jury of the county. The

accused may appear and defend in per

son and by counsel, have process for

witnesses, cannot be compelled to testify

against himself and may not twice be

put in jeopardy for the same offense,

and he must be admitted to bail except

in capital cases, where the proof is evi

dent or the presumption great. In all

other respects the pleading and proce

dure are left within legislative control.

In every other field of human en

deavor the fault which is obviously a

mere slip of the pen may be corrected

by a stroke of the pen. In the law, and

especially in the criminal law, the fault

is fatal, everything is vitiated and we

must begin at the beginning, unless

indeed, as sometimes happens, even that

cumbersome remedy is precluded. Legis

lative attempts to remedy this condition

have not been wanting. Statutes of jeo

fails have been enacted providing that

mere technical or formal defects in plead

ings and proceedings shall be disre

garded. But we flout the legislative

attempt at reform and render it nuga

tory by construction. We hark back

to the ancient use and hold everything

to be material which it held to be so.

la. State v. Sides, 64 Mo. 383, the

court says:—

In a pleading which undertakes to charge

the high crime of murder, it is always best

to follow precedents which have been long

adhered to, and which have received the

sanction of the highest courts both of this

country and England. It is hazardous to

make experiments in departing from them,

under the impression that our statute of jeofails

will cure an omission to state material facts.

And in another case prosecutors are

warned that departures from the old

precedents are dangerous "and technical

rules still obtain, for which it is fre

quently difficult to assign a reason."

We are commended for guidance to

the old precedents rather than to the

new statutes. The formal learning of

centuries ago is held up to us as the

highest wisdom. For the spirit of the

old law we have but to read the reports

of state trials. Even men so eminent

as Lord Coke could resort to torture

for the purpose of procuring testimony

and exhibit a brutality in prosecution

which was hardly surpassed by the

brutality of Jeffries on the bench. Men

were pressed to death if they refused to

plead. With Sir Matthew Hale presid

ing, helpless old women were condemned
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to death for the impossible crime of

witchcraft, and long after his day men,

women and children were hung for the

theft of a shilling, and to those accused

this savage law denied the aid of coun

sel and even refused them the right of

calling witnesses to attest their inno

cence. Little respect is due to the

forms in which such a law expressed

itself. We have certainly made progress

in humanity since that time, and human

ity in the law is its highest wisdom.

Modern legislation has freed the law

of its ancient barbarities, and with these

should be permitted to free it of its

ancient crudities and absurdities. The

rule that statutes in derogation of the

common law are to be strictly con

strued has no place where the legislative

intent is clear. There is no sanctity in

any rule of the common law. It may

be, as Lord Denman says, that it is not

an expression of the wisdom of former

ages, but "the neglected growth of time

and accident; circumstances having pre

vented the revision that is now taking

place, and the existing defect is only

left uncured because no deliberation has

ever been had upon it." Legislative

enactments are not always wise, but

who would recall their innovations upon

the common law where human interests

are concerned?

The old criminal procedure was cruel

in its orderly operation; it was merciful

only by caprice. It is the purpose of

the modern procedure to avoid alike

the cruelty and the caprice and to

ordain a mode of trial in which inquiry

shall be as full and free as the wisdom

of man can make it and in which con

demnation shall follow only when all

reasonable doubt of guilt has been dis

pelled. The new way has nothing in

common with the old, and its efficency

is impaired when we cramp and confine

it within the forms of the old.

It is the vice of the old systems of

procedure that their rules are para

mount to the human interests affected

by them. The means became exalted

above the ends they were intended to

serve. Some form and some order we

must have, but these must be suited

to the case and not the case to them.

The justice of the law should be mani

fest in all its judgments, and for this its

ways must be plain to the general intel

ligence. We resent criticism of legal

methods from the outside, but there are

manifestations of discontent with our

procedure more significant than any

mere criticism, whether temperate or

intemperate. People are disposed to

hold themselves aloof from the courts,

settling their controversies otherwise, and

too often when grave crimes have been

committed they take upon themselves

the function of vindictive justice and in

hot blood and blind passion inflict the

punishment, which should be inflicted,

if at all, only after deliberate and dis

passionate inquiry.

Compromise is becoming the order of

the day, or, if compromise fails, arbitra

tion. Institutions like Boards of Trade

have their committees of arbitration ; im

portant contracts provide for it in case

of differences between the parties. Com

promise and arbitration may be im

provements upon the methods of the

law as they are, but not upon its methods

as they should be. Compromise is com

mendable when it means the recognition

of another's right, but not when it

means the surrender of one's own right.

The business man of today feels that he

cannot afford to litigate. It takes too

much time, it costs too much money, it

fails often to settle the matter in dis

pute. So a compromise is made, not

from moral but from mere pecuniary

motives. Wrongful demands are con

ceded if the measure of extortion does
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not too far exceed the expense of a law

suit. Arbitration has its limitations and

they are soon reached. In some cases

involving expert knowledge or an expe

dition not possible to courts under any

circumstances, it may serve a good use,

but for the controversies usually arising

among men, far better is a tribunal

appointed for the purpose by the public

law and disciplined by the responsibility

which the function of judgment imposes

upon those who exercise it. Baneful in

fluences of every kind will find more

scope in arbitration than in judicial

decision.

The sphere of our courts should be

broadened rather than narrowed, but

lawyers themselves recognize a different

tendency. The trial lawyer, it is said,

even in the profession is losing his sig

nificance, supplanted by the counsellor

who is skilled rather to keep his client

out of court than to guide him success

fully through. And how many mem

bers of the profession are there who

would not be quick to disclaim that

they are criminal lawyers, and are there

not some even to resent the designation

as a term of reproach? And yet what

higher or nobler part can the lawyer

perform than to ascertain and bring to

justice those guilty of crime and to vin

dicate those who are wrongfully accused ?

In some measure at least the loss of

caste is due to the archaic methods of

criminal procedure, which too often direct

the endeavors of counsel to matters

which have no relation to the justice of

the cause and promise success not be

cause of proof or presumption of inno

cence, but because of the slip of a pen

or the oversight of a copyreader.

Ours is a government of law, admin

istered largely by lawyers. They have

not only engrossed the judiciary, but

have dominated in the legislative halls

and in the higher executive offices. They

have been the leaders of public opinion

and foremost in shaping public action.

The constitutions of the states and the

United States, the enactments of Con

gress and the legislatures are their

handiwork. Of their record in the politi

cal history of the country they have no

occasion to be ashamed. But they, like

all others, find self-discipline a difficult

task and are reluctant to attempt a

reform of their own methods. They

very naturally cherish the knowledge

of their craft and the methods which

they have acquired the skill to use. But

change must come, and lawyers are best

fitted by their experience to bring it

about. They see the defects and know

the remedy. They inaugurated the work

sixty years ago, and they should lead

in the efforts for its completion. The

American Bar Association at its last

session committed itself to the task.

The state of Oklahoma, as the newest

state of the Union, is least hampered

by the old traditions. The lawyers of

this state, drawn as they are from

every state of the Union, and from the

original sons of the soil, in developing

their jurisprudence should make its

methods so simple that the way to the

temple of justice will be a straight and

a plain path, in which there are no

snares for the unwary and from which

no suitor is turned back, save from the

altar itself after he has been fully heard

and his cause has been decided accord

ing to the Truth and the Right.

St. Louis, Mo.



America's Greatest Institutional Treatise

By Lucien Hugh Alexander

Of the Philadelphia Bar

ANDREWS' American Law* marks

an epoch in American jurispru

dence. As said by the Columbia Law

Review: —

It is the first serious attempt which has

been made on this side of the Atlantic at the

complete classification of our legal system,

and this attempt must be conceded to rank

as a real achievement. It is an extraordinary

example of analysis and criticism, reminding

one of Austin in the refinement of its reason

ing, and the minuteness of its observations.

This work deserves and is entitled to

receive more than passing comment.

Trained in the art of editing law books,

the author has brought to the task that

experience which one would expect to

find in the editor of Cooley's Black-

stone, of two editions of Stephen's Plead

ing, and of the modern edition of the

Works of James Wilson. In the front

rank of practitioners at the Chicago

bar, and later in New York, a man of

philosophical temperament and unusual

powers of condensation and expression,

long the Chairman of the American Bar

Association's Committee on Classifica

tion of the Law and the author of the

noteworthy report on that subject pre

sented at the 1902 Meeting (25 A. B. A.

Reports, 425-475), his training and

equipment for the work were all that

could be desired.

Law has by some one been described

as a lawless science, and American insti

tutional law has undoubtedly lacked

•ANDREWS' AMERICAN LAW. A Commen

tary on the Jurisprudence, Constitution and Laws

of the United States. Byjames DeWitt Andrews,

LL.D. Second edition. Callahan & Co., Chicago,

1908. 2 v., pp. xxii, 2026; index.

both co-ordination and perspective. As

heretofore practised in America law

writing has been mainly an art; but

Andrews, following the lines laid down

by James Wilson, America's first great

jurist, has-made it a science, and forced

it for the first time to bow to the inex

orable domination of scientific methods.

Andrews' American Law is a direct

result of the classification advised by

Wilson more than a century ago, and

it bears the impress of his creative

genius. He planned it in outline and

began the work. Dane, in 1823, pointed

out both its necessity and its utility.

Walker (p. xii of Preface) spoke of it

as a desideratum, and a communication

from Henry T. Terry to the American

Bar Association in 1889 constituted so

strong an appeal that a Committee on

Classification of the Law was created.

James C. Carter in 1889 and Judge

Dillon as late as 1897 emphasized the

need of such a work as that before us,

and Austin Abbott strongly stated the

necessity. Other names could be added,

but these suffice to show that what our

author attempted has by our ablest

practical jurists been regarded as a work

of great public interest and of practical

utility to the profession.

For upwards of a century, indeed

since the days of Chancellor Kent, there

has been a demand on the part of the

profession for some logical plan of ar

rangement, under which the principles,

doctrines and rules which make up the

body of our law could be arranged

with cases illustrating their application,

for a work which, while a practical aid
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to lawyers, both on the bench and at

the bar, would prove a conserving force

in the development of our law and

legislation, in short, of our juridical

system.

Terry, perhaps better than any one,

stated the case:—

The thing our law needs above all else

is a complete scientific arrangement of the

whole body of it. . . . There is no scientific

and rational arrangement based on adequate

analysis of legal conception, and a logical

marshaling of the elements exhibited by the

analysis. . . . The only way that our law

can be kept manageable and knowable is by

its development along the lines of principle

by having a logical framework upon which

every special rule can be adjusted in its

proper place. . . . The end and object of

an arrangement is the eminently practical one

of making the law easy to find, and it is barren

pedantry to sacrifice this to any theoretical

excellence of form, yet it is important to bear

in mind that the practical end cannot be

attained unless the arrangement adopted

possesses in a high degree those character

istics which make it what, for want of a

better word, we may call philosophical. . . .

If we are to have a place for everything and

everything in its place the arrangement must

be even severely and inexorably logical.

American Bar Association Reports.

That Andrews' American Law is an

attempt to accomplish this great work

is plainly stated by the author in his

Preface and in many parts of the book ;

and that the work, in this its second

edition, accomplishes this great design

in a highly satisfactory manner, is

patent to all who have examined it

carefully. Mr. Justice Brewer declares :—

The thought with which the author has

started, of developing the elements of Ameri

can law, is worthy of all praise. It is dis

tinctly a book for the United States, for the

lawyer and the student of law in this country.

His arrangement is admirable; his work is

well done.

Chief Justice Simeon E. Baldwin says

of it:—

Superior to anything published since the

first edition of Kent's Commentaries for

giving Americans a succinct view of American

law.

Accord, Mr. Justice Brown: —

I know of no other work which covers the

same field.

So also United States Circuit Judge

Seaman, who asserts:—

For succinctness and accuracy in expres

sion it is unrivaled; and a feature of special

value is the clearness of the definitions

evolved.

United States Circuit Judge Town-

send, also Professor in the Yale Law

School, declares:—

It is analytical, scholarly, logical, and

accurate.

The late Judge John W. Simonton,

the Pennsylvania Bar Association's

first President, paid the author this

tribute :—

Andrews has greatly overpaid his debt to

our noble profession, and has richly earned

the thanks of its members.

Such praise from such quarters is a

distinct recognition of the epoch-making

character of the work. Indeed, it may

be soberly and conservatively affirmed

that in comparison with all other at

tempts at creating a scientific, compre

hensive and complete classification, and

fitting into this necessary framework

the rules and principles of our law, sup

ported and illustrated by adequate

authority, this book stands unrivaled.

It is more logical in arrangement, more

symmetrical and complete in treatment,

more powerful in the handling of mooted

points of debatable law; and in strength

and wealth of citation to vital authori

ties, it is incomparably superior to any

book of the kind heretofore produced

on either side of the Atlantic. This is

strong language, but when we consider

what was said of the first edition, even

by those who criticised some special
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points, and the opinions concerning it

expressed by some of our greatest living

jurists, and then notice the improve

ment in the present edition, we feel it is

but justice that to accord it at least

as full praise as the late Seymour D.

Thompson, in the American Law Re

view, bestowed upon the first edition,

when he declared:—

A great effort has been made to reduce

the heterogeny we call American Law to an

accurate analysis—and the filling in of this

great scheme of classification, so as to state

in outline what the American Law is under

every subdivision, is indeed a higher argu

ment than the classication itself. It is in

this that the work of the author challenges

admiration. It is at once compact, clear and

elegant.

Neither Blackstone, nor Kent, nor Story,

nor Greenleaf, excels it. . . . Everything on

which our eye has fallen, in a vain search to

find something wrong, has been stated with

the greatest accuracy and with consummate

skill in the choice of words.

So also Judge M. F. Morris, Justice of

the Court of Appeals, Washington, D.C.,

declares concerning it:—

A great work undoubtedly placed on true

philosophical foundations.

We of the profession owe it to the

author to acknowledge that he has pro

duced the greatest Commentary on our

law, both national and state, that has

yet appeared, not only in matter of

style but in completeness, depth, and

the intrinsic strength of the treatment

of specific topics.

In accomplishing this result, the

author enunciates a principle of classifi

cation, and creates a logical synthetic

plan governing all the processes of com

pilation, statement and citation. The

fundamental system followed is to state

all rules according to the objects to

which they relate, on which point see

the author's clear-cut views (pp. 36

to 41).

One point of special significance (see

pp. 39-40) is the author's affirmation

that there is an understructure of ar

rangement, identical in all systems of

law, and he demonstrates it by illustra

tions from various systems, supported

by the opinions of eminent jurists.

The structural arrangement of the

work is very simple.

First there is an Introduction or

general part, followed by the Commen

taries on American Law. This is divided

into four great sub-divisions: (1) The

law concerning personal relations, or in

one word, Persons. (2) The law of

property, in a word, Things. (3) The

law of judicial protection and repara

tion, or Actions. (4) The law concerning

the prevention, detection, and punish

ment of Crimes.

The portion treating of general juris

prudence shows the nature of Law,

Right, and Government, with clear defi

nitions of leading words, and an explana

tion of the origin and theory of the

ideas which are necessarily constantly

used throughout the discourse. This

part is deserving of a commendation

which cannot generally be accorded the

writer on jurisprudence, for the author

presents not abstract jurisprudence but

applied jurisprudence. He shows by

practical illustration and citation of

cases the application of these theories

in the everyday law of the country,

as for example that jural rights, as

asserted by Wilson and Locke, arise by

consent (see p. 5) ; that equality, and

the right to life, liberty, and pursuit of

happiness, as declared in the Declara

tion of Independence, are practical and

positive limitations on legislative power

(pp. 22-23).

No American jurist other than James

Wilson has heretofore combined the his

torical acumen and metaphysical rea

soning with the immediate practical
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application in the manner displayed

throughout our author's discourse on

jurisprudence.

Under Andrews' masterful hand, the

philosophy of the law loses its mystery

and becomes simply the reason why we

adopt the rule, and how and when it

should be applied. Theory and prac

tice are not distinct; theory is the guid

ing force, practice the application of it.

Jurisprudence is demonstrated to be

a science, and in the hands of this

author its vocation is to classify, arrange

and apply the great immutable body of

principles, doctrines and rules of law as

they exist and are used in this country

(see pp. 28-30).

The next part, in reality Part One of

the treatise proper (commencing p. 118),

embraces the right and law governing

our personal social relations, commonly

called Constitutional Law, Corporate

Relations, Domestic Relations, and Per

sonal Liberty. Here is exhibited our

great Constitutional scheme of national

and state governments, seemingly so

complex, reduced to a simple and har

monious system, and here again we see

the influence of Wilson's great funda

mental work upon our author's treatise,

and it is well at this point to recall

Wilson's words of solemn warning as

to the necessity of maintaining the dis

tinction between the national and

state governments, when he declared in

1791:—

The people of the United States must be

considered attentively in two very different

\iews—as forming one nation, great and

united; and as forming, at the same time, a

number of separate states, to that nation

subordinate, but independent as to their own

interior government. This very important

distinction must be continually before our

eyes. If it be properly observed, everything

mill appear regular and proportioned: if it be

neglected, endless confusion and intricacy will

unavoidably ensue.

The striking features of this portion

of Andrews' work are his grasp of this

fundamental distinction in his treatment

of national and state powers, the effect

of the post helium amendments, the ex

planation of the Bill of Rights, and the

examination of local self-government,

supported and illustrated by citations

showing the latest developments. This

portion, embracing some six hundred

pages, is easily the strongest treat

ment of our Constitutional Law yet

given to the world, and in itself consti

tutes a classic.

Turning now to Part Two, the Law

of Property (p. 671), we find about five

hundred pages taken up with the sub

ject of contracts in general and the

sub-contracts, or topics of agency, part

nership, sales, etc., making up the gen

eral subject of Commercial Law, Master

and Servant, and Real Property. This

part of the work is very strong in treat

ment , with a citation of great scope and

consequently of real practical value to

the practising lawyer. Of particular

value are the expositions of our modern

law concerning restraint of trade, trusts,

conspiracies, combinations, with the cog

nate subjects of strikes, boycotts and

malicious interference. The effects of

illegality are made more clear and defi

nite by the formulation of specific rules

adapted to the various situations and

conditions.

Real Property is treated from the

modern American point of view, divested

of the confusing ideas of tenure and the

other incidents of the feudal system.

It is a brief and concise outline, but is

clear and particularly strong in the

fundamentals—the idea and classifica

tion of estates. Restraint on Aliena

tion, Trusts and Charities are perhaps

more clearly set forth than in the larger

book, certainly they are seen in better

perspective.
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Part Three. From the standpoint of

pure science, the treatment of Actions,

or Judicial Jurisdiction and Procedure,

is clearly a great step in advance of

other works on the subject. The

strength and beauty of the American

system of jurisprudence is often ob

scured by the treatment of parts only

of what in reality is one whole, and the

use in different jurisdictions of diverse

names for what are but equivalents. In

this work, all are shown as parts of one

grand scheme of remedial justice. The

close analogy or even identity of the rule

of pleading at common law and under

codes in equity, and even in criminal

procedure, is made clear in a way to be

of practical utility.

The author's treatise on pleading

(Andrews' Stephen's Pleading) , of which

he has brought out two editions, has

placed him in the front rank as an

authority on procedure, but not until

he took advantage of the oppor

tunity to display the whole system of

procedure as an organized systemwas the

real strength and beauty of the subject

appreciable at its true value.

The rules as to Parties have perhaps

never been so clearly stated and ex

plained by any author. The rationale

of evidence appears clearer, the reason

for forms of action is made apparent,—

in fact it is plain on every page that a

practical man is giving a practical treat

ment of a practical subject for the prac

tical purpose of everyday use in the

business of practical lawyers; but it is

always made manifest—and herein lies

the beauty and skill of the author's

system—that a reason dominates, a

theory underlies and makes plain the

meaning and application,—and all is

supported by a wealth of citation.

Of Criminal Law but a skeleton is

given; but where else is there so

brief and comprehensive an outline dis

played? It is made clear that these

fundamentals apply to all crime. The

theory of criminal legislation, the limits

of it, the elements of criminal conduct,

the apprehension and detention of per

sons suspected, the accusation or presen

tation, the pleading, presumption, and

evidence, the mode of trial,—these

are things difficult to get clearly in

mind, and are just the things which the

larger books, dealing with the details

and minutiae of the various offenses, gen

erally neglect. In this work for the

first time we have well-nigh perfect

co-ordination and perspective.

Such is a wholly inadequate view of

the general outline of this great institu

tional treatise. The scheme of classifi

cation would probably be regarded by

theoretical jurists as its transcendent

achievement, and in a sense this is true,

for without it no such condensation

with the completeness and clearness dis

played would be possible. On the other

hand, practical jurists, like the late

Austin Abbott, would doubtless see in

the condensed style and the exactness

of the definitions and the definiteness of

the specific rules to be found in all parts

of the book, its chief merit.

The practical lawyer who grasps the

scheme of citation will be astonished

at the wealth of cases it brings to his

hand, cases which seem to have been

selected and arranged with painstaking

care, in order always to indicate the

leading and ruling ones, yet with anno

tated cases to go with them, coupled

with illustrative cases of particular value.

Such a scheme of citation cannot but

prove a great saver of time to the prac

tising lawyer as well as the student,

once it is thoroughly understood.

The greatness of this work is not in

any one of these features but in the

peculiar combination of all, whereby the

author attains more closely than any
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of his predecessors to that ideal of the

German jurist (appropriately quoted on

p. 31), "Completeness, depth or funda-

mentalness, and order."

The first edition of this work was

little more than a study for the present

one. The latter indicates that the text

has been very largely rewritten, and

the work expanded from one to two

volumes. The second volume is almost

wholly new material. The first edition,

published eight years ago, contained

about 1,160 pages, while the second one

has 2,026, besides preface, table of con

tents, etc. The first edition had an

index of some eighty-five pages, this one

230 pages, and the table of cases in the

first edition was forty-four, in the second

eighty-six.

The plan of classification is not

changed, but the reason for it is much

fortified. The Introduction has been

condensed, and the general part re

duced from 152 to 117 pages, mainly

by leaving out a long account of the

federal system, and substituting a con

clusion; nevertheless vital points have

been materially amplified. There has

also been considerable transposition, but

the integrity of the matter is mainly

unchanged, though there has been free

and thorough revision, bringing the text

up to the present development of the

law as expressed in the latest cases.

Of particular interest in these days

of Rooseveltian effort to co-ordinate the

powers of the national and state gov

ernments and eliminate "the twilight

land" so zealously guarded by those

who would thwart the strong arm of the

law, is the author's treatment of the

Doctrine of Inherent Power (pp. 175-

180, 246, 247, 250, 253-257), and those

who doubt the Doctrine of Non-Enumer

ated Powers would do well to read

pp. 180 and 181 and pp. 254-259,

where it is traced directly to the

authority of the Supreme Court of the

United States.

We are tempted to make some obser

vations on the mental faculties involved

in the execution of the author's prodi

gious undertaking, and we use the adjec

tive "prodigious" advisedly, for the

subject is as broad as our whole law, and

from the first page to the last there is

evidence of deep research and careful

study of a mass of material simply appal

ling. Everywhere throughout this broad

field there appears that perfect mastery

of the system of classification which has

made possible the construction of the

outline, the formulation of the precise

and definite rules and explanations pre

sented, while the inductive processes

involved in collating and arranging the

citations must have involved years of

painstaking labor.

Judge Dillon has referred to "the con

structive genius and practical wisdom"

necessary in the achievement of such a

work. This, the intellect-constructive, has

not inaptly been designated dynamic

initiative, and when applied to any great

work it produces thoughts, sentences,

form, plans, design, system, and finally

a result. It is this constructive faculty

of the intellect which makes great books

possible, a faculty so rare that we call

it genius, a faculty indeed so rare that

when, as a result of it, a great institu

tional work is produced, it becomes a

notable event in the world of jurispru

dence.

Such a performance in the domain of

law involves more than the creative

intellect. The achievement requires this

faculty in combination with the power

and genius of research and study so

great as to enable the writer to con

struct, master, and co-ordinate a great

system involving a vast number of de

tails. This is the reason why great

comprehensive institutional treatises are
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so rare. Those who undertake the exe

cution of such monumental efforts do

not combine the analytical faculties with

the mental temperament and physical

strength necessary to become proficient

in all the branches of law involved in a

complete induction. If other books in

this field are critically examined and

compared with this one, the verdict we

believe must be that Andrews' American

Law is, all things considered, the great

est juridical performance that has yet

appeared in this country, and that, both

directly and through reflex action, it

will be of immense aid to the develop

ment of an adequate scientific system

of American jurisprudence, and there

by prove of especial value to every

member of the profession now and

hereafter, whatever his field of activity

may be.

Its chief fault is, in a sense, a merit;

it is the condensation which makes ade

quate perspective possible. The next

step, now that the author has demon

strated his mastery of the subject, should

be an elaborate and logical expansion of

the present work to proportions which

will make it the great "Edifice of Law"

"at once symmetrical, harmonious and

commodious" which Judge Dillon has so

ardently described and, in common with

Philadelphia, February, 1909.

other lawyers during a century of our

history, declared to be an imperative

necessity. Its realization alone can pre

vent ultimate chaos in our judicial

system—that chaos which is already

"casting its shadow before," ever, year

by year, making more difficult the work

of both bench and bar. Let us hope for

its early realization; and hoping, ponder

well these words spoken twenty years

ago by that peerless leader of our race,

the late James C. Carter, and each do

what he can to secure the achievement

of this desideratum for our nation and

profession: —

A statement of the whole body of the law

in scientific language, and in a concise and

systematic form, at once full, precise and

correct, would be of priceless value. It would

exhibit the body of the law so as to enable

a view to be had of the whole and of the

relation of the several parts and tend to

establish and make familiar a uniform nomen

clature. Such a work, well executed, would be

the vade mecum of every lawyer and every

judge. It would be the one indispensable

tool of his art. Fortune and fame sufficient

to satisfy any measure of avarice or ambition

would be the due reward of the man, or men,

who should succeed in conferring such a boon.

It would not, indeed, be suitable to be enacted

into law, for even it would wholly fail were

its rules made rigidly operative upon future

cases ... It could proudly dispense with

any legislative sanction.

The Legal Profession v. Professor Hugo Muensterberg

A ROLLICKING report of an imaginary

trial is given by Professor John H.

Wigmore of Northwestern University Law

School in the Illinois Law Review for Febru

ary (vol. 3, p. 399), the plaintiffs being

Edward Cokestone and others, styling them

selves duly licensed members of the bar of

the Supreme Court, and the defendant Hugo

Muensterberg. The suit was brought for

$1 damages, the action being based on a

declaration setting forth that the plaintiffs

were persons of good name and credit, and

that the defendant had caused to be circu

lated, in his book "On the Witness Stand,"

erroneous observations concerning the plain

tiffs, to the effect that the latter had neglected
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their professional and civic duty by failing

to make use of psychological methods of

ascertaining how the testimonial certitude of

witnesses and the guilty consciousness of

accused persons may be tested. The cause

was tried by Judge Solon Wiseman, Mr.

Simplicissimus Tyro being counsel for the

plaintiffs, and Mr. R. E. Search, assisted by

Mr. S. I. Kist and Mr. X. Perry Ment, being

the defendant's counsel. The defendant

pleaded lack of domicile in the state where

suit was brought, alleging that at the time

of service of the writ upon him, he was stay

ing for one day only in Windyville, Illiana,

the place of the trial, which took place, by

the way, before the Superior Court of Wundt

County, and that—

The sole purpose of his presence was to

deliver, before the Ambitious Affratellation

of Office Boys, Busy Bunch No. 14, an address

entitled "The Psychology of the Wastebasket"

(in which he urged upon the said office boys

an exhaustive daily study of the wastebasket

papers, by means of which they were certain

to discover the uniform psychological con

nection between the intellectual personality

of their office-chief and the number of times

the letter M occurred on the scraps thrown

into the basket); that on the succeeding

night he was engaged to deliver and had

delivered in another state, to wit in Rural

town, Indinois, an address before the Honorific

Order of Suburban Dames, entitled "Studies

in Domestic Psy-collar-gy ; No. 11, The Psy

chology of the Collar- Button" (in which he

reported the results of over 9000 observations

of the behavior of the ordinary collar-button,

the object being to ascertain whether by the

method of association a person could, within

a practicable time, discover a lost collar-

button by immediately dropping another

one under precisely similar circumstances

and repeating the same muscular movements

of search under the bureau and elsewhere);

that the defendant had then returned to his

domicile, where he had ever since remained,

except when lecturing the people of Phila

delphia and other cities.

The Court, however, did not sustain this

plea, holding on the authority of Plato v.

Kant, 3 Incog. Rep. 44, that as thought was

infinite and universal, the domicile of a

philosopher was anywhere and everywhere.

The plaintiffs' counsel, having reserved the

right to cross-examine, called the attention

of the jury to the fact that only nominal

damages of $1 were asked for, and stated that

the sole object of the plaintiffs was to vindi

cate the honor and the intelligence of their

profession. He proceeded to say that he

would divide his case under two general

heads: —

First, at the time of the defendant's first

publication, namely February, 1907, ifas there

in print and accessible such information

published by psychologists, as should have led

the legal profession to believe that there existed,

in Germany, France, or the United Stales,

exact methods of experimented psychology

available and valuable for practical use in trials

to measure testimonial certitude and to diagnose

guilt}

Secondly, Were these methods in fact and in

intrinsic merit such that they could be actually

now used and relied on in trials as being supe

rior to the methods hitherto in use?

For the purpose of answering these ques

tions, he would have to be obliged to do

without other witnesses, because the task of

summoning all the psychologists of Europe

and America was prohibitive. Hence he

would rely upon the cross-examination of the

distinguished defendant himself. One of the

first questions elicited the reply that the

defendant did not read legal journals. "Then

why do you expect lawyers to read psycho

logical journals?" was the retort.

Another question brought out the fact that

the information in question, with regard to

the applicability of experimental psychological

methods to legal purposes, was not in exist

ence in the English language, and in a great

variety of publications to which a lawyer

would first instinctively refer, not even in

the Harvard Psychological Studies, of which

the defendant himself was editor.

Q. But in these journals and studies he

would have found articles on the psychology

of conjuring tricks, of tickling, of football, of

puzzles, of roosting crows, and other bizarre

and unpractical topics? A. He would.

Questions further brought out the fact

that the whole subject was recent, the Stern

method dating from 1902, the Wertheimer-

Jung method from 1904-5, so that the defen

dant had allowed only about three years for

putting the entire legal profession in default.

Cross-examination also made it evident that

many Continental psychologists and jurists

had expressed opinions that these methods

were not yet adapted for forensic use, or for

practical application to criminal practice.

Q. Well, then, perhaps you can explain

to the jury what on earth was the psycholog

ical process which led you to break forth with

an appeal to the American people to rebuke

our legal profession for a supposed obstinate

refusal to use a method which its very inventor,

a few months before you wrote, had so frankly

avowed to be "as yet thoroughly unsuitable

for criminal practice"? A. (No answer.)

Q. And to parade before the American

people, as genuine and orthodox tools of
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justice—something that in your words, ought

to be for the court-room "what themicroscope

is for the student of disease"—methods which

the Continental jurists have thus far refused

to use in the home of the invention? A.

(No answer.)

After a searching review of a great many

authorities, the attorney for the plaintiff

went on to discuss the second question. From

the cross-examination he emerged even more

triumphant on the first question, the discus

sion working up to a climax which left the

defendant's case with absolutely nothing to

support it.

Here is an example of the treatment of the

question whether the Wertheimer-Jung

method of detecting guilt by means of the

involuntary association of the ideas is exact:—

Now the examples given in your interesting

book are too briefly stated to show all the

weaknesses of the method as it has been

actually tried in Europe. Let us first take,

as an example, the detailed report of Loeffle'r,

professor of criminal law at Vienna. His

experiment was on an assistant state's

attorney, supposed to be arrested in a foreign

country on suspicion of crime, and trying to

pass himself off there as a bookkeeper. One

hundred reactions were taken; let us look at

some of them. . . . Now we do not lay

stress on the radical lack of scientific method

here; I mean that those who boast of testing

everything by experiment should not affirm

that "no bookkeeper would have reacted

thus" without finding by experiment whether

bookkeepers do thus react. What I desire

you to note is the delightful adaptability of

this method to a judge s whims, in allowing

him to prove whatever he is hoping to prove.

For, observe the method as thus used: If

the reaction-word is one essentially relevant

to the accused's supposed occupation, it is a

"betrayal"; if the word is colorless, but its

reaction-/ifM* is long, it is also a "betrayal";

if it is colorless and its own reaction-time is

normal, but the ensuing reaction-time is long,

it is again a betrayal; and if the word indi

cates some innocent occupation, it is ignored

entirely. Now afterreckoning these four pos

sibilities, there will remain only a few reac

tions, so that the zealous magistrate is sure

to "get his man"; there is no failure; he can

always find guilt—if he wishes to. Would you

be willing to be convicted on the above inter

pretations?

A. No.

After the jury had been ordered to retire

and consult upon their verdict, they were

noticed whispering among themselves, and

presently they announced they had no need

to retire, being already agreed on a verdict,

whereupon they announced that they had

found for the plaintiffs. Before the specta

tors had all left the court-room, however, the

Judge declared that before discharging the

jury he wished to make a few comments. He

said that he regarded the verdict as just, but

the plaintiffs owed their escape merely to the

circumstance that the defendant had applied

the right epithets to the wrong charges. In

his chapters on testimony he had erroneously

charged the profession with negligence, but

in his last chapter, on the prevention of

crime, he had failed to blame them for their

ignorance of the science of that subject:—

This was just where they deserved the

censure which he had elsewhere employed.

No country in the civilized world was prob

ably so far behind in the scientific study of

the criminal law as affected by the contrib

utory sciences of sociology, anthropology,

psychology, and medicine. In no country

had the legal profession taken so little interest

in finding out or using what those other

sciences were doing. The lawyers left it all

to the prison officials, the charitable societies,

the sociologists, the physicians; but their own

help, though indispensable, they withheld as

a profession. In the continent of Europe

there were not only a dozen monthly journals

devoted exclusively to criminal law, but five

or six of these were given exclusively to the

modem science of Criminology; some of them

were twenty years old; one of them was in

Russia. In the United States there was not

a single journal devoted to criminal law in any

aspect. There was not even a standing com

mittee on that subject in the American Bar

Association, though there were fifteen on other

subjects. . .

He had observed in the press that a

National Conference on Criminal Law and

Criminology had been called to assemble in

Chicago in June, 1909. He hoped that this

Conference would regard itself as a missionary

conference to convert the profession, and

would institute propaganda in every quarter.

Then tjiere would be hope of speedily redeem

ing the profession from the real reproach

which it deserved, but did not receive, in the

distinguished defendant's interesting and

stimulating book.

This brilliant article is very exhaustive in

its mode of treatment, and the thoroughness

with which Professor Wigmore has worked

up the subject is to be explained only by

sheer love of the joy of the task. A biblio-

logical appendex is appended to the paper,

giving the titles of over one hundred articles,

treatises, and other publications, practically

all in foreign languages, relating to the ex

perimental psychology of testimony. Pro

fessor Wigmore has done important and

valuable work in a new department of the

science of Evidence.



George W. Wickersham

A FEW weeks ago the newspapers pub-

lished a report that Mr. Taft had

selected Mr. George W. Wickersham of New

York for the position of Attorney-General in

his Cabinet. The report, often reiterated since,

has not been denied. In view of Mr. Wicker-

sham's prominence as a member of the New

York bar the facts of his career are of interest.

George Woodward Wickersham was born

in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on September 19,

1858. He comes of English Quaker ancestry.

His grandfather, Thomas Wickersham, was

one of the founders of the Philadelphia Board

of Brokers, now the Stock Exchange, and its

first president. His father, Samuel Morris

Wickersham, served during the Civil War as

Lieut.-Colonel of the 169th and Colonel of the

22d Pennsylvania Volunteers. His mother,

Elizabeth Cox, daughter of J. J. Woodward, a

retired publisher of the city of Philadelphia,

died in his infancy. He was her only child.

In 1873, at the age of fifteen, the boy

entered the School of Civil Engineering of

Lehigh University, where he remained for

two years. During the next three years he

studied under private tutors and engaged in

business. In 1878 he entered the Law De

partment of the University of Pennsylvania,

whence he was graduated in 1880, receiving

the degree of LL.B. Some months before his

graduation he passed his examinations and

was admitted to the Philadelphia bar. He

practised in Philadelphia in connection with

Hon. Charles B. McMichael, now one of the

Judges of the Court of Common Pleas No. 3

of that city, until 1882, when he removed to

the city of New York.

While in Philadelphia he was a reporter on

the staff of the publication known as The

Weekly Notes of Cases, for Court of Common

Pleas No. 4, and the Supreme Court of the

state. In New York on January 1, 1883, he

became managing clerk in the old established

law firm of Strong & Cadwalader, and four

years later was admitted to partnership in

this firm, with which he is still connected.

As a member of this firm Mr. Wickersham

has had a large and varied practice and has

been engaged in much important litigation in

the state and federal courts. While acting

as counsel for a number of large industrial,

financial, and transportation companies, Mr.

Wickersham has not identified himself solely

with any particular interest, but has had very

diversified professional associations.

He was counsel for the New York State

Savings Bank Association for upwards of ten

years. He was a member of and counsel

for the committee which carried through the

reorganization of the Chicago Traction lines.

He was counsel for the Construction Com

pany which built the subway in the city of

New York, and until the spring of 1908 was

general counsel for the Interborough Rapid

Transit Company, the company operating the

subway and elevated lines in the Boroughs of

Manhattan and the Bronx. He is also counsel

for Messrs. S. Pearson & Son, the contractors

who have built the four tunnels under the

East River for the Pennsylvania Railroad.

He was one of counsel for the readjustment

managers in connection with the merger

under the auspices of the Mexican Govern

ment, of the Mexican Central and National

Railroad of Mexico into the Mexican Rail

ways Company, for which he is now counsel.

Mr. Wickersham is active in some of the

prominent charitable agencies in New York,

being a trustee and vice-president of the

New York Association for Improving the

Condition of the Poor, and a trustee of the

New York Institution for the Blind. He is

a member of many clubs and is one of the

governors of the City Midday Club and of

the Rockaway Hunting Club. While never

very active in politics, yet he has always

shown much interest in local political affairs,

and he was for two years president of the

27th Assembly District Republican Club.

In 1901, the University of Pennsylvania

conferred upon him the honorary degree of

Master of Arts. At the invitation of the

Graduate School of Business Administration

of Harvard University, Mr. Wickersham has

delivered before it during the present season

three lectures on corporate organization.

In 1883 Mr. Wickersham married Mildred

Wendell, of Washington, D. C., a daughter

of Cornelius Wendell, Esq., who was Public

Printer under President Johnson. They have

three children, the eldest of whom, Cornelius

W., is a member of the graduating class of

the Harvard Law School, and one of the

editors of the Harvard Law "Review.



Review of Periodicals

AMONG all the current magazines

there is no article more brilliant

or more carefully prepared than Pro

fessor John H. Wigmore's crushing

reply in the Illinois Law Review to the

arraignment of the legal profession in

Professor Muensterberg's book "On the

Witness Stand." An article that should

be read by every one interested in

theoretical politics and jurisprudence

is Mr. James Bryce's recent address as

president of the American Political

Science Association, printed in the

American Political Science Review. Sir

Frederick Pollock, in the January Law

Quarterly Review, gives a most illumi

nating account of the working of the

committee system in its manifold phases,

in English government and society.

When one approaches problems of more

direct concern to our American nation,

there is no more timely article, pos

sibly, than Congressman A. P. Gardner's

paper on "The Rules of the House of

Representatives," which is printed in

the February North American Review.

Admiralty. "Maritime Salvage and Char

tered Freight, A Rejoinder." By H. Birch

Sharpe. 25 Law Quarterly Review 70 (Jan.).

Australia. See Procedure.

Bill of Rights. "The Decay of Present

Rights and Guarantees." By Richard Evelyn

Byrd. 18 Yale Law Journal 252 (Feb.).

This paper reviews decisions of the Supreme

Court of the United States in the following

cases: Mitchell v. Clark, 110 U. S. 633, justify

ing a statute making obedience to an order

of the President during the Civil War a de

fense to any action or prosecution for acts

committed under such an order; the case of

Ju Toy, 198 U. S. 253, marking what the

author terms "the advance of administrative

usurpation," the decision being that the

finding of the immigration officials who ordered

deportation was conclusive; the case of Miller

v. Horton, 152 Mass. 540, where the Supreme

Court on the contrary reviewed a decision of

state commissioners; Hawaii v. Mankichi,

190 U. S. 197, in which the Court held that

Mankichi was not entitled to the constitu

tional guarantee of jury trial, this case over

ruling, according to the author, Webster v.

Reid (11 Howard 437), American Publishing

Co. y. Fisher (166 U. S. 464), Springfield v.

Thomas (166 U. S. 707), and Thompson v.

Utah (170 U. S. 243), all of which decided

that the constitutional right of jury trial

applied to all territories; Trono v. United

States, 199 U. S. 521, denying the benefit of

the jeopardy clause to an inhabitant of the

Philippines; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 222,

holding that the tariff provisions of the Con

stitution did not apply to Porto Rico ; Dorr v.

United States, 195 U. S. 138, following the

reasoning of the Mankichi case.

From his review of these cases, the author

concludes:—

"If the Constitution can only be carried

into territories of the United States by an

Act of Congress, then the Constitution has no

other sanction than the Act itself, and it is

carried not as the Constitution, but as the

will of Congress.

"Therefore, an Act of Congress can repeal

the rights which the Act created, and the

people of such territories can only have a

legislative recognition for such rights as they

are allowed to possess, and these rights may

be taken away by the same power that gave

them

"In five years we have seen Constitutional

guarantees for a hundred years deemed

impregnable, crumble in the hands of the

Court. We are told that the writ of habeas

corpus, the right to trial by jury, the exemp

tion from prosecution for a felony save by the

presentment or indictment of a grand jury,

the mandate for uniform tariffs and excises

are not of the essence of rights, but in their

application to be controlled by policy and

convenience.

"It cannot be denied that these insular

decisions have opened the door wide to the

doctrine of amendment by interpretation,

and that since these decisions it cannot be

said that the Constitution is inviolate in its

written provisions. . . "

Blockade. "Holland v. Venezuela." See

Editorial note. 34 Law Magazine and Review

208 (Feb.).

"The Dutch action in Venezuela does not
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merit the highest commendation. What

ever might be the grievances of the Nether

lands, the embargo of the Venezuelan navy

was not the ideal way to set them right. . . .

It appears to have been designed to cripple

an independent government in its main

tenance of a coastguard service, merely

because Holland (very likely rightly) thought

that it was not treating her commerce fairly."

Blockade. "Pacific Blockade." By Pro

fessor John Westlake, K. C. 25 Law Quarterly

Review 13 (Jan.).

The learned Professor of International Law

in the University of Cambridge here traces

the growth of the comparatively recent doc

trine of "Pacific Blockade" and points out

the principles on which the leading nations,

with the exception of France, have come to

concur. The article was suggested by the

recently published work on "Pacific Block

ade," by Albert E. Hogan. The author sums

up as follows:—

"Having now before us the declared policies

of the four greatest naval powers of Europe

and America, we can sum up. Blockade

interfering with third parties, and unaccom

panied by a state of war, is admitted by

France alone, and is not a part of the law of

nations. Blockade not interfering with third

parties, and unaccompanied by a state of

war, is admitted by all four—for its admission

by France is included in her assertion of her

own institution, as the less in the greater—

and is a part of the law of nations. For

this alone the name of Pacific Blockade should

henceforth be reserved. Lastly, blockade

interfering with third parties, accompanied

by a state of war but unaccompanied by a

declaration of war, has emerged once from

the Land of Shadows, we may hope never

to reappear; but one can never feel sure.

Discussion on the expediency of admitting

pacific blockade has become out of date;

discussion on the expediency of admitting

blockade against third parties without war

may perhaps be postponed until, if ever,

another attempt shall be made to establish

such a blockade in the teeth of the forces

now arrayed against it."

Codification. In a review of the late

James C. Carter's "Law, Its Origin, Growth

and Function," the Law Quarterly Review

(v. 25, p. 84, Jan.), while it praises Mr. Carter's

acute and profitable observations and skill in

presentation, fails to agree with his funda

mental proposition, saying:—

"He does not appear to appreciate the

distinction between the progressive and the

non-progressive societies, but treats all as if

they were equally progressive, and of Seeley's

distinction between the organic and the

inorganic states he knows nothing. Equally

inadequate is his conception of the extremely

formal character of early law. So, also, he

fails to recognize the fixity of law in all the

earlier ages, and the fact that, from the close

connection between law and religion amongst

other causes, it was most difficult to change;

that in progressive societies the moral sense

of the better part of the community was

usually in advance of the existing law, and

the great problem was to bring the law into

harmony with the altered feelings of the

people—a state of things that could not have

existed if law had simply been existing cus

tom."

The reviewer also says that Mr. Carter's

opposition to codification reveals a one-sided

attitude, as if he had never heard of the

Negotiable Instruments Act now adopted by

more than half of the states of the Union,

or of such English experiments in codification

as the Bills of Exchange, Partnership, and

Sale of Goods Acts, and more remarkable

still, the recent German Civil Code.

A recent private attempt at codification is

that of George Spencer Bower, K.C., in his

"Code of the Law of Actionable Defamation."

The Law Magazine and Review (34 L. Mag. and

Rev. 231) says that Mr. Bower's Code "shows

throughout great care, acuteness, and labor,

and the notes legal learning, literary knowl

edge, and analytical power."

The German Civil Code should have re

ceived the attention of Mr. Dicey in "Digest

of the Law of England with Reference to the

Conflict of Laws," says the Law Quarterly

Review in reviewing that work (p. 91) :—

"Mr. Dicey does not appear to take any

notice whatever of the German Civil Code,

although various provisions, both of the Code

itself and of the Einfuhrungs-Gesetz, attempt

more or less successfully to settle vexed

questions in the conflict of laws."

In this connection, it is interesting to note

that the French translation of the German

Civil Code undertaken with the assistance of

the French government has now been com

pleted.

Codification (England). See 25 Law

Quarterly Review 81 (Jan.). In the review of

Book II, Part III of "A Digest of English

Civil Law," a writer whose initials A. V. D.

can be taken for those of Professor Dicey

pleads eloquently for encouragement for those

engaged on this work:—

"They have undertaken a task of immense

difficulty; they are trying, as is the way with

Englishmen, to accomplish by private effort

an end—in this instance the codification of

the law of the land—which in most countries

has been accomplished, if at all, by experts

employed by the state and supported by all

the help which the Government can place at
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their disposal. Our English codifiers are

performing their self-imposed work with

marked abiKty. The one danger to be feared

is that they should not give long and ample

thought to the drafting of every article in

their Digest. It were better that their sub

scribers should wait a year or two for their

expected volumes than that the volumes,

when received, should be either imperfect

or inaccurate statements of the law."

Codification (New York). "The Progress of

Law Reform in New York." By Raymond

H. Arnot. 43 American Law Review 53

(Jan.-Feb.).

A concise summary of the history of law

reform in New York since colonial times,

covering the activity of David Dudley Field

and his colleagues and the work of statutory

revision which has come since the adoption

of the codes.

Codification (United States). "The Na

tion's First Penal Code." By Senator George

Sutherland of Utah. North American Review,

v. 189, p. 107 (Jan.).

Discusses a most important bill to codify,

revise, and amend the penal laws of the

United States, embodying the whole substan

tive criminal law of the nation. This bill

passed the Senate a year ago and is now

receiving the careful consideration of the

Joint Committee of the two houses.

Constitutional Law. See under special

topics, e. g.. Bill of Rights, Corporations,

Status, etc.

Contracts (Illegal). "Hyams v. Stuart

King." By Professor A. V. Dicey. 25 Law

Quarterly Review 76 (Jan.).

This is a discussion of a decision in a case

decided in 1908 by the Court of Appeal

(2 K. B. 696, 77 L. J. K. B. 794) involving an

evasion of the gaming acts, the plaintiff hav

ing won his action for an obligation which,

though due on a wager, is not clearly within

the terms of 8 and 9 Vict. c. 109. Professor

Dicey concludes that this decision has for

the time nullified the Gaming Act of 1835

and the Gaming Act of 1845, section 18. He

considers that public feeling will soon require

legislation freeing courts from the necessity

of enforcing the payment of wagers.

Contracts (Public). "Government Con

tracts—Before the Accounting Officers." By

Charles F. Carusi. 43 American Law Review

1 (Jan.-Feb.).

This is a minute description of the public

contracts of the United States and the statute

requirements with reference to them. The

article is to be followed by another in the

same periodical to be entitled "Government

Contracts—Before the Court of Claims."

Contracts (Wills Upon Consideration). The

Public Policy of Contracts to Will Future

Acquired Property." By Joseph H. Drake.

7 Michigan Law Review 318 (Feb.).

This paper considers the manner in which

courts have approached the subject of wills

upon consideration, which problem has given

them a great deal of trouble not only in Eng

land and America, but also in the Continental

countries. The Code Napoleon appears in

terms actually to prohibit the making of

reciprocal or mutual wills in the same instru

ment. This provision, as adopted into the

Louisiana Civil Code, has been construed by

the courts of that state as formal only, leav

ing open the question of the legality of the

joint will itself if it has not been made in the

same instrument. The author points out

that there is much conflict among various

jurisdictions and some confusion in the deci

sions.

Dufour v. Pereira, 1 Dickens 419, decided

by Lord Camden in 1769, is a leading case

upholding the validity of joint instruments,

but later cases have by no means adhered

to this authority, although its doctrines were

followed in In re Sutton Davis' Will (1897),

120 N. C. 13, overruling Clayton v. Liverman

(1837), 2 Dev. and Bat. 558.

Conveyances. (Torrens System). "Some

thing New in Torrens' Land Law—The Con

structive Spirit in Legislation." By Richard

W. Hale. 43 American Law Review 97 (Jan.-

Feb.).

Referring to a revised draft of the Land

Court and land registration law prepared by

Charles S. Rackemann, Esq., of Boston for

presentation to the Massachusetts Legisla

ture this winter. This draft has been pre

pared by one of the opponents of the Torrens

system as it now exists in Massachusetts, and

is proposed as a measure by means of which

alleged defects in that system may be re

moved and titles registered in it thus far may

be confirmed. The author of the article

thinks this draft should receive the careful

consideration of the bar on account of the

constitutional questions involved.

Corporations. "Regularity of Directors'

Meetings Held Outside of the State of Cor

porate Organization." By Stephen Philbin

Anderton. 16 Bench and Bar 23 (Jan.).
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A short, well prepared paper with citations

of many state decisions.

Corporations. "The Punishment of a Cor

poration—The Standard Oil Case." By Pro

fessor Charles G. Little. 3 Illinois Law Re

view 446 (.Feb.).

The writer of this article discusses the fine

imposed by Judge Landis in the Standard Oil

case, wholly from the point of view of the

justice of the punishment meted out and

without any reference to the questions of law

involved before the verdict.

He plainly disagrees with the spirit of

Judge Grosscup's declaration that no one,

whether an individual or a corporation, can

be punished without having first been duly

indicted, tried, and convicted, for he makes

a sharp distinction between punishment and

conviction. While the corporation, like an

individual, may not be convicted without

due process of law, punishment is a matter

left to the discretion of the Court within cer

tain limits, and the intricacies of modern

corporate machinations must not be suffered

to make mockery of our criminal jurispru

dence.

"True, the corporation is a legal person,

an abstraction if you will, responsible for

infractions of the criminal laws . . . but the

state cannot punish a mere abstraction as

such. The abstraction is only the law's

method of recognizing the collective action

of a group of natural persons, and the pun

ishment is in reality upon those persons. . . .

"The learned Judge who wrote the opinion

of the Court of Appeals, confused the idea of

conviction with that of punishment. ... Is

it not rather contradictory for the Court to

say that the shareholders are all before it in

a civil proceeding, but not in a criminal one?"

The author contends that the Court had a

perfect right—

"to say that unless there were extenuating

circumstances in the record of the trial, he

would assume that a large fine should be

imposed, unless the stockholders of the

Indiana Company could show to him extenua

ting circumstances outside of the record, or

that the punishment would bear too harshly

upon the shareholders not only innocent of

wrongdoing, but who would be financially

unable to bear the consequent loss. Then

if it appeared that the New Jersey Company

was the real shareholder, that the punish

ment would be its punishment, the Court

could have inquired of it whether there were

any reasons why the severest punishment

should not be meted out to the Indiana

Company, and if it declined to offer any

reasons, then without further inquiry, the

Court should have imposed the severest pun

ishment which the evidence in the record

justified. This would not only have violated

no traditions of our Anglo-Saxon jurispru

dence, but would on the contrary have been

an enlightened method of applying them to

conditions never foreseen by our forefathers."

Corporations. " Ultra Vires Acts of Cor

porations." By Nathan Wolfman. 43 Ameri

can Law Review 69 (Jan.—Feb).

The author disposes of the rule that "a

corporation is an intangible, invisible, artifi

cial being" as no longer useful, and chooses

to regard the corporation "an association of

men in an organic body, having certain rights

as such, distinct from those of its members,

the body of men becoming the subject and

object of legal rights." (Taylor on Corpora

tions.)

The paper distinguishes between the Eng

lish and American decisions applying to

charters, holding however that in their prac

tical results they come to about the same

thing: "All acts or contracts not expressly or

incidentally permitted are prohibited and are

ultra vires." But the application of this

rule to ultra vires contracts has been most

difficult, has worked hardship in many cases,

and contradictions and solecisms of reason

ing have been multifarious.

There are three views with regard to ultra

vires contracts. First there is the Federal

and English rule, whereby an ultra vires act

is utterly void because there is no corporate

power to make it. Second is what may be

called the New York rule, under which "a

party to an ultra vires contract, who has

received the full consideration of his engage

ment, cannot avail himself of the objection

that the contract was ultra vires to avoid his

obligation under it; and an action is main

tainable on the contract."

The third rule is that of those cases decided

by an application of the principles of estoppel,

whereby "if the act undertaken was in and

of itself ultra vires of the corporation, no act

of the body will have the effect to estop it to

allege its want of power to do what is under

taken." The writer declares himself to have

assumed the task of offering a solution of the

problem and suggests that the following rule

of law be established: "The effect of incor

poration of an association of individuals is to

create a legal person with the powers of

every other legal person with respect to con

tracts and acts, subject to such prohibitions

upon the exercise of certain powers as the

charter may impose."

The author considers that the application
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of this proposition "will work justice without

imposing upon the scientific construction of

the law," and that it will do away with con

fusion among the authorities by placing

corporations in the position which they ought

to occupy with reference to the effect upon

public policy of the acts of the individuals

composing them. The writer thinks his rule

more in harmony with the common law than

the existing theories, inasmuch as the Ameri

can courts, when they adopted the doctrine

of ultra vires, entirely disregarded the prin

ciples of the common law as stated in the

case of Sutton's Hospital, 10 Coke 30, c, and

assumed an attitude which has been opposed

to that of English courts.

Corporations. " Ultra Vires and Estoppel."

By Abraham B. Frey. 43 American Law Re

view 81 (Jan.-Feb.).

Discusses the use of the defense of ultra

vires, shows the proper and improper appli

cation of the term, and explains the use of

the word "estoppel."

As examples of the improper uses of the

term ultra vires, the author cites that refer

ring to an act of officers who exceed the

powers conferred upon them by the stock

holders, that of an act of a majority of the

stockholders in violation of the rights of the

minority, that of an act not done in con

formity with requirements of the charter,

and that of an act contrary to public policy.

With regard to the construction of ultra

vires contracts, the author proposes the fol

lowing new rules:—

(1) That it would be well to discard the

use of the term "void" in connection with

ultra vires transactions and substitute there

for the term "unenforceable," as these con

tracts are not really treated as being void.

(2) That the use of the term "estoppel" is

incorrect, technically speaking, so long as we

concede that the world is chargeable with

notice of corporate powers, excepting in

these cases where the act is ultra vires because

of facts peculiarly within the knowledge of the

corporate officers.

(3) That the word "estoppel" can be dis

carded, yet the same results reached by pre

venting the party from pleading the ultra

vires on the grounds of public policy, and

that this rule is the correct one.

Corporations (Interstate Commerce Clause).

"Corporations and the Nation." By Thomas

Thacher. 18 Yale Law Jorunal 263 (Feb.).

This paper emphasizes what the author

declares to be an obvious principle, but

nevertheless one often overlooked, namely,

that if corporations created by the state may

be regulated by the Federal government it is

because of the character of the business and

for no other reason. He says:—

"Since the power of the Nation depends

in no way upon incorporation, incorporation

neither extends nor limits the power. Since

it is the character of the business and not the

legal character of the agency by which it is

done which gives Congress its right of regula

tion, the legal character of the agency does

not limit the power of Congress in its regula

tion of the business. Nor does it appear

that there can be any difference in expediency,

whether the agency is incorporated or not.

The regulations which seem wise with respect

to the business should not, therefore, be

limited in their application to incorporated

bodies. They should be general—as are the

regulations of the Anti-Trust Act and the

Interstate Commerce Act—applying to the

doings of individuals and unincorporated

associations in like manner as to those of

corporations. And the propriety of their

enactment should be tested by the thought

that they must, in reason, be made so to

apply."

Crimes. See Codification, Corporations.

Evidence (Psychological Tests of Witnesses) .

"Professor Muensterberg and the Psychology

of Testimony." By Professor John H. Wig-

more. 3 Illinois Law Review 399 (Feb.).

Reviewed in a separate article in this issue.

Fifteenth Amendment. See Status.

Government (Great Britain). "Govern

ment by Committees in England." By Sir

Frederick Pollock. 25 Law Quarterly Review

53 (Jan.).

Various uses of committees which have

sprung up, not only in English public affairs,

but in every department of activity, are

traced in this paper. The functions of the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, the

committees of Parliament, and various semi-

political bodies are described.

"There are two great committee-forming

authorities in our Constitution, the King's

Council and Parliament. It is needless to

remind any student of English history that

Council and Parliament themselves were

formed by processes of specializing and

reinforcement from the original Curia Regis.

Again, the superior courts of Common Law

might fairly be described, in their earliest

stage, as expert committees of the Curia.

Not till the seventeenth century did the

indiscreet ambition of James I provoke a

positive declaration that the powers of his
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judges, once conferred, were plenary and not

merely delegated, and the King could neither

sit in judgment in person nor divert the

established course of justice according to

law. If the Curia Regis can now be said to

survive anywhere, it is in the formal sittings

of the Privy Council when the King in Coun

cil receives the reasoned reports of the Judi

cial Committee and makes them operative

and final judgments by issuing Orders in

Council following their Lordship's humble

advice

"There is some reason to believe that the

Court of Chancery was first a committee of

the Council. . . . However that may be,

the Court of Star Chamber (properly the

King's Council sitting in the Star Chamber)

was certainly a Committee of the Council. . .

It does not appear that the Star Chamber

was unpopular, or that its jurisdiction,

though exercised through a procedure quite

different from that of the common-law

courts, gave rise to any serious complaint,

until it was employed as an instrument of

vindictive prosecutions on merely political

grounds. But for this abuse, it might have

had a long and useful history; it might well

have given us improvements in our criminal

procedure for which we have waited till the

present day, and have been the parent of an

adequate Court of Criminal Appeal

"The Judicial Committee, we need hardly

say, is a real and active committee; but its

habitual working members are only a fraction

of its nominal list. Besides the nucleus of

regular attendants, now practically identical

with the learned persons who make up the

judicial House of Lords, there are some

persons, such as former Indian judges, who

are summoned only when their special kinds

of learning and experience are required;

some who are available at need, but as a rule,

occupied on other judicial or state employ

ments; some who are retired veterans and

retain their membership only as an honorary

distinction

"In modern times a remarkable example

of what I have called the atrophy of com

mittees has been afforded by the transforma

tion of certain committees of the Privy Coun

cil into separate departments of executive

government. Here we find, or might have

lately found, a nominal Board including

several high officers, such as the Secretaries

of State; but 'the Board is a phantom,' not

meeting even for ceremonial purposes, and

the President of the Board acts just like any

Minister in sole charge of a department.

Thus the Board of Trade is, in its full official

style, though the shorter one has long been

authorized, 'the Committee of the Privy

Council appointed for the consideration of

matters relating to Trade and Plantations.'

The Board of Education, now transformed

since 1899, was for sixty years the 'Committee

of Council on Education.' The Local Gov

ernment Board was doubtless framed more

or less on these models, but it dates only from

1871, and was never a Committee of Council,

though all its members are in fact Privy

Councilors; it operates not through Orders

in Council, but by rules and orders issued

under its own seal.

"On the other hand there is a Committee,

commonly described as being an informal

committee of the Privy Council, whose

importance has greatly increased within

living memory, and is still increasing, namely,

the Cabinet. The description above men

tioned is warranted by the usage of eminent

writers on the law and practice of our Con

stitution; and there is no doubt that the

Cabinet was in its earliest form a confidential

inner circle, though not a regular committee,

of the Privy Council

"Properly speaking, the Cabinet is a com

mittee of the leading Parliamentary sup

porters of the Prime Minister's party, being

Privy Councilors. It is created in a peculiar

manner, as in form, so far as there is any

form, it is nominated by the Prime Minister;

there is no such thing as an ex officio member

of the Cabinet, though it is well understood

that the holders of certain great offices of

state, must, in fact, be included."

As an illustration of the work done by

joint committees to enable various bodies to

work together, the author cites the way in

which the four Inns of Court govern the bar

by means of a Council of Legal Education

which has charge of regulations of the

Inns of Court regarding the qualifications for

practice at the bar. A somewhat similar

body is the Incorporated Council of Law

Reporting for England and Wales. The

author has served this body as Editor of the

Law Reports since 1895 and describes its

work from personal observation.

Government (Philippines). "A Decade of

American Rule in the Philippines." By W.

Cameron Forbes. Atlantic Monthly, v. 103,

p. 200 (Feb.).

Describes the methods and institutions of

government introduced by the United States,

political and party conditions, the character

of the Filipino Assembly, and present problems

and prospects of the Filipino government.

Injunctions. See Procedure.

Insurance (Regulation). "Defective Insur

ance Legislation." By John P. Ryan. North

American Review, v. 189, p. 280 (Feb.).

Discusses the topic particularly from the

point of view of the New York companies,

which appear to be "suffering from too much

legislation ; some of it at least based upon fear

and arbitrary opinion, rather than upon well

considered principles of state supervision."

International Arbitration. "Our Contro

versy with Venezuela." By Robert C. Morris.

18 Yale Law Journal 243 (Feb.).
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The writer considers the basis of the recent

controversy of the United States with Vene

zuela and declares the issue a fit subject for

arbitration. The article is chiefly a discus

sion of the various facts involved in the dis

pute and is not an essay upon international

law. The author points out that the United

States has carefully followed the spirit of the

Second Hague Conference, as regards the

non-employment of force in the collection of

debts unless arbitration has failed, and urges

that Congress should adopt measures making

use of force, if necessary, in compelling an

impartial arbitration of the questions which

Venezuela has refused to arbitrate. The article

was written before the new government of

Venezuela had expressed to the United States

the wish of President Gomez to settle satis

factorily all international questions.

International Law. See under special topics,

e. g., Blockade, Status, etc.

German Civil Code. See Codification.

Labor Unions (Union Label) . See a recent

Australian case, 6 Commonwealth Law Review

83 (Nov.-Dec.).

Three judges of the High Court, against

two dissenting, held that a union label was

not a trade-mark and the members of the

union would have no right of property in the

use of a label, nor could a trade union assert

the right to place a label on goods produced

by the employees. Hence the action of the

State Attorney-General taken at the instance

of certain breweries in refusing registration of

a label to a union of brewery employees was

upheld by the Court. In handing down this

decision, the Court referred to the fact that

"the great weight of American opinion was

adverse to considering workers' labels as

trade-marks." Attorney- General of N. S. W.

v. Brewery Employees' Union, 6 C. L. R.

Law Reform. See under special topics, e. g.,

Codification, Government, Legal Systems, Leg

islative Procedure, Procedure, etc.

Legal History (Bracton). "The Surama of

Gilbert de Thornton." By George E. Wood

bine. 25 Law Quarterly Review 44 (Jan.).

A historical and critical discussion of Thorn

ton's Summa of Bracton's treatise by a Yale

scholar. The author considers it probable

that the manuscript in the library of Lincoln's

Inn is a copy of the Summa, and that it has

better claims than any other manuscript to

be so considered.

Legal History (Channel Islands). "The

Office of Jurat in the Royal Courts of Jersey

and Guernsey." By C. E. A. Bedwell. 34 Law

Magazine and Review 159 (Feb.).

A description of the functions of an officer

who has been an important part of the

machinery of justice in these Islands for

hundreds of years.

Legal History (England). "The Date of

Separation of Ecclesiastical and Lay Juris

diction in England." By Walter Lichtenstein.

3 Illinois Law Review 347 (Jan.).

An article incorporating historical researches

made by the Librarian of Northwestern Uni

versity.

Legal History (England). "The Wapentake

of Wirral." By C. E. H. Chadwyck-Healey.

25 Law Quarterly Review 72 (Jan.).

A review of Ronald Stewart-Brown's work

on the Hundred Court of Wirral in Cheshire.

Legal History (Rome). "The Historical

Position of the Rhodian Law." By Robert D.

Benedict. 18 Yale Law Journal 223 (Feb.).

The main purpose of this paper is to show

that a statement to which many writers have

lent their authority, namely that the Romans

owed their system of Maritime Law to the

Rhodians, is without sound historical founda

tion. We have here a thorough-going invest

igation of the historical questions involved.

The author exposes the unreliability of the

supposition that Rhodes had a Maritime Code

which was subsequently included in the

digest of Justinian, and asserts that the book

entitled "Rhodian Law" first put in print in

1596 is not authentic. By declaring this work

spurious, the statements regarding the adop

tion of the Rhodian Law by the Romans fall

to the ground. "I see no reason," says the

author,—

"Why we are called upon to look to any

other sources than Roman sources for any

provision which we find in the maritime

law of Rome. The jurisconsults of Rome

certainly showed themselves competent to

deal with any questions which were presented

to them by the increasing maritime commerce

of Rome. . . .

"We can say that the principle on which

the law as to jettison should rest, as the

Rhodian law-giver, or jurisconsult, had stated

it, so commended itself to the jurisconsults

of Rome that it was taken bodily into Roman

jurisprudence, with the label of Rhodes upon

it. And this must be conceded to be a great

honor. . . .

"We must recognize the wisdom which led

to the adoption of that principle into the
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jurisprudence of Rome. Aside from that, let

us give to the jurisconsults of Rome the

credit for the Maritime Law of Rome."

Legal History (United States). "The Influ

ence of French Law in America." By Pro

fessor Roscoe Pound. 3 Illinois Law Review

354 (Jan.).

"Influence of the civil law in America,"

concludes the writer, "has been chiefly an

influence of French law. The great German

jurists came too late to have much effect,

and the Dutch jurists were too early. The

highest development of French juristic writing

in the eighteenth century and the first years

of the nineteenth century was at an opportune

time for American legal growth. Yet ....

if there was any danger that in some juris

dictions political passion and prejudice grow

ing out of the Revolutionary War and

ignorance of the true substance of English

law would lead men to reject the common

law and to receive another system in its

place, it soon passed." . . .

Legal History (United States). "The Lin

coln-Douglas Debates and their Application

to Present Problems." By Hannis Taylor.

North American Review, v. 189, p. 161 (Feb.).

A re-statement of the essence of the ques

tions involved in the Lincoln-Douglas debates

of 1858.

"Against the contention of Douglas that

under the doctrine of 'Popular Sovereignty',

even a question so great as human slavery

might be localized, stood Lincoln's conten

tion that all local questions that affect all are

the common concern of all. . . . Lincoln's

contention . . . has become the cornerstone

of our new national life."

Legal Systems (Turkey). "The Legal

System of Turkey." By Anton Bertram.

25 Law Quarterly Review 24 (Jan.).

Readers will find this a minute and inter

esting account of the new system of law

which Turkey has established since 1856. The

Penal Code of 1858, the two Commercial

Codes, the Mejelle, or Civil Code, the Land

Code of 1868 and the Codes of Procedure of

1861 and 1879, are all described. The indebted

ness of Turkish to French jurisprudence is

made clearly evident.

Legislative Procedure (Bill-Drafting). "The

Drafting of Federal Statute Law." By F.

Granville Munson. 43 American Law Review

121 (Jan.-Feb.).

The writer gives some concrete examples of

the necessity of careful editing of proposed

federal laws, and of the employment of the

knowledge of trained draftsmen in framing

bills.

Legislative Procedure (Parliamentary

Rules). "The Rules of the House of Repre

sentatives." By A. P. Gardner, M.C. North

American Review, v. 189, p. 233 (Feb.).

"The United States is entering on a critical

period in its legislative history. The next

decade will decide the drift of affairs. Either

the National House must once more become

a deliberative body in the sense in which that

term has been used in the past, or else the

people of this country must decide between

two alternatives. They may leave the power

in the Speaker's hands, where it is at present,

or they may destroy representative govern

ment by adopting the system of Initiative

and Referendum.'

Medical Jurisprudence (Regulation of Medi

cal Practice). "Characteristics and Constitu

tionality of Medical Legislation." By H. B.

Hutchins. 7 Michigan Law Review 295 (Feb.).

This article presents a summary of legisla

tion regulating the practice of medicine in

England from earliest times up to the latest

acts, and also in the United States, the laws

of the several states being epitomized at

some length. The latter portion of the article

considers the constitutionality of statutes on

the practice of medicine. Notwithstanding

the attacks on medical legislation as abridging

the vested rights of citizens, or as unjustly

and improperly discriminating against a cer

tain class, or as ex post facto, the medical

legislation of the different states has on the

whole been sustained as a proper and lawful

exercise of the police power. On this point

the author cites fifty or more decisions. The

author recapitulates :—

"In conclusion it may be said that if statute

regulations in regard to admission to the

practice of medicine, or the continuance in

practice, are adopted in good faith, are reason

able and operate equally upon all alike who

desire to practice, may be met by reasonab'e

study and application, and are such as will

probably accomplish the object in view,

namely, the protection of the public, then

they will be declared valid by the courts, even

though the conditions imposed may be rigor

ous and, in the opinion of the court, inexpe

dient and not such as the court would impose

if called on to prescribe conditions."

Negotiable Instruments. "Fictitious Payees

in Forged Checks or Bills." By Professor

Louis M. Greeley. 3 Illinois Law Review 331

(Jan.).

The writer upholds the principles enunciated

in the Illinois case of First National Bank v.

Northwestern National Bank, 152 HI. 296,

and argues for the rule which aUows the payor
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to recover against a party to the paper collect

ing it.

Negotiable Instruments (Bills of Exchange) .

"The International Law Association at Buda

pesth." ByT. H. Baty. 11 Bombay Law Re

porter 1 (15 Jan.).

Discusses the proceedings of the Budapesth

conference of last September, incidentally

giving the rules relating to bills of exchange

in the final form in which they were adopted.

Negligence. See 25 Law Quarterly Review

109 (Feb.).

A writer in this review objects to Melville

M. Bigelow's opinion that negligence in law

is a state of mind, and observes:—

"We are rather sorry to observe a tendency

among able American writers (for Mr. Bigelow

is not alone in it) to invent new terms of art

without necessity and add gratuitous difficul

ties to things already hard enough. For

many years we have studied the Common

Law (and a little of other law too) without

ever hearing of an 'inculpable mind'; and,

frankly, we do not want to hear of it again.

Nor do we think the book is improved for the

use of students by the frequent appeals to

'social forces,' 'direction of economic energies,'

and the like, which seem to us only to say,

with emphatic and rather obscure elaboration,

that law and legislation must in the long run

follow public opinion, as Professor Dicey

has more plainly told us."

Nuisances. "The Government Solves the

Smoke Problem." By John Llewellyn Coch

rane. American Review of Reviews, v. 39,

p. 192 (Feb.).

A descriptive article on means for success

fully combating the smoke nuisance in large

cities.

Old Age Pensions Act. A description of the

English Old Age Pensions Act of 1908,

described by the Earl of Rosebery as the

most significant piece of legislation since the

Reform Act of 1832, is given by Horace

Secrist in 3 American Political Science Review

68 (Feb.).

Patent Law. "The Mortgage of Letters

Patent." By Kenneth R. Swan. 34 Law

Magazine and Review 150 (Feb.).

Discusses the rights of the mortgagor and

the mortgagee, the form of the mortgage, and

the mortgagee's remedies under the English

law.

Philippines. See Government, Immigration,

and Status.

Privy Council. See Government.

Procedure. "Interested Judges." By K. B.

Dastur. 11 Bombay Law Reporter 6 (15 Jan.).

Discusses the common law rule that a

judge should not adjudicate a matter in

which he has an interest, and the question

how far the presence on the bench of such a

judge will vitiate the proceedings.

Procedure. "Relations of Bench and Bar."

By Justice Anglin. 29 Canadian Law Times

1 (Jan.).

A learned and readable article, well worth

the attention of the profession.

Procedure (Appeals—Canada). "Appellate

Jurisdiction." By E. R. Cameron, K.C. 29

Canadian Law Times 29 (Jan.).

Treating of a topic suggested by the pro

posed limitation of appeals in all actions insti

tuted in a Superior Court under consideration

by the Legislature of Ontario.

Procedure (Appeals—Canada). "Supreme

Court and Privy Council Appeals." By John

T. Small, K.C. 29 Canadian Law Times 47

(/<*».).

One of the papers read before the Ontario

Bar Association last December.

Procedure (Injunctions). "Legislative In

vasion of Judicial Power." By Charles E.

Littlefield. Phi Delta Phi Brief (Jan.).

This article is part of Mr. Littlefield's

speech delivered in the House of Representa

tives last May on injunctions.

Procedure (Jurisdiction—Australia). "Fed

eral Jurisdiction of State Courts." By Andrew

I. Clark. 6 Commonwealth Law Review (of

Australia) 49 (Nov.-Dec).

Showing that the result of the passage of

the Judiciary Act of 1907 has been to invest

the state courts of Australia with federal

jurisdiction with respect to different matters

than those which were intended.

Procedure (Misconduct of Jurors). An in

teresting review of cases of misconduct in the

jury box will be found in 18 Yale Law Journal

276 (Feb.).

Procedure (Writ of Prohibition—Australia).

"Some Modern Applications of the Writ of

Prohibition." By John A. Ferguson. 6 Com

monwealth Law Review (of Australia) 62 (Nov.-

Dec).

The legislature of Australia passed an act

early in 1908 making final the decisions of

the Arbitration Court of New South Wales

having jurisdiction in labor disputes, and
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declaring that "the validity of any decision

shall not be challenged by prohibition or

otherwise." The effect of this provision seems

to be to clothe an inferior tribunal with such

powers as place it entirely outside the control

of higher courts, which cannot review its pro

ceedings even for the purpose of determin

ing whether the court has exceeded its

jurisdiction. While it might seem at first that

such a statute might be uliravires of the New

South Wales Parliament under the constitu

tion, the English statutes have given the

Parliament large discretion in the adminis-

trtation of justice.

The author says:—

"Even if some slight excess of jurisdiction

take place, owing to the honest mistake of

the presiding Judge, this may be preferably

in the public interest, rather than that the

usefulness of the Court should be hampered

and perhaps destroyed by repeated applica

tions of the writ of prohibition on highly

technical grounds."

Responsibility. "Responsibility in Law."

By R. W. Rankine Wilson. 34 Law Magazine

and Review 167 (Feb.).

The concluding paper in a series which

has now been issued in book form. The

author's purpose is to make an inquiry into

the nature of moral responsibility. Some of

the conceptions of Professors James and

Royce are considered.

Scientific Methods. "The Relation of

Political Science to History and to Practice."

By the Rt. Hon. James Bryce. 3 American

Political Science Review 1 (Feb.).

In his presidential address at the fifth

annual meeting of the American Political

Science Association at Washington, D. C,

Jan. 28, Mr. Bryce says that the reason why

many writers on political science are such

hard reading may be because they "keep us

too much in the field of abstractions." The

best writers are those who bring us closely in

contact with human facts. Montesquieu is

sometimes wrong in his facts and often wild

in his conjectures, but he is always interest

ing. The same thing may be said of some

writings of Tocqueville, Bagehot, Dicey, and

Sidgwick.

"That the study is, moreover, more in

structive the closer it keeps to facts will

appear when we consider the nature of the

matter it deals with. Broadly speaking, it

treats of Tendencies and of Institutions.

The general and permanent tendencies of

men in communities are the substratum of

all political theory. We learn them from

ethics and psychology as well as from history.

Considered as general and as permanent they

are few, and can be briefly stated

"Every institution—say the English parlia

ment or the New England town meeting,—

must be studied through its growth and in its

environment. Now in examining a political

institution there are four things to be re

garded.

"The first is its formal and legal character.

"The second is the needs it was meant to

meet and the purposes it actually serves.

"The third is the character of the men who

work it.

"The fourth is what may be called the

traditional color of the institution itself, i.e.,

the ideas entertained respecting it by the

people among whom it lives, the associations

they have for it, the respect it inspires.

"Without a comprehension of these three

latter the investigation of the institution as a

formal legal creation is unprofitable and may

be misleading. The essential point is to get

hold of the thing in its working. . . .

"The accuracy of the science, its solid

value, its usefulness to the world we live in,

depend upon the closeness with which it keeps

to the data supplied by history. It is not

a deductive science any more than it is a

branch of speculative philosophy. Some

writers have treated it as a set of abstractions.

. . . What can be more windy and empty,

more dry and frigid and barren than such

lucubrations upon sovereignty as we find in

John Austin and somestillmore recent writers?

Is this sort of treatment helpful today either

to a comprehension of the facts, which is

science, or to the service of mankind, which

is statesmanship? . . .

"A wide study of politics, like a wide study

of literature, tends to correct the excesses of

Nationalism. For a political philosopher

as well as for a Christian the true spirit is a

cosmopolitan spirit, which recognizes the

good that there is in all peoples, the con

tributions each of the civilized peoples has

made, the services each may render in the

future, the duty to help forward the races

that are behind, the gain to each nation from

developing the intellectual gifts and material

prosperity of the others." . . .

Standard Oil Company. See Corporations.

Status. "The Fifteenth Amendment to the

Constitution." By M. F. Morris. North

American Review, v. 189, p. 82 (Jan.).

The author, who was formerly Associate

Justice of the Court of Appeals of the District

of Columbia, considers that this amendment

"has been the source and cause of untold

calamity to our country."

Status (Fifteenth Amendment). "Race

Distinctions in American Law." By Gilbert

Thomas Stephenson. 43 American Law Re

view 29 (Jan.-Feb.).

The first of a series of articles the purpose

of which is to show that during the past
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forty-eight years all the states "have evolved

a body of laws which set the races apart from

one another and .... the courts, both state

and federal, have upheld these laws." The

present article discusses the legal definition of

Negro and Mulatto, how it is slander to call

a white man a TCegro, and what the proper

name of the black man is.

Status (Filipinos). Professor Jules Valery

writes to the Law Quarterly Review (25 L. Q.

R. 9, Jan.) to say:—

"It cannot be assumed that Filipinos have

no nationality. By Art. 3 of the treaty of

Paris, 'Spain cedes to the United States the

archipelago known as the Philippine Islands.'

Consequently these islands became part of the

territory of the United States, and their in

habitants became American subjects. It is

true that under Art. 9 their civil rights and

political status are to be determined by Con

gress, and this question is not yet settled.

But this is a point of internal, not of inter

national law."

Stock Exchanges (State Regulation) . "The

Poison of the Street." By Frederick S. Dick

son. Everybody's Magazine, v. 20, p. 226

(Feb.).

A vivid article on New York Stock Ex

change methods, by a Cleveland corporation

lawyer. He earnestly advocates the clean

sing of Wall street by means of legislation

insuring to the state intelligent and just

control of the most vital of all public utilities.

Tenement Houses. "The Slum as a Na

tional Asset." By Charles Edward Russell.

Everybody's Magazine, v. 20, p. 170 (Feb.).

Contrasts the methods of tenement housing

existing in Germany and the United States,

and urges the adoption of German methods

in this country, asserting that the German

government's labor policy is much more

humane and civilized than our own, the prin

ciple of working men's insurance being par

ticularly commended.

Torrent System. See Conveyances.

Trade (Promotion). "The Extension of

American Commerce." By Avard L. Bishop.

Atlantic Monthly, v. 103, p. 235 (Feb.).

Commends to this country the example of

Germany's systematic promotion of foreign

commerce by means of the Imperial Con

sultative Board and other bodies through

which close co-operation between the govern

ment and business interests is established.

Trade-Marks. See Labor-Unions.

Universities. "The Law of the Universi

ties—V, Discipline; VI, Education; VII,

Finance." By James Williams. 34 Law Maga

zine and Review 136 (Feb.).

Wagers. See Contracts (Illegal).

Wills. See Contracts.

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

America. "The Future of America." By

Gilbert K. Chesterton. Hampton's Magazine,

v. 22, p. 273 (Feb.).

A satirical article on America and the bad

outlook for an Anglo-American entente.

Biography. "Cleveland the Man—The First

Administration and the Second Campaign."

By George F. Parker. McClure's Magazine,

v. 32, p. 337 (Feb.).

Gives a graphic portrayal of Mr. Cleve

land's industrious and painstaking methods

during the first administration, from the pen

of one who worked with him at the White

House for seven weeks, and also throws

much light on his attitude toward political

and party affairs.

Biography. "Heney: A First Class Fighting

Man." Current Literature, v. 46, p. 154 (Feb.).

Describing the personality and career of

the aggressive San Francisco attorney.

Biography. "Reminiscences of Some of the

Dead of the Bench and Bar of Richmond."

By Judge George L. Christian. 14 Virginia

Law Register 657 (/o».) and 737 (Feb.).

Biography. "The Oratory of Lord Erskine."

By J. A. Lovat-Fraser. 34 Law Magazine and

Review 129 (Feb.).

"Whatever his failings in Parliament or

as a judge, Lord Erskine was, as Lord Camp

bell has said, 'without an equal in ancient

or modern times, as an advocate in the

forum.' "

China. "The China That Is." By David

Lambuth. American Review of Reviews, v. 39,

p. 209 (Feb.).

Throws some light on political conditions

in China and prospects of the progress of free

institutions.

Currency. "The Banking and Currency

Problem in the United States." By M. W.

Hazeltine. North American Review, v. 189,

p. 242 (Feb.).

Sketching the subject-matter of Victor

Morawetz's recent work on the above topic

and explaining how his plan for a central

agency regulating the issue and redemption

of national bank notes would work.
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Democracy. "The Old Order Changeth—II,

Beginnings of the Change." By William Allen

White. American Magazine, v. 67, p. 407

(Feb.).

Treating of the newer democracy which

has arisen particularly in the West, attach

ing hopeful significance to the adoption of the

initiative and referendum and other popular

measures.

Immigration (Chinese). "The Problem of

the Chinese in the Philippines." By Russell

McCulloch Story. 3 American Political Science

Review 30 (Feb.).

The author expresses the opinion that it

will be unwise for the United States to invite

a conflict between the Chinese and the Fili

pinos until it is itself willing to open its doors

freely to the labor of China. To admit the

Chinese to the Philippines now would invite

a disturbing social and economic factor.

Kentucky Night Riders. "They That Ride

by Night." By Eugene P. Lyle, Jr. Hamp

ton's Magazine, v. 22, p. 175 (Feb.).

A realistic story of the Night Riders of Ken

tucky and their part in the tobacco war.

Labor Problems. "The Industrial Dilemma

—I, Labor and the Railroads." By James O.

Fagan. Atlantic Monthly, v. 103, p. 145 (Feb.).

Presenting some vital information about

the relations between railroads and their

employees.

Liquor Problem. "The Scientific Solution

of the Liquor Problem." By Henry Smith

Williams, M.D. McClure's Magazine, v. 32,

p. 419 (Feb.).

The writer discusses means of scientific

elimination of the saloon evil and proposes

to substitute the Gothenburg system as a

means of reducing the number of saloons, by

the establishment of refreshment houses giv

ing equal prominence to the display of non

alcoholic beverages. He thinks this system

might well be transplanted from England to

America, inasmuch as "it has stood the test

of forty years' trial in Sweden and of ten

years' trial in England on a small scale."

Moroccan Situation. "The North African

Question and Its Relations to European Poli

tics." By George Frederick Andrews. 3

American Political Science Review 20 (Feb.).

An essay upon the Moroccan situation and

the prospects of France in Northern Africa.

Tariff. "Perplexities of Tariff Revision."

By Albert H. Washburn. North American

Review, v. 189, p. 203 (Feb.) .

Tariff. "The Future of the Tariff." By

Robert P. Porter. North American Review,

'v. 189, p. 194 (Feb.).

Advocates the appointment of a permanent

commission to suggest to Congress from time

to time needed changes in the tariff law.

University of Wisconsin. "Sending a State

to College." By Lincoln Steffens. American

Magazine, v. 67, p. 349 (Feb.).

Describes the methods of the University

of Wisconsin, which President Eliot called

the leading state university, and incidentally

indicates the part which this University takes

in shaping legislation by means of the bill-

drafting services performed by Dr. Charles

McCarthy, its lecturer on political science.

Reviews of Books

AMERICAN IDEALS

Ideals of the Republic. By James Schouler, LL.D.
Little, Brown & Co.. Boston. Pp. 304. (11.50 net I

THE historian James Schouler announces

the purpose of this volume to be "to trace

out those fundamental ideas, social and politi

cal, to which America owes peculiarly her

progress and prosperity, and to consider the

application of those ideas to present condi

tions." The book derives its material from

lectures given at Johns Hopkins University

in 1906—8, to close a connection of seventeen

years with its historical department.

The book starts with an enunciation of

fundamental rights of the Constitution and

traces their general application to modern

problems and to modern American life. About

the author's observations there is an atmos

phere of ripened judgment founded upon

close familiarity with the facts of history,

and of forbearing kindliness and good humor

in the discussion of tendencies with which he

is not in sympathy. Because of the broad,

human scope of the book and its wealth of

reflection, it is one which no lawyer would

mind adding to his library shelves, finding
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its spirit in many respects admirable and

inspiring.

To illustrate these qualities of the author

we will quote a typical passage, one showing

his breadth of observation, his whole-hearted

enthusiasm for the cause of progress, his devo

tion to what he conceives to be a national

ideal. The same passage will illustrate not

only characteristic qualities but characteristic

defects, as will be evident from his failure to

place upon the legislatures that responsi

bility which they must meet if real progress

is to be realized, and to interpret correctly

our state constitutions, which clearly impose

the direct responsibility for legislation not

upon the people but upon their legislative

agents:— tJSS

"Democracy has done stronger work in our

modernized state constitutions. A popular

dislike of legislative dominance in affairs—

of all caucus and log-rolling methods of gov

ernment—began to appear early in these

instruments; and most of the hampering

constraint imposed today upon that depart

ment aims to correct abuses which became

manifest. State workings are watched and

state constitutions remain open to speedy

amendment aside from mere statute. Both

legislature and administrators enter promptly

upon their work after the people have chosen

at the polls, and legislatures are mostly urged

to hold brief and unfrequent sessions, de

spatching the public business. Constraints

increase of late years rather than diminish;

and reform is upheld, not by new states

alone, but by many of the oldest and most

conservative of the Union. In short, what

an eighteenth-century legislature might have

chosen to do or leave undone, under its own

repealable rule or enactment, the fundamental

law in most states now commands peremp

torily. If it be objected that all such hamper

ing provisions show an increasing distrust of

the people's representatives, their wisdom or

honesty, we may reply that distrust is gen

erated among a supervising constituency,

confident of its own better understanding

how free government should be conducted,

and well assured of its own inherent honesty,

and its capacity to give instructions. There

is scarcely a change, such as I allude to, in

legislative power and procedure, which is

not on the whole a change for the better."

P. 196.

The foregoing may not only be not juridic

ally sound, but imperfect as a statement of

facts. Who can say that a great many of

the limitations upon legislative action, if

indeed they are true limitations rather than

mere definitions of procedure, have not been

virtually self-imposed ?

Professor Schouler has not attempted an

essay in legal or political science, and it

might therefore not be wholly fair to apply

scientific tests. Any work intended for gen

eral circulation, however, is largely dependent

for weight and authoritativeness upon a firm

foundation of scientific principle. Because

the author yields to a tendency that has

dominated many writers both in the past

and in the present, he misses something of

correctness and perspective. The defect may

not be serious, but it is sufficient to deprive

the book of the great value that it might

otherwise have as an analysis of American

institutions, and to place it in the category

of unauthoritative lay discussion.

The author's apparent familiarity with more

intricate phases of his subject is such as to

lead one to look for a skillful handling of the

problems of American institutions, but when

one has read a little way one finds that he

belongs not among the scientific writers but

among the dogmatists. He adopts the theory

of natural rights and the social contract.

Many American writers on jurisprudence may

have done the same thing, but in Professor

Schouler's case it means that he is inclined

to misinterpret democracy, as tantamount,

one might almost say, to a repeal of the

entire law of status. The doctrine that all

men are equal ("men" including of course

women and children), if carried to a logical

conclusion would mean the wrongfulness of

such a thing as a law of persons existing.

Professor Schouler does not commit absurdi

ties, but he shares an unscientific tendency.

The ancient division between democrats

and aristocrats—using the words to denote

differences of political theory—is no longer

of much practical use. Temperamentally men

fall into one of two classes,—either they try

to superimpose some artificial theory of their

own upon society, or they are content to

accept the facts of human nature as they

find them. On one hand we have the political

dogmatists, and they may be either demo

crats or aristocrats, for extreme democracy

and extreme aristocracy are alike based on

unreasoning prejudice. On the other hand

we have those whom we may call political

moderates, because they seek to free them

selves from prejudice and to view all political

theories in the light of common sense. This

latter class much better understands the

meaning of the complex spirit of modern

democracy than does the former. The former,

in spite of its good intentions, succeeds only

in embarrassing the wise solution of con

temporary problems of constitutionality and
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public policy, because of its temperamental

preference of arbitrary to analytical proposi

tions.

Many American citizens, doubtless, con

sider that they live under the laws of nature

not less than of men, and deduce from the

principle of human equality some one of these

corrollaries: popular nominations, popular

amendments to the Constitution, extension

of the initiative and referendum, unrestricted

immigration, substitution of state for federal

regulation of commerce, popular election of

Senators, and woman suffrage. But the

science of political institutions has made such

progress that modern culture on the whole

abandons the theory of a state of nature

held by Locke, Rousseau, and the idealists

of democracy. Most contemporary politi

cal discussion recognizes the intricacy

of social and political phenomena, and realizes

that the theoretical equality of men, though

desirable, may not be wholly practicable in

actual life. The various parts of every society

act and react upon one another. The strong

inevitably influence the weak, hence political

equality must to some extent, at least, be

a legal fiction. As Mr. James Bryce declared

in his president's address before the American

Political Science Association:—

"The multitude has neither the knowledge

nor the time nor the unflagging interest that

are needed to enable it to rule . . . The

excellence of a democracy largely depends on

the extent to which the number of those who

really rule by virtue of their intelligence and

their activity can be increased, so whatever

stimulates these qualities strengthens a demo

cratic government and raises its quality."

We intend no injustice to Professor Schouler

when we say that notwithstanding a modera

tion of tone that belies a harsh characteriza

tion, he belongs among the dogmatists rather

than among the moderates. Without taking

up an extreme position or assuming an attitude

undignified for a scholar, he adopts the

unscientific terminology of natural, political,

and civil rights, thereby importing a fanciful

construction into his definition of the funda

mental prerogatives granted citizens by the

Constitution. He wrongly reads the Consti

tution in the light of the Declaration of

Independence, which is a legal document only

in so far as it asserts the dignity of the English

common law. His book illustrates a tem

peramental tendency to dogmatize, in his

endorsement of such principles as those of

the popular nomination of Senators and the

extension of the initiative and referendum.

Candor demands recognition of the fact,

however, that Mr. Schouler is not on the

whole extreme in his attitude toward novel

phases of democratic idealism. Caution and

discretion restrain his pen, and make his dis

cussion of current questions readable and

helpful. There is brightness of observation

in this book. Note for example what he says

regarding the fitness of the Anglo-Saxon race

for democratic institutions (p. 262) :—

"Some have held . . . that of all men the

British-born has ever been strongly reluctant

to concede anything Uke a social equality.

But this is exaggeration. It is rather in his

strong individuality, in his sturdy personal

regard for the independent rights of himself

and his household, that the Anglo-Saxon has

figured historically, in contrast with the more

sympathetic, submissive or emotional types

of continental Europe. The Englishman dis

dains others or remains indifferent to them

until a better acquaintance and intercourse

has compelled his respect; but he is not

impervious to impressions. And he has,

withal, a conscience and a profound sense of

justice."

COSTIGAN'S MINING LAW

Handbook on American Mining Law. By George P.
Costigan. Jr. West Publishing Co.. St. Paul. Pp. xiv,
765; appendices, table of cases, index. ($3.75.)

A good work on mining law, such as will

meet the joint needs of student and practi

tioner, has long been somewhat of a desidera

tum, and Mr. George P. Costigan, Jr., Dean of

the College of Law of the University of

Nebraska, has met this want in an authorita

tive treatise recently published in the useful

Hornbook series. The "Hornbook" plan

throws the rules and principles of law into

black-letter paragraphs which, taken together,

present a skeleton outline of the whole topic.

The value of this book can be inferred merely

from the qualifications of the author, who

has lived in mining camps, has practised law

in the mining law states of Colorado and

Utah, and has had several years of experience

as a teacher of mining law.

Examination of the volume will confirm

the impression of its learning and industry.

While the author acknowledges his indebted

ness to predecessors, in particular to the

authors of Morrison's Mining Rights and

Lindley's Mines, he has put a vast amount of

his own labor into the book, filling 535 com

pact pages with lucid information and orderly

discussion of the various topics. The scope

and symmetry of the treatment are indicated

by the following list of chapter headings:— ^

1. The Origin and History of American Mining Law.
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2. The Mining Law Status of the States, Territories,
and Possessions of the United States.

3. The Land Department and the Public Surveys.
4. The Relation Between Mineral Lands and the

Public Land Grants.
5. The Relation Between Mineral Lands and Home

stead, Timber and Desert Entries.
6. The Relation Between Mineral Lands and the

Various Public Land Reservations.
7. The Relation Between Mineral Lands and Town

Sites.
8. Definitions of Practical Mining Terms.
0. Definitions of Mining Law Terms.
10. The Discovery of Lode and Placer Claims.
11. Who May and Who May Not Locate Mining

Claims.
12. The Location of Lode Claims.
13. The Location of Mill Sites.
14. The Location of Tunnel Sites and of Blind Lodes

Cut by Tunnels.
15. The Location of Placers and of Lodes Within

Placers.
16. The Annual Labor or Improvements Require

ments.
17. The Abandonment, Forfeiture, and Relocation of

Lode and Placer Mining Claims.
18. Uncontested Application to Patent Mining Claims.
19. Adverse Proceedings and Protests Against Patent

Applications.
20. Patents.
21. Subsurface Rights.
22. Coal Land and Timber and Stone Land Entries

and Patents.
23. Oil and Gas Leases.
24. Other Mining Contracts and Leases.
25. Mining Partnerships and Tenancies in Common !
26. Conveyances and Liens. *
27. Mining Remedies.
28. Water Rights and Drainage. Appendices.

In our opinion the author has not only

justified the appearance of this book, but has

conferred a boon upon the profession by sup

plying a standard up-to-date treatise, written

by a text writer who has both the technical

knowledge of mining and the legal learning

to render his work valuable.

In the appendices will be found the various

federal statutes and departmental rules and

regulations governing mineral lands not only

in the mining law states but in Alaska and

the Philippines. The Texas statutes on min

ing are also inserted because the author deems

them of general interest as constituting, unlike

other state statutes, a complete system of

laws independent of federal control or inter

ference.

The citations are full and the volume will

meet the needs of the practising lawyer as

well as of the student. To the profession in

general the book will also have an interest,

as the author treats his subject in no narrow

mechanical spirit, and the historical portions,

describing the origin and development of the

different rules of mining law, are at times

exceedingly interesting.

BOOKS RECEIVED

Receipt of the following books, which will

be reviewed later, is acknowledged:—

Hubbell's Legal Directory for Lawyers and Business
Men. 39th year, 1909. Hubbell Publishing Co., New

York. Pp. 1428+400. (SS.35 delivered.)

The Law of Apartments, Flats and Tenements. By
William George. Fallon Law Boole Co., New York.
Pp. 213+index and appendices 276. ($4.)

The American As He Is. By Nicholas Murray Butler,
President of Columbia University. The Macmillan
Co., New York. Pp. x, 97, index. ($1 tut.)

The Law of Guaranty Insurance. By Thomas Gold
Frost, Ph.D., LL.D. Little, Brown & Co., Boston.
2d edition. Pp. liv, 770, and index. ($6 tut.)

The Banking and Currency Problem in the United
States. By victor Morawetz. North American Re
view Publishing Co., New York. Pp. 119. (11 tut.)

France and the Alliances—The Struggle for the
Balance of Power. By Andri Tardieu, Honorary First
Secretary in the French diplomatic service. The
Macmillan Co., New York. Pp. x, 309, index. ($1.50
tut.)

The Law of Real Property (Based on Minor's Insti
tutes). By Raleigh Colston Minor. M.A., B.L., Pro
fessor of Law in the University of Virginia. Anderson
Bros., Univ. of Va. 2 v., pp. 1602, and table of cases
and index 233. ($11.50.)

Notes of Cases*

BANKRUPTCY. (Neglect to file sched

ules.) D. 0.—In Matter of Schulmcm 6> Gold

stein, 20 Am. B. R. 707, 164 Fed. Rep. 440,

it has been held that on creditors' motion

to punish an involuntary bankrupt, as forcon

tempt, for neglect to file his schedules, he will

•Copies of the pamphlet Reporters containing

full reports of any of these decisions which are

cited in the National Reporter System may be

secured from the West Publishing Company, St.

Paul. Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In ordering,

the title of the desired case should be given as well

as the citation of volume and page of the Reporter

in which it is printed.

be fined a sufficient sum to compensate the

attorneys for moving party; and if the imposi

tion of such fine does not put a stop to the

delay in filing schedules, imprisonment will

be imposed.

BANKRUPTCY. (Waiver of exemptions.)

U. S. 0. 0. A. Oa.—The Georgia Constitution

forbids the waiver by a debtor of the right

to exemption of wearing apparel and $300.00

worth of household and kitchen furniture and

provisions. In Citizens' Bank v. Hargraves,

164 Fed. Rep. 613, petitioner had offered four
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mules as security for a loan from the bank,

which at maturity was not repaid. By con

sent of all parties the mules were sold free

of all liens for $468.00. Thereafter petitioner

claimed an exemption of $300.00 therein.

From the quandary as to whether those mules

were wearing apparel, household or kitchen

furniture the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals

delivers us by deciding that the exemption

is confined to specific articles and that peti

tioner, having waived his right to property

without the exemption, cannot reclaim it.

BONOS AND MORTGAGES. (Action under

foreign statutes.) N. Y.—The parties to a

bond and mortgage on real property in New

Jersey were residents of that state. Plain

tiff in Hutchinson v. Ward, 85 N. E. Rep. 390,

was the assignee of the obligee of the bond.

The action was brought in New York to

recover an amount remaining due on the

bond. 2 Gen. St. N. J. 1895, p. 2111, as

amended by Act March 23, 1881 (P. L. 1881,

p. 184) provides that where a bond and

mortgage are given for the same debt an action

may be brought on the bond within six

months after foreclosure for any deficiency,

and that judgment for the creditor shall open

the foreclosure entitling the mortgagor to

sue within six months to redeem. On the

question of suing in New York, the court

asserts that plaintiff was not attempting to

enforce some pecuniary liability or remedy

created by a foreign statute. He was seek

ing to enforce a common law obligation,

which had not wholly lost its force. The

action was transitory and maintainable out

side the state where the contract was made.

The provisions of the New Jersey statute,

however, were a part of the contract, and

regulated the manner of performance. The

action was commenced within the statutory

period of six months after the sale of the

mortgaged premises. As the statute was

general as to any suit on the bond and as to

the effect of a recovery thereon, such a

recovery would open the foreclosure sale and

permit the judgment debtor to redeem.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. (Validity of

bulk sales law.) LI.—The Bulk Sales Law of

Illinois provides that all sales of merchandise

not in the usual course of trade will be pre

sumed to be fraudulent unless certain formal

ities designed to protect creditors are com

plied with. Without regard to these

provisions one who had been unsuccessful in

tbe grocery business sold her stock at a fair

price and applied the proceeds on a note which

she owed a bank. In Charles J. Off 6V» Co.

v. Morehead, 85 N. E. Rep. 264, it was con

tended that this sale was void on the sole

ground that the formalities required by the

Bulk Sales Law had not been observed. The

Supreme Court of Illinois held this act un

constitutional as it singled out persons of a

particular class, and imposed burdens upon

them from which all other classes are exempt,

thus depriving them of liberty and property,

in that they are not permitted to contract

in respect to a particular kind of property

subject to the same laws applicable to other

classes of property, and hostile to those pro

visions of the Bill of Rights providing that

all men have certain inherent rights, includ

ing life, liberty, etc., and that no person shall

be deprived of life, liberty, or property with

out due process of law.

CORPORATIONS. (Agreement between

two factions regarding selection of directors.)

Ga.—An agreement between two factions of

the shareholders of a railroad company incor

porated by the secretary of state, to the effect

that one of such factions owning half of the

corporate stock shall have the right in

definitely to name a majority of the directors

of the company, and thus manage and control

its affairs, is held, in Morel v. Hoge, 130 Ga.

625, 61 S. E. 487, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1136, to

be against public policy, and void.

CORPORATIONS. (Gross earnings.) Minn.

—As to what income or earnings received by

a railway company should be included within

the term "gross earnings" was the question

recently before the Supreme Court of Minne

sota in State v. Minnesota 6V* /. Ry. Co., 118

N. W. Rep. 679. The corporation contended

that the term was limited to the receipts

and expenditures on account of the operation

of the railroad, and that if it were taxed

upon its gross earnings received in operating

leased portions of the track and the lessor

corporation also were taxed, double taxa

tion would result. The court held that earn

ings received by railway companies while per

forming work incident to, or connected with,

the business of transportation, and which

may reasonably be considered within the

scope of their corporate powers, constitute

"gross earnings." Within the case two

minute classifications are made, the amount

received for the use of the equipment, such as

steam shovels, work trains, etc., falling within

the term, and money received from the sale
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of old equipment and surplus supplies, and

in the repair of cars being excepted.

CORPORATIONS. (Sale of stock at fair

value voidable by minority stockholders.)

0. 0. A.—A sale of corporate property to the

owner of a majority of the stock, for its fair

value, but for less than might have been ob

tained for it from another, at a regular meet

ing of the directors and the stockholders at

which the purchaser's stock was voted for

the sale, is held, in Wheeler v. Abilene Nat.

Bank Building Co., 159 Fed. 391, 16 L. R. A.

(N. S.) 892, to be voidable at the election of

the minority stockholders.

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY. (Workmen

under different employers not fellow ser

vants.) N. Y.—The case of Stanley Hod Ele

vator Co., appellant, v. John Henry, respon

dent, 114 N. Y. Suppl. 38, came before the

Appellate Division of the New York Supreme

Court in January on appeal from a judgment

handed down by the Supreme Court in

February, 1908, against the Stanley Hod Eleva

tor Co., the appellant in this action and defen

dant in the court below.

The plaintiff in the court below was a

common laborer in the employ of J. T. Finn &

Co., who were engaged in the erection of a

six-story building and obtained from the

defendant a hoisting elevator with all its

appliances, and an engineer to operate it.

The plaintiff was seriously injured by an

accident which the jury decided to be due

to negligence in the operation of the elevator.

The Appellate Division unanimously affirmed

the decision of the court below, declaring that

the liability of the defendant was established

within the authority of a number of cases,

the principles declared in Mills v. Thomas

Elevator Co. (54 App. Div. 124, 66 N. Y.

Suppl. 398, aff. 172 N. Y. 660, 65 N. E. 1119)

and other ruling cases. With reference to

the contention of counsel for the appellant

that this case differed from those on which

the Supreme Court had based its decision, in

that the engineer operating the elevator was

a fellow servant with the plaintiff arid the

plaintiff's employer had the right to dis

charge him, on this point the court held that

the fact that the engineer reported for work

to the foreman and received directions from

the employees of Finn & Co. "did not operate

to change his relation to the defendant as its

servant (Johnson v. Netherlands American

Steam Navigation Co., 132 N. Y. 576, 30 N.

E. 505)," and the appellant's contention for

non-liability could not be sustained on the

ground that the plaintiff and engineer were

engaged in the same employment, for the

engineer had no connection with the work for

which the plaintiff was employed, and was

not, therefore, a fellow servant.

EVIDENCE. (Exhumation of dead body

to establish innocence of accused.) Tex.—

In Gray v. State, 114 S. W. Rep. 635, it ap

peared that Gray and another man had

engaged in an altercation which resulted in

the death of the latter. The state con

tended that Gray had shot from behind while

he insisted that he had shot in self-defense

while deceased was advancing upon him with

a drawn knife. There was a ragged bullet

hole in the breast of deceased, which accused

declared marked the entrance of the bullet

but which the state asserted indicated its

exit. To settle this question accused en

deavored to have the body exhumed and

examined. If the bullet was in the body the

defense would be greatly strengthened and if

it had passed through, the evidence would

be advantageous to the state. The exhuma

tion was vigorously opposed by the state.

It seems strange that the evidence which

would have upheld one theory or the other

was so violently opposed by the prosecuting

attorney, especially when the life of a pos

sibly innocent man hung in the balance. The

Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas decided

that every consideration of respect for the

dead would suggest that the dust of the

deceased should remain undisturbed unless

justice required a disinterment, but in this

case the examination was considered neces

sary for the protection of appellant.

EVIDENCE. (Telephone conversation

overheard through connecting instrument.)

N. Y.—The Supreme Court of New York,

Appellate Term, has decided (January, 1909)

that a witness may testify as to conversation

overheard by means of a connecting tele

phone. In Rimes v. Carpenter, 114 N. Y.

Suppl. 96, the question being that of conver

sation between a broker and his customer,

the testimony of a witness who had over

heard the conversation by the use of another

telephone at the broker's place of business

had been excluded by the court below, on

the ground that since the witness heard the

conversation upon another instrument in a

room other than that in which the defendant's

agent was speaking, the evidence was in its

nature incompetent. The Appellate Term,
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per Bischoff, J., in ordering a new trial,

said:

"Unquestionably a conversation overheard

between parties whose voices are recognized

by the witness may be proven, and there is no

ground for distinction, in principle, between

such a case and that of a conversation by tele

phone, which the witness overhears, where

the actual connection between the instru

ments is shown in such wise as to identify

the very conversation, and the persons hold

ing the conversation are known."

INSURANCE. (Loss caused by civil

authorities mayinclude any action holding up

rents.) Md.—Delay in rebuilding a structure

the rents of which are insured, owing to re

fusal of a permit by the municipal authori

ties, so that the rents are not re-established

as soon as they might otherwise be, is held, in

Palatine Ins. Co. v. O'Brien, 68 Atl. 484,

16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1055, to be within the pro

visions of the policy that the company will

not be liable for loss caused by order of any

civil authority.

INSURANCE. (Parol evidence admissible

to show estoppel, without waiver on policy

in writing.) Ark.—Parol evidence of acts

tending to show an estoppel upon an insurance

company to take advantage of false answers in

an application is held, in People's F.Ins.Asso.

v. Coyne, 79 Ark. 315, 96 S. W. 365, 16 L.R.A.

(N. S.) 1180, to be admissible, notwithstand

ing provisions in the policy that no waiver

shall be effective unless indorsed in writing

on the policy at the home office of the in

surer. With this case is an elaborate note

collating the other authorities on the parol

evidence rule as to varying or contradicting

written contracts as affected by the doctrine

of waiver or estoppel, as applied to insur

ance policies.

MONOPOLIES. (Contracts co-extensive

with patent rights not invalidated by Sher

man Act.) U. S. 0. 0.—In Blount Manufac

turing Co. v. Yale cV* Towne Manufacturing

Co., Mr. Justice Brown of the United States

Circuit Court decided Jan. 19 in favor of the

plaintiff, who had asked for an accounting

in accordance with the terms of a contract

with the defendant concerning the profits

arising from the manufacture and sale of

liquid door checks. It was held that a con

tract, though of such a nature as to be in

violation of the Sherman anti-trust act if it

applied to ordinary articles of trade, does not

conflict with that act if it is only co-extensive

with the monopoly conferred by letters patent,

and creates no additional restraint of trade

or monopoly. The Court quoted several de

cisions in regard to the question, including

that of the National Harrow Company v.

Hench, 83 Fed. 36, 27 C. C. A. 349, 39 L. R.

A. 299, in the third circuit of the United

States Court of Appeals. But the Court

added: "When no question of the value of

the right of excluding others is involved, I

am unable to find in the patent laws any

reason for upholding an agreement for the

suppression or restraint of trade in patented

articles against the provisions of the Sherman

act."

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS. (Amend

ment of charters.) Mass.—The Supreme

Court of Massachusetts in Graham v. Roberts,

85 N. E. Rep. 1009, finds new problems in St.

1908, p. 542, c. 574, amending the charter of

Haverhill. It declares in the outset that the

statute prescribes a very radical departure

from the general methods of municipal gov

ernment, and it is even doubted whether the

practical working will be satisfactory to the

people who have adopted it. The regula

tions as to elections are principally assailed.

They provide for a preliminary election for

nominations for office, prohibit the use on the

official ballot of the names of candidates

named by nomination papers or by caucus,

forbid the use of a statement of the candi

date's party, and require that 25 voters shall

request that a candidate's name be put on

the ballot before it shall be placed there.

These are held to be valid regulations of the

election of municipal officers and not in con

flict with Declaration of Rights, art. 9, pt. 1,

providing that all elections ought to be free,

and that the inhabitants of the common

wealth have an equal right to elect officers

and to be elected for public employments.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS. (Notice

as to defects in streets.) Minn.—The Waseca

(Minn.) home rule charter restricts liabil

ity for injuries on defective streets unless

written notice of the defect has been filed

with the city clerk ten days previous to the

injury. This provision is seemingly unrea

sonable in its sweeping restrictions. By it

the unfortunate individual by some sort of

necromancy must ascertain that he is about

to be injured on a defective street and then

notify the municipal authorities to guard

against such an untoward occurrence. The

Supreme Court of Minnesota in Schigley v.
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City of Waseca, 118 N. W. Rep. 259, declares

the provision entirely proper. After review

ing similar provisions in numerous charters

it concludes that it is clear upon principle and

authority that the legislature may grant or

deny to individuals a right of action against

municipal corporations for injuries resulting

from the negligent manner in which streets

and highways are maintained. Having this

power, it may grant the right of action upon

any conditions which it chooses to prescribe.

It may therefore provide that the city shall not

be liable unless it has had actual notice of the ex

istence of the defect in the street for a desig

nated or reasonable time before the accident.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS. (Power

to prescribe skating rink hours.) Miss.—

Relying on the power given it by the state

to regulate dance halls and skating rinks, a

municipality passed an ordinance providing

that they should be closed from six p. m. to

six a. m., and that any person using such place

of amusement within the prohibited time

should be liable to fine or imprisonment or

both. Johnson, the proprietor of one of these

establishments, applied for an injunction,

alleging that the ordinance was unreasonable

and void and destroyed his business. In

Johnson v. Town of Philadelphia, 47 So. 526,

the Supreme Court of Mississippi held that

every power given by a state to a municipality

to pass ordinances, contained the implied

restriction that the ordinance should be rea

sonable, and not destructive of a lawful occu

pation. It is manifest that this regulation

will destroy Johnson's business. Under pre

tense of regulation the business attempted

to be regulated cannot be destroyed. Rights

cannot be stealthily taken away, under a

power of municipalities which is defensive

and cannot perform the offices of a weapon

of destruction.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS. (Buyer

knowing paper void for usury cannot enforce

payment.) N. Y.—A bank which purchased

from an individual negotiable paper, know

ing it to be void for usury, is held, iaSchles-

inger v. Lehmaier, 191 N. Y. 69, 83 N. E. 657,

16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 626, not to be able to en

force payment of it from the maker, notwith

standing a statute provides that in case of

any usurious loans made only the interest

shall be forfeited, with a penalty for exacting

it, where the legislature has protected only

holders in good faith without notice from

defects in title to negotiable paper.

PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS.

(City ordinance fixing rates valid unless

clearly confiscatory.) U. S. Sup. Ot.—In The

Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Knoxville,

appellant, v. Knoxville Water Company, 29

Sup. Ct. 148, the Supreme Court of the United

States, per Mr. Justice Moody, reversed the

decree of the United States Circuit Court

for the Eastern District of Tennessee, which

had given judgment against the city, in a

suit in equity which had been brought by

the company to restrain the enforcement of

an ordinance fixing the maximum rates to

be charged (Jan. 4, 1909) :—

"It cannot be doubted that in a clear case

of confiscation it is the right and duty of the

court to annul the law. Thus, in Reagan v.

Farmers' Loan Trust Co. (154 U. S. 362,

14 Sup. Ct. 1047, 38 L. Ed. 1014), where the

property was worth more than its capitaliza

tion, and upon the admitted facts the rates

prescribed would not pay one half the inter

est on the bonded debt; in Covington, etc..

Turnpike Co. v. Sandford (164 U. S. 578,

17 Sup. Ct. 198, 41 L. Ed. 560), where the

rates prescribed would not even pay operat

ing expenses; in Smyth v. Ames (169 U. S.

466, 18 Sup. Ct. 418, 42 L. Ed. 819), where

the rates prescribed left substantially noth

ing over operating expenses and cost of ser

vice, and in Ex parte Young (28 Sup. Ct. 441),

where on the aspect of the case which was

before the court it was not disputed that

the rates prescribed were in fact confisca

tory, injunctions were severally sustained.

But the case before us is not a case of this

kind. . . .

"Regulation of public service corpora

tions, which perform their duties under con

ditions of necessary monopoly, will occur with

greater and greater frequency as time goes

on. It is a delicate and dangerous function,

and ought to be exercised with a keen sense

of justice on the part of the regulating body,

met by a frank disclosure on the part of the

company to be regulated. The courts ought

not to bear the whole burden of saving prop

erty from confiscation, though they will not

be found wanting where the proof is clear.

The legislatures and subordinate bodies to

whom the legislative power has been dele

gated, ought to do their part."

WILLS. (Bequests of personalty.) Del.—

The rule in Shelley's Case is held, in Jones v.

Rees, 69 Atl. 785, 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 734, not

to extend to bequests of personalty.
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JURIES OF ILLITERATES

ATRIAL now in progress illustrates

the absurdity of following out to

their logical conclusion the stricter rules

that have grown up in connection with

jury trials. If the jury system is not

to perish altogether, a result which some

writers have predicted to be inevitable

in consequence of its defects, it is to

be kept alive not by uncompromising

adherence to rules that have outlived

their usefulness, but by intelligent inter

pretation of the purpose of those rules

and liberal construction of their letter

and spirit.

Were the rule that any juror is incom

petent who has read anything whatever

in the public press regarding the cir

cumstances of an important case to be

interpreted in its narrower and more

rigorous sense, the outcome would be

simply that in a short time no case of

great public interest could be tried by

anything but a jury composed entirely

of illiterates. The doctrine to which

lawyers have always been accustomed

is that of the necessity of the jury being

influenced by nothing whatever except

the evidence adduced in the trial, in

arriving at its verdict with regard to

the facts in dispute. Are we to con

strue this principle so narrow-mindedly

as to deem it necessary to place upon

our juries none but men who, the more

ignorant and stupid they are and in

different to the world's happenings, the

better fitted they are to perform the

function of a most vital part of the

mechanism of justice? Or are we, on

the other hand, to consider that men of

sound and alert faculties, accustomed

to watch contemporary affairs with a

live interest, are the most competent to

reach a dispassionate judgment with re

gard to any debatable facts, and are the

less likely to be swayed by considera

tions prejudicial to the just settlement

of a controversy ? Perhaps in time some

such rule as this could be established, a

rule seemingly in harmony with the ends

for which the jury system exists. A

juror who has read anything bearing upon

the facts of a controversy is not thereby

disqualified, unless the matter brought to

his attention is such as might have led

a reasonable man to form a prejudice not

easily to be overcome. There would most

surely be serious practical obstacles to

the adoption of a rule like this, but

it will perhaps serve to illustrate in a

general way the sort of thing to be de

sired some day.

We need for our juries not so much

men who simply by accident have never

come under the influence of a prejudicial

view of facts in dispute, but rather men

of the type that could resist that influ

ence and view any question fair-

mindedly. As we conceive it, the con

stitutional phrase "an impartial jury"

does not signify an ignorant jury, nor a

jury devoid of the power to grasp the

common-sense distinction between evi
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dence properly bearing upon the case

and evidence irrelevant to the facts and

therefore inadmissible. It would not

be hard, we fancy, to show that a man's

common law right to a trial by his peers

signifies that his rights are rather to be

upheld by his being tried by men of a

higher than of a lower mental type.

We spoke in this department last month

of the special demands made upon the

intelligence of the jury by expert testi

mony, and we would emphasize at this

time the conviction that the whole jury

system must stand or fall by the stan

dard of intelligence required of jurors.

THE RIGHTS OF A DOMESTIC ANIMAL

The common law vests in a reputable dog

the right of going and coming where he listeth,

without charging his master for trespass.

Chunot v. Larsen, 43 Wis. 543.

The English Court of Appeal, in Higgins v.

Searle, decided Feb. 8, seems to have declared

a similar principle when it held that the

owner of a pig or any other naturally harm

less animal is not liable for an accident due to

its presence in the highway.

The other day a motor car was proceeding

quietly on its way through a New England

village, when suddenly a chicken, pursued

by a cat, crossed the road, scaring a little

pony coming in the opposite direction driven

by two little girls, one of whom carried a

poodle dog in her lap. The poodle, spying the

cat, in a second had jumped out of the pony-

cart, and the driver of the automobile, in

order to avoid running over the poodle, had

to stop the machine in the middle of the road.

A collie belonging to a woman in the motor

car then leapt out before she could detain it

and chased the poodle. The little girls had

now lost control of the pony, and the chauffeur,

seeing a runaway approaching, was eager to

avoid a collision, so he started the machine,

turning it sharply toward the gutter, but

beholding the two dogs fighting there and the

cat bristling on the opposite side of the road,

he steered toward a stone wall over which

the chicken was trying to escape, at which

sight he so lost his nerve as to let the machine

crash at full speed into the wall, where it was

totally demolished. The owner of the auto

mobile then brought suit for damages against

the owner of the chicken, claiming that it was

entirely responsible for the accident.

The Court, in giving judgment, said:—

"There can be no possible doubt as to the

chicken having been the proximate cause of

the accident. For had the chicken not crossed

the road, the cat would not have scared the

pony; had the pony not been scared, the

poodle could not have got out of the pony

cart; had the poodle not left the pony cart,

the automobile would not have stopped; had

the automobile not stopped, the collie and

the poodle would not have been in the gutter;

had the collie and poodle not been in the

gutter, the cat would not have hung round to

see things through; had the cat not remained

on the scene, the chicken would not have been

trying to scale the wall; and had the chicken

not been trying to scale the wall, the chauffeur

would have kept his nerve and have saved the

machine from accident.

"Yet though the chicken caused the acci

dent, the chicken's act was not in itself violent

or dangerous. This chicken would doubtless

have made a tender broiler; it was gentle and

inoffensive, and not being ferae naturae its

destruction of the automobile was uncon

scious and free from malice. Therefore, the

chicken not having exceeded its common law

rights, this action cannot be maintained, and

judgment must be entered for the defendant."

JUDICIAL EFFICIENCY HAS NOT

ATTAINED ITS MAXIMUM

Judge William L. Putnam of the

United States Circuit Court in an ad

dress at Boston a few weeks ago,

deplored the unfortunate fact that

we do not, as a rule, make our

judgeships remunerative enough to at

tract the best lawyers, and said that

ordinarily this country gets for judges

and prosecuting officers by no means

the best nor the ablest men.

When our Chief Justices receive sal

aries of only $2000 in Oregon, $2500 in

Nebraska, and $3000 in Arizona and

twelve other states, is it strange that

the administration of justice is no more

efficient? Comparatively small salaries
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may not have prevented able men in

and around New York from accepting

appointments to the Federal bench, but

the danger of belittling the dignity of

courts and of obstructing justice by

incapacity is ever present, and one for

which the American public needs to be

continually on its guard.

JUDICIAL "GRAFT" IN PERSIA

"When I was in the service of his Majesty

the Shah of Persia," said Colonel Mesrop

Nevton, Khan, in an address in New York

last month, "I saw many women coming to

the imperial palace, veiled, to ask for justice.

The skill which women have obtained in

looking after their affairs I saw illustrated one

day at the palace of the Archbishop, as I will

call him. He was the son-in-law of the Shah.

An old woman came, whose husband had

taken a young and pretty wife, and died

very suddenly soon afterward, when it was

found that the young wife had possession of

all the property and the old wife was even

to be driven from the house.

" 'Yes,' said the Archbishop, 'I will do

everything I can for you, but first you must

give me $500.'

" 'I will give you more than $500 when I

get my property, but now I haven't a cent,'

pleaded the woman.

"But she'^wept and pleaded in vain, and

finally went off to try to get the $500, or a

present which would be the equivalent.

" 'I had to tell her to give me $500,' said

the Archbishop to me in a whisper, 'for I

have already taken $500 from the young

wife.'

"You talk of 'graft' in New York," inter

polated the Colonel, "but you want to go to

Persia to see it in its refined condition. All

this was done in open court."

A HUNG JURY

A New York lawyer says that not

long ago he was engaged to aid in the

defense of a man on trial in a small

New England town. The New Yorker

was anxious to get back to the city, and

pushed the case as much as possible,

with the happy result that the jury

retired by one o'clock. The evidence

had been conclusive, and a verdict for

the defendant should have been ren

dered in a few minutes, but the darkness

arrived without a sign from the jury-

room. There was nothing else for it,

after the judge had ascertained that the

jury desired no instruction in the law,

but to adjourn the court until the next

day.

The next morning eleven weary men

and one with a dogged look upon his

face filed into the jury box. The

dogged man was the foreman.

"Have you reached a decision, gen

tlemen?" the Clerk asked.

"No, we ain't!" the foreman said,

glaring at the eleven. "We can't come

to no verdict. I have, but there's eleven

plumb fools on this 'ere jury!"

Recorder Picquet imposed a fine of

$30,000,000 upon each one of seven Negroes

at Augusta, Ga., Feb. 12, for violating the

health ordinances. When the laughter in the

court-room had subsided he suspended sentence

on condition that each one of the defendants

deposited a dollar with the clerk.

IS THERE A LAW OF FACTS ?

In his edition of Best's Principles of

the Law of Evidence, Mr. Charles F.

Chamberlayne says that "the need for

insistence upon a dominating influence

for scientific principle in the treatment

of evidence was seldom, if ever, greater

than at the present time."

Commenting on Mr. Chamberlayne' s

views, a reviewer of the work named

says (7 Michigan Law Review 366, Feb.) :

His indictment charges the confusion of

the law of evidence, which is a branch of the

adjective law, concerned only with the es

tablishing of facts judicially, with rules of

substantive law which themselves are con

cerned only with the definition of rights and

obligations. And it involves further the

charge that the judge in our modern practice

has become subordinated to the jury in the
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sense that for~an""errorTof the court in the

application of some empirical rule during the

progress of the trial the judgment may be

overturned, where for a like fault on the part

of the jury there is no redress. In other

words he objects to the doctrine that a litigant

has a right as matter of law "to the observance

of a precedent in connection with the adminis

tration of the rules of evidence " which an

appellate court will protect. His criticism

goes still farther and insists that "confusion

is worse confounded " through the careless

and inaccurate use of terms in the law of evi

dence itself.

Whether all of us see as clearly these

defects as does the editor, most of us are

willing to accede to these charges as not

wholly groundless. Not all are appreciative

of the distinction between a fact to be proven

and the proof of that fact. To speak accu

rately rules of evidence have to do with ways

and means of proving a fact. Rules which

are concerned with determining whether that

fact need be proven, are not rules of evidence,

but rather rules of substantive law; rules

which determine the essentials of the right or

obligation involved; in other words, define

the right or obligation. And yet it is true

that much of the material which makes up

the bulk of many of our treatises on the law

of evidence deals with questions of what are

essential elements of particular rights and

obligations. .

The reviewers of Moore on Facts do

not seem on the whole to have realized

the necessary bearing of the foregoing

principles upon the methods adopted

by this writer. One exception, how

ever, is notable. Professor John H. Wig-

more, if one can accept the initials as

his in 3 Illinois Law Review 478 (Feb.),

strongly disapproves of the expression

used in the preface to Moore's work,

"the rule for measuring probative force

of testimony," and Moore's observation

that judicial precedents will be "treated

with the same consideration by courts

in the determination of questions of

fact as is accorded to the reasoning or

ex cathedra statements of judges on

questions of law." To quote Professor

Wigmore :—

In other words, there are rules of law

which determine the weight or credibility of a

piece of evidence which has been duly admitted

to consideration. Now that proposition we

deny. It is not known to the orthodox and

traditional common law. So far as any

courts nowadays are tending to recognize it,

it is a bad tendency, and one that will wreck

our whole system of proof. If there is one

thing for which the common law system of

judge and jury stands, it is that the rules of

evidence, as determined and applied by the

judge, are rules of admissibility alone, and for

the judge alone; the weight or credibility is

for the jurors untrammeled by any rules of

law.

The Law Quarterly Review (Jan.),

while it carefully weighs and criticises

Mr. Moore's work, does not refer at all

to this point, and thinks that in spite

of some faults it shows great care,

accuracy and industry. It therefore

congratulates Mr. Moore on his magnum

opus.

"Moore on Facts" is a work in a new

field, but the idea that it opens up a

new department of jurisprudence is one

to be discountenanced. It will no doubt

serve a useful function to the profession,

but there is of course no such thing as a

law of facts, in the sense of a law which

has to do not with the admissibility of

evidence but with its weight, as the

weight of evidence is a matter left in the

hands of the jury and is outside the pur

view of the law.

No doubt the substantive law can

often be presented in a topical arrange

ment to great advantage, as has been

done, for example, in Oliphant's Law

of Horses, but works of this character

should not obliterate the fundamental

distinction between matters of law and

of fact, and should not confuse one into

imagining that the virgin territory sug

gested by Mr. Moore's striking title can

exist anywhere in the world of juris

prudence.

LENGTHY COGITATIONS

If Judge Vann, of the New York Court of

Appeals, is to be believed, some lawyers in

times gone by must have lived to ripe old

age. In the case of EUerman v. Hyman,

192 N. Y., at page 127, the learned justice

speaks of "the rules of equity, established

after centuries of earnest thought by the.

most learned lawyers known to jurisprudence. ' '

—Law Notes.
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CRIME IN BLOOD FOR A CENTURY

An Iowa lawyer claims to have traced

the ancestry of an Iowa criminal back

through one hundred years with the

result that every offshoot of the family

has been found guilty of crime.

Through the hundred years there seem

to have been no hereditary diseases other

than a light scrofula. All have been

otherwise healthy and strong. The

family history is a record of crime from

the worst nature down to petty thieving.

From the first is traced an inclination to

gain wealth without honest labor, and

there is a pessimistic vein mixed in.

A certain daring may exist, but there

is also an element of cowardice, and

fear to finish a fight.

A deed of cowardice and of horror

marks one big black blot upon the

family's history. Besides murder, there

is also suicide. A most daring robbery

was committed by another member of

the family, and another is serving time

in the state penitentiary for burglary.

Larceny continuously plays a part

through the hundred years.

The record of this depraved family is

itself an argument for the eradication of

crime by education. In the history of

the family there was poor environment

accompanying the poor heritage.

WHEN COUNCIL SHOULD WEEP BE

FORE THE JURY "

In Kentucky it has been formally adjudged

that trial counsel may, in the discretion of the

Court, be permitted to lie down on the floor

and halloo at the top of his voice (Owens v.

Commonwealth, 58 S. W. Rep. 422). So also

the Supreme Court of Tennessee, through

Judge Wilkes, has declared that counsel, in

arguing a case to the jury, has the right to

shed tears, and if he have tears at his com

mand, it may be counsel's professional duty

to shed tears (Ferguson v. Moore, 98 Tenn.

342).—Bench and Bar.

A PREPOSTEROUS SUGGESTION

In a small Southern town an old negro

was being tried for theft. The old

fellow had made a very complete raid on

the smokehouse of a white neighbor.

"Look here, Uncle," the Judge re

marked informally. "I hear that you

have nine or ten coon dogs around

your cabin. Is that correct?"

"Yas sah, Mars Jedge! Ah sho' is got

de bes' dawgs in dis state, sah," the old

man responded, beaming with pride.

"You keep all those hounds, and yet

come here and tell the court that the

reason you stole that meat and meal was

that your family was starving? What

do you mean by that?" the Judge

demanded.

The old fellow appeared deeply grieved.

"Now, Mars Jedge," he protested, "yo*

sholy don' spect Ah gwine ax my chillun

to eat dawgs, do yo', sah?"

A PROFITABLE QUERY

A correspondent, noting the Editor's re

quest for legal antiquities, facetise, etc., sends

us the following, for the lighter side of the

Green Bag:—

"Quaere: Can an allegation that a man re

ceived goods knowing they were stolen be

supported by proving that he ate for break

fast some poached eggs? "

The Editor, on examining this contribution

for the lighter side, feels constrained to

express himself with all the tact he can

command. The contribution is gratefully re

ceived, and is deemed highly appropriate for

our pages, etc., etc., with, however, the addi

tion of a gloss to this effect—let no one sup

pose that a request for legal antiquities and

facetice implies a desire for antiquated legal

facetiae!

Can it be that our esteemed contributor

committed an inadvertent slip of the pen

and wrote lighter in place of heavier side?

With all due respect we would humbly sug

gest that he raises a legal question which is

to be treated in no spirit of levity.
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At common law, a person eating poached

eggs, even though he knew them to be poached,

was not guilty of receiving stolen goods,

neither was a person eating stolen goods,

knowing them to be stolen, guilty of eating

poached eggs unless the eggs were poached

as well as stolen. This rule has nowhere, to

our knowledge, been changed by statute.

But before we answer our correspondent we

would like to ask: Why did he eat the

poached eggs, knowing them to be stolen?

OVERBURDENED COURTS

A letter from Chief Justice Lucilius

A. Emery was read at the recent

annual meeting of the Maine State Bar

Association, in which he expressed his

own personal views regarding the delay

in the decisions upon cases in the law

court. He wrote:—

. . This delay is not owing to the indolence or

incapacity of the members of the law court,

but is owing to the insistence of the bar and

people that they shall do so much nisi prius

and equity work. . . .

While the work of the law court is not so

harrassing and exhausting as that of the

practising lawyer, it is yet work requiring

close concentration and often protracted

mental application, with consequent "brain

fag" at times when no man can work. The

justices need not only time for study, but

time for rest and recuperation.

Now I am not complaining. I do not ask

for anything. I am only justifying, insisting

that the justices are doing the best they can

under the system.

In the discussion before the Illinois

State Bar Association last June of the

proposal that appeals from the Appellate

Courts of Illinois to the Supreme Court

be granted by writ of certiorari at the

discretion of the latter court, one of the

members (Proceedings, pt. I, pp. 204-5),

in speaking for the advantages of the

writ, looked at the subject of the law's

delays from a different angle:—

Mr. Herrington— I do not

believe the Supreme Court is overburdened

with work. I have known the Supreme

Court a long time [laughter]; I want to tell

you now that I knew those men a long time ago.

I have been at the bar for thirty years in this

state; there is only one man alive today that

signed my license, and that is Judge Craig in

Galesburg. When I was first at Ottawa

there were four hundred cases on their docket;

there are not that many now. Then these

Judges were given a stenographer and type

writer, and when they got down to Spring

field they were going to grind out the decisions.

.... Now, just as soon as they have a

recess they make a break for their respective

homes, as all good husbands do, and we get

the decisions when they get ready to give

them to us. That is about the way of it.

[Laughter and applause.]

Mr. Page—I would like to wager some

thing that the Justices of the Supreme Court

who signed this man's license did not know

the effect it was going to have on him or

they wouldn't have done it. [Laughter and

applause.]

No doubt the bar, without meaning

to offer an accusation of indolence or

incapacity, sometimes errs in expecting

the bench to turn out more work than

can reasonably be demanded of it.

Chief Justice Emery's statement of the

imperfectly comprehended duties which

may be imposed upon a court, probably

reveals a situation which is typical of

many jurisdictions.

A BARRISTER'S ANECDOTES

Mr. Crispe, K.C., who is retiring from

active practice, told several stories at a

farewell lecture in London recently. The

late Mr. Commissioner Kerr, he said, when

alluding to the perjury that was daily com

mitted in law courts, had remarked, "David

said in his haste that all men are liars. If he

had been sitting here in this court he would

have said the same thing at his leisure." A

little girl, when pressed by a judge as to

whether she knew what would become of her

if she told lies, said she was sure that she

would go to "a naughty place," whereupon

the judge said, "Let her be sworn; she knows

a great deal more than I do." Sir George

Jessel, when Solicitor-General, was having a

passage of arms with the late Chief Justice

Cockburn, when a "little creature at the bar,"

leaning over to Serjeant Parry, said, "Why,
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Parry, he drops his h's!" Mr. Crispe would

never forget the scorn on Parry's face when

he turned and said, "Sir, I would rather drop

my h's with Jessel in hell than aspirate with

you in heaven." Baron Bramwell was noted

for his kindness to the younger members of

the bar. Mr. Henry Fielding Dickens, when

the junior of the "Home" Circuit, was pre

sented to the Baron at Maidstone. He was

introduced by Harrison as "the son of the

well-known Charles Dickens." "The son of

the well-known Charles Dickens!" replied

the judge. "You might as well say 'the well-

known Julius Caesar' ! "

REPREHENSIBLE CONDUCT

With one prominent attorney accused of

helping to lynch another prominent attorney,

it would seem that professional etiquette is

not being so strictly observed in Tennessee

as could be desired. Such proceedings on

the part of a sworn officer of the law should

be severely condemned.—Law Notes.

The Editor will be glad to naive for this dtpartHunt anything likely to entertain the readers of

the Green Bag in the way of legal antiquities, facetia, and anecdotes.

Correspondence

A CORRECTION

To the Editor of the Green Bag:—

Dear Sir: Permit me to correct a mistake

in my paper before the New York State Bar

Association, which you published in your

February number.

The difficulty in the law of the state of

New York, in reference to certificates of

reasonable doubt in criminal cases, and a

stay of execution consequent thereon, has

been corrected by a recent statute which I

overlooked. Chapter 479 of the Laws of

1907 corrects the evil which had existed, by

requiring the application for such certificate

to be made on notice to the District Attorney

at a regular special term in the district in

which the commitment was had. This amend

ment had not been incorporated in my copy

of the Code of Criminal Procedure. Hence my

mistake, which I cheerfully acknowledge.

Mr. Robert C. Taylor, the Assistant District

Attorney of New York, informs me that in the

County of New York since October 15, 1906,

69 applications for stays have been made in

the Supreme Court, of which only nine were

granted. This is a great improvement, and

creditable to both the Judges and the District

Attorney.

This reform, effected in New York, en

courages me to hope for success in the reform

of such matters proposed in federal proce

dure.

My mistake emphasizes the importance of

the consolidation of the general statutes of

the state which has been reported to the

Legislature, and in the preparation of which

the greatest pains have been taken. This

will give us in systematic form the whole

body of our general statute law up to date.

And the reform thus effected illustrates the

remark of Speaker Wadsworth that the Legis

lature of New York had been much more

alive to the need of reforms, and much more

ready to embody them in legislation, than is

commonly supposed.

Yours truly,

EVERETT P. WHEELER.

New York, Feb. 20, 1909.
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The annual meeting of the New Hamp

shire State Bar Association is to be held in

the first week of May. The president's

address will be delivered by Edwin F. Jones,

Esq., of Manchester, N. H., and the annual

address by William B. Hornblower, Esq., of

New York.

The recent annual meeting of the Okla

homa State Bar Association was made inter

esting by the address on "Conservatism in

Legal Procedure" read by Hon. F. W. Leh-

mann of St. Louis, president of the American

Bar Association. Mr. Frank Wells of Okla

homa City read a paper devoted to a review

of the legislation of the year 1908. Mr.

Charles West, Attorney-General of Oklahoma,

was delayed in getting to the meeting by a

railroad wreck, and was prevented from mak

ing his address by business that compelled

him to return to Guthrie.

Of the new TaftCabinet it is notable that six

are lawyers, Senator Knox, Mr. Wickersham,

Judge Dickinson, Judge Nagel, Mr. Ballinger

and even Mr. Hitchcock, who has been ad

mitted to the bar. Mr. Taft, in his speech at

the University of Pennsylvania on Washing

ton's Birthday, said: "In a wide sense the

profession of the law is the profession of gov

ernment, or, at least, it is the profession in

the course of which agencies of the govern

ment are always used, and in which the prin

ciples applied are those which affect either

the relations between individuals or the rela

tion between the government and individuals,

and all of which are defined by what, for

want of a better term, is called 'municipal

law.'"

The trial of Col. Duncan Cooper, his son

Robert Cooper, and John D. Sharp at Nash

ville, Tenn., on the charge of killing ex-Senator

Edward W. Carmack, has been marked by

extraordinary conditions as regards the con

stitution of the jury. The law prohibited

the drawing for the jury of any one who had

talked with a witness to the murder or talked

with some one who had talked with the wit

ness. The Supreme Court having held that a

newspaper printing verbatim testimony be

came a witness who had talked to a witness,

every one in the county who had read the

newspaper testimony became ineligible to sit

as a juror. After calling 3019 names to fill

twelve places, a jury was at last impaneled,

astonishing from the fact not only that none

of the dozen has read a newspaper since be

fore the killing, but that four of the jurors

can neither read nor write, and two others

understand English only indifferently

Governor Charles N. Haskell, of Okla

homa, was indicted by the United States

grand jury Feb. 3 for conspiracy to defraud

the Government in connection- with the

scheduling of Muskogee town site lots.

Henry M. Hoyt, Solicitor-General of the

Department of Justice, who, it had been

rumored, was to be appointed Under Secre

tary of State under Mr. Knox, was recently

stated to have completed arrangements to go

to Philadelphia at the close of the administra

tion to enter the private practice of law.

Mr. Hoyt was a classmate at Yale of President

Taft.

Indictments against the New York World

and Indianapolis News for alleged libel were

returned Feb. 17 by the District of Columbia

grand jury. Later, bench warrants were

issued for the arrest of the men indicted.

The indictments made the Press Publishing

Company (the World), its president, Joseph

Pulitzer, and Editors Caleb M. Van Hamra

and Robert H. Lyman, and Delevan Smith

and Charles R. Williams, owners of the

Indianapolis News, defendants.

The late M. Alcide Darras, founder and

editor of the Revue de Droit International

PrM of Paris, who died a few months ago

at the age of forty-seven, began his literary

career by writing a university thesis for Ins

doctor's degree on the subject, "De la Repre

sentation Judiciaire en Droit Romain." Other

early works were a treatise on trade marks,

and also one on the subject, "De la PropriAe'

Litteraire, Artistique et Industrielle dans les

Rapports Internatumaux," a portion of which

was later published in his work, "Du Droit des

Auteurs et des Artistes dans les Rapports

Internationaux." These works were the be

ginning of labors of which the foundation of

the Revue de Droit International Privi twenty

years later was to be the crown. After get

ting his doctor's degree he continued to study,

in Paris, and wrote steadily, much of his work

being anonymously dispersed through the

Sages of reference-books and reviews. In

is contributions to the Journal de Droit

International Privi and the Recueil Sirey,

he showed himself a jurist of profound learn

ing. He was secretary of the Society of

Comparative Legislation in 1889, secretary-

general of the International Literary Artistic

Association in 1892, secretary of the Section

of Trade Marks at the Industrial Property

Congress in 1889, associate of the Institut

de Droit International, and a charter member

of the Society for Legislative Studies. He

was not only a learned but a prolific writer

upon subjects of commercial law and private

international law.
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A hostile conclusion has been reached in

England by the Council of the Law Society,

on the proposal that the County Courts should

be made branches of the High Court of Jus

tice. The London Law Journal is of the

opinion that this decision does not represent

the views of the profession as a whole, which

favors the amalgation as a beneficial reform.

A bill to establish a United States Court

of Patent Appeals was favorably reported

to Congress from the House Judiciary Com

mittee Feb. 13 by Representative Tirrell of

Massachusetts. It provides for a court of

five members to sit in Washington, the chief

justice to be appointed by the President and

the four associates to be designated from

among the judges of the federal, circuit and

district courts by the Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court of the United States. This

measure has been urged by the American

Bar Association and manufacturing associa

tions for ten years.

Speaking to Oxford undergraduates intend

ing to enter the legal profession, the president

of Magdalen College referred recently to the

excellent effect of the Rhodes Scholarships,

remarking that the Law School at Oxford

was becoming an imperial school of law.

The four South African Colonies, through

a joint national convention, have put forward

the draft of a Constitution which is to be

considered by the separate Parliaments and

finally submitted to the British Parliament

for ratification. The bill contains some re

markable provisions.

The Newfoundland fisheries treaty, signed

at Washington Jan. 27, goes to The Hague

for adjudication on disputed points. America

will be represented there by a formidable

array of counsel. The court of arbitration is

to consist of five members, of whom Judge

George Gray of Delaware may be one.

Hon. Carroll D. Wright, for a score of years

United States Labor Commissioner, a statis

tician of world-wide reputation, and for sev

eral years president of Clark College, in

Worcester, Mass., died February 20. Mr.

Wright's legal career was overshadowed by

the public offices which he held. In October,

1865, at the age of twenty-five, he was ad

mitted to the bar of Massachusetts, and prac

tised for several years until elected chief of

the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics

in 1873. He made a specialty of patent law

and acquired a practice worth approximately

$10,000 a year. After entering upon the

census work to which his life was largely de

voted, and gaining eminence as a statistician

and some fame as an economist he gave no

more of his time to the practice of Bis pro

fession. His literary work was practically

confined to statistical and economic subjects.

In memory of her father, the late Franklin

B. Gowen of Philadelphia, an eminent lawyer

and president of the Philadelphia & Reading

Railroad, Mrs. Esther Gowen Hood has given

the University of Pennsylvania $100,000 to

establish graduate fellowships in the Depart

ment of Law. The work of the holders of the

fellowships is to be prescribed by and exe

cuted under the immediate supervision of the

Law Faculty. The amount of the income

payable to each Fellow is left entirely to the

discretion of the University. This gift enables

the University from year to year to select

three or more of the brighter graduates of the

School; remove them from the necessity of

immediately taking up the practice of law,

and give them the opportunity to make a

worthy contribution to legal knowledge and

the best preparation for the work of the pro

fession.

Former President William Ramsey of the

German National Bank of Pittsburgh, who was

charged with having bribed members of the

City Council to have the bank made one of

the city depositories, was found guilty Feb. 18

on the specific count of giving Councilman

Klein $17,500 for that purpose. Klein has

given the authorities a confession on the

basis of which a number of millionaires and

political leaders have been summoned before

the grand jury.

In excluding from evidence an alleged

confession of burglary by a boy, Feb. 23,

Judge Foster of the Court of General Sessions

in New York characterized the "third degree,"

or police "sweating" process, as barbarous:

"This 'third degree is a dangerous thing. It

borders on the Spanish inquisition. I do

not say that this is a fact, but there is that

feeling and impression and public policy re

quires, of course, that no one ought to be

forced to give testimony against himself."

Sir Gorell Barnes, who lately resigned from

the bench of the High Court and on Feb. 16

took his seat in the House of Lords as Baron

Gorell of Brampton, declared recently at

Liverpool that the amalgamation of the two

branches of the legal profession in America

had serious drawbacks, longer and more costly

trials resulting from the fact that the men

engaged in them were not in touch with each

other. In England, it was possible generally

to command the services of men particularly

acquainted with a particular branch of work

before a particular judge, whose touch with

one another and with the judge was such that

he did not believe that in any country in the

world cases were so easily tried and handled

as in England.
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Professor J. H. Beale, Jr., of Harvard Law

School has in preparation a collection of

"Cases on Municipal Corporations."

I The land title registration law, or Torrens

system, went into operation in New York

state February 1. The law sets apart a

special Land Term of the Supreme Court for

hearing land registration cases, and provides

for the qualification of lawyers, conveyancers,

and title companies, as examiners of titles.

Whenever such an examiner lays before the

court proper evidence of the validity of a

title, the court will order the title registered

unless at the time appointed for the hearing

claimants against the title appear and estab

lish their claims.

The national House of Representatives

passed the Tirrell bill Feb. 6 making important

changes in the National Bankruptcy Act, after

a motion to repeal the Act altogether had

been defeated by the comparatively close

vote of 111 to 182. The bill as it goes to the

Senate fixes the compensation of receivers

definitely so as to prevent abuses in par

ticular cases. To facilitate the collection of

assets in remoter districts ancillary jurisdic

tion is conferred upon all district courts.

The exact scope of the law is set forth clearly

in one paragraph. Trusteesget furtherpowers

as the representatives of the creditors. Further

provisions are made against settlements giv

ing preference to any creditor or set of

creditors.

The penal code of federal criminal law was

enacted March 4 by the adoption in both

houses of Congress of the conference report

on the bill drafted by a joint commission.

The revision defines more clearly the jurisdic

tion of the federal courts in cases coming within

admiralty law; it enlarges the statutes so as

to reach new methods of committing crime

and the extension of American territory; it

prohibits not only "obscene literature" but

filthy literature" from the mails; it eliminates

some of the so-called "Klu-Klux" laws. The

code is referred to on page 1 16 of this number

of the Green Bag.

Speaking of the censorship of British plays,

apropos of the prohibition of any burlesque

upon the popular success "An Englishman's

House," wherein the dangers of invasion are

glowingly represented, the London Law

Journal says that it might be well to attach

the censorship to the Home Office, rather

than to the office of Lord Chamberlain, so that

a cabinet minister might become responsible

for its proper working, or to abolish the posi

tion altogether. "When a play is blasphemous,

seditious, or indecent, the persons concerned

in its representation are indictable at Common

Law, and the Executive could set the police

in motion on a proper occasion. The present

system creates intermittently a sense of injus

tice, which would not arise if the stage, like

the Press, were subject only to the ordinary

law; or if, at least, some right of appeal were

given from the present arbitrary discretion of

the Censor."
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The Lake Erie Piracy Case

By Hon. IT. B. Brown

Former Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States

THE Civil War, which for four years

was waged so fiercely through the

states of the South, left but little impress

upon the ordinary domestic life of those

bordering upon the Great Lakes. Their

inhabitants pursued their usual avoca

tions, with no apprehension of danger,

feeling safe in the remoteness of the con

flict, and in the overpowering strength

of the North to resist an invasion. The

farmers plowed their fields and reaped

their crops without fear of interruption.

The manufactories increased rather than

diminished their outputs, and the com

merce of the Lakes was stimulated by

one of its periodical seasons of high

freights and abundant passenger traffic.

Except for the presence of a prisoners'

camp at Chicago, and another for officers

at Johnson's Island in Lake Erie, and

the frequency of blue uniforms upon

the streets, there was little to remind

one of the tremendous struggle that

was going on within less than a day's

journey to the southward.

But on the 20th of September, 1864,

the Lake cities were suddenly aroused

from their imagined security by the

news that a passenger steamer upon

Lake Erie had been seized by a squad

of Confederates, her crew overpowered,

the steamer captured and her course

directed to Johnson's Island, with the

avowed purpose of rescuing the prisoners

confined there and taking them to

the Ohio shore, whence it was hoped

they might make their way South

through the state of Ohio. The plot

was carefully planned, and perhaps

might have been carried to a successful

conclusion had it not been for the

abundant precautions taken by the Fed

eral forces. The steamer, the Philo

Parsons, left Detroit at her usual hour

in the morning, and at the request of

one Bennett G. Burleigh, who had come

on board the night before, stopped at

Sandwich in Canada, nearly opposite

Detroit, to take on board three friends

of Burleigh, one of whom he said was

lame and unable to cross the ferry.

Proceeding down the river, the steamer

stopped at Amherstberg, where sixteen

roughish-looking men came aboard

with an old trunk tied with a rope.

They did not seem to be connected

with Burleigh, but were supposed to

be refugees from the draft returning

home; and little attention was paid to

them. Nothing occurred to excite sus

picion until the boat was well within

American waters, when one Beall, the

leader of the gang, while engaged in

conversation with the mate in the pilot
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house, suddenly drew his revolver, and

demanded possession of the boat as a

Confederate officer. Recognizing the

force of this argument, the mate sur

rendered the wheel. The crew and pas

sengers were overpowered, driven into

the cabin, and the old trunk, which

proved to be a small arsenal, opened,

hatchets and revolvers distributed among

the conspirators, and the course of the

boat continued toward Sandusky, near

which lay Johnson's Island. But at this

point the success of the expedition cul

minated. Failing to meet a messenger

who was to have been sent to meet

them at Kelley's Island, on the route

of the steamer, or to receive an ex

pected signal, all the conspirators but

three mutinied, refused to go farther,

and returned at top speed to Amherst-

berg, where the boat was scuttled and

abandoned and the conspirators dis

persed. Another steamer was captured

and scuttled on the Lake. All of the

men were arrested, taken before a Jus

tice of the Peace and discharged,

although the officers were sufficiently

alert to seize certain property which had

been landed and detain it for customs

dues.

It was fortunate the steamer turned

about when she did. The officers of the

Michigan had been apprised that the

raid would be made that day. The

Michigan, a man-of-war of fifteen guns,

lay off the island, cleared for action,

her guns shotted, her anchor hove short,

and every preparation made to receive

the expected guests. The messenger

who was sent to Kelley's Island to join

the conspirators had already been ar

rested and put in custody. There was

an available force of nine hundred men

at the Island to put down any insurrec

tion. That twenty men, armed only

with revolvers and hatchets, should have

been able to capture the Michigan and

release the prisoners was simply pre

posterous. A single broadside from the

Michigan would probably have sunk

the steamer. The conception was grand,

but the end was inglorious.

Of course, the raid created great ex

citement in the border states. General

John A. Dix, already a familiar figure

in the war, was sent to Detroit, an

investigation made, affidavits procured,

warrants sworn out in Windsor, opposite

Detroit, for the arrest of the parties,

and detectives sent to Toronto to assist

the local authorities. Nothing further

was heard of the conspirators until

November 19th, when a telegram was

received from Toronto, announcing the

arrest of Burleigh, the second in com

mand of the raiders, with the request

for the immediate despatch of an official

prosecutor and witnesses.

I was acting as Assistant to the

United States District Attorney at

the time, and at once bestirred myself

to obtain the necessary testimony,

but much to my chagrin learned

that the crew of the Parsons had

all left the city, and that a single

passenger, a young lady belonging to a

well-known Detroit family, was the only

witness available. I found her quite

willing to go with me for the sake of a

lark, and we took the train the next

morning. We had scarcely crossed the

St. Clair River at Port Huron, when I

somehow felt that we were entering a

hostile country. Indeed, as I soon

found out, the Ohio and the Potomac

rivers did not more distinctly separate

the loyal from the disloyal states, than

did the Detroit and the St. Clair rivers

divide the Unionist sentiments of the

Northern states from the Southern

sympathizing inhabitants of the Ca

nadian province. As our relations with

our Canadian neighbors had been per

fectly friendly and mutually profitable
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for nearly fifty years, since the last war

with England, and there could be no

suspicion of a sympathy for slavery

among the freedom-loving Britons, I

found their hostility was probably dic

tated by the natural jealousy of a

smaller for a larger state, a community

of feeling with the home government

then almost avowedly inimical to us,

as well as a sympathy for the "under

dog" natural to most of us.

Whatever its origin, the prejudice was

unmistakable. The Grand Trunk Rail

way, which depended largely upon Ameri

can patronage, had been wise enough to

take our depreciated money for passenger

fares and incidentals; but off the line it

was flouted at, with the remark that the

South was sure to be successful, and

that in a year the currency would be

absolutely worthless. Our mission to

Toronto was quickly noised abroad

among the Southern refugees who

thronged the city, and our entrance

into the drawing-room of the Queen's

Hotel was greeted with covert glances

of curiosity and hatred, while the in

evitable young lady at the piano wel

comed us with renditions of "Dixie"

and "My Maryland." I bore this badi

nage with good humor, fortified by a

secret consciousness that I held the

winning card, though my witness, with

the innate ardor of her sex, was inclined

to resent it. But we were evidently the

most unpopular persons in Toronto. I

ought to add that this prejudice did

not extend to the official class, who

treated me with every possible courtesy,

and complied with every request I made

of them. The natural love of the British

for fair play was everywhere manifest,

and the courts were eminently just and

impartial.

The next morning I put myself in

communication with the Crown attorney,

and special counsel who had already

been engaged by the Government, and

learned that a writ of habeas corpus

had been issued returnable at Osgood

Hall, the legal centre of the Province,

and that the proceedings were so defec

tive that Burleigh would doubtless be

discharged. It was agreed that my

counsel should go to Osgood Hall^and

fight for time, while I went to the

Recorder, procured a new warrant

and returned to Osgood Hall to await

Burleigh's discharge. I was much em

barrassed by the illness of the Crown

attorney, and was forced to prepare my

own papers with no knowledge whatever

of Canadian statute law. As the Lakes

were not then considered either by the

Canadian or American courts as high

seas, evidently a charge of piracy could

not be sustained. I assumed, however,

that a common law complaint for rob

bery would be good. Acting upon this

theory, I charged Burleigh with the

robbery of certain small articles of per

sonal property which the raiders had

seized. Upon a warrant being issued, I

took a cab and drove at a gallop to

Osgood Hall, just in time to see Burleigh,

who had at that moment been dis

charged, leaving the court room in the

centre of an enthusiastic crowd of his

friends, shouting and throwing up their

hands at having outwitted us. I simply

said with as much coolness as I could

muster in the somewhat electric atmo

sphere about me, "Hold on, gentlemen.

Not so fast. We have another warrant

against Mr. Burleigh. Mr. Officer, there's

your man." The deputy sheriff whom I

had taken with me at once advanced

and took Burleigh's arm. For a few

minutes there was a tremendous excite

ment. A rescue was proposed, and there

were threats of lynching the d—d

Yankee; but when it was explained to

them that lynching was still a crime in

Canada, and that the Canadian courts
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were quite as apt to convict the guilty

as to acquit the innocent, wiser counsels

prevailed. Matthew Crooks Cameron,

Burleigh's counsel, who was really one

of the ablest lawyers in the Province,

put a quietus upon these demonstra

tions at once by saying, with the inborn

respect of an English gentleman for

the forms of law, that Burleigh must

obey the warrant and go before the

Recorder, to whose court room we

went at once,—prisoner, counsel and a

motley crowd of refugees and 'other

spectators. Burleigh was arraigned, and

the examination of the complaining

witness adjourned until the following

day.

On assembling the next morning, the

court room was filled with Southern

sympathizers, at the head of whom was

Jacob Thompson, formerly Secretary of

the Interior in President Buchanan's

Cabinet, the political and financial

backer of the whole enterprise. I met

him twelve years afterwards at a dinner

party in Memphis, and found him a

somewhat uncouth but genial man, with

nothing to justify the charges made in

the Northern papers that he bad been

instrumental in trying to introduce

yellow fever into the Northern cities.

In the absence of the Crown attorney,

I was courteously permitted to conduct

the prosecution, with the aid of Stephen

Richards, a famous lawyer of the Prov

ince. My witness told her story of the

capture in a most convincing way, and

bore a long cross-examination with per

fect composure and dignity. She identi

fied Burleigh without hesitation, and

seemed acquainted with every detail of

the case. *At the conclusion of the ex

amination an adjournment was taken

for a week to enable us to procure addi

tional testimony, as well as to afford

Burleigh an opportunity of introducing

a commission from Jefferson Davis as an

officer of the Confederate navy. Indeed,

Burleigh practically admitted the facts,

and pleaded that the expedition was an

act of war, for which he could not be

held liable in a civil court.

We returned to Detroit that night,

and my official connection with the

affair ceased, my superior, the District

Attorney, having returned to the city

and taken up the case. Upon final ex

amination the Recorder held that the

raid, being against peaceful citizens and

involving a violation of neutral terri

tory, was not justifiable as an act of

war. His judgment granting the extra

dition was reviewed upon habeas corpus

by a bench of four judges, who unani

mously affirmed his action. Burleigh

was brought to Detroit and placed in

the house of correction. I made his

acquaintance there and showed him

some trifling courtesies. He was an

educated gentleman, a Scotchman by

nativity, and a born soldier of fortune.

It did not strike me that he was espe

cially attached to the Southern cause,

but took part in the raid simply from

the love of adventure. He exhibited

.no bitterness toward the North, but

seemed glad of companionship. I would

have invited him to my house but for

fear of the possibility of an escape, and

the certainty of adverse criticism.

Good faith requiring that he be tried

for the offense for which he was surren

dered, he was, after some months deten

tion in Detroit, sent to Ohio, within

whose waters the Parsons was seized,

and tried for robbery after the close of

the war. Not only was the trial fair

to the defendant, but the law as laid

downin the charge was much more favor

able to him than the view taken by the

Canadian courts. The judge practically

held that the seizure of the boat was an

act of war, for which Burleigh was not

liable, unless money was taken with the
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intent to appropriate to the private use

of the parties. Some twenty dollars had

been "extracted" from the clerk of the

boat. Under this charge, it is no wonder

that the jury disagreed. Before a new

trial could be had the prisoner escaped

and fled to Canada. Hebecame subse

quently a war correspondent of the Lon

don Telegraph, and served in that capac

ity in the wars with Egypt, the Ashantee

and Atbara expeditions, the French War

in Madagascar, the Boer War in South

Africa, and also in the Russo-Japanese

Washington, D. C.

War. He is believed to be still living

in London.

Beall, the leader of the expedition,

was not so fortunate. After having taken

part in several attempts to wreck pas

senger trains on the Lake Shore Rail

way near Buffalo, he was finally arrested

at Suspension Bridge, sent to New York,

tried before a military commission for

violation of the laws of war and acting

as a spy, convicted and hanged at Gov

ernor's Island less than two months

before the surrender of Lee.

The Rudowitz Extradition Case

By Edwin Maxey

Professor in the University of Nebraska College of Law

THE final decision by our Depart

ment of State in regard to extra

diting Christian Rudowitz, is alike pleas

ing to the majority of American citizens

and to expatriated Russians. The case

would have attracted far less attention

had not Commissioner Foote granted

the request of the Russian government

for the extradition of Rudowitz. That

we may form an intelligent judgment

as to which of these decisions is the

more nearly in accord with law and

justice, it is necessary that we examine

the facts.

The acts which the Russian govern

ment alleges were committed by Rudo

witz before leaving Russia and for which

it requested his extradition by the

United States are: The killing of three

members of the same family, to wit,

Christian Leshinsky, Trina Leshinsky,

the wife of Christian, and Mrs. Wilhel-

mina Leshinsky-Kinze, his daughter;

the arson of the Leshinsky dwelling;

and the forcible taking of thirty rubles,

some gold ornaments and a watch from

Mrs. Kinze's husband, Mr. Theodore A.

Kinze. These acts were committed by

a band of twelve or fifteen men. If

present at all and having the common

purpose of the other members, Rudowitz

would be legally chargeable with the acts

committed by the others, namely, the

homicides, arson and robbery. Or, if

he was not present but had counseled

the commission of the acts, he would

still be chargeable in some degree.

What, then, was the evidence upon

which the Russian government relied

to connect Rudowitz with the commis

sion of the crimes? The evidence tend

ing to prove his presence during the

commission of the crimes consists of the

testimony of two witnesses: Christof
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Leshinsky, son of Christian and Trina

Leshinsky, and one Kugren. Christof,

in his first deposition, taken January

29, 1906, swears that the killing of his

parents and the burning of their house

was done by two men only; that one

of them wore blue glasses and had his

face covered with a handkerchief, the

other was uncovered, wore a moustache,

and was about twenty years old, but

that in his fright he did not observe

his features and could not identify him.

This testimony was taken soon after the

commission of the crimes.

After calm deliberation, official Rus

sia reached the conclusion that this

deposition of Christof did not prove as

much as was desirable from the point

of view of the government, and hence

another deposition was taken, June 27,

1907, or about one year and five months

later than the first. In his second

deposition, he swears that the acts were

committed by five men; that among

them he recognized Urban, who wore

blue glasses and had his face covered

with a handkerchief; a second had his

face smeared and covered with a hand

kerchief; this one he recognized as

Rudowitz, by his stature, voice and

clothes.

It is impossible to reconcile these

two accounts of the same transaction.

According to the second, the number of

persons making up the band of execu

tioners is more than twice as large as

stated in the first account. The one

who according to the first deposition

would have been Rudowitz no longer

has his face "uncovered," but has it

smeared and covered with a handker

chief. It is also difficult to understand

why the smearing of the face and cover

ing it with a handkerchief should enable

one to recognize a person whom he

could not recognize in the absence of

smear and handkerchief. The average

person very rarely resorts to these means

in order to make it easier for his friends

to recognize him or to establish his

identity at a bank.

The second deposition makes it abun

dantly clear to any one who will take

the trouble to read the evidence that,

during the interval of seventeen months

between the first and second deposition,

the boy's recollection had been refreshed

from some source. I shall make no

attempt to indicate what, in my judg

ment, is the more probable source, as

the reader is as capable of judging in

this matter as am I.

The two depositions being contra

dictory, no one can believe both, nor

is it unnatural to conclude that the one

taken relatively soon after the occur

rence is the more nearly a correct narra

tive of the events and that the depar

tures from it in the second deposition

are mainly a result of suggestion. Recol

lection does not as a rule become more

accurate with lapse of time. Granting

that the first deposition is at all accu

rate as to the age of the one accompany

ing the person with the blue glasses, it

could not have been Rudowitz who was

with him; for Rudowitz is thirty-five

years old and looks as old as he is. He

could therefore not be mistaken for a

man of but twenty.

Contradictory as it is, the testimony

of Christof is much more convincing in

connecting Rudowitz with the commis

sion of the crimes than is that of Kugren.

The latter swears that the band, con

sisting of eight persons, passed through

his yard on the way from Benen, that

in great fear he looked out through the

window and recognized Rudowitz. If

this testimony be correct, it would fur

nish grounds for an inference that Rudo

witz might have been one of the two,

or five, who did the killing. But there

is not wanting evidence that this, in
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common with the second deposition of

Christof, contained a larger percentage

of suggestion than of truthful narrative.

It was between twelve and one o'clock

at night when the band passed Kugren's

house, and although Kugren swears that

he was able to recognize Rudowitz be

cause of the bright moonlight, the

weather records show that it was a

cloudy night, and according to the al

manac the moon was only about half

full and twenty degrees high at the time

of night the event happened of which

the witness speaks. We have also the

testimony of another of the state's

witnesses, Vitol, who swears that "on

account of the darkness of the night it

was impossible to see very well."

As nearly as we can judge, the evi

dence connecting Rudowitz with the

commission of the crimes is practically

valueless. The parts which seem truth

ful are vague and those which are definite

have the earmarks of having been manu

factured. Upon the strength of such evi

dence no conservative man would sus

picion his mother-in-law or whip his

dog.

The only convincing evidence against

Rudowitz is his own admission that as

a member of the revolutionary party

he voted to have the Leshinskys put

to death as spies. The question, then,

upon which the case hinges is whether

in prosecuting him for this offense, the

Russian government would be prose

cuting him for an ordinary crime or for

a political offense. In answering this

question, the character of the party of

which he was a member and the motive

which prompted the action are con-

troling factors. A mere marauding band

cannot successfully defend against prose

cution for crime on the ground that

their acts were political. Were this the

case, the beginning of a revolutionary

movement would be the signal for

anarchy. All manner of private wrongs,

real and fancied, would be redressed and

the actors would protect themselves

under the cloak of political action, which

would be made to cover more sins than

the mantle of charity. But the Social

Democrats, the party to which Rudowitz

belonged, was not a party of mere

marauders who were using a political

character as a cloak for private crimes;

it was made up of many of the best

and brainiest patriots in Russia. The

same is true of the subordinate divisions

of the party at Mitau and Benen, whose

councils passed sentence upon the

Leshinskys.

The character of the party being such

as to raise a presumption in favor of a

political as against a criminal motive

and a public as against a private char

acter of its acts, what is there in the

present case which throws additional

light on the intent with which the

action was taken? The district in which

Benen is located was a centre of the

revolutionary movement and was raided,

during the month preceding the one in

which the revolutionary council took

the action in question, by a "punitive

expedition" despatched thither by the

Russian government for the purpose of

overawing the revolutionists. During

this expedition the civil authorities were

disregarded and the formalities of a

trial in the civil courts not observed.

Several of the revolutionary leaders were

summarily executed and their houses

burned. Benen was under martial law

in January of 1906 and for some time

after. This gave the government the

right to resort to summary executions,

and the same methods were resorted

to by the revolutionists. Force was met

by force. The Leshinskys were reported

as having given information to the gov

ernment authorities which resulted in

the execution of some of the revolu
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tionary leaders. This was admitted in

the testimony of Theodore Kinze, the

husband of one of the persons con

demned and executed by the revolu

tionists, and by Christof Leshinsky, the

son of the other two. At the time of the

killing, the victims were told that they

were being executed as spies. Whether

the revolutionary council had before it

sufficient evidence to warrant the con

viction of these persons as spies, how

ever much it may affect their moral

responsibility, does not affect their legal

liability. They acted as members of a

military court and as such cannot be

held criminally liable for errors of judg

ment. If the killing of these three per

sons in pursuance of a sentence of the

revolutionary council is a crime and

not a political offense, it would be hard

to select any act involving force and

performed by revolutionists rather than

by representatives of the regular govern

ment which would be a political offense

and not a crime.

As for the arson of the Leshinsky

dwelling and the robbery of T. A.

Kinze, from whom a watch, some gold

ornaments and thirty rubles were taken,

the arson of the dwelling was the usual

form of punishment meted out by the

governmental authorities to the revolu

tionists during the "punitive expedi

tion," and the equally usual form of

retaliation by the revolutionists; and

the robbery need not be considered in

connection with the extradition of

Rudowitz, as no provision was made

for it in the sentence voted by him,

and there is absolutely no testimony

connecting him with it.

Throughout its national history the

United States has adhered to the policy

of not extraditing for political crimes,

and the term "political crime' ' is of almost

exactly the same age as our national

government. So firmly rooted has this

practice become that even a century

ago in some of our extradition treaties

it had not been thought necessary to

insert the clause excepting political

offenders from the operation of the

treaty. This is the case in our treaties

of 1794 and 1842 with Great Britain.

In commenting on this fact Mr. Fish,

the Secretary of State, in a letter to

Mr. Hoffman, of May 22, 1876, says:

"The public sentiment of both countries

made it unnecessary. Between the

United States and Great Britain, it was

not supposed, on either side, that guaran

tees were required of each other against

a thing inherently impossible, any more

than by the laws of Solon was a punish

ment deemed necessary against the crime

of parricide, which was beyond the

possibility of contemplation." (Foreign

Rel. 1876, p. 22.)

Nor has the tendency been, either in

this country or in England, to construe

the term "political crime" strictly, but

rather to permit it to include some acts

which, viewed from the standpoint of a

person not engaged in the revolution,

would seem not to be necessary or

appropriate to attaining the end sought.

Yet, if viewed from the point of view

of the actors they could reasonably

have been considered necessary or ap

propriate, they are considered as "politi

cal offenses" rather than ordinary crimes.

As the Court of Queen's Bench said in

the Castioni case: "Looking at it as a

question of fact, I have come to the

conclusion that at the time at which

the shot was fired he acted in the unlaw

ful uprising to which he was at that

time a party, and an active party—a

person who had been doing active work

from a very much earlier period, and

in which he was still actively engaged."

In this case, Switzerland sought from

the British government the extradition

of Castioni for the murder of one Rossi,
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whom the former shot during a demon

stration against the government of the

Canton of Ticino. At the time of the

extradition proceedings, it was clear

that the killing of Rossi was not neces

sary to the success of the uprising.

But the court chose to look at it from

the viewpoint of Castioni at the time

of the shooting.

In 1894 the United States had to

deal with a case which was in most

respects parallel with that of Rudowitz.

General Ezeta, who had taken refuge in

the United States, was demanded by

the Salvadorean government for having

ordered the hanging of one Henriquez

as a spy, and the robbery of the Inter

national Bank of Salvador. This gov

ernment refused to extradite him, on the

ground that his acts were political

offenses.

In 1893 the United States refused to

extradite one Guerra, demanded by the

Mexican government on charges of mur

der, arson, and robbery. Guerra was a

member of a band which raided San

Ignacio, and after killing several per

sons set fire to and looted the town.

In refusing to comply with the Mexican

request for his extradition, our Secre

tary of State, Mr. Sherman, said that

as the evidence showed "the expedition

to have been revolutionary in its origin

and purpose," the offense of being "a

member thereof" was of "a purely politi

cal character, outside of the purview of

the extradition treaty between the

United States and Mexico." (For. Rel.

1897, p. 406.)

The inherent difficulty in dealing with

the question of extradition for political

crimes arises from the mixed nature of

some political crimes, *. e., "relative

political crimes" or d/lits complexes.

It is impossible to lay down a rule

which will enable us to tell whether

these are mainly political or mainly

criminal. The Attentat is one of the

efforts to deal with this difficulty. This

was an amendment to the Belgian ex

tradition law providing that the murder

of the head of a foreign government or

of a member of his family should not be

considered a political crime. This was

enacted in 1856 and was called forth by

the refusal of the Belgian government

in 1854 to extradite two persons charged

with an attempt to murder Napoleon

III.

More rational was the attempt by

Switzerland to deal with the difficulty.

In her extradition law of 1892, the

principle of the non-extradition of per

sons charged with political crimes is

recognized, but it is provided that if

the Bundesgericht, the Supreme Court

of Switzerland, decides that the domi

nant feature of the crime partakes more

of the nature of an ordinary crime than

of a political offense, the crime is an

extraditable one.

The most sweeping of the attempts

was made by Russia. In 1881, she in

vited the powers to hold an International

Conference at Brussels for the purpose

of considering a provision, favored by

her, that no murder should be considered

a political crime. As Great Britain and

France refused to take part in such a

conference it never met. Had the Rus

sian idea been adopted, it would have

been an arbitrary way of dealing with

the difficulty, as some of the most

typically political crimes—crimes com

mitted with a political motive and in

furtherance of a political purpose—

would thus become extraditable.

The United States is impelled by its

origin and traditions not to extradite

political offenders, even though murder

be among the list of their offenses,

provided their offense is committed

against the oppressions of government

and not against government itself.
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In summing up the subject of non-

extradition of political criminals, M.

Oppenheim, author of a recent two-

volume work on International Law,

says:—

"It is due to the stern attitude of Great

Britain, Switzerland, Belgium, France

and the United States that the prin

ciple has conquered the world. These

countries, in which individual liberty is

the very basis of all political life, and

constitutional government a political

dogma of the nation, watched with

abhorrence the methods of government

University of Nebraska.

of many other states between 1815 and

1860. These governments were more

or less absolute and despotic, repressing

by force every endeavor of their sub

jects to obtain individual liberty and a

share in the government. Thousands of

the most worthy citizens and truest

patriots had to leave their country for

fear of punishment for political crimes.

Great Britain and the other free coun

tries felt in honor bound not to sur

render such exiled patriots to the perse

cution of their governments, but to

grant them an asylum."

Whimsical Wills

By John De Morgan

IT is difficult to understand why a

whimsical spirit should influence

the minds of men and women at that

fateful time when they have to decide

what shall become of their goods and

chattels after they have no further use

for them. The records of the surro

gates' courts abound with instances of

whimsical conditions contained in wills

and codicils.

Very often the real intention of a will

does not appear on the surface. Be

quests are sometimes made to deserving

charities which elevate the character of

the testator, but those who knew him

best realized that the bequest was made

solely to annoy some one who had reason

to expect remembrance. It is far from

pleasant to think of any honest-minded

human being performing, in the pres

ence of death, an act of spite or malice,

the carrying out of which can only take

place after he has shuffled off the mortal

coil and is no longer able to know what

is going on among those he has left

behind.

We frequently hear of a son or daugh

ter being "cut off with a shilling," which

is better known in a figurative than in a

literal sense. The expression had its

origin in the old Roman Law, which

held that the omission of a man's nat

ural heir from a will was an accident,

and the neglected one was restored to

heirship, hence the custom of mention

ing the smallest coin as the sum of the

inheritance of the son or other expec

tant heir.

A few years ago a studious and

scholarly man passed from the scene of

his triumphs leaving a large estate be

hind. A nephew was his nearest rela

tive and he had been brought up to

believe himself the heir. When the will

was opened it was found that the bulk

of the testator's property had been sunk

in annuities, but there was still a con

siderable balance left. The testator left
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large sums to charities, and finally oc

curred these words: "To my best be

loved nephew I bequeath ten thousand

which he will find in a package in my

safe." It was only natural that the

nephew should hasten to search for the

package, which was so bulky that it

could not be overlooked. On opening

it he found ten thousand, not dollars

but chess problems, which his uncle had

clipped from weekly and monthly papers

and magazines. With the problems was

a letter which set forth that no better

possession could come to a young man

than those problems, for by solving them

he would strengthen his reasoning powers

and so permanently benefit himself.

The "good will" of an established

business is a valuable possession, and a

curious instance of the bequest of such

"good will" has recently attracted atten

tion. In the East End of London is a

public house, or saloon as we call it,

known as the "Widow's Son." On each

recurring Good Friday the owner has a

special cross-bun baked and placed with

appropriate ceremonies in a bag which

hangs from the ceiling of the bar. In

this bag are nearly a hundred such buns,

some of them dirt-begrimed and dried

up. The origin of the custom goes back

nearly a hundred years, when the only

son of a widow, who then owned the

house, ran away to sea, but afterwards

sent word that he was returning and

would be home on Good Friday. Antici

pating the joyful event, the widow made

him a special and extra large bun, but

he did not come, so she saved it to

show him that he was not forgotten.

Several years went by, and he still

failed to return, but each year another

bun was added to the others, and they

were finally hung up on a string from

the ceiling of the bar. When the widow

died over fifty years ago, she bequeathed

the good will of the house and all her

property to a friend and his descendants

forever, providing that on each recurring

Good Friday a bun should be baked

specially and added to the store. Age

made it necessary to place the buns in a

fishnet bag, but they are all there and

each year sees a new one added.

In the year 1244, a wedded couple

went in humble raiment to the convent

of Bunmow, in Essex, England, to

register a solemn vow that during

a year of married life not one angry

word had passed between them. The

good monk who presided over the con

vent, highly pleased at the lowly pair,

hailed the convent cook, who happened

to be passing with a flitch, or side of

bacon on his shoulder, and ordered it

to be presented to the happy couple,

unlimited bacon or pork being the acme

of pleasure to the people in that day.

On receiving the flitch the peasant threw

off his cloak and declared himself to be

Robert de Fitzwalter, a powerful feudal

chieftain. In return for the kindly gift

he bequeathed to the convent—

Broad lands both far and near

Which shall to thee and thine produce

One thousand marks a year.

But this condition I annex,

Or else the trust's forsaken,

That whensoe'er a pair shall come

And take the vow I've taken,

They shall from thee and thine receive

A goodly flitch of bacon.

To quote the exact words of the be

quest: "That whatever married couple

will go to the priory, and, kneeling on

two sharp-pointed stones, will swear

that they have not quarreled nor re

pented of their marriage within a year

and a day after its celebration, shall

receive a flitch of bacon." It was not

until 1445, two hundred years after the

trust had been instituted, that the first

claim was made, and up to the present

time less than than twenty couples have

claimed the prize. No claim was made
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between 1751 and 1855, though the

proclamation was made on each anni

versary of the bequest.

The servant-girl problem vexed our

forefathers as it does us of the pres

ent day. In 1674 John How bequeathed

a sum of money sufficient to award

twelve pounds to a maid-servant "who

shall have lived for two years under the

same mistress in the old borough of

Guilford, in Surrey." Every year

the prize is still , awarded if any

claimant appears, though to qualify

the maid must prove that she has

been "obedient and faithful" during

the two years.

In the reign of George III was passed

an act of Parliament known as the

Thellusson Act (39 and 40 George III,

c. 98) for the purpose of checking the

disposition of testators to accumulate

the income of their estates until it

should form a large fortune. Peter

Thellusson, merchant, of London, pos

sessed a considerable fortune, which he

was firmly determined should be put

out of the reach of any of his family

living at the time of his death or born

in a certain time thereafter. Therefore

he limited the accumulated property in

favor of certain of his descendants who

might be living at a remotely distant

time. The remote posterity for whom

this heaped-up wealth was destined did

not, however, profit to the extent pro

posed. For three quarters of a century

there was constant litigation with a view

to upsetting the will. It was claimed

that the will was too uncertain to be

carried into execution and that the accu

mulation was illegal, and asked whether

males claiming through females would

be entitled to a share; all of which

attempts to upset the will failed. When

the accumulated fund came to be dis

tributed among a large number of claim

ants it was found that the litigation had

swallowed up ,£1,300,000, leaving only

£600,000 to be divided. Doubtless the

lawyers found the bequest a veritable

nest egg. The litigation was ended

only by the passage of an act of Parlia

ment as recently as 1858.

The peculiar provisions of the will of

Dr. Jeremy Bentham•. who died in

1832, recall the cold-blooded cynicism

and even brutality perpetrated in the

will of Dr. Messenger Monsey, a physi

cian of Chelsea Hospital, who died in

1788 in his 95th year. A few days be

fore he died he wrote to a friend,

Cruikshank, a famous anatomist, beg

ging to know if it would suit his con

venience to undertake the dissection of

his body, as he felt he could not live

many days. When Monsey died he

directed in his will that his body must

be dissected, and not "subjected to the

insult of any funeral ceremony," but

after the surgeon had finished with him

"the remainder of my carcase may be

put in a bag or box with holes and

thrown into the Thames." His wishes

as regards dissection were carried out,

and a lecture was given on his remains

to the students of Guy's Hospital. A

prior will was found among his papers

in which he had desired that his

body should be buried in his garden

with the following epitaph on his tomb

stone:—

Here lie my old bones; my vexation now

ends,

I have lived much too long for myself and

my friends.

As to churches and churchyards, which men

may call holy,

'Tis a rank piece of priestcraft, and founded

on folly;

What the next world may be never troubled

my pate,

But be what it may, I beseech you, O Fate,

When the bodies of millions rise up in a riot,

To let the old carcase' of Monsey lie quiet!

•See "Wills—Quaint, Curious and Otherwise,"

by John De Morgan, Green Bag, December, 1901.



The Relative Influence of the Lawyer

in Modern Life*

By James M. Beck

Of the New York Bar

DEEP as the foundations of society,

almost as wide as human thought

itself, "Justice," in all generations, has

been "the great interest of man on

earth." This much-quoted saying of

Webster seems to answer the theme

which has been assigned to me. If

Justice be the great interest of man on

earth, then assuredly those who make

it an especial study and by whose

efforts its great ends are measurably

attained, must occupy in our infinitely

complicated modern society a position

of pre-eminent usefulness, power and

honor. It is therefore surprising to find

President Hadley, of Yale, quoted as

saying recently that today there are

but three masterful professions, journal

ism, finance, and politics. In my judg

ment, the law is as masterful as

either, and the individual lawyer, meas

ured by the result of his achievements,

is as potent a force as the journalist,

the financier or the politician. What

journalist ever contributed so much to

the unification of our country as did

Daniel Webster, by his great argument

in Gibbons v. Ogden, and his even more

impressive assertion of federal authority

in his great reply to Hayne ? What finan

cier has ever so potently affected the

economic development of this country

as the same great lawyer did, when in

the great case of Dartmouth College v.

Woodward he established the stability of

•[The Trustees and Faculties of Columbia Uni

versity invited Mr. Beck to make an address to

the last graduating class of the Columbia Law

School. The present article is substantially the

address which was delivered last spring.—Ed.]

corporate rights? Between the states

man and the lawyer comparison is more

difficult, for in our history the states

man has generally been a lawyer, and

his great achievements those of a lawyer

who pleads at the greater bar of public

opinion and to the court of last resort

of posterity. It would be difficult to

say which did more to precipitate the

Civil War, the decision in the Dred

Scott case or the great debates on the

constitutional aspects of slavery of the

lawyer-statesman, Abraham Lincoln,

with his distinguished adversary, Sena

tor Douglas.

Without, however, extending the com

parison, it is enough to say of the law,

in the language of a great judge and

even greater philosopher, Lord Bacon,

that "it is the great organ through

which the sovereign power (of society)

moves."

Mr. Justice Blackstone, in his noble

introduction to his Commentaries, speaks

of it as—

A science which distinguishes the criterion

of right and wrong ; which teaches to establish

the one and prevent, punish or redress the

other; which employs in its theory the noblest

faculties of the soul, and exerts in its practice

the cardinal virtues of the heart; a science

which is universal in its use and extent,

accommodated to each individual, yet com

prehending the whole community'

These, however, are but the enthusi

astic tributes of lawyers. Let me then

quote one of the broadest and sanest of

philosophers, Dr. Samuel Johnson, who

said with equal terseness and felicity:—
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Law is the science in which the greatest

powers of the understanding are applied to

the greatest number of facts.

On another occasion when in the bluff

old doctor's presence a superficial critic

reflected upon the law and lawyers, Dr.

Johnson brusquely said :—

Let us have no general abuse. The law

is the last result of human understanding

acting upon human experience for the bene

fit of the public.

A government of law is the supreme

manifestation of civilization. Both its

creation and efficient operation are usu

ally the result of the lawyer in his triple

capacity of legislator, judge, and prac

titioner. His power is exerted over the

entire range of human thought and

action. No human being is exempted

from his commands and prohibitions.

It is the lawyer who as judge pronounces

in the name of society its judgments

and commands. It is the lawyer as

legislator and constitution builder who

sets limits to the arbitrary powers either

of princes or majorities, and it is the

lawyer as practitioner who puts into

operation the complicated machinery of

human society in order that justice shall

be done between man and man. The

rudest law of the savage is better than

unrestrained license. Roman law estab

lished the "Roman peace" in all the

vast territory which the Eternal City

dominated, and protected the weak

against the strong. When the Centurion

ordered the great Apostle to be scourged

to compel him to testify, Paul said:—

Is it lawful for you to scourge a man that

is a Roman and uncondemned?

The Centurion reported this to the Chief

Captain, and said:—

Take heed what thou doest; for this man

is a Roman.

Thus, in a ruder age, military arro

gance, seeking to scourge a man with

out trial or condemnation, was arrested

by the puissant majesty of the civil law.

What the lawyer, when unimpeded by

mere politicians, can do for society may

be illustrated by the fact that during

the first three centuries of the Roman

Empire the great work of framing the

law fell entirely upon the jurists, and

so fully did they vindicate their ability

that the great body of the Roman law,

which still governs civilized man, shares

with the culture of the Greek and the

religious conception of the Hebrew the

distinction of being the greatest intel

lectual heritage of man. It was the

lawyer in the Middle Ages who broke

the iron rigor of the feudal system and

constructed the modern principles of

equity. The lawyers of France voiced

the aspirations of their oppressed coun

trymen and led the successful assault

upon monarchical absolutism and class

privilege. Of the national assembly

which precipitated the French Revolu

tion, three hundred and seventy mem

bers were lawyers. Indeed the compara

tive civilization of a country can be

measured by the relative power and

influence of its bar. To lawyers like

Grotius and Puffendorf we owe the

development of international law, that

fair rainbow of hope which foretells the

coming of the day when the deluge of

blood shall cease.

No country more admirably illustrates

the masterful character of the legal pro

fession than our own, for it was the

American lawyer who precipitated the

American Revolution by his agitation

of unwritten constitutional principles of

liberty. "No taxation without repre

sentation" was a lawyer's phrase, and

the Declaration of Independence, with

its definition of liberty which time can

not make obsolete, was at once an indict

ment at the bar of history of a tyrannical

Parliament and a brief for the young

Republic in its appeal "to the opinions
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of mankind." The Constitution which

brought order out of chaos and has

made it possible for this great people to

govern itself was the work of American

lawyers, and it has been the American

bar, sitting since the adoption of the

Constitution as a quasi constitutional

convention, which has for more than

one hundred and twenty years builded

upon the foundation of the Constitution

of 1787 the great and noble super

structure of our Federal system. Henry,

Jefferson, Madison, Marshall, Hamilton,

Webster, Clay, Lincoln and others of

potent achievement all acquired their

power and influence as members of the

American bar.

Masterful as it is, the law, neverthe

less, is not a popular profession. As

individuals, lawyers are generally re

spected and honored. Perhaps no class

of men is the recipient of greater social

and political distinction. The lawyer's

versatility, due to the wide range of his

observation, his savoir faire, due to his

intimate knowledge of human nature,

have ever made him welcome as a

friend, a guest and an adviser. But

this does not affect the prejudice which

most men feel towards the profession

as such. Indeed there has been from

generation to generation a persistent

identification of the lawyer with His

Satanic Majesty. This uncomplimentary

analogy has had many variations.

A century ago, when Napoleon was

apparently planning an invasion of

England, all classes and professions

of Englishmen sprang to arms, and

amongst others the lawyers of the

Temple organized a regiment. The

King deigned to review this regi

ment. At the conclusion His Majesty

sent for Erskine, its honorary Colonel,

and asked him what he called his

regiment, and Erskine replied that

it as yet had no name, to which His

Majesty replied, "Call it the Devil's

Own."

Heine tells us in a humorous poem

that when he met the Devil he found

him exceedingly well versed in law. An

anonymous poet tells us that the Devil

visited a court of law and sadly de

parted, saying:—

They've puzzled the Court with their villain

ous cavil,

And, I'm free to confess it, they've puzzled the

Devil.

My agents were right to let lawyers alone,

If I had them they'd swindle me out of my

throne.

The greatest of all poets and the pro-

foundest judge of human nature seems

equally hostile to the profession, although

it is always unsafe to impute to Shaks-

pere a sentiment to which one of his

characters gives expression. We re

call for the moment Harry Hotspur's

contemptuous remark:—

For in these nice sharp quillets of the law,

Good faith, I am no wiser than a daw.

The supposed avarice of the profes

sion is referred to by Mercutio when he

says of his dream fairy, Queen Mab,

that she gallops —

O'er lawyers' fingers who straightway dream

of fees.

You may remember the satirical and

altogether delightful parody upon the

scholastic refinement and judicial Buns-

byism of the Elizabethan bench, which

Shakspere, with remarkable audacity,

inserted in the graveyard scene in "Ham

let." A case had been tried, involving

the question as to whether the estate of

a suicide escheated. The Court did in

dulge in some very supersubtle reason

ing as to when the crime of suicide,

which worked the escheat, was consum

mated and whether the estate passed to

the heirs before such consummation.

In discussing Ophelia's chances of Chris

tian burial, the gravedigger thus paro
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dies the opinion of the Court, which may

be found in Plowden's Reports:—

If the man go to this water and drown

himself it is, will he nill he, goes, mark you

that ; but if the water come to him and drown

him, he drowns not himself. Argal, he that

is not guilty of his own death shortens not his

own life.

In the same scene, when the gravedigger

tosses up a skull, Hamlet, with biting

sarcasm, says:—

Why may not that be the skull of a

lawyer? Where be his quiddities now, his

quillets, his cases, his tenures and his tricks?

Why does he suffer this rude knave now to

knock him about the sconce with a dirty

shovel and will not tell him of his action of

battery? Hum ! This fellow might be in

his time a great buyer of land, with his

statutes, his recognizances, his fines, his

double vouchers, his recoveries. Is this the

fine of his fine and the recovery of his

recoveries, to have his fine pate full of fine

dust?

And then he asks Horatio the question:

Is not parchment made of sheepskins?

To which Hamlet replies:—

Aye, my lord, and of calfskins.

And the princely misanthrope replies:—

They are sheep and calves which seek assur

ance in that.

Shakspere forgot to say, however,

that many of these technicalities and

fictions were the method by which the

lawyers emancipated society from the

brutal rigor of the feudal system, and

the fact is that almost the only auto

graphs we have of the great poet are

those attached to these same sheepskin

parchments for the better "assurance"

of Shakspere's title to his lands, and

about the only business transactions in

which he engaged, of which we know,

were lawsuits in which he benefited by

the services of counsel. It is with

lawyers as with doctors, men criticise

them in health, but run to them in time

of need.

But it is the dramatists and the

novelists who have given the severest

caricatures of the profession. With few

exceptions the lawyer of the stage is

either a knave or a mountebank. The

wide realm of fiction can be searched

almost in vain for lawyers who can prove

a good moral character. Instead we

have a very rogues' gallery.

In modern political discussions fre

quent reference has been made by re

sponsible leaders of thought to the

supposed low tone of the bar. On

more than one occasion President Roose

velt, that castigator censorque minorum,

has referred slightingly to "law honesty,"

and in his annual message to Congress of

1905, he referred to the great need of—-

A higher sense of ethical conduct, especially

among business men and in the great pro

fession of law.

His political rival, Mr. Bryan, was

even more emphatic in a recent address.

He hoped that the day would come—

When we will not have so many man who

will sell their souls to make grand larceny

possible. Perhaps some time it will be less

disgraceful for a lawyer to assist in gigantic

robbery than for a highwayman to go out

and hold up the wayfarer.

He gave but one illustration for this

sweeping indictment of a noble profes

sion, of which he himself is a member,

and that illustration was founded upon

a gross misapprehension of the true

facts.

A prejudice which has persisted for so

many generations and which is so deeply

rooted in popular feeling must have its

original basis in some primitive trait of

human nature. I find it in the ele

mental jealousy which the muscle has

always felt toward the brain. For ex

ample Harry Hotspur's remark, which

I have quoted, is the sneer of a hot-

blooded warrior for the man of thought.

In primitive times physical prowess was
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the great source of power. Might was

right, and the rule of society was that

of a Rob Roy.

Let him take that hath the power

And let him keep that can.

Slowly, however, there emerged from

ruder times a class whose strength con

sisted, not in their physical strength,

but in intellectual cunning—"cunning"

then meaning, not craftiness, but knowl

edge. The very deterioration in the

meaning of "cunning" illustrates the

truth of which I speak. It was not un

natural that the man of physical prowess

should look with contempt, envy and

fear upon the physically weakerman who

triumphed through the subtle but potent

power of thought. The mythologies

of prehistoric times clearly represent

the views of life entertained by primitive

human nature, and it is significant that

the two systems of mythology with

which our race is most directly con

nected both manifested this feeling of

depreciation. In Greek mythology the

gods symbolized various phases of physi

cal power or beauty, but among them,

although occupying a lesser station, was

Mercury, the symbol of swift intelli

gence. He was the patron god of subtle

men, of poets, lawyers, orators, and the

depreciation of intellectual ability is

shown by the fact that he was also

accounted the god of liars and thieves.

For him was reserved no high place on

Olympus. He was lower in the scale of

precedence than Vulcan, the symbol of

brute strength, of Mars, the god of war,

or of Venus, the goddess of beauty.

An even more striking illustration of

this primitive estimate was the concep

tion of the Norse analogue of Mercury.

He was Loki, the god of fire, and, there

fore, of intellect, argument and reason.

His was not the thunder hammer of

Dormer, nor the burning sunshine of

Balder, but whenever the gods were con

fronted with circumstances over which

mere physical might could not triumph

it was to Loki that they turned to sug

gest a way of escape. You remember

the Norse myth of "The Ring," as glori

fied by both the literary and musical

genius of Richard Wagner. Wotan, the

supreme god, desired to build the castle

of Valhalla. He turns to Loki for guid

ance, and is advised to employ the giants

Fafner and Fasolt under a promise that

to them shall be given as their wage

Freia, the goddess of immortal youth.

Loki promises when the work is com

pleted to find some method of avoiding

performance of the contract, and when

Valhalla is built, the giants claim Freia.

It is to Loki that the gods turn to save

them from the eternal loss of youth.

Loki tells them that he has searched

the world in vain for any worthy sub

stitute for the goddess of immortal

youth, but that he might persuade the

giants to take, in lieu of Freia, the gold

ring, giving immeasurable power, which

Alberich, the spirit of evil, had wrested

from the Rhine maidens. By intellec

tual cunning Loki overcomes the dwarf,

obtains the ring and persuades the

giants to accept it in lieu of Freia, but

when the gods, thus rescued from fatal

disaster by Loki's cunning, proceed over

the rainbow bridge into Valhalla they

leave Loki behind, who, looking down

into the waters of the Rhine, whence

the gold was ravished, and then upward

to the rainbow bridge to the stately

procession of the gods, sarcastically ex

claims of those whom he had rescued

and by whom he was ignored:—

To their end they fleetly are led

Who believe themselves founded forever;

Almost I shame

To mix in their matters.

How often lawyers have thus ex

pressed themselves after saving clients

from their own folly !
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This prejudice of primitive man has

long outlived its original causes and

finds its illustration today in the

jealousy of which the legal profession,

together with all purely intellectual occu

pations, is the subject.

This feeling of jealous admiration is

probably intensified by the fact that

with the growing power of law in the

evolution of society the mass of men,

who are too often hostile to its res

traints, dislike the lawyer because he

pre-eminently stands for the enforce

ment of law and the consequent limita

tion of license. It was this consideration

which doubtless led Jack Cade, as he

summoned his riotous followers to re

volt, to endorse the sentiment:—

Let us kill all the lawyers first.

This worthy demagogue was philo

sophically correct, for if it is desired to

destroy the fabric of human society, the

natural beginning would be to kill those

who stand as vigilant guards at its outer

portals. These are and ever have been

the men of the law. A recent illustra

tion of this spirit of Jack Cadeism is

given by the recent attack upon the

Supreme Court by Mr. Samuel Gompers,

who curiously asserted that the inherent

vice of that court is that it is composed

of lawyers, and that lawyers are too

much swayed by prior decisions and by

too great a regard for "vested interests."

Again, there is an unconscious feeling

in the community that the legal profes

sion is parasitic in its nature. In an

Utopian state of society there might be

no occasion for lawyers. Similarly in a

state of society where perfect health

existed, as it theoretically should, there

would be little occasion for doctors. In the

interdependence of all classes and occu

pations upon each other in our compli

cated modern society, all classes are in

a sense parasitic, but as the whole struc

ture of human society rests upon the

administration of law, and justice is, as

Webster said, "the supreme interest of

man on earth," the legal profession is no

more parasitic than any other.

Another reason for this popular preju

dice is the widespread and erroneous

belief in the insincerity of the lawyer.

No error is more persistent or wide

spread than that which asserts that the

lawyer will sell his voice to any client,

however base, or to any cause, however

bad. No question is more constantly

asked of a lawyer than his ethical justi

fication for defending a man whom he

knows to be guilty. This question, like

Banquo's ghost, will never down. I need

not remind you of the trial of Cour-

voisier, the Swiss valet, who murdered

his master, Lord William Russell, in

1840. During the course of his trial,

his counsel, Mr. Phillips, learned that

his client was guilty. He consulted one

of the most eminent judges of England

as to his duty, and was advised that he

could not desert his client, and must

continue to defend him by suggesting

all considerations which the proved evi

dence in the cause legitimately sug

gested. The ethical question thus

suggested has never been settled, and

probably never will be settled to the

satisfaction of most men.

To discuss this mooted question ade

quately would take more time than is at

my command. Probably the answer to

the moral enigma was never more tersely

given than by Dr. Johnson in one of his

ex-cathedra utterances. That very great

and noble Judge, Sharswood, fully stated

the ethical justification from a lawyer's

standpoint, and he was a man of stain

less integrity. It is enough to say that

the question rarely if ever arises in the

experience of the ordinary practitioner,

and the reason for this is obvious. The

great bulk of a lawyer's practice does
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not relate to litigated cases, as to which

he is obliged to take a public position,

but in explaining to his clients what

they may lawfully do and how they may

do it. As law is essentially applied

morality, the lawyer in enforcing its

principles without litigation does more

to promote justice between man and

man than any other profession. He

rarely can secure absolute right, because

absolute right in a complicated state of

human society is rarely attainable. Life

is an eternal compromise, and the lawyer

cannot rise superior to the conditions

under which he works. Many a dis

appointed litigant has had a poor opinion

of the law, and, therefore, of lawyers,

either because he has not obtained full

absolute justice, or because he is a vic

tim of those general rules of human

society, such as the statutes of limita

tions, which, though they work hard

ship in individual cases, are most

necessary and salutary as rules of gen

eral application. The public before con

demning the legal profession should

always appreciate that the administra

tion of justice is necessarily but an

approximation toward that ultimate and

absolute justice which may come with

the millennium, but never before. There

is between the justice of the courts and

absolute Justice a "twilight zone," to

use Mr. Bryan's recent phrase, which

the genius of man has not yet succeeded

in spanning. Moreover, the average case

is a tangled skein of disputed facts, in

which the lawyer necessarily accepts his

client's version. In the average liti

gated case, no one side is wholly right.

Upon the court, and not upon the

lawyer, rests the ultimate responsibility

of determining the law and the facts,

and even then it must be said of legal

justice, as George Eliot sadly said, in

the great climax to "Romola":—

Who can put his finger on an act and say

"This is Justice"? Justice is like the kingdom

of God; it is not without us as a fact, but

within us as a great yearning.

The belief in the lawyer's insincerity

has arisen largely from the least im

portant feature of his professional life,

his duties as an advocate. Unquestion

ably in former times there was much

cheap acting in courts of justice, and

the "chops and tomato sauce" style of

argument of Serjeant Buzfuz, while

somewhat of a caricature, has yet some

basis in fact; but the graduates whom

I have the honor to address are most

fortunate in coming to the bar at a time

when the

blustering artifice of a rhetorical hireling

availing himself of the vile license of a loose-

tongued lawyer,

as Disraeli once styled an attack which

a lawyer made upon him, is out of

fashion, and today candor, lucidity and

sincerity are the most forceful elements

in advocacy.

In his work as an advocate, the lawyer

is apt to make his client's enemies his

own. The latter is not apt to distin

guish in the heat of a legal battle be

tween his opponent and the opposing

lawyer. In cases where human passion

is excited and great interests are at

stake, the lawyer is too apt, in winning

a case, to add to his personal associa

tions a life-long enemy and—sometimes

an ingrate.

Again, the lawyer is unjustly held

responsible for all the defects of the law,

for most of which he is not responsible.

The nobility of law makes but little

appeal to men, but its inevitable limita

tions—owing in part to the fallibility of

human nature, and the necessary limita

tions of organized society—have never

failed to escape their attention. Thus

the "law's delay" has been the fruitful

theme of the poet and the satirist.

Dickens, in "Bleak House," preferred a
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terrible indictment against the Court of

Chancery, but wholly failed to state in

the preface to his novel that most of the

defects which he had so graphically

illustrated had been abolished by act

of Parliament before "Bleak House"

was printed. Jarndyce v. Jarndyce would

be an impossibility today, and was an

impossibility at the time "Bleak House"

was written, but the entire legal pro

fession could not with all its eloquence

correct the popular impression to which

the genius of Dickens has given rise.

"Bleak House" was published in August,

1853, and Dickens in the preface asserts

the substantial truth of his indictment

against the Court of Chancery, but he

fails to state that three years before his

novel was written, Romilly, Lord St.

Leonards and Lord Lyndhurst had se

cured an investigation of Chancery

abuses and that subsequent legislation

by Parliament put an end to many of

the defects of the Chancery system so

vividly and powerfully illustrated by

Jarndyce v. Jarndyce.

Similarly, Dr. Warren in "Ten Thous

and a Year," the greatest masterpiece of

fiction with reference to law and lawyers,

bases the argument of his story upon

defects of legal procedure which had

already passed away.

The law is and must necessarily be a

reflex of contemporaneous society. It

is no better, and it is no worse. Given

a corrupt and cruel state of society,

such as existed in the eighteenth cen

tury, and you necessarily have a cor

rupt and cruel system of laws. Espe

cially in these days of triumphant

democracy, the law is what the mass of

men make it, and yet the great public,

primarily responsible for the defects of

the law, condemns the legal profession

for whatever defects larger knowledge

from time to time discloses. The laws

of former times reflected the corruption

and cruelty of the times, and it is not

surprising that the mass of men, who

groaned under such burdens, regarded

laws as a kind of witchcraft or black

art. The prejudice has long outlived

its cause. Many generations of men

have been influenced by a misinterpre

tation of the invective of the great

Teacher:—

Woe unto you; also ye lawyers! for ye

lade men with burdens grievous to be borne,

and ye yourselves touch not the burdens with

one of your fingers.

The theologian knows that of which

the congregation is generally ignorant

that "the lawyers" who taxed too sorely

the patience of the gentle Master were

simply the clerical copyists of the Mosaic

Law, and, as such, we of the legal pro

fession willingly resign them to our

brethren of the clergy.

I am persuaded, however, that the

chief reason for the unpopularity of

the lawyer is due to the fact that men

get their impressions of law and of the

lawyer through the medium of fiction,

and very little from personal observation,

and it has always been the tendency of

the poet, the novelist or the dramatist

to select unfavorable and exaggerated

types to give dramatic intensity to their

productions. An honorable lawyer is

too prosaic for literary portraiture. The

lay figure of the dramatist and the

novelist must be the worst type of the

profession, and he so readily lends him

self to "treason, stratagems and spoils,"

that it is not unnatural that the type

of lawyer most familiar to the popular

mind is the picturesque villain who

cunningly thwarts virtue and promotes

evil. While Shakspere gives no por

trait of a lawyer, unless we except the

fair Portia, who so terribly perverted

the law of Venice, yet, as previously

noted, he has made many scornful refer

ences to the "law's delay," and to its
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technicalities and fictions. Next to

Shakspere, the average man of our

race gets his first and strongest impres

sions of human nature from Charles

Dickens. Although Dickens served his

apprenticeship in the Middle Temple,

and was himself, for a time, a law

yer's clerk, he had an intense hatred

of the profession. This was partly due

to the fact that he saw more of its shady

side in the criminal courts than of its

better side, but it is also due to the fact

that his personal experiences in some

litigation with some literary pirates,

who had published imitations of the

"Christmas Carol" and "Martin Chuzzle-

wit," were so unfortunate that when his

books were again pirated he wrote to his

counsel :—

It is better to suffer a great wrong than

to have recourse to the much greater wrong,

the law. I shall not easily forget the ex

pense and anxiety and horrible injustice of

the "Carol" case, wherein, in asserting the

plainest right on earth, I was really treated

as if I was the robber instead of the robbed.

According to Dickens, in "Bleak

House":—

The one great principle of the English law

is to make business for itself. There is no

other principle distinctly, certainly and con

sistently maintained through all its narrow

turnings. Viewed by this light it becomes

a coherent scheme, and not the monstrous

maze the laity are apt to think it. Let them

but once clearly perceive that its grand prin

ciple is to make business for itself at their

expense, and surely they will cease to

grumble.

Bitter satire, and like most satire a

gross exaggeration !

On the other hand, Sir Walter Scott,

himself a lawyer of experience and no

mean judge of human nature, puts in

the mouth of the Antiquary this truer

estimate of a lawyer:—

In a profession where unbounded trust is

necessarily imposed, there is nothing sur

prising that fools should neglect it in their

stupidity, and tricksters abuse it in their

knavery. But it is more to the honor of

those, and I will vouch for many, who unite

integrity with skill and attention and walk

honorably upright where there are so many

pitfalls and stumbling blocks for those of a

different character. To such men their fellow

citizens may safely entrust the care of pro

tecting their patrimonial rights, and their

country the more sacred charge of her laws

and privileges.*

Without further defending the legal

profession against the assaults of the

novelist and the dramatist, let me simply

say after being at the bar for nearly a

quarter of a century, and after mingling

not only with lawyers, but with differ

ent classes of men in various parts of

this country, that in my judgment no

class of men has any higher sense of

honor than the legal profession. As a

profession it has a threefold character

and purpose. It is primarily a trade,

in the sense that men pursue it to

obtain in exchange for the product of

their brains a pecuniary reward. To

this extent, it is commercial in the sense

that all trades are commercial. It is,

secondly, a profession, in that it occu

pies a special field of knowledge for

which no one is capable who will not

give the special study of a lifetime to it.

Brougham once said that a "lawyer

must know everything about something

and something about everything."

But law is not merely a commercial

trade or an intellectual profession; it is

above all a vocation, and, measured by

its beneficent results, of a very high and

noble character. While law has its utili

tarian and economic side, it has also its

moral side, as it is for most purposes

the final conception of society as to

what is just between man and man.

One further and most potent reason

for the unpopularity of the lawyer re-

* For these references to Dickens and Scott in their
relations to law and lawyers, I feel I should express
my obligation to two very interesting pamphlets on
the subject written by John Marshall Gest of the
Philadelphia bar—J. M. B.
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mains to be considered. He is the

great conservative force in a nation,

and is constantly called upon to defend

the individual against the tyranny of

the majority. He must frequently defy

and defeat public opinion by protecting

the individual from its unreasonable

demands. You may remember the splen

did exhibition of professional loyalty

when Louis XVI was arraigned be

fore the National Convention during the

Reign of Terror, and it was clearly under

stood that any advocate who defended

him would forfeit his own life with that

of his client. The great advocate, Males-

herbes, in volunteering his services,

nobly said:;—

I was twice called to the council of the

King when all the world coveted the honor

and I owe him the same service now when

it has become dangerous.

He gave to his royal client the sacrifice

of his own life and perished with him on

the guillotine.

Erskine sacrificed his social popular

ity and political prestige by accepting a

retainer to defend the then despised

Tom Paine, while Brougham in the

teeth of royal displeasure and social

persecution espoused the cause of the

defenseless Queen Caroline. One of the

finest chapters in the history of the

American bar is the fact that after the

Boston massacre and amid all the tumult

which culminated in the Revolution,

two leaders of the popular party, John

Adams and Josiah Quincy, offered to

defend the British soldiers who were

charged with murder, and it is to the

greater credit of a Boston jury that it so

far arose above popular passion that the

soldiers were acquitted.

The lawyer must sometimes share

with his client public odium, and stand

between a relentless public opinion and.

its victim. In defending the rights of

the individual, he must often contra

vene the interests of the many. This is

peculiarly true of our country and of

the present time, for with popular pas

sion lashed into a fury by frenzied

agitators, and with great constitutional

limitations standing as the only barriers

to popular aggression, the lawyer must

frequently thwart the public will by

invoking the sacred guarantees of the

Constitution. In thus appealing from

"Philip drunk to Philip sober," the

lawyer necessarily runs counter to pub

lic opinion, which, balked of its prey,

visits in the blind passion of the hour its

wrath upon the bar and the judiciary.

Never inmy recollection have more bitter

and more unwarranted attacks been

made upon the judiciary of our country

than in recent years.

The lawyer, if he respects the exalted

nature of his profession, will be indiffer

ent to the passing passion of the hour.

He has no more right to betray the

cause of justice because of the un

popularity of his client than the

judge on the bench has to pronounce

judgment against him for like reason.

Mr. Justice Cresswell, when once charg

ing a jury, uttered some sentiments

that caused a wave of applause to

go through the courtroom. He quickly

stopped, and sharply and sternly,

said:—

The administration of justice is in great

danger when the applause of a court is agree

able to a judge's ear.

The remark could be applied with

almost equal force to the lawyer, who,

if he regards his profession as something

more than a trade, must not be affected

by popular passion or personal interest.

It thus not infrequently happens that

the duties of a lawyer call for the great

est courage and the finest moral hero

ism. Lord Mansfield, in pronouncing a

most unpopular judgment in the face

of threats not only of royal displeasure
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and social ostracism, but of assassina

tion, well said:—

I wish popularity, but it is that popularity

which follows, not that which is run after.

It is that popularity which sooner or later

never fails to do justice to the pursuit of

noble ends by noble means. I will not do

that which my conscience tells me is wrong

upon this occasion to gain the huzzas of

thousands or the daily praise of all the papers

New York, N. Y.

which come from the press. I will not avoid

doing what I think is right though it should

draw upon me the whole artillery of libels,

all that falsehood and malice can invent or

the credulity of a deluded populace can

swallow.

Such should be the spirit of every

lawyer, especially in these days, when

trial by newspaper has greatly impaired

trial by the courts of law.

The Late Judge John Kelvey Richards

JUDGE John Kelvey Richards of the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

sixth circuit, died of Bright's disease at his

home in Cincinnati, O., on Mar. 1. He had

been ill for several months.

Justice Richards, who throughout his pub

lic career distinguished himself for his keen

insight into the intricacies of his profession,

was descended from a long line of Welsh

Quaker ancestry, established near Valley

Forge, Pa., in William Penn's day. Judge

Richards himself was born at Ironton, Law

rence County, Ohio, in 1856, the son . of

Samuel Richards, one of the pioneers of that

town, and for thirty years secretary and gen

eral manager of the Ohio Iron & Coal Com

pany and the Iron Railway Company. His

mother was a descendant of Theodate, daugh

ter of Stephen Bachiler, who was a Puritan

minister.

He received a collegiate education, and was

graduated from Swarthmore College in 1875

and from Harvard in 1877. He studied law

and was admitted to the bar in 1879. From

1880 to 1882 he was prosecuting attorney of

Lawrence County, and from 1885 to 1889 city

solicitor of Ironton. In 1889 the Republicans

of the eighth Ohio district nominated him by

acclamation for Senator. He was elected by

a handsome majority, and, although a new

man, at once became a leader of his party in

the State Senate. .

The Republicans of Ohio nominated him in

1891 for Attorney-General, and that fall he

was elected. As Attorney-General of Ohio

he established the principle that the Legisla

ture was empowered by the constitution of

the state, without amendment, to tax fran

chises, privileges, etc., and drafted laws based

on this theory, through whose agency the

state debt has been eliminated.

As Solicitor-General he had entire charge

of the important cases resulting from the

Spanish War, particularly those settling the

status of the United States insular possessions.

Most of the constitutional questions arising

under the Dingley law and the war revenue

act of 1898 came under his jurisdiction. Other

successful cases of his were the Joint Traffic

Association and Addyston Pipe litigations.

He also had charge of the Northern Securities

case until appointed to the Circuit Court. He

was noted as a brilliant public speaker.

He served as Solicitor-General from 1897

to 1903, when he became judge of the Circuit

Court of Appeals, succeeding Hon. William

R. Day, who was appointed to the bench of

the Supreme Court of the United States, three

years after Judge Taft gave up his judgeship

in the same sixth circuit.
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Aliens (Exclusion). "Judicial Review of

Administrative Action in Immigration Pro

ceedings." By Thomas Reed Powell. 22 Har

vard Law Review 360 (Mar.) .

Treating of the question suggested by the

possibilities flowing from the decision in In

the Matter of Hermine Crawford (Oct. 28,

1908), 40 N. Y. L. J. 419, holding that the

Commissioner of Immigration may exclude

aliens afflicted with a loathsome or dangerous

disease, even though such aliens be domiciled

in the United States and returning from a

temporary sojourn abroad. "This threatens

every returning citizen with administrative

proceedings in which he must establish the

fact not only of his domicile but of his citizen

ship."

Aliens (Status). "Aliens under the Federal

Laws of the United States." By Samuel

MacClintock. 3 Illinois Law Rev. 493 (Mar.) .

This paper, dealing with alienage and citi

zenship, is the first of a series of four papers.

The three others will be entitled respectively :

Federal Legislation—Shipping, Patents, Trade

Marks, Copyrights. Federal Legislation—

Public Lands, Real Estate in the Territories.

Treaty Rights of Resident Aliens.

The author here gives a lucid exposition of

the status of aliens; their rights, duties and

disabilities under the common law and under

statutes now in force.

He shows how—

"in ancient and mediaeval times an alien

had little or no protection from the laws of

the country in which he sojourned, while in

modern times most states tend to give him

full civil rights. In England, the common

law disability as to holding real estate has

been swept away, and in most of our states

the same result has been attained." . . .

He also tells "how citizenship arose in the

colonies and how, with the birth of the new

federal state, there arose a national as well

as a state citizenship. . . . We have seen

that the citizenship of these two sovereign

ties is distinct; that the control of the suffrage

is left almost entirely to the states and terri

tories; and finally, that the states may confer

state citizenship and political rights upon

aliens. So may the territories confer, under

Congressional authority, the latter rights."

Banking and Currency. "A Year after the

Panic of 1907." By Alexander D. Noyes.

Quarterly Journal of Economics, v. 23, p. 185

(Feb.).

Was the panic of 1907 an economic crisis

of the first magnitude, asks the author, or

was it simply and solely a readjustment of

over-speculation on the stock exchange? He

answers it by saying that it will be classed in

future history as a panic of the first magni

tude, along with those of 1893, 1873, 1857,

and 1837. It was marked by the same five

characteristics—impairment of credit facili

ties of banks, hoarding by individuals, short

age of currency for ordinary business, shutting

down of manufactories, and abrupt disap

pearance of the buying demand.

What was the cause of the panic? There

were three popular theories: that it was

caused by President Roosevelt's anti-trust

activities, that it was due to reckless finance

in New York, or that it was occasioned by a

defective currency system. Not one of these

was the cause, which was, on the contrary,

"the extravagant over-exploiting of capital

and credit throughout the industrial world."

The author discusses with fullness of detail

the financial conditions preceding the panic,

not only in the United States but in other

countries, and indicates the general ten

dencies illustrated by the movement of prices

and the state of foreign and domestic money

markets.

Banking and Currency. "Government v.

Bank Issues." By Prof. J. Laurence Laughlin.

Scribner's, v. 45, p. 265 (Mar.).

Concludes that bank issues are preferable,

as "a protection against arbitrary party

action" and as a democratic measure.

Banking and Currency. "Recent and Pro

spective State Banking Legislation." By

Pierre Jay. Quarterly Journal of Economics,

v. 23, p. 233 (Feb.).

One of the Savings Banks Commissioners

of Massachusetts says that it is impossible

to forecast what important amendments to

the banking laws will be adopted by the

thirty-nine state legislatures that are to meet

this year, but the fact that this widespread

discussion promises to be so general "indi
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cates a realization that the time has come to

bring the state banking laws of the country

up to a higher standard of efficiency."

New York, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

and Ohio were the states in which important

banking legislation was enacted in 1908. As

regards legislation relating to savings banks

and savings deposits, Massachusetts adopted

some provisions possibly of greater interest

than those of the other three states. Savings

banks were authorized to maintain branch

offices for the receipt of deposits. An audit

ing committee must be appointed each year,

and savings banks are to be incorporated

through a board of state officers, so that the

establishment of new banks may become

easier than under the old plan of incorpora

tion by special charter.

The investment law has been considerably

changed in Massachusetts, and the writer

shows in what respects this state has also

undertaken to throw additional safeguards

about savings deposited in trust companies,

which are now required by law to maintain

separate departments wherever such deposits

are received, in order that such departments

may be covered by the laws regulating sav

ings bank investments. This principle has

already appeared, though less completely

worked out, in the laws of Michigan, New

Hampshire and Connecticut. "It is the logical

solution for the present lack of savings facili

ties outside those states (the New England

states, New York and New Jersey) where the

mutual, or non-stock, savings bank system is

fully developed."

So far as legislation regarding trust com

panies and state banks is concerned, New

York passed the most important measures of

1908, falling into three classes. In the first,

relating to the operations of the banks, the

reserve requirement was increased, certain

state and municipal bonds being no longer

permitted as a form of reserve, and trust

companies having an active demand business

being forced to keep a commensurate reserve,

while those having time deposits, by issuing

certificates, are not required to keep any

reserve on such deposits. Restrictions on

loans are also here described.

Under the second head, legislation relating

to duties of directors, a remedy was provided

in New York for conditions disclosed by the

panic, with the purpose of checking the prac

tice whereby individuals formerly obtained

control of a chain of banks by using the funds

of one bank to purchase the stock of a second,

the funds of the second to purchase the stock

of a third, and so on.

In the third class, legislation relating to

the authority of the supervisor, the 1908

law of New York extends the power of the

superintendent to discontinue unsafe prac

tices to all institutions under his supervision.

He is also authorized to liquidate an institu

tion which has been closed as unsound and

is not in condition to reopen. This follows

closely the provisions of the national banking

law; in all other states, closed state banking

institutions are liquidated by receivers ap

pointed by the courts.

Bill of Eights. "Property." By O. H.

Myrick. Lawyer and Banker, v. 1, p. 107

(Apr.).

The writer, a member of the Los Angeles

bar, describes some of the fundamental attri

butes of property, which is next in importance

to life and liberty, and the power of the state

over it under constitutional guaranties.

Bill of Rights. See Procedure.

Codification. See Illinois, Uniformity of

Laws.

Contracts (Agency). "The Liability of the

Undisclosed Principal in Contract." By Wil

liam Draper Lewis. 9 Columbia Law Review

116 (Feb.).

"To permit the person who has dealt with

the undisclosed principal's agent in such a

way as to raise a contract on which the action

of assumpsit could be brought, on discovery

of the principal, to elect whether he shall

regard the contract as with the agent or with

the principal instead of being an anomaly

and contrary to the fundamental common

law idea of the reason for the obligation of

the contract, would appear to fit in as per

fectly with the fundamental idea lying at the

foundation of the liability, as the denial of

such a right to one who has made a formal

contract under seal with the agent of the

undisclosed principal, fits in with the funda

mental idea lying at the foundation of liability

on formal contracts. ".

Corporations. "Corporate Powers." By

Thomas Thacher. 9 Columbia Law Review

243 (Mar.).

The grant of a corporate franchise in and

of itself creates no power, says this writer,

but if incorporation induces combination of

capital and energies, it may in that way

develop the power which would have been

capable of asserting itself without such incor

poration.
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Corporations. "The Capital of a Corpora

tion." By George W. Wickersham. 22 Har

vard Law Review 319 (Mar.).

The new Attorney-General of the United

States, after reviewing leading decisions, thus

concludes his discussion of the "marked ten

dency" to ascribe to the alleged evil of over

capitalization "a great part of the ills which

are charged to large corporate activities:—

"From the foregoing it is apparent that

much confusion of thought as to the capital

of a corporation has resulted in conflict in

both legislative and judicial dealings with the

subject. The real evil is not so much in over

capitalization, or in exaggerated valuation of

property constituting a part of the capital

stock as it is in the misrepresentation or con

cealment of material facts in soliciting finan

cial aid for the corporation. If instead of

creating by strained construction and forced

analogies ex post facto contracts between sub

scribers and the corporation, courts would

respect the finality of rules laid down by the

legislature, and deal with cases of fraudulent

misrepresentation or concealment by the appli

cation of well settled principles, and if the

laws were modified so as to require full,

frank disclosure of all the facts concerning

the property serving as a basis for stock

issue, and safeguards as to its valuation, and

some method by which, after due opportunity

had been given for full investigation, such

determination should be final, the so-called

evils of over-capitalization would largely dis

appear."

Corporations. "The Juristic Person—III."

By George F. Deiser. 57 Univ. of Pa. Law

Review 300 (Feb.).

The rights of stockholders individually are

of two kinds, rights of participation and

rights of prohibition. Not only has the stock

holder a claim to his proportionate share of

the profits of the corporation, but he can

prevent corporate encroachment on his private

rights, through any acts that might change

the nature of corporate life, and can insist

on not being discriminated against in favor

of other stockholders. Parallel with his rights

are the corresponding duties.

Individuals of a corporation, like the indi

viduals of the nation, are not recognizable

against the background of a composite organ

ism. The wrong that the law may seek to

remedy is a corporate wrong, and in the case

of corporations whose operations are con

ducted upon an enormous scale the court

has no way of dealing with stockholders.

They are citizens not of one country but

possibly of all the known countries of the

globe. The law professes to regard the cor

poration as a fictitious person and proceeds

to fine it and to convict it of misdemeanors,

but the fiction is unequal to the demands

made upon it. The law must deal with a

corporation as a right and duty bearing unit.

It must exact duties corresponding to the

rights granted. The duties must include

responsibility for all acts, civil and criminal.

Corporations. "The Open Corporation."

By Frank Trumbull, E. H. Gary, James

McKeen, and T. P. Shonts. World's Work,

v. 17, p. 11386 (Mar.).

Corporations. See Monopolies.

Election Laws (New York). "Direct Nomi

nations." Editorial on the issue now raised

in New York and the issue that has been

elsewhere fought out, and the distinction

between them. Outlook, v. 91, p. 426 (Feb.

27).

Employers' Liability. "The Labor Law as a

Basis for Suit." By Raymond D. Thurber.

16 Bench & Bar 56 (Feb.).

The first of a series of papers dealing with

chapter 415 of the Laws of 1897 of New York,

as amended. Of its 191 sections, 7, 18, 20, 70,

and 81 have chiefly been utilized as a basis

for recovery by injured employees. The first

two, 7 and 18, relating to Excessive Labor

and Safe Scaffolds, are here discussed.

Government (Judicial Organization). "The

French Judicial System." By J. G. Rosen-

garten. 57 Univ. of Pa. Law Review 279 (Feb.) .

An outline of a recent book on this subject

by M. Henri Chardon. The judicial system

of France is to a foreigner somewhat con

fusing, because of the perplexing division

between courts of civil, commercial, and

administrative jurisdiction. Suits in which

the rights of citizens in their relations with

the national administration are involved may

be adjusted by the municipal councils on

appeal from Judges of the Peace, unless car

ried to the Council of State, which the author

describes as "the keystone of the arch of the

administrative organization of France."

There are three judicial organizations in

France, with their corresponding procedures,

administrative, civil, and commercial. The

machinery of the administrative division has

just been referred to. Civil litigation is regu

lated by the Civil Code. There are 359 Civil

Courts, which have appellate jurisdiction,

reviewing cases coming to them directly from

the Judges of the Peace, or from the Councils
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of Experts, which are courts of conciliation

for labor disputes. The Civil Courts also

have original jurisdiction of crimes.

The commercial branch of the judicial

system is regulated by the Commercial Code,

and the commercial courts decide questions

arising between merchants, with right of

appeal to a higher tribunal.

In criminal actions the Judges of the Peace

and the Correctional Courts have jurisdiction,

and there are Courts of Assise also, in which

members of the press are tried.

Above the Civil and Commercial Courts

there are twenty-seven Courts of Appeal,

and above all the other tribunals stands the

Court of Cassation, consisting of a criminal

branch, a civil branch, and the Chamber of

Requests, the function of which is to deter

mine whether or not appeals to this Court

shall be allowed.

There are 2863 Judges of the Peace in

France, deciding as many as 325,000 suits

annually. Their decisions are final in matters

involving less than $60 in value, except that

in certain personal disputes there is an appeal

to the Council of Experts.

Each of the Civil Courts consists of a pre

siding judge and two associates. In Paris,

where there are eleven such courts, the pre

siding judge is paid $4000, the associates

$1600.

Illinois (Proposed Legislation). "A Legis

lative Programme for Law Reform." By

Nathan William MacChesney. 3 Illinois Law

Review 512 (Mar.).

This article reviews a number of bills which

have received the official sanction of the

leading bar associations in the state of Illi

nois. These bills include one adopting the

uniform sales act endorsed by the Commis

sioners on Uniform State Laws, which the

author speaks of as having been adopted in

six states, a bill to remedy the rule recognized

by the Supreme Court whereby the attesta

tion by the husband or wife of a legatee

renders a will invalid while the attestation of

legatee himself merely avoids the legacy, and

a remedy for several antiquated and incon

venient rules of property developed under a

bygone system surviving in this state which

have long since been abandoned elsewhere,

including (a) The construction of "dying

without issue," (6) the rule in Shelley's case,

and (c) destructibility of contingent re

mainders.

The foregoing three bills are favored by

the Illinois Commission on Uniform State

Laws.

Other bills are those endorsed by the Illi

nois State Bar Association Committee on

Law Reform, extending the present jury

system in Cook County throughout the state ;

enacting the American Bar Association code

oath of admission to the bar into statute law,

and proposing some beneficial changes in the

formal and administrative law of the state.

The article also sketches some reforms which

have received the support of the Chicago Bar

Association, including a certiorari bill reliev

ing the burden upon the Supreme Court,—

"designed to embody in practical legisla

tion the principle that courts of appellate

jurisdiction—the Appellate Courts and the

Supreme Courts themselves—should have the

right to use their discretion as to what cases

should go from the Appellate Courts to the

Supreme Court for review. The judgment

of the Appellate Court would be made final

in all cases excepting where the Appellate

Court allows an appeal upon a certificate of

importance or the Supreme Court on a writ

of certiorari issued, if at all, upon an ex parte

petition by the party desiring the cause re

viewed requires the record to stand for review.

This is essentially the method adopted by the

federal courts with reference to the appeals

from the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals to the Supreme Court of the United

States, and it has there given great satisfac

tion."

This bill has been introduced in the Senate.

As to matters which will be taken up by

the Illinois legislature independently, the most

important is a comprehensive bill defining

the procedure of the courts of the state for

the purpose of bringing about a speedy and

satisfactory disposition of business in those

courts. Mr. MacChesney considers this bill

to need redrafting on the lines suggested by

Prof. Pound, who criticised it for going into

minute detail instead of dealing with the sub

jects broadly, leaving details to be settled by

rules of court (3 Illinois Law Review 365).

The author quotes with approval President

Taft's remark, expressed in 18 Yale Law

Journal 28, that the codes of procedure are

generally much too elaborate, and the late

James C. Carter's contention that the expe

rience of Massachusetts and New York proved

by contrast the advantage of retaining the

old system of pleading and practice.

International Law. See Newfoundland

Fisheries.

Labor Unions. See Legislative Procedure.

Law Reform. See Illinois.
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lying such surface," but this presumption is

based upon "another presumption, one of

fact,—namely, that all ore underlying the

surface is presumed to apex within the loca

tion." It therefore devolves on a claimant

to prove that the ore does not apex within

the location.

"Further than this all the courts are not

agreed. The great majority of cases wherein

the common-law right is recognized at all,

however, are to the effect that, the ore having

been proved not to apex within the over

lying location, the burden of evidence does

not thereupon shift back to the owner of the

overlying surface, it devolving upon him to

prove that the ore does not belong to another,

but remains with the claimant under an

alleged apex right, it being necessary for h.m

affirmatively to prove further that he him

self owns the ore, or at least that some one

other than the owner of the overlying surface

owns it."

Legal Education. "Jurisprudence and Legal

Education." By W. Jethro Brown. 9 Colum

bia Law Review 238 (Mar.).

The author confesses that jurisprudence,

as taught in English law schools, has not

commanded the respect to which it would

otherwise have been entitled, because of the

absence of any clear conception of the pur

poses which the study would serve, the undue

importance which has been attached to the

theory of legal classification, an excessive

regard for legal technique, and the unfavor

able influences of Continental theories of

natural law.

Austin's "Jurisprudence" has been respon

sible for these defects to a greater extent than

any other single work, but it should neverthe

less be read by law students, and other books

of the greatest value to the student are

Iherings's "Der Zweck im Recht" and Pro- „ ,. . ,

, * . , ,.T ./->_.- . t? i Monopolies (Sherman Act)fessor Dicey s Law and Opinion in Enplafitn" \ ... , _ /
' r i orooration an Mineral i nnik

Legislative Procedure (Agreements against

Public Policy). "Trade Unions and Parliamen

tary Representation." By Arthur Henderson,

M.P., and J. Ramsay MacDonald, M.P.

Contemporary Review, v. 95, p. 173 (Feb.).

Discussing the question raised by the deci

sion of the Court of Appeal in Osborne v. The

Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants,

wherein it was held that no trade union may

make it obligatory upon its members to sub

scribe to funds administered for the purpose

of securing Parliamentary representation, on

the ground that an agreement whereby any

person may bind himself to vote in a certain

manner "to be decided by considerations other

than his own conscientious judgment at the

time" is against public policy. An appeal

from this decision was taken to the House of

Lords.

Legislative Procedure (Canada). "What

are the Functions of a Provincial Legisla

ture?—The Distinction between Public and

Private Purposes." By W. E. O'Brien. 45

Canada Law Journal 137 (Mar. 1).

Mines. "Lode Locations: A Specific Ques

tion of Extralateral Rights and a General

Theory of Intralimital Rights." (Continued

from 22 Harv. L. Rev. 288). By Henry New

ton Arnold. 22 Harvard Law Rev. 339 (Mar.).

"All courts," says the author, "even those

which deny the common-law right rule, are

agreed that there is a presumption of owner

ship in the owner of a surface to all ore under-

"Is a Large

corporation an Illegal Combination or Mon-

opory*under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act?"

By Pro?! George F. Canfield. 9 Columbia Law

Review 95 <Feb.).

"We must fot permit our passions and our

indignation ovel^jevils, some real, some imagi

nary or largely exaggerated, to tempt us to

the violation of til* fundamental rights of

property. . . . The guilders of our national

prosperity, and investors, great and small

had a right to rely upCP the Knight case

[U. S. v. l.C. Knight {1895) 156 U. S. 1]

and the reassuring words of MT; Justice Brewer

in the Northern Securities cas*- . . . That

this assault upon vested interest.13 should be

made by the federal government; \Whose func

tion is impartially to protect the ri£hts of all

citizens, is specially deplorable. . .

The reader will find this article an inVrest~

ing discussion of the principles enunc,:,ated

by the United States Supreme Court in rec:ent

cases dealing with the Sherman Act a*"*1

restraints of trade. \

\Newfoundland Fisheries. "The Preroga

tive Right of Revoking Treaty Privileges to

Alien-Subjects." By Justice Hodgins. 29

Canadian Law Times 105 (Feb.).

The reader will find in this article a vigor

ous argument on the British side of the New

foundland fisheries controversy. Referring to

Mr. Root's claim that American fishermen are

by treaty exempted from the operation of

local fishery laws applying to the coast-waters

of Canada and Newfoundland, the author

observes that Mr. Root—

"appears to be unacquainted with the doc

trines of British law which govern all parts

\
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-of the Empire. It is a doctrine of that law,—

affirmed many years ago by the Judicial Com

mittee of the Privy Council, and in later

years by the imperial Parliament,—that under

the British system of constitutional govern

ment a treaty between Great Britain and a

foreign power which provides for the cession,

or exclusion, of British territory from the

British sovereignty, jurisdiction, and laws. . .

can only become legally operative therein in

the time of peace after being specially con

firmed by an Act of the imperial or colonial

Parliament having legislative authority in the

matter."

Partnership (Real Property). "Partner

ship Realty." By Prof. Francis M. Burdick.

9 Columbia Law Review 197 (Mar.) .

The results of this study are thus recapitu

lated by the author:—

"It is apparent from the foregoing study of

authorities that the doctrines in this country

relating to partnership real estate are most

confused and unsatisfactory. To repeat

Judge Story's words, already quoted, they are

'open to many distressing doubts.' How are

these doubts to be dispelled and this con

fusion to be cleared up? The answer, we

submit, is very simple. Treat a partnership

as a legal entity, at least so far as firm title is

concerned; and give full effect to the prin

ciple that a partner is not a co-owner of firm

property, but that his interest in it is only a

right to his proportion of the cash assets of

the firm after its debts are paid*"

Patent Law. "Suggestions for Amend

ments to Our Patent Law." By Isaac L. Rice.

Forum, v. 41, p. 189. (Mar.).

Favors an amendatory law providing for a

federal court with exclusive original and

appellate jurisdiction throughout the United

States in patent cases, and also for a number

of changes and additions to the present patent

laws.

Problems of the Law. "Conservatism and

Progressiveness in Law." By Justice Francis

W. Swayze. 32 New Jersey Law Journal 35

(Feb.).

Justice Swayze's speech delivered February

5 at the annual dinner of the Hudson County

Bar Association in New York. The general

constitutional principles of freedom of con

tract and inviolability of private property

are of little help in solving such questions as

these: How far mayworking men go in com

bining for their own advancement or protec

tion? What contracts are opposed to public

policy? Are the rates that public service com

panies are compelled by law to charge im

posed as an incident of fair and reasonable

regulation or do they amount to confiscation

and spoliation ? "Our constitutional principles

are a beacon-light by which we may steer,

but they do not themselves guide the vessel,"

for these great questions must in the end be

solved by the courts of justice.

Procedure (Actions against Government).

"Origin and Development of Legal Recourse

Against the Government in the United States."

By Charles Chauncey Binney. 57 Univ. of Pa.

Law Review 372 (Mar.).

The writer, formerly Assistant Attorney of

the Department of Justice of the United

States, pleads for the entire elimination of

political party considerations from the pro

fessional staff of the Department of Justice,

in order that those representing the interests

of the nation in the Court of Claims may

stand before their country upon the same

nonpartisan level with the men of other

learned professions.

Legislation governing civil litigation against

the government, and procedure in accordance

therewith, are described, and information is

also given with regard to separate states

which have followed the example of the nation

in providing for the adjudication of private

claims.

Procedure (British Empire). "The Judicial

Committee of the Privy Council." By Wal

lace Nesbitt, K. C. 45 Canada Law Journal

102 (Feb. 15).

Mr. Nesbitt's paper was one of the best

read before the New York State Bar Asso

ciation at its annual meeting in January.

Procedure (Jury Trial). "Jury Trial in

Original Proceedings for Mandamus in the

Supreme Court." By Professor Henry Scho-

field. 3 Illinois Law Review 479 (Mar.).

"In The People ex rel. Scott Bibb v. The

Mayor and Common Council of Alton, 233 Ill.

542, Cartwright, J., writing the opinion and

Scott, J., a dissenting opinion concurred in by

Farmer, J., it is decided that a party to an

original proceeding for mandamus in the

Supreme Court has no constitutional right to

have an issue of fact tried by a jury; that the

mode of trying an issue of fact in such case

rests in the discretion of the Supreme

Court. . . .

"Perhaps it would have been wiser, if the

Legislature that passed the Mandamus Act

of June 1, 1827, had not taken the mode of

trial by jury from the Act of 9 Anne, c. 20,

or had confined that mode of trial to issues

of fact in original proceedings for mandamus

in Circuit Courts, and had enabled the

Supreme Court to use its discretion as to the

mode of determining issues of fact in original

proceedings for mandamus, but the plain,
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stubborn facts are, that not only that Legis

lature of 1827, but subsequent Legislatures

as well in 1833, 1845, and 1874, did take the

mode of trial by jury from the Act of 9 Anne,

c. 20; and did apply that mode of trial to the

Supreme Court as well as to Circuit Courts;

and that the people ratified and approved

the work in and by the jury provisions of the

Constitution of 1848 and 1870, and thus

placed the work beyond the reach of the

improving hand of the Legislature, or of the

Supreme Court." . . .

Procedure (Virginia). "What Judgment

Should Be Entered by the Appellate Court

when it Overrules a Demurrer to a Plea?"

By C. B. Garnett. 14 Virginia Law Register

836 (Mar.).

Discusses a point of Virginia procedure.

Procedure. See Illinois.

Public Finance. "The Financial System of

the Mediaeval Papacy in the Light of Recent

Literature." By W. E. Lunt. Quarterly

Journal of Economics, v. 23, p. 251 (Feb.).

With the prefatory observation that papal

finance is deserving of attention, because the

papacy not only organized one of the earliest

and best of the medieval financial systems,

but by means of its operations influenced

profoundly the general economic develop

ment of Europe, the author reviews the litera

ture bearing on the subject and then proceeds

to describe the administration created for

the management of papal finance and to

classify the various revenues of the Holy See.

It is a historical article of scholarly value.

Public Lands. "Northern Pacific Lands."

By D. S. Luckett. Lawyer and Banker, v. 1,

p. 91 (Apr.).

The author, after reviewing many authori

ties, concludes that the joint resolution of

Congress in 1870 permitting the mortgage of

the Northern Pacific Railroad Company's

property and stipulating that lands remain

ing unsold and not disposed of after five

years should be subject to preemption and

settlement on payment of not more than

$2.50 per acre, gives settlers on these lands

between Portland, Ore., and Tacoma, Wash.,

a right of purchase at this price, and that the

law constitutes the Land Department of the

United States the selling agent of the railroad

company for this purpose.

Real Property (Foreshore Rights). "Ripa

rian Rights: A Perversion of Stare Decisis."

By Frederic R. Coudert. 9 Columbia Law Re

view 217 (Mar.).

Discussing the theory that the jus privatum

in the foreshore was owned by the Crown, a

doctrine which was invented by one Thomas

Digges, an ingenious Crown lawyer in the

reign of Elizabeth, and was sanctioned by

the Ship Money judges in the reign of Charles

I, when what the writer calls the Stuart doc

trine of purpresture was put forward, accord

ing to which any obstruction of the foreshore

was an erection or enclosure on the King's

soil and summarily abateable as such.

Mr. Coudert considers that a perverted

respect for precedent has been responsible

for the extent to which this doctrine has been

adopted in America. Our courts have pro

ceeded upon the theory that it is part of the

common law heritage of the United States,

in spite of the fact that at the time of the

birth of the American nation the ingenious

purpresture doctrine had by no means be

come a settled part of the common law.

In Town of Brookhaven v. Smith (1907) 188

N. Y. 74, this view that the jus privatum

theory is part of our jurisprudence, as belong

ing to the common law, was repudiated, that

case having asserted the principle that the

United States adopted only such portions of

the common law as were applicable to our

circumstances, and consequently never took

over a theory so utterly inapplicable to the

situation of the colonists as this one of a

royal prerogative to the ownership of the

foreshore.

Thus, says the author, was decided a ques

tion which though apparently simple had for

years been in dispute. The unsettled condi

tion of the law had led to bitter controversies,

yet not until March, 1907, did the New York

Court of Appeals definitely establish as a

rule of property this proposition, and even

then only by a vote of four against three

judges, namely, that the—

"riparian owner whose land is bounded by

navigable waters has the right of access thereto

from the front of his lot, and such right in

cludes the construction of a pier on the land

under water, beyond high-water mark, for

his own use or for the use of the public, sub

ject to such general rules and regulations as

Congress or the state legislature may pre

scribe for the protection of the rights of the

public."

[In deciding Bardes et al. v. Herman in

February of this year (see p. 188 of this issue

of the Green Bag), the New York Supreme

Court has emphasized anew the principle set

forth in Town of Brookhaven v. Smith.—Ed.]

Real Property. See Illinois.
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Scientific Methods. "On the Concept of

Social Value." By Joseph Schumpeter.

Quarterly Journal of Economics, v. 23, p. 213

(Feb.).

Only individuals can experience wants, and

the concept of social value which has been

introduced by some leaders of economic

thought and has quickly met with general

approval, being found in nearly every text

book, may for some purposes be useful, by

way of a scientific fiction, in the study of a

non-communistic society. "In this case, how

ever, the theory of social value cannot be

accepted as a fully satisfactory statement of

facts." The author is concerned simply with

defining methods of scientific investigation,

and showing the meaning and r8le of the

concept which he discusses.

Status. See Aliens.

Taxation (Income Tax). "The Present

Period of Income Tax Activity in the Ameri

can States." By Delos O. Kinsman. Quarterly

Journal of Economics, v. 23, p. 296 (Feb.).

Since 1895, sixteen states and three terri

tories have paid some attention to the income

tax, through either constitutional amend

ment, legislative enactment, or commission

reports. Bills have been introduced in sev

eral states and laws passed in South Carolina

and Oklahoma. The current movement in

favor of income taxes, says the author, "is

not due to the success of the tax in any state,

but rather to the spirit of reform now sweep

ing the country. . . . The people have turned

to an income tax because they believe in the

theory that individuals should contribute to

the support of the government according to

ability, and that income is the most just

measure of that ability. . . . Whether this

demand, urgently expressed in so many of

the states, be wise or not, it must be reckoned

with."

Taylor's Science of Jurisprudence. An edi

torial in the March Illinois Law Review, of

which Professor Roscoe Pound is editor,

shows by numerous parallels the extent to

which Dr. Hannis Taylor is indebted to Hol

land's "Elements of Jurisprudence" and to

Howe's "Studies in the Civil Law" for the

readable exposition of the views of the Eng

lish analytical jurists in the second part of

his "Science of Jurisprudence." 3 Illinois Law

Review 525. Applying the rule that when

another person's property has been converted

into a new form, the original owner is only to

be regarded as the present owner if it can be

re-converted, the Illinois Law Review is

plainly of the opinion that Dr. Taylor's dis

cussion of fundamental principles which be

long to the prolegomena of jurisprudence can

be re-converted into its original materials,

one of the chief of which was Holland's "Ele

ments of Jurisprudence." Another of the

materials of which Dr. Taylor's text is com

posed is Dicey's "Law of the Constitution."

Moreover—

"Since the foregoing was written, the

Juridical Review for January, 1909, has come

to hand. It contains a paper by Professor

Goudy of Oxford from which one learns that

another portion of Dr. Taylor's book, dealing

with the external history of Roman law, is

made up of a mosaic from Muirhead's 'His

torical Introduction to the Private Law of

Rome' and Ledlie's translation of Sohm's

'Institutes of Roman Law,' and that Bryce's

'Studies in History and Jurisprudence' have

likewise been utilized in the same way. It

would be interesting to examine other por

tions of the book to see who are the owners

of its original materials."

[See Green Bag, Feb., '09, p. 75.]

Torts (Legal Cause). "Some Suggestions

Concerning Legal Cause at Common Law—

II." (With supplementary note, "What is

Legal Negligence?" See infra.) By Joseph

W.Bingham. 9 Columbia Law Rev. 136 (Feb.).

From a penetrative analysis of cases, the

author concludes that

"conduct may be wrongful in more than one

aspect and as regards the right of more than

one person. In a determination of responsi

bility for consequences to plaintiff, the abs

tract fact that the causal act or omission of

defendant was a'legal' wrong to a third per

son is never of any weight; but that it was

wrongful to a certain person in a particular

aspect may be of very great importance."

Moreover, the act or omission of which

complaint is made may be made "legally"

negligent by legislation imposing specified

duties, though it might not have been negli

gence in the absence of such legislation.

"In all cases within either branch of our

problem is involved this common question:

Were the chances of occurrence of the conse

quences which constituted plaintiff's harm

within any of the dangers that provoked

legal condemnation of defendant's conduct?

If they were, he is 'legally blamable' for the

harm; if they were not, he is not responsible

for it."

Torts (Negligence). "What is Legal Negli

gence?" (Supplementary Note.) By Joseph

W. Bingham. 9 Columbia Law Review 154

(Feb.).
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"The problem 'Negligence or no negli

gence?' in a particular case may involve

merely a determination of the concrete 'due

care' and a simple comparison with an ascer

tained set of facts. In this case the question

is mainly one 'of law.' Or it may involve

only an ascertainment of what occurred and

a comparison with the concrete 'due care'

already determined for such circumstances.

In this case the question is one 'of fact.' Or

it may include a determination of both the

concrete 'due care' and the concrete occur

rences. In this case the question is one of

'mixed law and fact.' "

Uniformity of Laws. "Uniformity of State

Legislation." By J. D. Falconbridge. 29

Canadian Law Times 130 (Feb.).

An outline of what has been done in the

United States through the admirable work

of the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,

presented as an obvious introduction to a

discussion of what might be done under the

"somewhat similar although less complicated

conditions prevailing in Canada."

Uniformity of Laws. See Illinois.

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

Banking and Currency. "Wall Street and

the Banks." By Herbert N. Casson. Hamp

ton's, v. 22, p. 311 (Mar.).

Treating of abuses that have sprung up in

the world of "high finance" and Wall street's

need of cleaning out the men who profit by

fake loans, fake sales of stock, fake ledger

entries, fake reports, issues of watered stock,

etc., in the interest of a sound banking system

properly unified and organized.

Biography (British Cabinet). "His Maj

esty's Ministers." By Auditor Tantum. Fort

nightly Review, v. 85, p. 215 (Feb.).

"The Ministry's weakness in the House of

Lords is so marked that the strength, not

alone of numbers but of intellect, on the

other side seems almost brutal in comparison.

Of course the Lord Chancellor is an excep

tion. Lord Loreburn is an imposing figure

in the Upper Chamber, though even yet he

has not learned the 'nice conduct' of a full-

bottomed wig. His tact is perfect. His

speeches, on the rare occasions when he makes

a party speech, are admirable."

Biography (Cleveland). "The Return to the

White House and the Second Cabinet." By

George F. Parker. McClure's, v. 32, p. 457

(Mar.).

This article, the second of a series, describes

the campaign of 1892 with dramatic vivid

ness and pictures interesting personalities of

the cabinet.

Biography (Cromwell). "William Nelson

Cromwell, the 'Wall Street Surgeon.' " See

for an intimate sketch of his career and per

sonality, Current Literature, v. 46, p. 263 (Mar.) .

Biography (Erskine). "Lord Erskine." By

Henry Flanders. 57 Univ. of Pa. Law Re

view 353 (Mar.).

Among the greatest of all of England's

lawyers, says the author, was Lord Eldon,

but Lord Erskine, though not in the highest

sense a profound lawyer, was probably the

greatest forensic advocate that has ever ap

peared at the English bar. The story of

Erskine's becoming connected with Baillie's

case against Lord Sandwich is told. Erskine,

when his colleagues, men of eminence at the

bar, had consumed a day in court, arose

insignificant and unlooked for the next morn

ing to reply to the Solicitor-General. The

effect of his speech was "most extraordinary.

It has rarely been equaled in the annals of the

bar, whether of ancient or modern times. . . .

"Erskine rose on the morning of that event

ful day with his sky overcast, and while

speaking felt, as he has told us, his children

plucking at his gown and crying, 'Now is the

time, father, to get us bread,' and before the

sun went down ne had won not only bread,

but fame and fortune as well. The attorneys

gathered about him and literally thrust briefs

and retainers into his hands. He now entered

upon a career unique and unsurpassed in the

history of the British bar, both for the number

of cases he tried and the amount of fees he

received. In the twenty-seven years of his

practice, before he became Lord Chancellor,

he never missed a day in court, and the total

of his fees during that period was ^150,000."

Biography (Harriman). "Building Up a

Great Railway System." By Frank H. Spear

man. Outlook, v. 91, p. 435 (Feb. 27).

A readable account of E. H. Harriman's

remarkable achievement in building up the

Union Pacific Railroad system, and the genius

for railway operation revealed by his under

takings.

Biography (Hayes). "Rutherford B. Hayes

in the White House." By Margarita Spalding

Gerry. Century, v. 77, p. 643 (Mar.).

Biography (Knox). "Secretary Knox, the

Head of President Taft's Cabinet." By Wil

liam S. Bridgman. Munsey's, v. 40, p. 756

(Mar.).

Biography (La Follette). "La Follette,
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Political Evangelist." By O. K. Davis.

Hampton's, v. 22, p. 381 (Mar.).

A description of personal traits and of

noteworthy incidents in his public career.

Biography (Lehmann). "Frederick W.

Lehmann." See "Personalities," Hampton's,

v. 22, p. 403 (Mar.).

Biography (Lincoln). "Lincoln as a Labor

Leader." By Lyman Abbott. Outlook, v. 91,

p. 499 (Feb. 27).

Biography (Lincoln's Cabinet). "The Diary

of Gideon Welles, II." Atlantic Monthly, v. 103,

p. 361 (Mar.).

This instalment describes without reserve

the debates of Lincoln's cabinet over the

Emancipation Proclamation and the intrigues

of Cabinet members:—

"Stanton is no favorite of mine. He has

energy and application, is industrious and

driving, but devises nothing, shuns responsi

bility, and I doubt his sincerity always. He

wants no general to overtop him, is jealous of

others in any position who have influence and

popular regard, but he has cunning and skill,

dissembles his feeling, and to a certain extent

is brusque, over-valiant in words. Blair says

he is a double-dealer."

Biography (McKinley). "Some Recollec

tions of President McKinley and the Cuban

Intervention." By Dr. Henry S. Pritchett.

189 North American Review 397 (Mar.).

Biography (Miscellaneous). "Reminiscences

of Some of the Dead of the Bench and Bar of

Richmond." By Judge George L. Christian.

14 Virginia Law Register 817 (Mar.).

Biography (Miscellaneous). "The Bench

and Bar of West Virginia; Sketch of the Life

of Judge Thomas Clairborne Green." By A.

W. MacDonald. Bar (Morgantown, West Va.,)

v. 16, p. 8 (Mar.).

Biography (Piatt). "Senator Piatt's Remin

iscences of Famous Political Events." Cos

mopolitan, v. 46, p. 512 (Apr.).

Throwing light on his alliance with Conk-

ling, his fight for the gold standard plank in

the St. Louis convention in 1896, and his

nomination of Theodore Roosevelt for the

Vice-Presidency.

Biography (Roosevelt) . A Review of Presi

dent Roosevelt's Administration. I, The

Administration's Human and Social Condi

tions, by Francis E. Leupp, Commissioner of

Indian affairs; II, International Relations, by

James Brown Scott, Solicitor for the Depart

ment of State; III, Economic and Industrial

Influences, by James R. Garfield, Secretary

of the Interior; IV, Its Influence on Patriot

ism and Public Service, by Lyman Abbott.

Outlook, v. 91, p. 298 (Feb. 6), p. 350 (Feb.

13), p. 389 (Feb. 20), and p. 430 (Feb. 27).

These valuable articles review intelligently

the more important phases of President

Roosevelt's administration and sum up the

more noteworthy results which it has accom

plished.

Biography (Roosevelt). "President Roose

velt." By Harry Thurston Peck. Bookman,

v. 29, p. 25 (Mar.).

Lightly reviewing Mr. Roosevelt's adminis

tration, his personal traits, his achievements.

Biography (Roosevelt). "T. R." By Edwin

Lefevre. American Magazine, v. 57, p. 484

(Mar.).

An imaginary conversation about Roose

velt, in which a railroad magnate, a great

nerve specialist, and a famous novelist give

their ideas of the man.

Biography (Roosevelt). "The Epoch of

Roosevelt." By Judson C. Welliver. Ameri

can Review of Reviews, v. 39, p. 339 (Mar.).

The things that Mr. Roosevelt has accom

plished during his administration, and the

many things that he has begun and left for

others to carry forward who come after him,

are here summarized.

Biography (Taft). "An Impression of Mr.

Taft." By Mrs. Campbell Dauncey. Cornhill,

v. 26, p. 351 (Mar.).

"When I had seen and had heard him I

understood what I had been told, that his

influence over men was largely personal, the

sheer attraction of such a character for the

mass of mankind, for Mr. Taft is a born

leader of men, even of that very difficult

nation to whom their own wise Emerson said,

long ago, 'Humanity loves a lord.' "

Biography (Taft). "Taft." By George

Fitch. American Magazine, v. 57, p. 519 (Mar.) .

The serious effort of a humorist to supply

details concerning the history, character,

habits, dimensions, disposition, beliefs and

relatives of the President.

Biography (Taft.) "Taft as Administrator."

By James A. LeRoy. Century, v. 77, p. 691

(Mar.).
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Biography (Taft). "The Incoming of Taft's

Administration." By Henry Litchfield West

Forum, v. 41, p. 199 (Mar.).

BiogTaphy (Taft). "Turning Points in Mr.

Taft s Career: I, He declines to be considered

for the Presidency of Yale; II, He accepts the

appointor er.-t on the Philippines Commission."

Century, v. 77, p. 685 (Mar.).

Biography (Vanderbilt). "Commodore

Vanderbilt and the Hand-made Gentleman."

By Irving Bacheller. American Magazine, v.

57, p. 46 (Mar.).

An extract from the unpublished manu

script of Mr. Bacheller's new novel, relating

a true story of Mr. Vanderbilt's first planning

to combine the railroads forming the New

York Central system.

Biography (Wright). "Daniel Thew Wright,

Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the

District of Columbia." See "Personalities,"

Hampton's, v. 22, p. 408 (Mar.).

Canada. "The Place of the Bar in the

Public Life of the Dominion." By A. B.

Morine, K. C. 29 Canadian Law Times 152

(Feb.).

China. "The Empress Dowager of China

and her Court." By Isaac Taylor Headland.

Cosmopolitan, v. 46, p. 483 (Apr.).

Church and State. "The Church and the

Republic." By Cardinal Gibbons. North

American Review, v. 189, p. 321 (Mar.).

"While the union [between church and

state] is ideally best, history assuredly does

not prove that it is always practically best.

There is a union that is inimical to the inter

ests of religion, and consequently to the state;

and there is a separation that is inimical to

the interests of religion, and consequently to

the state; and there is a separation that is

for the best interests of both. In our country

separation is a necessity, and it is a separation

that works best for the interests of religion,

as Mr. Trtft recently stated, as well as for the

good of the state."

Conservation of Resources. "The New

Union among the States." By W. J. McGee.

American Review of Reviews, v. 39, p. 317

(Mar.).

The Secretary of the United States Inland

Waterways Commission describes the recent

movement to conserve the natural resources

of the country, and to make a stronger nation

"on the broader basis of all the sources of

prosperity to which states and citizens owe

their homes and hopes."

Cost of Living. "The British Board of

Trade's Investigation into Cost of Living."

By Wesley C. Mitchell. Quarterly Journal of

Economics, v. 23, p. 345 (Feb.).

A short summary of the findings of the

British Board of Trade with reference to

cost of living of the working classes in prin

cipal towns of United Kingdom and of the

German Empire.

Cost of Living. "Where Every Penny

Counts." By Ida.M. Tarbell. American Maga

zine, v. 57, p. 437 (Mar.).

Sets forth clearly the meaning of present

prices of trust-made and tariff protected

articles of common consumption, and the

difficulties faced by the seven millions of

American families supported on wages of

$500 a year or less.

Cotton Industry. "The Remedy." By

Daniel J. Sully. Cosmopolitan, v. 46, p. 546

(Apr.).

A subsidized merchant marine and a gov

ernment subsidy on cotton, says the writer,

would advance the cotton industry and make

financial panics impossible.

Democracy. "The Old Order Changeth—

III, Certain Definite Tendencies." By Wil

liam Allen White. American Magazine, v.

57, p. 506 (Mar.).

Tendencies of the newer democracy are

indicated, such as those of government con

trol of corporations and railroad rate regu

lation, and reforms of the past few years,

including new laws resulting from the tem

perance movement, are indicated.

Democratic Party. "The Future of the

Democratic Party." By William Jennings

Bryan. Munsey's, v. 40, p. 752 (Mar.).

No one need think that the Democratic

party is dead, for "it is the reform party of

the country, and it not only stands for re

forms, but is strong enough to give to the

reformer a reasonable prospect of seeing his

hopes realized."

Disarmament. "The Delusion of Militar

ism." By Charles Edward Jefferson. Atlantic

Monthly, v. 103, p. 379 (Mar.).

An eloquent article, setting forth the author's

diagnosis of militarism and his discovery in it

of proofs of a morbid insanity.

Disarmament. "The Two-Power Stand

ard." By Prof. H. Stanley Jevons. Contem

porary Review, v. 95, p. 129 (Feb.).
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Urging Great Britain's need of departing

from the harmful policy of supporting a navy

equal to the combined fleets of Germany and

the United States.

Foreign Relations. "An After-Glance at

the Visit of the American Fleet to Australia."

By Rt. Hon. George Houston Reid. 189

North American Review 404 (Mar.).

Foreign Relations. "An American Concert

of the Powers." By Professor Theodore S.

Woolsey. Scribner's, v. 45, p. 364 (Mar.).

Reviewing the facts of Mr. Root's missions

in Mexico and South America, the author

asks, "Is it too much to say that a Concert of

Powers in America is actually in process of

formation; that its influence in keeping the

peace has already been exercised, and that

the machinery for its working already exists?"

Foreign Relations. "Should the Govern

ment Own its Embassies?" By Horace Porter.

Century, v. 77, p. 782 (Mar.).

Germany. "Germany in Transition." By

Anglo-American. 189 North American Re

view 360 (Mar.).

"The trend of the German mind is unques

tionably in the direction of giving the people

an increasingly effective control over national

and Imperial policy, and of modifying the

present system of one-man power, if not by

direct enactment, then by one of those tacit

compromises and informal understandings

that regulate the workings of British Consti

tutionalism. Some day the issue between

Crown and People will be definitely joined.

So far it has been merely broached. But

that it should be raised at all is, perhaps, the

most interesting fact about Germany in

transition."

India. "The Reform Proposals: A Sympo

sium." Indian Review (Madras), v. 10, p. 3

Jan.).

The second instalment of a collection of

opinions with regard to the reforms promul

gated by Lord Morley, Minister for India.

A typical view is that of Hon. Ambica Charan

Muzumdar, who thinks that if the monu

mental scheme of the Marquess of Ripon

inaugurated in 1882 had been steadily worked

out, the present situation might never have

disgraced the Indian public and blotted the

Indian administration. "I am free to admit

that the scheme is on the whole a satisfactory

measure of reform. . . . The monumental

scheme of Lord Ripon which Lord Morley

has resuscitated after a quarter of a century's

neglect and disparagement affords a striking

illustration of the fact that 'rich gifts often

wax poor when givers prove unkind.' "

India. "The Tangle in India." By Sir

Charles Crosthwaite, K. C. S. I. Blackwood's,

v. 185, p. 286 (Feb.).

Ireland. "The New Ireland—X." By

Sydney Brooks. 189 North American Review

416 (Mar.).

Journalism. "Why I Believe in the Kind of

American Journalism for which The Outlook

Stands." By Theodore Roosevelt. Outlook,

v. 91, p. 510 (Mar. 6).

In the first of his editorials for The Outlook,

Mr. Roosevelt answers the question in his

title as follows:—

"During the last few years it has become

lamentably evident that certain daily news

papers, certain periodicals, are owned or con

trolled by men of vast wealth who have

gained their wealth in evil fashion, who desire

to stifle or twist the honest expression of

ublic opinion, and who find an instrument

t for their purpose in the guided and pur

chased mendacity of those who edit and

write for such papers and periodicals. This

style of sordid evil does not even constitute

a temptation to The Outlook; no influence of

any kind could make the men who control

The Outlook so much as consider the question

of abandonment of duty; and they hold as

their first duty inflexible adherence to the

elementary virtues of entire truth, entire

courage, entire honesty."

Judges. "A Judicial Experience." By Theo

dore Roosevelt. Outlook, v. 91, p. 563 (Mar.

13).

Describing how, during his second term

in the New York Assembly, Mr. Roosevelt

assisted in the passage of a law prohibiting

the manufacture of cigars in tenement-houses,

a law which was soon declared unconstitu

tional by the highest state court, which in

voked a technical construction of the Con

stitution to invalidate a law demanded in the

interest of public morals and public weal.

"From that day to this I have felt an ever

growing conviction of the need of having on

the bench men who, in addition to being

learned in the law and upright, shall possess

a broad understanding of and sympathy with

their countrymen as a whole, so that the

questions of humanity and of social justice

shall not be considered by them as wholly

inferior to the defense of vested rights or the

upholding of liberty of contract. A hair

splitting refinement in decisions may result

in as much damage to the community as if
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the judge were actually corrupt. Freedom

of contract should be permitted only so far

as is compatible with the best interests of

the community; and when vested rights be

come intrenched wrongs, they should be

overturned."

Labor Laws (Women). "The Woman's

Invasion; V, Humanizing Industry." By Wil

liam Hard; Rheta Childe Door, collaborator.

Everybody's, v. 20, p. 372 (Mar.).

Gives vital facts regarding hygienic condi

tions of women's employments, and the opera

tion of eight-hour laws and of legislative regu

lation in general.

Labor Problems. "The Industrial Dilemma

—II, The Railroads and Education." By

James O. Fagan. Atlantic Monthly, v. 103,

p. 326 (Mar.).

Mr. Fagan, the "Author-Switchman," with

striking candor pays his respects to labor

unions:—

"At a station on a certain railroad, the

change of men was supposed to take place

at lip. m., but on account of the train ser

vice the relief man was always five minutes

late. The man he relieved objected to this,

and insisted upon leaving the office at 11

p. m. The matter was taken up by the union,

and considerable feeling was manifested on

both sides. Finally, the business was taken

to the manager of the road for settlement.

But neither conciliation nor arbitration had

any effect whatever, and so at last, in despair,

the manager changed the schedule of the

train.

"How does a settlement of this kind suit

the traveling public?"

Liquor Problem. "Prohibition and Public

Morals." By Rev. Henry Colman, D. D. 189

North American Review 410 (Mar.).

"The courts of every grade have repeatedly

affirmed the Tightness of prohibition. In the

case of Crowley v. Christiansen (137 U. S. 86;

11 Sup. Ct. 13), the United States Supreme

Court, through Justice Field, said: . . .

" 'There is no inherent right in a citizen to

sell intoxicating liquors by retail. It is not a

privilege of the citizen of the state or of a

citizen of the United States.' . .

"In the case of Stone v. Mississippi (101

U. S. 816), the same court said, 'No legisla

ture can bargain away the public health or

the public morals. The people themselves

cannot do it, much less their servants.' This

pronouncement of the Supreme Court fully

warrants the decision of Judge Artman, of

Indiana, that no legislative enactment can

legalize the sale of intoxicating beverages.

As sure as Christianity continues its triumphs,

so sure will Judge Artman's decision become

the law of the land."

Night Riders. "Night Riding in the Black

Patch." By Eugene P. Lyle, Jr. Hampton's,

v. 22, p. 339 (Mar.).

One of a series of articles on the Night

Riders. Gives a graphic portrayal of condi

tions in Clarksville, Tenn., and of the raids

on independent tobacco growers in certain

sections of the Black Patch.

Oxford. "Oxford, Past and Present." By

the Warden of Wadham College. Blackwood's,

v. 185, p. 181 (Feb.).

Practice. "Organization of a Legal Busi

ness—XVII, The Office Staff." By R. V.

Harris. 29 Canadian Law Times 146 (Feb.) .

Stock Market. "The Stock Yards of New

York: A Study of the Process of Making

'Killings' in Wall Street." By John Parr.

Everybody's, v. 20, p. 291 (Mar.).

Descriptive of notable stock manipulators

and stock manipulations, illustrated with

amusing newspaper cartoons.

Tariff. "Tariff Revision and the Nation's

Necessities." By Senator Thomas H. Carter.

North American Review, v. 189, p. 337 (Mar.).

Vagrancy. "Colonizing the Tramp." By

Gustavus Myers. American Review of Re

views, v 39, p. 311 (Mar.).

The author says that the experiment of

establishing tramp colonies is well worth the

trial, if only for the reason that it is an im

portant attempt at the practical solution of

a tragic problem. He describes the tramp

colony at Witzwyl, Switzerland.
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A VALUABLE WORK ON DEFAMATION

A Code of the Law of Actionable Defamation;

with a Continuous Commentory and Appendices.

By George Spencer Bower, K. C. Sweet & Max

well, Ltd., London. Pp. 1, 259, and appendices

and index 348. (30s.)

IF the National Commissioners on Uni

form State Laws ever turn their atten

tion to the task of drafting a standard libel

law, they will find Mr. Bower's Code of the

Law of Actionable Defamation an admirable

foundation upon which to build. If Mr.

Bower's work must not be judged by the

rigid tests which are applied to documents

which are the outcome of years of consulta

tion by bodies of experts, and have received

that seal of government sanction which im

plies infallibility, it would bear such tests

uncommonly well. In his clear, concise, and

logical statement of the law of England, Mr.

Bower has not only accomplished, after a

vast amount of labor, all that could reason

ably be expected of a preliminary draft,

but a great deal more. His orderly arrange

ment of principles which are in the main those

of our own jurisprudence commends his code

to Americans not only because of its scien

tific merit, but because of the serviceableness

of the plan adopted. His code could there

fore be profitably studied by all who desire

progress in legislation, such as would come

with the general adoption of a uniform

statute defining with scientific accuracy the

chief features of a subject of great public

concern.

Precision of language means precision of

thought, and the logical merit and conse

quent practical usefulness of this treatise is

largely secured by the accuracy of its termi

nology. The author consistently employs the

terms libel and slander to denote the two dis

tinct kinds of defamation, written and spoken,

or to be more accurate, the two kinds of

defamatory matter one of which expresses

and records, the other simply expresses with

out recording, a defamatory meaning. He is

also careful to follow the weight of excellent

authority (see p. 358) in abandoning the term

privilege in favor of the more intelligible and

correct one immunity. In using malice in its

common, rather than in its technical sense,

in exchanging the term slander of title for the

expressions quasi-defamotion and disparage

ment of property, in discountenancing the ob

jectionable phrase verbal defamation in the

sense of oral defamation, he acts in obedience

to the purpose of more clearly defining ideas

and securing that lucidity which any one

must admit is one of the first essentials of any

code.

In other respects, also, the author has recog

nized the essentials of a code. Such a docu

ment should embody established principles

rather than the unsettled portion of the law.

It should present the permanent and fixed

portion of the law. It should not be encum

bered with minute details, or particular illus

trations, or provisions relating to ephemeral

and shifting conditions, but should incorporate

the great, leading! universal rules about which

courts and commentators may build up the

fabric of a system constantly undergoing

change in smaller particulars without any

weakening in the central structure. The

greater part of Mr. Bower's work is based on

case law, and this is well, for statute law

would be of little service in the drafting of a

code, unless it were itself the outcome of

those same processes of assimilation and

organization which are involved in the

preparation of a document calling for such

wisdom and skill in its preparation. Because

it is founded on the common law, this code

has a special interest for American lawyers,

as a statement, not only of rights under the

British Constitution, but of the sacred rights

of freedom of speech and of the press under

our own Constitution.

Running parallel with the code is a com

mentary in small type, reviewing with ex

haustive learning and with wonderful care

the sources of the code rules. There are

twenty-one appendices on topics connected

with the main title. In one of them the

author compares the civil law of defamation

with the criminal law of the same subject,

having adopted the plan of confining his

main inquiry to the former branch of the

topic. In another, he pays his respects to

the Scots law of defamation, which he else

where speaks of as excelling in masculine

good sense and fairness the jurisprudence of

every other country in this department, be
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cause of the variety of its illustrations and the

richness of its subordinate propositions.

It has been objected by one reviewer

(25 Law Quarterly Review 102, Jan. '09) that

the author's definition of defamation is too

broad: "Defamatory matter is matter which

bears a meaning, in relation to an existing

person, such that the natural tendency thereof

is to injure that person's reputation, or to

diminish the willingness of others to associate

with him." This last phrase was added to

include publications defamatory in law, such

as imputations of insanity or infectious

disease, and the reviewer to whom we have

referred maintains that the definition is too

broad, as it would bring the cases of Ratcliffe

v. Evans (1892; 2 Q. B. 524), and even

Lumley v. Gye (1853; 3 Ellis & Blackburn 216),

within the scope of the law of defamation.

A complete statement of the author's code

definition of defamation, however, would

occupy considerable space, as he gradually

unfolds it in successive sections. For ex

ample, injury to a person's reputation means

diminution of "the esteem in which he is

held, or the goodwill entertained towards him,

or the confidence reposed in him by other

persons, whether in respect of his personal

character, his private or domestic life, his

public, social, professional, or business quali

fications, qualities, competence, dealings, con

duct, or status, or his financial credit." But

further on the code carefully defines several

"rules of evidence and construction" to be

used in determining whether defamatory

matter relates to a particular person, or to a

person at all, and one of these rules is: "Matter

which appears on the face thereof to be mere

disparagement of property, and not to relate,

or not necessarily to relate, to a person at all,

may nevertheless be proved, by evidence of

extrinsic circumstances, to have borne a

meaning which, by reasonable implication

from such circumstances, was injurious to the

reputation of the person possessed of, or

entitled to, or dealing in such property, and

in that event, such matter is deemed in law

to have been published, and to be defama

tory, of such person." The facts of the case

of Ratcliffe v. Evans, in which the defendant

published a statement to the effect that the

business of the plaintiff had been discon

tinued, and the plaintiff suffered much loss,

were not such as to bring that case clearly

within the purview of the law of defamation,

unless the statement published could have

been proved injurious to the reputation of

the person suing, in respect of his business

qualifications or status, rather than simply

injurious to his business and amounting to

what Mr. Bower calls "quasi-defamation" or

"disparagement of property," or what Sir

Frederick Pollock has suggested in his work

on "Torts" it might be well to call "disturb

ance of a man in his calling." As for Lumley

v. Gye, the act of the defendant in that case

in merely inducing the third party to break

her contract with the plaintiff for a three

months engagement as a singer, would surely

not come within the definition of defamation

given by Mr. Bower. We cannot see, there

fore, how his definition is too broad, merely

because he has been compelled to make it

broad enough to include statements defama

tory in law only. And a careful reading will

show, we think, that he consistently draws

the line between defamation in law and

quasi-defamation, not simply by adhering to

the accredited distinction between an ordinary

action for slander and a special action on' the

case for slander, but by differentiating, as

above intimated, between injury to a person

and injury to his property or employment

not affecting his personal reputation. A dis

tinction truly exists between injuries in

personam and in rem arising from defamatory

statements, and the question may be raised

whether Mr. Bower might not, for the pur

pose of lucidity, have adopted this termi

nology to advantage. Statements that a

carpenter is a bungler, and that he is ill and

unable to work, may alike injure him materi

ally with respect to his employment, but the

former imports a distinctly personal wrong

as well as disparagement of his calling. As

for those common law forms of actions on the

case for slander which will not lie without

proof of actual damage, we may observe

that those usually treated as a part of the

law of defamation deal with wrongs which

are to be classified as in personam, while such

actions as that of a special action on the

case for slander, or the old action for "slander

of title," deal rather with wrongs in rem.

We would suggest that in any revision of

this work the subject of negligence be glanced

at in article 32 in considering fair comment.

When, for example, a person claiming the

privilege, or better, the "immunity," of fair

comment proves that the facts on which he

relied were true to the best of his knowledge

and belief, though subsequently shown to be
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false, and that he exercised due care in ascer

taining the accuracy of the information upon

which he relied, is he entitled to the immunity

without proving the facts? Again, in such a

case as this, is it wholly immaterial whether

his inferences were rational or irrational, or

will not the honest intentions of a public-

spirited man, on the contrary, go further

toward justifying sound than unsound in

ferences? To such considerations as these

some attention, at least, would have to be

paid in a work on the law of defamation as it

exists in the United States, owing to the

view which has obtained a foothold in a

minority of our state courts, according to

which a defendant who honestly believes in

the truth of the facts upon which he bases

his statements regarding a political candi

date, is entitled to the immunity of fair

comment if the publication is made in good

faith for the purpose of enabling voters to

cast their votes more intelligently, even

though the facts are untrue. (Coleman v.

MacLellan (Kansas, 1908) 98 Pac. Rep. 281;

see for this and other similar cases 7 Michigan

Law Review 352, Feb. '09.)

In one of his appendices, discussing news

paper privilege, the author expresses a view

from which we dissent when he decries the

notion of newspapers bearing the burden of

any public duty. The newspaper proprietor,

he says, "works for gain, and nothing else; he

trades in news, sometimes in calumny: he is

a self-constituted, not an official, censor of

men and affairs." This may fail to recognize

the moral significance of the great influence of

newspapers over the minds of men, the un

paralleled character of the commodity in

which they traffic, their powerful action upon

the opinions, prejudices, and passions of their

readers. The influence of a newspaper, as

an institution, is far greater, in the case of a

newspaper of good reputation, than the com

bined influence of its editorial staff and

contributors, as individuals. Hence a news

paper should be deemed to bear a greater

obligation to the public than an individual

or body of individuals, to exert its influence

on the side of the law and public morals.

There is this general duty of newspapers,

of such a nature as to render their function

semi-official in morals if not in law. But

such a general duty may also sometimes be

supplemented by a special duty, as for ex

ample where one newspaper practically

monopolizes its field, and dissatisfied readers

and contributors cannot have recourse to its

competitors if it shows itself negligent or

indifferent in discharging its duties.

The work is a model in arrangement.

There are an excellent synoptical table of

contents and a full index, as well as a table

of cases exhibiting extended research.

It is impossible, in concluding this review,

to repress our admiration of the splendid

literary and scholarly temper of this book, its

noticeable charm of style, the fine flavor of

the erudite historical portions, and the apt

allusions to masterpieces of great literature.

MINOR ON REAL PROPERTY

The Law of Real Property (Based on Minor's

Institutes). By Raleigh Colston Minor, M. A.,

B. L., Professor of Law in the University of Vir

ginia. Anderson Bros., Univ. of Va. 2 v., pp.

1602, and table of cases and index 233. ($11.50.)

PROFESSOR Raleigh C. Minor, of the

University of Virginia, has issued in his

two volumes on "The Law of Real Property"

a common law treatise of much value. Pro

fessor Minor, as he explains in his preface,

was led to prepare this work by a desire to

prolong the usefulness of. that portion of

Minor's Institutes which deals with the law

of real property. His first thought was to

issue the second volume of his father's work

in a fifth edition, but on subsequent reflection

he decided to prepare a treatise over his own

name, in which the substance, and indeed

the very language of the Institutes, might

be retained by citing the pages from which

the extracts were taken, and in which he

could incorporate his own material at pleas

ure in order to bring the volume fully up to

date.

The carrying out of this scheme has led to

the production of a well arranged exposition

of the common law doctrines of real property,

in the language chiefly of Minor's Institutes,

but with interpolated extracts from standard

text-writers, and with valuable supplementary

matter from the pen of the author and com

piler. Considerable attention is given to Vir

ginia law, but not so much as to mar the

symmetry of the work, or to detract from its

value to the profession in general as an expo

sition of a branch of American jurisprudence.

Minor's Institutes, the work of the scholarly

Professor John B. Minor, a great law teacher,

has been so long published as not to need

comment at the hands of the reviewer. It

soon became recognized as one of the leading

text-books on this subject, its historical por
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tions being particularly clear and informing.

The present work of the son must stand or

fall by the value of that of the father. Of

its historical merits we are not prepared to

offer any critical estimate, but as a state

ment of one of the most difficult branches of

the law the present book is to be compared

in lucidity and attractiveness of presentation

with Blackstone and Kent, and the reputa

tion of the author is such as to lead one to

expect of him more than ordinary accuracy

and learning.

The first volume covers the general topics

and subdivisions of tenures and estates, and

the second volume treats of the modes of

acquiring title, both by descent and by pur

chase. The division of the text into short

sections with headings in prominent type

makes the work convenient for reference.

The citations are sufficiently full to indicate

the extensive adoption by various states of

the common law principles elucidated. The

typography of the volumes is excellent.

HANDBOOK OF THE NEW YORK

PUBLIC UTILITIES LAW

The Control of Public Utilities. In the form of

an Annotation of the Public Service Commissions

Law of the State of New York, and Covering all

Important American Cases, together with the text

of the Federal Interstate Commerce Act and the

Rapid Transit Act of New York. By William M.

Ivins and Herbert Delavan Mason. Baker, Voorhis

& Co., New York. Pp. lxvii-(-669-)-appendices

and index 481. ($7.)

THIS work is a handbook of the New York

public utilities law in the form of

compendious yet concise annotations appended

to the text of the several sections of the

statute. The wording of the law is printed

in black type, each one of forty-one headings

being followed by a collection of extracts

from leading decisions. The extracts fre

quently occupy a number of pages before the

next section of the law is reached. The

cases on unjust preference, for example, fill

sixty pages.

As the authors say in their preface, the

book gives "an elaborate digest of the entire

jurisprudence of the subject." A remark

able quantity of material has been brought

together to show just what rules have been

laid down, not only in the United States,

but in widely diverging state jurisdictions,

for the purpose of bringing public service

activities under government regulation. Hence

the volume, though intended for a special pur

pose, is of more than local utility. It can

serve as a valuable aid in the preparation of

legislation in other states along similar lines.

It also assembles a profusion of citations such

as must surely prove serviceable in settling

questions of the interpretation of similar

statutes now in force in any part of the

country.

The object having been confined to a pres

entation of the New York law, the authors

have pursued a course resulting in the pro

duction of an extended brief in support of the

constitutionality of that law, rather than a

scientific discussion. Had the New York

law been poorly drafted, their work would be

of doubtful value, but under the circum

stances it has all the merit of the statute and

more besides.

The negative faults of the New York law,

if faults they may be called—its failure to

define with care some of the leading rules

referring to government regulation and its

mingling of substantive and adjective pro

visions side by side—do not impair the value

of the work of the annotators, and if an effort

is ever made by any state legislature to draft

a model statute providing for the regulation

of public utilities, the materials collected by

Messrs. Ivins and Mason will be ready at

hand for carrying out that undertaking. This

is a practical working volume, well arranged

and well indexed.

The preface to the book makes a bold

onslaught upon the laissezfaire theory, though

federal regulation of public franchises is more

readily reconcilable with that theory than

Mr. Ivins supposes, and indulges in rather

extravagant views regarding the already ac

complished amendment of the Constitution

by judicial decision and the catastrophe sure

to come upon the country if the political state

in America is not made to conform to the

economic state—Mr. Ivins' theory being that

a conflict between the two is always precipi

tated when the political constitution is not

to be reconciled with the economic constitu

tion. This preface is to be deemed, with

due respect to its author, a somewhat over-

zealous piece of advocacy. The notion that

the economic state molds the political state

is confusing, as the economic state in large

measure is the political state, the economic

institutions associated with the production

and distribution of wealth sharing, with legal

institutions, the character common to both

impressed upon them by the instincts and

habits of a given society. Mr. Ivins' funda
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mental contention, however, of the necessity

of the government's undertaking the regula

tion of public service corporations, in the

interest of the public welfare, and of the con

stitutionality of such a policy, is unimpeach

able, and this contention of his preface derives

added authority from the pertinent quota

tions from the first message of Governor

Hughes, to whom the volume is dedicated.

HUBBELL'S LEGAL DIRECTORY

Hubbell's Legal Directory for Lawyers and Busi

ness Men. 39th year, 1909. Hubbell Publishing

Co., New York. Pp. 1428+400. ($5.35 delivered.)

THE thirty-ninth annual volume of Hub-

bell's Legal Directory for the year 1909

is a valuable handbook for the use of the

profession, furnishing as it does a reliable list,

revised for this year, of attorneys throughout

the United States and Canada, and much

useful information with regard to court cal

endars and the laws of the various states.

To the carefully prepared summaries of state

laws, the work of leading members of the

profession, it owes much of its usefulness.

The excellence of its typography is guaranteed

by the imprint of the Riverside Press of

Cambridge, Mass.

There are synopses of the statutes of all

the states covering important topics with

considerable fulness of detail, yet without

extreme length, and giving instructions for

taking depositions, the execution and acknowl

edgement of deeds, wills, etc. The synopsis

of the laws of New York prepared by Rounds

& Schurman of the New York Bar, occupies

thirty-five pages of small type. There are

also compilations of the laws of British Colum

bia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfound

land, Nova Scotia, Ontario and Quebec.

There is likewise one of the laws of Mexico.

The laws of the United States concerning

jurisdiction and practice in federal courts

receive attention in thirty-two pages, and the

patent laws of the United States have fifteen

pages devoted to them. These synopses of

laws are all attractively and conveniently

arranged in compact typography, and the

book would be valuable with no other fea

ture.

For practical use, however, the calendars

setting forth the times for holding state and

United States courts for the year 1909 will

be found serviceable, together with the list

of prominent banks and bankers throughout

the country, and the list of United States

consuls.

The directory proper gives a list of highly

recommended attorneys or law firms in each

of more than four thousand cities and towns

throughout the United States and Canada.

There are also lists of attorneys in foreign

countries.

An appendix contains about four hundred

pages of professional cards of lawyers in all

parts of the United States, arranged by their

states. This volume is to be commended

most highly as a standard directory of the

legal profession in America.
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TN addressing the Court it is to be expected that counsel will use choice and

accurate language. This does not mean.that he should adopt a flowery style

or resort to oratorical shifts and devices. The more simple the language, if only

it be correct and entirely free from that abomination slang, the better and more

effective will be the address.—Mr. Justice Anglin, in the Canadian Law Times.
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Admiralty. General Average—Spontaneous

Combustion of Cargo. N. Y.

In an admiralty case coming before it

recently, the United States District Court for

the Southern District of New York, in the

absence of a decision in this country contrary

thereto, followed the authority of a House

of Lords case, Greenshields v. Stephens (Appel

late Cases, 1908, p. 431, 10 Mar. Law Cases,

N. S., 597, aff'd by the House of Lords, L. R.,

App. Cases, 1908, p. 431), in which it was

held that the owner of a cargo which is lost

by becoming ignited by spontaneous com

bustion, being sacrificed in order to save the

vessel, is entitled to a general average con

tribution from the shipowner. Atlantic Mutual

Insurance Co. v. Schooner Wm. J. QuiUan

(Jan. 1909).

Agency. Husband and Wife—Signature to

a Check—Evidence. Kas.

Where the issue is whether a husband was

the agent of his wife, with authority to sign

her name to a check upon her bank account,

it is held, in Hawkins v. Windhorse (Kas.),

96 Pac. 48, 17 L.R.A. (N.S.) 219, that evi

dence that he frequently signed checks on

her account, with her knowledge and consent,

s competent.

Arrests. Executive Warrant—Constitu

tional Law— Non-Liability of Official Issuing

Process. U. S.

While a county of Colorado was in a state

of insurrection the president of the Western

Federation of Miners was arrested on an

executive warrant as a precautionary meas

ure and confined two and one-half months.

Alleging that his imprisonment was without

probable cause, plaintiff maintained that if

the action were unconstitutional, the gov

ernor of the state was not protected from

personal liability. In Moyer v. Peabody, 29

Sup. Ct. Rep. 235, the United States Supreme

Court held that public danger warrants the

substitution of executive for judicial'process,

•Copies of the pamphlet Reporters containing

full reports of any of these decisions which are

cited in the National Reporter System may be

secured from the West Publishing Company, St.

Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In ordering,

the title of the desired case should be given as well

as the citation of volume and page of the Reporter

in which it is printed.

and that so long as such arrests are made in

good faith and in the honest belief that they

are necessary to impede insurrection, the

governor is the final judge and cannot be

subjected to an action on the ground that he

had not reasonable ground for his belief.

Automobiles. Not Free of Duty—House

hold Effects. U. S.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the second circuit handed down a decision

in U. S. v. W. R. Grace & Co. which has since

been made the basis of a ruling of the Treas

ury Department. Judge Ward, in deciding

the case, held that an automobile was not

exempt from tariff duty as a household effect

within the meaning of paragraph 504 of the

tariff act of 1897, as Congress had "intended

to do away with the exemption of household

effects generally and restrict it to such as

should be like books, libraries, or household

furniture."

Bankruptcy. Contempt of Court—Bank

rupt's Plea of Insanity. U. S.

In the District Court of the United States

for the Southern District of New York, pro

ceedings were brought under order to show

why one Jacob Cashman, a bankrupt, should

not be punished for contempt of court for

denying his ability to give information re

garding the value of his estate at the pro

ceedings before the commissioner. It was

held, per Hough, D. J., that a plea in con

fession and avoidance taking the form of an

allegation of insanity imposes the burden of

proof on the defendant to prove his insanity,

and that if he cannot prove it he may be ad

judged guilty upon the facts of the record.

In the matter of Jacob Cashman (Jan. 1909).

Contempt. Unintentional Misstatement of

Law—Newspaper Editorials. R. I.

An editorial misstatement of the law as

stated in a court's written opinion on a matter

of wide application and importance is held,

in re Providence Journal Co. (R. I.), 68 Atl.

428, 17 L.R.A. (N.S.) 582, to be a contempt

of court, although unintentional.

Contracts. Debts on Illegal Agreements—

Restraint of Trade—Corporations — Sherman

Act. U. S.
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In Continental Wall Paper Co. v. Louis

Voighi & Sons Co., decided Feb. 1, the

United States Supreme Court, by a majority

of five against a minority of four judges, laid

down the principle that a corporation cannot

collect debts for merchandise sold under an

illegal agreement in restraint of trade such

as is prohibited by the Sherman anti-trust

law. The Court found it could not give judg

ment to the plaintiff "without departing from

the statutory rule, long established in the

jurisprudence of both this country and Eng

land, that a court will not lend its aid in any

way to enforce or to realize the fruits of an

agreement which appears to be tainted with

illegality." The opinion, which was written

by Mr. Justice Harlan, sustained the action

of the lower courts. Justices Brewer, White,

Peckham and Holmes dissented.

Contracts. Lex Loci Contractus Governs—

Affreightment Contracts—Bills ofLading. N. Y.

The Appellate Division of the New York

Supreme Court, following the decision of the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals in

Erie R. R. v. P. C. M.& E. Co., 162 Fed.

Rep. 878, has decided that the validity and

construction of a contract of affreightment

are to be determined by the law of the place

where it was made, unless a different inten

tion of the parties is clearly shown. It was

held that an entire contract made in Illinois

for the transportation of goods from Chicago

to New York, via the Great Lakes, was gov

erned by the law of Illinois which requires

provisions in a bill of lading exempting the

carrier from liability for damage by fire in

order for their validity to be expressly as

sented to, although the goods were destroyed

in transit within the state of New York,

according to the law of which latter state

the fire exemption provision would become

binding by simple acceptance of the bill of

lading. Edward Valk et al. v. Erie Railroad

Co. (Jan. 1909).

Criminal Procedure. Constitutional Law—

Right to Jury of the Vicinage. Cal.

A woman who had sent a box of poisoned

candy from California to a woman in Dela

ware, causing her death, was tried and con

victed in California. In People v. Botkin,

98 Pac. Rep. 861, she sought a rehearing,

on the ground that by the trial in California

of a crime committed in Delaware, she was

deprived of her right to trial by a jury selected

from the vicinage or county where the crime

was alleged to be committed. The California

Supreme Court denied a rehearing. It re

marked that as on one side of the line there

may be a right of trial by jury, and on the

other side no such right, accused was denied

no right or constitutional privilege, as each

state prescribes its own modes of judicial

proceedings.

Divorce. Amount of Alimony Pendente

Lite—Wife's Real Necessities. N. Y.

Pending a divorce suit the husband volun

tarily allowed his wife $25,000 a year for her

support. She deemed this insufficient and

sought to have the amount raised to $120,000.

In Gould v. Gould, 114 N. Y. Supp. 331, the

New York Supreme Court remarked that no

rule had been adopted by the courts entitling

a wife to one third her husband's income,

irrespective of that income's relation to rea

sonable expenditures by the person who

possesses it. The sum granted was amply

sufficient as alimony pendente lite, in accord

ance with the rule which requires that, pend

ing a matrimonial action, an award of alimony

should be limited to the real necessities of the

wife's proper and reasonable support.

Due Process of Law. Municipal Ordinance

—Condemnation of Food without Hearing.

U. S.

In North American Cold Storage Company

v. City of Chicago, in the Supreme Court of

the United States (December, 1908, 29 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 101), it was held that due process of

law is not denied the owner or custodian of

food in cold storage by a municipal ordinance

under which such food when unfit for human

consumption may summarily be seized, con

demned, and destroyed by municipal officers

without a preliminary hearing.

Highways. Obstruction by Railroad—Lia

bility for Damage by Fire—Concurrent Cause.

Ill.

The fire department, while hurrying to

extinguish a conflagration, was delayed for

about thirty minutes by a train of cars which

had been left standing across a street. In

Houren v. Chicago, M. 6- St. P. Ry. Co., 86

N. E. Rep. 611, the railroad was sued for the

destruction of respondent's house, which it

was alleged was caused by the inability of

the fire-engines to reach it in time. The

Illinois Supreme Court held that the obstruc

tion was a concurrent cause of the burning,

and that although absolute proof of the result
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of the efforts of the fire department could not

be offered, it was reasonable to expect that

it would have been able to prevent the spread

of flames, especially as all the paraphernalia

for fire protection were available.

Libel. Freedom of the Press—Duties of the

Press. N. Y.

The New York Supreme Court, Part VI,

in deciding that a newspaper was justified by

the truth of the article in accusing a druggist

of selling adulterated goods, expressed the

following opinion:—

"The defendant was engaged in the publi

cation of a newspaper, not merely for the

dissemination of news, but with the addi

tional purpose of upholding a high standard

of public decency and morals in the com

munity, and it was not merely its right, but

its duty, in connection with a public and

official proceeding of the kind in question, to

publish, truthfully, so much of the facts as

with decency it could publish, so that even

if the machinery of the criminal law proved

inadequate to reach malefactors of this class,

who traffic for gain in human life and health

and seek to promote immoral practices, they

might be held up to public scorn and con

tempt." Weiss v. New York Times (Feb. 18,

1909).

Libel. Publication—Letter Opened by Other

than Addressee. England.

The English Court of Appeal, in Sharp v.

Skues, decided Feb. 15, held that where a

letter containing defamatory matter had been

addressed personally to the member of a

firm and was opened and read by his partner,

and the jury had found that according to the

sender's knowledge it was unlikely that the

letter would in the ordinary course of business

be opened by the partner or a clerk, the sender

was not responsible for the publication. He

had not intended a publication and the facts

did not amount to a publication of the libel

by himself.

Livestock. Interstate Commerce Act—

Twenty- Eight HourLaw—Congestion of Traffic

no Excuse. U. S.

Congestion of traffic does not free railroad

companies from penalties for failure to observe

the twenty-eight hou* stock law, was the effect

of an opinion rendered Feb. 15 by Judges

Van Devanter, Hook and Adams in the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals, reversing a

decision of the Wyoming Federal Court. The

Union Pacific was defendant in a suit brought

by the government under the interstate com

merce law, which requires livestock not to be

in transit more than twenty-eight hours with

out unloading for rest, feed and water. U. S.

v. Union Pacific R. R. Co.

Master and Servant. Scope of Employ

ment— Negligence. Mass.

In Smith v. Peach, in the Supreme Judicial

Court of Massachusetts, Suffolk (January,

1909, 86 N. E. Rep. 908), it appeared that

defendant, who kept a livery stable, employed

the owner of a gun as his foreman and driver.

The gun was left on defendant's premises for

defendant's use, but the owner subsequently

resumed possession of it, and while exhibit

ing it to a friend it was discharged and plain

tiff was injured. The owner of the gun

showing it to a friend had nothing to do

with any service connected with his employ

ment. The Court said:—

"The plaintiff, before he can recover, must

establish that either the defendant's foreman

in discharging the gun acted within the scope

of his employment, or the defendant himself

was negligent in leaving the loaded gun in his

office. Upon the evidence neither proposition

can be maintained."

Miners' Wages. Right to Regulate Weights

and Measures—Freedom of Contract—Police

Power. U. S.

A state statute prohibiting miners to con

tract for wages upon the basis of screened

coal, instead of that of the weight of the coal

as originally produced, was sustained by the

Supreme Court of the United States (Jan.

1909) as a valid exercise of the police power,

in McLean v. Arkansas, 211 U. S. 539, 29

Sup. Ct. R. 208. The Court declared :—

"We are unable to say . . . that this law

had no reasonable relation to the protection

of a large class of laborers in the receipt of

their just dues and in the promotion of the

harmonious relations of capital and labor

engaged in a great industry in the state.

Laws tending to prevent fraud and to require

honest weights and measures in the trans

action of business have frequently been sus

tained in the courts, although, in compelling

certain modes of dealing, they interfere with

the freedom of contract."

Monopolies. Anti-Trust Laws of Texas—

Retroactive Legislation—Fines. U. S.

The United States Supreme Court in Waters-

Pierce Oil Co. v. Texas, 212 U. S. 86, 29 Sup.
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Ct. Rep. 220, without a dissenting vote, has

affirmed the decision of the state court for

feiting the permit of that company to do

business in Texas, other than its interstate

business, and imposing a fine of $1,623,500.

The proceedings were instituted by the state

under the Anti-Trust Acts of 1899 and 1903.

The former makes it unlawful to enter into

any agreement or understanding to fix or

regulate the price in Texas of any article of

manufacture or merchandise, and the latter

defines a trust to be a combination of capital,

skill, or acts by two or more persons or cor

porations to create or carry out restrictions

in trade or commerce in Texas. The Texas

courts found that the Standard Oil Company

of New Jersey and the Waters-Pierce Oil

Company were under a common management,

which fixed the prices of oil in the state and

carried out restrictions to prevent or lessen

competition in its sale. The Anti-Trust Acts,

under which the prosecution was begun, were

assailed as being retroactive in effect and as

depriving the company of its property and

rights without due process of law, and it was

argued that the fines imposed were so exces

sive as to constitute a taking of property

without due process of law. None of these

contentions was sustained. It appeared that

penalties were assessed at $1500 a day for

1033 days and at $50 a day for 1480 days.

The company carried on an extensive busi

ness in Texas. Its property amounted to

more than forty millions of dollars, and its

dividends had been as high as 700 per cent

per annum. It had persistently ignored the

Texas authorities and had continued its

course of business notwithstanding a judg

ment of ouster in a former case. All things

considered, the penalties were not regarded

as excessive.

Municipal Corporations. Eligibility of Re

moved Official for Same Office—Interpreta

tion of Statutes. N. Y.

The charter of a borough provided that its

president be elected by its electors. Owing

to charges against Ahearn, the incumbent of

that office, he was removed by the governor.

Thereafter the board of aldermen appointed

him to fill the vacancy caused by his own

removal. In People v. Ahearn, 113 New

York Supplement 876, his right to hold office

was contested. As there was no doubt about

the vacancy and the legal method of filling

it, the eligibility of the incumbent was the

main question. The New York Supreme

Court, holding that Ahearn was eligible, re

marked that if in our form of government it

was intended that removal from a public

trust should also carry with it the penalty

of depriving the person so removed from

again holding or being chosen to the same, a

clear expression of such an intention would

have been stated.

This decision has since been reversed by the

Appellate Division of the Supreme Court,

which held that the removal of a public

official by the Governor after the officer has

had proper opportunity to be heard, is a final

determination, not reviewable by the courts,

that he is unfit to hold office for the remainder

of his term. The removal of the Borough

President of Manhattan separated him from

his office and every incident of it, including

the remainder of his term. Each term of a

public office is an entity separate and dis

tinct from all other terms of the same office,

and "to permit the immediate reinstatement

of the same persons to the same office for the

same term would nullify the constitutional

provision for removal." In support of the

proposition that the idea of a public office

precludes the notion of an undefined term,

the Court referred among several authorities

to Matter of Oaths, 20 Johns. 492, and Matter

of Hathaway, 71 N. Y. 238: "Public office as

used in the constitution has respect to a

permanent trust. ... It means the right

to exercise generally and in all proper cases

the functions of a public trust or employment,

and to receive the fees and emoluments

belonging to it and to hold the place and

perform the duty for the term and, by the

tenure prescribed by law." (N. Y. Law

Jour. Mar. 11, 1909.)

Ahearn has since secured leave to take the

case to the Court of Appeals.

Obscene Literature. Question One for the

Jury—Practical Considerations—Impression on

the General Public. Mass.

A bookseller was convicted under a Massa

chusetts statute prohibiting the publication

and circulation of obscene literature, for sell

ing the book known as "Three Weeks." The

Supreme Judicial Court of that state, in Com

monwealth v. Buckley, 86 N. E. Rep. 910

(Jan. 1909), affirmed the conviction unani

mously, holding that the case had been

properly submitted to the jury. "It could

not be ruled as matter of law that the jury

could not find the book within the prohibi

tion of the statute." Considerations such as
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those presented on the defendant's behalf

were always to be weighed, "but after all

there is a practical side.

"Doubtless an artist, when looking in his

studio upon the model before him in the

figure of a perfectly formed young woman

standing completely nude may . . . not have

one obscene, indecent or impure thought. . . .

But it by no means follows that if he should

open wide the doors of his studio and fill it

with people from the crowded streets, they

would be moved by the same lofty and pure

feelings. . . . And so a reader may be . . .

interested in the development of the char

acter of a woman—no matter how wanton—

as a merely psychic study . . . and it may

be that the author . . . was in full sympathy

with such a state of mind. . . . But such an

author cannot expect that the reading public,

as a whole, will so read her production."

Public Schools. Co- Education of Races—

Fifteenth Amendment—Equal Advantages.

Kas.

A Kansas statute provides that children of

the white and colored races while below the

grammar grades may be required to attend

separate schools. The children of plaintiff had

been attending a school with white children,

but were directed to attend another situated

near railroad shops, the way to which was

crossed by sixteen railroad tracks. These facts

were alleged to make the attendance at school

hazardous. In Williams v. Board of Educa

tion, 99 Pac. Rep. 216, the Kansas Supreme

Court upheld the contention of plaintiff that

these circumstances amounted to a denial

of equal educational facilities. It concluded

that while it was not necessary to permit the

attendance of negro children at any certain

school, one must be provided where they can

enjoy the same educational advantages. (Com

pare with cases noted in Green Bag, Jan.

1909, p. 31.)

Procedure. Exemption from Service of Civil

Process—Non-Resident Attending Trial in

State. N. Y.

The New York Court of Appeals, in a

decision recently handed down, held that a

non-resident coming into the state for the

sole purpose of being a witness in an action is

protected from the service of civil process

provided he returns home with reasonable

dispatch after the trial. The defendant, a

resident of California, had been served with a

summons, and appealed from an order of the

Appellate Division of the Supreme Court

affirming an order at Special Term denying

a motion to set aside the summons. If,

however, he comes for the double purpose

of attending court and attending to business

having no connection with the trial, the

privilege does not attach. Finucane v.

Warner, decided Jan. 26, 1909.

Real Property. Clear Title of Seashore

Lands—Jus Privatum and Jus Publicum—

Crown Rights in Our Common Law. N. Y.

The vendor of a tract of land on the shore

of Staten Island brought an action of specific

performance against the vendee under a con

tract for the sale. The question at issue was

whether the plaintiff's title was market

able. The defendant contended that the

Norwood patent of 1676 did not convey the

tideway or foreshore and that the title to

property including it was consequently not

marketable.

The New York Supreme Court, in deciding

the case, adopted the principles enunciated

in Town of Brookhaven v. Smith, 188 New

York 74, and Barnes v. The Midland R. R.

Terminal Co. (Nov. 10, 1908), to the effect that

the jus privatum of the crown, by which the

English sovereign was deemed owner of the

soil of the sea and of navigable rivers, was

inapplicable to the spirit of our institutions,

and was abandoned to the proprietors of the

uplands so as to have become a common

right and thus the common law of the state.

It was held that the state, by acts of the

Legislature authorizing solid filling of land

under water to new bulkhead lines in the

interest of commerce, had extinguished the

jus publicum, the public rights of fishing,

boating, bathing and navigation, in the former

tideway, and that the private rights remain

ing to constitute a fee were vested in the

owner of the adjacent upland. Consequently

as the plaintiff's title is not burdened by any

public use it is marketable. John Bardes et

al. v. Martin Herman (Feb. 1909).

Real Property. Cloud on Title—Cancella

tion of Unenforceable Covenant—Equity Juris

diction. N. Y.

Where a deed from one religious corpora

tion to another contained a covenant in terms

running with the land, to the effect that the

premises conveyed should be used only for

church purposes, and the grantee desired to

have the covenant canceled in order that the

market value of the premises, which it desired
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to mortgage, might not be unfavorably

affected by the restriction, the Supreme Court,

Appellate Division, held that the covenant

was not a condition, in that no right of re

entry for a breach was reserved, and that the

jurisdiction of equity might be invoked to

cancel an unenforceable covenant constitu

ting a cloud on title, its unenforceability

affecting not the jurisdiction of a court of

equity, but merely the use of its discretion

in exercising its jurisdiction. Per Scott,

McLaughlin, and Houghton, JJ.; Patterson,

P. J., and Laughlin, J., dissenting. Rector,

Church Wardens and Vestrymen of St. Stephen's

P. E. Church of New York v. Rector, etc., of

Church of the Transfiguration in the City of

New York, decided in January, 1909.

Receivers. Conflicting Jurisdiction of State

and Federal Courts. U. S.

In the proceedings to forfeit the permit of

the Waters-Pierce Oil Company to do busi

ness in Texas, an interesting conflict arose

between the federal and state courts as to

the possession of the property by their respec

tive receivers.

A receiver was appointed in the state court

and subsequently an appeal was taken to the

Court of Civil Appeals and bond given to

supersede the receivership. On the same day

application was made in the Circuit Court of

the United States for the appointment of a

receiver. The appointment was made and

the receiver was put into possession of the

property on the theory that the proceedings

in the state court left the property no longer

in custodia legis, and hence it was liable to

seizure by adverse proceedings. The state

through its officers and receiver applied to the

Circuit Court, asking it to set aside the order

appointing the receiver. This it refused, an

appeal was taken, and the case in due course

reached the United States Supreme Court,

Palmer v. Texas, 29 Sup. Ct. 230, 212 U. S. 118.

The court laid down the broad proposition

that if the state court had acquired jurisdic

tion by the proceedings to appoint the receiver

and had not lost it by subsequent proceed

ings, the federal court had no right to inter

vene. The decisions of the state courts are

reviewed to the effect that the appeal merely

suspended the order appointing the receiver

and the appellate court had jurisdiction of

the res, just as the trial court had. The con

clusion is reached that the state court did not

lose jurisdiction by the appeal and supersedeas

in the receivership proceedings, and the federal

court ought not to have appointed a receiver

to take possession of the property.

Sales in Bulk. Constitutionality of Pro

hibiting Statutes—Due Process of Law—Equal

Protection of the Laws. U. S.

In Lemieux v. Young (Jan., 211 U. S. 489, 29

Sup. Ct. Rep. 174) it was held that neither due

process of law nor the equal protection of the

laws was denied by a statute of Connecticut

which prohibited sales of goods in bulk by

retailers outside of the regular course of their

business.

A statute similar to the Connecticut one

has been pronounced unconstitutional in Illi

nois as class legislation. See Charles J. Off

6> Co. v. Morehead, 85 N. E. Rep. 264 (Green

Bag, Mar. 1909, p. 129).

Commenting upon the New York case of

Wright v. Hart, decided a few years ago,

which upheld the constitutionality of a "sales

in bulk" statute of New York, the New York

Law Journal observes editorially: "The over

whelming weight of authority in the state

courts is against the position of the majority

of the New York Court of Appeals that Sales

in Bulk statutes constitute class legislation.

It is of great interest that the Supreme Court

of the United States has recently expressed a

similar view."

Subrogation. Right of Surety to Reserve

Fund—Assignments of Contracts. U. S.

A contractor engaged in constructing a

lock for the United States had agreed that

all sums for labor or materials should be

promptly paid. Finding himself unable to

complete the undertaking he assigned the

contract and a sum for work performed which

had been withheld by the government. There

was a loss on the operation which the surety

on the bond had to pay. Both the assignee

and the surety sought to recover the fund

held in reserve, which had been paid into

court. In Hardaway v. National Surety Co.,

211 U. S. 552, 29 Sup. Ct. 202, the United States

Supreme Court held that the sum should be

credited upon the total amount paid by the

surety for the satisfaction of labor claims.

The right of the surety to be subrogated had

attached prior to the assignment and was

superior to any right of an assignee.

Taxation. Exemption of After-Acquired

Property of Hospital—Legislature's Promise

Binding. N. Y.

The Roosevelt Hospital in New York was
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founded in consequence of an endowment

bequeathed by Mr. Roosevelt in 1863 on

condition that the Legislature should grant

a "liberal" charter, and such a charter was

accordingly granted, exempting the Hospital

from taxation. Subsequently a portion of

the property was leased by the Hospital for

other than hospital purposes, the revenue

being used to help defray expenses of the

Hospital. This portion was assessed for taxa

tion upon the theory that under the General

Tax Law of 1896, exemption from taxation

extended only to such portion of the premises

as was used by the hospital for carrying out

its corporate purposes. Upon appeal from

an order of the Appellate Division sustaining

the assessment it was held by the New York

Court of Appeals that the transfer of the testa

tor's property having been directly induced

by the legislative promise of exemption from

taxation, the presumption that the General

Tax Law of 1896 repealed by implication all

prior exemptions contained in general or

special acts did not obtain in such a case,

and that the assessment was therefore invalid.

People of the State of New York ex rel. Roose

velt Hospital v. Frank Raymond et al. (Jan.

29, 1909).

Taxation. Exemption of After-Acquired

Property of University—Applicability ofStatute

to All Property. Il1.

In 1855 an amendment of the charter of the

Northwestern University exempted from taxa

tion "all property of whatever kind and

description, belonging to or owned" by it.

Since then the corporation had acquired 1-18

of the village in which it is situated. It was

insisted that its exemption would cause an

unfair burden on other property holders.

The Supreme Court of Illinois, in North

western University v. Hanberg, 86 N. E. Rep.

734, held that the exemption was granted

not to the property but to the University,

and its purpose was to forever exempt it

from taxation on all its property whenever

acquired. The changed conditions cannot

affect the meaning of the amendment passed

in 1855.

Trade-Marks. Arbitrary Name Valid—

Unfair Competition. N. Y.

Where a manufacturer of steam boiler in

jectors had brought action to restrain a cor

poration from using the word "Monitor" on

injectors of similar pattern, and a judgment

was obtained to that effect, the Supreme Court

of New York, Appellate Division, affirmed

the judgment, two of the five judges dissent

ing. It was held that the word "Monitor"

in no sense described the patented article

nor the patentee, but was an arbitrary, fanci

ful word which the plaintiff selected to desig

nate his own production, and that the use of

it by the defendant invaded the rights of the

plaintiff and tended to deceive the public.

The principle of the leading case of Singer

Mfg. Co. v. fune Mfg. Co., 163 U. S. 169,

was held not to affect the case. Nathan Mfg.

Co. v. H. A. Rogers Co. (Feb. 1909).

Street Railways. Defective Transfers—

Right of Passenger to be Carried to Destina

tion. Ark.

Where a passenger on a street car pays his

fare and receives a transfer ticket which is

void upon its face and which is refused when

presented to another conductor, it is held,

in Little Rock Ry. 6V* Electric Co. v. Goerner,

5 St. Ry. Rep. 33, that he nevertheless has a

valid contract with the company to be carried

to his place of destination, and the company,

in expelling him from its car for refusal to

pay additional fare, violates its contract and

is liable in damages for its breach.

Weapons. Toy Pistol—Question for the

Jury. Ga.

A child manipulating a toy pistol suffered

a wound resulting in tetanus. An action

against the dealer was brought under the

statute providing that any person knowingly

selling or furnishing any minor with a pistol

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. The main

question was whether this mechanism was

a pistol or a toy. In Mathews v. Caldwell,

63 S. E. Rep. 250, the Georgia Court of

Appeals, remarking that jurors were chosen

not only for uprightness, but also for intelli

gence, and were able to bring into the box

knowledge of the common things of life, de

cided that they were qualified to look at this

mechanical creation and to determine whether

it was a firearm.
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LENIENCY TOWARD CRIMINALS

IF the legal profession should ever

resolve to take up the serious study

of criminology, the wise administration

of the criminal law would be realized

much sooner than would be possible

were lawyers simply to drift with the

tide and make no effort to attain the

same standard of progress in this as in

other directions.

Respect for the law is ingrained in the

fibre of the American people, and

America should have the most enlight

ened system of criminal jurisprudence

in the entire world. The American of

whose stopping a train in Germany

District Attorney Jerome tells is not

typical. This traveler wished to alight

at a station at which the train did not

stop, when he suddenly espied an emer

gency brake. Notwithstanding the

warning that any one applying the

brake except in case of accident would

be liable to a fine of fifty marks, he got

up and stopped the train. He was

promptly turned over to the police and

paid his fine, and the Germans around

the court house talked for two hours

about the extraordinary case of the

American who cold-bloodedly broke

the law to stop a train.

An American under similar circum

stances would have been unlikely to

stop a train in the United States. Not

only does Mr. Jerome underrate the

respect of the American people for the

law, but he underrates the ethics of the

legal profession when he says that of the

15,000 lawyers in Greater New York,

the great majority are much more

intent upon getting money than they are

upon the means by which they get it.

Mr. Jerome has himself called attention

to the fact that within the last two

months the police reports have shown

the entire absence of gambling houses

in New York. He has congratulated

Judge Malone of General Sessions for

his prison sentences in cases where the

other judges have been in the habit of

imposing fines which virtually amount

to a license of gambling houses and

pool rooms by indirection. This is

practically saying that people will re

spect the law if it is enforced.

Were all judges to assert the extreme

vigor of the criminal law the results

might be striking, but it is not to be

inferred from their leniency that they

are lacking in respect for the laws they

administer. Leniency in imposing sen

tence, and in giving the convicted man

every possible chance through the pro

bation system, will in many cases do

more to inspire him with proper respect

for the law than would an assertion of

its majesty with full force. The death

penalty and the maximum rigors of

punishment we must have in readi

ness for use at any proper time, but

we must also cultivate the more
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humane and tolerant side of the crimi

nal law.

The probation system requires sound

discretion in determining when harsh

ness and leniency can best be used.

Judge Cleland of the Chicago Municipal

Court has been censured by his asso

ciates on the bench for the way he has

exercised this discretion. One of the

charges brought against him is that of

demanding excessive bail. A Lithuan

ian, for example, who had frequently

been in court before, was brought before

Judge Cleland drunken and repulsive,

with a destitute wife and two starving

children beside him. Doubtless with

the object of startling this drunken man

into some sense of fear of the law, and

to jostle him into a realization of the

plight of his homeless family, Judge

Cleland held him for $10,000 bail. It

was a breach of the man's constitutional

rights, yet when the man came out

from jail he did not get drunk again,

and he so improved in the struggle to

regain his manhood that he came to

regard Judge Cleland as his best friend

on earth.

A judge may in the same breath be

censured for resorting to drastic meas

ures and for employing measures not

sufficiently rigorous, as in the case of

Judge Cleland, but we have to make

allowance for the fallibility of the human

mind in perplexing predicaments, and

if we demand of judges extrajudicial

attainments and patience, we must not

comment too severely upon their extra

judicial acts or abuses of their discre

tion in the interest of humanity.

If Judge Cleland has placed 1100

cases on probation during his thirteen

months in the Maxwell street Court,

and his fellow judges are scandalized,

it looks as if the lack of a good probation

law was quite as much to blame as any

shortcomings of the judge. We under

stand that Judge Cleland's associates

introduced one bill into the Illinois

Senate and Judge Cleland another, both

aimed at establishing a satisfactory pro

bation system, and that the two meas

ures were so diametrically opposed that

in the words of Rev. Dr. William E.

Barton they stood a good chance of

killing each other like the Kilkenny

cats. It is a pity if the Judges cannot

unanimously agree on a bill.

The prevention of crime depends

largely upon the prudence of the bench

in enforcing the discipline of courts of

law and the keen sensitiveness of law

yers to their responsibilities as officers

of the court. The criminal law is an

institution which must be as effectively

administered by the civil authorities as

any other department of public affairs.

Civil society has given an illustration of

this fact recently in the Rudowitz case.

This poor exiled Russian, leading in this

country the life of a law-abiding citizen,

whom the United States has refused to

extradite for a political offense, is an

object-lesson to his nation of the majesty

of the criminal law as something higher

than mere regulations defining political

offenses. His countrymen in these

United States should be inspired with

the spirit which is opposed to that of

anarchy and lawlessness. This same

inspiration should come to all our people

in whose eyes the criminal law acquires

new sanctity from the wisdom with

which it is upheld by officials charged

with the administration of justice.

THE SLOGAN OF THE REFORMER

Let us abolish corporations, injunc

tions, the tariff, interstate commerce,

stocks and bonds, trust companies, rail

roads, the United States Senate, and

the United States Supreme Court, in

order that we may uphold the sacred
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ness of the Constitution, and live under

a government of laws, not of men.

A NATIONAL DANGER

A contributor to one of our contem

poraries, Mr. Tom L. Masson, who is

editor of Life and presumably, there

fore, an authority on that subject, draws

attention to a new phase of the immigra

tion evil in Lippincott's Magazine:—

A CRYING EVIL

We desire to call attention to a flagrant

violation of one of ourmost important statutes.

Under our immigration laws, no alien can

land in this country who has no money and

no capacity. If he comes from a foreign

shore, he must be identified and duly passed

upon.

What is really happening? Every day,

nay, almost every minute, in this country

babies are being born who really have no

right to enter our domain. Not only this,

but they are calmly allowed to be here and

not the slightest protest is made against them.

It is true that recently some effort has been

made to discourage their presence. But this

is by private individuals, and not by the

authorities.

Every baby comes here from a foreign

shore. He is a vagrant. Why, he hasn't

even clothes on his back. In a large percen

tage of cases he is sickly, and ought to be

kept out by the quarantine authorities, if by

no one else.

These intruders ought to be guaranteed

under the pure infant act, or else they should

be promptly shipped back to the sender,

with instructions to at least provide them

with the necessities of life before they land

among a free people.

Perhaps the best way to remedy this

crying evil (if its crying cannot other

wise be abated) , would be to enlarge the

duties of our inspectors of immigration,

and compel them to ship abroad all new

born infants not comparing favorably,

as regards education and capacity, with

the least desirable class of immigrants

we are receiving from foreign shores.

It would be impossible to overestimate

the vast economic burden of the infantile

class upon our national life and re

sources. We can easily obtain all the

people we want from Europe, to pre

vent the sum-total of our population

from decreasing, and the wealth and

property of the country would be greatly

advanced were we to insist upon every

new citizen possessing qualities ensuring

his not becoming a private as well as a

public charge.

We would not suggest any reform

tending to destroy our sacred family in

stitutions; on the contrary, after a pro

bationary term in Europe the young

aliens could be brought back to our

shores and restored to their parents,

provided they were able to pass the

standard tests applied in the case of all

ordinary immigrants. We would like to

see a revision of our immigration laws

attempted (if not carried out) on this

basis. Any proffers of co-operation sent

to us will be promptly transmitted to a

gentleman picked for a leader of this

movement—a learned and influential

Professor of Criminal Law, whose in

come surreptitiously derived from con

sultative work for eminent kidnappers,

thieves, blackmailers, etc., is said to

exceed by three or four times his aca

demic salary.

THE PHILADELPHIA LAWYER

"When I hear that expression about

being as smart as a Philadelphia lawyer,

I always think of a little thing that

occurred way back in '58," an old Vir

ginia lawyer said, smiling. "We had a

pretty big case on hand, and our client

prevailed upon us to import a Phila

delphia lawyer as consulting counsel.

I almost dropped dead when he said:—

" 'Well, I guess we had better send

the judge who is to try this case a
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couple of baskets of wine and a box or

two of cigars?'

"I told him that if that were to be

done either he or we would have to

withdraw from the case at once, and

he promptly apologized and said he had

meant the remark merely for a joke.

"Well, we won the case in short order.

For some reason the other side seemed

to get rather rough treatment. I couldn't

help saying to our Philadelphia lawyer,

with some resentment, 'Your little plan

of corrupting the court was entirely

unnecessary.'

" 'But I did send the wine and cigars,'

he said coolly.

" 'Not to Judge Yancey !' I exclaimed.

" 'Yes, but I believe I was careless

enough to send it in the wrong name—

I believe I sent it in our opponent's

name!' "

$15 AND YOU'RE A GOOD FELLOW

The appended letter has been sent to

us by a lawyer of Billings, Montana.

The names are suppressed, but we may

explain that it was written to the

Judge of the District Court by the

mother of minor children, for whom a

guardian had recently been appointed.

The Mister referred to, whose name has

been left blank, is of course the guar

dian :—

Helena, Mont., Feb. 27, 1909.

Mr.

Dear Sir:—

I have to have fifteen dollars I had to pay a

doctor bill for and get shoes for the

family and some goods for the spring and

summer, and if you can write and tell Mr.

to send it to me I will think you are a good

fellow. I will soon be home and then you

can come down and put the garden in.

If you will allow me it tell Mr. send

it at once. I called the doctor and said

has heart trouble and ought to be in a lower

climate. This will be all for this time.

P. S. I would like to go to Seattle.

CASES ON JOKES

(NOTE.—The sittings of the Supreme Court

of Joke-idioture are scheduled for the last week

of each month at Greenbagville, and if the inter

est of the legal profession is sufficient to pro

mote litigation in this Court, as we hope it will

be, we shall take pleasure in permitting the

publication of official reports of our decisions.

PER CURIAM.)

BALDERDASH v. JOSHMENOT

Supreme Court of Joke-idioture

April Term, 1909

In establishing the validity of a legal

joke the burden of proof is on the perpe

trator, and the record must set forth all

material facts necessary to support an alle

gation of humor.

Where an attempt was made to have a

certain writing adjudicated humorous by

the Court, and the record did not include

all material facts but the humor would

have had to be proved by extrinsic evi

dence, held that a decision that a joke is

null and void cannot be reversed for error.

One John Balderdash, who is an attorney-

at-law of Syracuse, N. Y., and a reader of a

frivolous publication known as the Green Bag,

is the appellant in this action and plaintiff in

the court below. Balderdash requested the

editor of that publication, James Joshmenot,

to insert in it a nondescript collocation of

words purporting, according to the opinion

expressed by the fabricator, to be a legal

joke, and the editor having refused, brought

a bill in ac/i-witty in the Court of Corre

spondence School naming Joshmenot as de

fendant and asking for a writ of specific per

formance. The defendant offered in evidence

a contract between the plaintiff and himself,

in which the defendant bound himself to

furnish the plaintiff a course of instruction in

legal jokes in the Greenbag Correspondence

School of Humor. The Court, per Mr. Jus

tice Joshmenot (who was, it appears, the

same gentleman as the defendant) , ruled that

as the act of which plaintiff complained was

done by the defendant in pursuance of the

contract, equity could not be invoked to en

force a breach of contract unless the contract

deserved to be broken, and the Court ex

pressed the opinion that it plainly did not

deserve to be, as the plaintiff was unques

tionably in sore need of the defendant'sinstruc-

tion with regard to the essentials of a legal

joke.
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From this ruling the plaintiff appealed,

bringing the case before the Supreme Court

of Joke-idioture for review. The decision of

the Court, written by Chief Justice Tush, is

here given.

TUSH, C.J. It appears from examination

of the record that the writing which the plain

tiff wished to have inserted in the Green Bag

and which the editor declined to print as a

legal joke, was as follows:—

"Lawyer:—Do you want me to give you a

piece of my mind?

"Stenographer:—(Picking up blank deed

from adjacent table) I have it, thank you."

The plaintiff accompanied the foregoing

with a statement in which he intimated that

it was worthy of publicationin the Green Bag.

The question which this Court is called

upon to consider is whether the court below

erred in its decision. The evidence before

this Court does not warrant us in saying this,

but rather points to the conclusion that the

foregoing joke, so called, does not deserve a

place with the humorous matter of the Green

Bag, this conclusion being based on the fact

that it is not only not legal and non-humor

ous, but undeserving. The lawyer would

have seen nothing funny in his stenographer's

handing him a legal blank. The joke, if it

had existed, would have been purely clerical.

The stenographer must have thought the act

and remark in picking up the blank to have

been funny, as construed in a different sense

such an act and remark would have appeared

imbecile, but the presence of humor cannot

be determined merely by elimination of all

other possible interpretations.

Again, there is a radical distinction between

a mental blank and a legal blank. Just be

cause a lawyer's mind is a legal blank, as it

frequently is, it by no means follows that it is

a blank in the common sense of the word,

unless it can first be proved that he is the

reverse of a brilliant leader of the bar. In a

good legal joke the record must show clearly

all the facts material to support an allegation

of humor, the burden of proof being on the

perpetrator. When such facts do not appear

in the record, but have to be proved by ex

trinsic evidence, a decision that a joke is null

and void cannot be reversed for error.

A 11 Concur.

A PETITION FOR A NOVEL FORM OF EQUITABLE RELIEF

Cassius—Will you sup with me to-night,

Casca?

Casca—Ay, if I live, and your mind hold,

and your dinner worth the eating.

—Julius Casar.

A GUEST at the recent banquet of

the James Wilson Law Club of the

University of Pennsylvania is good

enough to give us an opportunity to

reproduce this quasi-legal document in

our pages :—

In Equity:

Pneumo-gastric

Nerve

v.

Wm. D. Lewis

March Term, 1909

In the Court of

Common Prudence

Sitting in Discretion

To the Honorable Good Judgment of said

Court:—

Your petitioner respectfully repre

sents :

1. That as a duly appointed func

tionary of the defendant organism, it is

your petitioner's duty to quell and sup

press riots, surfeits, and congestion of

traffic through and along the channels,

arteries, and conduits of said bodily

organization.

2. That he is informed and avers

that certain malicious and evil-minded

persons, acting under the name and

style of the James Wilson Law Club, are

conspiring and contriving to greatly vex

and annoy your petitioner by intro

ducing into the confines of the said

defendant organism an ill-assorted and

disturbing medly of stews, brews, and

concoctions, as particularly set forth in

an "Exhibit" hereto attached, marked

"Menu."

3. That unless precautionary relief

is granted by your Honorable Court,
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your petitioner will be made sick, sore,

and distressed, and greatly hampered

and obstructed in the performance of his

constitutional and lawful duty and func

tion.

Wherefore, showing the above facts,

your petitioner invokes the aid of your

Honorable Court, that a writ monitory

may issue directed to the head (some

times called the Governor) of said .de

fendant at his own pain to use all dis

cretion and restraint necessary in the

premises, or he will ever swear,—etc.

Sworn to and subscribed, this )

llih day of March, A. D., 1909. J

Sara Bellum,

(seal) Notary Public.

MENU

Cocktail

O YSTERS

First Lawyer—Tis a good fat oyster, and hath a gut like His Majesty's Chancellor.

Second Lawyer —Aye hath it that. And an eye, too, like his solicitor's—cold and

hard and rheumy—seeing naught but his fees.—Old Play.

Holly Beach Salts

Celery Olives

SOUP

He sips his sack, and sups his soup,

Nor thinketh of attainders;

He sips his sack, and sups his soup,

And leaveth no remainders.

—Mortlake's " Old Bencher."

Terrapin Soup

FISH

King—My ships sweep every sea, and take their toll

Of every finny tribe that cleaves the brine.

Fool —So, Sire, the pirates of your Inns of Court

Do prowl in every troubled sea, and take

A toll of every scaly fish that swims

Within the lawyer's net.

King— Be still, thou fool I

'Tis only wise men know the law.

Fool— And only fools that seek it.

—Leweson's "The King's Hostage."

Planked Shad New Potatoes

Rhine Wine

MEAT

Judge—'Tis meet the law should thus divide this broad

Domain and give to each his several share.

—Skilton.

Judge— Mr. Attorney, 'Tis not meet for thee that thus

Thou twist the law.

Attorney—My Lord, I crave your pardon, but in truth

It is both meat and drink.

—Merryweather's "White Assize."

Fillet of Beef, Fresh Mushrooms

Stuffed Tomatoes Green Peas
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PUNCH

Sheriff—What Ho there I Clear the way for the King's Justicia

I'll give thee a punch in thy paunch thou wil't long remember.

—Beaufort's "A St

Justiciars. Out varlet, or

il't long remember.

Beaufort's "A Suit for a Dukedom."

Punch au Kirsch

GAME

The Judge he was the jelly,

And much he looked the same,

The Jury was the roasting spit,

The client was the game.

—Baldwin's "Old Ballads."

Breast of Mallard Duck

SALAD

Chief Justice—'Tis clear thou did'st enfeoff him of the land

But not the emblements. Recount me then

What pregnant grains the fecund soil did hold.

Yeoman— No grains, my lord, but chives and garden greens

And one fair cider orchard, ten roods long.

Chief Justice—A salad, by my troth, dressing and all !

—Sterling's "A Yeoman's Strategy."

Salad in Season

Cheese

ICE

King—What, shall the mercy of our State be sealed !

The ocean of our Justice froze to ice !

Fool— I would it were, then would lawyer's fees be icicles,

and bailiffs die of chills.

King—Congeal thy prattle, fool. Should'st know, the frost

Of precedent, like snow on winter corn,

Doth keep the law alive.

—Crashaw's "A Royal Pardon."

Neapolitan Ice-cream

Cakes

Cigars COFFEE Cigarettes

Lord Jeffrys—Look you, culprit, make an end of the matter that we may proceed

to judgment.

Prisoner—As speedily as may be, my lord. I have little more to say.

Attorney- General—More! We have had a surfeit already. Stuff us no more with

your sweets and oily reasons, but reach an end.

Lord Jeffrys—That's right, Mr. Attorney-General, smoke him out—pipes do always

follow the nuts and raisins.

—Brackelweight's Trial.

The Editor will be glad to receive for this department anything likely to entertain the readers of

the Green Bag in the way of legal antiquities, facetia, and anecdotes.
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USELESS, BUT ENTERTAINING

 

THE LAWYER'S HARD LOT

Joax—His life is full of trials.

Hoax—Indeed !

Joax—Yes; he's a lawyer.—Brooklyn Eagle.

A burglar, who had entered a minister's

house at midnight, was disturbed by the

waking of the occupant of the room he was

in. Drawing his knife he said :

"If you stir you are a dead man. I'm hunt

ing for money."

"Let me get up and strike a light," said the

minister, "and I ll hunt with you."

—Law Student's Helper.

A New York lawyer recently filed a petition

in bankruptcy giving his liabilities as

$277,116.29 and his cash assets as $1.33.

—Law Notes.

A lawyer once asked a man who had at

various times sat on several juries: "Who

influenced you most—the lawyers, the wit

nesses, or the judge?" He expected to get

some useful and interesting information from

so experienced a juryman. This was the

man's reply.

"I'll tell yer, sir, 'ow I makes up my mind.

I'm a plain man, and a reasonin' man, and I

ain't influenced by anything the lawyers say,

nor by what the witnesses say, no, nor by what

the judge says. I just looks at the man in

the docks and I says, 'if he ain't done nothing,

why's he there?' And I brings 'em all in

guilty."—The Bar.

Uncle Mose, needing money, sold his pig

to the wealthy Northern lawyer who had just

bought the neighboring plantation. After a

time, needing more money, he stole the pig

and resold it, this time to Judge Pickens,

who lived "down the road a piece." Soon

afterward the two gentlemen met and, upon

comparing notes, suspected what had hap

pened. They confronted Uncle Mose. The

old darky cheerfully admitted his guilt.

"Well," demanded Judge Pickens, "what

are you going to do about it?"

"Blessed ef I know, Jedge," replied Uncle

Mose with a broad grin. "I'se no lawyer.

I reckon I'll have to let yo' two gen'men settle

it between yo'selves."—Everybody's.

Correspondence

"CONSERVATISM IN PROCEDURE"

To the Editor of the Green Bag:—

Dear Sir: I am in receipt of the March num

ber of the Green Bag, and have read with a

good deal of interest Mr. Frederick W. Leh-

mann's article on "Conservatism in Legal Pro

cedure," in which he refers to some Texas

verdicts and the discussion of the higher

courts in regard to them. He might

with equal pertinence have reviewed the

holdings of the Texas courts on some indict

ments.

While Texas has taken a long step forward

in regard to the necessary allegations in indict

ments for murder and other kindred offenses,

her Court of Criminal Appeals still follows the

old-time unreasonable technicalities with ref

erence to indictments for some other offenses,

and with reference to some of the formal parts

of indictments. In the case of Thomas v.

The State, 18 Tex. App. 220, the commence

ment of the indictment is as follows:—

"In the name and by the authority of the

State of Texas: The grand Jurors in and for

the County of Freestone and State of Texas,

duly elected, tried, impaneled, sworn and

charged in the District Court of said Free

stone County, Texas, at its February Term,

A. D. 1884, diligently to inquire into and

true presentment make of all offenses com

mitted within the County of Freestone against
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the penal laws of the State of Texas, upon

their oaths present and charge that, etc."

The Court says: "It is to be noted the

grand jury was a grand jury for Freestone

County, sworn and charged in the District

Court of Freestone County to inquire into

offenses committed in Freestone County, but

it does not affirmatively allege that the indict

ment was presented in the District Court of

Freestone County." And for this defect the

indictment was held bad. The indictment in

this case was doubtless filed by the district

clerk of Freestone County, and the record

shows that the case was called and tried in

the District Court of Freestone County, but

the Court, appealing to their technical instead

of their common sense, could not determine

where or in what court this indictment was

presented.

The indictment in this case was for forgery,

and the Court says that another objection to

the indictment is that that it only sets out

the alleged forged instrument in substance

and not according to its tenor, and the

learned Judge rendering the opinion says:

"The object of which reqirement (that the

instrument be set out by its tenor) is . . .

to enable the Court to judge whether or not

it is an instrument whereof forgery may be

committed."

Now if that be the object of the rule, it is

hard for the layman, or ordinary lawyer, to

understand why pleading the instrument in

substance, when the substance of the instru

ment shows it to be a subject of forgery

(which it must necessarily do) is not suffi

cient.

In the same opinion the Court says: "In

some cases it is permissible, as for instance

in perjury or swindling, to set forth the

instrument by its substance and effect, but we

are aware of no case holding such pleading

sufficient in forgery." It occurs to the ordi

nary mind that if the Court had been willing

to make a common sense stride along the line

of progress for the protection of civilized

society and its ordinary business it would not

have lost the opportunity to modify the

rule and conform it to the rule theretofore

laid down in cases of perjury and swindling.

In the case of Ex parte Rogers, 10 Tex.

App. 661, in the lower left hand corner of the

alleged forged instrument as set out in the

indictment, appeared the following words:

"In presence of John Gardner, Henry Miller."

The instrument introduced in evidence in the

lower left hand corner had the words: "Sealed

and delivered in presence of John Gardner,

Henry Miller." The Court held the indict

ment did not sufficiently set out the written

instrument. Bearing in mind the reason for

pleading the instrument according to its

tenor laid down by the Court in the case cited

above, it is hard to understand why the

indictment was insufficient in this case. How

would the words "sealed and delivered" assist

the Court in construing the body of the instru

ment, and in determining whether or not it

created, increased, diminished, or discharged

a pecuniary obligation ? In 1887 the Court

showed some sign of reform. It held in the

case of Hennessy v. State, 23 Tex. App. 352,

that misplacing the dot over the letter "i"

did not vitiate the indictment nor make the

varience fatal between the indictment and

the instrument introduced in evidence, but

in the case of Edgerton v. State, 70 S. W. Rep.

90, decided in 1902, the Court seems to have

returned to the old "landmarks." It holds

that the words "for labor" in the tenor clause

in the indictment and "for labobar" in the

instrument itself, are not the same, that the

variance is fatal, thus apparently discriminat

ing in favor of the forger who is deficient in

orthography.

The Judges of the courts of criminal

appeal in this or any of the other states are

not altogether to blame for adhering to prece

dents that have survived the reasons upon

which they were based, if they were ever

based on reason. Mr. Lehmann in his article

above referred to says: "How many members

of the profession are there who would not be

quick to disclaim that they are criminal

lawyers, and are there not some even to resent

the designation as a term of reproach?"

This is true, and still when we are represent

ing persons charged with crime we uniformly

go before our courts of appeal and insist on

their rigidly and strictly following these time-

worn precedents and technicalities, at least

such of them as apply to the case in hand.

And as we see lawyers, usually able lawyers,

coming from different parts of the state,

appearing each week before the Court of Ap

peals, each insisting on the Court following

the technical precedents laid down in his

case, and we realize that the Judges, though

learned, and usually broad-minded, high-

minded men, are human and subject to human

influences, can we wonder at the "Conserva

tism in Legal Procedure?" How can a reform
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be brought about? Lawyers feel that they

are not true to their clients unless they urge

every defense, both real and technical. Acts

of the Legislature looking to reform in

criminal procedure are oftentimes, as Mr.

Lehmann has pointed out, disregarded or set

aside. No doubt but articles like Mr. Leh-

mann's in the law journals will do a great

deal of good in bringing about the much

needed reforms he therein discusses.

I have thought that if the states would

arrange for the various circuit and district

attorneys to attend the courts of appeal,

requiring each to prosecute before said courts

the cases appealed from his circuit or district,

it would have a good effect in that it would,

at least to some extent, counterbalance the

influence of attorneys for the defense. It is

true, most, if not all of the states, have an

assistant attorney-general to represent the

commonwealth before those courts, but how

ever able he may be he is only one against

the many. It would be expensive to have

the circuit or district attorneys attend the

courts of appeal, but the end to be accom

plished is greater than the expense.

j. h. McMillan.

Comanche, Texas, Mar. 24, 1909.

A CRITICISM AND A SUGGESTION

To the Editor of the Green Bag:—

Dear Sir: Are questions and criticisms in

order? If so, let me submit a criticism on the

Latin course required—at least in Pennsyl

vania—of expectant students of law. It is

the one practically required for entrance to a

college. Yet from my experience, it is quite

beyond the opportunities afforded to quite a

proportion of legal fledglings who have only a

high school training, and listening to the

divine call of Astraea must press forward as

rapidly as possible in their studies. I copy the

requirements from the pamphlet issued by

the State Board of Examiners, which prob

ably does not materially differ from that in

other states :—

"A. The first four books of Caesar's Com

mentaries.

"B. The first six books of Virgil's jEneid.

" C. The first four Orations of Cicero against

Cataline.

"This examination will include a general

knowledge of the subject-matter, history,

geography and mythology of A and B:—

sight-translations from the above works and

sight-translations taken at large from Virgil

and Cicero adapted to the proficiency of those

who studied the prescribed works. The stu

dent will also be required to render into Latin

a short passage of English based on the first

book of Caesar's Commentaries."

From what I have seen of the work of high

schools in country towns, and from my

experience in small colleges, I think few of

their students get a sufficient literary grasp of

the books set. They do not have the environ

ment, which helps so much; their ambition is

roused; they are willing but not sturdy enough

to master obstacles and have not the time to

begin anew. Yet a distinct proportion of our

future lawyers is drawn from such antecedents.

For them Virgil is a loss of precious time.

Mythology will have no place in their future

pleas, and Sallust's report of Caesar's speech

against Cataline is worth to him more than a

book of the Commentaries. To the youth

who has, or can make, his opportunities the

course is proper enough; but the one whose

knowledge of Latin is elementary and who has

but short time to add to it a different outline

is to me practicable. I am, let me say, not a

lawyer but a teacher, and fond of legal litera

ture. Having had twice a position in small

collegiate institutions, I have partly tested

by elective studies the outline I wish to sug

gest. And I am now trying to bring forward

by private tutoring a young man who is in

this position. A solid year of hard study will

be needed to master the Latin set in the

pamphlet, and then there is the loss of time.

But a course of this work would give him a

good Latin foundation and would in the end

prove of great service to him.

A. In place of Caesar's Commentaries let

him read Justinian's Institutes. The Latin is

very easy; the technical terms, easily learned;

the study would aid him in reading Black-

stone; and the amount (c. 160 pages) would

be an equivalent to the four books.

B. For Virgil substitute Cicero's De Legi-

bus. The three books with either one of his

three essays on oratory, De Oratore, or

Orator.or the Brutus, would be quite equiva

lent to the 7,000 lines of Virgil required.

C. For the Cataline orations, which have

largely a historical interest and fine invective

to recommend them, these could be read to

more practical advantage: the first Verrine,

the pro Roscio Amerino, the Manilian Law,

that pro Milone, and pro Rabirio, all discuss
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proper legal questions, as also constitutional

There seem to be but two practical objec

tions. It would make the courses optional,

and would affect seriously the standard of

broad literary training, so essential to a fully

equipped lawyer. Or if this course be sub

stituted, the college graduate would have to do

a double amount of Latin, which again might

be a burden through stress of circumstances.

Still, I am sure that there are many students

for whom (as in the case now under my care)

such a course under pressure of scant means

and lack of previous training would make the

best, if not the only way to promptly utilize

the acquisition of a competent mastery of

Latin for all future forensic and legal pur

poses.

(Rev.) A. A. BENTON.

Foxburg, Pa., Mar. 20, 1909.

 

HIS INDEPENDENCE DAY

MASTER BILLY TAFT.—"They said I shouldn't be able to get along without my^Teddy

Bear—but I'll show 'em! "—Reproduced from PUNCH, with acknowledgments.
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Chief Justice John Russell Tyson resigned

his position on the bench of the Alabama

Supreme Court February 5 to practice law

in Montgomery, Ala.

Mr. William D. Guthrie of the New York

bar is giving a series of eight public lectures

at Columbia University on "The Judicial

Power under the Constitution of the United

States."

Hon. Francis L. Wellman is giving a course

of public lectures under the auspices of Ford-

ham University School of Law at the Catholic

Club, 120 Central Park South, New York, on

"The Trial Lawyer; with Some Practical Sug

gestions on the Trial of Cases Before Juries,"

the dates being February 4, March 11, April

15 and May 6.

The James Wilson Law Club of the Uni

versity of Pennsylvania held their tenth

annual banquet at the University Club, Phila

delphia, March 11. Mr. Charles Crawford

Hindman, Jr., '09, acted as toastmaster, and

the guests were Hon. Robert von Moschzisker,

Hon. William H. Staake, Hon. Joseph ' F.

Lamorelle, John M. Gest, Esq., William Draper

Lewis, Esq., Crawford D. Hening, Esq., and

Glenn C. Mead, Esq. The officers of the club

are as follows: Winfield Wilson Crawford, '09,

president; John Joseph Stetser, '09, vice-

president; Edward Wallace Chadwick, '10,

secretary; William Page Harbeson, '10, cor

responding secretary; and Charles Crawford

Hindman, Jr., '09, treasurer. The member

ship, besides the foregoing, includes Messrs.

J. C. Arnold, S. D. Bell, H. K. Chang, A.

McConnell, D. H. Parker, G. H. Baur, W. H.

Brundage, R. A. Dungan, F. H. Gaston, J. T.

Gibbs, J. G. Gordon, Jr., B. H. Hepburn,

R. E. Lamberton, J. E. Nachod, F. A. Paul,

T. M. Woodward, J. Adams, Jr., H. B. Dutton,

W. S. Farquhar, L. J. Frank, R. E. Harcourt,

J. B. Holland, T. McC. Hyndman, W. McC.

Johnson, H. C. Parkin, J. F. Ryan, J. F. R.

Scott, P. M. Sloan, J. R. Waite, E. L. Wal

lace, W. R. White, and R. B. Woodring. The

interesting menu will be found on one of the

pages of the Editor's Bag.

The Justices of the Supreme Court of New

York, tired of their cramped quarters in the

Tweed County Court House, and weary of the

delays of the County Court House Commis

sion, will undertake the selection of a site

and the building of a new court house them

selves. In this they will follow the precedent

of the Justices of the Appellate Division, who

managed the erection of their court building

on Madison Square.

The Court of Appeals of the District of

Columbia on March 11 affirmed the anti-

boycott injunction granted to the Bucks

Stove and Range Company, in connection

with which Gompers, Mitchell and Morrison of

the Federation of Labor were sentenced to

a year in jail for contempt. The sting of

this judgment was modified to some extent

by the dissenting opinion of Chief Justice

Shepard, who said that the constitutional

right of a free press should have protected

the Federationist from restraint, and that if

it did conspire by publishing its unfair list,

the remedy of the injured party should have

been in a civil suit for damages.

The celebrated trial of Col. Duncan B.

Cooper and his son Robin Cooper, charged

with the murder of former United States

Senator Edward Ward Carmack, who was

fatally shot on the streets of Nashville

Nov. 9, 1908, ended Mar. 20 with a verdict

of murder in the second degree, with twenty

years' imprisonment as the penalty. The

trial lasted three months, and thirty-one days

were taken to select the jury, the competence

of which has been widely commented upon

on account of the presence of illiterate per

sons upon it. After a month of testimony

the attorneys for both sides began summing

up. Arguments of extreme length were

heard. Each attorney took a day for his

address, and Gen. Washington of counsel

for the defense, took twenty-one hours to put

his argument before the jury. Judge Hart

then took two days to prepare his charge of

instructions, which made 30,000 words, and

was the longest set of instructions given to

any jury in a criminal case in the history of

Tennessee.
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The bill consolidating and amending the

copyright laws was one of the most important

to be passed during the closing hours of the

60th Congress. It extends the copyright

period from fourteen to twenty-eight years,

and gives foreign authors a period of sixty

days in which to make arrangements for

publication in this country.

William Wirt Howe, twice President of the

American Bar Association, former general

counsel for the Texas & Pacific Railway and

the American Sugar Refinery Company, died

Mar. 17 at the age of seventy-six years, at

New Orleans. He was born at Canandaigua,

N. Y., and educated at Hamilton College,

Clinton, N. Y. He enlisted in the Union

Army at the beginning of the Civil War and

rose to the rank of Major. He was the author

of several works on civil law.

The federal grand jury at New York found

a verdict early in March against the American

Sugar Refining Company, charged with

having evaded import duty by the use of

dishonest scales. This involves the payment

of $134,116 in penalties. An appeal was

taken but the government went ahead with

another case involving $1,500,000 on similar

charges of false weight.

Hon. Charles E. Parker, formerly Presiding

Justice of the Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court of New York, Third Depart

ment, died in his native place, Oswego, N. Y.,

Mar. 2. He was born in 1836 and was gradu

ated from Hobart College in the class of 1857.

Studying law with his father, John M. Parker,

he was admitted to the bar in 1859, and was

elected in 1867 to the State Constitutional

Convention. In 1883 he was elected County

Judge and Surrogate of Tioga County, and in

1887 a Justice of the Supreme Court. In

October, 1895, he was appointed by Gov.

Levi P. Morton Presiding Justice of the Ap

pellate Division, Third Department. He held

this place until Jan. 1, 1907, when he retired

by reason of the age limit. On the Supreme

Bench he made a reputation as one of the

most learned and brilliant Justices ever at

the head of the Appellate Division. His

opinions were notable for the clarity and ac

curacy of his reasoning. While occupied by

legal problems he frequently relieved his

mind by reading dime novels of the "Nick

Carter" type. He was much interested in

scientific agriculture.

An important decision was rendered in the

United States District Court at Kansas City,

Mo., March 8, by Judge Smith McPherson

of the United States Circuit Court for the

southern district of Iowa, declaring the two-

cent railway rate laws of Missouri invalid.

Judge McPherson regarded the evidence as

showing without question that the rates did

not allow a fair and reasonable profit.

Mr. John F. Geeting delivered a lecture be

fore the Law School of Northwestern Uni

versity March 22, in which he illustrated

what he called some defects and absurdities

in the Illinois criminal code, which he de

scribed as "a sort of a crazy-quilt consisting

of an indiscriminate patchwork. Many of

these patches are the result of spasmodic

legislation in which previous laws have been

lost sight of in efforts to enact new laws to

cover particular cases, already within the

law."

Judge R. M. Benjamin, who went to

Bloomington, Ill., in 1856, after graduating

from the Harvard Law School and was ad

mitted to the bar on an examination certifi

cate signed by Abraham Lincoln, delivered

an address at the Lincoln centennial at

Bloomington recently, on "Lincoln, the

Lawyer, and his Bloomington Speeches."

Judge Benjamin considers the best descrip

tion of Mr. Lincoln as a lawyer that he has

ever read to be that by Thomas Drummond,

at one time Judge of the United States Cir

cuit Court for the seventh district. Judge

Drummond thus described Mr. Lincoln as a

lawyer: "Without any of the personal graces

of the orator; without much in the outer man

indicating superiority of intellect; without

great quickness of perception, still, his mind

was so vigorous, his comprehension so exact

and clear, and his judgment so sure that he

easily mastered the intricacies of his profes

sion and became one of the ablest reasoners

and most impressive speakers at our bar.

With a probity of character known by all;

with an intuitive insight into the human heart;

with a clearness of statement which was itself

an argument; with uncommon power and

felicity of illustration—often, it is true, of a

plain and homely kind—and with that sin

cerity and earnestness of manner which car

ried conviction, he was perhaps one of the

most successful lawyers we have ever had in

the state."
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The twenty-first annual banquet of the

Kansas City Bar Association was held Febru

ary 22. Toasts were responded to as follows,

Mr. J. J. Vineyard, toastmaster: "The Out

look for the Young Lawyer," Mr. Samuel

Sawyer. "The Law and the Lady," Mr. W. S.

Gilbert. "Damages," Hon. W. S. Cowherd.

"The Democracy of Justice: The Jury," Hon.

D. M. Delmas

The eighth edition of the Directory of the

legal fraternity of Phi Delta Phi has just been

completed and is now ready for distribution

by the secretary, George A. Katzenberger of

Greenville, O. Besides the information re

garding the 9,000 members, there are several

hundred half-tone portraits, including those

of the founders of the Fraternity, Convention

and Chapter groups; fratres Roosevelt, Taft,

Fuller, Harlan, Brown, Brewer, Holmes, Gar

field, Hitchcock, Winthrop, and other mem

bers.

Two New England Chief Justices, Lucilius

A. Emery of Maine and Simeon E. Baldwin

of Connecticut, with Supreme Court Justice

Francis J. Swayze of New Jersey, were guests

of honor of the law alumni of New York Uni

versity at a dinner Mar. 25 at the Hotel

Astor, New York. The law alumni struck

silver medals in honor of the New England

jurists, replicas of which, depending from

purple ribbons, decorated the shirt fronts

of the older members of the alumni associa

tion. Justice Victor J. Dowling of the Su

preme Court of New York, retiring president

of the association, presided.

The salient features of the new charter re

ported for New York City by the Charter

Commission are: the Board of Estimate and

Apportionment, consisting of eight members

to control finances, with seven bureaus under

it ; the Board of Aldermen to be abolished and

in its place a Council of thirty-nine without

pay; executive responsibility centred more

in the mayor, who is to have $25,000 salary,

instead of $15,000, as at present; a uniformed

chief of police under a commissioner; Board

of Education to cease to be a separate cor

poration and reduced to fifteen members;

coroners to be abolished and inquests to be

held by magistrates, autopsies by Health

Department; and a uniform system of ac

counts.

Chief Justice Simeon E. Baldwin of Con

necticut retired from the Supreme Bench of

that state February 5, having reached the

age limit of seventy years. Justice Baldwin

was president of the American Bar Associa

tion in 1890. In a letter Governor Lilley

gracefully expressed the state's appreciation

of his long and distinguished career in her

service. Governor Lilley has nominated Jus

tice Frederick B. Hall of Bridgeport to be Chief

Justice succeeding Judge Baldwin.

Washington F. Willcox, twice a member of

Congress from Connecticut died in Chester,

Conn., Mar. 8. Born in Killingworth.Conn., in

1854, he was graduated from the Yale Law

School, and opened his first law office at Deep

River. After serving in the lower house of the

Connecticut Legislature and in the State

Senate Mr. Willcox was, in 1893, elected to

Congress. At the conclusion of his second

term Mr. Willcox declined a renomination,

resuming the practice of law. At the time of

his death he was a member of the Connecticut

Public Service Commission.

TheTsecond trial of the famous rebating

case against the Standard Oil Company,

involving the $29,240,000 fine, was termi

nated in the United States District Court at

Chicago Mar. 10 by Judge Albert B. Ander

son's direction to the jury causing it to bring

in a verdict of not guilty. Judge Anderson

concluded his charge by saying that he felt

that the government had failed to sustain

the allegations in the indictment, and if the

jury should find the defendant guilty he

would set aside such verdict instantly, as he

knew the United States Court of Appeals

would. This ruling was based upon the

ground that as the defendant was to be pre

sumed innocent until proved guilty, the jury

would have to be satisfied beyond all reason

able doubt that there was a definitely fixed

18 cent rate, properly published and filed

with the Interstate Commerce Commission.

If the Court of Appeals, considering the evi

dence in all its relations, could not tell that

the railroad tariff sheet and the Illinois

classification really fixed any 18 cent rate,

and it was a matter about which reasonable

men could disagree, the evidence of the two

documents, said the Court, would not be

sufficient to warrant the jury in finding such

a rate to be established beyond a reasonable

doubt.
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HENRY A. WISE, ESQ.

JUST MADE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY FOR THE

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

(Photo, by P«ch)
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The New Federal Attorney at New York. City

THE appointment of Henry A. Wise

to the position of United States

Attorney for the Southern District of

New York by President Taft in a meas

ure confirms the recent prophecy of a

well-known Congressman that President

Taft would select old men for counsel

and young men for action.

Not many years ago to be United

States Attorney was more or less of an

empty political honor, and its chief

merit was in the popular conception

that the individual occupying such a

position was the personal representative

of the President of the United States,

and with the occasional prosecution of a

culprit for counterfeiting the currency

of the United States, his duties were

chiefly political. With the great number

of statutes regulating interstate com

merce, immigration, naturalization, in

ternal revenue, customs, United States

mails, national banks, and crimes on

the national reservations and the high

seas, his position has become so import

ant that the success of an administra

tion depends greatly upon the prudence

and fidelity with which the United

States Attorneys perform their duties.

Indeed so delicate is his position that

the mere intimation in the columns of a

newspaper that his office has begun to

investigate the affairs of a large cor

poration, has been sufficient to cause a

material depreciation in the stocks and

securities of that corporation. In fact,

from an executive standpoint, the office

of the United States Attorney reflects

the policy of the administration. Of

the eighty-six districts into which the

United States is divided, with one United

States Attorney for each district, the

Southern District of New York (com

posed of the counties of Columbia,

Dutchess, Greene, New York, Orange,

Putnam, Rockland, Sullivan, Ulster and

Westchester) is the most important.

Hence, with the announcement of the

appointment of Henry A. Wise, one

frequently hears the query, "Who is

Henry A. Wise?" Not so, however,

with attorneys and persons who have

had occasion to visit the United States

Attorney's office during the past five

years, for invariably they have left that

office with the remark, "That man Wise

knows his business."

He was appointed Assistant United

States Attorney by ex-Attorney-General

Knox on September 1, 1902, and during

the past six years has "served time"

at every desk in the office. Notwith

standing the fact that he is under thirty-

five years of age, a casual glance at the

federal records shows that the number

of cases in which he has represented the
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Government of the United States is well

up in the hundreds, with the result that

in ninety per cent of the cases his con

tentions have been upheld and affirmed

by the courts.

In addition to his success as Assistant

United States Attorney in charge of

the prosecution of Charles W. Morse

under the National Banking Laws, and

more than a score of railroads and large

shippers for giving and receiving re

bates in violation of the laws regulating

interstate commerce, he has made con

tributions to the federal procedure in

brushing aside much of the purely con

ventional which clings to the federal

practice.

While a friend of ex-President Roose

velt and a party man in a strict sense,

having fought his way to a position high in

the counsels of the Republican organiza

tion in New York County, with its power

ful influence for the asking, which one of

his most intimate friends urged him to

solicit, when his name was under con

sideration by the administration for the

position of United States Attorney his

reply was characteristic: "I appreciate

the favorable attitude of the Republican

organization and shall be very glad if

President Taft appoints me, but it must

come as a promotion and in recognition

of my services in this office rather than

upon any political identification I may

have."

To those who study him at a distance

and observe his red hair, flashing eyes

and strong features, he might seem to

lack Portia's quality of mercy, but those

who know more of him think differently,

and their faith is well founded. While

firm and aggressive in the enforcement

of the laws as he finds them, in his

private and social life he is mild and

gentle, and retiring to the degree of

diffidence.

Born in Richmond, Virginia, at the

high tide of carpet-bag rule in that

state, educated at the Virginia Military

Institute, the West Point of the South,

where he not only attained distinction

in the academic work, but acquired no

mean reputation for decision and aggres

siveness upon the football field, a good

horseman, a sportsman who knows the

merits of a gun and dog, a soldier, and

sufficiently skilled in politics "to see

around the corner," he is indeed an

interesting character. He is a busy

man, yet no one need present a card to

see him. None appreciate this more

than the Assistant United States Attor

neys who seek his advice when con

fronted with perplexing propositions of

law.

An amusing incident is related by a

fellow officer in Wise's regiment in the

late war between the United States and

Spain. During the early weeks of the

war Wise was appointed Judge Advo

cate to a military court by the late

General Fitzhugh Lee, and subsequently

was commissioned to organize a civil

government in the province of Bayamo,

Cuba. One day while sitting quietly

in his office he received a report that

one McCarthy, a private in his company,

enlisted from the Five Points section of

New York City, and having spent most

of the time since mustered into service

in the guard house, had captured a

supply of aqua diente, an intoxicant to

which many of the natives of Cuba are

addicted, and was then demoralizing the

discipline of the entire Fourth Regi

ment. Reading the report hastily, he

directed one of his subordinates to give

McCarthy the following message: "Mc

Carthy, go lock yourself in the guard

house." Ordinarily this would have been

sufficient to quiet McCarthy, but not so

on this day. For immediately upon the

receipt of the above he became worse,

and giving the messenger a cuff which
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sent him sprawling to the ground,

McCarthy rushed off in the direction of

the officers' quarters. Wise, who had

been observing McCarthy's conduct from

his window, saw him coming and calmly

withdrew his revolver from its holster

and waited for McCarthy to enter, which

he did in a rage, slamming the doors be

hind him and uttering the oaths of a

Spanish pirate. Approaching within a

few feet of Wise he saw the revolver,

paused and said: "Put down de gun

and I will lick the ground wid ye."

Wise did put down the gun, and a few

minutes later those who heard the com

motion and had assembled outside saw

McCarthy's body flying through the

front door as if shot from a cannon and

roll down the steps, to be taken not to

the guard house, but to the hospital.

Later, when McCarthy had fully recov

ered from the severe thrashing, he again

approached Wise and, coming to "atten

tion," saluted and said: "Major, I wants

to thank you for not killing me."

As soon as vacation time comes, he

migrates to Cape Charles, Virginia, the

ancestral home of the Wise family since

the early part of the seventeenth cen

tury. And if the weather is fair, he is

likely to be seen rambling along the

beach in company with his three babies,

Bosso (a Shetland pony) , and a variable

number of pointers and setters. If, how

ever, the weather is cloudy, as it fre

quently is at the Virginia capes, it is a

fair guess that he will be found lying

on the floor in the same company,

Bosso excepted, reading Mother Goose

stories for their edification.

Those of an older generation observ

ing the confidence and abandon with

which he presents his facts to the jury,

recall the famous debates in which his

father, John S. Wise, who, in one of the

most brilliant and picturesque campaigns

in the annals of American history, mar

shaled the young men of Virginia under

the Readjuster party, and his grand

father, Henry A. Wise of Virginia, stand

ing over the prostrate form of Know-

Nothingism, which he had driven from

American politics, and saying: "I have

met the Black Knight with his visor

down, and his lance and spear are

broken."

Thus history has held the name of

Wise for twelve generations, unto Sir

William Wise, knighted by Henry

VIII.

The Law as a Career in America*

By Hon. Charles J. Bonaparte

TO one debating with himself which

road he shall take of several open

before him it is of decisive moment where

he wishes to go; until he is clear in his

mind as to this, he can make no intelli

gent choice. For the same reason, be

fore a young man can decide upon his

work in fife and before any one can

advise him fruitfully how he ought to

•Delivered at the Harvard Union, April 2, 1909.

decide, he or his mentor must know

what he hopes and wishes to get out of

life by means of such work; what, for

him, are the ends of working and of

living; what he would make of himself

and be to others through the work he

does and the life he lives. Of course,

there are certain conditions imposed by

the nature of things upon the choice

of any profession: a blind man cannot
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be a painter, nor one stone-deaf from

birth a musician, nor, in short, anybody

a successful workman in work he is

morally or mentally or physically unfit

to do. Moreover, one of the great

majority of men, in America as else

where, must look to his hands or his

head to fill his mouth and other mouths,

big and little, which will crave fining

around his fireside; and, whatever the

dignity or interest of any form of work,

unless it make the pot boil it can be

but a luxury in this work-a-day world.

But given that, so far as he can tell in

advance of experience, he could do the

work of the law no worse and not much

better than the work of any one of sev

eral other callings, and given further

that he thinks he could make a living

either as a lawyer or otherwise, whether

our supposed young man will do well

if he become a lawyer will depend, in

last resort, on what, beside a lawyer, he

expects and wishes and hopes the prac

tice of the law to make of him.

He may look to it to make him a

rich man, as men are nowadays

counted rich in America: to some, per

haps to many Americans of today

wealth, of itself and in the main for

itself, is, or at least seems to be, the

end of life, the summum bonum of an

earthly existence. In saying this, it is

needless to add that I do not mean by

"wealth" a reasonable, even an abun

dant, provision for old age or mis

fortune ; nor yet the wherewithal of com

fort, or even of rational luxury, for him

self and his family; that he should seek

for these things shows merely that he

has common sense and the common

wants and wishes of mankind. The

frame of mind which makes riches the

goal of human effort is illustrated by a

remark said to have been made many

years ago by a well-known old gentle

man of my native city. Speaking with

great contempt of one among his neigh

bors, he exclaimed: "Oh, he is a miser

able creature ! He hasn't ten thousand

dollars in the world!" The sentiment

inspiring this remark was not common

in Baltimore then, and in truth is not

common there now, but there is a larger

and more prosperous city to the north

of Baltimore where, in certain circles

and with some expansion in figures, it

is sufficiently familiar. If a man have

a million, he is entitled to treatment as

a human being; if he have ten, he is

named with reverence; if a hundred, he

is approached with nine prostrations.

It may well be, nay it is certain, that

some young Americans look forward to

the last mentioned happy estate as the

dies idealis of their earthly days; and

it may be also that among them some

may think of the law as a portal to the

sublunar paradise. But if any would-be

"captains of industry" or "Napoleons of

finance" or others longing to be multi

millionaires among my hearers propose

to study and practise law as a means of

becoming what they thus would be, I

give them the advice of Punch to those

minded to get married: "Don't." The

methods whereby our phenomenally rich

men and our huge corporations and

clusters of corporations have grown to

be so rich and so huge are well illus

trated in the record of a suit which I

recently heard decided by the Supreme

Court of the United States. A certain

great combination, almost incredibly

prosperous, had some 6,600 gallons of

coal-oil in a large receptacle at Guthrie,

Oklahoma. By the laws of Oklahoma,

then a territory, when oils could not

stand certain tests in flashing and

specific gravity they were required to be

sold in special packages marked so as to

show their dangerous character. By

some mistake, 300 gallons of gasolene

were run into the tank at Guthrie, and
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the local agent asked instructions of his

company's general manager at Denni-

son, Texas, as to what should be done

with its contents. The manager replied,

in substance, that he hoped the mixture

with gasolene wouldn't make the oil

unduly dangerous, but that, anyhow,

they must "take the risk" and "see

what would happen." What did happen

was that they sold three barrels of the

compound, for ordinary coal-oil, to a

grocery store, that a clerk in the store

bought a canful for use in his home,

that his house was destroyed and his

wife and two children were burned to

death. In this instance it will be noted

that the corporation in question had to

choose between rendering some thous

ands of gallons of its product less readily

salable through compliance with the law

and good faith towards those with whom

it dealt, and endangering life and prop

erty through disregard of the law and a

fraud upon its customers; its manager

promptly chose the second course and

took the attendant "risks," meaning,

we may safely conjecture, the risks of

trouble and expense to the company

through litigation or loss of trade, not

at all the risks of death or misery to

others; these last mentioned "risks"

probably never enter the mind of any

experienced officer of this corporation.

Resolute and consistent observance of

the policy illustrated by his answer has

made some men enormously rich and

some aggregations of corporate capital

enormously profitable and enormously

powerful; but lawyers are hardly fitted

for such work. A lawyer is trained to

feel scruples, perhaps a cynic may say

he is trained to affect them; but you

will know when you are as old as I am,

if you do not know already, that no

man can make other men think him

very scrupulous unless he is at least a

little scrupulous in fact: no hypocrite

is a successful or dangerous hypocrite

who is altogether a hypocrite; the most

mischievous impostors the world has

known have been more than half

fanatics. I know, of course, that the

generalissimo of industry or finance in

our days wants lawyers and pays them

well, but he doesn't want as lawyers

men like himself. He is a very "prac

tical" man, and, just for this reason,

he knows that a legal adviser no less

"practical" might be perhaps too "prac

tical" to be useful or safe. He needs

and wishes the services of the strongest

men the Bar can furnish, and he has

sense enough to be willing to pay for

such services what such services are

fairly worth; but it is precisely because

the strongest men for the work of the

Bar are very different men from those

strongest in his work that he needs and

pays them.

It follows from what I have said that

I do not recommend the law as a career

for one whose chief purpose in life is

to die a multi-millionaire; my subject

does not demand that I express any

opinion as to whether that purpose is

itself a wise or worthy purpose. A

story, which may or not be wholly

mythical, is told of one of the best

known among the Crcesuses of today.

When he was already a very rich man,

he had the habit of dining near his place

of business at an eating house which

furnished a table d'hote dinner for forty

cents and each day he gave his waiter

a "tip" of ten cents. After a while the

proprietor raised the price of his dinners

to forty-five cents; thereupon the capital

ist reduced his gratuity to five cents. The

waiter remonstrated, and remarked, "If

I were such a man as you are, I wouldn't

try to save five cents onmy dinner." "If,"

rejoined the man of wealth, "you were

such a man as I am, you wouldn't be a

waiter in a cheap restaurant." This
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in the so-called original package cases

of Bowman v. Railway Company• and

Leisy v. Harding and the governmental

principles therein expressed were po

litically and socially untenable and a

retreat was necessary. Prior to the

Civil War and especially in the fifties, a

temperance wave swept over the coun

try. Even Abraham Lincoln was a

pronounced prohibitionist. Prohibitory

laws were passed in Maine, Minnesota,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Vermont,

Michigan, Connecticut, New York,

New Hampshire, Nebraska, Delaware,

Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin, Ohio and

Illinois, while a prohibition statute was

only lost in Pennsylvania by one vote,

and in Minnesota a popular vote ratified

the adoption of the Maine law. The

rulings in the License Cases were the

result of this public sentiment. With

the breaking out of the war, however,

the liquor interests became entrenched.

The Government had resorted to an

excise tax on liquor, and liquor paid a

large portion of the expenses of the war.

After the war both political parties were

unwilling to do without this enormous

revenue, and the war issues also had for

a time overshadowed the temperance

question.

It was in these surroundings and

in this condition of popular thought

that the case of Leisy v. Hardin was

decided. Since the decision in that

case, however, the prohibition sentiment

has grown with leaps and bounds, and

the prohibitionists have today the same

political strength (not as a party, but in

the parties) as they had before the Civil

War. The License Cases, it is true, were

not decided until 1867, but they were

decided by judges who had been trained

in the ante-bellum days. Leisy v.

Hardin and Bowman v. Railway Com

pany substantially overruled the so-

called "License Case" of Peirce v.

New Hampshire* and especially the

position of Mr. Justice Grier taken

therein.t The cases of In re Raher

and Delamater v. South Dakota could

have been satisfactorily and easily de

cided by a frank statement on the part

of the court that the decisions in Bow

man v. Railway Company and Leisy v.

Hardin were wrong in principle and by

a frank overruling of them. Instead

of this there was found the usual re

luctance to overrule which has lead to

so much of the refinement and confusion

which mars our judge-made law. The

result is that we have two more cases

which are right in their immediate re

sults and whose ultimate conclusions

will be followed, but whose reasoning

and legal doctrines must as time goes

on be modified and explained, and in

many particulars must ultimately be

overruled. In the cases of Bowman v.

Railway Company and Leisy v. Hardin,

the Court, it will be remembered, held

that it was incompetent for a state leg

islature to impose a license fee on or to

prohibit or in any way restrict the sale

of liquor imported from an outside state

while in the original package. In them

were announced the doctrines, that the

power of Congress over interstate com

merce was exclusive and supreme; that

silence on the part of Congress implied

a command that the states should not

act, and that the protection of the com

merce clause of the Constitution con

tinued until the original package had

been broken or the goods had been min

gled with the mass of the common prop

erty of the state. As a practical gov

ernmental proposition they held that

the state was powerless without federal

aid to enforce its own public policy in

• 125 U. S. 465.

t 135 U. S. 100.

• 5 Wall. 462.

t See long foot note on p. 214 infra.
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social and moral matters which in any

way were connected with interstate com

merce unless that social and moral

policy conformed with that of the

national Congress and the national

courts. They gave to the inter

state commerce clause of the Constitu

tion much the same control over state

legislation and local home rule, as the

recent judicial constructions of the

fourteenth amendment have given to

that clause. They absolutely ignored

the distinction before made and recog

nized between things and regulations

which were social and moral and those

which were commercial, and to all intents

and purposes overruled the License

Cases and the statement made in the

case of Gibbons v. Ogden* "that in

spection laws, quarantine laws, health

laws of every description, as well as laws

for regulating the internal commerce of

a state, originate from powers which

are reserved to the states." They

squarely took issue with the holding

of the License Cases that—

"The police powers of the state have uni

formly been maintained on the ground that

the states have a right to make them, and this

right is not to be questioned although in the

exercise of it the laws and powers of the

United States must be affected, or the remedy

against alarming evils be incomplete

the courts have practically and for the best of

reasons placed such laws on the ground that

they emanate from exclusive and independent

powers enjoyed by the states." "The police

power of a state and the foreign commercial

power must stand together. Neither of

them can be so exercised as to materially

affect the other. The sources and objects

of these powers are exclusive, distinct and

independent and are essential to both gov

ernments. The one operates upon our foreign

intercourse, the other upon the internal con

cerns of a state. The former ceases when the

foreign product becomes commingled with the

other property in the state. At this point

the local law attaches and regulates it as it

does other property. The state cannot, with

a view to encourage its local manufacturers,

prohibit the use of foreign articles or impose

such a regulation as shall in effect be pro

hibition. But it may tax such property

as it taxes other and similar articles in

the state either specifically or in the form

of a license to sell. A license may be

required to sell foreign articles when those of

a domestic manufacture are sold without one.

And if the foreign article be injurious to the

health or morals of the community, a state may

in the exercise of that conservative and great

police power which lies at the foundation of its

prosperity, prohibit the sale of it."

They erred because in their perusal of

the history and of the decisions of the

past they failed to distinguish between

checks or interferences with the freedom

of interstate commerce which were im

posed for the mere purpose of raising

revenue or the protection of a local

trade monopoly and those which were

imposed for the protection of health and

morals. They failed to distinguish be

tween things commercial and things

social and to realize that it is in the

latter that the roots of the doctrine of

home rule and local sovereignty are the

most firmly embedded, and that no

government can long endure which

denies to its localities, in things social

and moral at least, the "inherent rights

of self-protection," and the right in a

large measure to judge of what is and

what is not dangerous to its morals and

its social life.

The first case in which state regula

tion based on these considerations was

involved was that of New York v. Miln*

and in it a statute was upheld which

required the master of every vessel en

tering the port of New York to make a

report in writing of the name, place of

birth, last legal settlement, age and oc

cupation of every passenger under a

penalty of $75.00 for each person not so

reported. In this case the Supreme

« 9 Wheat. 1. • 11 Peters 102.
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Court quoted with approval its lan

guage used in the prior case of Gibbons

v. Ogden* and in which it said: "But

we do not place our opinion on this

ground. We choose rather to plant

ourselves on what we consider impreg

nable positions. They are these: that

a state has the same undeniable and

unlimited jurisdiction over all persons

and things within its territorial limits,

as any foreign nation, where that juris

diction is not surrendered or restrained

by the Constitution of the United States.

That, by virtue of this, it is not only the

right, but the bounden and solemn duty

of a state, to advance the safety, hap

piness and prosperity of its people, and

to provide for its general welfare, by

any and every act of legislation which

it may deem to be conducive to these

ends; where the power over the partic

ular subject, or the manner of its exer

cise is not surrendered or restrained,

in the manner just stated. That all

those powers which relate to merely

municipal legislation, or what may, per

haps, more properly be called internal

police, are not thus surrendered or re

strained; and that, consequently, in

relation to these, the authority of a

state is complete, unqualified and ex

clusive." It also unqualifiedly granted

the proposition that the state might

exclude "pestilence, either to the body

or mind, shut out infectious diseases,

obscene painting, lottery tickets, con

victs and other criminals, as well as

paupers and vagabonds." It made a

clear distinction between an act which

was a regulation of commerce and one

which was of police, and asserted the

doctrine that if any law passed by the

state in the exercise of its police power

came in conflict with a commercial reg

ulation of Congress the latter must

• 9 Wheaton 1.

yield. "All those powers," said Mr.

Justice Barbour, "which relate to merely

municipal regulations, or what may per

haps more properly be called internal

police, are not thus surrendered or re

strained; and consequently in relation

to these the authority of a state is com

plete, unqualified and exclusive." This

holding was affirmed in the so-called

License Cases* and to all intents and

• "The true question presented by these cases,

and one which I am not disposed to evade, is

whether the states have a right to prohibit the sale

and consumption of an article of commerce which

they believe to be pernicious in its effect, and the

cause of disease, pauperism, and crime. I do not

consider the question of the exclusiveness of the

power of Congress to regulate commerce as neces

sarily connected with the decision of this point.

It has been frequently decided by this court 'that

the powers which relate to merely municipal regu

lations, or what may more properly be called

"internal police," are not surrendered by the

states, or restrained by the Constitution of the

United States; and that, consequently, in relation

to these, the authority of a state is complete,

unqualified, and exclusive.' Without attempting

to define what are the peculiar subjects or limits

of this power, it may safely be affirmed that every

law for the restraint and punishment of crime, for

the preservation of the public peace, health, and

morals, must come within this category. As sub

jects of legislation, they are from their very nature

of primary importance; they lie at the foundation

of social existence; they are for the protection of life

and liberty, and necessarily compel all laws on

subjects of secondary importance, which relate only

to property, convenience, or luxury, to recede,

when they come in conflict or collision; salus populi

suprtma lex. If the right to control these sub

jects be 'complete, unqualified, and exclusive' in

the state legislatures, no regulations of secondary

importance can supersede or restrain their opera

tions, on any ground of prerogative or supremacy.

The exigencies of the social compact require that

such laws be executed before and above all others.

It is for this reason that quarantine laws, which

protect the public health, compel mere commercial

regulations to submit to their control. They re

strain the liberty of the passengers, they operate

on the ship which is the instrument of commerce,

and its officers and crew, the agents of navigation.

They seize the infected cargo, and cast it over

board. The soldier and the sailor, though in the

service of the government, are arrested, imprisoned,

and punished for their offenses against society.

Paupers and the convicts are refused admission

into the country. All these things are done, not

from any power which the states assume to regulate

commerce or to interfere with the regulations of

Congress, but because police laws for the preserva

tion of health, prevention of crime, and protection

of the public welfare must of necessity have full

and free operation, according to the exigency which

requires their interference. It is not necessary,

for the sake of justifying the state legislation now

under consideration, to array the appalling statis

tics of misery, pauperism, and crime which have

their origin in the use or abuse of ardent spirits.

The police power, which is exclusively in the states,

is alone competent to the correction of these great

evils, and all measures of restraint or prohibition
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purposes in the Passenger Cases,* for,

although in these later cases the par

ticular statute was held unconstitutional,

it was held so not because of a denial to .

the state of the right to protect itself,

but because it seemed to the Court that

the regulations imposed were imposed

for the purpose of raising money rather

than for self-protection.

The next case of importance was that

of Cooley v. Board of Wardens,^ and

in it was fairly and squarely announced

the doctrine for which we contend. That

doctrine is that, "whether the power of

Congress is exclusive or concurrent with

a like power in the state, is to be deter

mined not from the nature of the power

itself but from the nature of the subjects

over which the power is to be exercised.

Whatever subjects of this power are in

their nature national or admit only of

one uniform system or plan of regula

tion may justly be said to be of such

a nature as to require exclusive legis

lation by Congress." And it is only in

the distortion of this case and its real

holding and not in the statement of the

rule that the Court erred in the cases

of Bowman v. Railway Company and

Leisy v. #aritrcwhich followed. In them

the Court, if it desired to be consistent

with its prior decisions, should have

said, not that interstate commerce was

necessarily national in its character and

required to be governed under a uniform

system of regulations and by the federal

Congress alone and that silence onthe part

of Congress impliedaprohibition on action

on the part of the states, but that regula-

necessary to effect the purposes are within the

scope of that authority. There is no conflict of

power, or of legislation, as between the states and

the United States ; each is acting within its sphere,

and for the public good; and, a a loss of revenue

should accrue to the United States from a dimin

ished consumption of ardent spirits, she will be

the gainer a thousandfold in the health, wealth,

and happiness of the people." See License Cases,

6 Wall. 462.

» 7 How. 283.

t 12 How. 209.

tions of commerce which were commercial

in their nature and based on commercial

and business reasons were national and

required to be uniform. How otherwise

indeed can we justify the numerous

decisions which have from time to time

upheld the validity of state regulations

in regard to the color blindness of

railroad engineers, which have enforced

Sunday laws even when applied to

trains engaged in interstate traffic, and

which have generally regulated that

traffic for the protection of the lives of

their citizens? All of these have seri

ously affected the course and speed and

ease of interstate transportation, and -

the attempt which is sometimes made

to reconcile them with the theory of

Leisy v. Hardin by attempting to draw

a distinction between commerce and

the agency of commerce is too refined

to be worthy of sound consideration, and

will never meet with any degree of pop

ular approval in this practical and

common-sense age.

Of the truth of these statements and

that the cases of Leisy v. Hardin and

Bowman v. Railway Company had

gone too far in their assertion of national

sovereignty, Congress and the Supreme

Court itself were apparently soon con

vinced. The decisions in question in

deed were a death blow to the move

ments for prohibition in the United

States and seriously threatened to dis

rupt the Republican party in whose

ranks the prohibitionists were chiefly

to be found. A remedy was necessary,

but instead of the natural remedy of

confession of error and repentance which

every one would have appreciated, a

nostrum of legal refinement was fur

nished which left the people even more

in the dark as to the fundamental

theories of governments than before, and

started another web of entangling legal

and political refinement.
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To remedy the evils wrought and to

stem the tide of popular disapproval the

so-called Wilson Act was passed. In

it it was provided "that all fermented,

distilled or other intoxicating liquors

transported into any state or territory

or remaining therein for use, consump

tion, sale or storage therein, shall upon

arrival in such state or territory be

subject to the operation and effect of

the laws of such state or territory,

enacted in the exercise of its police

powers, to the same extent and in the

same manner as though such liquids or

liquors had been produced in such state

or territory, and shall not be exempt

therefrom by reason of being introduced

therein in original packages or other

wise."

But if the logic of Leisy v. Hardin

prevailed, the Wilson Act itself was

unconstitutional. Sustained, however,

it had to be unless the Court cared to

face one or other of the horns of the

dilemma of popular indignation or an

overruled decision. It was therefore

sustained in the case of In re Rahrer*

and the vested rights and dignities of

the case of Leisy v. Hardin protected,

but by a process of reasoning which is

difficult to follow and which if followed

and adhered to will lead to the most

serious governmental consequences and

revolutionize our whole constitutional

theory. The Supreme Court did not

attempt to deny the fact that it had

already decided that the control of Con

gress was exclusive until the original

package had been broken and the prop

erty mingled with the common property

of the state, and covered the first sale in

the original package. Nor did it deny

that it was well settled and that it had

frequently held, that the regulation of

interstate commerce had been expressly

* 140 U. S. 545.

delegated to Congress by the states, and

could not be re-delegated by Congress

even to the states themselves except

under the sanction of a constitutional

amendment. Nevertheless it to all in

tents and purposes conceded the right of

re-delegation and merely justified the

grant by calling it something else.

"The Constitution does not provide," the

opinion said, "that interstate commerce should

be free, but by the grant of this exclusive

power to regulate it, it was left free except

as Congress might impose restraint. . . .

The laws of Iowa under consideration in

Bowman v. Railway Company, 125 U. S. 465,

and Leisy v. Hardin, 135 U. S. 100, were

enacted in the exercise of the police power of

the state, and not at all as regulations of

commerce with foreign nations and among the

states, but as they inhibited the receipt of

an imported commodity, or its disposition

before it had ceased to become an article of

trade between one state and another, or

another country and this, they amounted in

effect to a regulation of such commerce.

Hence, it was held that inasmuch as inter

state commerce ... is national in its char

acter, and must be governed by a uniform

system, so long as Congress did not pass any

law to regulate it specifically, or in such a

way as to allow the laws of the state to

operate upon it, Congress thereby indicated

its will that such commerce should be free

and untrammeled, and that therefore the

laws of Iowa referred to were inoperative, in

so far as they amounted to regulations of

foreign or interstate commerce ... It fol

lowed as a corollary, that when Congress

acted at all, the result of its action must be

to operate as a restraint upon that perfect

freedom which its silence insured. Congress

has now spoken, and declared that imported

liquors or liquids shall, upon arrival in a

state, fall within the category of domestic

articles of a similar nature ... It does not

admit of argument that Congress can neither

delegate its own powers nor enlarge those of

the state. . . . But this furnishes no sup

port to the position that Congress should not,

in. the exercise of the discretion reposed in it,

concluding that the common interests did

not require entire freedom in the traffic in

ardent spirits, enact the law in question. In

doing so Congress has not attempted to dele
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gate the power to regulate commerce, or to

exercise any power reserved to the states,

or to grant a power not possessed by the

states, or to adopt state laws. It has taken

its own course and made its own regulation,

applying to these subjects of interstate com

merce one common rule, whose uniformity is

not affected by variations in state laws in

dealing with such property. . . . Congress

did not use terms of permission to the state

to act, but simply removed an impediment to

the enforcement of the state laws in respect

to imported packages in their original con

dition, created by the absence of a specific

utterance on its part."

This kind of logic is sophistical. It

discloses a legal refinement with which

the public have entirely lost patience

and which is largely responsible for the

present lack of confidence in the courts,

for the charge so often made, that "that

may be in the law, but it is not justice or

common sense." It could have been

the result of no other conclusion and

belief than that the case of Leisy v.

Hardin had gone too far and that there

was a certain measure of home rule

which had to be respected. Either the

court had to face the angry hostility of

Kansas, Iowa, North Dakota, and the

rapidly increasing number of prohibition

states and sanction the Wilson Bill, or

overrule the cases of Leisy v. Hardin

and Bowman v. Railway Company.

But their rule had been not to overrule

even at the expense of logic. In re

Rahrer therefore must be reconciled and

the Wilson Bill sustained. Hence the

reasoning that in the Wilson Act Con

gress was not re-delegating power, but

merely announcing a rule that the state

laws should apply. But Congress in the

act in question had not said what those

laws should be. They could be different

in every state. It is too well known

that the commerce clause was adopted

because the states were jealous of each

other and that it was universally con

ceded and desired that commerce should

be free except as restricted by a central

and impartial Congress, to need any one

to prove that the states would never

have voted for a Constitution which

should have provided that Congress

should have the power to regulate com

merce between the several states, "pro

vided, however, that if at any time Con

gress so desires, it may by act provide

that any and all of that commerce may

be regulated by the states as they may

see fit." If Congress can provide that

as soon as liquor comes within its borders

a state may do with it as it pleases, it

may relinquish its control over every

other kind of article. The power to

regulate is not exercised by you when

you say to another you may regulate as

you see fit. Delegatus non potest dele-

gari holds good in constitutional as well

as in private law. The reasoning of

In re Rahrer, indeed, even if clear to the

legal, will never be clear to the average

mind. The Constitution of the United

States gives to Congress what the courts

in Bowman v. Railway Company and

Leisy v. Hardin held to be the exclusive

power to regulate commerce. "Con

gress," to use the language of Judge

John J. Jenkins, of Wisconsin, in a recent

address before the American Bar Asso

ciation—•

"surrendered its power of protection so as to

permit the state to prevent sale by the im

porter. This is a regulation of interstate

commerce by the states and a violation of the

Constitution, doing indirectly what cannot

be done directly. The Supreme Court estab

lished the limit, and Congress itself recedes

from its constitutional limitations with the

approval of the Supreme Court. The act of

1890 transferred the power of regulation from

Congress to the states, and it cannot well be

said that it is a regulation by Congress when

the states are permitted to regulate. It is

the power of regulation that is so vital and

important, not whether a given act is a regu-

• Reports of Am. Bar. Assoc., vol. xxix, pp.

418, 444.
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lation ; for anything that in any manner inter

feres with the operations of interstate com

merce is a regulation and a refusal to permit

transportation; and a refusal to permit a sale

by the importer in the original package is a

regulation by the states. As said by the

Supreme Court, 'the power to regulate is the

power to prescribe the rules by which com

merce is to be governed.' It is the power

of regulation which is transferred from Con

gress to the states. It does not make any

difference whether it is called a delegation of

power by Congress to the states to prohibit

transportation of interstate commerce or a

regulation of interstate commerce by Congress.

The effect is the same, for it permits the state

to regulate interstate commerce. It is not a

question of name, but right and power. The

equality and freedom sought by the fathers

is seriously interfered with. Commerce is

not as free as one would be led to believe

after reading this opinion of the Supreme

Court; not as free as the Constitution in

tended. The citizen has not the right the

language of the case implies. Prior to the

act of 1890, under the broad principles of the

freedom of commerce between the states, the

citizen could freely contract to receive and

ship his products from state to state, and

return with his money. Now he has a re

stricted freedom of commerce, he cannot ship

the products and return with his money."

And that In re Rahrer and the Wilson

Act had gone too far and were antago

nistic to the logic and reasoning of

Leisy v. Hardin and Bowman v. Railway

Company, to say nothing of the License

Cases, the Supreme Court of the United

States seemed for a time itself to have

realized. The result was a line of

decisions restricting the operation of the

Wilson Act. Sweeping though that act

was in its terms, the Court held that its

provisions only became .operative after

there had been an actual or constructive

delivery of the liquor to the consignee.

It was held that a statute of the state of

Iowa was unconstitutional which pro

hibited railroad companies from deliver

ing or carrying for the purpose of deliv

ery liquors to consignees within the state

without having first obtained a certifi

cate from the auditor of the county in

which said liquors were to be trans

ported or consigned for transportation,

certifying that the consignee was duly

authorized to sell such intoxicating

liquors in such county, when applied to

liquors shipped from a point in Illinois

to a citizen of Iowa at his residence

within the last named state, and while

in transit from its point of shipment to

its delivery to the consignee.* The

court also held an act of South Carolina

to be unconstitutional in so far as it com

pelled a resident of the state who desired

to order alcoholic liquors shipped in

from another state for his own use to

first communicate his purpose to a state

chemist.t It in short held that the

laws of the state could not operate, even

after the passage of the Wilson Act,

until the goods had reached their desti

nation, which was practically the

stomach of the importer, and that

though he could be prevented from sell

ing or giving away intoxicating liquors,

even in the original package, he could

not be prevented from importing them

for his own personal use or at any

rate from receiving them into his pos

session.

But again the court was in trouble.

Individual trade was everywhere en

couraged by the liquor men, and the pro

hibition states were not merely flooded

with liquor advertisements but with

liquor drummers who, in order to avoid

the local laws, were in the habit of

merely taking written offers for the

purchase of liquor to be shipped into

the states and which did not become

contracts until accepted by the foreign

houses. To prevent this method of

solicitation the state of Iowa imposed

a license fee "upon the business of

selling or offering for sale intoxicating

• Rhodes v. Iowa, 170 U. S. 412.

t Vance v. Vanderwok, 170 U. S. 468.
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liquors within the state by any traveling

salesman who solicits orders by the jug

or bottle in lots less than five gallons."

This act the Supreme Court of the

United States sustained in the case of

Delamater v. South Dakota* and this

it did in spite of the fact that it had

already held that the power of the states

to regulate intoxicating liquors did not

become operative until the liquors had

reached their destination. To reach

this necessary conclusion, for it was

absolutely necessary for the Court to

catch up with popular opinion and to

appease the prohibition states, the fol

lowing logic was resorted to: "As we

have stated, decisions of this Court

interpreting the Wilson Act have held

that that law did not authorize state

power^to attach to liquor shipped from

one state into another before its arrival

and delivery within the state to which

destined. From this it is insisted , as none

of the liquors covered by the proposals

in this case had arrived and been deliv

ered within South Dakota, the power of

the state did not attach to the carrying

on of the business of soliciting proposals,

for until the liquor arrived in the state

there was nothing on which the state

authority could operate. But this is

simply to misapprehend and misapply

the cases and to misconceive the nature

of the act done in the carrying on the

business of soliciting proposals. The

rulings in the previous cases to the

effect that, under the Wilson Act, state

authority did not extend over liquor

shipped from one state to another until

arrival and delivery to the consignee at

the point of destination, were but a rec

ognition of the fact that Congress did

not intend, in adopting the Wilson Act,

even if it lawfully could have done so, to

authorize one state to exert its author

ity in another state by preventing the

• 205 U. S. 93.

delivery of liquor embraced by trans

actions made in such other state. The

proposition here relied on is widely

different, since it is that, despite the

Wilson Act, the state of South Dakota

was without power to regulate or con

trol the business carried on in South

Dakota of soliciting proposals related

to liquor situated in another state. But

the business of soliciting proposals in

South Dakota was one which that state

had a right to regulate, wholly irrespec

tive of when or where it was contem

plated the proposals would be accepted

or whence the liquor which they em

braced was to be shipped. Of course,

if the owner of the liquor in another

state had a right to ship the same into

South Dakota as an article of interstate

commerce, and, as such, there sell the

same in the original package, irrespec

tive of the laws of South Dakota, it

would follow that the right to carry on

the ^business of soliciting in South

Dakota was an incident to the right to

ship and sell, which could not be bur

dened without directly affecting inter

state commerce. But as by the Wilson

Act the power of South Dakota attached

to intoxicating liquors when shipped

into that state from another state after

delivery but before the sale in the orig

inal package, so as to authorize South

Dakota to regulate or forbid such sale,

it follows that the regulation by South

Dakota of the business carried on

within its borders of soliciting proposals

to purchase intoxicating liquors, even

though such liquors were situated in

other states, cannot be held to be repug

nant to the commerce clause of the

Constitution, because directly or indi

rectly burdening the right to sell in

South Dakota, a right which by virtue

of the Wilson Act did not exist."

Here again we find a legal refinement

which it is hard to understand or to
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justify. It is difficult to understand

why the solicitude of the courts over

the interstate powers of Congress should

be so great as to preclude the state from

prohibiting a person from ordering liquor

shipped to him from another state or

from interfering with that liquor while

in transit, but should nevertheless permit

the state to prohibit the making of an

offer to make a contract for such ship

ment. Surely in the later case as in the

former the state is regulating interstate

commerce. Is there not a serious ques

tion indeed whether, after all, the art

of refinement and discrimination has not

been carried too far by our courts, and

whether more frankness is not now

being imperatively demanded. There

is nothing sacred in a theory of law or

in a governmental policy which has

outlived its usefulness or which was

radically wrong in the beginning.

Respect for the courts.it is true, maybe

won by a respect on their part for the

precedents of the past and an obedience

to the law and a reasonable consistency.

Much of our business stability rests

upon a wise conservatism. But after

all truth is truth and logic is logic,

and a complete change of front is

not the less complete because justified

by an attempted reconciliation with

prior decisions which ignores logic and

distorts premises. After all it is obedi-

dience to the letter and spirit of the

Constitution that is required of the

courts, and not to any particular con

struction which they or their predec

essors may have put upon it. The

question is What is the law and what is

the true public policy? not What did

Mr. Justice So and So say about it?

What is the Constitution ? not How did

So and So construe it? Many of the

constructions of the past were adopted

under totally different social and indus

trial conditions than now prevail, and

are unadapted to our modern life

and commercial and national growth.

Many, too, were adopted without suffi

cient deliberation or information. There

is no ground for the fear so often evi

denced of overruling prior decisions.

The public have lost their respect for the

law, not because it has from time to

time been changed to meet new condi

tions or because long standing errors

have been now and then corrected, but

because of its growing refinement and

incomprehensibility. Each new dis

tortion, each new surrender of basic

principle and of irresistible logic, paves

the way for still further surrender, makes

the law less and less certain, and en

courages that class of lawyers, now only

too common, whose main business seems

to be to teach their clients how to violate

the basic principles of society and human

kinship and by the weapons of delay

and obstruction to hinder if not prevent

all progress and all reform.

The writer believes that the only

logical theory to be deduced from the

real spirit, though not necessarily from

the logic of the decisions, and a survey

of our historical growth and advance

ment, is that from the beginning the

Constitution recognized people rather

than states, but people who had surren

dered or rather conceded to the central

government powers which were com

mercial and national only and had

chosen in all matters which were local

and social to remain under the sover

eignty of the states to which they

belonged and with which they had

united. We cannot get away from the

theory of the social civil compact in

society, whatever we may do. Whenever

a new state is formed, whenever a con

stitution is adopted, the compact is

made. Whenever a new emigrant be

comes a citizen and is naturalized, he in

turn promises and is promised. There
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is a mutual covenant. The new citizen

in return for the blessings of govern

ment, the privilege of living in an organ

ized society and sharing in its protection,

relinquishes a certain amount of personal

freedom as well as the right to foreign

protection. The state promises a cer

tain amount of opportunity and protec

tion. In every one of the American

states the citizen expressly or impliedly

subscribes to the doctrine that the pub

lic welfare is the highest law, and

promises to so use his own rights as

not to injure those of others. He agrees

to yield obedience to and concedes to

the government of the state the power

to pass laws for the furtherance of the

public good, practically conceding that

he no longer claims any right to prop

erty or to liberty in that which is injuri

ous to the state as a whole. He how

ever retains his natural rights in all

things else. This is the first and great

commandment of every civilized society.

It is the gist of the fifth and fourteenth

amendments, which have been adopted

into the constitutions of practically all

if not all of the American states, and it

expresses the unwritten constitution of

every civilized country. This is a citi

zenship of the state, and when the

American colonists consented to the

formation of the new central govern

ment and to yield obedience thereto,

they surrendered to it no jurisdiction in

these matters nor withdrew any of their

allegiance from their respective states in

so far as they were concerned. But there

was an allegiance which they yielded

to the central government and which

they withdrew from the several states.

It was in things especially national; in

things pertaining to the currency, the

postal system, peace and war, to inter

course with foreign nations, and above

all interstate commerce. Formerly, per

haps, the state had control of these

things, that is to say in the interregnum

between the Declaration of Independence

and the adoption of the Constitution.

Before this time Great Britain perhaps

had control of these things. At any

rate it had control over intercourse with

foreign nations. Now there was a new

social compact made. The citizen re

affirmed his former contract with his

state in all things except those which

were national and commercial. As far as

these things were concerned he changed

his sovereign. He agreed to yield obedi

ence henceforth to the central govern

ment in so far as they were concerned,

but he took back and retained his natural

rights in and concerning them in so far

as his former state was concerned.

Henceforth the compact ran that in so

far as the right to engage in and enjoy

the privileges of interstate commerce

and commerce with foreign nations and

with the Indian tribes was concerned, he

should be free from all restrictions and

all control except that which should be

imposed by the central government. He

had yielded to that central government,

however, no control over his private and

his social life. He had agreed with the

citizens of his own state that he should

so use his rights and liberty as not to

injure the rights and liberty of others.

He had agreed to respect the morals

and ideals of the state. He had agreed

to consider as injurious and as a nuisance

to others that which the enlightened

intelligence of the majority, as repre

sented in the state constitutions and in

the decisions of the state courts, should

so consider, and not to use or sell or

deal in that which the public policy of

his state forbade. His right to be free

and unmolested in so far as interstate

commerce was concerned, except when

Congress itself should desire to interfere,

did not, however, confer upon him or

imply the right to use or sell or give
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away within the state that which the

morals and public policy of the state

forbade.

Is not this practically the result of

the Wilson Act and of the cases In re

Rahrer and Delamater v. South Dakota,

and should it not be definitely stated

and the network of conflict and refine

ment and faulty logic be removed, even

if in order to do so it is necessary to

state that former cases have been over

ruled? As it is, the cases cannot be

reconciled and an attempt to do so only

leads to inexplicable confusion. Each

new distortion, each new surrender of

basic principle and of irresistible logic,

paves the way for still further surrender,

and makes the law less and less certain.

The fundamental fact remains that a

reasonable amount of social home rule

is absolutely necessary to the perma

nence of a federated nation, and that

whenever the social policies of a state

are really affected, the courts will find

some theory by which to abate the

exclusiveness of Congressional control.

Up to the time of the Bowman case,

indeed, there were no decisions which

denied to the state this right of self-

protection and of formulating its own

social and moral code. It is true that

in the early cases, as in the later, the

exclusive power to regulate interstate

commerce was held to be vested in

Congress and in Congress alone,* and that

this was later somewhat modified by

the recognition of a concurrent power ;t

that is to say, the power of the state

to act until Congress itself had acted

on the subject inconsistently with state

action. And that later still this con

cession was repudiated or modified and

the statement made that the concurrent

power could never exist in things that

• 3 Madison Papers 1585; Passenger Cases

7 How. 283-396; Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat. 419

t Wilson v. Blackbird Creek Marsh Co., 2 Peters

245.

were national in their nature and that

interstate commerce was one of these.•

But up to the time of the Bowman case

all of these decisions were in relation to

matters and transactions which were

fiscal and commercial in their nature,

and none of them were in connection

with matters in which health or morals

were concerned.

The decision in the case of Bowman v.

C. N. W. Ry. Co., on which the later

case of Leisy v. Hardin is based, is not

indeed supported by the history and

decisions of the past and contains ^a

remarkable non sequitur.

"If the state of Iowa," the Court says,

"may prohibit the importation of intoxi

cating liquors from all other states, it may

also include tobacco, or any other article,

the use or abuse of which it may deem dele

terious. It may not choose, even, to he

governed by considerations growingout of the

health, comfort, or peace of the community.

Its policy may be directed to other ends. It

may choose to establish a system directed to

the promotion and benefit of its own agricul

ture, manufactures, or arts of any descrip

tion, and prevent the introduction and sale

within its limits of any or of all articles that

it may select as coming into competition

with those which it seeks to protect. The

police power of the state would extend to

such cases, as well as those in which it was

sought to legislate in behalf of the health,

peace, and morals of the people. In view

of the commercial anarchy and confusion

that would result from the diverse exertions

of power by the several states of the Union,

it cannot be supposed that the Constitution

or Congress has intended to limit the freedom

of commercial intercourse among the people

of the several states."

Here the Court failed to recognize the

distinctions and demarkations which it

itself had frequently made in former

decisions. Even the seemingly clinching

question, "Can it be supposed that by

omitting any express declarations on

the subject Congress has intended to

• See Leisy v. Hardin and Bowman v. Rail

way Co., supra.
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submit to the several states the decision

of the question in each locality of what

shall and what shall not be articles of

traffic in the interstate commerce of the

country?—if so.it has left to each state,

according to its own caprice and arbi

trary will, to discriminate for or against

every article grown, produced, manufac

tured or sold in any state and sought to be

introduced as an article of commerce into

any other," and that which afterwards

appears in the opinion, if fairly weighed,

gives no ground for apprehension. The

safeguard lies in the fourteenth amend

ment, which provides that no state shall

deprive any person of life, liberty or

property without due process of law.

Every unreasonable statute is invalid

under this provision, and by enforcing

this provision the federal courts can put

a stop to all unreasonable legislation.

The Supreme Court certainly had no

grounds for apprehension in the Bow

man case. It could not contend that

the prohibition of the sale of liquor, if

deemed necessary by the state, was

an unreasonable exercise of legislative

power, since it itself repeatedly held that

liquor, although a subject of commerce,

was more or less tainted and that a

state might constitutionally prohibit its

manufacture and sale within its borders

without violating the fourteenth amend

ment or depriving any one of fife, liberty

or property without due process of law.

It had even gone so far as to hold

that no compensation need be given to

brewers and others who had been ruined

by the adoption of a state prohibitory

policy and whose buildings and invest

ments had been rendered worthless.•

The trouble lies in the fact that the

Court failed to make a distinction be

tween provisions which were social and

moral and those which were commercial.

The dread expressed in the opinion that

the state, if allowed to restrict the im

portation of liquor, would restrict the

importation of articles generally and for

commercial purposes alone is worthy of

but little consideration. Every one con

cedes and has always conceded that

such regulations would be invalid, not

merely as unjustifiable regulations of

interstate commerce, but as deprivations

of property without due process of law.

It has never been contended that the

police powers of the state extend thus

far.

• Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U. S. 623.

The Hour Has Come

By Harry R. Blythe

VyHEN forth to the front

With clangor of arms

The soldier shall go

'Mid war's alarms

To shoulder the brunt

Of freedom's woe,
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His heart must be strong,

His heart must be true,

For the battles are long,

And the victories few,

And the world demands that he loyal be

To the cause that is just, to the cause that is free.

Ah ! must there be a lower standard for

The strife of peace than for the strife of war?

May, then, the man who marches to the field

Of legal battles fling his arms and yield,

Or seek by treachery and trick to gain

The goal without which living is in vain ?

May he, then, stab fair Justice in the back

And traitor turn, and all her temples sack?

Transform her patient blessings to a curse

And prostitute her virtue for a purse?

The world is sick of quibblings, sick of shams,

And sick of smiling wolves that fleece the lambs,

It wants but justice, wants but simple right,

It merely asks for honor in the fight ;

Great God ! the hour has come when we must clear

The legal fields from poison and from fear;

We must re-mold our standards—build them higher,

And clear the air as though by cleansing fire,

Weed out the damning traitors to the law,

Restore her to her ancient place of awe.

For nothing below

And nothing above

Shall last to the end

If it be not love ;

We must meet our foe

As we meet a friend,

We must play him fair

If justice be done,

If we be not square

No goal is won ;

And the world demands that we loyal be

To the cause that is just, to the cause that is free.

Cambridge, Mass.



Practical Legislation for Governmental Surveillance of

Corporations

By Perley Morse, C.P.A., of New York

THE nefarious practices of corpo

rations and their pernicious influ

ence in politics and business, have been

the subject of much discussion in the

public press and by politicians and

others in the past two or three years. It

can be asseverated that the people have

just cause for complaint, but we must

not lose sight of the fact that corporate

organizations are a necessity, as large

business enterprises could not be suc

cessfully conducted in any other manner.

In the general clamor, however, no

practical plan has as yet been proposed

making it impossible for corporations

to commit acts inimical to public inter

ests.

Corporations exist by consent of the

government (in this country by consent

of the governed) hence the government

should supervise the business conducted

by corporations. This fact is believed

by the people and admitted by the cor

porations. Therefore, the only question

would seem to be the equitable mode of

procedure.

The Constitution of the United States

gives power to Congress to regulate

commerce between the states; hence

legislation that is constitutional could

be enacted by Congress providing a

system for the inspection of all corpo

rations doing an interstate business.

A necessary part of this system would

be the appointment of a large corps of

inspectors of corporations. Unless the

proper class of inspectors is employed

the accomplishment of the desired

object would at once be defeated. Ex

perts with the requisite training rarely

accept government employment, in

asmuch as the private remuneration of

such men for their skill, knowledge,

industry and integrity is far greater

than the government would be willing

to pay them. It therefore follows that

the government would be obliged to

appoint as inspectors of corporations

men without any special training,

thereby enormously increasing the ex

penses of the government, without

effect. In the majority of cases the

appointment of these pseudo-experts

would be secured through political or

subtle influences opposed to govern

mental regulation.

During the Roosevelt administration

an enormous amount of money was

spent by the government (and there is

no way for the public to ascertain the

amount) in investigating so-called trusts

in order to obtain evidence of violation

of the law. In many instances suit was

brought by the government, but without

results; not because there were no

violations of the law, but because the

evidence obtained by the government

was faulty. Notable examples of this

were the failure of the so-called beef

combine case and the Standard Oil case,

in which Judge Landis imposed the now

famous $29,000,000 fine, which ap

pealed to the American sense of humor,

and caused an interminable number of

cartoons and jokes to appear in the

newspapers and periodicals. Notwith

standing the humor, confidence was still

further destroyed and thoughtful people

heaved a sigh of relief when the higher

courts came to the rescue and reversed

Judge Landis.

The government has now practically
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abandoned the prosecution of the

Standard Oil Company and other so-

called trusts, and it is rumored that it

is President Taft's intention to alter the

character of the Bureau of Corporations

and reorganize it in connection with

the Inter-state Commerce Commission

and the Department of Justice, as he

apparently recognizes the futility of

obtaining results otherwise.

Many states have recognized the

necessity of creating a competent body

of trained men, expert in economics,

the science of accounts, commercial

law and corporate organization, hence

their legislatures have enacted laws

regulating the practice of accountancy

and providing for the granting of the

degree of Certified Public Accountant

(C.P.A.) to those having the requisite

qualifications and passing the pre

scribed examinations, thereby placing

this profession upon the same plane as

the practice of law and medicine. The

state of New York enacted laws in 1896

regulating the accounting profession,

many of the larger states having since

done likewise.

If Congress enacted legislation pro

viding for the employment of the Certi

fied Public Accountant, who is inde

pendent of political parties and corrupt

influences, by all corporations doing an

interstate business (the corporation

to pay the accountant's fees) and made

such employment a part of the plan of

reorganization of the Bureau of Cor

porations in connection with the Inter-

State Commerce Commission and the

Department of Justice, absolute control

of corporations doing an interstate

business could be effectually secured

with a minimum expense to the govern

ment.

Legislation along the following lines

would be simple and efficacious, and an

effectual check would be put on corpo

ration wrongdoing. Preventing viola

tion of the law is better than prosecu

tion :—

First. Create and grant the degree of

Federal Accountant (F. A.) to the Certified

Public Accountant (C. P. A.) who has received

this degree from his state, and after he is sworn

to faithfully perform his duties as Federal

Accountant issue a certificate to him.

Second. All corporations doing an inter

state business should be compelled to have

their business investigated and accounts

audited annually by the Federal Accountant,

the corporation paying the Federal Accountant

a fee commensurate with his services.

Third. The proper governmental depart

ment to prescribe the necessary form of the

Federal Accountant's report, but it should

consist generally of the following: (a) Text or

comments on irregularities or unusual cir

cumstances that may have occurred during

the period under investigation and audit,

also such explanations of various items as

may be deemed necessary, together with sug

gestions for the improvement of the account

ing system, (b) Certified Genera^ Balance

Sheet (Assets and Liabilities—Assets segre

gated as follows, Invested Assets, Current

Assets and Deferred Assets; Liabilities segre

gated as follows, Capital or bonded debt,

Current Liabilities, Deferred Liabilities, Sur

plus and Reserves) all amountswhere necessary

being supported by schedules showing detail,

(c) Certified Statement of Income and Profit and

Loss; all amounts where necessary being

supported by schedules showing detail.

Fourth. One copy of the Federal Account

ant's report to be filed with the proper gov

ernmental department, and one or more copies

with the corporation; the contents of all

reports to be regarded by the governmental

department as confidential unless it is shown

that the corporation has violated the law,

when it shall be the duty of the proper gov

ernmental department to immediately begin

suit against such corporation.

Fifth. Federal Accountants wilfully cer

tifying to a false General Balance Sheet or

Statement of Income and Profit and Loss, or

willfully making any false statements, shall

be deemed guilty of having committed a

crime, punishable by a fine of not less than

One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars, and im

prisonment for not less than one year at hard

labor, and the forfeiture of their certificate as

Federal Accountant.
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Sixth. At the annual or shareholders' meet

ing of the corporation the shareholders are to

select the Federal Accountants for the ensuing

fiscal year, such selection to be approved by

the proper governmental department, thus

minimizing the influence of the officers and

directors of the corporation on the Federal

Accountant. In the event of the shareholders

failing to choose the Federal Accountants for

the ensuing year, they are to be appointed by

the proper governmental department.

Seventh. A certified copy of the General

Balance Sheet and a certified copy of the

Statement of Income and Profit and Loss (but

without the supporting schedules showing

detail) to be mailed by the Federal Account

ant direct to the shareholders of record at the

end of the corporation's fiscal year.

Practically every corporation in the

United States does an interstate busi

ness, whether it be financial, railroading,

manufacturing or mercantile, as any

corporation manufacturing or selling,

shipping or carrying a pound of mer

chandise, or carrying on any business

whatsoever between the different states,

is doing an interstate business.

It may be said that laws such as the

above would be class legislation, as the

Certified Public Accountant would be

benefited. While it is true that the

business of these experts would be in

creased, still the public as a whole

would be benefited. It would decrease

taxation, as the expense of the investi

gations would be borne by the corpora

tion instead of the government, as has

been the case during the last administra

tion; it would benefit the security holders

of corporations, especially the minority

shareholders ; it would inspire confidence

and effectually stop agitation from which

the country has suffered, and would

help restore confidence and prosperity.

The Bureau of Corporations in recent

reports has taken rather distinct grounds

in favor of publicity of accounts and

transactions pertaining to corporations,

and the plan outlined above gives pub

licity in its true sense, and where it

is most desired, without divulging

confidential business information that

might be used by rival concerns.

The services of the Federal Account

ant could also be utilized in the exami

nation of national banks, which would

be a great improvement over the present

incompetent national bank examiners

who are subject to political influences.

The Federal Accountant would report

direct and fully to the Comptroller of

the Currency on the condition of the

national bank examined by him, also

to the bank officials, and at the same

time he would send by mail direct to the

shareholders a certified copy of the

General Balance Sheet, and a certified

copy of the Statement of Income and

Profit and Loss.

The Federal Accountant for the en

suing year to be chosen by the share

holders of the national bank at their

annual meeting.

Great Britain is far in advance of the

United States in the regulation of its

corporations, or, as they are called,

Limited Companies. Following are ex

cerpts from its Companies Acts:—

1862, Section 83. "Once, at the least, in

every year the accounts of the company shall

be examined, and the correctness of the bal

ance sheet ascertained, by one or more

auditor or auditors." Sections 84 to 94

contain detail as to the manner in which the

audit is to be conducted.

1879, Section 7. "Once, at the least, in

every year, the accounts of every banking

company registered after the passing of this

act as a limited company shall be examined

by an auditor or auditors, who shall be elected

annually by the company in general meeting."

1900, Section 21 (2). "If an appointment

of auditors is not made at an annual general

meeting the Board of Trade may, on the appli

cation of any member of the company, appoint

an auditor of the company for the current

year, and fix the remuneration to be paid to

him by the company for his services."

1907, Section 19 (1). "Every auditor of
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the company shall have a right of access at

all times to the books and accounts and

vouchers of the company, and shall be entitled

to require from the directors and officers of

the company such information and explana

tion as may be necessary for the performance

of the duties of the auditors." (2) "The

auditors shall make a report to the share

holders on the accounts examined by them,

and on every balance sheet laid before the

company in general meeting during their

tenure of office, and the report shall state,"

etc., etc. The auditor (or auditors) employed

by the shareholders of the Limited Companies

is known in England as the Chartered Ac

countant (F. C. A.).

Review of Periodicals

Jlrlicles on Topics of Legal Science

and Related Subjects

Admiralty (Death Claims). "A New De

velopment in the Application of Extra-Terri-

torial Law to Extra-Territorial Marine Torts."

By George Whitelock. 22 Harvard Law Re

view 403 (Apr.).

"From the foregoing it is apparent that

there is no present right of recovery for loss

of life by negligence on the high seas, either

by the general maritime law of the United

States or by federal statute. It is now also

settled by the Hamilton and La Bourgogne

cases, that if the owner of an offending snip

surrenders the remains of his property with

freight pending in order to limit his liability,

persons entitled to an action by reason of

the death of their decedent under the law of

the ship's flag or domicile, will be allowed,

upon being brought into court, to participate

in the distribution of the fund. But on the

other hand it has not yet been determined

by the Supreme Court in a case of death on

the high seas, that a lien created upon the

ship itself by a statute of one of the American

states will be enforced in admiralty, nor has

it been expressly decided by that court that

an action m personam will lie in the admiralty

under a statute of the state of the ship's

domicile. What may be the next step in the

development of the law does not yet

appear."

Aliens (Status). "Aliens Under the Federal

Laws of the United States. II, Federal

Legislation: Shipping, Patents, Trademarks,

and Copyrights." By Samuel MacClintock.

3 Illinois Law Review 565 (Apr.).

This is the second of a series of four papers,

the first of which was reviewed in 21 Green

Bag 166 (Apr.).

"In concluding this chapter we see that

our policy with regard to shipping has fol

lowed closely British precedents. . . . The

legislation regarding patents . . . made no

discrimination against aliens at first. Then

followed a period in which the privileges of

our patent laws were confined to citizens. . . .

Such legislation was finally swept away and

the alien put upon the same footing as citi

zens. As to trademarks, alien friends have

always been entitled to the protection of

their property." An alien is protected in

his common law property in both published

and unpublished works of authorship, though

copyright laws confine their benefits to

citizens. "In 1891 an international copy

right act was passed, extending the benefits

of our copyright laws to aliens upon terms

of reciprocity. '

Bankruptcy (Unrecorded Liens). "The

Position of a Trustee in Bankruptcy with

Reference to Unfiled or Unrecovered Chattel

Mortgages and Conditional Sale Contracts."

By Ralph W. Aigler. 7 Michigan Law Re

view 474 (Apr.).

The principles of York Mfg. Co. v. Cassell,

201 U. S. 344, 26 Sup. Ct. Rep. 481, 50 L. Ed.

782, are here discussed. In this case the

United States Supreme Court held that an

adjudication in bankruptcy was not equiva

lent to a judgment, attachment, or other

specific lien upon the machinery sold to the

bankrupt by the York Mfg. Co., and that the

trustee, representing only general creditors,

was not entitled to the property in question,

which had been sold under a conditional sale

contract unfiled as required by Ohio law.

Bucks Stove Oo. Case. See Injunctions.

Bulk Sales Laws. Valuableand comprehen

sive editorial discussion, 7 Michigan Law Re

view 504 (Apr.).

Child Labor. "The Child and the Law."

By A. J. McKelway. Annals of the American

Academy of Political and Social Science, v. 32,

No. 2, Supplement, p. 63 (Mar.).

Illinois. "The Present Situation in Illi

nois." By Edgar T. Davis. Annals of the

American Academy of Political and Social
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Science, v. 32,. No. 2, Supplement, p. 153

(Mar.).

Kentucky. Report of the Kentucky Child

Labor Association. Annals of the American

Academy of Political and Social Science, v. 32,

No. 2. Supplement, p. 172 (Mar.).

Louisiana. "The Forward Step in Louisa-

ana." By Jean M. Gordon. Annals of the

American Academy of Political and Social

Science, v. 32, No. 2, Supplement, p. 162 (Mar.)

Mississippi. "The Difficulties of Child

Labor Legislation in a Southern State." By

James R. McDowell. Annals of the American

Academy of Political and Social Science, v. 32,

No. 2, Supplement, p. 166 (Mar.).

See also Juvenile Crime, Labor Regulation.

Codification. See Marriage and Divorce.

Conflict of Laws. See Corporations, Mar

riage and Divorce.

Constitutional Law. See under special

topics, e.g.. Bulk Sales Laws, Government,

Interstate Commerce, Jury Trial, Labor Regu

lation, Monopolies, Status.

Contracts. "Mutuality of Options." By

R. T. Holland. 7 Michigan Law Review 484

(Apr.).

Under the present current of authorities

there is considerable doubt as to the validity

of options.

"The difficulty appears to have been that

the lack of mutuality ... is more apparent

than real, and that courts have sometimes

been impressed more with one contractual

phase of the option than the other, for an

option is really a compound contract.

"It would seem on principle, then, that

there ought to be no doubt that the vendee

in an option does acquire a chose in action,

and that he ought to have not merely the

right of specifically enforcing such a contract,

but in the event that the vendor has placed

it beyond his power to convey the lands by

disposing of them to innocent third parties,

that the vendee should have a right of action

against the vendor for his damages, and that

these damages should not be limited merely

to the consideration for the option."

See also Procedure.

Conversion. See Measure of Damages.

Conveyances. See Torrens System.

Corporations. "Nature of Stockholders' In

dividual Liability for Corporation Debts."

By Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld. 9 Columbia

Law Review 285 (Apr.).

A learned and most carefully prepared

article, analyzing and discussing the specific

principles concerned in Risdon Iron & Loco

motive Works v. Furness, L. R. (1905) 1 K. B.

304, affirmed L. R. (1906) 1 K. B. 49.

"The decision involves, as of most imme

diate interest and practical importance, a

question in the conflict of laws, that is to say:

According to what law should be determined

the stockholders' individual liability or non

liability for the debts of the corporation?

. . . As a result of that discussion the fol

lowing conclusions are suggested: that a cor

poration is simply an association of natural

persons organized and doing business under

forms, methods and procedure that are sui

generis; that all corporate transactions can

be adequately understood and stated only in

terms of the rights, powers, liberties, duties,

liabilities, disabilities, etc., of the natural

persons concerned; that, in the case of an

ordinary 'limited liability' corporation or com

pany, such as the Copper King, Limited, it is

the stockholders that are really subject to the

only obligations existing in favor of corpora

tion creditors; that such obligations and the

liabilities resulting from a breach are really

'quasi-joint' and quasi-contractual; that, so

far as a California corporation is concerned,

the obligation and liability are closely analo

gous to the ordinary joint and several obliga

tion and liability; that both the corporate

(or quasi-joint) and the individual (or sev

eral) obligations and liabilities of the stock

holders are quasi-contractual rather than

strictly contractual; that the same is true of

the stockholders' obligations and liabilities

arising under the laws of various other Ameri

can states."

Canada. "Ontario Company Law." By

Thomas Mulvey, K. C. 45 Canada Law

Journal 220 (Apr.).

Criminology. "Alcoholism; its Causation

and its Arrest." By Samuel McComb, D.D.

Everybody's, v. 20, p. 533 (Apr.).

"My experience leads me to believe that

by a combination of medical, hygienic, psycho

logical, social, moral, and religious forces, we

can, in the great majority of cases, bene

ficially affect the sufferer from this morbid

craving."

Defamation (Mercantile Agencies). "A

Note on the Case of Macintosh v. Dun." By

Leo. B. Cussen. 6 Commonwealth Law Re

view (of Australia) 105 (Jan.-Feb.).

The defendants in the case of Macintosh v.

Dun, 1908 A. C. 390, were a trade protection

society, which in the United States would be

called a mercantile agency, and supplied con

fidential information to a subscriber regard

ing the standing and responsibility of the

plaintiff. The jury found no improper motive

on the part of the defendants, but the trial

judge, on the contrary, held that the occasion

was not privileged and entered a verdict for

the plaintiff. Lord Macnaghten, in the Privy

Council, likewise held that the occasion was

not privileged, on the ground that the com

munication was not fairly made in the dis

charge of some public or private duty, nor

warranted by any reasonable occasion or

exigency. He deemed it harmful to the com

munity to extend the protection of immunity
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to communications made from motives of

self-interest by persons who trade for profit

in the characters of other people.

The author regards this judgment as of

doubtful stability. "In American courts it

seems to be settled beyond all question that

confidential communications made by a trade

protection society to a subscriber, if made

bona fide, are privileged; see Ormesby v.

Douglass, 36 N. Y. 477. ... We must all

agree with the judicial committee that Ameri

can decisions as such, though entitled to the

highest respect, are of no authority in Eng

lish courts, and questions must be decided

by reference to the principles of English law,

but it appears to me that in a case of this

kind, where there is no direct English author

ity, to pass over a decision like Ormesby v.

Douglass, and refuse the undoubted help

which it affords simply because it is labeled

American, is like kicking away a ladder and

then attempting to scale a wall with the

meager help of one's fingers and toes."

Disturbance of Religious Worship. "The

Element of Bona Fides in the Crime of Dis

turbing Religious Worship." By J. M. Green

field, Jr. 13 Law Notes 6 (Apr.).

Divorce. See Marriage and Divorce.

Employers' Liability. "Economic Aspects

of the Law of Master and Servant, in its Rela

tion to Industrial Accidents." By Clarence

A. Lightner. 7 MichiganLawReview 461 (Apr.).

The author reaches these conclusions :—

"First: That the present condition of our

law, whereby the rights of master and ser

vant, in the event of accident to the latter

in his employment, are adjusted, is unsatis

factory to all parties concerned.

"Second: That legislation along the lines of

modifying the present common law rules, by

increasing the measure of liability of the

master, have not and will not remedy the

evils of the situation, but will rather aggra

vate them.

"Third: Considering the insurance feature,

being one of the two remedies which have

elsewhere been applied, I would suggest (a)

that compulsory insurance, such as we find

in Germany and other European countries, is

with us impracticable, both because our

people are not favorably disposed toward

State Socialism, to which that tends, and,

also, because of constitutional objections,

which render such legislation difficult, if not

impossible ; and (b) that voluntary insurance,

whether by statutory authority or by private

initiative, is beneficial as far as it goes, and

that legislation along these lines, like most

permissive legislation, will not have large

results, but that the creation of voluntary

relief departments, in particular industries,

has proven the most effective remedy for the

evils that we are considering, which have been

tried in this country, and yet that such

measures are necessarily limited in scope.

"Fourth: That, as far as legislation is con

cerned, the principle of compensation to the

injured servant, irrespective of the common

law rules of liability, being substantially the

idea contained in the English Workmen's

Compensation Act, is both just and effective.

I believe that such an act has been found, in

England, to be, and would likewise be found

to be in this country, if adopted in our states,

beneficial to all parties concerned."

This estimate of the Workmen's Compensa

tion Act is not shared by the anonymous

author of:—

Workmen's Compensation Act. "The Work

men's Compensation Act." By "Specialist."

25 Scottish Law Review 91 (Apr.).

"This Act, originally devised by Mr. Cham

berlain, will, unless materially altered, cause

trouble and destitution, and throw out of

employment a large number of hard-working

and industrious men. Already it must have

kept4many thousand workmen in unemploy

ment, and, unless its present terms are much

altered, probably one-third of the workers in

the country will be made unable to find occu

pation."

New York. "The Labor Law as a Basis for

Suit. Part II. By Raymond D. Thurber,

16 Bench & Bar 93 (Mar.).

See also Government, Labor Regulation.

Equity. See Marriage and Divorce.

European Politics. "Foreign Policy." By

Sir Rowland Blennerhassett, Bart., P. C.

Fortnightly Review, v. 85, p. 615 (Apr.).

"Signor Tittoni and the Foreign Policy of

Italy. By Romanus. Contemporary Review,

v. 95, p. 429 (Apr.).

Evidence. "A Mixed Question of Law and

Fact." By Judge James L. Clark. 18 Yale

Law Journal 404 (Apr.).

The remedy for existing conditions is to be

found in pursuing one of two courses:—

"The first course, the more scientific and

less practical, is to at all times make the

so-called mixed question a question of fact.

"That is, in a negligence case, make the

question of negligence at all times one of fact.

For the purpose of advising the adversary of

the facts that will be relied on as constituting

negligence, set them out in the pleading, but

for the purpose of the sufficiency of the plead

ing state negligence in general terms. On

the trial let the Court instruct the jury that

one who acts as an ordinarily prudent person

would not act under the circumstances is

guilty of negligence, and leave it to the jury

to say whether the acts complained of are

such as an ordinarily prudent person would

not do under like circumstances, and thus

determine the question of negligence by the

standard of the ordinarily prudent person. . . .

"In adopting this procedure, however,

courts could not escape the responsibility of

deciding as a matter of law, on the introduc

tion of evidence, what would tend to establish

negligence and what would not so tend. Such
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responsibility might also be cast upon the

Court on a motion to strike allegations from

the complaint.

"The second course therefore seems to be

the better one: that is, to make the question

of negligence always a question of law.

"Let the pleader in all cases be required to

set out the facts relied on as constituting negli

gence, and require the Court to say, as amatter

of law, whether those facts make a case of

negligence.

"Likewise, require the Court on the trial to

specifically instruct as to what facts within

the issues and evidence will authorize an infer

ence of negligence as an ultimate fact, if the

jury should find those facts established by the

evidence." . . .

See also Legal Interpretation, Procedure.

Foreign Relations (Cuba). "The Policy of

the United States Toward Cuba." By Prof.

Edwin Maxey. 43 American Law Review 266.

(Mar.-Apr.).

The writer devotes many pages to a his

torical outline of our relations with Cuba.

He concludes:—

"The future policy of the United States is

clear. It is an inheritance of the past. We

will defend the island against aggressions of

foreign powers and maintain in so far as pos

sible most friendly relations with the govern

ment at Havana. The importance of the

island and hence of friendly relations with it

will increase with the completion of the

Panama canal."

Government. "The Extent of the Treaty-

Making Power of the President and Senate

of the United States." By William E. Mikell.

57 Univ. of Pa. Law Review 435 (Apr.).

"A strict construction of the power of the

President and Senate is a broad construction

of the power of Congress and vice versa. . . .

"How, then, are these seemingly conflicting

powers to be reconciled? The writer ventures

to suggest that our history has answered

them correctly, and that that answer is this:

That so far as the domestic or intraterritorial

effect of the exercise of any of the powers

committed by the Constitution to Congress

is concerned, Congress alone has any power

in the premises. But Congress has no power

to treat with foreign nations, hence when any

of these powers vested in Congress are to be

exercised in agreement with a foreign power,

the agreement with such foreign nation must

first be completed hy the treaty-making power,

but this agreement, though it is a treaty in the

meaning of that word as used in international

law, is not a treaty in the sense intended by

the Constitution when it says a treaty is the

supreme law of the land. To be that it must

be sanctioned by an act of Congress. This

view, it is submitted, not only does no vio

lence to the Constitution, but on the contrary

gives effect to the seemingly conflicting powers

of the two departments without making one

supreme over the other."

Scop* of National Powers. "The American

Hague Tribunal." By Andrew A. Bruce. 18

Yale Law Journal 377 (Apr.).

The problems of the^law of the United

States are becoming interstate, writes Dean

Bruce, and almost international in every

aspect and in every scope. The Supreme

Court is getting to be a sort of Hague Tribunal,

with the added power of enforcing its decrees.

As such, it is developing an interstate, inter

national law of its own, whose foundation

principle is equality of rights and whose pro

cedure is divorced from the technicalities of

the past and allows the fullest latitude of

investigation. Kansas v. Colorado, 22 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 522, 27 Sup. Ct. Rep. 655.

This jurisdiction has mainly been in vogue

in cases where the citizens of one state have

polluted or diverted streams to the detriment

of the citizens of other states, or have so con

ducted manufacturing operations as to befoul

the air and injure the natural resources and

vegetation of other states. A broad ground

work on which to build an extended jurisdic

tion has been laid.

The interstate jurisdiction has been exer

cised in cases "where Congress perhaps could

not have legislated at all, that is to say in

cases in which no power of legislation has

either directly or inferentially been delegated

to that body. It arises out of the inherent

necessity of the case and the otherwise inade-

2uacy of the national system of jurispru-

ence."

There can be little doubt "that the clashing

interests of the sections will in the future call

more and more for settlement and adjust

ment, and that the interstate jurisdiction of

the Supreme Court will not only be constantly

invoked, but will, as time goes on, become

more and more necessary."

A somewhat similar view of the jurisdic

tion of the Supreme Court under the inter

state commerce clause is taken by the author

of the annual address delivered before the

Kansas Bar Association in January :—

"National Sovereignty." By S. S. Gregory.

Michigan 7 Law Review 381 (Mar.).

This writer contends that "the Constitu

tion must be construed in the illuminating

light of present conditions; thus its framers

intended." Expressions of John Marshall are

quoted.

"Without stopping to refer to subsequent

discussions it should be noted that in therecent

litigation as to the validity of the Employers'

Liability Act, passed by Congress and ad-

proved June 11, 1906, the Supreme Court,

against most able and exhaustive arguments

to the contrary, held that Congress might

prescribe, as between an interstate carrier

and such of its employees as are engaged in

interstate commerce, the rule of liability of

such company for the death or injury of any

employee, while so engaged.

"The question how far this grant of power

to Congress, particularly in respect of regu

lation of railway rates, impairs or modifies

the authority of the states as to prescribing
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rates for carriage wholly within the state by

interstate carriers, has been much debated.

"It seems to me quite obvious that if each

state has this power, its exercise by all neces

sarily and directly affects the rates for inter

state carriage.

"It is not just to these carriers, nor in my

judgment is it expedient, to attempt thus to

control them by so many different authorities.

"Ultimately, I venture to say, it will be

perceived that such efforts are an invasion

by the states of the field of national sover

eignty, and broadly speaking the entire

authority over this subject will, by common

consent, be remitted to the general govern

ment."

Considering the question whether this

broadening jurisdiction of the general gov

ernment threatens any grave consequences,

a writer proposes as his subject:—

"Will the Supreme Court become the

Supreme Legislature of the United States?'

By Clifford Thorne. 43 American Law Review

228 (Mar.-Apr.).

"The development of our law as to the

power of the legislature and the courts in

fixing rates to be charged by the public ser

vice corporations," says Mr. Thorne, "is prac

tically the history of one case. . . . From

time to time criticisms have been made upon

the doctrine of Munn v. Illinois [94 U. S. 133;

24 L. ed. 77], but an impartial review of the

cases must convince a fair-minded person that

this noted decision has successfully withstood

these attacks up to the present time. . . .

Has our Supreme Court substantially aban

doned the doctrine of Munn v. Illinois}"

The attacks made in Chicago M. & St. Paul

Ry. Co. v. Minnesota (134 U. S. 418, 33 L. ed.

970, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 462) in Budd v. New

York (143 U. S. 517, 36 L. ed. 384, 12 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 468), and in Brass v. No. Dakota

(153 V. S. 391, 38 L. ed. 757, 14 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 857), were unsuccessful, and "since 1901

there has been no direct attack upon the

doctrine of Munn v. Illinois in the decisions

of the Supreme Court. ... A careful read

ing of Smyth v. Ames [169 U. S. 466, 42 L. ed.

819, 18 Sup. Ct. Rep. 418] will show that it

makes no attempt to overthrow or alter the

former decisions of the Supreme Court. . . .

The doctrines of Smyth v. Ames in 1898 and

Stone v. Farmers' Loan and Trust Co. [116

U. S. 307, 29 L. ed. 636, 6 Sup. Rep. 334] in

1886 are substantially the same. ... In no

case up to the present time has the Supreme

Court of the United States ever set aside any

rates fixed by a legislative tribunal, which the

court found would yield under ordinary cir

cumstances some compensation above legiti

mate expenses. . . . The doctrine of Munn

v. Illinois has been embedded in our system

of law by thirty-one years of experience. . . .

"This condition of our law throws grave

responsibility upon our legislatures. . . . Up

to the present time the Supreme Court has

steadfastly refused to encroach upon the

functions of the legislature as outlined in

Munn v. Illinois. . . . This example of our

Supreme Court, which alone has no superior

to define the limits of its activity, this refusal

by that august body to gradually extend its

jurisdiction over functions exercised by

another department of our government is a

profound example not only of judicial wis

dom, but of far-sighted statesmanship."

Corruption. "Attempted Apologies for

Political Corruption." By Robert C. Brooks.

International Journal of Ethics, v. 19, p. 297

(Apr.).

"These are, first, that political corruption

makes business good; second, that it may be

more than compensated for by the high effi

ciency otherwise of these who engage in it;

third, that it saves us from mob rule; and

fourth, that corruption is part of an evolu

tionary process the ends of which are pre

sumed to be so beneficent as to more than

outweigh existing evils."

The same writer discusses "The Nature of

Political Corruption," in Political Science

Quarterly, v. 24, p. 1 (Mar.).

"Reformers should learn," he says, "to

bring down all direct and personal accusations

to the level of existing law, until they have

succeeded in bringing the level of the law up

to their ideal standard."

Oklahoma. "The Constitution of Okla

homa." By Charles A. Beard. Political

Science Quarterly, v. 24, p. 95 (Mar.).

Canada and British Empire. "The Supreme

Court and the Nation." By Walter H. True-

man. 45 Canada Law Journal 177 (Mar. 15).

"While the Judicial Committee has attracted

to itself a great deal of business, because of its

high efficiency, it is doubtful if it were com

posed to a considerable extent of members

from the different parts of the Empire, the

same need would be felt of resorting to it

that now exists. The utmost that can be

said in favor of a central court for the Empire

is that it would have an immense sentimental

aspect. That it is required in order that

there may be a competent elucidation of the

legal questions that arise within the Empire,

I scarcely believe can be proven if colonial

courts were made up of the best men avail

able. . . . The litigation that arises within

the Empire is not a matter falling within the

purview of its Imperial concerns, but is a

subject of local interest. A scheme of Empire

which consistently preserves to each of its

constituent parts complete autonomy as to

all domestic affairs as an arrangement founded

on convenience and necessary for the full

development of its individual nationality, will,

I should think, so regard it."

"The House of Lords and Taxation." By

Ernest E. Williams. Fortnightly Review, v.

85, p. 760 (Apr.).

France. "The Political Capacity of the

French." By James Thomson Shotwell. Po

litical Science Quarterly, v. 24, p. 115 (Mar.).
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See also Interstate Commerce, Legal His

tory, etc.

Injunctions. "Injunctions and Pardons—

In re Gompers." By Richard W. Hale. 43

American Law Review 192 (Mar.-Apr.).

"The executive practice in Massachusetts,

for instance, comes pretty near to the rule

of law that a consumptive shall not die in

jail. . . The Constitution was intended to

and does grant the pardoning power in all

cases where mercy is applicable, and every

one who is being punished may be pardoned,

including Mr. Gompers, if he ever gets to

jail. . . . Mr. Davenport, attorney for the

Manufacturers Association . . . said that

Gompers could not be pardoned. ... To

sum up, the question is whether a sentence

for contempt punitive in its nature is beyond

the possibility of pardon. It is desirable that

the law should be obeyed. Justice is not

possible unless we succeed in getting it obeyed.

It is neither desirable nor necessary that

justice should not be tempered with mercy.

Personally and by the way, if Mr. Gompers

obeys the final decision on appeal the writer

would prefer to see him pardoned. If he

does not, the writer expects to be sorry for

him no matter how many pardons he gets.

It is especially desirable that no class, either •

lawyers or capitalists or trades-unions, should

take strong ground against the general prin

ciples of law without imagination and without

thinking what the rules should be if it was

the lawyer's bull that gored the layman's ox.

The law therefore ought to be and is that if a

sentence be punishment it may be pardoned,

if it be a civil process to secure obedience to

the law it is not for an 'offense' and is not

the subject of pardon."

The Bucks Stove Co. case is ably discussed

editorially in 7 Michigan Law Review 499

(Apr.).

Insane Persons. "La Legislation Francaise

des Ali6n6s." By Jacques Roubinovitch.

Revue des Deux Mondes, v. 50, p. 671 (Apr.).

International Law. "International Law as

a Factor in English Law." By Pitt Cobbett.

6 Commonwealth Law Review (of Australia) 97

(Jan.-Feb.).

The writer shows that the relation in which

international law stands to English law can

be thus expressed: English law recognizes

international law as a body of rules capable

of being ascertained and when ascertained as

being binding on states by virtue either of

usage or agreement, and English law recog

nizes a rule that can be shown to have been

accepted internationally and gives it the force

of a part of English law, but matters properly

to be determined by the Crown, by treaty or

as acts of state, cannot be subject to the

jurisdiction of courts administering municipal

law, nor in matters subject to the jurisdiction

of those courts will rules of international law

derogating from or in conflict with English

law be recognized, English courts always

seeking, nevertheless, to adopt such interpre

tations of municipal law as will not bring it

into conflict with the law of nations.

"It will be seen that international law still

constitutes an important factor in English

law, and that some knowledge of its rules

must be regarded as a necessary part of the

equipment of the ordinary practitioner."

See under special topics, e. g., Aliens, Gov

ernment, Marriage and Divorce, Sanction.

See also European Politics, Foreign Relations.

Interstate Commerce. "Court Review of

the Orders of the Interstate Commerce Com

mission Under the Hepburn Act." By Charles

A. Prouty. 18 Yale Law Journal 297 (Mar.).

The writer, who is a member of the Inter

state Commerce Commission, expresses the

belief that the Supreme Court of the United

States will finally hold:—

"1. That an order of the Interstate Com

merce Commission establishing a railway rate

for the future is legislative, and that the

Commission in making such an order is a

part of the legislative branch of this govern

ment.

"2. That such orders of the Commission

are conclusive unless they contravene either

the statutes or the Constitution of the United

States.

"3. That if the Commission has proceeded

in the manner and within the limits prescribed

by the statute, its order will not be interfered

with by the Courts unless so plainly wrong

as to transcend the bounds of legitimate regu

lation, or as to amount to a taking of property

without just compensation or due process of

law."

For articles referring to the broadening

scope of the national government under inter

pretation of the interstate commerce clause,

see Government. See Monopolies, Railroads.

Jury Trial. "Shall Juries be Dispensed with

in the Trial of all Negligence Cases?" By

F. M. Field, K.C. 29 Canadian Law Times 271

(Mar.).

"The sentimental and constitutional argu

ments for the retention of juries in the trial

of such actions, should not be lightly passed

over. They are worthy of careful considera

tion in legislating on the subject. The pro

posal to abolish jury trials in negligence actions

where corporations are concerned, if pressed,

might become an important political issue."

"The Democracy of Justice: The Jury."

By D. M. Delmas. Kansas City Bar Monthly,

v. 11, p. 43 (Apr.).

"I give my fullest assent, therefore, to the

memorable words uttered by one of the great

chief justices of England of the Victorian

age, who summed up his judicial experience

by saying:

" 'A jury trial gives expression to the sense

of justice of the people, which is the nearest

approach to absolute justice attainable in

earthly tribunals.' "

See Procedure.
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Juvenile Crime. "Child Labor and the

Juvenile Court." By James A. Britton, M.D.

Annals of the American Academy of Political

and Social Science, v. 32, No. 2, Supplement,

p. Ill (Mar.).

"1. The production of juvenile delinquents

causes the state an enormous expense.

"2. Child labor is one of the important, if

not the most important, factor in the pro

duction of juvenile delinquency.

"3. Lack of school and stunted physical

development in the majority of cases prevent

a possibility of any future but that of unskilled

labor for the average child who is sent to

work too early.

"4. From an economic standpoint the

family who sends out a ten-year-old boy to

sell papers loses a geat deal more in actual

money from the boy's lack of future earning

capacity than the boy can possibly earn by

his youthful efforts. In other words, this

sort of labor from an economic standpoint is

an absurdity."

Labor Regulation. "A Year of Bench

Labor Law." By David G. Thomas. Political

Science Quarterly, v. 24, p. 80 (Mar.).

"On the whole, the prevailing tendency has

been to justify interference with industrial

freedom, and so far the decisions of the year

may be regarded good. ... So far as the

writer is aware, the blacklist has never been

declared illegal; but if a case were brought

up involving this question, the court must

in the light of the boycott decisions put the

blacklist in the same category. Also com

binations of capital to fight organized labor

should be put under the ban."

"Labor and Wages." A collection of-

papers by a score of writers, including Edward

T. Devine, Andrew Carnegie, Prof. Charles R.

Henderson, Prof. F. Spencer Baldwin, E.

Levasseur, Sidney Webb, and others. With

supplement on "The Child Workers of the

Nation," containing twenty or more papers,

and a full report of the proceedings at the

fifth annual meeting of the National Child

Labor Committee. Annals of Am. Acad, of

Political and Social Science, v. 32, No. 2 (Mar.).

"Some Ethical Aspects of Industrialism."

By Prof. D. H. MacGregor. International

Journal of Ethics, v. 19, p. 284 (Apr.).

"I may quote a remark of a great English

economist that 'factory acts are a disgrace.'

By this is meant that the things expressly

enacted, with penalties attached to their non-

observance, are such as ought surely never to

have required to be insisted on by law. . . .

"To dismiss a workman on the ground of

trade depression is unjust if the firm continues

to work even at lower speed."

Australia and New Zealand. "Present State

of Labor Legislation in Australia and New

Zealand." By Victor S. Clark. Annals of the

American Academy of Political and Social

Science, v. 32, No. 2, p. 63 (Mar.).

Massachusetts. "Recent Massachusetts

Labor Legislation." By Prof. F. Spencer

Baldwin. Annals of the American Academy

of Political and Social Science, v. 32, No. 2,

p. 63 (Mar.).

United Kingdom. "The Problem of Unem

ployment in the United Kingdom; with a

Remedy by Organization and Training." By

Sidney Webb. Annals of theAmericanAcademy

of Political and Social Science, v. 32, No. 2

(Mar.).

See also Child Labor, Employers' Liability,

Injunctions.

Legal Ethics. "The Resignation of District

Attorney Kealing." Editorial, 13 Law Notes 2

(Apr.).

Discussing the action of the Indiana United

States District Attorney in resigning rather

than assist the Department of Justice in its

libel suit with reference to the Panama affair.

To quote:—

"Of course, Mr. Kealing had a perfect legal

right to resign his office; and since he did

resign, he is not chargeable with using his

office to prevent trial, or removal for trial,

or for any improper purpose whatever, and

his motives are not to be impugned; but it

would seem that he labored under a miscon

ception of his obligations, and that he would

have better fulfilled his duties if he had re

tained his office, presented fairly the question

of removal of the defendants, and left it to

the court to determine the law of the case."

"Practical Ethics of the Lawyer." By

M. H. Ludwig. 29 Canadian Law Times 253

(Mar.).

Read before the Ontario Bar Association

December 18. 1908.

"The extreme views expressed by Lord

Brougham on the trial of Queen Caroline,

where he is reported to have said: 'An advo

cate by the sacred duty which he owes his

client knows in the discharge of that duty

but one person in the world, the client, and

none other. To save that client by all expe

dient means—to protect that client at all

hazards and costs to all others, and among

others to himself—is the highest and most

unquestioned of his duties. He must not

regard the alarm, the suffering, the torment,

the destruction, which he may bring upon

that other'—did not meet with the approba

tion of the English bar, and counsel in our

day do not deem it proper or necessary to

hazard everything to protect a client. If the

bar is sometimes unfavorably spoken of by

the public such disfavor is perhaps engen

dered as much because of the uncalled for

attacks sometimes made by counsel upon

honest witnesses as from any other cause. A

friendly attitude towards witnesses is desir
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able in most cases in the interests of the legal

profession."

Legal History. "Normandy under William

the Conqueror." By Charles H. Haskins.

American Historical Review, v. 14, p. 453 (Apr.) .

"The organization of Norman society is

feudal, with the accompaniments of feudal

tenure of land, feudal military organization,

and private justice, but it is a feudalism which

is held in check by a strong ducal power.

The military service, owing to the duke, has

been systematically assessed and is regularly

enforced. Castles can be built only by the

duke's license and must be handed over to

him on demand. Private war and the blood

feud are carefully restricted, and private

jurisdictions are restrained by the reserved

jurisdiction of the duke and by the mainte

nance of a public local administration."

This scholarly paper also throws some light

on the curia, the ancestor of the English

curia regis. "It is clear that, contrary to

Freeman's view of the exclusion of ecclesi

astics from the Norman curia, the bishops

took an active part in its proceedings, and it

is probably among them, rather than in the

office of seneschal, that we should seek the

origin of the English justiciarship."

Burgundy. "The Formation and Constitu

tion of the Burgundian State (Fifteenth and

Sixteenth Centuries.)" By Prof. Henri

Pirenne. American Historical Review, v. 14,

p. 477 (Apr.).

Legal Interpretation. "Extrinsic Evidence

in Respect to Written Instruments." By Prof.

C. A. Graves. 14 Virginia Law Register 913

(Apr.).

This paper, though read before the Vir

ginia State Bar Association as long ago as

August, 1893, has been quoted with approval

by several of the Supreme Courts of the states

and has been referred to frequently in legal

literature. It can properly be considered a

legal classic. In it Professor Graves denies

there is any difference between patent and

latent ambiguities.

Legislative Procedure (Congress). "The

Powers of the Speaker." By Prof. Edwin

Maxey. Forum, v. 41, p. 344 (Apr.).

"Viewing the powers of the Speaker both

as a moderator and as a political leader, we

cannot fail to see that he is an officer of great

power—in fact, he is the first man in our legis

lative system. But this power he has se

cured not by laying violent hands on it—it

has been granted him by the House in accord

ance with the dictates of experience and the

logic of facts. . . . The rules of the House

ought not to be held accountable for the fact

that Joseph G. Cannon has an arbitrary and

imperious cast of mind. If this diagnosis is

correct, the logical remedy would be a change

in the Speakership rather than a revision of

the rules."

"The Rules of the House of Representa

tives: A Criticism." By Gov. Claude A. Swan-

son (of Virginia). "The Rules of the House:

A Defense." By Frederick C. Stevens, M. C.

Review of Reviews, v. 39, pp. 465, 470 (Apr.).

Marriage and Divorce. "The Divorce Ques

tion in the United States." By C. LaRue

Munson and William D. Crocker. 18 Yale

Law Journal 387 (Apr.).

This paper, which was read before the Pan-

Anglican Congress at London last June, de

rives its facts and conclusions largely from

three recognized authorities in the United

States: (1) "Report on Marriage and Divorce"

by Carroll D. Wright, U. S. Commissioner of

Labor, (2) "History of Matrimonial Institu

tions," by George E. Howard, Ph.D., of

Chicago University, and (3) "Bishop on Mar

riage, Separation, and Divorce. ' ' Divorce legis

lation in the United States is grouped into

three periods, the Colonial, that before the

Civil War, and that of the last fifty years.

The paper gives a valuable though brief

historical summary of divorce legislation, with

an analysis of the causes differentiating such

legislation from that existing in England and

other countries. The work accomplished by

the Pennsylvania commissioners to examine

and codify divorce laws, the subsequent

National Divorce Congress held in Washing

ton in February, 1906, and the Uniform

Divorce Code unanimously adopted in Novem

ber, 1906, at an adjourned meeting of the

Congress are given much attention. This

code has been adopted by two states. New

Jersey and Delaware. The conference of

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in

August, 1907, unanimously endorsed the act,

and the legislatures of several states are now

considering its adoption.

Equity Sutts. "Of Matrimonial Actions as

Equity Suits and of the Pleadings Therein."

By W. A. Purrington. 9 Columbia Law Re

view 321 (Apr.).

Prepared by a New York lawyer with

special reference to New York courts.

"To sum up the matter, the weight of

authority seems to be, (1) that in New York,

and in all states wherein the statute has

created matrimonial actions and placed their

conduct in Chancery, those causes are equity

suits, to which equitable maxims are appli

cable, (2) that although, beyond doubt,

proper pleading in these suits requires that

all the facts which the statute declares shall

be bars to a decree should be set up affirma

tively as defenses, nevertheless such is the

importance to the state of a stable marriage

relation that even under the prevailing and

lax pleading in which affirmative defenses are

anticipated and the general issue only is

pleaded by the answer, for fear that affirma

tive defenses may imply an admission of

guilt,—nevertheless the Court in its discre

tion may require that, if the existence of any

one of those defenses shall transpire in evi
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dence, the pleadings shall be amended and,

if necessary, the case continued, in order that

the truth shall be made manifest and a party

with unclean hands deprived of the relief

that he craves."

International Marriages. "The English

View of Capacity in International Marriages."

Editorial Note. 22 Harvard Law Review 439

(Apr.).

"In the light of the adjudged cases and the

language used in deciding them, it is diffi

cult to say whether an English court will

apply the lex loci or the lex domicilii to deter

mine matrimonial capacity. ... It is sub

mitted that the domiciliary theory expresses

more accurately the present state of English

law."

A somewhat analogous question is dis

cussed by another writer. "The Law Ruling

the Moveables of Americans Married in France

or in Belgium without any Settlement or

Marriage Contract." By Emile Stocquart.

18 Yale Law Journal 399 (Apr.).

When an American woman marries a

Frenchman or Belgian, the question what law

governs the moveables, if there has been no

marriage contract or settlement, becomes im

portant. The principle that when there is not

an express contract, a tacit contract evi

denced by the intention to make choice of a

matrimonial domicile in another country than

the husband's regulates the rights of husband

and wife to their moveables, seemed to be

a well established principle in French juris

prudence; but it proved difficult to ascertain

the parties' intentions, and courts adopted

the doctrine that "a person's civil rights are,

in the cases to which English and American

Courts apply the law of his domicile, to be

determined not by such law, but by the law

of the country or state to which he belongs

by allegiance or citizenship."

The proposed convention of The Hague,

1904, gives up the law of domicile and adopts

that principle of nationality which generally

applies in Europe, though not in the United

Kingdom. This view may be generally taken

by the courts in the near future.

Master and Servant. See Employers' Lia

bility, Labor Regulation.

Measure of Damages (Conversion). "Meas

ure of Damages When Property is Wrong

fully Taken by a Private Individual." By

Hugh Evander Willis. 22 Harvard Law Re

view 419 (Apr.).

"The rule of damages adopted and applied

by many of our state courts and by our

United States Supreme Court is unjust and an

outrage on the rights of property. . . .

"The true rule should compensate the inno

cent party for the labor and expense he has

bestowed upon the chattels to the extent

their value is enhanced thereby, but it should

give all the other advantages of ownership to

the owner. Thus, if A inadvertently tres

passes on B's land and cuts timber, when its

value standing is three dollars a thousand and

after severance four dollars a thousand, and

he then transports it to his saw-mill and saws

it up into boards at a total expense of five

dollars a thousand, but at that time and

place the value of the lumber is twenty dollars

a thousand, B should be allowed to sue A

in any form of action and recover either the

lumber or its present value of twenty dollars,

less five dollars a thousand."

Mines. "Important Recent Decisions on

Mining Law." By R. B. Michell. 19 Madras

Law Journal 1 (Jan.).

This paper discusses the effect of subsidence

of the surface on the rights of owners and

occupiers of lands containing coal mines, in

the light of the recent decision of the English

Court of Appeal in Butterley Co. Ltd. v. New

Hucknall Colliery Co. Ltd. (25 Times Law

Reports 45, L. R. (1908) W. N. 221.)

Monopolies. "The Sherman or Anti-Trust

Act." By J. H. Benton, LL.D. 18 Yale Law

Journal 311 (Mar.).

"At the last session of Congress, a bill was

introduced by Mr. Hepburn and hence known

as the 'Hepburn Bill, to carry out the Presi

dent's recommendation. . . .

"Of this bill it can well be said that the

remedy proposed by it is worse than the

disease. . . .

"The fact is that the reason why the Sher

man Act has not been efficiently enforced is

because it is an unenforceable statute. It is

as useless to enforce it generally and uni

formly, according to its plain provisions, as

it would be to attempt to enforce a statute

regulating the price of commodities or the

intrinsic value of money. The Act is an

attempt to control commercial and economic

forces by statute, and like all similar Acts,

must ultimately either fall into entire disuse,

or be repealed, after having caused, as such

statutes always do, more or less injury to the

community.

"The remedy for the evils of the Act is not

in providing cumbrous, mischievous and un

workable methods for avoiding some of them,

but by substituting for it, so far as the public

welfare requires, a properly framed, guarded

and workable Act, with proper provisions for

its efficient and uniform enforcement."

See Interstate Commerce, etc.

NegUgence. "Negligence and the Act of

God." By Wilbur Larremore. 18 Yale Law

Journal 338 (Mar.).

Speaking with approval of the doctrine of

Railroad Company v. Reeves, 1869, 10 Wall.

176, and a number of cases following it in

different states, the editor of the New York

Law Journal expresses the opinion:—

"In the obvious interests of justice, a direct

exception should be grafted upon the theory

of proximate and remote causes by holding

that whenever a person by his, or its, negli

gence exposes the person or property of
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another to an act of God, that otherwise pre

sumably would have been escaped, damages

may be recovered against the negligent person

for the injury sustained. Such a rule would

treat an act of God not as an independent

agency, but as identical with the damage or

loss it produces, and confine legal considera

tion to antecedent causes. In effect this is

what has been done by the courts of New

York, Minnesota, Iowa and Alabama, but

they have proceeded not straightforwardly

but by casuistical distinction.

"This suggestion for an avowed change in

the law is made for the consideration of courts

before which the question shall come as one

of first impression, and, more particularly, of

courts that are now committed to the view

of the Supreme Court of the United States.

It would be entirely legitimate for tribunals

in the latter class to overrule their former

decisions without an enabling statute."

See also Admiralty, Employers' Liability,

Evidence, Jury Trial, Procedure.

Partnership. "Some Judicial Myths." By

Prof. Francis M. Burdick. 22 Harvard Law

Review 393 (Apr.).

The author finds two examples of the myths

under consideration in a recent article from

the pen of a learned judge. ("Some New

Aspects of Partnership Bankruptcy under the

Act of 1898," 8 Columbia Law Rev. 599-604.)

"No one will question that 'partnership

entity' is a commonplace phrase at the present

time; and there may be many members of the

bar who have no recollection of its use prior

to 1899. To them the inference of the learned

judge would seem warranted, that the legal

rofession is indebted for the phrase to a

ecision rendered in that year of grace. But

a fuller knowledge of the history of the phrase

repudiates the inference. . . .

"A very interesting judicial myth in this

country is connected with the English doc

trine of out and out conversion into personalty

of partnership real estate. It is especially

noteworthy, not only because it has been

repeated frequently by judges in widely sepa

rated jurisdictions, but because it illustrates

the easy transition from 'it might have been'

of one court to 'it was' of another."

Patents. "The Patent Rights of Army and

Navy Officers." By Lt.-Commander Cleland

Davis, U. S. N. Forum, v. 41, p. 312 (Apr.)..

See also Trademarks.

Practice. "The Art of Legal Practice." By

Edson R. Sunderland. 7 Michigan Law Re

view 397 (Mar.).

A description of the manner in which the

teaching of practice has been developed at

the University of Michigan.

"After the men assigned to a given case

deem the same at proper issue on the plead

ings, they file notes of issue to indicate that

fact, and the pleadings filed are then care

fully examined by the instructor in charge.

He then meets the group and the pleadings

are discussed and criticized and suggestions

are made as to better methods of dealing with

the case and ways of avoiding errors.

Amended pleadings are usually required to

be prepared and filed, and upon the pleadings

as they stand in their final form a law argu

ment is based.

The law argument is made before some

member of the faculty; it consumes from one

to two hours, and covers the issues raised by

the pleadings. Each man must take part in

the argument and must show familiarity with

the facts and principles involved in the lead

ing cases cited. . . . The men are graded

upon their arguments and upon their briefs,

and if they do not attain a sufficient standard

in either one a reargument or a new brief may

be called for.

"The foregoing represents the work of the

first semester. The second semester is de

voted largely to court work in jury cases."

"The Organization of a Legal Business,

XIX—Accounting Methods, I." By R. V.

Harris. 29 Canadian Law Times 27'4 (Mar.).

"Damages." By W. S. Cowherd. Kansas

City Bar Monthly, v. 11, p. 52 (Apr.).

A paper read at the last annual meeting

of the Kansas City Bar Association.

"Opportunity beckons us and society de

mands that we right the wrongs labor now

endures and make business certain of the

profit to which it is entitled. Let no one

think the passage of such an act will leave

the lawyer without an occupation. As long

as there are rights to be preserved and wrongs

to be redressed there will be business for the

lawyer. As long as free governments stand

the lawyer will be the chief corner stone of

the structure. Our great profession has insti

gated every revolution that advanced the

rights of men. We stood beside the cradle

of liberty and when we pass away we shall

rest with freedom in a common grave."

Procedure. "Concerning the Present Method

of Charging Juries." By Edward J. Maxwell.

Letter in New York Law Journal, Mar. 5,

1909, p. 2386.

"It was repeatedly said, after the conclu

sion of the Maybrick case, that the charge

of the judge presiding led to the woman's

conviction. It is not surprising when one

remarks the character of the language made

use of on that occasion. ...

"It were a 'consummation devoutly to be

wished' if some method could be devised

whereby this evil could be remedied. Doubt

less the judges who are called upon from time

to time to toy down the law to juries would

be quite as much gratified and relieved as liti

gants and counsel if the power to do more

than state the propositions of law applicable

to the case were taken from the court. The

rule in operation in Illinois and Colorado

accomplishes this result. In all jury trials in

those states the counsel in the case are re

quired to have prepared such instructions as

P
d
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they desire the court to submit to the jury.

They are written on but one side of the paper.

During the trial, as the court has opportunity,

these instructions on either side are examined,

and those which are allowed are cut out and

placed together. These are read to the jury

at the close of the case, before the counsel

have begun their arguments, and the latter

are predicated upon the instructions thus

read. Those which have been rejected are

preserved and are made a part of the record

on appeal, with the proper exception. In

short, the judge does not have occasion to

say one word to the jury."

Privileged Testimony. "Immunity of Wit

nesses and Parties." By S. Vaidyanatha

Iyer. 11 Bombay Law Reporter 33 (Feb. 28).

"Thus we see that according to the Madras

and Bombay High Courts, the question of

criminal liability would be decided totally

upon the principles of English law as to

public policy and without reference to the

Indian Penal Code. A contrary view is held

by the Allahabad High Court, according to

which the English law would not apply and

the question would have to be decided purely

under the Indian Penal Code. The Calcutta

High Court also, we find, is in favor of the

Allahabad view as regards the applicability

of s.499, Indian Penal Code, to the case, but

privilege is accorded only in respect of relevant

statements made by witnesses in the course

of their giving evidence and not to parties

making voluntary and irrelevant statements.

It can scarcely be doubted that these conflict

ing rulings leave the law on such an important

question as the one under consideration in a

very unsatisfactory and unsettled condition

and there is need for legislative interference."

Public Contracts. "Government Contracts

—Before the Court of Claims." By Charles

F. Carusi. 43 American Law Review 161

(Mar.-Apr.).

This is the second of two articles, the former

(21 Green Bag p. 116, Mar.) being devoted

to "Government Contracts—Before the Ac

counting Officers." The procedure adopted

in trying cases in the Court of Claims is here

described with much clearness.

Kansas. "The New Kansas Code of Civil

Procedure." 13 Law Notes 10 (Apr.).

A description of the revised code recently

enacted by the Kansas legislature. The code

provides, with respect to new trials:—

"A new trial shall not be granted as to any

issues in a case unless on the pleadings and

all the evidence offered at the trial and on the

motion for a new trial the court shall be of the

opinion that the verdict or decision is wrong

in whole or in some material part, and the

new trial shall be only of the issues as to

which the verdict or decision appears to be

wrong, when such issues are separable."

A change with reference to evidence is made,

affidavits being admissible under certain con

ditions. Exceptions, bills of exceptions, and

cases for review are abolished.

"One of the main purposes of the revision

is to put an end to reviewing mere matters of

practice in the Supreme Court, and to re

quire a consideration of the merits of the

case as it was presented to the trial court

with a view to a final determination of the

cause, rather than an approval or condemna

tion of the various rulings of the trial judge."

See also Evidence, Interstate 'Commerce,

Jury Trial.

Public Service Corporations. See Interstate

Commerce.

Railroads. "Valuation of Railways." By

Prof. J. Laurence Laughlin. Scribner's, v. 45,

p. 434 (Apr.).

"To the extent that a railway is a monopoly,

its commercial valuation will be based on its

earnings. But a physical valuation over

looks sources of earnings properly belonging

to a transportation company.'

See Interstate Commerce, Monopolies, Rates,

etc.

Rates. For articles referring to the broad-

ining scope of the national government under

the interstate commerce clause, see Govern

ment.

Real Property. See Torrens System.

Sanction. "The Sanction of International

Law." By Elihu Root. 9 Phi Delta Phi

Quarterly Brief 1 (Mar.).

"For the great mass of mankind, laws estab

lished by civil society are enforced directly by

the power of public opinion, having, as the

sanction for its judgments, the denial of

nearly everything for which men strive in

life.

"The rules of international law are enforced

by the same kind of sanction, less certain and

peremptory, but continually increasing in

effectiveness of control. 'A decent respect

to the opinions of mankind' did not begin or

end among nations with the American Declara

tion of Independence; but it is interesting

that the first public national act in the new

world should be an appeal to that universal

international public opinion, the power and

effectiveness of which the new world has

done so much to promote.

"The most certain way to promote obedience

to the law of nations and to substitute the

power of opinion for the power of armies and

navies is, on the one hand, to foster that

'decent respect to the opinions of mankind'

which found place in the great Declaration of

1776, and on the other hand, to spread among

the people of every country a just apprecia

tion of international rights and duties, and

a knowledge of the principles and rules of

international law to which national conduct

ought to conform; so that the general opinion,

whose approval or condemnation supplies the

sanction for the law, may be sound and just

and worthy of respect."
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Sherman Anti-Trust Act. See Interstate

Commerce, Monopolies.

Stare Decisis. "A Plea for Straight Think

ing Concerning the Enforcement of Laws as

They Exist." By John S. Sheppard, Jr. 22

Harvard Law Review 427 (Apr.).

"The logical course is to accept the situa

tion and work toward our goal along the

path apparently marked out for us. Let us

realize that the agreed rule is to be the rule

under any and all circumstances, and that

the exact application of it, even where it

works what seems to us injustice in a given

case, is the course best adapted to the attain

ment of our ideal because it will drive us to

such a modification or restatement of the

rule as will embody in it the elements neces

sary to accomplish the justice we seek in all

cases. The course of some judges, in seek

ing to stretch the rule so as to prevent what

they regard as an unjust result in any given

case, is thus, in the long run, most injurious:

it precludes exact knowledge of what the

rule is; if the rule is inartincially or inade

quately formulated, it retards the process of

reformation. It has produced more injustice

than all the 'hard cases' since the world

began, because of the confusion and uncer

tainty it has injected into our system. The

sagacious person, seeking antecedently to

make his conduct conform to the rule, is

unable to do so because he cannot ascertain

what the rule is. As a result, despite all his

care and desire to act properly, he is adjudged

to have contravened the rule. Surely, no

injustice is equal to this!"

Status. "Race Distinctions in American

Law." By Gilbert Thomas Stephenson. 43

American Law Review 205 (Mar.-Apr.).

The second of a series of articles (see 21

Green Bag 123), on the race problem in the

South.

This article describes at length laws before

1865 which discriminated against the black

race. These laws "are interesting to the

student of that period of American history,

as having furnished an argument for the

radical regime of reconstruction which Thad-

deus Stephens and his supporters inaugurated

and advanced."

Indians. "The Indian Before the Law."

By Prof. Isaac Franklin Russell, D. C. L.,

LL. D. 18 Yale Law Journal 328 (Mar.).

"As to personal status, the Indian is not,

in general, a citizen of the United States by

birth, because not born, in the language of

the Fourteenth Amendment, subject to the

jurisdiction thereof. But Indians may be

naturalized, individually or collectively, by

treaty or by statute. Every Indian in the

Indian Territory is a citizen by statute. So,

too, is he, if he has received an allotment of

lands in severalty pursuant to statute. In

such cases he may vote, serve as a juror,

testify as a witness in court, and sue and be

sued. . . . Our national policy continues to

be that of 'a benevolent guardian, engaged

in raising a race of human beings from bar

barism to civilization. ' "

See also Aliens.

Taylor's Science of Jurisprudence. The

somewhat too conspicuous indebtedness of

this work to predecessors is now notorious,

and a typical attitude is expressed by an

editorial in 13 Law Notes 5 (Apr.):—

"It cannot well be questioned that a very

strong case has been made out against Dr.

Taylor. Unless he can establish the pro

priety of borrowing without citation or quota

tion marks from the writings of others, piecing

the excerps together, and offering the product

to the public as an original work, he will find

some difficulty in justifying himself in the

eyes of the legal profession. No wonder we

all thought it a mighty fine book."

One reviewer, however, goes further than

the generality of critics, and would not find

the volume praiseworthy even if it repre

sented wholly the results of Dr. Taylor's own

labors. To quote from 9 Columbia Law Re

view 369 (Apr.) :—

"Our quarrel with the author is not so

much that he has put forth as his own the

work of other and, may we add, better men,

but that he has made such bad work of his

borrowings. Surely Muirhead and Sohm and

Bryce and the rest were entitled to have their

contributions to Mr. Taylor's literary fame

combined to some purpose. The work is

announced on the title page as 'A Treatise

in which the growth of positive law is un

folded by the nistorical method and its ele

ments classified and defined by the analytical.'

But there is in fact no unfolding of the growth

of positive law and nothing that deserves to

be called a classification of its elements. The

several parts and chapters of the work are

disjecta membra, without relation to one

another and without organic unity."

Torrens System. "The Torrens System of

Land Registration." By J. A. Harzfield.

9 Phi Delta Phi Quarterly Brief 22 (Mar.).

Reprinted by courtesy of The Kansas

Lawyer.

Trademarks. "Comments on Modern Law

of Unfair Trade." By Edward S. Rogers.

3 Illinois Law Review 551 (Apr.).

Discusses a wide range of trademark cases

with extremely full citations and quotations

from English as well as American decisions.

"This is the present state of the law, that

every trader has a property in the good-will

of his business, that he has the right to the

exclusive benefit of this good-will, that

therefore he has the exclusive right to sell

his goods as his own, and that no one has any

right by any means to sell as his, other goods

than his. In short that no one has any right

to sell his goods as the goods of another.

This principle is perfectly general and without

exception. The means by which the end is

accomplished do not matter, whether in the
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particular case it be by the use of a personal,

descriptive, or geographical name, imitated

labels, color of label, appearance of package,

shape of package, form or peculiarities of the

goods themselves, misleading advertising, oral

false statements, or silent passing off. Whether

any particular contrivance is calculated to

result in the sale of one man's goods as those

of another is a question of fact in each case."

Uniformity of Laws. See Marriage and

Divorce.

Workmen's Compensation Acts. See Em

ployers' Liability.

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

Biography.

Bismarck. "Cavour and Bismarck, II." By

William Roscoe Thayer. Fortnightly Review,

v. 85, p. 721 (Apr.).

Cavour. See Bismarck.

Cleveland. "Grover Cleveland; Stories by

Him—Stories about Him." By Jesse Lynch

Williams. American Magazine, v. 67, p. 533

(Apr.).

Full of anecdotes showing the great states

man's dry and lively humor.

Mr. Cleveland, speaking of the fate of ex-

Presidents, once said:—

" 'Now there was Harrison; he went into

law. The first time he got up to argue a case

in court everybody laughed; it seemed so

queer. I know how it is. I went back into

law myself between the two terms at Wash

ington. Well, the first time I went into

court, the supreme court, there on the bench

sat two judges I had appointed myself. No,

it doesn t do. ... So a fellow has to re

main a loafer all the rest of his life simply

because he happened to be President. It

isn't right. It isn't fair.' "

"Cleveland's Opinions of Men." By George

F. Parker. McClure's, v. 32, p. 569 (Apr.).

His estimates of Thomas F. Bayard, J.

Pierpont Morgan, James J. Hill, George Gray,

Patrick A. Collins, Joseph B. Foraker, and

Theodore Roosevelt.

"Cleveland as a Lawyer." By Wilson S.

Bissell. McClure's, v. 32, p. 583 (Apr.).

His law partner's excellent portrait of his

personal traits, reprinted from a campaign

document circulated in 1892.

Hussein Hilmx Pacha. "The New Grand

Vizier." Current Literature, v. 46, p. 389

(Apr.).

Jay. "John Jay." By Clarence B. Kelland.

Law Student's Helper, v. 18, p. 106 (Apr.).

Knox. "How Mr. Knox became Secretary

of State." By Walter E. Clark. World's

Work, v. 17, p. 11433 (Apr.).

Lincoln. "Lincoln's Assassination told by

an Eye-Witness." "Edwin Booth and Lin

coln." "Lincoln's Interest in the Theatre."

"Lincoln and Wilkes Booth as Seen on the

Day of the Assassination." Century, v. 77,

pp. 917, 919, 942 and 954 (Apr.).

Pulitzer. "The Dramatic Intensity of

Joseph Pulitzer." Current Literature, v. 46,

p. 382 (Apr.).

Roosevelt. "President Roosevelt's Record."

By Sydney Brooks. Fortnightly Review, v.

85, p. 658 (Apr.).

"What Mr. Chamberlain did fortheColonial

Office and Mr. Lloyd George for the Board

of Trade, Mr. Roosevelt has done for the

entire government of the United States. He

has graded it up; he has penetrated it with a

new vitality, almost, one might say, with a

new morality. . . . That the Sherman law

will ultimately be repealed or amended, and

that the large corporations will be granted a

federal license subject to federal supervision,

I take to be inevitable, and the credit for this

will belong mainly to Mr. Roosevelt."

Roosevelt and Taft. "The Personal Rela

tions of Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Taft." Cur

rent Literature, v. 46, p. 379 (Apr.).

"It was not known until a few months since

that in 1904 Mr. Taft, then Secretary of War,

sent in a letter of resignation to President

Roosevelt. ... He asserted his unwilling

ness to jeopardize in any way Mr. Roosevelt s

re-election, but also asserted his answering

loyalty to the Philippines, and his inability to

cease the advocacy of a decrease in the duties

on Philippine products. . . . President

Roosevelt took just two minutes to dispose

of this letter of resignation. It was returned

to Mr. Taft with these words inscribed across

the corner:—

" 'Dear Bill—Fiddledeedee.—T. R.' "

British Naval Policy. "The German Naval

Case." Anon. Contemporary Review, v. 95,

p. 395 (Apr.).

An open letter from the German Michel to

John Bull. "Dear Mr. Bull, let me say in

conclusion that I deplore as much as any one

this headlong race to ruin. But who be

gan it?"

"The Naval Situation," by Sir William H.

White, K.C.B. "A Rude Awakening," by

Col. the Earl of Erroll, K. T. "German Arma

ments and the Liberal Government," by J.

Ellis Barker. Nineteenth Century, v. 65, pp.

541, 565, and 570 (Apr.).

China. "The New Education in China."

By Paul S. Reinsch. Atlantic, v. 103, p. 515

(Apr.).

"When we consider the entire educational

movement in contemporary China, we are
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forced to admit that with all the daring inno

vations that have been made, the great battle

is yet to come. . . . The attitude of the

government itself is more favorable to purely

technical studies, like engineering, physical

science, and jurisprudence," than to "the

more general cultured branches."

"The New Ruler of China." By Prof. Isaac

Taylor Headland. Century, v. 77, p. 805 (Apr.).

"The New Regime in China." By Eleanor

Franklin Egan. Everybody's, v. 20, p. 587

(May).

Conservation of National Resources. "A

Continent Despoiled." By Rudolf Cronau.

McClure's, v. 32, p. 638 (Apr.).

"It may be new to you that white pine

has so fallen off, that its domination of the

lumber market has practically ceased. Rapidly

decreasing also is our supply of hard woods,

the prices of which go up higher and higher.

White oak went up from $48 in 1890, to $85

in 1907; hickory from $38 to $65, and yellow

poplar from $29 to $53. Expert foresters

proclaim that we are, without having made

any provisions against it, dangerously near

a hard-wood famine, which will strike at the

very foundation of some of the country's

most important industries."

"Making Rivers Work." By John L.

Mathews. Everybody's, v. 20, p. 443 (Apr.).

Criminology (Japan). "Life in a Japanese

Prison." By Andrew Soutar. Wide World

Magazine, v. 23, p. 60 (Apr.).

"It was natural that, after parading this

paradise, I should doubt if Japan's treatment

of her criminals led to a decrease in crime.

The officials confessed that, of robbers, bur

glars, thieves, and swindlers, sixty per cent

came back to the prison. Of those who had

been twice imprisoned, sixty per cent re

turned; of the first offenders, forty per cent

found their way back.

"And I did not wonder. Looking back

at the pile of palatial buildings set in a garden

of green and gold, I marveled that only one

little man with a very big sword was needed

to guard the gates and prevent the hordes of

Tokio from rushing in !"

Democracy. "The Old Order Changeth—

IV, Progress in American Cities." By William

Allen White. American Magazine, v. 67, p.

603 (Apr.).

Uniformity of municipal accounts, govern

ment by commission, municipal ownership,

and home rule, are some of the topics here dis

cussed.

Eugenics. "The Older and Newer Ideals of

Marriage." By Prof. W. F. Thomas. Ameri

can Magazine, v. 67, p. 548 (Apr.).

"At the age of perhaps eight the child's

brain is practically all in; he is short only in

experience and practice. He can understand

any abstract principle and any piece of litera

ture, from the theory of evolution to the

Hamlet of Shakespeare, but when he spends

his time with an uneducated nurse or an un-

ideaed mother he goes to school and even to

college with a mind barren."

Fiction. "Their Hearts' Desires." By Judge

Edward A. Parry. Cornhill, v. 26, p. 478

(Apr.).

A fanciful story of an eminent barrister

who in consideration of a grant of youth, a

new appetite, and a two hundred and fifty

yards drive in golf, takes over his nephew s

personality, with his incapacity for earning

money and all his existing love affairs what

soever.

History. "English Conspiracy and Dissent,

1660-1674, I." By Wilbur C. Abbott. Ameri

can Historical Review, v. 14, p. 503 (Apr.).

"The death of Oliver Cromwell on Sep

tember 3, 1658, assured the ultimate downfall

of the so-called Puritan cause, but the catas

trophe was not as sudden as many men had

hoped and prophesied. ... It is the pur

pose of this paper to consider another ele

ment of this fallen party—those who did not

quietly submit to their fat&—during the

period of their greatest and most influential

activity, the first dozen years of the reign of

Charles II."

"The South Carolina Federalists, I." By

Ulrich B. Phillips. American Historical Re

view, v. 14, p. 529 (Apr.).

"A beginning of the Federalist frame^of

mind may be seen as early as the movement

of revolt from Great Britain The movement

in South Carolina was controlled by the

aristocracy, and had little concern with the

doctrine of natural rights. It was merely

a demand for home rule, with few appeals to

theory of any sort. It was, furthermore, a

movement for home rule in Anglo-America as

a whole, and not for the independence of the

separate commonwealth of South Carolina."

"The Diary of Gideon Welles; II, The Cabal

against Seward, and the Emancipation Procla

mation." Atlantic, v. 103, p. 471 (Apr.).

Labor Problems (Women). "The Woman's

Invasion; VI, The Working Home." By

William Hard; Rheta Childe Door, collabo

rator. Everybody's, v. 20, p. 521 (Apr.).

"Widows, 800,000 of them, and more, were

earning their living in the United States in

the year 1900. And married women, like

wise, to the number of more than 700,000.

And divorced women, likewise, to the num

ber of more than 60,000. One million, six

hundred thousand of them altogether!"

Legal Miscellany. "The Literary Side of

the Law Reports." Anon. Blackwood's, v.

185, p. 506 (Apr.).

Treating of the lighter and more human

side of Scotch law reports.
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San Francisco Graft Prosecutions. "They

who Strike in the Dark." By Will Irwin.

American Magazine, v. 67, p. 564 (Apr.).

Exceedingly interesting stories of plots,

abductions, dynamiting and attempted mur

der undertaken against the San Francisco

graft prosecution.

"The 'Parkside' bribery case against Abe

Ruef was on the docket. The evidence of the

prosecution, know to both sides in advance,

was very clear--an unbroken chain. Ruef's

hope lay in a prejudiced jury. The fight then

centered about the 'box' of 200 men, from

which, according to California practice, the

jurors were selected. Haas was in that

box. . . .

"He was hardly seated in the box, when

Burns discovered that one Anixter, a juror

who was under examination and who had

passed provisionally, had served a term in

the House of Correction. . . . The court de

cided against Anixter.

"The day after Anixter retired, a Jewish

tailor named Cohn telephoned to Heney:

" 'You have another ex-convict on the

Ruef jury; come up and see me about it.'

"A Burns detective saw Cohn and learned

all about the past of Haas. He had been in

the San Quentin penitentiary for embezzle

ment. He had long been intimate with

Cohn's wife. Cohn had heard him say to her:

" 'I am going on the jury to get Ruef off

and make money and pay my debts.' "

Haas was put out of the jury box, and, a

little later, shot Heney in open court. A

few days after this he shot himself while in

jail.

Social Evil. "The White Slave Traffic."

By Harry A. Parkin, Assistant U. S. Attorney

for Northern District of Illinois. 9 Phi

Delpha Phi Quarterly Brief 7 (Mar.).

"We find that there is a society, or syndi

cate, thoroughly equipped and organized and

extremely wealthy, which in the past im

ported on an average of two thousand foreign

firls from Paris, Montreal, Austria-Hungary,

apan, and Italy. . . .

"In the northern district of Illinois there

have been returned in the last six months

thirty-eight indictments. About half of these

indictments have been tried and convictions

secured. Girls are being deported every

month who are taken from these houses of

shame and are returned to their parents in

Europe.

"The only remedies are segregation, regis

tration and thorough medical inspection."

Stock Speculation. "A (Hireling of Wall

Street. By a Manager. Everybody's, v. 20,

p. 505 (Apr.).

"Boiled down, my principal occupation was:

Meet men—crawl into their favor by being a

good fellow—make them like you—and get

them to trade. Then watch out that they

don't get away from you. For this work I

received the salary of a United States gen

eral. ... In almost three years I had over

two hundred accounts, and not only have I

never seen anybody make any money to keep,

but I have seen many a fortune wiped out.'

"The Game Gets You." By John Parr.

Everybody's, v. 20, p. 499 (Apr.).

"When the broker lends you capital for

margin speculation, he compounds the inter

est on it monthly. He does more. He charges

interest on his commissions. Ask your broker

if that is true. Take him some monthly

transaction of yours and suppose that, instead

of its being closed in one month, it stands

open for two months.

"You will find that you are paying interest

on interest and interest on the commission,

and it would be so compounded monthly as

long as the account stood open. Is it to be

wondered at that brokers are secretive about

the interest account?"

Tariff. "Juggling with the Tariff." By

Ida M. Tarbell. American Magazine, v. 67,

p. 578 (Apr.).

" 'I wrote the bill of 1870,' the late Joseph

Wharton, iron master, steel master and nickel

king, once told the writer proudly. 'Three

men will make the next tariff bill, not one of

them a member of Congress,' Mr. Havemeyer

told David A. Wells in 1894. He was right.

That bill, like all its predecessors, for nearly

forty years was made in practice by the

representatives of wood and woolen, of iron

and steel and sugar. And in spite of all the

signs to the contrary it is probable they will

control the bill of 1909."

"Europe's Tariff Laws and Policies." By

Frederic Austin Ogg. American Review of

Reviews, v. 39, p. 427 (Apr.).

"Of the three European nations with which

the trade relations of the United States are

closest, two,—France and Germany,—have

long been strongly protectionist, and one,—

Great Britain,—has maintained steadfastly

for over half a century the policy of free trade.

But in all of them tariff is today a very live

issue, and although the three do not, of

course, comprise strictly for the United

States the Europe of commerce, no one can

doubt that so far as our tariff system is to be

affected by European influences at all it will

be the measures of these three powers that

will weigh most heavily."

"Unemployment; Its Cause and Cure." By

Sir Nathaniel Dunlop, LL. D. Blackwood's,

v. 185, p. 459 (Apr.).

Advocating tariff duties as the most effec

tive means of promoting the prosperity of

England.

Women (Turkey). "Prisoners of the

Harem." By E. Alexander Powell, F.R.G.S.

Everybody's, v. 20, p. 465 (Apr.).

"So long as the harem exists in Turkey,

just so long must slaves be procurable. The

internal organization of the harem is as de

pendent upon the slave as were the cotton-

planters of the South before the war."
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WAS CHRIST'S TRIAL ILLEGAL?

The Trial of Jesus, from a Lawyer's Standpoint.

By Walter M. Chandler, of the New York bar.

V. 1, The Hebrew Trial; v. 2, The Roman Trial.

Empire Publishing Co., New York. Pp. xxxv,

366; xi, 381 + bibliography and index.

THEauthor of this work has tried to convey

clear ideas about a matter upon which

little information is accessible. If his attempt

to show precisely what took place at the trial

of Jesus is unsuccessful, he has nevertheless

done a service by collecting material relating

to the principles of Roman and Hebrew

jurisprudence probably in existence at the

beginning of the Christian era.

As Prof. Nathaniel Schmidt says in his

scholarly work on "The Prophet of Naza

reth" (p. 286), "It has been repeatedly shown

that the trial as described in the Gospels is

out of harmony with the legal procedure pre

scribed in the Mishnaic tractate 'Sanhedrin'

and its Talmudic amplifications." Mr. Chand

ler's book makes an elaborate effort to demon

strate the illegality of the Hebrew trial.

Unfortunately, however, he commits at the

outset the fatal mistake of accepting the

Scriptural record of fact as final and unim

peachable. As a result he obtains a dis

torted perspective of his subject, and no

thoroughness of research can atone for the

defect.

The Scriptural narrative is in several re

spects lacking in verisimilitude. It is in

credible that so much could have happened in

the twenty-four hours preceding the Passover.

It is also incredible that Jesus should have

been tried by summary proceedings and exe

cuted within so inconceivably short a space

of time. There is a touch of incredibility in

the high-handed procedure before Caiaphas, so

inconsistent with the humane spirit of Hebrew

criminal law; there is also an informality in

the proceedings before Pilate which offends

one's historical sense. While we know that

Christ died an ignominious death, the inhuman

brutalities attendant upon his execution are

difficult to reconcile with the spirit of Roman

as well as of Jewish criminal law. Whoever,

therefore, wishes to understand what actually

occurred at the trial of Jesus must take the

credible portion of the Biblical narrative as a

basis and try to reconstruct the record of

fact with the aid of historical research.

Modern Biblical scholars employing critical

methods seem thus far to have accomplished

little or nothing in this direction.

Were there two trials, or was there only a

single trial? The Scriptural account does not

really give the answer to this question. There

is no reason to doubt that there was at least

one trial of Jesus, in accordance with the

regular procedure either of Hebrew or of

Roman jurisprudence. The sentiment of the

Jewish hierarchy, even amid party turmoil

and intrigue, would not have tolerated a

violation of every legal right of the accused.

Pilate would not have allowed the death sen

tence without a regular conviction. But

there is also good reason to suppose that there

were two regular trials of Jesus. In the first

place, the circumstantiality of the account of

the trial before Pilate leads one to suppose

that Jesus was in all probability regularly

tried and acquitted of the charge of sedition.

If, then, he was acquitted of this charge,

his conviction was probably secured on a

different accusation, that of a religious rather

than a civil offense. The Sanhedrin would

have had the jurisdiction to try a charge of

blasphemy, and such a trial would have had

to occur before Pilate would have permitted

the death sentence to be carried out. We

may therefore conclude that there were

probably two regular trials, and that Mr.

Chandler is right in devoting one volume to

each. One cannot, however, approve of the

method by which he reaches the conclusion

that there were two trials, from a study of

the Bible record. The majority of laymen

would not get the idea from the Bible that

the proceedings at the house of Caiaphas

amounted to a trial, but rather to an informal

preliminary hearing.

The presumption is that there were regular

proceedings before Caiaphas, and the burden

of proof rests with those who contend for an

irregularity. Josephus, in spite of what he

says about the haughty, cruel spirit of the

family of the high priest Ananos (Annas),

father-in-law of Caiaphas, offers no ground

for the assumption that Caiaphas and Annas

would have been likely to defy Hebrew law.

Josephus tells us that Ananus, son of Ananos,
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was deposed for holding an illegal session of

the Sanhedrin to pass sentence on the Apostle

James, but even if Caiaphas resembled in

character this personage we have no right to

assume that a gross violation of law and

tradition could have taken place under the

very eyes of the Roman governor, with his

actual consent. The probability is that the

trial before the Sanhedrin was regular.

We do not feel compelled to agree with

Prof. Schmidt, who considers that the pro

ceedings before Caiaphas in the night were

irregular and that the Pharisees could have

cast the responsibility for the irregularities

on the Sadducean party (p. 286). For if the

calendar of events preceding the Crucifixion

cannot be accurately determined, and the

duration of the episodes of the Passion is

obscure, we cannot rely wholly upon negative

evidence to support conclusions like those

reached by Prof. Schmidt.

The Gospel accounts of Jesus' public career

are meager in detail, and the record of the

Passion must naturally be supposed to omit

a great deal of important matter. The inter

val between the arrest and the proceedings

before Pilate may have been one of several

days, for aught we know to the contrary, and

there may have been ample time for a regular

trial before the Sanhedrin in which all the

technical rules of procedure were observed.

Mr. Chandler, in adhering to the view of

predecessors that the rights of the accused

under Hebrew law were grossly violated, has

simply begged the question and has failed

to sustain the burden of proof.

In the trial before Pilate there is such

meagerness of detail that one cannot agree

with Mr. Chandler that Pilate's conduct after

his acquittal of Jesus, "after a comparatively

regular trial," was necessarily marked by

unmanliness and cowardice. Pilate would

naturally have brought upon himself the

condemnation of the early Christians for

giving up Jesus to his persecutors, but we

cannot assume that in so doing he was acting

otherwise than as a dispassionate and honest

magistrate. There would have been no

cowardice in his permitting Jesus to be tried

in the ecclesiastical court, or to be executed

after a legal conviction in that court, and

just as there is the presumption that the

proceedings before Caiaphas were regular,

there is also the presumption that Pilate

acted properly and consented simply to have

Jesus tried on a religious charge by an ecclesi

astical jurisdiction ("we have a law, and by

our law he ought to die," John 19: 7) after he

had been acquitted of a political charge by

the civil jurisdiction.

What actually occurred at the trial before

Pilate must have been one of these three

things: (1) Pilate after acquitting Jesus con

firmed a Sanhedrin judgment legally pro

nounced before the Roman trial; or (2) the

Sanhedrin trial occurred pendente lite, the

high priests returning to Pilate to get the con

viction affirmed; or (3) Pilate after acquitting

Jesus turned him over to the Sanhedrin with

full power to try and convict and the San

hedrin trial was held subsequently. It would

take up too much space to discuss which of

these suppositions is the most probable, and

it is to be hoped that Biblical scholars in

a better position to clear up the subject may

shed the light of their authority upon it.

The author of the two volumes on the

"Trial of Jesus" has brought together a large

mass of data about criminal law and proce

dure among the Jews and under the Romans,

and has compiled much interesting legal and

historical information not conveniently acces

sible elsewhere. While his application of the

principles of Greenleaf and Starkie to the

Bible account is misguided, he shows a dis

position to investigate historical sources care

fully and to review a large volume of evidence

impartially. In all fairness, however, it must

be said that his work gravely suffers from

lack of the methods of modern critical scholar

ship and from failure to build its hypotheses

upon a sound historical foundation.

MORAWETZ ON THE CURRENCY

PROBLEM

The Banking and Currency Problem in the

United States. By Victor Morawetz. North Ameri

can Review Publishing Co., N. Y. Pp.119, (tliuf.)

THIS writer takes up the problem of the

National Monetary Commission appointed

by Congress, and a competent critic, Mr. Mayo

W. Hazeltine of New York, does not hestitate

to say that nothing on the currency problem

has been forthcoming which for a moment

can be compared with it "as regards breadth

of knowledge and depth of insight."

Mr. Morawetz opens his discussion at the

very threshold of the subject by addressing

himself to the reader who has no technical

knowledge of finance or economics, and

gradually leads him into the mazes of a com

plex problem. The result of this method is a

clearness and effectiveness of treatment which
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lends the book one of its strongest qualities.

The author takes pains to show exactly what

the causes and significance of money strin

gency are, and he is commendably cautious

about reaching an accurate diagnosis before

suggesting a remedy. The currency ques

tion, he says, is simply a question of bank

credits and bank reserves. The problem is—

"(1) to avert a depletion of bank reserves

and a consequent large reduction of bank

credits in times when lawful money is with

drawn to pay taxes and is locked up by the

Government, or when lawful money is largely

withdrawn for use as a circulating medium to

move the crops or to be hoarded; and, on the

other hand, (2) to enable the banks in times

of great business activity to expand their

deposit liabilities, together with their loans

and discounts, and also adequately to in

crease their reserves of lawful money."

Mr. Morawetz discusses the experience of

European countries, then he outlines his own

plan for a central agency provided for by an

act of Congress, in the form of a joint asso

ciation with no capital, having power when

banks having an aggregate capital stock of

not less than $250,000,000 have become

members, to increase from time to time,

ratably as to all banks, the authorized amount

of their note issues with the approval of the

Secretary of the Treasury, each bank having

taken out notes being required to keep on

deposit with the association a sum equal to

twenty per cent at least of such notes. This

agency would have power to control the volume

of uncovered bank-note currency without the

creation of a central bank having a monopoly

of the financial situation.

Mr. Morawetz is not devoted to his project

with an enthusiasm which prevents him from

analyzing its features dispassionately and

from setting forth its practical operation with

reference to the smallest particulars. Per

sons at all interested in the subject should

read this book at first hand, as its clearness

of treatment and moderateness of length

entail no sacrifice of the time of the busiest

man. It is surprising what a vast amount

of pregnant matter has been compressed

within this little volume. Scarcely a sen

tence could have been dispensed with. The

author avoids prolixity and technicality and

covers a field of astonishing breadth.

No student of the monetary problem in the

United States, no patriotic banker, no public

officer whose official duty may force him to

deal with this question, can rightfully neglect

to make himself familiar with Mr. Morawetz's

important contribution.

AN AMERICAN ON AMERICA

The American as He is. By Nicholas Murray

Butler, President of Columbia University. The

Macmillan Co., N. Y. Pp. 97. ($1 net.)

THIS book gives in three chapters lectures

delivered before the University of Co

penhagen in September, 1908. President

Butler says that a familiarity with the writ

ings and speeches of Hamilton, Lincoln, and

Emerson is necessary to a general understand

ing of the intellectual and moral temper of the

American people. In consonance with this

sentiment he takes an extract from each of

them for the text of one chapter; Hamilton

suggesting consideration of the American as

a political type, Lincoln the American apart

from his government, and Emerson the

American and the intellectual life.

The book is marked by a sane optimism

which sees in the American state a worthy

expression of that democratic impulse which

first exerted itself in northern Europe between

the Vistula and the Rhine. "Democracy,"

President Butler quotes Pasteur, "is that

order of the state which permits every indi

vidual to put forth his utmost effort." This

impulse found expression in the Mayflower

compact of 1620, the Declaration of Rights

of 1765, the Declaration of the Causes and

Necessity of Taking up Arms of 1775, the

Declaration of Independence of 1776, the

Ordinance for the Government of the North

west Territory of 1787, and finally the Con

stitution of the United States. The out

come has been that we have a popular gov

ernment in the fullest sense of the word. It

was the theory of the Constitution that the

Electoral Colleges should deliberate and nomi

nate the President and Vice-President, and

the great national party conventions are

wholly unknown to the Constitution and laws,

but after Jackson's time the system of national

conventions was instituted, and popular con

trol of nominations began coincidently with

the more commanding position of the Presi

dency. When the choice was exercised by

the Electoral Colleges, the controlling groups

in Congress really chose the President, but

since Jackson's time he has been regarded

as a direct representative of the people. It

is probable that before many years the people

will come likewise to control the nomination
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of national Senators, the state legislatures

merely registering the decision of state con

ventions.

Bagehot could not find where the sov

ereignty was placed in the government of the

United States, and that is because the gov

ernment under the Constitution controls but

a part of the activities of the sovereign

people. "This explains why so much of the

highest and best trained and most represen

tative talent and ability of America are

found outside of the government. . . . Only

occasionally ... do men of the highest intel

lectual and moral type enter the government

service and remain in it." The development

of the American spirit of independence has

not resulted in a hypertrophied individualism,

for the sense of responsibility for the admin

istration of great wealth as a public trust is

widespread.

The book, while not at all profound or

weighty, abounds in keen observation. Presi

dent Butler has given us his views as to the

typical American, who is to be found not in

Boston nor in New York, which are compara

tively near to Europe, but in northern Illi

nois and in the adjacent parts of Iowa, Wis

consin, and Minnesota. Here the soil is rich,

the population well-to-do and intelligent,

manners and morals of a high grade, and

vice and crime little known. In Indiana, Mis

souri, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, California,

and elsewhere, similar conditions abound.

New York is the intellectual and the social

capital as well as the financial centre of the

United States. "The opportunities which

New York offers to men of capacity are liter

ally boundless." The differences between the

East and the West are more largely in modes

of expression than in modes of thought. "The

typical American is he who, whether rich or

poor, whether dwelling in the North, South,

East or West, whether scholar, professional

man, merchant, manufacturer, farmer, or

skilled worker for wages, lives the life of a

good citizen and a good neighbor; who be

lieves loyally and with all his heart in his

country's institutions, and in the under

lying principles on which these institutions

are built; who directs both his private and

his public life by sound principles; who

cherishes high ideals; and who aims to train

his children for a useful life and for their

country's service."

THE LAW OF APARTMENTS

The Law of Apartments, Flats, and Tenements-

By William George. Fallon Law Book Company'

N. Y. Pp. 213 + indexes and appendices 275 ($4.)

THE author of "George on Partnership"

has here presented the law governing the

rights, liabilities, and remedies of owners,

proprietors, and tenants of apartment and

tenement houses, with notes of cases decided

in all jurisdictions. The text-book is in three

parts, dealing with the owner, proprietor,

and tenant respectively, and each part is in

three chapters which severally deal with each

of these three, in his relations with the two

others and also with third persons. This

arrangement enables one to turn quickly to

the rule of law one wishes to find.

It is perhaps to be regretted that the

author does not venture upon a concise

terminology, instead of using for dissimilar

ideas words of such similar meaning as owner

and proprietor. In a Pennsylvania decision

cited by the author, Shott v. Harvey, 105 Pa.

St. 222, an owner was defined in construing a

statute as the person "in possession and

occupancy of the premises who has the

immediate dominion and control over it,"

but the authority of this and similar decisions

would not have obliged the author to use

the term owner in a sense which may include

a tenant for years or even a mere tenant at

will.

The plan of the book, however, is logically

laid out, and it will serve a useful purpose to

those who desire a convenient manual of

apartment house law.

The appendices contain the Tenement House

Act of New York State and the Building

Code of New York City.

BOOKS RECEIVED

Receipt of the following books, which will

be reviewed later, is acknowledged :—

A Treatise on the Law Relating to Injunctions.

By Howard C. Joyce, of New York City. Matthew

Bender & Co., Albany. 3 v., pp. xlvii, 2075 + table

of cases and index 308. ($16.50 net.)

The Law Governing Sales of Goods, at Common

Law and under the Uniform Sales Act. By Samuel

Williston, Weld Professor of Law in Harvard Uni

versity. Baker, Voorhis & Co., N. Y. Pp. cix,

1155 + appendix and index 148. ($7.50.)

Questions and Answers for Bar Examination Re

view. By Charles S. Haight of the New York bar

and Arthur M. Marsh of the Connecticut bar.

2d edition. Baker, Voorhis & Co., N. Y. Pp. Hi,

530 + index 55. ($4 net.)



Latest Important Cases*

Bankruptcy. Conveyances for Good Con

sideration— Vendee Acting in Good Faith.

D. C.

The Supreme Court of the District of Colum

bia, per Mr. Justice Barnard, dismissed a bill

in equity in March, 1909, brought by a

trustee in bankruptcy to set aside a sale of

property in good faith and for a valuable

consideration {Wilson v. Powell et al., Wash

ington Law Reporter, April 2, 1909, pp. 210-

212). It was held that when it is proved that

the vendor made the sale with fraudulent

intent to hinder and delay his creditors, the

burden is upon the vendee to prove payment

of a sufficient consideration; but this being

established the burden is then upon the

creditors attacking the sale to show bad faith

in the vendee. Moreover, where it appeared

the vendees were not acquainted with the

vendor prior to the negotiations for the sale,

had given a full and fair consideration for the

property, which had been actually delivered,

and had employed an attorney to examine

the title, it was held that there was nothing

to overcome the presumption of good faith.

Billboards. "Sky Sign" Ordinance—Police

Power. N. Y.

The New York Court of Appeals decided

on March 30, in People ex rel. M. Wineburgh

Adv'g Co. v. Edward S. Murphy (N. Y. L. J.

Apr. 8), that the ordinance of the City of

New York forbidding the erection of a "sky

sign" for advertising purposes over nine feet

in height above the front wall or cornice of a

building is unenforceable when the sign is on

private property and is safely and securely

constructed. The prohibition in such a case

cannot be said to be in the interest of the

public health, morals or safety, and the ordi

nance is not, therefore, enforceable as an exer

cise of the police power. (Building Code,

City of New York, sec. 144.)

Commenting editorially, the New York Law

•Copies of the pamphlet Reporters containing

full reports of any of these decisions which are

cited in the National Reporter System may be

secured from the West Publishing Company, St.

Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In ordering,

the title of the desired case should be given as well

as the citation of volume and page of the Reporter

in which it is printed.

Journal (Apr. 8) says, "It may be taken as

finally determined for this state that a general

right to prohibit advertisements on private

property cannot be secured without a con

stitutional amendment," and quotes an article

in the Harvard Law Review for November,

1906 (20 H. L. R. 42), the writer of which

says that while the law must be taken as

settled, "it is entirely possible that the in

creasing aesthetic sentiment will, in time,

sanction the judiciary in taking a cognizance

of particular nuisances, as is now done with

nuisances of noise and smell."

Common Carriers. Liability Limited to

Valuation in Shipping Receipt—Interstate

Commerce Act. N. Y.

Under section 20 of the interstate Com

merce Act, as amended by Act of Congress,

passed June 29, 1906, an initial carrier is

liable to a shipper for a loss occurring on the

lines of connecting carriers, as well as his own,

having a right of recovery over against a

connecting carrier if the loss occurred on the

line of the latter. But in Greenwald et al. v.

Weir, decided in March (N. Y. L. J. Mar. 17),

the New York Supreme Court, Appellate Divi

sion, held that such amendment to the Inter

state Commerce Act does not, however,

abrogate the rule that a carrier's liability is

limited to the value of merchandise shipped

as declared in the shipping receipt signed and

delivered by or in behalf of the carrier and

accepted by or in behalf of the shipper.

Contracts. Equitable Mutuality.—Injunc

tions. U. S.

An injunction pendente lite was granted

against breach of that portion of a contract

as to which there was equitable mutuality by

the United States Circuit Court for the

southern district of New York, in B. F.

Keith v. Annette Kellerman, decided in March

(N. Y. L. J. Apr. 7), the contract being one

to perform unique services, in giving diving

and swimming exhibitions. But the Court

refused to lend its relief for a breach of that

part of the contract which regulated the

summer season, as that portion failed to fix

the periods for summer performances and

lacked equitable mutuality. For if no summer

performances should be held the defendant
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would be without compensation and at the

same time would be under a covenant to

perform for no one else.

Contracts. Water Rates—Defective Meter—

Construction of City Charter. N. Y.

The charter of the City of New York pro

vides that the consumer shall pay for water

according to the registration of a meter. In

People ex rel. McAuliffe v. City of New York

et al., 114 N. Y. Suppl. 312, it appeared that

the meter of respondent had failed for some

months to record, although water was being

used continually. The New York Supreme

Court remarked that although the neglect of

the officials of the city has perhaps given

relator something for nothing, it is the plain

mandate of the charter that no charge can be

be made except for water actually used as

shown by the meter. If the meter showed

nothing, the charter seems to allow no charge,

Copyrights. Dramatic Composition not a

Book—Domestic Manufacture Unnecessary.

U. S.

Congress has intended all through its copy

right enactments to distinguish between books

and dramatic compositions, said the United

States Circuit Court for the southern district

of New York in Paul Hervieu v. /. S. Ogilvie

Publishing Co., decided in March, 1909

(N. Y. L. J. Apr. 5). A dramatic composi

tion, even though printed in book form, is

not a book within the meaning of section 4956

of the copyright law. Hence a dramatic

composition need not be printed from plates

made or type set up in the United States to

be entitled to full copyright protection.

Copyrights. Transcript Play—Common Law

Rule—Publication. Ill.

The author of a drama does not lose his

common law right in the production by

public performance, when the drama is not

printed in a book, as the federal copyright

law does not apply to any drama not printed

in a book, said the Illinois Supreme Court in

Frohman v. Ferris, 238 Ill. (adv. sheets) 430.

Though a different rule prevails in England

under the act of 5 and 6 Vict., in this country

public performance of a play from manu

script is not equivalent to a publication.

Copyrights. Moving Picture Shows—

Author's Permission to Dramatization. U. S.

In a decision rendered in March in the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals, a

moving picture exhibition was held to be a

stage representation violative of the rights

of the author's copyrighted book. The ques

tion arose in a suit brought by Klaw &

Erlanger and Harper & Brothers against the

Kalem Company to enjoin the moving picture

exhibitions of "Ben-Hur." The Court held

that in order to give a moving picture ex

hibition it was necessary to take the novel

of the author and prepare a synopsis or story,

which was in effect a dramatization, and that

the author alone had the right to make or

authorize a dramatization.

Corporations. Criminal Law—Indictments

Under Elkins Act. U. S.

"Some of the earlier writers on common

law held the law to be that a corporation

could not commit a crime. . . . The modern

authority, universally, so far as we know, is

the other way. ... It is true that there

are some crimes which, in their nature, cannot

be committed by corporations. But there is

a large class of offenses, of which rebating

under the federal statutes is one, wherein the

crime consists in purposely doing the things

prohibited by statute. In that class of crimes

we see no good reason why corporations may

not be held responsible for and charged with

the knowledge and purposes of their agents,

acting within the authority conferred upon

them. 2 Morawetz, Priv. Corp. §733; Green's

Brice, Ultra Vires, 366." Per Mr. Justice

Day, in New York C. & H. R. R. Co. v.

U. S., decided Feb. 23, 1909.

Corporations. Criminal Law—When In

dictable for Manslaughter. N. Y.

Within the principles declared by the

Supreme Court of the United States in New

York C. & H. R. R. Co. v. U. S., decided

Feb. 23, 1909 (see supra), the New York

Court of Appeals expressed the opinion, in

People v. Rochester Ry. & Lt. Co., decided

Mar. 23 (N. Y. L. J. Apr. 7) that certain

forms of manslaughter might be defined in a

statute applicable to corporations, making

a corporation criminally liable for homicide

under certain circumstances. But the Court

considered the New York Penal Code not to

make a corporation indictable for man

slaughter.

The New York Law Journal (April 7) com

ments on this decision editorially:—

It is a source of satisfaction that both the

Supreme Court of the Un ited States and the

New York Court of Appeals recognize the
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utility of subjecting corporations to criminal

liability. . . . The absurdly oppressive pro

ceeding against the Standard Oil Company

of Indiana, resulting in a colossal fine, be

trayed the influence of popular clamor, but

it must not be overlooked that the determina

tion of the trial court was as promptly as

possible reversed by the Circuit Court of

Appeals. We do not believe that penal

statutes affecting corporations will be abused

by being systematically used as a means of

oppression."

Corporations. Holder of Voting Trust Cer

tificate—Stockholders. N. J.

In an opinion filed in March, in the case of

0' Grady v. U. S. Ind. Telephone Co., the

New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals

held that the holder of a "voting trust"

certificate is the beneficial owner of the stock

represented by it in the hands of the "voting

trustees," and a stockholder within section 69

of the corporation act, and as such entitled

to institute liquidation proceedings.

Corporations. Rights of Preferred Stock

holders upon Dissolution. N. J.

A corporation organized in New Jersey

provided in its certificate for the creation of

preferred stock, "the holder thereof to receive

and the company to pay a fixed yearly divi

dend of six per cent before any dividend

shall be set apart or paid on the general

stock." The New Jersey Court of Errors and

Appeals, in Lloyd et al. v. Penn. El. Vehicle

Co., decided Mar. 1 (N. Y. L. J. Mar. 8), held

that upon the dissolution of the corporation

the preferred stockholders were entitled only

to the preference set forth in the certificate

and were not to be paid on account of the par

value of their shares in preference to the

common stockholders.

Corporations. One Cannot Organize An

other—Illegal Increase of Capital Stock. N. Y.

One corporation has no power to organize

another, much less can a corporation by a

vote instruct its directors to organize a new

company and convey to it certain real estate.

In rendering this decision, Schwab v. E. G.

Potter Co. et al., decided Mar. 2 (N. Y. L. J.

Mar. 12), the New York Court of Appeals

held that the proposed plan, which amounted

practically to an increase of the capital stock,

was ultra vires.

Corporations. Right to Merge— Unanimous

Consent of Stockholders Necessary. N. J.

The New Jersey Court of Errors and Ap

peals, in Colgate v. U. S. Leather Co., and

Johnston v. U. S. Leather Co., decided Mar. 1

(N. Y. L. J. Mar. 9), rendered a decision

following the principle stated by the Court :—

"It is entirely well settled that the power

of corporations to consolidate and merge is

not to be implied and exists only by virtue

of plain legislative enactment (1 Thomp.

Corp. sec. 315; 7 id., sec. 8216).

"It follows of necessity that there is no

right to consolidate without unanimous con

sent of stockholders, unless the power to

consolidate has been conferred by legislation

so that the power may be read into the con

tract of incorporation (1 Thomp. Corp. sees.

75, 343)."

Corporations. See Public Service Corpo

rations.

Criminal Intent. Perjury— Honest Belief in

Justifying Circumstances. N. Y.

The New York Court of Appeals, in People

ex rel. Hegeman v. Corrigan, decided Mar. 16

(N. Y. L. J. Mar. 24), held that to constitute

perjury the false statement must, under the

statute, be material, the question of mate

riality being for the court, and there must

also be criminal intent. The Court, per

Cullen, C. J., said:—

"There runs through the Criminal Law a

distinction between offenses that are mala

prohibita in which no intent to do wrong is

necessary to constitute the offense, and

offenses that are mala in se in which a criminal

intent is a necessary ingredient of the crime.

While there are to be found both in judicial

decisions and in text-books elaborate dis

cussions of what is a criminal intent, no

attempt has been made to accurately define

the term. Very possibly the attempt to

make a definition so comprehensive as to be

applicable to all cases would be futile, and it

has often been doubted whether the term

'intent' is an accurate one. However this

may be, it is very apparent that the inno

cence or criminality of the intent in a par

ticular act generally depends on the knowl

edge or belief of the actor at the time. An

honest and reasonable belief in the existence

of circumstances which, if true, would make

the act for which the defendant is prosecuted

innocent would be a good defense. ... In

other words, it is the knowledge or belief of

the actor at the time that stamps identically

the same intent as either criminal or inno

cent, for the intent to take life, unless under
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circumstances that the law regards as suffi

cient to justify the taking, is the criminal

intent, and the only criminal intent that can

exist in case of murder (excepting, of course,

where the killing is done in the commission

of an independent felony). So, ordinarily, a

criminal intent is an intent to do knowingly

and willfully that which is condemned as

wrong by the law and common morality of

the country, and if such an intent exists, it is

neither justification nor excuse that the actor

intended by its commission to accomplish

some ultimate good (1 Bishop's Crim. Law,

sec. 341)."

Defamation. Fair Comment—Criticisms

Offered in Good Faith. Ill.

The Illinois Supreme Court, in People v.

Fuller, 238 Ill. (adv. sheets) 116, held that

a false charge that a county treasurer had

"filched" a sum of money from the county

treasury, or that he had intentionally taken

money from the county for his own use to

which he was not entitled, was a libel. The

public conduct of all public officers is a matter

of public concern and may be made the sub

ject of fair and reasonable criticism, but this

privilege does not extend to false and defama

tory statements imputing criminal offense or

moral delinquency to the officer, even though

they are made in good faith concerning an

act of the officer in the discharge of his duties.

Defamation. Publishing Wrong Portrait—

Evidence. N. Y.

Appellant, desiring to publish a sensational

article involving a woman of evil reputation,

obtained her photograph on a button. The

portrait was published over the name of

the criminal. The dissimilarity was so great

that a person of ordinary intelligence before

using the picture would have made further

investigation. In Burkhardt v. Press Pub.

Co., 114 N. Y. Supp. 451, appellant com

plained of the admission in evidence of

another picture for comparison. The New

York Supreme Court held the picture admis

sible and sustained a judgment for punitive

damages.

Employers' Liability. Fellow Servant—

Engineer or Section Foreman and Section

Hand. U. S.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the fifth circuit handed down a decision

in an accident case which was reversed by the

United States Supreme Court, Mr. Justice

Moody laying down the rule that a railway

engineer and a section foreman are both

fellow-servants of a section hand, and failure

so to instruct a jury is reversible error where

the jury may well have based its verdict on

the carelessness of either the section foreman

or the engineer. Texas & Pacific Ry. Co. v.

Bowman, decided Feb. 23, 1909.

Extradition. Non- Extraditable Offenses—

Acts Ordered by Revolutionary Leaders. U. S.

On the findings of Samuel M. Hitchcock,

Esq., Commissioner, the discharge of Jan

Janoff Pouren was ordered in March by the

United States District Court for the southern

district of New York, in Matter of Albert

Schlippenbach, Imperial Consul- General (N. Y.

L. J. Apr. 8). The Commissioner found these

facts to have been established:—

"(1) At the time when the offenses were

committed the Russian Empire, including the

district in which the offenses were committed,

was in a state of revolution.

"(2) That the accused was identified with

and a part of the revolutionary party; that

the offenses committed by him were com

mitted under the directions of the leaders of

that party, and were incidental to the political

distrubances existing in the district."

Indictment. Incompetency of Evidence when

Not Excluded on Motion. Ill.

It has been decided in Illinois, in People v.

Scattura, 238 Ill. (advance sheets) 313, that

an indictment charging an offense in the

terms and language of the statute creating

it is sufficient, if the words of the statute so

far particularize the offense that by their

use alone the defendant is notified, with

reasonable certainty, of the precise offense

with which he is charged. (Per Dunn, J.)

Where in an answer to a proper question,

incompetent testimony is given, the court

should, on motion, exclude such testimony;

but the fact that the party against whom

the testimony is given does not move to

exclude it does not waive his right to raise

the question of its competency.

Insane Persons. Duties of Committee as

Landlord—Liability of Committee for Torts.

N. Y.

A question of first impression as to the

individual liability of the committee of an

insane person, for alleged negligence in fail

ing to keep in repair the common passageway

of rented premises, arose in Rooney v. People's
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Trust Co., 114 N. Y. Supp. 612. The suit

was for personal injuries sustained by one

of the tenants. The Court, commenting on

the fact that in these days of multitudinous

reports no decision on the point seemed to

have been found, concluded that if the com

mittee rented the property under its charge

in such a way that it retained control over

the common passageways used by the vari

ous tenants, there was no conceivable reason

why it should not be charged with all the

duties of a landlord. The reason why it

could not be held liable in its representative

capacity was that the estate of the incompe

tent should not be subjected to a liability

for the torts of one who was not his agent in

the legal sense.

Insurance. Accounting in Equity—Trust

Relations—Construction of Statute. U. S.

In the construction of the charter of an

insurance company, the decisions of the high

est court of the state under whose general

law the charter was obtained are binding

upon the federal courts. This rule was laid

down by the U. S. Supreme Court in Equitable

Life Assurance Society v. Brown, decided

March 1. A policyholder had filed a bill in

the Circuit Court for the southern district of

New York asking for an accounting and

winding-up of the company. The demurrer

of the defendant company was sustained, but

the Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the

decree and gave judgment in favor of the

policyholder. The insurance company then

brought the case before the Supreme Court

of the United States on a writ of certiorari.

The Court, in reversing the decree of the

Circuit Court of Appeals, held that a court

of equity is bound to take all facts into con

sideration in determining whether an account

ing should be granted, that an uncontested

declaration that the stockholders in a mutual

company own the entire surplus does not

authorize a suit in equity to wind up the

company, that wrongdoing by officers and

directors gives no jurisdiction for an account

ing in equity in the absence of a trust relation

shown, and that there is no trust relation in

New York between the company and the

policyholders resulting from the policy.

Insurance. Statute Limiting Business—Con

stitutionality. N. Y.

That section of the new insurance law of

the State of New York which limits the

$150,000,000 the amount of business which

an insurance company may write in one year

was declared constitutional by Justice O'Gor

man in the New York State Supreme Court

April 1. The decision was given in the case of

Charles H. Bush v. New York Life Insurance

Company, the agent having brought suit to

recover from that company his commission

upon a life insurance policy of $25,000 which

the company rejected last December. The

reason given for the rejection was that the

company had already accepted enough busi

ness to make up the $150,000,000 limit.

Intoxicating Liquors. Statute Taxing Trade

in Temperance Beverages—Constitutionality—

Title of Legislative Act. Ga.

A law passed by the General Assembly of

Georgia for the improvement of the peni

tentiary system was upheld as constitutional

in Carroll v. Wright, 63 S. E. Rep. 260. To

provide revenue the law provided for a tax

upon certain persons. The Court held that

the legislature, which had the right to exer

cise discretion, did not transcend its power

in making a distinct class, for the purpose

of taxation, of those persons engaged in sell

ing non-intoxicating beverages in imitation

of and as a substitute for beer and other

spirituous or malt liquors. The Court, referring

to the provision of the constitution that no

law shall refer to more than one subject-

matter, or contain matter different from

what is expressed in the title, said that the

title and the act must correspond substan

tially, and there was substantial correspond

ence between the title and the act in ques

tion, "beer, ale, wine, whisky or other malt

liquors" named in the title being substan

tially equivalent to alcoholic liquors in gen

eral, of substitutes for which the act treated.

Labor Unions. Strikes and Lock-outs—

Capital and Labor. U. S.

The ever recurring question of restraining

boycotts, strikes, and other combinations by

employees has been again reviewed in Iron

Moulders' Union v. Allis-Chalmers Co., 166

Fed. Rep. 45, and the Circuit Court of Appeals

adds another able opinion to those in which

the rights of employers and employees have

been often judicially determined. The final

decree under review enjoins four Wisconsin

local unions of the iron-moulders' national

organization and a number of individual

officers and members from doing numerous

specific acts interfering with or hindering the

business of the complainant. The principaj
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question involved was whether the means used

in the endeavor to make the strike effective

were lawful or unlawful. In discussing this

question, the Court draws a clear line of demar

cation. It says that in contests between

capital and labor, the only means of injuring

each other that are lawful are those that

operate directly and immediately upon the

control and supply of work to be done and of

labor to do it, and thus directly affect the

apportionment of the common fund, for only

at this point exists the competition, the evils

of which organized society will endure rather

than suppress the freedom and initiative of

the individual. But attempts to injure each

other by coercing! members of society who

are not directly concerned in the pending

controversy, to make raids in the rear, cannot

be tolerated by organized society, for the

direct, the primary, attack is upon society

itself. In illustration of these principles, it

is shown that the rights of contestants are

fairly balanced. Employers may lock out,

or threaten to lock out, employees at will with

the idea that idleness will force them to accept

lower wages or more onerous conditions, and

employees at will may strike, or threaten to

strike, with the idea that idleness of the

capital involved will force employers to grant

better terms. On the other hand, an em

ployer having locked out his men will not be

permitted, though it would reduce their

fighting strength, to coerce their landlords

and grocers into cutting off shelter and food,

and employees having struck will not be

permitted, though it might subdue their late

employer, to coerce dealers and users into

destroying his business.

Monopolies. Arkansas Anti-Trust Act—

Fourteenth Amendment—Pleading—Due Pro

cess of Law. U. S. i

In Hammond Packing Co. v. State of Arkan

sas, 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 370, which was de

cided by the Supreme Court of the United

States Feb. 23, the Arkansas anti-trust act

of Jan. 23, 1905, was upheld as not taking

property without due process of law, nor

denying the equal protection of the laws, nor

impairing contract obligations, nor permitting

unreasonable searches and seizures. Mr. Jus

tice White in his opinion, among the numer

ous points treated, held that the ruling in

Hovey v. Elliott, 167 U. S. 409, 42 L. ed- 215,

17 Sup. Ct. Rep. 841, was not applicable to

the case in hand, but that on the contrary

an honest, unavailing effort of the corpora

tion to produce books and papers and secure

the attendance of its officers before a com

mission, will prevent the striking out of its

answer and entering of a default judgment in

a suit in which it may be made a defendant,

and in the absence of such an effort a judg

ment by default after failure to produce

material evidence in the pleadings would not

be a denial of due process of law.

Monopolies. Indiana Anti-Trust Act—Con

stitutionality. Ind.

The Indiana anti-trust act was upheld as

constitutional by the Indiana Supreme Court

in Miller v. Knight & Jillison Co. et al.,

decided March 16. The plaintiff alleged a

combination in restraint of trade on the part

of master plumbers and dealers in plumbers'

supplies. The Court held that such a com

bination was within the rule so often applied

to railroads, that makes their charges for

property and services subject to regulation

and control.

Negligence. Street Railways—Rate ofSpeed

—Sounding Gong at Crossings. D. C.

The Court of Appeals of the District of

Columbia, in City & Suburban Ry. v. Cooper

{Washington Law Reporter, Apr. 2, 1909,

pp. 216-218), decided Mar. 2, 1909, decided

that the question of the defendant's negli

gence was for the jury, in an action for per

sonal injuries, where there was evidence that

the car was approaching a crossing at a rate

of speed greater than that prescribed by the

police regulation, and no gong had been

sounded before the car crossed the street,

and there was also evidence that a witness

had called to the motorman as he approached

the crossing, but that the motorman was

wiping his mouth with the hand with which

the brake was applied, and apparently did

not take notice of witness' warning until the

car was at the curb line and too late to avoid

collision with the wagon on which plaintiff

was riding. The Court also held that the

duty of stopping to look and listen, of general

application in cases of steam railway cross

ings, cannot be applied in a strict sense to

street railway crossings.

Negligence. Telephone Companies—Failure

to Answer Emergency Call Promptly. Ky.

The liability of a telephone company for

danger resulting from delay in calling the fire

department, is discussed in Lebanon L. & L.

Telephone Co. v. Lanham Lumber Co., 115

S. W. Rep. 824. Plaintiff alleged substan
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tially that on discovery of the fire its watch

man endeavored to telephone, but that

through the negligence of the operator no

connection was established until the fire had

spread to the other buildings. The Court held

that the facts on which a recovery was sought

were too speculative and remote.

Negotiable Instruments. Liability of In-

dorser on Fraudulently Raised Note. N. Y.

Where a promissory note was raised by the

maker from $75 to $375 without the knowl

edge or consent of the indorser, and the

plaintiff bank discounted the note for the

defendant indorser as altered, the New York

Court of Appeals held Mar. 5, in National

Exchange Bank v. Lester (N. Y. L. J. Mar. 15),

that the indorser is not liable to a bona fide

holder for the increased amount, and that the

presence of open spaces inviting forgery, and

the presumption that some one will commit

forgery, obligating the indorser to guard

against it, is not to be recognized.

Nuisances. See Billboards.

Procedure. Certificate of Reasonable Doubt

—Appeals—Expeditious Trials. N. Y.

"The test of propriety of granting a cer

tificate of reasonable doubt," said the New

York Supreme Court (per Marcus, J.) in

People v. Meadows (N. Y. L. J. Apr. 10), in

March, "is not that the judge to whom the

application is made should be satisfied that

the judgment will be reversed on appeal, but

that questions of law are raised sufficient for

the consideration of the appellate tribunal. . .

"The present law, providing for a cer

tificate of reasonable doubt in a proper case,

has doubtless grown to some extent from a

certain manifestation of public impatience

with the delays that at times mark the admin

istration of criminal law. Such considera

tions, however, should not control judicial

action. If the present mode of procedure

in criminal trials, with the appeal or appeals

allowed, results in undesirable delay in the

enforcement of criminal law, relief should be

had by legislative action in the way either of

abolishing appeals altogether, which, how

ever, would be undesirable, or still further

expediting their disposition toward final ad

judication. As it is, appeals in criminal cases

are given preference upon the calendars of all

appellate courts in the state.

"As illustrating the danger from allowing

no appeals in criminal cases, it is sufficient

to note that within the past two years a

Court of Appeals in criminal cases has been

established in England for the first time in its

judicial history, where no appeal from a

judgment of conviction or acquittal of the

trial court formerly lay."

Procedure. Mandamus to Secure Evidence

of Non- Resident Witness—New Trials. Cal.

A building supplied with gas was destroyed

by a sudden explosion. The owner of the

house recovered damages. A new trial was

asked on the ground of newly discovered evi

dence, which was a statement that Harry

Orchard, under sentence of death in a foreign

state, would testify that he had blown up

the house in an attempt to assassinate one

Bradley. A new trial having been denied,

an appeal from the order was pending. The

Superior Court had refused to have Orchard's

deposition taken, and had refused, also,

application to perpetuate his testimony. In

Gas & Electric Co. v. Superior Court, 99 Pac.

Rep. 539, the California Supreme Court held

that where a trial court improperly refuses

to issue a commission to take the deposition

of a non-resident witness pending an appeal

for use in a new trial in the event of a re

versal, mandamus will lie to compel its issu

ance, an appeal from the order denying the

application being an inadequate remedy. The

issue is not whether the testimony of such

witness will be material to the issues already

tried, but whether it will be material to a

new trial.

Public Morals. Bible as Evidence—Liquor

Trade. Conn.

In the endeavor to defeat the granting of a

liquor license appellant urged that the sale

of intoxicating liquors was so destructive to

the public health and so inherently immoral

that no law upholding it was valid. He

further contended that the Bible condemns the

sale of intoxicating liquors as a beverage, and

therefore the state cannot permit it on any

terms. In Appeal of Allyn, 71 Atl. Rep. 794,

the Connecticut Supreme Court of Errors

held that even when in the early history of

the state the Bible was a rule of political

government, it was never considered to con

tain any absolute prohibition of such a busi

ness.

Public Morals. Swedenborgian Doctrines—

Devise Against Public Policy. Pa.

A devise for the benefit of an educational

institution, to enable it to teach the doctrines
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of Emanuel Swedenborg, was held void as

against public policy in a decision rendered

March 4 by the Orphans' Court of Lancaster

County, Pennsylvania, in Estate of Frederick

J. Kramph, deceased (reported in 26 Lancaster

Law Review 137-144, 145-152, 153-160). The

Court said:—

"The Swedenborgian doctrine of fornication

and concubinage smacks of the anarchistic

doctrine of 'legalized prostitution.' It attacks

the main foundation of our national existence,

it undermines that upon which the Republic

rests, it defies the very laws which courts are

called upon to protect, it takes from us the

most precious inheritance which has made

courts of justice not only possible, but

rational."

Public Service Corporations. Confiscatory

Rates—Burden of Proof—Depreciation Fund.

U. S.

Where a decree had been issued by the

Circuit Court of the United States for the

eastern district of Louisiana enjoining the

enforcement of telephone rates established

by a state commission, and the telephone

company appealed to the Supreme Court of

the United States, it was held by the latter,

per Mr. Justice Peckham, that the burden

of proof rested upon the telephone company

to prove that the rates were so low as to be

confiscatory or unreasonable, and that the

court below erred in saying that there was no

presumption in favor of the validity of the

rates established by the commission. The

commission may have made erroneous infer

ences with regard to such rates as it might

be proper to establish, but that would be far

from showing that it had acted arbitrarily

without knowledge of the subject. The rates

promulgated must be regarded as prima facie

fair and valid. Moreover, if the money raised

by the company for its depreciation fund had

not been improperly added to the capital, so

that dividends could be paid upon it, as

urged on behalf of the state commission, the

onus rested upon the telephone company to

show that fact, and the Court cited Knox-

ville v. Knoxville Water Co., 212 U. S. 1, 29

Sup. Ct. Rep. 148; Willcox v. Consolidated Gas

Co., 212 U. S. 19, 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 192. No

part of the depreciation fund can be added to

the capital upon which the company is entitled

to a fair return from rates established by a

state commission. Railroad Commission of

La. v. Cumberland Tel. & Tel. Co. (decided

Feb. 23, 1909), 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 357.

Public Service Corporations. Regulation—

Constitutionality of Statute. N. Y.

The constitutionality of the New York Pub

lic Service Commissions Act was upheld Mar.

22 by the New York Supreme Court, Appel

late Division, in Gubner v. McClellan et al.

(N. Y. L. J. Mar. 22). The Court confined its

attention to the two constitutional questions

argued :—

(1) that the act offended section 16, article

3 of the state constitution, which provides

that "no private or local bill which may be

passed by the Legislature shall embrace more

than one subject, and that shall be expressed

in the title"; (2) that it offended that portion

of section 10 of article 8 of the Constitution

of the state, which provides that "nor shall

any such county, city, town or village be

allowed to incur any indebtedness except for

county, city, town or village purposes."

Real Property. Vested and Contingent Re

mainders—Rules of Construction. D. C.

In Alexander D. Johnson et al. v. Washing

ton Loan and Trust Co., decided April 7, the

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia

held that a remainder will not be construed

to be contingent when it can be taken to be

vested. In construing the intention of the

testator, the Court resorted to these estab

lished rules:—

"1. The law will not construe a remainder

to be contingent when it can be taken to be

vested. 2. Estates shall be held to vest at

the earliest possible period, unless there is a

clear manifestation of the intention of the

testator to the contrary. 3. Adverbs of

time, as where, there, after, from, etc., in a

devise of a remainder are construed to relate

merely to the time of the enjoyment of the

estate, and not the time of vesting in inter

est." (Washington Law Reporter Apr. 9,

1909.)

Negligence. Duty of Railroad to Fence—

Railroads. U. S.

A Tennessee statute provides that railroad

companies shall be liable for all stock killed

unless their tracks are properly fenced. In

Gill v. Louisville & N. R. Co., 165 Fed. Rep.

438, an action was brought to recover for the

death of an engineer caused by a collision

with a cow. The United States Circuit Court

held that neither the common law nor the

statute imposed any liability upon a railroad

for the death of its employee caused by an

unfenced track.
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THE PLETHORA OF CASE LAW

OUR esteemed contemporary, the

Central Law Journal, finds a "per

plexing situation" in the superabun

dance of reports of cases, and asks what

can be done to reduce a plethora of

case law which "ought not to exist to

encumber a lawyer's shelves, nor to con

fuse the public mind, nor to be a burden

and an expense upon the taxpayer as

well as the lawyer." To quote further:—

"A number of suggestions have been made.

Some have suggested codification of all laws.

Codification, however, has proven a disap

pointment in many cases, because of its

unbending rigidity. Others have suggested

that courts be forbidden to write opinions at

all and that the rule of stare decisis be aban

doned. This remedy is rather too harsh, and

while it would probably be effectual as a

surgical operation it should be resorted to

only as a last resort. Some have suggested

that the opinions of the Supreme Court of the

United States be regarded as controlling on

all questions of substantive law passed upon

by that Court. This is not an impracticable

suggestion but would meet with considerable

opposition from those who are jealous of the

growing ascendancy of federal power over

state autonomy.

"Mr. James Bryce, of England, in one of

his notable contributions to the literature of

the law, recommends, in lieu of codification,

the enactment of the Roman precedent of

giving to the works of certain jurists or text

writers a certain degree of authority much

after the manner of the Law of Citations of

Valentinian, which gave to the works of

Paulus, Ulpian, Papinian, Gaius and Modes-

tinus quasi-statutory force. (Bryce's Studies

in History and Jurisprudence, p. 685.) There

is much to be commended in this idea.

"We have no suggestion of our own to

make at the present time although the sub

ject has given us frequent occasion for deep

meditation and consultation with the authori

ties."

Brevity is a quality not sufficiently

cultivated in judicial decisions, prob

ably for the reason that it is easier to

elaborate a doctrine of law in one's own

language than it is to turn immediately

to a more succinct statement by a

standard authority. Courts ought theo

retically to avoid covering ground already

covered, and when a citation will serve

the purpose equally well they should not

deliberately prefer extended discussion

to a concise summary of controlling

principles. Familiar constitutional pro

visions need only be named, and it may

be laid down as a general proposition

that the shorter the opinion the greater

its value. Complexity of case law is in

a large measure artificial and the unfor

tunate result of self-indulgent garrulity.

Long-winded decisions by inferior

courts are particularly to be discounte

nanced. The soundness may even be

questioned of the custom of permitting

such courts to render anything more

than a brief statement of the grounds

of their judicial findings. Every judge

should endeavor to measure accurately

his relation to the judiciary system of
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the country as a whole, and to preserve

the right proportion between his judicial

opinions and the mass of case law to

which they must usually be, in point

of quantity, but an insignificant addi

tion. The moment he realizes how little

he is really adding to the sum total of

case law already in force, he will see

how futile, how vainglorious, and how

devoid of good taste is an opinion of

even moderate length covering settled

points of law.

But brevity while it would alleviate

would not remedy the evil. There is

perhaps one other possible remedy be

sides those which have been above sug

gested. The confusion with which the

American lawyer is confronted arises

from the fact that there are so many

state jurisdictions handing down opinions

independently of one another. There

is nothing inconvenient in our two-fold

state and national jurisdiction in itself.

Every lawyer can post himself easily

with regard to the progress of case law

in the highest courts of his own state

and the United States. It is the pur

suit of simultaneous decisions in a multi

tude of states which offers an insur

mountable problem. The proposal which

we are about to make is that in place of

the state reports now issued separately

by the several states, there be a single

official compilation of all the state re

ports made by one competent editor-in-

chief aided by his staff of law reporters,

together acting as a quasi-national com

mission maintained by the co-operation

of all the states.

Imagine the teeming mass of unpub

lished state reports pouring into one

central office, to pass through the neces

sary processes of analysis and classifica

tion, and take their proper place, after

passing through the hands of several ex

perts, in a compendium of current case

law. That such a commission might

perform this work most advantageously,

individual members should be held re

sponsible for different fields. One ex

pert, for example, might have charge of

the law of corporations, another that of

contracts, another that of real property,

and so on.

All the typewritten decisions, as fast

as they were received, would be assigned

to separate departments, according to

the subjects treated. A decision dealing

with corporation law would go to the

head of the department in charge of

that subject, who would be a leading

authority upon the law of corporations.

He would first determine whether the

case decided any new point of law or

not. He would then decide whether to

publish a full report, a brief abstract, or

merely a note giving a clue to court

records. He or one of his associates

would discover other important matters

touched upon besides the law of cor

porations; the case would be referred

from one department to another; and

a point would at last be reached where

it could go no further.

The result would be a compilation of

case law arranged not by states but by

subjects. The important cases would

be reported in complete form, and the

less important ones more briefly, those

of no importance from the point of

view of legal development being sum

marized in succinct footnotes or wholly

ignored. The compilers would bring

to their task not simply the accuracy

of the law reporter, but the discrim

ination of the jurist. They would in

no sense attempt a digest or consoli

dation of case law, but they would place

at the disposal of the reader, in a logical

arrangement and in a form convenient

of access, all the essentials of a com

prehensive perspective of contempo

rary case law.

Were national codification, carried out
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by means of uniform state laws, to be

more generally accomplished—a codifi

cation restricted to settled principles of

law and therefore not open to the

objection of rigidity—the labors of such

a commission would be lightened and

its work would yield results of greater

utility; but codification would be by no

means essential to the success of the

project. For a compilation of decisions

arranged in logical sequence, readily to

be found by the practitioner under the

subjects to which they relate, would

accomplish much the same purpose,

though clothed in a more clumsy form,

as a copiously annotated model statute

or code.

It can be seen at a glance that this

method of treating state reports would

effect a tremendous reduction in their

bulk, as there would be absolutely no

duplication, and useless reiteration of

settled principles of law would be elimi

nated. If we conceive this compilation

being issued monthly, it would seem

reasonable to suppose that two or three

volumes a month, at most, would cover

the entire field.

The chief practical obstacles would

be found in the natural inability of the

human mind to imagine a radical change

in conditions to which is has always

been accustomed, in the drawbacks to

unanimous state co-operation, and in

the difficulty of assuring the permanence

of the project without a federal statute.

Moreover, the project to be successful

would entail considerable expense, and

could not be embarked upon without

certainty that the skilled services of the

right men could be secured. If men

could be found who could safely be

intrusted with such responsibilities, the

separate publication of state reports

would no longer be necessary, and it

may well be asked whether the economy

thus effected might not prove a

strong inducement to carry out the en

terprise.

THE TRUTH, THE WHOLE TRUTH

A Boston lawyer, yielding to our re

quest for facetiae, furnishes the follow

ing note of an incident which actually

occurred :—

In the trial of an accident case an Irish

man was testfying for the plaintiff against a

street railroad corporation. He had arrived

on the scene after the smash-up which injured

McGuinness his friend. He testified:—

"I was walking along the street, and I saw

the electric car strike Mac's team, and Mac

landed on his head in the street. I ran up,

and says I to Mac—"

Counsel for the railroad jumped up and

exclaimed, "We don't want to know what

you said, tell us what you did."

This more or less flustered the witness, so

he started all over again, and when he came

to where he came up to the scene of the acci

dent, he again said: "and I says to Mac—"

Counsel again indignantly interrupted,—

"Don't tell us what you said, tell us what

you did; what was the first thing you did

when you came on the scene?"

"The first thing I did?" shouted the witness,

now thoroughly roused, "the first thing I

did—I spoke."

The Judge, jury and spectators had a quiet

laugh, and the witness went ahead and told

the story his own way.

AN INDETERMINATE SENTENCE

We wish to thank the members of

the profession who have seen fit to send

us notes of those humorous incidents of

professional practice which exert so tonic

an influence upon the legal mind. Here

is one which has been received from a

lawyer in Iowa:—

Under the Iowa law, in cases of felony pun

ishable with imprisonment in the penitentiary,

the Court is required to fix the penalty at

not to exceed the maximum prescribed by

statute. The statute fixes the maximum

punishment for the crime of rape at confine

ment in the penitentiary for life.

One of our District Courts was confronted
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with "a condition and not a theory" in sen

tencing a man found guilty of rape.

The sentence, the only one which could be

imposed under this statute, was "That the

defendant be confined at hard labor in the

penitentiary at Ft. Madison for a term not to

exceed his natural life."

HIS SOLEMN OATH

A friend interested more or less ac

tively in social settlement work sends us

the following, with the observation,

"Below is a bit of humor which I think

your readers would enjoy; it is from

life." For the edification of readers

who may not be familiar with Boston

topography, we may say that Sullivan

Square is a name shouted in the subway

stations to designate the destination of

certain trains, and is therefore familiar

to that portion of the populace which

cannot read or write :—

A man, Isbitzkoy, who knows very little

English , was in court the other day as a witness

in a certain trial. The next day he came to

me, and with a very puzzled air said:—

"I wonder why they made me put up my

right hand and say, 'I Sullivan Square.' "

No amount of explanation could make him

see that the street mentioned had nothing

to do with the court.

ENTERPRISE IN LEGISLATION

A prominent popular newspaper has com

piled information with regard to some eccen

tric bills before the state legislatures. In

five states bills have been introduced to tax

bachelors, or to place discriminating marks

upon those who are shirking the burdens of

married life. In other states bounties will be

offered for babies if the bills go through. In

Delaware it is proposed to tax bachelors and

gypsies, both of whom are regarded as unde

sirable citizens.

In Maine a plan is advocated for a pension

fund for spinsters, to be obtained by taxing

all bachelors over thirty $10 a year. This

bill contains a provision that a bachelor who

has made an honest attempt to get a wife by

proposing to at least three women, or who

has -proposed to one woman three times,

shall be exempt from the tax. Conversely,

a spinster who can be shown to have capri

ciously refused good offers of marriage is

not to be entitled to the benefit of the pension

fund.

In Illinois State Senator Samuel A. Ettel-

son, it is said, is framing a bill in which the

title of "Mr." is to be reserved for married

men, bachelors being called "Master." The

object of this is to enable an unmarried

woman to learn at first meeting the status of

the man, so that she need not have to waste

her time.

Another sort of thing has been introduced

in the Kansas Senate, in the form of an anti-

affinity bill. The man with an affinity in

Kansas may be sent to the penitentiary for

a year or paroled on his good behavior.

In Colorado it is proposed to make it a

misdemeanor for any one to give, accept, or

ask for a tip, except sleeping-car porters.

We cannot make out whether the exception

is intended in sarcasm or in earnest.

A member of the New York Legislature

wishes to admit to the Union the new state

of Manhattan, consisting of Greater New

York, and a Congressman, it is said, is draft

ing a bill providing for three Presidents of

the United States, one for the East, one for

the Middle West and South, and one for the

extreme West.

YELLOW JOURNALISM

At a dinner of the Sphinx Club in London

recently, at which the Lord Chief Justice and

several of the Judges of the High Court were

present, one of the speakers told this amusing

story, which we reproduce from the Canada

Law Journal:—

A London magistrate was leaving his court

one day in the dead season of the year, and

it was pouring with rain. He was making

his way in an omnibus to his club, when,

looking out of the window, his eye was

attracted by a news sheet, on which he saw

his name in enormous capitals, "Mr. Jones on

Peace." He was a sensitive person, and he

allowed himself to think of what had passed

in his court, but he could remember nothing

that was not sordid and commonplace. There

was what was called a cloud on the horizon,

international relations were strained, and

everybody was expecting statements from

important politicians. He felt, therefore, hot

and uncomfortable to see his name connected

with peace. When he reached his club he

rushed to the file, seized a newspaper, and

saw that that morning there had been a

quarrel between two sisters over a dead
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rabbit and that he had said, "You had better

make it up for the sake of peace." (Loud

laughter.) That was hard on the magistrate.

AN IOWA JUDGE

A lawyer of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, sends us

these interesting stories of an Iowa judge for

readers of the Green Bag.

To the Editor of the Green Bag:—

The late Judge Caswell, for fifty years a

well-known lawyer and judge throughout

Iowa, was as cutting in retort as he was

powerful and shrewd as a trial lawyer. The

following are a few of the gems which fell

from his lips during the latter years of his

life, while he presided over the district courts

of our state.

A blustering attorney was trying to keep

his client from the gallows and wept before

the jury, and after a windy argument won

his case. When the jury came in with a ver

dict of "not guilty" the client was surrounded

by a weeping wife and relatives, who were

all making quite a stir in the court room,

when the Judge, as well as the defendant's

attorney, walked into the side room to get

away from the commotion. The Judge turned

to the lawyer and said, "Why don't you con

tinue weeping with the rest of your crowd?"

The attorney, realizing the pointed remark,

turned to the Judge and said, "No, my pay is

stopped."

During a long-winded trial about the value

of certain fanning mills which had been turned

on to a foolish speculator by fraudulent pro

moters, the evidence showed that the fanning

mills were worthless, at least for the purposes

for which they were purchased, and there

was more or less evidence tending to show

up the fraud. The Judge, stepping down

from the bench, said to the attorneys as the

jury was filing out for recess, "I have always

heard that a fanning mill never amounted to

much after the chickens roosted on it; now I

know it."

During a trial where the plaintiff was get

ting the worst of it, and the attorney being

really ashamed of his case walked up to the

Court saying, "It looks a little dark for our

side, and I really don't know how to get out

of it," the Judge stoically remarked, "A

case is never so bad in my Court but I will let

plaintiff dismiss if he feels like it."

A receiver had been appointed by the

Court and was getting discharged, and there

was a fight over the value of his services. He

had considerable evidence showing the value

of the services, when the Court asked him

his name, age and what he had been doing

before he was appointed receiver, and about

what he was worth in money at the

time he took this receivership. These ques

tions were answered, and finally the Judge

says, "You are trying to get more money

out of this receivership in six months than

you have made in all your life; I don't think

that a receivership should be a sinecure, and

I will allow you $5.00 a day and will not pay

you more working days than there really are

in a year, and I believe from your past record

that this is paying you $4.00 a day more than

you ever made before in your life."

The Judge in his younger days was more

or less of a criminal lawyer and defended a

horse thief. Some time after that the horse

thief came around to pay the Judge for his

services, which the Judge always admitted

was not very much considering the client

he had to defend, and he asked the client

after he received his pay whether he really

was guilty of stealing that horse. The freed

horse thief replied, "Well, you see here, Obe,

I always thought I was guilty of stealing that

dare horse until I heard your eloquent plea,

and since then I have had me doubts about it."

B. L. WICK.

USELESS BUT ENTERTAINING

Mr. Roosevelt is no longer President of the

United States, and a certain Emperor is said

not to be sorry. In his opinion the fellow

attracted too much attention.—Punch.

The class was given "Oliver Cromwell" as

the subject for a short essay, and one of the

efforts contained the following sentence:

"Oliver Cromwell had an iron will, an un

sightly wart, and a large red nose ; but under

neath were deep religious feelings."—The Bar.

In reward of faithful political service an

ambitious saloon keeper was appointed police

magistrate.

"What's the charge ag'in' this man?" he

inquired when the first case was called.

"Drunk, yer honor," said the policeman.

The newly made magistrate frowned upon

the trembling defendant.

"Guilty, or not guilty?" he demanded.

"Sure, sir," faltered the accused, "I never

drink a drop."

"Have a cigar, then," urged his honor per

suasively, as he absently polished the top of

the judicial desk with his pocket handker

chief.—Everybody's.

A North Carolina lawyer says that when

Judge Buxton of that state made his first

appearance at the bar as a young lawyer, he

was given charge by the state's solicitor, of

the prosecution of a man charged with some

misdemeanor.

It soon appeared that there was no evidence

against the man, but Buxton did his best,

and was astonished when the jury brought in

a verdict of "guilty."

After the trial one of the jurors tapped the

young attorney on the shoulder. "Buxton,"

said he, "we didn't think the feller was guilty,

but at the same time didn't like to discourage

a young lawyer by acquitting him."

—Law Student's Helper.
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Secretary of War Jacob M. Dickinson left

Washington for Panama April 18 and expects

to be back to Washington about the middle

of May.

Walter Reeves, former Congressman from

Illinois and a defeated candidate for Gov

ernor, died in Streator, Il1., April 9. He studied

law while he taught school, and early came

to be regarded one of the leading lawyers of

the state.

Honorable James Maclennan has retired

on superannuation from the Supreme Court

of Canada after a long and honorable service

at the Ontario bar and on the bench at

Toronto and Ottawa. His successor is Mr.

Justice Anglin, who leaves the Exchequer

Division of the High Court of Ontario to be

come a member of the Supreme Court in

Ottawa.

As a result of the limitation placed upon

new business of life insurance companies, the

New York Life Insurance Company will on

May 31 discharge one thousand of its agents.

The order was rendered necessary by the

decision rendered April 2 by Supreme Court

Justice O'Gorman upholding the constitu

tionality of that section which limits new

business in any calendar year to $150,000,000.

Federal indictments against Governor C. N.

Haskell of Oklahoma and others charged with

fraud in Muskogee town lots, were quashed

April 10 in the United States Circuit Court,

on the ground that they were returned by a

grand jury composed of twenty-three men

under the Federal law, instead of a jury of

sixteen, as provided for by the Arkansas law

which was held to be in force in Indian terri

tory by Federal enactment. Sylvester Rush,

special assistant attorney general, stated that

he would again present the matter to the

grand jury.

The International Naval Conference, which

was in session for an extended period in Lon

don, agreed upon a code regulating the rights

of neutrals and belligerents in time of war.

As to blockade, an important change is made

in existing practices. Hitherto, under Anglo-

American practice, a vessel might be seized

on any part of its voyage to or from a block

aded port. Under the new regulations, the

right of seizure is restricted to the imme

diate area of the blockading operation. The

agreement as to contraband classifies certain

articles as absolute contraband, certain others

as absolute non-contraband, and certain others

as contraband under some conditions.

It is announced that President Taft's article

on his judicial decisions and his election will

appear in the June number of The English

Review. The May number will contain bis

paper on Panama Canal.

The Senate on April 19 confirmed the

nominations of Ira A. Abbott to be Associate

Justice of the Supreme Court of New Mexico

and of Aloysius I. McCormick to be United

States Attorney for the southern district of

California.

The firm of Paxton & Warrington of Cin

cinnati has been dissolved, and Messrs. Thomas

B. Paxton, Thomas B. Paxton, Jr., George H.

Warrington, and Murray Seasongood have

formed a partnership in that city under the

firm name of Paxton, Warrington and Season-

good.

Sir Francis William Maclean, K.C.I.E.,

Chief Justice of the High Court at Calcutta,

retired from the bench March 11. His re

tirement furnished an occasion for general

regret, both in the community and in the

profession, as his administration had been

marked by eminent services, and some of his

decisions had formed landmarks of Indian

law.

The Boston Bar Association April 10

adopted a code of professional ethics not

exactly similar to that of the American Bar

Association, going into greater particularity

on some topics. The adoption of the code

was largely due to the zeal of Alfred Hemen-

way, the president. Members are required

not to aspire to the bench unless they are

qualified for judicial position; not to assert

in court their personal belief in their client's

innocence; not to mix their client's money

with their own; not to curry favor with juries;

not to connive at chicane; and to appear as

lawyers, not as lobbyists, before legislative

bodies.

Federal Judge Smith McPherson, in an

amended decree at Kansas City, April 17,

reserved exclusive jurisdiction in Missouri's

rate cases, and in effect instructed the state

courts to keep out of the case. The decree

dissolved the pending injunction to restrain

the eighteen railroads operating in Missouri

from putting the three-cent passenger rate into

effect. But the Missouri roads will probably

be forced, nevertheless, to establish passenger

rates of two and one half rather than three

cents. In a supplementary decision handed

down April 28, Judge McPherson also de

cided that the section of the state statutes

imposing penalties was void.
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Judge D. E. Hydrick was installed as Chief

Justice of the Supreme Court of South Caro

lina April 15, succeeding Hon. Y. J. Pope,

resigned.

Judge F. M. Bixby, a prominent lawyer of

Plymouth County, Mass., died April 11. He

acted as senior counsel for Jane Toppan, the

nurse who was tried for murdering several of

her patients and was adjudged insane.

Hon. Rodney C. Abell, a prominent lawyer

of Vermont, died at West Haven, Vt., April

14. He had the reputation of being one of

the best parliamentarians ever having served

in the Vermont Legislature.

Former Judge Alton B. Parker made an

admirable toastmaster at the Appellate Divi

sion Dinner given by the New York County

Lawyers' Association March 20. Judge Dil

lon's address of welcome charmed all present.

Justice William J. Gainor gave a lecture on

"Code Pleading and Practice," in the audi

torium of Brooklyn Law School April 24.

Another lecture by Justice Gainor will follow

later, on "Have the Courts made a New Con

stitution for Us?"

The Florida State Bar Association held its

annual meeting at St. Augustine February 19

and 20. The following papers were read:

annual address of the President, "Which,

the Mob or the Law?" by Frederick T. Myers,

Esq., Tallahassee; "Remarks on the Judiciary

Article of the Constitution of the State of

Florida," by Rhydon M. Call, Esq., Jackson

ville; "Proximate and Remote Cause in the

Law of Torts," by A. A. Boggs, Esq., Miami;

"The Science of Jurisprudence," by Hon.

Hannis Taylor, LL.D., Washington, D.C.

It has been maintained in some quarters

that the Elkins law no longer has any force,

since Judge Anderson reversed the decision

of Judge Landis in the Standard Oil fine case;

but while the Department of Justice will not

attempt to overthrow the decision, there are

other cases against the Standard Oil which

will be prosecuted under the Elkins act.

Some "high official of the government"

pointed out that the United States Court of

Appeals held substantially, in the re-trial

of the fine case, that the government had to

prove that the shipper knew he was getting

the legal rate, a thing which rarely if ever

could be done. But, as the Boston Advertiser

appropriately observes, "There is every reason

to believe that the Elkins law suffices to

furnish adequate machinery for obtaining con

victions where the evidence is sufficiently

strong and where the case is prepared with

sufficient thoroughness and care."

justice John M. Davy, for seventeen years

ustice of the New York Supreme Court,

died April 21 in Atlantic City. He was born

in Ottawa in 1835. Going to Congress in

1875, he was elected Justice of the Supreme

Court in 1888, and was one of the state's

best-known jurists.

Causten Browne, a prominent Boston

lawyer, died in Brookline, Mass., April 8.

Born in Washington, D.C., in 1828, he began

the practice of law in Boston in 1852. He

was the author of a treatise on "The Con

struction of the Statutes of Frauds" which

has passed through five editions.

"International arbitration has so progressed

in our time," said Secretary of War David M.

Dickinson at the Appomattox Day banquet

of the Hamilton Club in Chicago April 9,

"that no one can doubt that it is the most

powerful force now working upon the nations

for the temporal happiness of mankind. Inter

national arbitration as we know it, is no more

the product of the last hundred years than

was the federal Constitution of 1789 a product

of that era. It is the flower of our time.

There can be no disarmament until the

greater powers agree upon a system of con

current action. The tide of public sentiment

all over the world is setting strongly in this

direction."

The prosecution of the Standard Oil Com

pany for alleged violation of the Sherman

Anti-Trust Act came to trial April 5 at St.

Louis before the full bench of the United

States Circuit Court, Judges Sanborn, Van

Devanter, Hook and Adams. The arguments

in behalf of the Government were made by

Frank B. Kellogg, assisted by former United

States District Attorney Morrison of Chicago.

The corporation was represented by John G.

Milburn of New York, Moritz Rosenthal and

John S. Miller of Chicago, David T. Watson of

Pittsburg and John G. Johnson of Phila

delphia. An entire week was occupied in

hearing the arguments. After the hearing

the judges retired and held a consultation

concerning their long and tedious future work

of going through the evidence and briefs of

counsel, each of the latter having presented a

separate pivotal argument on both the law

and the facts. It is not expected that a deci

sion will be rendered before early next

autumn. The record in the case embodies

11,000,000 words, and the case has employed

the attention of a score of eminent corpora

tion attorneys for almost two years. It is

estimated that the total expense of the suit

will finally represent an expenditure of about

$5,000,000. The case is one of the most

important and far-reaching civil actions that

has ever been tried in this country. The issue

is so important that, whatever may be the

result of the trial before the Circuit Court, the

case certainly will be appealed to the United

States Supreme Court.
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Judge L. J. Storey, one of the Railway

Commissioners of Texas, died suddenly at

Dallas March 28. He was one of the leading

lawyers and Democrats of Texas.

Several volumes were found recently to be

missing from the Library of Lincoln's Inn,

and a full description of them was circulated

among booksellers and the aid of the London

police was invoked to trace the thief. The

particulars were published in the daily press

and widespread attention was drawn to the

robbery. In spite of all these precautions

the eight missing books suddenly appeared

in a catalogue of one of the leading firms of

English book auctioneers. The honor and

integrity of the firm are above suspicion. The

volumes were immediately claimed and re

turned to the library. They were worth

.£50 or ,£60.

"The upper house of the English Parlia

ment," says Mr. Price Collier, in his book on

"England and the English" (Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons), "is the most democratic institu

tion in England. It is not a house of birth

or ancestry, for it is composed today, to an

overwhelming extent, of successful men from

almost every walk of life. . . . The adult

males in a town meeting in Hingham, Mass.,

for example, could trace back to male ances

tors who attended that same town meeting

one hundred years before, in greater numbers,

in proportion to their total number, than

could the members of the House of Lords to

ancestors who had sat in that same chamber.

Nor is it easy to see wherein they fail to

represent the nation, since they come from

every and all classes, nor why they should

govern badly, since they are chosen only

after proving themselves to be of superior

ability and sound judgment."

The third annual meeting of the American

Society of International Law was held in

Washington, D. C., April 23 and 24. Senator

Root, the president of the Society, opened

the meeting, taking for the subject of his

annual address, "The Relation Between the

Jurisdiction of National Courts and Inter

national Arbitration." "Arbitration as a Judi

cial Remedy" was then discussed by Hon.

John W. Foster, Prof. F. W. Aymar, and

others. Wayne MacVeigh spoke on the work

at The Hague. Others taking part in the

sessions were Rear-Admiral Charles S. Perry

and Rear-Admiral Chas. H. Stockton, who

spoke upon the results of the recent inter

national naval conference at London. "The

Development of International Law by Judi

cial Decisions in the United States" was dis

cussed by Mr. Justice Brown and Mr. Justice

Peele. On the morning of the second day

these topics were discussed, "The Constitu

tion and Powers which an International Court

of Arbitral Justice Should Possess," and

"Equality of Nations."

Dr. James H. Canfield, Librarian of Colum

bia University, who died March 29, was ad

mitted to the bar in Michigan and practised

law for several years in the seventies, until he

became Professor of Civics and History in the

University of Kansas.

Sir Edward Boyle, K.C., died in London

March 19 at the age of sixty. He was first

an architect, afterward being called to the

bar at the Inner Temple. He was the author

of "The Principles of Rating," "The Law of

Compensation,' and other text-books.

The Maine Legislature for 1909 adjourned

April 3. The close of the session was marked

by the passage of a bill aimed at eradicating

graft in state and town liquor agencies by

providing for the purchase of liquors on a

competitive basis, the goods being sold in

sealed packages.

The publication in newspapers of the facts

of divorce cases is deemed by the Irish Law

Times to be "absolutely necessary in the

interests of general morality. To what ex

tent the details should be given seems to be

a matter that must be left to the good taste

and sense of decency of the editors. '

Prof. A. V. Dicey, in a lecture delivered in

March, proposed that no constitutional laws

should become effective in England without

a popular referendum. "The difficulty, how

ever, of this proposal," says the London Law

Times, "is that as Prof. Dicey himself has

declared, 'there is under the English Consti

tution no marked or clear distinction between

laws which are not fundamental or constitu

tional and laws which are fundamental and

constitutional.' "

Lord Alverstone made an address at Man

chester, England, March 2, before the Man

chester Law Students' Society. He warned

his auditors against the constant craving to

be in a different branch of the profession

from that which they were in, as there were

few finer positions than that of leading solici

tors such as Mr. Cobbett, for example, who

could have had a brilliant career at the bar.

In his opinion, there was no better training

for the bar than that of the solicitor.

Among bar association meetings to be held

this spring are those of the New Hampshire

State Bar Association, to be held the first

week in May, Hon. William B. Hornblower

of New York delivering the annual address;

the Pennsylvania State Bar Association, which

will meet at Bedford Springs June 29, 30 and

July 1 ; the Tennessee State Bar Association,

which will meet at Chattanooga about the

same time; and the Iowa State Bar Associa

tion, which will meet at Marshalltown, June

24-5.
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Mr. Justice Moody, Lately Attorney-General

By George Whitelock, of the Baltimore Bar

JUSTICE MOODY'S remarkably able

opinion in the recent case of

Twining v. New Jersey1 calls attention

to the work of this jurist in the Supreme

Court of the United States both as

Attorney-General and as judge. The

record is one of high efficiency, and pub

lic importance.

In ClyaU's case2, Mr. Moody sustained

as Attorney-General the Congressional

legislation against peonage, demonstra

ting its constitutionality under the

Thirteenth Amendment, which abolished

slavery and established universal liberty.

Still earlier, in Swift's case3, he ob

tained a perpetual injunction for the

Government against a powerful com

bination of meat dealers controlling six-

tenths of the trade in fresh meats

between the states, and which threat

ened to monopolize the business by a

scheme so vast as to present for de

cision a new problem in pleading. It is

true that Judge Humphrey afterwards

upheld, by his unpopular but accurate

and courageous reading of the statute,

the pleas of immunity which saved the

beef packers from criminal conviction in

Chicago, but Attorney-General Moody's

ability in the prosecution which failed

'211 U. S. 78, December, 1908.
•197 U. S. 207, March, 1905.

M96 U. S. 375, January, 1905.

was indisputable. Congress has since

amended the law to conform with the

interpretation for which he contended

at the trial (Act June 30th, 1906).

In Shipp's case4 he successfully re

sisted as Attorney-General the release

of persons charged with contempt of the

United States Supreme Court for par

ticipation in the murder of a prisoner

sentenced to death by a state court in

Tennessee. This prisoner was lynched

while seeking a review of his conviction

in the highest Court of the nation.

Justice Moody's three-score opinions

in the Supreme Court cover a wide range

of subjects, federal and otherwise. They

show an intellectual fearlessness of dis

tinguished merit, and never descend to

the level of mediocrity. The Justice's

power of analysis, lucidity of statement

and cogency of reasoning are impressive,

while his style is terse and virile. The

opinions abound in historic and legal

illustrations, and carry a profound con

viction of the author's industry, learn

ing and acumen.

Mr. Moody represented the United

States in the important case of Kansas

v. Colorado,5 which involved the irriga

tion of arid lands from the Arkansas

River within the boundaries of two

'203 U. S. 562, December, 1906.
s206 U. S. 46, May, 1907.
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commonwealths, the original parties to

the litigation. Intervening on behalf of

the government, he contended for the

paramount right of the United States to

control the whole system of reclaiming

arid lands by virtue of supposed sov

ereign and inherent power. He con

ceded that his proposition was an appar

ent challenge of great decisions of the

Court, but argued that: "There is a gap

and vacancy of sovereignty somewhere,

if the sovereign and inherent power of

one state is restricted to its own terri

tory, and there is no sovereign and in

herent power in the nation to regulate

where the powers of two or more states

overlap, and so clash, and injure each

other and the aggregate interests."

The Court rejected by a unanimous

decision the contention of the Attorney-

General, which was so radical as to

imperil the autonomous condition of the

several states.

Forty years earlier Chief Justice Chase

had presided in the leading case of

Texas v. White6, an original proceeding

in the federal Supreme Court insti

tuted just after the Civil War, to pro

cure an injunction preventing the frui

tion of a scheme to loot the state's

treasury of bonds said to have been

seized by a combination of persons in

armed hostility to the United States.

If Texas by her participation in seces

sion had ceased to be a state of the

Union, the Court would have no juris

diction of the controversy. In deliver

ing the opinion sustaining the right of

the prostrate state to maintain the suit,

the Chief Justice, when the animosities

engendered by the war were still fiercely

burning, wrote these noble and momen

tous words: "There is no loss of separate

and independent autonomy to the states,

through their union under the Constitu

tion, but it may not be unreasonably

•7 Wall. 700, April, 1869.

said that the preservation of the states,

and the maintenance of their govern

ments, are as much within the design

and care of the Constitution as the

preservation of the Union and the main

tenance of the national government.

The Constitution in all its provisions

looks to an indestructible Union, com

posed of indestructible states."

And Justice Brewer's memorable

opinion, delivered in Kansas v. Colorado

on May 13, 1907, held that while the

Constitution is not to be construed

technically and narrowly "it still is true

that no independent and unmentioned

power passes to the national govern

ment or can rightfully be exercised by

the Congress." The Constitution enumer

ates the powers granted by the people

to their national government. All

powers which properly appertain to sov

ereignty and have not been so delegated

to the federal government belong to

the states and the people.

So Justice Moody's judicial opinions

in the Supreme Court present a remark

able contrast to his argument as Attor

ney-General in Kansas v.Colorado. Thus

in Tilt v. Kelsey,7 speaking for the

Court, he declared the sovereign author

ity of the individual states in respect to

the settlement of the succession of prop

erty on death, and their right to give to

their judicial proceedings conclusive

effect as against the world, subject, of

course, to constitutional limitations.

And in Maiorano v. B. & 0. Railroad?

the Justice holds that the construction

by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania

of a statute of that state creating a right

of action for death in favor of the sur

viving relatives of a deceased as not

extending to those who are non-resident

aliens must be accepted by the federal

Supreme Court on writ of error. This

'207 U. S. 43, October, 1907.

9213 U. S. 268, April, 1909.
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doctrine was fully applied despite the

fact that similar statutes had been

otherwise construed in Illinois and in

Justice Moody's own state of Massachu

setts. He said there was no violation

of the treaty between the United States

and the Kingdom of Italy affording to

Italian subjects here domiciled all the

direct protection and security afforded

our own people, by reason of the fact

that non-resident alien relatives of a

deceased Italian citizen were denied by a

state court a right of civil action when

the right is given to native resident rela

tives. And even when vigorously dissent

ing from the Court's conclusion that the

Employers' Liability Act was unconsti

tutional (1908), Justice Moody distinctly

recognized the supremacy respectively

of state and nation within their different

spheres, and the allotment between them

of the powers usually exercised by gov

ernments. He agreed with all of his

brethren of the bench that Congress

cannot regulate purely internal com

merce of the states.

In the criminal case of Twining v.

New Jersey (heretofore mentioned) the

Justice probably rises to the height of

his present intellectual evolution. He

answers in masterly manner the argu

ment of the able and eminent counsel

for the prisoners, and lays especial

emphasis on the perils of forced con

struction of the federal Constitution in

restraint of the power of the states.

Twining and one Cornell had been con

victed of statutory crime by a New

Jersey court. They had not testified in

their own behalf. In other states (Mary

land, for example, Code, art. 35, sec. 4),

no presumption would have been created

against them by their silence, and a

judge could not have commented on

their failure to testify. But the trial

court in New Jersey, in conformity with

the well-settled state law, had instructed

the jury that they might draw an un

favorable inference therefrom against

the prisoners. The traversers, suing out

a writ of error from the Supreme Court

of the United States to the New Jersey

Court of Errors and Appeals, com

plained of the instruction as a violation

of the Fourteenth Amendment to the

federal Constitution. They alleged an

abridgment of the privileges of citi

zens of the United States, and also a

deprivation of their liberty without due

process of law. Both contentions were

overruled and the conviction in the

state court was affirmed, the Supreem

Court holding that exemption from

compulsory self-incrimination in the

courts of the states is not secured by

any part of the federal Constitution.

The Justice declares in the course of

his judgment that: "The power of the

people of the states ought not to be

fettered, their sense of responsibility

lessened and their capacity for sober

and restrained self-government weak

ened by forced construction of the fed

eral Constitution. If the people of New

Jersey are not content with the law as

declared in repeated decisions of their

courts, the remedy is in their own

hands."

Mr. Moody was appointed to the fed

eral Supreme Court from the Cabinet of

an Executive not keenly alive to the

distribution of powers between the

United States and the component com

monwealths. Nor was this Executive

highly sensitive to the Constitutional

division and separate apportionment of

functions, executive, legislative and judi

cial. If the intimate ' association with

such a President suggested a doubt as

to the wisdom of Mr. Moody's ap

pointment, his record on the bench

dispels it. That record, like the

record of other distinguished jurists,

demonstrates the ability of an able
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lawyer to relinquish the partisan role of

advocate and rise to the impartial duties

of a judge. It also demonstrates that

the qualities of intellect and tempera

ment necessary for success in these

respective callings are not incompatible.

It is clear that Justice Moody will

not judicially uphold the doctrine of

sovereign and inherent power in the

nation apart from constitutional grant,

for which he contended as Attorney-

General in Kansas v. Colorado. He will

safeguard the autonomy of the states,

and preserve the separate sovereignty

of the governments, state and federal,

maintaining the jurisdiction of the states

over the areas of governmental power

unceded to national authority. Justice

Moody's appointment is more than justi

fied. Palmam qui meruit, ferat.

The Kansas Revised Code of Civil Procedure

By Stephen H. Allen, of the Topeka Bar

THE Kansas Legislature of 1909

passed, without many changes, the

Revised Code of Civil Procedure, which

had been prepared by a committee of

the State Bar Association. At the

annual meeting in 1906 the Kansas State

Bar Association adopted a resolution

for the appointment of a committee,

"to report a general revision of the Code

of Civil Procedure, eliminating as far as

practicable all arbitrary rules which tend

to delay the disposition of causes, deter

mine them otherwise than on their

merits, occasion unnecessary cost or in

convenience or require successive trials

of the same issue." Pursuant to this

resolution a committee of five was ap

pointed, which prepared a bill that was

introduced at the session of 1907. It

was found impracticable to act on this

bill, owing to the lateness of its intro

duction. At the annual meeting of the

association in 1908 the membership of

the committee was increased from five

to twelve, and the whole work was again

carefully revised and many further

changes were made. The general pur

pose of the revision is expressed in the

resolution above quoted.

In recent years there has been a

marked tendency to obstruct the pro

gress of causes in the courts by technical

motions, demurrers and other dilatory

tactics through which defendants not

only gain delay, but seek to inject re

versible error into the record, so that a

judgment for the plaintiff will be barren

of substantial advantage. Certain pro

visions common to most of the codes

were found to afford the basis for most

of these practices, but the committee

were not content with the mere abro

gation of a few useless arbitrary rules

of procedure. They perceived that the

whole theory on which causes are con

sidered on petitions in error by the

Supreme Court is burdensome and un

just to litigants. Instead of the rights
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of the parties in the cause, reviewing

courts everywhere habitually consider

the technical correctness of the rulings

of the trial court, and many cases are

reversed merely for errors in matters of

practice in which the parties have no

interest, but which theoretically deny

some right or confer some illegal advan

tage. The universal practice in all the

courts of this country, so far as I am

aware, is to take exceptions to adverse

rulings of the court, and the questions

raised by these exceptions are alone

considered by the reviewing court, unless

the case turns on questions of law deci

sive of the main issues in the case. A

provision is common to all codes, re

quiring the court in all stages of the

action to disregard technical errors which

do not affect the substantial rights of

the parties. The courts, however, have

felt bound to give effect to positive

requirements of the statute with refer

ence to procedure, and to reverse cases

where they have been disregarded. There

seems to be an inevitable tendency to

magnify the importance of matters of

form and shirk the consideration of

matters of substance. The revised code

abolishes exceptions and bills of excep

tion, and requires the Supreme Court

to pass on the merits of every case,

where it is practicable to do so.

Among the stumbling blocks over

which suitors have fallen day by day

may be noticed the provision, common

to all the codes, which restricts the

joinder of different causes of action to

those falling within one of a number

(seven in Kansas) of arbitrary classes.

Lawyers are constantly confronted with

most perplexing questions as to their

right to join different claims in the

same action. This difficulty is remedied

in the new code by striking out all the

classifications and allowing the plain

tiff to join all the claims he has, pro

vided they affect all the parties to the

action.

The little section which peremptorily

enjoins that each cause of action in a

pleading must be separately stated and

numbered often necessitates a great mass

of useless verbiage, and a failure to

comply with the section has occasioned

a number of reversals in this state. This

section is stricken out and it is made

discretionary with the trial court to re

quire separate stating and numbering

or not according to the nature of the

case.

The old code made it a ground of

demurrer if there was a defect of parties

plaintiff or defendant or if several causes

of action were improperly joined. Such

defects may now be called to the atten

tion of the court and remedied by

motion, but are not grounds of demurrer.

The new code does not treat the

defendant quite as liberally in the

matter of pleadings as it does the plain

tiff. The only enlargement of the sub

ject-matter that may be used in defence

is made through a change of the defini

tion of a set-off, which now includes

any demand for money, and allows a

set-off to be pleaded in any action for

the recovery of money. In order to

shut off sham answers for delay in

actions founded on written instruments

for the unconditional payment of money,

or verified accounts for goods sold, or

verified claims for wages, the answer

must be verified. In counties where

the courts are behind with their work it

has been common practice to file answers

pleading payment of money demands of

all kinds and sorts when there was

really no defence but the defendant de

sired delay.

Aside from changes in the article re

lating to the venue of civil actions,

which are only of local interest, and

those relating to constructive service of
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summons, which are changes of form

more than of substance, no other im

portant amendments are made in those

parts of the code which relate to the

commencement of actions and the plead

ings. The articles relating to the pro

visional remedies are not materially

changed except by adding a provision,

modeled after the Massachusetts statute,

providing for the attachment of corpor

ate stocks.

Important changes are made in the

article relating to trials and new trials.

The judge at chambers may hear and

dispose of all preliminary matters and

pass on all questions of law, whether

raised by motion, demurrer, or merely

suggested by the pleadings, so that it is

no longer necessary to wait from term

to term for the disposition of pre

liminary matters. Where a number of

different causes of action are joined

which cannot be all tried in the same

manner, the court or judge may direct

separate trials of one or more issues in

the appropriate manner. Where the

plaintiff is permitted to join all kinds

of causes of action, it may happen that

a jury trial will be a matter of right

as to some of them, that a reference may

be necessary of another, and that

another ought to be tried by the court.

The judge has full power to meet the

situation, whatever it may be. Actions

are triable on the issues of fact in ten

days after they are made up. Heretofore

it has been necessary that the issues be

made up ten days before the first day

of the term. Many of the judicial dis

tricts of the state include only one

county and have but three or four terms

of court a year, so that considerable

delay resulted from this requirement.

Peremptory challenges to jurors were

formerly made in open court and in the

presence of the jurors, so that the

challenged juror knew who made the

challenge. Now eighteen jurors are

selected, who are free from challenge

for cause; each party then strikes three

names from the list, and the remaining

twelve constitute the jury. Motions for

a new trial were formerly required to be

filed within three days and at the term

at which the verdict or decision was

rendered, except for the cause of newly

discovered evidence. Now they may be

filed within three days without refer

ence to the end of the term, and may be

decided by the judge at chambers.

Where a verdict, report or decision is

procured by corruption, a new trial is a

matter of right, and all costs must be

taxed against the party in fault. A

new trial may be granted in any case

in which there has not been a fair trial,

but if the court is satisfied that a correct

result has been reached a new trial may

be refused notwithstanding errors in

matters of procedure. When the appli

cation is made on the ground of newly

discovered evidence, or the exclusion of

competent evidence, such evidence must

be produced on the motion for a new

trial, and if upon all the evidence the

court is satisfied with the verdict or

decision the new trial will not be granted.

In cases tried by the court or referee the

judgment may be modified in accord

ance with the facts disclosed by all the

evidence, or a new trial ordered as to

one or more issues and refused as to the

others. The new trial is to be granted

only as to the issues as to which the

verdict or decision appears to be wrong,

when such issues are separable. In prac

tice these provisions will not be likely

to result in greatly reducing the number

of new trials granted by the trial courts,

but as they vest far greater discretion

in the trial court, and allow the correc

tion of minor errors and a modification

of judgments after their rendition, the

basis for reversal in the Supreme Court
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is materially diminished. The leading

idea here as throughout the code is to

minimize matters of form and require

the administration of substantial justice

without unnecessary delay.

The rules of evidence are changed in

some important particulars. Heretofore

witnesses could only be required to

attend in the county of their residence.

They may now be required to attend

in any county of the state on tender

of the mileage allowed by law and fee

for one day's attendance, but the cost

of such attendance will be taxed against

the party who subpoenas the witness,

unless otherwise ordered by the court.

The use of affidavits on the trial of

actions is a very important innovation.

Either party may prevent the use of

affidavits by his adversary by simply

denying the truth of the matter con

tained in them, or by asking the privi

lege of cross-examination. It is believed,

however, that in making formal proof,

especially by witnesses of unquestioned

veracity, much expense and annoyance

will be saved by allowing the use of

affidavits. It is often a matter of

very great inconvenience to witnesses

to be required to wait around a court

house to give some brief statement,

which might as well be shown by an

affidavit that could be taken at any

convenient time or place. It not infre

quently happens that the loss and incon

venience occasioned to witnesses by

attendance at court is of more moment

than the matter in dispute between the

parties. On the other hand ex parte

affidavits are unsatisfactory where it is

necessary to call out all the facts within

the knowledge of the witness. The pur

pose of the change was of course to

secure the advantages of an inexpensive

method of procuring testimony and at

the same time guard against the well-

known dangers of that kind of evidence.

In the authentication of records of

the courts of foreign countries the re

quirement of the certificate of the officer

who has the custody of the principal

seal of the government has been dropped

out and a certificate of the clerk and

one of the judges is all that is required.

The old rule with reference to books of

account was very narrow. Now sub

stantially all entries relating to commer

cial and statistical matters may be

admitted in evidence merely on proof

that they were made in the regular

course of business, at or near the time

of the transaction.

The most important changes relate

to the record of the proceedings at the

trial and the review of judgments of the

trial courts on appeal. In the early

days, when notes of the testimony of

witnesses were taken down in longhand

by the lawyers and the judge, it was a

sensible practice to make bills of excep

tions to preserve the questions of law

raised at the trial. Cases for review

were also adapted to the necessities of

the situation. The use of official stenog

raphers, who preserve not only all the

testimony of all the witnesses, but often

all that is said in the progress of the

trial by court or counsel, while very

convenient and helpful in many ways,

has its disadvantages. It makes it pos

sible to try a case solely with a view to

injecting error into the record, and by

objecting and excepting to everything

done by the adverse party to raise a

multitude of technical questions. After

the lawyer gets his transcript of the

stenographer's notes, he can study his

objections and exceptions at his leisure,

and assign error in the reviewing court

on any matter that seems doubtful.

Under the old practice only those ad

verse rulings deemed of importance

would ordinarily be incorporated in a

bill of exceptions. It not infrequently
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happens that cases are reversed on

matters not fairly presented to the trial

court, and that questions on which no

reliance was placed at the trial are

urged as of prime importance in the

reviewing court.

While it is impossible to draw a

definite line between the mere techni

cality and the wholesome rule of pro

cedure, between form and substance, it

is possible to do away with many need

less arbitrary rules, and to allow the

courts at all stages of the progress of the

case to do their best in working out

substantial justice between the parties

without so much regard to matters of

form. There is no longer a valid reason

for making a new history of a case for

the Supreme Court in the form of a bill

of exceptions or a case. It is entirely

practicable to treat all the files, docu

ments and exhibits in the trial court

and the stenographer's notes of the pro

ceedings at the trial as matters available

for a review on appeal. It is altogether

better to have the whole record avail

able in the Supreme Court than only a

part of it. The new code provides for

an appeal by a simple notice served on

the adverse party.. The Supreme Court

thereupon becomes possessed of every

matter that was before the trial court;

pleadings, motions, affidavits, instruc

tions and stenographer's notes when

transcribed and filed, and all exhibits

offered at the trial are available for a

review of the cause. It is not compul

sory, however, on the parties to present

more to the Supreme Court than is

necessary for the determination of the

questions raised. Cases appealed are to

be presented by abstracts unless other

wise ordered by the Supreme Court.

These abstracts must be printed unless

permission be granted for typewritten

abstracts. The Supreme Court is author

ized to allow amendments, take further

testimony and adopt any procedure it

may deem necessary in order to finally

dispose of the case. It is required to

either render final judgment or direct

such judgment to be rendered by the

court from which the appeal is taken, in

all cases where it is practicable to do so.

It cannot be denied that lawyers,

who have not merely been required to

learn the arbitrary rules of procedure

found in the code, but also to study

critically the construction placed on

them by the courts of last resort, become

attached to mere matters of form, and

are prone to look on a violation of a

settled rule of procedure as good grounds

for overturning a judgment no matter

how righteous in substance. It will

doubtless be a matter of extreme diffi

culty to eradicate this attachment to

matters of form. On the other hand it

has become manifest to the profession

that the business community in par

ticular, and the great multitude in gen

eral, have little but contempt for the

nice hair-splitting so often indulged in

by members of our profession, not merely

in discussing the rights of the parties

but in wrangles over form and proce

dure. The Revised Code of Kansas is a

resolute attempt to exalt substance above

form in all stages of the trial of a cause,

to expedite trials and decisions, and to

minimize the expense and annoyance of

litigation.

APROPOS OF VACATIONS

"Despite his material success, the American has still much to learn

about the conduct of business, particularly with foreign nations. .

He has yet to learn that twelve months work may be done in ten

months or even in eleven, but that it cannot possibly be done in

twelve."— Nicholas Murray Butler, in "The American as He Is."



The Canons of Legal Ethics*

By George P. Costigan, Jr.

Dean of the College of Law of the University of Nebraska

I HAVE been asked to say something

to you on the subject of a Code of

Legal Ethics, and I have interpreted

that to be a request to say something

about the particular code which is now

before the bar of the United States for

adoption—the American Bar Associa

tion's Canons of Legal Ethics.

At the outset I want to say a word

about the reasons which led the Ameri

can Bar Association to adopt canons of

ethics. If one is asked to name the

professions other than the ministry in

which practitioners are confronted most

frequently with important moral prob

lems, I think his answer would be that

they are law and medicine. If then he

should be asked which profession he

naturally would expect to be the first

to codify rules of professional conduct

for its members, his answer would almost

certainly be the law, since codification

is the lawyer's work; but the slightest

investigation would show that as a

matter of fact the medical profession

has been years ahead of us in adopting

a code. As the physician is often the

most careless about taking medicine, so

the lawyer has been the most careless

about applying law—rules of conduct—

to himself. The ethical Code of the

American Medical Association, to which

I understand the various state and other

local medical associations give loyal

adherence, was adopted in its present

form by that association in 1903, while

the American Bar Association's Canons

of Legal Ethics were not adopted by

"An address delivered before the Lancaster

County Bar Association at Lincoln, Neb., on

March 27, 1909.

that Association until last summer.

Apart from the need of a code of Legal

Ethics, one motive for its adoption was

that the lawyers of America should not

be behind their brethren of the medical

profession in announcing those funda

mental rules of professional conduct by

which all members of the profession

should be bound.

But a far deeper motive is to be found

in the reports of the American Bar

Association's Committee on Code of

Professional Conduct. The changing con

ditions of professional practice, tending

in the direction of commercializing a

large part of the bar of the country, both

in and out of our cities, and in particular

the weakening of an effective profes

sional public opinion due chiefly to the

growth of large cities with their infinite

possibilities of concealed wrongdoing,

have combined, in the opinion of reflec

tive lawyers, to create a situation call

ing for something more definite in the

way of rules of professional ethics than

we have had in the past. Then, too—

and here is where my own interest in

the matter has been most aroused—there

has been and is infinite need of an

authoritative statement in simple and

readily accessible form of rules of ethical

professional conduct to be impressed

upon our young men as they start upon

their professional careers. In our pro

fession it is as true as it is elsewhere,

that if we train up the young man in

the way he should go, in after life he

will not depart therefrom.

Before the American Bar Associa

tion's Committee went to work upon an
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ethical code, it was requested to report

upon the advisability and practicability

of the adoption of such a code. In

order that you may understand fully

what was in the minds of the members

of that Committee I shall read to you

excerpts from its report made in

1906:—

Your instructions direct us to report upon

the "advisability and practicability" of the

adoption of such a code.

First, as to advisability.

We are of opinion that the adoption of

such a code is not only advisable, but under

existing conditions of very great importance.

There are several considerations moving us to

this conclusion:

1. With Wilson, Webster, and others, we

believe that "justice is the great interest of

man on earth." And here in America, where

justice reigns only by and through the people

under forms of law, the lawyer is and must

ever be the high-priest at the shrine of justice.

Under our form of government, unless the

system for establishing and dispensing justice

is so developed and maintained that there

shall be continued confidence on the part of

the public in the fairness, integrity, and

impartiality of its administration, there can

be no lasting permanence to our republican

institutions. Our profession is necessarily the

keystone of the republican arch of govern

ment. Weaken this keystone by allowing it

to be increasingly subject to the corroding and

demoralizing influence of those who are con

trolled by graft, greed and gain, or other un

worthy motive, and sooner or later the arch

must fall. It follows that the future of the

republic depends upon our maintenance of

the shrine of justice pure and unsullied. We

know it cannot be so maintained unless the

conduct and motives of the members of our

profession, of those who are the high-priests

of justice, are what they ought to be. It

therefore becomes our plain and simple duty,

our patriotic duty, to use our influence in

every legitimate way to help make the Ameri

can bar what it ought to be. A code of

ethics, adopted after due deliberation, and

promulgated by the American Bar Associa

tion, is one method in furtherance of this end.

2. With the marvelous growth and devel

opment of our country and its resources, with

the ranks of our profession ever extending, its

fields of activities ever widening, the lawyer's

opportunities for good and evil are corre

spondingly enlarged, and the limits have not

been reached. We cannot be blind to the

fact that, however high may be the motives

of some, the trend of many is away from the

ideals of the past, and the tendency more

and more to reduce our high calling to the

level of a trade, to a mere means of liveli

hood, or of personal aggrandizement. With

the influx of increasing numbers who seek

admission to the profession mainly for its

emoluments have come new and changed

conditions. Once possible ostracism by pro

fessional brethren was sufficient to keep from

serious error the practitioner with no fixed

ideals of ethical conduct; but now the shyster,

the barratrously inclined, the ambulance

chaser, the member of the bar with a system

of runners, pursue their nefarious methods,

with no check save the rope of sand of moral

suasion so long as they stop short of actual

fraud and violate no criminal law. These

men believe themselves immune, the good or

bad esteem of their colaborers is nothing to

them, provided their itching fingers are not

thereby stayed in their eager quest for lucre.

Much as we regret to acknowledge it, we

know such men are in our midst. Never

having realized or grasped that indefinable

ethical something which is the soul and spirit

of law and of justice, they not only lower the

morale within the profession, but they debase

our high calling in the eyes of the public.

They hamper the administration, and even

at times subvert the ends, of justice. Such

men are enemies of the republic, not true

ministers of her courts of justice robed in the

priestly garments of truth, honor and integ

rity. All such are unworthy of a place upon

the rolls of the great and noble profession of

the law.

3. Members of the bar, like judges, are

officers of the courts, and like judges should

hold office only during good behavior. "Good

behavior" should not be a vague, meaningless

or shadowy term devoid of practical applica

tion save in flagrant cases. It should be de

fined and measured by such ethical standards,

however high, as are necessary to keep the

administration of justice pure and unsullied.

Such standards may be crystallized into a

written code of professional ethics, and a

lawyer failing to conform thereto should not

be permitted to practise or retain member

ship in professional organizations, local or
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national, formed, as is the American Bar

Association, to promote the administration

of justice and uphold the honor of the pro

fession. Such a code in time will doubtless

become of very great practical value by lead

ing to action through the judiciary, for the

courts may, as conditions warrant, require all

candidates for the bar to subscribe to suitable

and reasonable canons of ethics as a condi

tion precedent to admission. If this be done,

the courts will be in an indisputable position

to enforce, through suspension or disbarment,

the observance of proper ethical conduct on

the part of members of the bar so admitted.

Indeed, eventually the people, for the welfare

of the community, and to further the admin

istration of justice, may, either by constitu

tional provisions or legislative enactments,

demand that all, before being granted by the

state the valuable franchise to practise, shall

take an oath to support not only the Consti

tution but such canons of ethics as may be

established by law. One state already, Ala

bama, to its credit be it said, has by statute

made it a misdemeanor for an attorney to

employ runners to solicit practice, and the

public prosecutor is required to institute pro

ceedings upon complaint of the council of

the state bar association. But whatever

measures may in time be developed to pre

serve the judicial department of the govern

ment, of which the bar forms so important a

part, from the taint of unworthy motives

and conduct, we believe that, viewed from

almost any standpoint, the adoption and

promulgation of a series of reasonable canons

of professional ethics, in the form of a code

by the American Bar Association, cannot but

have a salutary effect upon the administra

tion of justice, and upon the conduct of lawyers

generally, whether on the bench or at the

bar. Action by the national Association will

also tend to develop uniformity between the

various states, not only in form and method

of statement, but also in application, and this

we deem of practical importance. Indeed, the

ultimate measure of success of this movement

to keep the bar true to its pristine glory will

be largely enhanced by harmony between the

different states, and by the moral support

given not only by the bars of various jurisdic

tions to each other, but by the courts of the

sovereign states one to the other.

4. A further reason why we report the

advisability of canons of ethics being authori

tatively promulgated arises from the fact that

many men depart from honorable and accepted

standards of practice early in their careers as

the result of actual ignorance of the ethical

requirements of the situation. Habits ac

quired when professional character is form

ing are lasting in their effects. The "thus it is

written" of an American Bar Association code

of ethics should prove a beacon-light on the

mountain of high resolve to lead the young

practitioner safely through the snares and

pitfalls of his early practice up to and along

the straight and narrow path of high and

honorable professional achievement.

Second, as to practicability.

We report that the adoption and promul

gation of a code of ethics by the American

Bar Association is entirely practicable.

1. It is in keeping with the objects for

which our Association was organized, among

which the following are declared by the con

stitution:

"To advance the science of jurisprudence,

promote the administration of justice and . . .

uphold the honor of the profession of the

law."

2. It is not impossible or indeed difficult

to crystallize abstract ethical principles into

a series of canons applicable to the usual

concrete ethical problems which confront the

lawyer in the routine of practice. Several

state bar associations have already done so."

The most significant statement in

that report to me, and I invite your

attention to it again, is the assertion

"that many men depart from honorable

and accepted standards of practice early

in their careers as the result of actual

ignorance of the ethical requirements of

the situation." A few years ago I

should have put such a statement to

one side as an astonishing misapprehen

sion of the facts, but the more I see of

the young men who come under my

instruction and the more I learn about

the young men who are crowding into

our profession the country over, the

more I am convinced that this state

ment is true. It need be true no longer,

however, if only the other states of the

country will follow the example set by

the New York State Bar Association

when it adopted the American Bar
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Association Code. The New York State

Bar Association in January of this year

adopted the following resolutions:—

"Resolved, That the Court of Appeals be

respectfully requested to amend its rules for

the admission of attorneys and counselors at

law by adding to rule 1 thereof the following:—

"Each applicant for admission to practice

as aforesaid shall be required to state in the

affidavit filed by him on his application for

admission that he has read the canons of

professional ethics adopted by the New York

Bar Association and has faithfully endeavored

to make himself acquainted with the same,

and that he will endeavor to conform his pro

fessional conduct thereto.

"Be it further resolved, That the State

Board of Law Examiners be requested to

examine on said canons of professional ethics

all applicants applying to it for admission to

the bar, and that the faculties of all law

schools within this state be requested to

teach the subject of professional ethics.

"Be it further resolved. That the secretary

of the Association be directed to send a certi

fied copy of these resolutions to each judge

of the Court of Appeals, to each member of

the State Board of Law Examiners, and to

the deans and faculties of each law school in

the state."

Having called attention to the reasons

which led the American Bar Association

to adopt canons of professional ethics,

I now wish to present to you a short

statement of the way the Association's

committee did its work. That Com

mittee consisted of Messrs. Henry St.

George Tucker, of Virginia, chairman;

Lucien Hugh Alexander, of Pennsyl

vania, secretary; David J. Brewer, of

the District of Columbia; Frederick V.

Brown, of Minnesota; J. M. Dickinson,

of Illinois; Franklin Ferriss, of Missouri;

William Wirt Howe, of Louisiana,

Thomas H. Hubbard, of New York;

James G. Jenkins, of Wisconsin; Thomas

Goode Jones, of Alabama; Alton B.

Parker, of New York; George R. Peck,

of Illinois; Francis Lynde Stetson, of

New York; and Ezra R. Thayer, of

Massachusetts; and it went about its

work, as a committee of such ability

would, in a thoroughly business-like

manner. In the first place it found that

codes of ethics had already been adopted

in the eleven following states on the

dates specified respectively: Alabama,

December 14, 1887; Georgia, May 9,

1889; Virginia, July 24, 1889; Michigan,

June 30, 1897; Colorado, July 6, 1898;

North Carolina, June 28, 1900; Wiscon

sin, February 13, 1901; West Virginia,

February 12, 1902; Maryland, July 2,

1902; Kentucky, July 2, 1903; Missouri,

September 28, 1906. The Committee

thereupon proceeded to make a com

pilation of these state bar association

codes, the later ones being based upon,

but modifying in various ways, the first

code, that of Alabama. Then, as the

Alabama code was based very largely

on Sharswood's little book on Legal

Ethics, the Committee succeeded in

getting copies of Sharswood's book dis

tributed to the Association's members.

With the compilation of the state bar

association codes, the Committee printed

Hoffman's famous Fifty Resolutions in

Regard to Professional Deportment and

some other information. Having made

the compilation and distributed Shars

wood's book on Professional Ethics, the

Committee asked for another year in

which to make a final report and pro

ceeded to send out appeals for sugges

tions for the Code. Those appeals re

ceived many responses, and it is because

I was one of those to respond that I felt

bound to address you this evening, after

Judge Frost astonished me by making

and getting carried at your last meeting

a motion that I do so.

My contribution to the Code was

slight, but has carried with it certain

obligations. In general, the provisions

of the state bar association codes

already in existence satisfied me, but

they were poorly arranged, contained
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needless repetition, and were wholly

without index. From my point of view,

interested as I was in getting such a

code before the young men about to

enter or already in our profession, with

a prospect of the code being read and

understood by them, a poorly arranged,

long and confused code seemed greatly

to be regretted, and accordingly I

urged that the Committee break away

from the order of arrangement and lan

guage of the state codes, and rearrange,

rephrase and in every possible way

simplify the provisions of those codes,

and then furnish an index to them.

The secretary of the Committee wrote

me that I was the only one advocating

such a plan, but as I persisted in urging

it he suggested that I submit a scheme

for the rearrangement and classification

of the state code provisions. I did so.

My classification was not adopted, else

I should not feel free to speak of it

here, but the Committee did come to

see the advisability of breaking away

from the poor arrangement of the state

codes and of making a new code which

would be .an improvement upon the

state codes in every way. I may say

in passing that in my judgment the

Committee hit upon an arrangement

that in simplicity and clearness was far

better than the one that I had sug

gested. Yet because I was in some

measure responsible for the breaking

away from the state codes and for

depriving the Association of the chance

to say that it is advocating a code

already substantially existing in eleven

states, I feel it my duty to assist in

every way that I can in getting the

code adopted by this Association and

in having Nebraska one of the states

to take up the new code.

The Bar Association's committee re

ceived, as I said, many responses to its

appeal for suggestions. A number of

these responses, together with extracts

from magazine articles deemed helpful,

were printed by the Committee in the

form of a red book of 131 pages, a copy

of which I hold in my hand. This Red

Book, which contains detailed criticisms

of the various canons of the different

state bar associations' codes, was dis

tributed to the members of the Com

mittee and others who were deemed

worthy, and the various members of the

Committee prepared for the committee

meeting at which it was to adopt a draft

of a code.

The Committee met in Washington,

March 30, 1908, for that purpose, and

spent three days in making a preUminary

draft of the Code. They made, as all

the bar associations since the Alabama

Association adopted its code have made,

the Alabama code the foundation of

their work. They asked for and of

course received the attendance at their

meeting and the assistance of their

fellow member Hon. Thomas G. Jones

of Alabama, who drafted the Alabama

code of legal ethics and who was respon

sible for a number of the modifications

of the Alabama Code made by the Com

mittee. The preliminary draft of the

Code thus framed was then printed and

distributed to the Association members

with a request for criticisms, and the

officers of the various state bar asso

ciations were also asked for criticisms

of the draft. The secretary of the

American Bar Association's Committee

received over 1,000 replies to that re

quest, and except as relates to one

canon—that on contingent fees—the pre

liminary draft was enthusiastically ap

proved.

Thereafter the Committee made its

final report, which came before the Ameri

can Bar Association at Seattle last

August. Each of the canons was sepa

rately voted upon and all but one were
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adopted without change. The only one

changed was the canon about contingent

fees. That canon, as proposed by the

Committee, read:—

13. Contingent Fees. Contingent fees may

be contracted for, but they lead to many

abuses and should be under the supervision

of the court.

So worded, it was deemed too broad,

and as the sole purpose of the com

mittee was to get assent to the

proposition that no lawyer has the

moral right to charge his client an

unjust contingent fee, it was amended

to read:—

13. Contingent fees, where sanctioned by

law, should be under the supervision of the

court, in order that clients may be protected

from unjust charges.

As thus amended it was adopted.

Just a word in regard to that provi

sion as amended. Perhaps I may best

get the matter before you by quoting

what Judge Simeon E. Baldwin of Con

necticut has to say about it. "The

canon regarding contingent fees," says

Judge Baldwin, "was the only one

amended in substance by the Associa

tion in dealing with the report of the

Committee, and indeed it is not clear

that this amendment changed anything

but the form, so as to make plainer

what was the intention of those who

drafted it. In its present shape it

seems to sanction, by implication, ar

rangements for contingent fees (when

not contrary to local law), provided

their terms are reasonable; and its real

emphasis is laid on the necessity of pro

viding a prompt remedy for the client

by the supervisory action of the court,

if any unfair advantage of his necessi

ties has been taken. Precisely how this

supervisory action should be invoked

was left to be decided by the local prac

tice; and it would have been difficult to

frame any form of procedure of universal

application."1

It should be borne in mind that the

American Bar Association was not fram

ing a statute, but was trying to frame

an ethical canon which could be sub

scribed to in every state, whether the

given state did or did not legalize

contingent fees and whether (where it

did recognize such fees to be legal), it

did or did not already provide a par

ticular method of supervision. How

any one actuated by right motives could

fail to subscribe to that canon, aimed

as it is solely against exorbitant con

tingent fees, I cannot understand. If

the code were a bill to be passed

by the legislature, its failure to point

out a specific method of supervision

would be highly objectionable, but it is

not such a bill. The code is simply a

statement of a few of the important

ethical principles which all lawyers

should be bound by and may very

appropriately provide that the court

should supervise contingent fees when

ever clients claim them to be exorbitant

or in anyway unjust, without pointing

out the method of supervision. One

who looks at the code for what it is,

and does not worry himself unnecessarily

by likening it to that very different

thing—state or federal legislation—can

surely not object in good faith even to

the canon on contingent fees ; for should

he say, as some do say, and as in a cer

tain sense at least is true, that the doc

trine of the canon is already a rule of

law recognized and enforced by the

courts, he will surely not want to be

recorded as saying that it is bad law

and should not be enforced, while if it

is not already the law of the state he will

surely want to be recorded as saying

that it should be lived up to anyhow.

Just a word more about this con

's Columbia Law Review 541, S44.
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tingent fee canon. You may somehow

have gotten the notion that the Ameri

can Bar Association's Committee that

drafted the code was hostile to con

tingent fees. Such I understand was far

from being the case. When that distin

guished Committee of fourteen members

sent out its preliminary report with the

original clause about contingent fees

bearing the unlucky number 13, it con

tained this notation: "Hon. James G.

Jenkins [the Wisconsin member] of the

Committee dissents from Canon 13, as

he is opposed to contingent fees under

any circumstances." He was the only

member of that Committee of whom

that was said, and, as a matter of fact,

it is the real friends of the contingent

fee system that support the canon, for

they realize that it is only if contingent

fees are not exorbitant in amount that

they have a social or moral excuse for

being. There are some contingent fee

lawyers who are like Shylock, demand

ing their pound of flesh though it take

the life of the other contracting party,

just because it is written in the bond,

but for those who deal thus unjustly

with their fellows the bar has only a

righteous contempt.

I said just a little while ago that the

American Bar Association's Canons of

Ethics were not to be put in the same

class with an act of the legislature. I

must modify that statement in one

particular. Attached to the Code is a

form of oath of admission to the bar,

to be recommended for adoption by

the proper state authorities. To that ex

tent the Code seeks legislation, though

it is not asking in any other way for

legal sanction. That oath finds its place

there because of the suggestion of Mr.

Justice Brewer of the United States

Supreme Court, who was himself a mem

ber of the Committee, that a short body

of rules, so few and clearly stated that

there could be no excuse for their viola

tion, should be prepared, "to be given

operative and binding force by legisla

tion or the action of the highest courts

of the states, assuming that those courts

have, as doubtless they have in some

states, the power to make and enforce

such rules." No such endorsement is

sought for the code as a whole, but only

for the oath.

I am not going to take up your time

by going over the provisions of the

code,—you are all familiar with those

already,—nor am I going to take up

your time discussing particular ethical

problems touched upon in those provi

sions. I have no hesitancy in saying

that the Code will commend itself to

the bar of the country as a whole and

that, because uniformity on this subject

is so desirable as well as because the

code itself is so essentially sound, it

ought to be adopted by the Lancaster

County Bar Association and by the

Nebraska State Bar Association. You

will be interested to know that after the

preliminary draft of the Code appeared

and before the final draft was adopted,

the states of Tennessee (May 23, 1908),

Florida (June 26, 1908) and Indiana

(July 20, 1908), adopted that prelimi

nary draft, which is in all essentials the

same as the final draft. Since" the final

draft was adopted by the American Bar

Association, the states of North Dakota

and New York have adopted it, and you

will hear of many more states doing the

same.

The adherence of New York to the

Code is the most significant of all. The

State Bar Association of New York has

adopted the Code, with only one slight

change. That change does not come in

the contingent fee canon—the so-called

"commercialized" lawyers of New York

saw no danger in that—but occurs in

that part of canon 5 relating to prose-
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cuting attorneys. It consists of the

addition of the following sentence in

regard to the prosecuting attorney: "He

should avoid oppression and injustice of

any kind whatever." With that one

change the Code of Ethics adopted in

New York in January of this year is the

American Bar Association's Code of

Ethics.

In closing my commendation of the

American Bar Association's Canon of

Ethics, I think I cannot do better than

to quote the judgment of Judge Simeon

E. Baldwin, whose retirement from the

Supreme Court of Connecticut has re

cently been announced and whose long

and honorable career as lawyer, law

teacher, and judge peculiarly qualify him

to pass upon the matter. He says :—

It might be too high praise to say that this

code, as finally approved, could not have been

made better. But the question for the Ameri

can lawyer is not whether a more perfect one

could be made. It is whether this Code,

having been framed after long deliberation

and extensive correspondence by a capable

Committee representing all parts of the United

States, and adopted with practical unanimity

after full opportunity for discussion by the

American Bar Association, ought not, as a

whole, to receive his support.

If this Code is accepted by the bar asso

ciations of every state as a fair general state

ment of the main duties of members of the

legal profession, a great purpose will be well

accomplished. An authoritative criterion will

be supplied, by which every lawyer can be

safely guided, when he is in doubt as to the

conduct he should pursue in respect to any

of the questions which oftenest prove a source

of perplexity. The law student will have a

mentor always at hand. The courts will

hesitate less in enforcing the discipline of the

bar, since professional misconduct will be,

more than ever before, a sinning against the

light.2

*8 Columbia Law Review, 541, 546-7.

To James Barr Ames

By a Harvard Law Student

A student of ye ancient English schools

Once met his legal Master in the yard

And said, "This time I shove aside the rules,

Take off your wig, I'm going to call you 'pard' !"

And so, dear Dean, ere passes this bright day

I, too, from reason's path shall step apart

To tell you things that I have longed to say

But never dared since they concerned the heart.

It simply comes to this—we love you, James;

The statute time our suit shall never Barr,

We shall recover wisdom from our Ames

Though from your presence we have gone afar ;

Oh ! we shall count it great that once we knew

The peerless Master of the law, James—you!



The Late Justice Davy of Rochester

JOHN M. DAVY of Rochester, N. Y., for

merly Justice of the Supreme Court of

New York and a prominent member of the

New York State Bar Association, died at

Atlantic City April 21, at the age of seventy-

three, after a brief illness.

Justice Davy was of English-Irish extrac

tion, and was born in Ottawa June 29, 1835.

When he was six months old his parents

moved to Rochester. He studied law in the

office of the late L. H. Hovey of Rochester,

and enlisted in the Civil War, being appointed

captain of a company he had helped to raise.

After an honorable discharge he resumed the

study of law, in the office of Strong, Palmer &

Mumford, and was admitted to the bar. In

side of five years he had placed himself in the

front rank of the younger practitioners, and

in 1868 he was nominated and elected on the

Republican ticket to the office of District

Attorney. His administration was marked

by an able prosecution of several notable

criminal cases.

He declined the office in 1871 and was

appointed by President Grant Collector of

Customs. In 1874 his sterling worth was

again recognized and he was elected a mem

ber of the Forty-fourth Congress, taking his

seat in 1875. A year later he was re-elected,

but suffered defeat in the Democratic land

slide. For twelve years he scored success

after success by his astuteness in legal prac

tice. In 1885 he formed with one of his three

sons the legal firm of Davy & Davy.

In 1888 he was accorded the signal honor

of a unanimous nomination for Justice of the

Supreme Court, a distinction that was re

peated on October 1, 1902. During his six

teen years' service on the bench Justice Davy

presided over many important trials. It is

the consensus of opinion of the lawyers who

had occasion to practise before him that

Justice Davy was possessed in a rare degree

of "the judicial mind and temperament." He

was frequently drafted for service in New

York and other districts. Several times Jus

tice Davy was asked to take a place in the

Appellate Division, but declined.

He retired from the Supreme Court bench

Dec. 31, 1905, because of the age limit.

While in office in his last term. Justice

Davy was honored by the Governor by desig

nation to the Appellate Division bench, where

he served with distinction, and in conferences

with the associate justices his knowledge of

the law earned him admiration and respect.

In New York City he was known almost as

well as in Monroe County. He tried the

 

JUSTICE JOHN M. DAVY

A jurist of ability and worth who had held several dis
tinguished offices in New York State

famous Sharkey case in New York, in which a

Tammany politician was accused of a brutal

assault on a man named Fish, who died from

the effects of the blow. Tremendous pressure

was brought to bear on Justice Davy to inflict

a light sentence, but he imposed the full

penalty of the law and the Court of Appeals

sustained the decision.

Most of the distinguished counsel of the

metropolitan bar had appeared at one time

or another before Justice Davy in his career

as judge and most of them he knew person

ally and well.

Besides a personal and intimate acquaint

ance with Joseph H. Choate and Elihu Root

and others of the New York bar, Justice Davy

was a personal friend of President Chester A.

Arthur, with whom he was in the New York
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State General Republican Committee. He

knew General U. S. Grant and Abraham Lin

coln intimately.

To those who knew Justice Davy he was a

true friend in the highest sense. He was not

obstrusive, he was not profuse; his was the

modest nature which was loved.

Often when opposed to younger and less

versatile lawyers, he paused to instruct, and

he did it in that kindly, genial manner which

made his opponent his friend. To the embryo

lawyer he was always a fountain of informa

tion. He had fewer reversals from the higher

courts than any Supreme Court Justice in the

state. In chambers, he was as easy of access

as in his office or his home.

Assistant Attorney-General Oscar Lawler

 

OSCAR LAWLER

Whose success at the California bar has been recog

nized by his appointment to Mr. Wickersham's staff

/"\SCAR LAWLER, whose appointment as

Assistant Attorney-General of the United

States was confirmed by the Senate April 5,

comes from California, though not a native

of that state. He is only thirty-four years

of age, having been born April 2, 1875, at

Marshalltown, Iowa.

Mr. Lawler is the son of William T. and

Margaret (O'Connor) Lawler, and as a boy

he attended the public schools of his native

place until September, 1888, at which time he

removed to Los Angeles, California, where he

has resided since he was thirteen years old.

He worked as messenger, and later as steno

grapher and secretary to Hon. Erskine M.

Ross, United States Circuit Judge for the

southern district of California. He was ad

mitted to the bar of California in April, 1896.

On June 17, 1901, he was married, and has

two children, aged respectively seven and three

years. He practised law in southern Cali

fornia, and in December, 1905, he was ap

pointed United States Attorney for the south

ern district of California.

Mr. Lawler is a member of the Masonic

fraternity, and at present Grand Master of

Masons for the state of California. He is a

Republican in politics.

Col. Franklin Bartlett, All-Round Lawyer and Man

' ■ "HE Court expresses its deep regret for

J- the loss of Col. Franklin Bartlett. He

came of an old and distinguished family and

one of great legal reputation. He main

tained that reputation and even enhanced it."

These were the words of Justice Almet F.

Jenks, who was presiding over the Appellate

Division of the New York Supreme Court in

Brooklyn, when the news of Col. Bartlett's

death was presented to him. Col. Bartlett,

who was one of the best known lawyers of

New York City, for many years secretary of

the Union Club, secretary of she Sun Printing

and Publishing Association, and an authority
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on National Guard affairs, died Friday, April

23, 1909, at his home, 26 West Twentieth

street, New York.

He was born in the town of Grafton,

Worcester county, Mass., on September 10,

1847. His father, William Osborne Bartlett,

was a distinguished constitutional lawyer, who

took great pride in the education of his three

sons, Willard, now a Judge of the Court of

Appeals of New York State, Franklin and

Clifford A. H. Bartlett.

The second son was prepared for college

by tutors and was graduated from the Brook

lyn Polytechnic in 1865. He was graduated

from Harvard University in 1869, being third

in his class. He was a member of the Insti

tute, Porcellian, Hasty Pudding, D.K.E., and

other clubs at Harvard.

He then completed the law course at

Columbia University. After a year and a

half abroad, where he attended lectures of

James Bryce and the late Sir Henry Maine

at Oxford, he entered the New York law office

of his father and attended another course of

lectures at Columbia Law School. In 1878

Harvard conferred upon him the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy.

For a number of years he was retained by

the city as special counsel, protecting the

city's interests in the matter of the new parks.

He was a member of the Constitutional Com

mission appointed in 1S90 to inquire into the

expediency of consolidating Greater New

York.

The national Democratic committee re

tained him, together with Senator Roscoe

Conkling, in the Presidential campaign of

1884, in which Mr. Cleveland defeated Mr.

Blaine by a very narrow plurality in the

state of New York. He represented the

active contestants in the celebrated Ham-

ersley will case. He succeeded his father

as counsel for the Sun.

He became a member of the National

Guard of New York in 1884, and maintained

an active connection with it until September,

1905. In 1896 he was unanimously elected

Colonel of the 22d Regiment, and had com

mand of the regiment during the Spanish War,

at Fort Slocum and David's Island.

He was elected to the Fifty-third Congress

and re-elected to the Fifty-fourth, serving on

the Committee on Appropriations, the Inter

state and Foreign and the Militia committees.

He refused to follow William J. Bryan's free

silver doctrines in 1896, expressing his opinion
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A New York lawyer of distinction whose career ex

hibited a noteworthy versatility

that the action of the Democratic convention

could not make dishonesty honest or that

constitutional which was unconstitutional.

Col. Bartlett's stand on Bryanism attracted

wide attention. He was again nominated for

Congress by the Republicans and Gold Demo

crats, but was defeated by John H. G. Vehs-

lage. Col. Bartlett was a member of Tam

many Hall for many years. In 1903 his name

was brought forward prominently for Mayor

of New York City.

He was extremely active in club life and in

society. His lists of clubs included the Union,

of which he was the secretary for twenty-one

years and member of the board of governors;

the Knickerbocker, the Turf and Field, the

Brook, of which he was one of the founders;

the University, the Manhattan, the Players,

the Country, the City Midday and the Metro

politan of Washington. He was a member

also of the Society of Colonial Wars, the Mili

tary Order of Foreign Wars and the Sons of

the Revolution.

He was somewhat distinguished in former

years as an athlete. He was an expert horse

man and oarsman, a crack swimmer, adept

with the foils and the gloves. His friends

were pleased to refer to Col. Bartlett as a fine

type of all around American gentleman,
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lawyer, soldier, scholar, journalist, athlete,

too prone to depreciate and neglect the advo

cate's branch of the profession. He was an

exceedingly forceful and convincing speaker,

with a pleasant turn for the lighter fields of

oratory.

 

LORD THURLOW

Lord Thurlow

By "E. M."

(Condensed from London Law Times)

GREAT men are often enjants tcrriblcs in

thei r youth—it may be owing to the exub

erance of their vitality—and being born in a

parsonage does not seem to make any dif

ference. At all events it did not in the case

of the youthful Thurlow. He was as fine

a specimen of the incorrigibly "bad boy" as

any moral story-book could desire. Being

unmanageable at home, he was sent to a cler

ical disciplinarian of the name of Brett, who
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kept a school at Searning, in Norfolk. Here

what he chiefly learnt was the art of "cock-

throwing"—that is shying sticks at an un

fortunate cock, as the mid-Victorian age did

at an "Aunt Sally" and a cordial detestation

of his reverend preceptor. In after life,

when this gentleman claimed his old pupil's

acquaintance in a bookseller's shop at Nor

wich, saying, "Mr. Thurlow, do you not rec

ollect me?" Thurlow—very rudely, it must

be confessed—remarked, "I am not bound to

recognize every scoundrel who recognizes

me."

To Thurlow, despite his talents, his first

years at the bar were—as they must be to all

who start without connections—years of

stress and often discouragement.

But every man gets his chance sooner or

later, and the traditional story is that Thur

low got his chance in connection with the

great case of Douglas v. Hamilton.

Thurlow had studied the evidence—which

was very voluminous—with great care, and

one evening, the topic coming up for dis

cussion at Nando's, he held forth on the sub

ject, argued with great force and plausibility

that the Scotch court had come to a wrong

decision, and gave a masterly analysis of the

evidence. Now, as luck would have it, there

happened to be among his listeners two law

agents of the curators of the infant heir, who

had come to London to enter an appeal.

Greatly impressed with Thurlow's sagacity

and powers, they made inquiries about him,

ascertained that he was a member of the bar,

and the next morning he found awaiting him

at chambers a brief in the great case, marked

with such a fee as had never brightened his

career before. The appeal took long in the

hearing, but the result was a triumphant vin

dication of Thurlow's opinions, and it was

achieved, to a large extent, by Thurlow's zeal,

industry, and ability.

It was fortunate that the trial did not prove

the end as well as the beginning of his career,

thanks to the insane system of duelling which

then prevailed in the country. Thurlow, in

opening the case, had made some strong re

flections on the conduct of Mr. Stuart, the law

agent on the other side. A challenge was sent,

which Thurlow at once accepted, only stipu

lating that the meeting should not take place

till he had concluded his argument. That

done, the parties met in Hyde Park on Sun

day morning, the 14th Jan. 1769, and pistols

were discharged at ten yards, but, happily,

without effect. Swords were then drawn,

but the seconds intervened. It shows Thur

low's coolness that on his way to the ren

dezvous he stopped and ate an enormous

breakfast at a tavern near Hyde Park

corner.

"At times," says Mr. Butler in his Remin-

iscenses, "Lord Thurlow was superlatively

great," and he gives us a scene in the Lords.

Thurlow's dictatorial tone in debate had, it

seems, given some umbrage to the Peers, and

the Duke of Grafton seized the opportunity

of an inquiry into Lord Sandwich's adminis

tration of Greenwich Hospital to reproach

him with his plebeian extraction and his recent

admission to the peerage. At the close of the

speech Thurlow rose from the woolsack and

advanced slowly to the place from which the

Chancellor generally addresses the House;

then, fixing on the Duke the look of Jove when

he grasped the thunder: "I am amazed," he

said, in a loud tone of voice, "at the attack

which the noble Duke has made on me. Yes,

my Lords"—considerably raising his voice—

"I am amazed at his Grace's speech. The

noble Duke cannot look before him, behind

him, or on either side of him, without seeing

some noble peer who owes his seat in this

House to successful exertions in the pro

fession to which I belong. Does he not feel

that it is as honorable to owe it to these as to

being the result of an accident? To all these

noble lords the language of the noble Duke is

as applicable and as insulting as it is to my

self. But I don't fear to meet it single and

alone. No one venerates the peerage more

than I do; but, my Lords, I must say that the

peerage solicited me, not I the peerage. Nay,

more; I can say and will say that as a Peer of

Parliament, as Speaker of this right hon

orable House, as Keeper of the Great Seal,

as guardian of His Majesty's conscience, nay,

even in that character alone in which the

noble Duke would think it an affront to be con

sidered, I am at this moment as respectable—

I beg leave to add I am at this moment as

much respected—as the proudest peer I now

look down upon." The effect of this speech,

adds Mr. Butler, both within the walls of

Parliament and outside of them, was pro

digious. It gave Lord Thurlow an ascendency

in the House which no Chancellor had ever

possessed.

Dr. Johnson was well acquainted with

Thurlow when the latter was at the bar, and

had a high esteem for his powers. "Sir," he
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said to Boswell, "it is when you come close to

a man in conversation that you discover what

his real abilities are. To make a speech in a

public assembly is a knack. Now, I honor

Thurlow, sir; Thurlow is a fine fellow. He

fairly puts his mind to yours." On another

occasion he said: "Thurlow is a man of such

vigor of mind that I never knew I was to

meet him but—I was going to tell a false

hood—I was going to say I was afraid of him,

and that would not be true, for I was never

afraid of any man yet; but I never knew I was

to meet Thurlow but I knew I had something

to encounter." He must "always think,"

he added, before he replied to Thurlow.

Horne Tooke, Sir Philip Francis, and other

noted talkers of the day all quailed before

Thurlow. Pity that his conversation was so

garnished with oaths !

He became in his retirement a great reader

of novels, and, on one occasion so interested

was he in the plot that he dispatched his

groom from Dulwich to London, after ten

o'clock at night, for the concluding volume

that he might know the fate of the heroine

before going to sleep. This was like Lord

Selborne, who, in his retirement at Petersfield,

burnt his candles to the socket reading nov

els. Mr. Justice Maule did worse. He set his

chambers in the Temple on fire from a similar

love of fiction, which he considered excellent

to "air the mind." A life of law, it must be

confessed, tends to starve the imagination,

and Nature—as these eminent judges show—

is always avenged.

Review of Periodicals

Jlrlicles on Topics of Legal Science

and Related Subjects

Adoption. See Comparative Jurisprudence.

Aliens (Status). "Aliens under the Fed

eral Laws of the United States. Ill, Federal

Legislation: Public Lands, Real Estate in the

Territories." By Samuel MacClintock. 4 Illi

nois Law Review 27 (May).

The third of a series of four papers (see 21

Green Bag 166, 228).

"We thus see by way of summary, that

Congress has full power to dispose of the

pubuc domain. It nas allowed aliens to pur

chase the public lands on the same terms as

citizens; it has granted them pre-emption

and homestead rights upon declaration of

intention to become citizens, though in the

latter case, full title might not be acquired

until complete citizenship had been attained.

"The result of this liberal policy has been

the attraction of great numbers of immi

grants from Europe who have settled upon

the public lands and in time have generally

become American citizens."

Animals. "The Responsibility at Common

Law for the Keeping of Animals." By Thomas

Beven. 22 Harvard Law Review 465 (May).

An erudite and witty review of the decision

of the English Court of Appeal in Baker v.

Snell (1908), 2 K. B. 325, 825.

"The being ferce nature is not (as the

Court of Appeal is unanimous in supposing)

the ground of the liability for the acts of an

escaped tiger or of a biting dog. If it were

so the liability would extend to the devasta

tions of rabbits, the thefts of foxes, the evil

wrought by squirrels, jackdaws and the rest,

which it plainly does not. For the rule of

liability for the mischief done by animals

ferce nature? is diverse; and the ground of the

diversity is whether the mischievous agency

is property or not. This does not seem to

have occurred to any member of the Court of

Appeal. They accept a loose statement and

clothe it with a pretense of uniformity where

in truth there is none."

Bailments. "Liability of Deposit Com

panies." By E. Fabre Surveyer. 29 Canadian

Law Times 462.

Blockade. "Some Points in the Law of

Blockade." By Sir William Rann Kennedy,

Lord Justice of the Court of Appeal. Journal

of Comparative Legislation, no. xx, p. 239 (Apr.) .

This paper was read at the Conference of

the International Law Association at Buda-

pesth, 1908. To quote:—

"It appears to me that in this matter it is

not a question of choice between the very

wide Anglo-American area of capture and

the very narrow area given by the French

view of international rights, . . . but it occurs

to me that a solution of the difficulty of agree

ment between the advocates of the two

systems might be found in the compromise

which would result from the adoption by

international compact of a rule which should
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require that the belligerent's notification of

blockade should specify, by latitude and

longitude, or in some other way, a zone (not

necessarily a narrow zone) within which the

blockading force would operate in its mainte

nance of the blockade, and entry into which

would subject all vessels to capture and con

demnation unless it could be clearly proved

that they were not attempting to enter the

blockading port."

See Reprisals.

Codification. "Judiciary and Statute Law."

By Julius Hirschfeld. Journal of Comparative

Legislation, no. xx, p. 322 (Apr.).

"The fundamental rule for drafting those

codes [the Sale of Goods Act and similar

statutes], as laid down by the late Lord

Herschell, was a strict adherence to the judi

ciary law, avoiding all and any attempts at

altering and improving—the latter process to

be left to the legislature. Now, considering

the hurry of political life, one cannot wonder

if lacuna remain and amendments go astray.

Codifications on a large scale would of course,

at the outset, have to go unhampered by such

restrictions and to work in a progressive and

reformatory spirit."

Switzerland. "Report on the Swiss Civil

Code of 1906." By Carl Wieland, LL.D.,

of Basle. Journal of Comparative Legislation,

no. xx, p. 349 (Apr.).

Comparative Jurisprudence. "A New Era

in Legal Development." By Hannis Taylor,

LL.D. 189 North American Review 641

(May).

"After thirty years of study in compara

tive law, the idea dawned upon me . . . that

a world-wide fusion is now going on ... in

the blending of Roman and English law. . . .

After centuries of growth Roman public law,

constitutional and administrative, perished,

leaving behind it the inner part, the private

law, largely judge-made, which lives on as an

immortality and universality,—as the fittest

it survives. In the same way and for the

same reason, English public law, the distinc

tive and least alloyed part of that system, is

living on and expanding as the one accepted

model of popular government."

The Journal of the Society of Comparative

Legislation, New Series no. xx, v. ix, pt. 2

(Apr.).

This number, consisting of nearly four hun

dred pages, contains much important matter

belonging to the sciences of international law

and of municipal law or, as Professor West-

lake would prefer to term it, national or state

law. The number contains the following

articles. For some of the more important of

them, see under the headings Blockade,

Codification, Domicile, Government, Pap

acy:—

"The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Kennedy: Por

trait and Biographical Notice."

"Merchant Shipping Legislation in the

Colonies." By A. Berriedale Keith.

"The Great Jurists of the World: VII,

Vico." Part 2. By Michael H. Rafferty.

"Some Points in the Law of Blockade."

By Lord Justice Kennedy.

"The Papacy and International Law." By

A. Pearce Higgins, LL.D.

"Trade Domicile in War: A Reply." By

Prof. J. Westlake, K.C., LL.D.

"Judicial Appeals in the Commonwealth."

By A. Berriedale Keith.

"The Great Jurists of the World: X,

Richard Zouche." By Coleman Phillipson,

LL.D.

"Roman-Dutch Law in the Law Reports."

By Prof. R. W. Lee.

"The International Law Association at

Pesth." By T. Baty, D.C.L.

"Judiciary and Statute Law." By Julius

Hirschfeld.

"The New Turkish Constitution." By Nor

man Bentwich.

Following the articles is a section of two

hundred pages reviewing the legislation of

1907 in China, Egypt, France, Germany,

Sweden, Switzerland, United States (state

legislation only), United Kingdom, British

India, Eastern Colonies, Australasia, South

Africa, West Africa, East Central Africa,

South Atlantic, North American Colonies,

West Indies, and Mediterranean Colonies. Sir

Courtenay Ilbert, who also prepares the im

portant section on British India, contributes

an introduction.

Adoption. "An Example of Legal Make-

Believe— III-VI." By P. J. Hamilton-

Grierson. 21 Juridical Review 17 (Apr.).

This article, following one in 20 Juridical

Review 32-46 dealing with the form of adop

tion, treats of the purposes and effects of

adoption, and contains much information

about the custom of adoption as practised

among many barbarous peoples.

Baganda. "The Clan System, Land Tenure,

and Succession Among the Baganda." By

W. Morris Carter, Judge of H. M. High Court,

Uganda. 25 Law Quarterly Review 158 (Apr.).

A valuable article on the customs and

tenures of one of a Bantu-speaking division

of the negro race inhabiting a portion of the

Uganda Protectorate lying north of the Vic

toria Nyanza.

England and Scotland. "English Law in

Scots Practice—II, Error, Partnership, Sale."

By Hector Burn Murdoch. 21 Juridical

Review 59 (Apr.).

"It is in the spheres of Contract and Delict

that English authorities are chiefly con

sulted. These articles may supply at least

some serviceable danger-signals upon points

where similarity between the two systems is

apt to be deceptive."

United States. "State Legislation." By

R. Newton Crane, of the Middle Temple.
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Journal of Comparative Legislation, N. S.,

no. xx, p. 354.

"The output of legislation in the various

states of the United States for the year 1907

is the largest for many years past. Forty-

one regular and six special sessions of the

numerous state legislatures were held, this

being the 'odd' year, in which the legislatures

of those states which have only biennial

sittings meet. In all no less than 16,064

acts were passed, more than half of which,

however, were private, local, or temporary

enactments having but slight, if any, interest

to the general public. During the

year no less than ninety-nine statutes . . .

were declared to be unconstitutional."

Conflict of Laws. "Chetti v. Chetti." By

Prof. A. V. Dicey, K.C. 25 Law Quarterly

Review 202 (Apr.).

Discussing the decision of the Probate

Division (Sir J. Gorell Barnes, President)

that an Englishwoman married in England

to a Hindu retaining his Indian domicil and

asserting his native right to a plurality of

wives, by whom she and her child were after

ward deserted, was entitled to a judicial

separation. P. Div. (1909) p. 67.

"Foreign jurists of authority, as for ex

ample Savigny, Bar, and Pillet, no less than

English writers, such as Westlake, agree in

the doctrine that capacity to marry is gov

erned by an individual's personal law, even

though they may differ as to the criterion,

namely, whether it be domicil or nationality

by which such personal law is determined.

How strong is this sentiment in favor of the

personal law as contrasted with the lex loci

contractus among foreign jurists will become

plain to any one who studies Professor Pillet's

admirable Principes de Droit International

Privt, a treatise far too little known as yet

in England. ... A marriage no doubt is a

contract between the parties thereto, but as

celebrated in England, and indeed in any

Christian country, it is much more than a

mere private contract. It is a contract which

creates a status, it involves the rights and

the status of persons not parties to the con

tract, e. g., the issue of the marriage."

"In re Johnson." By W. Jethro Brown. 25

Law Quarterly Review 145 (Apr.).

Mary Johnson died in Baden leaving mov

ables and the master certified that she was

domiciled there, and that by the law of Baden

movables not disposed of by will should be

distributed in accordance with the law of the

country of which she was a subject. As she

was a British subject of Maltese domicil of

origin, it was held by Farwell, J., that the

movables must be distributed according to

Maltese law. [1903] 1 Ch. 821.

"I conclude that on the facts in re Johnson,

the goods should have been distributed in

accordance with Baden law as the law of the

domicil; that the whole law of that domicil

governing such cases should have been applied

by the English courts subject to such neces

sary reservations as are implied in English

considerations of public policy; and that, as

the evidence before the court was inadequate

for the purpose of proving what the foreign

law really was, the case should have stood

over until evidence was adduced.

Conservation of Natural Resources. Pt. i,

"Public Forestry on Private Lands," by

Gifford Pinchot, Prof. Henry Solon Graves,

and F. C. Zacharie. Pt. ii, "Water Resources

and Water Power," by W. J. McGee and

others. Pt. iii, "Conservation and Use of

Land Resources," by George W. Woodruff

and others. Pt. iv, "Minerals: Their Waste

and Preservation," by George Otis Smith and

others. Annals of the American Academy

of Political and Social Science, v. 33, no. 3

(May).

Prof. Graves, in one of many notable papers

here collected, expresses the opinion that:

"State regulation of private forests should

be confined to restricting the use of fire and

to requiring a reasonable organization of the

forests for protection, and should not be ex

tended to governing the methods of cutting;

that the protection of watersheds should be

accomplished by the establishment of public

forests; and that the problem of the future

timber supply may be solved effectively by

means of the public forests supplemented by

forestry practised on private lands under

state encouragement and co-operation."

Contracts. "Section 2479, Code of Vir

ginia, and Its History." By Thomas Wall

Shelton. 15 Virginia Law Register 1 (May).

This section, as it stands today, substan

tially provides that if a sub-contractor makes

a sworn statement in writing of his claim

against the general contractor within thirty

days after the completion of the work, the

owner shall be personally liable for such

claim.

Corporations. "Is the Creation of a Float

ing Charge Competent to a Limited Company

Registered in Scotland?—I." By A. J. P.

Menzies. 21 Juridical Review 87 (Apr.).

"In the absence of a proper connotative

definition, a sufficiently definite conception

of a floating charge must, for the present pur

pose, be arrived at by a description of its

leading essentials, and by differentiating it

from certain other forms of security for bor

rowed money. In doing so the opinions in

the English law courts must be used, as they

form the only available guide."

Egypt. "Foreign Companies in Egypt." By

F. R. Sanderson. 21 Juridical Review 1 (Apr.).

The present position of companies in Egypt

is unsatisfactory because of questions con

tinually arising due to conflict of laws and

uncertainty of jurisdiction.

"The best remedy for the grave evils of

the present system is to be found in the

promulgation of a carefully-thought-out com
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pany law for Egypt, and that requires the

consent of the powers which have Capitula

tions with the Ottoman Empire."

The writer proposes that the Mixed Courts

be invested with criminal jurisdiction to be

exercised under an amended Mixed Penal

Code, and that the Commercial Code be

amended so as to define the rights and liabili

ties of companies whether incorporated in

Egypt or abroad.

See Interstate Commerce, Monopolies, Pub

lic Service Corporations, etc.

Defamation. "Absolute Privilege for Licens

ing Justices." By Ernest E. Williams. 25

Law Quarterly Review 188 (Apr.).

"Absolute immunity from the consequences

of defamation is so serious a derogation from

the citizen's right to the state's protection of

his good name that its existence at all can

only be conceded in those few cases where

overwhelmingly strong reasons of public policy

of another kind cut across this elementary

right of civic protection ; and any extension of

the area of immunity must be viewed with

the most jealous suspicion, and resisted,

unless its necessity is demonstrated."

Divorce. See Marriage and Divorce.

Domicil. "Trade Domicil in War: A Re

ply." By J. Westlake, K.C. Journal of

Comparative Legislation, No. xx, p. 265 (Apr.) .

In this article Professor Westlake meets

the criticisms directed against his views by

Dr. J. Baty, in the last issue of this journal.

See Conflict of Laws.

Fixtures. "Trade Fixtures, in Condemna

tion." By Benno Lewinson. 17 Bench and

Bar 24 (Apr.).

Discussing the recent decision of the New

York Court of Appeals in Matter of The City

of New York, Conron v. Glass, 192 N. Y. 295.

The writer deduces three rules regarding the

measure of compensation, and adds :—

"The 'value of the use' of a set of trade

fixtures can be readily determined by ascer

taining the difference between the rental value

of the demised premises for the balance of

the term of the lease, as equipped for the

purposes of the tenant's business, and the

rent reserved in the lease for the premises

without such equipment. Such difference

comprises the value of the unexpired term of

the lease itself, as well as the 'value of the

use' of the tenant's trade fixtures: for both of

which items the tenant is entitled to an

award."

Government. "The Jurisdiction of State

and Federal Courts over Federal Officers."

By James L. Bishop. 9 Columbia Law Review

397 (May).

"The mutual relations between the state

and federal courts have come to be regarded

as the subject of critical and scientific study

rather than of partisan or local debate. The

result of all this is that there is not now any

substantial difference of opinion as to the

desirability of giving the federal courts power

to bring every subject relating to the func

tions of the federal government, and the per

formance of their duties by federal officers,

in the first instance within the jurisdiction of

the federal courts. At the same time the

extension of the activities of the national

government and the large increase in the

number of federal officers require that the

remedies of the individual against the abuse

of power by such officers should be carefully

secured.

Another question affecting the distribution

of powers in the frame of government pro

vided for by the Constitution is discussed in

the following:— i

"The Extent of the Treaty-Making Power

of the President and Senate of the United

States—II." By William E. Mikell. 57 Univ.

of Pa. Law Review 528 (May).

The second and concluding article on the

subject. See 21 Green Bag 231 (May). The

writer here considers the power of the Presi

dent and Senate to make a treaty invading

the rights reserved to the people by the first

ten amendments of the Constitution.

"It appears that in every case that has

come before the Supreme Court where re

served rights other than those involved in

Chirac v. Chirac, Hughes v. Edwards, and

Hauenstein v. Lynham [have been considered]

those judges who have discussed the question

have either expressly denied, or have ques

tioned, the power of the federal government

by treaty to infringe the reserved rights of the

states; and that in discussing the question

neither the judges nor counsel have cited

Chirac v. Chirac, Hughes v. Edwards, or

Hauenstein v. Lynham, as authority for the

doctrine that the reserved rights of the states

were subject to the treaty-making power. It

also appears that while all of the judges who

sat in Holmes v. Jennison, the License Cases

and the Passenger Cases, did not, in any one

of those cases, hold that the reserved rights

of the states were exempt from the treaty-

making power, yet all of the nine judges,

who sat in those cases, did in one of the three

hold that the reserved rights were exempt.

It is therefore submitted, in view of these

facts, that the doctrine that the treaty-

power is supreme over the reserved rights of

the states is by no means established in our

jurisprudence. . . .

"The question whether by the reservation

of the power to make agreements, with the

consent of Congress, the states intended to

deprive the federal government of the power

to make treaties concerning their reserved

rights, has never been raised in the courts."

British Empire. "The Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council." By J. M. Clark, K.C.

29 Canadian Law Times 340 (Apr.).

"I do not overlook the great services to

Canada rendered by the Supreme Court of

Canada. The Supreme Court of the United

States has also done great work for that

country, but on several occasions it would
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have been of great advantage to the United

States if there had been such a body as the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, to

whose impartial decision various disputes

might have been referred."

Canada. "The Scope of the Power of the

Dominion Government to Disallow Provin

cial Statutes." By C B. Labatt. 45 Canada

Law Journal 297 (May 1).

"The expediency of protecting the general

credit of the Dominion constitutes a specific

ground of public policy . . . and the course

pursued by a Mimster of Justice with respect

to petitions for the disallowance of a statute

of the type under discussion [one infringing

vested rights or impairing the obligation of

contracts] should be decided ... in accord

with the opinion of Sir John Macdonald, that

statutes which 'affect the interest of the

Dominion generally' may properly be dis

allowed."

Another writer, treating a different topic,

is evidently of the opinion that English legal

institutions are not. entirely applicable to

Canada :—

"Justice, Precedent and Ultimate Conjec

ture." By W. E. Raney. 29 Canadian Law

Times 454 (May).

"When the English common law is imported

over-seas as a fixed and dominating system,

and made to do duty where it did not grow,

it becomes to a degree a rigid and lifeless

thing. 'The letter killeth, but the spirit

maketh alive.' The establishment in Canada

of ultimate Courts of Appeal would relieve our

judiciary from the thraldom of this arti

ficiality."

China. "The Experiment in Constitutional

Government in China." By O. F. Wisner,

D.D. 189 North American Review 731 (May).

"To prepare the people for a national rep

resentative government the experiment in

municipal self-government was undertaken at

Tientsin. The scheme was carefully wrought

out. It is clear that in its elaboration the

most approved Western usage was followed.

Yet it is not a mere work of imitation. The

authors borrowed freely from Western sources

but with evident intelligent adaptation to

conditions in China. . . .

"The Tientsin constitution is a model which

is to be copied by other localities. The Throne

has ordered the local authorities in Canton

and several other important centres to intro

duce the same system, following the Tientsin

pattern, and preliminary steps have been

taken to carry out the order. It is proposed

as rapidly as possible to bring whole provinces

into fine, granting to each a provincial consti

tution, and conducting its affairs through a

representative assembly. And it is entirely

within the field of reasonable hope that

within a very few years the final goal will be

reached,—that the entire country will be

organized on a constitutional basis, and all

public policies determined, public utilities

controlled, and public interests conserved

through the deliberations and enactments of

a National Popular Assembly."

India. "The English in India." By-

Charles Johnston. 189 North American Re

view 695 (May).

This author shows in a historical risumi the

indebtedness of India to England. The

remedy for India's poverty is to be found in

a cessation of child marriage and a higher

ideal of chastity, and in a temporary absti

nence from gold brocade and a fostering of

industrial life. "The English have accom

plished marvels in India; but these reforms

must be carried out by the Indians them

selves."

Of the legal system of India he writes:—

"The laws of Manu with their developments

are administered as the civil law of the

Hindus. All personal, domestic and testa

mentary disputes of the Mussulmans are

settled in accordance with the Koran and its

law-books. The same is true for the Jaina,

the Buddhist, the Parsee. And with this has

gone a conservation and cultivation of the

ancient sacred idioms of all these old

religions. . . .

"Perhaps the best single work in the modern

tongues has been the translation into all of

them of the Indian Penal Code, and its dis

tribution broadcast in cheap editions. No

one not familiar with the hazards of humble

lives under Oriental despotisms can realize

what a boon is conferred on India by a simple,

uniform and impartial system of law, the

statement of whose obligations and sanctions

is within the reach of every one. For, while

preserving to each cult and tribe its own

civil and religious law, England has given her

Indian possessions a single criminal law,

simple, impartial, intelligible."

Turkey. "The New Turkish Constitution."

By Norman Bentwick. Journal of Compara

tive Legislation, no. xx, p. 328 (Apr.).

"There is set out explicitly a series of first

principles touching the rights of the subject

which, from their unbroken acceptance here

since the time of Magna Charta, seem axio

matic. And it is not less remarkable to find

provisions which mark an advance upon the

public law of many Western states side by

side with statements of elementary duties

and with the foundation of some dangerous

prerogatives. The English Constitution, the

mother of parliamentary governments, seems

to have been the chief model of the Turkish

reformers, but in the relations of the Ministry

to the Parliament and in the constitution of

the Senate there is imitation rather of Conti

nental states."

United Kingdom. "The House of Lords:

Its History and Constitution—IV, The Lords

Spiritual." By Charles R. A. Howden. 21

Juridical Review 75 (Apr.).

"The reason why the Lords Spiritual were

only Lords of Parliament and not Peers of
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the Realm is to be discovered mainly in their

own conduct. They refused to be put on a

level with the Temporal Lords. From the

earliest times they declined to consider them

selves amenable to secular jurisdiction, or to

submit themselves for trial as Peers before

their Peers. Again, the canons of the Church

prevented them from taking part as judges

m the trial of a Peer of the Realm when a

question of death or demembration arose."

History. "History and Citizenship—A

Forecast." By A. L. Smith. Cornhill, v. 26,

p. 603 (May).

"On every line we are passing away from

the century of 'acute individualism.' The col-

lectivist attacks it in the economic sphere,

the publicist in the sphere of politics, and the

jurist in the sphere of law. . . . 'Man versus

the State' already begins to sound a grotesque

antithesis. And we are only at the beginning

of realizing what vast forces lie dormant in

this associative principle."

This article contains a glowing tribute to

the late Professor Maitland.

International Arbitration. "International

Arbitration." By Joseph B. Moore. 7 Michi

gan Law Review 547 (May).

"No one who is observant of world condi

tions hopes for universal peace at once, nor

for entire disarmament at any time, for the

seas as well as the lands must be policed and

guarded against the lawless, and a reasonably

large navy and army will be required for that

purpose. It is, however, fairly certain that

if a court of international arbitration is estab

lished and the United States, Great Britain,

France, Germany and the Russias would sign

treaties of obligatory arbitration the expenses

for increasing and maintaining the armies

and navies of those powers could at once be

cut in two. Then the day of universal peace

would not be far away.

"Is this too much for which to hope?

"Secretary Melendy in the announcement

of the Second National Peace Congress soon

to meet in Chicago states: 'At the second

Hague conference, thirty-five powers, repre

senting 1,285,272,000 inhabitants, voted for

general, obligatory arbitration; four powers,

representing 55,562,000 inhabitants, refrained

from voting; while only five powers, repre

senting 167,436,000 inhabitants, voted against.

Thus has the civilized world, by the vote of

the official representatives of nearly nine-

tenths of its population, declared itself in

favor of obligatory arbitration as a substi

tute for war. More than eighty treaties of

obligatory arbitration have been concluded

between the nations in Paris within the last

five years, our own country being a party

to twenty-four of them.' "

See Reprisals.

International Law. "The Declaration of

London." By Thomas Gibson Bowles. Nine

teenth Century, v. 55, p. 744 (May).

"So far as the Declaration [of last Febru

ary] goes at present it would seem to be

strictly no more than a suggestion, incom

plete in itself, and without binding author

ity."

For various topics of international law, see

Blockade, Comparative Jurisprudence, Con

flict of Laws, Domicil, International Arbitra

tion, Papacy, Reprisals. For the work ac

complished by the bar of the United States

and of Belgium, in developing international

law, see Practice.

Interstate Commerce. "Federal Common

Law and Interstate Carriers." By E. Parmalee

Prentice. 9 Columbia Law Review 375 (May).

"The primary relations of the carrier are to

the state of its organization and operation.

Federal control relates to but one of its func

tions, and to the carrier only in respect to,

because of, and to the extent of its exercise

of, that function. Concerning these matters,

then, Congress may legislate, but the power

has never been held to be an exclusive power

nor does it displace state law. In this field

of jurisdiction state and federal laws work

side by side, state law being of controlling

authority in all details not superseded by the

legislation of Congress. In the case of land

carriers, therefore, there is no room for the

operation of a federal common law."

See Monopolies.

Labor Regulation. "The Principles and-

Practice of Labor Co-partnership." Edin

burgh Review, no. 428, p. 308 (Apr.).

"The danger of socialism is a great and

menacing one. We do not refer to the

socialism of the Fabian Society nor of the

Social Democratic Federation. We refer to

the socialistic legislation passed by Liberal

and Conservative Governments under the

euphemistic appellation of social reform. . . .

Would it not be wiser to let it pass peace

fully away and introduce a higher organiza

tion of industry?"

Legal Education. "A Further Word on the

Next Step in the Further Evolution of the

Case Book." By Albert Martin Kales. 4 Illi

nois Law Review 11 (May).

"What I object to in the present case books

is that they are made on the patent medicine

plan—the same ingredients in the same pro

portions for all conditions and all stages of

legal order or disorder. . . .

"The present mode of teaching general law

has been developed by men of extraordinary

ability through a generation or more. They

have, as it were, created the national law

school before the existence of the local school.

They have given the country a standard of

uniformity while the local law was yet in a

formative state. Their school is supported

by the strongest feelings of sentiment and

loyalty on the part of those who have made

it, and whom it has made. Its continued

existence as a national law school and as the

source of certain standards of uniformity is

devoutly to be hoped for. So overwhelm

ingly, however, has been its influence, that it

has taken possession of the field of legal edu
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cation, and it is today insisting that through

out the country no first-class law school should

do aught but strive to be a national law-

school. This position is the one resisted.

"I protest against its being dogmatically

laid down that the particular materials in the

present case-books are the best materials for

the preparation for practice in any particular

jurisdiction. I protest against the teaching

of students by men who do not (I do not

say, who cannot) from a complete mastery of

the state of the law in a particular jurisdic

tion on the subjects taught, undertake to

assert that these are the proper materials for

informing the student of the rules which the

courts of some particular jurisdiction apply,

or may be expected to apply."

Legal History. "The Effect of Tenure on

Real Property Law." By James Edward

Hogg. 25 Law Quarterly Review 178 (Apr.).

"Common law tenure seems to have

made possible a theory of land ownership

under which all concurrent and successive

rights in land known to either Roman or

feudal law can be accurately stated, without

the disadvantages either of the single domi

nium of Roman law or of the split dominium

of feudal law.

"The germ or suggestion of this theory is

to be found in a passage from Spelman's

Feuds and Tenures, chapter ii. . . . It will

be noticed that Spelman does not say (as we

would gather he did from merely reading

Blackstone's words) that the King has direc

tum dominium. Neither does Coke say so in

so many words, though he quotes a Latin sen

tence to that effect." That Spelman came

nearer than Blackstone to defining a fee

simple as a complete proprietorship is this

writer's opinion, and the Privy Council, in

certain Canadian and New Zealand cases, has

shown a disposition to regard Blackstone's

theory of allodial ownership as invalid.

Thus Henry Spelman, the writer who intro

duced the feudal system into England about

the middle of the eighteenth century—Mait-

land's generalization, though paradoxical, is

"brilliant and stimulating"—by his study of

the continental law of feuds anticipated the

modern tendency to treat a fee simple as a

complete proprietorship.

"The Jurisdiction of the Court of Ex

chequer Under Edward I." By Charles Gross.

25 Law Quarterly Review 138 (Apr.).

"Below are printed for the first time some

cases which throw light on the relations of the

Court of Exchequer to the other central

courts of England in the thirteenth cen

tury. . . . Already in the thirteenth century

the jurisdiction of the Court of Exchequer

was extensive—much more extensive than

one would be inclined to infer that it was

from the enactments of Edward I." These

cases have been copied from the Exchequer

plea rolls in the Public Record Office, Lon

don, "which have never been turned to

account by historians."

"English Law as an Exponent of English

History." By Edson R. Sunderland. 7 Michi

gan Law Review 570 (May).

"As the English moral sense and spirit of

justice early formulated and insisted upon

the notion that the right was the main thing,

the remedy secondary, a foundation was laid

for the systematic development of English

law."

Passing from Great Britain to Rome, we

come to a readable article into which a sur

prising amount of rich human material has

been compressed:—

"The Roman Lawyer—A Sketch." By

George L. Canfield. 7 Michigan Law Review

557 (May).

Great Roman advocates are noticed, Por-

cius Cato, Servius Galba, Cicero, Hortensius,

Julius Caesar, and others.

"Foreign kings and governments at that

time needed powerful representatives at Rome,

to keep them out of lawsuits, . Probably

Cicero derived a large income in this connec

tion. It was also customary to remember

one's lawyer in one's will. . . . Cicero makes

it his boast that he had received in legacies

upwards of twenty million of sesterces—the

equivalent of, perhaps, two million dollars

today. . . .

"Julius Cassar . . . was a finished advo

cate, trained in the schools of Asia Minor, and

a successful practitioner before he commenced

his military career at forty. His contempo

raries ranked him with Cicero. His Latin

was the purest of the day. Both Cicero and

Tacitus apply the terms splendid to his ora

tory and clear and logical to his argument.

There was nothing tricky or puzzling in

Cassar, says one of them, everything was clear

and bright, as in full sunshine; his voice, his

figure, his bearing in court were all character

ized by something high-bred and magnificent."

Marriage and Divorce. "Divorce." By

James Cardinal Gibbons. Century, v. 78, p.

145 (May).

"This social plague calls for a radical cure,

to be found only in the abolition of our mis

chievous legislation regarding divorce, and in

an honest application of the teachings of the

Gospel."

"The Significance of Increasing Divorce."

Prof. Edward Alsworth Ross. Century, v. 78,

p. 149 (May).

"The fact that the likelihood of divorce is

in inverse proportion to the length of time

the parties were acquainted before marriage

suggests the wisdom of requiring a formal,

but not public, declaration of intention to

marry some weeks before a marriage license

will be issued. Law or custom ought to de

vise some means of protecting pure women

from marriage with men infected with vice.

A way may be found to detect and punish the

husbands who desert their families. Finally,

the fact that intemperance figures in nearly a
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fifth of the divorces ought to invigorate the

temperance movement."

See Conflict of Laws.

Medical Jurisprudence. "The Present Law

of Procedure in Medico-Legal Cases in which

Insanity is an Element." By A. R. Urquhart,

M.D., F.R.C.P.E. 21 Juridical Review 43

(Apr.).

One of the notable contributions to the

periodical literature of the past month.

"It is an admission that the boundary line

between sanity and insanity is vague, and

indefinable to a nicety. I believe that it is

increasingly difficult to induce a jury to find

a criminal guilty if the result is to be a sen

tence of death. It would appear to be appro

priate in such cases to mitigate the punish

ment, but to maintain the deterrent effect in

the interests of the community. . . .

" 'Insanity in a prisoner, if manifest and

unquestionable, puts a stop to all criminal

proceedings against him at whatever stage.'

To that practice I adhere, whether as a citizen

or as an expert, and therefore support the

reasoning and conclusions of the Lord Justice-

General. I repeat that insanity is an impair

ment, a degradation, a weaking of the mind;

and therefore while it persists even-handed

justice demands a stay of proceedings.

"Finally, I repeat my conviction in the

words of the eminent judge [the Lord Justice-

General of Scotland] already quoted at length

—'that scientific opinion on insanity has

greatly altered in recent years, and Courts of

Law have altered their definitions and rules

along with the experts.' That these altera

tions cannot be regarded as final, until the

master science of the art of healing, with all

the subsidiary sciences, are complete, must

be admitted by those who regard law as the

reflex of educated and enlightened opinion."

Monopolies (Sherman Act). "Federal Anti-

Trust Legislation and President Taft's Pro

posed Amendments." By Lynden Evans.

4 Illinois Law Review 1 (May).

"The purpose of this paper is to urge dis

cussion by the members of the bar of the

necessary amendments to the Sherman Law,

and to this end, in conclusion, I suggest that

the amendments to be adopted should, while

following the lines of Judge Taft's remark

able address, define a monopoly, let us say

any act of a corporation, person or persons

that materially interferes with the usual out

put of, or price of, any commodity or labor

used in interstate commerce or employed

therein. It should define, within rational

limits, the terms 'partial', 'consideration' and

'reasonable' as applied to such monopolies,

and for this purpose the numerous decisions

of all English-speaking courts should be ex

amined that the extravagances of some of

these decisions may be avoided, or as little

as possible left to the economic eccentricities

of judges; it should provide for publicity of

all persons or corporations who wish to avail

themselves of the provisions of such a statute,

with a proper commission under some of the

Departments at Washington and an appeal

therefrom to the courts; it should impose

(and here is the really new departure, for

almost all the cases refer only to private

grievances) a duty upon the Department of

Justice to enforce the provisions of the Act in

all cases of public injury resulting from

abnormally stimulated prices of either pro

ducts or labor, and make proper provision

for a preliminary investigation by such De

partment. It should provide that injuries

peculiar to persons or corporations should be

recovered according to the usual measure of

damages with all costs of litigation, rather

than to seek to accomplish its purpose by

ineffectual attempts to frighten by dread-

sounding penalties; it should 'make the pun

ishment fit the crime' by a graduated system

of fines and make the directors of a corpora

tion personally liable in cases where the law

would charge such directors with knowledge

of an infringement of such law. Of one thing

we may, I believe, be assured, that the in

coming administration, with the brilliant legal

minds whom we understand are to be mem

bers of the cabinet, will give this subject

profound investigation and study before it

undertakes the difficult task of framing a

law."

With refreshing directness and perspicacity

Mr. Victor Morawetz, whose illuminating

study of the currency problem has added to

his reputation, takes a view of the Sherman

Act sharply contrasted with that of Mr.

Thomas Thacher in the April North American

Review and to that of the present Adminis

tration:—

"Should the Anti-Trust Act be Amended?"

By Victor Morawetz. 22 Harvard Law Re

view 492 (May).

The cases arising under the Sherman Act

may be classified under four heads as fol

lows :—

First. Cases involving contracts, combina

tions, or conspiracies, by force, or by threats

of damage to the property, business, or per

sons of others, to restrain trade or commerce

of the public, or of others than those con

tracting, combining, or conspiring.

Combinations of this class can never be

reasonable or just, says Mr. Morawetz, and

should be prohibited by an act of Congress

as broad as the common law, which declares

them illegal, therefore the absolute prohibi

tion of the Sherman Act in this regard should

not be qualified.

Second. Cases involving contracts or com

binations among railway companies to in

crease or to prevent a reduction of the rates

or charges to be paid by the public engaging

in interstate trade or commerce upon the

railways.

In the opinion of this writer, an exemption

from the operation of the act would be of

little advantage to the railway companies.

Contracts and combinations of this class were

probably illegal before the act was passed;

they are prohibited by the laws of many of
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the states, and the exemption could not

render them lawful.

Third. Cases involving monopolies, or at

tempts to monopolize, or combinations or

conspiracies to monopolize, any part of the

trade or commerce among the several states

or with foreign nations.

Attempts to monopolize were unlawful at

common law and should be prohibited by act

of Congress. A statutory definition of the

word "monopolize" would give rise to much

uncertainty and litigation. The safer and

better course is to let the courts settle the

meaning of the Sherman Act. While there

are numerous dicta to the effect that com

binations of this last class violate the Sher

man Act there appears to be no decision in

which that proposition is clearly laid down.

Fourth. Cases involving contracts or com

binations that merely prevent or diminish

competition among those contracting or com

bining, without restraining the trade or com

merce of others and without constituting a

monopoly, or an attempt to monopolize,

prohibited by the second section of the anti

trust act.

In the opinion of the writer, it is not desir

able to amend the act until the Supreme Court

shall have decided whether its prohibitions

apply to contracts and combinations of this

last class. If they do not, no amendment of

the act would be needed.

See Corporations, Interstate Commerce, etc.

Papacy. "The Papacy and International

Law." By A. Pearce Higgins, LL.D. Journal

of Comparative Legislation, no. xx, p. 252

(Apr.).

"The Papacy has not been erected into a

persona ficta of international law by reason

of the fact that Roman Catholic states have

continued their intercourse with the Holy

See on the same footing as before its loss of

temporal power. The tacit acceptance of a

situation or the continuance of a practice by

a certain number of states is not sufficient

to create a position legally binding on other

states. The international commissions and

unions neither send nor receive envoys; no

state accepts their presidents as monarchs;

they make no treaties. They are express

creations of the Powers for the better fulfill

ment of certain special purposes for the com

mon benefit of all. The Papacy is unlike

these international commissions in all respects.

The Pope is an individual."

Philippines. "The Conditions and the

Future of the Philippines." By Erving Wins-

low. 189 North American Review 708 (May) .

"The handwriting on the wall, as the Anti-

Imperialists read it ten years ago, has been

fulfilled according to their interpretation. The

growth of foreign Imperialism has coincided

with the militarism, centralization and arbi

trary assumption of executive power at home

against which protest is at last arising all

over the land."

Practice. "The Organization of a Legal

Business: XIX, Accounting Methods—II."

By R. V. Harris. 29 Canadian Law Times

480 (May).

"Whatever the ability of the bookkeeper,

reliable independent audit of the books should

be made from time to time, depending on the

size of the business—a trial balance should be

a matter of great frequency, and the cash

should be balanced every day."

Belgium. "The Bar in Belgium." By E. S.

Cox-Sinclair. 34 Law Magazine and Review

257 (May).

"If one wished to institute a comparison

between the bar in Belgium and the bar of

the United States, one would be bound to

observe the great capacity for progressive

action in connection with constitutional evo

lution which each order has displayed. It

will be recollected that the United States of

America in the first half of the 19th century

was emerging into a position of high inter

national respect, whilst in the early part of

the 19th century the neutralization of Bel

gium became effective. The bar of the United

States has had its energy largely occupied by

the fashioning of a Constitution and the evo

lution—out of a large number of sovereign

states—of a world-power, and—out of a large

number of separate jurisdictions—of one

authority. The bar of Belgium has been de

voting much of its activity to the evolution

of juridical ideas, and of late, as a collateral

matter of interest, to the federation of the

branches of the profession throughout the

world. The counterpart is perhaps found in

the difference between the contemporaneous

development of a system of private inter

national law out of a conflict of laws which

the peculiar position of the United States has

advanced, and of a system of public inter

national law out of a collection of rules of

positive morality which the international neu

trality of Belgium has assisted to forward.

In each instance the bar has had a part to

play—in a manner in regard to which there

is no analogy in any other country."

United Kingdom. "Civil Judicial Statistics,

1907." 34 Law Magazine and Review 316

(May).

"Perhaps the most remarkable feature in

the figures dealing with the County Courts is

the large increase in proceedings under the

Workmen's Compensation Acts. The num

ber of arbitrations has risen from 2,532 to

3,330, and the memoranda registered from

5,171 to no less than 9,349."

Procedure (Criminal Remedies). "Restitu

tion or Compensation and the Criminal Law."

By Lex. 34 Law Magazine and Review 286

(May).

"The proposal made—at least by Sir Robert

Anderson—is, that on the conclusion of every

criminal trial in which the prisoner is con

victed, the jury should at once proceed to
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assess the damages to which the injured per

son is entitled. . . .

"A crime is a wrong which it is necessary

to punish in the interests of the public, but

I fail to see why this infliction of public pun

ishment on the wrong-doer should render it

more easy for the injured person to recover

damages.

Egypt. "The Courts of Egypt, and of the

Sudan." By W. R. B. Briscoe. 34 Law

Magazine and Review 294 (May) .

"In the administration of justice generally,

both civil and criminal, in the Sudan, as the

Judicial Commissioner has reported, no undue

stress is laid on the technicalities of proce

dure, so that at least the reproach of the late

Sir George Jessel, that 'the use of a techni

cality is to defeat justice,' may not be leveled

against the judicial system now being there

evolved."

See Comparative Jurisprudence, etc.

Public Charity. "The Poor Law Report of

1909." Edinburgh Review, No. 428, p. 439

(Apr.).

Two points in the problem of unemployment

stand out: "The first is that our methods of

dealing with distress due to unemployment

must be very varied, that there is no one

panacea, and that each family needs to be

considered separately with a view to re-estab

lishing it in independence. The second point

is that unemployment is a risk incident to all

employments, and capable of being met like

other risks by insurance."

Public Finance. "German Imperial Fi

nance." Edinburgh Review, no. 428, p. 269

(Apr.).

"Finance reacts on policy, and assuming

as we do that the new resources will be ob

tained in some form or other, their recoil will

impose a strain . . . which will not be with

out importance in the industrial and political

future of Germany."

Public Service Corporations. "Public Ser

vice Commissions." By William M. Ivins.

Century, v. 78, p. 22 (May) .

A comment on "Public Morality and Street

Railways," in the Century for March. The

New York commission "has incidentally

created the occasion for the declaration by the

Supreme Court of the United States of certain

principles of public law which mark one of the

most far-reaching of evolutionary possibilities

through the more complete subjugation of

individual property to the welfare of the

commonwealth . ' '

"The Looting of New York." By Justice

William J. Gaynor. Pearson's Magazine, May.

"New York City is being bled at every

pore. ... If the city is to build the sub

ways, it should own them absolutely the day

they are completed and opened, without any

one having any strings on them whatever.

and then be free to lease them out at public

competition for the highest rent obtainable for

a reasonable term of years, with conditions for

the full protection at the re-letting of the

capital invested by the lessee. If this is not

to be done, then turn the whole matter over

to private capital and enterprise."

See Interstate Commerce.

Real Property (Torrens System). "Exten

sion of the Torrens System of Land Trans

fer." By Beverley Jones. 29 Canadian Law

Times 354 (Apr.).

"It has been found by the experience of

Land Title Assurance Companies in the United

States, that after a title has been examined

by a competent solicitor, they can submit it

to their revising counsel and guarantee it in

a few days. This is also the experience of

solicitors who are quite solvent, and are cap

able of paying losses in respect of titles which

they pass. Solicitors doing a large conveyan

cing business find that they can pass ordinary

titles readily in less than a week and guarantee

them, and that without loss. It, therefore,

should not be difficult for a Master of Titles to

take exception to any certificates of title

which are filed in his office within three

years."

See also Comparative Jurisprudence, Fix

tures, Legal History, Wills.

Reprisals. "Reprisals and War." By J.

Westlake, K.C. 25 Law Quarterly Review 127

(Apr.).

"So far then as contract debts are con

cerned, there seems to be no objection to

requiring an offer of arbitration in all cases

bei:ore the employment of force, whether in

the shape of war or in that of reprisals.

"But what of claims not contractual made

on the government of one country by that of

another, whether on its own behalf or on

that of its nationals? At the Second Peace

Conference thirty-two states voted for com

pulsory arbitration in all cases not affecting

vital national interests or national honor, a

principle which is also embodied in a large

number of treaties, some of them concluded

between states of the first class in impor

tance. . . .

"It cannot be recommended that arbitra

tion on claims not contractural should be made

compulsory without the reservation of vital

interests and honor, but it does not follow

that a state which in a particular case objects

to arbitration ought to be allowed to enforce

its claim by the easier proceeding of reprisals

when the alternative of war is open to it."

Professor Westlake submits as a question

for the attention of the Hague Peace Confer

ence of 1915: "that neither reprisals nor

pacific blockade shall be used against any

state unless it refuses or neglects to reply to

an offer of arbitration, or, after accepting the

offer, prevents any agreement of reference

from being concluded, or, after an arbitra

tion, refuses to submit to the award."
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Sherman Act. See Monopolies.

Social Science. "Social Psychology." Edin

burgh Review, no. 428, p. 500 (Apr.).

"Pure Benthamism has failed practically,

and we now see that its theoretical basis was

too limited and misleading for the wide deduc

tions made from it. Shall we, with our ad

vancing scientific knowledge and better under

standing of the effects of heredity, environ

ment, and evolutionary process, be able to

replace it by some other wide theory which

will form a valid basis for political reasoning ?

Probably not for some time to come."

"Socialism a Philosophy of Failure." By

Prof. J. Laurence Laughlin. Scribner's, v. 45,

p. 613 (May).

"Socialism is the outcome of a state of

mind, rather than of a logical system of

thought. . . . While idealism is an essen

tial incentive to progress—and Americans

are pre-eminently idealists—its path to definite

results must lie in some direction other than

socialism."

Status. "The War Amendments." By

Albert E. Pillsbury. 189 North American Re

view 740 (May).

Replying to the article by M. F. Morris,

formerly Associate Justice of the Court of

Appeals of the District of Columbia, in the

January number of the same review, wherein

ustice Morris argued that the Fifteenth

Amendment had been "the source and cause

of untold calamity to our country," and not

only that, but is really not a part of the

organic law of the land. For it is not an

amendment, but an addition to the Constitu

tion, said this writer, and an addition requires

the unanimous consent of the states, while an

amendment has to be voted for merely by a

majority of three-fourths of the states.

Mr. Pillsbury's answer to this argument is

simple and effectual:—

"What is 'amendment?' The standard dic

tionaries appear to be agreed in defining it,

in legal terminology, as a change or alteration,

by way either of correction, excision or addi

tion. There is every reason to believe that

this has been the universally accepted mean

ing of that term, until it occurred to an

ingenious mind that the Fifteenth Amend

ment is not an 'amendment' because it is an

'addition' to the Constitution. . . .

"The dream of annulling the Fifteenth

Amendment by judicial decree will never be

realized, but the political question will be a

source of danger so long as it is left unsettled."

Hindu Law. "Law of Succession and Adop

tion Among Free Women under Hindu Law."

By J. A. Saldanha. 11 Bombay Law Re

porter 53 (Mar. 31).

"Under the Hindu system of law, as among

most other legal systems, women fall under

two divisions, subject and free. The normal

position of a Hindu woman is of subjection.

'Day and night must women be held by their

protectors in a state of dependence,' lays

down Manu. In childhood they live under

guardianship and are protected by their

lathers, after marriage by their husbands, in

their old age by their sons and in the absence

of them (*. e., father, husband and sons) by

their agnatic kinsmen. When the husband's

family is extinct or destitute, they live under

the guardianship of their father's family

(Ghose's Hindu Law, 2d edition, p. 290).

Such is the ideal position of a female laid

down by the Shastras. Outside this class,

there are women pursuing various professions

of singing, dancing, temple or domestic ser

vice, without the usual parental or marital

restraints. This class of women I take the

liberty of calling free women for want of a

better name. They include Naikins and

other similar communities."

Status. See Aliens, Conflict of Laws.

Stock Speculation. — " How to Stop

Gambling in Stocks: The Legal Remedy. '

By Gilbert Ray Hawes. Moody's Magazine,

v. 7, p. 373 (May).

"Various schemes such as publicity, regis

tration, and taxation have been tried, but

without avail. To get at the root of the mat

ter, we must break up the criminal partner

ship between the banks and Wall Street and

compel each to return to its legitimate busi

ness. Repeal this law of 1882 permitting the

banks to charge usurious rates of interest on

'call loans,' and increase the penalties for

overcertification by the banks and the

gambler in Wall Street will find his occupation

gone. . . .

"The bankers will no longer make 'call

loans' on stock collateral; the brokers will be

deprived of their usual accommodation; the

banks will be compelled to return to their

legitimate business, and shares of stock bought

on any of the exchanges will not be 'washed'

or put through a 'clearing house,' but certi

ficates will have to be delivered in each in

stance, and thus gambling on 'margins' will

be reduced to a minimum, if not completely

abolished."

Subject- Matter. "Subject-Matter." By

Hugh Evander Willis. 9 Columbia Law Re

view 419 (May).

"In positive law 'subject-matter' is the

term used to denote the content—that is, the

subjects or matters presented for considera

tion—of either the whole of the law or by

some particular part of it, and these are

always legal rights. . . .

"The subject-matter of torts is, in general,

private rights in rem, invaded by wrongs. . . .

The subject-matter of crimes is public rights

in rem invaded by wrongs. . . . The subject-

matter of contracts is private legal rights

in personam created by agreement; of quasi-

contracts, private legal rights in personam

created by implication of law. . . . The

subject-matter of damages is the remedial

rights in personam to compensatory, exem

plary and nominal damages for torts, and to

compensatory damages for breaches of con

tract, and in quasi-contract."
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Swiss Civil Code. See Codification.

Tariff. "Tariff Revision: From the Manu

facturer's Standpoint." By Dr. A. R. Farqu-

har and H. E. Miles. "From the Importer's

Standpoint." By Francis E. Hamilton. "From

the Consumer's Standpoint." By Jesse E.

Orton. "A Permanent Tariff Bureau." By

Seymour C. Loomis. Popular Science Monthly,

May.

"Canada and the Payne Bill." By Edward

Porritt. 189 North American Review 688

(May).

"Since 1898, as the result of the new

Crown-lands policy then adopted by the

Ontario Government, numerous sawmills

owned by Americans have been established in

the lumber regions of the province in order

that American holders of timber limits might

comply with the only terms on which logs can

now be cut on Crown lands in Ontario. Lumber

so cut when imported into the United States

has, of course, paid the high duties of the

Dingley Act. The amended clause in the

Payne Bill is intended to eliminate these con

ditions in the timber contracts for Crown

lands in Ontario."

British Empire. "The Economics of Em

pire." Edinburgh Review, No. 428, p. 389

(Apr.).

"Protection for home industries is in fact

incompatible with the conception of strengthen

ing the Empire by the encouragement of inter-

Imperial trade. Thus by relying upon the

Protectionists to assist him in his Imperial

campaign Mr. Chamberlain cut away the

whole economic and moral basisof his scheme."

Taxation (State). "Some Aspects of Na

tional Bank Taxation." By Albert S. Bolles.

57 Univ. of Pa. Law Review 505 (May).

"The remedies to be pursued to prevent the

collection of taxes improperly assessed, or, if

paid, to obtain their recovery, during recent

years have not been matters of much legal

contention. The law provides effective re

lief; the states, too, are learning the lesson of

the greatness of the risk incurred by changing

their tax laws after their legality has been

determined by adequate judicial inquiry.

Nevertheless, some changes in the laws are

wrought by industrious legislative tinkers

almost annually, and thus fresh questions are

ever arising to please the lawyer, to interest

or distract the judge, and to raise or destroy

the hope of the unwilling taxpayer."

Torts (Malice). "Motive as an Element in

Torts in the Common and in the Civil Law."

By F. P. Walton. 22 Harvard Law Review 501

(May).

"There is a growing body of authority in

the French law in favor of the proposition

that legal rights are not absolute. The

maxims nullus videtur dolo facere qui jure suo

utitur, and feci sed jure feet are no longer re

garded with the same respect as formerly. . . .

According to the expression which has now

come into general use in the French law, the

malicious or abnormal use of a right is a

ground of damages and is spoken of as an

abuse of the right. . . .

"There are dicta of eminent judges in Eng

land which seem to lay down as a general

principle that the legality of an act is by

English law to be considered as not depend

ing upon the motive with which it was done.

It was said by Parke, B., 'an act which does

not amount to a legal injury cannot be action

able because it is done with a bad intent.'

[Stevenson v. Newnham (1853), 13 C.B. 285].

"There may be classes of cases in which from

considerations of public policy the English

law will not permit any inquiry into motives.

The absolute rights of the landowner, the

right of bringing a civil suit and the cases in

the law of libel in which there exists an abso

lute privilege, such as that enjoyed by a legis

lator or a judge, are familiar examples. . . .

"Instead of saying that malice will not

make a lawful act unlawful, is it not truer to

say that wilful damage done to another is

actionable unless there is some just cause or

excuse for it?"

Trusts. "Purchase of Trust Property by

Trustee." 17 Bench and Bar 1 (Apr.).

An editorial on the decision in the New

York case of La Forge v. Latourette, 129 App.

Div. 447. The language of the prevailing

opinion "certainly merits the criticism of Mr.

Justice Gaynor in his concurring memorandum

that, by putting the decision on the ground

that the trustee purchased in his individual

and not in his trust capacity, a precedent

would be established which would enable

trustees ... to evade the rule of law that a

purchase of trust property by the trustee

is voidable at the election of the beneficiary."

Turkish Constitution. See Government.

Universities. "The Law of the Universi

ties—VIII, Privilege." By James Williams,

D.C.L., LL.D. 34 Law Magazine and Re

view 277 (May).

"The privileges of English universities have

been continually recognized by charters and

by Parliament, and are still jealously guarded

by the university authorities. Delegates of

privileges are annually appointed at Oxford.

The privileges are based partly on immemorial

usage, partly on charters and statutes con

firmatory of rights existing by papal bull or

usage, partly on statutes conferring new

privileges."

Wills. "Legacies Chargeable on Land." By

Hervey J. Drake. 17 Bench and Bar 13 (Apr.).

Discussing a topic of New York law. All

cases fall into one of these two classes:—

"Class A. Where, at the time of executing

his will, the testator did not possess sufficient

personalty to pay the legacies thereby

created.

"Class B. Where, at the time the testator
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executed his will, he had sufficient personalty

to pay the legacies, but since that time has so

depleted this in various ways that at his

death there is not enough left to pay them."

In cases within Class A, there is a strong

probability, under certain conditions which

are stated by the author, that the legacy will

be charged on the realty, but in cases falling

under Class B, there is little hope for the

success of a legatee seeking that object.

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

Biography. "Cleveland's Estimate of his

Contemporaries." By George F. Parker.

American Magazine, v. 33, p. 24 (May).

Kennedy. "The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice

Kennedy: Portrait and Biographical Notice."

Journal of Comparative Legislation, no. xx,

p. 201 (Apr.).

Vico. Part 2. By Michael H. Rafferty.

Journal of Comparative Legislation, no. xx,

p. 223 (Apr.).

Zouche. By Coleman Phillipson, LL.D.

Journal of Comparative Legislation, no. xx,

p. 281 (Apr.).

Black Hand. "The Problem of the Black

Hand." By Arthur Woods. American Maga

zine, v. 33, p. 40 (May) .

"From the police point of view, certainly it

would seem wise to specify that any person

could be deported if he had been convicted of

any crime or if he had a bad official reputation

abroad, and that he could be deported not

merely within the three-year limit but at any

time until he becomes a citizen of the United

States. Added to this should be the further

provision that any alien will be automatically

deported if he has served a sentence for crime

committed in this country."

History. "The Diary of Gideon Welles—

IV, The Mistakes of Seward." By Gideon

Welles. Atlantic, v. 103, p. 658 (May).

Contains a comical anecdote showing Lin

coln's attitude toward the fugitive slave law:—

"There was a sharp controversy between

Chase and Blair on the subject of the fugitive

slave law, as attempted to be executed on one

Hall here in the District. Both were earnest;

Blair for executing the law, Chase for permit

ting the man to enter the service of the United

States instead of being remanded into slavery.

The President said that this was one of the

questions that always embarrassed him. It

reminded him of a man in Illinois who was

in debt and terribly annoyed by a pressing

creditor, until finally the debtor assumed to

be crazy whenever the creditor broached the

subject.

" 'I,' said the President, 'have on more

than one occasion in this room, when beset by

extremists on this question, been compelled

to appear to be very mad. I think,' he con

tinued, 'none of you will ever dispose of this

subject without getting mad.' "

Montreal. "The Bench and Bar of Mon

treal." By E. Fabre Surveyer. 29 Canadian

Law Times 357 (Apr.).

"The financial standing of the individual

members of the Bar of Montreal is hard to

establish. A Belgian writer once said: 'I

would rather believe the woman who speaks

of her age than the lawyer who speaks of his

income.' In Montreal, the late Sir Francis

Johnson once remarked: 'I have only known

two members of the bar who died rich, and

they were no lawyers.' This is hardly true

of the present generation. . . . The New

York Herald, a few years ago, fixed the aver

age yearly earning of the lawyers in New

York at $1,200 a year. If such is the case a

similar calculation in Montreal would lead

to appalling results."

Indians. Oklahoma and the Indian; the

Story of a Carnival of Graft." By Emerson

Hough. Hampton's, v. 22, p. 674 (May).

"The big graft can be spelled in one little

word of four letters—land. Coal land. Oil

land. Gas land. Asphalt land. Lumber

land. Nineteen million acres of it—and all

in the hands of a half-comprehending, dis

heartened body of one hundred thousand

American Indians, unlettered, heedless as

children, broken down, utterly disconsolate

and bewildered. . . .

"Since the agency offices were opened,

approximately twenty-four thousand cases

have been brought into the courts. This

tardy energy on the part of Uncle Sam has

now resulted in indictment against some of

the most prominent business, public, and

professional men in Oklahoma. . . . On the

part of the red man, however—defeated, dis

couraged, disappearing—it is all very much

like locking the barn door after the horse is

gone."

Labor Regulation. "The Industrial Di

lemma—IV, The Railroads and Publicity."

By James O. Fagan. Atlantic, v. 103, p. 617

(May).

"A young man enters the service ot a whole

sale manufacturing concern. The superin

tendent informs him that if he takes an inter

est in the business the business will take an

interest in him. During the busy hours he

steps into the shipping-room or the salesroom

and gives a little assistance here and there.

Before long a man steps up to him, and says,

'What are you doing here? Don't you under

stand that you are probably taking the bread

and butter away from some hard-up fellow

who is out of employment.' The boy sud

denly awakes to the situation. He is a good-

natured young fellow. Later, when the boss

asks him why he does not take more interest

in the business, he tells his story, and only

too often the superintendent is compelled to
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leave him to his fate, for the business is found

to be permeated with this spirit from cellar to

garret."

Panama Canal. "An Answer to the Panama

Canal Critics." By William Howard Taft.

American Magazine, v. 33, p. 3 (May).

"The criticisms of gentlemen who predicate

all their arguments on theory and not upon

practical tests, who institute comparisons be

tween the present type of canal and the sea-

level type of 300 to 600 feet in width that

never has been or 'will be on sea or land,'

cannot disturb the even tenor of those charged

with the responsibity of constructing the

canal, and will only continue to afford to

persons who do not understand the situa

tion ... an unfounded sensation of regret

and alarm that the Government is pursuing a

foolish and senseless course. Meantime the

canal will be built and completed on or before

the first of January, 1915, and those who are

now its severest critics will be glad to have

their authorship of recent articles forgotten."

Stock Speculation. "The Cost of the Wall

Street Game." By Frederick Upham Adams.

Everybody's, v. 20, p. 639 (May.).

"The approximate annual cost of the

speculative game to those who patronize

brokers and commission men in the United

States is thus indicated in this recapitula

tion:—

Operating Expenses of Specula

tive Firms $100,000,000

Profits to such Firms from Com

missions paid by Customers. . 40,000,000

Paid by Customers to Banks on

Interest Account 40,000,000

Cost of the Game $180,000,000

Reviews of Books

JOYCE ON INJUNCTIONS

A Treatise on the Law Relating to Injunctions.

By Howard C. Joyce, of New York City. Matthew

Bender & Co., Albany. 3 v., pp. xlvii, 2075 + table

of cases and index 308. ($16.50 net.)

THE author of this extended work has

provided an up-to-date treatise of great

practical utility. The lawyer who wishes to

ascertain under what circumstances an in

junction will lie, and how to obtain it, in any

part of the United States, in a labor dispute

or question of unlawful restraint of trade, to

say nothing of cases under the law of patents,

copyrights, municipal corporations, or rail

roads, will be able to find quickly the informa

tion that he needs.

This work gives the latest information on

especially live subjects of the day, such as

strikes and boycotts and combinations and

contracts in restraint of trade. State and

municipal regulation of rates, the revocation

of licenses and franchises, and the powers and

duties of police officers have been considered

at length. Jurisdiction, dissolution of injunc

tions, bonds, and all the technicalities of

procedure receive adequate and extended

treatment. The author has arranged his

treatise in successive sections headed by bold

type numbered up to 1416, and has classified

his matter in chapters easily apprehended by

means of his table of contents. He has done

his work in a thorough manner evincing a

painstaking study of cases in all jurisdictions,

and the scope of his researches is sufficiently

indicated by the fact that his table of cases

contains upwards of 10,000 different citations.

We know of no work dealing with the subject

of injunctions so complete, so up-to-date, so

fully elaborated, and so likely to satisfy every

practical need.

Our only criticism of this important work

is that instead of being strictly a treatise on

injunctions, it is really one on the law of such

subjects as trademarks, copyrights, trusts,

nuisances, corporations, etc., examined from

the point of view of equity jurisdiction. The

author has not seized an opportunity to assist

in rendering our jurisprudence more uniform

and systematic. But if his work is not notable

as a contribution to legal science, it may

nevertheless be considered a notable and im

portant aid to legal practice.

THE LAW OF DAMAGES

Elements of the Law of Damages. By Arthur

George Sedgwick. 2d ed. Little, Brown & Co.,

Boston. Pp. xxxv, 356 + appendix and index 12.

($3 net.)

THIS "handbook for the use of students

and practitioners," as it is called in the

sub-title, has been revised and enlarged by

the addition of matter relating to mental

suffering especially as to the bearing upon

the questions of its allowance of the doctrine

of proximate cause, death by wrongful act,

compensation and benefits under eminent
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domain statutes, interference with contract

and the right to seek employment, liquidated

damages, limitations of liability, damages in

contracts on refusal to perform, damages on

breach of manufacturing contracts, the rule

in Smith v. Bolles, damages on breach of agree

ments to lend money, damages as affected by

the conflict of laws, and pleading andpractice. - \

This work has fully kept pace with the

growth of the law in the thirteen years which

have elapsed since the original edition was

published, and forms a most up-to-date treat

ment of the subject in a conveniently ar

ranged, well printed volume. The author

has grouped his principles analytically and

logically and has laboriously studied a wide

range of cases, including the very latest.

Lawyers will find this a useful book.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE PROCEDURE

Procedure in Interstate Commerce Cases. With

illustrative Precedents and Forms. By John B.

Daish, A.B., LL.M. W. H. LowdermUk & Co.,

Washington. Pp. xiv, 268 + appendix of statutes,

etc., 128 + Table of Cases and index 96. ($5 net.)

PRIMARILY a work serving to guide the

practitioner in handling cases before the

Interstate Commerce Commission and dealing

with the procedure of that court, this treatise is

really of broader interest and scope because

it places within convenient reach the prin

cipal sources and documents of the statute

and common law of interstate commerce, by

means not only of the statutes and digests to

which its space is allotted, but also through

the full citations, and the statements of sub

stantive law which cannot entirely be avoided

in defining the jurisdiction of the Commission

and the Courts. The workmanlike form in

which the work has been cast cannot be too

highly commended. The typographical ar

rangement, the full index, and the convenient

tabulations of reference material, call for

highest praise.

This work will admirably meet the need of

a hand-book to aid in the preparation and

trial of interstate commerce cases. The author

points out rules for many classes of cases, and

his competence is vouched for by extended

study of the branches of legal and economic

science relating to interstate commerce, and

by his specialization in practice before the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

The book will be found useful not only to

the practitioner, but to the carrier, the shipper,

and the student of constitutional and railroad

law.

The list of chapter headings is as follows:

Part I, Procedure Before Interstate Commerce

Commission: Introduction; Jurisdiction of the

Commission ; Additional Powers and Duties of

Commission Under Act to Regulate Commerce;

Duties and Powers of Commission Under Acts

Other than Acts to Regulate Commerce;

Interpretation and Construction of the Act

to Regulate Commerce ; Pleading and Practice

Before the Commission; Evidence Before

Commission; Proceedings After Order; Part

II, Procedure Before the Courts: Jurisdiction

of Courts in Interstate Commerce; Pleading

and Practice Before the Federal Courts in

Interstate Commerce Cases; Evidence Before

the Courts; Appeal and Error.

The Appendix contains the Acts to Regu

late Commerce, digest of the Act to Regulate

Commerce, the Act to Regulate Commerce,

the Immunity Act, the Act Defining Right

of Immunity, digest of Elkins Law, the Elkins

Law, Expediting Act, "Street Railways in the

District of Columbia," excerpts from adminis

trative rulings and opinions, forms for use

before the Commission, forms for use before

the courts, rules of practice before the Com

mission, methods of ascertaining cost of car

riage, correct titles of the leading railroads,

bibliography, and table of cases.

BEAL ON LEGAL INTERPRETATION

Cardinal Rules of Legal Interpretation. Col

lected and arranged by Edward Beal, B.A. 2d

ed. Boston Book Co., Boston; Canada Law Book

Co., Toronto. Pp. lxxx, 620+ appendix and index

54. ($5.50.)

THE second edition of this work enlarges

an excellent standard text-book, by

some revisions and the addition of an intro

duction which does much to clear up the

subject by outlining its salient features. The

work of a former scholar of Trinity Hall,

Cambridge, and a barrister of the Middle

Temple, marked by accurate and extensive

learning and strong literary merits, this

treatise has interest for American lawyers

chiefly as a comprehensive statement of

time-honored common law rules, the modern

application of which in England is graphically

portrayed.

Legal interpretation is a complicated and

difficult subject to treat under a scientific

classification. From the view of such a

classification Mr. Beal is not successful. He

has, however, concisely drawn his rules from

a vast number of judicial opinions reproduced

in their own identical words. Incidentally he
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has introduced a great deal of material that is

interesting but not indispensable to his treat

ise, in connection with his exposition of such

subjects as the authority of various law re

ports, the principles of legal relevancy, the

conclusiveness of court decisions, and various

other subjects. He has brought in much

that belongs to substantive law rather than

to the law of judicial procedure. The

mingling of diversified subject-matters de

tracts somewhat from logical clearness, and

possibly presents the rules of interpretation

in a more complicated aspect than was really

necessary, but the adventitious material makes

the book more encyclopedic as a work of

reference. Attractive typography, clearness

of arrangement, great wealth of quotation,

painstaking research, and a good index, make

the virtues of this volume outweigh any

fancied shortcomings. The American prac

titioner will read with pleasure and profit

the sagacious observations here assembled

of England's shrewdest judges.

HAIGHT'S QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Questions and Answers for Bar Examination

Review. By Charles S. Haight of the New York

bar and Arthur M. Marsh of the Connecticut bar.

2d ed. Baker, Voorhis & Co., N. Y. Pp. lii,

530+index 55. ($4 tut.)

HAIGHT'S review book for bar examina

tions is a standard work of great useful

ness and has been brought fully up to date

by the publication of the second edition, now

issued ten years after the work first appeared.

The original edition has been carefully revised,

and has also been enlarged by the preparation

of questions and answers under new titles

dealing with bankruptcy, domestic relations,

and suretyship, and by the addition of several

pages covering suretyship, perpetuities and

restraints on alienation to the section on real

property. The section on the New York

code, one of the book's strong features, has

been modified to conform to amendments

passed since 1899.

The argument of Associate Professor Albert

Martin Kales of the Law School of North

western University, in the May number of the

Illinois Law Review, that law schools should

employ the case method for the presentation

of the law of their respective states rather

than that of the country as a whole, is strongly

rebutted, to our mind, by the purpose which

underlies and justifies such a book as Haight's

Questions and Answers. From it the student

gets a perspective of the law as it exists in

widely different jurisdictions of the United

States, and therefore not only acquires knowl

edge that may be useful later in active prac

tice, but also conceives more clearly the

principles that should govern the orderly

growth of a scientific system of law.

Besides being an admirable text-book, this

is also a useful hand-book of legal principles

and leading cases. Its lucidity of arrange

ment enables any one to ascertain easily the

common law principles and the extent to

which they have been amended or added to

in various parts of the country. Messrs.

Haight and Marsh have prepared the new

edition with skill and have also had the

assistance of able experts.

FABIAN ESSAYS

Fabian Essays in Socialism. Edited by G.

Bernard Shaw. Ball Publishing Co., Boston. Pp.

xli, 201 and index. (50 cts. net.)

FOR the benefit of those innocent of any

dabbling in socialism, it may be ex

plained that the "Fabian Essays" were origin

ally lectures delivered in London in 1889 by

members of the Fabian Society, which was

organized in 1884 and first made its purposes

and doctrines known in this book, of which

over 30,000 copies were sold.

The writers who achieved this remarkable

vogue for their Utopian and unscientific

opinions were G. Bernard Shaw, Sidney Webb,

William Clarke, Sydney Olivier, Annie Besant,

Graham Wallas, and Hubert Bland, most of

whom are still living. Mr. Shaw has written

a new preface for this edition. He states

that these essays 'are reprinted exactly as

they appeared in 1889, "nothing being changed

but the price." Had the essays been re

written for the present work, they might have

appealed more to bankers, lawyers and states

men, but "they would have had much less

charm for the young, and for the ordinary

citizen who is in these matters an amateur."

In Mr. Shaw's naive implication that the

"Fabian Essays" may be juvenile and ama

teurish there is possibly something like an

apology for the appearance of this new edi

tion. They will nevertheless be read with

curiosity and amusement by the riper and

more hardened of our age. Their publica

tion now can hardly prove anything but

stimulating to those who long to see social

science rehabilitated and firmly established

on solid bedrock.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.

Receipt of the following new books, which

will be reviewed later, is acknowledged:—

Loaded Dice. By Ellery H. Clark. Bobbs-Merrill

Co., Indianapolis.

Human Nature in Politics. By Graham Wallas.

Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston. Pp. xvi, 296,

index. ($1.50 rut.)

The Seven Who were Hanged. By Leonid

Andreyev. Translated by Herman Bernstein. J.S.

Ogilvie Pub. Co., N. Y. ($1.)

Proceedings of the American Political Science

Association. V. v, 1908. The Waverly Press,

Baltimore. Pp. 261.

Directory of the Legal Fraternity of Phi Delta

Phi. Edited by George A. Katzenberger, secretary.

Greenville, O. 8th ed. Pp. 320. ($2.)

The Law of Unfair Business Competition. By

Harry D. Nims, of the New York bar. Baker,

Voorhis & Co., New York. Pp. 516+ index 65.

($6.50 net.)

The Law of Automobiles. By Xenophon P.

Huddy, of the New York bar. 2d ed. Matthew

Bender & Co., Albany. Pp. xxvi, 317+ table of

cases and index 43. ($4.)

The Government of American Cities; a Program

of Democracy. By Horace E. Deming. G. P.

Putnam's Sons, New York. Pp. ix, 200+ appen

dices and indices. 121.

The Methods of Taxation, Compared with the

Established Principles of Justice. By David

MacGregor Means. Dodd, Mead & Co., New York.

Pp. xi, 360+ appendices 18. ($2.50 net.)

A Treatise on the Law of Real Property. By

Alfred G. Reeves, Professor of Law in the New

York Law School. Little, Brown & Co., Boston.

2v. Pp. cxxiv, 1588+ index 71. ($13 net.)

A Treatise on the Law of Trustees in Bankruptcy

By Albert S. Woodman of the Maine bar. Little,

Brown & Co., Boston. Pp. xci, 837+ appendices

and index 265. ($6.50 net.)

History of the Harvard Law School and of Early

Legal Conditions in America. By Charles Warren,

of the Suffolk bar. Lewis Publishing Co., New

York. 3v. (1908.) Pp. 543, 514+ appendices and

index 46, alumni roll 397.

Modern Estoppel and Res Judicata. By Arthur

Caspersz. Part I, The Doctrine of Changed Situa

tions; Part II, The Conclusiveness of Judgments,

Decrees, and Orders. 3d ed. S. K". Lahiri &

Co., Calcutta. Pp. xliv, 356+ index 30; xxxi,

347+ index 39. (Rs. 18.)

Federal Equity Practice; a Treatise on the Plead

ings used and Practice followed in Courts of the

United States in the Exercise of their Equity Juris

diction. By Thomas Atkins Street, Professor of

Equity in the University of Missouri. Edward

Thompson Co., Northport, Long Island, N. Y.

3v. Pp. xc, 1663 + appendix ^ 160+ table of cases

80 + index 200. ($19.50 delivered.)

Latest Important Cases*

Aliens. Right of Action for Death Claims—

Construction of Treaty. U. S.

An Italian, while a passenger on a train in

Pennsylvania, was killed. His wife, a non

resident alien and a subject of Italy, brought

an action in a Pennsylvania state court to

recover damages for his wrongful death. The

case was decided in the Supreme Court of the

United States April 5, on a writ of error in

Maria Giuseppa Raffaela Maiorano v. Balti

more & Ohio Railroad Company, 29 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 424, L. ed. adv. sheets, Oct. term, p. 424.

In its construction of the treaty made with

Italy on November 18, 1871, an article of

which secures equality with the natives to

the citizens of each of the contracting parties

•Copies of the pamphlet Reporters containing

full reports of any of these decisions which are

cited in the National Reporter System may be

secured from the West Publishing Company, St.

Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In ordering,

the title of the desired case should be given as well

as the citation of volume and page of the Reporter

in which it is printed.

with respect to protection and security of

personal property, the Court concluded

that this stipulation does not require a state

to give non-resident alien relatives of an

Italian subject a right of action for damages

for his death, though such action is afforded

to native resident relatives, and though the

existence of such an action may indirectly

promote his safety.

Automobiles. Reasonable Care and Accom

modation Rule— Highways. N. Y.

That the general rule governing automo

biles passing one another on the highway are

the same as usage has established for other

vehicles, unless the rule is modified by statute,

was said by the New York Court of Appeals

May 4 in the case of J. Howard Mark v. Wil

liam Fritsch (N. Y. L. J. May 15). "The

fundamental principle of conduct is that of

reasonable care and accommodation meas

ured by the immediate circumstances of each

case and exercised by each traveler for the
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purpose of affording to the other his just and

reasonable rights in the highway. When two

cars meet it is the duty of each so far as prac

ticable to yield to the other the space and

opportunity necessary for its safe and con

venient passage. In the case of two cars

traveling in the same direction the front one

has the superior right and may maintain its

position in the centre of the highway if there

is sufficient space on its left as prescribed by

statute to enable the approaching car safely

and conveniently to pass." Per Hiscock, J.

Bankruptcy. Ancillary Receivership—

Assets in Another Jurisdiction. U. S.

The United States District Court for the

western district of Pennsylvania, in Matter

of Dunseath & Son Co. and Robert Dunseath,

Bankrupts, decided March 22, 1909, granted a

petition for an ancillary receiver to aid the

District Court for the southern district of

New York in administering the bankrupts'

estate, and ruled that when a receiver in

bankruptcy is appointed in one district and

assets of the bankrupt estate are located in

another district, the District Court for the

district within which such assets are located

cannot, upon the petition of the receiver,

stay the state officers and order them to

deliver the assets within its jurisdiction to

the receiver appointed in such other district.

The Court said:—

"Rightly interpreted, we believe the true

doctrine is that this is an effective national

system of administering insolvent estates,

giving to the court of the domicile full power

to administer the estate and giving to other

courts of like jurisdiction beyond the bound

ary of the primary court full authority to aid

by its decrees and processes that primary

court so that all the assets of the bankrupt

may be at last brought into the primary

court for distribution. We believe the author

ity of the district courts of sister jurisdictions

is auxiliary and ancillary for the purpose of

making the act effective. Many cases might

be cited showing the ancillary powers in sister

courts outside of those pertaining to bank

ruptcy."

Breach of the Peace. Giving the Lie Suffi

cient. Ga.

In Rumsey v. Bullard, 63 S. E. Rep. 921,

the Court of Appeals of Georgia held that

it was prepared to take judicial cognizance

of a fact which as individuals they well knew—

that in Georgia to call a man a liar, even with

out raising a stick, usually provokes a breach

of the peace, and generally brings on a fight.

Exceptions to this rule, said the Court, find

meager nourishment on Southern soil and

beneath Southern skies.

Building Restrictions. Police Power—Pub

lic Health and Safety. U. S.

The United States Supreme Court, in the

case of Francis C. Welch v. Building Com

missioner of Boston, decided May 17, has

ruled upon a matter of concern to every city

in the country having tall buildings. The

Court upheld absolutely the right of a state,

under the police power, to limit the height of

buildings in an arbitrarily determined section

of a city without offering compensation to

property owners. An act of the Massachu

setts Legislature, passed in 1904, dividing the

city of Boston into two sections, and limiting

the height of buildings in the former to 125

feet, was held constitutional. The case was

the first that had come before the Supreme

Court on the question of building restriction.

The Court held that the restriction was rea

sonable and properly in the interest of the

public health and safety.

"Commodities Decision." Hepburn Act—

Commodities Clause Construed—Meaning of

Indirect Ownership and Interest. U. S.

The commodities clause, so-called, of the

Hepburn Act, which act was approved June

29, 1906, provides that: "It shall be unlawful

for any railroad company to transport" be

tween states "any article or commodity other

than timber" which it produces, "or which it

may own, in whole or in part, or in which it

may have any interest, direct or indirect,"

except articles needed in the conduct of its

business.

The anthracite railroads at which this

clause was aimed got the lower courts to

declare it confiscatory and unconstitutional.

The case then came before the United States

Supreme Court, which rendered on May 3 a

decision sustaining the constitutionality of

the clause, but adopting a construction of its

terms which has been generally considered

favorable to the defendants, the Pennsyl

vania, Erie, Reading, Jersey Central, Dela

ware and Lackawanna, Delaware and Hudson,

and Lehigh Valley roads.

In construing the clause, the Supreme

Court, per Mr. Justice White, decided that

the prohibition applies only to the following

circumstances and conditions:—
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"(a) When the commodity has been manu

factured, mined, or produced by a railroad

company or under its authority, and at the

time of transportation the railroad company

has not in good faith before the act of trans

portation parted with its interest in such

commodity.

"(6) When the railroad company owns the

commodity to be transported in whole or in

part.

"(c) When the railroad company at the

time of transportation has an interest, direct

or indirect, in a legal sense in the commodity,

which last prohibition does not apply to

commodities manufactured, mined, produced,

owned, etc., by a corporation because a rail

road company is a stockholder in such cor

poration. Such ownership of stock in a pro

ducing company by a railroad company does

not cause it, as the owner of the stock, to

have a legal interest in the commodity manu

factured, etc., by the producing corporation."

All the Justices concurred except Mr. Jus

tice Harlan, who said, in his dissenting

opinion: "In my judgment, the act, reason

ably and properly construed, according to its

language, includes within its prohibitions any

railroad company transporting articles or

commodities if at the time it legally or

equitably owns stocks—certainly if it so

owns a majority or all the stock—in the com

pany that mined, manufactured, or produced

the articles or commodities being transported

by such railroad company."

Contempt. See Perjury.

Corporations. See "Commodities Decision ,' '

Monopolies, Railroads.

Criminal Intent. Natural Consequences of

Act. Lower Burma.

In Po Tu v. Emperor, decided by the Chief

Court of Lower Burma, and reported in 9

Criminal Law Journal Reports 5 (Calcutta,

Jan.-Feb.), it was held that A's intention, in

striking B with a heavy chopper, must be

inferred not merely from the actual conse

quences of his act, but from the natural con

sequences likely to follow an act of the kind

committed.

"Every man," said the Court, "must be

presumed to intend the natural or necessary

consequences of his own act. What is the

natural consequence of aiming at and cutting

the head of another with this formidable

chopper? In my opinion it would be death.

We must presume that Maung Po Tu meant

to give Shwe Thin a fair and square blow on

his head. His conduct was such prior to his

giving this blow as is in my opinion sufficient

to allow this presumption to be drawn. He

was in a quarrelsome and savage mood.

I cannot for a moment think that he merely

meant to slice off a bit of the frontal bone,

or to cut off a bit of the ear, or to strike with

the flat of the chopper, in which cases it

might be held he did not intend to cause

death. I must hold that he meant to give

an ordinary fair and square cut on the head."

Exterritoriality. Asylum in Legations—De

serters Seeking Protection of Foreign Consu

late. Hague Court.

The Court of Arbitration at The Hague

delivered its decision May 22 in the Casa

blanca dispute between France and Germany.

The Court declared the act of the secretary

of the German consulate at Casablanca wrong

ful, in endeavoring to bring about the embar

kation on a German steamship of deserters

from the French foreign legion who were not

of German nationality, and found that the

consul committed an error in signing their

safe conduct.

The Court also ruled that the French mili

tary authorities were wrong in not respecting

the de facto protection exercised by the Ger

man consulate, and in threatening the con

sular agents with revolvers and ill-treating

the Moroccan troops attached to the consu

late.

Extradition. Trial for Different Offense—

Perjury—Treaties. U. S.

The Supreme Court of the United States

decided May 17 that a person who has been

extradited from a foreign country on a

specific charge may under a treaty with that

country be tried for another offense before

he has been given a reasonable time to get

back to that country. George D. Collins v.

Sheriff O' Neil of San Francisco. Collins was

extradited from Victoria, B. C., for alleged

perjury and subsequently arrested on a new

charge of perjury alleged to have been com

mitted at the time he was tried on the first.

Forgery. Material Alteration by Severance—

Creation of New Instrument. Mont.

Three trustees of a school bought supplies,

signing their names to a note attached to the

order blank. The payee cut the note from

the order. In State v. Mitton, 96 Pac. Rep.

926 appellant claimed that the cutting out of

the note was not a material alteration. The
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Montana Supreme Court thought that the

severance of the note changed the instrument

entirely, making a mere order for goods a

negotiable promissory note, and that if the

alteration was made with a criminal intent

the defendant was properly convicted of

forgery.

Landlord and Tenant. Tenancy Created by

Parol—Construction of Statute of Frauds.

N. Y.

Where there was only an oral agreement

regarding a year's lease of an apartment, the

lease not having been signed, and where the

Statute of Frauds provided that a tenancy

might lawfully be created by parol without

the execution of a written lease, it was, never

theless held by the New York Supreme Court,

Appellate Division, in the case of Sherry v.

Proal, decided in April (N. Y. L. J. Apr. 29),

that the verbal agreement testified to fell far

short of a complete lease, nothing being dis

cussed and agreed upon except the term for

which the lease was to be made, the apart

ment to be the subject of it, and the amount

of rent. "Especially was there no agreement

as to when and how the rent should be paid,

or what covenants and conditions should be

incorporated into the lease."

Measure of Damages. Neighborhood Bene

fits—Tunnels. Mass.

In the case of Fifty Associates v. City of

Boston, decided May 19, the Supreme Judicial

Court of Massachusetts held that the plaintiff

should have been allowed damages due to the

physical injury done its building by the con

struction of the East Boston tunnel. In sus

taining the plaintiff's exceptions, it held that

the city had been improperly allowed to have

the fact of the construction of the tunnel and

station taken into account as a benefit to the

premises, in estimating the damages, as the

station was under the statute a neighborhood

benefit, and not a benefit peculiar to the plain

tiff's estate.

Monopolies. Refusal to Sell Not a Wrong-

No Restraint of Trade. N. Y.

Chief Justice Cullen in the New York Court

of Appeals confirmed the judgment of the

Appellate Division May 11, dismissing the

complaint in the case of Locker v. American

Tobacco Co. (N. Y. L. J. May 19). It is an

inherent right of a corporation to refuse to sell

to any particular individual, was the sub

stance of this decision, and the refusal of the

American Tobacco Co. to sell would become

illegal only when offered in pursuance of a

combination of several persons making il

legal an act which if done by one person would

be legal. A corporation cannot be deprived

of the right to refuse to sell, simply because

of the magnitude of its business or its wealth.

Monopolies. Forfeiture of Corporate Char

ters—Missouri Anti-Trust Law. Mo.

In Missouri v. Standard Oil Co., 116 S. W.

Rep. 902-1062, the Standard Oil Co., the

Waters-Pierce Oil Co., and the Republic Oil

Co. of New York were convicted of violating

the anti-trust laws of Missouri (Rev. St. 1899,

c. 143 [Ann. St. 1906, §}8965, 8992]). One

particular point of this decision was discussed

with reference to the Waters-Pierce Oil Com

pany, which is a domestic corporation. A

judgment of ouster was rendered against it,

but was ordered suspended on condition that

the company sever all connection with the

other corporations. In attempted compliance

with the judgment, the directors of the com

pany adopted a resolution protesting that it

had never consciously or knowingly violated

any of the laws of the state, but that it

accepted the terms and conditions of the

decree. Absolute ouster was thereupon

denied, Judge Woodson dissenting on the

ground that this resolution was not only a

failure to comply, but tended to show that

the company was not able or was not in

clined to sever the trust relations and in fact

comply.

Patents. Separability of Claims—Entire

Domestic Patent Need Not Expire with For

eign Patent.—Combinations. U. S.

An important patent decision was handed

down by the United States Supreme Court

April 19 in the case of Leeds & Catlin Co. v.

Victor Talking Machine Co. (L. ed. adv.

sheets April term p. 495). The Court held

that all the claims of a domestic patent do

not necessarily expire with a foreign patent

because of the provisions of section 4887 of

the Revised Statutes (U. S. Comp. Stat. 1901,

p. 3382) , but only such claims as are embodied

in the foreign patent. Consequently, where

one Emil Berliner had patented in several

foreign countries a sound-reproducing appara

tus, and had afterward patented it in the

United States, the foreign patents having ex

pired, but the term of the United States

patent not having yet run out, and where a

combination and not a function of a machine

was embodied in one of the claims of the
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domestic patent, the Court ruled that that

part of the Berliner patent relating to such a

combination of elements covered by separ

able claims did not expire with the expira

tion of the foreign patent covering such

claims. The Court referred to the case of

Siemen v. Sellers (123 U. S. 276, 31 L. ed. 153,

8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 117) where it was said that a

patent cannot be construed as running partly

from one date and partly from another, on

account of an attempt to extend it by a new

patent merely for a former improvement, and

ruled that to treat claims as separable when

some of them have expired and some have not,

can produce no more confusion than may arise

from their being separable because some are

invalid, as in the case of a partial infringe

ment.

Perjury. Contempt Committed by Offering

False Affidavits—Judicial Procedure in Cases

of Perjury—Fine for Contempt Not Dis

chargeable in Bankruptcy—Civil and Criminal

Contempt. N. Y.

A coal merchant was sued for an alleged

debt of $1,174 for coal supplied to him, the

plaintiff taking judgment by default. He

then presented four false affidavits to Chief

Justice O. Dwyer of the City Court in New

York, declaring that he had never been

served with summons and complaint as re

quired by the Code. A referee found that

the affidavits were false, and Justice Green

then established a new precedent by fining

the coal merchant, Koronsky, for the con

tempt of court committed by his perjury.

"Affidavits of the character made by the

defendant," said the Court, "are offered daily

in the courts with almost as much ease as the

presentation of visiting cards," and asserted

a determination to doing everything in its

power to stamp out the evil. The defendant

then avoided payment of the fine of $1,759.46,

and imprisonment for non-payment by going

into voluntary bankruptcy on Jan. 20, thus

escaping danger of arrest on a judgment in a

civil action. But Mr. Yorke Allen, the attor

ney for the plaintiff, took the matter before

Judge Holt in the United States District

Court, for the purpose of securing a ruling

that the fine imposed for the contempt was

for a criminal and not a civil offense. Judge

Holt felt constrained to conclude that by the

express terms of the Code of Civil Procedure,

sections 8 and 14, the fine was for civil con

tempt and dischargeable. Mr. Allen did not

stop there, however, but went to the United

States Court of Appeals, where Judges La-

combe, Coxe and Ward in a unanimous opinion

rendered May 22 reversed Judge Holt and

ordered Koronsky to pay the amount in ten

days or go to prison. "Manifestly the offense

was one peculiarly against the Court," said the

three judges, "and of the sort where the pun

ishment of the offender is a vindication of

the dignity of the Court."

Philippine Islands. Land Titles—Spanish

Law. U. S.

"If the applicant's case is to be tried by

the law of Spain, we do not discover such

clear proof that it was bad by that law as to

satisfy us that he does not own the land,"

said Mr. Justice Holmes in his decision in

Cariho v. Insular Govt, of the P. /., decided

by the Supreme Court of the United States

Feb. 23. The question before the court was

that of the validity of a native title to land

on the Philippine province of Benguet, where

no document of title had issued from the

Spanish Crown. "Upon a consideration of

the whole case we are of opinion that law

and justice require that the applicant should

be granted what he seeks, and should not be

deprived of what, by the practice and belief

of those among whom he lived, was his prop

erty, through a refined interpretation of an

almost forgotten law of Spain."

Police Power. Power of Congress Over

Aliens—Reserved Powers of States. U. S.

Congress did not have the power to enact

Act February 20, 1907 (34 Stat, at Large 898,

Chap. 1134) $3, making it a criminal offense

for any person to harbor for immoral purpose

any alien woman within three years after she

has entered the United States. This conclu

sion was reached in .the decision rendered by

the Supreme Court on April 5, in Keller v.

United States, 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 470, L. ed.

adv. sheets Oct. term p. 470. The alien

woman, whom defendant was harboring,

voluntarily came to the United States. The

power to punish such an offense was reserved

to the states in the exercise of their police

power. Acts of Congress are to be liberally

construed in order to enable it to carry into

effect the powers conferred, but the prohibi

tions and limitations on such powers are to be

fairly and reasonably enforced.

But Justices Holmes, Harlan and Moody

dissented, on the ground that an immigrant

whose calling at the time of her arrival is

unlawful can be kept under the control of
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Congress long enough for the latter to ascer

tain the facts, and Congress can make the

admission of such persons conditional for

three years.

Public Service Corporations. Delay in

Transmitting Telegram—Notice of Urgency

Unnecessary. Ala.

An example of the effect which the peculiar

nature of a telegraph company and the duties

it undertakes to the public has on the appli

cation of a general rule of law is found in

Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Northcutt,

48 So. Rep. 553. The question involved was

the liability of the company for special dam

ages from delay in delivering a telegram in

the absence of notice of circumstances which

would apprise it that such damages would

flow from the delay. The Court, while adher

ing to the rule laid down in the leading case

of Hadley v. Baxendale, 9 Exch. 341, held

that by reason of the peculiar nature of the

duties of a telegraph company to the public,

notice was not necessary, as the fact of send

ing the telegram was notice that expedition

was necessary.

See "Commodities Decision."

Race Distinctions. Injury to Negro's Repu

tation—Measure of Damages. N. Y.

Judges Ingraham, Laughlin and Scott, com

prising a majority of the Appellate Division

of the Supreme Court, on May 21 sustained

the decision of the Supreme Court in Griffin v.

Brady, the lower court havingruled, per Dugro,

J., that the arrest and imprisonment of a negro

could not produce the shame and humiliation

that a white man would endure in similar

circumstances. Presiding Judge Patterson and

Judge Clarke dissented from the majority

ruling. It was an action brought to recover

$10,000 for false arrest, the plaintiff being a

Pullman car porter who had been accused of

stealing a card-case. The jury had awarded

$2,500 and Justice Dugro had set aside the

verdict, saying in his decision:—

"In one sense a colored man is just as good

as a white man, for the law says he is, but he

has not the same amount of injury under all

circumstances that a white man would have.

Maybe in a colored community down South,

where white men were held in great disfavor,

he might be more injured, but, after all, that

is not this sort of community. In this sort

of a community I dare say the amount of evil

that would flow to the colored man from a

charge like this would not be as great as it

probably would be to a white man. The

jury are well aware of that fact."

Railroads. Eminent Domain—Northern

Pacific Grant of 1862. U. S.

The United States District Court, Judges

W. H. Munger and T. C. Munger, handed

down a decision at Omaha, Neb., May 4,

denying the right of settlers to encroach upon

the right of way of the Union Pacific across

school sections of land and the unused por

tion of the four hundred feet of right of way

along the railroad track in Nebraska. The

Court discussed the question of the intent of

Congress in making a grant of right of way

to the Union Pacific in the act of 1862, the

Union Pacific at that time being a national

undertaking and benefiting by many pro

visions outside the usual course of legislative

action.

"The right, power, and authority to take

from the public lands adjacent to the line of

the road," said the Court, "is granted to the

extent of 200 feet in width on each side of the

railroad where it may pass over the public

lands, including all necessary lands for build

ings, stations, sidetracks, turntables, and

water stations."

See "Commodities Decision."

Religious Societies. Union of Presby

terians—Church Property. Ky.

The coalition of the Cumberland Presby

terian and the Presbyterian Church in the

United States has resulted in many legal

controversies as to the status of the prop

erty of particular churches. The Kentucky

Court of Appeals in Wallace v. Hughes, 115

S. W. Rep. 684, after a thorough inquiry into

the powers of the respective Assemblies of

the two branches of the Presbyterian organi

zation, has sustained the union and finally

silenced the disturbing minorities in that

state. Comparison is made between the

Presbyterian Constitution and the Constitu

tion of the United States. When Congress

proposes an amendment to the United States

Constitution and it is ratified by the Legis

latures of the required number of states, the

people of a particular state have no voice in

determining whether or not the amendment

shall be adopted. So in this case, the union

having been regularly authorized by a two-

thirds vote of the General Assembly and

their action having been approved by a

majority of the Presbyteries after being regu

larly transmitted to them, it became final.
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and was binding on all the members of the

church. Those members not willing to follow

the decrees of their church judicatories within

their jurisdiction, must be held to have aban

doned all interest in its property.

State as Defendant. Jurisdiction of Fed

eral Courts—Eleventh Amendment. U. S.

The state of South Carolina passed the

Winding-Up Act on February 16, 1907, pro

viding for the appointment of a commission

to close out the state dispensary business

and turn over to the state treasury the sur

plus funds remaining after liquidating and

paying claims out of the state assets. In

W. J. Murray v. Wilson Distilling Company,

29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 458, L. ed. adv. sheets Oct.

term p. 458, decided April 5, certain vendors

of liquor to the state sought to enjoin the

commission from disposing of the funds until

their claims were paid, and asked for the

appointment of a receiver, on the theory that

the assets were placed in the hands of the

commission as a trust fund. The question

was whether the suit was against the state,

and beyond the jurisdiction of the United

States Circuit Court because of the Eleventh

Amendment. The Court was of the opinion

that the state, in providing for the liquida

tion of the dispensary system, did not intend

to divest itself of its right of property, and

to endow the commission with a such a right

to the property as would authorize the federal

courts to take the assets and by means of a

receivership administer them without the

presence of the state. The final conclusion

was that the suit was against the state.

Statute of Frauds. See Landlord and

Tenant.

Statutes. Non-Concurrence of Federal and

State Court Regarding Constitutionality. Iowa.

In a suit to enjoin the business of taking

orders for intoxicating liquors for a foreign

corporation, in violation of Code §2382 as

amended by Acts 28th Gen. Assem. p. 59,

c. 74 (Code Supp. 1907, §2382), the Supreme

Court of Iowa in McCollum v. McConaughy,

119 N. W. Rep. 539, held that though it has

determined that such statute was unconsti

tutional when applied to one soliciting such

orders as the agent of a non-resident, because

in conflict with the interstate commerce

clause, it will overrule its decision, the Su

preme Court of the United States holding

otherwise.

Water Law. Common Law Doctrine of

Riparian Rights—Appropriation. Ariz.

The United States Supreme Court has

upheld the doctrine of appropriation as op

posed to that of riparian rights under the

common law in the territory of Arizona, in

the case of Boquillas Land & Cattle Co. v.

/. N. Curtis (L. ed. adv. sheets Oct. term,

p. 493). The non-existence in Arizona of the

common law doctrine of riparian rights since

the statute of 1887 was not disputed. Before

that time the doctrine of appropriation was

to some extent in force by custom, and the

Supreme Court held that the general adoption

of the common law by Howell's Arizona Code

in 1864 cannot be deemed to have included

the common law doctrine of water rights.

For the Bill of Rights made streams useful

for irrigation purposes public property, and

provisions of the Code granted the right to

divert necessary water by means of irrigating

canals.

A TOAST TO THE JURY

(Delphin M. Delmas, at Annual Banquet of Kansas City Bar Association)

THE Democracy of Justice—the Jury! May this institution,

which, having stood for ages as the bulwark of the liberty of Eng

lishmen, was brought here as their birthright by the colonists who

first landed upon the banks of the James, and upon the shore of Massa

chusetts, which they cherish with such devotion that its violation by the

King was enumerated as one of the grounds justifying their rebellion

against the mother country, which, as soon as their independence was

achieved, they incorporated in the Constitution as a fundamental right

of American citizens, and which every American state has since em

bodied in its organic law—may this venerable institution, which has

come down to us unimpaired through the lapse of centuries, abide

with us yet and remain sacred and inviolate forevermore.
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MR. JUSTICE MOODY

MR. JUSTICE MOODY'S conserva

tism as exhibited in his recent

decision in Twining v. New Jersey (211

U. S. 78) is even more clearly denned in

Mr. George Whitelock's able character

ization which forms the leading article

for this issue of the Green Bag. Mr.

Whitelock will in some quarters be re

called as the author of a resolution intro

duced at the meeting of the American

Bar Association at Portland, Me., in

August, 1907, deprecating the attitude

of the President toward the judiciary

in the beef trust cases as "subversive of

their independence and destructive of

the constitutional distinctions between

the executive and judicial departments

of our government," and as showing "a

want of proper respect for the legally

constituted authority of the courts"

and a disposition to transcend executive

power. This resolution was tabled

largely on account of the influence of

Judge Parker. The opinion, however,

has* been expressed that an actual poll

of the meeting would have shown that

the majority disapproved, with Mr.

Whitelock, of Mr. Roosevelt's criticism

of Judge Humphrey. Mr. Whitelock's

attention was first called to Justice

Moody, then Attorney-General, by these

cases.

The recent final decision of the Shipp's

case just reached by the Supreme Court

draws attention to the part that Mr.

Moody bore in this case as Attorney-

General. Mr. Moody earnestly resisted

the release of the persons charged with

contempt of the United States Supreme

Court, on account of their participation

in the lynching of a negro in whose be

half this Court had granted a stay of

proceedings. The Court has thus sus

tained Mr. Moody's energetic champion

ship of the writ of habeas corpus then,

and has rendered a decision in which

Mr. Moody would doubtless have con

curred, had propriety admitted of his

taking part in it.

MR. TAFT'S APPOINTMENTS

THERE has been a great deal of

foolish adulation in the news

papers, which our admired President

may deserve truly enough but which

neither he nor any other thoughtful

person can greatly care for, in view of

his disregard of political party consid

erations in his judicial appointments.

Was Mr. Roosevelt really as bad as

that? As a matter of fact Mr. Taft's

predecessor realized that the bench is

superior to politics, and pursued the

eminently commonplace policy of choos

ing judges for merit rather than for

party affiliation. In making such nomi

nations as that of Associate Justice

Henry Groves Connor of the Supreme

Court of North Carolina to be Judge of
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the United States District Court for the

eastern district of that state, President

Taft is not soaring to the stars on the

back of a Democratic Pegasus—he is

only discharging a matter-of-fact duty

to the best traditions of the bench and

of his own great office.

CONGRESSIONAL DECORUM

JUDGE SMITH McPHERSON and

Judge John F. Phillips of the

United States District Court have been

subjected to harsh and undeserved criti

cism in a resolution introduced in Con

gress which accused them of improper

conduct in the Missouri railroad litiga

tion. The mere introduction of such a

resolution in Congress, even though its

sponsor abstain from ranting vilifica

tion on the floor of the House, is neces

sarily attended with wide publicity, and

is prevented only by the privileges of

Congress from being contempt of court.

As under the Constitution the Senate

alone shall have power to try impeach

ments, it is difficult to see why resolu

tions or motions for impeachment should

not be required to originate solely in the

upper house.

AN EXAMPLE OF PLEADING

A government attorney sends us this curi

ous bit of information from a far Western

state.

A bill in equity was brought to abate an

illegal fence, under the provisions of the act

of Congress of February 25, 1885. The bill

was many pages long and wound up with the

usual paragraph, "Forasmuch therefore as

your orator is remediless in the premises,"

etc. The defendant filed his answer in these

words: "I have my fence all pulled. Chas. A.

Dereemer, Defendant."

The government, to make the issue, filed

its replication in the usual approved form,

quite a page in length: "This replicant, saving

and reserving to itself all and all manner of

advantages of exception which may be had

and taken to the manifold errors, uncertain

ties and insufficiencies of the answer of the

defendant," etc.

The critic of legal methods and forms might

find a good deal for argument and not a little

amusement to be deduced from Mr. Dereemer's

answer.

REX v. SCIENTIST

A case reported in Punch is of interest

to the less responsible word-slinging mem

bers of the legal profession. The trial

of Rex v. Scientist occurred before Mr. Justice

J. A. H. Murray. A memorial from the Royal

Society was read by the Public Prosecutor,

calling attention to the baleful activities of

this person, who was, it is said, an American

adventurer with a bad record in his own

country.

The Judge: "Can one have a bad record in

America?" (Laughter.)

Evidence was also given to the prisoner's

disadvantage by a deputation from the

Athenaeum Club.

In his defense a long speech was made by

a learned doctor who said that without the

valuable and expert assistance of "Scientist"

there would be no means whatever of rapidly

describing a certain type of savant who had

taken all learning for his province.

The Court pronounced a sentence of three

years' imprisonment.

While Punch does not make it easy to

ascertain the legal grounds upon which this

decision was based, we applaud the action

of the Court, except that a death sentence

would seemingly have been more appropriate.

THEY WERE IN IT

Some years ago Morrison R. Waite, who

was appointed Chief Justice of the United

States Supreme Court in 1874, and a number

of other prominent lawyers were attending

court in southern Illinois.

One extremely cold night they were all

sitting in a circle about the fireplace, at the

hotel where they were stopping, telling yarns

and enjoying themselves hugely.

A stranger rode up to the hotel on horse

back, dismounted, stripped off his overcoat,

leather overshoes, and was escorted, before

he had a chance to get fairly warm, into the

cold dining-room for supper.

After eating his supper, the stranger, who

had the appearance of being a well-to-do
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farmer, was invited into the sitting-room,

where the lawyers were seated before the

huge fire, and introduced to the party by the

hotel owner. The man was cold, fairly

chilled through from riding, but there was no

move on the part of any member of the party

to make room for him near the glowing logs

in the fireplace, but they were otherwise

cordial in their greeting, and evidently thought

to have a little sport at the expense of the

stranger. One asked the man where he

hailed from. "Chicago," was the reply. Then

another inquired as to the condition of the

roads. "They are horrible," he said, and

continuing, remarked that "the roads through

the swamps between here and Chicago are

the worst I ever saw—worse than hell."

The last remark struck Chief Justice Waite

as an opening for the fun to begin, so he

turned to the stranger and said:—

"My dear sir, you speak like one familiar

with hell. How are things down there?"

To this the stranger replied:—

"Oh, it is there just as it is everywhere else,

the lawyers are always nearest the fire."

The circle opened at once and made room

for the shivering stranger.

THE INSANITY OF GUITEAU

The late C. B. Tillinghast, the Massachu

setts State Librarian, distinctly remembered

Guiteau, the assassin of Garfield, whose attend

ance at the state Library was constant for a

period in the spring of 1881, until two weeks

before the catastrophe. Whether Guiteau at

that time had any idea of slaying Garfield

can only be conjectured. He usually wore

several days' growth of beard. His hair was

cut short and brushed up straight on top.

Often during the quiet hours of the day the

Librarian would glance up to observe Guiteau

running his fingers excitedly through his hair,

his eyes fixed on space, his attention ab

sorbed with a strange intensity upon some

subject that he was revolving in his mind.

He sometimes spent the whole day poring

over books, not even leaving the room for

lunch. He was constantly asking for obscure

volumes.

During the latter part of the spring of 1881

Guiteau's attendance at the State Library

became erratic, and there would be a two- or

three-day interval when he would be absent,

to show up again with his general appearance

more disheveled than ever.

Finally in June Guiteau disappeared for

good, and about two weeks later the Librarian

was startled to learn that the former visitor

had become the assassin of President Gar

field.

Recently the sister of Guiteau, Mrs. Francis

M. Norton, a settlement worker in Chicago,

made the assertion that her brother was in

sane at the time of the murder. She stated

that just before Guiteau was born, when his

mother was living at Freeport, Ill., the latter

was administered, by mistake, a dose of hen

bane by the physician attending her. This

mistake resulted, Mrs. Norton declared, in

brain fever to the mother, and this pre-natal

influence brought about the insanity of

Guiteau. Mrs. Norton also stated that she

tried to testify as to Guiteau's inherited mad

ness at the trial but was unable to do so.

After a protracted trial Guiteau was hanged

for murder, although much discussion arose

at the time over the insanity plea urged by

his counsel.

AN ARKANSAS CLIENT'S VIEWS RE

GARDING THE LAW

An Arkansas lawyer writes to the Green

Bag to relate a humorous incident. Hon.

James D. Shaver, of Mena, Ark., he says, is

regarded by the bar of his district as one of

the ablest chancellors in the state. It hap

pens occasionally, however, as with all the

chancellors, that his decisions are reversed

by the Supreme Court. And in a recent case

in which Judge Jesse C. Hart wrote the

opinion of that august tribunal, the ruling of

Chancellor Shaver was reversed and set aside.

A brief statement of the conclusion reached

by the court of last resort appeared in the

papers, as usual, and fell under the eyes of

the losing litigant. This inspired the follow

ing letter, which speaks amply for itself:—

Alpine, Ark., 4, 28, 1909.

Hon. Chancery Judg,

Mena, Ark.

Dear beloved of the lord:—

I am limited in edication, but I hope you

will understand what I mean as it is a fact

Hon. Judge Hart diverced your decree in my

case, and it is a fact that your decree was

bast on my decree and my decree was bast on

Fagan's decree, and Fagan's decree was bast

on the U. S. government, questions are you

going to submit to his disision and change

your decree, has he got the rite to force you
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to do so. the facts is I bought the land in the

year 1881 and paid for it in the year 1884

after I had learned for a fact that it was im

proved, and I paid the tax on it in the year

1885. brother I am just an old rhumatic

cripple and have been for the past 8 years,

but I think I ort to have protection under

the U. S. Flag: dont you. ive wrote to my

eturneys to know what they think about it,

and I feel to hope that you will write me as

soon as possible what you can or will do. it

loocks to me just like saying that Fagan

never entered the land to say that I didnt

pay tax on it and didnt own it. dont it look

so to you. may god bless and save all his

dear people is my prair for Christ sake (amen

Respectfuley

W. S. M

THREE RULES FOR PROFESSIONAL

SUCCESS

Rule 1. Should a conversational oppor

tunity appear, seize it without hesitation.

Occupy it with your entire battery. Should

the other fellow have seized it, be not dis

mayed; a few deep breaths and your loudest

tones will dislodge him. Self-assertion here

is the thing. This is the genius of the Ameri

can. He does not wait for opportunities to

seize things; he makes the opportunities—

and seizes the things.

Rule 2. Should your friend be telling an

incident of personal history to illustrate a point,

do not suffer yourself to show the slightest

interest in what he is saying. Such interest

would encourage him and prolong the narra

tive. It would also betray weakness on

your part. Even when he shall have finished

(should you be unable to prevent his finishing

by an interruption) , do not express the slight

est interest, beyond a double-reefed smile.

Indeed, the smile has an element of approval

that sometimes invites an encore, and I should

not use it unless my friend looked too fatigued

to encore.

Rule 3. Having gotten a full-Nelson hold

on the conversational opportunity—proceed.

State a fact, an incident, and anything, so

long as it leads up to your professional self.

Remember that legal self of yours must be

the Rome to which all your statements lead.

Allow nothing whatever lo lure you into a

by-way leading from Self—from Self is No

where. This is a great rule.—Stanley B.

Bowdle, in Law Book News.

COMING INTO COURT WITH CLEAN

HANDS

An Ohio lawyer writes to the Green Bag

as follows:—

I send a small item that may appeal to you.

It is an actual fact. I was present in the

office when he made the statement alluded

to. But do not connect me in any manner

with the story, because the man is a "bad

man" and would probably damage my face if

he discovered that he was the subject of an

item sent in by me.

In a recent case before an Ohio Court,

Judge K , dismissing a bill in equity,

severely criticised the complainant for failure

to present a case appealing to the conscience

of the Court. A few months later, another

case in which the same complainant was in

volved came on for hearing. On the morning

of the trial he applied at one of the offices in

the Court House for permission to "wash up

a little." After a long absence in the lava

tory, he returned and remarked:—

"I'm not going to get left in this suit.

Just look at them hands. The last time I

was in court Judge K said that I got

beat because I didn't come into court with

clean hands and I'll be d—d if I was a-goin'

to take any chances this time."

THE LAW AND THE CABINET

The Cabinet of the new President of the

United States bids fair to be known, like that

of our own Prime Minister, as "the Cabinet of

all the lawyers." There are nine Ministers in

the American Government, and of these five

are active barristers. . . It is not surprising

that a President who has had experience of

every branch of legal work, and who has es

sentially a great legal mind, should choose

his colleagues from men of his own profession,

though it suggests the reflection that he has

taken all his men from the advocates' branch.

. . . Mr. Roosevelt has come to be known

as the strenuous President; we can wish Mr.

Taft no better fate than to be known as the

legal President, and if he and his Cabinet

can carry through those law reforms which

the people ask for they will indeed have de

served well of their country.

—London Law Journal.
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Important Litigation

Justice Hough, in a decree handed down

in the United States Circuit Court May 10

in New York City, ordered a permanent

injunction restraining the Fibre and Manila

Association, or so-called "paper trust," from

combining in restraint of trade in violation of

the Sherman Act.

A lower court in Alabama having declared

the provision of the Alabama corporation law

annulling the charters of foreign corporations

which carry cases from the state to the

federal courts to be in violation of the Con

stitution, an appeal has been taken to the

United States Supreme Court, which will

review this decision.

Judge Ralph E. Campbell of the United

States District Court for the eastern district

of Oklahoma, overruled the demurrers of

Gov. Charles N. Haskell and other prominent

defendants May 8 in the land suits brought

by the government to recover for the Creek

Indians the lands alleged to have been ob

tained by the fraudulent scheduling of "dum

mies."

In the so-called "turpentine trust" case,

five men were found guilty of violating the

Sherman anti-trust law May 15, at Savannah,

and sentenced by Judge William B. Sheppard,

chairman of the directors and the vice-presi

dent of the American Naval Stores Com

pany both being sent to jail for three months,

and the others being fined. The case will be

carried to the United States Court of Appeals.

The government is determined to pursue

with vigor its policy of pushing to final deter

mination all cases under the Sherman anti

trust law and the interstate commerce act,

together with the EUrins law. There were on

the docket last month about sixty of these

cases, including those against the Standard

Oil Company, the Union Pacific, the American

Tobacco Company, and the New York, New

Haven & Hartford.

Seven men have been indicted by the

federal grand jury in New York for conspiracy

in connection with the frauds practised by

the American Sugar Refining Company upon

the government. Immediately after the in

dictments had been found the general counsel

for the Sugar Company issued a statement

saying that the company desired the men

punished if guilty, and that none of them

were at present in the employ of the com

pany. The criminal suits will be vigorously

pushed by the government.

Rulings on the constitutionality of the

Railroad Employers' Liability Act and of the

Safety Appliance Act, will now be obtained.

By permission of the court the government

has intervened and filed a brief in the suit of

Mondon v. N. Y., N. H., & H. R. R. Co. in

the Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut,

for the purpose of ascertaining whether the

broad assertion of federal power in the former

of these acts will be sustained, and has in like

manner intervened in an action to be tried

in the Arkansas Supreme Court to settle

questions arising under the latter act.

For the first time in the history of Massa

chusetts, a decree of the highest judicial tri

bunal has been revoked by the Probate Court.

It was held by the Supreme Judicial Court

some time ago that the Probate Court has

the power to revise finally probate proceedings.

Recently it was discovered that an appoint

ment of an administrator with the will an

nexed to act with an executrix was contrary

to statute law and accordingly the Supreme

Court advised the bringing of a writ in the

Probate Court to review their proceedings.

This was done and Probate Judge Robert

Grant entered a decree setting aside the

appointment.

Personal— The Bench

Justice Robert S. Bean of the Oregon

Supreme Court has been made United States

District Judge for the District of Oregon.

Chief Justice Edward Church Dubois of

the Rhode ^Island Supreme Court was given

a dinner by the Metacomet Golf Club in Prov

idence April 17 in honor of his election.

Supreme Court Justice Willard P. Voorhees

and Circuit Court Judge Frank T. Lloyd were

the guests of honor at a dinner given April

26 at Mt. Holly, N. J., by the Burlington

County Bar Association.

George W. Woodruff of Philadelphia, who

is to become United States District Judge for

Hawaii, is noted as former football coach of

the University of Pennsylvania, and as having

been at one time a strong player on the Yale

eleven.

John S. Coke of Marshfield, Ore., is one of

the youngest men on the Oregon bench,

having just assumed the position of Judge of

the Circuit Court of Coos County. Judge

Coke gave up a comfortable income from his

law practice to accept the appointment.
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The Lawyers' Club of Buffalo had a dinner

April 29, among the guests being Justices

Spring and Kruse of the Appellate Division

and Justices Emery, Marcus, Pound and

Brown of the Supreme Court.

Judge John E. Sater of the United States

District Court and Governor Harmon of

Ohio were given a banquet at Columbus, O.,

May 7 by the bar of that city. Judges

Lurton, Warrington and Severance of the

United States Circuit Court were special

guests.

Judge Milton D. Purdy has resigned from

the federal bench in Minnesota. He was

assistant to the Attorney-General under the

Roosevelt administration, having charge of

important anti-trust cases, and Senator Knox

had orignally put him in the Department of

Justice.

Learned Hand has been appointed United

States District Judge for the southern district

of New York. He is a son of Samuel Hand

who was Judge of the New York Court of

Appeals, and is a graduate of Harvard Law

School and a prominent member of the New

York bar.

Mr. Justice Robert Smith Aikman has just

retired from the bench of the High Court of

Allahabad, India, to return to England. He

won great respect throughout the Indian

provinces and did his country a great service

by his studious endeavor to bridge the gulf

between two civilizations.

Chief Justice Ira B. Jones took the oath of

office in the Supreme Court room at Colum

bia, S. C., April 15. Chief Justice Jones'

former place on the Supreme Court bench has

been filled by Associate Justice D. E. Hydrick,

formerly judge of the seventh circuit of South

Carolina, who took the oath at the same time.

Judge Mayer Sulzberger of the Court of

Common Pleas of Philadelphia, who declined

the ambassadorship to Turkey, was elected in

1894. Previously he had gained wide prom

inence as a lawyer. He is a versatile linguist

and has a wide knowledge of Oriental history

and customs. His private library is one of

the largest in Philadelphia.

Hon. William M. Lanning, who has been

appointed United States Circuit Judge for

the third circuit, succeeding Judge Dallas,

was the honored guest of the Mercer County

Bar Association at Trenton, N. J., May 1.

He advised the lawyers present to give more

attention to practice in the United States

courts. Judge Lanning, who is of old Colo

nial stock, has served in Congress, and in 1904

succeeded the late Andrew Kirkpatrick as

United States District Judge. John Rellstab

was nominated by President Taft to take

his place as United States District Judge for

the district of New Jersey.

Judge I. D. Moore retired from the Court

of Appeals of Louisiana April 30 to become

City Attorney of New Orleans. Members

of the local bar expressed their esteem for

Judge Moore by presenting him with a beau

tiful silver service. To fill this vacancy,

Hon. John St. Paul was formally installed as

judge of the Court of Appeals of Louisiana,

May 1, succeeding I. D. Moore, resigned.

Hon. E. K. Skinner took the oath the same

day as judge of the Civil District Court suc

ceeding Judge St. Paul, and John B. Fisher

has become judge of the First City Criminal

Court succeeding Judge Skinner.

Judge T. Van Clagett, who took the oath

of office April 24 as Associate Justice of the

Circuit Court of Maryland, was presented

with a handsome solid ivory gavel by the

bar association of Prince George's County,

in honor of the event. Judge George C.

Merrick, whom Judge Clagett succeeds, re

tires after thirteen years of service in this

court, having reached the seventy-year age

limit. The same county bar association

gave him a silver fruit dish and adopted reso

lutions expressing its esteem, to the reading

of which Judge Merrick feelingly responded

in his characteristic graceful manner.

Personal—The Bar

Prof. George Grafton Wilson of Brown

University gave a lecture at the University

of Cambridge May 21 on "International Law

and the Recent International Naval Confer

ence in London."

R. C. Smith, K.C., has been elected baton-

nier, or president, of the Montreal bar. He

has declared himself earnestly in favor of

continuing the legislative fight against the

commercial collection agencies.

Frank B. Kellogg has informed the Admin

istration that his relations with it will close

when he has done with the cases against the

Standard Oil and the Harriman lines. He

wishes to return to Minnesota to practise law.

The lawyer's career was characterized as

the hardest in existence by George S. Munsen

of Philadelphia, April 28, in the third of his

lectures at Princeton University, before the

Princeton Law Club on "The Study of the

Law."

A Boston lawyer who went to Los Angeles

to practise law, Timothy W. Coakley, ex

pressed his motive in coming West in this

remark to a friend, "Out here, my dear sir,

originality is not considered evidence of

insanity.'

Joseph M. Sullivan of the Boston bar, has

compiled a dictionary of "Criminal Slang"
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which defines a large number of words and

phrases used in the "underworld." The

booklet is published by the Worcester Press,

Boston.

Massey Wilson, for four years Attorney-

General of Alabama, has been elected presi

dent of the Great American Life Insurance

Co. of St. Louis. He is about thirty-eight

years of age, and was one of the framers of

the present state constitution of Alabama.

In recognition of the work done by Con

gressman R. O. Moon in codifying the criminal

statutes of the United States, a dinner was

given him May 8 at the Lawyers' Club in

Philadelphia. Many men prominent on the

bench, before the bar, and in politics were

present.

Dr. Joseph I. Kelly, dean of the Law De

partment of the Louisiana State University,

will leave at the close of the present academic

year to accept a chair in the Northwestern

University Law School. Dr. Kelly has been

connected with the Law Department of the

Louisiana State University since its estab

lishment three years ago and has helped

greatly to make it one of the recognized law

schools of the South.

Bar Associations •

The lawyers of Vancouver, Wash., have

decided to form a bar association and have

appointed a committee to take up the matter.

The Lancaster County Bar Association of

Nebraska voted in favor of prohibition on

April 24. The vote showed that of the forty-

three Lincoln lawyers present thirty-seven

were in favor of prohibition.

The Teller County Bar Association met at

Cripple Creek, Colo., May 3 and elected the

following officers for the term: C. W. Blackmer,

president; Guy P. Nevitt, secretary; Thornton

H. Thomas, treasurer.

The Hampden County Bar Association

held its annual banquet in Springfield, Mass.,

April 22 and entertained some of the members

of the Supreme and Superior Courts, Chief

Tustice Marcus P. Knowlton and Justice

Henry M. Sheldon being among the speakers.

The Cleveland Bar Association, which has

been conducting an investigation of improper

practices, has found that notices simulating

the form of legal process have been served on

ignorant debtors by certain members of the

bar. Steps to stop this and similar mis-

practices have been taken.

A committee of the Ohio State Bar Asso

ciation will present at the annual meeting,

this summer, the question whether Ohio

judges should not serve for life instead of

being elected for stated terms. The com

mittee has also been considering the question

of the law's delays in Ohio.

The Alameda County Bar Association at

tended the induction into office of Judge

W. S. Wells, who on April 12 began his duties

in charge of department 6 of the Superior

Court of Alameda County, Cal. It was the

unanimous request of the bar of Alameda

County that Governor Gillett appoint him.

The biographical directory of the Omaha

Bar Association for 1909 has been issued.

The Omaha Bee remarks that "there can be

no question of the accuracy of the facts

given regarding the early struggles and great

achievements of these Douglas County law

yers," as they themselves write the sketches

accompanying their portraits.

The dates of coming state bar association

meetings are as follows: Wisconsin, at Mil

waukee, the latter part of June; Maryland,

July 7-9, at a place later to be announced;

Virginia, at Hot Springs August 10-12; Ken

tucky, at Paducah, July 7-8. Attorney-

General Wickersham is to make an address

at the Kentucky Bar Association's annual

meeting.

The Westchester County Bar Association

held its annual dinner April 17 at Delmonico's

in New York. Speeches were made by

Assistant Attorney-General Wade H. Ellis,

Congressman J. Adam Beede of Minnesota,

Supreme Court Justice Martin J. Keogh

of New York state, Richard L. Hand, formerly

president of the New York State Bar

Association, and others equally prominent.

The Kansas City Bar Association at a

dinner May 1, heard an address by Attorney-

General Fred S. Jackson of Kansas on "The

Kansas Bank Guaranty Law; a Comparison

with Past and Present Guaranty Laws."

This association is actively supporting bills

shortening the term of administration of

estates from two to one year, these bills

having been endorsed by the bench and bar

of the state.

The Jamestown Bar Association enter

tained the Justices of the Appellate Division

of the New York Supreme Court, fourth de

partment, and other prominent members of

the bench and bar, at a banquet given April

16 at Jamestown, N. Y. Among the speech-

makers were Hon. Peter B. McLennan, pre

siding justice of the Appellate Division,

fourth department, and Judge Emory A.

Walling of Erie, Pa.

Governor Harmon of Ohio and Hon. John

W. Warrington, just elevated to the United

States Circuit Court bench, will address the

thirtieth annual meeting of the Ohio State

Bar Association, and Attorney-General U. G.

Denman of Ohio and Hon. Walter George
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Smith of Philadelphia are also to be speakers.

The latter will discuss "Uniform Marriage

and Divorce Laws." The meeting will be

held at Put-in-Bay, July 6-8.

The thirty-third annual meeting of the

Illinois State Bar Association will be held

at Peoria Tune 24 and 25. The President's

address will be delivered by E. P. Williams

of Galesburg, and will be a review of the leg

islation adopted by the present session of the

General Assembly, with his recommendations

for changes in the laws. The annual address

will be delivered by O. H. Dean of Kansas

City, Mo., on "The Making of the Constitu

tion." Hiram T. Gilbert of Chicago, whose

bill is now pending before the General Assem

bly to reform the entire practice and pro

cedure of the state, will discuss the subject

"The Administration of Justice in Illinois."

Floyd R. Mechem of Chicago will deliver an

address on "Employers' Liability." Val

Mulkey of Metropolis will speak on "A Legal

Injury."

The Mississippi Bar Association met early in

May at West Point, Miss., for its fourth annual

meeting. Recommendations were adopted

favoring a constitutional amendment to

admit of ten jurymen bringing in a verdict

in civil cases, a restriction of the right of

appeal to the Supreme Court to cases where

the amount in dispute does not exceed $200,

and a provision permitting testimony taken

in a former trial to be read in any subsequent

trial if the witness cannot be found after

diligent inquiry. The Association, after some

discussion, went on record as favoring legis

lation making "pistol toting" a crime. The

Association also voted to recommend the

enactment of a law providing for three Com

missioners on Uniform State Laws from

Mississippi. Thomas H. Sommerville, dean

of the law department of the State Univer

sity, was elected president, W. H. Powell,

Leroy Percy, and W. A. Roane, vice-presi

dents, and Judge Sydney Smith secretary-

treasurer. The next annual meeting will be

held in Natchez in May, 1910.

Mr. William B. Hornblower, whom Presi

dent Cleveland offered the position of Justice

of the United States Supreme Court, dis

cussed the Sherman Act and termed it un

scientific at the annual meeting of the New

Hampshire Bar Association, held at Man

chester, N. H., May 10. The greatest defect

in the law, he said, was the coupling of penal

provisions with those affecting the legality

of contracts and authorizing process of in

junction to restrain their enforcement. A

contract may be against public policy and

may be unenforceable, he said, and yet may

not involve such an element of moral tur

pitude as to justify punishment of the parties

as common criminals. Moral turpitude in

the creation of combinations in restraint of

trade ought to be clearly defined by statute.

According to the Sherman Act every agree

ment in restraint of trade is illegal. At the

close of Mr. Hornblower's address, a com

mittee was appointed to report at the next

meeting upon the proposed adoption of the

American Bar Association code of ethics.

Mr. Edwin F. Jones, in the annual president's

address, urged the inadvisability of waiting

for the enactment of rules of professional

conduct by some censorious legislature. The

next annual meeting will be held in December.

The officers elected for the remainder of the

year are: president, Judge William M. Chase

of Concord; vice president, Chester B. Jordan

of Lancaster; secretary and treasurer, Arthur

H. Chase of Concord; executive committee,

William E. Marvin, Lawrence V. McGill,

Walter D. Hill, Judge Oscar L. Young, Allen

Hollis, Oliver W. Branch, Joseph Madden,

Judge Jesse M. Barton, Ira A. Chase and

Edmund Sullivan.

Necrology—The Bench

Judge L. D. Thoman has passed awayjjat

Evanston, Ill. He was twice Probate Judge

of Mahoning County, Ohio.

Judge William H. Donahue, a prominent

lawyer and judge of Hennepin County, Min

nesota, died at Philadelphia May 2.

Judge John W. Arnold, distinguished

lawyer and Confederate veteran, a county

court judge, died suddenly at Monroe, Ga.,

April 24.

George W. Bailey, former Justice of the

Colorado Supreme Court, died at Ft. Collins,

Col., April 15. He was fifty-three years of

age and as a young man had been a cowboy

and newspaper reporter before taking up the

study of law.

Hon. D. L. Hanington, Judge of the Su-

Ereme Court of New Brunswick, died at

'orchester, N. B., May 6. He had enjoyed

great popularity throughout the province as

a lawyer, politician, judge, and Anglican

churchman.

Former Judge A. B. Carpenter died at Los

Angeles April 24. He was born in New

Hampshire eighty-three years ago, but passed

the greater part of his life in Kentucky. He

left the Union army to become public pros

ecutor, and was later elected to the Circuit

Court of Kentucky.

George M. van Hoesen, formerly Judge of

the old Court of Common Pleas, died April

18 in New York City at seventy-two years

of age. He was a gallant officer in the Civil

War and afterward engaged in the practice

of law in New York. He drafted the first

elevated railroad bill in New York state.

Judge Henry L. Palmer, for thirty-five

years president of the Northwestern Mutual
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Life Insurance Co., and formerly at the head

of the Masonic fraternity of the United

States, died at Milwaukee May 7. He had

been a leading lawyer of the state, an Assem

blyman, Speaker of the lower house, a state

senator, and county judge of Milwaukee

County.

William F. Cooper, formerly a Justice of

the Tennessee Supreme Court, died in Nash

ville May 7 at the age of ninety. He was a

classmate of the late Senator Evarts at Yale,

where Alonzo Taft, father of the President,

was his tutor. He was of a distinguished

Tennessee family and was a brother of Duncan

B. Cooper, who was recently convicted in

the famous Cooper trial.

Hon. William L. Penfield, an authority

on international law, died at Washington,

D.C., May 9. Before 1897 he held the office

of Judge of the United States Circuit Court

for Indiana. He then became solicitor for

the State Department, in that capacity

handling arbitrations between the United

States and Santo Domingo, Peru, Hayti,

Nicaragua, Guatemala, Salvador and Mexico,

securing awards amounting to $2,250,000 for

his own country. He represented this Gov

ernment in the Pius fund case with Mexico,

and in 1903 he appeared before The Hague

tribunal in the arbitration between the

United States and Venezuela.

Necrology—The Bar

Floyd Lawson Scales, one of the ablest and

most prominent lawyers of Georgia, died at

Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore April

Henry Clay Nelson, a prominent lawyer

and former state senator, died in Ossining,

N. Y., April 17, where he was born seventy-

two years ago.

John M. Gould, who wrote "The Law of

Waters," died in Newton, Mass., April 15.

He practised law in Boston and wrote books

on the United States statutes and on banking.

John F. Robinson, who won a wide reputa

tion in Maine as an all-round lawyer, died

April 30 at his home in Bangor. Few lawyers

at the Maine bar equaled him in resource,

ingenuity, and energy. He had a large crim

inal practice.

The Sacramento County Bar Association

has drafted resolutions in memory of the late

Henry Starr, who died recently at the age of

about ninety. Thirty years ago he was one

of the leading lawyers of Sacramento. He

had held several important offices.

Major Albert E. H. Johnson, one of the

oldest practising patent attorneys in the

United States, and at one time private secre

tary to Secretary Edwin M. Stanton, died

in Washington May 12 in his eighty-third

year.

Franklin A. Morris, a promising and able

young lawyer of Holyoke, Mass., died recently,

his death being greatly lamented by his col

leagues of the Hampden County Bar, by

whom his abilities were held in the highest

esteem.

Henry D. Macdona, a New York corpora

tion lawyer, Arctic explorer, and former

newspaper correspondent, has just died in

his fifty-fifth year. He was closely asso

ciated with the late William C. Whitney and

became counsel for the Consolidated Gas

Company and for the surface railway system.

The death of W. E. Bainbridge of Omaha,

a leading lawyer of Nebraska, drew forth fit

ting eulogies from his colleagues of the Potta

wattamie County Bar Association, which

attended in a body the funeral held May 6,

several men prominent in public life acting as

the pallbearers.

James J. Walsh, a former assistant district

attorney of New York, who had been elected

to Congress in 1896 from the eighth district,

and who became Tammany leader of the

thirty-first Assembly district, died in New

York May 7. He was a magistrate of the

Jefferson Market court for four years before

his death.

Gen. Matthew Calbraith Butler, lawyer,

soldier, and a former United States Senator,

died in Columbia, S. C., April 14, in his

seventy-fourth year. He was a valiant

soldier on the Confederate side, becoming

a Major-General of cavalry. In 1898 Presi

dent McKinley appointed him Major-General

in the United States Army.

David Turpie, than whom Indiana is said

never to have produced a more intelligent

man or purer citizen, died April 21 at Indian

apolis. He early took rank as a learned and

skillful lawyer, and won a place on the state

bench. For twelve years he served as a

United States Senator and greatly distin

guished himself as one of the keenest of de

baters and as an authority on the law of

elections.

Hon. Frank T. Brown, called by the Hart

ford Courant "beyond question the foremost

lawyer in the state East of the Connecticut

River," died April 17 at Norwich, Conn. A

graduate of Yale, and former member of the

Connecticut Assembly and Constitutional

Convention, he had an extremely large prac

tice. He was counsel for the Billard inter

ests in the Boston & Maine, and also counsel

for the New York, New Haven and Hartford

Railroad.
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Charles A. Gardiner, LL.D., a lawyer and

author, died April 23 at his home m New

York City. He was born in Canada in 1855.

He was graduated from Hamilton College in

1880 and from Columbia Law School in 1884.

He began the practice of law in 1885. He

was a member of several prominent clubs and

a director in many railway companies. Among

his works were "The Constitution and Our

New Possessions," "Constitutional Powers of

the President," "Constitutional Discretion of

the President," "Our Right to Acquire and

Hold Foreign Territory," "The Race Problem

in the United States" and "A Constitutional

and Educational Solution of the Negro Prob

lem."

Former Senator William Morris Stewart

of Nevada died April 23. He was a native

of New York State and went West at the

time of the gold fever, becoming Attorney-

General of California. He moved to Nevada

and made one fortune as a lawyer and another

as a mine owner. When he went to Wash

ington he was supposed to be the richest man

in the Senate, but after twelve years financial

reverses had left him without his fortune.

He announced that he would make a new for

tune and re-enter politics. He resumed the

practice of law and mining operations and

was soon a millionaire once more. He was

re-elected to the United States Senate. A

few years later he again retired almost in

poverty, and again he made a new fortune.

He had practised law in Washington for sev

eral years before his death at the age of

eighty-two years.

Miscellaneous

The Harvard Law School is to have two

new courses next year, one in international

patent law, under Joseph L. Stackpole, Har

vard, '95, and the other in international law,

under Prof. Eugene Wambaugh.

The entire amount of $500,000 needed for

the construction of Kent Hall has been sub

scribed and work will immediately begin on

the new home of the Law School of Columbia

University, which will be completed by the

autumn of next year.

Beginning in September, 1911, the students

in the College of Law of Cornell University

must have had at least one year of work in a

university or college of approved standing

before entering. The requirements for en

trance to the four-year course will not be

changed.

The hours of work required for graduation

from the Columbia Law School will be re

duced next year as a result of the growing

desire to decrease to some extent the require

ments of the school. One hour a week less,

or thirteen instead of fourteen hours of class

room work, will hereafter be required during

the second and third years of the course.

Miss Mabel E. Sturdevant, a native of

Brookfield, Mo., won the Braun International

Law Scholarship in competition with ninety-

six contestants, eighty-four of which are

graduates of European universities. She

was educated in the public schools of her

native place, finishing the twelve-year course

in eight years, and then took the three-year

law course in the State University at Columbia

in two years, graduating with highest honors.

The American Peace Society held its

eighty-first annual meeting at Boston May

13. The secretary, in his annual report,

stated that the membership had doubled

during the past year, but there was a slight

deficit because of the increased activities of

the organization. The principal officers for

the year are: Robert Treat Paine, president;

Thomas H. Russell, treasurer; Benjamin F.

Trueblood, secretary, and Dr. William F.

Jarvis, auditor.

The General Assembly of Rhode Island

closed its session of seventy-one days May 8.

The session was eleven days longer than the

period for which members can draw their

salaries at $5 a day. The most important

measures passed were a fifty-six hours' bill

for women and children; the dual amendment

to the constitution providing for giving the

veto power to the governor and increased

representation in the House; an act requiring

that hunters in the state be licensed; the

revision of the statutes of the state, and the

revision of the militia law.

The most notable feature of the fifteenth

annual Lake Mohonk Conference on Inter

national Arbitration, held at Mohonk Lake,

N. Y., May 19-21, was perhaps the appear

ance of able speakers from many different

countries, including China and Japan. Presi

dent Nicholas Murray Butler, presiding, Hon.

J. A. Baker, M.P., Ambassador Bryce, Mr.

Alfred Mosely Of London, and Congressman

Bartholdt of Missouri urged the reduction of

naval armaments, and an extremely strong

platform plank in its favor was adopted, and

a declaration was made favoring the early

establishment of a Court of Arbitral Justice

at the Hague.

The Second National Peace Congress was

held at Chicago, May 3-5. President Taft per

mitted the use of his name as honorary presi

dent, and sent a letter to be read at the

opening session. Secretary Ballinger repre

sented the Administration, and other notable

speakers were Count Von Bernstorff , Dr. Wu

Ting-fang, and Congressman Bartholdt. The

importance of establishing a world's court of

peace was the dominant sentiment of the

conference, and resolutions were adopted de

claring war a relic of barbarism, and advo

cating obligatory arbitration under a general

treaty concluded at the earliest possible date,

and the making of agreements to limit arma

ments by the great powers.
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Chief Justice Ira B. Jones

IT is with pleasure that the Green

Bag presents this month a portrait

and brief character sketch of Hon. Ira

B. Jones, who was commissioned Chief

Justice of the Supreme Court of South

Carolina last April, succeeding Hon. Y.

J. Pope, resigned.

It is not often that a man of such

varied accomplishments is elevated to

an eminent position on the bench.

Chief Justice Jones is not only a jurist of

ability, who at one time was one of the

leaders of the bar of his state, but is one

whose experience in legislative and po

litical affairs and whose noble personal

character fit him for the performance of

his functions not only with skill and

learning but with the good judgment

of well balanced manhood. A charac

teristic instance illustrates the qualities

of his temperament.

When he was Speaker of the lower

House of the South Carolina Legislature,

an act reducing the pay of the members

from five dollars to four dollars a day

was passed. The member of the Leg

islature who introduced the appropria

tion bill in 1894 insisted that the act did

not take effect until a year later and that

the members were entitled to the old

rate of compensation. A minority of

the House opposed him but was voted

down. The Senate then passed a vote

in favor of the lower rate. Then it was

that the present Chief Justice appointed

a committee of three to go into confer

ence with the Senate, naming on it con

servative men who understood and

were determined to uphold the law.

This committee brought in a report in

favor of the House concurring with the

Senate. The House refused to adopt

the recommendation, and in defiance of

all traditions of the Legislature and of

every precedent to be found in its his

tory proposed a free conference, and

that it elect such a conference committee

as it might itself select. Then Speaker

Jones acted in a manner at once dramatic

and dignified. He declared that the

vote of the House was a reflection upon

the integrity of the Speaker, who al

ways had appointed committees, and

offered his resignation as Speaker. A

pandemonium broke loose. The House

refused to accept the resignation, and

passed a resolution expressing absolute

confidence in Speaker Jones. The wise

course of concurring with the Senate was

then followed.

This is the sort of man Chief Justice

Jones is, one with the highest conception

of the duties and responsibilities of

public office. When he was a candi

date for Chief Justice, was it at all strange

that the bar of Lancaster County should

unanimously indorse him, or that he

should have been elected in preference
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to a rival candidate who was his senior

in point of service on the Supreme Court

bench ?

The indorsement of the Lancaster

County bar, while couched in terms

highly complimentary, did not over

estimate the merits of one who "by his

high Christian character, his keen

sense of justice, his uniform courtesy,

his close attention to his duties, the

clearness and logic of his decisions, has

won for himself the admiration of the

bar of our entire state, and a high rank

among the distinguished jurists of the na

tion." The action of the bar association

was based upon his brilliant record as "a

citizen, patriot, statesman, and jurist."

The decisions of this judge have been

distinguished by great clearness of rea

soning and by a keen analytical faculty

that delights in untangling complicated

questions. Before he was elected to the

bench of the Supreme Court ten or fif

teen years ago, he served the state of

South Carolina as chief counsel to the

Attorney-General, and in the celebrated

railroad tax cases which Gov. Tillman

pushed so vigorously his advice was

most valuable . When he left his place at

the head of the state bar to take a prom

inent part in the deliberation of the Leg

islature, his ability as a lawyer was still

at the disposal of his state in dealing

with the more difficult problems of leg

islation, and when in 1895 the Constitu

tional Convention met, he added to his

reputation as its vice-president.

His Honor's oratorical gifts are

shown in a well-prepared oration deliv

ered at the unveiling of the Confederate

monument at Lancaster, South Caro

lina, on June 4, 1909. In this address

he quoted the beautiful words of Timrod,

the South Carolina poet,—

In seeds of laurel in the earth

The blossom of your fame is blown,

And somewhere waiting for its birth

The shaft is in the stone !

and added with fine poetic feeling: "God

works in mysterious ways to perform

His wonders. The germs of the flowers

and evergreens which bedeck this mon

ument today rested long before in the

soil awaiting this hour to fulfill their

most perfect mission." He continued:—

"The sentiment which prompts a people to

erect monuments in recognition of lofty char

acter, or effort, or achievement, is noble and

ennobling. No son can live a worthy life

who does not honor his father. The so-called

New South is great because its roots are in the

Old South. All his life the Southerner had

been taught that the Union was a federation

of sovereign states and that any state could

retire from the compact and resume its com

plete sovereignty when it so resolved. Many

of the greatest minds of the North long held

this view. What could not be settled con

clusively against the Southern view in the

forum of the law and reason was not settled

until grim-visaged war overthrew the Con

federacy and decided that this shall ever be

an indissoluble Union. And though we

readily grant that the Confederate soldier was

wrong, considered from the standpoint of

expediency and the present and future great

ness of these United States, he was ever

lastingly right in his heart, and he defended his

conception of right with unsurpassable cour

age and devotion. What glory could the

North take in her soldiers if they merely con

quered men of whom the South should be

ashamed? The more we laud the chivalry of

the men of the South, the more we respect the

tenacity, skill, and courage of the men of the

North. The gigantic struggles and achieve

ments of both armies inspire us all, as Amer

icans, with greater pride of race and coun

try."

The other principal facts of Chief

Justice Jones' life may be given in a

few words. Descended from Scotch-

Irish ancestry, he was born in Newberry,

South Carolina, December 29, 1851,

his inheritance being described by the

person nominating him to the bench as

"a good name and honest character."

He entered the Lutheran College at

Newberry, leaving in two years to enter

Erskine College. He then taught school
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for two years, studying law in the

meantime, and working on a country

newspaper. He was admitted to the

bar when twenty-one years of age, and

in 1875 he removed to Lancaster, having

foreseen the development of that town.

From 1890 to 1896 he represented Lan

caster in the Legislature, and from 1896

to the present time he has served on the

bench of the Supreme Court. He was

also for years county chairman of the

Democratic party, chairman of the Con

gressional District Committee, and was

on the State Executive Committee.

In 1875 he married Rebecca Wyse,

daughter of the late Joseph Wyse of

Edgefield County, and has two sons and

three daughters. He is an elder of

the Associate Reformed Presbyterian

Church in his home town of Lan

caster.

His alma mater, Erskine College, has

just conferred upon Chief Justice Jones,

at the recent commencement exercises,

the degree of Doctor of Laws, an appro

priate honor for one so finely represen

tative of what is best in the life of the

New South.

Mohammedan Law in Our Philippine Possessions

By Samuel MacClintock, Ph.D.

OUR Philippine possessions contain

people of all degrees of develop

ment. Some of them are upon the

lowest scale of savagery, some are truly

enlightened. Perhaps the most inter

esting of these to students of govern

ment, and certainly the most difficult

to handle, from an administrative stand

point, are the Moros, or Mohammedan

Malays, who live in the southern part

of the Archipelago.

Who the Moros Are.— The word

Moro is a corruption of Moor. The

people to whom it is applied are Malays

of the same stock as the pagan and

Christian tribes who dwell in the south

ern part of the Philippine Islands.

Shortly before Magellan discovered the

Archipelago, these southern inhabitants

were given the alternative of accepting

Islam or the sword. For a century

afterwards the conquering faith spread

rapidly and it looked as if all the inhabi

tants would be converted to its militant

ranks, but the superior political and

military power of the Spaniards finally

prevailed, and Islam was confined to the

southernmost islands.

Their Political System.—The Moros

never effected any political organization

larger than a loose confederation of

small, semi-independent tribes, paying

at least nominal obedience to a superior

ruler called sultan. In theory, the sultan

was the representative of Mohammed,

and, according to the writings of the

Prophet, the "Shadow of God" within

his sultanate. He was enjoined to keep

well versed in the Mohammedan relig

ion, law, and customs, and to see that

no injustice was done. But he was also

the sole judge of what was law and

justice, and therefore, in theory, an

irresponsible despot. This scheme of
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government was a kind of dimmed

theocracy as interpreted to the Prophet,

and reinterpreted by corrupt, ignorant,

and superstitious priests.

In time there came to be two chief

sultanates in the Philippines—that of

Mogindanao, embracing much of the

southern part of the great island of

Mindanao, and that of Sulu, embracing

the Sulu Archipelago. Under these two

sultans, but often, in fact, in opposition

to them, were the datu, or petty chiefs,

each assisted in the administration by a

judge and a vizier. These offices were

generally filled by pandita, or learned

men, who, in addition to performing the

functions of priest, could read, write,

and expound the Koran, and thus the law.

The independent power of the sultans

was gradually broken by the Spaniards,

and treaties were made from 1837 on,

in which the sovereignty of Spain was

acknowledged. Since the American oc

cupation there have been some desper

ate outbreaks, but courage, no matter

how fanatical, when armed only with

urises and lantakas, is no match for

equal courage armed with Mausers and

gatling guns. At the present time,

therefore, there is no serious resistance

to our power, and the Moro Province,

governed by our military authorities,

is an integral part of the Philippines.

Nevertheless, on account of their pecul

iar religion, laws and customs, the

Moros cannot be dealt with in the same

manner as the Christian or the pagan

people of the Islands.

Their Legal System.—At the time of

their conversion, the Moros were pagans

and savages. With Islam came an ele

ment of culture that has, in time, made

them superior to their pagan kins-

people. This touch with a superior

civilization has given the Moros the art

of writing, a form of government based

on the Arabian caliphate, written codes

of law, and a continuing contact, due

to pilgrimages to Mecca, with the out

side world.

Islam seems to have encouraged learn

ing to an extent, and the pandita applied

the Arabic alphabet to the native Malay

tongue. The Moros came consequently

to have books on religion and law, based

largely on the Koran. While their law

is thus of a common origin, it has been

worked out somewhat differently by the

different tribes. Until recently such

writings as they had were guarded

jealously from all foreigners and non-

Mohammedans, but Dr. Najeeb M.

Saleeby has recently won their confi

dence and has copied and published

some of the tarsila in a document for the

Ethnological Survey of the Philippines,

entitled "Studies in Moro History, Law

and Religion." The selections here used

as illustrations of their legal ideas are

taken from the Mindanao code, known

as the "Luwaran," based on the old

Arabic law, compiled and translated for

the guidance of the rulers, judges, and

pandita who do not understand Arabic.

In making this code only such laws

were selected by the judges as seemed

suited to the local conditions and re

quirements of order in Mindanao. The

laws embody in a concrete form ex

amples and incidents of common occur

rence, even modifying, in places, the

sense of the original so as to make it

agree with the prevailing customs. Like

wise, in a few instances, the judges

made new articles which do not exist

in the original Arabic but which conform

to the tribal customs and practices. In

theory, the authority of the "Luwaran"

is universally accepted in Mindanao,

and is held sacred next to the Koran.

The judge is at liberty to use either of

them as his authority, though an apt

quotation from the Koran is generally

considered the higher authority.
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In general, the Moros do not distin

guish, in actual practice, between law

and custom. Laws are sometimes ig

nored as being contrary to custom, while

many customs are given the force of

law. But these customs themselves are

so subject to individual interpretation

at the hands of each datu that they are

without uniformity, the law or custom

being adapted to each individual case in

a manner to suit the convenience or the

itching palm of the ruler. Dr. Saleeby

says: "An oath on the Koran is so

firmly binding and the fear of perjury

is so strong in the mind of the Moro that

oaths are generally taken and are always

regarded as sufficient confirmation even

in the absence of evidence. The Moros

are not strict nor just in the execution

of the law. The laws relating to mur

der, adultery, and inheritance are seldom

strictly complied with. Indeed, the laws

of inheritance as given in the 'Luwaran'

are generally disregarded and are seldom

considered at all. Mohammedan law

does not recognize classes, except the

slave class. But Moro law is not ap

plied equally to all classes. Great prefer

ence is shown the datu class, and little

consideration is given the children of

concubines. The 'Luwaran,' neverthe

less, is the recognized law of the land

and compliance with it is a virtue."

Extracts from the "Luwaran."—1

If two people disagree as to the ownership

of a certain property, the actual possessor

has the right to the property if he swears to

that effect. In case both of them are in

actual possession of the property, both ought

to swear. If both of them swear to that

effect, the property shall be divided between

them equally. If only one person swears, the

property shall be given to that person alone.

If a person borrows an ax or a button, and

the ax is broken or the button lost while

being used for the purpose for which it was

■No attempt is made to keep these extracts

tinder their proper headings nor in their

fullness. They are taken up in order, but are

freely abridged.

loaned, and not on account of carelessness,

the lost article shall not be replaced. But if

the ax is used at a place overhanging the

water or is used to cut a stock of bamboo

without being well tied or fastened, and is

lost, it shall then be replaced.

If a person instrusts another with his

property and later calls for it and it is denied

him on the plea that it has been taken back

or that it was lost, and no witness can be

obtained, the trustee's plea shall be sustained

if he confirms it by oath.

If a person enters the house of another at

night without the consent of the owner

thereof, and the said owner complains of the

offense, the defendant shall be fined four

cuspidors.

If a man enters the house of another with

the intention of holding private intercourse

with a woman therein with whom it is unlaw

ful for him to associate privately, and the

woman objects, he shall be fined four cuspi

dors or four pesos, or shall suffer from twenty

to thirty-nine lashes, or shall be slapped on

his face, at the discretion of the judge.

If a man divorces his wife after the conclu

sion of the marriage act or ceremonies, and

before any sexual intercourse has taken place,

the woman shall have half of the dower only.

If the divorce occurs after sexual intercourse

has taken place, the woman shall have all the

dower.

If a man refuses to marry a woman after

having been engaged to her, the whole dower

shall be returned to him, excepting the ex

penses for the feast incurred by the father of

the woman.

If a person falsely claims another person

as his slave, he shall be fined the value of one

slave.

If a person defames another person by call

ing him balbal [a human being who trans

forms at night into an evil spirit which de

vours dead people] or poisoner, he shall be

fined one slave or the value of one slave.

No gift given without the expectation of

reward can be recovered after the receiver

has had possession of it. But if the giver

changes his mind before the receiver takes

possession of the gift, the giver resumes his

ownership of the given property.

Testimony of a slave which is detrimental

to himself shall be accepted.

If a person enters a house without permis

sion and in the absence of the owner, he shall

be held responsible for and shall restore or
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pay for any article that may be found miss

ing from said house.

If a person seduces or cohabits with a

female slave, held by him as security for

debt, with the knowledge or consent of the

debtor, he shall not be held guilty; but he

shall give her a dower. If it occurs without

the consent of the debtor, the creditor shall

be liable to a fine, or shall give the woman a

dower to be paid to the debtor.

If a married woman commits adultery, both

adulterer and adulteress shall suffer eighty

lashes. If the lashes are changed or reduced

to a fine, half the number of the woman's

lashes shall be added to the man's fine.

If a man seduces a maiden, both shall

suffer one hundred lashes, and the man shall

marry the woman and live with her even

though he is married.

If a married man commits adultery with a

free woman, both shall be stoned to death.

The punishment of the man may be reduced

to imprisonment. The woman shall be buried

up to her chest and be stoned with medium

sized stones.

If a bachelor or widower commits adultery

and is killed by a non-Mohammedan, the

non-Mohammedan shall be put to death.

But a Mohammedan who may kill such an

adulterer shall not be put to death.

If a married man leaves his home on a

long journey and nothing is heard of him,

his wife shall not have the right to marry

another; but if she learns that he has died or

that he has divorced her, she shall then wait

four years, after which she shall observe the

customary mourning for his death; then she

may marry again. The judges shall be

careful not to change this decree in order that

their power and influence may not suffer.

If a man orders another to shoot at a deer,

believing it to be a deer, and the person

shoots believing also that he is shooting at a

deer, but hits a man, neither the shooter nor

the man who has ordered him to shoot shall

be liable to punishment, but shall pay only

a light fine as blood money.

If a free man kills another free man, or a

free woman kills another free woman, the

slayer shall be punished.

The blood money for the life of a woman or

of a hermaphrodite shall be half that of a

man; so also shall the fines for wounding a

woman be rated at half those for wounding

a man.

If a free man divorces his wife three times,

or a slave divorces his wife twice, it shall not

be lawful for him, the man, to marry again

before the divorced woman is married to

another person.

The will of a free person shall be legitimate

whether he be a non-Mohammedan or a per

son of bad character; but the will of an insane

person or an imbecile or a child or a slave

shall not be legitimate.

A son, the only child, shall inherit all of the

estate of his father and mother.

A daughter, the only child, shall inherit

half the estate of her father and mother. In

case of multiplicity of sons and daughters,

the estate shall be so divided as to give each

daughter half the share of one son.

Wounds are classified as to depth,

locality, and amount of tissue cut, the

following fines being fixed to each class:

For wounds of the skin unaccom

panied by bleeding, three pesos2; if

accompanied by bleeding, five pesos; if

the skin is cut through and the flesh

exposed, ten pesos. The fine for wounds

that cut into the bone is twenty-five

pesos; for wounds when the brain is

penetrated, three hundred pesos.

The blood money for the intentional

or wilful murder of a Moslem shall be

one hundred camels or one thousand

three hundred and seventy pesos. The

minimum amount of the blood money

of a Moslem shall be eight hundred and

sixty-eight and one-quarter pesos; for a

heathen or pagan, fifty-seven and one-

quarter pesos.

The New Legislation.—It is apparent

from this survey of the Moro code that

no modern civilized court could interpret

and apply it so as to satisfy the funda

mental requirements of liberty, justice

and equality. What with us are re

garded as only misdemeanors are, in

this system, treated as felonies and pun

ished with inhuman severity, while

offenses that we regard as the greatest

are, with them, sufficiently punished by

a slight fine. Furthermore, institutions

•The peso is worth about fifty cents, gold.
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sanctioned by their social system, such

as slavery and polygamy, are abhorred

by ours.

The difficulty in this situation is still

further increased by the fact that we

have assured the Moros in the most

solemn way that we would not interfere

in any way with their religious system.

Now, the laws, customs and practices of

the people are based so largely upon

their conception of the religion promul

gated by the Prophet and interpreted

by the pandita that it is almost impos

sible to separate the two. To this re

ligion they adhere with fanatical zeal,

and are ready to fight to the last ex

tremity anything that seems to involve

its power and integrity.

It was not a great while after we took

possession of the Islands before it began

to be perceived that the Moros presented

a peculiarly knotty problem. Shortly

after the Moro Province was organized,

a careful study was begun of the laws

and customs to see if a code could be

framed in accordance with our ideas of

what is humane, reasonable and con

sistent, and that would be acceptable

to people with the inherited ideas and

practices of the Moros. The first step

taken, as an outcome of this investiga

tion, was in 1904, when the territory was

divided into tribal wards, each under

the immediate supervision and control

of a district governor. The latter ap

pointed in each ward of his district a

headman, who in turn appointed depu

ties, the latter to constitute the police

force of the respective wards. The en

forcement of the law was left to a certain

extent to the discretion of the district

officials. In one respect it ran counter

to all Moro customs in that neither the

headman nor his deputies were em

powered to try the slightest offense,

though these same men, under the native

system, had always tried and punished

the gravest crimes. It was thus hoped,

if it could be enforced, to put an end

to the inequalities and iniquities of the

Moro system. But it struck at a prin

cipal source of revenue of the headmen,

and could not be enforced without the

use of military power, so that offenses

continue to be tried by the headmen and

their deputies without any warrant of

law.

General Bliss, the governor of the

Moro Province, in his report for 19073

recommends that this fact be recog

nized and that headmen be invested

with limited powers to try cases, and

even to dispose of fines in accordance

with the tribal customs, giving the

convicted party the right of appeal to

the tribal ward court.

This latter court was provided for by

a legislative act of the Moro Provincial

Government, in October, 1905. A tribal

court, presided over by a justice, was

established in each tribal ward, with

limited jurisdiction in cases where at

least one of the parties was a non-

Christian. An appeal lay to a court of

first instance, and on such appeal, the

action was to be tried de novo.

It will be seen that the law as thus

applied deprived headmen of their im

memorial power to try cases; that no

effective civil process was provided for

the arrest of criminals; that crimes com

mitted in the Moro country could be

known to the authorities only if the

headmen chose to report them and the

criminals could be arrested only if the

headmen chose to act.

In the greater part of the Moro coun

try there are no Americans to act as

justices, and the native has no notion

of the procedure by which our law is

applied or the processes by which it is

enforced. If a person accused of crime

•Eighth Annual Report of the Philippine Com

mission to the Secretary of War, pt. 1, p. 395.
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resists arrest he is likely to be killed

and his head brought in as an evidence

of duty done. This general condition

results from the fact that we have dis

approved of the Moro laws and have

tried to substitute for them laws which

we think more humane and reasonable

but which have no meaning to the

Moras because they do not com

prehend the theory upon which they

rest.

It may be said, by way of summariz

ing what has been done, that the Mora

Province was divided into districts, each

under an American officer as governor,

and the districts redivided into tribal

wards. The local datu were chosen

headmen of each ward, and their lesser

chiefs made deputies. Thus, the poli

tical elements already existing were

utilized. The actual power of the datu

was probably increased, for his author

ity was upheld by the strong arm of

the American government, but he was

required to rule his ward according to

Chicago, Illinois.

law. The pandiia were appointed tribal

ward justices with power to decide petty

disputes, subject to appeal to the Ameri

can district governors. Thus, in out

ward semblance, at least, the native

rulers were left in authority, and the

customs of the people respected.

General Bliss has further recommended

that a native court, or board of arbitra

tion, be established in each district

with power to decide according to the

native customs all disputes between

Moras involving property and family

relations, if no crime of violence is in

volved, and giving to the losing party a

right of appeal. In making this con

cession involving the great mass of

cases, and in which the government as

such has no interest, it would be ex

pected that when the people realize that

the American system has, in part at

least, become their own, their unwilling

ness to assist the government in enforc

ing the laws relating to graver crimes

would disappear.

Laws that Work Injustice to Women and Children

By Judge McKenzie Cleland

THE order of the captain of the

steamship Republic, when the

transfer to the Baltic was about to be

made, "the women and children first,"

was merely the practical expression of

American chivalry towards those always

under its protection.

Thirty days in the workhouse, in com

parative comfort, for the brutal hus

band, while the already wronged wife

and children are deprived of their only

means of support, is merely the unprac

tical and mistaken expression of the

same sentiment.

It is about time for our inland chivalry

to give way to the salt-water variety,

and if anybody is to be fed, clothed and

housed out of the public treasury, let it

be "the women and children first," for

there can be no doubt that as between
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loss of liberty and loss of the necessaries

of life most people would choose the

former.

Among the greatest wrongs done to

wives, mothers and children are those

perpetrated by legislatures and courts

in the sacred name of Justice. One has

but to watch the proceedings in the

ordinary police court for a brief while

to be led to exclaim: "O, Justice!

what crimes are committed in thy

name !"

Recent years have witnessed an

extraordinary increase in legislation.

Nearly fifty legislatures and innumer

able city councils, township boards and

other law-making bodies are piling up

enactments to such an extent as to

make more difficult day by day the art

of living. By a stupendous fiction of the

law not only is every individual above

the age of ten years, or thereabouts,

conclusively presumed to know every

law of the United States and of the

state in which he lives, and every ordi

nance of the city or village in which he

resides, but to know also their legal

meaning and effect as construed by the

courts. A shipload of immigrants arriv

ing in New York before breakfast are

required to know not only the provi

sions of every ordinance passed by the

common council the night before, but

how the Court of Appeals will construe

them after they have run the gauntlet

of the lower courts. It is, perhaps, not

surprising that under the circumstances

there are many violators of the law.

The Chicago City Council has passed

a law requiring ladies to remove their

hats in theatres, under a penalty of

three weeks in the House of Correction.

Should it, with equal propriety and

with the approval of the Mayor, enact

that men must wear their headgear at

breakfast, a million offenders who would

sit down hatless at their tables the fol

lowing morning could not plead in de

fense that the law had been passed while

they were asleep.

Of these multitudinous laws many are

trifling in the extreme, but their viola

tion may bring ruin to the offender and

untold suffering and privation to his

family. In Chicago, among much other

valuable legislation, are the following

enactments, with the penalties which

may follow inability to pay the fine and

costs assessed:—

Trampling upon the grass in front of

your own house—four months in jail.

Leaving nail projecting half inch or

more above the railing on porch—four

months in jail; and the same penalty

for each day it is allowed to remain after

notice.

Making any mechanical noise to ad

vertise goods—four months in jail.

Making, aiding, countenancing or as

sisting in making "any improper noise"

—six months at hard labor.

Making a chalk mark on a water

hydrant or sewer pipe—four months.

Placing on window-sill any object

whatever without being securely fas

tened—four months.

Mutilating any theatre poster—two

months.

Throwing any fruit-skin on sidewalk

(no prohibition of vegetable skins)—

two months.

Refusing to pay fare to hackman—

six months.

Refusal by hackman to give name to

passenger—six months.

Carrying in one's pocket a knife of

any description—six months.

Leading a dog through a park—six

months.

Wheeling a baby carriage on the street

after dark without one or more lights

on it—two months.

Eight thousand three hundred and

twenty-three persons who were fined
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for the violation of some one of our

Chicago laws last year and were unable

to pay such fines were imprisoned in the

workhouse for terms ranging from four

teen days to six months. Eleven hun

dred and seventy-three of these were

too poor to raise the small sum of $1.00

and the court costs. Twenty-seven hun

dred and fifty went to jail in default of

$5.00, or less, and costs.

Four thousand fifty-seven men and

women found their resources unequal to

the task of raising $10.00, or less, and

costs, and were dumped into the "Black

Maria," hauled across the city in com

pany with burglars, pickpockets and

"stick-up" men, stripped of their cloth

ing and robed in prison garb, locked in

cells with professional criminals, in

structed in the ways of crime, turned

out at the end of their term, in the heat

of summer or cold of winter, without

employment, broken in spirit, their repu

tation damaged, their homes often

broken up, compelled to bear through

life the stamp of a jail-bird and the

memories of a prison cell,—certainly a

severe punishment for their inability to

raise a few dollars.

If the defendant is unfortunate enough

to be fined $50.00 or more (which, with

the consequent costs means not less than

four months in jail) , he is, under a police

regulation, taken before imprisonment

to the Bureau of Identification, where

he is photographed and his picture

placed in the "Rogues' Gallery." He is

then measured by the Bertillon system,

and these measurements, after being

carefully indexed and filed, are open to

the public. Should his friends succeed

in raising the money and obtaining his

release the next day, the record never

theless remains for all time to come, a

never-ending menace to his future wel

fare, a ready weapon for his enemies,

and, in the event of his subsequent

arrest, an effective aid to the prosecu

tion.

It must not be supposed that such

conditions are peculiar to Chicago. They

prevail generally, and even where modern

laws have been enacted to remedy the

situation, our natural and inherent sav

agery has had a tendency to minimize

their efficiency. In New York City, for

example, where more than one hundred

and four thousand cases were tried in

one year, according to the last annual

report, many of them at the rate of one

per minute, and many thousands being

certainly those of tender years, and

trivial offenders, less than seventeen

hundred were given the benefit of the

probation law, which was passed for just

such cases.

Incredible as it may appear to some,

the prison industry of our country has

become a huge political asset, which

demands its share of prosperity. Any

considerable lessening of prison popula

tion would necessarily reduce to the

same extent the appropriation and ex

penditure of public funds, which means

fewer "jobs" for the faithful, and less

commission and "rake-off" on contracts

and supplies.

To this same general cause is charge

able the disgraceful convict-lease system,

under which prisoners are sold into

slavery to the highest bidder and taken

in chain-gangs to work in mines and

turpentine camps and other places where

ordinary laborers will not work. The

usual price received by the state was

formerly about $7.00 per year for each

convict, but this has been advanced to

about $140.00, and it is frequently and

openly charged by the opponents of this

system in one of the Southern states

where it is in operation that judges are

able to materially strengthen their poli

tical influence by imposing long sen

tences upon convicted persons, thus re
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ducing the rate of taxation by the

income from this source. It has been

even charged that records are falsified

for the benefit of the contractors and the

state. One woman convict was kept in

the chain-gang for nearly twenty years,

until she died from the suffering and

hardships of her sentence. It was then

discovered that her sentence should

have ended in twenty months instead of

twenty years, and the state has been

called upon to make some reparation to

her aged mother.

• Recent investigations of this inhuman

and barbarous system, where leased con

victs are shamefully beaten and tor

tured by their brutal bosses, have shown

that we have some things in our country

which are popularly supposed to be con-

Chicago, Illinois.

fined to the northeastern portion of

Europe.

Imprisonment as a corrective of the

criminal and a preventive of crime has

proven itself to be the most colossal

failure ever invented for any purpose—

and the burden of its failure falls most

heavily upon the innocent wives and

families of the offender.

Probation for the accidental trans

gressor and deprivation of liberty for the

incorrigible, appear to furnish the only

hope of equal justice for the guilty and

the innocent. The criminal deprived

of his liberty for the protection of society

should be required to labor, and an

equitable proportion of his earnings

should by the state be turned over to

his family for their support.

The Beacon Lights of the Law*

A Biographical and Bibliographical Sketch

By Frank E. Chipman, of the Minnesota Bar

PROFESSOR MAITLAND tells us,

in his introduction to Bracton's

Note Book, that "twice in the history

of England has an Englishman had the

motive, the courage, the power to write

a great, readable, reasonable book about

the English law as a whole."1 The

two that he refers to are Bracton and

Blackstone, and we have called them

the beacon lights of the law.

•An address delivered before the American Asso

ciation of Law Libraries, meeting at Bretton Woods,

N. H., June 28 to July 4, 1909.

1Bracton's Note Boole, I.

BRACTON

The biographical details about Brac

ton are very meager. The place and

year of his birth are unknown, though

he was probably born in one of the

small villages in Devonshire. The date

of his death is in doubt, and the place

of his burial in dispute. At the time of

his death he was chancellor of Exeter

Cathedral and is supposed to be buried

there, although Collinson states that he

was buried in the village church, at

Minehead, with his effigy in long robes.2

•Somersetshire, II, 32.
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Foss tells us that he died about 1267,

as in that year his judicial duties evi

dently terminated. He will always be

known by the name of Bracton, but his

true name was Bratton, or perhaps

Bretton, as is shown by entries of his

name on various rolls. The claim that

he studied at Oxford, where he took his

degree of Doctor of Laws, and where he

lectured on the canon law, is apparently

unfounded.

We do find that in 1245 he was an

itinerant judge and from 1248 until his

death he was a judge of assize for the

southwestern counties, during a part of

which time he heard pleas before the

King, but there is nothing to show that he

ever became chief justiciary of England.

"DELEGIBUS ETCONSUETUDINIBUS

ANGLIM"

His fame rests on his treatise, the

"De Legibus," so-called, which has been

characterized by one writer as "the

crown and flower of English mediaeval

jurisprudence," and by another as the

"great ornament of the reign of Henry

III." This treatise was written at some

time between 1240 and 1256, after

which date he apparently did no seri

ous work on it, though he may have

added an occasional note or case. As

a judge of assize he was undoubtedly

very busy traveling from place to place

in his jurisdiction as occasion required.

He must have done a vast deal of pre

liminary work. The manuscript discov

ered in 1884, which has since been

edited and published as Bracton's Note

Book, must have been a part of that

preliminary work. The actual work

must have been done during the inter

vals when he was not holding court.

The progress must have been slow and

much time must have been spent in

examining rolls and writs and consult

ing such treatises as were at his com

mand. The exact date is immaterial.

Bracton never saw his work in print.

He left it in manuscript, which was

copied again and again, with the result

that there are many differences in the

text of the various copies. Just which

one is the original cannot be stated con

clusively, though the Digby MS. in the

Bodleian Library seems to come nearer

to Bracton's own autograph than any

other.

The first edition was printed as a folio

by Tottell in 1569, and is said to be full

of gross errors.

The second edition was printed in

1640, in quarto. In printing this some

pains, the preface states, were taken to

correct and improve the text, by col

lating it with various manuscripts. This

was apparently not carefully done, as

at that time several manuscripts were

accessible that were more correct than

the printed second edition.

The Law Magazine and Review for

August, 1872, contained, under the head

ing,"A Plea for a New Print of Bracton,"

an article dwelling strongly on the fact

that there was no reliable text of the

chief mediaeval treatise on English law.

Since then the Twiss edition has ap

peared in six bulky volumes, presumed

to contain the original text with a

translation, side by side. "Of the pres

ent 'standard edition' of Bracton, it is

difficult for any one who has worked

with it to speak with patience. It was

undertaken as part of the Rolls Series,

a national work; a presumably learned

and certainly titled editor purported to

have labored at it; and the result is

merely a reprint of Tottell's edition with

nearly all the old corruptions, a few

misprints, and many new and ingenious

mistranslations."3 Another reviewer

sarcastically remarks that "the result

has been the production of something

rarely equaled in the history of learn-

'Law Qr. Rev. I, 426.
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ing."4 It is hoped "that the failure

of the Rolls edition will not deter Eng

lish scholars from the arduous task of

preparing another one more worthy of

the great thirteenth-century lawyer," as

"there is yet no edition of his work

which can be considered as even moder

ately reliable."

Reeves tells us that the treatise is a

finished and systematic performance,

giving a complete view of the law, in all

its titles, as it stood at the time it was

written. This statement is incorrect.

Bracton undoubtedly intended to write

a complete treatise on the laws of Eng

land, but he leaves off in the middle of

the discussion of the writ of right. It

consists of 450 or more folios. After a

brief introduction, it treats of the law

of persons, the law of things, of actions,

jurisdiction, pleas of the crown and of

various writs. In it we see two great

typical traits of English law, its depend

ence on writs and on decided cases.

Wherever possible Bracton cites or com

ments on cases taken from the Rolls,

there being then no reports, and in this

respect was in advance of the writers of

his time.

BRACTON AND THE ROMAN LAW

The treatise is written in a style both

clean and expressive, though not always

polished. This must be attributed to

his acquaintance with the writings of

the Roman lawyers, from whom "he

adopted greater helps than the language

in which they wrote."5 Later writers

have sought to discredit Bracton as an

authority on English law. Maine, in his

work on "Ancient Law," says that it is

"one of the most hopeless enigmas in the

history of jurisprudence that an English

writer of the time of Henry III should

have been able to put off on his country

man, as a compendium of pure English

'Law Qr. Rev. I, 189.

'Reeves' History of Roman Law, II, 88.

law, a treatise of which the entire form

and a third of the contents were directly

borrowed from the Corpus Juris."6

Reeves, on the other hand, claims

that the passages excepted to, if put

together, would perhaps not fill three

whole pages, and seem to be alluded to

for illustration and not as an authority.

The opinion of a student of the

Roman law would seem to be worthy of

respect. Scrutton has gone into this care

fully and thoroughly, and he sums up

the matter clearly. He divides Brac-

ton's work into three parts:—

I. The part in which Azo, the Insti

tutes, or the Digest, is copied with

almost verbal accuracy, and covers some

twenty-five folios. The matter taken is

in several places modified to represent

the law of England and frequent omis

sions of unsuitable parts show an intelli

gent copying.

II. The part where Roman prin

ciples are the framework, with large

masses of English matter moulded on

them. Embedded in the English matter

are some unacknowledged citations from

the Roman law, but they are not very

frequent or of great importance. Some

times their only effect is to give form to

English matter.

III. The remainder of the work

shows very slight, if any, traces of

Roman influences. About two-thirds of

the work is of this character, English

in its matter with some slight traces of

scholastic form.7

Roman law was as much the special

creation of the lawyer as our common

law is the creation of the judge, in other

words the former was a system of rea

soning, while the latter is one of pre

cedent. Bracton was well acquainted

with the Roman law, then well settled,

and was dealing with a system till then

'Ancient Law, p. 82.

''Law Qr. Rtv. I. 429, 430.
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lacking in form and precision, and well

might he adopt the form of the old

system, in order to give expression to

the new system he was helping to create.

"Whoever claims that Bracton was

never regarded as an authority on Eng

lish law," Thayer says, "we know makes

a shallow and ignorant remark, that the

sober Reeves was much nearer right

when, in composing his 'History of the

English Law,' he praised Bracton so

highly and adopted him as the basis of

all legal learning."8

BLACKSTONE

Five hundred years after Bracton

wrote the "De Legibus," Blackstone

published his Commentaries, the sec

ond great work referred to in our open

ing paragraph.

Sir William Blackstone was born in

London on July 10, 1723. His father

having died before his birth, his educa

tion was provided for by an uncle. At

the age of fifteen he went to Oxford.

In November, 1741, being then eighteen,

he became a member of the Middle

Temple, and was called to the bar on

November 28, 1746. At the bar he at

first failed to attract notice or to acquire

practice. In 1753 he went to Oxford,

where he delivered a series of lectures

on the law of England. In 1758, he was

appointed the first Vinerian professor

of English Law at the University of

Oxford, filling the chair endowed by the

author of Viner's Abridgment. The first

case of any interest in which he appeared

was that of Robinson v. Bland, in Trin

ity Term, 1760. He entered the House

of Commons in 1768. On February 9,

1770, he became a Judge of the Common

Pleas, but on the 16th of the same

month rose to the King's Bench, but

retired again to the Common Pleas on

June 22, of the same year. He re-

•Thayer's Legal Essays, 356.

mained on the bench until his death,

on February 14, 1780, at the age of

fifty-seven.

THE COMMENTARIES

The fame of Blackstone rests entirely

on his Commentaries. His reputation as

a pleader or judge was not such as to

outlive him, though our biographer states

that his judgment in the case of Perrin v.

Blake (1 W. Bl. 672) "is one of the most

valuable pieces of legal reasoning on

record."9

The first edition of the Commentaries

was published in quarto form from 1765

to 1769. They passed through eight

editions during the author's life. The

last edition was the 23d, by Stewart,

published in 1854. There have been

American editions by Tucker, Reed,

Wendell, Sharswood, Cooley, Hammond

and, last and best of them all, the

admirable edition of Lewis, published

in 1898.

While the Commentaries were not

published until 1765, their form and

scope must have been in the author's

mind when he prepared his first lectures,

for it was in 1754, before he was ap

pointed Vinerian professor, that he pub

lished an Analysis of the Laws of Eng

land, as a guide to those who had

attended his lectures. This work, which

ran through six editions, has been styled

the Genesis of Blackstone.

In 15 Leg. Bib. n. s., can be found a

bibliography of the various editions, pre

pared by that eminent authority on

legal literature, Mr. Charles C. Soule.

It may be interesting to note that since

this bibliography was published but five

other editions have been discovered, of

which two were pirated editions. As

yet there has been no explanation of the

confusion in the numbering of the edi

tions from the early part of the nine

teenth century.

"Welsby, Lives of Eminent English Judges, 347.
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The opinions on the merit of the work

differ widely. One writer tells us that

"like a bee among the flowers, Black-

stone has extracted the sweet essence

of all former writers, and left their

grosser matter. We find in the Com

mentaries the copious learning of Coke,

the methodical arrangement of Hale,

Gilbert and Foster, combined with the

smooth and pleasing style of Addison

and Pope. The publication of them

formed an era in legal literature."10

Another states that as long as he con

fined himself to the accurate statement

of what had been buried in the cum

brous language of lawyers like Little

ton, he was unsurpassed, but was not

qualified to explain the reasons for the

law, its merits and defects. The method

was unscientific, and not original.

"Notwithstanding its defects, the posi

tive merits of the work—its systematic

character, its comprehensiveness, the

accuracy of its exposition, and the

dignity and charm of its style—have

made it the best known, and in many

respects the most influential, treatise in

English law."

The publication of the Commentaries

certainly did mark an era in law litera

ture. Even now it cannot be said that

their purpose has been served, because

of the alterations necessary to adapt

them to the present state of the law.

The underlying principles of the law

have not changed since Blackstone wrote.

The change has been in the application

of those principles to modern conditions.

There is probably no better means of

learning about this gradual development

than in the study of the various editions

of the Commentaries from the first to

the last, and continuing through the

Commentaries, founded on Blackstone,

by Stephen, the first edition of which

was published from 1841 to 1845, and

10Welsby, Lives of Eminent English Judges, 341.

the last, the 15th, in 1908. With this

idea in view, the Harvard Law Library

and the Yale Law Library have made

practically complete collections, not only

of the authorized and pirated editions,

but also of the abridgments, and works

founded on Blackstone. Most of the

other law schools have collections more

or less complete.

In 1882, Professor Ewell made an

abridgment by eliminating nearly every

thing but the bare principles, adding no

original matter. It has been necessary

to run off nineteen impressions of this

little book, and it is selling today more

readily than when it was first published.

Thus it will be seen that the student of

today is building his knowledge of the

law on the foundation of Blackstone.

In giving the highest places to Bracton

and Blackstone, we have not forgotten

Glanville, Fleta, Littleton, Fearne or

Hale. The greatest name to pass over

was Coke. John Marshall Gest, under

the title of the "Writings of Sir Edward

Coke," in the Yale Law Journal, for

May, 1909, tells of the merits of this

great master of the English law. We

agree with him when he says that Coke

was "a judge of perfect purity, a

patriotic and independent statesman and

a man of upright life." He did more

than any one before him to place the

common law on its firm foundation, but

he based his conclusions on Bracton's

statement of the law, and followed his

methods. We doubt if Coke had "more

influence on the law than any other law

writer—certainly in England—who ever

lived" ! His influence was not as perma

nent or far reaching as that of our

leaders, but he must be considered as

the greatest of the lesser legal lights.

Bracton was the father of the com

mon law system, but he was not the
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creator of the common law. We have

said that the Roman law was the special

creation of the lawyer, as the common

law is the creation of the judge. Can

we not say that the Roman law system

grew out of the code of rules prescribed

by the sovereign for the government

of his subjects, while the common law

system developed from those regulations

formulated by the people for their own

observance and for the government of

their sovereign?

The Anglo-Saxons had developed a

system of their own before they were

conquered by the Normans, but so great

was their force of character that they

soon absorbed the Normans, adopting

such of their characteristics as were good

and rejecting the rest. They could not

accept complaisantly their system of

jurisprudence, though they did adopt

such features of it as were better than

their own.

Bracton was the originator of that

distinctive feature of the common law

system, the dependence on decided cases

as precedents. Out of his method grew

the doctrine of stare decisis. Because of

this maxim we are blessed, or cursed,

with the vast accumulations in our

libraries of the volumes of reported deci

sions. Nor are we satisfied with the

printed opinions of our own judges, but

must collect those of Great Britain, and

those of other lands beyond the seas,

wherever the common law system pre

vails.

At the opening of this twentieth cen

tury, because of our blind devotion to

precedent, we hear the criticism that

in the practice of law,—in our own

country at least,—we aim not to estab

lish substantial justice between the

parties to an action, but to play the

game according to the rules, to observe

the forms regardless of inherent rights;

that the court is no longer a dispenser

of justice, but an umpire in the pro

fessional game played by the opposing

counsel.

Such has been the far-reaching influ

ence of Bracton on the common law

system.

The influence of Blackstone extends

in an entirely different direction. He

made the study of the law popular.

Before he gave his first lectures the law

was studied only by those who were to

take up its practice as a profession.

From the beginning, we are told, his

lectures "were attended by a very

crowded class of young men of the first

families, characters and hopes." Upon

the publication of the Commentaries,

written in his comprehensive style, his

following became greater. If Blackstone

had not written, Stephen would prob

ably not have written his Commentaries,

which are now so popular and, in Eng

land, have so largely superseded Black

stone; nor would Kent have written his

Commentaries on American law, at least

in the style which he adopted, and which

have largely become, in our own coun

try, the first books of the law. The

making of the study of the law popular,

and comparatively easy, has resulted in

the gathering together of that vast

army of legal practitioners, which can

exert so great an influence in the affairs

of life. Indirectly this can be traced to

Blackstone's influence. His name will

be as intimately connected with the

common law, so long as that system

shall endure, as is the name of Justinian

with the civil law.



A Leading Question

By George D. Talbot

Author of "A Unique Answer to a Bill in Equity," etc.

ZDUNFORTH & Y. DANFIELD, a

• firm of Attorneys and Counselors-

at-Law (?) in the early days of Lead-

ville, Colorado, were noted for the uni

form success with which they met in

trials before Justices of the Peace.

Abraham Lincoln Bummell, Daniel Web

ster Mansfield or even the late lamented

William Wallace Crook, of Denver, shin

ing marks as they were in the realm of

Shysterdom, could never in their palmiest

days trot in the same class with Dun-

forth and Danfield.

Citizens of the mining district gen

erally, and especially reputable lawyers,

soon learned to know, and were forced

to realize that when they had a case

before a J. P., the only thing to do was

to retain Messrs. D. & D., and the client

who reached their office first was con

ceded to be the victor and the one

slower of foot had left only one re

course,—an appeal to the County Court.

These worthies waxed rich in purse

and portly of body on fat fees, high

living and poor whisky, and ever in

creased in pomposity and baywindows.

Finally, however, they disagreed over

the division of fees and dissolved part

nership. The mining camp, yea the

whole county, breathed freer, easier;

litigants could have a fairer show; one

could employ Dunforth and the other

Danfield, and it was dog eat dog.

Finally Dunforth brought a forcible

detainer suit for Dennis Moriarty v.

Dunfield's client, Olie Olesen, and won

the case before the Justice, because

Danfield had won the last case in which

they were contestants; the Justice hav

ing adopted the equitable rule of giving

a victory alternately to each.

Danfield promptly took an appeal to

the County Court, at that time presided

over by a lawyer of the old school, Judge

Bunnell, a Missourian, well versed in the

law and inclined in his adjudications to

brush technicalities aside and give judg

ment according to horse sense and what

appeared to him to be justice between

man and man.

Judge Bunnell was a friend of the late

Senator O. E. Wolcott, who at that time

was counsel for the railroad running

from Leadville to Denver, and he kept

the Judge well supplied with railroad

passes and it was Bunnell's habit to go

to Denver every Friday afternoon or

evening, arranging his business so that

he might spend Saturday and Sunday

at the capital and return in time for

court Monday morning.

It so happened that the case of

Moriarty v. Olesen was called Friday

morning.

Dunforth did not succeed in putting

in his evidence in chief until noon,

although he, as well as Danfield, had

assured the Judge that the case would

be concluded by that time. The Judge

began to be nervous and restless, fearing

that he would not be able to take the

afternoon train for Denver, and asked

to consent for the case to go over until

Monday morning ; neither of them, how

ever, was willing to postpone it, but
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agreed not to interpose any technical

objections and to conclude long before

train time.

At two o'clock Danfield called his

client and interrogated him thus:—

Q. "Your name is Olie Olesen, I be

lieve?"

Quick as a flash Dunforth was on his

feet.

"I object! I object! May it please

your Honor, / object!"

"State your objection, please, Mr.

Dunforth," said the Court.

"Why, may it please your Honor, the

question is leading! It is suggestive!

Why, the counsel is putting the answer

in the mouth of the witness! Counsel

knows, or perhaps I had better say,

should know that such examination is

not proper—is grossly unprofessional!

In the name of fair play and decency I

object to the question and demand that

the rules of law be enforced in the

examination of this, an interested wit

ness!"

The Court said mildly, a smile creep

ing over his features:—

"Your objection, Mr. Dunforth, as I

understand it, is, that the question is

leading. Am I correct?"

"Yes, your Honor!" bawled the coun

sel, "It is leading and suggestive and

puts the answer in the mouth of the

witness! A most willing witness, your

Honor!"

The Judge smilingly replied, "It cer

tainly does suggest to the witness his

name. I will hear from the other side.

Mr. Danfield, have you anything to say

in response to the argument of coun

sel?"

Mr. Danfield sprang to his feet, ran

his hands through his locks, and shouted

at the top of his voice:—

"Much! may it please your Honor,

much! I will show to your Honor that

I know what I 'should' know about this

question, and moreover, I will demon

strate to your Honor's satisfaction, be

fore I get through, that the learned (?)

gentleman is ignorant of the elementary

principles of law! I will show your

Honor on principle and by authority

that the question, though suggestive and

perhaps leading, is merely preliminary

and hence admissible! I shall read,

first, may it please your Honor, from

Greenleaf on Evidence. That learned

author (whom the astute counsel may

have heard of, though he evidently has

never read him), says at page 233,

vol. —"

Here the Court, seeing a chance for

his Denver trip, broke in :—

"Gentlemen, this is a most important

question. Counsel for the plaintiff con

tends that the question propounded to

the witness is leading and suggestive and

in effect tells the witness what answer

to make. Counsel for the defendant

admits that the question is suggestive

and perhaps leading, but alleges that it

is merely preliminary and therefore ad

missible, and is apparently prepared

with authorities to support that conten

tion. In order that you may both be

heard you are each permitted to pre

pare and file written briefs covering the

point and present them to me when

court next meets.

"Mr. Bailiff, adjourn court until Mon

day morning at 10 o'clock."

That night, in a Pullman, en route

for Denver, the Judge got into a game

of "Draw" with some experts (in the

law, I mean) viz., a U. S. Senator, an

eminent Judge of the Court of Appeals,

and the recognized leader of the Colorado

bar, whom we shall call "Charlie," and

was so elated concerning his triumph

over the hitherto invincible D. & D.,

that he recklessly—a Jack Pot being
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up—called a $100.00 bet under the until he played even on the Senator

impression that "Charlie" held a Bob- later in the game, that he did not rule

tailed Flush, and when instead he showed on the admissibility of the "Leading

up a full hand, he regretted, temporarily, Question" on oral argument.

Denver, Colorado.

A New Use for the Constructive Trust

By Alvah C. Hough

THE recent decision of the Supreme

Court of Missouri that a widower

who has murdered his wife cannot take

the one-half of her property given him

by statute, re-opens a question that

every one was inclined to regard as

settled; and throws the question out

again as an "apple of discord" for the

courts to scramble over. The question

had been decided the other way by a

clear majority, when the latest hold

ing in Perry v. Strawbridge (Mo. 1908,

108 S. W. 641) showed that even the

courts are not friendly to a strict statu

tory construction that abets iniquity.

The history of the controversy is

brief. In 1889, the court of last resort

in New York decided that a youth of

sixteen, who, knowing that he was

residuary legatee under his grandfather's

will, in order to prevent a revocation,

which he apprehended, and to hasten

his enjoyment, killed his ancestor, could

take neither as legatee nor heir. (Riggs

v. Palmer, 115 N. Y. 506.) The year

before, North Carolina had held oppo

sitely in a case involving a widow's

dower right. (Owens v. Owens, 100

Nor. Car. 240, 1888.) This decision

the New York court declined to follow.

The pendulum swung the other way in

1894, when Nebraska, in turn, declined

to follow the New York holding, and

decided that the murderer took abso

lutely. (Shellenberger v. Ransom, 41 Neb.

631, 1894.) With these conflicting

views confronting him, the unbiased

lawyer might fairly be said to be "at

a stand"; but in 1895, Pennsylvania

in Carpenter's Estate (170 Pa. 203,

32 Atl. 637, 29 L. R. A. 145, 1895),

in which they reviewed all the authori

ties, added another chapter to the con-

torversy by holding with Shellenberger v.

Ransom and against Riggs v. Palmer.

Since then the pendulum has swung

back and forth in Deem v. Milliken (6

Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 357, affirmed in 53 Ohio

St. 668, 1895), Ohio; Box v. Lanier

(112 Tenn. 93, 1903), Tennessee; Kuhn

v. Kuhn (125 Iowa 449, 1904), Iowa;

and, finally, in Perry v. Strawbridge,

Missouri, 1908. It is not surprising to

find, also, strong, dissenting opinions

on both sides.

Only in a later New York case, is any

middle ground suggested. (Elkrson v.

Westcott, 148 N. Y. 149, 42 N.E. 540,

1896). It is there intimated that

equitable relief might be had though it

does not specifically mention the con

structive trust.

While the typical case is that of an

heir who murders his ancestor, thus

involving the statute of descent, other

cases are referred to that present varia
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tions of the same general question; such

as, murder by a devisee or legatee and

its effect upon the construction and

enforcement of the will; or murder by

the holder of an insurance policy, and

its consequent effect upon the contract.

The variant cases are valuable as affect

ing the general principle ; and no attempt

is made to characterize each case as it is

cited.

Unless some device of equity is re

sorted to, the question is mainly one of

statutory construction. Riggs v. Palmer,

and the supporting case of Perry v.

Strawbridge, have recourse to what op

posing courts derisively call "rational

interpretation." Since the legislature

could not have meant what they say

had they contemplated the given case,

the court supplies their real meaning in

the interest of "a sound public policy."

Shellenberger v. Ransom, on the other

hand, rejects such a method of con

struction, and insists that what the

legislature meant in the statute of de

scent is to be determined, "not by

hypothetical resort to conjecture as to

their meaning, but by a construction of

the language used." Mr. Justice Gray,

who dissented in Riggs v. Palmer, thinks

that "the demands of public policy are

satisfied by the proper execution of the

laws and the punishment of the crime."

And, generally, those courts that allow

the murderer to take say that when

the legislature has spoken "it becomes

the courts to be silent." To amend a

bad law or to enact a good one is

"beyond the province of the courts."

There is merit in both of these views.

The doctrine of Riggs v. Palmer seems

better to subserve the ends of "sub

stantial justice." It is, in fact, almost

a necessity in point of morals, and cer

tainly does not do any great violence to

the meaning of the statute. "We are

not satisfied," says the Missouri court,

"with the reasoning of those cases [refer

ring to Shellenberger v. Ransom and

others], and have been unable to reach,

the conclusion that a mere prospective

legal heir, or devisee, can make certain

that which was uncertain, by his own

felonious act. ..." This criticism is

especially pertinent where a testator is

slain, since the will is ambulatory until

death. To prevent the result alluded

to is not a "judicial usurpation," since

the court only determines what the

legislature could not possibly have deter

mined beforehand; namely, whether the

law applies to the given case. This

the court may have to decide with

respect to any statute. "Shall we stick

in the bark?" exclaims the Missouri

court, "and adhere to the strict letter

of the law, or shall we say that whilst

the case may fall within the letter of the

law, yet it does not fall within the pre

sumed legislative intent?" "... the

pathway of judicial literature," it con

tinues, "... is literally strewn with

cases which, like beacon lights, have

guided the hand of justice in preventing

unjust, unrighteous, absurd, unreason

able, and abhorrent results from the

use of general words and expressions in

statutes. . . ."

The court was evidently aroused.

Many judges hew to the line, and thus

leave behind them consistent decisions,

monuments of their legal acumen, and

reputations as great jurists; but do we

not need more judges who are some

times willing to sacrifice the form if only

they may preserve the substance; and

who are content to win the encomium

that was paid to Chief Justice Shaw,—

that of being a great magistrate?

Shellenberger v. Ransom, on the other

hand, insures certainty in the interpreta

tion of statutes, and in the fixing of

legal rights, or at least a certain and

untroublesome rule for that purpose.
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I am not so sure that the results of

applying that rule are so certain. They

are liable to be as disastrous to sound

justice and equity as were the results

to the occupant of the Procrustean bed,

which was never accommodated to suit

the length of the individual. Nor is

the hard simplicity of the rule an un

mixed benefit; for the attainment of

justice, rather than the convenience of

the court, ought to be the touchstone

whereby to determine whether or not

a given doctrine or rule should be

adopted. Still, the strict rule, as we

have said before, goes upon the theory

that when the legislature has spoken, it

becomes the court to be silent. It is

less liable to incur the charge of "judi

cial legislation" because it ventures less

and, so, risks less in the interests of

justice;—and, I may add, it accom

plishes less. It treats the word of the

legislature as the final and sufficient

criterion of what public policy requires.

None of the courts seem to have seen

that there was a middle ground wherein

they could have permitted the statute

to operate, and thus let the murderer

take the legal title but compel him to

hold as a trustee for other heirs. This

expedient would have escaped both the

charge of judicial legislation and the

iniquity of letting the wrong-doer keep

the fruits of his crime. Of course, where

the murderer had sold the property to

an innocent purchaser for value without

notice, the purchaser would necessarily

take the property free from equities,

and in preference to other heirs, just

like any other purchaser in good faith

from a trustee. The decided prepond-

derance of cases that permit the mur

derer to take absolutely shows how

reluctant are the courts to take any

liberties with statutory provisions. The

equitable solution, therefore, would seem

to be a necessity.

Ellerson v. Westcott seems to be the

only case in which equitable relief is

even hinted at; and, yet, even in that

case, the court does not openly propose

the expedient of establishing a con

structive trust. Mr. George P. Costigan,

Jr., and Mr. Roscoe Pound were among

the first, if not the first, lawyers and

publicists to suggest the trust speci

fically as a way out of the difficulty.

Mr. Costigan says that "it is called for

by sound public policy."1 Mr. Pound,

participating in the same discussion,

says: "The overlooking of the equitable

solution of these cases ... is a strik

ing instance of what I have ventured to

call the decadence of equity. . . ."2

Perry v. Strawbridge shows that the

majority view is by no means satis

factory ; and that there is a strong desire

upon the part of the courts themselves

to avoid an iniquitous and abhorrent

result even at the risk of incurring the

stigma of "judicial legislation." The

Missouri holding is all the more signifi

cant when it is recalled that the mur

derer himself died hy his own hand

three hours after he had killed his wife;

so that he would have reaped no benefit

himself but would have been only the

conduit through which the property

descended to his heirs, who were inno

cent. Nor is that all. The court re

fused to let him take notwithstanding

their avowed conviction that the par

ticular statute under which he would

have taken "was for the very purpose

of making provision for a husband in

the event he was not entitled to curtesy,"

which was the precise situation of the

murderer in that case.3 Surely it is

preferable to adopt a middle course,

which will prevent the murderer from

carrying away the fruits of assassina-

1 Symposium in "Green Bag," July. 1906.

* Idem. See also 5 Columbta Law Review 20.

' Cf. Missouri Statute of Descent, Sec. 2938,

Rev. St. 1899.
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tion without going the full length of

denying all effect to the statute.

The question is a momentous one and

involves far more than the particular

problem, since it concerns nothing less

than the whole matter of statutory

interpretation in general. And even be

yond that, it affects the larger problem

as to how nearly the courts are going

to meet and realize the growing public

demand for a legal system, and admin

istration of it, that shall get substantial

justice.

But equity lawyers may object, that

to apply the constructive trust in this

case is out of line with the true nature

of a constructive trust and of equitable

relief in general. First, there is the

alleged difficulty of finding cestui que

trust. But let us not expect one made

so by any conventional arrangement.

A constructive trust arises, necessarily,

by intendment of law, and cestui is

such by reason of his unvoluntary rela

tion to the trustee and to the property.

It is enough if he be in equity entitled

to the property. The other heirs, de

visees, or legatees, are so entitled.

Again, it may be urged that equity

seeks to protect individual rights only,

while here it is sought to be used,

primarily, in the interest of the public.

But equity had its origin in public

policy, and is today often invoked in

that behalf. For example, the recent

use of receiverships of monopolistic cor

porations, while ostensibly to preserve

their solvency, is really designed to

effect their dissolution.

It is even said that to require the

murderer "to surrender his ill-gotten

title," directly the statute gives it him,

is only a polite way of judicially nulli

fying the statute. But it is really only

interpreting and applying it, It is idle

to say, "Let the legislature mend the

defect." The trouble is, that the "de

fect" will never recur, in that jurisdic

tion, as a live problem with respect to

that statute; but will crop out as some

other discrepancy in connection with

some other law. The fact is, that no

legislature can effectively anticipate

anomalies. We must give the court

almost carte blanche to deal with them.

In short, our judges, in such cases, must

be magistrates first, and jurists after

wards.

If we do not want the assassin to take

we must choose between withholding

from him even the legal title, and let

ting him take the title but holding him

as trustee. To justify withholding the

legal title, you must say that he is not

an heir. Why? Because he slew his

ancestor. But the law does not recog

nize any such qualifications in its law

of descent. This, then, is "judicial legis

lation" with a vengeance. The con

structive trust, on the contrary, respects

the statute by allowing the title to pass,

while it also recognizes the equities that

arise simultaneously. The court is bound

by the statute; but, it is no less bound

by equities that it did not create and

cannot control. There is, therefore, less

of "judicial legislation" in the construc

tive trust theory than in the theory

that the murderer is not an heir at all.

If it be said that the equity arises before

the passage of the legal title, and, so,

ought to prevent the title's passing, the

answer is, that an equity may be strong

enough to accompany the legal title as

a sort of "rider," and yet not vigorous

enough to stop the passage of that title.

Two collateral advantages would flow

from embracing the theory of the con

structive trust in this instance. First,

it would help to make our legal system

more satisfactory to the layman by

increasing its flexibility, and making it

more adaptable to the requirements of

the given case. For, once the courts
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begin intelligently to determine whether

or not a given case falls within the fair

meaning and operation of the statute,

they have begun to be familiar with an

instrument that will be of incalculable

utility in statutory construction and

interpretation, and in forestalling those

anomalous results that are, to some

extent, unavoidable in any legal system,

and are inherent in one that has become

a fetich, and, so, an object of too inevi-

Lincoln, Nebraska.

table execration to the uninitiated. Sec

ond, it would tend to encourage the

more frequent use of equity by showing

its possibilities. Those beneficent powers

have never been fully exploited.4

4 Since this article was written, the author has

had his attention drawn to the case of Wellner v.

Eckstein, in 117 N. W. Rep. (1908), a Michigan

case, in which this question of a constructive trust

was raised though the case was decided upon other

grounds; and the preponderating opinion of the

Court was in favor of holding the murderer as a

trustee ex maleficio. This, though dicta, is the

latest pronouncement upon the subject.

An Affair of Arms

FRANCOIS de SCEPEAUX, Sire de Vieille-

ville and Marshal of France, tells in

his Memoires of this curious "affaire" in which

at its close he bore a part.

In 1540 M. le Marechal de Mont-Jan died

in Pi6dmont, leaving a very interesting

widow, the Madame Philippes de Montespedon,

who soon was surrounded by eager suitors, for

she deserved these attentions, being a very

honest and virtuous dame, adorned with great

beauty, in the flower of youth, rich beyond

measure, which gave a color to her perfec

tions, for she had in her own right sixty

thousand livres of income.

The Marquis Jehan-Loys de Saluces was the

first who offered his services, and to whom

she seemed to listen, especially, as having to

return to France he offered to escort her and

to defray all the expenses, surely expecting

to recoup himself out of her rentes after the

wedding.

It would not be difficult to construct the

details of a journey which would be but a

succession of joltings over wretched roads in

lumbering coaches; of villainous lodgings at

the inns; of strange and varied fare; of risks

from highwaymen; and delays from bad

weather. However these might have followed

each other, the journey from Turin to the

gates of Paris was at last ended. There

Madame la Marechale kissed M. de Saluces,

and then said: "Adieu, Monsieur, your logis is

at the Hostel des Ursins, and mine is at the

Hostel de Saint-Denis near the Augustins."

The Marquis was stung to the quick at such

treatment, and did not hesitate to publish

everywhere what he called the faithlessness of

the fair Mar6chale, and to claim that there

was a formal promise of marriage between

them. Nor was this all, for he succeeded in

interesting Madame la Dauphine, and even

the King, who appeared to favor the marriage

in pity of his sad case. Yet all this powerful

influence availed him but little, for on his

daily visits to her Hostel, he always found the

Prince de la Roche-Yon, who was as the Sire

quaintly puts it, "a sharp thorn in his foot."

As he was unable to dislodge his favored

rival, by all the ordinary means at his dis

posal, he persuaded the King to summon a

session of the High Court of the Parliament

of Paris: the Presidents and Councilors of the

Great Chamber.

On the day appointed, M. de Saluces was

present of course. Madame Philippes de

Montespedon appeared, supported by the

Sire Vieilleville, and attended by a number of

noble Seigneurs, gentlemen and demoiselles.

The First President, directing her to raise

her right hand, "pour dire la veriU," asked

her if she had not promised to marry the

Marquis de Saluces there present. To this

she replied: "Upon my faith, no!" The

President was about to question her further

and the Greffier was arranging his papers,

ready to take notes, when the Dame pro

ceeded thus:—

"Messieurs, never before have I found
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myself in the presence of Justice, and I fear

that I shall but stammer in my words. But

to break through the subtle ties that you

can weave around a single word, I say and

declare before you Messieurs and your assist

ants, that I swear to God, and to the King—

to God on the eternal damnation of my soul,

and to the King on the forfeiture of my honor

and my life—that I have never promised mar

riage to M. le Marquis Jehan-Loys de Saluces,

and furthermore, never in my life even thought

of it. And if any one wills to assert the con

trary, here," and she took M. de Sire de

Vieilleville by the hand, "is my Chevalier,

whom I present, to maintain my word which

he knows to be most true and to be proffered

by a dame of honor, if ever there was one,

and a noblewoman of rank, hoping in God

and my right. He who says the contrary,

saving the honor of the Court, villainously

lies."

"Quel revers!" exclaimed the First Presi

dent. "You may as well fold up your papers.

Greffier, for aught I can see, this is no ques

tion of documents. Madame la Marechale

has taken another road and a much shorter

one." And turning to M. de Saluces he said:

"Eh bien. Monsieur! what say you to this

turn?"

The Marquis replied: "I want no wife by

force. If she will not have me, I will none

of her." And, making his obeisance, he with

drew. The Sire adds : "His pulse fell suddenly;

an indisposition not of body but of nerve

seized him, for he knew too well the courage

of her Chevalier to enter into a too long dis

pute."

Madame la Marechale evidently had

not been the wife of a Marshal of France in

vain. For coolness in using others to her

advantage, and for self-possession before such

an assembly, in uttering a challenge based on

a disused privilege she deserved the title she

gave herself, as "une fort femme de bien."

The Lawyer's Bride

OR

The Suit of William Styles

("B ill' '-for-short)

Being the pleadings of a young legal practitioner to the fair Phyllis, as

sung b y h. f. von haast at the dinner to the judges,

Given in New Zealand May 4, 1909

Will you come with me, my Phyllis dear, and be a lawyer's bride ?

Drawn up is my conveyance, so to the church let's ride :

Oh, don't reserve your judgment, but say you'll marry me !

And do not let your answer be merely C. A. V.

Refrain—List to me Phyllis, grant my petition,

Come with me Phyllis dear and be a lawyer's bride.

The best man, Thomas Smiles, is a fellow that you know,

And I shall have as groomsmen, John Doe and Richard Roe ;

Away you shall be given, if discover him we can,

By the bonus paterfamilias or the average prudent man.
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The jovial six carpenters shall build our house, I trow,

And never fear a suit for trespass ab initio.

Our goods the common carrier shall bring from divers places,

And wedding presents many packed in Smith's Leading Cases.

If you lack an occupation, in my office you shall work,

You'll find it most engrossing, so the task you needn't shirk ;

And when you're feeling thirsty, we'll both go to the bar,

And there we'll take refreshers, that so customary are.

Be tenant of my heart for life, O, Maiden fair and chaste,

And let my arm encircle your voluntary waste;

Don't let me be nonsuited, but listen, pray, to reason,

Oh, grant to me your hand in fee and let me have the seisin!

I ask for an attachment, distress is all I get,

Sweet, enter satisfaction of Cupid's judgment debt.

You'll drive me p'raps to murder, if you will not be my wife,

And then an execution will terminate my life.

Your Bill you won't dishonor, accept him, do, at sight,

"Protest for non-acceptance" must never be my plight;

But to your sweet indorsement, Oh, let me have recourse,

And let me take delivery as holder in due course.

Upon my skill in pleading you'll surely cast no slur,

Then to my declaration why do you thus demur,

In Cupid's Court, my darling, be quick and prove your will,

And none with infidelity shall ever tax your Bill.

Sustaining my appeal, you, blushing, answer, "Yes"

And now I'm plainly guilty of embracery, I guess;

But, as you know, volenti injuria non fit,

You waive my tort, my darling, when my kisses you permit.

Refrain—List to me Phyllis, grant my petition,

Come with me Phyllis dear and be a lawyer's bride.

M. V. H.
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Agency. "Undisclosed Principal—His

Rights and Liabilities." By Dean James Barr

Ames. 18 Yale Law Journal 443 (May).

"The doctrine that an undisclosed prin

cipal may sue and be sued upon contracts

made by his agent, as ostensible principal,

with third parties, is so firmly established in

the law of England and of this country that

it would be quixotic to attack it in the courts.

Nevertheless, whenever an established doc

trine ignores, as this doctrine of the undis

closed principal ignores, fundamental legal

principles, it is highly important that it

should be recognized as an anomaly, to be

reckoned with of course, but not to be made

the basis of analogical reasoning. . . . The

failure to see how the desired justice could be

brought about in any other way is the true

explanation, it is believed, of the rule per

mitting the undisclosed principal to sue and

be sued upon contracts made by his agent. . .

"There is a mode of legal procedure which,

without any departure from legal principles,

would give the third person whenever he

needs and, in justice, is entitled to it, the

power to compel the undisclosed principal to

make good the contract of his agent. . . .

This right of the agent to exoneration by the

principal is a thing of value, is property, a

part of his assets. . . . Such a right can be

realized only by specific performance, and it

is well settled that equity will compel specific

performance of the obligation to exoner

ate. . . .

"If the reasoning of this article is sound,

the anomalous, but established English and

American rule is open to these three objec

tions. First, it violates fundamental prin

ciples of contract. Secondly, it gives the

third person no relief against the principal

upon the agent's contracts under seal, his

negotiable contracts, or his liability as a

shareholder, although, in point of justice,

relief is demanded as much upon contracts

in these forms, as upon simple contracts.

Thirdly, as a practical working rule in the

case of simple contracts, it frequently oper

ates unjustly, sometimes putting unmerited

burdens upon the principal and sometimes

denying the third person merited relief.

"The doctrine of equitable execution upon

the agent's right of exoneration, on the other

hand, has these three merits. It accords

with legal principle, it applies uniformly to

all forms of contract, and produces just re

sults."

Aliens. "Aliens Under the Federal Laws of

the United States; IV, Rights of Resident

Aliens." By Samuel MacClintock. 4 Illinois

Law Review 95 (June).

This, the fourth and last paper of a series

(see 21 Green Bag 166, 228, 284), treats of

the rights given resident aliens by existing

treaties, of the means for the protection of

such rights, especially in the form of legisla

tion enacted to cany out the treaty provi

sions, and of exclusion and expulsion of aliens

and the laws enacted for that purpose.

Armaments. See International Arbitration.

Banking and Currency. "The Proposal for

a Central Bank in the United States: A

Critical View." By O. M. W. Sprague.

Quarterly Journal of Economics, v. 23, p. 363

(May).

"A central bank does not appear to be

either required or well suited to relieve our

financial ills. . . . Branch banking is an

essential preliminary, if we are to have a

central bank of anything like the European

type, and there are powerful objections to

such a change the discussion of which does

not fall within the scope of this essay. . . .

"A more definite recognition of the'respon-

sibility incurred by the banks who hold

bankers' deposits is needed. They should

hold larger reserves in ordinary times, but

this will avail little unless it is accompanied

with a more intelligent understanding of the

policy required in time of crisis. If this is

too much to expect, the immediate remedy

would seem to be a reduction in the propor

tion of reserves which may be deposited by

outside banks in reserve and central reserve

cities. . . . Some provision for an emergency

circulation under conditions which would

make resort to it reasonably feasible might

possibly prove useful; but, above all, it

should be repeated, a more intelligent con

ception of the purposes of a banking reserve

is required."

Bankruptcy. "The Effect of a National

Bankruptcy Law upon State Laws." By Prof.

Samuel Williston. 22 Harvard Law Review

547 (June).

"A system can hardly be considered uniform

when in some states a wage-earner or farmer

is subject to involuntary bankruptcy while

in other states he is not. Though the national

law itself may still be uniform and the words

of the Constitution thus be literally observed,

their real intent is violated. . . .

"Whether it be held that a federal bank

ruptcy law totally suspends all state bank

ruptcy laws, or suspends them only so far

as they apply to the same persons, for the

same causes, another question still remains:

What state laws are to be regarded as in
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eluded under the general designation o£ bank

ruptcy laws, and therefore are suspended

altogether, if the view here contended for is

sound; or are at least partially suspended, if

the view upheld by the courts of California

and Maryland is to be accepted? . . .

"There is no reason to suppose that in this

country the mere fact that Congress has

passed a bankruptcy law should suspend the

ordinary equity powers of state courts to

appoint receivers; and such seems to be the

generally accepted view. But in much the

same fashion that state legislation in some

jurisdictions has annexed incidents of bank

ruptcy legislation to assignments for the bene

fit of creditors, so statutes have been passed

regulating receiverships, and in some instances

adding rules of law in regard to them appro

priate for bankruptcy legislation. Such

statutes must be suspended at least to the

extent to which they infringe upon the field

appropriate for bankruptcy legislation, and

it has been held in Maine, Pennsylvania, and

Rhode Island, that local statutes of this sort

were suspended. It does not follow, how

ever, that the ordinary equity jurisdiction to

appoint a receiver is lost because a federal

bankruptcy statute has been passed."

"The Law Concerning Foreign Receivers."

By Albert S. Bolles. 18 Yale Law Journal

488 (May).

The author views his subject in broad

perspective and throws much light on its

various phases.

Basis of Law. "A Recent Development

in Political Theory." By J. M. Matthews.

Political Science Quarterly, v. 24, p. 284 (June).

The writer of this most interesting review

tends to over-emphasize the divergencies of

Duguit's theories from those of the analytical

school, but admits: "Perhaps, after all, the

conflict between the Duguitian theory and

analytical jurisprudence is more apparent

than real. . . Both are perhaps necessary

in order to obtain a complete and well-rounded

view of the main concepts of political science."

Bill of Rights. See Socialism.

Bill of Rights. "Liberty of Contract."

By Prof. Roscoe Pound. 18 Yale Law

Journal 454 (May).

That liberty of contract is a principle

widely misinterpreted, and that it means not

simply the juridical capacity of one citizen

to make his contracts upon the same terms

as every other citizen, but rather his social

or economic capacity to enjoy an equality

of his physical opportunities and facilities for

contract, wholly apart from an equality of

legal right, seems to be the radical contention

of Professor Roscoe Pound in this thoughtful

and striking article. He condemns the

position of the courts as illustrated in the

Julow case (129 Mo. 163), People v. Marcus

(1906; 185 N. Y. 257), and the Adair case

(1908; 208 U. S. 161), as perniciously ex

pounding the doctrine that—

"The public have no interest in bringing

aoout a real equality in labor-bargainings,

even though thereby strikes and disorders

may be obviated, and have no concern with

contracts for labor except where the safety,

health or morals of the public at large may

be concerned!"

This is probably the most strikingly radical

proposition advanced in this article. Another

position, closely allied to the first, is that con

stitutionality is often a question purely of

fact. The courts often make mistakes in

pronouncing upon the question of constitu

tionality, for—

"The court has no machinery for getting

at the facts. It must decide on the basis of

matters of general knowledge and on ac

cepted principles of uniform application. It

cannot have the advantage of legislative

reference bureaus, of hearings before com

mittees, of the testimony of specialists who

have conducted detailed investigations, as

the legislature can and does. The court is

driven to deal with the problem artifically

or not at all, unless it is willing to assume

that the legislature did its duty and to keep

its hands off on that ground. More than

anything else, ignorance of the actual situa

tions of fact for which legislation was pro

vided and supposed lack of legal warrant for

knowing them, have been responsible for the

judicial overthrowing of so much social legis

lation."

It will be observed that this writer has

chiefly in mind, in the foregoing, "social leg

islation," legislation, in other words, de

signed to improve the physical, as opposed to

the legal status, of certain classes in the com

munity, and that he deems it the province of

the courts to sustain the constitutionality of

legislation promoting such physical equality

—a duty which if it did rest upon them,

would limit their inquiry to questions of

fact almost wholly, and would often require

a searching investigation under competent

expert assistance.

Apart from these dubious positions, Pro

fessor Pound has some good things to say

about that extinct theory of natural rights

which still influences, to a great extent, many

judicial opinions. Freedom of contract, as

a natural right, is bound up with the "indi

vidualistic ethics and economics" with whose

high tide "the growing period of American

law coincided":—

"As a result of our legal history, we exag

gerate the importance of property and of

contract, as an incident thereof. A leader

of the bar, opposing the income tax, argues

that a fundamental object of our polity is

'preservation of the rights of private prop

erty.' Text writers tell us of the divine

origin of property. The Supreme Court of

Wisconsin tells us that the right to take prop

erty by will is an absolute and inherent right,

not depending upon legislation. The abso

lute certainty which is one of our legal ideals,

an ideal responsible for much that is irri-

tatingly mechanical in our legal system, is

demanded chiefly to protect property. And
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our courts regard the right to contract, not as

a phase of liberty—a sort of freedom of mental

motion and locomotion—but as a phase of

property, to be protected as such. A further

result is to exaggerate private right at the

expense of public interest. Blackstone's

proposition that 'the public good is in nothing

more essentially interested than in the pro

tection of every individual's private rights,'

has been quoted in more than one American

decision; and one of these is a case often

cited in support of extreme doctrines of lib

erty of contract. It is but a corollary that

liberty of contract cannot be restricted

merely in the interest of a contracting party.

His right to contract freely is to yield only to

the safety, health, or moral welfare of the

public."

The learned author rightly maintains that

our jurisprudence suffers overmuch from the

vestiges of a false theory of natural rights.

He seems, however, to overrate the practical

mischief arising from this fact. The bill of

rights of our American Constitution owes its

accurate interpretation to the sound common

sense rather than to the doctrinal foibles and

failings of judges. An eminently sensible

judgment may be framed in strange and

eccentric terminology, and yet may be funda

mentally sound and capable of being ex

pressed in language unexceptionable from a

scientific standpoint.

A social philosophy of law, this writer

apparently would say, would commit one to

the view that the rights of the individual, as

regards freedom of contract and security

of property, are limited not only by the

health, safety, or morals of the public, but by

the right of society to relieve the necessitous

classes. This seems to be the position to

which he is led, either by a false deduction or

by something wrong in his fundamental

theory that social rights are superior to in

dividual rights rather than co-ordinate with

them. If they are co-ordinate in ethics, why

not in law ? At all events, this is how he states

his theory:—

"The sociological movement in jurispru

dence, the movement for pragmatism as a

philosophy of law, the movement for the

adjustment of principles and doctrines to

the human conditions they are to govern

rather than to assumed first principles, the

movement for putting the human factor in

the central place and relegating logic to its

true position as an instrument, has scarcely

shown itself as yet in America. Perhaps

the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Holmes

in Lochner v. New York (198 U. S. 45, 75,

but see also Holmes, "The Path of the Law,"

10 Harvard Law Review 457, 467, 472), is

the best exposition of it we have."

Conflict of Laws. "The Personal Law in

Marriage." By Th. Baty, D.C.L., LL.D.

11 Bombay Law Reporter 69 (April).

In marriage cases the conceptions of status

and contract are so closely interwoven that

the personal law finds itself on insecure

ground, but "it seemed fairly certain that the

strong tendency of jurisprudence was to

admit the personal law as decisive of capacity

to enter into the marriage status." Westlake

laid down this general rule.

Chetti v. Chetti (see 21 Green Bag 286, June)

goes a long way toward repudiating the

authority of the personal law in matters of

marriage, but—

"In Chetty's case, it may be possible to

make the decision consistent with a mainte

nance, in principle, of the authority of the

personal law. For the personal law, if, as

alleged, it prohibited him from marrying out

side his caste, contemplated a particular sort

ofinstitution—Hindumarriage—whichis quite

a different institution from and incommen

surable with European or Christian marriage.

Polygamous marriages have often been held

to be no marriages at all by the English

courts, t. e., they do not constitute the same

relation, and the rules applicable to the one

do not apply to the other. Consequently,

the incapacity to contract a proper Hindu

union with any one not a Hindu is irrelevant

to the question of capacity to enter into a

relation of so different a type as Christian

marriage. And a personal incapacity to enter

into Christian or European marriage at all

would certainly not be recognized by the law

of England."

Conservation of Natural Resources. "The

Future of Man in America." By President

Charles R. Van Hise. World's Work, v. 18,

p. 11718 (June).

"It is in order that humanity itself may be

given an opportunity to develop through mil

lions of years to come, under the most advan

tageous conditions, that we should conserve

our natural resources."

Distribution of Wealth. "The Variability

in the Distribution of Wealth and Income."

By Warren M. Persons. Quarterly Journal of

Economics, v. 23, p. 416 (May).

"Before there can be any general agree

ment concerning the tendency in the distribu

tion of wealth and income, two conditions

must be fulfilled: first, adequate and reliable

statistics; and, second, a scientific and gen

erally understood method of measuring con

centration. At the present time neither of

these conditions is fulfilled."

European Politics. "The Achilles Heel

of Germany." By Archibald R. Colquhoun.

North American Review, v. 189, p. 801 (June).

"Will the Slavs respond to the 'call of the

blood'? Whether or no, it is plain that the

Polish question, the pivot on which Russo-

German and Austro-German relations depend,

is by no means settled, and still remains the

Achilles heel of Prussia and of the Teutonic

hegemony."

Evidence. "Compulsory Exhibition in

Personal Injury Suits." By T. Hall Shastid,

M.D. Lawyer and Banker, v. 2, p. 35 (June).
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The federal rule, and that of some of the

state courts, is that in personal injury suits,

including those for medical malpractice,

the plaintiff cannot be made to exhibit his

injuries without his consent whether to the

jury or to a committee of physicians ap

pointed by the court.

"Medical Expert Testimony." By A. T.

Clearwater, LL.D., North American Review,

v. 189, p. 821 (June).

Judge Clearwater was chairman of a com

mittee of the New York State Bar Association

which prepared a bill authorizing the designa

tion of medical experts by the courts of New

York State. (See 21 Green Bag 66). This

measure was rejected by the New York Senate

after it had passed the Assembly, and will

be presented again to the New York Legis

lature next year.

"The Legislature cannot prohibit a party

to an action from calling such witnesses to the

facts of the case as he chooses although it is

within the discretion of the trial court to

limit the number of expert witnesses; this

discretion must always be judicially and not

arbitrarily exercised, and unless it affirmative

ly appears that it was abused its exercise is

not reviewable.

"It should always be borne in mind that

the competency of a witness to testify to an

opinion is a question of fact for the determi

nation of the Court, but there must be a limit

to the reception of expert testimony, for an

army may be had if the Court will consent to

their examination, and if legal controversies

are to be determined by the preponderance

of voices, wealth in all litigations in which

expert evidence is important may prevail

almost as a matter of course. . . .

"It is within the power of judges at Nisi

Prius to require a greater degree of com

petency upon the part of persons claiming

to be experts by the simple but effectual

method of defining to a jury, with force and

precision, the distinction between a witness

proven to be thoroughly qualified to speak

upon the subject regarding which his tes

timony is offered, and one whose claim to

speak is predicated principally upon the fact

that he is paid to do so.

"If trial judges will pursue this course

and are sustained in so doing by the Appellate

Bench, courts of justice will be rid of corrupt

and worthless so-called experts, provided

the judges themselves are animated solely

by a wish to see justice properly adminis

tered."

Foreign Relations. "Les Etats-Unis et le

Pan-Americanisme." By Achille Viallate.

Revue de Deux Months, v. 51, p. 419 (May 15).

"Le pan-am£ricanisme, . . ambitieux seu-

lement de conqufites economiques et morales,

deviendra de plus en plus un des articles

capitaux de la politique ext6rieure des Etats-

Unis. Malgr6 les obstacles qui se dressent

devant lui, iL n'apparait nullement comme

irrealisable."

"America and the Far Eastern Question."

By Ex-Judge L. R. Wilfley. Outlook, v. 92,

p. 282 (May 29).

A review of the new book by Thomas F.

Millard (Moffat, Yard & Co., N. Y.), bearing

this title.

Government. Address of Judge Peter C.

Pritchard before the Richmond Bar Asso

ciation, "The Constitutional Power and

Relation of the State and Federal Courts."

15 Virginia Law Register, 89 (June).

"The individual who insists that the courts

have no power to declare an act of the

national or state legislature invalid, proclaims

a doctrine no less dangerous to the public

welfare than the conduct of him who by cor

rupt means seeks to pollute the fountain of

justice so as to prevent a fair and impartial

consideration of questions which may be

presented to the courts for consideration."

"The Method of Amending the Federal

Constitution." By Justice William P. Potter.

57 Univ. of Pa. Law Review, 589 (June).

"The authorized method of amending the

federal Constitution should permit the people

to signify and enact with reasonable ease, as

part of the fundamental law, any permanent

change in the form of their political thought.

And in doing this, I can conceive of no safer

way than to follow the general system which

has been well tested by and has given wide

satisfaction to the same American people,

in performing the same office in the various

states of the Union.

"But whatever the method of amendment

may be, I am sure we will all agree that

loyalty to the Constitution, the supreme law

of the land, demands that every lawyer, at

least, shall stand fast in support of its plainly

expressed provisions until they are altered in

the legitimate and authorized way set forth

in the instrument itself."

"The Growth of Judicial Power." By W.

F. Dodd. Political Science Quarterly, v. 24,

p. 193 Qune).

The author of this article asserts the doubt

ful propositions that the courts declare un

constitutional whatever they happen to dis

approve, and continually trespass on the field

of legislative action.

International Arbitration. "Allegiance to

Humanity." By Rt. Hon. James Bryce.

Outlook, v. 92, p. 317 (June 5).

Prepared for delivery at the Lake Mohonk

Conference held in May.

"Our country is not the only thing to which

we owe our allegiance. It is owed also to

justice and to humanity. Patriotism con

sists not in waving a flag but in striving that

our country shall be righteous as well as

strong. A state is not the less strong for

being resolved to use its strength in a tem

perate and pacific spirit."
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"Naval Defense by Panic." By an Ad

miral of Fifty-one Years' Service. Black

wood's, v. 185, p. 735 (May).

"The present naval 'panic,' as it has been

called, is the natural and inevitable result of

reducing our output of battleships during

the last three years in order to save money for

so-called social reforms."

That England with such Admirals as this

one is as much to blame as Germany for

obstructing the limitation of naval armaments

seems to be in the mind of this writer:—

"Is English Supremacy Worth a War?''

By John Foster Carr. World's Work, v. 18,

p. 11684 (June).

The writer answers the question in the

negative, and says that the thing desirable

above everything else is that Great Britain

and Germany should understand that neither

can destroy the other, and that war could

only benefit their rivals. "Disarmament for

Germany is an impossible question as long

as any power has within its pleasure to destroy

the sea-trade of Germany. '

Injunctions (Labor Disputes). "Judicial

Decisions as an Issue in Politics." By Wil

liam Howard Taft. McClure's, v. 33, p. 201

(June).

"I was characterized as the 'father of in

junctions.' This attributed to me something

that I did not deserve, for injunctions had

already been issued in labor disputes by Vice-

Chancellor Malins in England ; by the Supreme

Judicial Court of Massachusetts in the case of

Sherry v. Perkins ; by Judge Sage in the case

of Casey v. Typographical Union; by Judge

Beatty in the Caeur d'Alene strike troubles,

and by other judges.

"It had fallen to my lot, because of the

number of cases that I had subsequently to

consider, to write rather more elaborate

opinions on the subject and perhaps state the

principles more at length than other judges,

but I was not entitled to either the credit or

discredit of having introduced a new equity

jurisdiction in labor troubles. There was no

new jurisdiction. It was merely an applica

tion of plain equity principles to novel situa

tions. The character of the injury in cases

of boycott when business is injured is such

that it is impossible to estimate what the

injury is. This is palpable. Moreover, the

injury is a result of a series of acts combined

together, each one of which would not justify

a suit for damages, but all of which taken

together with their recurrent effect bring

about the injury which can only be remedied

adequately by an injunction to prevent the

carrying out of the combination. This has

always justified the issuing of an injunction

in equity, and its use is not an enlargement

of equity jurisdiction but a mere application

of the oldest and most well-known prin

ciples. . . .

"I was very reluctant to go on the stump

and discuss my own decisions. I knew no

precedent for it, and I felt that if the deci

sions themselves did not support the conclu

sions reached, there was little use in my

attempting to supply additional explanation

or defense. I found, however, that Mr.

Bryan was constantly referring to me as the

father of injunctions, and that the Demo

cratic managers were making as much of

this part of the issues of the campaign as

possible, and I concluded, therefore, that the

only thing for me to do was to seek an oppor

tunity to tell what I had decided to audiences

composed as largely of labor men as possible,

and then leave it to their sense of justice

whether the attacks upon me as an enemy of

labor were justified."

Interstate Commerce. "Local Discrimina

tion in Transportation." By W. Z. Ripley.

Quarterly Journal of Economics, v. 23, p. 470

(May).

"Who else but the federal government

could ever hope to disentangle the almost

hopless snarl of competition involved in the

controversy over differentials to and from

the Atlantic seaboard? This controversy is

at bottom one of local discrimination. And

yet, how is the Interstate Commerce Commis

sion to aid in the solution of these intricate

problems under present conditions ? Its hands

are tied in two ways. It cannot prescribe

minimum rates, and the long and short haul

clause remains as much a dead letter since

the Alabama Midland decision as it was be

fore the recent revision by the Act of 1906. . .

"It is indubitable that commercial compe

tition as a 'compelling' factor has been some

what over-emphasized by the railroads. Too

often conditions in part brought about by

themselves, or in which at least they have

acquiesced, have been set up as a defense for

rates favoring certain points."

"The Obligations of Public Services to

Make Connections." By Prof. Bruce Wyman.

22 Harvard Law Review 564 (June).

"The statutes are going further than to

make the common law more intensive; they

are making the legal obligation more exten

sive. The common law right of the initial

company to make through traffic arrange

ments with some one connecting line and

throw all the business which it will take at

the through rate into the hands of that one

line, notwithstanding the wishes of the shipper,

has, of late, caused such fears that statutes

are being passed giving the power to the

regulating body to compel the making of a

joint rate. This power was given to the

English Railway and Canal Commission in

1888, and to the Interstate Commerce Com

mission in 1906. The federal legislation had

been foreshadowed, as usually has happened,

by some legislation in the various states,

Minnesota and Texas for example. It will

be noticed that the Commission by these

statutes is to judge as to whether public con

venience requires the additional through routes

asked. The shipper, therefore, now as before
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has no rights in the matter until the through

rate has been duly established; then, of course,

he may demand it, as a Texas case holds. The

question has been raised as to whether such

statutes are constitutional; but in view of the

modern notion of obligatory connection for

proper service for all concerned, there seems

to be little doubt."

"The Story of the Wonderful Watermelon

Patch, III." By Charles Edward Russell.

Hampton's, v. 22, p. 818 (June).

Dealing with the financial methods em

ployed by James J. Hill and those associated

with him in the management of the Great

Northern and Northern Pacific. The recent

Spokane case before the Interstate Commerce

Commission, and the arguments of Brooks

Adams and other counsel in favor of Spokane

and against the railroads, receive much atten

tion.

See Railroads.

Labor and Wages. "The Sliding Scale of

Wages in the Cotton Industry." By Jonathan

Thayer Lincoln. Quarterly Journal of Eco.

nomics, v. 23, p. 450 (May).

"Because Fall River [Mass.], is the largest

centre of the cotton industry in America,

that city has long held an unenviable reputa

tion for strikes and every other form of indus

trial unrest.

"The plan for a sliding scale of wages, first

tried and found wanting, but afterwards per

fected, is still in force and meeting with the

approval of both parties to the agree

ment. . . . The plan has brought vividly to

the attention of both the manufacturers and

the operatives a realization of their common

interests, and has revived, in a measure, that

sense of partnership between the man who

buys labor and the man who sells it which

once existed in the earlier stages of our indus

trial development."

See Injunctions.

Legal Education. "The Dignity of the

Maxim." By W. T. Hughes. 4 Illinois Law

Review 87 (June).

"Numberless decisions of courts show that

both bench and bar are groping in the dark.

Attempting to teach the law by erroneous

definitions and in disregard of the maxims of

old has made of jurisprudence in American

states a jargon, and practically at least fifty

tribes, each following its own wild orgies, in

clamorous acclaim for its own ghost-dance

to exalt above the greatness of antiquity the

ever-questionable output of 'native sons', and

of literature that has been characterized as

the product of book-factories."

Legal Ethics. "Legal Ethics." By Chief

Justice James F. Ailshie. Lawyer & Banker,

v. 2, p. 7 (June).

"There is no reason why a lawyer should

not acquire wealth, as well as another, if he

does it honestly and legitimately; but as his

temptations, in the way of opportunity, are

greater than others, so are his obligations to

keep strictly within the lines of probity and

integrity. And that in so doing he is adopt

ing the course best calculated to insure success,

all experience verifies."

Legal History. "The Genesis of Roman

Law in America." By William Bennett

Munro. 22 Harvard Law Review 579 (June).

A scholarly article in which the modern

application of the Roman law to be found in

the civil jurisprudence of the Province of

Quebec is keenly analyzed from a historical

standpoint.

Legislative Procedure. "Defective Methods

of Legislation." By Ernest Bruncken. Ameri

can Political Science Review, v. 3, p. 167 (May).

"This almost entire absence of machinery

to promote discussion and detailed considera

tion of bills is, in my opinion, the principal

cause of the poor quahty, as well as the excess

ive number of American statutes. The wonder

is, not that the result of these methods is so

bad, but that it is not worse. . . . The lack

of thorough discussion, which characterizes

the drafting of bills and their committee

stage, also follows them on the floor of the

house. A vast majority are not the subject

of debate at all; not a few, however, are

amended, and rarely are these amendments

given any intelligent consideration by any

member except the one proposing it. . . .

"Turning now to the possible remedies for

these evils, I would suggest three feasible

reforms, which I believe would go far towards

improvement. The first is to give very much

greater facilities for thorough discussion of all

measures coming before the legislature. The

next is some device for the establishment of

legitimate leadership within the legislature

itself; and the third is provision for expert

workmanship in the preparation of bills."

On the subject of the third of these reforms,

probably that which would be deemed by

readers of the Green Bag the most important,

this writer refers to the legislative reference

bureau which has recognized and to some

extent supplied the need of more careful

draftsmanship in several states, and adds:—

"The work of the bureau, both in drafting

bills and the gathering and collating of infor

mation, falls in admirably with the proposi

tion of dividing the legislative session into

one for the introduction and one for the dis

posal of bills. For during the recess the

bureau will have time to re-draft crudely

drawn bills, as well as collect data for dis

cussing them."

"The Speaker of the House of Representa

tives." By Asher C. Hinds. American Po

litical Science Review, v. 3, p. 155 (May).

"One familiar with the procedure of the

House for the last fifteen years cannot be

otherwise than surprised at the confidence of

the assertions that the House has ceased to be

a deliberative body or an efficient legislating
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body. Those who know well its practice will

rather believe that no other legislature of its

size, as to membership and quorum, has a

system equaling it in fairness, liberality and

efficiency. On the great questions of revenue

and appropriations, which are the first ques

tions among all free peoples, its system is

famous for the unrivaled manner in which it

concentrates searching and intelligent de

liberation on every item, without discrimina

tion between members as to party or length

of service. And its more formal debates are

regulated with equal liberality and fairness.

The statement that no member speaks with

out securing prior consent of the Speaker has

hardly a shred of truth by which to hang.

The Speaker recognizes for debate, it is true,

and there is no appeal from his recognition

because the House cannot afford time for such

a process; but the Speaker recognizes, in the

great majority of instances, not arbitrarily,

but according to certain usages which have

the force of rules. And these usages secure

recognitions to those members who, by the

arrangement of committees and business, are

presumably best informed on the subject,

for and against the pending proposition. Of

course every egotist in the House may not

intrude himself into the first place in every

debate."

Literature. "The Writings of Sir Edward

Coke." By John Marshall Gest. 18 Yale

Law Journal 504 (May).

"He was the oracle and ornament of the

common law; a lawyer of prodigious learning,

untiring industry and singular acumen, with

an accurate knowledge of human nature. He

was a judge of perfect purity, a patriotic and

independent statesman and a man of upright

life; and, to bring us to the subject of this

paper, his writings have had more influence

upon the law than those of any other law

writer—certainly in England—who ever lived.

And yet there are some who, while admitting

his learning, would deny every other claim

just made for him. It is indeed hard to

estimate correctly even after three centuries,

those mighty men who then occupied the

centre of the stage. Everyone who reads the

fascinating Elizabethan story becomes insen

sibly a Baconian or a Cokian, a partisan of

one or the other of those wonderful men."

Medical Jurisprudence. See Evidence.

Mines. "Placer Mining Law in Alaska."

By Thomas R. Shepard. 18 Yale Law

Journal 533 (May).

"To the lack of statutory regulation of the

subject-matter is largely due, as we shall see,

the excessive litigation over titles to mining

claims, which has made the uncertainty of

Alaskan investments a reproach and has

operated as a serious drag upon the energy

of its mining enterprise. Hence, this discus

sion of the subject must inevitably take on,

to some extent, the aspect of a criticism of the

non-action of Congress."

Poverty. "The Abolition of Poverty." By

Prof. J. Laurence Laughlin. Scribner's, v. 45,

p. 752 (June).

"If we are able to reach a steadily increas

ing number of the willing poor by means of

our economic methods and are able to get

them moving towards permanent self-main

tenance, we shall have done all that is

humanly possible."

"The Causes of Unemployment." By H.

Stanley Jevons. Contemporary Review, v. 95,

p. 548 (May).

"At present we spend about fifteen and a

half millions sterling per annum on education,

and sixty millions on the army and navy. We

may perhaps rest satisfied when we have come

to spend altogether on education as much

as we now spend upon defense."

Practice. "The Law as a Profession for

Women." By G. Flos. Greig. 6 Common

wealth Law Review (of Australia) 145 (Mar-

Apr.).

The writer is the first woman barrister and

solicitor to practise in the courts of Australia.

"Are women capable of performing legal

work?" she asks. "Well, why not? Person

ally I have never heard one rational reason

against it, though I have listened to heaps of

twaddle."

Probation. "A Court That Prevents Crimi

nals." By Judge McKenzie Cleland. World's

Work, v. 18, p. 11689 (June).

"I believe the only way to deal with acci

dental offenders, whether juvenile or adult, is

to place them op probation during good be

havior, upon their promise to obey the law

and provide for their families—suspending

over them meantime the maximum penalty

of the law, and requiring them to serve it out

on their failure to make good'. During a

period of thirteen months, I released on these

conditions nearly 1,300 men and women, of

whom more than 1,100, or ninety-two per cent

became law-abiding and industrious citizens.

While on probation, they were required to

report to me at night sessions of the court

held once a fortnight, and about 400 business

men assisted as volunteer parole officers in

helping them to reform. This plan received

strong support from the police department,

which declared that it had reduced crime in

the district fifty per cent."

Procedure. "Oral Instructions to Juries."

Editorial by R. P. [Roscoe Pound] in 4 Illi

nois Law Review 140 (June). Referring to a

communication written by Andrew R. Sheriff

of Chicago, in the same issue (p. 144), in

favor of written instructions to juries, an

opinion is editorially expressed tending to

sustain Mr. Gilbert's bill before the Illinois

Legislature providing for an oral charge.

"The grounds on which written instruc

tions are advocated today are (1) that written
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instructions are more accurate expositions of

the law, and (2) that the average judge cannot

give an oral charge.

"With reference to the first proposition it

may be observed that written instructions

lose in effectiveness what they gain in tech

nical accuracy. They are no real guide.

Jurors are mostly men who get impressions

through the ear and not through the eye.

They are not in the habit of critical study of

books and papers. . . .

"With respect to the second point, we may

note, in the first place, that trial judges do in

fact charge orally in many jurisdictions to the

satisfaction of all."

"Statutory Appeal in Illinois." By Dean

Oliver A. Harker. 4 Illinois Law Review 81

(June).

"The conclusions reached by the Appellate

Court on questions of fact in certain classes of

cases are never disturbed by the Supreme

Court; in other cases but rarely disturbed.

In the great majority of them an affirmance

in the Appellate Court is followed by an af

firmance in the Supreme Court, even where

the mooted questions are ones of law. Would

it not be wise to so change the law as to make

appeals to the Appellate Court final except in

those cases which may be certified to the

Supreme Court because they involve im

portant questions of law?" ;

"Receiverships and Injunctions." By Prof.

John P. Hoyt. Lawyer and Banker, v. 2,

p. 24 (June).

Referring to the elementary rule that "the

rights of no one shall be interfered with with

out his having had his day in court," this

writer declares that—

"Courts should not attempt to save time

by a superficial examination of ex parte

applications. If the business to be transacted

requires extreme diligence let time be econ

omized in the trial of cases when both parties

are present and can be heard. If Courts of

Equity will act as above suggested in the

granting of restraining orders and injunctions,

and will refuse to appoint receivers without

notice, except when it is made clearly to

appear that irreparable injury will be suf

fered if the appointment is delayed until

notice can be given, and that such injury

cannot be prevented by a restraining order,

little reason for criticism will remain. '

See Evidence.

Race Distinctions. "The Separation of

the Races in Public Conveyances." By

Gilbert Thomas Stephenson. Political

Science Review, v. 3, p. 180 (May).

A*comprehensive monograph, dealing with

the origin of "Jim Crow" laws, and treating of

the federal civil rights bill of 1875 and

state legislation growing out of it, describing

race legislation of the states in three di

visions, the separation of the races (1) in

steamboats, (2) in railway cars, and (3) in

street cars. The last of these is at present

the field of most active legislation.

The following is an interesting and per

haps to some extent valuable document on

the negro problem:—

"The Unknowable Negro." By Judge Harris

Dickson. Hampton's, v. 22, p. 729 (June).

"Our first problem here in America is to

develop the negro into a self-sustaining,

wealth-producing, law-abiding member of

society. . . A levee camp beside the Miss

issippi river will completely disorganize the

labor of neighboring plantations. The con

tractor cannot get labor, unless he provides

whisky and cocaine in plenty."

Railroads. "The Minnesota Railway Val

uation." By G. O. Virtue. Quarterly Jour

nal of Economics, v. 23, p. 542 (May).

"Already the valuation made by the Com

mission [of the state] has become of the

greatest importance in the cases now pending

in the federal Court. The Legislature of

1907 enacted a two-cent fare law and a com

modity rate law, both of which, it was 'under

stood' at the time, the railways would accept

without a contest. These laws have, how

ever, been attacked, as well as the mer

chandise rates put into force by the Com

mission in the fall of 1906."

Socialism. "Private Property and Per

sonal Liberty in the Socialist State." By

John Spargo. North American Review, v.

189, p. 844 (June).

"Could anything be more grotesque than

the application of the word Individualism

to the Rooseveltian policies? ... If So

cialism represents one side of the issue fought

out in our national politics last year, the other

side is not Individualism, but Capitalism with

its privileges, its invasions of personal liberty,

its artificial inequalities and its economic ser

vitude of class to class."

"Socialism and the Class War." By John

Martin. Quarterly Journal of Economics, v.

23, p. 512 (May).

"American society is divided not into two

classes, but into scores of classes,—divided

by economic interest, sentiment, temper

ament, training. . . . America is not a

country; it is a continent. No more can

uniform lines of political action be laid down

than they could for England, France, Spain,

Italy, and Russia. ... It is a misguiding

assumption that we are divided, here in

America, into goats and sheep, with the sheep

on the right hand of Karl Marx, and the goats

on the left."

"The Socialism of G. Lowes Dickinson."

By Paul Elmer More. Atlantic Monthly, v.

103, p. 845 (June).

"With the true socialist Mr. Dickinson has

only one thing in common,—the feeling of

supreme discontent."
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Statute of Frauds. "A New and Old

Reading on the Fourth Section of the Statute

of Frauds." By Crawford D. Hening. 57

Univ. of Pa. Law Review, 611 (June).

"No action shall be brought upon any

special promise to answer for the debt, de

fault, or miscarriage of another person,"

really signifies, in the light of history, this

writer contends, that no action shall be

brought upon a parol assumpsit or special

promise dependent upon consideration, but

the statute left untouched parol debts, and

also parol accountabilities dependent upon

bailment. This distinction, he further con

tends, should be observed today for the

effective suppression of perjury.

Status. See Aliens, Conflict of Laws,

Race Distinctions.

Wills and Administration. "Powers of

Executor before Probate of Will and Issuance

of Letters." 17 Bench & Bar 59 (May).

Showing to what extent the common law

rule has been modified by statute in various

states, particularly in New York.

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

British Empire. "The Canadian Emigra

tion Problem." By J. Hall Richardson.

Fortnightly, v. 85, p. 948 (May).

"Should this importation of American

stock (and dollars) continue, simultaneously

with the immigration of the Scandinavians,

Gallicians. and others from foreign lands, it

is not difficult to predict the period when

Canada will be no longer predominantly

British in blood origin. If that time should

come, what kinship bonds of sympathy will

exist to maintain the Dominion as part of the

Empire?"

Biography. "John Hay: The Making of

a Great Diplomat." By Charles W. Moores.

Putnam's, v. 6, p. 297 (June).

"His diplomatic career is extraordinary,

and the triumphs he won by his clear vision,

his tact, and his patience, and his under

standing of the temper of the nations, have

never been equaled.'

"Mr. Wickersham and His New Job."

Current Literature, v. 46, p. 615 (June).

A vivid character sketch.

Cleveland. "Cleveland and the Insurance

Crisis." By George F. Parker. McClure's,

v. 33, p. 184 (June).

Dickinson. "The New Secretary of War."

By Elbert F. Baldwin. Outlook, v. 92, p. 167

(May 22).

Ewell. "Dr. Marshall D. Ewell." By

David L. Toole. Lawyer and Banker, v. 2, p.

46 (June).

Eugenics. "Eugenics." By W. I. Thomas-

American Magazine, v. 68, p. 190 (June).

"In a profound sense all races are selected

stock, very rigorously selected in the struggle

for existence. . . The mind may remain

ignorant and the body underfed for centuries,

and yet come to their own finally with proper

education and feeding. And it is fortunate

that, like Job, they can wait until their

change cometh—until institutions become

as truly democratic as the mind itself."

Machine Politics. "Tammany's Control

of New York by Professional Criminals."

By George Kibbe Turner. McClure's, v. 33,

p. 117 (June).

"The professional criminals and politicians,

whose whole careers are concerned in the

control of the city, will make the most des

perate fight of their lives to cany New York

this fall. '

Stock Speculation. "The Tricks of the

Wall Street Game." By Frederick Upham

Adams. Everybody's, v. 20, p. 804 (June).

"A real stock boom, with the public crazy

to purchase any form of security at dictated

prices, is worth from $100,000,000 to $500,-

000,000 to the Wall Street powers that prey.

Why not bait a hook occasionally with a

mere million? The suckers will begin to bite

again sooner or later."

"The New York Stock Exchange." By

W. Martin Swift. Outlook, v. 92, p. 128

(May 15).

Dealing with the harmful results of its

policy of privacy.

SJTEA LING, says a writer in Lippincott's, is an old-

fashioned way o} getting what belongs to another.

Society visits its severest penalties on those who are old-

fashioned. Don't steal. There are better ways. See a

lawyer.
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THREE WORKS ON INTERNATIONAL

LAW

International Law. By John Westlake, K.C.,

LL.D., Whewell Professor of International Law

in the University of Cambridge. Part 1, Peace,

1904; Part 2, War, 1907. Cambridge University

Press. Pp. 352, 331; indices. (9s. per v.)

The Law of War Between Belligerents; a History

and Commentary. By Percy Bordwell, Ph.D.,

LL.B., Professor of Constitutional Law in the Uni

versity of Missouri. Callaghan & Co., Chicago.

Pp. xxiv, 351 + index 20. ($3.50 net.)

The Elements of International Law, with an

Account of its Origin, Sources, and Historical De

velopment. By George B. Davis, Judge-Advocate-

General, United States Army, and Delegate Pleni

potentiary to the Geneva Conference of 1906 and

to the Second Peace Conference at The Hague,

1907. 3d revised and enlarged edition, 1908.

Harper & Brothers, New York. Pp. xxx, 501 +

appendices 139 -f- index 31. ($3.)

PROFESSOR WESTLAKE'S short work

on international law is intended primar

ily to give students and the general public

a knowledge of the most important topics.

The first volume, dealing with "Peace," was

published in 1904, and the second, dealing

with "War," in 1907. This scholar's reputa

tion rests not simply upon his learning but

upon a faculty of independent analysis which

elicits warm admiration, and a literary style

distinguished for logical cogency and lucidity.

The general principles of international law,

including the nature of such law, its sanction,

greater and lesser territorial rights, leading

rules of private international law, the nature

of war and its laws, and the duties of neutrals,

are subjects upon which Professor Westlake

throws much light. The results of the Second

Peace Conference, though not incorporated

in the treatment of special subjects, are stated

in a supplementary chapter, so that the work

is to be commended as fairly up-to-date apart

from other conspicuous merits.

Professor Westlake believes in broadening

the field of international arbitration so that

gradually differences arising from questions

of national policy or honor may gradually

come more and more to be included in it, but

in spite of this attitude he is somewhat too

conservative. The reluctance of nations to

submit every possible difference to arbitra

tion under all circumstances is due not so

much to national pride and independence as

to the uncertainty of international law and

the absence of an independent tribunal of

acknowledged authority. Nations are not

opposed to arbitration because they do not

respect the law, but because of uncertainty and

disagreement as to what the law is. Gradually

the content of substantive international law

should be extended by such agreements among

the powers as the Declaration of Paris adopted

in 1856, and the Declaration of London

adopted this year, which bids fair to become

an equally important landmark. As the con

ventions of this international law spread

themselves over a steadily increasing subject-

matter, enforced by the sanction of practical

unanimity of opinion, they will provide an

international tribunal with definite rules of

growing comprehensiveness and utility to

apply to the solution of all international

disputes. There will ultimately be no occa

sion for excepting even the slightest portion

of "questions of politics and honor, questions

affecting independence in the large and true

meaning of the term," to use Professor West-

lake's words, from compulsory arbitration.

The Anglo-Saxon countries are not the only

ones imbued with a profound natural respect

for the law. Wu Ting-fang, the Chinese

minister, speaking at the Chicago Peace Con

gress last May, said : "If general disarmament

should be proposed, you will not find China

indisposed to accept it. We believe that

right makes right, and not might makes

right, and I am sanguine enough to believe

that the whole world is coming around to

adopt that view." Respect for international

justice is shared by the whole civilized world,

and the problem of the future is rather to

define the law than to cultivate respect for it.

The reservation in the Anglo-French treaty,

whose form has been copied in our own

treaties and most others, has proved of incal

culable mischief, as Mr. Edwin D. Mead of

Boston has pointed out. This treaty ex

cepted from its provisions for arbitration

what it chose to call questions of "honor"

and "vital interest." It may be that Austria-

Hungary has "a vital interest" in Bosnia and

Herzogovina, that Japan has "a vital inter

est" in Korea, and that the United States
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has "a vital interest," under its applications

of the Monroe doctrine, in South American

states. If so, it is the problem of inter

national law to define a legitimate "vital

interest" as distinguished from one wholly

improper, instead of leaving to each nation

full liberty to sit in judgment on the propriety

of its own acts and acquit itself of guilt when

ever, in the protection of "vital interest," it

may overstep the bounds of international

justice.

We have seen that Professor Westlake is

not an uncompromising advocate of inter

national arbitration, being properly classed

with those who desire conditional arbitration,

notwithstanding the fact that he would

gradually broaden the sphere of conditional

arbitration. Professor Bordwell of the Uni

versity of Missouri is likewise a writer of mili

tarist tendencies—tendencies somewhat more

pronounced, as appears from his approval of

Sherman's march of devastation and of the

confiscation of cargoes.

Professor Bordwell's work is addressed to

much the same sort of audience as Professor

Westlake's; attempting a treatment of general

topics rather than a comprehensive scientific

treatise. Professor Bordwell confines his at

tention to the laws of war between the bel

ligerents and treats war on land with greater

fullness than war on the sea, as the Prize Law

Conference was impending when his book was

written. He thus chooses a much more re

stricted field than that of Professor West-

lake's second volume, but hopes in future to

supplement his work by second and third

volumes dealing with neutrality and arbitra

tion. If this aim is fulfilled, the result will be

an introductory treatise marked by lucidity

both of thought and of statement. The

author acknowledges his indebtedness to Pro

fessor Westlake, particularly with respect to

the latter's clear analysis of modern law and

his comments on the Second Peace Conference.

He sets forth and criticizes the results of this

Conference and of the Geneva Convention.

By dividing his subject into two parts, the

first a history of the practice and law of

war, the second a commentary on war prac

tice annotated with reference to the Hague

conventions, the author has chosen a dramatic

form in which to cast his subject-matter, and

the non-technical character of a large portion

of the text will help to make it read with

enjoyment by many readers possessing no

technical knowledge.

The standard text by Judge-Advocate Gen

eral Davis covering the entire subject, and

including the results of the Second Peace

Conference, is exceedingly useful. Its third

edition, thoroughly revised to date, includes

the results of the Second Peace Conference,

and the book contains in an appendix the

more important recent documents. General

Davis, like Professor Bordwell, approaches

his subject from the practical rather than the

scientific point of view, but his method is one

of accurate analysis and skillful presentation,

and his treatise in its latest form covers with

vast thoroughness the leading principles,

while compendious citations and bibliopraphi-

cal notes add to its utility as a work of

reference.

The diversity of treatment to be found in

these works is well illustrated in their way of

dealing with such a topic as Blockade. One

desiring to understand the topic thoroughly

would do best to turn to the chapter in Pro

fessor Westlake's second volume, to which

the indebtedness of Professor Bordwell and

General Davis is apparent, but the reliable

summary of the law of blockade given by

General Davis is perhaps more serviceable

for purposes of reference. But these chapters

will have to be rewritten on account of the

great progress made in the needed codifica

tion of international law by means of the

Declaration of London, in which ten of the

leading powers joined last February. This

document goes a long way toward surround

ing the world's commerce with additional

safeguards and immunities, and toward re

stricting the baleful consequences of war to

the actual combatants in accordance with

justice. While it has been denounced by

jingoes (see for example article in Nineteenth

Century, May, 1909, p. 744) as interfering too

much with the rights of belligerents, it will

doubtless be greeted by the better judgment

of mankind as a step toward higher civiliza

tion. The law of blockade has now been

simplified by the agreement reached with

regard to the doctrine of notice. According

to the Continental view, an actual notice to

each incoming ship was essential to the con

demnation of the particular ship committing

breach of the blockade. The French rule,

which has also been accepted by Italy, has

been, as Pillet states it: "La pratique maritime

commune exige, pour la validity de la saisie,

qu'elle ait 6ti pricidfe d'une notification speciale

au navire qui en est I'objet." It was this rule
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that the delegates from France consented to

give up in favor of the Anglo-American doc

trine of notice, according to which such notice

is inferred from the general notoriety of the

blockade, if it has been notified by the gov

ernment diplomatically. The London Con

ference came to the agreement that notice

through diplomatic channels is sufficient,

implying that notice to the commander of the

ship is unnecessary. If the reactionary atti

tude of the minority, rather than the pro

gressive temper that prevailed, had controlled

the action of the Conference, a growing

uniformity of the law of blockade in harmony

with British traditions would have had to be

sacrificed, together with that respect for the

rights of neutral commerce which the Con

ference, acting in many instances contrary

to British precedent, sought successfully to

encourage.

The action of the London Conference, with

reference to contraband, was not in line with

Professor Westlake's views, who would abolish

contraband altogether wherever possible by

means of conventions to that effect between

powers engaged in war. The entire exemp

tion of the goods of a neutral from seizure,

whether they be designed to aid the enemy

in warfare or not, would seem to be in har

mony with the customs of an advanced civi

lization. There is no logic in allowing the

capture of contraband and forbidding the

capture of the persons engaged in carrying it;

neutral goods have morally the same rights

as neutral citizens. The Conference might

well have abolished conditional contraband,

in line with the American proposal offered by

Admiral Sperry at the Second Peace Confer

ence, if unwilling to aboEsh absolute contra

band, but did not do this. The idea of a free

list of articles immune from capture under all

circumstances is somewhat pernicious, as the

legitimate purpose of a contraband agreement

is to restrict the contraband articles rather

than to define the free articles. It will

be admitted, however, that just as the next

best thing to the abolition of absolute

contraband would have been that of con

ditional contraband, so the next best thing

to complete abolition of the doctrine of

continuous voyage, with reference to con

traband, is the exception of conditional con

traband from its application, which the

Conference wisely decided upon, limiting its

application to absolute contraband.

Enough has been said, perhaps, about the

action of the London Conference to suggest

that the point of view of international juris

prudence may gradually be shifting from

the militarist to the juridical position, and

that future writers on international law may

be called upon to lay greater stress on uni

formity and system and to devote less space

in their pages to anomalous rules and irra

tional and irregular doctrines which furnish a

convenient pretext but no proper justification

for acts of war. Professor Bordwell wisely

rejects the German doctrine of necessity as

an overruling factor in war, but that is by no

means the only doctrine that must be given

up, and we can perhaps look to these writers

for progressive modification of some of their

views is subsequent editions.
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Latest Important Cases*

Bankruptcy. Common Law Assignment a

Preference—Debts so Discharged are Unpaid

Claims. U. S.

An important decision was handed down

at Boston May 29 by Judge Dodge of the

United States District Court, who sustained

Referee Olmstead of the Bankruptcy Court

in his contention that debts paid off and dis

charged under a common law assignment

must be added to the claims as unpaid when

the assignor is petitioned into bankruptcy.

The Court, in adjudicating Abram Jacobson

a bankrupt, took the view that under such

circumstances the whole common law as

signment is a preference. Such an assign

ment was held to be a constructive fraud

upon the Bankruptcy Act. It attempts

to hinder and evade the workings of the fed

eral courts and has a tendency to deprive

them of their jurisdiction over bankrupt

estates. The Court ruled that all debts pref

erentially paid may be proved in bankruptcy

after adjudication of the debtor. The peti

tioning creditors are entitled to a distribution

of the property without regard to the assign

ment or to any distribution under it by the

voluntary assignee.

Commutation of Sentence. Death Pen

alty and Life Imprisonment—Degrees of Pun

ishment. N. Y.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme

Court of New York, second department,

denied Albert T. Patrick's application for a

writ of habeas corpus June 4, at Brooklyn,

N. Y., the Court expressing its inability to

find any force "in the contention that there

cannot be a commutation of the punishment

of death to that of life imprisonment, because

commutation implies a less punishment, but

life imprisonment is a greater punishment

than death. The degree of punishment is

not determined by the individual preference

of a convict. ... It is the common judg

ment of man that to deprive the criminal of

•Copies of the pamphlet Reporters containing

full reports of any of these decisions which are

cited in the National Reporter System may be

secured from the West Publishing Company, St.

Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In ordering,

the title of the desired case should be given as well

as the citation of volume and page of the Reporter

in which it is printed.

his life is the greatest punishment known t°

modern times." Per Jenks, J., People v.

Frost, N. Y. L. J. June 9.

Contempt. Sheriff's Conspiring with Mob

to Lynch Prisoner Granted Stay of Execution.

U. S.

The United States Supreme Court ren

dered its final decision May 24 in Shipp's

case (see 203 U. S. 562), thus disposing of the

question originally presented in 1906, when

Sheriff J. F. Shipp of Hamilton County, Tenn.,

upon whom notice had been served by tele

graph of the Supreme Court's order for a stay

of execution, removed from the jail the usual

guard, leaving only the night jailer in charge,

and afterward, in the evening of that same

day, a mob stormed the jail, got out John

son, the negro in whose behalf the habeas

corpus proceedings had been set in motion,

and hung and shot the culprit. The opinion

of the Court, read by Chief Justice Fuller,

reviewed the facts of the case, declaring that

"Shipp not only made the work of the mob

easy but in effect aided and abetted it."

Five other defendants were also found guilty

of contempt of court. This decision set a

new precedent, that of the Supreme Court

proceeding on its own motion to punish for

contempt under such circumstances as those

of this case. Justices Peckham, White and

McKenna, however, dissented, holding that

there was no evidence that the sheriff partici

pated in any such conspiracy with the mob as

charged. A spectacle unprecedented in the

history of the Supreme Court, probably,

occurred on June 1, when the defendants per

sonally appeared at the bar of the Court for

sentence. It is believed to be the first time

that august tribunal has ever undertaken

to mete out grave punishment upon a de

fendant appearing in the Court's own pres

ence. The Court postponed the passing of

sentence to allow the prisoners to file petitions

for a rehearing. Consequently the cases go

over till next term.

Contracts. Alteration on Typewriter—Pre

sumption of Validity Exists. Neb.

Where a contract prepared by the use of a

typewriter appears to have been changed

after the first impression was made, it is held,
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in Stromberg-Carlson Teleph. Mfg. Co. v. Bar

ber (Neb.) 116 N. W. 157, 18 L.R.A. (N.S.) 680,

that the presumption is that such change was

made before execution and delivery.

Contracts. Parol Stipulations Erroneously

Admitted—Statute of Frauds. N. Y.

In reversing the judgment in the case of

Lossing v. Cushman June 1, the New York

Court of Appeals held that in an action for

the construction of a dwelling-house under

a written contract and specifications calling

for the completion of the house with cellar,

wherein the plaintiff sought to excuse per

formance within the time specified by showing

a change of plans increasing the amount of

work, it is error to permit him to introduce

parol evidence to show that, before the con

tract was signed, it was orally agreed between

the parties that the cellar should extend

under only a comparatively small portion of

the building. His introduction of such evi

dence, said the Court, "violated the rule that

parol evidence cannot be received to vary the

terms of a written contract, which is pre

sumed to express the final agreement of the

parties, regardless of what had previously

been said upon the subject {Thomas v. Scutt,

127 N. Y., 133, 137; House v. Walch, 144 N.

Y., 418, 421; Murdock v. Gould, 193 N. Y.,

369.)" (Reported in N. Y. L. J., June 8.)

Corporations. Powers of Directors—Lease

Rendered Invalid by Failure to Perform Con

ditions. Mass.

By a deed made in 1888, the Boston &

Providence Railroad Company granted the

Park Square railroad station property in

Boston to the Old Colony Railroad Company

and subsequently transferred it to the New

York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Company, which leased the Old Colony. D.

M. Little et al., trustees, owners of stock in

the Boston & Providence, sought to have the

deed canceled, on the ground that the Old

Colony had failed to perform the conditions

imposed by the lease. The Supreme Judicial

Court of Massachusetts, in deciding that the

deed should not be canceled, said that the

sale of unused land on Dartmouth street,

after the Back Bay station was built, was not

a violation of the lease. It was proper for

the Providence company to sell this unused

property, with consent of all interested, and if

this was proper for the corporation the di

rectors might also do it as managing officers.

There was nothing in the lease that limited

their power in this particular, and the lease

could not be set aside as improperly executed

and contrary to law. Not yet reported.

Employer's Liability. Master's Duty to In

spect Machinery Personally—Res Ipsa Loqui

tur Rule Inapplicable. N. Y.

In Griffin v. Flank, decided by the Appel

late Division of the Supreme Court of New

York County in May, the decision of the Court

below in favor of the defendant employer

was reversed, the Court holding that where

an employee was injured and entitled to re

cover damages from her employer, it was the

master's duty to inspect the machinery, and

he cannot delegate this duty so as to escape

liability; the question of proper inspection

should, then, have been submitted to the

jury. {Byrne v. Eastman's Co., 163 N. Y.,

401; McGuire v. Bell Tel. Co., 167 N. Y., 208).

(Reported N. Y. L. J. June 8.)

Evidence. Speed of Car—Objection Going

Merely to Weight of Testimony. Il1.

In Annie Fuhry v. Chicago City Railway

Company, 239 Il1. adv. sheets p. 548, the

Supreme Court of Illinois held that when a

witness in a street car collision case testifies

as to the rate of speed the rear car was run

ning, an objection to such testimony on the

ground that he did not see the car until about

an instant before the collision goes only to

the credibility of his testimony and not to its

competency, and is properly overruled. The

fact that a witness has made former state

ments inconsistent with those made by him

upon the trial affects the credibility of his

testimony and not its competency, and is not

ground for excluding such testimony.

Guardianship. Court Will Set Aside Ap

pointment when Necessary for Good of the Child.

Ind.

The Supreme Court of Indiana, in Shoaf v.

Livengood, just decided on appeal, holds that

the welfare and interest of a child are para

mount in determining who is entitled to its

custody as between two rival claimants, and

the claim of a guardian is subordinate thereto.

Consequently, where a boy of six years of age

was living with his paternal grandparents who

were able and willing to care for him as their

own son, the child's maternal great-grand

father, eighty years old, whose wife was dead,

whose health was feeble, and who had no

home except as he lived among his children,

was not necessarily entitled to the custody
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of such child by reason of having been ap

pointed its legal guardian.

Illegitimate Children. May be Legitimized

Without Mother's Consent. Okla.

The right of a father to legitimize his il

legitimate child without the consent and

against the will of the mother is sustained in

Allison v. Bryan (Okla.) 97 Pac. 282, 18

L.R.A.(N.S.) 931.

Interstate Commerce. Shipments of Intoxi

cants—State Cannot Control Interstate Con

signments. U. S.

The Supreme Court of the United States

rendered a decision May 24 in favor of the

Adams Express Company. The company

had received a shipment of liquor purchased

at Nashville, Tenn., forwarded it through

New Albany, Ind., and delivered it to the

consignee at Bonnieville, Ky. A statute of

Kentucky prohibits railroads from delivering

liquor to known inebriates. The express

company was prosecuted by the state of

Kentucky, and the Hart County Court ad

judged the shipment not to be of an inter

state character. The express company then

sued out a writ of error, and the United States

Supreme Court, in a decision rendered by

Justice Brewer, held that the federal govern

ment alone had the power to regulate inter

state liquor shipments. Justice Harlan dis

sented.

Intoxicating Liquors. Municipal Ordi

nance—Municipal Offense Distinct from State

Crime. Ga.

The Georgia Court of Appeals upheld on

May 18 section 1537 of the Atlanta city code,

holding that Atlanta has the right to enact

an ordinance subjecting to a fine not exceeding

$500 all persons keeping spirituous, fermented,

or malt liquors for unlawful sale. The head-

note of the decision reads: "A municipality

may, under its ordinances, punish the offense

of keeping intoxicating liquors on hand for

the purpose of illegal sale; and it makes no

difference in a particular case that the keeping

of the liquor for this purpose was at a place of

business or other public place. The municipal

offense is distinct and separate from the state

crimes which may have been incidentally

committed in connection with it."

See also Interstate Commerce, Women's

Rights.

Marriage and Divorce. Decree Obtained by

Perjured Testimony will not be Vacated. Mass.

A decree of divorce secured through fraud

practised on the Court cannot be vacated, is

the ruling of the Supreme Judicial Court of

Massachusetts in the case of Grace R. Zeitlin

v. Adolph Zeitlin. The petitioner sought to

have the decree vacated on the ground that

the case for a divo rce had been made out at

the hearing by perjured testimony, knowingly

procured by the libellant. Judge Fessenden,

on being satisfied that fraud had been prac

tised on him, had vacated the decree. The

Supreme Court reverses the decision of Judge

Fessenden, and says: "It is against public

policy to open cases on no other ground than

this. In Greene v. Greene, 2 Gray 361, Chief

Justice Shaw pointed out clearly the objections

to setting aside a decree for divorce upon an

application in subsequent proceedings. One

of the facts to which he referred, namely, a

marriage upon the faith of the decree and

birth of a child of the marriage, exists in the

present case."

Municipal Corporations. Duty as to Streets

—Ordinary Travel Includes Bicycling. Ill.

A fifteen-year old boy rode a bicycle into

a hole in a Chicago street and permanently

injured his hip. The hole in the pavement

was from ten to fifteen inches deep and full

of water, and the lower court instructed the

jury that "a city is not bound, under the law,

to keep its streets absolutely safe, nor is it

bound, under the law, to keep them in reason

ably safe condition. It is only bound to use

reasonable care to keep its streets reasonably

safe for ordinary travel thereon by persons

using due care and caution for their safety."

The request of the defendant, the city of

Chicago, for an instruction that ordinary

travel did not include the riding of a bicycle,

and that the jury would have to find for the

defendant if convinced that the street was

reasonably safe for ordinary travel, was

refused. The Supreme Court of Illinois, in

affirming the judgment, which was hostile

to the city, upheld the instructions given by

the lower court and ruled that riding a bicycle

on a street is an ordinary mode of travel.

"A highway in the country need not be of the

same character as a street in a large city,"

said the Court. "Just what degree of care

the rider of a bicycle, the driver of a team or

the chauffeur of an automobile must exercise

must depend very largely upon the character

of the road and the surroundings in each

special case." Molway v. City of Chicago,

Chicago Leg. News, May 29, p. 348.
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Municipal Corporations. Power to Grant

Public Franchises—Ministerial Officers.

Mass.

The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachu

setts on May 27 held invalid an order passed

by the Boston Board of Aldermen, granting

the Metropolitan Home Telephone Company

the right to build, equip, and operate a con

duit system in Boston. The Court said the

statutes of the state contemplated no such

pre-emption of public ways as would enable a

corporation to locate above and below all

present and future streets in Boston. "The

conception," said the Court, "of granting to

any telephone or street railway company, or

any other public service corporation at once,

and in advance of its practical operation, the

right to occupy all the streets of a munici

pality is repulsive to our theory of local and

state supervisions and regulation in detail of

construction in public ways by such corpora

tions.

"The power is vested in selectmen and

boards of aldermen, not as representatives

of the cities and towns, but as independent

boards of public offices, who act in a judicial

or quasi-judicial capacity respecting the

subject-matter. ' '

Municipal Corporations. GasRates—Power

to Fix by Contract—"Reasonable Regula

tions." Mich.

A municipal corporation is held, in Boerth

v. Detroit City Gas Co. 152 Mich. 654, 116

N. W. 628, 18 L.R.A.(N.S-) 1197, to have

authority to fix by contract the rates which

shall be paid by its inhabitants for gas fur

nished by a public-supply corporation, under

statutory authority to consent to the laying

of the gas mains in its streets under such

reasonable regulations as it may prescribe.

See also Intoxicating Liquors, Sunday

Observance, Unfair Trade, Women's Rights.

Perjury. See Marriage and Divorce.

Riparian Rights. Ownership in Foreshore

Limited by Public Rights—Colonial Grants

are Conditional. Mass.

The Supreme Court of Massachusetts, in

Home for Aged Women v. Commonwealth,

decided June 1, held that the establishment

by the state of a dam in connection with the

improvements in the Charles River Basin

was a lawful exercise of the power of the

Legislature for the improvement of navigation

and other purposes. Another case arising

from the same improvements in Charles

River was decided by the Court, at the same

time, namely, Crocker v. Charles River Basin

Commission. In rendering the latter decision

the Court held that the extension of the

boundaries of private ownership below high

water mark, in the Colonial ordinance of

1647, did not take away from the state the

right to make a change for the improvement

of navigation which would deprive the ripa

rian owner of access to the land below high

water mark, but on the contrary, reserved

that right. In the Colonial grant, "the

rights of the public to have the benefit of the

waters for navigation, fishing, and fowling

were reserved." Citing Commonwealth v.

Alger, 7 Cush. 53, 89-91, the Court referred

to the doctrine embodied in the statutes of

the United States as well as in Massachusetts

law, and applied the rule enunciated by Mr.

Justice Gray in Boston v. Richardson, when

he said: "Even a title in flats granted from

the Colony or Commonwealth is subject, so

long as they have not been built upon, to the

authority of the Legislature, for the protection

of the harbors and of the public right of

navigation, to prohibit the taking of sand or

gravel from the shore or the erection of

wharves beyond certain lines."

Steamship Companies. Removal of Pas

senger Supposed to have Trachoma—Burden

of Proof on the Company. Mass.

Defendant's exceptions were overruled by

the full bench of the Supreme Judicial Court

of Massachusetts May 25 in the suit of Mount-

ford v. Cunard Steamship Co., Ltd. The

plaintiff sued for damages for having been

removed from the steamship Ivernia, on

which she had secured passage from Liverpool

to Boston, because the ship's surgeon held

the opinion that she was suffering from

trachoma. Judge Sanderson, in the lower

court, ruled that the burden was on the com

pany to show the justification which it had

set up in defense to the suit. The Court

holds that the ruling was correct, and the

plaintiff was not obliged to show that she did

not have the disease.

Sunday Observance. Sunday-closing Law

Invalid—Municipal Ordinance Abortive.

N. Y.

Supreme Court Justice Greenbaum on May

27 dismissed the suits brought by the city

of New York against the Alhambra Theatre

Company and Hurtig & Seamon, and held

invalid the ordinance forbidding performances
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on Sundays except those of an educational or

sacred character. The ordinance was de

clared "a futile and abortive effort and of no

validity," being a reiteration of the provis

ions of section 277 of the Penal Code, and

violating section 44 of the charter and section

728 of the Penal Code.

Trademarks. Sale of Goods in Original

Packages—Police Power. N. Y.

In a case arising under section 364 of the

New York Penal Code, known as the Trade

mark Law, the New York Court of Appeals

decided May 20 that a barkeeper who sells or

exposes for sale whisky which he has placed

in a bottle containing a private trademark is

guilty of a misdemeanor. The fact that the

whisky was manufactured by the party

whose trademark appeared on the bottle is no

defense, for it is the purpose of the statute to

prohibit the sale of goods represented to have

been made by the owner of a trademark,

except as contained in the original package

and as put up by him. The statute in this

respect violates no constitutional right of

property, but is a reasonable exercise of the

police power. "The enactment of statutes to

prevent fraud is a proper exercise of the police

power of the state, which is under the control

of the Legislature. . . Legislation which

interferes only to a reasonable extent with the

enjoyment of property, in order to promote

the general welfare, and which in fact tends to

promote the general welfare, violates neither

Constitution." People v. Luhrs, N. Y. L. J.

May 28.

See also Unfair Trade.

Unfair Trade. Rights of Municipal Cor

porations in Asking for Bids—Michigan Rule

Adopted. Ore.

The right of a city council to specify that

any patented article shall be used in a street

improvement, in asking for bids, was upheld

by Judge Gantenbein in the circuit court at

Portland, Oregon, May 10. The Court said:

"Judge Cooley stated a sound legal principle

when he said that in all these cases there was

and is in contemplation of law opportunity for

competitive bidding. The license necessary

for the third person may be secured either

before or after the third person has submitted

his bid. If such third person has failed to

secure a license before he has submitted his

bid, he then runs the risk of obtaining a

license from the patentee. It is, however,

apparent that his success or failure in obtain

ing a license does not as a matter of law pre

vent him from bidding, and competitive bid

ding is not destroyed by the fact of the ar

ticle being patented."

Wills and Administration. Expenses of

Administration Not Chargeable to Residuary

Estate. N. Y.

Where a testator had bequeathed general

legacies amounting to $127,000, leaving the

remainder of his estate in trust for life tenants ,

specifying the amount as $173,000, and had

then provided that in case the entire estate,

as valued by his executors, amounted to less

than $300,000 the general legacies should

abate proportionately, it was found that, the

expenses of administration and commissions

amounting to $28,000, there was left only

about $254,000 for distribution. On the

question whether the commissions and ex

penses should be borne by the general lega

tees or be paid out of the remainder, the

New York Court of Appeals held May 11,

in Matter of Frankenheimer, N. Y. L. J. May

21, that, in view of the provision for the

abatement of the shares of general legatees

and that the life tenants were the chief ob

jects of the testator's bounty, the general

rule that such expenses were chargeable to

the residuary estate did not obtain and that

in this case they should be charged to the

general legacies. The estate being insuffi

cient to pay the general legacies in full, in

terest should not be allowed thereon, but the

income earned by the estate during adminis

tration should be distributed pro rata be

tween general and residuary legatees.

Women's Sights. No Discrimination in

Exclusion from Saloons—Municipal Ordi

nance Constitutional. Mich.

A municipal ordinance prohibiting keepers

of saloons from permitting women to be in

or about their places of business, and from

selling intoxicants to them, is held, in People

v. Case, 153 Mich. 98, 116 N. W. 558, 18 L.R.

A.(N.S.) 657, not to be an unconstitutional

discrimination against women, or to deprive

them of their equal rights, privileges and

immunities.
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THE LAW AS A SCIENCE

IN vacation time the lawyer who

has worked hard all the year

through, so hard, in fact, that he may

have compared himself, like Dr. C. W.

Eliot, to a factory operative, rejoices in

the serene consciousness of a versatility

that has been forgotten for many months,

and suddenly wakens to the fact that he

is, after all,—or might so be described

by a dispassionate observer,—a flower

of American professional life, with a

broad and kindly outlook on his fellow-

men, and talents always ready for active

service and sufficiently brilliant to

achieve that golden reward far more to

be desired than wealth, a fife combining

noble philanthropy and the cultivation

of all that is finest, with efficacious lei

sure and unselfish luxury. Lolling in

a hammock with the Sunday newspa

pers, he reads the illustrated articles

on "Radium" and "Our Grinding Di

vorce Mills," and resolves to consecrate

his free moments during the coming

year to the study of natural science and

sociology. A stanza in a ten-cent mag

azine by one of those who deserve to be

classed as our minimum rather than

our minor poets awakens in his breast a

slumbering thirst for Tennyson and

Browning. A glimpse of an Italian

laborer whom he would not have had

time to see on his way to his office in the

city stirs in him smouldering fires of

human sympathy, and begets a passion

ate longing to know more of the time of

Mazzini and Cavour, and the hopes and

fears of the Young Italy that they in

spired. Even so does the refreshed

lawyer forget the tedious, contracting

effects of his ill-paid vocation in the

glorious freedom of natural impulses

his vacation brings him, and even so he

forgets his own personal limitations,

after the fashion of those who are too

liberally provided with the world's

goods and attentions.

After all, what is there in the lawyer's

vocation distinctly dignified and worth

while? Good answers to this question

have frequently been given, and the

profession of the law is by common

consent one of honor and usefulness, but

it is not our purpose to dwell upon the

more banal aspects of the subject. The

lawyer who is worthy of his profession

and of his hire will cultivate upright

ness in the practice of his calling, he

will endeavor to conduct himself as an

instrument of justice and good order,

and he will associate himself with sound

public and social movements. But

this is not all. He owes to his pro

fession and to himself something more,

and that something is frequently over

looked by those who discuss the oppor

tunities and rewards of the lawyer's

career.

The law, it must not be forgotten, is

a science. As in the case of the science
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of medicine, the general level which the

science will attain, the extent to which

it will advance or recede, depends not

simply upon the ability of a scant mi

nority of trained specialists concentra

ting their energies on independent re

search, but in equal or possibly greater

measure upon the intelligence and dil

igence of the general practitioner. Law

yers, like doctors, cannot afford simply

to rely upon what is written down in the

books; they must themselves become

investigators and collaborators. The

advancement of science was formerly

the concern only of the few; now there

is scarcely a single topic of current pop

ular discussion in any field which can be

cleared up without recourse to the

methods of science. The lawyer's full

social duty is not discharged until he

has qualified himself to discuss with

some degree of confidence and author

ity the leading topics of the hour which

depend for their solution largely upon

legal principles.

Lawyers are very apt to fall into the

perfunctory habit of treating the law

as an isolated science, instead of re

garding it in its true light as a branch

of political science and as closely inter

twined with ethics, economics, and

social science in general. In conse

quence of this tendency the lawyer is

too often a sceptic or a misguided rad

ical, and therefore an unfit leader of

public opinion. A remark was recently

made, by Professor Dicey we believe,

that we have all become socialists, or

something akin to that, already. Surely

an accurate definition of socialism would

show the indiscretion of such a state

ment. The decisions of the Supreme

Court of the United States are frequently

attacked, on the ground either that

they are too radical or too reactionary,

but if those lawyers who advance these

exaggerated views were more firmly

grounded in the principles of political

and social science, there can be no

doubt that their attitude would be one

of greater moderation. A lawyer's opin

ions on the fundamental problems of

government and society are absolutely

valueless if they are based only on a

knowledge of the law. The lawyer to

be truly worthy of his profession must

familiarize himself with the important

teachings of allied sciences.

One of these fundamental problems

is that of the relative rights of individ

uals in organized society, with respect

to property, contract, and conditions

of living and employment. Are the

rights of all men, in these respects,

equal or diverse? The answer is to be

found not in a purely legal inquiry, for

the field presented for investigation is

much broader, and satisfactory results

can be obtained only by an unprejudiced

discussion of the subject-matter of

several different sciences.

In this scientific age, conscience, or a

desire to see justice done to all men,

should not make sceptics or socialists

of us all, neither should it force us back

upon the line of retreat of a bloodless,

unsympathetic formalism. Rather let

the lawyer endeavor to make the most

of his profession as an agency of human

progress, and strive always to discover

the scientific defects of the law that

require mending, and to lead his fellow

men in the paths of a more enlightened

civilization.

THE BERTILLON SYSTEM

A RECENT bent of the French mind

was illustrated in a Paris fad, that of

dactylographie. A peculiarly French sense

of humor was shown in introducing police

methods into the drawing room, and initiating

the vogue of finger print autograph albums,

patterned after the Bertillon records of police

courts for the identification of criminals.
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A singular example of the Bertillon system

is referred to in the London Globe, 'which

speaks of the suspected author of a Lon

don burglary who was once arrested and

declined to say whether he was innocent or

guilty.

"It's your business," he said to the police,

"to establish my identity. I've been in jail

before, and when I was last arrested, not so

very long ago, I was submitted to all sorts of

photographic operations, and an imprint of

my thumbs was taken. It ought to be at

Scotland Yard, with my real name. I haven't

got much confidence in your new-fangled

systems for the identification of criminals,

and I wish to put them to trial. I defy the

police to discover my name, my surname, and

antecedents. For the moment, and because

you must have a name of some sort, I'm

John Smith. You can find out the rest for

yourselves."

The police, put on their mettle, determined

not to be beaten. Three days later an in

spector entered the prisoner's cell, and said:

"You are not John Smith. You are Robert

Mills, and you have three previous convic

tions against you. Here are the imprints

of your fingers, taken eight years ago, and in

every respect identical with those taken the

other day, when you were arrested."

The accused examined with a magnifying

glass the enlarged digital records presented to

him, and verified their identity by comparing

the various designs. Then he declared him

self satisfied with the success of the test to

which he had subjected the "new-fangled"

system.

A STORY OF J. BROWN HOVEY

THE Pickwick of the Missouri bar was J.

Brown Hovey, whose "shingle" rattled in

the winds of Independence, the seat of justice

in Jackson county. In those days lawyers

rode the circuit. Hovey's nag, that was known

for miles around, was of the species called

among horsemen the flea-bitten type.

Mounted on this steed, with his eyes magni

fied by gig-lamp spectacles, with his trousers

tucked in red-top boots, and his saddle-bags

bulging with law books, Hovey was a sight

that would have focused the attention of

Dickens. Lawyers in Hovey's days rode

miles to consult clients and witnesses.

Hovey was bundle of nerves. He talked

faster than a cyclone travels. On one occa

sion he rode forty miles to see one of his re

tainers, for Hovey had learned of a new phase

in the case that was the first on the next

docket. Reaching his destination he dis

mounted, threw the reins over a gate post

and rushed to the entrance of the house. A

husky darky met him. In reply to Hovey's

question for the master the darky replied

that no one but himself was at home, and that

the master would not be back until the next

day.

"Tell your master when he returns that I

called on important business connected with

his case, and for him to see me as soon as

possible, ' ' said Hovey in a rapid manner which

no arrangement of type could adequately de

scribe.

"Yes, suh, yes, suh," replied the man at

the door, who was shivering like a leaf in a

gale. "And who is you, suh; who shall I tell

massa you is, suh?"

"Tell him," exclaimed the lawyer in a rage,

"that J. Brown Hovey, attorney at law, was

here, you black scamp, do you hear?"

Bang went the door, down to his mount

strode Hovey, the tails of his coat fluttering

in the wind.

The master of the house returned soon

after, before he was expected. On entering

the house he found his servant on his knees

weeping and wailing. In broken sentences

he explained to his master:—

"Oh, massa, yo' time am sholy come, an'

I wanter ax yoo befo' yoo done gwine, dat

yoo maik me free."

After many threats and some promises the

darky explained, "Well, massa, he was done

heah, and he tole me for to tell yoo dat yoo

wus to come to him, right off. Hi wus ridin'

a white hoss, and dat sholy mean def [death ],

and he done tole me dat Brown J. Hovey,

de eternal Lord, was come for to see you."

"Get up, you kinky-headed son of a sea-

cook," roared the master, "and get me my

dram. You come pretty nigh being a free

nigger, only I happened to think that the

Lord ain't traveling on a white horse to round

up his people, and he ain't riding round under

an alias, and especially the alias of that

d d red-headed lawyer of mine."

THE WITNESS'S AGE

' TT is a hard matter to get a woman on the

1- witness stand to state her age," a

Chicago judge remarked the other day, "but

the young man who is our prosecuting attor

ney just now did it recently in a manner that
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I call decidedly neat. The woman had evi

dently passed the springtime of life by some

years, but was still making quite a bluff.

" 'What is your age?' the prosecuting attor

ney asked simply.

"The witness blushed, hesitated, and stam

mered.

" 'Just remember, madam, each minute

that passes makes you that much older,' the

attorney suggested casually, as if he had all

the time in the world on his hands.

"'Thirty-nine!' the witness exclaimed,

jumping as though she had been frightened."

LAW STUDENTS OF OLDEN DAYS

THE young men of today who make up the

classes in the law schools seem to think,

judging from their remarks, that they have

a particularly hard road to travel, and that

if their brains were not so surprisingly mas

sive, they would be overtaxed by the load

put upon them. For their comfort these

young gentlemen should read the "Memoirs

of Henri de Mesmes," an extract from which

will give an idea of a law student's day in the

sixteenth century.

"We used to rise from bed at four o'clock,"

he says (four o'clock!), and, having prayed to

God, we went at five o'clock to our studies,

our big books under our arms, our inkhorns

and candles in our hands. We heard all the

lectures till ten o'clock rang; then we dined,

after having hastily compared, during a half

hour, our notes on the lectures.

"After dinner we read, as a recreation,

Sophocles, or Aristophanes, or Euripides, and

sometimes Demosthenes, Cicero, Virgil, or

Horace. At one o'clock to our studies; at

five back to our dwelling place, there to go

over and verify passages cited in the lectures

until six. Then supper, and after supper we

read Greek or Latin.

"On holy days we went to high mass and

vespers; the rest of the days, a little music

and walks."

THE VERDICT

A CASE came to trial in a small Georgia

town in which a highly respected and

much liked young man was charged with

assault and battery, and the evidence showed

most unmistakably that upon a certain day he

met upon the public street the prosecuting

witness, one Jones, and that he had then and

there worn out a buggy whip upon the said

prosecuting witness, thereby causing grievous

bodily pain to the aforesaid Jones.

If ever a man had deserved a thrashing, it

had been this same Jones, a fact well known

both to the judge and the jury, but the law

was explicit, the facts undeniable, and judge

and jury did their duty.

"Have you found a verdict, gentlemen?"

the court asked, when the jury filed into its

box from the jury room.

"We have, your honor," the foreman re

sponded.

"Do you find this defendant guilty or not

guilty?"

The foreman rumpled his hair nervously.

"Well, your honor," he replied, "I ain't a

lawyer, so can't jest put her in reg'lar law

talk, but what I want to say is: we finds the

defendant guilty and acquits him!"

A PARTITION SUIT

TWO typewriter-girls were talking in a

tone easily overheard despite the rumble

of the car.

"Why did you leave that old lawyer?" the

black-haired one asked. "You said the work

wasn't hard, and you got good pay."

"There was a woman in the office one day,"

the other replied, with an injured intonation,

"and they were talking about a 'partition

suit,' and I just knew it must be something

new, as she said she had just got back from

Paris, so when she left I just asked him if it

was made anything like a regular divided

skirt, and he got just furious!"

LIKE SOME OTHER EPITAPHS

T WAS called in by a close-fisted old mer-

A chant the other day," a Boston lawyer

remarked, smiling. "He wanted me to draw

his will, and this I proceeded to do, following

his verbal instruction. Presently he said :—

" 'To each and every clerk who has been

in my employ continuously for ten years I

give ten thousand dollars.'

"This seemed like a considerable sum to

me, and I ventured a slight protest, as he had

a number of daughters, and his entire fortune

was not large.

" 'Oh, that's all right,' he said, with a little

crooked smile. 'You know people have always

said that I was close and hard, and I want

them to think well of me when I'm gone.'
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"I was a little touched, and said something,

but he waved it aside, and we continued with

the draft. When it was finished and as I was

about to leave the office, the old fellow smiled

again his little crooked smile.

" 'About those ten thousand dollar legacies,'

he said, 'there isn't a clerk in my place who

has been with me over two years—but it will

look well in the papers!' "

A RECONSTRUCTION JUDGE

RECENTLY the Charleston News and

Courier published in connection with his

death a sketch of the career of Judge Thomas

J. Mackey, who sat on the bench during the

reconstruction times in South Carolina.

Mackey, though a native of Charleston, was

at that time a Republican and was one of the

most brilliant and reckless of the unscrupu

lous adventurers developed by the recon

struction period.

To this day, says the New Orleans States,

South Carolina is full of the stories of this re

markable man. It was he who announced

from the bench that after a careful investi

gation he had discovered that Franklin J.

Moses, Jr., was a lineal descendant of the im

penitent thief of the crucifixion. On another

occasion, in discussing the habit of "Tharsa-

parilla" Wright, the lisping Philadelphia negro,

who was an Associate Justice of the Supreme

Court, of getting drunk and preaching in the

barrooms of Columbia, Mackey said he had

investigated Wright's ancestry and accounted

for his drunken piety by the fact that his

remote ancestor on the banks of the Congo,

had, single-handed, eaten a very devout Wes-

leyan missionary, thereby acquiring religious

tendencies which he transmitted to his pos

terity.

In the year 1876, when the political revolu

tion occurred in South Carolina, he went over

to the Democrats and became one of Wade

Hampton's most daring and effective sup

porters. He announced his change of heart

by riding into a public meeting at Edgefield

on an ox and wearing a red shirt. Once when

on his way to appear in the Supreme Court in

support of one of his opinions favoring the

Democrats he told the people who gathered at

a station to hear him talk that he would pre

sent to the Court thirteen conclusive reasons

in support of his position, which reasons he had

then on his person, whereupon he produced

two'six-shooters and a Bowie knife. He was

the originator of the assertion that the Repub

lican party had seven distinct principles—

five loaves and two small fishes.

It is said of Mackey that no more brilliant

man ever sat on the bench in any state.

When he was made a judge he had never

practised law, and so far as can be ascertained

never had studied it, yet he was able to find

law for any decision he desired to make, and

in the event that he could not find it invented

what was needed as he went along, but nev

ertheless he had a way of arriving at sub

stantial justice.

USELESS BUT ENTERTAINING

The Client—How much will your opinion

be worth in this case?

The Lawyer—I'm too modest to say. But

I can tell you what I'm going to charge you

for it.—Cleveland Leader.

"Convicted?" exclaimed the prisoner in

disgust. "Well, I'm not surprised. My

lawyer made a fool of himself."

"I tried to represent you faithfully," re

marked the lawyer, mildly.—Judge.

Lawyer— "Did you take the prisoner

apart?

Witness—"Yes, sir."

Lawyer—"What happened then?"

Witness—"He told a disconnected story."

—Baltimore American.

Upgardson—"Isn't a lawsuit over a patent

right about the dullest thing you ever saw?"

Atom—"Not always. I attended a trial of

that kind once that was too funny for any

thing. A tall lawyer named Short was read

ing a 6000-word document he called a brief."

—Chicago Tribune.

A prisoner at the sessions had been duly

convicted of theft, when it was seen, on

"proving previous convictions," that he had

actually been in prison at the time the theft

was committed. "Why didn't you say so?"

asked the judge of the prisoner angrily.

"Your lordship, I was afraid of prejudicing

the jury against me."—Home Herald.

The burly prisoner stood unabashed before

the judge. It was his first time in a court

and before a jury, says a writer in the Argo

naut. "Prisoner at the bar," asked the clerk,

"do you wish to challenge any of the jury?"

The prisoner looked them over carefully

and with a skilled eye.

"Well," he replied, "I'm not exactly wot

you calls in training, but I guess I could stand

a round or two with that fat old geezer in the

corner."— Youth's Companion.
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A New York publisher, having business at

the Capitol connected with pending legisla

tion with reference to international copy

rights, was hurrying through a corridor of the

building when he encountered a "Hop o' my

Thumb," scurrying along with an armful of

papers larger than himself.

Hello, son!" cried the publisher. "And

what may be your position in this establish

ment."

"I'm a page, sir," answered the lad.

"A page! Why, my boy, you're scarcely

large enough for a paragraph I —Lippincott's.

Several decades ago there lived in Charles

ton, W. Va., a judge noted for his boorish

manners. A very finical lawyer whom he

especially disliked was once trying a case

before him and all the while the barrister

spoke the judge sat with his feet elevated on

the railing in front of him, hiding his face.

Exasperated by this the lawyer queried:

"May I ask which end of your Honor I am

to address?"

"Whichever you choose," drawled the

Judge.

"Well," was the retort, "I suppose there is

as much law in one end as the other."

—Philadelphia Public Ledger.

An earnest plea was made by Attorney

Charles Pettijonn to Judge Pritchard of the

criminal court for leniency to a client who

had entered a plea of guilty to larceny. The

burden of the attorney's argument was that

his client was the father of twins and was

tempted to theft in order to feed the mouths

of the infants.

"Your Honor, I will say frankly, " said Mr.

Pettijohn in closing, "that if I were the father

of twins and needed food for my family I

would not hesitate to go and steal it."

"Mr. Pettijohn, when you are the father

of twins I will consider your proposition,"

said Judge Pritchard.—Indianapolis News.

The jury had filed into court and returned

a verdict of not guilty, although the counsel

for the prisoner was not present. It was a

clear case, the man's guilt was perfectly appar

ent, and the judge looked up somewhat sur

prised, leaned over and conferred with the

clerk, who later informed the defendant that

he was discharged. Counsel for the prisoner

then appeared, learned of the apparent sur

prise of the Court at the action of the jury,

and had something of an argument with the

Court, which" was conducted, however, in a

whisper. "Mein Gott!" exclaimed a little

Dutchman who stood outside the door. "That

lawyer has von his case, and now he's going

to lick the judge!"—Boston Record.

The newspapers recently told the story of

a bad small boy, who had come up before the

juvenile court charged with incorrigibility.

A number of little girls had been called in to

testify, and while the lawyers were arguing

the case before the probation officer the

judge took them into his private office.

"Now, little girls," he said, gravely, "most

of you came here in behalf of the defendant.

I have written my decision on a slip of paper.

I want you each to take one of these slips of

paper, and write on it your opinion as to

what the punishment should be—a good whip

ping by his mother, or several long years in

the house of correction."

The judge left the amateur jury to their

deliberations for a few moments, and returned

to find that they all favored the thrashing.

"That is exactly what I had written," he

said, triumphantly. "The jury is dismissed."

The sentence was carried out on the back

porch immediately.— Youth's Companion.

On a recent jury day in the First District

Court a stolid-looking German presented to

Justice Joseph a certificate from the Com

missioner of Jurors. After a rapid glance

at the document the Justice ordered the man

to raise his right hand and administered the

oath.

"Your name is Herman Kaufman?"

"Yes, your Honor."

"This paper," continued the court, "re

quests me to excuse Herman Kaufman from

jury duty on the ground that he is dead.

Now, remember that you have sworn to tell

the truth, and think well before you answer:

Are you dead?"

"No-o, your Honor," was the bewildered

reply, "I don't think I am."

"You claim that you are alive?"

"Y-e-s, your Honor."

"That will do. Now take this paper back

to the Commissioners of Jurors."

The man did so. When the Commissioner

examined the certificate it bore the following

indorsement in the Justice's handwriting:

"The deceased, appearing before me in open

court, insists, under oath, that he is not dead.

Please investigate, and, if his testimony be

false, have him indicted for perjury."

The Editor will be glad to receive for this department anything likely to entertain the readers of

the Green Bag in the way of legal antiquities, facetia, and anecdotes.
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Important Litigation

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Company

filed a petition in one of the state courts of

West Virginia May 26, charging that the

West Virginia two-cent fare law is confiscatory

and asking that the prosecuting officials be

restrained from further enforcing the law.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has

decided to investigate the charges of B. E.

Sundberg of Minnesota against the United

States, American, and Adams Express Com

panies. The charges are that these com

panies are violating the interstate commerce

law and monopolizing the express business by

means of arbitrary rules and exorbitant rates.

Mr. Sundberg also charges that they earn

more than one hundred per cent, and are rich

and powerful enough practically to defy

legislation. If the Commission finds, after

hearings, that the charges appear to be sus

tained, the Department of Justice may take

action.

Attorney-General Wickersham congratu

lated United States Attorney Gregg and

Special Assistant Rush for their success in

obtaining new indictments against Governor

Haskell and others at Tulsa, Okla., May 27,

in the Muskogee land fraud cases. He said

they were deserving of great credit for the

ability with which they handled the situation.

This was the third time the matter had been

presented to a federal Grand Jury. Gov

ernor Haskell, in giving bond, announced

through his attorneys that an effort would be

made to have the indictments quashed on

the ground of improper influence exerted on

jurors and witnesses.

The Missouri Supreme Court issued a writ

of prohibition June 8, forbidding Judge Wil

liams of the state circuit bench to proceed

with an injunction restraining certain railways

from putting three-cent passenger fares into

effect. This decision follows the example

set by the United States District Court in

Kansas City several weeks ago which en

joined a similar proceeding, and the state

court has thus shown itself to be acting in

harmony with the United States District

Court, which recently enjoined a similar

proceeding hostile to the railways. This

action left but two cases pending in the state

courts, in this railroad litigation, the state's

appeal from federal Judge McPherson's

decision that the Missouri statute was uncon

stitutional, and the quo warranto proceedings

instituted by the Attorney General for the

purpose of revoking the charters of fifteen

railroads.

A decision was handed down at Wash

ington, D. C., May 21, by the Interstate Com

merce Commission, ordering the Western and

Northwestern railroads, the Northern Pacific,

the Union Pacific lines and the Chicago North

western Railway, to join in the sale of through

passenger tickets between Seattle and other

points in the Pacific Northwest and Eastern

destinations, via Portland, Ore., and to accord

through facilities, like the checking of bag

gage, over this route. The Commission itself

had received many complaints that the pres

ent through rates were unsatisfactory. Chair

man Knapp and Commissioner Clark dissented

from the majority opinion of the Commission,

maintaining that satisfactory through rates

and joint rates already are in existence.

In a decision against the New York, New

Haven & Hartford Railroad, the New York

Public Service Commission for the first dis

trict laid down the rule May 15 that its

jurisdiction over the railroad corporations took

precedence over that of the municipal board

of health in regard to the sanitary laws. The

commission last April issued a final order

restricting the railroad company from util

izing certain alleged unsanitary methods in

loading freight cars. The railroad raised the

point of jurisdiction. The substance of the

commission's ruling is that when there is a

conflict between the local ordinance and the

general law of the state, embracing in this

instance the public utilities act, the general

law prevails.

As a result of the disappearance of fifteen

books of the United Copper Company, needed

by United States Attorney Wise, in his in

quiry into the doings of F. A. Heinze in the

Mercantile National Bank, and the disappear

ance of Tracy Buckingham, formerly transfer

agent of the United Copper Company, Sanford

Robinson, F. A. Heinze's personal counsel,

and Arthur P. Heinze, were indicted on

charges of obstructing the administration of

justice and interfering with a federal process

server. Their cases nave recently been on

trial. Another indictment charges Robinson

and A. P. Heinze, along with F. A. Heinze,

and two others, with a conspiracy to put the

books out of the way, to mutilate some of

them, and to send Buckingham to Canada.

This indictment will come to trial in the

autumn.

Delavan Smith and Charles R. Williams,

owners of the Indianapolis News, appeared

before Judge Anderson in the United States

District Court at Indianapolis June 1, to

resist removal to the District of Columbia

for trial for criminal libel, in connection with
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the Panama affair. Judge Anderson ruled

against the Government s contention that

it was not essential for a committing magis

trate to hear evidence, and heard the argu

ment of counsel for the defendants that the

indictment was baseless. The Court called

attention to the fact that malice in a prose

cution for criminal libel must be express

rather than implied, and refused to make

an order that the defendants should be re

moved for trial before it was satisfied that

there was probable cause for the indictment

for criminal libel. While the owner of a

newspaper might be held civilly for anything

that appeared in his paper, the Courtjseemed

to be of the opinion that he could not be

held criminally for a vicious article printed

during his absence on a yachting cruise.

Despite the protests of the defense Judge

Anderson consented to a continuance, and

the Government will introduce its witnesses

in court at Indianapolis on October 11.

The Pennsylvania Sugar Refining Company

sued the American Sugar Refining Company

for $30,000,000 damages in the United States

Circuit Court at New York City before Judge

Holt. Segal built the new plant of the

plaintiff company in 1903, and secured a loan

from Gustav Kissell, a broker, which was

made on condition that the holders of col

lateral should name the directors of Segal's

company. Kissell was acting as agent for the

defendant company, and named as directors

himself and three clerks, who voted not to

open the plant. When the evidence was

ready to go to the jury, seeing that the jury

might assess damages up to $10,000,000

under the Sherman Act, the defendants

thought it advisable to make a settlement out

of court by a huge payment. It is believed

to be the first case on record where a business

has recovered from a competitor cash where

with to start active competition. A suit in

connection with the same matter also for

damages was brought in the state of New

Jersey and is pending on appeal in the Court

of Errors of New Jersey from the decree dis

missing the suit. Other phases of the matter

are pending in the courts of Pennsylvania.

The compromise of the civil suit of the

Pennsylvania Sugar Refining Company against

the American Sugar Refining Company,

which is stated to have been made on the

basis of the return of $7,000,000 par value

of securities held as collateral, the cancellation

of a loan of $1,250,000, and the payment of

$2,000,000 in cash as damages for the loss due

to the closing of the plaintiff's plant by the

defendant in pursuance of an unlawful re

straint of trade, drew the attention of Presi

dent Taft and Attorney-General Wickersham

to a possible criminal violation of the Sherman

Act, in view of the defendant corporation's

practical confession of civil guilt. Receiver

George H. Earle of the Real Estate Trust

Company of Philadelphia, who declared that

 

"THE EASIEST WEIGH."

—From the Boston Amtrican.

the federal government refused to act when

similar evidence to that now available was

laid before President Roosevelt in 1906,

offered to give the government all the evidence

in his possession if it was desired, and Mr.

Earle, with his counsel and eleven other

witnesses, was subpoenaed to appear before

the United States grand jury in New York,

which began its investigation June 21, under

the direction of Assistant United States Attor

ney Crim. Attorney-General Wickersham

had asked United States Attorney Wise and

the other officers of the Department of Justice

to push the criminal prosecution of the corpo

ration for violation of the anti-trust act with

all possible speed. Adolph Segal, who got

the $1,250,000 loan which lies at the basis of

the federal investigation, testified before the

grand jury June 22.

Personal— The Bench

Judge Richard E. Sloane, the new Governor

of Arizona, formerly Associate Justice of the

Supreme Court of Arizona, was born in Ohio,

and is a graduate of the Cincinnati Law

School.

Judge Emory Speer, of the United States

District Court for the southern district of

Georgia, on account of official duties, had to

decline invitations to speak in June at the

annual meetings of three of the great state

bar associations.
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Frederick W. Gnichtel has succeeded Judge

John Rellstab as Judge of the Court of Com

mon Pleas of Mercer County, N. J. When

the senate re-convenes it is anticipated that

he will be named for the full term.

A painting of Judge William E. Fuller,

hung in the probate court room at Taunton,

Mass., June 2, was given by the Taunton bar

in commemoration of Judge Fuller's twenty-

fifth anniversary.

predicts that he will be nominated without

opposition and elected in 1912.

A large portrait of Judge James G. Jenkins

was presented to the United States Circuit

Court at Milwaukee on May 15. Federal

Judges Landis, Baker, and Grosscup and

members of the Milwaukee Bar Association

attended the presentation service. The in

tention is to have portraits of all former

judges hung in the court room.

Associate Justice Henry A. Melvin of the

Supreme Court of California was the chief

speaker at a banquet given in honor of Dr.

Hall, Dean of the Law School of Chicago

University, at Oakland, Cal., May 19.

Horace E. Deemer, Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court of Iowa, made an address on

"The Social Cosmos" at the commencement

exercises of the Creighton College of Law

held at Omaha, Neb., May 15. Seven young

men were graduated.

The appointment of Hon. Charles B.

Elliott, formerly of the Minnesota Supreme

Court, has been confirmed, as Associate Jus

tice of the Supreme Court of the Philippines,

succeeding Judge Willard. Justice Elliott

is the author of several legal text-books.

Justice L. O. Loranger, who has com

pleted his twenty-seventh year as Judge of

the Superior Court of Montreal, made his

last appearance on the bench May 17, when

he presided over the Court of Review. His

colleagues took appropriate notice of the

event.

Reports from Shanghai say that Hon.

Rufus H. Thayer, the new Judge of the

United States Court for China, successor to

Judge Wilfley, has been well received socially

in Shanghai, and has succeeded in giving a

favorable impression of judicial fairness and

ability.

The great work being done by the American

International Law Association, the project

of which, if accepted, will control the action

of the next International Peace Conference,

was described by Judge Daniel G. Taylor,

May 28, at the quarterly meeting of the St.

Louis Bar Association.

United States District Judge George Gray

of Wilmington, Del., agreed to become the

fifth member of a board selected to arbitrate

the differences between the Scranton Railway

Company and its employees. The motormen

and conductors demanded a flat rate of

twenty-five cents an hour, instead of twenty,

twenty-one and twenty-two cents.

Judge Sydney M. Smith took his seat on the

bench of the Mississippi Supreme Court, to

which he has just been appointed. May 11.

Judge Smith is the son of a Confederate

soldier, was graduated in 1893 from the law

department of the University of Mississippi,

served in the legislature, and was appointed

to the circuit bench of his state.

Prosecutor Crossley of Mercer County, N. J.,

paid a high tribute to Judge John Rellstab,

when the latter sat for the last time in the

Mercer County Court on May 21. Judge

Rellstab's appointment as United States Dis

trict Judge for the district of New Jersey,

which was confirmed by the Senate, has been

favorably received by the New Jersey bar.

Associate Justice R. V. Fletcher of Miss

issippi, who relinquished the Attornev-Gener-

alship in order to serve the unexpired term of

Justice Calhoun, has begun the practice of

law in Jackson in partnership with Hon. J. N.

Powers, former assistant Attorney-General,

and Mr. A. H. Whitfield, Jr., son of the Chief

Justice of the Supreme Court of Mississippi.

Rear Admiral Samuel C. Lemly, U.S.N.,

retired, is suffering from a complete mental

and physical breakdown, which is understood

to have had its origin in the strain to which

he was subjected in the celebrated Schley

case. He was the Judge Advocate-General

who conducted that case, and was widely

caricatured and criticised in view of the

popular excitement over it.

Senator Edward F. Blewitt of Pennsylvania

declares that Judge George Gray of Delaware

is the only man on the political horizon of the

Democratic organization for President, and

Walter F. Frear was Chief Justice of the

Hawaiian Supreme Court before he was ap

pointed Governor of Hawaii. A native of
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California, he went to the islands in early-

life, and was educated at Oahu College, Hon

olulu, at Yale, and at Yale Law School. He

taught Greek, mathematics, and political

economy at Oahu College for two years, and

entered judicial life in 1893 as a circuit judge

of Hawaii.

Judge Ignatius C. Grubb retired from the

state bench of Delaware June 12, after

twenty-three years' service. He has had a

distinguished and active career, holding

many public offices in Delaware, and per

forming arduous duties in the constitutional

convention of 1897. In 1893, he declined

the office of Chief Justice, and in 1895, that of

Chancellor. In length of service he is the

dean of the Delaware bench.

The Senate has confirmed the appoint

ments of the following to be United States

District Judges: Edward E. Cushman to be

District Judge for the third division of Alaska,

William I. Grubb for the northern district of

Alaska, Charles A. Willard for the district of

Minnesota, and A. W. Cooley for the district

of New Mexico. The appointments of Ernest

W. Lewis and Edward M. Doe to the Arizona

Supreme Court bench have also been con

firmed.

Personal—The Bar

William Curtis Gulliver, Yale '70, a prom

inent New York lawyer, died May 25 at his

home at 8 East 56th street.

John B. Morrill of Gilford, N. H., a former

member of the Legislature, and a member of

the constitutional convention in 1889, has

been appointed Judge of Probate of Belknap

County, N. H.

W. W. Fuller of New York, general counsel

for the American Tobacco Company, and for

merly a student of the University of Vir

ginia, has given $10,000 to the law library of

that institution.

Francis M. Fogarty has been appointed

Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals at Boston. He has been first as

sistant clerk for the past four years, and is

twenty-eight years of age.

J. Herbert Denton, K.C., of Toronto, J.

McKay, K.C., of Sault Ste. Marie, G. M.

Rogers, K.C., of Peterborough, and C. Russell

Fitch, K.C., of Toronto, have been appointed

to the county bench of Ontario.

William R. Harr of the District of Columbia

has been appointed Assistant Attorney-

General of the United States, to succeed

Alford W. Cooley, whose appointment as

Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of

New Mexico was confirmed by the Senate

June 2.

Judge David W. Doom, one of the foremost

lawyers of Austin, Texas, died there May 24.

He was born in 1848, served in the Confed

erate army, and acted as special district judge

and special judge of the appellate courts on

several occasions, and handled a large amount

of land litigation.

President Taft has appointed William

Williams, a practising attorney of New York,

to succeed Robert Watchorn as Commissioner

of Immigration at that port. Mr. Watchorn

was a graduate of Yale in 1884, and was Im

migration Commissioner for two years during

the Roosevelt administration.

Mr. Frederick W. Lehmann, president of

the American Bar Association, has been ten

dered by Governor Hadley the position of

Judge of the St. Louis Circuit Court of Mis

souri, to succeed Judge Matt. G. Reynolds,

on the latter's retirement, but has stated that

owing to his business relations he can not

accept the honor.

The fiftieth anniversary of the admission

to the Vermont bar of Gilbert A. Davis was

celebrated at Woodstock, Vt., June 1, by

about fifty of his friends, including prom

inent lawyers and judges. Mr. Davis has

been assistant clerk of the Vermont House of

Representatives, Register of Probate, state

senator and State's Attorney.

State's Attorney Hugh M. Alcorn on June

7 announced the appointment of Theodore

G. Case of Hartford, Conn., as Assistant

State's Attorney, beginning his duties July 1.

Mr. Case is about thirty-four years of age,

and is a brother of Superior Court Judge

William S. Case of Hartford. He is a grad

uate of. Trinity College, and studied at the

Yale Law School.

Mr. Charles F. D. Belden, who is a member

of the New York bar, has been appointed

librarian of the State Library of Massachusetts

It is expected that he will make the State

Library invaluable to the Legislature, be

cause of the particularly appropriate expe

rience he has had not only as librarian of

the Boston Social Law Library but in that of

the Harvard Law School.

George Donworth, a prominent lawyer of

Seattle, was sworn in as United States Dis

trict Judge for the western district of Washing
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ton May 27. Judge Donworth was at one time

attorney for the Stone & Webster syndicate

and had represented other large interests.

Judge Donworth was banqueted by the

Pierce County Bar Association May 19, at

which he was jovially introduced by Judge

J. A. Shackleford as "the only federal judge

of the state of Washington who has never

been reversed."

Prof. Roscoe Pound of the Northwestern

University Law School, formerly dean of

the University of Nebraska Law School,

will join the faculty of the University of

Chicago Law School next October. As its

editor-in-chief, he has made the Illinois Law

Review one of the ablest law journals in the

country. Prof. Pound is a man of wide

learning and keen intellect who has devoted

painstaking attention to fundamental prob

lems of political and legal science and has

made a special study of the reform of pro

cedure, and is one of the best informed

men on that subject in the United States.

He was organizer of the National Conference

on Criminal Law and Criminology which

just met in Chicago to mark the fiftieth

anniversary of the Northwestern University

Law School. The University of Chicago is

to be congratulated on its good fortune in

securing the services of so gifted a scholar.

Bar Associations

Congressman S. W. McCall of Massachusetts

will deliver the annual address before the

Ohio State Bar Association July 7.

Dr. James Parker Hall, the English jurist,

was one of the principal guests at the large

banquet of the San Francisco Bar Association

May 20.

The Rhode Island Bar Association held its

annual summer outing at the Pomham Club

on the afternoon of June 5, when they en

joyed a luncheon and clambake.

The New Jersey Bar Association held it

eleventh annual meeting in Atlantic City

June 11 and 12, the principal address being

delivered by Associate Justice David J.

Brewer of the United States Supreme Court.

The Berkshire Bar Association held its

annual meeting and dinner at Pittsfield,

Mass., May 17. Former Attorney-General

Herbert Parker and District Attorney Taft

of Springfield were the speakers. Charles

E. Burke of Pittsfield was elected president.

Ernest W. Hardy at a meeting of the

Multnomah County Bar Association held

May 25 at Portland, Oregon, spoke on "The

Necessity of Judicial Construction of the

Laws Passed by the Legislature," and urged

the adoption of the Wisconsin plan whereby

an expert assists the legislature in drafting

bills.

Judge Howard T. Sanford of the United

States Court for the eastern district of Ten

nessee read a paper on "The Establishment

of the Federal Judiciary," and Clarence S.

Darrow of the Chicago bar spoke on The

Adherence to the Precedents in the Law

at the monthly meeting of the Cincinnati

Bar Association June 5.

The State Bar Association of Arkansas

met June 1 at Hot Springs, Ark., for its

twelfth annual convention, and listened to

a paper by the president, John M. Moore of

Little Rock, on "The Development of the

Law and Private Corporations. Cummings

Ratcliffe of Little Rock read a ' paper on

"Mining Law," and S. H. Mann of Forest

City one on "Special Legislation."

Hon. Hannis Taylor of Washington, D.C.,

delivered the annual address before the

Georgia Bar Association, which opened its

twenty-sixth annual convention at Warm

Springs, Ga., June 2. One of the most

important matters considered was the report

of the committee on jurisprudence, law

reform, and procedure. This report rec

ommended the passage of an act with refer

ence to the probate and execution of foreign

wills, and favored in earnest terms action

by the association to induce the legislature

to adopt and publish a new code.

The fourteenth annual meeting of the

Maryland State Bar Association will be held

at Old Point Comfort, July 7-9. The Vir

ginia State Bar Association meets at the same

place at the same time. The Maryland

association will consider the Torrens land

system and the divorce question. Justice

Henry B. Brown, retired, of the United

States Supreme Court, will speak on the

latter topic, and Herbert Noble will make

an address on the trust problem. Hon.

Simeon E. Baldwin, lately Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court of Connecticut, is also

on the list of speakers.

Louisana fQar Meeting

The annual meeting of the Louisiana Bar

Association, held at Alexandria, La., May

28-29, was the largest and most successful

in its history. In the attendance were to

be found the Governor, four Justices of the

Supreme Court, and other prominent officials,

including the full membership of two com

missions on the revision of the Civil and

Criminal Codes. Interest centred chiefly
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in the discussion of the proposed changes

in the Civil Code, and of the proposed Criminal

Code. Mayor J. P. Turregano offered the

hospitality of Alexandria in an opening

speech, and Hon. Ralph S. Thornton ex

tended the welcome of the Alexandria bar.

Gov. J. Y. Sanders, referring to the fact that

the most perfect system of law devised by

the human mind, the civil law, was to be

revised, said that there was also great need

of the revision of the Criminal Code. The

former received chief attention, a symposium

on it being opened by Hon. R. E. Milling,

chairman of the Commission for the Revision

of the Civil Code, who outlined the changes

that the Commission had tentatively agreed

upon. He said that while he and his asso

ciates were at first "strongly of the opinion

that many defects existed in the Code, and

that many radical changes should be made

therein," they finally concluded that it was

better as it was, in the main. J. P. Blair of

New Orleans discussed the question "Should

the Community Laws of Louisiana be Re-

?ealed or Modified?" and Hon. Henry L.

'avrot of New Orleans made an address on

"The First Governor on the First Code."

Hon. J. C. Theus considered the topic "What

Laws Should be Required to Compel Reg

istry of Changes in the Title to Real Estate,

When the Title Comes Through Succession

or Through the Community?' and Henry

P. Dart discussed the subject, "Should the

Laws Requiring the Convocation of Family

Meetings tor Certain Purposes be Repealed?

Mrs. Jessie Benedict Gessner, in the dis

cussion which followed, warmly advocated

the abolition of family meetings. M. H.

Carver read a scholarly paper on "The

Divorce Laws of Louisiana." Sentiment

was practically unanimous against any mate

rial changes in such laws. In the symposium,

the discussion of live topics connected with

the revision of the Civil Code continued on the

second day, when H. Garland Dupre\ Speaker

of the House of Representatives, discussed

the disabilities of married women, Miss

Florence Loeber joining in the helpful dis

cussion, and Hon. E. H. Randolph followed

with a scholarly paper on "Should the Rights

of Illegitimate Children be Increased or

Diminished?" There was much general dis

cussion on all the topics, in addition to the

regular addresses. The trend of the debates

indicated a sentiment predominantly in

favor of the retention of the civil jurispru

dence of Louisiana substantially in its present

form, without other changes than those

necessary to adapt it to contemporary con

ditions. The closing hours were made in

teresting, not only by the presentation of

the president's address, by Hon. W. S.

Parkerson of the New Orleans bar, but by

the reading of a paper by Attorney-General

J. B. Stirling of Mississippi on "The Relation

between Interstate and Intrastate Com

merce." The subject of a new court house

received some attention. Amendments to

the constitution were adopted, providing for

committees of three members each on juris

prudence and law reform, on legal education

and admission to the bar, on publication, on

state laws so as to promote uniformity, of

legislation, on local bar associations and on

obituaries. The meeting came to a close

with a banquet. E. H. Randolph of Shreve-

port was elected president, the other officers

being: vice-presidents, Joseph W. Carroll,

Frank P. Stubbs, Jr., Philip S. Pugh, Edward

T. Weeks; secretary-treasurer, Charles A.

Duchamp.

Necrology—The Bench'

Ex-County Judge David Millar died at

Lockport, N. Y., May 4. He was prominent

in the Democratic party.

John J. Fruit, Presiding Judge of the sixth

judicial circuit of Wisconsin, died at La

Crosse, Wis., May 27, after an illness of six

months.

Irwin William Schultz, a leading lawyer

of Warren County, New Jersey, former Mayor

of Phillipsburg, and former Judge of the

County Court, died in Phillipsburg, N. J.,

May 17.

Judge George R. Pryordied at Nicholasville,

Ky., May 20. . Early in life he taught school,

having James Lane Allen among his pupils.

He was one of the best known lawyers of his

section.

Charles Alexander Weller, County Court

Judge of Peterborough, Ont., died June 5, in

his seventy-ninth year. He was widely

known in Ontario and held in the highest

esteem.

Judge Henry L. Henderson, who was for

merly United States Judge in Utah, died

in that state early in June. He was at one

time law partner of the late Judge Brown of

Washington.

Judge R. H. Lee, who had long been promi

nent in the public affairs of his section of the

state, died at Sanford, Miss., May 17. In

earlier days he had taken an active part in

local politics.

Samuel Ashton, who forty years ago was

Justice of the Supreme Court in Chicago,

died in New York City June 3, at the age of

eighty-five. He was a personal friend of

Chief Justice Fuller.

Judge W. P. Green, who died at Fulton,

Ky., May 9, was the prosecuting attorney

for Washington County, Ky., forty years

ago, later becoming county judge. He left

the law to engage in journalism.

Judge Horatio Wildman, one of the oldest

and best known lawyers of Ohio, died May
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16 at his home in Sandusky, O. Going .west

in 1848 from Connecticut, he was prominent

in Ohio politics for half a century and 'held

various public offices.

Judge William C. Hall, who died at Long

Beach, Cal., May 7, was one of the most

prominent lawyers of Salt Lake City. He

fought in the Civil War on the Confederate

side. He made a specialty of mining law,

and was twice elected city attorney.

Judge Edwin H. Wooley, a leading lawyer

of Kansas City, Kan., and one of the oldest

members of the Wyandotte County Bar

Association, was stricken with paralysis May

13. He had formerly enjoyed a large prac

tice in the highest courts of Nebraska.

The memory of the late Judge William H.

Donohue was honored by the Minneapolis

bar May 15. Five judges who had been his

colleagues on the bench presided, and voiced

the sentiments of the profession in the pres

ence of one hundred or more members of

the Minneapolis bar.

Former Judge William Waugh of Mercer

County, Pa., died at Greenville, Pa., recently,

being ninety-one years old. He was grad

uated over seventy years ago from the law

school of the Western University of Penn

sylvania. He received the degree of LL.D.

from the University of Pittsburgh last Feb

ruary.

The Bar Association of Fairfield County,

Conn., paid an admiring tribute to the late

Judge Charles A. Doten, who died May 15.

Judge Doten held the offices of corporation

counsel of Bridgeport, Judge of the City

Court, and County Coroner, and was a well-

informed and faithful lawyer of honorable

character.

Walter L. Weaver died May 26 at Spring

field, O., in his fifty-eighth year. He was

educated at Wittenberg College, afterward

studying law and engaging in newspaper work.

He practised law, and then became a member

of the Fifty-fifth and Fifty-sixth Congress,

and in 1902 was appointed by Mr. Roosevelt

Associate Justice of the Choctaw and Chicka

saw citizenship court, in which capacity he

served for three years.

Judge William H. Hulsey, a progressive

citizen of Atlanta, and a Confederate colonel

in the Civil War, died May 17. He had served

in the legislature of his state and as Ordinary

of Fulton County for several terms. Judge

Hulsey as Atlanta's "Boy Mayor" in 1869

displayed exceptional enterprise, and as a

criminal lawyer he ranked with the most

eloquent and successful in his part of the

country.

Justice Guy C. Scott of the Illinois Supreme

Court died at Galesburg, Ill., May 24, after

an operation for appendicitis. He was forty-

six years old. For one year he served as

Chief Justice. When he first went on the

bench he was considered the best trial lawyer

in Mercer County. His service on the bench

was marked by incessantly studious and con

scientious labor.

Judge Henry Perry Henderson of Salt

Lake City, Utah, died there June 3. He

was born at Otisco, N. Y., and was sixty-five

years of age. He had filled many minor

offices, having been clerk of the Supreme

Court of Michigan, county attorney for

Ingham County, and Mayor of Mason. In

1886 he was appointed one of the Justices of

the Supreme Court of Utah, later returning to

his law practice.

Judge Denis O'Brien, who retired from the

New York Court of Appeals two years ago,

died May 18, at his home in Watertown,

N.Y. He had served as Mayor of Watertown

in 1878, as Attorney-General from 1883 until

1887, and as Judge of the Court of Appeals

from 1889 to 1907. He was the friend of

Tilden and Cleveland. On the bench he

served with conspicuous ability, rendering

many important decisions, including that

wherein the Alien Labor Wage Law was held

unconstitutional. His decisions were char

acterized by marked learning and independ

ence.

Necrology—The 'Bar

W. H. Reece, a prominent lawyer of

northern New York, died suddenly in Water-

town May 26.

Bryan L. Oliver, a prominent lawyer and

Republican leader of Los Angeles, died in

Mexico May 15.

Major Horatio K. Tyler, a successful pen

sion attorney and a prominent Civil War

veteran, died at Pittsburgh June 7.

Edward T. Lovett, a lawyer of Nyack,

N. Y., died May 23. He was a member of

the Westchester and Rockland County Bar

Associations.

Charles Gibbs Carter, who died May 14

in Pittsburgh, had been connected with many

large suits, principally oil and gas cases.

Erastus P. Jewell, a leader of the bar of

Belknap County, N. H., died at Laconia,

N. H., June 3, after an active and useful

L. F. Fryer, a prominent and respected

attorney of Fort Worth, Tex., was accidentally

killed May 19 by a fall from the window of

his office.
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Jacob P. Solomon, founder and editorjof

the Hebrew Standard, who diedtMay 26 Jin

New York, had practised law from 1865 until

seven years ago.

William H. Ely died at New Haven, Conn.,

May 26. He was graduated from Amherst

College in 1877, and ranked with the best

known and most popular lawyers of Con

necticut.

Major H. Frank Wilson, a prominent

member of the Sumter, S. C., bar, a polished

orator and gentleman, tragically shot himself

May 18. He had been in ill health for sev

eral years.

Charles H. Reed, a prominent lawyer and

Republican, died at Dufur, Ore., May 17.

He had at one time practised law in Idaho,

and had been prominent in Idaho as well as

in Oregon politics.

Robert O. Bascom, District Attorney of

Washington County, New York, died at

Fort Edward, N. Y., May 18. He was a

prominent Republican, and was secretary of

the New York State Historical Society.

Francis A. Bolles, the oldest lawyer in

practice in Bellows Falls, Vt., died May 23.

A graduate of Tufts College in 1890, he be

came a member of the Legislature, and was

afterwards State's Attorney for Windham

County.

Smith L. Lindsley, president of the Oneida

County Bar Association, died at his home in

Utica, N. Y., May 17, after a long illness.

He was admired and respected for his ability

and integrity, which had won him success at

the bar.

Jonas Guilford, who in former years was

counsel in much important litigation, died

May 15 at Minneapolis. A native of Massa

chusetts, he was graduated from Amherst

College in 1864, and had resided in Minnea

polis for forty-two years.

Walter Alexander, a prominent graduate

of Harvard, died in New York City May 21.

When in college he stroked the 'Varsity crew

of 1887, in which year he was graduated.

He was a member of the Board of Education,

and president of the Missouri Society.

John H. Bird, formerly a prominent lawyer

and clubman of New York City, died at

Peekskill May 25 in his seventy-third year.

In his prime he had been an enthusiastic

yachtsman and amateur actor, and had also

had charge of some important litigation.

Governor Stuart andTall the judges of the

Supreme and Superior Courts of Pennsylvania

attended the funeral services for Col. Alex

ander K. McClure, the veteran journalist and

prothonotary of the Supreme and Superior

Courts, at Wallingford, Pa., June 10.

John M. Poston, who was for years one of

the most prominent lawyers in California,

died May 12. Habits which he could not

master had steadily driven him down to

abject poverty from the position of one of

the most skillful masters of pleading in the

state.

A memorial to Thomas G. Kent of Wor

cester, Mass., was entered on the records of

the Superior Court on June 3. Chief Justice

Aiken and a number of lawyers spoke feel

ingly of his high integrity and his marked

ability. Mr. Kent was for years one of the

leading lawyers of Worcester.

Hugh H. Hamill, whose father had been

head-master of Lawrenceville School, died

in Trenton, N. J., May 14. He was grad

uated from Princeton in 1871, admitted to

the bar in 1874, and practised until 1890,

when he became President of the Trenton

Trust and Safe Deposit Company.

The late Walter L. Granger stood high in

the legal fraternity of Cincinnati. He was

known as an indefatigable worker in lucrative

practice until three years ago. To his habit

of severe study in leisure hours is ascribed

the chief cause of the failing health that com

pelled him to give up active practice.

iames M. Williams, well known in the

tical and legal life of Cleveland, and

former Lieutenant-Governor of Ohio, died

in Cleveland May 22. He had been a member

of the Legislature and was state senator for

four terms, until a year ago. He had also

done much work in the way of securing a

revision and codification of the Ohio laws.

Charles H. Burns, a prominent New Hamp

shire lawyer, died at Wilton, N. H., May 22,

at the age of seventy-four. He was a grad

uate of the Harvard Law School, and served

as state senator, and later as United States

Attorney. For many years he was senior

counsel for the Boston & Maine Railroad in

southern New Hampshire.

The memory of the late John G. Stetson,

who died March 30, 1908, for many years

Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals, has been honored by the Boston

Bar Association, which has just adopted

resolutions paying tribute to his excellent

work and tine talents, a beautiful eulogy

being delivered by Judge Colt.
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Ex-Governor Thomas T. Crittenden of

Missouri died at Kansas City, May 29. After

the Civil War Col. Crittenden formed a law

partnership with Gen. F. M. Cockrell, and

was elected to Congress five years later, after

wards becoming United States Senator from

Missouri, and later Governor. He afterward

resumed the practice of law, and then served

for four years as Consul-General to Mexico.

John Noble, who not long ago retired

from the position of Clerk of the Supreme

udicial Court of Massachusetts, which he

ad held for thirty-three years, died June 10.

He was educated at Phillips-Exeter Academy,

Harvard College, and the Harvard Law

School, and successfully practised law before

his appointment. He was a man of consid

erable legal learning, and belonged to numer

ous societies.

Miscellaneous

A new edition of Judge Dillon's invaluable

Law of Municipal Corporations is now being

prepared and will be published shortly.

Diplomas were awarded to sixteen grad

uates of the Washington College of Law,

Washington, D.C., May 24. Six of the class

were women.

The Idaho State University at Moscow,

Idaho, will establish a law school, and Mr.

John F. MacLane, Assistant Attorney-General,

will begin his work as its head next fall.

Mayor Malone, acting under the provisions

of the Tennessee law creating a juvenile court,

has selected a committee of three to investi

gate its requirements for the city of Memphis.

The largest class of law students that has

ever appeared before the Missouri Board of

Law Examiners, consisting of 139 students,

took their examinations a month ago at

Jefferson City.

The commencement exercises of the Pitts

burgh Law School, which is the law depart

ment of the University of Pittsburgh, were

held on June 9. A class consisting of thirty-

one young men was graduated.

Dr. Theodore Barth, the eminent publicist

of Germany, who died June 2, was not a

lawyer, but was a close student of political

and economic institutions, and wrote easily

and temperately on American affairs.

The new session laws passed by the last

legislature direct the judges of the Supreme

and Superior Courts of the state of Washington

to appear in open court "in gowns made of

black silk of the usual style of judicial gowns."

Miss Amy Wren, a practising lawyer of

Brooklyn, has the distinction of being the

first woman ever appointed to a receivership

in the United States, having been designated

to close up the business of a Brooklyn shoe

firm.

The Bar Commission of Oklahoma adopted

a rule June 3, that attorneys will be admitted

to the bar of that state when they have been

admitted in other states on motion and have

practised five years, or when they have been

admitted in other states on examination and

have practised one year.

The Williamette College of Law held its

commencement exercises at Salem, Ore.,

May 21. Circuit Judge George H. Burnett

addressed the graduating class on the pro

fessional career opening before them, while

Speaker C. N. McArthur discussed their

future duties as lawyers and citizens.

Judge Emory Speer of Georgia, Dean of

the Law School of Mercer University, Macon,

Ga., delivered the annual address to the forty

?oung men of the graduating class, June 2.

rizes were won by George Alexander Adams

for excellence in constitutional law, and by

John Burke Harris for the highest grade in

law studies.

The class day exercises of the Boston Uni

versity Law School were held June 1. John

H. Cogswell was class orator.and Jacob Ber-

man was class historian, while Joseph ^ Klein

made an address on "Boston in 1915" and

Samuel Markell gave a "miniature horoscope."

of the class as it would appear ten years hence.

The closing of the 46th session of the

Illinois Legislature was marked by the

triumph of local option over the saloon ele

ment, the contest being a close one. The

liquor interests, finding that they could not

secure a majority in the Senate, although they

nearly had one, surrendered as gracefully as

they could.

Judge William H. De Lacy, Judge of the

iuvenile Court in Washington, D.C., Judge

lack. Judge of the Juvenile Court in Chicago,

and Judge Emanuel Devine, Judge of the

Juvenile Court in Cleveland, are some of the

speakers who are to appear at the National

Charities and Conference of Corrections to be

held this year at Buffalo.

The Supreme Court of the United States

closed its October term June 1, and adjourned

until the second Monday in October. With

the exception of Justice Moody, who had been

suffering from rheumatism, all the members

of the Court were in attendance. Justice

Harlan observed his seventy-sixth birthday

on the closing day, declaring that he felt

"just as spry as he had felt any time for many

years."

J
h
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Sam Lima, said to be the leader of the

Black Hand gang in the United States, and

several of his fellow conspirators, were ar

rested early in June in Columbus and Marion,

Ohio, where much evidence has been gath

ered against the organization. The work

of the Cincinnati officers tends to show that

there is a national Black Hand organization

in the United States allied with a similar one

in Sicily, and working in connection with the

Mafia.

The Superintendent of Prisons for New

York proposes to ask the next legislature of

that state to take the initiative in deporting

to their own countries alien criminals. It is

now a federal law that aliens can be deported

who within three years after their arrival

in this country have been convicted of crime.

Some of the leaders of the New York legis-

ture are understood to be in sympathy with

the project, which would relieve tne state of

considerable expense.

Professor A. V. Dicey now retires from the

Vinerian Chair of English Law at Oxford

after twenty-seven years' tenure of office.

While he is in his seventy-fourth year, re

tirement is not due to ill-health. Professor

Dicey, before taking the professorship the

traditions of which his scholarly gifts have

so nobly upheld, was a Fellow of Balliol, then

a Fellow of All Souls', and Honorary Fellow

of Trinity, and was called to the bar at the

Inner Temple in 1863.

Ambassador Bryce attended the session of

the Massachusetts House of Representatives

June 10, and in response to a request for a

speech expressed the greeting and good will

of the mother country. "The state legisla

tures in America," he said, "have followed

the ancient traditions of Parliament—even

more closely than has your national Congress.

This is especially true of the legislatures of

Massachusetts and Virginia. Here you have

the principle of requiring the filing of bills, the

reference to and consideration by committees,

the three readings that all may know and

understand each matter, and the two branches

that everything may be properly heard and

the liability of mistakes lessened."

In the election of Cook County judges at

Chicago June 7, all of the sixteen judges of

the Superior Court and Circuit Court were

re-elected except three. To succeed these

three, Judges Edward O. Brown, R. W.

Clifford, and Francis Adams, who were

all Democratic candidates for re-election,

Kickham Scanlan, Adelor J. Petit, and Jesse

A. Baldwin, all Republicans, were chosen.

The complexion of the Circuit Court has

thus changed from a Democratic to a Republi

can majority. The defeat of the able Judge

Adams, and probably the election of the in

experienced Scanlan, were due to the efforts

of the labor unions. Six of the judges elected

had failed to receive the indorsement of the

Chicago Bar Association.

The fiftieth anniversary of the founding of

the Northwestern University Law School was

observed at Chicago June 7-8, by a National

Conference on Criminal Law and Criminology,

which was attended by specialists, judges, and

lawyers gathering from all parts of the country.

Prof. Rosooe Pound, who had been chiefly

instrumental in organizing the conference,

stated its aims in an opening address and in

troduced Gov. Deneen, who greeted the visit

ors. James Hagerman of St. Louis was

elected chairman of the conference. Prof.

E. A. Ross of the University of Wisconsin

predicted that the near future would see a

comprehensive anthropological survey for the

purpose of securing more accurate informa

tion regarding criminals by means of labora

tories conducted in a systematic manner.

This proposal elicited some discussion; as did

also that regarding police training, some

delegates urging the advantages of a school

which should give policemen some under

standing of what legal evidence of crime im

plies. Clark Bell of New York, editor of the

Medico-Legal Journal, contributed a paper on

"The Indeterminate Sentence." As a result

of the action of the conference a permanent

body to be known as the American Institute

of Criminal Law and Criminology was or

ganized, with Dean John H. Wigmore of

Northwestern University Law School as pres

ident, and Prof. Edwin R. Keedy of the Uni

versity of Indiana as secretary. This organ

ization will immediately give its attention to

the revision and alteration of the criminal

jurisprudence of this country. Congress will

be asked by a committee of the Institute to

establish a bureau to collect criminal statistics,

and a committee was selected to investigate

criminal laws in foreign countries to guide in

the reform of our own criminal law. Sixteen

topics were turned over to various committees

for investigation during the coming year.

These were culled from one hundred and

thirty-four topics submitted to the confer

ence for consideration, and reports upon

them will be offered at the next annual

meeting. The topics are divided into three

classes, bearing on offenders against the law,

on the organization and training of officers of

the law, and on criminal law and procedure.

The conference was closed by a banquet

at which Supreme Court Justice Orrin H.

Carter presided as toastmaster. The delib

erations of the conference are to be published

in the form of a treatise on criminology and

widely circulated. The following are the

committee chairmen: permanent organization

committee, William E. Mikell, professor of

criminal law in the University of Pennsylva

nia; periodical committee, Adolf Meyer of

New York; criminologist affiliations com

mittee, Joseph P. Byers of New York; statis

tics bureau, John Korne of the United States

census bureau.
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IN taking up this subject it is not

our intention to enter into a dis

cussion of fundamental social, political

or economic theories as to the wisdom,

policy or constitutionality of the exer

cise of the police power to regulate and

limit the hours of labor. To do so

would involve us in the abstractions

suggested by such titles as "Paternalism

v. Individualism" and "Governmental

Interference v. Laissez faire," all of

which we wish to carefully avoid.

It may be that governmental inter

ference has gone, or is going, too far.

As early as 1886, Prof. Tiedeman was

so alarmed about this tendency that

he felt it his duty to point out the exact

limitations of the police power in the

United States, in the hope that he

might "awaken the public mind to a

full appreciation of the power of con

stitutional limitation to protect private

right against the radical experimenta

tion of social reformers." It is inter

esting to note the anxiety of this author

in regard to this matter at a time when

legislation under the police power had

not gone to the extremes of today, and

when its application to the regulation

and limitation of hours of labor was yet

a novelty. In the preface to his treatise

on the "Limitations of the Police Power

in the United States" he says:—

For many years after popular government

was established in the English-speaking

world there was no marked disposition mani

fested by the majority to interfere with the

like liberty of the minority. On the con

trary, the sphere of governmental action was

confined within the smallest limits by the

popularization of the so-called laissez faire

doctrine, which denies to the government

the power to do more than provide for the

public order and personal security by the

prevention and punishment of crimes and

trespasses. Under the influence of this doc

trine, the encroachments of government upon

the rights of the individual in the past cen

tury have been comparatively few. But

the political pendulum is again swinging in

the opposite direction and the doctrine of

governmental inactivity in economic matters

is attacked daily with increasing vehemence.

Governmental interference is proclaimed and

demanded as a sufficient panacea for every

social evil which threatens the prosperity of

society Contemplating

these extraordinary demands the

conservative classes stand in constant fear of

the advent of an absolutism more tyranical

and more unreasoning than any before ex

perienced by man, the absolutism of a demo

cratic majority.

Thus wrote Tiedeman in 1886. Since
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that time the range of legislation with

respect to the subject of governmental

control in the exercise of the police

power has been much extended. The

reasons for this extension are obvious.

Modern social life has called into being

many agencies not before existing, and

it is only natural that there should be

a continuous and progressive develop

ment of governmental functions with

the increased application of science to

the business of life. The changing

conditions of society, the evolution of

employment, and the expansion of

trade and business along all lines make

a change in the application of principles

absolutely necessary.

Many people now hold the view that,

all things considered, the general wel

fare of employees, mechanics and work-

ingmen upon whom rests a portion of

government will be best subserved if

the hours of labor are restricted. This

is shown by the many laws upon this

subject passed within recent years,

such, for instance, as the law of Congress

limiting the hours of labor upon public

works, regardless of whether there are

any special circumstances calling for

such a law.

But, however that may be, we shall

not discuss fundamental theories, such

as the quotation above suggests. At

least we shall not join with Prof.

Tiedeman in his opposition to the evi

dent tendency of the law. To do so

would avail us nothing. To take a

stand opposed to governmental inter

ference, except in this restricted sense,

would be to differ with the overwhelm

ing authority of both state and federal

statutes and cases. Our only purpose,

therefore, shall be to review and

classify the cases which have con

sidered laws relating to hours of

labor, to the end that we may know

just where we stand upon this im

portant subject in its present state of

development.

If we were to classify the police

power with regard to the instances in

which it has been exercised within

recent years, one of the main divisions

would be that as to the regulation and

limitation of hours of labor. Indeed,

so important have become the statutes

and decisions upon this subject that

the Digests and Encyclopaedias have

incorporated a distinct head under

which to treat them, which, no matter

what the number of hours to which

labor is limited may be, is entitled, for

the sake of brevity and uniformity,

"Eight Hour Law."

While laws providing that a certain

number of hours shall constitute a day's

work have become quite general within

recent years, the adjudications upon

this subject are as yet comparatively

few. The terms of the statutes vary

in the different states. In some the

only purpose seems to be to define a

working day, while in others provisions

are made for recovering compensation

for working over hours, or penalties

are enacted for their violation.

The principal ground upon which

such statutes have been attacked is

that they restrict the constitutional

rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth

Amendment to the Constitution of the

United States which reads as follows :—

"No state shall make or enforce any

law which shall abridge the privileges

and immunities of citizens of the United

States; nor shall any state deprive any

person of life, liberty or property with

out due process of law; nor deny to any

person the equal protection of the law."

The police power, which is inherent

in the states, relates to the health,

safety, morals and general welfare of the

public. It is hardly necessary, there

fore, to say that any law limiting hours
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of labor which clearly and directly con

serves the public health, safety, morals

or welfare is valid and will be upheld

in any court. Such a law is designed

primarily to protect the public, as dis

tinguished from the individual, and

clearly falls within the requirements of

the legal maxim, "Sic uiere tuo, ut

alienum non laedas," upon which the

police power rests and to the detailed

enforcement of which it is generally

confined.

I. Laws Regulating and Limiting Hours

of Labor Which Directly Affect the

Public.

It is difficult to conceive of labor

laws which directly affect any one but

the laborer himself, or, perhaps, the

employer. To limit the number of

hours a person shall work generally

does not concern the public, at least not

directly. We need not expect, there

fore, to find many such laws. The

cases in which such laws are considered

are still fewer for the reason that their

validity is seldom attacked. The only

case in which the constitutionality of

such a law was considered is that en

titled, The Ten Hour Law for Street

Railway Corporations, 24 R. I. 603,

1902, in which an act providing that

a day's work for employees on street

railways should not exceed ten hours'

work to be performed within twelve

consecutive hours was held valid. The

Court said in substance that the purpose

of the act is to guard the public (safety)

from service too prolonged for alertness

in the exercise of reasonable care. A

similar statute applicable to railroads

was involved in People v. Phyfe, 136

N. Y. 554, 1893, but the case turned

upon another point and the question

as to its constitutionality was not de

cided. The Court said, however, that

"in view of the great danger to, and

even destruction of, life and property,

which might result from an attempt of

men who have become enfeebled by

prolonged and exhausting effort to con

trol engines and cars in motion," it

might well be regarded as a reasonable

exercise of the police power. The

federal eight hour law, limiting the

hours of employees engaged by inter

state railroads, which went into effect

a little over a year ago, is another sim

ilar law and is undoubtedly sustainable

on the same ground, namely, on the

ground that it directly protects the

public.

These are perhaps the clearest illus

trations of such a law. There are

none beside these in which the hours of

employees have been limited primarily

for the welfare of the public, and which

so directly affect the public. As soon

as we leave clear instances like those

above, we approach the border-line

between those laws which directly af

fect the public and those which do not,

and become involved in the difficulty

of determining to which class the par

ticular law in question belongs, upon

which determination, of course, depends

the validity of the law. Here there is

room for great differences of opinion,

depending entirely upon the view which

the court takes, and hence the conflict

between the decisions of our best courts

in passing upon the validity of the same

law. To illustrate, a few years ago the

legislature of New York passed a law

making it a misdemeanor to employ a

person in a bakery for more than ten

hours in any one day. This law was

sustained as a valid exercise of the

police power by both the Appellate

Division of the Supreme Court, People

v. Lochner, 73 App. Div. 120, 1902, and

the Court of Appeals, id., 177 N. Y.

145, 1904, of the State of New York.

This case properly falls under a later
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division of our subject and we notice it

here only to call attention to that phase

of it which touches the point we wish

to illustrate. One of the reasons given

by the New York courts for upholding

this law was that it directly affects the

public health, because bread is more

likely to be clean and wholesome if

the workman is not fatigued by long

hours of work, and clean and whole

some bread is conducive to the public

health. The case later went to the

Supreme Court of the United States,

Lockner v. New York, 198 U. S. 45,

1905, but that Court could see no such

direct relation between the law and the

public health. It said, in substance,

that it is impossible to discover any

connection between hours of labor and

healthy bread, and that, if it exists,

it is "too thin and shadowy to build an

argument on it." The conclusion,

therefore, was that the law could not

be sustained on that ground.

//. Laws Regulating and Limiting Hours

of Labor Which do Not Directly

Affect the Public. General

Rule.

Let us now see what the situation

is with regard to laws which admittedly

have no such direct relation to the

public health, safety, morals or welfare.

The broad, fundamental rule undoubt

edly is that such laws are invalid be

cause they restrict the inalienable right

of every citizen to contract as he pleases

concerning his labor and property.

But there is another principle as firmly

established as the preceding one, to the

effect that both liberty and property,

including the right to contract, are sub

ject to reasonable regulation by the

state when there are particular circum

stances which require it. A few courts,

though recognizing this principle in

other connections, seem to forget it

when they are dealing with laws limit

ing hours of labor, and, adhering strictly

to the main rule, absolutely refuse to

sustain such laws. A large majority

of the courts, however, recognize and

apply this principle in considering laws

limiting hours of labor as they do in

considering other laws, with the result

that there are now three well estab

lished exceptions to the broad, funda

mental rule first above stated. The

cases which absolutely deny the right

of the legislature to make such laws

under any circumstances, we will take

up in connection with, and as denying,

the exceptions which naturally furnish

the classification for the rest of this

article.

///. Exceptions to the General Rule That

Laws Regulating and Limiting

Hours of Labor Which Do Not

Directly Affect the Public are

Invalid.

1. LAWS WHICH LIMIT THE HOURS

OF LABOR OF PERSONS ENGAGED

ON PUBLIC WORKS.

A common form of statutory regula

tion of the hours of labor is the pro

vision that workmen on public works

shall not be required to work more than

a prescribed number of hours each day.

These laws indicate a general belief

on the part of the legislators that re

stricting the number of hours of work

is conducive to the general welfare,

because they are often passed regard

less of whether there are any special

circumstances connected with the situa

tion they are to govern calling for such

laws. Most courts sustain legislation

of this kind. This is not because it

has such a direct relation to the public

welfare as is required in other cases, or

even because it has any relation to it at

all, but because laws of this kind are

regarded as in the nature of a direction
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from a principal to his agent. As was

said by the Court in United States v.

Martin, 94 U. S. 400, 1876—"We regard

the statute chiefly as in the nature of

a direction from a principal to his

agent, that eight hours shall be deemed

to be a proper length of time for a day's

work, and that his contracts shall be

based upon that theory. It is a matter

between the principal and his agent in

which a third party has no interest."

In Atkins v. Kansas, 191 U. S. 207,

1903, the Court said that "It is within

the power of a state, as a guardian or

trustee for its people and having full

control of its affairs, to prescribe the

conditions upon which it will permit

public work to be done on behalf of its

municipalities." A typical statute of

this kind is that considered in the case

of In re Dalton, 61 Kan. 257, 1899,

which provided that eight hours shall

constitute a day's work for laborers,

workmen and mechanics employed by

or on behalf of the state, or by or on

behalf or any county, city, township or

other municipality of the state.

The theory of these cases is that

no employee is entitled as of absolute

right and as part of his liberty to per

form labor for the state, and that no

contractor of public work can excuse a

violation of his agreement with the

state by doing that which the statute

under which he proceeds distinctly for

bids. In the case last cited it is said:

"The position which the state has

taken in no wise differs from that of the

individual who, in the employment of

labor, refuses to allow any one to work

more than eight hours. It certainly is

lawful for one to refuse to employ men

to work more than a given number of

hours."

The tendency of the decisions un

doubtedly is in favor of upholding

this class of statutes. Thus in In re

Broad, 36 Wash. 449, 1904, the Court

expressly overrules a former decision

which was against the constitutionality

of such a statute. The case overruled

was City of Seattle v. Stnythe, 22 Wash.

327, 1900.

But the decisions upon this class of

cases are by no means unanimous.

The cases which hold the contrary

repudiate the agency idea and hold that

while cities and counties are auxiliaries

of the state for the purpose of local gov

ernment, they are so far independent

of the state that it is not within the

power of the legislature to prescribe the

terms and provisions of the contracts

that may be made by a person con

tracting therefor. Ex parte Kubach,

85 Cal. 274, 1890. City of Cleveland

v. Construction Co., 67 O. S. 197,

1902. In the latter case the Court said,

"The fallacy of the contention (that

it is a direction from the principal to

his agent) lies in the assumption that

the compulsory authority of the legisla

ture over municipal corporations is so

absolute and arbitrary that it may dic

tate the specific terms upon which it

may contract although such contracts

may relate only to matters of purely

local improvements." It would seem

from these cases that the real conflict

between the courts is not so much on

the principal-and-agency idea as it is

on the question whether the law is so

broad as to cover not only contracts

which a municipality makes in its

governmental capacity, but also those

which it makes in its private capacity.

In the former case the municipality acts

as agent, in the latter as principal. Ap

plying the principal and agency test,

then, it follows that while the legisla

ture has the right to prescribe the

rules which shall govern in the exercise

of purely governmental functions of

public corporations, it has no such right
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as to those which shall govern in the

exercise of their private functions.

As further indicating the real conflict

in these cases, we cite People v. Con

struction Co., 175 N. Y. 84, 1903, and

United States v. Ollinger, 55 Fed. Rep.

959, 1893. Other cases opposed to the

general rule are: Wheeling Bridge &

Terminal Co. v. Gilmore, 8 O. C. C. 658,

1894; Vogt v. Milwaukee, 99 Wis. 258,

1898; Fiskev. People, 188 I11. 206, 1900.

2. LAWS WHICH ARE DESIGNED TO

PROTECT WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

That laws regulating and restricting

the hours of labor of children are valid

is now too well settled to admit of dis

pute. We shall, therefore, do no more

than state the reason for so holding,

which is that children are wards of the

state and as such entitled to protection.

Laws thus affecting women engaged in

certain occupations are in force in some

sixteen states of the Union, but the ad

judications are few. The earliest re

ported case is that of Commonwealth

v. Hamilton Mfg. Co., 120 Mass. 383,

1876. The statute prohibited the em

ployment of all persons under age and

of all women in any manufacturing

establishment for more than ten hours

a day or sixty hours a week. This was

upheld, but the decision is somewhat

peculiar. The substance of the opinion

is that it does not forbid any person to

work as many hours as he pleases and

that it merely provides that in an em

ployment which the legislature evi

dently deemed dangerous to the health

of children and women they should not

labor more than so many hours, the

idea presumably being that persons

might engage in other work if they

wished to work more than sixty hours.

The next case in point of time was

Commonwealth v. Beatty, 15 Sup. Ct.

Pa. 5, 1900. The statute was similar

to that in the preceding case except

that the number of hours was twelve.

The Court makes some very strong and

sweeping remarks which could with

equal propriety be applied to all classes

of persons. Thus the Court says, "A

prohibition upon physical exertion which

is likely to result in enfeebled and dis

eased bodies, and thereby directly and

consequentially affects the health and

safety of the community, cannot in any

just sense be deemed a taking or appro

priation of property." And again, "The

public good is entitled to protection

and consideration, and if in order to

effectuate that object there must be

enforced protection to the individual

such individual must submit to such

enforced protection for the public good."

This seems to be sound doctrine

which recognizes that the welfare of the

individual tends to become the welfare

of the public. The legislature of Penn

sylvania undoubtedly felt that this is

true where numerous women and chil

dren are employed in occupations not

becoming their kind. We can readily

conceive of an entire community of

miners, for instancej engaged in dan

gerous and unhealthy employment, and

in such a case the individual welfare

certainly approaches and tends to be

come the public welfare. And this

applies as well to men as to women.

In Wenham v. Nebraska, 65 Neb. 394,

1902, a law was considered which was

taken from, and was practically a re-

enactment of, the statute in the last

case. Here the Court said that it was

only a fair and reasonable exercise of

the police power which the physical

differences between man and woman

justify, and that it does not prohibit

the right of contract but merely regu

lates it in a reasonable manner. In the

case of State v. Buchanan, 29 Wash. 602,

1902, a law forbidding the employment
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ot women for more than ten hours

during any one day, in any mechanical

or mercantile establishment, laundry,

hotel or restaurant was held constitu

tional. As showing the development

of the reasons given for such legislation,

we quote the following: "It is a matter

of universal knowledge with all reason

able and intelligent people of the pres

ent age that continuous standing on

the feet by women for a great many con

secutive hours is deleterious to their

health. It must logically follow that

that which deleteriously affects so great

a number of women who are mothers

of succeeding generations must nec

essarily affect the public health and

morals." A like statute was consid

ered in State v. Muller, 48 Ore. 252,

1906, and the Court said it was plainly

enacted to conserve the public health

and welfare by protecting the physical

well-being of women. This case went

to the United States Supreme Court,

Muller v. Oregon, 208 U. S. 412, 1908,

and the decision of the Oregon Court

was affirmed. The plaintiff in error

strongly urged the view that women

are no longer wards of the state, but

citizens in full possession of all civil and

political rights, and that any law which

regulates their labor and interferes with

their freedom of contract is as arbitrary

and void as a similar law for adult men.

The Court, however, declined to take

any such view as this. The opinion

refers to the removal of restrictions and

the legal equalization of the sexes, but

attaches no controlling significance to

that tendency. Even, it says, if all

political and civil differences should

disappear, there would remain the dif

ferences of function and structure, af

fecting woman's capacity for labor and

endurance. And this difference jus

tifies discrimination between men and

women. In reasonably restricting the

labor of women the state exercises the

police power of protecting the public

health and caring for the vigor of the

race. In the words of the Court, "That

woman's physical structure and the

performance of maternal functions place

her at a disadvantage in the struggle for

existence is obvious

By abundant testimony of the medi

cal fraternity, continuance for a long

time on her feet at work, repeating

this from day to day, tends to in

jurious effects upon the body, and as

healthy mothers are essential to vigor

ous offspring, the physical well-being

of women becomes an object of public

interest and care in order to pre

serve the strength and vigor of the

race."

Opposed to these decisions there are

only three cases, which we shall take

up in the order of their time. The first

one is Ritchie v. People, 155 I11. 98,

1895, in which the hours were limited to

eight in one day and forty-eight in a

week. The courts of Illinois, as well as

those of Colorado, tenaciously adhere

to the doctrine that no laws of this

kind are valid unless they clearly and

directly affect the public health and

welfare. It was held, therefore, that

this law is unconstitutional. The Court

said that sex alone will not justify the

exercise of the police power because

woman has practically the same political

and civil, rights as man, and that it is

doubtful whether in any case such a

law can be sustained for the benefit of

the individual himself. In People v.

Williams, 116 App. Div. N. Y. 379,

1906, the act prohibited the employ

ment of women after nine p. m. and

before six a. m. Its primary object

undoubtedly was to prevent women

from being out late at night and in that

way to protect their morals. The Court,

however, seems to overlook this entirely.

If the object of the statute had been

solely to limit the number of hours
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there would be better reason for declar

ing it invalid, for as the Court said, it is

so drawn as to prohibit labor even for

so limited a period as an hour during

the time. The Court does not con

demn what might be regarded as a rea

sonable limitation. On the contrary,

it intimates that if it were considering

a statute limiting the number of hours

per day during which a woman might

work, the arguments put forth to sus

tain it would be appositive and persua

sive. Upon this phase of the law, the case

seems clearly distinguishable from others

we have called attention to, but the

Court seems to have overlooked that

phase which, it seems, should have been

controlling. In Burcher et al. v. People,

41 Colo. 495, 1907, the Court declared

an act limiting the hours of employ

ment in certain establishments invalid

for the reason that the legislature had

not, pursuant to a provision of the Col

orado constitution, declared that work

in such establishments was dangerous

or unhealthy. The Court seems to

have regarded this as an evasive at

tempt to throw a legislative duty upon

it, whereas it would seem to have been

more in accord with rules of construction

to hold that the fact that the hours were

limited implied the fact that the labor

was unhealthy when pursued for too

many hours.

3. LAWS WHICH ARE DESIGNED TO

PROTECT PERSONS ENGAGED IN

DANGEROUS AND UNHEALTHY EM

PLOYMENT.

Most courts now hold that laws which

are confined to the protection of those

laborers who are engaged in work

which is dangerous and unhealthy are

not repugnant to the Constitution. It

is no longer open to question that the

legislature can make rules for the regula

tion and management of a business

which is attended by danger to the health

or safety of employees. State v. Cant-

well, 179 Mo. 245, 1903. This has been

done in most states. In some, where

manufacturing is carried on to a large

extent, provision is made for pro

tection against dangerous machinery,

for cleanliness and ventilation of work

ing rooms, for the use of sanitary ap

pliances, etc. In others, where mining

is the principal industry, provision is

made for ventilating shafts, for safe

means of hoisting and lowering cages,

etc. These statutes have been usually

enforced by the courts of the states as

constitutional measures. They clearly

show that the police power may be ex

ercised to protect the welfare of the em

ployee himself. If it is within the

power of the legislature to adopt such

means for the protection of the lives of

its citizens, it is difficult to see why pre

cautions may not also be made for the

protection of their health and morals.

As was said in Commonwealth v. Beatty,

supra, "The length of time a laborer

shall be subjected to the exhaustive

exertion of physical labor is as clearly

within the legislative control and dis

cretion as is the governmental inspec

tion of boilers, machinery, etc., to avoid

accidents, or of sanitary conditions of

factories and the like, to preserve the

health of the laborers."

The leading case upon this subject is

that of Holden v. Hardy, 169 U. S. 366,

1897, which affirmed the decision of

the Utah court in State v. Holden, 14

Utah 71, 1896. The act provided that

the period of employment for all work-

ingmen in all underground mines and

all other institutions for the reduction

and refining of ores or metals shall be

eight hours per day except in cases of

emergency, and it was held constitu

tional. The Court said, "While the

general experience of mankind may

justify us in believing that a man may

engage in ordinary employments more
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than eight hours per day without in

jury to his health, it does not follow

that labor for the same length of time

is innocuous when carried on beneath

the surface of the earth, where the

operative is deprived of fresh air and

sunlight, and is subjected to foul at

mosphere and a very high temperature,

or the influence of noxious gases, gener

ated by the process of refining or smelt

ing." The decision was based chiefly

on the ground that the statute was a

regulation of the public health and

partly on the ground that the laborer

and employer do not stand on an equal

ity and that the former needs protection.

Other cases in accord with the general

rule are Short v. Mining Co., 20 Utah 20,

1899, and In re Boyce, 27 Nev. 299,

1904. In the last case the Court said

that it is within "the power and discre

tion of the legislature to enact the

statute for the protection of the health

and the prolongation of the lives of

workingmen affected and the resulting

welfare to the state."

Here, at the dividing line between the

cases, we wish to call attention to that

phase of the case of Lochner v. New

York, supra, not before considered.

In that case it was stated arguendo that

the law limiting the hours of a baker

was valid because the conditions under

which he works are unhealthy. But

the Court said that the trade of a baker

is not unhealthy to that degree which

would warrant interference on his be

half. The Supreme Court, as we have

seen, had previously, in the case of

Holden v. Hardy, supra, recognized

the exception we are here considering,

and its decision in the bakery case in

no way contravenes that holding. The

Court simply found, whether rightly

or wrongly, that there are no circum

stances connected with the work of a

baker calling for such a law, and that

it would therefore be a "mere^meddle-

some interference with the right of the

individual."

The following cases are opposed to

the affirmative rule in whole or in part.

The act considered in Low v. Rees

Printing Co., 41 Neb. 127, 1894, was

declared invalid because it discriminated

against farm and domestic laborers and

because it violated the right of the par

ties to contract with reference to com

pensation for their work. Finally we

have the case of In re Morgan, 26 Colo.

415, 1899, confirming an opinion given

to the legislature in In re Eight Hour

Law, 21 Colo. 29, 1895. The statute

was one affecting miners and was sim

ilar to the one considered in the case of

Holden v. Hardy, supra. The whole

opinion of the Court rests upon the nar

row view that the police power cannot

be extended to protect the individual

himself. It says that this kind of labor

visits its consequences upon the laborer

himself and not the public; that the law

infringes the right of contract in private

business from which no possible injury

can result to the public; and that it is

class legislation.

This brief review of the cases dealing

with laws regulating and limiting hours

of labor shows that the courts recognize

the necessity for a progressive applica

tion of new rules to the rapidly changing

conditions of modern social, political

and industrial life. The police power

must expand as the complexity of our

social system increases. The accident

of our finding certain laws novel ought

not, therefore, to conclude our judg

ment against them. The tendency of

the courts is to keep abreast of the

times, and we can only hope that the

gradual expansion and development of

the police power will be along the lines

that will secure the best interests of the

public and the individual.

Cleveland, Ohio.



The Ethics of Solicitation

By Frederic Cunningham, of the Boston Bar

TO paraphrase Mr. Dunning's famous

resolution in the House of Com

mons, "the tribe of bores (not South

African) has increased, is increasing,

and ought to be diminished." The well-

to-do American citizen of today is often

confronted with the questions how far

he ought to allow himself to be ap

proached, interviewed, browbeaten,

cajoled, to talk, to buy, to subscribe,

to give, to insure his life, to sign peti

tions, etc., to join societies, clubs, to

act as officer or patron of this or that,

to allow the use of his name,—in a word

to have his privacy so intruded upon,

his time so preoccupied, his purse so

depleted by others, that he wonders

whether he has not lost his identity and

volition and longs to be a pelican in the

wilderness, an owl of the desert, or to

take the wings of the morning and

dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea.

"Where, then, ah, where! shall 'affluence'

reside,

To 'scape the bore who will not be denied?"

Social activities have increased to such

an extent and competition among them

in every branch, whether it be commer

cial, political, economic, benevolent or

religious, has become so keen, that the

individual is no longer allowed to work

out his own salvation and act accord

ing to his own will and judgment and

knowledge, but he is more or less the

victim of circumstances, and acts not

according to his own ideas but as he is

pulled or influenced this way or that by

others. The modern word "pull," as

used in the political sense, is significant

of the tendency of modern conditions in

all the social activities.

The difficulty is so to act tnat we

may feel that we have done those things

which we ought to have done and not

done those things which we ought not

to have done. It often becomes not so

much a question of what is our duty

towards our neighbor as our duty to

wards ourselves; we are almost per

suaded sometimes to think that our time

and money are not our own, but most

of us still cherish the idea that we have

a right to direct these things ourselves,

since they have been placed in our hands

and keeping. The idea that God has

given us everything, that we hold it

merely as trustees, that we have no

right to do with it as we think best, but

are bound to use it according to certain

rules prescribed by others who assume

to be the interpreters of God's wishes,

though still sometimes heard from the

pulpit, will hardly find much favor in

the world of today; nor does it seem to

be the best way of stimulating people

to generosity, to tell them that in doing

a certain thing they will be doing no

more than their plain duty, for which

they are entitled to no credit.

Let us assume then that we are en

titled to direct our own time and money

and that we are to get credit or the

contrary for the way in which we use

them just as we do for the use or misuse

of our other opportunities for good or

evil.

We may also safely assume that there

are very few people in the world who

do not know what to do with their

money, or who have more money than

they know what to do with; there are

some, certainly, but not many. There

are, no doubt, many who use their
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money as we would not have them use it,

and some who use it as all sensible

people would agree that they should

not use it. When this is carried to such

a point, by excessive drinking, gaming,

idleness, etc., that the person is liable

to become a public charge, the law steps

in and puts a stop to it by appointing a

guardian. Short of this point, however,

the theory of the law is that a man has

the right to dispose of his property as

he chooses, and that would seem to be

common sense.

To use your money, your talents, your

influence, your time in the most judi

cious way is one of the most difficult

things in the world; no man has ever

accomplished it; every one would do it

differently; to accomplish it would re

quire omniscience. We must certainly

acknowledge that it is not always the

most deserving things that succeed, but

those that are taken up and pushed by

men of the greatest brains, will, energy,

influence and perseverance. Unfortu

nately such men do not always recognize

the great responsibility upon them to

use their power and influence fairly.

Solicitation of any sort is permissible

only on the ground that the person to

be approached is not aware of what you

intend to propose or of the arguments

in its favor. If he knows as much about

it as you do, and does not choose to act,

solicitation at once becomes improper.

The moment pressure or importunity of

any sort is brought to bear, you have

crossed the limits of propriety and your

conduct cannot be justified, and it must

not be forgotten that the proper time

and place for bringing forward your

proposition and arguments must be care

fully sought or else you may properly

be classed among the bores. Many a

busy' man has yielded to a temporary

weakness and given, bought or sub

scribed, contrary to his conscience, and

will, in order to get rid at once of an

importunate visitor. Indeed, this un

due advantage is often deliberately

counted upon and practised by those

who make a business of solicitation, and

unblushing impudence and artifices of

all sorts to gain admission are resorted to.

Such practices of themselves disen

title the solicitor to a hearing. It is

certainly a sound ethical rule that solici

tation should never become importunity

or coercion of the free will of the person

approached. Yet it must be admitted

by those who know, that a good many

of the most laudable objects, and par

ticularly in the line of philanthropy and

religion, have been attained by methods

hardly less reprehensible, excepting the

motive, than those of the "stand and

deliver" of the old-fashioned highway

man.

There are many persons in the highest

positions in the community who use

their influence and position without

compunction, as a means of obtaining

money for what they consider good

objects, which they know would not be

forthcoming if asked for merely on the

merits of the object itself apart from

their personal solicitation.

Americans from their political system

are very bright in finding out how to

approach a person and in sending one

to ask whom it will be difficult, if not

impossible, to refuse. To use the very

expressive slang, they know how "to

pull" the wires and how to make a man

"cough."

A committee of gentlemen to some of

whom, perhaps, you are under obliga

tions of some sort, and who are highly

respectable in the community, and to

whom you have no alternative but to

give a respectful hearing, walks into

your office and, showing you a list of your

friends and neighbors whom they have

already intimidated and corraled, wishes
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to know if you will be one of twenty-

five to give a certain large sum, generally

about ten times what you would other

wise have thought of giving, to some

object which they unfold to you with

great gravity and seriousness, to which

they are going to give you the privi

lege to subscribe; they merely wish to

lay it before you, and of course if you do

not wish to subscribe they will not press

the matter in the least (the pressure

comes in other ways than in their words) .

It takes a very strong man to decline

to do what is brought forward by men

of that sort, and especially if his reason

is that he cannot afford it; other people

are pretty sure to take rose-colored views

of your resources, especially if they want

something, and one does not wish to be

set down as meaner than his neighbors,

nor does it do your credit any good if

you are obliged to confess, or it is sus

pected, that your refusal is due to a lack

of means.

To put a man in this position is not

fair or proper. It may be a privilege

to give, there is certainly a luxury in

doing good, but it is neither a privilege

nor a luxury to have anything dragged

out of you. This is a comforting reflec

tion, and it is also comforting to remem

ber, when you feel inclined to say no

yet have qualms of conscience about it,

that your instinct is probably right, for

it is certainly easier to say yes than

no; it is easier to give than not, if you

have the wherewithal.

There is no doubt in every community

a floating fund or surplus over and above

what is applied to the every-day neces

sities; this fund is in the hands of com

paratively few persons, however. Aside

from the ordinary investments in new

enterprises, and savings, both of which

are necessary things if there is to be

any progress, it is largely employed for

pleasure, as well as charity, and legi

timately so. So much of this fund as is

not needed for necessary recreation, and

which can by proper means be turned

from useless luxury to useful benevolent

purposes, should perhaps be so turned;

but it will be generally acknowledged

by those who have had the most expe

rience that this fund is limited, and that

when it has been largely drawn upon for

some purpose which has appealed very

strongly to the emotional feelings of the

community, other objects more deserv

ing, but perhaps having less immediate

interest, suffer. For instance, the large

and very general subscription all over

the country to the sufferers by the San

Francisco earthquake and fire largely

decreased subscriptions for the support

of hospitals, churches and other institu

tions of the country regularly dependent

upon the community for support. We

must not, as President Roosevelt once

well said, let largeness of heart degen

erate into softness of head. It is very

questionable whether it would not be

better for the country if this floating

fund were allowed to flow in its natural

channels without being driven hither

and thither by the forces of solicitation

to the aid of such objects as may be

able to secure the support of the most

aggressive and influential men. Un

doubtedly less would be given and less

would be accomplished, but what was

given would be applied to better pur

poses and what was accomplished would

be better worth accomplishing, since it

would be the result of the sober sense of

the community and not of undue pres

sure. It would be more steady, even and

reliable, and as the resources of the

fund would not be continually pushed

to the last limit there would be more

in reserve for great emergencies, without

diminishing the resources of more im

portant things which need constant sup

port.
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How far a man should isolate himself

and exclude all forms of solicitation and

approach depends upon circumstances,

and no general rule can be laid down.

Goldsmith's picture in "The Deserted

Village" where "the surly porter stands

in guilty state to spurn imploring famine

from the gate" is certainly not a pleas

ing one, but there are times and places

for everything ; we do not eat our dinner

in church, nor say our prayers on the

Common, and we may affirm without

much fear of contradiction that business

hours, being those for which we are

paid, and during which our time usually

belongs to others, are not the proper

times for solicitation, and that we may

properly during those hours shut our

selves up and rigidly exclude all solici

tors. This has been generally recog

nized, and in many business buildings

solicitors are excluded by notices posted

at the entrance, and it will become more

and more necessary as time goes on.

The following communication to the

Boston Transcript a year or two ago,

which may perhaps be properly quoted

to preserve it from oblivion if for no

other purpose, humorously but truly

describes the feelings of many of our

best citizens:—

"GOD HELP THE RICH ! THE POOR

CAN BEG."

To the Editor of the Transcript:—

Can nothing be done—nothing—to dam

the overwhelming deluge of begging letters

and circulars by which the community is

flooded ?

They come in every conceivable form—great

and small—general and special—involving

everything on earth from the destinies of

races to the infinitesimally specialized de

mands of fractional groups of individuals—

from preaching the Gospel to the heathen to

founding a rest-cure for the janitors of day-

nurseries for the babies of club-footed Chinese

women.

Of course, it is all admirable, and the jani

tors and heathen, etc., appeal to our highest

and tenderest emotions—but—is there no end

to it?

In old times "tithes" were a nominal limit—

but nowadays if a man can keep one tithe

of his own for himself he is lucky. Trying to

fill the maw of Boston charities is like the

bluejay's trying to fill the empty log cabin

with acorns in Mark Twain's story. Of course

we all strive not to "be weary with well-do

ing," but when one has given away every

red cent one can scrape together it is discour

aging to find the flood of begging letters rising

higher than ever.

I am merely a representative case—a quiet,

law-abiding citizen with a moderate fixed

income, heavily depleted by taxation; but

apparently the charitably disposed have

vowed my extermination. I have wondered

whether it would satisfy them if I should

advertise in the Transcript that all my

worldly goods would be at their disposal at a

certain hour and day, and then should hang

myself to the chandelier. But it would do no

good. The first charitable person who got

there would cut me down—not to save me,

but to get the chandelier.

MINUS ZERO.

It is perfectly true that applications

to many people by letter and circular

are becoming so numerous that it is

impossible without a private secretary

to even read them to find out whether

an answer is necessary, much less to

answer them.



The Story of a Hangwoman

By Andrew T. Sibbald

WHAT travelers tell of the King of

Dahomey's Amazonian body

guards, gaunt grim viragoes, every one

of prodigious strength, courage and fe

rocity, impresses one with African bar

barity more forcibly than perhaps any

other institution on the "Dark Conti

nent."

Even among savages, one looks for

some leaning towards mercy on the

woman's part. It is natural to expect a

Pocahontas even on the coast of Guinea,

but the idea of a female executioner,

strange and dreadful when narrated in

the annals of an African tribe, becomes

horrible, grotesque, incredible, when

transported to a spot within a few hours'

journey of London, England. And yet a

hundred and twenty years ago, flour

ished in Roscommon, flogged, branded,

hanged, and pocketed fees for such ser

vices, one whose memory still lingers

round the old jail and in the minds

of the peasantry—the famous "Lady

Betty."

Roscommon is an eminently uninter

esting Irish town, romantic as are some

of its legends. It is composed of

straggling streets, a jumble of shops

and private houses, large and small,

receiving different names throughout

their length, and forming a figure re

sembling an irregular Z. To the north

are the ruins of a castle, once the strong

hold of a baron of the Pale, often taken

and retaken before its final destruction.

In an opposite direction are those of a

Dominican monastery, founded by Felim

O'Conor in the thirteenth century, and

containing his tomb. In the centre of

the town stands the present Roman

Catholic Church, once the "Court House"

or "Town Hall," its domed steeple

visible from afar, and behind it the old

gaol, where Betty ministered, now turned

into dwelling houses, whose quaint dark

corridors and strangely shaped rooms I

often longed to explore. Those frown

ing walls chilled the soul of more than

one Croppy, or Whiteboy, or Ribbon-

man, as the case might be.

How the poor wretches must have

shivered in the cold gray dawn when

they saw their prison looming dark

against the sky, heard the doors creak

harshly back and clash behind them

with grating of keys, knowing that they

would never return by the way they

came, never feel again the pure, fresh

air blowing straight from the Atlantic

over moor and mountain on their face,

lifting their floating hair. Most of them

were young, many were led into trouble,

some deserved their fate, but was not

the thought of grim "Lady Betty"

enough to chill any man's blood? A

woman unsexed, a woman who was said

to revel in the sufferings she inflicted,

an embodied Northern Saga, with all of

the wild and terrible such legends hold.

How she became to be hangwoman

may be briefly narrated. She was of

peasant origin, early left a widow with

one child, a boy, in the latter part of the

eighteenth century. Her disposition was

silent and brooding—what the Irish call

"dark"—unsociable with her neighbors,

having no friends, all her dull affections

concentrated in her son. She was supe

rior to her class in many ways, could

read and write, an unusual accomplish

ment in those days, and in these arts

she had early instructed the lad. She

was crushed by bitter, hopeless
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poverty, lived with difficulty by the

labor of her hands, and privation seemed

to act like frost on her soul, chilling and

freezing the fount of kindliness that

springs in every human heart. In truth

an unlovable creature, when allowances

are made for circumstances. The boy

was lively and warm-hearted, full of

merry, affectionate ways, winding him

self round his mother's heart and re

turning her love with interest, the one

bright spot in her obscure, monotonous

life. Then, as now, the tide of emigra

tion flowed westward, but America

seemed vastly further off. Before the

boy's imagination it fluttered, a shim

mering phantom, like the magic isle of

the blest that shines in the midst of the

sunset off the coast of Arran—a country

full of riches, with virgin soil that gave

abundantly on the smallest cultivation,

an El Dorado where fortunes were to be

had for the taking, a land where willing

hands could make their way, a land of

sunshine, of marvels. So old men said

whose sons had prospered beyond the

seas. He saw American letters at inter

vals bring good store of money to aid

his neighbors, his mother said money

was all one needed to be happy, and he

resolved to seek it where, by all ac

counts, it was to be found. The idea

became fixed and matured in his mind

as he approached manhood. Gradually

he won Betty to his way of thinking.

Though it wrung her heart to let him

go, she agreed that there was no open

ing for him at home, nor hope of for

tune, so it came to pass that he stood

one morning at the cross roads, pockets

empty, courage high, with a group of

intending emigrants, while his mother,

choking with tearless grief, hung round

his neck as if she could not let him go,

strained him in a last passionate em

brace, then turning without once look

ing back, ran blindly to her lonely cabin,

locked the door, and flung herself down

by the fireless, desolate hearth, in an

agony of grief. This was, I should

think, a few years after the Declaration

of Independence.

The mother did not hear from him

for months, then a letter reached her.

He was safe, liked the new country, and

was doing well. He wrote at intervals,

always giving good accounts of his pros

pects and seeking to cheer her, sending

her moreover all he could spare from

his earnings, a blessed relief to her

ceaseless toil. About two years passed,

then he wrote saying he intended push

ing West to a wild tract of country

uncolonized by Europeans, where he ex

pected to make his fortune. The climate

was unhealthy, and the Indians were

said to be hostile, but he did not fear

them, and believed if one were kind

and honest towards them, there was

nothing to fear. Still, the undertaking

was dangerous, but he risked his life to

be able sooner or later to have her with

him, and repay her for all her care and

love. Such was the substance of the

last letter she ever received from him.

Whether he wrote others which never

reached her, or fell a victim to the

climate, to hard work or to Indian

treachery, she did not know. Some

times she thought bitterly, perhaps he

lived, and had forgotten her, but to do

her justice, she dismissed the idea. No !

her boy would never act so. Again she

broke into wild upbraidings against that

Providence which had deprived her of

her only comfort, but generally her

mood was one of darkest gloom. The

remittances from America failing, and

her boy not being now at hand to help

her as he used, she became poorer than

ever, and at times scarcely earned enough

to keep soul and body together.

And thus the years passed; her dark

hair turned grayish, the lines hardened
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round her mouth. Happier far if she had

died thus, poor and alone, rather than

lived to earn the price of blood! One

winter evening she sat alone by her fire

of dry sticks, and crouched over the

feeble blaze. Outside the dark rack

sailed across the sky, the trees swayed

their heavy branches with a dismal

creak, gusty showers had fallen all day,

soddening the roads and grass, now the

wind was rising, portending ominously

a storm, and driving the smoke back

into the blackened kitchen, which with

"the room," as the Irish peasants call it,

composed her dwelling. Feeble jets of

light danced on her bent head or shone

on the brown dresser behind, with its

scanty store of plates and "noggins,"

or wooden drinking vessels, with a

couple of stools, a chair, and a broken

table, the sole furniture. The storm

grew louder, the rain came swishing

against the window with every gust,

and its heavy monotonous patter was

heard in the lull of the blast. It found

its way through weak places in the

thatch, and dripped slowly on the

earthen floor, filling the uneven places

with pools of water. A half-starved

black cat tubbed against its mistress's

knees. It was past nine when a loud

knock was heard at the door. The

woman started violently and listened,

it was repeated. Lifting the one candle

the house afforded, she advanced and

asked who was there.

"A stranger seeking shelter," replied

a strange voice, and opening the door

she saw a tall man with a long black

flowing beard, holding the bridle of a

powerful horse ; he strode into the cottage,

the wet gleaming on his clothes and the

coat of the animal.

"A terrible night," he said, in hearty

tones. "They told me I'd reach Ros

common before night, but my horse

cast a shoe, and it took so long a time

to get it replaced that this confounded

storm overtook me. I am wet to the

skin, and if you can give me a bed and

some supper, I will stay here—if you

have no objection, of course."

" 'Tis not a night for a dog to be out,

let alone a Christian, sir; but this is a

poor place for the likes of yer honor,"

said Betty, who had been eyeing the

fine cloth of the gentleman's clothes,

his splendid fur cloak, and other signs

of wealth.

"Oh, I'm contented," he said, his

smile disclosing the whitest and most

regular teeth.

"I've put up with worse in my time,"

and he proceeded to fasten the horse,

while Betty barred the door against the

intrusive blast. She hastened to throw

more sticks on the fire, drew a seat to

the blaze, took the gentleman's heavy

coat from him, and made him sit down.

He placed the rushlight in its queer

"arm-and-socket" candlestick, to one

side, saying it pained his eyes, and

stretching out his feet to the fire, asked,

"Could you give me anything to eat?"

"No! there is nothing in the house—

and no money, neither," she added, with

a kind of defiance.

The stranger looked sadly and

earnestly at her—perhaps the idea of

any one wanting money seemed strange

to a rich man,—his lips moved as if he

were about to speak, but changing his

mind he drew out a heavy purse, and

laid a gold piece on the table.

"Buy something with this, then," he

said, "I will pay you well tomorrow for

your trouble."

She took it in silence, wrapped a dark

cloak about her and passed out into the

wild night, cautioning her guest to bar

the door. In less than half an hour

she tapped for readmittance, and entered

laden with bread, meat, eggs and spirits,

not forgetting a bundle of hay upon her
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shoulders for the horse. The stranger

rubbed down and foddered the horse,

while she prepared his frugal meal,

which he insisted on her sharing. When

he was refreshed and warmed she gave

him up her bed, saying she would sleep

by the fire, and he unwillingly consented

to deprive her of her couch. He retired,

and his regular breathing soon an

nounced that he slept.

She resumed her place by the hearth.

I know not if it was then, or at the first

sight of the gold, that temptation to the

blackest treachery entered her mind—

treachery that she now broodingly ma

tured. It is painful to dissect a mind

like hers, cold, callous, covetous, soured

by a hard life and disappointment,

longing for the ease from her daily

toil that money alone could bring,

without moral sense, or fear—save

of death ; so let me pass as quickly

as may be this most shocking part of

a true story.

She resolved to do away with the

unknown traveler. As far as she knew

he was not an Irishman, certainly not a

native of Roscommon; no one had ever

seen him enter her cabin; she could

unfasten the horse and drive it forth

before dawn; the money she spent in

food could easily be accounted for by a

pretended letter from America; she had

seen the purse filled to bursting with

gold; in short, she argued with herself,

there was everything to gain and little

or no risk. "The woman who deliber

ates is lost," says Rousseau, and so it

proved in this instance: she murdered

the unhappy man as he slept, possessed

herself of his papers and valuables, set

the horse free, and sat by the dim rush

light to examine the treasure. It was

now nearly dawn; was it the cold wind

that blows before sunrise that chilled

her to the bone and made her shiver as

if in an ague fit?—or—what did these

papers contain? Unhappy, wretched

mother ! she had slain her son !

He had come back successful, rich

beyond his expectations, to take her by

surprise, to make her sharer in his good

fortune. She did not recognize in the

dark-bearded man the slender youth of

years gone by. The temptation was irre

sistible to his laughter-loving disposi

tion; he would pass himself off as a

grand gentleman until morning, then

reveal himself. How they would laugh

together when they knew all. Alas!

the morning never dawned for him !

The woman's mind was unhinged by

the appalling discovery. She shrieked

and laughed aloud like a maniac, then

rushing wildly out into the cold gray

light, by her awful cries drew terrified

neighbors round her, to whom she yelled

she was a murderess, had killed her only

child! They thought she was mad, or

possessed of a devil, but one bolder than

the rest having ventured to enter the

cottage rushed back horror-struck to

confirm her broken utterances. She was

secured, tried, found guilty and con

demned. Roscommon was fixed for the

execution. These were the good old

days when it was penal to steal a

sheep, to rob a coach, or take a horse,

so the cart that drew Betty to the

gallows contained a goodly number of

wretches, all her inferiors in guilt. Every

available foot of ground was thronged

by a yelling, hooting crowd, every win

dow looking on the jail was filled with

sightseers, joking, laughing, chattering;

but when the tumbril stopped at the

gallows foot silence fell like a pall, and

the multitude held its breath. There

was a long pause, officials hurried to

and fro. There were whispered consul

tations—what had happened? The news

soon spread. The executioner was ab

sent, he had been taken suddenly ill,

and had sent an excuse at the last
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moment. All was confusion. It was

the sheriff's duty to carry out the sen

tence, but the gentleman flatly refused,

saying he would forfeit all he possessed

first. What was to be done? Even the

criminals raised their heads, a kind of

dull hope dawning on them, and got

more or less animated. Suddenly from

their cart broke a woman's voice, shrill

and harsh :—

"Spare me loife, yer honor, spare me

loife, an' I'll hang 'em all!"

The sheriff grasped at the unexpected

offer, Betty was unbound by a warder,

descended from the tumbril, amidst a

murmur of horror, and with awful cal

lousness proceeded to her task. Never

was an execution better performed. In

a few moments she stood the only living

being on the scaffold, whilst around her

hung the ghastly bodies of her late com

panions. The hangman died, she was

nominated his successor, at a yearly

salary, lived alone, generally despised,

till her death, and all during the rebel

lion exercised her avocation.

A Picturesque

By F. G.

AMONG the pioneer lawyers of the

Mississippi Valley there was none

better known or more famous in his

generation than Henry Clay Dean, "the

great unwashed," of Missouri. Dean died

a few years ago, after a decidedly pic

turesque career.

Dean was related to Henry Clay and

named after him, although he declined

to consider this any honor. He was so

uncleanly in his personal habits that

he was picturesque, and was noted for

this aversion to water, both internally

and externally. During his lifetime he

he was lawyer, preacher and lecturer,

and there were few important law cases,

forty years ago, in the Mississippi Valley,

in which Dean was not involved.

He was a master of invective, and did

not hesitate to indulge liberally in pro

fanity when speaking, either to a jury

or a public gathering. In making an

address to a jury, when he was denounc-
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ing the opposition the very windows

would rattle under his storm. In one

of his arguments he denounced an enemy

thus: "If I had my way with him I

would load him naked into a red-hot

cannon and fire him head first through

a thorny hedge fence into hell, as far

as a pigeon could fly in a year."

Dean had the reputation of never

having paid railroad fare, despite the

fact that he frequently prosecuted cases

against the pioneer railways. His method

was to inveigle the conductor to sit

beside him after he had returned from

collecting tickets, and by seductive talk

make him forget all about Dean's obliga

tion to the company. Dean would in

quire about the conductor's salary, tell

him it was entirely too little for such

an enormous job, and promise to

have a personal interview with the

president of the road, who always hap

pened to be Dean's particular friend,
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and have his wages raised. Or he

would express such sincere affection for

some of the conductor's relations, whom

he "knew like a book," that it looked

like ingratitude to bother the friendly

passenger for such a little thing as

money for transportation.

Twenty years ago, a friend of Dean's

was about to migrate to a new country

to start life anew. He went to the

famous man for parting advice. "Benja

min," said Dean, "I want to say, man

kind will respect you most when it sees

the ivory handle of your pistol sticking

out of your pocket."

Dean was about five feet, ten inches

tall, weighed two hundred pounds and

trimmed his whiskers identically like

General Grant. But politically he was

on the other side from the great Union

soldier. The wonderful range of Dean's

voice did as much for his reputation as

an orator as his forcible language. He

could roar like a Hon or drop it to a

sweet and tender cadence that thrilled

his audience, and many a time it

wrenched a verdict from the jury.

It was at Leon, Iowa, that Dean had

his memorable debate with Francis

Varga, who had been Judge Advocate-

General in Louis Kossuth's provisional

Hungarian government and had fled to

America for shelter after the disastrous

revolution of '49. Dean argued long

and forcibly for the secession of Iowa,

as a slave-holding state, saying that the

United States Constitution favored the

holding of slaves.

"Let us have a new Constitution,

then," declared the Hungarian revolu

tionist, and he saved Southern Iowa to

the Union, and incurred the mortal

enmity of Henry Clay Dean as a result.

It was of Varga's band of faithful

Hungarians that an interesting story is

told. The exiles were marching west

ward hunting a safe haven, and heard

of Decatur City, a little town in southern

Iowa, where they hoped to locate. Near

Decatur City was a large nursery, which

enjoyed the distinction of a huge sign

board. It was on the near approach

of the Varga party to this nursery that

one of the number arose, and by the

glimmering light cast by his lantern

read the sign: "Decatur City Nursery."

The Hungarian read it this way: "Deca

tur City, No Sir-ee," and the disap

pointed exiles turned back to wander

on the prairies all night.

Hon. Eugene F. Ware, Commissioner

of Pensions, was a personal friend of

Dean's, and in conversation recently

concerning the eccentric old character

had this to say:—

"I remember Dean very well, espe

cially after the war was over, when the

question of the colored people voting

was a new one. Dean went into the

office of Hon. J. C. Hall at Burlington,

Iowa, where I happened to be then, and

he said:—

" 'I have just had a talk with the

editor of the Chicago Times, and he is

inclined to take the situation and carry

it to the farthest extent and gobble the

colored vote right from the start, be

cause the Democrats are the natural

persons to handle that vote.'

"Then bringing down a great, big,

malformed cane which he carried to

the floor, he said that the editor said,

'From now on I am a buck nigger man.'

"This statement was made with great

emphasis to show the perfectly bewildered

condition in which the Democrat mind

was at that period."

Just where Dean secured his educa

tion has long been a mooted matter.

He was possessed of a wonderful array

and amount of facts, remembering every

thing he read. Dr. J. M. Shaffer of

Keokuk, a personal friend of Dean's,

claims the Missourian was educated in
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Uniontown Academy in Uniontown,

Penn., and adds, "He was a well-edu

cated man; his writings show that. His

printed arguments before our courts

show that. His widely interesting pub

lic lectures, for which men paid a fee of

a dollar to hear, show that."

But Mark Twain does not incline to

this theory. He knew Dean when young

Clemens was a resident of Keokuk in

1857 and on to the early 'sixties. Dean

was then a familiar character on the

streets. Twain claims that Dean se

cured his education by reading in the

Keokuk gutters, moving when a pass

ing wagon compelled him to crawl away

and then returning to the filth, regard

less of nothing but his book. Twain

avers his wonderful memory retained all

that he read and that all his learning

was self-acquired in this manner. It

was about this time in his career that

Dean was described by Mark Twain in

his "Life on the Mississippi" as follows:—

"His clothes differed in no respect

from a wharf rat's, except they were

raggeder, more ill-assorted and inhar

monious, and therefore more extrava

gantly picturesque, and several layers

dirtier."

Clemens tells the story of how Dean's

fame as an orator began. It was in

1860 when a famous lecturer was billed

to speak at the Keokuk opera-house on

the slavery question. The hour arrived

for the speech and the house was com

pletely packed, with a waiting audience.

But the distinguished speaker did not

arrive. The distracted manager waited

until the auditors began to howl for

their man and then in a frenzy he

rushed out upon the street. Seated in

the gutter in front of the opera-house

was Henry Clay Dean, perusing a dirty,

well-thumbed book. There was a few

minutes' conversation, then a clutch at

the arm, a pull, and a minute later a

figure emerged from the wings of the

theatre and walked out upon the stage.

Mark Twain tells the rest in this man

ner:—

"It was the scarecrow Dean, in foxy

shoes, down at the heels, socks of odd

colors, also down, damaged trousers,

relics of antiquity, and a world too

short, exposing some inches of naked

ankle, an unbuttoned vest, also too

short, and exposing a zone of soiled and

wrinkled linen between it and the waist

band; shirt bosom open, long black

handkerchief wound round and round

the neck like a bandage; bobtailed blue

coat, reaching down to the small of the

back, with sleeves which left four inches

of forearm unprotected; small stiff-

brimmed soldier's cap, hung on the

corner of the bump of—whichever bump

it was. This figure moved gravely out

upon the stage and with sedate and

measured step down to the front, where

it paused and dreamily inspected the

house, saying no word."

Dean's appearance was the signal for

a terrific shout and laugh from the

angry audience, waiting for the distin

guished speaker. Dean stood unmoved

while the spectators rocked in a par

oxysm of amusement. Then, Mark Twain

continues :—

"And now the stranger stepped back

one pace, took off his soldier cap, tossed

it into the wing and began to speak with

deliberation, nobody listening, every

body laughing and whispering. The

speaker talked on unembarassed and

presently delivered a shot which went

home, and silence and attention resulted.

He followed it quick and fast with other

telling things, warmed to his work and

began to pour his words out instead of

dripping them; grew hotter and hotter

and fell to discharging lightnings and

thunder, and now the house began to

break out into applause, to which the
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speaker gave no heed but went ham

mering steadily on, unwound his black

bandage and cast it away, still thunder

ing; presently discarded the bobtailed

coat and flung it aside, firing up the

higher and higher all the time, fiercely

flinging the vest after the coat, and then

for an untimed period stood there, like

another Vesuvius, spouting flame and

smoke and lava ashes, raining pumice

stone and cinders, shaking the moral

earth with intellectual crash upon crash,

explosion upon explosion, until the mad

multitude stood upon their feet in a

solid body, answering back with a cease

less hurricane of cheers, through a crash

ing snow storm of waving handker

chiefs."

According to former Judge Claggett

of Keokuk, who was Mark Twain's

authority for his description:—

"When Dean came the people thought

he was an escaped lunatic, but when he

went away they thought he was an

escaped archangel."

Dr. Hiram W. Thomas, of the People's

Church of Chicago, and of international

fame, told the following story of Dean:—

Dean was a circuit rider in the old

days and while circuit riding in the

wilds of West Virginia (then Virginia)

he rode up to the door of a cabin and

called for the inmates. A lone woman

appeared. Said Dean, "Madam, did

you ever hear me holler?" The woman

had not had that pleasure. "Wait a

minute," said Dean; and then shouted

"Jerusalem," once, twice, so that it

could be heard a mile. The woman

rushed into the house, shut the door,

and thought him an escaped lunatic.

Shortly afterwards the man of the house

arrived, heard of the occurrence, recog

nized Dean and, overtaking him, took

him back and entertained him royally.

Dean knew how to "holler," and to

utilize it on the public platform. In a

lecture at Des Moines, before the Library

Association, about 1862, he read from

Acts, chapter 25, verse 27, "For it

seemeth to me unreasonable to send a

prisoner," etc. There was a large audi

ence in the Methodist Church and Dean

was in his element. He read the pas

sage and caught on the word, "Unrea

sonable." It was a yell. It filled the

church and went out into the streets

through doors and windows; repeated,

there was nothing else to hear, all was

dead silence. Then in a voice hardly

above a whisper, he said, "Yet John C.

Fremont, commander of the forces in

Missouri, did"—so and so.

At another time he preached in Fair

field, Iowa, declares Dr. Shaffer of Keo

kuk, on the immortality of the soul. He

was invited there to oppose the soul

sleepers, so-called at that time.

"The old brimstone church was

crowded to the doors, for all the people

recognized the ability of Dean. He car

ried with him a Bible which Uncle Alex

ander Fulton gave him, and had the pages

turned down that he wanted to use. His

text was from the tragic death of Rachel:

Genesis xxv, 'and it came to pass as her

soul was departing (for she died)',

verse 18. Rev. Dean impersonated for

the moment the rich man in hell. Dives

called on Abraham. So did Dean. He

yelled 'Abraham,' once, twice, thrice,

so that it might have been heard a mile

away. And no one has yet answered

or come to controvert any argument as

to immortality that Mr. Dean presented."

"He used no notes," declares Mark

Twain, "for a volcano needs no notes."

Another story which Dr. Shaffer tells

of Dean and his religious tendencies is

as follows:—

"Dean was a Methodist, and abomi

nated Calvin. On one occasion he spoke

of a man who was bewailing the way

God governed the world. This man
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said with unction that the world was

bad, the people were wicked, there was

no truth or godliness or righteousness

anywhere.

" 'And,' said Dean, 'how do you man

age to live and enjoy yourself in all

these surroundings of evil and wicked

ness? Why don't you get up and out

of it? Why don't you reform these

people and make them over again?'

Des Moines, Iowa.

" 'Oh, Mr. Dean,' replied the man,

'when I look at the sins and the sinners

I think of hell and I feel refreshed.' "

Dean died some years ago, carrying

his eccentricities to the grave. His

widow still resides on the Putnam

County homestead in Missouri, and

may be seen there any fine day, seated

under a great shade tree, in the yard,

puffing contentedly on an old cob pipe.

The Uncovering of a Spanish Swindle

ARATHER singular instance of the so-

called "Spanish swindle" was lately ex

posed by Mr. Edgar O. Achorn, a Boston

lawyer. Mr. Achorn received a letter October

1, 1008, postmarked Madrid, signed Luis

Rodriguez Achorn, who claimed to be a rel

ative of his. The writer said he was dying in

a Madrid prison and that he would will Mr.

Achorn over $100,000, one-quarter of his

fortune, if he would redeem his personal ef

fects and act as guardian for his fourteen-year-

old daughter. The strictest secrecy was

enjoined :—

"If you accept my proposition you will

answer me by cable at the name and address

of the inclosed card and the cable must say

as follows: All right. I beg of you not to

name me for anything in the cable.

"It is not convenient that any letter will

come to me because it is very easy that it

shall be intervened and in danger so to whom

receives it and also because my illness do not

allow me to wait much longer and I wish to

have all my business arranged."

From the outset Mr. Achorn realized that

this letter was a fraud, but he decided to see

the affair to a finish. He sent a cablegram

and two days later got a reply that the cable

gram could not be delivered, as the addressee

could not be found. Then was revealed the

craftiness of these swindlers, for a few days

later a letter came from the Spanish prisoner

thanking Mr. Achorn for the cablegram and

asking him to redeem the luggage in the cus

tody of the court, including the trunk in the

secret drawer of which lay the entire fortune

of Luis Rodriguez. The prisoner also be

sought Mr. Achorn to accept the appointment

as guardian in his last will, one Chaplain

Garcia, a man of "immaculate honesty,"

being named as executor.

Mr. Achorn sent word that he would do

what lay in his power. As the correspondence

progressed, the Spanish prisoner wrote, rather

tardily, that in the scuffle when he was ar

rested he wounded a policeman as well as

receiving a wound himself. He explained

that the court demanded that sixty pounds

of the money taken from him be turned over

to the maimed officer, also that his life was

fast ebbing away.

Then typewritten letters began to come

from the good Chaplain Garcia, whose letter

heads were graced by symbols handsomely

engraved and sufficiently elaborate to inspire

confidence in almost any one.

Under date of Nov. 3, Chaplain Garcia in

a long communication announced the death

on Nov. 2, of his esteemed friend, Luis,

claimed to have been malignantly persecuted.

Inclosed with this was what was purported to

be a legal document in Spanish, namely, a

copy of the resolution of the tribunal con

cerning the requirements for redeeming the

seized luggage.

In his next typewritten letter, dated Nov.

14, Garcia warned Mr. Achorn not to think

of coming to Spain, as all concerned were
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under the closest police surveillance, and he

would be in danger. He claimed the French

consul in Madrid had started an investigation

following Luis Achorn's death and that

matters had become badly complicated.

Furthermore he complained that the

tribunal had given notice that unless the

expenses, including the injury to the police

officer, were paid within forty-five days the

luggage would be confiscated. This, he

added, would mean the end of the fortune

hidden in the trunk and ruin to all. He

asked Mr. Achorn to forward the money in

United States bank notes by registered letter

as early as possible, so that he might be

enabled to carry out the mission entrusted

to him by Luis on his death bed and depart

for America with the wealth and Maria as

speedily as possible.

The letter last mentioned contained the

will of the prisoner in Spanish, an official

looking document with numerous seals.

Later a letter came from the daughter, in

dainty hand and on stationery deeply bor

dered with black. She spoke of her father's

great suffering and of her grief and urged Mr.

Achorn to hasten the money, which would

amount to about $1000, so that they might

hurry their departure.

She thanked Mr. Achorn for his interest

and kindness and said she carried in her

breast a letter which her father had com

missioned her to deliver to him in person.

She sent him a lot of love, affection and high

estimation and a picture of a damsel with a

sweet face, which she said was a likeness of

herself.

Then Mr. Achorn thought the time had.

arrived to have a little fun, and sent the fol

lowing letter:

"Nov. 10, 1908.

"Chaplain Pedro Garcia:

"My Dear Chaplain—I learned with ex

treme regret of the tragic end of my relative

Luis Rodriguez and of the deplorable posi

tion in which he has left his poor daughter

Mary. It is evident that you have done all

that could be done in his behalf and I appre

ciate the delicate position in which you nave

placed yourself in befriending him and his

daughter.

"Will you kindly advise me as to the

amount of money necessary to pay the ex

penses at the tribunal, and I will take the

matter under advisement. Would it not be

more advisable perhaps to allow the luggage

to be sold by the court at auction, as I sup

pose will be done if the costs of the tribunal

are not paid, and could we not bid in the

property and secure it in that way? The

luggage and effects would be presumably of

more value to us than to any other person and

I suppose that they will be sold to the highest

bidder even if the sum offered for them does

not amount to the sum that Luis has been

sentenced to pay.

"Do you think it would be more advisable

for you to escort Miss Mary to my house in

America or for me to come over to Madrid and

get her? Would you have any difficulty in

getting leave of absence from the church or

from your position in the hospital long enough

to take the voyage to America? You have

already indicated in your letter the jeopardy

in which you are placed by reason of your

good offices toward these dear people and I

should be very sorry to accept still greater

sacrifice for fear that it might endanger you

who have already done so much.

"I should not greatly mind the trip to

Spain, as I have crossed the ocean many times,

and I might deal directly with the court au

thorities and thereby relieve you of having

to do with any part of the money end of this

affair. I know how reluctant one under

Holy Orders is to have to do with such mat

ters. If, however, you are disposed to make

the further sacrifice, kindly advise me how

much money it would take to redeem the

baggage and how much will land you and

dear little Mary safely in America.

"Please give her my sympathy in her hour

of affliction and accept for yourself my pro

found regards.

"Very. sincerely yours,

"Edgar O. Achorn."

They must have thrown up their hands

upon receiving that letter, for Mr. Achorn

has heard nothing more from them and has

not had to spend any more cash on stamps

and cables.



The Late Judge Emmet Field of Kentucky

AT Louisville, Kentucky, there died on

Monday, June 21, a Judge of whom, in

view of his sterling character and fine attain

ments, the Green Bag is pleased to publish a

short sketch.

Judge Emmet Field, who was stricken with

acute heart disease shortly after opening court,

at the age of sixty-eight, had presided over

the first division of the Common Pleas branch

of the Jefferson Circuit Court of Kentucky

since 1886. He handed down the decision in

the Goebel-Taylor election case. The Court

of Appeals and the United States Supreme

Court sustained every point of law laid down

by Judge Field. Even in the decision in this

case, Judge Field was never subjected to

adverse criticism. He was absolutely fair to

all.

He was proud of having spent his early

youth upon a farm, for, he was wont to say,

"it makes a man of a fellow to dig his living

from the soil." The freedom of life with

which he became imbued while a boy re

mained with him throughout his career. He

was a loyal son of his state, and used to

say that he was prenatally akin to Kentucky

—that he was the offspring of ancestry who

did a share in the original peopling of Ken

tucky from the sturdy manhood of old Vir

ginia.

Despite the pressing exactions of his pro

fession, Judge Field was notably calm and

serene under the most trying circumstances.

He possessed the happy faculty of leaving

business cares at his office and in the court

room. His private library of general litera

ture was one of the best in Kentucky. His

family life was ideal. He married Miss Susan

McElroy, a member of an old and excellent

Missouri family, and was the father of five

children.

Though a native of Louisville, Judge Field

received his education in Missouri. He was

in Westminster College, at Fulton, Mo., at

the outbreak of the Civil War and enlisted

in the 2d Missouri Cavalry of the Confederate

army. He saw service as a private in the

trans-Mississippi campaigns. His father was

killed early in 1861 by Union soldiers for

having expressed sympathy for the cause of

the Confederacy, though he was never en

listed. Judge Field came back to Kentucky

and took up the study of law. He was gradu

ated from the University of Louisville and

became a member of the Louisville bar about

1868, practising his profession with diligence

and ability for many years, till he was called

to the bench. He had also, since 1884, been

a member of the faculty of the Louisville

Law School.

Judge Field was highly esteemed in Louis

ville, and the Republicans paid him a singular

compliment recently when they offered to

nominate Judge Field on their ticket, as an

expression of their desire for a non-partisan

judiciary made up of men of this Judge's

type, but the latter said that, while he appre

ciated the offer greatly, the Democratic party

had bestowed upon him all the favors it could

and he preferred to cast his lot with it alone.

A joint meeting of the Louisville bar and

the Louisville Bar Association was held for

the purpose of paying honor to his memory,

at which speeches marked by genuine sorrow

were made by Judge W. O. Harris, Charles

Seymour, J. T. O'Neal, Judge Thomas R.

Gordon, Col. Bennett H. Young, Judge Samuel

Kirby, Judge Matt O'Doherty, Judge Alex

Humphrey, Judge Joseph Pryor and John S.

Jackman.

Judge Shackelford Miller offered appro

priate resolutions, which were adopted, and

from which we quote:—

"We might say many things in praise of

Judge Field—of his knowledge of the law, of

his industry, of his patience, of his fairness,

of his kindness—words of affection and of

admiration; but we turn from these because

the man and the occasion demand something

that shall fairly strike the mark.

"Many young men have been taught by

him; many lawyers have practised before

him; many litigants have heard him try their

cases; many witnesses have testified in his

presence; many juries have had him as their

guide and instructor; these many men, of

every rank, of much or little education, of

every variety of employment, of every dis

position—kindly or critical, of little or of

great influence, have told many men like

them what manner of man Judge Field was,

and the one strong, predominant note in this

chorus of opinion is character. Whenwe thus

speak of character, we mean that in a Judge
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which is the one thing needful—high over all,

and all including, as charity is to the Chris

tian."

The admiration and esteem shared by so

many were well voiced by Col. Bennett H.

Young, who said:—

"It was my privilege to have been upon

terms of close and intimate friendship with

Judge Field. After practising before him for

more than a quarter of a century I can say,

without limitation, that he had every quality

that a judge could possess. He was firm, yet

courteous; he was always kind and consider

ate; he was patient and painstaking. He was

a thorough student of the law. His sense of

justice rose higher than technicalities and

forms. His conduct toward the bar was

ideal; his deportment on the bench was always

dignified and upright.

"In my long experience I never heard one

human being question Judge Field's absolute

fairness. He was remarkable in that he did

not permit his friendships in the least to

affect his treatment of every lawyer at the

Louisville bar. He was particularly kind to

young men. If an inexperienced practitioner

was getting a little the worst of it Judge Field

held the scales evenly and saw that no wrong

was done. He had as complete a sense of

right and wrong as any man I have ever

known.

"He had become a great Judge, and in this

connection I mean a man who knew the law.

There was no question or matter that any

member of the Louisville bar would hesitate

to submit to Judge Field's opinion. Neither

fear nor favor moved his opinions or conduct

as a Judge.

"The death of a man of such splendid char

acter is an irreparable loss to Louisville and

Kentucky. There are no words that can

overstate his qualities as a man and a Judge

and his courage as a soldier."

The Chief Justice of the old Common

wealth, Hon. Henry Barker, left the bench

at Frankfort to preside at this bar meeting,

and said in accepting the honor:—

"You all know we have met here to

take the necessary steps to express our

respect for the memory of one we all loved,

and one who was in every way worthy of

that love.

"No house ever had a nobler head; no state

ever possessed a more faithful servant; no

bench or bar ever had a member whose life

more fully exemplified its highest standards

and ideals. He lived righteously. He served

faithfully. He died gloriously.

"The ending of such a life calls for neither

sorrow nor tears, but rather for the bugle

notes of triumph—the plaudits of victory.

This world is nobler and more beautiful be

cause he has lived. The next is richer because

he has died."

The Democratic city and county convention

which met at Louisville July 2 nominated

William H. Field to succeed his father on the

Common Pleas bench. Judge Matt O'Doherty,

in presenting this nomination, declared the

son to be in every way worthy of his honored

father, and to be one in whom his father had

"instilled those principles of rectitude, of

integrity, of the highest honor and the high

est citizenship which shone so conspicuously

in his own character."

When he placed the name of Judge Shackel

ford Miller in nomination for Chancellor,

Morton K. Yontz referred to the late Judge

Field in these terms:—

"The Democratic party is proud of the

men it has given to the bench. It gave to

the bench that sweet-spirited, gentle man,

that just judge, Emmet Field, of glorious

memory.

'I cannot say and I will not say

That he is dead; he is just away.'

"His loved form is laid away in the quiet

tomb, but his splendid influence goes march

ing on. He was content to be a Circuit

Judge; that is to say, he was content to sound

the shoals of honor. In him no vaulting

ambition o'erleaped itself. But as Macbeth

was made to say of Duncan: 'Oh, he was so

clear in his great office I' "



Review of Periodicals

Articles on Topics of Legal Science

and Related Subjects

Bankruptcy. "Bankruptcy Law and the

Peaceable Settlements of Business Failures."

By Harold Remington. 18 Yale Law Journal

590 (June).

"The Bankruptcy Law has been in quiet

but efficient operation all the time in the

midst of the commercial failures of the last

year, staying the hand of the creditor from

the effort to gain advantage over his fellows

and bringing about a rational and business

like settlement of affairs between the debtor

and his creditors; yet, during all that time the

courts have not been called upon materially to

increase their operation on this account, so

certain and well recognized are the prohibi

tions of the Bankruptcy Law.

"The true place of National Bankruptcy

Law in the community has been little under

stood by the people at large; although it is

true that the different associations of business

men of the country have been most widely

awake and keenly appreciative of its influence

and operation, through whom a more ade

quate conception of its benefits to the com

mercial world is gradually being developed."

Bill of Bights. "The Anthracite Coal In

dustry, and the Business Affected with a

Public Interest." By Prof. Andrew Alexander

Bruce. 7 Michigan Law Review 627 (June).

"To what extent does American indi

vidualism extend? Is there any legal founda

tion for the statement so often made by the

business man, that his business is his own

and he has the right to run it as he pleases?

Is the right of the laboring man to strike a

right which is inalienable? Prior to the year

1892 there was in America but one answer to

these questions. It was to be found in the

case of Godcharles v. Wigeman (113 Pa. St.

431, 6 Atl. 354; decided in 1886) and in a

long line of decisions which followed its rea

soning. ... It was not until 1892 and 1899

respectively, that the supreme courts of West

Virginia and Tennessee made a complete

change of front and took a radically different

position, and not until 1901 that the Supreme

Court of the United States sustained them in

so doing. ( Harbison v. Knoxville Iron Co.,

103 Tenn. 421, 53 S. W. 955; Dayton Coal &

Iron Co. v. Barton, 103 Tenn. 604, 53 S. W.

970; Knoxville Iron Co. v. Harbison, 183 U. S.,

13, 22 Sup. Ct. 1 ; Dayton Coal Co. v. Barton,

183 U. S. 23, 22 Sup. Ct. 5.) . . .

"The matters which were in dispute in the

coal fields of West Virginia and Tennessee

were, to all intents and purposes, the same

matters as those which were in dispute in the

recent anthracite coal strike in Pennsylvania,

and in the strike which is now threatened.

They were disputes over the method of weigh

ing coal, the method of paying wages and

the paying of such wages in orders on the

company's stores or truck-shops. In the

opinions the courts take the broad position

that every business man and every man who

seeks the protection of society in order that

he may live and do business, and who calls

upon that society for protection from physi

cal harm and upon its courts for the enforce

ment of his contracts, must be willing to

yield to that society some measure of regula

tion and control when that control is neces

sary for the preservation of the public peace

and the public welfare."

Prof. Bruce adds the comment, with which

not every one will agree, that "This is social

ism no doubt—or looks like it."

"The Supreme Court and the Fourteenth

Amendment." By Edward S. Corwin. 7

Michigan Law Review 643 (June) .

"The alleged issue between state power and

federal power is largely imaginative, and in

this connection at least quite pointless. The

real issue is far different and traverses both

state and federal governments. It is the

issue between two theories of government,

one of which, centering around the notion of

sovereignty, regards government as the agent

of society; the other of which, centering

around the notion of natural rights, regards

government as somewhat extrinsic to society.

It is the issue also between two theories of

law, the one of which regards law as an

emanation from authority and as vested with

a reformative function, the other of which

holds that law ought to be conservative and

ought to represent no more than a ratifica

tion of the custom of the community. . . .

"The Court in its early fear for the federal

balance denied the Fourteenth Amendment

practically all efficacy as a limitation upon

state power, save in the interest of racial

equality before the law. Subsequently, how

ever, the Court found reason to abandon its

early conservative position and in the interest

of private and particularly of property rights

to take a greatly enlarged view of its super

visory powers over state legislation. As we

have seen, the history of this change is the

history particularly of the development of the

phrase 'due »process of law.' But now an

interesting thing is to be noted. The Berea

College decision makes it perfectly plain that

the enlarged view of 'due process of law' is

not available against legislative classifications

based on racial differences, such classifications

being deemed prima facie reasonable. Thus

it comes about that property, or, calling to

mind the Santa Clara case (118 U. S. 394),

the corporations, succeed to the rights which

those who framed the Fourteenth Amend

ment thought they were bestowing upon the

negro. This outcome is not entirely devoid

of irony, but neither on the other hand, as I

have above emphazized, is it devoid of his
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torical justification, from our constitutional

jurisprudence antedating the Fourteenth

Amendment."

"Ethics and the Law." By Prof. George

Trumbull Ladd. 18 Yale Law Journal 613

(June).

"From the point of view of one who is a

layman and so interested chiefly in the moral

aspects of our problem, the following consid

erations which bear upon its solution, seem

undoubtedly to be true: First, very important

and even radical changes in the existing sys

tem of laws are demanded, and will be in

sisted upon in the near future by the public

conscience of the body of the people then

living under the law. Second, the tendency

to invade and restrict the territory of indi

vidual rights—uniformly in the alleged inter

ests of the whole people, but far too often,

in ways either ignorant, if altruistic, or skill

fully and designedly planned to promote the

interests of a corporation or a class—must

either reach its natural limit or else be checked

by legal methods. And, third, and above all

else, these changes in legislation and in the

enforcement of the laws by the courts must

secure to the minority their rights as against

the majority, and to the humblest and

poorest individual his rights as against the

richest and most powerful corporation.

Only in this way can the truest and highest

social good under the law be realized and

maintained; and only thus can the essence

of our Constitution and of our hitherto ex

isting system of law be preserved, in the good

conscience and respectful obedience of the

people of the land."

See Government.

Capital Punishment. "Does Capital Pun

ishment Prevent Convictions?" By Maynard

Shipley. 43 American Law Review 321

(May-June).

"From the facts already presented with

reference to the administration of justice

before and after abolishment of capital pun

ishment in Michigan, Wisconsin, Rhode

Island, Maine, and Colorado, it seems evident

that convictions followed murders with

greater certainty after life imprisonment was

made the supreme penalty. Perhaps we may

well agree with Professor John Dewey, of

the Chicago University, that while there may

be circumstances under which the death pen

alty is necessary, on the other hand, 'where

the moral opinion of the community is highly

developed and where scientific penology has

made considerable progress, it is likely to be

more harmful than helpful.' "

Conflict of Laws. "Individual Liability of

Stockholders and the Conflict of Laws." By

Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld. 9 Columbia Law

Review 492 (June).

The first portion of a paper to be concluded

next month. The topic was suggested by the

decision in the important English case, Risdon

Iron and Locomotive Works v. Furness, which

the same author has also discussed in an

earlier article in the same journal ("Nature of

Stockholders' Individual Liability for Cor

poration Debts," 9 Col. L. Rev. 285-320, re

viewed 21 Green Bag 229).

"In King v. Sarria, the analogous principles

and authorities thus far considered point

clearly to the lex loci contractus as the general

rule for determining the obligations of the

special partner to third persons. This would

seem to be particularly true of the agency

cases, Maspons v. Mildred, relating to an

undisclosed principal, and Arayo v. Currell,

bearing on the limitation of a principal's

obligation. So, too, special emphasis may be

placed on Baldwin v. Gray, for that case is

almost a 'converse' to the one immediately

to be considered. Of the authorities directly

in point King v. Sarria is the leading

case. . . .

"The stockholders in a foreign, limited lia

bility corporation contracting in New York

do not, in general, become subject to the

obligations of ordinary partners; but no case

has been observed in which it is suggested

that this is due to any absence of power on

the part of the lex loci contractus. On the

contrary, the opinions in the New York cases

expressly indicate that the New York law, if

so declared by the legislature, might legiti

mately impose such partnership obligations,

and in other jurisdictions there are actual

decisions which have held that, independently

of statutes, such obligations result under some

circumstances. "

Copyright. "Copyright at Home and

Abroad." By W. Morris Coles. Nineteenth

Century, v. 65, p. 1056 (June).

" ' Vraisemblablement fort complexe' is the

phrase in which M. Henri Morel, the Director

of the International Copyright Bureau, has

aptly characterized the Berlin Convention,

1908. ... It is much in a peddling age for

the powers in conference to strike boldly at

making intellectual property more and more

valuable, and surrounding it with a ring

fence shall ensure its full and free enjoyment

to its rightful owners. . . .

"The new Convention is, however, unhappy

in its method. It attempts too much. It is

framed with too lofty a disregard for the

difficulty of working it in the several coun

tries. . . The position may be briefly stated.

The Berne Convention of 1886, with the

Additional Act of Paris, 1896, and the Decla

ration of Paris, 1896, with all their imperfec

tions, established a working international

body of law. Round this in all the signatory

countries a formidable weight of statutory

and judicial authority has grown up, until

we have arrived at some sort of certainty as

to the rights of copyright owners, in the

main, throughout the Union and, in part,

throughout the civilized world. A network

of protection has been created which, for all

its drawbacks, is not the less capable of being

practically worked, so far as the great mass

of intellectual property is concerned. . . .

"The framers of the Berlin Convention,
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1908, were, however, ambitious in their

aspirations. With a sublime indifference to

the conditions which govern the reform of the

domestic laws of many of the Unionist and

Non-Unionist countries, they elected to aim

at a code which should at once comprehend

much of the old machinery, tinkered a little

here and there, and much that was wholly

new. There is every danger that, as a result,

they will retard instead of advancing the

realization of their aims, and complicate

instead of simplifying the international sys

tem."

Corporations. "Jurisdiction of the Fed

eral Courts Based upon Diversity of Citizen

ship in an Action Brought by an Individual

Against a Corporation which is Incorporated

in or Adopted by Two or More States, Where

the Plaintiff is a Citizen of One of Such

States." By P. J. Altizer. 43 American

Law Review 409 (May-June).

"To summarize, it is well settled that a

citizen of one state can go into another state

and sue in the federal courts there, on the

ground of diverse citizenship, a corporation

actually created, whether by original incor

poration or by the consolidation of different

corporations, under the laws of the state of

the forum. And this is true, notwithstanding

the fact that there may be in the state ol

plaintiff's domicil a corporation of the same

name as the corporation sued, both having

one set of officers, incorporated by the con

current legislation or consolidated under

authority of the two states, and acting and

doing business as a single corporation.

"In cases where the defendant corporation

has not actually been incorporated as an

original corporation by the state in which the

suit is brought, under the holding in Railway

Company v. James (161 U. S. 545; 1896),

the suit cannot be maintained in the federal

courts in that or in any other state by a cit

izen of the state granting the original char

ter, where jurisdiction is based on diversity

of citizenship.

"And, finally, a suit cannot be maintained

in the federal courts on the ground of

diversity of citizenship, in the state of

plaintiff's residence, against a corporation

actually incorporated under the laws of that

state, whether by original charter or by re

incorporation. If there be no reincorpora

tion in the state of the forum, then the federal

court has jurisdiction; and the question of

whether or not there has been reincorpora

tion is to be determined by judicial con

struction of the statutes and acts done there

under."

See Bill of Rights, Conflict of Laws.

Criminology. "How Thieves Live." By

Charles Somerville. Everybody's, v. 21, p. 101

(July).

The writer is criminal reporter for the New

York Journal.

"For twenty years a certain male shop

lifter had eluded not only capture, but even

suspicion. His well-furnished apartment in

the upper west side of New York City—in a

neighborhood of the highest respectability—

had known him as a tenant for more than

fifteen years. Every one of the pretty orna

ments in the home had been filched. The

great rolls of silks that he brought home from

time to time aroused no suspicion in his wife's

mind, for she understood that he was a buyer

for a large drygoods house. His trips away

from home, when he disposed of his goods in

distant cities, were all accounted for by the

same explanation. The man was very fond

of children, and planned a big Christmas

party to which his two young sons were to

invite their friends, big and little. He was

arrested while attempting to steal toys which

were to have been gifts from his children to

their playmates."

Defamation. "Absolute Immunity in Defa

mation: Judicial Proceedings." By Van Vech-

ten Veeder. 9 Columbia Law Review 463

(June).

The first portion of a paper to be concluded

next month.

"The rule of absolute immunity is founded

upon the principle that on certain occasions

it is indispensable, or at least advantageous,

to the public interest that persons should

speak freely and fearlessly, uninfluenced by

the possibility of being brought to account

in an action for defamation. This class of

cases is naturally a comparatively narrow

one. It is strictly limited to judicial pro

ceedings, legislative proceedings, and certain

official proceedings of executive officers of

state.

"The common law doctrine has been little

disturbed by statutory enactment. Although

the common law doctrine of absolute privi

lege is recognized, with slight variation in

details, in all the states, this familiar term is

not once mentioned in any of the statutes.

It is always clear, however, whether absolute

or qualified privilege is referred to by the

absence or presence in the statute of refer

ence to the term malice. . . .

"The rule applies to and includes every

publication which constitutes a step in, or

arises out of, a judicial proceeding, or which

has some relation thereto, whether such pro

ceeding be ex parte or inter partes, in open

court or in private, or of a preliminary,

interlocutory or final character. But it does

not apply to or include any publication of

defamatory matter before the commencement,

or after the termination of the judicial pro

ceeding (unless such publication is an act

incidental to the proper initiation thereof,

or giving legal effect thereto) ; nor does it

apply to or include any publication of defam

atory matter to any person other than those

to whom, or in any place other than that in

which, such publication is required or author

ized by law to be made for the proper conduct

of the judicial proceedings. The requirement

that the publication must have some relation
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or reference to the proceeding in which it is

made is fundamental."

European Politics. "The Balance of Naval

Power and the Triple Alliance." By Archi

bald S. Hurd. Nineteenth Century, v. 65,

p. 1068 (June).

"We have become familiar with the rapid

progress of the German Fleet. Now Austria-

Hungary, hitherto possessing a fleet of insig

nificant proportions, has prepared a pro

gramme of naval expansion, and Italy, the

least prominent and possibly the least en

amoured of the signatories to the Triple

Alliance, has decided to follow the Austrian

lead. The Triple Alliance has had the breath

of life breathed into it."

"The Future of the Balkans." By Mil. R.

Ivanovitch. Fortnightly Review, v. 85, p.

1040 Qune).

"The Balkan Confederation will be realized,

and it will be realized because it is an abso

lute necessity and indispensable to all

Europe. . . . Since England, France, Italy,

and Russia can not, jointly or severally, allow

Germany the hegemony of the Balkans and

the Mediterranean, they must build a rampart

against her. Their task is not hard."

"Turkey: Developments and Forecasts."

By Edwin Pears. Contemporary Review, v.

95, p. 707 (June).

"The best men in the country, its leaders,

both Moslem and Christian, have proved

themselves loyal to the Constitution, and

look to it as the only means of saving Turkey.

The Chamber of Deputies is again working

steadily, and sees the necessity of quickening

its pace. A little more trust among the

members in the good faith of those who differ

from them in opinion, and its debates will

furnish an invaluable education to the people."

"A Clue to the Turkish Tangle." By Dr.

E. J. Dillon. Contemporary Review, v. 95,

p. 743 (June).

"We should not forget that the bloodless

victory over the Hamidian rigime was won

not by the political Young Turks but by the

non-political revolutionary army. It was a

military revolt that inaugurated the move

ment, and a military triumph that put an

end to the misrule that was breaking up the

Empire."

Foreign Relations. "Elihu Root as Secre

tary of State." By Gaillard Hunt. Put

nam's, v. 6, p. 471 (July).

"John Hay had rendered the so-called

spheres of influence held in China by European

powers harmless to the material welfare of the

United States by extracting from them a

promise that they would keep the door open

to the trade of all nations upon an absolute

equality; but no one had guaranteed that the

huge but helpless empire should preserve

her political existence. For obvious reasons

the United States desires that she shall do so,

and Secretary Hay had not hesitated to

declare this fact.

"It remained for Mr. Root, however, to

render the desire of the United States effective

by obtaining a declaration of an identical

wish from Japan, the great power of the

East. The American Secretary of State and

the Japanese Ambassador simply exchanged

notes in which each stated that his country

desired the continued independence of China,

and each promised to communicate to the

other any action which he might contemplate

in the future with reference to China. The

agreement is not a treaty, nor even an alliance

having binding force for any longer period

than suits the pleasure of the parties to the

transaction; and either Japan or the United

States can terminate it to-morrow; but until

it is terminated it is as effective for its pur

poses as a treaty of alliance would be, and

China may rest from her fears of being sliced

among greedy foreign nations. The import

ance of this concerted action in its effect on

the destiny of the countries of the Orient has

been fully recognized; but it has a more far-

reaching significance, for it marks a turning-

point in our development as a world-power,

and has made a precedent which is likely to

have a vital influence upon the history of the

world."

Government. "Little Englandism." 45

Canada Law Journal 422 (June 15).

"Some people appear to think that the

political opinions which are known as 'Little

Englandism' are confined to certain inhabit

ants of the British Isles. . . . This is a mistake.

It invades our provincial politics, and our

Dominion politics. To the 'Little Englander'

the Province, or the Dominion, as the case

may be, is the limit of his political

horizon. . . . Let us not forget that our

chief glory and pride is not that we are

Canadians, but that we are also the citizens

of a world-wide Empire. . . .

"What should we think if the state of New

York were to get up an agitation within its

borders to prohibit all appeals to the Supreme

Court of the United States; or to claim to

make treaties for itself, or to be constantly

putting the stars and stripes in the back

ground, and putting the state flag of New

York in the foreground, and trying to make

the people of that state think more of the

flag of the state, than of the flag of the

Union?"

Government . "The Constitutionality of

Statutes Prohibiting Resort to Federal

Courts." By Frank R. Lacy. 43 American

Law Review 335 (May-June).

"The court in the Prewitt case states the

reason for this decision as follows : 'This Court

held that the agreement was void, inasmuch

as, if carried out, it would oust the federal

courts of a jurisdiction given them by the

Constitution and statutes of the United

States. It was said that the statute of Wis
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consin was an obstruction to the right of

removal provided for by the Constitution of

the United States and the laws made in pur

suance thereof.' (202 U. S. 250.) Thus it

steems to be recognized that the reason for

the Morse decision (20 Wall. 445) was that ob

structions to a foreign corporation's right of

removal are unconstitutional.

"To conclude, the writer believes he has

shown that no sufficient reason has been

given, nor, so far as one is able to see,

can be given, for the exception made by

the Prewitt case to the general principle

which forbids interference with resort to

the federal courts. As it has never been

thought that any other exception could

be made, it seems that it ought to be

established as a universal rule that no state

can constitutionally interfere with the resort

of any person to a federal court."

"The Relative Rights of the State and

Federal Governments at the Present Day."

By Joseph L. Hull. 43 American Law

Review 397 (May-June).

"Certain functions of government were

originally reserved to the states; those

functions are still the object of the state's ex

istence. In the execution thereof they are

limited to an extent as above outlined by the

War Amendments. But the prohibitions

upon the states in those amendments were

not made in favor of the federal government.

Centralization of power was not their object.

The rights withdrawn were, for the most part,

either withdrawn at the same time from the

federal government or else had been previously

withheld therefrom. They became a por

tion of that class of rights, which in the words

of the Constitution, 'are reserved to the

people.' "

See Bill of Rights, Legislative Procedure,

Public Health.

Interstate Commerce. "The Commodities

Clause Decision." Anonymous. 9 Columbia

Law Review 523 (June).

"Probably very few lawyers who followed

this case closely, and few of those who have

been cognizant of the leading authorities on

this point in recent years, anticipated any

different result from that announced in the

prevailing opinion of the court. ... If the

statute had been given its natural meaning,

a decision upon the second, third and fourth

constitutional questions raised by the defend

ant's brief would have been inevitable. That

decision would have involved almost as

inevitably distinguishing,—and perhaps even

qualifying to some extent,—broad principles

announced in the Lottery, Northern Securities

and Union Bridge cases. One cannot refrain

from suspecting that it was easier to convince

eight judges that they should subscribe to the

dissertation on syntax than it would have

been to persuade four to allow Justice White

to express their several reasons for holding

the act unconstitutional or the reverse when

-iven its natural meaning. . . .

"As one surveys the field of battle after

the smoke has cleared away it would seem

as though the bar and business interests of

the country would unite in deploring the

abortive results attending the statesmanlike

efforts of the Department of Justice and

counsel for the defendants in seeking to con

strue the statute in accordance with its

natural meaning and then seeking a definitive

pronouncement as to the constitutionality of

the act thus naturally construed."

See Bill of Rights.

Law Reform. "Demoralization of the Law,

XII." By Ignotus. Westminster Review, v.

172, p. 651 (June).

"The Times has again called attention to

the extraordinary uncertainty of the law (as

instanced in the result of cases which come

before the appellate tribunals) and of the

high percentage of reversals and dissents.

According to our contemporary the explana

tion is to be sought chiefly in the difficulties

of interpretation of Acts of Parliament 'drawn

up ambiguously, loosely and with remarkable

ignorance of the effect of the words used.

The judges are left to spell out of barely intel

ligible words the policy of the legislature in

regard to matters of national importance.'

After giving some recent instances, to which

we cannot refer from considerations of space,

our contemporary sums up thus: 'The uncer

tainty of the law often means the silence of

the legislature or the obscurity of its utter

ances. Our neighbors across the Channel

have long ago surmounted this difficulty, and

in the simplest possible way. Legislative

enactments are handed over to trained ex

perts whose duty it is to find a direct and

unmistakable form of words in which to

clothe them. If it is impossible to find similar

experts in this country inside the legal pro

fession, they must be found outside. For it is

extremely improbable that the public is suffi

ciently lawyer-ridden to tolerate the present

state of things indefinitely; whether due to

natural imbecility or professional artifice, it

provides a happy hunting ground for the

special pleader and costs the country vast

sums in litigation."

Legal Education. "American Remem

brances of a German Teacher of Roman

Law." By Dr. Rudolph Leonhard. 18 Yale

Law Journal 583 (June).

"As I was sent to America in order to work

for a spiritual approximation of the ideas of

Europe and of America, and as I knew that

nothing brings two peoples nearer to a mutual

understanding, I made up my mind to com

pare the different laws as much as possible.

"But no comparison is fruitful if the two

things compared have not a common element

which gives a point of view from which they

can both be contemplated and understood.

"Reflecting, too, that the common influence

of Roman terminologies, exercised on the one

side upon the Continental Laws, and on the

other side upon the English-American Law,
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is such a point of view, I came to the result

that the 'Institutes' of Justinian must be ex

plained as the common source of fundamental

ideas of the two branches of European cul

ture, viz.: the continental and the English-

American Law.

"I did so. I explained the texts in this

way, unhappily not having had the full time

for preparation, which was desirable in every

case. But I preferred to perform an incom

plete work rather than doing nothing in such

a favorable situation as could never return

to me."

Legislative Procedure. "New Responsi

bilities of Citizenship." By Charles H.

Carey. 18 Yale Law Journal 596 (June).

The author thus summarizes his conclu

sions suggested by a study of the initiative

and referendum:—

1. There is a marked tendency in the

United States and in other countries toward

enacting sweeping legislation on novel prin

ciples.

2. The evils that apparently give a reason

for these changes are not more serious than

have been experienced and dealt with before.

3. The plan of vesting the law-making

power in the people at large is not new in his

tory, and was expressly rejected in favor of

the representative plan by the founders of

the United States Constitution.

4. The recent changes in the Oregon Con

stitution, and the facility with which it may

now be amended, put new and serious respon

sibilities upon the electorate.

5. The initiative system of law making in

the form now under experiment in Oregon

requires the exercise of an extraordinary

degree of intelligence, impartiality, and devo

tion on the part of those having the right of

suffrage, andis open to certain criticisms that

suggest limitations upon the exercise of the

power.

6. These suggestions embody the following

changes in the present plan :

(a) Limitation of the number of constitu

tional amendments, and of initiative meas

ures that may be submitted to vote at any

one election.

(6) Limitation of the subject-matter of any

such measure to a single proposition, in con

crete form.

(c) Confining the use of the initiative to

bills that have been introduced and failed to

pass in the legislature, and those that have

been vetoed by the governor.

(d) Modifying the referendum to require a

larger number of petitioners.

Liquor Problem. "The Future of the

Public-House." By Edwyn Barclay. Nine

teenth Century, v. 65, p. 994 (June).

"I am very confident that it would be far

wiser and would do more for temperance if

we aimed to make our public-houses more

respectable and useful, and so foster a strong

public opinion against drunkenness, rather

than to decry them and do all that is pos

sible to make them disreputable and mere

drinking shops, as is at present only too

much the case."

Marriage and Divorce. See Race Dis

crimination.

Practice. "A Story of Law Enforcement."

By Thomas Lee Woolwine. World's Work,

v. 18, p. 11828 (July).

"When I became Prosecuting Attorney in

Los Angeles, I determined to enforce all the

laws upon the statute books, to enforce them

with absolute impartiality, and in their en

forcement to strike at any private individual

or office-holder who might attempt to block

the way. Mine was not a campaign of morals,

but simply a fight for equal law enforcement."

After a prolonged fight with the political

machine, including the District Attorney,

who twice removed him from office for his

determination to enforce the law, he was

successful in awakening public opinion, which

overthrew the machine and demanded the

conviction of two of the offenders, allowing

the chief culprits to escape.

Procedure. "Criminal Appeals in England."

By Theodor Megaarden. 13 Law Notes 46

(June).

The facts of the notorious Beck case, in

which an unfortunate Swede named Adolf

Beck was positively identified with one John

Smith, a previously convicted swindler, by

the police officer in charge of the case, and

the examining officer denied the defendant's

right to introduce evidence on the point of his

identity, are here reviewed—facts of a case

which, because of the revolting injustice of

the affair, led to the establishment of criminal

appeals in England :—

Beck was sentenced to seven years' penal

servitude, and, although he had not been

identified with Smith at the trial, his clothes

were marked to show a former conviction.

Beck objected to this, and after several peti

tions the Home Office finally ordered the re

moval of the signs of a former conviction, but

declined in any way to enter upon the accu

racy or otherwise of the conviction. So poor

Beck had to stay in prison until the expiration

of his term. After coming out of prison he

settled down to a quiet and industrious life,

when it was suddenly reported to the police

that the crimes of 1877 and 1896 were being

repeated with all their peculiarities of method

and names. Beck was again arrested, tried,

and convicted. Mr. Justice Grantham, before

whom he was tried, respited sentence

until the following session, and during that

?eriod the John Smith of 1877 was arrested,

he facts of the case being presented to the

Home Office so forcibly, the Home Secretary

beneficially granted Beck a 'free pardon.'

Moreover, the treasury offered him ^2,000 as

a solatium. Beck refused to accept that

amount, and the offer was increased to

,£5,000.

"No better demonstration of the inade

quacy of the machinery of the Home Office

to correct even the grossest errors in the
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trial of criminal cases could be needed. The

Home Office, had it been a reviewing tribunal,

could easily have prevented the carrying out

of the sentence of Beck on his first conviction,

and would probably have thereby prevented

the second arrest and trial. And there can

be no doubt that the existence of a judicial

tribunal with power to review criminal trials

on questions of law and fact, or even on

questions of law alone, would have pre

vented the miscarriage of justice which oc

curred in this case. . . .

"When we look back upon the long struggle

in England to secure a right of appeal in

criminal cases, when we recall the terrible

wrong done in the Beck case, which outraged

the sense of justice of every right-thinking

person not only in England but throughout

the civilized world, and when we are con

fronted with this act of the British Parlia

ment, constituting as it does a virtual admis

sion that the old plan was wrong, we cannot

but feel that, until this new system has been

fully and fairly tested and found wanting, all

proposals, no matter how eminent their

sponsors, to strike the right of appeal from

our criminal procedure must fall upon un

heeding ears."

"The Denial of Justice." By Samuel Sco-

ville, Jr. Outlook, v. 92, p. 359 (June 12).

Some objectionable and out-of-date customs

clogging the procedure of the United States

Supreme Court are thus indicated in this

article:—

"The Court sits four hours a day for five

days in the week, sitting every week day

except Saturday, from 12 noon to 4.30 in the

afternoon, with a recess from 2 to 2.30. One

of these days each week is practically occu

pied by reading aloud the opinions handed

down by each judge—a custom smacking of

the time when there were town criers instead

of newspapers and quill pens instead of type

writers. Its official term for the year 1907

comprised thirty-three weeks out of the

fifty-two, and officially it worked thirty-three

weeks and rested nineteen. This official sche

dule, however, does not take into considera

tion the recess habit, to which the Supreme

Court has fallen a victim, . . . unofficially

dividing the year as follows: Sessions, nine

teen weeks; recesses, thirty-three weeks."

The remedy for delays in the federal and

state courts is simple; it is to be found in

"simplicity, industry, and publicity. The

procedure must be pruned of all the under

growth of useless formalities and outworn

methods. The bench must be composed of

men who can and will work. Finally, there

must be that publicity about the quality and

quantity of work done which will make for the

highest standard."

Public Health. "Federal Quarantine

Laws." By Prof. Edwin Maxey. 43 Amer

ican Law Review 382 (May-June).

"We hear.a great deal in these days about

the centralization of power in the federal gov

ernment, but the fact is that the federal gov

ernment has been slow in developing its pow

ers. The only exceptions to this tendency

have been at the very beginning when the

influence of Hamilton was at its height;

during and immediately after the Civil War;

during the present decade. But even during

these periods there has been evident some

thing of the tendency which we have noted

in federal quarantine legislation—a tendency

to refrain from assuming the full extent of its

constitutional authority until the exercise of

such authority is forced upon it by the neces

sities of the case.

If this conclusion is correct, those who

really consider the protection of the public

health a matter of importance can render a

valuable service by doing their share toward

developing a public sentiment which will

force upon Congress a realization of the fact

that the question is considered important

and that the people are convinced of the ex

pediency of the exercise by the federal gov

ernment of the quarantine powers which under

the Constitution it has a right to exercise."

Eace Discrimination. "Race Distinctions

in American Law, V-VI." By Gilbert

Thomas Stephenson. 43 American Law Re

view 354 (May-June).

This installment deals with "The Recon

struction of the Marital Relations of Negroes,"

"Remarriages," "Certificates," "Slave Mar

riages Declared Legal by Statute," "Mar

riages Between Slaves and Free Negroes,"

"The Intermarriage of the Races." "The

Effect of an Attempted Intermarriage," "The

Punishment of Intermarriage," "Cohabitation

without Intermarriage," etc.

Socialism. "French Labor Unions v. the

State." By Alexander Ular. Contemporary

Review, v. 95, p. 647 (June).

"The public sympathized with the post

office strikers. Nobody doubts that in case

of brutal provocation, the large labor federa

tions would join in a general assault on the

state. Nobody doubts that if the Radical

Government dared to apply the military code

to strikers by mobilizing on paper the whole

of the reserve army, and to sentence revolu

tionaries by exceptional courts, the whole

country would rise against them. In a word,

the postmen have proved that nothing can

be done against well-organized and self-confi

dent state employees."

Taylor's Science of Jurisprudence. Dr.

Hannis Taylor's side of the controversy grow

ing out of the alleged plagiarism committed

in his work on "The Science of Jurisprudence"

(for previous chapters of this discussion see

21 Green Bag 75, 173, 239) is stated in a

communication addressed to Law Notes for

June (13 Law Notes 59).

Dr. Taylor here charges Dr. Goudy of

Oxford with resorting to "unlawful and un

precedented expedients in his mad effort to

defame me." To convict Dr. Goudy,—
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"You have only to compare the false copy

of the extract, republished by you from the

London Times, over his signature, with my

printed pages 265-266. It thus appears from

the printed record (1) that he removed the

figure 3 from the face of my text, and with it

note 3 at the foot of the page; (2) that he

falsely represented the extract as appearing

on p. 265, when, in fact, it is on pp. 265-266;

(3) that he deliberately suppressed the note

at the foot of p. 266: 'See Pollock and Mait-

land, 'History of English Law,' 2d ed., i,

80-87.' These three acts are affirmative acts,

and part of a deliberate design. The moment

the suppressed notes appear, the falsity of

his charge is fixed. His charge is that I

used the matter in question without citations,

and then he suppresses the double citations.

When, in his first article, he censured the

Universities of Edinburgh and Dublin for

giving me their honors, after declaring that

he had not read a single one of the books on

account of which those honors were bestowed,

I raised the question as to whether or no his

mind is normal. This last performance makes

that inquiry still more serious."

It is to be regretted that Dr. Taylor's

sense of provocation leads him to express

himself in bitter terms regarding "a small

coterie at Oxford that despises everything

American." Certainly it is not the senti

ment of able American scholars, taken as a

whole, that they cannot look to Oxford for

as fair treatment as that to be expected from

another enlightened quarter.

Unfair Trade. "The Development of Sec

ondary Rights in Trade Mark Cases." By

Wallace R. Lane. 18 Yale Law Journal 571

(June).

"The law is following business more closely

all the time. Whether a man's trade is

country-wide, state-wide, or world-wide, the

law should and does in an increasing degree

protect him in that trade. We can now con

gratulate ourselves that no other development

of any branch of the law is based so much on

the business integrity, common honesty and

justice as this climax of trade-mark law,

known as the law of unfair competition, par

ticularly in its secondary sense.

"In this state of the development of the law

of unfair trade, it is sincerely to be hoped

that there will be no suggestion made that the

law be codified. We have at present a broad,

general, elastic doctrine. It is being adapted

to the needs of modern business in a reason

ably successful manner. As the needs of

business change, so may this doctrine be

changed. The law of unfair trade should

be allowed to take its normal course of devel

opment, being applied , as each case arises, by

careful, well-informed judges, who are alive

to the truth of the saying: 'The law should

follow business.' "

Wills and Administration. "The Doctrine

of Cy Pres." By Jnanendranath Dutt Chau-

dhri, B.L. 6 Allahabad Law Journal 129

(June 4).

"The personal law of the Hindus is inti

mately connected with their religion, and

therefore allows of gift in perpetuity to reli-

f'ous objects to a much greater extent than the

nglish law. Thus, absolute gifts of land or

money in perpetuity to an idol, and for other

religious purposes, have been recognized by

many decisions. Neither the English law,

which forbids, bequests for superstitious uses,

nor the rule which prohibits the creation of

perpetuities, is applicable to gifts to idols by

Hindus. So the Muhammadan law of wakf

or appropriation founded on the Muhammadan

religion allows of the appropriation of property

in perpetuity for the performance of religious

services, the maintenance and repair of tombs,

and other purposes not held to be charitable

by the English law. It is therefore clear that

in the case of Hindus and Muhammadans

there is a relaxation, to a certain extent, of

this rule against perpetuities."

Women Suffrage. "Votes for Women." By

W. I. Thomas. American Magazine, v. 68 ■

p. 292 Quly).

"It is custom, not reason, that women have

had to face first of all in their fight for the

ballot. But another powerful and more rea

sonable cause for the opposition to woman in

this connection lies in the fact that she was

as a class reduced at one time to a position of

ornamental inactivity, where her chief charm

consisted in complete and ductile submission

to the will of man, and that she herself ac

cepted this condition as an ideal one."

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

Biography. "The Boyhood of John Hay."

By A. S. Chapman. Century, v. 78, p. 444

(July).

"At a time when his family wished him to

take up the study of law, begun with Colonel

Hay at Pittsfield, he said to a friend: 'They

would spoil a first-class preacher to make a

third-class lawyer of me.' . . .

"From Pittsfield John Hay went to Spring

field. He found his uncle in the midst of the

political struggle leading to the nomination of

Abraham Lincoln for the Presidency. The

association of Milton Hay with Lincoln was

so close that John Hay was thrown into rela

tions with Lincoln, and his assistant secre

taryship to Lincoln was a natural step."

Aldrich. "Aldrich, Boss of the Senate."

By Judson C. Welliver. Hampton's, v. 23,

p. 39 (July).

"Aldrich is not omniscient. He is hope

lessly ignorant about basic economics, or else

utterly perverted; more likely both. He is

the bluffer who has been caught and exposed.

Senator Dolliver caught him and showed his

hand; proved his bill to be a mass of deceit

and sham, of fake and dishonesty; proved

that it sought by hidden tricks to raise rates

while pretending to lower them."
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Vanderbilt. "The True Story of the Great

Vanderbilt Fortune." By Charles Edward

Russell. Hampton's, v. 23, p. 64 (July).

"Mr. Vanderbilt had quietly organized a

little pool composed chiefly of members of his

own family. He deposited in London

$7,000,000 of New York Central stock as

security for a loan wherewith to work his

purposes. He then drove down the price of

the stock from one hundred and thirty-five

to eighty-four. This shook out the small

holders and he picked up what they dropped,

his total purchases being made at an average

of ninety. When all the timid ones had fled,

he held his secret meeting, declared the cash

dividend of seven and two-tenths per cent

and the stock dividend of eighty per cent,

grabbed his certificates and locked them up

in his safe. Up bounded the stock like a

balloon."

Foreign Relations. "Our Representative in

London." By E. S. Nadal. Century, v. 78,

p. 467 (July).

"Is money essential to the success of an

American Ambassador?" asks this author,

and answers the question by saying that "The

kind of man our representative in London is

matters more than the amount of his money."

He adds that "perhaps the chief attraction"

of the Ambassadorship to England "is the

consideration with which the office is regarded

in this country.

"Many years ago I was talking with the

late John Hay about this place and remarked

that it was not a particularly great one in

England. 'No,' said Hay, gazing reflectively

out of the window, 'but it looks very glitter

ing from over here.' The greatness of the

office in England depends chiefly on what

the man makes of it."

"Cleveland's Venezuela Message." By

George F. Parker. McClure's, v. 33, p. 314

(July).

"After President Cleveland had sent his

famous Venezuela message to Congress in

1895, he wrote a letter in response to an

invitation to deliver an address in Birming

ham on Shakspere's birthday, which did

much to allay public feeling in England. . . .

The reception of this letter by the press was

generous and high-minded; Punch joined the

chorus with a page cartoon; and it is safe to

say that the ghost which had been raised by

the Venezuela message was laid by the

Shakspere letter written by President Cleve

land on March 30, 1896."

Investments. "The Little Man and the

High-Priced Bond." By C. M. K. World's

Work, v. 18, p. 11760 (July).

"The truth about this matter is that the

education of Americans in matters of finance

is badly neglected. While the German, French,

or English boy learns in school, as it were,

that investment is a necessary science, and

even gets a smattering of it in his courses,

the American never learns it until he be

comes a comparatively wealthy man. In

New York, the savings-bank is held up before

his eyes as the one proper means of saving

money. He gets to call such amateur pro

cesses as the buying of mining stocks through

newspaper advertising 'investment,' and re

gards it as the one outlet for his slow-growing

funds. In a great many cases, he learns the

truth only when he loses his money, and goes

to a friend to get things straightened out.

"A bond dealer in Wall street, who used to

laugh at the small investor, and regard it as

rather a joke when one of them came into his

office to see whether he would help invest a

little fund, went to Europe in the summer of

1906, with his eyes open. He came back

with an idea that he did not know the bank

ing business. At a lunch with a banker in

Paris, he was told something about the way

the Frenchman buys. He did not regard

his host as nearly so important a banker as

himself; yet he learned that he had twenty-

eight clients to one in the American house.

He also learned that the French banker was

never 'hung up' with any bonds he bought,

for he had a list as wide as the country, and

there were thousands who would buy a few

bonds on his advice."

Negro Problem. "Black and White in the

South." By William Archer. McClure's,

v. 33, p. 324 (July).

Mr. William Archer, the English dramatic

critic, believes that the only practical dis

position of the negro question is to segre

gate the negro in a negro state. In such a

state—
"It might be necessary at first to establish

some provisional government like that of an

American territory or English crown colony;

but as soon as the country was sufficiently

settled, and the mechanism of life in full

swing, there could be no difficulty or danger

in admitting the new community into the

Union, with full state rights. Negro educa

tion has enormously progressed since the bad

old days of Reconstruction; and there is no

reason to doubt that the population could

furnish a competent legislature, executive and

judiciary. Legislative aberrations would be

checked by the Supreme Court of the United

States."

Porto Rico. "Porto Rico under the Ameri

can Flag." By Lyman Abbott. Outlook

v. 92, p. 447 (June).

"That the islanders are in a more pros

perous condition than they have ever been

under Spanish rule was the testimony of

every one with whom I talked; there was not

a single exception. . . .

"The old-time sugar mills have been sup

planted by those of newer and better con

struction, one of them being said to be the

largest sugar mill in the world. The one

monthly Spanish steamer has been replaced by

fourteen monthly American steamers. In some

agricultural sections land has risen in value

from ten to one hundred dollars an acre; in

the vicinity of San Juan the increase has
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been much greater; nowhere have land values

fallen. Wages have generally increased."

Progress. "Some Obstacles to Progress."

By R. Gunn Davis. Westminster Review,

v. 172, p. 638 (June).

"Let us, for a little, look at the attitude of

the middle-classes towards culture, and social

improvement, and progress. . . . When we

find people who have mostly solved the seri

ous question of bread and butter, and who

are favorably situated as regards opportuni

ties for the acquirement of the higher tastes,

treating education merely as a means of

securing comfortable positions in life, and

prostituting culture by using it, not to inspire

and elevate, but simply to give them a veneer

of the dilettantism which they are satisfied

to call superiority, it is impossible to regard

them as other than hopeless reactionaries.

The middle classes have pressed culture into

the same services as their tailors and dress

makers, and they are too dull in perception to

observe that they are committing a serious

wrong against mankind at large, too selfish

to see that they are monopolizing what might

be agreeable and advantageous to others, as

well as themselves. All this the middle

classes have done, and are doing on the

ethical side. But this is not all. They are

responsible for the greatest barriers to progress

on the material side. Modern industry and

modern commerce, and modern town condi

tions are largely the results of a century of

the free exercise of middle class activities."

Railroads. "Railway Nationalization." By

George B. Lissenden. Westminster Review,

v. 172, p. 611 (June).

"Salvation lies not in nationalization, be

cause that is a retrograde step, and one which

involves grave financial risks, but in the inten

sive and extensive co-operation of both trader

and carrier. And that is the end which must

be hastened with all speed."

This new road, built in three years, the

Chicago, Milwaukee, and Puget Sound Rail

way, "shortens the railroad distance between

Chicago and Puget Sound, and it has easier

grades. The latter point is of the utmost

importance in operation."

San Francisco Graft Prosecution. "The

Story of a Reformer's Wife." By Mrs. Fremont

Older. McClure's, v. 33, p. 277 (July).

"Members of the prosecution were not

bidden to entertainments. Where people of

fashion gathered, old friends fell away; an

indictment opened doors of exclusive houses.

Men in the clubs and judges of the higher

courts fraternized with the corruptors of the

city's government; women reserved their

sweetest smiles for the candidates for state's

prison."

Standard Time. "Daylight Saving in the

United States." By Commodore W. H.

Beehler, U. S. N. Comment on the fore

going article, by William F. Allen. Century,

v. 78, pp. 441, 443 (July).

At least sixty millions of people would

save the use of artificial light one hour every

day in the year, says Commodore Beehler,

if the time of the 75th meridian should be used

throughout the United States.

The promoter of the present standard time,

commenting on this proposal, declares that

numerous state laws and city ordinances

would have to be repealed or amended, and it

would be hopeless to achieve the result de

sired by simultaneous action. If confusion

may arise in the transmission of naval orders—

A simple remedy would be to provide that

the name of the standard used should always

accompany the time mentioned. If a single

standard is necessary, Greenwich time, which

is kept by every chronometer on shipboard,

could be used by the navy in all parts of the

world. . . .

"A common-sense expedient is employed

by the people to adjust the working hours to

standard time at points where the latter

differs as much as half an hour from mean

solar time, as at Detroit. When central time

was adopted there, one merchant says, 'We

changed our closing from 6 sun time to 5.30

standard time. In every shop that I have

heard of, this was done, if the men wanted it.'

Another states that 'the factories have their

noon-hour from 11.30 to 12.30 o'clock.' Ex

perience has shown that the extent to which

this adjustment can be made without incon

venience is about thirty minutes."

Taft's Administration. "Taft—So Far."

By "K." American Magazine, v. 68, p. 309

(July).

"Mr. Taft is very much the type of the civil

lawyer. This instinct of the legal mind com-

?orts, moreover, with the inclinations of Mr.

aft's large, easy peace-loving nature. . . .

He will give no comfort to insurgents, he will

not oppose Speaker Cannon, he will work on

terms of harmony with Senator Aldrich. . . .

"A civil lawyer placates as far as he can

and then fights doggedly. He does not like

to fight, but, forced to it, he fights hard. . . .

"Another characteristic of the civil lawyer

is his dislike for publicity. He wants every

thing carried forward quietly, according to

the rules of the court; he dislikes emotional

appeals to the jury. . . .

"I have now said enough, perhaps, to show

that a very different sort of legal mind is in

control at Washington than that which

coruscated during the seven years previous to

the fourth of March. It is the traditional

legal mind, dealing with property and empha

sizing the rights of property; it is the placating,

order-loving mind which finds it far easier

under pressure to say 'Yes' than 'No.' It

shrinks from publicity, and if it glances for

ward, it also takes long looks backward. It

longs to have, and will have, all things rea

sonably set down in books and finallydecided."
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BALANCE OF POWER IN EUROPE-

FRANCE AND THE ALLIANCES

France and the Alliances, the Struggle for the

Balance of Power. By Andre Tardieu, Honorary

First Secretary in the French Diplomatic Service.

The Macmillan Co., N. Y. Pp. x, 309 Q index of

names.

M TARDIEU states in the preface that

• this book covers in developed form the

subject explained in a series of eight lectures

given in 1908 under the auspices of the Cercle

Francais of Harvard University.

As he himself says, a Frenchman could

not treat such a subject otherwise than from

a French point of view. His view, never

theless, has enabled him to express with ap

parent perfect frankness the raison d'etre of

the numerous alliances and agreements. He

does not hesitate to point out what he deems

to be the weaknesses of the French diplomatic

service in several important crises, neither

does he attempt to veil his belief in the

inimical policy of Germany towards France.

From time immemorial France, with a "badly

protected northeastern frontier, has been

obliged to seek allies in Europe." And this

ancient conflict of interests seems to have

influenced and to continue to influence every

diplomatic arrangement in Europe. This

and Germany's aggressive commercial actions

demanded this balance of power, which is

mainly sustained by the Franco-Russian

Alliance. Out of these fundamentals M.

Tardieu builds up a very interesting history

of French diplomatic relations covering the

period from the early 'seventies to the present

moment.

Russia, blind in attempting the Manchurian

acquisition, and France, weak in allowing the

attempt, with Russia's subsequent defeat,

temporarily lightened the weight of the

Franco-Russian Alliance as a balancing

power, allowing Germany's Moroccan policy

in the crisis of 1905-1906 to assume an inde

pendent quality. By her demand for an

international conference in the matter of

agreements concerning Morocco, and forc

ing France to accept it, "Europe was to

be shown that Germany had only to oppose

a certain policy for it to be altered in accord

ance with her wishes." He points out the

failing in judgment of M. Delcasse\ Minister

of Foreign Affairs,—"who, being aware that

German opposition would be made sooner or

later, not to his Moroccan policy, but to his

general policy, however did not perceive that

a France half disarmed both materially and

morally was fatally condemned to yield. He

willed the end, without willing the means."

These facts, he says, are well proven when

"Germany demolished the minister who had

vaunted of holding his own against her with

out, indeed, his doing anything to render

himself capable of such action."

Expressing his belief that financial, com

mercial, or circumstantial influences are

most potent in developing understandings

between countries, this author points out

that the French loans to Russia of twelve

billions of francs are a strong bond of mutual

interest, and that England's interest in a

French-English Alliance, which he does not

believe at present to be advantageous, is born

of a fear of German colonial aggression. He

quotes English consular reports showing

Germany's predominance in England's nat

ural markets, which reports also accuse Ger

man manufacturers of misuse of foreign

trademarks and other doubtful business

methods.

In a chapter on "Asiatic and European Un

derstandings", in which he explains the diplo

matic interest of Europe in Japanese policy

and Chinese commerce, the author expresses

regret at the want of clear-sightedness on the

part of the French and Russian Ministers

when Marquis Ito, the Japanese Envoy,

visited their respective capitals in 1901, in ne

glecting the opportunity "to conclude with

him a piece of business advantageous" to

themselves, leaving to England the oppor

tunity for agreements which, but for want

of promptness, might have been theirs.

In the chapter on France and the United

States a little more of the value of "senti

ment" is expressed: "Franco-American rela

tions have been developed in an atmosphere

of reciprocal sympathy. ... To exaggerate

the action of this 'imponderable' would be to

expose one's self to errors. To deny it would

be to run into them." An interesting, read

able chapter.

In the concluding chapter, "France and

Peace," the author says: "France has accom
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plished the duty which history marked out

for her to perform. By means of the Rus

sian Alliance, she has broken out of the circle

of solitude in which Bismarck confined her.

By means of her understandings with Great

Britain, Italy and Spain, she has restored the

balance of power which the German hegemony

had destroyed in 1871. By means of the

Russo-Japanese, Franco-Japanese, and Anglo-

Russian rapprochements she has secured

complementary guarantees to her reconquered

liberty."

THE SOUL OF THE CRIMINAL READ

AND INTERPRETED

The Seven Who were Hanged. By Leonid

Andreyev. Translated by Herman Bernstein.

J. S. Ogilvie Pub. Co., N. Y. ($1.)

IN a recent book dealing with "Criminal

Types in Shakspere" (published by

Methuen, London) Dr. August Goll, a Danish

magistrate, discussing Brutus, Macbeth, and

other interesting figures, observes that the

criminal is far more interesting than the crime,

that he must have his own point of view and

way of thinking, and that the criminologists

must study him individually rather than as

the element of a mass.

This is the method applied by the Russian

author, one of the most remarkable and

unique men in the world of contemporary

letters, Leonid Andreyev, in his graphic por

trayal of the effects produced by a sentence

of death upon seven of his compatriots. His

object in writing was to tear aside the veil

which obscures a general understanding of

human beings snared in the toils of capital

punishment. It is an eloquent and beautiful

reading of the human soul, written by one

whose striking imaginative gifts, wondrous

literary charm, and simple and passionate

reserve, because of his whole-hearted sym

pathy with the suffering and oppressed,

stamp him as one of the world's greatest living

authors.

The only fault that could easily be found

with this story by Andreyev lies in the possible

fact that his exquisite sympathy with the

miserable beings of whom he gives us so

truthful a picture, his almost feminine tender

ness, may at times carry him too far in the

direction of blurring, after the feminine fash

ion, the ethical values upon which society

relies for its stability. He cannot help pro

ducing the impression which he himself ex

periences, that those of whom he writes are

undeserving of capital punishment. But in

Russia progressive men are prone to regard

reform less hopefully than revolution, con

trary to the spirit of other nations of stronger

legal traditions, and positive morality must

be admitted to be undergoing such singular

vicissitudes and committing such strange

vagaries there at the present day, that it is

really hard to determine who are the defend

ers of the true social order, those who repre

sent the state or those who would undermine

its very foundations.

Andreyev declares in his preface that his

task "was to point out the horror and iniquity

of capital punishment under any circum

stances." His view is that it is not only

wrong in the case of the righteous and inno

cent, whether they be ignorant and timid, or

enlightened and determined, but that it "is

still more horrible when it forms the noose

around the necks of weak and ignorant peo

ple." Consequently the pitiable Esthonian

peasant who in cold, dense brutality mur

dered his master stands out from his pages

with haunting, symbolical vividness. The

tragedy of Werner, an educated man of iron

will, is terrible, but the awe of it all comes

from his thrilling vision of the significance

of his own life hidden obscure in the abyss

of time rather than from the hideousness of

his fate. To quote one of many striking

passages:—

The fatigue that had tormented Werner

during the last two years had disappeared;

the dead, cold, heavy serpent with its closed

eyes and mouth clinched in death had fallen

away from his breast. Before the face of

death, beautiful Youth came back to him

physically. Indeed, it was more than beau

tiful Youth. With that wonderful clarity of

the spirit which in rare moments comes over

man and lifts him to the loftiest peaks of

meditation, Werner suddenly perceived both

life and death, and he was awed by the splen

dor of the unprecedented spectacle. It

seemed to him that he was walking along the

highest mountain-ridge, which was narrow

like the blade of a knife, and on one side he

saw Life, on the other side—Death,—like two

sparkling, deep, beautiful seas, blending in

one boundless, broad surface at the horizon.

"What is this? What a divine spectacle!"

he said slowly, rising involuntarily and

straightening himself, as if in the presence of

a supreme being. And destroying the walls,

space and time with the impetuosity of his

all-penetrating look, he cast a wide glance

somewhere into the depth of the life he was

to forsake.

And life appeared to him in a new light.

He did not strive, as before, to clothe in

words that which he had seen; nor were there
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such words in the still poor, meager human

language. That small, cynical, and evil

feeling which had called forth in him a con

tempt for mankind, and at times even an

aversion for the sight of a human face, had

disappeared completely. Thus, for a man

who goes up in an airship, the filth and litter

of the narrow streets disappear and that

which was ugly becomes beautiful.

Unconsciously Werner stepped over to

the table and leaned his right hand on it.

Proud and commanding by nature, he had

never before assumed such a proud, free,

commanding pose, had never turned his head

and never looked as he did now,—for he had

never yet been as free and dominant as he

was here in the prison, with but a few hours

from execution and death.

Now men seemed new to him,—they ap

peared amiable and charming to his clarified

vision. Soaring over time, he saw clearly

how young mankind was, that but yesterday

it had been howling like a beast in the forests;

and that which had seemed to him terrible in

human beings, unpardonable and repulsive,

suddenly became very dear to him,—like the

inability of a child to walk as grown people

do, like a child's unconnected lisping, flashing

with sparks of genius; like a child s comical

blunders, errors and painful bruises.

"My dear people!" Werner suddenly smiled

and at once lost all that was imposing in his

pose; he again became a prisoner who finds

his cell narrow and uncomfortable under lock,

and he was tired of the annoying, searching

eye staring at him through the peephole in

the door. . . . "My dear comrades! My

dear, dear comrades!

In this man, who was bitterly weeping and

smiling through tears, no one could have

recognized the cold and haughty, weary, yet

daring Werner—neither the judges, nor the

comrades, nor even himself.

"LOADED DICE"

Loaded Dice. By Ellery H. Clark. Bobbs-

Merrill Co., Indianapolis.

REALISM is but another name for that

which is possible, and if the story of the

hero of "Loaded Dice" were possible, a novel

which traces the career of a man who has

committed several murders without being

found out and occupies a prominent position

in the public esteem, becoming Governor of

his state, might rank as sound fiction. As

it is, however, Richard Gordon is without a

single redeeming grace or virtue. The tale

in no way caters to a legitimate demand for

truth and reality, and a novel that might

under other circumstances, because of some

real merits of technique, be classed other

wise and is tolerably readable, must be de

scribed as in honesty and candor nothing

more than trash.

ONE OF THE WORST BOOKS.

I have a book which for forty years has

adorned the centre-table of a New England

parlor. I feel sure that Dr. Crothers would ac

cord it a prominent place among his "hundred

worst books." His test that a book should

not be readable is met by the fact that it still

retains its ornamental, centre-table appear

ance, and though published in 1854 shows no

signs of having been read.

In the preface the author avows his purpose

to give comfort to the mourner. The first

five chapters are devoted to these subjects:—

"Death of a Brother."

"Death of a Sister."

"Death of a Mother."

"Death of a Father."

"Death of a Child."

Here is a sentence from one of these com

forting (?) discourses. "When you see the

hearse rolling along to the sepulchre, to de

posit its burden there—when you see whole

communities stricken with grief, you can say,

'O sin, thou hast done this.' " A few sen

tences like this are enough to make one doubt

the author's hearing. One ought to have

unusually acute ears who essays to give us

"Angel Whispers, or The Echo of Spirit

Voices."

But the gem of this series of comforting

addresses is the one on "The Advantages of

Consumption." Such a timely topic ought

to be interesting and possibly surprising.

Few have seen its advantages. To such we

submit the four points of this discourse which

will no doubt be convincing.

"First. Consumption gives time for re

flection and thought."

"Second. Consumption is seldom, to any

great extent, accompanied with pain."

"Third. Consumption seldom dethrones

the reason."

"Fourth [and what a delightful climax!].

Consumption ends in death."

These points are amply argued, and even

illustrated and proved by the story of a young

girl who was so fortunate as to have con

tracted this desirable disease, and through

the benign dispensation was able in the "time

given for reflection and thought," to prepare

herself for the "fearful scenes of eternity."

The last essay has the cheerful title, "The

Six Deathbeds. We submit that this book

is worthy of the "bad eminence" accorded

to the "hundred worst books," and ask if it

is not a comment on the sentiment of a day

gone by to find inscribed with many a flourish

on the fly leaf this appropriate sentiment:—

"Philopena or viel liebchen, 1854. From

Nettie."—Atlantic Monthly.
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Agency. Duty of Agent to Inform Prin

cipal before Purchasing Inferior Goods. N.J.

In an action brought by Edmund Liss-

burger, a New York merchant, against David

M. Kellogg and others, wool brokers at

Buenos Ayres, the New Jersey Supreme

Court handed down an opinion June 9 written

by Justice Swayze, which sustained a large

verdict for damages recovered by the plain

tiff. Lissburger ordered from the defend

ants 300 bales of wool of certain grades, but

the agents, being unable to secure the grades

ordered, shipped an inferior quality. The

Court held that an agent buying goods abroad,

if he cannot procure the goods desired, is

required to inform his principal, and if he

buys and ships inferior goods in filling the

order he is liable for damages.

Automobiles. Unregistered Machine a

Trespasser on the Highway—Reasonable Care

Rule not Applicable. Mass.

Unregistered automobiles are outlawed, and

have no other rights in the highway than that

of being exempt from wanton or willful injury,

according to a decision of the Supreme Judi

cial Court of Massachusetts sent down June 22

in the suit of E. L. Dudley, a wholesale liquor

dealer of Bridgeport, Conn., against the

Northampton Street Railway Company, with

whose trolley car he collided. The fifteen

days allowed for the use of the highways by

non-residents without having their machines

registered had expired. The Court ruled:—

"The plaintiff, as a mere trespasser upon

the highway, was there not only against the

right of the owner of the soil and so liable

to an action by him, but also against the

rights of all persons who were lawfully using

the highway. He was violating a law made

for their protection; accordingly, he was a

trespasser as to them. It follows that the

defendant, which was lawfully using the high

way with its cars, owed to the plaintiff no

other or further duty than that which it

♦Copies of the pamphlet Reporters containing

full reports of any of these decisions which are

cited in the National Reporter System may be

secured from the West Publishing Company, St.

Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In ordering,

the title of the desired case should be given as weli

as the citation of volume and page of the Reporter

in which it is printed.

would owe to any trespasser upon its prop

erty, that is not the duty of ordinary care,

as those words are commonly used, but

merely the duty to abstain from injuring him

by wantonness or gross negligence."

Barratry. Statute Forbidding Lawyers to

Solicit Business Not Outside Police Power—

Right to Liberty and Happiness. Wash.

In Washington, an attorney is prohibited

from soliciting employment either directly or

indirectly. A breach of these restrictions is

termed barratry for which the offender may

be disbarred. Appellant in State v. Rossman,

101 Pac. Rep. 357, had been charged with

slander, perjury, fraud upon those employed

to solicit business and barratry. He con

tended that the right to practise law was a

natural right guaranteed by the Constitution

and the barratry statute deprived him of his

right to liberty and the pursuit of happiness

in that he was forbidden to use his faculties

as he chose in his vocation. The Washington

Supreme Court thought the disbarment

proper, remarking that the practice of law is

not a constitutional right, but one granted

by the state, which may surround it with

reasonable restrictions.

Bill of Rights. Contract Rights Not Invaded

by Ordinance Requiring a Removal of Street

Tracks which is to be Enforced by Suit—Juris

diction of Federal Courts. U. S.

Mr. Justice Holmes's opinion in the case of

Des Moines v. Des Moines City Ry. Co., de

cided May 17 by the United States Supreme

Court (L. ed. adv. sheets, Oct. term 1908,

p. 553), was in part as follows:—

"This is a bill brought in the Circuit Court

by an Iowa corporation against a city of Iowa.

The ground of jurisdiction is that a resolu

tion of the city council of that city is a law

impairing the obligation of contracts within

the meaning of the Constitution of the United

States, and, if carried out, will take the prop

erty of the corporation without due process of

law contrary to the Fourteenth Amendment.

The Circuit Court granted an injunction

against the enforcement of the resolution,

and the defendant appealed to this Court. . . .

"We are of opinion that this is not a law

impairing the rights alleged by the appellee,

and therefore that the jurisdiction of the
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Circuit Court cannot be maintained. The

resolution begins with a recital that questions

as to the railway company's rights have been

raised, and ends with a direction to the

city solicitor to take action to enforce the

city's position. The only action to be ex

pected from a city solicitor is a suit in court.

We cannot take it to have been within the

meaning of the direction to him that he

should take a posse and begin to pull up the

tracks. The order addressed to the com

panies to remove their tracks was simply to

put them in the position of disobedience, as

ground for a suit, if the city was right."

Defamation. Official Immunity—Over-ad

vertisement of Delinquent Taxes. N. H.

The statutory duty of a tax collector was

to post advertisements of overdue taxes in

two or more public places within his town.

The collector in Hutchins v. Page, 72 Atl.

Rep. 689, advertised plaintiff's delinquency

through two newspapers. The New Hamp

shire Supreme Court ruled that it was not

the collector's duty to publish otherwise than

as required by the statute unless he thought

such publication was essential to the success

of the tax sale. If he did not so believe, but

used the occasion to maliciously proclaim

that the plaintiff had not paid his taxes,

there is neither legal nor ethical reason why

an action should not lie.

Defamation. Wrong Photograph—Identifi

cation of Subject of the Libel—Minority Repu

tation. U. S.

Mr. Justice Holmes, in Elizabeth Peck v.

Tribune Company, 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 554,

decided by the United States Supreme Court

May 17 (L. ed. adv. sheets Oct. term 1908,

p. 554) applied the rule of Lord Mansfield,

"whenever a man publishes he publishes at

his peril" to the facts of a case where a por

trait purporting to be that of a nurse, Mrs.

A. Schuman, but really that of the plaintiff

had been inserted in a whisky advertisement

with an indorsement of a certain brand of

whisky which this nurse said she had used

constantly for years. This the Court decided

to be publication regarding the plaintiff, as a

publication regarding an entirely different

person from that referred to, arising from

unintentional use of the wrong portrait, is

not excused because it was by mistake.

[ Note.—The rule that the plaintiff must be

capable of being identified as the person

referred to by the published statement would

seem to require more than the publication of a

portrait, when that portrait purports to be

the likeness of another.—Ed.] The Court

consequently held that a verdict should not

have been directed for the defendant, but

that "it was the plaintiff's right to prove her

case and go to the jury, and the defendant

would have got all that it could ask if it had

been permitted to persuade them, if it could,

to take a contrary view." The Court avoided

ruling flat-footedly on the question whether

a statement that one uses intoxicating liquors

habitually is defamatory in law, without proof

of special damage, but apparently inclined

to the conservative view that it is not, the

question of damage being one for the jury:—

"Obviously an unprivileged falsehood need

not entail universal hatred to constitute a

cause of action. No falsehood is thought

about or even known by all the world. No

conduct is hated by all. That it will be

known by a large number, and will lead an

appreciable fraction of that number to regard

the plaintiff with contempt, is enough to do

her practical harm. Thus, if a doctor were

represented as advertising, the fact that it

would affect his standing with others of his

profession might make the representation

actionable, although advertising is not re

puted dishonest, and even seems to be re

garded by many with pride."

Election Laws. Constitutionality of Illinois

Act—Failure to Provide for Registration Fatal

to the Act. Ill.

The Supreme Court of Illinois, in a decision

rendered June 16 in the case of People v.

Strassheim, reported in 41 Chicago Legal Laws

379-381 (June 26), pronounced the Illinois

Primary Election Law of 1908 unconstitu

tional, mainly on the ground that section 44

disfranchises voters who through no fault of

their own have not registered.

Section 44 reads in part: "No person shall

vote at a primary unless he shall be a legally

qualified voter under the general election

laws of this state, and unless he declares his

party affiliation, as required by this act, and

in all cases where registration is required as a

condition precedent to voting at regular elec

tions only registered voters shall be entitled

to vote at such primary. Provided, however,

that at such primary any legal voter of a

precinct, who has not registered, shall be

entitled to vote in case he shall file with the

primary judges an affidavit, stating the time

when he removed into such precinct, and the
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length of his legal residence in such precinct,

county and state, and that he has removed

into that precinct since the last registration

of electors at the last election and that he is

a legal voter of such precinct, supported by

an affidavit of a registered voter and house

holder of such precinct, that he knows such

voter and that his statements as to the time

of his residence, as aforesaid, are correct, and

that such person is a legal voter in such

precinct."

The Court said: "In cities where the City

Elections Act applies many persons possessing

the necessary qualifications of legal voters

may be denied the right to vote at a primary

election because the law has provided no

means for their registration. If voters where

registration is required as a condition pre

cedent to the right to vote at a primary elec

tion were given an opportunity to register

within thirty days previous to the primary,

then if they failed or neglected to register,

and thereby lost their right to vote, it would

afford no just ground of complaint against

the law; but where they are deprived of the

right to vote because the law has not given

them an opportunity to do that which it

makes compulsory on them to do in order to

be entitled to vote, and in other localities in

the state not under the operation of such law

voters similarly situated are allowed to vote,

there is just ground of complaint of in

equality."

With section 44, and also section 11 elimi

nated as void, the Act is held incomplete for

the purposes for which it was intended and

therefore unconstitutional in its entirety.

Election Laws. Indictments under Common

Law Valid—Criminal Conspiracy in Ballot

Frauds. N. J.

Common law indictments of Charles Bien-

stock, Thomas Brodell, Peter J. McDonald

and John F. Kelly of Jersey City for con

spiracy in connection with alleged Presi

dential election frauds were sustained by the

Supreme Court of New Jersey in a decision

rendered June 23. No statutes, federal or

state, made the actions of the defendants

criminal.

Justice Voorhees, who wrote the opinion,

said that the purposes of political conven

tions for the recommendation of Presidential

candidates are public purposes, and interfer

ence with such expression by the unlawful

means of tampering with ballots "is inter

fering with a public act and one in the exer

cise of which all citizens are entitled to

protection from combinations designed to pre

vent the honest use of these agencies. Rights

unknown to the common law, if they be in

truth rights, are protected by the principles

of the common law, and their infringement by

conspiracy is punishable by the criminal law."

Estoppel. Person Setting Up Not Preju

diced Thereby.—Insurance. Wash.

One insured in a beneficiary association

indicated his purpose to absent himself from

his family for a few days, but from that time

nothing was heard of him. For two years

following his absence the premiums were

paid by his wife. Thereafter an opportunity

presented itself to the wife to dispose of her

real property, for which purpose she secured

a divorce that she might convey a good title

to the realty. Seven years after the hus

band's disappearance his wife instituted an

action for the insurance. The association in

sisted that by bringing the action for divorce

she had expressed her belief that her husband

lived and that after she has ceased payments

on his certificate, she was estopped to assert

that he was dead. In Butler v.. Supreme

Court I. O. F., 101 Pac. Rep. 481, the Wash

ington Supreme Court decided that the wife

was not estopped to assert her husband's

death within the two years following his

disappearance, as the association could not

have been injured by reason of her conduct.

Evidence. Hypothetical Questions to Ex-

peri Witnesses—How Framed with Reference

to Questioner's Theories. Neb.

The rule announced in Hamblin v.

State, 115 N. W. 850, that "in propounding

hypothetical questions to expert witnesses,

it is allowable for each party to the contro

versy to submit such questions upon the

theory of the case contended for by the side

proposing them," was construed by the

Supreme Court of Nebraska, in Landis &

Schick v. Watts, decided June 11, not to mean

that a party propounding hypothetical ques

tions may do so upon a theory at variance

with testimony whicb he^.hrmself has given,

either in person or through other witnesses

whom he has previously introduced. In such

a case the questions must be so framed as to

fairly reject the party's theory as shown by

the facts admitted or proved by him. And

where the party's own evidence corroborates

evidence which has been introduced by the

other party to the action, such questions
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should fairly reflect all of the facts so ad

mitted or proved by both sides. But two

of the judges dissented.

Insane Criminals. Commitment After Ver

dict of Insanity—Notice and Hearing—Con

stitutionality. N. Y.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme

Court of New York, second department, sus

tained an order of the Special Term dismiss

ing a writ of habeas corpus in favor of Harry K.

Thaw, in People v. Chandler, decided in June,

and upheld section 454 of the Code of Criminal

Procedure, providing for the commitment of a

defendant acquitted on the ground of insan

ity, as constitutional. For, as was said by

Mr. Justice Jenks:—

"The Legislature contemplated that upon

the trial for a crime the investigation into the

insanity of the defendant at the time of the

commission of a crime, pleaded by the de

fendant, might satisfy the Court that if the

defendant were entitled to be freed absolutely

upon an acquittal based upon such insanity,

the verdict would not only exonerate the

defendant, but in effect might let loose one

then so insane as to be a menace to public

peace and safety, and . . . therefore the

Legislature expressly limited the effect of

such an acquittal in the exercise of the police

power, so that it might not be an absolute

discharge in course, but that the Court might

order the detention of the defendant as a

dangerous insane person until his reason was

restored.

"And I think that such a defendant, by

this provision of the Code of Criminal Pro

cedure, had notice and a hearing that con

templated the process whereby he might thus

be committed, and that in any event the

provisions of express law whereby he could

forthwith institute proceedings to establish

his sanity and his consequent right to instant

discharge satisfy the safeguards invoked

against this provision of the law." (Re

ported in N. Y. Law Journal, June 14, 1909).

Insurance. Forfeiture for Non-Payment—

Forfeiture Stipulation Must be Written into

Contract to be Effective. Neb.

Where the widow of a policyholder had

been unsuccessful in securing payment of the

sums due on two policies in which payment

had been discontinued years before his death,

the Supreme Court of Nebraska, in Haas v.

N. Y. Mutual Life Ins. Co., decided June 11,

applied the two following rules:—

"Forfeitures are looked upon by the courts

with ill-favor, and will be enforced only when

the strict letter of the contract requires it;

and this rule applies with full force to policies

of insurance." Connecticut Fire Insurance

Co. v. Jeary, 60 Neb. 338.

"A clause stipulating for a forfeiture of a

contract should not be aided or given effect

by construction in a case where the plain

meaning of the language used does not re

quire it." Jensen v. Palatine Insurance Co.,

116 N. W. Rep. 286.

The Court, in deciding that the plaintiff

could recover upon the policies by tendering

all the overdue premiums, said:—

"A life insurance policy, when once it

takes effect by payment of the first year's

premium and delivery of the policy, does not

terminate at the end of the year, but it is a

contract for the life of the assured. If the

policy contains no provision for a forfeiture -

thereof by reason of a failure of the assured

to pay subsequent premiums annually, a

failure to pay such premiums on the day

named will not constitute a forfeiture of

such policy."

Judicial Powers. Power to Punish for Con

tempt Cannot be Abridged by Legislature.

Mo.

A Missouri statute prohibits courts from

punishing contempts by fine exceeding $50

or imprisonment for more than ten days. In

Chicago B. & Q. Ry. Co. v. GUdersleeve,

118 S. W. Rep. 86, it appeared that appellant

had disregarded an injunction forbidding his

traffic in partly used railroad tickets, and had

been sentenced to fifteen day's imprisonment

for contempt. Appellant relied on the statute.

The Missouri Supreme Court held that the

court was created by the Constitution and

had inherent power to punish for contempt.

Allowing the legislature to regulate this power

would be permitting the legislative body to

exercise functions properly belonging to the

judicial. But three judges dissented.

Monopolies. Illegal Combination to Raise

Fire Insurance Rates.— Ultra Vires. N. J.

Some New Jersey lawyers are saying that a

recent decision of the New Jersey Court of

Errors and Appeals, in declaring the Newark

Fire Insurance Exchange a combination in

restraint of trade, will have a far-reaching

effect in the fight on other trusts of a similar

character. The decision of the Court, written

by Justice Garrison, and handed down June 15
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restrains the exchange, under the contract

with the companies by which it is operated,

from fixing rates of insurance, declaring the

contract to be ultra vires, and says:—

"A contract by which the directors of such

corporations in conclusive form abdicate their

duty of management in this respect (fixing of

rates) , and turn it over to an alien body, is in

direct violation of the words and meaning of

the statute, and is as typical an instance of

an ultra vires act as can well be imagined.

To do so in a given instance would be an

illegal act, but the act of binding the cor

poration by contract to a settled policy of

illegal acts is beyond the power of the cor

poration. That this is no academic critic

ism appears clearly from the fact that the

central association erected by the contract by

which, through a sub-committee of five, rates

are fixed, consists of but one representative

of each constituent company. Hence, in a

body of 121, the New Jersey companies have

but eight votes, and in the sub-committee

they have but one vote to four cast by for

eign corporations. It is inevitable, there

fore, that the influences affecting such foreign

corporations, the losses they may have sus

tained, the expenses they have incurred, the

salaries they design to pay, the dividends

they desire to declare, will all be reflected

and asserted in the fixing of the rates to be

charged for insurance to the citizens of this

state."

The complaint had alleged that as a result

of the agreement rates were raised about

sixty per cent, making it practically impossi

ble to place insurance with any company not

in the association.

Monopolies. Sherman Act—Jobbers' Asso

ciation Not Unlawful Combination. Mass.

In overruling the defendant's demurrer in

the suit of the Wheeler-Stenzel Company of

Boston against the American Window Glass

Company to recover $100,000 damages for

maliciously inducing the National Window

Glass Jobbers' Association to break a contract

which the plaintiff had with it, the full bench

of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

decided June 23 that the plaintiff had a right

of action properly stated, and that there was

nothing in the arrangement between the

plaintiff and the association repugnant to the

provisions of the Sherman act. The Court

said:—

"There can be no doubt, we think, that

those included in the association had a right

to combine and appoint a common agent,

which, according to the allegations of the

declaration, was, in effect, what was done,

to make purchases of window glass for them,

and to distribute the window glass so pur

chased among them according to contracts

severally entered into by them with such

agent. It is not every combination that is

unlawful or in restraint of trade under the

Sherman act, but only such as tend directly

to interfere with and to create a monopoly

in or to restrain interstate commerce."

Municipal Corporations. Ordinance Pro

hibiting Seining Invalid—Legislative Powers of

Municipality. Cal.

The town of Santa Monica, Cal., passed an

ordinance prohibiting seining within 1,000

feet of its docks. In Ex parte Bailey, 101

Pac. Rep. 441, the California Supreme Court

thought it manifest from the terms of the

ordinance that it was in no sense designed for

the preservation and protection of fish for the

benefit of the state. It was rather intended

solely to protect and add to the piscatorial

advantages of the wharves, docks, and piers

in the town, for the benefit of its citizens.

Hence it was clearly beyond the power of the

town .to enact.

Municipal Corporations. Notice of Acci

dent Required by Statute—Time Not Ex

tended for Disability. Neb.

The charter of a municipality exempted it

from liability for damages arising from a

defective sidewalk, unless notice of the acci

dent was filed within twenty days. Plaintiff

slipped and fell on ice and snow which had

been allowed to accumulate on a sidewalk,

and sued for damages. By the fall he was

instantly rendered unconscious and remained

in that condition for more than twenty days,

and was therefore unable to give the city

notice of the accident within that time. In

McCollum v. City of South Omaha, 121 N. W.

Rep. 438, the Nebraska Supreme Court in an

opinion from which Judge Fawcett dissented

in terms of unmistakable strength and sever

ity, held that the incapacity of plaintiff re

sulting from his injury did not extend the

time, or afford an opportunity for the fixing

upon the city of its statutory liability.

Negligence. Riding on Car Platform—No

Contributory Negligence—Carrier's Duty to

Care for Crowds. Kan.

A passenger mounted the platform of a

crowded street car wherefrom he was pushed
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and injured because of overcrowding. In

Lobner v. Metropolitan Street Railway Co.,

101 Pac. Rep. 463, defendant contended that

plaintiff had voluntarily exposed himself to

danger by riding on the platform of a crowded

car, a danger which he had the best oppor

tunity to discover and appreciate. The Kan

sas Supreme Court held, however, that it

was not contributory negligence per se to

ride on the platforms of crowded cars. The

practice of inviting and permitting passengers

to ride on the platforms of street cars is so

common that it cannot be held, as a matter

of law, that a passenger in doing so is guilty

of contributory negligence. One who rides

on a crowded car assumes the inconvenience

resulting from its crowded condition, but the

company is not, for that reason, relieved

from the responsibility of using due care for

the safety of passengers invited upon the car.

Pilots. Waters Which are Boundaries Be

tween States—Federal and State Regulation—

Scope of Louisiana Statute. U. S.

That the state of Louisiana may make it a

criminal offense for a pilot not duly qualified

under its laws to pilot a foreign vessel from

the Gulf of Mexico to New Orleans, Louisiana,

although he holds a license issued under the

authority of the state of Mississippi, was the

ruling of the United States Supreme Court

in the case of Leech v. Louisiana, decided

May 17 (L. ed. adv. sheets Oct. term 1908,

p. 552) . For New Orleans, although upon the

Mississippi river, is not "situate upon waters

which are the boundary between two states,"

within the meaning of U. S. Rev. Stat. §4236,

U. S. Comp. Stat. 1901, p. 2903, authorizing

the master of any vessel coming into or going

out of any port so situated to employ any

pilot duly licensed or authorized by the laws of

either of the states bounded on such waters to

pilot a vessel to or from such port, the limit

of the waters so referred to being the point

at which they cease to be a boundary between

the two states.

Police Power. Compulsory Repaying of

Unsanitary Passageway Confiscatory—Proper

Manner of Abating Nuisance. Mass.

Where a private passageway in the crowded

business section of Boston was deemed un

healthy by the city board of health, because

of the accumulation of stagnant water in

pools, and the board had ordered the owners

to repave it at their own expense, the Supreme

Court of Massachusetts held that a statute

(St. 1894, c. 119) which under its most liberal

construction confers the arbitrary power to

compel repavement of the road for a perma

nent object, instead of abatement of the

nuisance "in any proper manner as the neces

sity of the occasion may demand" is uncon

stitutional. "Such a construction would

sanction an unreasonable restriction upon the

rights of the citizen in the ownership of and

use of real property as they stood at common

law." Board of Health v. Minot, decided

June 25.

Proximate Cause. Death Due to Suicidal

Intent—Employer's Liability Not Sustained.

Ind.

A helper employed about an unguarded

nail machine was severely cut in the per

formance of his duty. For nearly a year

after the accident he seemed to have lost his

reason. Then he was found one day in a

corn field with his throat cut—beyond a

doubt his own act. In Brown v. American

Steel & Wire Co., 88 N. E. Rep. 80, appellant

sought to recover from the employer of

decedent for his death, asserting that the

injuries received from the unguarded machine

were the proximate cause thereof. The

Indiana Appellate Court held that the facts

strongly indicated that decedent had a mind

capable pf conceiving a purpose of taking his

life, as well as knowledge of the means to

effect his purpose. The act of suicide, for

which the employer was not responsible was

the proximate cause of death, and not the

injury inflicted by the unguarded nail

machine.

Public Morals. Swedenborgian Doctrines

Not Immoral—Public Policy Not Opposed by

Devise. Penn.

In an opinion reversing the Orphans' Court

of Lancaster County, the Pennsylvania Su

preme Court decided June 22 that the teach

ings of Emanuel Swedenborg, founder of the

Church of the New Jerusalem, were not in

derogation of the laws of Pennsylvania or

repugnant to public policy, thus overruling

the decision noted in 21 Green Bag, p. 253

(May, '09). Frederick John Kramph of Lan

caster, Penn., who died in 1858, left $35,000

to seven trustees for an academy in which the

Swedenborgian doctrine should be taught.

Mrs. Eva T. Appel of Lancaster, his grand

daughter, started proceedings to get the

money, asserting that the doctrines of Emanuel

Swedenborg are in derogation of the laws of
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Pennsylvania and are repugnant, not only

to the law of the land, but to public policy."

The Orphans' Court after an exhaustive dis

cussion of Swedenborg's volume on "Con

jugal Love" concurred in this view, which the

Supreme Court has since repudiated.

Public Policy. Contract for Medical Ser

vices During Life of Patient to be Paid for at

Time of Death Void. Ill.

In a decision rendered at Chicago June 28,

the Appellate Court held that a contract

which provided for the payment of a large

sum to a physician on the death of his patient,

for medical treatment during her life, was

contrary to public policy and therefore void,

as it virtually offered a premium to the physi-

to accelerate the death of the patient. The

Court said, however, that there was nothing

to indicate that the physician did not do

everything possible for the patient.

Public Service Corporations. Discretion

ary Powers of Commission to Approve or

Reject Franchise. N. Y.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme

Court of New York on July 13 overruled the

Public Service Commission in its refusal to

approve the franchise granted by the Board

of Estimate of Greater New York to the

South Shore Traction Company to operate

cars over the Queensboro Bridge, and ordered

the Commission to grant the application of

the road and pay it $50 in costs. The opin

ion was written by Justice Ingraham; Justices

McLaughlin, Laughlin, Clarke, and Houghton

assenting. The Commission had refused to

grant the franchise purely on its terms, ad

mitting the necessity for the immediate

operation of cars across the bridge, but declar

ing that under the franchise the road was

given the right for fifty years to one of

the most important thoroughfares between

Jamaica and Long Island City, and that

future extensions were not sufficiently pro

vided for.

In its decision the Court held:—

"Necessity or convenience for the public

service was the single question the Commission

was authorized to determine, and upon the

determination of that question depended the

permission of approval.

"The Public Service Commission had no

right to arbitrarily reject an application be

cause of the action of the local authorities in

granting or refusing their consent.

"If a railroad over the proposed route was

required by the public; was necessary or con

venient for the public service, then it was

the duty of the Commission to grant the ap

plication, and as I understand from the re

turn that they have determined that the

proposed railroad was required, the denial of

the application was error."

Eight ot Privacy. Publication of Photo

graph Without Consent—Common Law Ac

tions. R. I.

Publishing a person's photograph for ad

vertising purposes without his permission

cannot be made the basis of a lawsuit, accord

ing to a decision of the Supreme Court of

Rhode Island handed down June 22 by Chief

Justice Dubois in the case of James N. Henry

v. Cherry & Webb. The suit was brought be

cause the defendants published a photo

graph of Mr. Henry and a party in an auto

mobile as a means of advertising automobile

coats. The case was certified to the Supreme

Court from the Superior Court on two grounds,

namely: "Has a person at common law a

right designated as a right of privacy for the

invasion of which an action for damages

lies?

"Is the unwarranted publication of a per

son's photograph for advertising purposes

actionable at common law where the only

injury alleged is that of mental suffering?"

The Supreme Court decided both of the

questions in the negative.

Trusts. The Sound Discretion Required of

Trustees—"Willful Defaults." Mass.

The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachu

setts, in Warren v. Pazolt, decided June 24,

expressed the opinion that a trustee under

a Massachusetts trust would be justified in

tearing down an old building owned by the

trust and erecting a new one in its place when

a prudent business man would do so to secure

a fair return by way of income, having regard

to the relation which such an investment,

when made, would have to the amount of.

the principal of the trust fund as a whole.

But the erection by an ordinary trustee of a

new building at a cost of $450,000 on trust

land of $400,000, thereby making a single

investment of $850,000 out of a trust estate

of a little over $920,000, cannot be justified

as the exercise of a sound discretion required

of trustees. This rule, however, did not

apply to the Carney Building in Boston, for

the reason that Mr. Carney, by his will, pro

vided that each trustee should be liable only

for his "willful defaults."
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From the Constitutional Telegraph, Boston, Dec. 25, 1799.]

The Lawyer's Fee

By P. FRENEAU

A MODERN TALE

A Lawyer once in a certain town refided,

Whofe eye-teeth had been cut; he well knew men;

Of paltry fuits he ever had abundance,

And ftill his fee was two pound ten.

When neighbours quarrel' d, fome about pig

Breaking thro' fence, & rooting up potatoes,

Law was the word, and each as angry feem'd

As if the hungry pig had gnaw'd their great toes.

The Lawyer faw, and faw with keen delight,

That wrangle was the order of the day;

And took his meafures to infure advantage,

From every quarrel, tavern broil, and fray.

As bufinefs hove in faft, he pafted up

A caveat in his fhop to warn all men

That if they came to him to afk advice,

In whate'er cafe, his fee was two pound ten.

Sometimes a farmer's limits were difputed,

Which law alone could hope to reconcile ;

And many weighty arguments were urg'd,

Of fixing breadths two inches by a mile.

Then came a widow in a mighty fret;

It feems her hen had pick'd fome grains of rye

From neighbour Bumpkin's hundred acre crop,

And juftice he would have, or he knew why.

Ah ! (faid the lawyer) thefe are happy times,

Things now are getting right; I tho't that men

Would fometimes have millennium—yes its come,

I fee it plain, it lies in two pound ten.

Thus things went on for many a pleafant year;

The lawyer plead for all, and made them pay

His ufual fee; at laft grown very rich,

And hairs, as fate would have it, rather gray.

Difeafe attack'd, he made his will and died;

And when approaching near old Satan's den,

What's the admiffion ticket? faid the guide,

Why, quoth the devil, it is two pound ten.
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THE WOLF IN THE FOLD

AMBULANCE chasing is an evil the

extent of which has been general

ly recognized at meetings of bar associa

tions, and the sentiment which is strongly

opposed to it has been fortified by Mr.

Justice Ingraham's summary disposal

of the case of a New York attorney, who

has been suspended from practice for

one year for unprofessional conduct.

The lawyer who seeks to foment un

necessary litigation, by championing for

his personal profit causes in the legal

and moral honesty of which he does not

truly believe, is a dangerous public foe,

and the problem of the legal profession

is to exclude him from practice and to

make it impossible for him to carry on

his obnoxious occupation. In ancient

Greece the informer was treated as one

of the most detestable of creatures, and

the profession which is charged with the

maintenance of the criminal law has

not yet wholly wiped out the stain left

by his ignominy. The attitude of those

who regard all lawyers as beasts of

prey, feeding on the vitals of the inno

cent and conniving with the guilty to

shield them from punishment, is far too

common, but is in part justified by the

lack of that vigilance which should

promptly discover the presence of the

wolf in the fold and take steps for his

discomfiture. Let that vigilance once

be relaxed, and the wolves multiply.

The profession gets into the habit of

taking them as a matter of course.

Professional honor is slowly poisoned,

and when it is proposed to make an

example of one of the wolves, the cry

goes up that the fences are defective,

and that therefore it is unfair to slay

the wolf when he is only one of many

innocent trespassers. Rather let the

wolf be caged for a time, so that his

companions shall take heed for the

safety of their lives ! Rather let courts,

in passing judgment in cases of this kind,

follow the reasoning of the Appellate

Division of the New York Supreme

Court :—

"It [ambulance chasing] is a practice that

has been commented upon and criticised at

meetings of lawyers and in judicial decisions

as well as by the general public, and now,

when it is for the first time in this depart

ment brought directly before the Court, it is

our duty to speak in no uncertain terms in

condemning it as a violation of the criminal

law in this state and also a practice which

is unprofessional and destructive of the

honor of the profession and of the confidence

of the community in the integrity and honor

of its members.

"It has been urged in extenuation of this

offense that it is a practice which is common

among members of the profession who are

engaged in the prosecution of negligence cases,

and that it is unfair to visit upon the offender,

who has first been brought before the Court

upon a charge of this character, the extreme

punishment of disbarment, and a majority of

the Court are of the opinion that this fact

should be considered, and that instead of

disbarment the respondent be suspended from

practice for one year.

"We wish it to be distinctly understood,
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however, that after this expression of the

views of the Court upon the nature of the

offense, the considerations that have influ

enced a majority of the court in deciding

upon this punishment, rather than disbar

ment, will not be considered upon further

conviction of practice of this kind."

"SEND THAT DEED RITE A WAY!"

ONE of our readers, a Kansas lawyer,

was employed by one Mr. Hod-

son, a prospective purchaser of a piece

of land, to examine the title, and has

furnished the Green Bag with a curious

communication which he received from

the owner of the land.

The abstract, as furnished by a bank,

showed a break in the title and did not

disclose any ownership in the real

owner of the land at all. Mr. B ,

our lawyer friend, wrote a letter to the

bank in which he outlined what was

necessary for the completion of a good

title, stating that a deed had probably

been left unrecorded and a deed of trust

unreleased. These are the circum

stances to which the owner had refer

ence, in the following irate message

sent to the lawyer:—

Send that Deed to Zodiac to Mrs Sofina groves

June 16

Zodiac vernon co mo

Mr B—I thought it Had binn some time

sence you rote to me that I thought I rite

and you can tell Mr Hodson that I Had

owned that land for 26 years and no wone

has never Has cause any trouble yet I am all

most gaveing it to Him and when He think I

go to the trouble and spend money and then

maby He not take it then He is off I do not

no anything a bout them men and dont no

whare they are and if Mr Hodson wants that

land all rite and if not send the Deed to me

for thare is not enough in it for me to go to

all that trouble so I look for the Deed rite a

way I am the wone sent that Deed you said

that that land was not mine at all I see

wheather it is or not you made me mad and

I dont care wheather He takes it or not thare

s Just as smart men in this world as you are

I live 26 years without selling that land and

can live 26 more and not sell it Send that

Deed rite a way

WHEN?

(From Life.)

CIGARETTES are unlawful in some West

ern states, as it is. Oh pshaw ! What

good are half measures! We look to Maine

for leading in these matters. When will

Maine see its duty and put a no-tobacco clause

in its constitution?

A LAWYER'S TRICK

WHEN Baron Bramwell was once sitting

on the crown side of the south Wales

circuit, counsel for the defense in a certain

case asked leave to address the jury in Welsh.

The case being a simple one, permission was

given without demur. He said but very few

words. The Baron also did not think much

comment was necessary, but was somewhat

startled by a prompt verdict of acquittal.

' ' What was it , " he afterwardsinquired , ' 'that

Mr. L. said to the jury?" "Oh, he just said,

'This case, gentlemen, lies in a nutshell.

You see yourselves exactly how it stands.

The judge is an Englishman, the complainant

is an Englishman, but you are Welsh, and I

am Welsh, and the prisoner is Welsh. Need

I say more? I leave it all to you. ' "

It is scarcely necessary to mention, says the

writer of "Some Legal Reminiscences," that

Baron Bramwell did not allow the experiment

to be repeated of addressing the jury in a lan

guage which he did not understand.

STORIES OF JUDGE HUBBARD OF IOWA

THE late N. M. Hubbard, known all over

Iowa for many years as lawyer, judge

and politician, was keen in retort, shrewd as

a political manager, and while not as well

versed in the law as many other of his con

temporaries, won many verdicts because he

knew the people with whom he dealt. The

following stories told about Judge Hubbard

will give the reader an idea of a typical man

of the people in the West during the latter

half of the past century.

Judge Hubbard had been appointed by one

of the Governors and served as Judge for a

time. While he was acting in this capacity a

verbose doctor wanted to be excused for the

reason that he had to go home and look after

his many patients, to which the Judge said.
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"I think you had better stay here so as to

give your patients a chance to get well."

At another time Judge Hubbard was pre

siding when he had before him the Governor,

who was practising in his Court and who felt

that the Judge ruled against him; he finally

said, "Your Honor, you perhaps have for

gotten that I appointed you to your present

position." The Judge sarcastically remarked,

"No, I have not, and that was the only wise

thing you did during the time you were Gov

ernor," and he went on ruling against him as

he had before.

During a long and bitter trial in a matter

arising out of an old partnership affair grow

ing out of business deals with his old friend

John Ware, Judge Hubbard on cross-examina

tion got the witness pretty well mixed up.

The court adjourned for a few minutes, it being

a hot day in June, and as Ware, trying to

get a little breathing spell, wiped his face with

a red bandana, Judge Hubbard piped out in

a sneering voice, for which he was famous,

loud enough to be heard by the bar

and frequenters of the court, saying

"John, it makes you sweat to tell the

truth, don't it?"

The Judge was a good friend and also a

bitter hater. He and his old partner,

Stephens, fell out over business matters and

ended up in a row, when Judge Hubbard

shook his fist in his old partner's face and

said, "don't step in front of my path, and I

will give you warning now that I don't want

you to attend my funeral and I won't go to

yours," for all of which his partner thanked

him in the most profuse manner, and as

Judge Hubbard survived he kept his word.

Judge Hubbard sometimes overlooked the

ability in an opponent and frequently took

advantage of the embarassment of youth.

During an assignment a young New York

lawyer by the name of Tom Corbett had

made his appearance in Linn county as a

lawyer and had an only case on the docket.

The presiding Judge very modestly asked

Mr. Corbett his name; Mr. Corbett arose to

tell it, but the Judge did not hear him, and

Hubbard stood up and said, "put him down

plain 'Tom'—that is good enough." Mr.

Corbett sat down blushing like a young girl,

swearing vengeance at the Judge's remark,

saying that he would get even some time.

Corbett became a great lawyer and Judge

Hubbard became the subject of his heartless

raillery, his pungent wit and sharp retorts

in the trial of cases whenever he was on the

other side.

Judge Hubbard was for many years the

Iowa attorney for the Northwestern Railway

and had the appointing of assistant attorneys

in various counties along the line. He was

asked at one time how a certain attorney who

had been appointed behaved, and the Judge

replied, "he is a real bull in a china shop—

what he does not break, he dirties."

He said of another local attorney, "you

see here's my assistant J.; he is so technical

that he will fall all over a crowbar to hunt for

a pin and not even see the crowbar, mind you."

At another time he bemoaned to a friend

that X had quit drinking; the friend said, "I

never heard of any one being sorry for a man

who stops a bad habit." Hubbard replied,

"Well, you see we could have said of poor X

that he was a mighty smart man if it wasn't

for hjs drinking; now we all have to acknowl

edge that he wasn't anything but a fool, any

way."

During one of the political campaigns in

Iowa Hubbard was accused of giving away

five hundred passes to the delegates for

railway influence. When asked by a friend

about the truth of this—as he thought—

unfounded charge the Judge replied, "That

accusation is a lie; I gave away eleven hundred

tickets this year, that was all."

During the fight over the governorship some

years before his death Hubbard saw before

hand the turn of affairs and suggested that

his candidate withdraw, but the candidate

said "No, I have the support of enough dele

gates to elect me if they will all stick, and,

furthermore, I have Providence on my side."

Hubbard simply replied, "Well, you can take

to Providence and I will take to Shaw," the

name of the rival candidate who was in the

lead.

While arguing a case before the Supreme

Court of the state the opposing attorney had

pounded the table at great length, and when

he had concluded a lengthy argument Judge

Hubbard arose to reply in the following

speech: "I am the son of a blacksmith; I have

been a blacksmith myself; I am pretty strong

and can pound this oak table to pieces and I

will pound this oak table into splinters if it

will help me win this case," and he went on in

this strain until the members of the court

laughed and forgot all the points the opposing

counsel had made.

During a contest where several lawyers
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were pitted against one another, warring

against admission of evidence and who should

introduce the evidence first, the presiding

Judge asked the attorneys what he was sitting

there for, as they had paid no attention to

him or his rulings. Judge Hubbard looked

up with a smile upon his face and said,

"Judge, you've got us now, I don't know."

At one time during his later years Judge

Hubbard was called into a case involving

considerable property rights, where the oppos

ing counsel called Judge Hubbard an old fogy

who was behind the times, who might have

been a great lawyer but who had forgotten all

he had ever known. When the lawyer sat

down all eyes were turned upon the old

Judge, who was pale as a ghost. When he arose

to reply to the bitter attack he said, "True, I

am old, gray and worn and I suppose I am

fast becoming an old moss back." Then he

went on telling of the old lawyers he had

known at the bar in Iowa in his time; he

talked about the methods of the old advo

cates, of their bitter fights and of their hard

fought contests, legal and political, and

turning to the counsel who had made the

accusation, he said in words that rung with

sarcasm and bitter invective : "However hard-

fought our contests, the lawyers of the olden

times never tried to bolster up a witness,

defraud an enemy or blackmail an opponent,

as they do now. If the real up-to-date

lawyer must do such a dastardly thing to

become great, then thank God I am an old

fogy of a lawyer and belong to a former

generation." B. L. WICK.

REVENGE.

A certain judge is down on me;

He told me to my face

As long as he presided, he

Would see I lost my case.

I think some time he'll change his mind

And climb into my boat;

I know he will, for he will find

I've got him by the throat.

For, half in love, and half in spite,

To put him in hot water,

We two eloped the other night—

I, and his pretty daughter.

Harry R. Blythe.

USELESS BUT ENTERTAINING

"They tell me you're working 'ard night

an' day, Sarah?" her bosom friend Ann said.

"Yes," returned Sarah. "I'm under bonds

to keep the peace for pullin' the whiskers out

of that old scoundrel of a husban' of mine, and

the magistrate said that if I come afore 'im

ag'in, or laid me 'ands on the old man, he'd

fine me forty shiUin's!"

"And so you're working 'ard to keep out

of mischief? '

"Not much; I'm workin' 'ard to save up

the fine!"—Law Student's Helper.

The lawyer said sadly to his wife on his

return home one night: "People seem very

suspicious of me. You know old Jones?

Well, I did some work for him last month,

and when he asked me for the bill this morn

ing, I told him out of friendship that I wouldn'

charge him anything. He thanked me cor

dially, but said he'd like a receipt."

—Central Law Journal.

A certain prominent lawyer of Toronto

is in the habit of lecturing his office staff from

the junior partner down, and Tommy, the

office boy, comes in for his full share of the

admonition. That his words were appreciated

was made evident to the lawyer by a conver

sation between Tommy and another office

boy on the same floor, which he recently

overheard.

"Wotcher wages?" asked the other boy.

"Ten thousand a year," replied Tommy.

"Aw, g'wan!"

"Sure, insisted Tommy, unabashed. "Four

dollars a week in cash an' de rest in legal

advice."—Central Law Journal.

A graduate of an Eastern law school wrote

to a prominent lawyer in Arkansas to find

out what chance there would be for him in

that part of the country.

"I am a Republican in politics," he wrote,

"and an honest young lawyer."

"If you are an honest lawyer," came the

reply, "you will have no competition, and if

you are a Republican the game laws will

protect you."—Everybody's Magazine.

"Sir," requested the young man, entering

with a suit on his arm. "I've brought these

clothes for you to press. The man next door

says you are a bird at pressing suits."

"Well, the man next door is right," replied

the suit presser; "only this isn't a tailor shop

—it's a lawyer's office."

—Central Law Journal.

The Editor will be glad to receive for this department anything likely to entertain the readers of

the Green Bag in the way of legal antiquities, facetia, and anecdotes.
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Important Litigation

United States Attorney Henry A. Wise of

New York sailed for Europe on June 30 to be

fresent at the examination of witnesses in

aris in the Panama Canal purchase libel

case by John D. Lindsay, of counsel for the

Press Publishing Company, publishers of

The World, which has been indicted for ar

ticles regarding the canal negotiations printed

in October.

Mrs. Eleanor Griffiths, wife of Henry W.

Griffiths of New York City, was deserted by

him some years ago. She tried to sue him

for non-support in New York City when she

learned that he had married again. When

the case came up in court Griffiths pleaded

a Dakota divorce. Mrs. Griffiths asserted

she had never heard of this or been served,

and successfully made application to the court

for alimony. Justice Greenbaum of the

Supreme Court granted her a decree of abso

lute divorce in June, applying for the first

time in New York county the principle laid

down by the United States Supreme Court,

that a Dakota divorce is not valid if the re

spondent is not living in the jurisdiction of

the Dakota courts.

Sanford Robinson, of F. A. Heinze's per

sonal counsel, was convicted June 24 of the

charge of obstructing justice and fined $250,

after a trial before Judge Ray in the United

Circuit Court at New York City. The case

against Robinson developed out of the disap

pearance of a witness needed by United States

Attorney Wise in his investigation of the doings

of F. A. Heinzein the Mercantile National Bank.

The indictment charged Robinson with ad

vising this witness, Tracy Buckingham, to se

crete himself from a United States deputy

marshal who was outside with a subpoena

on the afternoon of May 21, when Robinson,

Buckingham and others were in the offices

of the United Copper Company. Arthur P.

Heinze, who was indicted on similar charges

of obstructing justice, was also found guilty,

largely in consequence of testimony wrung

from Buckingham by rigorous examination,

sentence being suspended until October 11,

by which time the Court thought he might

be induced to bring about the restoration of

the missing books.

Concluding the greatest issue in the history

of San Francisco graft scandal, the case of

Patrick Calhoun, millionaire president of the

United Railroads, charged with bribery, a

case which dates back to January 12, 1909,

ended June 20 with ten men determined on

acquittal and two resolved on conviction.

One hundred and ten days were devoted to

court sessions. In this respect the case out

strips the record established in the case of

Abraham Ruef, who was convicted after

seventy-six days actual court procedure. "I

am ready to try this case again, and I will go

ahead tomorrow, if necessary, "said Prosecutor

Heney after the adjournment. Mr. Calhoun

said: "Of course I am disappointed at the

failure of the jury to acquit me of the unjust

charges against me. I should have liked my

vindication by the jury to be absolute. The

judge was hostile, the assistant district attor

ney bribed and the administration of the crim

inal law of this State disgraced. I purpose

at the proper time and in a proper manner to

submit formal charges against Assistant

District Attorney Francis J. Heney for re

ceiving bribes as a public officer, and against

Rudolph Spreckles and James D. Phelan, who

financed the prosecution, for having paid

them."

The government has appealed from the

decision of Justice Stafford of the District

of Columbia Supreme Court, holding that

the Juvenile Court has no jurisdiction in a

case of nonsupport where there are no chil

dren. Justice Stafford's decision was ren

dered June 18 in the case of Leo S. West. He

said: "Nowhere in the act is any jurisdiction

conferred upon the Juvenile Court to adjudge

as to rights and duties between husband and

wife. It is given jurisdiction of certain of

fenses of children and certain offenses against

children, and is given power to enforce certain

duties which parents and guardians owe to

their children or their wards." The appeal

will be heard in the autumn by the Court of

Appeals of the district.

The Supreme Court of the United States

will have to pass upon the validity of life

gasses, which have been pending ever since the

[epburn Law was passed and interpreted

by the Interstate Commerce Commission as

prohibiting any form of free transportation.

The MotQy case, originating in Kentucky,

will come before the court. In 1871 the

Louisville & Nashville made a contract under

which, in lieu of damages for injuries in an

accident, E. L. Motley and Annie E. Motley,

his wife, were given a life pass over the entire

system. Mr. and Mrs. Motley went to law

to compel compliance with the contract.

They won their case in the Federal Circuit

Court and Federal Court of Appeals. In New

York State, moreover, a similar action has

been brought, and this second case will come

before the session of the Supreme Court

convening at Ithaca in September. Mrs.

Martha J. Robertson sues the Lehigh Valley

Railroad Company for the specific performance

of covenants whereby the company agreed in
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1881 to furnish annual passes for life to Mott J.

Robertson and Martha J. Robertson as part

consideration for a right of way through the

Robertson farm in the town of Dryden.

The constitutionality of the federal pure

food law is to be tested in a suit brought by

the Hipolite Egg Company of St. Louis

against "James Wilson, Secretary of Agricul

ture. The action was begun late in June in

the Supreme Court of the District of Colum

bia, and is reported to be backed by the beef-

packers and other powerful interests. The

cause of action resulted from a seizure of

canned eggs that had been preserved by the

use of boric acid, and an injunction preventing

further interference with the plaintiff's busi

ness is sought.

The federal grand jury which had been

investigating the $1,250,000 loan which the

American Sugar Refining Company made on

December 30, 1903, to Adolph Segal as a part

of a plan whereby control of Segal's Penn

sylvania Sugar Refining Company was ob

tained, returned an indictment July 1 against

the corporation and eight individuals con

nected with the loan or the events that fol

lowed. The indictment, containing fourteen

counts, charged a conspiracy to restrain inter

state and foreign commerce in violation of

the Sherman anti-trust act. The eight indi

vidual defendants entered provisional pleas

of not guilty in the United States Circuit

Court at New York on July 6. After receiv

ing the pleas, Judge Hand rejected the request

of Assistant United States Attorney Crim that

the defendants be held in $10,000 bail each,

announcing without any request from the

attorneys for the indicted men that he would

parole them individually in the custody of

their counsel.

Supreme Court Justice Gaynor of the

Appellate Division heard arguments at his

summer home at St. James, Long Island,

N. Y., July 3, on the application for a change

of venue from Westchester County to New

York County, to decide the question whether

Harry K. Thaw, the slayer of Stanford White,

should be released from the Matteawan In

sane Asylum. District Attorney Jerome of

New York County having done just what he

said he would, namely, to retire from the case

unless the hearing was to be held in New

York County, the Attorney-General took up

the fight to prevent the discharge of Thaw

from the Asylum. Justice Mills of the Supreme

Court of Westchester County, who had refused

to send back the case to Manhattan,remanded

Thaw to the White Plains jail July 6, pending

Justice Gaynor's decision. Justice Gaynor

rendered a decision July 9 denying the appli

cation to transfer the trial to New York

County. The motion for a change of venue,

he declared, might equally well have been

heard by Justice Mills. It was announced

that the trial would immediately begin before

Justice Mills and would continue till the ques

tion of Thaw's recovery from insanity should

be decided.

Personal— The Bench

Judge J. S. Keyes of Concord, Mass., a

graduate from Harvard in the class of '41, is

the oldest judge in Massachusetts and holds

his district court daily.

The University of Cambridge conferred the

honorary degree of D. C. L. upon Hon. Oliver

Wendell Holmes, Associate Justice of the

United States Supreme Court, on June 23.

The United States Senate on June 16 con

firmed the appointments of George W. Wood

ruff to be District Judge for the Territory of

Hawaii and of Peter D. Overfield to be Judge

of the district of Alaska, division No. 4.

Ex-Circuit Judge Abner Smith, formerly

of the Cook county court of Illinois, con

victed of conspiracy to cheat and defraud in

connection with his wrecking of the Bank of

America, is now an assistant librarian in the

state penitentiary in Joliet, Ill.

Judge R. S. Bean, recently appointed to

the federal bench, was tendered a banquet by

the law alumni of the University of Oregon

June 15 at Portland, Ore. Addresses were

made by W. B. Gilbert, Judge of the United

States Circuit Court, President Campbell of

the University, and others.

"The boycott is cowardly, un-American,

utterly indefensible and the American people

will never submit to it. I will never submit

to it. I would die in my tracks first." In

these words did Judge George Gray arraign

the boycott at Scranton, Pa., June 8, at the

hearing on the matter in dispute between the

Scranton Street Railway Company and the

members of the union.

Judge John W. Price, who retired from

the judgeship of the Corporation Court of

Bristol, va., on June 30, was educated in an

Atlanta law school and practised law until

1904, when he was elected Judge of the Cor-

g>ration Court for a term of eight years,

is resignation is with a view to re-entering

the practice of law. Hon. Joseph L. Kelly,

a most successful lawyer of Bristol, was

named to succeed him.

Delaware's new judiciary was inducted

into office June 16 in the Kent county court

house, and the retirement of the old bench and

the entering in of the new one was of an im

pressive nature. Before an audience of rep

resentative Delawareans Charles M. Curtis,

Chancellor; James Pennewill, Chief Justice,

and Associate Judges Daniel O. Hastings,

William H. Boyce, Henry C. Conrad and

Victor B. Woolley took the oath of office for

terms of twelve years each, and their first

official duty was to convene the regular June

term of the Supreme Court of Delaware.
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Personal—The Bar

Hon. Richard Ballinger, Secretary of the

Interior, received the degree of Doctor of

Laws from Williams College at its Commence

ment exercises held June 23.

John M. Garman has defeated Judge Gains

L. Halsey and secured the nomination for

judge of Luzerne County, Pa., being the can

didate of both the Republican and Democratic

parties.

R. H. Jackson has been elected general

counsel of the Chicago, Rock Island and

Pacific Railway, to succeed Robert Mather,

who will continue his connection with the

Rock Island system in an advisory capacity.

The honorary degree of Master of Laws

was conferred on George P. Merrick, trustee

of Northwestern University and chairman of

the law committee, at the Commencement

exercises held on June 9. Mr. Merrick was a

member of the class of 1884. As an attorney

he has taken a prominent part in Chicago's

lake front litigation.

Elihu Root, Jr., son of the United States

Senator, tried his first case in the New York

City Court June 15 and won it. He defended

the Interborough Rapid Transit Company

in a suit brought against it by Miss Tessie L.

Silverstein, wno alleged that she had been

injured in consequence of being forcibly

ejected from one of the defendant's cars.

Joseph H. Choate received $2500 from the

receiver of the Third Avenue Railroad Com

pany in New York for appearing before the

judiciary committee of the state senate and

arguing in opposition to the bills to increase

the powers of the New York Public Service

Commissions and to amend the state railroad

law.

Arnon A. Ailing of New Haven, Conn., was

appointed State's Attorney for New Haven

County, at the annual meeting of the Con

necticut Supreme Court and Superior Court

judges June 7. Mr. Ailing was appointed

during the April term to succeed former

State's Attorney Williams.

Judge James A. Eakin, one of the ablest and

most successful lawyers of Astoria, Ore., has

been appointed Circuit Judge for the fifth

judicial district of Oregon. He read law

with his brother, Justice Robert Eakin of

the Oregon Supreme Court, and graduated

from the Boston University School of Law in

1891.

President Harahan of the Illinois Central

Railroad recently announced the appointment

of Blewett Lee of Chicago as counsel, to suc

ceed Secretary of War Jacob M. Dickinson.

Mr. Lee is a son of Gen. Stephen D. Lee of the

Confederate Army, and formerly was Pro

fessor of Law at Northwestern University and

later at the University of Chicago.

The degree of Doctor of Laws was conferred

upon President A. Lawrence Lowell of Har

vard University at the meeting of the Yale

Corporation June 28. Under the rules this

degree signifies a recognition of distinguished

public service, though it might well have been

given for President Lowell s learning.

Peter D. Overfield, a former noted football

star of the University of Pennsylvania, for

three years a practising attorney at Nome,

Alaska, on June 11 was nominated by Presi

dent Taft as judge of the third judicial dis

trict of Alaska, succeeding Judge Silas B.

Reid. Mr. Overfield is about thirty-five

years old and was formerly a citizen of Penn

sylvania.

George P. Costigan, Jr., Dean of the Col

lege of Law of the University of Nebraska,

now becomes Professor of Law in North

western University Law School, and Edwin

R. Keedy, Professor of Criminal Law in the

University of Indiana, who is secretary of the

new American Institute of Criminal Law and

Criminology, has also been appointed Pro

fessor of Law in Northwestern University.

The Providence Bar Club, of which Walter

B. Vincent is president, held its twenty-

seventh annual clambake at the Warwick

Club on Narragansett Bay June 12. The

principal guests included Chief Justice Dubois

and Associate Justices Blodgett, Parkhurst,

johnson and Sweetland of the Supreme Court,

ustice Stearns and former Justice Mumford

of the Superior Court, Attorney-General W.

B. Greenough, Assistant Attorney-General

Harry P. Cross, and many others.

Bar Associations

The Washington County Bar Association

was formed June 19 at Greenville, Miss.,

Judge J. H. Wynn being elected president.

The Belmont County (0.) Bar Association

gave a banquet on June 17 in honor of Hon.

C. L. Weems, former Congressman from the

sixteenth district of Ohio, who has lately re

moved to Steubenville, 0., where he has been

made district solicitor for the Pennsylvania

Railroad.

Steps are being taken under the direction

of former Judge Curtis H. Lindley, president

of the San Francisco Bar Association, toward

the formation of a state bar association in

California. It is pointed out by the organ

izers that such organizations are in existence

in all the eastern states, and Judge Lindley

has put himself in touch with most of these

associations, with the view of adopting the

best and most modern organization for Cali

fornia. The Los Angeles Bar Association

has promised its co-operation.
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The Virginia State Bar Association will

meet at Hot Springs August 10-12. Hon.

James M. Beck of New York, former Attorney-

General of the United States, will deliver the

annual address. Papers will be read and

speeches made by several prominent men.

Many matters of importance will be discussed

and acted upon by the association, notably

the reports of the special committees on

amendment of practice and on revision of

criminal law and procedure.

The Erie County Bar Association at the

meeting at Buffalo June 18 rejected the rem

edies proposed by the committee which had

been investigating the subject of ambulance

chasing and releases by corporation claim

agents, and decided not to approve the sug

gestion that the courts be empowered to re

view any contract so made, and that injured

persons have the right to break such a contract

within thirty days after the accident. These

recommendations were opposed on the grounds

that the Association had the names of ambu

lance chasers and could act if it so desired.

The annual meeting of the New Jersey

Bar Association was held at Atlantic City

June 11. An exciting fight waged around

the appointment of a committee to conduct a

political campaign for the adoption of the

judicial amendment to the state constitution

at the special election on September 14. The

discussion was started by the proposal to

empower the president to appoint a commit

tee to aid in the passage of the amendment.

William N. Johnston, chairman of the com

mittee on the judicial amendment, proposed

the resolution. John J. Crandall led the

opposition. The wording of the resolution

was changed so that it should call for the ap

pointment of a committee to "enlighten the

public on the nature of the judicial amend

ment." The amendment to the resolution

allowing the committee to add to the mem

bership at its own discretion and make return

of the expense incurred was accepted. In the

evening two hundred members attended the

annual dinner at the Marlborough-Blenheim.

Governor Fort and Associate Justice of the

United States Supreme Court David J. Brewer

were the guests of honor. After welcoming

the association's guests Clarence L. Cole, re

tiring president of the Association, introduced

the Governor. Justice Brewer spoke on the

relations of the United States Supreme Court

to our foreign affairs and the functions of that

body. Other speakers were Whitehead

Kluttz, Francis J. Swayze and James B. Dill.

The officers elected included : president, Samuel

Kalish, Newark; vice presidents, former Judge

Howard Carrow, Camden, William M. John

ston, Hackensack, Judge William I. Lewis,

Paterson; treasurer, Judge Lewis Starr,

Woodbury; secretary, William J. Kraft.

Former Justice Henry B. Brown of the

United States Supreme Court expressed dis

sent from views of Cardinal Gibbons regarding

divorce at the annual meeting of the Mary

land State Bar Association, at Old Point

Comfort, Va., July 8. "The head of the

Roman Church in America," he said, "a man

for whom I have profound respect, has

painted divorce as 'a monster, licensed by the

laws of Christian States to break hearts, wreck

homes, and ruin souls.' This is certainly a

gruesome picture. That separation of Church

and State which is a cardinal principle of

American jurisprudence is nowhere more

applicable than in that which concerns the

marriage relation. By the Greek and Roman

Churches marriage is regarded as a sacrament,

an impressive word of somewhat indefinite

meaning, standing generally for something

exempt from the control of the civil author

ity. It is not perceived why the partnership

created by marriage should so far differ from

a commercial partnership that one may be

dissolved at pleasure while the.other is abso

lutely indissoluable. A proper regard for the

interests of the State as well as the preserva

tion of domestic happiness would seem to

require that when the whole object of the mat

rimonial compact had been defeated by the

habitual, persistent, and uncontrollable con

duct of either party, and that relation, which

should represent the acme of human happi

ness, is made to stand for all that is most re

pugnant to our desires and anticipations, a

severance of the ties should be permitted. I

cannot recall a divorce fairly obtained, without

fraud, and upon due and personal notice to the

other side, that did not apparently redound

to the welfare of the parties and prove a real

blessing."

At the annual meeting of the Kentucky

State Bar Association at Paducah, Ky.,

Attorney-General George W. Wickersham of

President Taft's cabinet made an address

July 7, in which he suggested that Congress

should enact a law providing for nationally

created corporations to carry on interstate

commerce. Mr. Wickersham sketched the

ways by which states may regulate business of

foreign corporations within their boundaries

and advocated that the license of any foreign

corporation be vacated if fifty per cent of its

stock be owned by any company, domestic

or foreign, or if that amount become later so

owned. He said such a law would logically

follow the excise on corporations. Dealing

with the citizenship and standing of corpora

tions, he quoted decisions to show that they

were not citizens in the meaning of the federal

constitutional requirement that citizens of

each state should be entitled to all the priv

ileges and immunities of citizens of the United

States. "The unlimited extent of the

power of the States recognized by the Su

preme Court," said Mr. Wickersham, "is

strikingly illustrated by the decision in the

case of Security Mutual Life Insurance Co.

v. Prewitt, where the constitutionality of a

statute of Kentucky was upheld. [Cf.

article by F. R. Lacy referred to in Review

of Periodicals, pp. 403-4 in this issue of

the Green Bag.—Ed.] The result of this

decision is to enable a state to compel a for
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eign corporation to refrain from resorting to

the federal Court in controversies brought by

or against it or else to cease to do business

within that state." The Attorney-General

also said that the imposition of higher license

fees on foreign than on domestic corporations

had been declared void. He pointed out

that in view of the cases of the state of Ar

kansas against the Hammond Packing Co.

and others, it might be safely asserted that

the only limitations on the powers of the

states to exclude foreign corporations entirely

from doing business within their territory, or

to prescribe such conditions as they might

deem proper to the carrying on by them of

such business, were "that the regulations so

prescribed should not deprive the foreign

corporations of property without due process

of law or deny to them the equal protection

of the laws; and second, that such regulation

shall not amount to an interference with

interstate commerce or with other business of

a federal nature."

Necrology—The Bench

William T. McNealy, first Superior Court

judge of San Diego county, Cal., died at San

Diego June 9, at the age of sixty-one years.

He had served thirteen years on the bench.

A portrait of the late Judge Thomas A.

Moran, who died in 1904, was unveiled in the

court room and formally presented to the

county board by several Chicago lawyers

June 12, Levy Mayer making the presentation

speech.

Samuel Ashton, a retired lawyer, at one

time a Justice of the Supreme Court of Illinois,

died in New York June 2. He was eighty-

five years old. He was born in Loudoun

County, Va., but later removed to Illinois.

Judge Nathaniel W. Voorhees died June

14 at Clinton, N. J., at the age of eighty years.

He held several legal and political offices

during his lifetime, and was the father of

former Governor Foster M. Voorhees of New

Jersey.

Judge Emmett Field of the First Division

Circuit Court, in Louisville, Ky., was stricken

June 21 and died in a few minutes. He was

sixty-eight years old. He served in the Con

federate Army with a company of boys that

was organized at Fulton College, Missouri.

Judge Stewart S. Denning, one of the most

noted criminal lawyers of Idaho, died June

4. Judge Denning went to Idaho seventeen

years ago from Canyon City, Ore. He is said

to have appealed more criminal cases than any

lawyer in this state. He was a native of

Scotland and leaves a widow and three chil

dren here, a brother in Australia, and one in

Arizona.

Judge Myles P. O'Connor, one of the oldest

and most respected residents of San Jose,

Cal., died there June 9. He was formerly a

member of the legislature. In 1844 he was

admitted to the bar, but becoming interested

in gold mining he went to Idaho, where he

made a large fortune in a gold quartz mine.

In 1872 he went to San Jos6, where he built

a magnificent residence, and donated large

sums to numerous charitable and humane

projects. His greatest work was the building

and equipment of a large non-sectarian hos

pital and sanitarium, to which he has left a

large endowment.

Necrology—The Bar

William R. Lee, former District Attorney

of Dutchess County, died suddenly in Pawling,

N. Y., June 7. He was sixty-three years of

age.

Ford D. Smith, Town Attorney of Dover,

N. J., died suddenly on June 18. He had

served in the New Jersey Assembly in 1891.

Charles H. Minshall, a prominent attorney

of Viroqua, Wis., well known as an advocate

of prohibition, died June 9, at the age of forty-

one years. Death was due to accidental

shooting.

Major S. Clifford Belcher, one of the oldest

and best known lawyers in Maine, died recently

in Farmington, aged seventy years. His mil

itary title was won in the Civil War.

Arthur Hurst, a well-known lawyer of

Brooklyn, N. Y., died there June 12. He

was a classmate of ex-President Theodore

Roosevelt at Harvard, and was admitted to

the bar in 1883.

Gilbert M. McMaster, a prominent attor

ney of Pittsburgh, Pa., died June 7. In 1876

he retired from the practice of law to take up

the cause of temperance, and was closely

associated with Francis Murphy in this work.

President Augusto Mordira Penna of

Brazil, who died June 14, took up the study

of law in early life, graduating in 1870.

While serving as governor of the state of

Minas, Brazil, he founded the first law school

in that state.

Isaac Moss, a New York lawyer, com

mitted suicide by jumping overboard

from an ocean liner on May 30. He had been

suffering from mental strain due to overwork

and was on his way abroad for a rest.

Benjamin L. M. Tower, a prominent mem

ber of the Suffolk county bar, and a member

of the law firm of Tower, Talbot & Hiller,

died suddenly at his home in Boston June 14.

He was born in Cohasset in 1848.
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Isaac R. Hitt, Illinois state agent before the

Court of Claims, died at Washington, D. C.,

June 13. He was eighty-one years old, and

was one of the ablest as well as oldest attorneys

practising in Washington.

Charles A. White, a member of the law firm

of White Brothers and one of the oldest prac

tising lawyers in New Haven, Conn., died at

his home m that city June 17, aged seventy-

six. He was graduated from Yale in 1854.

He was a grandson of Roger Sherman, one of

the signers of the Declaration of Independence.

Frank M. Estes, attorney-at-law, former

udge, and a leader in politics, died at his

ome in St. Louis, Mo., June 19, at the age of

fifty-four. He served several terms as chair

man of the Democratic City Committee and

was appointed a special Judge of the Circuit

Court. He always took an interest in the

Missouri State Bar Association and served

several terms as its secretary.

Frank L. Hungerford, one of the leading

members of the Hartford, Conn., bar, and

corporation counsel for the city of New

Britain, died there suddenly June 22. He

was graduated from Harvard Law School

with Tionors, and soon built up a consider

able law practice. Of late years his private

practice had become lucrative and his abil

ities were widely recognized.

Judge John H. Stotsenburg, a leading mem

ber of the bar of Floyd County, Indiana, died

June 7 at New Albany, Ind. He was a grad

uate of Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.

Judge Stotsenburg served three terms as city

attorney of New Albany. He had also been

a member of the Indiana House of Represen

tatives during the Civil War, and was a mem

ber of the commission appointed to revise the

statutes of Indiana about twenty-five years

ago.

A session of the Supreme Court in memory

of the late Colonel Albert W. Bradbury of

Portland, Me., was held June 21 at Portland.

Justice Bird of the Supreme Court presided

and there was a large attendance of members

of the bar. There were eulogies by Judge

J. W. Symonds, Gen. Charles P. Mattocks

and Judge Bird, and resolutions on the death

of Col. Bradbury were placed on record by the

Court.

Aaron B. Gardenier, one of the most prom

inent lawyers of northern New York, died

suddenly June 22, at Chatham. He was

three times elected district attorney of Co

lumbia county and conducted many famous

trials as public prosecutor. As Member of

Assembly from Columbia he at once attained

prominence, was chairman of the judiciary

committee and was frequently mentioned for

the office as Speaker.

Edwin B. Franks of Trinidad, Colo., who

at one time was a member of the territorial

legislature of New Mexico, died June 8 after

a long illness. He was fifty-two years old,

and was known as the leading criminal lawyer

of the Southwest for a number of years. He

had also gained considerable distinction as a

writer of short stories.

J. Dickinson Sergeant died at Abington,

Pa., June 10 at the age of eighty-seven. He

was with one exception the oldest member of

the legal profession in the country. Mr.

Sergeant was associated with many large

business interests, such as the development

of railroads and mining investments in Vir

ginia. He became expert in outdoor pho

tography at the time when the processes were

much more complicated than at present.

Joseph Nimmo, Jr., LL.D., one of the oldest

residents of the District of Columbia, died

June 15. He was seventy-nine years old.

A native of New York, and educated there,

he was a civil engineer and followed that pro

fession for thirteen years, until he studied law

and made a specialty of political economy

and constitutional law. For years he was

connected with the government as a statis

tician and economic specialist. He was a

writer of ability, and as a statistician and

economist was an accepted authority.

Miscellaneous

A class of sixty received diplomas from the

Detroit College of Law at the exercises held

June 18.

Gov. Hadley of Missouri signed a bill June

16 providing an additional circuit judge for

St. Louis county.

Sixty-two young men and one woman re

ceived their diplomas from the Chicago-Kent

College of Law at Chicago June 10. James

G. Jenkins, former Chief Justice of the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals, delivered

the Commencement address.

A ball game between the "Decedents" and

"Alibis" was a feature of the outing of the

Allegheny County Bar Association on the

Monongahela River June 19. The rival Pitts

burgh teams did their best to show that

"Alibis" were not there and the "Decedents"

were dead on the field.

The annual Commencement exercises of the

Valparaiso University law department took

place June 10 at Valparaiso, Ind. The ad

dress was made by James E. Russell, dean

of the Teachers' College of Columbia Univer

sity. Forty-seven graduates received their

degrees.

The New York Law School conferred the

degree of Bachelor of Laws on about one hun

dred and fifty students, and gave sixteen

others the degree of Master of Laws, at the

graduation exercises held June 17. Justice

John Proctor Clarke of the Appellate Division

J

h
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of the Supreme Court delivered the annual

address.

The annual meeting of the Illinois State's

Attorneys' Association was held at Chicago

June 9-11. Among the prominent speakers

were Wade H. Ellis, Assistant Attorney-

General of the United States, State's Attorney

Wayman, Vice President John S. Miller of

the Illinois Bar Association, and Dean A. C.

Harker of the University of Illinois Law

School.

Several members of the bar of Allegheny

County, Pa., have consented at considerable

sacrifice of time and money to serve in a

"Lawyers' Court of Compulsory Arbitration"

to expedite matters in clearing up the dockets

of the Common Pleas Court. The new court

will cover all points of law and evidence

thoroughly with the view of making appeals

infrequent.

Judge James B. Dill gave an address on

"Viewpoint and Standpoint," and cautioned

the graduates not to borrow legal knowledge,

at the first Commencement exercises of the

New Jersey Law School at Newark Tune 17.

The school has proved at the end of its first

year that it is needed. The degree of Bach

elor of Law was conferred on seven students.

The Georgetown University Law School

graduated the largest class it had ever had June

7, when one hundred and forty-seven young

men received their diplomas. Many prizes

were awarded by Chief Justice Seth Shepard

of the Court of Appeals of the District of

Columbia. Wade H. Ellis, Assistant Attor

ney-General, delivered the address to the

graduates.

The Governor of New York has signed a bill

prohibiting corporations from acting as at

torneys. It is believed that this will stop the

abuses which have given rise to so much com

plaint in New York City, and that legal advice

will no longer be furnished by legal bureaus

and collection attorneys employing clerks

who are not registered attorneys to attend

to their clients' affairs.

Anent the proposal to change the method

of electing judges in Georgia, which is now by

popular vote, former Governor Allen D.

Candler has proposed that Georgia go back to

the plan set out in the first state constitution,

that of 1877. Under this method the house

of representatives balloted for superior court

judges and presented to the governor the

three names receiving the highest vote. The

governor then selected one of these names and

presented it to the senate.

President Taft has decided to call a na

tional conference for the securing of uniform

legislation to be held in Washington January

5, 6, and 7, 1910. Each state will be invited

to send five delegates. President Taft, who

will preside over the conference, has said that

"either some plan for attaining uniform leg

islation must be put into effect in the different

states or we shall have to have more central

ization of power here in Washington."

H. H. B. Meyer, chief bibliographer of the

Library of Congress, has compiled a list of

works relating to the Supreme Court of the

United States. The list, which is in four sec

tions, does not attempt the completeness of

a bibliography. The first section contains

general works, the two next United States re

ports or digests, and the last bibliographical

material on the chief justices and associate

justices.

The Superior Court at Karlsruhe, Germany,

rejected the appeal for a new trial for

Karl Hau, who was sentenced to life impris

onment there in 1907 for the murder of his

mother-in-law. Hau had been a gifted stu

dent in Baden-Baden and later studied at

George Washington University in Washington,

D.C., where his brilliant work won him the

degrees of A.M. and LL.D., and an appoint

ment to the chair of Roman law in the univer

sity in 1904.

The first volume of an important work,

"Les Associations au Point de Vue Juri-

dique," by Edouard Clunet, founder and

editor of the Journal du Droit International

Privi, has been published by Marchal & Bil-

lard of Paris. The purpose of this work is

that of studying associations in every form, as

part of the plan of actual positive law, to as

sist in understanding the present by a review

of historical facts. The work seems to be

written more from the point of view of French

law than from that of comparative legislation.

Pope Pius X has issued a decree suppressing

the order known as "The Attorneys of St.

Peter," which has a number of representa

tives in this country. The order was founded

in 1878, shortly after the accession of Leo

XIII to the pontifical throne, and was com

posed, in its inception, of eminent Catholic

lawyers in different parts of the world. It was

intended that admission should be restricted

to those members of the legal profession who

had given adequate proofs of unselfish devo

tion to the interests of the church. But un

fortunately the French branch did not exer

cise necessary care in the election of its mem

bers and as a result members of questionable

antecedents were able to make use of their

relation to the order for the purposes of fraud,

mainly in connection with bogus sales of

titles of knighthood and nobility. These in

volved the order in some notoriety of an un

savory character.

Frederic de Martens, Professor of Inter

national Law in the University of St. Peters

burg from 1871 to 1907, died at St. Petersburg,

Russia, June 20. He was born in 1845.

Edinburgh, Cambridge, and Yale Universities

made him an LL.D., and Oxford conferred

upon him the degree of D.C.L. He had been
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a Privy Councilor and permanent member

of the Council of the Ministry of Foreign Af

fairs since 1882. He was the second Russian

plenipotentiary at the Peace Conference at

The Hague in 1899 and President of the Second

Commission. He was President of the Court

of Arbitration in Paris in 1899 between Great

Britain and Venezuela; arbitrator between

France and England, England and Holland,

andjjthe United States and Mexico. He was

a member of the Permanent International

Court of Arbitration at The Hague; Russian

delegate at the peace negotiations between

Russia and Japan in Portsmouth in 1905, and

plenipotentiary of Russia at the Geneva Con

ference of 1906 for the revision of the Geneva

Convention of 1867. He was also Second

Russian Delegate at the Second Peace Con

ference at The Hague in 1907.

At the Yale Law School alumni banquet,

held at New Haven on Class Day, June 28,

Dean Rogers presided, and Chief Justice

Simeon E. Baldwin unveiled a portrait of

Dean William Callahan Robinson of the law

department of the Catholic University of

America, a former Professor of Law in Yale.

Other speakers included ex-Gov. George P.

McLean, Judge Selden D. Spencer of St.

Louis, Burton Mansfield of New Haven, Dean

Kirchway of the law department of Columbia

University, and ex-Senator John C. Spooner,

all alumni. The alumni re-elected C. Larue

Munson of Williamsport, Penn., president;

E. D. Whitney of New York and E. G. Buck-

land of Providence, vice presidents, and J.

W. Edgerton, secretary and treasurer. The

Law School exercises were held at Hendrie

Hall immediately afterwards. The degree

of Bachelor of Laws, sumtna cum laude, was

conferred on F. H. Wiggin of New Haven,

who leads his class.

At the annual meeting of the Harvard Law

School Association held in June in the rooms

of the Boston Bar Association, the following

officers were elected: President, Melville W.

Fuller, '55, Chief Justice of the United States

Supreme Court, District of Columbia, who was

re-elected; vice presidents, David Cross, '43,

New Hampshire; Addison Brown, '55, New

York; Richard Olney, '58, Massachusetts;

William T. Spear, '59, Ohio; Everett P.

Wheeler, '59, New York; Joseph B. Cum-

mings, '59, Georgia; Simeon E. Baldwin, '63,

Connecticut; George Gray, '63, Delaware;

JohnC. Gray, '66, New York; J. W. Hammond,

66, Massachusetts; Oliver Wendell Holmes,

'66, Massachusetts; David T. Watson, '66,

Pennsylvania; John S. Duncan, '67, Indiana;

Ezekiel McLeod, '67, New Brunswick; Au

gustus E. Willson, '70, Kentucky; Austen G.

Fox, '71, New York; Jacob Klein, '71, Mis

souri; Joseph B. Warner, '73, Massachusetts;

Charles J. Bonaparte, '74, Maryland; William

Thomas, '76, California; Louis D. Brandeis,

'77, Massachusetts; Francis C. Lowell, '79,

Massachusetts; Francis J. Swayze, '81, New

Jersey; Shinichire Kurino, '81, Japan; Ed

ward Kent, '86, Arizona; Julian W. Mack,

'87, Illinois; Edward T. Sanford, '89, Ten

nessee; George E. Wright, '92, Washington;

secretary, Robert G. Dodge, '97, 60 State

street, Boston; council, Winthrop H. Wade,

'81, Boston; William G. Thompson, '91,

Newton; Frank L. Hinckley, '94, Providence.

Three of the vice presidents elected represent

sections of the country which heretofore have

not been included in the association, namely,

the northwesterly and the southeasterly parts.

The council recommended that it was expe

dient to have one member elected to the

council annually who should not be a Har

vard graduate.

The United States Supreme Court

By Harry R. Blythe

They stand like sentries at a country's gates,

Guarding the mighty realm lest in should come

The alien things to poison and benumb

The sovereign heart. Where this tribunal waits

There dwells the ancient power of the fates

Which sways our destinies. Not rolling drum

Or cannonade their means,—all such is dumb

Before these peaceful arbiters of States.

They wield one battle-blade,—the country's law;

And each man is an intellectual king

Whose work shall last till time's clear eyes are dim

It is but meet we look on them with awe

Who can by weight of words such forces swing,

While men have no appeal except to Him.
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Death Sentences in Germany

By H. Becker, Dr. juris

NOT so long ago that the details of

the case should not readily be re

called to mind, Prof. Carl Hau, formerly

of Washington, D. C, then under sen

tence of death for the murder of his

mother-in-law, Mrs. Molitor, was await

ing in the court jail of Karlsruhe, the

capital of Baden, Germany, the final

disposition of his case, after all efforts

to have his judgment reversed by the

highest tribunal, the Reichsgericht at

Leipzig, had proved futile. Just at this

juncture, so critical for the convicted

man, the old Grand Duke of Baden died.

His well-known reputation as a con

firmed opponent of death punishment

had made it a virtual certainty that the

bloody act would not have to be ex

piated on the executioner's block, while

the opinions held in this regard by his

son and successor were entirely unknown,

and did not permit any assured inferences

on a decision which meant life or death

for the lonesome prisoner, separated by

the expanse of oceans and continents

from all that was dear to him. Under

such circumstances there was caused,

according to repeated utterances of the

Washington press, considerable concern

among those interested in Hau's fate,

and it was certainly with a sigh of pro

found relief that the press dispatch from

Karlsruhe was welcomed of the death

sentence being commuted to life im

prisonment, which, by the way, Hau

is serving now in the penitentiary at

Bruchsal.

However, in point of fact, his life has

never, for a moment, been in actual

danger of coming to such an untimely

and ignominious termination, it being

accepted in Germany as a governing

principle, prevailing in all the single

states forming the Empire, that no sen

tence of death is ever put into execu

tion if the records do not include an

unequivocal, unreserved confession by

the convicted. As may readily be sur

mised, such surprising consensus of opin

ion in so many exalted personages, lead

ing to the acceptance of the same practice,

must have been occasioned by events of

more than passing significance. It hap

pened at Berlin in the year 1856, that a

certain Thomas, by profession a forester

in private employ, but for years out of

work, was accused of highway robbery

and brutal murder. Though professing

with great violence his complete inno

cence, he was convicted on seemingly

overwhelming circumstantial evidence,

with a very dark past asserting itself

strongly in his disfavor. Sentence of

death was pronounced, and was, after
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an appeal against the judgment had

been unavailing, in due time performed.

Two or three years later, the real mur

derer was discovered; his death-bed con

fession and his revealing of facts which

could not possibly be known to a third

party, in connection with a careful

investigation started by the Prussian

government, removed all and every

doubt that Thomas had anything what

ever to do with the crime.

The stir made by the affair was a

tremendous one; the whole country was

ringing with it for years. Even up to

the present time, young lawyers plead

ing in capital cases before a jury, when

they have exhausted all arguments they

can think of in favor of their clients,

occasionally conjure up the shadow of

the "ruthlessly murdered forester,"—

not, however, without being seriously

rebuked by the court.

Of course mankind may not unjustly

glean a good deal of comfort from the

reflection that the victim of this mis

carriage of justice was a thoroughly bad

and dangerous character, a man with a

police record showing several terms

served in the penitentiary for the worst

crimes of the calendar, who, in all

human probability, in his long criminal

career, had already committed, and per

haps more than once, a deed making him

liable to death penalty, and who, after

a life spent in something like a nodding

acquaintance with death, could almost

be depended upon to die, sooner or

later, in expiation of one of his desper

ate crimes. But in spite of these ex

tenuating circumstances, the impression

left by the incident was so deep and

uneffaceable that the kings of Prussia,

as such, and since 1871 in their capacity

as emperors of Germany, laid it down as

a firmly established though unwritten

rule for future guidance, to make the

non-interference with the course of jus

tice, and accordingly the execution of

death sentences, contingent upon a con

fession. And the sovereign powers in

the federal states followed invariably

this example where in cases not belong

ing to the jurisdiction of the empire the

right of pardon rested with them.

During the whole period of more than

fifty years, there is only one single ex

ception to this rule recorded, and that

occurred when, in 1881, the old Emperor

William, as King of Prussia, refused to

avail himself of his constitutional right

in favor of a driver of the name of

Conrad who, though on exclusively cir

cumstantial evidence, had been con

victed and sentenced to death for having

murdered his wife and his five little

children, in order to thus remove the

only obstacle standing in his way of

marrying a young servant girl, thirty-

five years his junior, with whom he

entertained illicit relations. Few crimi

nal cases in German courts have attracted

such widespread attention, or caused

such intense feeling of disgust and ab

horrence when the revolting details be

came known. Moreover, there was a

feature in the circumstantial evidence

which appealed in quite an unusual

degree to the interest not only of the

legal fraternity, furnishing, as it did, a

striking illustration of the fact that

when the element of coincidence enters

into an affair, those are not always right

who pronounce that they have learned

to distrust coincidence on principle.

Conrad, who was of an intellect far

above the average, and in morals hypo

critical, astute, and thoroughly bad, had

prepared most carefully for the crime

contemplated by building up beforehand,

to be used in a contingency, what he

conceived to be an unshakable alibi,

and by arranging everything so as to

make it appear that his wife, in despair

over being deserted by her husband, and
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finding herself in bitter want for the

commonest necessities of life, had killed

her five children and then committed

suicide. He conducted himself in the

judicial investigation with perfect ease

and self-possession, and being denied a

lawyer's advice, by the German law,

in this phase of the proceedings, de

fended himself with remarkable clever

ness and unusual presence of mind. But

he was no match for the famous Rath

Hollmann, the specialist for compli

cated murder cases at the criminal court

in Berlin. After the offered alibi had

been all but completely broken up, and

the "bitter want" theory had fallen

utterly discredited to the ground, there

remained only one perplexing feature,

the most unexplainable fact that the

door which formed the only available

means of exit from Mrs. Conrad's room,

the place of the murder, had been found

locked by a bolt, only to be operated

from the inside by being pushed into a

corresponding socket in the door frame

by means of a small upright handle at the

opposite end of the bolt. The bodies of

the five children were found in a large

wardrobe, dangling from pegs, while

that of the mother was suspended from

a strong hook in the upper horizontal

beam of the door frame. For some

days the judge had been racking his

brain to find a satisfactory answer to

the question how the murderer could

have made his get-away, leaving behind

him the door bolted as it was found

later, when he decided to make a

thorough search of the room inhabited

by Conrad who, as mentioned before,

lived apart from his wife. Hoping to

find some correspondence that had

passed between the man and his sweet

heart and might furnish damaging evi

dence of one sort or the other, the judge

was attracted by a pretty large collec

tion of so-called sensational literature,

and started at once to examine every

one of the volumes, well acquainted

with the habit in that class of people to

preserve letters and other papers between

the pages of their books. Coming in

turn to a rather bulky novel, he could

not fail to notice that the book opened,

almost automatically, always between

the same pages, the pages themselves

showing every sign of being read and

re-read, and being brooded over time

and again. Grown curious, the judge

fell to reading the text himself, and was

soon fully absorbed in his task, which

gave him the surprise of his life. The

book was "Nena Sahib," by John Rat-

cliffe, and on the pages in question was

described the murder of an Indian noble

in his London mansion by a professional

burglar in the pay of a third party.

When the crime is discovered the door

of the room is locked by a device ex

actly as that in Conrad's case. The

police officer in charge solves the

mystery by finding a little hole bored

above the bolt near the edge of the

door, so that with the help of any

suitable material, such as a piece of wire

doubled up to form a loop, the handle

of the bolt could be caught, the bolt

pushed home, and the wire then re

moved; the hole itself was found filled

up with putty of the same indistinct

color as the surface of the door—all this

easily to be accomplished from the out

side after leaving the room and closing

the door.

Rath Hollmann had nothing more to

learn in Conrad's room, but hurried to

the place of the murder, where he at

once ordered the door removed. There

was no longer any doubt possible. He

found the telltale hole, a la Ratcliffe,

filled up, for the matter of a variation,

with sealing wax, and to make assur

ance doubly sure there were sticking in

the wax two short pieces of strong
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horsehair indicating the material used

to work the handle.

These facts, which could not possibly

be considered mere coincidences, com

pleted the chain of circumstantial evi

dence so as to show no missing link.

The jury felt itself justified in giving a

verdict of guilty ; and Emperor William,

shocked to the utmost by the cowardly

crime, must have regarded the proof

as so absolutely convincing that, by

way of exception, a confession could be

dispensed with.

In concluding it may be pertinent to

point out the fact that the German law

does not require at all a confirmation

of the death sentence. After all pos

sible legal proceedings have been ex

hausted, the sentence is liable to execu

tion under the formalities prescribed by

the law. But since a human life is at

stake, it devolves upon the Secretary of

Justice as a duty to ascertain whether

or not the Sovereign should be disposed

to make use of his constitutional right

of pardon, and for this end the records,

together with a concise report, are turned

over to the Privy Cabinet. If the Crown

decides not to interfere with the course

of justice, this fact is stated in a

separate "cabinet order," signed by

the sovereign by his own hand.

Technically this act can hardly be

considered a confirmation of the sen

tence, while the signing of the death

sentence by way of confirmation on

the part of the sovereign is simply a

fable.

Legal Idealism

By Charles F. Chamberlayne

THE legal profession recognizes, with

some alarm, the extent to which

it is suffering from low idealism.

Wherever lawyers privileged by position

to speak for their profession have occa

sion to let their views be known a pro

found consciousness is shown that the

standard of professional conduct is ab

normally low. From time to time our

bar associations have met and deliber

ated deeply on the situation; and they

have given us, as a panacea for the evil

—codes of professional ethics. To the

fervent cry for the bread of moral life a

stone of formalism and negation, admir

able in itself, has apparently been given.

The American lawyer has a fondness for

codes; and to formulate that which is

fixed they are valuable. But that which

dominates conduct and determines its

social value, whether in the line of a

profession or elsewhere, is not a fixed

rule but an unattainable purpose, held

steadily in view. Paradoxical as it may

seem, the world knows that in matters

of conduct nothing is more practical

than the ideal, nothing more visible

than the unseen. Analogies are every

where. Back of the creaking of masts,

flutter and spread of sails, the rattle of

anchor-chains, lies the subtle, mysteri

ous loyalty of the compass needle to its

mystic affinity of the north. So the

success or shipwreck of a professional

voyage will be found to be determined

by moral forces over which a code of

ethics, however salutary, can have but

slight control. When the compass of
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life is "out" something more is needed

than an accurate chart of the rocks.

The practical question is not whether

professional conduct shall be dominated

by ideals, but rather what these ideals

shall be. Ideals of some kind, lawyers,

like other men, necessarily must have.

The low standards of the profession are

the ideals of a trade, a business, a

money-getting, power-procuring, suc

cess-securing occupation. To men who

have once adopted these standards a

code of ethics may, indeed, be of a cer

tain value; it is the "Thou shalt not"

of the Hebrew lawgiver; it fixes a

minimum below which no practitioner

may safely fall. He may, therefore, see

in its prohibitions the threat of disbar

ment. He may find himself surrounded

by a professional opinion which may

steady his steps. But with it all, it

may well be doubted whether it will

ever be in the power of such a prac

titioner to exhibit the highest usefulness

to his profession and through it to

society.

For the successful attainment of this

supreme end, something deeper, more

radical, is needed and that can only, as

a rule to which there are but few excep

tions, be supplied to the man in his

youth. In that plastic period nature

furnishes the ideal which is usually to go

through life. It is part of the soul-world

from which the spirit has come; the

heaven which "lies about us in our

infancy." It is the lure and call of the

Beyond, part of the dreamy, uncrystal-

lized longings of youth, parcel of its

"splendid vision." And then the plaster

sets, the gristle becomes bone, the twig

is bent, the blessed vision of youth fades,

and the intellective attitude of manhood

has taken its place. A false ideal, there

fore, is exceedingly hard to change. It

would, in general, be folly to attempt

the task. The wise course would seem

to be for those who seek the moral

elevation of the profession to endeavor,

having done what may be accomplished

for those already in it by means of a

code, unswervingly and unstintedly to

give to those who are to become its

future members early and adequate in

struction in the ideals of the legal pro

fession.

What these are, one well may hesi

tate to declare in any formal and deter

minative way. An ideal which may

justly be regarded as fixed is no longer

really an ideal. Nor is the subject one

for dogmatism. Each soul follows its

own, not easily shared or communicated.

It is sacred ground: the voice is one

which comes, alone, in the silence, when

the heart is uplifted in prayer, when

the higher mandate is given. Expres

sion here is limitation; the truest ideal

must always remain undefined, perhaps

undefinable.

Still, that which is to be taught must

first be formulated,—so briefly stated

as can be easily remembered, so simple

as to be readily understood. Possibly

with such an object, the negative pro

visions of the admirable Canons of Ethics

of the American Bar Association as

adopted by it at Seattle, August, 1908,

might be affirmatively stated to an

applicant for membership in the bar,

in one primary and six dependent pro

positions :—

1. Social service, not personal profit, is the

aim of your profession.

Therefore:—

2. Exalt and loyally magnify the prestige

and power of the court; that thus the admin

istration of law may be made efficient for the

attainment of justice.

3. Regard every practitioner as a fellow-

soldier in the common cause of justice; and

his honor as sacred to you as your own.

4. Value your services justly; yourself as

above all price. Service is the right of the

client. Self is sold to none.
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5. In choosing between morally permis

sible paths, follow the highest of which you

are capable; as between two courses not so

sanctioned, select neither.

6. Cultivate character, not smartness, as

your aid to success; instinct for truth is a sure

guide. Self-interest cannot but mislead.

7. Every professional act has the meaning

you have led others to give it.

Viewed as illustrations of these or

similar principles of legal morality, the

limiting disadvantage of a formal code

disappears; while its usefulness is pre

served and even enhanced. The nice

balancing of conflicting duties which

lies entirely beyond the prohibitions of

a moral code, but in which rests the

crowning glory of socially valuable pro

fessional conduct, still remains possible.

That the giving of adequate instruc

tion on legal ethics can be done prin

cipally, if not solely, by morally

stimulating lectures, instruction and sug

gestion at the law school seems fairly

obvious. Time was, indeed, when the

personal interest of the venerated head

of a law office might have been safely

relied upon to furnish the novitiate with

some adequate conception of the ethical

nature of his chosen calling. At the

present, it would be quite as rational to

expect that his successor in position

would suddenly appear in knee breeches

or essay to go on circuit in a stage coach.

Modern legal business requires a finished

product, something that will fit at once,

like a well-oiled cog, into the compli

cated machinery of the great law office.

The law school has necessarily sup

planted other agencies for producing this

completed practitioner, and it is there

fore, of necessity, to the law school alone

that the profession is forced to look for

the desired instruction in legal idealism.

Yet there are very few law schools which

undertake, even in the most casual way,

to furnish it. General Thomas H. Hub

bard, of New York City, whose generous

interest in this matter, as a member

both of the Committee on Legal Ethics

of the American Bar Association and of

the New York State Bar Association

is a subject for national congratulation,

founded, a few years ago, at the Albany

Law School, of which he is a graduate,

a professorship of legal ethics. The

income of the fund, as is well known, is

employed in procuring the delivery to the

students of that institution of annual ad

dresses by various distinguished lawyers,

and giving a limited circulation to copies

of these addresses. Recommendations

to state and national bar associations

that law schools furnish instruction in

legal ethics meet as a rule, whenever

presented, with instant public and pro

fessional recognition of their importance.

But all such action is unproductive of

practical result; the instruction is not

given. It needs but slight inquiry of

the official heads of our law schools to

learn why this is so and could not well

be otherwise.

The great law schools of the country

have no lack of interest in the matter

of giving their students needed assist

ance in this branch of a lawyer's com

plete education. No man fit to be the

dean of a leading law school could hesi

tate to feel that the soul of the legal

profession is at least quite as important,

objectively or subjectively, individually

or socially, as its brains. These gentle

men are fully conscious that the law

schools alone are expected to supply this

instruction ; they do not deny the justice

of the expectation. Obviously, however,

they feel that there are difficulties in the

way which at present they do not see

how to overcome. These will be found

to be of two kinds: (1) how to find the

right man, (2) how to pay him.

In itself considered, the difficulty of

selecting a proper person for giving help

ful suggestion on legal morality, while
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not insuperable, is, at least from the

standpoint of the individual school, by

no means without foundation. Con

fessedly the instructor should be a prac

tising lawyer of high repute, deserved

eminence and general esteem. The very

presence of such a man, the knowledge

that his highly successful career has

resulted from following the moral prin

ciples which he announces, is in itself

no small argument, in quarters where

the information is valuable, against the

false ideal that in "smartness" lies the

royal road to professional success. Yet

it by no means follows that any eminent

lawyer is well fitted to teach. He may

lack the art of imparting what he knows.

He may be wanting in voice, in presence.

More than this, while in theory every

upright lawyer is qualified to treat of

the moral aspect of his chosen profession,

this is scarcely borne out in practice.

Such a man may discuss intelligently

the code of ethics of his bar association,

as he might teach a penal code. But

to go beyond the intellectual into the

spiritual, to furnish young men with

generous enthusiasms which shall con

tinue to dominate conduct and deter

mine careers, demands not only special

aptitude but is gained in its highest

efficiency only by a constant concentra

tion of thought and personal familiarity

with the entire field. Effectively to

preach a crusade, one needs must be a

Peter the Hermit. Were an individual

law school fortunate enough to find such

a rare combination of qualities avail

able to its hand, the separate needs of

the institution would still be limited to

a few hours a year, and the element of

constant association with the work would

necessarily be absent. The matter of

selecting a suitable instructor is how

ever, in reality, a mere detail. Were

other difficulties removed this would be

easily overcome. There are eminent

lawyers like, for example, if indulgence

be accorded to the statement, Mr. Justice

David J. Brewer of the Supreme Court

of the United States, amply equipped

by natural aptitude and both popular

and professional standing for such a

work, who might fairly be expected to

show a willingness to consecrate them

selves to so high a purpose, were the

call of the profession sufficiently clear,

its support suitably generous.

The impediment in the way of gen

eral law school instruction, which is at

present found insuperable, is lack of

money. In any educational institution

one of the rarest possessions is a fund

the disposal of which is entirely optional.

The curriculum of our legal institutions

is well established. Under it, suitable

professors and instructors in absolutely

essential courses exhaust by salaries,

usually moderate in amount, the entire

available income of the school. This is

an arrangement which cannot well be

disturbed for the benefit of instruction

on ethics just beyond the special work

of the law school professor. Money for

such purpose must, therefore, be spe

cially contributed. If given, the schools

would be glad to use it.

A concrete illustration of the situation

comes from the dean of one of the great

law schools of the United States. "I

felt," he says, "so keenly the advantage

to our students of some competent in

struction in legal ethics as to entertain

the purpose of inviting a jurist of

national reputation to address them on

the subject. I decided, however, that

the suggestion of an honorarium should

properly accompany such an invitation;

and that in view of the eminence and

probable engagements of the lawyer in

question, one hundred dollars would be

little enough to present him. No law

school funds being available for the pur

pose, I applied to the president of the
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university and laid the matter fully

before that gentleman. His reply was

entirely unambiguous. 'The university,

sir, has no money for honoraria.' Accord

ingly, the invitation was not extended."

Yet this was among the well:known

institutions of learning in this country

and one of the most wealthy.

In a way the situation is highly

creditable to the law schools. It means

that every available dollar is being used

to do its measure of usefulness, accord

ing to the wishes of its donor, or the

recognized and established curriculum

of the institution. What is true of the

great law schools is true, in a still more

marked degree, of the smaller ones and

those in less wealthy sections.

Broadly viewed, this situation of

affairs is not even to be regretted. It

presents an unmistakable call to public

and professional duty which would not

otherwise have been made. The deter

mination of a splendid body of pro

fessional men that its membership be

purified from moral taint ought not, in

the fitness of things, to find expression

in the action of any law school faculty,

grudgingly forcing from other needed

purposes a few dollars to pay a local

celebrity for a little instruction. Nor

is it in the highest degree expedient that,

as at the Albany Law School, the gen

erosity of one public-spirited graduate

should provide the funds. To any body

of students whom a speaker may chance

under such conditions to meet, he repre

sents the moral backing and support

merely of a few law professors, or the

public spirit of a single man. Not thus

will the great legal profession feel it is

proper to call into practical effect its

own purpose of self-preparation for a

higher social service. It is easily within

its power, at any moment, to create a

national endowment of such extent and

range of application as will be in some

sense a fitting expression of its deter

mination that no considerable body of

law students in any section of the

country, who are desirous of following

the high ideals of their profession, shall

be prevented from learning them simply

by lack of financial means. While not

perhaps venturing to assume the moral

responsibility of limiting the immediate

usefulness of the fund by declining con

tributions from any who deem its pur

posed end desirable, such an endow

ment might with propriety and moral

effectiveness present the distinct char

acteristic feature of a creation by the

legal profession, open to contribution

from all its members, regardless of

amount, never completed but with ever-

increasing usefulness, for the delivery

and circulation of addresses and the

use of any means deemed by suitable

trustees expedient for elevating and

maintaining the highest level of ethical

achievement in the practice of law at

present attainable. The income of such

a fund might, it would appear, be util

ized in supporting, in connection with

some leading American law school, a

professorship, the distinguished holder

of which could devote to the work his

entire time. In all sections of the coun

try or its dependencies, any excess of

income might effectively be used in

securing and remunerating suitable men

for similar work. The highest public

spirit, the most generous contributions,

and the widest repute and professional

standing should unite to make such a

fund speak unmistakably for the high

est aspirations of the legal profession of

the country.

This conception, quoad myself, is a

borrowed one. The head of the law

faculty^of a great metropolitan school,

who has made the subject a matter of

long and careful consideration, has kindly

authorized repetition of his statement:
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"That which is needed, it seems to me,

is what I may call an ambulatory pro

fessorship, connected primarily with the

law school of some suitable American

university. Speaking for our own in

stitution, I feel justified in saying that

we should be very glad to have such a

professorship established in connection

with this school. The endowment sup

porting such a chair should be under

the management of a board of trustees

who should determine the duties of the

professorship and the further usefulness

of the fund. No person less prominent

than the Chief Justice of the Supreme

Court of the United States should, ex

officio, be at the head of such a board.

With him I should like to see asso

ciated specially equipped judges of state

and federal courts, the presidents of

national and state bar associations, the

deans of representative law schools, and,

in general, the great men of the profession.

As soon as the modesty of the man who

shall feel moved to take the initiative

in inaugurating such an endowment has

been overcome, the rest appears to me

to be a matter 'easily arranged.' "

The moral force of such a presenta

tion of legal idealism to the students in

the law schools of the country, and other

aspirants for admission to the bar, as

such an endowment would render pos

sible must easily transcend that of any

instruction furnished by the overtaxed

resources of the law school. He who

should be privileged to speak from the

chair so endowed would be, beyond any

possible dispute, the visible representa

tive of the entire profession of America.

His words could scarcely fail to grave

deep and irradicable lines upon the

plastic material before him, to the incal

culable benefit of future years.

Upon the profession itself, the effect

could scarcely fail to be most happy.

In morals, as in physics, action and re

action are equal. These men do not

offer to the profession and through it to

the country that which shall have cost

them nothing. Such a fact will avail

more to fix in the busy mind of the

practitoner the moral stand his pro

fession has taken than any comfortable

acceptance by his bar association of the

report of the most conscientious and

painstaking committee recommending

the adoption of an unexceptionable code

of legal ethics.

It may even be permitted to indulge

the hope that the far-reaching influence

of such an effort at higher professional

usefulness would go still deeper into the

body-politic. He is, indeed, blind to his

environment who shall have failed to

notice that a very widespread lack of

confidence in the work of the American

courts exists among the American people.

They have ground for dissatisfaction.

Yet the only adequate remedy, consist

ent with present institutions, is to in

crease the administrative power of the

court and subordinate the function and

curb the irresponsibility of the jury.

The people, in other words, must be

asked to give up the power of the popu

lar branch of the tribunal for the benefit

of the legal. In England this could

readily be done, for England had and

still has a well-merited confidence in her

judges and her bar. Have the American

people the same respect for and confi

dence in their own? The question is

crucial and its answer practically deter

minative for any satisfactory immediate

reform in judicial procedure. This con

fidence in the social loyalty of the bar

is a thing of slow growth, and its vitality

has been greatly sapped. For many

years it has withered in the noxious

fumes of a vitiated moral atmosphere.

The legal practitioner is now startled

into full consciousness of the fact that

any lawyer who seeks to defeat the ex
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pressed will of the people or to prevent

litigation from succeeding on its merits

is a social enemy, engaged in loosening

the cement which holds society together,

an anarchist compared with whom the

Russian type is a supporter of the

established order. What more convinc

ing guaranty can the aroused profession

give of its determined purpose to render

efficient service to the people than will

ingness to give generously and unselfishly

of its means or of its time and effort in

order that it may perfect its powers,

concentrate its will, and in all ways

prepare its membership for the highest

forms of service to which it may be

called? With this confidence alone will

come the opportunity for a true law

reform in the United States which may

readily transcend the English in juridical

effectiveness. With the personal inter

ests in litigation properly subordinated

to the social, trials elevated from the

level of an unscrupulous private duel

to that of a serious search for truth,

the common experience of the jury and

the special training of the judge placed

equally at the service of justice, power

coupled with definite responsibility and

always devoted to the public interest,

we may in time, through the higher

ideals of the profession, look forward

with Mr. Justice Brewer to the time

when, purer than the vestal virgin who

watched the flames on the altars of

imperial Rome, the lawyers standing in

the grandest temple built by human

hands—the temple of Justice—shall keep

alive on its sacred altar the flames of

equal, universal and exact justice. When

that is accomplished, society will indeed

be the New Jerusalem, coming out from

Heaven adorned as the bride for her

husband.

A Case of Trial by Jury

By Henry H. Ingersoll

Dean of the Department of Law, University of Tennessee.

"f~\LD HICKORY," first "State

Solicitor," then member of the

Constitutional Convention, then Con

gressman, then United States Senator, all

of which offices, save the second, and all

other offices, state and federal, which he

ever held, except the Presidency, he

voluntary resigned, was in 1798 ap

pointed judge of the Superior Court of

Tenessee, a court of dernier ressort, and

with two other judges held the court for

six years, wherefore he was dubbed by

Judge Seymour D. Thompson, in a

model address before the Tennessee

Bar Association, "Mr. Justice Jackson."

The reported decisions of that court

during his period of service are to be

found in Vol. 1 and 2 of Overton's

Reports, alias "First and Second Ten

nessee Reports"; and it is noted and

noteworthy that therein is not a single

opinion attributed to Andrew Jackson,

although he is supposed to have deliv

ered his share of those pronounced

per curiam, and is known to have been

peculiarly effective ore tenus.

All the cases in these volumes are

reported in the oral or colloquial style

of English reports, in many of them

counsel intervening and every judge
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expressing his separate views on the

questions for decision, which was both

common and proper a century ago.

No trouble arose from this en banc.

But all the judges rode circuit, and

sometimes all rode together, the same

circuit at the same term ; and all seemed

to have joined in presiding at the same

time not only en banc but on jury trials

also, and then there was a "merry mess

fitting for a king."

Individuality characterized the Amer

ican pioneers, lay and professional, and

was not absent from the bench in these

Jeffersonian times, when courts were

not uncommon composed of one lawyer

and two or more prominent laymen of

the vicinage, called in Ohio the "Court

of 1000 Judges—one judge and three

cyphers." Diverse views were often held

and expressed as to admissibility of

evidence and were reconciled by the

rule of majority. What two of the

three judges decided admissible was

heard by the jury, and all went well.

So likewise other points raised for

judicial decision were decided and set

tled. But in this Superior Court no

such experiments as these were tried

after the evidence had all been offered,

the speeches made and the vital point

was reached in the trial. The jury was

now to be instructed, and each member

of the court felt bound to do all in his

power for the administration of justice

and the attainment of right according

to law.

Twelve good men and true from the

body of the county were not left to

grope their way through the dark

shadow cast by a cloud of witnesses,

aided by the dim flicker of a single

judicial torch. Not at all. They had,

rather, all the light which could be

diffused from the three flambeaux of

the entire court.

The procedure and effect are thus

reported in Sevier v. Hill, 2 Overton

38-9, a case involving the most com

plicated questions of Tennessee land

law, the intricacies of which are still

a secret known only to a chosen few:

"Campbell J., to the jury observed

that there appeared to be a difference of

opinion with the Court as to the law.

Agreeably to the principles of our gov

ernment, it is the province of the jury

to decide the law as well as the fact,

and the jury will act accordingly in

this case. The grant is not legal, there

being no law to authorize the consolida

tion of warrants except one which ap

plied to swamp lands in the lower part

of North Carolina. It was decided in

the case of Lytle's Lessee v. Barfield

that a warrant could not be divided.

The grant is not valid and the jury are

the proper judges whether it is so or

not. If in obtaining a grant an indi

vidual does not pursue the requisites of

the law, it would be useless.

"Overton, J., stated to the jury that it

was the province of the Court to declare

what the law was; and, in civil cases

particularly, the jury should receive it

as delivered, in their application of it

to facts, of which they were the ex

clusive judges. In this case, it appears,

there were not any marked lines or

corners at the time of the survey. Tak

ing this view of the subject alone, the

claim of the plaintiff would be invalid.

But it will not be so if the potential

existence of those lines and corners can

be reduced to a certainty by something

that is certain. At the time this survey

was made, it was lawful in running out

lands to make some allowance for the

roughness of the ground; the jury may

now make the same reasonable allow

ance as was then customary, and then

fix the boundary of the land accord

ingly. The jury ought, however, to be

clearly satisfied that the defendant
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would fall within the plaintiff's claims;

if not, they ought to find for the defend

ant and he should hold his possession.

"Humphreys, J.: It is the province

of the Court to declare the law, and of

the jury to find the facts. The Court is

to give its opinion of the law, and it was

prudent of the jury to pay attention to

that opinion; but they might find con

trary to the directions of the Court;

and the only control the Court has is

to grant a new trial."

Being thus assured by Campbell, J.,

that their province was to decide the

law as well as the fact, the jury, at

least Campbell's followers, entered upon

the strenuous undertaking of deciding

whether the grant was valid or not;

while the disciples of Overton, J., tried

to receive the law as it was delivered

and apply it to the facts, and solve the

problem in that way. On the con

trary, the Humphreys contingent of

jurors prudently resolved to pay atten

tion to the Court's opinion of the law

and then exercise their prerogative of

finding contrary to those directions.

Imagine the jargon and discord in that

jury room in the chase after a verdict,

whether receiving or rejecting the in

structions of the Court! It happened

in this as it did in that other case, where

the chancellor gave all the contradictory

instructions requested on both sides,

seventeen for plaintiff and twenty-one

for defendant.

"When doctors disagree, disciples

then are free." And so these jurors,

each following his own choice among

these three wise men on the bench, went

their several ways, and the result is

laconically reported—"Mistrial." And

yet there are people who would abolish

trial by jury and try causes by judges

only, because of the dullness or ignor

ance of perversity of jurors ! And that,

too, notwithstanding old Justice Miller's

report that three-fourths of the cases of

disagreement in the federal Supreme

Court were upon facts and not law !

Communis Error Facit Jus

By Mr. Justice Darling

NO code to Britons gave a right.

They reasoned wrong; then saw

Their common error's regal might,

And hailed it common law.

—From " On the Oxford Circuit," recently

published by Smith, Elder fir* Co., London.



Right of Labor Union to Compel Members to Aid

in Strike by Imposing or Threatening to

Impose Penalties*

By W. A. Martin, New Orleans, La.

WHETHER or not a labor union

may, in aid of a strike which it

has declared, employ, in respect of mem

bers unwilling to quit their employment,

such coercion as is incidental to the

imposition of, or threats to impose, pen

alties, such as fines, suspension or expul

sion, in order to compel them to join

the strike, or to continue on strike after

going out, is a question of paramount

importance to the union and likewise of

considerable importance to the employer

against whom the strike is declared. This

question comes up for consideration in

connection with three distinct and well-

defined states of facts. 1st, Where

the strike is unlawful. 2d, Where

the strike is lawful, but the members

against whom the coercive measures are

directed are under contract to work for

a definite time, Jd, Where the strike

is lawful and the members against whom

such measures are directed are not

under contract to work for a definite

time, but may quit their employment

at will.

1st. The question is one of easy solu

tion, where the strike itself is unlawful—

i. e., where the strike is in breach of

contract by those engaged in the strike,

to serve for a definite time, or where the

end sought to be gained thereby is one

which the law does not regard as legit

imate or proper. In such case any act

in furtherance of the strike will be

deemed unlawful, however innocent it

♦Copyright, 1909, by W. A. Martin.

might be if done to attain a legitimate

end.1 In consequence, threats to im

pose, or the imposition of penalties such

as fines, suspension, or expulsion for the

purpose of keeping in line members un

willing to join or continue in an un

lawful strike is unlawful.2 This prin

ciple has found direct application in the

case of strikes in aid of boycotts.3

Where the threat of fine and expulsion

is employed for the purpose of coercing

the employees of a large number of

different employers to refrain from

working for them, in order to coerce all

these employers into boycotting a third

person with the ultimate object of

coercing the latter in respect of a matter

with which the employees coerced into

striking have no concern whatever, the

scheme becomes an attack upon his

right to a free labor market.4 It has,

accordingly, been held that officers and

members of a union may be enjoined

from attempting to coerce into striking

lA. R. Barnes & Co. v. Chicago Typographical

Union, 232 1ll. 402, 83 N. E. 640; Reynolds v.

Davis, 198 Mass. 294, 84 N. E. 457; Hellenbrand

v. Building Trades Council, 14 Ohio, Dec. 628.

* Purvis v. United Brotherhood of Carpenters and

Joiners, 214 Pa. St. 344, 60 Atl. 585, 12 L.R.A. (N.S.)

242. 112 Am. St. Rep. 272; Quinn v. Leathern (1901),

A. C. 495, 70 L.J.P.C., 76. 85, L T. 289, 50 W. R. 139,

65 J. P. 708; Schneider v. Local Union No. 60, 116

La. 270, 40 Ga. 700, 5 L. R. A. (N.S.) 891, 114 Am.

St. Rep. 549; Coons v. Chrystie, 53 N. Y. Suppl.

668. And see opinion of Sheldon, J., in L. D.

Willcutt &* Sons Co. v. Bricklayers' Benevolent cSr* Pro

tective Union, Mass., 85 N. E. 897; Wabash R. Co. v.

Hannahan, 121 Fed. 563; In re Charge to Grand

Jury, 62 Fed. 828.

3Alfred W. Booth v. Burgess, N. J., 65 Atl. 226;

Purvis v. United Brotherhood of Carpenters and

Joiners, 214 Pa.St. 344, 63 Atl. 585, 12 L.R.A. (N.S.)

242, 112 Am. St. 272.

'Alfred W. Booth v. Burgess, N. J., 65 Atl. 226.
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members in the employ of persons with

whom they have no trade dispute, by

threats of fine and expulsion, for the

purpose of coercing such employers into

refraining from purchasing materials

manufactured by a person with whom

the union has a trade dispute.5 It has

likewise been declared unlawful for a

combination of officers of a union to

order strikes under threats of enforcing

their orders by the infliction of effective

penalties, where the object of these acts

is not to further the interests of the

members of the union, but to gratify

the personal ambition or malice of the

officers; and where the members thus

coerced are employees of a carrier en

gaged in the transportation of the mail,

such officers are guilty of conspiracy to

obstruct and retard the mails, an of

fense punishable under Rev. Stat. U. S.

§§ 3995, 5440.8 And the carrier would

unquestionably be entitled to an in

junction against such acts.

2d. Even in case of a lawful strike,

the imposition of, or threats to impose

penalties, such as fines, suspension, or

expulsion, to cause members to join

in or continue on strike, would be

unlawful, if the members on whom

this pressure was brought to bear were

under contracts to work for a definite

time for the employer against whom

the strike had been declared.7 It is well

settled that even simple persuasion

cannot be employed to induce persons

to join a strike, in violation of their

contracts of employment, unless those

employing the persuasion are acting

in the exercise of some equal or superior

bPurvis v. United Brotherhood of Carpenters and

oiners, 214 Pa. St. 344, 63 Atl. 585, 12 L. R. A.(N. S.)

52, 112 Am. St. Rep. 272.

'In re Charge to Grand Jury, 62 Fed. 828.

M. R. Barnes &• Co. v. Berry, 156 Fed. 72;

Wabash &• C. R. Co. v. Hannahan, 121 Fed. 563.

And see Branch v. Roth, 10 Ont. Law (Can.) 284;

and opinion of Sheldon, J., in L. D. Willcutt Sons

Co. v. Bricklayers' Benevolent and Protective Union,

Mass., 85 N. E. 897.

right,8 and a fortiori would methods

of a coercive nature be unlawful.

Jd. The remaining question for con

sideration is this : Can a labor union, in

aid of a strike which it has declared, use

against members unwilling to quit their

employment such coercion as is inci

dental to the imposition of, or threats to

impose fines, suspension, or expulsion,

to force them to join the strike, or con

tinue on strike after going out, where

the strike itself is lawful, and the mem

bers against whom the coercive meas

ures are directed are under no contract

of employment for a definite time with

the employer against whom the strike is

declared but may quit the service at

will? While this question is not free

from difficulty and the decisions not in

harmony, it is believed that both on

principle and on the weight of author

ity, it must be answered in the affirma

tive. It will be considered (a) on the

weight of authority; (6) on principle.

(a) In L. D. Willcutt & Sons Co.

v. Bricklayers' Benevolent & Protective

Union,9 in which the question was con

sidered at great length, it was held by a

divided court that the imposition of, or

threats of imposition of fines of a

coercive nature by a union in further

ance of a strike, to force members to

join the strike who were unwilling to

do so, is an unlawful injury to the em

ployer against whom the strike is in

operation, although the strike itself is

a lawful one, and the members of the

union in his employ against whom the

coercive measures are directed violate

no contractual right of the employer

by leaving, and that the employer is

^Parker v. Bricklayers' Union No. I, 10 Ohio

Dec. (Reprint) 458; Jersey City Printing Co. v.

Cassidy, 63 N. J. Eq. 759, 53 Atl. 230; South Wales

Miners' Federation v. Glamorgan Coal Co., L. R.

(1905) A. C. 239; Knudsen v. Benn. 123 Fed. 636;

Southern R. Co. v. Machinists Local Union, 111 Fed.

490. And see W. A. Fletcher Co. v. International

Association of Machinists, N. J., 55 Atl. 1077.

•Mass., 85 N. E. 897.
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entitled to an injunction against such

acts. This decision assumes to follow

and is perhaps sustained by Martel

v. White,10 another Massachusetts case,

which held that although a combina

tion of manufacturers formed for the

purpose of competing more successfully

with outsiders in the same business is

not unlawful, yet the enforcement of a

by-law prohibiting members from deal

ing with those not members, by the

imposition of fines so large as to be

coercive in their nature, will give a

right of action to a manufacturer not a

member of the association, whose busi

ness is injured thereby; Martel v. White

is practically identical in its facts

and in the conclusions reached with

Boutwell v. Marr}1 a decision of the

Supreme Court of Vermont, and gives

unqualified approval to the reasoning

of that Court. On the other hand there

are a number of decisions involving

labor disputes which are squarely in

conflict with the Willcutt case, and

others which at least inferentially sup

port them. Thus in Jetton-Dehkle

Lumber Co. v. Mather,12 a decision

of the Florida Supreme Court, it

was held that an employer of labor is

not entitled to an injunction to prevent

officers and members of a union, acting

in furtherance of a lawful strike, from

fining or expelling, or threatening to

fine or expel members, in order to pre

vent them from working for such em

ployer; that courts will not interfere with

labor unions in the peaceable enforce

ment of their rules. In Longshore Print

ing & Publishing Co. v. Howell,13 it

was held that the ordering by officers of

a union of its members to cease working

,0185 Mass. 255. 69 N. E. 185, 64 L. R. A. 260,

102 Am. St. Rep. 341.

"71 Vt. 1. 42 Atl. 607, 76 Am. St. Rep. 746, 43

L. R. A. 803.

"43 So. 590.

"26 Ore. 527, 38 Pac. 547. 46 Am. St. Rep. 640,

28 L. R. A. 464.

for one against whom a justifiable strike

had been declared, under penalty of

being dealt with in accordance with the

rules and by-laws of the union which

provided for suspension or expulsion,

was not in violation of a statute making

it a misdemeanor for a person by threats,

force or intimidation, to prevent an em

ployee from continuing or performing his

work, and that the employer was not en

titled to an injunction against such acts.

In Mayer v. Journeymen Stone Cutters'

Association,1* it was held that an in

junction will not be granted an asso

ciation of employers, to prevent a

union from enforcing one of its rules

whereby members who work for an

employer with whom the union has a

trade dispute are denounced as "scabs"

and expelled. In Gray v. Building

Trades Council,15 it was held not un

lawful for officers of a union to "order"

their members to cease working on

premises where complainant, with whom

the union had a trade dispute, was en

gaged in doing work as a contractor,

and that an injunction awarded him

should be modified in so far as it pro

hibited such acts. This decision is

scarcely distinguishable from the Flor

ida case, and those similar to it

herein cited. It is true that it does

not appear from the opinion that the

"order" was accompanied by threats of

the imposition of a penalty, but the

rules and by-laws of labor organizations

invariably provide a penalty for dis

obedience of the orders of its duly

accredited officers, and the order itself

necessarily imports that non-compliance

therewith will subject the offender to a

penalty. In Thomas v. Cincinnati R.

Co.,16 a proceeding by a receiver to

punish a labor union official for con-

"47 N. J. Eq. 519, 20 Atl. 492.

"91 Minn. 171, 97 N. W. 663, 103 Am. St. Rep.

477. 63 L. R. A. 753.

"62 Fed. 803, 817.
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tempt in wrongfully inciting employees

of the railroad managed by the receiver

to quit the service, and to enjoin the

continuance of such acts, it was said by

Judge Taft that officers of a union duly

vested with authority to call strikes

may order members, "on pain of expul

sion from their union, peaceably to

leave the service of their employer,

because any of the terms of their em

ployment are unsatisfactory." Inas

much as this proceeding is not a

controversy between a union and its

members, but between an employer of

labor and a union represented by its

officers, it is a legitimate inference that

the language used by Judge Taft was

intended to apply to the latter species

of controversy and was not intended

to be limited to controversies between

a union and its members where no

rights of third parties were involved.

In Wabash R. Co. v. Hannahan,17 the

court refused to grant an injunction

on a bill filed by a railroad company to

prohibit officers of a union from calling

a strike and "compelling" its members

in complainant's employ to quit the

service, it appearing that the strike was

for the purpose of obtaining better

terms of employment. In this case it

was urged that the acts of the officers

were "subversive alike of the funda

mental rights of the employer to man

age his own business and of the em

ployees to bestow their labor as they

will." In answering this contention,

the Court declared itself entirely in

accord with the views of Judge Taft,

(quoted in a preceding passage of

this article), and in addition used the

following language in disposing thereof:

"This kind of argument enters deeply

into the domain of political science, and

might well be addressed to a body of

"121 Fed. 563, 568, 571.

constructive statesmen or men originally

contemplating a labor organization. It

is an argument that would be pertinent

against the organization of society into

government. [The italics are ours.] The

will of the individual must consent to

yield to the will of the majority, or

no organization either of society into

government, capital into combination,

or labor into coalition can ever be

effected. The individual must yield in

order that the many may receive a

greater benefit. The right of labor to

organize for lawful purposes and by

organic agreement to subject the indi

vidual members to rules, regulations,

and conduct prescribed by the majority

is no longer an open question in the

jurisprudence of this country." In

Bohn Mfg. Co. v. Hollis,1* it was held

that an agreement between members

of a retail lumber dealers' association

not to deal with any wholesale dealer

who sells directly to customers not

dealers, at a point where a member of

the association is doing business, and

containing provisions for notification

to all members when the wholesale

dealer makes such sale and for the

expulsion of members who deal with

him, is not unlawful, and such wholesale

dealer cannot enjoin the sending out

of such notices. The infliction of the

penalty of expulsion, it was said, is not

coercion. "It was wholly a matter of

their own free choice whether they pre

ferred to trade with plaintiff or the

association." In Mogul Steamship Co.

v. McGregor,19 it was held that a com

bination of ship-owners, entered into

for the purpose of securing all the

freight shipped at certain ports, might,

among other means to make the com

bination effective, prohibit their agents,

1954 Minn. 2. \ 55 N. W. 1119, 21 L. R. A 337.

40 Am. St. Rep. 119.

"23 Q. B. D. . W (affirmed in 1902, A. C. 25.

66 L. T. 1, 40 W. 1337).
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on pain of dismissal, from acting as

agents for competing lines of ships.

In In re Charge to Grand Jury,2,0 Judge

Grosscup charged in substance that

officers of a union acting in combination,

who call strikes under threats of en

forcing their orders by the infliction of

effective penalties, are not guilty of the

offense of conspiring to retard and

obstruct the mails, if they acted in

good faith and for the purpose of ad

vancing the interests of the union. It

is thus apparent from a review of the

decisions that the decided weight of

authority is against the Willcutt case.

Its authority is still further weakened

by the exceptionally able dissenting

opinion of Judge Sheldon, in which the

Chief Justice concurred, and by the

further fact that Judge Loring agreed

with the reasoning of the dissenting

opinion, but considered that the case

was ruled by Martell v. White and that

the doctrine of stare decisis must apply.

"It would," he said, "be hard to meas

ure the disastrous consequences to the

administration of justice, if it were

thought that a change in the per

sonnel of the Court is to be the

occasion of re-arguing what has been

decided."21

(b) Having shown what the general

trend of authority is, an attempt will

be made to show how the question

should be decided on principle, and in

reaching an intelligent conclusion it is

necessary at the outset to ascertain

with precision what the primary rights

of the parties in contests of the char

acter under consideration are, and also

the relation of these rights to each

other. The right of the employer may

be described as the right to a free labor

market, to have labor flow freely to

«°62 Fed. 828.

"See opinion of Loring, J., 85 N. E. at page 910.

him,22 in other words, the right to

employ or to retain in his employ those

who are willing to work for him, upon

such terms as may be mutually agreed

upon.23 The right of employees, mem

bers of a union, so far as the matter

under consideration is concerned, is the

right of persons not under contract to

serve for a definite time, to strike-

that is to quit their employment by

concerted action—for the purpose of

obtaining better terms of employment,

as, for instance, shorter hours of labor or

an increase of wages, and to use all

means not in themselves unlawful nor

inconsistent with the rights of others,

in order to render the strike effective,24

the latter right being necessarily in

volved in the right to strike. The right

to strike for the purposes and under the

conditions mentioned is so compre

hensive and compelling in its nature,

that, leaving out of consideration a

limited number of earlier decisions the

rulings in which are probably attrib

utable to the influence of the harsh and

tyrannical English statutes relative to

laborers and which have long since

been repudiated, no reported decision

"Jersey City Printing Co. v. Cassidy, 63 N. J.

Eq. 759, 53 Atl. 230; Atkins v. W. A. Fletcher Co.,

65 N. J. Eq. 658, 55 Atl. 1074; Barr v. Essex Trades

Council, 53 N. J. Eq. 101, 30 Atl. 881; L. D. Will

cutt <&» Sons Co. v. Bricklayers' Benevolent and Pro

tective Union, Mass., 85 N. E. 897; Iron Moulders'

Union v. Allis Chalmers Co., 166 Fed. 45; Quinn v.

Leatham (1901), A. C. 495, 70 L. J., P. C. 76, 85

L. T. 289.

"Maryland Lodge v. Adt, 100 Md. 238, 56 Atl.

721, 68 L. R. A. 252; Vegelahn v. Guntner, 157

Mass. 62, 44 N. E. 1077, 57 Am. St. Rep. 443;

Beck v. Railway Teamsters' Protective Union, 118

Mich. 497. 77 N. W. 13, 74 Am. St. Rep. 44, 42

L. R. A. 407; Brennan v. United Hatters of North

America, 73 N.J. Eq. 729, 65 Atl. 165, 9 L.R.A. (N.S.)

254; Frank v. Herold, N. J. Eq. 443, 52 Atl. 153;

Master Stevedores' Association v. Walsh, 2 Daly

(N. Y.) 1; Purvis v. United Brotherhood of Car

penters and Joiners, 214 Pa. St. 344, 63 Atl. 585,

12 L. R. A. (N. S.) 242, 112 Am. St. Rep. 272.

uKarges Furniture Co. v. Amalgamated Wood

workers' Union, 165 Ind. 421, 11 N. E. 877. 2 L. R A.

(N. S.) 788; Goldfield Consolidated Mines Co. v.

Goldfield Miners' Union, 159 Fed. 500, 519. And

see Cray v. Building Trades Council, 91 Minn. 171,

97 N. W. 663, 63 L. R. A. 753, 103 Am. St. Rep.

477; Morris Coal Min. Co. v. Guy, 14 Pa. Dist. Rep.

600.
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can be found which in the slightest

degree limits it. This right has been

announced by the courts with such

frequency that any citation of authority

therefor is mere waste of time, except,

perhaps, in a few special instances

where it might be and with some degree

of plausibility has been argued that

it is subject to limitations. The special

instances to which allusion is made are

those in which it was urged that the

right is limited or non-existent, where

the employer is a receiver, or where it

was urged that the strike was prohibited

by some general legislation, such as the

Sherman Anti-Trust Act, the Interstate

Commerce Act, or the statute making

it an offense to retard the mails. It has

been uniformly held, however, in the

face of these contentions, that the right

is in no way affected by the fact that

the employer is a receiver, managing

property under the control of the court,25

nor by the Sherman Anti-Trust Act,

although the cost of transporting inter

state freight would be enhanced there

by,26 nor by the Interstate Commerce

Act, though the strike might incidentally

result in interference with the inter

change of interstate traffic with con

necting fines,27 nor by section 3995 of

the Revised Statutes of the United

States (making it an offense to willfully

retard the mails) even though the mails

may be incidentally retarded by the

strike.28 It is beyond controversy,

therefore, that under any and all cir

cumstances, the right of employees not

bound by contract to serve for a definite

"'Arthur v. Oakes, 63 Fed. 310. 321, 11 C. C. A.

209, 25 L. R. A. 414; Thomas v. Cincinnati R. Co.,

62 Fed. 803; United States v. Kane, 23 Fed. 748;

In re Doolittle, 23 Fed. 544. And see Untied States

v. Weber, 114 Fed. 950.

" Hopkins v. United States, 171 U. S. 578. 593.

"See Toledo, etc., R. Co. v. Pennsylvania Co.,

54 Fed. 730; Wabash R. Co. v. Hannahan. 121 Fed.

563; Arthur v. Oakes, 63 Fed. 310, 11 CCA. 209.

25 L. R. A. 414.
K Untied States v. Debs, 65 Fed. 210. See also

In re Charge to Grand Jury, 62 Fed. 828.

term, to engage in a strike for better

terms of employment, is superior to the

right of the employer to a free labor

market.

Having ascertained what these pri

mary rights are, and their relation to

each other, the way is cleared for a con

sideration of the principal question

involved, i. e., whether, in aid of this

superior and unqualified right to strike,

the union and its members may, without

infringing on the employer's qualified

and inferior right to a free labor market,

use the enginery of its rules and by

laws and the accompanying penalties

to force into joining the strike, or con

tinuing on strike, such members as are

unwilling to quit their employment, and

cast in their lot with the common cause

or, to borrow a phrase from the parlance

of the betting ring, would rather "welch"

than perform their obligations to their

fellow members.

Now, the general rule is well settled

that a labor union or other voluntary

association has the right to make rules

and by-laws for the government of its

members and the regulation of their

conduct in respect of matters affecting

the common welfare,29 and to punish

its members, by fine, suspension or ex

pulsion, according to the gravity of the

offense, for disobedience of such rules

and by-laws, or orders made in accord

ance therewith by officers vested with

the requisite authority,30 or for con-

"Jetton-Dehkle Lumber Co. v. Mather, Fla. 43

So. 490; Longshore Printing and Publishing Co. v.

Howell, 26 Ore. 527, 38 Pac. 547, 46 Am. St. Rep.

640, 28 L. R. A. 464; Burns v. Bricklayers' Benevo

lent and Protective Association, 14 N. Y. Suppl. 361,

27 Abb. N. C. 20 (affirming 10 N. Y Suppl. 916,

24 Abb. N. C. 150) ; Erdman v. Mitchell, 207 Pa. St.

79, 56 Atl. 327, 99 Am. St. Rep. 783; Brown Mfg.

Co. v. Local Union No. 76, 12 Ohio, Dec. N. P.

753; Patterson v. Building Trades Council, 11 Pa.

Dist. Rep. 500; Wabash, etc. R. Co. v. Hannahan,

121 Fed. 563. And see 4 CYC Associations, 305;

Brennan v. United Hatters of North America,

73 N. J. L. 229, 65 Atl. 165, 9 L. R A. (N. S.) 254.
xJetton-Dehkle Lumber Co. v. Mather, Fla., 43, So.

590, Burns v. Bricklayers' Benevolent and Protective

Union, 14 N. Y. Suppl. 361, 27 N. C. 20 (affirming
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duct in violation of the fundamental

objects of the union,31 the right being

subject to the limitation that it cannot

make and enforce rules and by-laws

which are in contravention of the laws

or of public policy.32 And the con

stitution, rules and by-laws of a union

constitute a contract between the

union and its members.33 This right

to make and enforce rules and by-laws

for the government of its members is

essential to the existence of any union

or association, for if each member may

determine his own line of conduct for

himself without responsibility of any

character to the organization to which

he belongs and owes his allegiance, then

it is in. a large measure shorn of the

power to accomplish the objects for

which it was formed. To repeat the

language of Judge Adams, quoted in a

preceding paragraph of this article:

"The will of the individual must consent

to yield to the will of the majority, or no

organization either of society into gov

ernment, capital into combination, or

labor into coalition can ever be effec-

10 N. Y. Suppl. 916, 24 Abb. N. C. 150); Master

Stevedores' Association v. Walsh, 2 Daly (N. Y.) 1;

Thomas v. Cincinnati, etc., R. Co., 62 Fed. 803;

Wabash R. Co. v. Hannahan, 121 Fed. 563; Long

shore Printing and Publishing Co. v. Howell, 26

Ore. 527, 38 Pac. 547, 46 Am. St. Rep. 640, 28

L. R. A. 464; Moores &r Co. v. Bricklayers' Union,

23 Ohio W'kly Law Bui. 48, 10 Ohio Dec. 665;

Gray v. Building Trades Council, 91 Minn. 171,

97 N. W. 663; Perrault v. Gautier, 28 Can. Sup. Ct.

241 (affirming 6 Q. B. 65).

31 Otto v. Tailors' Protective Union, 75 Cal. 308,

17 Pac. 217, 7 Am. St. Rep. 156; Beaseley v. Chicago

Journeymen Plumbers' Association, 44 111. App.

278; Brennan v. United Hatters of America, 73

N. J. L. 729, 9 L. R. A. (N. S.) 254.

"See Schneider v. Local Union No. bo, 116 La.

270, 40 So. 700, 5 L. R. A. (N. S.) 891, 114 Am. St.

Rep. 549; Purvis v. United Brotherhood of Car

penters and Joiners, 214 Pa. St. 348, 63 Atl. 585,

12 L. R. A. (N. S.) 642; Toledo, etc., R. Co. v. Penn

sylvania Co., 54 Fed. 730, 19 L. R. A. (N. S.) 387;

Waterhouse v. Comer, 55 Fed. 149, 19 L. R. A. 403;

Parker v. Toronto Musical Protective Union, 32

Ont. (Can.) 305.

"Brown v. Stoerkel, 74 Mich. 269, 41 N. W. 925,

3 L. R. A. 430; Connell v. Stalker, 48 N. Y. Suppl.

77, 21 Misc. 609; Harrington v. Sendall (1903), 1

Ch. 921. And see 4 CYC Associations, 305; Levy v.

Magnolia Lodge No.2Q,I. O. O. F., 110 Calif. 297,

42 Pac. 887; Hammerstein v. Parsons, 38 Mo. App.

332; Weatherly v. Montgomery County Medical

Society, 76 Ala. 576.

tive. The individual must yield in

order that the many may receive a

greater benefit."34 Also pertinent in

this connection is the following quo

tation from a recent decision: "The

risk of fines and expulsion is one vol

untarily assumed by the members en

tering the union, and if no longer willing

to pay the price, if the advantages to be

derived are not equal to the burdens

assumed, each member has a perfect

right to withdraw from the union."35

Indeed, this general right of a union to

make, and enforce by penalties, rules

and by-laws for the government of its

members, has never been denied, where

the rights of the union and its members

only are involved. Can it be held

unlawful, then, as between a union

and its members for the union to impose

penalties, in accordance with its rules

and by-laws, on members who refuse

to quit work in aid of a justifiable strike,

or to continue on strike, after going

out? The answer is that the lawfulness

of such action by the union as between

itself and its members is amply sus

tained by many well considered decis

ions,36 and denied by none, nor could

any valid reason be assigned for such

denial. It is hardly possible to con

ceive of a case where the right of a

union to exercise disciplinary measures

would be stronger. Nor can any sound

reason be advanced why this right

should be restricted or denied, merely

because the employer may suffer inci

dental damage thereby. This is dem

onstrated by the foregoing review of

the decisions, which establishes beyond

"Wabash R. Co. v. Hannahan, 121 Fed. at

p. 571.
38Jetton Lumber Co. v. Mather (Fla.), 43 So. 590.

"Thomas v. Cincinnati R. Co., 62 Fed. 803, 807;

In re Charge to Grand Jury, 62 Fed. 828; Master

Stevedores' Association v. Walsh, 2 Daly (N. Y.) 1;

Longshore Printing cV Publishing Co. v. Howell

26 Ore. 527, 38 Pac. 547, 46 Am. St. Rep. 640,

28 L. R. A. 464; Jetton-Dehkle Lumber Co. v. Mather,

Fla., 43 So. 590.
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controversy the following rules: 1st,

The right to maintain a lawful strike is

superior to the employer's right to a

free labor market. 2d, A labor union

has the general right to make, and enforce

by suitable penalties, rules and by-laws

for the government of its members and

the regulation of their conduct affecting

the common welfare. Jd, In the ex

ercise of this general right, it is lawful

as between the union and its members

for the union to enforce penalties on

insubordinate members, in accordance

with its rules and by-laws so providing,

for not joining in a justifiable strike, or

for not continuing on strike after going

out. 4th, The rules and by-laws of

the union constitute a contract between

the union and its members. $th, A

contract between a union and its mem

bers, through its rules and by-laws,

binding them to aid in a lawful strike

by joining therein when so ordered, is

not unlawful or against public policy.

It follows, then, that in order for the

courts to hold it unlawful for the union,

in furtherance of a lawful strike, to

impose or threaten to impose on its

members, in accordance with its rules

and by-laws so providing, penalties,

such as fines, suspension or expulsion,

for the purpose of compelling them to

join in, or continue on strike, it is nec

essary to accept as sound law the follow

ing proposition: Notwithstanding the

facts that the right of the union and its

members to maintain a lawful strike—

to obtain better terms of employment—

is superior to the right of the employer

to a free labor market, and that the

refusal of insubordinate members to

join in or continue on such strike when

declared is in violation of a valid con

tract between them and the union

binding them to do so, and lessens its

power to render effective the exercise

of this superior right, yet it is a violation

of the employer's qualified and inferior

right to a free labor market for the

union to use means lawful as between

it and its members—and the only means

it possesses having a particle of effi

cacy—in order to prevent such breach

of contract, in derogation of its superior

right. The mere statement of this

proposition carries with it its own

refutation, and there is no possible point

of view from which it can be upheld.

The Trial of Madar Lai Dhinagri

THE notable trial of Dhinagri, the East

Indian student who murdered Sir W.

Curzon Wyllie in London under such atro

cious and revolting circumstances, was wit

nessed by Mr. Thomas Learning of the Phila

delphia bar, who furnished the Public Ledger

of that city with an account from which we

publish an extract.

The trial took place at the Central Criminal

Court, generally known as the Old Bailey, a

modern building occupying the site of the old

Fleet Prison.

The opening of court is a singular ceremony.

From the rear of the bench enter two or more

sheriffs, each dressed in a dark blue robe with

fur trimmings, and each carrying a bouquet

of bright flowers. Then comes the undar-

sheriff, dressed in black velvet, knee-breeches,

ruffled shirt-front, cocked hat under his arm

and a small sword at his side.

Those persons back into the room with

their faces toward his Lordship, whom they

thus usher to his place. He also carries a

bouquet, and on his desk, as well as on the
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desks of the sheriffs, are little heaps of dried

aromatic herbs, thickly strewn over the carpet

of the raised dais on which the Court sits.

The ancient object of the bouquets and herbs

was to guard against the Court contracting

what was known,as "prison fever," and the

custom has survived the thorough disinfec

tion of prisons and prisoners by modern

chemicals.

The Lord Chief Justice is dressed in a

scarlet gown with a dark blue sash over one

shoulder, and, of course, wears the inevitable

wig, as also do the barristers, although their

gowns are black. His chair is an enormous

structure, requiring a little railroad track to

enable it to be rolled forward close enough

to his desk. With the oak paneled walls

and the soft rays falling from the skylight the

highly colored group on the bench makes an

effective picture.

In a few moments Dhinagri's case was

called, and, like a "jack-in-the-box," he sud

denly appeared in the dock from below with

his guardians. He is a little yellow youth

with an Oriental cast of features and silky

black hair and moustache. His gold-rimmed

spectacles leave the eyes hardly discernible,

but so far as can be seen they are of a glitter

ing black. His meagre physique was clothed

in ordinary gray, and one hand was thrust

into the breast of his coat, suggesting the idea

that he might have there a concealed weapon

or perhaps poison, although, of course, he had

been carefully searched and guarded.

The clerk of the arraigns asked him whether

he pleaded guilty or not guilty. He had

already stated that he was not represented

by counsel or a solicitor. His answer was

almost impossible to understand, as he speaks

rather broken English, and the newspapers

gave various versions of it. Apparently,

however, what he said was to the effect that

he was not guilty from his point of view

because the murder was an act of patriotism.

The Lord Chief Justice volunteered leave

for the prisoner to sit down, and he after

ward sat perfectly motionless during the

ninety minutes which elapsed until he was

sentenced to death. His head was slightly

bent to one side, conveying the impression

that, owing to his imperfect knowledge of

English, his distance from the witnesses and

the poor acoustics of the room, he had diffi

culty in grasping all that was said, although

the rapid winking of his black-lashed eyelids

indicated whenever his intelligence compre

hended the different phases of the trial.

He was asked if he had any objection to

the jury, who were already seated in the

box, and answered in the negative. Each

juror was then separately sworn to try the

case of "Our Sovereign Lord the King" against

Madar Lai Dhinagri, and thereupon the Attor

ney-General opened the case in a detailed

speech occupying half an hour.

He described minutely how the prisoner

had purchased two revolvers and a dagger,

which were exhibited, had practised in a

pistol gallery at a target about the size of

a man's head, which was produced with the

bullet holes in it, had gone to the evening

reception where Sir Curzon Wyllie, who had

befriended the prisoner and his family, was a

guest, and how, immediately after his victim

had stepped into an anteroom, while Lady

Wyllie passed down the staircase, the prisoner

had fired four bullets through Sir Curzon's

head, had, immediately after, killed Dr. Lalaca,

an Indian physician who endeavored to inter

fere, and had then tried to kill himself, but

without success.

The witnesses were then called in rapid

succession, and their examination was ex

ceedingly brief and very leading, as in all

English courts, although somewhat slow,

owing to the inveterate habit of English

judges to write down every word a witness

utters, indicating by the word "Yes," when

this laborious record is complete and the

court ready for a fresh question.

The judge rigorously confined the examina

tions to the absolutely essential, and promptly

stopped the slightest digression or any un

necessary detail. In fact, it seemed as though

this was rather carried to an extreme, for the

untrained witness may often bring out an

important point embedded in much verbosity.

At the conclusion of each direct examina

tion Dhinagri was asked if he wished to cross-

examine. At first he replied by a gutteral

"No," but later by a mere shake of the head,

and his manner was sulky and to the last

degree insolent and defiant.

At the conclusion of the evidence the Lord

Chief Justice asked the prisoner if he desired

to call witnesses or if he had anything to say.

He had no witnesses, and it was almost impos

sible to understand his response to the other

question; but it amounted to this, that he

had something to say which he could not

remember, but had reduced to writing, and

which was in the possession of the police.

The Lord Chief Justice asked him whether

he preferred to make the statement from the
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stand, which might have made much differ

ence, for a mere unsworn statement is not

evidence, whereas, if the prisoner is sworn as a

witness, what he says becomes part of the

record.

What his Lordship meant by the question

was to distinguish between a mere statement,

in the nature of a plea for mercy, or evidence

going to the merits of guilt or innocence ; but

this was not explained to the prisoner, who

was simply asked from which location he

desired to speak, which would not convey to a

man without counsel any intimation of the

difference between an unsworn statement and

testimony under oath. It was quite apparent

that the prisoner and the presiding judge did

not fully understand each other at this point

of the trial.

However, in this particular case it made

no difference, as it was inevitable the man

should be sentenced as he richly deserved,—

and it was all over before luncheon.

A long statement which the prisoner had

prepared was then read by the clerk of the

court, who stumbled over the manuscript,

and the effect of the revolutionary diatribe

was quite lost, although enough of it was

audible to be exceedingly offensive to a

British court and audience who heard their

country charged with the exploiting of India

and themurderof innumerable Indian subjects.

The Lord Chief Justice then charged the

jury in a most sensible manner, avoiding all

reference to the sensational and political

aspects of the assassination, saying that, in

the eye of the English law, there is no such

thing as justification for murder, and that

the prisoner had atrociously killed his friend

and benefactor wholly without cause. The

jury put their heads together for about one

minute, when the foreman rose and delivered

the verdict of "Guilty."

There are no degrees of murder in England,

but in cases where a weak intellect or extreme

extenuating circumstances render hanging too

severe a penalty the Home Secretary exercises

a power of commutation.

Dhinagri was then ordered to stand up and

was asked whether he had anything to say

why sentence should not be passed upon him.

With a venomous snarl he replied (as well as

could be understood) : "You can do what you

like with me. You white people are all-

powerful now, but, remember, we shall have

our time in the future."

Then followed absolute silence for two

minutes—a silence in which the breathing of

persons near was audible.

The purpose of a piece of black cloth lying

on the desk of the Lord Chief Justice then

became apparent, for it was the "Black Cap."

One naturally thinks, from its name, that this

is a kind of headgear having some relation to

the shape of a man's head. On the contrary,

it is a plain piece of limp black cloth, about

one foot square, which the judge merely

places on the top of his wig, where it rests

quite casually, perhaps at a rakish angle, the

four corners hanging down and the whole

producing a somewhat ludicrous effect.

Neither judge, jury nor audience rose for the

sentence of death—as is the practice in

America—but all remained seated, while the

Lord Chief Justice pronounced the sentence

that Dhinagri should be hanged by the neck

until he is dead and be buried at the place of

execution. At this stage the chaplain ap

peared at the elbow of the Lord Chief Justice

and invoked mercy upon the soul of the

prisoner.

Thereupon Dhinagri brought the back of his

hand to his forehead with the Indian gesture

of "salaam," saying, with decided imperti

nence of manner, "Thank you, my Lord; I am

proud to have the honor of giving so humble

a life to my country."

Then Dhinagri and his three guards disap

peared downward from the dock, much as

rabbits scurry into a burrow, and in two

minutes the Lord Chief Justice and his escort,

as well as the small audience, had withdrawn,

leaving the courtroom empty except for one

or two newspaper reporters who were com

pleting their notes.



The Late Judge Gaskill of Massachusetts

THE death of Judge Francis Almon Gaskill

of the Superior Court of Massachusetts,

at the age of sixty-three, is mourned not only

in Worcester county, which takes pride in

having given him birth, but throughout the

old Commonwealth. In Boston the most

prominent members of the bench and bar,

as well as the executive heads at the State

House, noted Judge Gaskill's death with

much sorrow, praising his marked attain

ments as a jurist and his rare ability in

charging a jury. He died of heart trouble at

York Cliffs, Maine, where he had gone to

pass the summer recess, on July 16, only a

few hours after writing a long letter to his

son in which he had declared himself to be

in the best of health.

He was born January 3, 1846, in that part of

Mendon, Mass., now known as Blackstone,

the son of Albert Gaskill and Anna Smith

Comstock. Attending school in Mendon, and

completing a course at Woonsocket (R. I.)

High School, he entered Brown University,

from which institution he was graduated in

1866, at the age of twenty. For a year he

served as private tutor in the family of

Clement B. Barclay, in Newport, and then

entered Harvard Law School, remaining there

a year and a half, when he went to Worcester

and continued the study of law in the office

of Hon. George F. Verry.

After his admission to the bar, March 3,

1869, an association was formed for the prac

tice of law, under the style of Verry & Gaskill,

which continued under favorable auspices

until the death of Mr. Verry in 1883. He

then became associated with a stepson, Col.

Horace B. Verry, and for ten years this firm

continued. He specialized in corporation law,

and during this time was District Attorney

for the middle district of Massachusetts, hold

ing that office from 1887 to 1895, when he

was appointed by Gov. Greenhalge Associate

Justice of the Superior Court.

Judge Gaskill served the city of Worcester

as a member of the common council in 1875-

1876, and as a director of the free public

library for six years and as president of the

board in 1888.

His fondness for books, of which he pos

sessed a rare assortment, brought him into a

circle of various literary and social clubs.

He was vice-president and a director of the

People's Savings Bank, and director of the

State Mutual Life Assurance Co. In 1899

Brown University gave him the degree of

LL.D., and later paid him the honor of

placing him upon its board of fellows. He

was a member of its board of trustees from

1888 to 1904. He became a director of the

Worcester Natural History Society in 1882.

In 1893 he was a candidate for the Re

publican nomination for Attorney-General,

but it became apparent that the nomination

for State Treasurer was likely to come to

western Massachusetts and he withdrew from

the canvass.

Judge Gaskill was first married in Provi

dence, October 20, 1869, to Katherine M.Whit-

taker. She died January 25, 1889, leaving two

children, Mary M., .and George A. Gaskill.

Judge Gaskill afterward married Josephine L.

Abbott of Providence, July 12, 1892. No

children were born of this marriage.

At a meeting of the Worcester County Bar

Association called to take appropriate action

after his death, Hon. Herbert Parker, former

Attorney-General of Massachusetts, seconded

the motion that the Association attend the

funeral in a body, in the following words:—

"Not here or yet may we speak words of

adequate tribute of the great judge and

lawyer, of a generous and noble-hearted

friend. I dare not trust heart or tongue to

speak further now.

"So great and generous was his heart, that

none of us may say we were first chosen in his

heart. None of us owed so much to him as I.

I am here to give evidence of the sentiments

of love, and second the motion of Col. John

son."

President W. H. P. Faunce of Brown Uni

versity, in his eulogy delivered at the funeral

services in Worcester, said:—

"The first impression our departed colleague

made upon us was that of buoyant over

flowing vitality. The farmer's boy had in

earliest years laid in a stock of sturdy strength,

of restless energy. And that overflowing

strength was at the service of all who needed

it. He delighted to put his strong shoulders

under other men's burdens.

"Judge Gaskill was never so happy as when

helping young men. He trusted men into
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trustworthiness and loved them into lovable

dispositions and noble careers. 'Virtue went

out of Him' was written of our Lord, and

truly we may say it of this His faithful ser

vant.

"But one may say: Are these the virtues

of a learned judge? Have we not rather

thought of justice as blind, impersonal, coldly

wise and inhumanly exact? If we have, then

this noble life may correct our error and

teach us to think more nobly of the sphere

and function of human law. When Judge

Gaskill mounted the bench he had the repu

tation of being a stern and inflexible judge.

He blamed the evil-doer, and he righteously

executed righteous laws. But he did this not

as a mere recorder of sentences, but as a

human being dealing with his fellow men.

Perhaps no man of our time on the bench

more finely combined the judicial and the

human than did Judge Gaskill."

"On the bench," says the Boston Trans-

script, "his decisions reflected high courage.

In the matter of injunctions he was prompt

and accurate in his grasp of the principles of

a case. Few of his decisions under this head

or any other were ever set aside, their sound

ness being attested whenever referred to a

higher tribunal." With this opinion the

Boston Advertiser agrees, observing: "His deci

sions were rarely set aside, and thus through

out his career has been bred and made firm a

public faith in him and his works in the

law."

Judge Putnam's Views on the Reelfoot Lake Case

THE principal cause of disaster to trains

is the habit of getting behind time,

and the principal cause of disaster in the

courts is the same."

These words are taken from a communica

tion sent to the Portland (Me.) Press by

Judge William L. Putnam of the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals, in which he

expresses some views regarding legal proce

dure suggested by the recent miscarriage of

justice in Lake County, Tenn., where the trial

judge whose proceedings were afterward re

versed pushed matters to an extreme in order

to secure the conviction of eight persons

accused of the murders at Reelfoot Lake.

This case, he writes, illustrates the ills of

small counties. It is there impossible to

obtain prosecuting attorneys of proper skill

and experience. But the main difficulty here

arose from the fact that the accused were

entitled under the statute to 192 challenges,

over one quarter the total number of persons

qualified to serve as jurors in the county.

The situation was also complic.\ted by the

fact that the whole county wa;' inflamed

against a corporation, on accouik of its

summary disposal of fishery rights wl'ich had

been enjoyed by individuals for moiV than

one hundred years, and the question iA the

sympathy of jurors with the murderers came

up. It was not at all strange, therefore, that

the trial judge pushed his proceedings to an

extreme :—

"Under the circumstances it is not at all

strange that the Supreme Court of Tennessee

said of the trial judge that 'he assumed control

from the start' of the matter of selecting the

grand jury. Of course under the circum

stances I have described it would be almost

impossible to obtain an indictment from any

grand jury. Consequently he secured thir

teen jurors by selecting them from the by

standers. It may well be presumed that he

made this selection arbitrarily in view of in

some way securing an indictment. To any

one that follows thoroughly, it is also plain

he went to the extreme of the law, and had

to, in order to secure a verdict from a hostile

county. . . . The wonder is not that the

verdict was reversed but that the trial court

was able to get any verdict at all."

Hence it is not the courts of Lake county

that are to be condemned, says Judge Put

nam, but rather the constitution of these

small counties by the legislature. Moreover,—

"The great cause of what are called failures

of justice is in the legislature. A striking

illustration of that fact is found in the Con

gressional habeas corpus act in 1872, which

was so loosely drawn that there was no pos

sible way of preventing any person postponing

execution of criminal judgment by appealing
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through various courts, and finally to the

Supreme Court of the United States. The

most serious of unjustifiable delays which have

occurred have occurred in this way. The act

provided no possible method by which these

appeals could be prevented, although it was

apparent to every judge that they were of the

most frivolous character. Congress, within the

last two years, has remedied this in part, but,

through its careless legislation, only in part;

so that, by going through another channel,

the criminal has the same opportunity as

before.

"A more striking illustration of this fact is

in section 335 of the Congressional codifica

tion of penal laws of the United States, ap

proved last March, which section provides

that all offenses which may be punished for a

term exceeding one year shall be deemed

felonies. This is a radical change in the law,

as the great mass of crimes under the federal

statutes were misdemeanors, and the difficul

ties in the way of proceeding with the trial

of felonies are very much greater than with

trying misdemeanors."

With regard to the general character of our

judicial procedure, there are some localities,

as the state of Massachusetts, for example,

"where judicial justice is advanced as much

as in any part of the world." Even Parlia

ment has had to grant universal appeals, of

late, in criminal trials. He concludes:—

"It is not to be forgotten that it is not

always wise to make litigation too easy.

Somebody who was steamboating as a pas

senger down the Mississippi river spoke to

the captain of the steamer of the crooks and

eddies. The captain replied: 'Stranger, you

must thank the Lord for these; otherwise the

whole country would have been out in the

Gulf of Mexico centuries ago.' Nevertheless,

while it is not wise to make litigation too

facile, it is certain that there are existing

evils as there always are in all human matters

which can be remedied; and it is also more

certain that there will be new evils springing

up in lieu of these now existing unless vigi

lance is constantly exercised in all directions."

Review of Periodicals

jlrticles on Topics of Legal Science

and Related Subjects

Aerial Navigation. "The Law of Aerial

Navigation." By Lyttleton Fox. North

American Review, v. 190, p. 101 (July).

"Should the state, by the exercise of the

right of domain, take the air above a certain

fixed height and devote it to the purposes of a

public highway, this would seem to be a par

tial solution of the problem of trespass. It

would not be a complete solution, because as

matters stand at present the aeroplanist, in

order to make a landing, must arise and

descend on a slanting course, and should

this continue to be necessary trespasses would

be committed while passing between the

earth level and the upper air. The project

of condemning the air, while in a sense novel,

would be perfectly feasible from a legal stand

point."

Animals. "The Dog and the Potman: or

'Go it. Bob.' " By Sir Frederick Pollock.

25 Law Quarterly Review 317 (July).

A reply to a recent article in 22 Harv. L.

Rev. 465 (see 21 Green Bag 284, June).

"The somewhat discursive judgments de

livered by the five learned judges who took

part in deciding Baker v. Snell (1908) 2 K. B.

352, 825, 77 L. J. K. B. 1090, in the Divisional

Court and the Court of Appeal, have aroused

Mr. Thomas Beven to a drastic utterance in

the May number of the Harvard Law Review.

Now Mr. Beven, as our readers know, is a

specially learned and expert critic on every

thing connected with the law of negligence,

including the cases of 'extra-hazardous risk,'

as Mr. Justice Holmes names them, in which

negligence need not be proved. When such

a critic attacks the Court of Appeal at large,

and publishes his argument in a jurisdiction

where English decisions, though constantly

quoted with respect, are not binding authori

ties, it is a matter not to be neglected."

Capital Punishment. "Capital Punish

ment." By Cosmo G. Romilly. Westminster

Review, v. 172, no. 6, p. 96 (July).

"Is it right to put men to death on circum

stantial evidence, as the evidence in murder

trials is nearly always of necessity? People

say that innocent people are never put to

death, but most people put too much trust

in circumstantial evidence. In the Grant-

Duff memoirs there is a story told of Lord

Denman, of which the following is the gist:

He wished to send some wine one day to a

friend older than himself, and gave instruc

tions accordingly. The wine, however, was

put into bottles which had had poison in
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them. Now Lord Denman points out that

if his friend had drunk the wine and died, it

would have been a clear case of murder, as

not one of his own bottles was poisoned and

his friend's will was in his favor. Circum

stantial evidence may be most misleading."

Carriers. See Public Service Corporations.

Contempt. "The Summary Process to

Punish Contempt." By John Charles Fox.

25 Law Quarterly Review 238 (July).

The writer draws these conclusions:—

(1) "That in the fourteenth century and

onwards—perhaps down to the early part of

the eighteenth century—the jurisdiction of

the King's justices to punish contempts of a

criminal nature summarily was limited to

offenses, not heinous, committed in court in

their actual view, and to breaches of duty by

officers of justice.

(2) "That in the eighteenth century the

summary jurisdiction was held to extend to

all contempts whether committed in or out

of court."

Corporations (Scotland). "Joint Stock

Enterprise in Scotland Before the Companies

Acts." By J. Roberton Christie. 21 Juridical

Review 128 (July).

"The genius of the Scots law of 'Society'—

based as it was upon civil law conceptions,

and amenable to Continental and especially

to French influence—was much more con

genial to the development of the idea of a

company as an entity independent of its

constituent members and trading upon the

credit of its own resources than was the

common law of England. ... A line of

development was entered upon which—had

circumstances been more favorable to its

continuance than they proved to be—might

have led to the growth in Scotland of a full

blown system of non-statutory company law,

in which a place might have been found for

nearly all the latest developments of modern

company law."

"Is the Creation of a Floating Charge

Competent to a Limited Company Registered

in Scotland?—II." By A. J. P. Menzies.

21 Juridical Review 159 (July).

"Against the competency of a floating

charge in the case of a Scotch company there

is nothing to be said on the question of policy.

It is a form of raising money greatly valued

by English companies—'too convenient a form

of security to be lightly abolished.' ... It

is hardly conceivable that Scotch influence in

Parliament could have purposely excluded

Scotch companies from the use of this favored

commercial expedient of English companies."

See Interstate Commerce, Public Service

Corporations, Railways.

Criminology. "Race Improvement by Con

trol of Defectives (Negative Eugenics)." By

Alexander Johnson. Annals of the American

Academy, v. 34, no. 1, p. 22 (July).

"I think neither restrictive marriage laws,

elimination by a painless death, nor whole

sale sterilization can be applied, at any rate

within the next generation or two, so as to

have any serious effect in the reduction of

the number of the degenerate classes. But I

think a process can be applied, and is now

being applied, partially, in many states, with

remarkable success, that is entirely within

our power to apply thoroughly. I think that

the whole class of the feeble-minded and the

epileptic, say two-fifths of one per cent of

the whole population, may be at once segre

gated and taken into permanent, maternal

care by the good mother state."

"Political Assassination in London." By

J. D. Rees. Fortnightly Review, v. 86, p. 272

(Aug.).

"We have often heard the expression, 'A

man without an enemy.' As a matter of

fact, there are few such amongst public men;

but it is probable that the late Sir Curzon

Wyllie was such a man. For my part, I have

no doubt whatever that the assassin, inflamed

with anarchical literature and political fanat

icism, went out to an assembly of Anglo-

Indians to shoot the most prominent person

with whom he came in contact."

See Immigration, Insanity.

Damages. See Tort.

Declaration of London. "The Laws of

Naval War^re." By D. Oswald Dykes.

21 Juridical Review 113 (July).

"Never before, perhaps, did the British

Government throw the weight of its influence

so strongly on the side of neutrals. And the

relief given to neutrals by the rules which we

have considered is in some respects consider

able. The keynote of the Instructions to the

British Delegates was in the sentence already

quoted, that 'what the commerce of the world

above all desires is certainty,' and it is mainly

in the settlement of open and disputed ques

tions that the trade of the world will benefit.

"To the jurist, this Declaration has some

thing of the interest of a codification of a part

of the Law of Nations which before was nebu

lous and uncertain."

Likewise in an appreciative strain is this

able review of the work of the Conference:—

"International Prize Law and the Declara

tion of London." Edinburgh Review, v. 210,

p. 162 (July).

"The more nations are united as to the

form in which prize law should be applied,

the less is the need for the intervention of the

international court, whose decisions will not

be obtained without untold loss of time; and

therefore those who hold that it is desirable

that there should be a consensus of inter

national opinion in maritime prize law will

do well to endeavor to secure from time to

time amendments in the Declaration of Lon

don, which can only be regarded as the begin

ning of an international code."
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Divorce. See Marriage and Divorce.

European Politics. "The Year in France."

By Stoddard Dewey. Atlantic, v. 104, p. 245

(Aug.).

"The year in France—from May, 1908, to

May, 1909,—has seen two events such as

mark the turning of the tides of history.

"One is the Agreement between Germany

and France concerning Morocco. While it

leaves Germany unhampered in her domina

tion of Central Europe as far as Constanti

nople, it comes as a final recognition of the

immense colonial dominion which France has

won for herself during the past quarter of a

century.

"The other is the strike of 'state function

aries,' and their relations with the revolu

tionary General Confederation of Labor. It

is one sign among many of the disorganizing

of the Parliamentary Republic in France, and,

perhaps, of a spontaneous reorganizing of

society in depths which factitious political

government has reached only to trouble."

Examination of Prisoners. "The 'Third

Degree'—Its Origin and History." 18 Bench

and Bar 9 (July).

"While we are not ready to go to the length

of advocating the prohibition of all prelimi

nary examination by officers of the peace, the

license now permitted ought, in our judg

ment, to be curtailed. The practice should

be placed under such definite statutory re

strictions that the natural and constitutional

rights of the weakest and most ignorant

prisoner may be adequately protected."

Government. "The Cult of the Unfit." By

E. B. Iwan-Muller. Fortnightly Review, v. 86,

p. 207 (Aug.).

Of leading importance as a study of the

proper functions of the government in rela

tion to the private citizen, and one of the

most notable of the magazine articles of the

month, is this article giving a drastic exposi

tion of the extent to which the age sets a

premium on mediocrity and inefficiency. Its

tonic plea for the substitution of more enlight

ened opinions for the false metaphysical

idealism ruling so much of our politics and

jurisprudence should not pass unheeded.

"When the future of his own race is in

question," says this writer, "man ignores the

teaching of nature and leaves the fitness of

future generations to Providence or to chance.

As with the physical body, so with the body-

politic. . . . The development of the doctor

and of the politician is subject to the same

conditions. But there is a marked difference

in the rate of progress. Both pass, or should

pass, through the different stages of empir

icism, metaphysics, and science. . . . We are

emerging from the purely empirical stage and

are just entering the metaphysical, the land

of the mirage, the home of the ideologue. The

political empiric applied his remedies after

the fashion of the primitive herbalist. He

administered to his patient what experience

had taught him 'would do him good.' . . .

In his track came the ideologue, with his

unproved, untried, and often imaginary scheme

of causes and effects, related in his mind by a

nexus which no amount of experience would

ever break. Talleyrand tells us that during

the Consulate he was astonished to see some

of the most violent of the Jacobins leaving

the study of Napoleon. Napoleon said, 'Ah,

you do not know the Jacobin. There are

two classes of them—les sucris et les sale's.

The one you just saw come out was a saU;

with these I do what I wish : no one better fit

to defend all the daring acts of a new Power.

Sometimes it is necessary to stop them, but

with a little management it is soon done;

but the sucris Jacobins—they are ungovern

able. With their metaphysics they would

ruin any Government.' Today is the day of

the sucri Jacobin. He is particularly inter

ested in the problem of poverty and the

inequality of wealth. His fellow, the saU

Jacobin, would solve the problem of in

equality by rushing at his neighbor with a

bludgeon in his hand and shouting, 'Sois

mon frhe, ou je te tue" ; and he would settle

the unequal distribution of wealth on the

same simple and effective principle. The

other, however, being cursed with a political

conscience, seeks to justify the same ends by

metaphysical reasons. The mental process is

not very recondite. The problem which pre

sents itself may be stated thus: Poverty and

its attendant miseries are due to the struggle

for life. If there were no struggle there would

be no resultant evil. Inequality in like

manner is due to competition, a phase inci

dent to the struggle; if there were no competi

tion there would be no inferiority. ...

"The new trades-unionism consciously or

unconsciously aims at the establishment and

endowment of mediocrity by the elimination

of competition. . . . Upon a thousand plat

forms orators declaim as if the whole policy

of a great Empire ought to be determined

solely by the duty of administering to the

wants of its less fit and, therefore, of its less

efficient members." This writer condemns

what he calls "the cult of the unfit, as taught

by our Radical Socialists, and as translated

into practice by the present Chancellor of the

Exchequer."

Closely correlated with the foregoing topic

is the question of an elective or appointed

judiciary. Needless to say, the elective judi

ciary is less certain to succeed in maintaining

the rigirne of competition and more likely to

set up an idealistic construction of statutes,

where class interests are supposed to be in

volved, than a judiciary less directly reflective

of public opinion. The qualities of an elec

tive judiciary are discussed in—

"The Elective Judiciary and Democracy."

By Hal W. Greer. 43 American Law Review

516 July-Aug.).

"Popular judges render popular decisions;

popular decisions reflect transitory popular

sentiment—the antithesis to law and justice.

"That we have inadequate laws when some

of our citizens are permitted fraudulently
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and unjustly to amass stupendous fortunes

at the expense of the many, is true; but the

fault, it is earnestly contended, does not lie

at the door of the cautious and carefully

selected appointive judiciary. On the con

trary, the corrective remedy lies in the very

influence 'the people' are supposed to directly

exert—the executive and legislative branches

of the government."

The clearing away of obscurities in the

"twilight zone" wherein the boundary be

tween public and private rights lies hidden—

the determination, in a word, of the rights of

the individual by society—must of course

devolve, in the United States, chiefly upon

the Supreme Court, as the guardian and ex

positor of the Constitution. That its labors

are constantly being increased by the con

current action of Congress and of forces of

social evolution is evident from the follow

ing:—

"The United States Courts." By Orin Jud-

son Field. North American Review, v. 190,

p. 74 (July).

"A rapidly increasing amount of litigation

of national importance is becoming the sub

ject-matter of suits in the federal courts,"

and the expense of administering the affairs

of these courts during the year was $8,400,000.

Hence our federal judiciary "is charged with

a grave and important work in passing judg

ment upon the thousands of cases coming

before it each year."

Interesting to all those interested in con

stitutional questions is the problem of our

neighbor the Dominion of Canada how best

to nullify laws which in the United States

would easily be disposed of as unconstitu

tional. Professor Dicey's advice is here

given:—

"Unjust and Impolitic Provincial Legisla

tion and its Disallowance by the Governor-

General." By Professor A. V. Dicey. 45

Canada Law Journal 457 (July) .

"There is nothing in the [British North

America] Act, as far as I can see, which pro

vides that a law passed by a provincial legis

lature shall not be palpably unjust; nor is

there anything in the Act, as there is in the

Constitution of the United States, prohibit

ing the passing of a 'law impairing the obliga

tion of contracts.' The guarantee provided

by the B. N. A. Act, 1867, against possible

injustice resulting from the legislation of a

provincial legislature is to be found, if any

where, in the Governor-General's power under

the B. N. A. Act, 1867, ss. 56, 90, to disallow

any law passed by a provincial legislature."

Turning now from the broader to the more

special phases of the science of government,

we find interesting contributions, in the fol

lowing articles, to the study of the royal

prerogative in England, to that of our most

ancient still surviving popular legislative

assemblies, as illustrated in the case of the

Isle of Man, and to that of contemporary

political conditions in Hungary:—

Great Britain. "The Immunity of the

Crown from Mandamus." By W. W. Lucas.

25 Law Quarterly Review 290 (July).

The presence of many restrictions "reduces

the authority of the judiciary over the execu

tive to something very small." And several

decisions "tend to raise the suspicion that

the courts have considered that some limit

should be placed upon the automatic exten

sion of the royal prerogative to an indefinite

and ever-growing number of public officials."

Hungary. "The Problem of Hungary."

Edinburgh Review, v. 210, p. 134 (July).

"The problem of Hungary remains what it

always was—that of a proud and high-spirited

race maintaining on the one hand its right

to its inherited liberties; on the other hand

its right to dominate over peoples upon whom

it looks down as inferior."

Isle of Man. "The Constitution of the Isle

of Man." By R. D. Farrant. 25 Law Quar

terly Review 255 (July).

"The Icelandic Alpingi came to an end;

the Norwegian and Swedish moots lost their

continuity of existence; and in no other

country, civilized or uncivilized, has there

existed for over one thousand years a free and

independent legislature truly representative

of the country, whose assent to all new laws, or

alterations of old ones, was required to be

given in solemn form. We may therefore

say with truth that the Manx Legislature is

the oldest in the world."

See also, South African Union.

Immigration. "Immigrants and Crime."

By William S. Bennet, M.C. Annals of the

American Academy, v. 34, no. 1, p. 1 17 (July) .

"The relation of the immigrant and the

criminal may be summed up as follows : There

is a great deal of exaggeration on both sides.

Do not believe that the majority of immi

grants coming here from the southern Euro

pean countries are either criminals or have

criminal instincts. It is not so. Think of

them not as a mass, but with the knowledge

that they are men and women, each with a

separate individuality. On the other hand,

do not believe that they are all angels by a

good deal, because they are not."

Injunctions. See Procedure.

Interest. "Interest on Debts Where Inter

course Between Debtor and Creditor is For

bidden by a State of War." By Charles Noble

Gregory. 25 Law Quarterly Review 297 (July).

"The question whether or not interest

should run upon a debt where debtor and

creditor are separated by the line of war, so

that all communication between them is pro

hibited and illegal, is an interesting one and

has been dealt with by the courts of the

United States with great frequency."

Interstate Commerce. "The Commodities
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Clause." By L. C. Marshall. Journal of

Political Economy, v. 17, p. 448 (July).

"No one questions that the clause was

adopted in the hope of stopping real evils.

Whether that clause, as popularly inter

preted, employed a wise method is another

matter. He who believes that a rigid matrix

should not be prepared for a developing indus

trial situation does not regret that the

Supreme Court adopted a new interpretation.

He does not regret that other, and less rigid,

methods of reaching the evils here involved

may now claim consideration."

See Government, Public Service Corpora

tions.

Insanity. "The Lunatic, A Ward of the

Court." By Frederick A. Fenning. 43 Ameri

can Law Review 527 (July-Aug.).

"It is a reasonable hope that the Congress

of the United States, sitting as a legislature

or common council for the District of Colum

bia, will give to the seat of government a

lunacy law which shall be founded upon an

advanced medical view, as well as upon a more

complete appreciation of the paternal juris

diction of the Courts."

See Criminology.

Legal History. "Pleading Rules at Com

mon Law." By T. F. Martin. 25 Law

Quarterly Review 284 (July).

"Pleading, as a science, dates from the

reign of Edward I. In subsequent reigns it

became deteriorated, not to say disgraced,

by the subtle distinctions invented by the

profession. In 1852 pleading was again put

on a rational basis, but in 1873 a new system,

that of pleading facts instead of law, was

inaugurated. Whether the old system (cleared

of its excrescences and with ample powers of

amendment) or the new is the better is a

question on which opinions differ, though the

balance of opinion appears to be decidedly in

favor of the new system. There is not less

difference of opinion, as there are still widely

different systems of pleading and procedure,

in the United States.

See Contempt, Corporations.

Legislative Procedure. "The Privileges of

the House of Commons in Regard to Finance

Bills." By H. C. Malkin. Quarterly Review,

no. 420, p. 256 (July).

"The conclusion from these and many

other precedents appears to be that, while in

theory the House of Commons adheres to its

most extreme claim to absolute independence

in matters however remotely affecting finance,

yet in practice, whenever an amendment

made by the Lords appears to the Commons

desirable in itself, they will find some excuse

for waiving their privileges and agreeing

thereto. Whenever there is a disagreement,

the true cause of it lies in the amendment itself

and not in the breach of privilege."

See Government.

Marriage and Divorce. "The Instability

of the Family." By J. P. Lichtenberger,

Ph.D. Annals of the American Academy,

v. 34, no. 1, p. 97 (July).

One of the most suggestive estimates of the

meaning of divorce we have met with for

some time is here stated:—

"The true causes of the modern divorce

movement are inherent in our modern social

situation. It is a problem of adjustment of

society to our new economic, social, and

ethical environment due to progress. The

stress of modern economic life, rising standards

of living, the passing of the economic function

of the family, the economic emancipation of

women, the struggle for social liberation, the

popularization ofTaw, the increase of popular

learning, the improved social status of women,

the revised ethical concepts, the equal stan

dard of morals for both sexes, the higher

ideals of domestic happiness, the new basis

of sexual morality—these are the forces that

are producing their inevitable results. The

old religious-proprietary family of patriarchal

authority is doomed, and until the new

spiritual restraints are formed to take the

place of those that are passing away a condi

tion which, in the sight of some, will border

on chaos is bound to result. The present phe

nomena we are fully persuaded are the phe

nomena of transition and are alarming only

to those who view the family as an institution

which has its origin in and depends for its

perpetuation upon external authority."

That which is popularly believed to be the

traditionally uncompromising attitude of the

Roman Catholic Church toward divorce is

ventilated in a few keen criticisms by the

Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Albany:—

"Divorce." By Bishop Doane. Century

Magazine, v. 78, p. 608 (Aug.).

A comment on the views expressed by

Cardinal Gibbons and Professor Ross in the

May number of this magazine.

"When we remember the very doubtful

and even contradictory attitude of the Roman

clergy as to the validity of baptisms not ad

ministered by themselves, and realize that

Rome regards as dissoluble the marriages of

all unbaptized persons; and when one adds

to these facts the number and variety of the

diriment impediments, often not known until

discovered and used as reason and excuse for

getting rid of an unhappy marriage,—really

more in number than the causes for divorce

in the worst of our states,—it seems to me

that it is a play on words to hold up the

Roman Catholic Church, in its teachings or

in its practice, as the one protector of the

sacredness of the marriage tie."

Pleading. See Legal History.

Procedure. "Injunctions in Criminal Prose

cutions." 2 Lawyer and Banker 78 (Aug.).

"Truly, a criminal can hope for but little

from the courts of equity; and an innocent

party who is indicted can look for no more

than the guilty.

"It is submitted that criminal courts should

be empowered to go beyond the determination

of the question of the guilt or innocence of an
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accused, so that, in case of an acquittal, the

court may inquire and award damages in

accordance with the equities of the case, or

that equity be empowered to inquire and

enjoin prosecutions where there is, prima

facie, merit in the defense which the accused

may be enabled to make upon trial."

See Contempt, Legal History.

Public Health and Morals. "The Impor

tance of the Enforcement of Law." By

Champe S. Andrews. Annals of the American

Academy, v. 34, no. 1, p. 85 (July).

"Instead of saying that laws are abso

lutely necessary to prevent all public health

evils, I would say that in most instances the

passage of laws to correct these abuses is a

necessity, but that we must not stop with

the mere enactment of the law. We must

also provide a means for its enforcement.

That part of the law which provides the means

by which it shall be enforced is of as much

importance as the law itself. Many recal

citrant and criminal legislators pass laws at

the request of the reformers of our commun

ity, and the reformers go away satisfied with

what has been done, yet we may read the

statistics after the passage of that law and

find no convictions under it and no good

accomplished."

Public Libraries. "The Legal Status of the

Public Library in the United States." By

Bernard C. Steiner. 43 American Law Re

view 536 (July-Aug.).

Treats of decisions of the courts under the

following headings: The Library as an Insti

tution of Learning; The Public Library as a

Public Charity; Extent of Exemptions from

Taxation ; Conditions or Directions Connected

with Gifts to Libraries; Control of Libraries

by Municipalities; Rights of Members of a

Library Staff Under a Civil Service Law.

Public Service Corporations. "Law Gov

erning Telephone and Telegraph Service."

By Charles A. Enslow. 2 Lawyer and Banker

101 (Aug.).

"In view of the decisions which have been

rendered, it may be stated as law that where

the agent of a telegraph company receives a

message over the telephone for transmission

over the wires of the telegraph company,

where it is the custom to so receive messages

for transmission in that manner, and acts

within the apparent scope of his authority in

so doing, in the absence of knowledge on the

part of the sender that the agent is not so

acting by authority, the agent taking the

message over the telephone acts as agent of

the telegraph company and not as the agent

of the sender, and that the company will be

bound by his act and liable in damage for

loss sustained through errors made by such

agent."

See Interstate Commerce, Railways.

Race Discrimination. "Race Distinctions

in American Law, VII." By Gilbert Thomas

Stephenson. 43 American Law Review 547

(July-Aug.).

This installment sets forth the effect of the

Civil Rights Bill of 1866, of the Civil Rights

Bill of 1875, and of the civil rights legislation

of the states since the Civil War.

A popular as opposed to a juristic treat

ment of the problem of the negro vote is

given by a Southerner in the following :—

"The Negro in Politics." By Judge Harris

Dickson. Hampton's, v. 23, p. 225 (Aug.).

The author discusses the effect certain

to follow giving the negro the right to vote.

"As the matter now stands the negro is

disfranchised chiefly on the ground of illiter

acy. But the educational qualification for

suffrage is a barrier of straw that a generation

may utterly destroy. For instance, in the

state of Mississippi there are 50,000 more

black males of voting age than white males of

voting age. This, upon the basis of manhood

suffrage, would put every state office in the

hands of negroes and the renegade whites

who fatten on their folly."

Railways. "The Railway Situation in

Italy." By Filippo Tajani. Quarterly Journal

of Economics, v. 23, p. 618 (Aug.).

"Under state operation we have liberally

reformed our passenger service, we have

greatly lowered rates, and we have increased

the number of trains and the comforts of

travel. Some of these provisions encourage

traffic, and may have the effect of increasing

earnings; but, in general, such liberality is not

consistent with a good financial showing."

So favorable a financial showing is evi

dently not made in New Zealand:—

"Railways in New Zealand." By James

Edward Le Rossignol and William Downie

Stewart. Quarterly Journal of Economics^

v. 23, p. 652 (Aug.).

"Notwithstanding the large financial losses

of the railways, practically nobody in New

Zealand proposes private ownership as a

remedy. . . . While the sale of the rail

ways to a private company would probably

yield good financial returns and further rather

than retard the development of the country,

the creation of a great monopolistic corpora

tion might introduce a source of corruption

new to New Zealand political life."

Statute of Frauds. "What is 'Goods, Wares

and Merchandise?' " By E. Connor Hall.

43 American Law Review 532 (July-Aug.).

"The rules for distinguishing 'goods, wares

and merchandise' from 'work and labor,'

under the seventeenth section of the Statute

of Frauds, have been widely varying in differ

ent jurisdictions, and often in the same juris

diction at different times. . . . Within re

cent years there has been propounded a new

test for distinguishing between merchandise

and labor. This test is: Is the article, when

manufactured, fit for the general market, or
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is it of such peculiar construction as to be of

value only to the particular person ordering

it?"

Status. See Race Discrimination.

South African Union. Edinburgh Re

view, v. 210, p. 1 Quly).

The disposition in England seems to be in

the main, to take an encouraging view of the

new political entity in process of formation

in South Africa. In an able historical treat

ment of the whole movement, we read:—

"Unification had much to recommend

it. . . . The comparative failure of Presi

dent Roosevelt's campaign of reform in

America was attributed largely to the ineffec

tiveness of the federal authority against the

power of the states, which at times seemed

to render all improvement and even all

vigorous administration impossible. ... In

the United States, Alexander Hamilton's

efforts to secure closer union were thwarted

by state jealousies, for which the country had

to pay by the bloodiest war of modern times,

and is still paying even today by an unneces

sary weakness of administration. . . .

"The war [in South Africa], as we believe,

cleared away forever some serious obstacles

to the union of the two races, and many of

the rest were removed by the grant of respon

sible government so promptly, so boldly, and

so unreservedly by Sir Henry Campbell-Ban-

nerman's Ministry. This gift has also con

firmed the loyalty of South Africa."

Similar cordiality toward the new Union of

South Africa is expressed in the following:—

"The South African Union." Anon. Black

wood's, v. 186, p. 284 (Aug.).

"When one party in the state claims all the

credit for an event which all welcome," we

are here informed that it is "only fair to point

out the greater claims of others. The Liberal

policy has not produced "the bad resultswhich

many anticipated, but the Liberals "gambled

on an offchance, and gambling is no true

statesmanship." Rather should we recognize

the fact that the new Union of South Africa,

due to the co-operation of the two races with

the help of a commissioner appointed by the

Conservatives, was built upon "foundations

laid by Mr. Balfour's Government and their

great Viceroy.' "

Taylor's Science of Jurisprudence. "A New

Apology for Plagiarism." By Prof. James

Mackintosh, K.C. 21 Juridical Review 178

(July).

The controversy with reference to Dr.

Taylor's work, in which that gentleman has

decidedly got the worst of it, continues some

what wearisomely, but it is interesting to read

an editorial estimate of the value of the

vaunted "discovery":—

"The great 'discovery' is announced in

these words:—'Roman public law has per

ished, leaving behind it the inner part, the

private law, which lives on as an immortality

and universality—as the fittest it survives.

For the same reason English public law is

living on and expanding as the one accepted

model of popular government.' There is noth

ing particularly new in the description of Rome

as the law-giver of the world, or of England as

the mother of Parliaments; and it is a gross

exaggeration of these commonplaces to lay

down as a general proposition, applying with

out qualification to Continental Europe and

Latin America—that 'the outer shell of the

state, the system of Parliamentary govern

ment, is purely English through deliberate and

recent imitation, while the interior core of

private law is essentially Roman.' But even

if the thesis were as new and true as its author

believes, what relevancy has it to the charge

that he has helped himself without proper

acknowledgment to the ideas and phrases of

others? The man who is capable of original

work has least excuse for copying."

Torrens System. "The Torrens System in

Ontario." By A. McLeod. 29 Canadian Law

Times 695 July).

"It is too late in the day to advance any

argument in favor of the Torrens system,

it is now classified with the proven things.

The advantages of it in Ontario would be

enormous."

Tort. "English Law in Scots Practice;

III, Tort and Reparation Generally." By

Hector Burn Murdoch. 21 Juridical Review

148 (July).

"Scots Law recognizes that there are wrongs

without a money standard, and, as a com

prehensive rule, that a person suffering an

injury of this description is no less entitled

to ordinary redress. On the other hand,

English Law does not admit this general

principle, and knows no claim of solatium as

such. Indeed, it is commonly supposed and

asserted that solatium is never awarded there."

However, "in substance damages may in

many cases be obtained by English Law in

respect of non-pecuniary loss, t. e., solatium

as understood in Scotland. Indeed, English

Law goes to the very other extreme, and

allows for 'nominal' damages in circumstances

where no actual damage of any kind has

been sustained."

Both the leading and the incidental differ

ences between Tort in English Law and

Reparation in Scots Law are pointed out, with

some attention to Defamation together with

other subjects.

War. See Declaration of London, Interest.

Waters. "The Water Law of the Public

Domain." By Samuel C. Weil. 43 American

Law Review 481 (July-Aug.).

This article is of interest to those who have

been inclined to prefer Secretary Ballinger's

views to those of his critics, in the contro

versy that arose at Spokane, Wash., at the

recent conservation Congress held there.

"The theory of the law of water, under

what has come to be called the 'California

Doctrine,' has been continuously the same

from pioneer times to the present day ; namely,
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an appropriation is an interest in fee in the

public lands equal to any subsequent patent

of riparian land, on the 'free exploitation'

theory that an appropriator on public land

never was a trespasser, but it is and always

was treated as actually a guarantee in fee of

the federal government. . . .

"Both Congress and the Supreme Court of

the United States joined in this theory, and

it is the foundation of the 'California Doc

trine' of Water Law of the Public Domain;

the term 'appropriation of water' means, in

California and the states following the his

torical basis, such a title (and only such) as,

because acquired on public land under the

federal policy of free rights in the public

domain, is valid against a riparian owner

where (and only where) the riparian patent

issued subsequent to the appropriation.

"As the law developed since 1866, actual

documentary patents were issued by the

United States to lands and to mines. This

has never been done regarding waters, but

the theory is as though it were. As to the

yet undisposed of water on public lands, there

would hence appear, under this historical

theory, a field for federal legislation, pro

vided it repeals or modifies the guaranty of

free appropriation (under local rules) con

tained in the Act of 1866. Congress has

actually exercised its power recently in pro

viding that 'riparian rights' shall not exist

in the Black Hills.

"This theory, however, is in force only in

states following the 'California Doctrine.' In

the other states the 'Colorado' or 'Wyoming

Doctrine' is (with the sanction of the Supreme

Court of the United States in Kansas v.

Colorado, 206 U. S. 46), adopted, and the his

torical theory is not in force. The federal

jurisdiction and title are denied, and there is

instead an elaborate state organization which

has assumed absolute control over all waters

within their borders. Under the decision in

Kansas v. Colorado it is difficult to see how

the policy of conservation can be carried out

by federal action in these states."

Attention may here be called to a demo-

gogic article which, though of no value, is of

some interest in connection with the fore

going:—

"The Trust that Will Control All Other

Trusts." By John L. Mathews. Hampton's,

v. 23, p. 201 (Aug.).

This gives a clear picture of the impending

tyranny of the water power trust. One of its

methods of self-aggrandizement is this:—

"Open the pages of 'Moody's Manual' or

any other list of these corporations and you

will find the word 'foreclosed,' or the statement

'obtained by foreclosure,' after the name of

many of the water or steam power concerns

owned by the grabbers. The word repre

sents their favorite method of gaining pos

session. In Carolina they have worked this

as a fine art. They have developed the excel

lent and usually legal game of taking the

local capitalists into partnership with them.

They adopt them into financial brotherhood,

and use local money for the construction work.

Then they freeze out the unnecessary stock-

and bondholders, and seize the plant. '

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

Biography.

Cleveland. "Grover Cleveland: A Record of

Friendship." By Richard Watson Gilder.

Century Magazine, v. 78, p. 483 (Aug.).

"Mr. Cleveland always insisted upon this—

that if right political policies were simply and

clearly put before the American people, they

would generally make a wise and honest deci

sion. He was sometimes discouraged; but I

do not think he was ever fundamentally

shaken in his belief. He realized that there

might be long periods of indecision or mis

take, but he looked forward to a final satis

factory outcome.

"He was encouraged in his view by various

occurrences in his own public career, for he

often did a right but risky thing; and instead

of losing by it his popularity and influence

were strengthened. It was so with incidents

in his relations, for instance, with Tammany

Hall. His letter, when Governor, to the

Tammany leader in New York, protesting

against the support by Tammany of a certain

silver-tongued, but, ethically speaking, annoy

ing member of the legislature, increased a

personal enmity, but was only another proof

to the public of the Governor's fearless recti

tude."

Gaynor. "The Austerity of Judge Gaynor."

Current Literature, v. 47, p. 151 (Aug.).

"Judge William J. Gaynor, who has just

caused such a commotion in the police depart

ment of New York City, is not a man given

to jesting. He is even described as mirthless

and smileless. Look upon his counterfeit pre

sentment and you will see austerity writ large

on every feature. He cracks no jokes in his

court, he laughs not at those the lawyers may

crack. He takes life seriously and lives it

earnestly. He is no sour cynic, not at all.

His faith in the power of an idea and his con

fidence in the righteous intentions of the

people are a splendid tonic ; but if he were the

husband of the heroine in 'What Every

Woman Knows,' we have an idea she would

have to work even harder than in Barrie's

clever play to get the saving guffaw that

finally comes from her hard-headed Scotch

spouse."

Knox. "Knox—'Able Citizen.' " By Ed

ward G. Lowry. Putnam's, v. 6, p. 527

(Aug.).

"Mr. Roosevelt told him that he wanted

him to accept the vacancy caused by Justice

Brown's retirement. Mr. Knox declined, leav

ing the way open for Attorney-General Moody

to scale the dizzy height. When Justice

Shiras retired, the tender of his seat in the

Supreme Court was made to Mr. Knox by
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President Roosevelt. Mr. Taft had previ

ously declined both of these seats before they

were offered to the present Secretary of State.

The idea is firmly lodged in Mr. Knox's mind

that some day his mail will be addressed to

the White House; and it is not the contem

porary practice of the Republican party to

select its Presidential candidate from the

Justices of the Supreme Court."

Nisbet. "Sir John Nisbet of Dirleton." By

George B. Young. 21 Juridical Review 170

(July).

"A modern author has thus epitomized

Dirleton's legal career: 'When bad judges were

common, he was one of the worst, and it does

not appear that in the course of his public

career he did one act which brightens the

darkness of his servile and mercenary life.' "

Democracy. "The Old Order Changeth: The

Schools, the Mainspring of Democracy." By

William Allen White. American Magazine,

v. 68, p. 376 (Aug.).

"The Report of the United States Com

missioner of Education, 1907, indicates (p.

525) that there are only twice as many school

teachers as there are bartenders in the coun

try. So while the aggregate amount spent

for schools is large, the comparative amount

is small."

Fiction. "The Iron Empire." By George

Randolph Chester. Cosmopolitan, v. 47, p. 281

(Aug.).

"To the victor belong the spoils, and the

spoils of this war were the proxies. Breed

got the proxies, and through personal repre

sentatives from his New Jersey offices he

walked into one meeting after another with a

majority of stock. He had succeeded, through

Kelvin, in that apparently impossible dream

of every railroad man since Stephenson in

vented the steam-engine—the concentration

of every railroad in the United States under

one management."

History. "Was 'Secession' Taught at West

Point?" By Col. Edgar S. Dudley. Century

Magazine, v. 78, p. 629 (Aug.).

"The result of this examination of the

records of the United States Military Academy

and of the review of statements on both sides

of the subject, shows conclusively, to my

mind, that Rawle's work, 'A View of the

Constitution of the United States' was intro

duced as a text-book by the professor of

geography, history and ethics for one year

only (1826), and was then discontinued, never

again being used; that it was never officially

adopted as a text-book by action of the

academic board; that of all the graduates

named, only one, General Albert Sidney John

ston, of the class of 1826, received instruction

in that work; that the records show positively

the use of Kent's Commentaries from 1841

until after the beginning of the Civil War, so

that no one who was graduated during that

period could ever have had Rawle as an

authorized text-book.

"There is no necessity to seek to assign

'instruction at the military academy' as an

excuse for the action of those who joined the

Confederacy or for those who remained loyal

to the Union."

Miscellany. "Stories of a Famous London

Drawing-Room." By William H. Rideing.

McClure's, v. 33, p. 388 (Aug.).

"Most of the judges and many barristers

were, of course, frequent among the guests of

that house. I have been at the Royal Courts

of Justice in the afternoon, and watched them,

gowned and bewigged, at their solemn work—

the judges precise, austere, portentous, Rhada-

manthine; the barristers deferential, ingra

tiating, and all attention. Then they have

assembled at dinner in the evening, like

Olympians descending from their pedestals,

as worldly-wise, as merry, and as familiar as

common mortals. Who could have been

more human and amusing than the late Lord

Chief Justice Russell of Killowen (once Sir

Charles Russell), a stately, handsome man of

commanding presence; or his successor, the

present Lord Chief Justice Alverstone, who,

when he can be persuaded to sing after dinner,

is likely to select W. S. Gilbert's nonsensical

song from "Trial by Jury," and rattle it off

with the greatest spirit—that song which

just describes his early days when he had—

" 'A couple of shirts and a collar or two,

And a ring that looked like a ruby.'

"The late Justice Day was another guest,

he upon whose name was obvious and easy

play. In criminal trials he was so severe

that he became 'Judgment Day' ; when he

married, 'Wedding Day'; at Bristol, 'Day of

Reckoning' ; and one day when he was seen

to nod on the bench, 'Day of Rest.' Once

when he was trying a case, a prolix barrister

tried his patience, and at the end of a long and

tedious speech spoke of some bags which were

in. question. 'They might, me Lud, have

been full or half-full bags, or again they

might have been empty bags,' 'Quite so,

quite so, the judge interjected, adding dryly

and significantly: 'Or they might have been

wind-bags.'

"On one occasion the conversation turned

to the thoroughness of the administration of

the law in Great Britain. 'We sweat the

law in England to get all the justice out of it

we can,' declared a vivacious gentleman who

sat next to me, and I infer that no one doubted

his sincerity or the truth of what he said."
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JUDICIAL VERSE

On the Oxford Circuit, and Other Verses. By

Sir Charles John Darling. With illustrations by

Austin O. Spare. Smith, Elder & Co., London.

Pp. 80. (5s. net.)

MR. JUSTICE DARLING is chiefly known

in this country from occasional refer

ences in the English journals to his lively

sense of humor and to his versatility and

learning as one of his Majesty's judges. This

little book shows him in the light of a poet of

no ordinary accomplishments. For he evi

dently is a writer of verse of better quality

than that most commonly encountered in the

literary mart of today.

There seem to have been some lawyers who

have dabbled in verse, among them Black-

stone, Bacon, and Eldon, but the number of

poets who have forsaken the law and turned

to literature is so large that the law could

doubtless successfully maintain, solely on

proof of this desertion, an action against

literature for the dissolution of any vinculum

matrimonii between them. Poetry and the

law seem to suffer from incompatibility of

temper.

Poetry is made up of the less nutrient and

useful materials, the fat part of life, while

the law, on the contrary, is a builder of the

tissues of private rights and social justice,

and may be called the lean of life. The

lawyer is so concerned with the lean part of

life that, like Jack Spratt, he can eat no fat.

The poet, like Jack Spratt's wife, can eat no

lean. And so, between them both, one would

suppose an ideal relation of domestic harmony

to exist. The reason, however, for the incom

patibility is found not in the difference be

tween tastes, but in defects of digestion. The

lawyer finds difficulty in digesting poetry,

and the poet in digesting law. Something is

assuredly wrong, for all seemingly conflicting

interests of life are reconcilable, and the duty

of well-balanced humanity is that of reducing

to a logical unity the baffling and irritating

complexities of the world. Man is supposed

to live not by meat alone, nor by vegetables

alone, but is omnivorous, and he ought like

wise in his mental habits to be able to com

prehend and assimilate whatever comes along,

and to derive equal benefit from every whole

some variety of intellectual pabulum. If we

are not much mistaken, the tendency of the

time is not so much toward the narrow kind

of specialization as it is toward that general

specialization which is synonymous with a

real liberal education; and growing keenness

of appreciation and sympathy will inevi

tably, sooner or later, break down the barrier

between the law and belles lettres, which are

apt to have many impulses and thoughts in

common.

We are glad to see a judge writing good

verse, which as regards technique does not

tempt quibbling criticism, and which other

wise considered derives added interest from

a breadth of worldly experience not generally

found among men of letters. We are glad

that Mr. Justice Darling, through such a

poem as "On the Oxford Circuit," is able to

furnish his brethren of the bench and bar

with so admirable an illustration of the truism

that there is no reason why a lawyer should

not aim at high literary distinction, and suc

cessfully attain it, without endangering his

prestige as a legal luminary.

What, for example, could more saliently

emphasize the indifference of our leading poets

to the lawyer's and publicist's themes than

this graceful wording of pregnant thoughts,

by way of comment on the maxim, necessitas

non habet leges f —

Rare the complaint in that laborious age

When little satisfied the frugal thief;

Content to win a barely living wage,

Nor to his parish turn for out-relief.

Law now rules all ; and these of right demand

For every want reward, as legal due ;

Need holds by Law—because as statutes stand

Le nfcessaire veut dire le superflu.

With the criticism advanced by one re

viewer (in London Law Times, July 24, 1909),

that when Mr. Justice Darling "has shaken

the dust of law entirely from his feet we find

him coming nearest to that inner light, that

constellation of language which is poetry,"

we find that we cannot agree. The dramatic

and sensitive "On the Oxford Circuit" is

facile princeps in this collection, and its elo

quent beauty overshadows that of the admir

able lines suggested by sport and fine art.

Let us hope that the author of "Scintillae

Juris," "Meditations in the Tea Room," and
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"Seria Ludo," may find time to produce more

work belying the false tradition that the

poet cannot derive inspiration from strong

and solid themes.

CASPERSZ ON ESTOPPEL

Modern Estoppel and Res Judicata. By Arthur

Caspersz. Part I, The Doctrine of Changed Situa

tions; Part II, The Conclusiveness of Judgments,

Decrees, and Orders. 3d ed. S. K. Lahiri &

Co., Calcutta. Pp. xliv, 356+index 30; xxxi,

347 + index 39. (Rs. 18.)

THIS work was originally issued in 1893,

as the author's Tagore Law Lectures.

A scholarly equipment gave much value to

the production, and it at once took rank as

the most authoritative treatment of estoppel

to be found in India. In the present third

edition the work is thoroughly revised and

much enlarged, and while dealing primarily

with the Indian phases of the doctrine it may

well be regarded as a standard treatise of

more than local importance. The qualities

which render this work interesting to the

American lawyer are its historical erudition,

its accurate exposition of the common law,

its logical grasp of the whole subject, and its

delightful clearness of style.

American authors, Thayer and Bigelow par

ticularly, and the Canadian authority Ewart,

have evidently influenced the production of

this work, which possibly gives information

in a more lucid and accessible form than the

other treatises. The subject of estoppel is

one which lawyers are disposed to regard as

somewhat complicated, and furthermore one

which, as Mr. Caspersz says in his preface,

"still suffers from the unpopularity of its

name." But this writer has made the whole

topic simple. He has succeeded where other

writers on estoppel have failed. For the

purpose of gaining a scientific view of the

subject, there is no one but can get much

profit from the present volume by disregard

ing the local application of principles under

conditions of Indian codification. The Eng

lish as well as the Indian cases are set out

with much accuracy and fullness, and the

rich materials of the common law and its

latest increment are ably and carefully ar

ranged and expounded. A systematic and

scientific volume like this, evidencing scholar

ship of so high a grade, is to be commended

in the most favorable terms. The American

reader, moreover, will take a somewhat justi

fiable pride in the fact that the example of

Thayer and Bigelow has inspired Mr. Caspersz

with an ideal of scientific treatment which

has been so admirably followed up.

UNSYSTEMATIC ETHICS

The Moral Economy. By Ralph Barton Perry,

Assistant Professor of Philosophy in Harvard Uni

versity. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

Pp. xvi, 256, notes and index. ($1.25 net.)

THE author calls this book "a preliminary

sketch of a system of ethics," and de

clares that his aim has been to study morality

directly, by an appeal to experience. He

therefore avoids a cumbersome mode of pro

cedure by eliminating discussion of contro

verted doctrines and by a pleasant everyday

attitude toward a subject which is, "without

doubt, the most human and urgent of all

topics of study." There is much to be said

in favor of thus proceeding in a science which

is, as it were, in process of construction, and

if the simpler method is not so well suited to a

science in a high state of development, where

the criticism and consolidation of doctrines

must steadily keep pace with each new dis

covery, it may be preferable, as Leslie Stephen

preferred it, in the science of ethics in its

present stage, where to reduce chaos to system

would call for labors almost superhuman.

But is Assistant Professor Perry's, even in

the "preliminary" sense, a scientific dis

cussion? The very title suggests a non-

scientific treatment. The author has en

deavored, primarily, it seems to us, to set

before educated laymen an informal disserta

tion on the part which moral values play in

human life. He follows that tradition of

multifarious discourse from which modern

philosophy has not yet wholly divorced itself

even with the dawn of the scientific age. His

essay aims distinctly at a literary treatment

of a technical subject, and the beauty of its

workmanship and persuasiveness of its logic

may add to the fame of a group of Harvard

philosophical luminaries distinguished for their

literary excellence quite as much as for their

scientific achievements.

The non-scientific mode of procedure

necessarily threads its way precariously among

countless pitfalls of error which are not always

safely avoided. Dr. Perry sometimes mis

takes the figments of idealism for the facts

of sociology. He ignores the conflict be
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tween the hostile social groups which mold

public opinion, and belittles the strife within

the social organism, when he declares with

misguided optimism that in morals men

are all practically unanimous, and when

he implies that our common morality is

not a battlefield of perpetual strife. He also

entertains a kind of pathetic fallacy re

garding nature when he speaks of "the

mechanical cosmos" as "man's hereditary

enemy." Nor can one accept his explanation

that a disagreement between two individuals

with regard to a question of moral conduct,

to be settled in accordance with justice and

sound morals, requires simply the exclusion

of personal or party considerations and re

spectful attention "to the deliberate judg

ment of any rational minded individual."

Suppose that the first "rational minded indi

vidual" encountered is an astute villain?

In spite of these defects, however. Dr.

Perry has given us a readable and charming

essay; charming not only because of its

striking literary beauty, but also because of

the delightful clearness with which he eluci

dates new truths, and restates with astonish

ing originality old ones. An admirable

quality of penetrating discernment is every

where beautifully in evidence. The dryness

of the ethical treatise is lacking because of the

extraordinary fertility of the author's ideas,

and because of an irresistible energy which is

not only stimulating, but inspiring. The book

is in many respects well executed, and one

desirable to add to even the most carefully

selected library of ethical literature.

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED

RECEIPT of the following new books,

which will be reviewed later, is acknowl

edged :—

The Transfer Tax Law of the State of New York.

By George W. McElroy, of the Orange County Bar.

Matthew Bender & Co.. Albany, N. Y. 2d ed.

Pp. xlii, 595, -(-appendix and index 167. (16.)

Proceedings of the Thirty-second Annual Meeting

of the New York State Bar Association, held at

Buffalo January 19, 28-29, 1909. The Argus Com

pany, Albany. V. 32. Pp vi. 706.

Readings on American Federal Government.

Edited by Paul S. Reinsch, Professor of Political

Science in the University of Wisconsin. Ginn &

Co.. Boston. Pp. xii, 845 + index 4. ($2.95 post

paid.)

A Treatise on the Business Corporation Law of

the State of New York. By Thomas Gold Frost,

LL.D., PhD., of the New York City Bar. Matthew

Bender & Co., Albany Pp. xviii, 796 + forms and

precedents 272, +index 29. ($6.30 delivered.)

Legislative and Judicial History of the Fifteenth

Amendment. By John Mabry Mathews, Fellow

in Political Science. Being series xxvii, nos. 6-7,

of University Studies in Historical and Political

Science. Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore. Pp. x,

116. ($1.)

The Mining Law of Canada. By Alfred B.

Morine, K.C., LL.B., of the Bar of Nova Scotia,

Newfoundland, and Ontario Canada Law Book

Co., Toronto; Cromarty Law Book Co., Phila

delphia. Pp. xxxvii, 349, + statutes 314, + glossary

and index 37.

Modern Constitutions: A Collection of the Funda

mental Laws of Twenty-two of the Most Important

Countries of the World, with Historical and Bibli-

ogaphical Notes. By Walter Fairleigh Dodd.

University of Chicago Press, Chicago, v. 1, pp.

xxiii, 351; v. 2, pp. xiv, 312+index 20. ($5.42

postpaid.)

A Digest of the Bankruptcy Decisions under the

National Bankruptcy Act of 1898, reported in the

American Bankruptcy Reports, Volumes 15 to 20

inclusive (1906-1909). By Melvin T. Bender and

Harold J. Hinman, of the Albany, N. Y., Bar. V. 2.

Matthew Bender & Company, Albany, N. Y.

Pp. xiii, 393 + table of cases 61. ($4.)
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Advertising Nuisance. Advertisements At

tached to Vehicles—Restrictive Ordinance

Valid. N. Y.

New York City passed an ordinance regu

lating the use of streets for the exhibition of

advertising, providing that no advertising

wagons be allowed therein except ordinary

business notices on wagons not used merely

for advertising. The power to pass this

ordinance was questioned in Fifth Avenue

Coach Company v. City of New York, 86

N. E. Rep. 824. It appeared that the com

pensation which the Coach Company derived

from advertising was regulated by the number

of coaches which it employed. This number

constantly increased. From the advertising dis

play alone was realized a gross income of

more than six per cent on the entire capital

stock. Slow moving trucks were barred from

the streets owing to the congestion attending

the passing of these vehicles. The New York

Court of Appeals decided the ordinance

within the city's power, remarking that every

procession, parade or show upon vehicles

passing through the public streets tends to

congestion therein, and to some extent inter

feres with those engaged in business. If the

company had the right to so decorate its con

veyances, the owner of any wagon would have

the same right, which would enable the

owners of vehicles to decorate them until they

became a congestive menace on the thorough

fares.

See Public Ways.

Bill of Rights. Statute Punishing Escapes

from Prison—Denial of Equal Protection of

Laws to Convicts. Idaho.

Prisoners in Idaho attempting to escape

were punishable by confinement for the term

of their original sentence. If a convict was

serving a one-year sentence, his punishment

for escape would be one year, while a con

vict serving a twenty-year sentence would

be punished by being imprisoned just twenty

times as long. This statute was alleged to

♦Copies of the pamphlet Reporters containing

full reports of any of these decisions which are

cited in the National Reporter System may be

secured from the West Publishing Company, St.

Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In ordering,

the title of the desired case should be given as weli

as the citation of volume and page of the Reporter

in which it is printed.

deny equal protection to all persons charged

with its violation and to be class legislation.

The court held that the statute, in making the

escape from the state prison the offense, and

not the escape from the punishment of the

judgment fixed by the court, was not natural

but arbitrary. The very theory of punish

ment to be imposed for crime is that it should

be in proportion to the gravity of the offense.

The statute was therefore held unconstitu

tional by the Idaho Supreme Court in Ex

parte Mallon, 102 Pac. Rep. 374.

See Due Process of Law.

Boundaries. Shifting Channel of River Be

tween Two States. U. S.

When Oregon became a state the bound

ary between it and Washington was the main

channel of the Columbia river. The diminish

ing depth of that channel, the jetties con

structed by Congress, processes of accretion

and the diminution of the volume and depth

of water have made another channel more

important and properly the main channel.

In Washington v. Oregon, 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 631,

the federal Supreme Court held that whatever

changes had occurred in the former channel,

its varying centre was still the true boundary,

and suggested that the course of wisdom

would be for the interested states to gain the

consent of Congress to secure the aid of

commissioners who could adjust as far as

possible the jurisdiction and this elusive

boundary.

Capital Punishment. "Conscientious"

Scruples of Juror. Wis.

The question of the propriety of sustaining

a challenge to a juror on the ground of his

conscientious scruples against convicting a

person of a capital offense on circumstantial

evidence alone, arose in Spick v. State, 121

N. W. Rep. 664. The Wisconsin Supreme

Court, holding a person imbued with such

scruples incompetent for jury duty, remarked:

"A person might as well say, generally, he has

conscientious scruples against obeying the

law of his country as to say he has such

scruples against acting as a juror upon cir

cumstantial evidence in a capital case. Such

a person has too much conscience for the best

of citizenship. He has that species of con

science with that grade of weakness that
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often makes the coward mistake his timidity

for that conscience which is worthy of dis

tinction."

Contempt. Stale Legislature Cannot Limit

Discretion of Judiciary—Punishment for Con

tempt Not Subject to Regulation. Mo.

In a recent Missouri case the Supreme

Court, by a vote of four judges against three

dissenting, held an act of the legislature for

bidding a constitutional court (namely a court

established by the constitution rather than

by statute) to impose a fine in any case of

contempt in excess of $50, or to inflict im

prisonment for more than ten days, to violate

the constitution of that state. The dis

senting judges expressed the opinion that

constitutional courts could not be shorn of

their inherent right to punish for contempt

by the legislative branch of the government,

but insisted that the legislature might make

reasonable rules regulating the punishment

in contempt cases, so long as such regulation

does not render the contempt jurisdiction

ineffectual. (See editorial in New York Sun,

July 20, 1909.)

Corporations. Right of Cumulative Voting

Under New York Statute—Preferred Stock

holders May be Deprived of Power to Vote—

Public Policy. N. Y.

The relators in Stewart Browne v. Samuel

S. Koenig (reported in New York Law

Journal July 19, 1909), which was decided

last July by the New York Supreme Court,

Appellate Division, first department, had

been denied a certificate of incorporation by

the Secretary of State. The Supreme Court

of New York County issued a peremptory writ

of mandamus, from which the defendant as

Secretary of State appealed. The Court de

nied the appeal, for reasons about to be

stated.

The Secretary of State had refused the

certificate because of the provision that the

stock should be divided into one-half preferred

and one-half common, the preferred to have

the right to vote only upon certain matters

relating to corporate management, and being

given no right to vote for directors of the

corporation.

The Court, per Mr. Justice Houghton, said :—

"Unless expressly forbidden by statute the

articles of incorporation may divide the stock

into common and preferred, and may provide

that the preferred stockholders shall be de

prived of voting power in consideration of the

preferences over the common stock which are

given them. Such a provision is but an

arrangement between two classes of stock

holders which does not concern the public

and does not violate any rule of the common

law or any rule of public policy. . . .

"In view of the fact that it is perfectly law

ful for different classes of stockholders to

agree amongst themselves, through the certifi

cate of incorporation, that one class shall

have no vote upon all or certain questions

relating to the management of the corpora

tion, and that such an agreement does not

contravene public policy or affect the public,

we are of the opinion that the Legislature did

not intend to compel every class of stock

holders to hold the right to vote, or to pro

hibit the formation of a corporation which

deprived the preferred stockholders of voting

power."

Damages. Disfigurement as Basis of Mental

Suffering. U. S.

From a charge allowing the jury to con

sider on the subject of damages the humilia

tion resulting from the loss of an eye, an

appeal is taken in United States Express Co.

v. Wahl, 168 Fed. Rep. 848. The United

States Circuit Court of Appeals, remarking

that there was a contrariety of decisions

involving this point, adopted the decision of

the Supreme Court in McDermott v. Severe,

26 Sup. Ct. Rep. 709, and allowed a recovery.

Where mental suffering producing embar

rassment, shame or mortification as the result

of the absence of a facial constituent is a

direct and necessary consequence of the

physical injury its submission to the jury is

proper.

Defamation. See Privacy.

Due Process of Law. Delegation of Judicial

Power to Administrative Officials—Rights of

Aliens. U. S.

The United States Supreme Court, in

Oceanic Steam Navigation Co. , Ltd. , v. Nevada

N. Stranahan, decided June 1 (L. ed. adv.

sheets Oct. term 1908, p. 671), followed its

decisions in U. S. v. Ju Toy (198 U. S. 253,

49 L. ed. 1040, 25 Sup. Ct. Rep. 644), and

in U. S. ex rel. Turner v. Williams (194 U. S.

279, 48 L. ed. 979, 24 Sup. Ct. Rep. 719),

and sustained the validity of the act (32 Stat,

at L. 1213, c. 1012) providing for the exclu

sion of aliens affected with a loathsome or

dangerous contagious disease, on penalty of

a heavy fine imposed on persons bringing in

such aliens, the enforcement of the law being

confided to administrative officials:—
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"In effect, all the contentions pressed in

argument concerning the repugnancy of the

statute to the due process clause really dis

regarded the complete and absolute power of

Congress over the subject with which the

statute deals. They mistakenly assume that

mere form, and not substance, may be made

by the courts the conclusive test as to the

constitutional power of Congress to enact a

statute. These conclusions are apparent, we

think, since the plenary power of Congress

as to the admission of aliens leaves no room

for doubt as to its authority to impose the

penalty, and its complete administrative con

trol over the granting or refusal of a clearance

also leaves no doubt of the right to endow

administrative officers with discretion to re

fuse to perform the administrative act of

granting a clearance, as a means of enforcing

the penalty which there was lawful authority

to impose."

See Bill of Rights.

Employer's Liability. Federal Act Uncon

stitutional with Reference to Intra-State Com

merce—Federal Law Not for State Courts to

Administer. Conn.

The Connecticut Supreme Court of Errors

declared the Employer's Liability Act passed

by the National Congress in 1908 to be un

constitutional, with slight qualification, in a

decision rendered in New Haven July 20,

Chief Justice Simeon E. Baldwin writing the

opinion. It was furthermore stated that

if the act was not unconstitutional, action

under it should be instituted in the federal

and not in the state courts. The opinion

was in the cases of William H. Hoxie and

Oscar Mondow, brakeman, against the New

Haven road for injuries received in an acci

dent resulting from the negligence of a fellow

employee, the decision upholding the ruling

of the Superior Court, which was favorable

to the defendant corporation. The Court

summed up as follows:—

1. "Congress did not intend by the act of

April 22, 1908, to authorize the institution of

an action in the courts of the states.

2. "It had no power to make it incum

bent upon the state courts to assume juris

diction of such an action.

3. "The issue before the Superior Court

involved the consideration of these points,

which justified, of themselves, the dismissal

of the plaintiff's actions; but further—

4. "The act, so far as it concerns this case,

is wholly void, by reason of certain of its

provisions which cannot be separated from

the rest."

On the question of constitutionality the

court said:—

"Except so far as the act is a regulation of

commerce between the states, its enactment

was beyond the power of Congress. That it

remotely affects such commerce is not suffi

cient if that result is only secured by invad

ing the settled limits of the sovereignty of

the states with respect to their own internal

police.

"The act cannot be interpreted as referring

only to negligence of employees while engaged

in interstate commerce. It substantially re-

enacts in this particular the words of the

previous Employer's Liability Act of 1906,

and must be presumed to have been drafted

with the knowledge of the construction which

those words had received."

Evidence. See Procedure.

Federal and State Jurisdiction. State

Statute Governing Delivery of Telegram In

operative in Navy Yard. U. S.

Virginia makes it the duty of telegraph

companies, upon the arrival of a dispatch or

message at the point to which it is to be trans

mitted, to cause it to be forwarded by a mes

senger to the addressee, and imposes a penalty

for the violation of this law. The addressee

was a marine on the U. S. S. Abarenda,

stationed at the navy yard at Portsmouth.

The message was received at Portsmouth,

intrusted to a messenger for delivery on board

ship, where it was taken from him at the

gangway, receipted for, but was never re

ceived by the plaintiff. In Western Union

Telegraph Co. v. Chiles, 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 613,

plaintiff sought to recover the statutory

penalty. The federal Supreme Court held

that this was not a contract within the laws

of Virginia and was not within the jurisdic

tion of its courts. The exclusive legislative

power which Congress has over the Norfolk

Navy Yard excludes the operation, within it,

of the state statute allowing a penalty for its

violation.

Denial of Recourse to Federal Courts Be

yond Power of State Legislature. U. S.

Alabama enacted a law in 1907 providing

that if any foreign corporation procured the

removal of a cause from a state to a federal

court its franchise would be canceled and any

contract in intra-state business thereafter

made by it would be void. At the time of the

entrance into the state by the telegraph com
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pany it had a constitutional assurance that

"all corporations shall have the right to sue

in all courts in like cases as natural persons."

In Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Julian,

169 Fed. Rep. 166, an injunction was sought

to prevent the operation of the statute. The

Circuit Court granting the injunction char

acterized the statute as an attempt to forfeit

property or business because its owner exer

cised a constitutional right in a lawful way,

in a resort to the courts of his country for

justice, and as transcending all the bounds of

the legislative power, being a mere edict of

despotism. No court which sits to admin

ister the fundamental law can recognize it

as a legitimate exercise of power.

Gifts. Left Undelivered by Testatrix in

Attorney's Hands—Principal and Agent.

Ill.

Testatrix, not caring to ameliorate the

condition of her second husband after her

death by leaving to him certain personal

property given to her by her first husband,

consulted her attorney in regard to it. She

was advised that she could not make a valid

bequest of it so as to deprive her husband of

his interest therein, but to accomplish her

purpose it would be necessary for her to

deliver the property to the different persons

she desired to have it. Subsequently, being

confined to her bed, she called in her attorney,

separated the articles, and the attorney

marked the different parcels with the n mes

and addresses of the persons for whom they

were intended. The attorney delivered to

her a receipt for the property, stating that

the articles were to be given to the parties

mentioned in memoranda contained in an

envelope. This receipt was found pinned to

the will when opened in the probate court. The

attorney placed the articles in a private

vault and the testatrix died before they were

delivered. In Trubey v. Pease, 88 N. E. Rep.

1005, it was contended that the property

was delivered to the attorney, not as agent

of the testatrix, but as trustee for the donees,

and operated to vest title in them immedi

ately on its delivery to the trustee. After

fully considering the testimony, the Court

concludes that the attorney was merely the

agent of the testatrix, and not a trustee for

the donees, and that the agency was revoked

by her death before delivery, and no title,

therefore, passed to the donees.

Interstate Commerce. See Employer's Lia

bility, Federal and State Jurisdiction.

Marriage and Divorce. Annulment Re

fused where Bride was Under Eighteen—Con

struction of Statute. N. Y.

Supreme Court Justice Greenbaum of New

York, in refusing August 6 to grant the appli

cation made by Mrs. Anna J. Kruger to have

her marriage to Henry Kruger annulled on

the ground that she was under eighteen when

the ceremony took place, said that the right

to bring the action in this case was based upon

section 1743 of the New York Civil Code,

which declared that a person who has not

attained the age of legal consent may bring

an action for annulment, but that it must

be taken in connection with section 1742,

which states upon what other conditions it

may be brought, and which applies only to a

woman under sixteen years of age. If an

annulment of marriage, however, contracted

"under sixteen may not be decreed where the

marriage took place with the consent of

parents, it follows that the legislature must

have intended that an annulment may not

be granted in the case of an infant above

sixteen years of age and under eighteen where

the consent of the parents, or guardian, had

been obtained."

Master and Servant. Unconstitutionality

of Statute Requiring Explanation of Reason

for Dismissal. Kans.

A Kansas statute required an employer of

labor, upon request of a discharged employee,

to furnish in writing the true reason or cause

of such discharge. In Atchison, T. & S. F.

Ry. Co. v. Brown, 102 Pac. Rep. 459, it ap

peared that one who had been discharged

asked for the reason and was given a docu

ment reading thus, "discharged for cause."

He alleged that this information tendered by

his erstwhile employer was too vague to

acquaint him or any future employer with his

objectionable deficiency if any. The Court

ruled that the mere matter of time requisite

to comply with the statute (s. 2422, Gen.

Stat. 1901) was perhaps a matter of trifling

consideration, yet, if the state may compel

the sacrifice of a few minutes of the time of

one person for another, may it not compel

the sacrifice of days? In that event where

and upon what principle shall the time limit

be placed? Again, if the employer can be

compelled to state the true cause of dis

charge, it implies that he should state the

facts as he understands them, and the facts

may be in dispute and may be regarded by

the employee as libelous. Litigation might
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result which might be burdensome to the

employer, although successfully defended. The

state can impose no such burden.

Negligence. "Turn-table Doctrine—Infant

Who is not Chargeable With Contributory

Negligence or Trespass. U. S.

That doctrine usually alluded to as that of

"turn-table cases" has of late been so often

swerved from that the decision in Snare &

Triest Co. v. Friedman, 169 Fed. Rep. 1,

assumes interest because of its adherence to

it. Defendant, an independent contractor,

had left material consisting partly of heavy

iron girders near a street. One of these beams

became so nicely balanced on the other

material that it could easily be displaced and

caused to fall. Plaintiff, a little girl four and

a half years old, with several companions

had been skating on the pavement, when she

sat at the base of the girders to rest. One of

her companions, climbing upon the pile, so

struck one end of the balancing girder that it

fell, crushing plaintiff's foot. The Circuit

Court of Appeals held that the child could

not, by reason of her age, be charged with

contributory negligence or with being a tres

passer, and that defendant was liable.

See Procedure.

Privacy. Publication of Picture—Defama

tion—Fraud. Ky.

A patent medicine concern published in its

magazine a forged recommendation of a

patent medicine along with plaintiff's picture.

The publication also contained a sketch of

plaintiff, showing him to be a person of promi

nence in the community. Plaintiff in his

suit for libel in Foster-Milburn Co. v. Chinn,

120 S. W. Rep. 364, charged that he did not

write the letter and that it was published

without his authority and brought him into

ridicule and greatly mortified him. It was

insisted strenuously for defendant that the

publication was not actionable. Ordinarily

words verbally spoken are not actionable per

se, unless they impute a crime, but there is

an important difference between oral slander

and a written or printed publication. Such

a publication is actionable when it subjects

the person to disgrace, ridicule or contempt

in the estimation of his friends and acquain

tances or the public. After asserting this dis

tinction, the Court maintains that a person is

entitled to the right of privacy as to his pic

ture, and that its publication without his

consent as a part of an advertisement for the

purpose of exploiting the publisher's business

is a violation of such privacy and entitles him

to recover without proof of special damage.

It is further held to be a fraud on the public

to publish the forged endorsements of public

men of a patent medicine which they have

never seen.

Procedure. When Questions of Negligence

are not for the Jury—Facts Must be Reason

ably Uncontroversial to Justify Withdrawal.

U. S.

The case of Kreigh v. Westinghouse, Church,

Kerr & Co. came before the United States

Supreme Court upon a writ of certiorari to

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the eighth circuit. The action was brought

for injuries received while superintending the

construction of a brick and steel building for

which plaintiff's employer, the defendant,

was the contractor. The Circuit Court of

Appeals had taken the case from the jury on

the evidence offered, which showed that the

plaintiff had been knocked from a staging

where he was superintending the work of

bricklayers, by a heavy bucket used by

fellow workmen in hoisting concrete material

to the roof, the derrick employed for the

purpose having but one guy rope, such der

ricks ordinarily being provided with two. The

Supreme Court reversed the decision and

ordered a new trial, holding that the evidence

should have gone to the jury. Mr. Justice

Day, in delivering the opinion of the Court,

said:—

"Questions of negligence do not become

questions of law, to be decided by the court,

except 'where the facts are such that all

reasonable men must draw the same conclu

sion from them; or, in other words, a case

should not be withdrawn from the jury unless

the conclusion follows as matter of law that

no recovery can be had upon any view which

can be properly taken of the facts the evidence

tends to establish.' Gardner v. Michigan

C. R. Co., 150 U. S. 349, 361, 37 L. ed. 1107,

1110, 14 Sup. Ct. Rep. 140.

"It may be that the jury would have found

that the injury to the plaintiff was the result

solely of the negligence of his fellow servants,

but there was testimony in the case tending

to establish the unsafe character of the der

rick when operated in the manner it was

intended to be operated, so far as the record

discloses."

Public Ways. Height of Vehicles— Validity

of Municipal Ordinance. N. Y.

To protect the trees and other vegetation
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within its parks and driveways, New York

City passed an ordinance forbidding the

operation within them of any vehicle more

than ten feet high. In People v. Shellenberg,

117 New York Supplement 820, the company

employing defendant, who had been con

victed of driving a double-decked motor

omnibus exceeding the prescribed height, con

tended that it had the right conferred by

statute to operate its stages without restric

tion as to height. The New York Supreme

Court, assuming that the company had the

right to run its automobiles on Riverside

Drive, thought it had no right so to operate

them as to violate a city ordinance, which if

otherwise valid could not be impeached

merely because it interfered with the use of a

particular kind of stage which the company

operated. If it chose to select a route which

included a public park, it thereby subjected

itself to reasonable regulation. That vehicles

of excessive height will probably injure the

lower branches of trees that overshadow the

drive and thus impair its usefulness is self-

evident. It was held that no ground for

the invalidity of the ordinance was shown.

Obstruction of Sidewalks by Street Peddlers

and Bootblacks. Neb.

The city of Lincoln, Neb., passed an ordi

nance making it unlawful for any person to

erect any booth, shed, stand, or other obstruc

tion upon the sidewalk for the sale of mer

chandise, or to be used for shining boots. In

Chapman v. City of Lincoln, 121 N. W. Rep.

596, plaintiffs complained that other mer

chants were allowed to use the sidewalks for

the display of their goods, so why should not

they? The Nebraska Supreme Court held

that simply because the city, perhaps illegally,

had seen fit to allow its merchants to display

upon the walk in front of their shops samples of

their wares, it did not follow that it was ever

the intention that the public sidewalk space

should be converted into a source of monthly

revenue by obnoxious persons crying out for

the purpose of engaging their services and

selling their merchandise.

See Advertising Nuisance.

Waters. Riparian Rights—Private Wharves

May be Built to Reach Navigable Portion of

Stream. U. S.

In Weems Steamboat Co. v. People's Steam

boat Co., reported in L. ed. advance sheets

Oct. term 1908, p. 661, decided by the Supreme

Court of the United States June 1, the Court,

per Mr. Justice Peckham, said:—

"The rights of a riparian owner upon a

navigable stream in this country are gov

erned by the law of the state in which the

stream is situated. These rights are subject

to the paramount public right of navigation.

The riparian proprietors have the right,

among others, to build private wharves out

so as to reach the navigable waters of the

stream. Dutton v. Strong, 1 Black, 23, 17,

L. ed. 29; Yates v. Milwaukee, 10 Wall. 497,

19 L. ed. 984; Parkersburg & O. River Transp.

Co. v. Parkersburg, 107 U. S. 691, 699, 27

L. ed. 584, 587, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 732; Illinois

C. R. Co. v. Illinois, 146 U. S. 387, 445,

36 L. ed. 1018, 1039, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 110; St.

Anthony Falls Water Power Co. v. St. Paul

Water Comrs., 158 U. S. 349, 368, 42 L. ed.

497, 504, 18 Sup. Ct. Rep. 157. The courts

of the state of Virginia affirm the same rights

of the riparian proprietor. Norfolk City v.

Cooke, 27 Gratt. 430, 435; Alexandria & F. R.

Co. v. Faunce, 31 Gratt. 761, 765. If the

wharf obstructs navigation or the private

rights of others, or if it encroaches upon any

public landing, the wharf may be abated.

Va. Code, 1887, $998. A private wharf on a

navigable stream is thus held to be property

which cannot be destroyed or its value im

paired, and it is property of the exclusive use

of which the owner can only be deprived in

accordance with established law; and if neces

sary that it or any part of it be taken for the

public use, due compensation must be made."

Wills and Administration. Executor's Per

sonal Liability for Claims Which He Has

Not Disallowed. R. I.

Where the testatrix was indebted to the

plaintiff for labor and materials, and the

defendant, the executor, was sued for the

claim as personally liable for it, in view of

his failure to disallow it within the statutory

time, the Superior Court of Rhode Island,

per Tanner, P. J., expressed the opinion that

the plaintiff had already had, by the allow

ance of his claim, all that he could obtain by

an action at law. Such allowance by the

executor amounts to a judgment against him,

said the Court. "We know of no way to com

pel an executor to pay a claim against an

estate except by suit on his bond." (Not yet

reported.)

See Gifts.
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DARWINISM AND THE LAW

CHARLES DARWIN, the centenary of

whose birth is observed this year, was

in no sense a political writer, and he did not

furnish us with an application of his principle

of "the survival of the fittest" to social phe

nomena. It is not difficult, however, to

imagine that, were he alive today, he would

see in the attrition of social forces evidence

of a different form of "the survival of the

fittest" from that to which he devoted a life

time of study, and that his great contribution

would enrich other departments of science

than that to which he gave chief attention.

Darwinism and the doctrine of evolution

are by no means synonomous. The science

of evolution, or to be more accurate that

of genetics, is not yet complete, and the in

valuable contributions of Weismann, Mendel,

de Vries, with many others, have considerably

enriched and expanded it since Darwin and

Wallace. The complexities of human society

will provide material for an expanding science

of evolution. Darwin left practically un

touched the problem of human progress.

Future writers will have to explain the mean

ing of "the survival of the fittest" as applied

to the progress of humanity.

The unpopularity of Darwin's theories

when they were first made public was due

chiefly to theological odium, but partly also

to sentimental causes and to prejudices not

easily shaken off. There was a cold brutality

about the idea of the destruction of the unfit

which offended tender-hearted orthodox op

timism. There was also, in the prerogative

of those favored by nature, something re

pellent to the then prevalent notion of justice.

Why should the individual be rewarded for

what is not of his own doing, and why should

he be destroyed because he is born with

weaknesses for which he is not responsible?

That was the attitude of the morality of an

earlier generation. But a truer moral perspec

tive has since helped us to perceive more

clearly that while the free-willed individual

does not deserve to suffer for the faults of

that which is determinate and no longer free

neither does society deserve to suffer because

of a false sentiment of charity which defies

the principle of . social self-preservation, and

invites the corrosion sure to follow upon

tolerance of decay within threatening its

very vitals. In other words, the old concep

tion of justice to the individual, instead of

being supplanted, has been strengthened and

corrected by that notion of justice to society

which though never wholly overlooked was

never so clearly envisaged as now, when man

has learned that the will unaided cannot rise

to all things, but the heights of virtue are to

be sealed only with the fortunate assistance

of forces of environment and heredity which

are beyond the control of those who triumph.

Man is a part of nature, so that natural

selection, if the term is used accurately, must

mean not only the selection which nature

exercises upon man, but also that which man

exercises upon himself. It must mean the

selection applied by the social as well as by

the physical environment of man, and "the

survival of the fittest" in consequence of

social selection—which includes sexual selec

tion—may mean one of two things: the

survival either of those best adapted to their

physical environment, or of those best fitted

to their social surroundings.

If in the lower forms of life, among ants

and bees for example, we see the operation of

that social selection which favors the socially

fit and eliminates the socially unfit, of how

tremendously greater importance must be

the part which social selection must play in

the life of mankind ! Adaptation to the social

environment, if not the substance of moral

goodness, is its shadow, and as we enter the

field of social science we see that the doctrine
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of "the survival of the fittest" has important

bearings upon the fundamental problems of

the race, and is thus, in the words of Weis-

mann, transforming our old conceptions

(Contemporary Review, July, 1909, p. 21):—

"It is teaching us to understand the

struggle, silent or clamant, among human

races, their rivalry for the possession of the

earth, and to understand, too, the composi

tion of human society, the unconscious divi

sion of labor among the members, and the

formation of associations. The development

of 'classes' and their union in a state appears

in a new light when looked at from this point

of view. In this department a good deal has

been already accomplished."

Much has been accomplished, and much

will be accomplished, by the several special

ized sciences dealing with the broad field of

human society in the light of the great dis

covery of Darwin and Wallace. What applied

ethics learns from the doctrine of selection

is that as social fitness is moral fitness, the

world should do what it can to promote the

survival of the morally fittest, and the de

struction of the morally unfit. Applied

politics and jurisprudence learn from it the

lesson that political organization and legal

development are to assist in the survival

of the fittest by means of political franchises

and juridical capacities so apportioned among

men as to further the general welfare, being

withheld in those quarters where anti-social

or injurious forces are to be discovered at

work. In a word, the survival of the fittest

means wholesome competition. But in the

strife of competition, in which the weakest

must go to the wall, we must not commit

the error of supposing that the strong may

no longer serve the weak, for justice and

mercy are always compatible. As the dis

tinguished biologist whom we have just

quoted says:—

"The principle of selection has often been

applied in an inverted sense, as if the brutal

and animal must ultimately gain the ascend

ency in man. The contrary seems to me to be

true, for it is the mind, not the body, that is

decisive in the selection of the human race."

People are now writing in many quarters

on the subject of eugenics, or the improve

ment of the race, but if we could only adhere

consistently to the scientific ideal of justice

the problem of the improvement of the race

would no longer exist. We should then be

improving the race automatically, by allow

ing natural forces to have full sway. We

should then have left behind us the legacy

of outworn toleration, mainly of theological

origin, fostering the evils of pauperism and

vice. Justice, not sentiment, would be the

dominant motive of public and private

charity. Social legislation would not be

granted in recognition of any popular demand

hostile to the well-being of humanity. Our

laws and institutions would themselves con

stitute agencies actively at work for the

improvement of the race. This, it seems to

us, is the correct view of eugenics. No appli

cation of eugenics can be either practicable

or efficacious, if it is to be made through arti

ficial as opposed to natural selection. The

human race cannot act upon itself after the

fashion of an external force. It must rather

act as the passive agent of natural forces

operating through society, and no higher

good can be attained than that which is in

herent in the race. A man who conforms

to the laws of health should not have to study

the science of medicine to be well, neither

should a race.

We are not contending for a Darwinian

ideal of justice. There is of course no such

thing. What is urged is the importance of

never forgetting the naturalness of an unre

mitting struggle which has as its goal the

survival of the highest social merit. It is a

natural struggle and a just one. The rewards

and punishments distributed by society

among the fit and the unfit, by means of laws,

are not artificial contrivances but a natural

expression of the social conscience. Wealth

and opportunity are not an artificial and un

natural discrimination, but likewise a normal

expression of the social will. Property is an

agency in promoting civilization. Socialism

contemplates a kind of artificial selection in

violation of the regular order of nature. In

this connection it is interesting to quote one

of the few political documents we have from

the pen of Charles Darwin, perhaps the only

one. He wrote of the inhabitants of Tierra

del Fuego, visited by the Beagle in 1834, in

an acute manner, very much as any shrewd

observer might write, but bis remarks at that

early period are interesting because of any

possible connection they may have with the

theories that were probably then germinating

in his mind. He wrote in his log book:—

"The perfect equality among the indi

viduals composing the Fuegian tribes must

for a long time retard their civilization. As

we see those animals whose instinct compels

them to live in society and obey a chief are

most capable of improvement, so it is with

the races of mankind. Whether we look at it

as a cause or a consequence, the more civi
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lized always have the most artificial govern

ment. For instance, the inhabitants of Ota-

heite, who, when first discovered, were gov

erned by hereditary kings, had arrived at a

far higher grade than another branch of the

same people, the New Zealanders, who,

although benefited by being compelled to

turn their attention to agriculture, were

republicans in the most absolute sense. In

Tierra del Fuego, until some chief shall arise

with power sufficient to secure any acquired

advantage, such as the domesticated animals,

it seems scarcely possible that the political

state of the country can be improved. At

present, even a piece of cloth given to one is

torn into shreds and distributed, and no one

becomes richer than another. On the other

hand, it is difficult to understand how a

chief can arise till there is property of some

sort by which he might manifest his superior

ity and increase his power."

If this extract, which we have requoted

from a significant article in the August

Fortnightly Review by Mr. E. B. Iwan-Muller,

is read in the light of the principle of "the

survival of the fittest," it is one of the strongest

pronouncements against socialism and com

munism ever written.

The uses of the Darwinian position in solving

some problems for the lawyer are not to be

overlooked, at a time when Darwinism has

become merely part of a stream of growing

knowledge which it no longer helps much

to swell. Formerly the lawyer's refuge from

visionary, metaphysical doctrines was to be

found in a wholesome Anglo-Saxon tradition

of empiricism. The empirical grounds upon

which judges have ' repeatedly refused to

sanction eight-hour labor laws, in compliance

with a metaphysical socialistic program, are

sustained by more weighty and convincing

reasoning. The liberty of the individual,

safeguarded by the Constitution, is not a

barren metaphysical dogma, but is something

which is dependent upon natural capacity

and must be subject to qualification in the

interest of the general welfare. Judicial

interpretation can no more override stubborn

scientific facts than can the public opinion

which gives to laws their ultimate sanction.

In defining the new articles of the Bill of

Rights of modern democracy, constitutional

jurists must pay due heed to the rigime of

competition, which even monopoly in the

field of economics cannot utterly destroy,

and the extent and character of fundamental

guarantees must be set forth with reference

to a sound ideal of social justice. If the

correlated principles of the supremacy of

merit in consequence of the survival of the

fittest, and the progress of mankind as a result

of the same process, are to exert a formative

influence on the jurisprudence of the future,

the inevitable scientific movement in legis

lation will have owed not a small part of its

impetus to Charles Darwin.

AN EXTRAORDINARY WILL

AN exceptional case was lately before the

Superior Court of St. Petersburg. One

of the wealthiest land owners near Smolensk

died not long ago, and after the funeral the

heirs looked vainly for the will, but without

success.

A few days later, a young man, seeing a

graphophone on a table in the dead man's

library, put into it a record which he supposed

was that of a popular Russian song. To his

amazement and terror, instead of a song he

heard the voice of the dead man recite the

words of the missing will.

The heirs were notified of the discovery,

lawyers were summoned, and they lost no

time in examining the record containing the

will. It was found to be flawless, and the

question then arose whether a will left on a

graphophone cylinder would be deemed valid

by the courts. It is, therefore, on this unique

point that the Superior Court must render its

decision.

THE LAW AND LITERATURE

T)Y the bye, Wells, I have read your

*J poem," said Hazlitt to the young

author of "Joseph and his Brethren," one of

the finest poems ever written by a solicitor.

"I consider that it shows real genius, and—

I advise you to stick to your profession."

Mr. Birrell, in the happy and humorous speech

he made at the Hardwicke dinner, gave

similar advice to young lawyers with a lean

ing towards letters. Describing his own prac

tice at the bar as "a pleasant trickle of work

between a great margin of leisure," he ob

served that the income he had enjoyed as a

Chancery lawyer was ten times greater than

that he had obtained as an essayist, and

advised such of his auditors as had literary

ambitions to stick to their less attractive

calling. The worst of this advice, however

wise from one point of view, is that the world

has so much reason to be thankful that it has

not always been acted upon. Bacon, Scott,
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Gray, Cowper, Macaulay, R. D. Blackmore,

Stevenson, Sir W. S. Gilbert, Calverley, Stan

ley Weyman, and Anthony Hope are among

the members of the Bar who might have

been lost to literature if the practical wisdom

of Mr. Birrell's advice had always been recog

nized. —London Law Journal.

ATTRACTIVE JAILS

SOMETHING needs to be done to make

our jails less attractive, when a prisoner

serving a six months term in Ludlow street

jail, New York, for contempt of court in

refusing to pay alimony to his first wife, is

moved to talk to the newspapers in this

strain:—

"I came here on April 1. In four months I

have accomplished what I have been trying

to find time to do all my life. I have read

practically every one of Balzac's novels. I

have also brushed up on the Elizabethan

dramatists and read many lighter books and

magazines. In no other place except another

jail could I find time for this reading. I

should advise every young man who wishes

to go through a course of home study, and

finds it impossible under his circumstances,

to get in contempt of court and be sent to

this jail for six months or a year."

If the opportunity for self-improvement

wholly outweighs the penalty of social dis

grace, as this sculptor-prisoner seems to think,

to maintain schools and jails is a foolish

waste, when one can do the work of both.

LEGAL DEFINITION OF "ROOTERS"

AFRIEND in Winnipeg writes July 29,

1909, to the Green Bag as follows:—

Legal "rooters" and "fans" may be inter

ested in a recent legal definition of a rooter

formulated by His Lordship Mr. Justice

Riddell of the High Court of Justice of On

tario, in the case of Stewart v. Cobalt Curling

and Skating Association, 14 Ontario Weekly

Reporter 171. The action was for damages

caused to a spectator at a hockey match by

the breaking of a rail upon which a large

number of spectators were leaning to watch

the progress of a fight. His Lordship said,

"The plaintiff paid for a seat in one of the

galleries, at the 'rooters' ' end—'rooters,' as

I understand it, being those spectators who

are most enthusiastic." . . . Incidentally,

his Lordship remarked that a hockey match

was a place where a "row might be expected

to take place." The plaintiff got $850

damages and costs.

OF WITNESSES

SPEAKING of witnesses at the annual

meeting of the Tennessee Bar Associa

tion, Col. W. A. Henderson, general counsel

for the Southern Railway, said:—

"The usual witness wants to tell the truth.

There is not so much perjury in the courts as

the public believes. I don't know how i

happened to get abroad, but the impression

prevails with every witness that he is on the

side of the lawyer who summoned him.

Hence he is unconsciously partisan. Beware

of the willing witness. Don't introduce your

witnesses alphabetically. And don't ask,

'Who's the next witness?' or say, 'Call the next

witness.' Know who they are and call

them.

"The most ignorant person in all the world

is a young lawyer examining a witness. The

young lawyer is then 'It,' and he can't see

anybody but himself. Beware of asking too

many questions. Try to put the one ques

tion which will bring the answer you want.

I had a case up in Fentress county. One of

the witnesses was a woman who wouldn't

answer any question satisfactorily. She was

reluctant to tell the truth. When she

was turned over to me, I said, 'Madam, you

swore when you came on this stand to tell the

truth, the whole truth and nothing but the

truth, didn't you?' 'Yes, sir, I did,' she

snapped. ' Well, Madam, may I ask whether

you have done so?' 'Yes, sir, I have,' she

retorted, 'and I had a legal right to do so.' "

JUDGE BREWER'S STATUS

MR. JUSTICE BREWER'S explanation

of the situation in the Supreme Court,

in his speech at Milwaukee, should cheer the

suffragette. Said he:—

"There are four men on the supreme bench

who could retire. I told my wife I should

retire because the statute said I could do so.

" 'I don't care what the statute says; you

can't do it.' she said. That seemed to settle

my status."

It seems also to settle the power woman

exercises over the law in the United States,

despite the restriction of the franchise under

which some of the sex chafe a little.

—Boston Record.
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LEGAL ENGLISH

AS an illustration of the peculiarities of the

English sometimes used in legal docu

ments, the following may be of interest:—

"In the county court of Wyoming county

[WestVa.], March 2nd, 1903.

"On motion of William Allen Rollins, after

having proved to the satisfaction of the court

that he is suffering from Tuberclar Arthritis

of the right knee which is showh by the

certificate of Dr. Allen It is therefore ad

judged and ordered that said William Allen

Rollens do go to the Hospital No. 1 in

McDowell county West Va. and there make

application to be treated for the disease from

which he is now suffering. But the court

does not by this order intend to charge the

county of Wyoming with the expenses of said

William Allen Rollins, should he be received

and treated at said Hospital, and a copy of

this order shall be made by the clerk of this

court and delivered to the said William Allen

Rollins. The Court would further add that

said Rollins is a very poor man."

GETTING AN OPINION

A SHREWD old Vermont farmer came

into a lawyer's office the other day, and

proceeded to relative the circumstances in a

matter about which he thought it would be

profitable to "go to law."

"You think I hev got a good case?" he

finally asked.

"Very good indeed I" the lawyer assured

him. "You should certainly bring suit."

"What would your fee be fer the whole

thing?" the old farmer asked.

"Fifty dollars," was the prompt response.

The client pulled out an old wallet, ex

tracted a roll of bills, and counted out fifty

dollars.

"Now," he said, "you hev got all you would

get out of this case anyhow, so s'pose you tell

me honestly just what you think of my

chances of winnin' a suit are?"

THE LAWYER KNOWS BEST

THAT was a pretty good way of squelch

ing a legal objection, as illustrated in

the case of Gifford Pinchot, the United States

Forester, at the recent Seventeenth National

Irrigation Congress at Spokane.

Ex-Judge Campbell of the Department of

Justice, sitting beside Mr. Pinchot at a press

banquet, made a long harangue upon the

illegality of the Forestry Service, and then a

personal attack upon Pinchot. When he was

through, Mr. Pinchot, smiling as usual, told a

single story which effectually closed the epi

sode. It reminded him, he said—the wander

ings of the legal mind reminded him—of the

story of the Irishman who fell from a high

building on which he was working. As he

lay on his back with his eyes shut, his palms

open upward, the doctor came and looked at

him.

"No good to do anything. He's dead,"

said the doctor.

Just then Pat rose up from his swoon and

started up the ladder again. The foreman

caught him by the arm.

"Here, here, Pat," said the foreman. "Lie

down again, now, that's a good fellow. The

doctor knows best, Pat."

The Editor will be glad to receive for this department anything likely to entertain the readers of

the Green Bag in the way of legal antiquities, facetite, and anecdotes.

USELESS BUT ENTERTAINING

"Wanted, solicitor, experienced in laundry

or dye works, to drive wagon."

— Vancouver World.

The next witness was a hard-fisted, resolute

yeoman with a bristling chin beard.

"Mr. Gigson," said the attorney for the

defense, "are you acquainted with the repu

tation of this man for truth and veracity in

the neighborhood in which he lives?"

"I reckon I am," replied the witness.

"I will ask you to state what it is."

"Well, sir, his rep'tation fur vrassity—

well, that's diff'runt. Some says he does and

some says he don't."

"Witness," interposed the judge, "do you

know the meaning of 'veracity?'

"I reckon I do. '

"What do you understand by the word?"

The witness twirled his hat in his fingers a

few moments without replying. Then he

looked up defiantly.

"I refuse to answer that question, judge,"

he said, "on the ground that it might dis

criminate me!"—Chicago Tribune.

Most lawyers take a keen delight in trying

to confuse medical experts in the witness

box in murder trials, and often they get

paid back in their own coin. A case is re
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called where the lawyer, after exercising all

his tangling tactics without effect, looked

quizzically at the doctor who was testifying

and said:—

"You will admit that doctors sometimes

make mistakes, won't you?"

"Oh, yes; the same as lawyers," was the

cool reply.

"The doctors' mistakes are buried six feet

under ground," was the lawyer's triumphant

reply.

"Yes," he replied, "and lawyers' mistakes

often swing in the air."—New York Times.

"The recent press reports touching the use

of whisky by juries in Tennessee, says a

New York lawyer, "remind me of an amusing

incident in connection with a trial I once

witnessed in Arkansas.

"The defendant had been accused of selling

adulterated liquor, and some whisky was

offered in evidence. This was given the jury

as evidence to assist in its deliberations.

"When they finally filed into court, his

Honor asked :—

" 'Has the jury agreed on a verdict?'

" 'No, your Honor,' responded the fore

man, 'and before we do we should like to have

more evidence.' " —Lippincott's.

"Gentlemen of the jury," said the prose

cuting barrister, "this prisoner is an unmiti

gated scoundrel; he acknowledges it. And

yet, thanks to the wisdom of the common

law, he has been given a fair trial by a jury

of his peers."

—Law Student's Helper.

Lawyer (to deaf witness)—Do you know

the plaintiff's pigs?

Witness—Eh?

Lawyer (raisinghis voice,—Do—you—know

plaintiff's pigs?

Witness—.Yes.

Lawyer—How long have you known them?

Witness—Eh?

Lawyer (louder still)—How long have you

known them?

Witness—Fed 'em all last spring.

Lawyer—Were they all about a size?

Witness—Eh ?

Lawyer (rises on his feet petulantly and

shakes his forefinger at the conclusion of

each word at the witness)—Were—they—

all—of—a—size?

Witness—Some ov 'em wor, and some ov

'em worn't. —Exchange.

It was seriously (but unsuccessfully) urged

in a Nebraska case that an applicant for a

liquor license was not entitled to it because

he did not have a respectable character, and

that he did not have a respectable character

because he applied for a license to sell liquors.

—Case and Comment.

A corporation composed of negroes is held,

in a recent Virginia case, not to be a "colored

person." This corporation bought the land

for an amusement park for the use of colored

people, and the land was subject to a covenant

against the sale thereof to colored persons. But

while it has been well established that a

corporation is a person, it is not a colored

person because it is composed of persons of

color. —Lancaster (Pa.) Law Review.

Correspondence

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION AND THE CONSTITUTION

To the Editor of the Green Bag:—

FOLLOWING closely upon President

Taft's special message to Congress, the

address of Attorney-General Wickersham be

fore the Kentucky Bar Association is of the

greatest interest and significance to students

of economic questions. As he undoubtedly

speaks with authority, we may take it as the

purpose and determination of the present

administration of our national government

to face the economic problems which now

present themselves as the outcropping of

forces long at work beneath the surface of

things. The evolution of industry is so far

in advance of the constitutional limitations

of political government in the United States

as to cause serious embarrassment to the

conduct of legitimate business on the one

hand, and, owing to lack of adequate

machinery for guiding and restraining the

new forces, to permit on the other an un

warranted exploitation of the people by trusts

and combinations. The invincible power of

co-operative effort which the organization and

success of these trusts and combinations wit

ness has come to stay. It is the working out

of economic progress, andmaybe regarded not

only as inevitable but as eminently desirable.
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The chief province of combination in pro

ductive enterprises is to eliminate waste,

through a scientific organization of produc

tion. The untoward features which we com

plain of, stockwatering, holding companies,

evasion of legal responsibility and the unre

strained and unqualified appropriation of the

entire social profit consequent upon this

organization by the pioneers in these new

economic fields, are merely incidents.

As the rules and orderly government of

civilization always follow close upon the heels

of the pioneers who explore and settle newly

discovered countries, so will the regulation of

law and decency overtake the captains of

industry who have discovered and explored

for us hitherto unknown economic realms.

Consequently the suggestion of President

Taft that Congress should propose a consti

tutional amendment to the states which

shall authorize the imposition of an income

tax by the federal government raises an issue

of great importance. It comes at a period in

our history that is peculiarly promising for a

careful study of first principles, for the reason

that so many of the cherished rules of proce

dure are being found inadequate to cope with

the demands of a wholly new economic

development. The broadening of the limits

of the federal power is an economic necessity.

There do not exist in our time the same reasons

for fearing a centralization of power that im

pelled our forefathers to jealously guard

against it.

They thought only of political power.

Economic force was unknown to them.

Whereas in our day political power is wholly

secondary and the economic strength of

organized industry has become irresistible.

A tariff bill is made not as a piece of state

craft devised for the benefit of the entire

nation, but in subservience to the wishes of

the heads of great business enterprises.

Already the claim is being put forth that the

proposed tax on corporations is unconstitu

tional. Perhaps upon test it may be found

to be so, and thus become an additional

argument for broadening the Constitution.

The Supreme Court is bound in honor and

conscience strictly to uphold the literal inter

pretation of the Constitution, for it cannot

properly change the clear intent of the instru

ment merely to meet new conditions. If an

organization governed by rules of order and

a constitution finds it difficult to transact busi

ness under those rules, the constitution and

rules are promptly changed by an exercise of

the right to change expressly reserved in the

membership.

There are other matters besides the right

to levy an income tax which sorely need an

extension of the powers of Congress beyond

the rigid limits set by the written Constitu-

tution of 1789.

We have a national bankruptcy law. We

should have a uniform law of sales, uniform

regulations governing marriage and divorce,

and prescribing the inheritance and descent

of property, and a power in Congress to

regulate the great business of insurance. Con

gress now has power to regulate commerce,

but the Supreme Court has repeatedly decided

that insurance is not commerce. This busi

ness of such immense magnitude and im

portance is thus left to the varied and incon

sistent regulation of the forty-five states of

our country. As Mr Wickersham pointed

out in his address, the Supreme Court recog

nizes the unlimited extent of the power of the

states over corporations transacting business

within their borders A few years ago the

writer suggested that insurance companies

reincorporate under a federal law to be passed

for that purpose in order to escape the in

tolerable burden and expense consequent upon

transacting a business national in its char

acter under the independent supervision of

our many states. But there is considerable

doubt as to whether the Supreme Court would

change its views upon this subject, and the

necessity of a constitutional amendment which

shall expressly declare insurance to be com

merce thus becomes evident.

The final decision upon the question of

amendments rests entirely with the citizens

of the separate states to whom it is finally

referred. It is forty years since the last con

stitutional amendment was adopted. It may

be that many people are not even aware that

amendments to the Constitution were contem

plated by its framers and definite machinery

provided for the purpose. It cannot fail to

be wholesome to have a widespread discussion

of the subject, one covering the entire field

of government by Constitution, and a recog

nition of the fact that for economic purposes

at least we are one entire nation, not a collec

tion of independent sovereignties.

SAMUEL DAVIS.

Boston, Mass.
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Important Litigation

Circuit Court Judge Burdett, at Charleston,

West Va., restrained Attorney-General Conley

and County Prosecutors July 24 from enforc

ing the two-cent rate law against the Virginian

Railroad on the ground that the act limiting

the rate was unconstitutional. The state de

cided on an appeal.

The Supreme Court of Nebraska has de

clared the so-called nonpartisan judiciary law

unconstitutional. This law prohibited any

political party, committee, or convention from

"in any way whatsoever endorsing, recom

mending, censuring or referring to any candi

date" for judicial office. This provision was

deemed in violation of the constitutional

guarantees of free speech, free assemblage,

and free elections.

All discrimination is not forbidden by the

Act to Regulate Commerce, but only such dis

crimination as is undue, was substantially

the decision rendered July 13 by the Inter

state Commerce Commission in the case of

Herbeck-Demer Company v. Baltimore & Ohio

R. R. Co. & Pennsylvania R. R. Co. The

complainant has traveling salesmen who carry

about 1,250 pounds of baggage, on all over

150 pounds of which they nave had to pay

excess fare. The commission held that the

discrimination cited was not unlawful, and

that the railroad had a right to stipulate the

amount of baggage to be carried by a passenger

on his ticket as personal property.

In the opinion of the Treasury Department,

litigation will be necessary to settle the status

of goods imported on the last day the Dingley

tariff rates were effective. The usual hour

of closing the customs offices is 4.40 p. m.

In some instances the offices were closed at

the usual hour; in others they were kept open

as late as midnight, on the theory that as the

new law would not go into effect until the

morning of August 6, the importer should be

given possible facility to get their consign

ments through the custom house. Protests

have been received by the Treasury Depart

ment in great numbers against the early

closing, but the new duties have beenenforced.

In a sweeping and important decision made

public July 15, the Interstate Commerce

Commission condemned the manner in which

the leading express companies of the country

had been conducting their business. The

commission commanded the companies to file

with it a new basis of rates for the carriage of

small parcels. The companies directly affected

are the Adams, United States, American,

Pacific, and Wells-Fargo. The Bois6 Com

mercial Club brought the complaint, main

taining that Bois6 and other towns in Idaho

were grossly discriminated against because

of the lack of competition in such towns. It

was shown that a package weighing in excess

of seven pounds and less than forty-eight

pounds, shipped from New York to Boise,

was exorbitantly taxed. An additional tres

pass on the Interstate Commerce Law was

the rule the companies had formed of charg

ing much more for packages on which the

rates were to be collected at their destination.

The commission said that when a company

had a monopoly at the packages' destination

the exorbitant rate was applied, but not if

there was competition. The commission's

ruling found that the conditions under which

rates were at present made were "chaotic,"

and the carriers were ordered to submit a

new tariff on or before October 1.

After a three weeks trial before Mr. Justice

Mills of the Supreme Court of Westchester

County, N. Y., Harry K. Thaw, the slayer of

Stanford White, was decided on Aug. 12 to

be still insane, and was sent back to the

asylum at Matteawan. The Court expressed

itself as convinced that the facts clearly

showed a substantial though not strong heredi

tary taint of insanity, a delusion regarding

White's practices based on an unalterable

belief in the wildest and most impossible

stories, and insanity of the kind known as

paranoia, and not at all of the so-called "brain

storm" variety. The judge presiding at the

trial, from his own personal observations and

interrogation of Thaw, concluded that he had

continued to be of unsound mind, being still

subject to the same delusions as when he

shot White. In anticipation of a decision

unfavorable to his release, Thaw on July 19,

three weeks previously, through his counsel,

filed in each of the five counties of the ninth

judicial district copies of an appeal in the

New York Court of Appeals from the recent

order of the Brooklyn Appellate Division.

In this the court, with the exception of Justice

Gaynor, had upheld the action of Justice

Mills in dismissing a former writ of habeas

corpus, and had ruled that section 454 of the

Code of Criminal Procedure, under which

Thaw had been originally committed to the

asylum, was constitutional (see 21 Green Bag

416).

Personal

Jay Mertz of Detroit has been appointed

to the newly created position of deputy clerk

of the Supreme Court of Michigan. He was

secretary and stenographer to Chief Justice

Carpenter up to the time when the latter

resigned a year ago to resume the practice of

law in Detroit.
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Daniel J. Richardson of New York, whom

Secretary Nagel of the Department of Com

merce and Labor made his confidential clerk,

was educated at the Syracuse University and

at the law school of George Washington Uni

versity. On his graduation from the latter

institution he was awarded a prize of $250

for the best legal thesis.

Forrest C. Donnell, an attorney connected

with the office of former Judge Selden P.

Spencer of St. Louis, has been appointed

attorney for the collection of the collateral

inheritance tax, from which the Missouri

State University derives a large part of its

revenue. Mr. Donnell is a graduate of both

the collegiate and legal departments of the

University of Missouri. He has been active

in two campaigns, making speeches on the

stump throughout Missouri.

Martin W. Littleton of New York City, in

telling a New York Herald correspondent

his observations on a few months' vacation in

London, expressed surprise at the lack of

sentiment which enters into British legal

proceedings. "They seem to discount the

value of emotions," he said. "Lawyers ad

dressing juries confine themselves to dry

statements of fact and depend for success

upon adroit methods by which they procure

admission of evidence. In America it de

pends a good deal on appealing to a man's

feelings, and personally I believe it is a fairer

method, because when the decision comes

from the heart it is more apt in many ways

to be right than when it is purely a product

of the head."

Bar Associations

The Iowa State Bar Association has ac

cepted without change or amendment the

canons of legal ethics reported to the American

Bar Association a year ago.

The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the

West Virginia State Bar Association was held

at Webster Springs on July 7 and 8. W. E.

Haymond of Sutton was elected president,

and Charles McCamie of Wheeling secretary.

Hiram T. Gilbert made an, elocjuent appeal

for legal reform before the Illinois Bar Asso

ciation at its recent meeting. Edgar A. Ban

croft of Chicago was elected president and

W. R. Curran of Peoria, Ill., vice president.

The Washington State Bar Association

held its annual meeting at Aberdeen and

Westport, Cohassett Beach, July 29-31. J. B.

Bridges delivered the president's annual ad

dress. A new constitution was adopted.

One afternoon was spent on the beach, where

after athletic games and sports the lawyers

ate clams and went bathing in the surf.

The eleventh annual meeting of the North

Carolina State Bar Association was held in

Asheville on June 30 and July 1 and 2. The

annual address was delivered by James W.

Osborne of New York City, whose subject was

"Reminiscences of the New York Bar."

Among the papers read were "The Progress of

the Law," by E. F. Oydlett, of Elizabeth City,

and "The Life and Character of Lord Coke."

Col. John W. Hinsdale of Raleigh, was elected

Sresident for the next term, and Thomas W.

•avis of Wilmington was re-elected secretary

and treasurer.

The thirty-second annual meeting of the

Alabama State Bar Association was held in

Birmingham on July 8 and 9. The annual

address was delivered by William L. Curtis

of NewYork, on the subject,"The Truth About

the Panama Canal." The papers included,

"The Ideal Trial Judge," by W. O. Mulkey;

"The Majesty of the Law/ by S. L. Field;

"Buying a Piece of Land," by E. W. Faith;

"Common Law Marriage," by R. C. Brickell;

"Quadrennial Sessions of the Legislature," by

Emmett O'Neal. Emmett O'Neal of Florence

was elected president.

The Texas Bar Association held its twenty-

ninth annual meeting at Austin, July 6-8.

The annual address was delivered by William

C. Fitts, ex-Attorney-General of Alabama.

The address of welcome was given by J.

Bouldin Rector, City Attorney of Austin.

Other addresses were: Judge N. W. Finley,

"The Profession of Law as Distinguished from

the Business of the Law"; Judge R. L. Batts,

"Inefficiency in the Administration of the

Law"; Judge R. B. Levy, "Criminal Laws of

the Early Period"; Judge S. P. Jones, "Un

reasonable Delays in the Final Disposition of

Civil Suits."

The thirteenth annual meeting of the

Indiana State Bar Association was held in

Indianapolis on July 7 and 8. President

Daniel W. Simms opened with an address on

"The Law and the Lawyer." The annual

address was delivered by Hon. Alexander

Humphrey of Louisville, Ky., who took for

his theme, "The Last Year with the United

States Supreme Court." Other papers read

during the meeting were "Indiana Courts," by

Hon. James S. Dodge, "Modern Views of Com

pensation for Personal Injuries," by Hon.

Addison C. Harris, "The Trouble with the

Law," by Hon. William Dudley Foulke, "The

State Bar Association of Indiana," by Hon.

Emory B. Sellers; "Lawyers and Courts," by

Hon. Cassius C. Hadley. John T. Dye of

Indianapolis was elected president, and George

H. Batchelor of Indianapolis secretary.

The Tennessee Bar Association, at its re

cent annual meeting at Chattanooga, elected

Henry B. Anderson of Memphis as its new

president. A report was presented by the
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Committee on Jurisprudence and Law Re

form, advocating the commission form of

municipal government for all cities of a given

population, the change being brought about

by a constitutional amendment if necessary.

John Bell Keeble read a splendid eulogy on

Judge William Frierson Cooper," of the

Supreme Court of Tennessee, who died last

May. The Association approved a form of

oath of admission to the Tennessee bar, in

connection with the American Bar Associa

tion's code of legal ethics.

The attendance was large at the annual

meeting of the Virginia State Bar Association

at Virginia Hot Springs, on August 10-12.

The president's address was delivered by

Captain Micajah Woods, his subject being "The

Value of General Culture in the Training of a

Lawyer." Professor William M. Thornton

of the University of Virginia gave an address

on "Thomas Jefferson—as Man, Statesman,

Lawyer and Politician." Papers were also

read by Judge Robert R. Prentis of the State

Corporation Commission, William W. Child of

Norfolk, who discussed "Taxation in Virginia

and our Relation to the Subject," and George

E. Caskie of Lynchburg. Among those who

responded to toasts at the banquet were Hon.

Hannis Taylor, ex-Minister to Spain, and

Hon. Rosewell Page of Hanover, who

spoke on "The Uniformity of Legislation."

A report on expert testimony in murder cases

was received with some interest. The follow

ing officers were elected: president, R. Walton

Moore, of Fairfax; vice-presidents, Robert B.

Tunsell, E. Chambers Goode, J. A. C. Keith,

Abraham P. Staples, and John W. Chalkley;

secretary and treasurer, John B. Miner of

Richmond; executive committee, Aubrey E.

Strode, Cardner L. Boothe, George A. Frick.

Attorney-General Denman of Ohio opposed

the poll tax as violative of the American prin

ciple of equality before the law, and astonished

members by disapproving of the constitu

tional amendment proposed by tax experts,

in a paper presented at the annual meeting

of the Ohio Bar Association held at Put-in-

Bay, O., July 6-8. The annual president's

address was delivered by Hon. A. D. Follett

of Marietta, O., and the program also included

papers by Thomas Beer on "Coke Literature,"

by Hon. James R. Garfield on "Employer's

Liability and Compensation Laws," and by

Hon. Walter George Smith of Philadelphia

on "Uniform Marriage and Divorce Laws."

Congressman Samuel W. McCall of Massachu

setts was to have delivered the annual address,

his topic being, "The Importance of a Trained

Bar in the Maintenance of Free Institutions,"

but was unable to be present. Mr. Garfield

advocated the overthrow of employer's lia

bility laws and the shifting of the burden of

industrial accidents from the families of

working men to the industries concerned. A

committee was appointed to investigate this

subject and suggest legislation needed in Ohio.

The canons of professional ethics settled upon

by the American Bar Association were adopted

and it was resolved that they be made a part

of the subject-matter of bar examinations.

Reports were adopted recommending that the

term of office of the state supreme judges be

lengthened to twelve years, and that the right

to appeal from the judgments and final orders

of the common pleas court to the circuit court

be abolished and such judgments be reviewable

only upon proceedings in error. The follow

ing officers were elected: Judge J. B. Bur

rows of Painesville, president; E. B. Carter of

Columbus, secretary, and C. F. Gilmore of

Dayton, treasurer.

At the fourteenth annual meeting of the

Maryland State Bar Association, held at Old

Point Comfort, Va., July 7-9, President Wil

liam C. Devecmon's opening address dealt

largely with the elective franchise in Mary

land and the representation of Baltimore in

the legislature. He judged it to be the current

belief that if the Fifteenth Amendment were

now for the first time to be submitted to the

states, few, if any of them, would vote for it.

Arthur W. Machen, Jr., of Baltimore, read a

paper discussing incorporation laws, referring

to the Taft tax as discriminatory. He also

insisted that a sound and distinct theory for

incorporation laws should be found, and

suggested the adoption of an interstate law,

or statutory rule, to apply to corporations

which do not live up to their declared pur

pose. By vote of the meeting, Mr. Machen

was directed to draw up a draft of a model

incorporation law. The Committee on Legal

Education deplored a "marked deficiency in

English education" among candidates for

admission to the bar. Herbert W. Noble, of

New York, spoke on the "Sherman Anti-

Trust Act and Industrial Combinations," and

Omer F. Hershey of Baltimore, on "Covenants

Without the Sword." The committee on the

Torrens system recommended deferring action

until the Supreme Court shall have rendered

its decision. On the second day, reform in

the presentation of expert testimony by the

appointment of experts by the state courts

was debated. The question was referred to a

conference committee composed of the com

mittees of the Baltimore City Bar Associa

tion and of the State Bar Association which

had both drafted bills on the subject. A

resolution bearing on the jury system was

referred to the Committee on Laws for con

sideration. Th# resolution, which was offered

by William B. Smith of Baltimore, provides

for verdicts rendered by three-quarters of the

jury only, except in trials for felonies, and

prescribes that in the trial of criminal cases the

jury shall be the judges of facts and not of

the law. On the same day the association

heard four addresses, Mr. Justice Henry B.

Brown, formerly of the United States Supreme

Court, speaking in the morning on "The Law

and Procedure in Divorce," an address which

has since received some publicity in the

press; Albert A. Doub discussing "The Elec

tion of United States Senators," Chief Justice

Simeon E. Baldwin of the Supreme Court of
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Errors of Connecticut discoursing on "The

New Reading of Due Process of Law," and

W. Irvine Cross considering "Some Late

Workings of the Doctrine of Public Policy."

Prof. Roscoe Pound gave an address on "Law

in Books and Law in Action." The following

officers were elected: president, David G.

Mcintosh; vice-presidents, Joshua W. Miles,

Joseph B. Seth, George L. Van Bibber, J.

Augustin Mason, James M. Monroe, Glenn H.

Worthington, Fillmore Beall, Alexander H.

Robertson, and Thomas Foley Hisky; secre

tary, James W. Chapman, Jr., of Baltimore

city; treasurer, R. Bennett Darnall, of Balti

more city ; executive council, Albert C. Ritchie,

Z. Howard Isaac, Alfred S. Niles and

Walter J. Mitchell.

The Pennsylvania Bar Association held its

fifteenth annual convention at Bedford Springs

Pa., June 29 and 30 and July 1, the president,

Attorney-General M. Hampton Todd, calling

the meeting to order. In his address, Presi

dent Todd discussed matters of Pennsylvania

legislation, and explained the necessity for the

Governor's vetoing several bills, including

that which sought to give to the courts the

legislative function of determining the rea

sonableness of licenses charged by the muni

cipality to water, gas and other companies.

"No power in the land," he said, "could make

the courts perform such duties if they should

decline to do so." Amasa M. Eaton of Provi

dence, R. I., delivered the annual address on

the evening of the first day, taking for his

subject "Thomas W. Dorr and the Dorr War

in Rhode Island." The Committee on Law

Reform submitted an amended act "to author

ize the Supreme Court from time to time to

adopt and promulgate general rules of prac

tice for all the courts of record of one kind

in this commonwealth," and also an act

relating to elections to take under or against

wills of decedents where parties have failed or

refused to elect, a divergence of views on the

latter act becoming so apparent that the

subject was referred back to the committee.

It was voted that the Committee on Griev

ances be requested to make a further

investigation of the use of money in judicial

campaigns. The report had charged that

candidates for the bench, in their scramble

for office, had degraded judges into common

politicians, led them into expending large

campaign funds and had forced them into

making merchandise of justice. It was esti

mated that it now cost from $15,000 to

$25,000 to conduct a successful campaign for

election to the bench in several counties. In

consequence, to a special committee was

referred a resolution looking to the removal

of judges from the entanglements of political

relations. A report was offered by Charles

Wetherill on comparative jurisprudence. The

code of ethics provoked more discussion than

any paper presented. The committee stated

that the code, after submission to various

authorities, had been almost invariably pre

ferred to that adopted by the American Bar

Association as more terse and forcible and as

placing the rectitude of conduct of judges

and lawyers upon a higher plane. The major

ity of those present favored the code adopted

by the American Bar Association, but there

was sufficient adverse sentiment to influence

votes, and with the idea that the report of

the committee would never again appear it

was referred back. The Committee on Uni

form State Laws reported that this .move

ment is making satisfactory progress. "Com

parative Law as a Practical Science," was the

title of a paper read at the evening session by

William M. Smithers of Philadelphia. John

W. Appel of Lancaster read a paper entitled

"Gibson and a Progressive Jurisprudence,"

citing Chief Justice John Gibson as a type of

the progressive jurist not enslaved to prece

dent. On the next day of the meeting Judge

Harold M. McClure read the report of the

Committee on the Constitution of Courts of

Pennsylvania. After much discussion on the

question whether the Superior Court should

be abolished and the number of Justices of

the Supreme Court should be doubled to

fourteen by a constitutional amendment, it

was finally voted, as there would be no meet

ing of the legislature for nearly two years,

that it would be better to educate the people

so that a public sentiment would be created.

A special committee of five was recommended

to investigate the jury system and report

on the question whether unanimous verdicts

are to be desired or not. Stock-watering prac

tices were arraigned in a paper entitled "Full-

Paid and Non-Assessable," by Owen J. Rob

erts, of Philadelphia. It was alleged that

"our whole system of corporate finance has

come to be one of mere capitalization of pros

pective profits." An interesting paper was

read by A. J. W. Hutton, of Chambersburg,

Professor of Law in the Dickinson School of

Law, Carlisle, Pa., entitled "A Judicial Sole

cism." It was a learned criticism of the rule

established by the Pennsylvania Supreme

Court as to wagering life insurance policies,

the contention being that the rule, as laid

down in Ulrich v. Reinoehl, 143 Pa. 238, in

nowise precludes wagering policies, but, on

the contrary, expressly permits the taking

out, by creditors, of policies upon the lives

of debtors, and collecting upon them amounts

out of all proportion to the claims intended to

be secured, thus making them a gamble upon

human life. The election of the chief officers

resulted as follows: president, Gustav A.

Endlich, President-Judge of the Courts of

Common Pleas in Berks county and author

of "The Interpretation of Statutes"; vice-

presidents, W. L. Dalzell, Allegheny, D. Wat

son Rowe, Franklin, Russell C. Stewart,

Northampton, Charles M. Clement, Northum

berland, John I. Rogers, Philadelphia; secre

tary. Judge William H. Staake, Philadelphia;

treasurer, William Penn Lloyd, Cumberland.

Necrology—The Bench

Judge Francis Martin, sixty-five years old,

died at Falls City, Neb., July 20. He had

served as state senator and probate judge.
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Judge J. Randolph Bryan of the Roanoke,

Va., Police Court died at Northampton, Mass.,

Aug. 1. He was formerly mayor of Roanoke.

Judge David Boone Blalock, County Judge

of Caldwell county, Ky., died at Princeton,

Ky., July 19. He was elected judge in 1905.

County Judge David D. Sousley of Fleming

county, Kentucky, died suddenly at Flemings-

burg, Aug. 6. Judge Sousley was the Demo

cratic nominee for re-election, and popular

with all parties.

Judge R. S. Turner, the senior and leading

member of the Ashland City, Tenn., bar, died

Aug. 6, in his sixty-third year. He was one

of the progressive and influential men of

Cheatham county, Tenn., and had been suc

cessful at the bar.

. Judge Henry Ross of Esmeralda county

Nev., died suddenly Aug. 1 at the age of

fifty-five. He was born in Allentown, Pa.,

and went to Colorado as a young man, where

he built up a large law practice. He was at

one time urged to become candidate for

Governor of Colorado, but declined. He

afterward removed to Rawhide, Nev., becom

ing judge of the county courts.

Judge Daniel B. Lucas of the Supreme Court

of West Virginia, formerly United States

Senator, and a soldier and poet, died at

Baltimore in July. A dramatic incident of

his early career was his daring in "running the

blockade" to Canada to defend Capt. John

Yates Bell, his college friend, who was tried

as a spy at Governor s Island, N. Y., and was

condemned and executed in February, 1865.

Judge S. W. Lamoreux of Beaver Dam,

Wis., where he was president of the German

National Bank, and an extensive iron manu

facturer, died Aug. 5. A veteran of the Civil

War, he was a member of the Wisconsin

Legislature in 1872 and was elected Judge of

Dodge county in 1877, which office he held

until his appointment to the office of United

States land commissioner during Grover Cleve

land's second administration.

Judge William I. Clopton, an active member

of the Virginia State Bar Association, died

July 25 at Crockett Springs, Va. He was

elected City Attorney of Manchester in 1866,

and held the office constantly until 1874.

In 1871 he was elected a member of the

lower house of the state legislature, and in

1873 Judge of Chesterfield county and Judge

of the Corporation Court of the city of Man

chester. He held this office at the time of his

death, at the age of seventy.

Judge Edward W. Pratt of the town court

of East Hartford, Conn., twice elected to the

Connecticut legislature, died July 25 in con

sequence of an accident. He was formerly a

dentist in Glastonbury, Conn., but soon

became keenly interested in Republican poli

tics and was sent to the legislature. After

he had become a prominent citizen of East

Hartford, he was made judge of the town

court, and had been commended by the

State's Attorney for the complete record

which he had ready on cases which went up

to the Superior Court on appeal. He was

forty-seven years of age.

Judge Joshua Hilary Hudson, a prominent

South Carolinian lawyer, whose home was at

Bennettsville, S. C., died July 22 at Green

ville, S. C., at the age of seventy-seven. He

was a veteran of the Confederate army, and

had also been a teacher, state legislator, and

leader of the bar. The legal profession of

South Carolina mourns his death as that of

one of the state's most distinguished citizens.

He had been at one time president of the

State Bar Association. In 1878 he was elected

Judge of the fourth judicial circuit of his state,

holding the office for sixteen years.

Solomon Hicks Bethea, United States judge

for the northern district of Illinois, died at

Sterling, Ill., Aug. 3, in his fifty-sixth year.

He was United States District Attorney in

Chicago during the investigation of the alleged

beef trust. Born in Lee County, Ill., he re

ceived his education in Dixon Seminary,

Dixon, Ill., and at the University of Michigan,

from which he was graduated in 1872. He

practised in Dixon from 1877 until 1898. He

was mayor of Dixon for two terms and was a

member of the Illinois Legislature in 1882-83.

President McKinley made him District Attor

ney, and he was appointed to the United

States District Court by President Roosevelt

in 1905.

Necrology—The Bar

John R. Olmsted of Leroy, N. Y., probably

the oldest practising lawyer in Genesee county,

N. Y., died at Buffalo, July 30, aged ninety.

D. P. Rose, one of the most prominent and

oldest attorneys of Camdem county, Ga.,

died July 7. He was judge of the city court.

Jonas Hartzell McGowan of Washington,

D.C., died July 5. From 1868 to 1872 he

served as prosecuting attorney for Branch

county, Michigan.

Harry Wilbur Cragin, one of the best known

of the elder guild of attorneys in Washington,

D. C., died suddenly at his home in the Blue

Ridge Mountains, July 19.

Rush Fullerton, an attorney of Kittaning,

Pa., died there suddenly at the age of forty-

six years. He had been District Attorney

for Armstrong county since 1899.

Thomas W. Bakevvell, of Plainfield, N. J.,

a widely known patent attorney with offices

in Pittsburgh and New York, died suddenly in

Pittsburgh on July 7 at the age of fifty-five.
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Judge John J. Orr, the Nestor of the bar of

Carroll County, Ky., died July 27. He re

ceived his legal education at the University

of Louisville, and was three times County

Attorney and at one time County Judge.

Lansing Hotaling, one of the best known of

the older generation of Albany lawyers, who

died July 22, had been district attorney and

assemblyman, as well as a learned advocate

and an energetic and patriotic citizen.

Abner Harrison Davis, clerk of the United

States Circuit and District Courts in Portland,

Maine, from 1876 to 1903, when he resigned

on account of ill health, died July 25. He

was born in Farmington, Me., in 1834 and

graduated from Bowdoin College in 1860.

Goodwin Stoddard, who was one of the

most prominent lawyers in Connecticut,

died July 26 at his home in Bridgeport, Conn.

He was graduated from the Albany Law

School in 1867, and had practised in Bridge

port for more than forty years.

The Rochester Bar Association met in July

and adopted resolutions on the death of

Frederick W. Smythe, a well-known lawyer

who was killed near Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 1,

by the overturning of an automobile. Mem

bers of the Monroe County Bar Association

also took action.

John Goode, eminent as lawyer, statesman,

and soldier, died at his home in Norfolk, Va.,

on July 14, at the advanced age of eighty

years. Mr. Goode became a member of the

Virginia legislature at the age of twenty-one.

He was three times elected to Congress. Mr.

Goode was one of the ablest lawyers that Vir

ginia has produced.

Milton A. Candler, one of the most promi

nent men in Georgia, soldier and lawmaker,

died at Decatur, Ga., Aug. 8, at the age of

seventy-two. Mr. Candler was elected to

Congress in 1879 at the close of the recon

struction period and at the expiration of his

term was re-elected. He also served several

terms in the legislature.

George B. Orr, attorney for the Santa F^

Railroad at Atchison, Kan., was drowned at

San Diego, Cal., July 21, in sight of his bride

of a month. Watching the breakers on

Lajolla Beach, he remarked that he would

lie there until the waves carried him out. A

few minutes later a breaker took him out to

sea. He was caught by the undertow, despite

the fact that he was a strong swimmer.

William C. Farnsworth of Harrisburg, Penn.

and New York, a well-known corporation

lawyer and former State Corporation Clerk,

died suddenly at his home in Harrisburg of

heart disease Aug. 9. Two years ago he was

nominated by the Democratic and Prohibi

tionist Parties of Dauphin County for state

senator, but retired before election on ac

count of sickness.

Abram X. Parker of Potsdam, N. Y., aged

seventy-eight, one of the most distinguished

public men of northern New York, is dead.

He served in the Assembly in 1863, and in

1890 received the appointment of Assistant

Attorney-General of the United States, being

the first incumbent of that office. He was

identified with leading industrial and educa

tional institutions, and at the time of his

death was president of the Clarkson Memorial

School of Technology.

Prosecutor Ernest H. Koester, recognized

as one of the best criminal lawyers in New

Jersey, died at his home in Hackensack,

N. J., Aug. 2. He was born at Norristown,

Pa., in 1855, and studied three years at the

University of Heidelberg, Germany. He was

District Attorney of McKean County, Pa.,

for three years, afterward moving to Hacken

sack, where he found a lucrative criminal

law practice. In 1900 he was appointed

Prosecutor and reappointed in 1905. He

had never been himself since Gus Eberhardt

threatened his life after he had been given a

thirty-year term in state's prison for the self-

confessed murder of his aunt.

William Brown, one of the leading attor

neys of Illinois, and late counsel for the

Chicago & Alton Railroad, died at Jackson

ville, Fla., July 25, aged seventy. He was a

graduate of Illinois College and of Missouri

University, and admitted to the bar in Jack

sonville in 1861. He was one of the solicitors

for the Wabash Railroad and later became a

member of the law firm of Beckwith & Brown,

Chicago, in 1887, Beckwith being head coun

selor for the Alton. Upon his death Brown

succeeded him, holding the position until his

resignation in 1905. In his earlier years he

was city attorney and state's attorney for the

first judicial circuit in 1872, and state

senator from 1872 to 1874. He was a leader

in Democratic ranks.

James O. Troup, a prominent lawyer of

marked ability, died at his home in Bowling

Green, O., July 20. Two years ago he was presi

dent of the Ohio State Bar Association, and for

many years was one of the state bar examiners.

He was born in Aberdeen, Scotland, May 11,

1845. When ten years of age he worked in

the coal mines around Evansville, Ind. Later

he secured some schooling and put himself

through Oberlin College. Later he was a

trustee of the college for eight years. He

became superintendent of the Perrysburg

schools, studied law with Judge Asher Cook

and in 1873 was admitted to the bar. He

served two terms as prosecuting attorney of

Wood county, and he handled a large amount

of litigation for the Standard Oil Company in

Ohio.
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Col. James Chamberlin, who had been

lawyer of Nashville, Tenn., ever since the

Civil War, in which he served with distinction

on the Union side, died there July 26, at the

age of seventy-three. A native of Union

County, Pa., he was graduated from the

Harvard Law School in 1859, and before the

War he practised at Lewisburg, Pa. He was

a man of highest honor and recognized ability,

and had more than once declined to be a

candidate for judicial and other honors.

Edwin A. Ballard, one of the pioneer mem

bers of the Larimer County Bar Association

for forty years a practising lawyer in Colorado

and Ohio, a former pupil of President Gar

field, died at Fort Collins, Colo., July 19,

aged seventy-two. He served through the

Civil War as private and first lieutenant, and

was afterward prosecuting attorney of Allen

county, Ohio. He went west in 1878, settling

first in Utah. From 1880 to 1892 he practised

law in Fort Collins, Colo., and then went to

Denver, remaining there about twelve years.

Just before 1892 he served one term in the

state senate from Larimer county. In his

forty years of practice he made and lost a

fortune. He had a remarkable memory, and

was known among the attorneys there as a

walking encyclopedia of the law. His briefs

are used as models of diction and form in the

Colorado State University Law School.

Miscellaneous

Seventy young men passed the June bar

examinations in Colorado.

Eighteen young men successfully passed

the state bar examinations held at Portland,

Me., recently.

The University of Maine has received from

Dr. Thomas U. Coe of Bangor a gift of land as

a site for a new building for its law school.

It is proposed to erect a building similar to

the University of North Dakota Law School,

which is built of Indiana sandstone and cost

about $50,000.

The Connecticut Supreme Court made pub

lic some new rules on July 20, providing for

greater simplicity, directness, and economy

in judicial actions by diminishing the practice

of entertaining requests for reservations of

questions of Taw arising in the course of

actions not ready for final judgment.

It is the belief of many lawyers that other

states might strengthen their jury system

by adopting some such provisions as that of

the New York statute which requires that a

juror must be between twenty-one and seventy

years of age, and the owner or husband of the

owner of property worth $250, and be able

to read and write English.

The Georgia senate passed a bill July 14

making it a penal offense to utter any false

or defamatory remark about a woman. It

was not adopted without long debate, many

senators believing it would impair the right

of free speech.

Little legislation of importance seems to

have been passed in the five months session

of the Wisconsin Legislature, and the im

portant subjects of industrial insurance, bank

ing and water power were left to special recess

committees. These committees, it has now

been discovered, are without power, having

died with the adjournment of the Legislature.

Judge Lawlor, who presided at the trial of

Patrick Calhoun in San Francisco, says that

the courts are powerless to prevent the evil

of extraordinarily protracted criminal trials.

Referring to a bill to remedy procedure in the

federal courts pending in Congress, the Tacoma

Ledger expresses the opinion that a greater

duty rests upon the states than upon the

federal government.

Governor Hughes of New York may not

think so much of an appointment to the

United States Supreme Court bench as he

once did, says the Washington Star. "If

Governor Hughes continues in politics it will

be seven years before he will figure in Presi

dential calculations. Mr. Taft, if he lives, will

be renominated, and then in the contest for the

new Republican leadership Governor Hughes

should be a factor."

A movement for the organization of a

Women's State Bar Association was recently

started in Cincinnati, O., when Misses Ella

Purcell and H. A. Quinby of Columbus met

with Miss Nellie Robinson of Cincinnati, and

decided to call a meeting of all the women

lawyers in Ohio, at Columbus, this fall. There

are twenty-five women lawyers practising in

this state. It would be the first organization

of the kind in the United States.

"It is to the credit of the commissioners of

Luzerne county," remarks the Scranton (Pa.)

Republican, "that they incline to the con

sideration of the jurors and their comfort in

the palatial new courthouse. The idea is to

provide sleeping quarters with shower baths,

good beds and attractive surroundings. It is

announced that they will send the old cots

and bedding to the county jail, an indication

of previous conditions not peculiar, however,

to Luzerne county."

A committee of the American Bar Associa

tion is taking steps toward the preparation of

the program for the Conference on Uniform

Legislation which is to be held in Washing

ton, Jan. 5-7, 1910, and is to be opened with

an address by President Taft. The sub

committee named to prepare a tentative pro

gram is composed of Alton B. Parker,

Amasa M. Eaton, Walter L. Fisher, Frederick

N. Judson, George W. Kirchwey, Henry Wade

Rogers and Walter George Smith.

Dr. Charles E. Woodruff, surgeon and
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major in the United States Army, finds after

a tour of inspection that all the prisons and

asylums are filled with blondes, who vastly

outnumber the brunettes. The sunshine of

the American climate, he thinks, tends to

break down the nervous system and lower the

morale of the light-complexioned person. In

Clinton Prison, where the worst class of crimi

nals are confined, instead of "black-beards"

he found an astonishing large number of

blondes, and in Elmira Reformatory there

were only 1406 out of 5000 men with black

hair.

Mrs. Carrie Brunham Kilgore, the first of

her sex to be admitted to the practice of law

in Pennsylvania, died June 30 at Swarthmore,

Pa. She was a familiar figure in all the

courts in Philadelphia and enjoyed a large

practice. Mrs. Kilgore was admitted to the

law school of the University of Pennsylvania

in 1881. After being graduated she was ad

mitted to the local, state and federal courts

and in due time was admitted to practice in

the Supreme Court of the United States. A

few years ago Mrs. Kilgore became interested

in ballooning and made an ascension, remain

ing in the air several hours.

The National Probation Officers Associa

tion at its annual meeting in Buffalo in June

elected Homer Folks, president of the New

York State Probation Commission, president,

judge William De Lacey of the Washington

uvenile Court, vice-president, and Chief Pro

bation Officer Roger N. Baldwin of the St.

Louis Juvenile Court, secretary and treasurer.

The association meets next year in St. Louis.

Its membership includes judges and proba

tion workers from all parts of the country.

The dominant note of the meetings was that

in order to secure the best results, probation

officers must use friendly means to win the

confidence of those under their care.

The question of the law's delays is to be

investigated in Massachusetts by a commis

sion of three appointed by the Governor in

pursuance of a resolve (c. 115) of this year's

Legislature. This commission, which is to

serve without pay and to report before Jan.

10, 1910, "shall investigate the causes of delay

in the administration of justice in civil actions

in the courts of the commonwealth, the

advisability of constituting new courts and of

enlarging or otherwise altering the jurisdiction

and powers of existing courts, the expediency

of permitting the examination of parties and

witnesses at an early stage of judicial proceed

ings, and any other matters relevant to secur

ing a more speedy administration of justice in

civil actions.

A bill for the improvement of the admin

istration of justice in police courts, aimed

particularly at New York City, has been

drawn by Mr. Justice Charles F. MacLean

and introduced in the New York Legislature.

It provides for the immediate hearing of the

cases of all prisoners arrested, the abolition

of all police court records of pfersons dis

charged, the enforcement of city ordinances,

and a general economy and simplification in

the administration of police court functions.

It is predicted that it will work wonders in

checking the "system" of the professional

bondsmen and police court sharks. The Com

mittee of One Hundred has announced that

it would make the conditions of the city

magistrates' courts an issue in the mayoralty

campaign this fall in New York City.

The Prevention of Crimes Act, regarded in

England as marking a new era in the treat

ment of habitual criminals, went into effect

August 1. If an offender already convicted

three times in his life is convicted a fourth

time, the court may, in addition to ordinary

punishment, pass upon him an indeterminate

sentence limited to between five and ten

years. Every case of indeterminate sentence

is to be brought before the Home Secretary

at least once every twelve months. Power is

also given to the Home Secretary to release

a man on license while serving an indeter

minate sentence.

Mrs. Harriette Johnston-Wood, who is asso

ciated with her husband in law practice in

New York, and is the first woman member of

the New York State Bar Association, declared

at a meeting at Toronto recently that "mar

ried women are under cruel bondage by

reason of man-made marriage laws." In the

laws of New York state she finds systematic

discrimination against women. "Perhaps one

of the biggest and most apparent acts of in

justice," she says, "lies in the fact that woman

has absolutely no legal right to compensation

for any services connected with the home.

Anything she may earn in the discharge of

her domestic duties belongs entirely to her

husband."

A propos of the intermittent discussion of

abuses of the rogues' gallery system, the

following resolution reported at the conven

tion of the International Association of Chiefs

of Police held at Buffalo June 18, is of inter

est: "That it is indispensable and should

have the support of all good citizens that any

person who has been arrested by an officer of

the law for a criminal offense, or any person

under indictment by a grand jury, or any

person who is under strong suspicion of crime

sufficient to place him in the class of 'suspi

cious persons,' may be photographed, meas

ured and finger-printed by officers of the law,

due regard being taken to consider the serious

ness of the suspected crime, and also to the

humane, careful and proper treatment of the

person. If acquitted said photographs and

measurements should be returned or de

stroyed."

Of 560 candidates 369 were admitted to the

New York state bar, as the result of the

examinations held last June, and seven of the

successful ones were women, the largest

number of women ever admitted in the state
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at one time. Secretary Danaher of the State

Board of Law Examiners says that the lawyers

are being admitted at the rate of a thousand

a year. More than two-thirds of them come

from New York City. There are at present

about 18,000 lawyers in New York state.

By a vote of 317 to 14, the national House

of Representatives on July 12 adopted the

resolution to submit to the legislatures of the

several states an amendment to the Constitu

tion, empowering the federal government to

levy an income tax. As the resolution had

already been adopted by the Senate, by a

unanimous vote, the proposed amendment

now goes to the legislatures for ratification.

The amendment provides that Congress shall

have the power to lay and collect taxes on

incomes, from whatever source derived, with

out apportionment among the several states

and without regard to any census or enumera

tion. The Alabama legislature has since voted

in favor of the amendment. The Connecticut

legislature has referred the matter to the next

General Assembly. The Georgia senate has

thrice refused to ratify the amendment.

A post-office inspector put in the hands of

Postmaster-General Hitchcock August 6 evi

dence that the eighteen men arrested in Ohio

in June were connected with the great Black

Hand Society in Italy, and were working

under a chief appointed by that society in

Sicily, and put in charge of a large territory

reaching as far west as Chicago, extending

east ordinarily as far as Pittsburg, but on

extraordinary occasions stretching its activi

ties up to New York itself, though that city is

believed to lie in another district. There is

also evidence that two of the prisoners were

in Palermo at the time of the murder of

Lieutenant Petrosino of the New York detec

tive bureau, and that money orders for

$3,100, obtained by the band in Cincinnati,

furnished the money used to shield the mur

derers.

Pennsylvania's new law providing for the

probation, indeterminate sentence and parole

for convicted criminals, which went into

effect in July, owes its passage to the Pennsyl

vania Society for the Promotion of Improved

Prison Legislation, the Pennsylvania Prison

Society and the American Society for Visiting

Catholic Prisoners. It provides that when

the person convicted of crime is a first offender

—except in thejcase of murder, administer

ing poison, kidnapping, rape, arson or bur

glary of an inhabited dwelling house—the

judge may suspend the imposition of sentence

usually provided by law and place the con

vict on probation under such conditions as

suit the case. In the indeterminate sentence

the judge simply sentences the prisoner to

prison for an indefinite term, naming the

maximum and minimum limits prescribed

for the offense, the minimum being one-

fourth of the maximum, unless otherwise

provided. When, however, the person to be

sentenced has already, for previous offenses,

been in a penitentiary twice, for a year or

more each time, the court must fix the maxi

mum at thirty years. Prisoners whose mini

mum terms of indeterminate sentence will

expire in three months may apply for release

on parole. During the period of parole the

offender may be recommended to the Governo r

for absolute pardon.

The Commercial Law League of America

listened to several helpful addresses at its

annual meeting at Narragansett Pier, R. I.,

July 19-22, among them being a discussion of

"Methods of Developing Commercial Prac

tice" participated in by Albert N. Eastman

of Chicago, A. H. Gleason of New York, C.

Moultrie Mordecai of Charleston, S. C., and

E. J. Thilborger of New Orleans. Ormsby

McHarg, assistant secretary of the Depart

ment of Commerce and Labor, urged that

methods be more earnestly sought of dis

tributing labor in sections where it is most

needed; Japanese Consul-General Midzuno de

clared that peace was the greatest asset of his

people, and that the Japanese desire peaceful

and happy commercial relations with us; and

Speaker Burchard of the Rhode Island House

of Representatives said that the relations

between business and the law were never in so

delicate and dangerous situation as now.

Resolutions were passed recommending

the following amendments to the national

bankruptcy law: increasing jurisdiction over

corporations, conferring upon trustees the

rights of judgment creditors, the amendment

preventing dismissal of proceedings except

upon notice to all creditors. The committee

also recommended an amendment declaring

that voluntary bankrupts must have debts

of at least $750. A resolution was passed

urging an act increasing the salaries of

judges of the United States District and Cir

cuit Courts and authorizing a committee to

urge the increase upon Congress.
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Covenants Without the Sword*

By Omer F. Hershey, of the Baltimore Bar

UNIVERSAL empire did not bring

universal peace ; and the civilized

world today is too wide for universal

empire, if, indeed, it will tolerate empire

at all. A universal church did not

bring universal peace, although it was

a church dedicated to peace and to

good will; and today human reason is

too varied and too militant to yield to a

universal church. The cry of humanity

for social justice and human brother

hood has grown more and more uni

versal; but the dream of the prophet,

that nation shall not lift up sword

against nation and shall learn war no

more, is answered^ still by the tramp,

tramp, tramp of countless soldiers and

the frantic building of priceless Dread

noughts. But what the Hebrew prophet

and Greek philosopher and Roman em

peror of antiquity failed to do, and what

the priest and poet and statesman of our

day have only been able to realize in

their dreams, we are now told the lawyer

is about to accomplish.

A universal legal tribunal, a "High

Court of Justice of the World," a "Su

preme Court of the Nations," an "Inter

national Court of Arbitral Justice" is

now to succeed where other movements

• Read at the meeting of the Maryland State

Bar Association, at Old Point Comfort, Va., July 9,

1909.

I

failed. Humanity is about to make its

judicial appearance in the world. In

the grandiloquent phrases of the Bar

Association of New York in their peti

tion to President Cleveland shortly after

his Venezuelan scare, praying that he

"serve the cause of humanity" by favor

ing such a Court, we are now about "to

compass the realization of the dream of

good men in every period of the world's

history, when nations shall learn war

no more and enlightened reason shall

fight the only battles fought among the

children of men."

Enlightened reason, which is often

benighted unreason, human passion,

human prejudice, the envies, the

jealousies, the rivalries, the ambitions,

the perversities of diverse people, which

would not give in to the Universal Em

peror nor bow to the Universal Church,

are expected to yield gracefully and

contentedly to the decrees of a Uni

versal Court. Let but a legal rule exist

and a legal tribunal be established to

expound and apply it, and humanity,

which has been deaf to the preacher

and blind to the philosopher, will hear

the law and read the decree and humbly

obey. Like the Roman praetor, this

great Court will interpose its vim fieri

veto, and a law-abiding, justice-loving

world, lawless only through ignorance
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of the law and unjust only because no

living voice of universal law proclaims

the rule of justice, will beat its swords

into plowshares and its spears into

pruning hooks and learn war no more.

Such a notion, gravely entertained

by statesmen and promulgated by con

ventions and conferences of laymen,

who are not prone to think any too well

of law in its domestic manifestations, is

indeed flattering to the law. And it is

from the view-point of our profession,

as practising lawyers and as men more

or less versed in the law in its practical

applications, that I think it worth our

while to study the first of the vaux of

the last Hague Conference, proposing

the establishment of what is officially

called a Permanent Court of Arbitral

Justice. While I wish to discuss the

scheme for such an international tribunal

only in general terms, and if I may with

becoming modesty say so only in its

more philosophic aspects, it may be well

to outline briefly the specific Hague

proposal for such a Court, especially as

it is the culmination of a great variety

of movements so far in that direction.

The first Hague Conference in 1899

created a so-called Permanent Court of

Arbitration, which is still in existence.

It is, however, not a "permanent" trib

unal, nor even a "tribunal" at all. It is

simply a panel of about sixty possible

arbitrators named by the signatory

powers, from which list judges may be

selected by the disputant nations for a

given case.

It has none of the functions nor powers

of a court, has no permanence nor con

tinuity, and is at best a cumbersome,

time-consuming and expensive contriv

ance. The arbitrators selected from the

panel merely assemble and deliver judg

ment on any clearly defined issue pre

sented to them by two or more litigant

nations which have previously agreed to

select them and abide by their decision.

The rules of procedure may be varied

to suit the parties, and the fulfillment of

the award is left to the honor of the

disputants and to the moral compulsion

of international public opinion. Since

its creation ten years ago this Court has

been used in five cases only ; and it owes

its existence almost entirely, I think,

to a desire on the part of the first Hague

Conference not to adjourn without doing

something that might be construed as a

step in the direction of a real Inter

national Court.

At the second Hague Conference in

1907 the question of such a real Inter

national Court threatened to pass from

the academic to the practical stage.

No one could follow the proceedings of

the Conference without realizing that its

members took their work with much

seriousness and solemnity, and had hopes

of accomplishing great results; but, at

the same time, one could not help sus

pecting that the chancelleries of the

great Powers were smiling up their

sleeves at the solemn consideration their

representatives at the Conference were

giving to questions of great abstract

worth but of little possibility of concrete

fulfillment. Just as your political boss

permits his puppets to debate profound

questions with profound sincerity be

fore he pulls the strings that actually

move the machinery, so England, Ger

many, Russia, Japan, and even the

United States permitted and even in

structed their delegates to submit pro

posals and agree to vasux, which, as

practical possibilities, they well knew

had not the remotest hope of success.

I have a suspicion that this Supreme

Court project belongs to this category.

However, the proposal for such a

Court bulked large in the proceedings

of the Conference; and it should be all

the more interesting to us as lawyers,
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because its most ardent advocate was

Secretary Root, facile princeps the leader

of our American bar. In his instruc

tions to the American delegates, Secre

tary Root said:—

"If there could be a tribunal which would

pass upon questions between nations with the

same impartial and impersonal judgment that

the Supreme Court of the United States gives

to questions arising between citizens of the

different states, or between foreign citizens

and the citizens of the United States, there

can be no doubt that nations would be more

ready to submit their controversies to its

decision than they are now to take the chances

of arbitration. It should be your efforts to

bring about in the second Conference a

development of the Hague Tribunal into a

permanent tribunal composed of judges who

are judicial officers and nothing else, who are

paid adequate salaries, who have no other

occupation, and who will devote their entire

time to the trial and decision of international

causes by judicial methods and under a sense

of judicial responsibility. These judges should

be selected from the different countries so that

the different systems of law and procedure

and the principal languages shall be fairly

represented. The Court should be made of

such dignity, consideration and rank that the

best and ablest jurists will accept appoint

ment to it, and that the whole world will have

absolute confidence in its judgments."

It would consume too much time to

go into the details of the plan for this

Court as eventually formulated and ac

cepted. Suffice it to say that the plan

proposed, for political reasons, appar

ently did not contemplate the abolition

of the existing so-called Permanent Arbi

tration Tribunal, but it covered with

considerable skill the defects inherent

in that abortive institution. The new

Court is referred to in the plan as the

Permanent Court of Arbitral Justice;

and the theory and detail of its organiza

tion carry out the suggestions of Secre

tary Root. The Conference, however,

merely approved the organization of

such a Court and commended to the

signatory powers the adoption of the

plan agreed upon, leaving to be deter

mined the method by which judges

should be selected. Upon this question

an irreconcilable difference . of opinion

developed at the Conference, and the

whole project was defeated.

Perhaps I should also allude to the

existing "Hague Tribunal," with certain

executive functions of possible useful

ness, as well as to the "International

Prize Court" composed of fifteen judges

which the Hague Conference actually

did agree upon. This Court, in case of

actual war, should prove of real service,

though it loses much of its value as a

real tribunal by the provisions of Article

7 of the Convention creating it, which

provides :—

"If a question of law to be decided is cov

ered by a treaty in force between the belliger

ent captor and a power which is itself or the

subject or citizen of which is a party to the

proceedings, the Court is governed by the

provisions of the said treaty. In the absence

of such provisions, the Court shall apply the

rules of international law. If no generally

recognized rule exists, the Court shall give

judgment in accordance with the general

principles of justice and equity."

The obvious limitations of this tribunal

may be somewhat overcome by the work

of a Naval Conference of the leading

nations recently convened by England,

at which a convention of seventy-six

articles was agreed upon as to what the

delegates believe to be the law on such

subjects as blockade, contraband, un

neutral prizes, determination of enemy

character of ships, convoy, resistance to

search, compensation for illegal seizure,

etc. This declaration of "what ought

to be law" must, of course, be ratified

by the signatory powers, after which

presumably it becomes "law"—but

hardly international law in any juristic

sense. It is also worth noting that

towards the end of this London Con

ference the American delegation sub
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mitted an official proposition to establish

a Court of Arbitral Justice as proposed

at the second Hague Conference, and to

allow the judges of the Prize Court to sit

also as judges of this Court. This pro

position was rejected.

The work of this London Conference,

in providing a body of conventional or

treaty "law" and in harmonizing the

varying rules and practices now prevail

ing in prize litigation, is, of course, a

great step forward if ratified; but it is

after all an institution made necessary

by actual war, and I mention it here

only because the advocates of a general

Court of Nations see in it a step towards

their goal. There seems to be a unanim

ity of opinion among writers on this

subject that, now that a start has been

made, the next Hague Conference will

agree upon such a Court; and there is

undoubtedly a tremendous movement

for it on the part of publicists and the

various societies and individuals work

ing for the general cause of Peace, the

Federation of the World, the Parlia

ment of Man, and the like. Let us see

whether these expectations are justified.

I shall not stop to analyze the plan

proposed nor the more obvious objec

tions to it. Many interesting practical

questions connected with the creation of

such a Court do, of course, at once

suggest themselves to you as practising

lawyers. Under our Constitution how

could we agree to it? What form of

procedure should or could be adopted?

What general system of jurisprudence

should prevail? What language should

be used? How could jurisdiction be

obtained over refractory parties, or de

crees enforced? I shall pass these ques

tions by. Most of them have been

answered, at least to the satisfaction of

the proponents. So, too, I shall resist

the temptation that comes to every

lawyer who has to do with international

law, "the vanishing point of jurispru

dence," to say some unkind things about

that unsatisfactory branch of our science.

To most of us it is too often a mere

bundle of contradictory precedents and

emasculated fictions, adorned by the

moral precepts of many generations of

college professors and learned text-

writers. We have, as lawyers, allowed

this branch of jurisprudence to fall into

other hands and perhaps we have no

business in their territory; certainly we

are looked upon as interlopers. "What

business have you," pertinently de

manded Orgetorix of Caesar, "in this

Gaul of mine which I have conquered?"

The idea of such a Court should, how

ever, interest all of us as students of the

general philosophy of law. This propo

sition to substitute the lawyer for the

soldier, and the pen for the sword, is

quite the most ambitious world move

ment of our era. Aside from all ques

tions of feasibility, it should interest

us as American lawyers especially, be

cause (1) it is a phase of an idea that is

today at work everywhere in American

law-giving, and because (2) it is an

attempt of the Anglo-American to en

force his ideas of the science of law

upon peoples that hitherto have enter

tained radically different theories.

Before discussing the proposition gen

erally it is of capital importance to note

that the idea of a purely juristic solu

tion of the problem of putting an end

to war is of Anglo-American origin.

Perhaps if this fact were more fully

realized, the difficulties, if not the futil

ity, of the whole plan would be better

appreciated. At least, I think it well

to establish briefly this proposition.

The Grand Design of Henri IV, the

elaboration thereof by the Abb6 de St.

Pierre, Kant's scheme of perpetual peace,

and the schemes of modern Continental

writers, are attempts not at a juristic,
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but at a political solution. Perhaps

William Penn's plan for a "European

Diet, Parliament or Estates" (1893) is

the first suggestion of a Universal Court.

But Penn's scheme, too, is on the whole

an attempt at a political and not a

juristic solution. True, he insists chiefly

upon the judicial functions of the Uni

versal Parliament he proposes. Evi

dently, however, he expected it to de

cide questions as a political assembly

rather than as a court.1

Jeremy Bentham, to whom we owe

the term "international law," was the

first (1789) to propose the purely juristic

solution—to propose an International

Court which was to administer an inter

national law. His plan was for "a

common court of judicature," whose

power "would consist" (1) in reporting

its opinions, (2) in causing those opin

ions to be circulated in the dominion of

each state, (3) after a certain time, in

putting the refractory state under the

"ban of Europe."2

With the first suggestion of a court

arises at once the question of "sanction."

Bentham believed the "ban of Europe"

would be effective. In the last analysis,

no other, or at least no better, sanction

is suggested by the present day advo

cates of this Court. And yet we have

ample historical evidence of its impo

tence. This "ban" at once suggests to

you, for example, "sacratio," in the

beginning of Roman law. If one vio

lated the rules of fas he was devoted

by the Pontifices to the infernal gods.

It was this outlawry, or devotion by

sacratio to the infernal gods, which con

stituted the penalty in most of those

constitutional pacts between the differ

ent bodies forming the Roman state,

which pass for the early leges of the

republic. Indeed, the early statutes soon

'See Darby, International Tribunals, 20.

'Bentham's Works, Bowring'sed., vol. II, 546

et seq.

added, "if any one acts counter to this

statute, 'sacer esto.' ' ' Festus says : "But

he is a man devoted to the infernal gods

(homo sacer) whom the people have

adjudged by reason of wrong-doing, nor

is it allowable for him to be sacrificed,

but he who kills him shall not be con

demned of murder."3

So, likewise, this proposed ban of

Europe or ban of the civilized world is

not unlike the excommunication and

interdict wielded by the mediaeval church.

And, indeed, it is not a far-fetched idea

to say that during the middle ages such

sanction as international law actually

had was given to it almost entirely by

the great power of the Papacy; or, per

haps, I ought to put it that for cen

turies the peculiar power of the Pope

actually did give international law a

real "sanction." Bentham refers to this

as a "religious sanction." *

But all such sanctions speedily be

came brutum fulmen. Sacratio, at first

over-severe, came to be obsolete. The

interdict and Papal excommunication

lost their terrors when the latter came

to be put to the test in the case of

Luther. Yet such is the sanction which

is now to be revived.4

Next after Bentham came the Ameri

can peace societies, which have been

persistent advocates of such a plan. The

first of these societies arose in America

in 1814-15. England followed in 1816.

Since then they have spread over Europe.

At the Hague Conference in 1907, the

pacificists were more in evidence and

more active than the regular delegates.5

At first the idea of the American

Peace Society was political. Its mem-

3Festus sub voc. "Sacer": Bruns, Fonles Juris

Romani Antiqui, 6th ed., vol. II, 41.

'Root, "The Sanction of International Law,"

2 Am. Jour. Int. Law, 451, 453; Scott, "The Legal

Nature of International Law," 1 Am. Jour. Int.

Law, 831, 832, 840, 841.

'See Pradier-Foderfi, Droit International Public,

VI, 116, note, and Kliiber (French ed.) Droit des

Gens, par. 329, note.
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bers saw the solution of war in a "Con

gress of Nations." At their first meet

ing in 1828 they arranged a prize

competition for essays on this subject.

In 1840 they put out a plan for a Con

gress of Nations and a Court of Nations

—the Court to be "permanent like the

Supreme Court of the United States."

This Court was to act as "conservators

of the peace of Christendom," and

watch over the welfare of mankind both

of the nations of the confederacy and

the world at large. Where it could not

decide authoritatively it was to offer

to mediate. And mediation, or some

form of international organization pro

viding the machinery or the excuse for

mediation, I may say in passing, seems

to me probably to be the only method

of outside interference in a given dis

pute which is capable of much practical

development or usefulness.6

In 1880 Sheldon Amos, an English

lawyer, sometime Professor in the Uni

versity of London, wrote a book entitled

"Legal and Political Remedies for War,"

in which, briefly, he argues for an Inter

national Court, permanently constituted,

as an aid to diplomacy in that it fur

nishes a means of "obtaining a ready

and immediate decision of questions of

law and fact which from time to time

come into controversy."

But Professor Amos, as a practical

lawyer, recognizes that much more than

such a Court is needed,—that it is at

most a mere incident. "The main and

only hope," he says, "for maintaining

throughout large populations a balance

of mind and moral self-restraint in the

presence of irritating instruments and

diplomatic controversies is to be found

in such a popular training as shall bring

the brutal passions of an associated

crowd under exactly the same chronic

'Darby, International Tribunals, 231. Essay

of A. P. Sprague (1876), Darby 225.

discipline as the civilized individual

man, not to say the Christian, has long

learned to exercise in the control of his.

own spirit."7

In 1887 Leone Levi, a barrister of

Lincoln's Inn, published a draft project

of a "Council and High Court of Inter

national Arbitration." His fourteenth

proposition, as revised by Lord Hob-

house, reads:—

"It is not contemplated to provide for the

exercise of physical force in order to secure

reference to the council, or to compel com

pliance with the award of the court when

made. The authority of the council is moral,

not physical. Nevertheless, when the award

of its regularly approved court is set at naught

by the contending parties, it shall be the duty

of the council to communicate the facts of the

case and the award of the court thereon to all

the states represented in the same."

In other words, if its decision was dis

regarded, the court could protest.

"My Lord," said Mr. Hunt, in a well-

known legal anecdote, "I desire only to

protest." "Oh! is that all?" said Lord

Ellenborough. "By all means protest

and go about your business." "So Mr.

Hunt protested and went about his

business, and my lord went unruffled to

his dinner, and both parties were con

tent."9

During the last few years we have

had the ambitious efforts of the Inter

parliamentary Union, the plan of Sir

Edmund Hornby,10 the proposition sub

mitted to the Universal Peace Con

ference at Chicago, in 1893, by William

Allen Butler, Dorman B. Eaton and

'See also Scheme proposed in Lorimer's "Insti

tutes of the Law of Nations," II, 279-287 (1884)

which, although it has provision for a judiciary, is

chiefly political. See also Molinari's Scheme for a

"League of Neutral Powers" (1887), which is also a

political solution. See Maine, International Law,

Lect. 12.

'Darby, International Tribunals, 60. See also

the same proposition differently worded in Levi,

International Law, 273.

•Campbell's Lives of the Chief Justices, 3d ed.,

vol. 4, page 303.

"Darby, 188.
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Cephas Brainerd,11 the petition of the

New York State Bar Association in

1896, 12 followed by the eloquent appeal

of Russell of Kiloween the same year

before the American Bar Association, the

resolutions of the National Arbitration

and Peace Congress at New York in

April, 1907,13 the resolutions of the

Lake Mohonk Conference at its sessions

of 1907 and 1909; and since the last

Hague Conference there has been no

end of pastoral, conventional, and edi

torial propaganda. .

But the striking part of all this effort

for such a Court is its Anglo-American

origin. The only project prior to the

Hague Conference in 1907 that has not

emanated from England or America is

the resolution adopted by the Inter

parliamentary Conference at Brussels,

in 1895, 14 and this really had an Eng

lish origin, just as the Hague proposition

had an American origin.

Having given this cursory history of

the movement, let us now consider (1)

the proposal itself. What are its in

herent virtues and defects? How far

may we expect it to accomplish the

great purposes for which it is designed?

For if it cannot accomplish measurably

these purposes—if it will not bear the,

strain of a real conflict, say, for example,

between England and Germany, will it

not set back the cause of peace and

undermine international law instead of

strengthening it? Would not its failure

destroy all respect for a system whose

strongest partisans admit that it rests

upon no support more substantial than

the moral sentiment of nations and on

international public opinion, whatever

that may be. And (2) let us consider

the reasons that impel English and

Americans to advocate such a Court so

persistently—in other words, its rela

tions to Anglo-American juristic thought.

II

"Covenants, without the sword, are but words, and of no strength to

secure a man at all."1* •

" Unfortunately for the welfare of the world, men are not so consti

tuted that to know the right is to do it. Each man tends ever to do

what is right in his own eyes, instead of that which is right in the eyes

of mankind at large, preferring the relatively to the absolutely good.

If, therefore, we would maintain the right, it is necessary to add com

pulsion to instruction. It is not enough to point out the way; it is

needful to compel men to walk therein."™

"A legal proposition without legal compulsion behind it is a contra

diction in itself; a fire that burns not, a light that shines not.""

In a sense, this would be a court not

only without a sword behind it, but

without even any law to administer.

It would have largely to create its own

"Ibid., 124.

"Ibid., 138.

•Mm. Jour. Int. Law, vols. I, II and III. See

also Sir Thomas Barclay's book (1907); papers

by Clarke, Ralston, Scott, el at. (Am. Jour. Int.

Law, vols. I, II and III).

"Darby. 132.

law. And in saying this I do not mean

to adopt the Austinian conception of

law, nor to be drawn into any discussion

of the several schools of international

law, who still argue over their doctrinal

differences as earnestly, if not as bitterly,

as the early Schoolmen.

"Hobbes (Molesworth ed.), vol. 3, p. 154.

"Salmond, First Principles of Jurisprudence,

17-18.

"Ihering, Zweck im Recht, I, 322 (3d ed.).
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There is an old and well-worn con

troversy whether without some sanction

behind it international law is law at all.

It is not necessary to go into that ques

tion, though I may say that it seems

to me that the orthodox notions about

"sanction" are somewhat archaic. The

notion of an irresistible executive is one

extreme, and high-sounding generalities

about "natural justice," "laws of

nature," etc., the other. International

law is simply in the stage in which the

ordinary law was before the evolution

of the modern state had given it sanction

as we now know it.

"International law is merely the formal

expression of the public opinion of the civil

ized world respecting the rules of conduct

which ought to govern the relations of inde

pendent nations, and is, consequently, derived

from the source from which all public opinion

flows—the moral and intellectual convictions

of mankind."19

"When, in the second place, we ask what

are the sanctions of international law, it is

plain from what has already been said that

they can only be such as opinion has at its dis

posal.""

In the last analysis, abstractions aside,

the sanction of international law, as of

all law, is conformity to the general

sense of justice. Though now, having

formulated that statement, I am not

sure whether I agree with myself. I

ought, at least, to define what I mean

by "justice." I don't mean "natural

justice," known on the docket some

times as "the law of God," and at

other times and in other moods as

the "law of nature," "custom,"

"usage," "utility," etc. I mean by

"justice," in this connection, rather

that sense of fair dealing and of give and

take, that form of orderly procedure

and accepted usage in our human rela

tions, that system of morality, which we

accept; in short, that sense of right con

duct which appeals to our emotions and

in due time gets itself written into our

civilization and our law. The idea of

justice comes slowly with a race or a

people or even an individual. Wager

of battle, so dear to the Norman con

querors, did not actually disappear until

the nineteenth century, and, indeed, in a

measure still survives. "Four stages,"

says Professor Pound ,—

"may be observed in the development of the

juristic idea of justice. . . . We say that

the end of law is the administration of justice.

What do we mean here by the term 'justice'?

What is it that courts and jurists have sought

to accomplish in the adjustment of human

relations in public tribunals? The primitive

idea was simply to keep the peace. Justice,

juristically, was a device to keep the peace.

Whatever served to avert private vengeance

and prevent private war was an instrument

of justice."10

Here is a prime difficulty confronting

such a Court. Not only has it no law,

but it has no accepted notion of justice

upon which to draw. Justice among

the nations is still halting. The argu

ment from history and analogy is very

tempting; but one can at least safely

say in passing that, juristically speak

ing, justice among nations does not

connote or denote what it does among

individuals, and that in international

law today justice, as yet, has hardly

even attained to the primitive idea of a

device to keep the peace.

The plan now is to find some sanction

"sounding in justice" for international

law, by putting behind it (1) an agree

ment of the nations as to what the law

is; or (2) to agree on a Supreme Court

which shall say what the law is or shall

be and to expound it; or (3) both.

But as soon as one considers the ques

tion of such an agreement, the academic

character of current discussion as to

"sanctions," and of most other juristic

"Cairnes. Political Essays, 112.

"Ibid, 114.

""Liberty of Contract," Yale Law Rev. (May,

1909).
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questions in international law, becomes

evident at once. The real question is

not the abstract one of the Schools, but

the practical one of the Rialto. Given

this agreement, what sanction is to be

put behind it? Or, given the Court,

what sanction is to be put behind its

decrees? Unless there is such effective

sanction the difficulty is only removed

one degree—it remains as formidable as

ever. It is like the Hindu resting the

world upon a tortoise, and the tortoise

upon an elephant, and so on.

I have already discussed some of the

sanctions proposed, Bentham's "ban of

Europe," Leone, Levi's "protest," etc.

In the scheme of Messrs. Butler, Eaton

and Brainerd, it is proposed that—

"the chief executive of every other nation

party hereto shall issue a proclamation de

claring such hostilities, or failure, to be an

infraction of this treaty, and at the end of

thirty days thereafter the ports of the nations

from which the proclamation proceeds shall

be closed against the offending or defaulting

nation, except upon condition that all vessels

and goods coming from or belonging to any

of its citizens shall, as a condition, be sub

jected to double the duties to which they

would otherwise be subjected."

Even if such an agreement could be

obtained among the nations, and even if

such a sanction fulfilled the international

notion of justice, its performance would

to a large degree, and certainly in many

instances, be impossible or impracticable.

Nations like Switzerland, Venezuela,

Turkey, could not well close ports they

do not have. Nations closing their ports,

say, to England, Germany or France,

would be cutting off their noses to spite

their faces and be hurting themselves

more than they hurt the guilty. Eng

land, for example, could not possibly

close her ports to the grain of the world.

And as to double duties, they presuppose

a tariff and assume that "the foreigner

pays the tax." Consumers might object

to punishing themselves for the others'

wrongs by paying a larger price for

imported necessities or luxuries.

The difficulty of an effective sanction

confesses itself in the very title of the

Hague proposal: "A Permanent Court

of Arbitral Justice." Given but per

manency, with permanent salaried

judges, who are "citizens of the world,"

with the Carnegie temple in which to

meet, and a startled world to look on

and applaud, and men are confident it

will be a "Court." But what, pray, is

this "arbitral justice" which they pro

pose to administer? International law

writers, as I have shown, are not at all

agreed as to their conceptions of "jus

tice" itself, and nations certainly and

necessarily differ each and all. As to

arbitration, the putative parent of this

new form of justice, it, too, cuts rather a

sorry figure in this disputatious world.

I cannot, of course, here discuss the

history of arbitration. Dabney reports

540 international arbitrations since 1794,

and yet it has made very little of a place

for itself. It has certainly won no such

position in the juridical thought or the

political scheme of our day as to entitle

it to much respect as one of the insti

tutions of civilization. Some famous

international arbitrations there have

been, to be sure. But most of them are

so marred by blunders, prejudices, acri

monious disputes, and even corruption,

as to make them anything but an

orderly administration of justice. Arbi

tration rests on expediency rather than

principle. It still partakes more of the

nature of ordeal or wager of battle than

of a judicial proceeding. It means

prudent compromise rather than just

judgment. Few arbitration awards rest

on judicial grounds—they are generally

compromises between conflicting inter

ests. And this is true in spite of the

fact that most disputes submitted to
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arbitration are judicial, and rarely, if

ever, political. Indeed , questions of prac

tical politics (Realpolitik) can never be

arbitrated. Arbitration, in Kant's ex

pressive formula, is a principle whose

tendency lies in the moral rather than

the pathological direction. It has never

won a place of any consequence for itself

in our municipal law, and it meets with

little favor among our profession as a

means of attaining justice. Yet here,

as an effective sanction, we have the

judicial machinery of the state to en

force its awards. The International

Arbitral Court of Justice will have no

such machinery, it will have no prece

dents, no accepted form of procedure,

no body of customary law or usage, no

consensus of practice or opinion to draw

from in exercising its "arbitral" func

tions. At this moment we have a

dramatic illustration of the difficulties

in the four-cornered controversy between

Bolivia, Peru, Argentina and Brazil.

The President of the Argentine Republic

consents to act as arbitrator between

Bolivia and Peru. He decides in favor

of Peru, and Bolivia in resentment com

mits violent acts of aggression against

Argentina. In the words of Editor Bris

bane: "In that Utopian time of universal

arbitration that has been promised us

by the enthusiastic apostles of peace at

any price, who is going to arbitrate the

issues of contempt of court ?' ' The truth

is that experience having shown the

administrative defects of international

arbitration, and the Hague plan having

with really great skill rectified most of

those defects—judges, permanency, im

partiality, etc.,—it is assumed a fortiori

that a court without such defects must

necessarily be a success.21

"See R. Floyd Clarke, A Permanent Tribunal

of International Arbitration: Its Necessity and

Value, 1 Am. Jowr. Int. Law, 342. J. H. Ralston,

Some Suggestions as to the Permanent Court of

Arbitration, 3 Am. Jour. Int. Law, 321.

B

Can we not oppose to the a priori

arguments of those who believe in courts

without a sheriff and posse, and in the

efficacy of covenants without the sword,

some examples from legal history and

current experience?

(1) The Amphictyonic Council came

very near being a Congress and Court

of the civilized states of the world. It

broke down utterly under pressure.

(2) A better, in fact a perfect example

of the difficulties confronting such a

Court is furnished by the history of our

country under the Articles of Con

federation. The Confederation had a

congress and had a court. "The High

Court of Appeals in Maritime Cases, or as

it was finally styled "The Court of Ap

peals in Cases of Capture," which the

Confederation after five years of trials

and tribulations eventually brought

forth, though it never rose to the dignity

of a federal judiciary, was in fact the

first federal progenitor of our Supreme

Court. But the real supreme court of

the Confederation was the tribunal for

territorial and land disputes.

The Constitution of the Confedera

tion provided that Congress should be

the last resort on appeal in territorial

and land grant disputes. An elaborate

machinery modeled after Mr. Grenville's

act of 1770, for the trial of disputed

elections in the House of Commons, was

adopted for the organization of this

court. If the parties could not agree on

arbitrators, Congress was to name three

persons out of each of the United States,

and from the list of such persons each

party was alternately to strike out one

until the number was reduced to thir

teen; and from that number not less

than seven, nor more than nine, in the

presence of Congress, were to be drawn

by lot; and the person so drawn, or any

five, were to be the judges to hear the
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controversy. Obviously, this tribunal

might have been called upon to decide

momentous questions. In point of fact

it was apparently called into existence

for but three cases, and of these only

one came to judgment; and obviously,

also, it failed for want of any sanction

of sword or sentiment to its possible

decrees; "it could declare everything,

but do nothing" ; and yet this court, or if

not the court, then the Confederation

and court, met all the requirements of

the learned proponents of an Inter

national Supreme Court; and further

more, this court was provided to judge

among states speaking one language,

inhabited by one race, having the same

laws, ideals and traditions, and which

had covenanted to form a perpetual

union as one political community.22

(3) The constitutions of the Latin

nations (France, South America, etc.),

show how futile are mere covenants.

Not only does the legislative department

pay no attention to them, but the execu

tive overrides as and when it pleases or

dares. When the executive overrides

law the constitution is vindicated not

by quo warranto, but by revolution.

Quo warranto has sanction—the consti

tutional texts have none.

(4) So, too, a valuable moral can

surely be drawn from the French "Su

preme Court" and Napoleon III. This

Court had the power to protest—to pro

nounce a decree that the executive was

acting unlawfully. Yet it had no more

effect on Napoleon's coup d'itat than

the attempt of the Deputies to read the

constitution to the soldiers:—

"Throwing across their shoulders scarfs

which marked them as Representatives of the

People, the Deputies ranged themselves in

front of the barricade, and one of them,

Charles Baudin, held ready in his hand the

book of the Constitution. When the column

was within a few yards of the barricade it was

halted. For some moments there was silence.

Law and force had met. On the one side was

the Code Democratique, which France had de

clared to be perpetual; on the other a bat

talion of the line. Charles Baudin, pointing

to his book, began to show what he held to

be the clear duty of the battalion; but the

whole basis of his argument was an assump

tion that the law ought to be obeyed; and it

seems that the officer in command refused to

concede . . . the major premise, for instead

of accepting its necessary consequences he

gave an impatient sign. Suddenly the mus

kets of the front rank men came down, came

up, came level, and in another instant their

fire pelted straight into the group of the

scarfed Deputies."*3

(5) But aside from any such historical

instances as may be cited, it is a fact

only too obvious to all of us, that even

within the state the actually existing

sanctions of law are not sufficient to

prevent organized private violence in

times of stress. If the fear of the

bayonet cannot suppress organized dis

order in our great strikes; if existing

courts with an effective constabulary

and the power to punish behind them,

cannot prevent lynchings; if Ku Klux

and White Caps and Night Riders are

not deterred by the powerful sanctions

of the organized state when excitement

or a strong sense of social or individual

injury seizes the people, isn't it too

much to expect that sheer respect for a

covenant will keep diverse peoples peace

able in times of excitement? For it

must always be remembered that it is

only in times of excitement, akin to those

which produce internal disorders, that

modern states think of going to war.

It is an error to suppose that the

peoples of the world will take a vital

interest in the enforcement of inter

national law as such. The people of

each state do not take such an interest

in the enforcement of their own muni-

"Story Const., pars. 230-252 and pars. 257-58. 'Kinglake, Crimea, vol. I, chapter 14.
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cipal law as such ; they look only at the

concrete case, not the abstract rule.

And it is precisely when public passions

blaze so fiercely over a concrete case

that abstractions will not be thought

of that we have war today.

Socrates thought that virtue consisted

in knowledge; that if men knew what

was right, they would do right; that the

source of wrongdoing was ignorance.24

But if philosophers had not long ago

abandoned this idea, American experi

ence in legislative law-making—in point

ing out the will of all as to the conduct

of each so clearly that none can doubt,

and yet seeing each go on in his accus

tomed course of action—would require

us to reject it as a doctrine of politics.

c

It is idle too to expect a "Court such

as the Supreme Court of the United

States" to be set up as a Court of the

world. The success of our own great

tribunal has made the idea attractive,

especially to Americans, but there is in

reality no analogy between the two.

A sine qua non of such a Court is a

bar with unity of legal ideas, traditions

of legal thought, an established juris

prudence, or at least an agreement on

juristic premises. There is no such inter

national bar. It can scarcely be said,

even, that there are practitioners of

international law. That elusive science

is still in a state of turmoil and uncer

tainty from which it is not likely to

emerge until it gets out of the hands of

theorists and professorial jurisconsults.

South Americans say there is an Ameri

can international law.2d Lord Russell

objects to the methods of the French

international law writers.26 Sir Henry

Maine says American and English jurists

**See Zeller, Socrates and the Socratic Schools,

chapter III b.

••Alvarez, Latin America and International

Law, 3 Am. Jour. Int. Law, 269.

™Am. Bar. Asso., 1896, page 268.

differ. English courts insist that the

doctrines of authoritative text-writers

cannot be admitted, and call for treaties,

conventions or decisions.27

This, however, is not the Continental

doctrine. But there, too, is discord.

French jurists object to the premises of

Italian writers on international law,28

and German jurists go on in their own

purely doctrinal method. In the United

States we are still debating all sorts of

questions. Dr. Scott asserts that inter

national law constitutes an integral part

of the municipal law of Great Britain

and the United States and that it

operates ex propria vigore to extend the

jurisdiction of the municipal courts ; and

he cites decisions of the courts of both

nations which say so. Prof. Willoughby

in reply disputes this proposition utterly,

and he seems to have the best of the

argument.29

Such a condition is, of course, widely

different from that under which courts

have been constituted to try private

litigations; and if it be said, as it has

been said, that such a Court will be

valuable and successful because it estab

lishes the law and gives us unity, it can

be said with quite as much likelihood of

proving true that it will be reactionary

and a failure because it will give us

discord. To reproduce the feeble be

ginnings of archaic law in the modern

world is to make a mock of law. Prof.

Clark insisted we must say "international

law," lest we weaken the hold of the

system on men's imagination.30 How

much more would the system be weak

ened by the spectacle of hopeless dis-

nSee Lord Alverstone in West Rand Central

Gold Mining Company v. The King (1905) 2 K. B.,

391. "For writers on international law, however

valuable their labors may be in elucidating and

ascertaining the principles and rules, cannot

make the law." (Cockburn, C. J., in Queen v. Key,

1876 L. R., 2 Ex. Div. 63.)

wAntoine's Preface to Fiore, Nouveau Droit

International Public, vol. 1, page ii.

"Am. Jour. Int. Law, II, 357.

^Practical Jurisprudence, 187.
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agreement, in the Highest Court of

Justice of the World, as to the basis of

the system—each jurist following the

traditional views of the school of juristic

thought in which he had been trained?

Isn't no court better than a weak court ?

Isn't voluntary arbitration, with all its

defects, the real evolutionary product of

international law development, so far?

Must not an effective Federation of

Nations, or at least an actual Inter-Par

liamentary Union, antedate any Court?

D

The primary object of and only real

justification for such a Court is, of

course, that it shall make war impossible

or at least less likely; and yet the most

vital objection to the plan for such a

tribunal is that it does not reach the

causes of war in the modern world at all.

It merely provides another means for

dealing with disputes which, today, do

not lead to war.

It takes more than an ordinary dis

pute over fact or law to produce war

today—at least outside of Latin America.

"Wars for the most part are no longer the

contests of princes in which the people have

little concern, but are national struggles to

which the people themselves are parties rather

than the governments which represent them.

It is the opposing people that is to be coerced

into the recognition of the claims of the

belligerent."31

Not only the causes but the incidences

and effects of war are different today

and changing constantly. The sword

bulks larger now than ever before in

history, but it is more difficult to un-

sheath. The emotional element which

plays so large a part in history and the

affairs of men has shifted its centre as

to international politics. It centres now

not in such abstractions as national

glory, or the defense of a mythical chip

on the shoulder, but in the protection

"Bordwell, Law of War, 3.

of concrete international investments,

economic interests and enterprises, food

supplies, markets, etc. War not only

seems an absurdity and an anachronism

to the man in the street, but the powers

that rule and shape our national desti

nies are no longer the captains and the

kings but the capitalists and the people.

To them entirely different issues appeal.

The policy of the "open door" is com

mercial, not political. Just the other

day our government insisted that

America must have its share in the

building of the Hankow railroad in

China. Imagine how such a position,

now placidly accepted as fair, would have

dumbfounded the old diplomats with

their alliances and dynastic quarrels.

Then, too, of course, other ideas of

right prevail. Napoleon could not say

today, "With the armies of France

at my back, I shall always be in the

right." Nor could Charles Augustus of

Sweden declare today, as he did when

he broke the truce of Roskild, "There is

always just cause of war as soon as there

is found a realm incapable of resisting."

But all these mighty forces which are

making for peace would not be helped

by such a Court. In other words, where

they do not operate to prevent war, no

such Court can.

I am not going into a discussion of

war; but as bearing on the possible func

tions and possibilities of such a Court it

is worth noting the obstacles which at

present prevent the peaceable adjust

ment of international differences. They

may be grouped roughly as (1) distrust

of foreign peoples, due to ignorance of

their life and institutions and lack of

individual acquaintance. The Mongols

say: "The thigh bone of an elk cannot

be fitted into a sauce-pan, and stranger

does not jibe with stranger."32 In

"Rochet, Sentences, Maximes et Proverbes Mar-

choux et Mongols, page iii.
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spite of the great spread of learning and

the great tides of travels, nations are

still extraordinarily ignorant of each

other. If you doubt this read American

news in English or Continental papers,

and, indeed, vice versa. The average

Oxford graduate still believes that we

are only a little less barbarous than the

Tierra-del-Fuegans. Perhaps he is right.

But what nations need is not so much

to know a rule, or a court to which they

can carry it, as to know and understand

the other party to the dispute.

Other obstacles to peaceable adjust

ment are (2) the prevalence of an indi

vidualist philosophy, leading each people

to regard its rights first and its duties

afterwards; and (3) the difficulty in

volved in all abstract reasoning which

makes it hard for men to think of duties

and obligations as resting upon a people

which they would concede at once to

rest upon a man.

The state is, after all, an abstraction.

If all reasoning is difficult, abstract rea

soning or reasoning about an abstraction

is doubly difficult. Men who are per

fectly clear as to their duties to an indi

vidual and who would never think of

cheating a flesh-and-blood fellow-man,

are not so clear about a corporation, a

municipality, or a state. Scrupulously

just men ask few questions as to how a

corporation has earned the dividends it

pays them. The modern state itself is

only just beginning to recognize duties

of justice to its own citizens when they

happen to be its creditors. Most of our

American states still leave the public

creditor to the mercy of the legislature.

The conception of rights in the develop

ment of the race comes much earlier

than that of duties, and popular recog

nition of duties to other peoples has not

yet become much of a force for peace.

Still another (4) obstacle to the peace

able adjustment of disputes leading to

war is the popular lack of restraint, the

susceptibility to the mob spirit, the love

of change and newness and excitement.

Governments today are popular govern

ments, and, above all things, a popular

government must be interesting. A dull

government is lost. Passion is always

more interesting than reason, and the

politician who appeals to passion has

many advantages over one who appeals

to reason; and as questions of inter

national law are also questions of politics,

the tendency of all to be governed by

passion rather than reason is given a

freer rein in matters of international

relation, and may even be stimulated by

the exigencies of politics.

Another (5) obstacle to peace un

doubtedly did exist in the absence of

any easily available means of deciding

disputes of fact. This cause of war,

however, now that governments have

everywhere become popular govern

ments, no longer exists. Wars no longer

really grow out of disputes as to facts.

Yet it is only this last obstacle to peace

which the proposed Court could possibly

hope to overcome and as to this it is

unnecessary. It could not hope to over

come the other obstacles named.

Such a court might pass on facts and

lay down rules, but in the absence of a

world federation, with an effective sanc

tion behind it, it could not, in my

judgment, succeed except to a very

limited degree. Take our American judi

cial system. It is constantly strained

to the utmost by the political pressure

growing out of our doctrine of judicial

power over unconstitutional legislation,

and the fact that our polity confides so

much that is really administrative, and

hence political, to the courts. On two

occasions the political platforms of a

great party have dealt with the admin

istration of justice by the courts.

There is undoubtedly a growing change
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of popular attitude, if not dissatisfac

tion, towards courts. The leaders of

what is not unlikely to be the dom

inant political force in the near future

preach and believe that they are the

victims of wrongful acts of our courts.

The agitation against government by

injunction in the last campaign, how

ever mistaken as to facts, had a very

real sentiment and not a little justifica

tion behind it. The "aristocracy of the

robe" is coming in for bitter criticism

in quarters that have formerly been

quiescent, and the effects of this are

becoming daily more evident in legis

lation.33

If our time-tried judicial system bends

under this relatively small load of politi

cal jurisdiction and interference, what

may we expect of a tribunal whose whole

jurisdiction is political; which has no

tradition, no bar, no precedents, no

sanction; which has to make ex hypo-

thesi in large part the law it is to admin

ister; which, however, will deal with

political questions affording the utmost

scope to passion and suspicion of preju

dice? Add to this that popular im

patience of restraint is an inherent diffi

culty in all legal administration of jus

tice, and here the whole work of the

Court must be to restrain peoples at a

time when their passions are likely to

be aroused.

Over and above the obstacles just

considered, the capital hindrance to the

peaceable adjustment of international

disputes is the fact that the situations

that lead to war today are not capable

of peaceable adjustment. In the most

recent of armed conflicts it is obvious

that recourse to any such Court would

have been out of the question. In the

China-Japanese conflict the real aggres

sor could not even have been summoned

MSee Smith, The Spirit of American Govern

ment

to the bar ; in the Spanish-American con

troversy Spain certainly would never

have yielded to any judgment involving

her pride, sovereignty or territorial in

tegrity; in the South African contest no

court could ever have convinced the

Boers that the progress of industrial

civilization and the logic of events made

a decree of annexation inevitable; in

the Russo-Japanese dispute what award

could any court have made which would

have led Russia to abandon a policy

on which she had spent half a century

of effort and millions of treasure ?

And today what causes the alarums of

war? Why for three years have Eng

land and Germany had their navies con

centrated within easy striking distance

of each other? What casts the shadow

of war upon the Pacific ? Why must the

United States make a spectacular dis

play of naval power? Why the frantic

increase of arms and armament at the

very hour of our loudest peace talk?

Why should the French Cabinet plan to

expend $600,000,000 in naval expan

sion or minor powers like Austria and

Italy build half a score of Dreadnoughts ?

Why? Because of the perennial and

inevitable question of hegemony.

We must not flatter nor delude our

selves that the law has settled, or per

haps ever can settle, by peaceable means,

this question of leadership even among

individuals. Business wars are wars

to the knife in which often quarter is

neither asked nor given; and legisla

tion and prosecution, although they have

engrossed public attention for years, have

made little appreciable progress in sub

jecting them to law. But individual

strife, struggle for business hegemony

among men, is surely a much simpler

problem than the same struggle among

nations.

Besides, there are causes which make

for war which partake of that element
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of inevitability and destiny which in a

different era would have been credited

to Providence or the nature of things.

Simmel, the great German sociologist,

lays the causes of strife to "inherent ir-

reconcilableness."34 Cousin says:—

"War has its root in the nature of the ideas

of different peoples, which being necessarily

limited, partial, exclusive, are necessarily hos

tile, aggressive, tyrannical. Wherefore war is

necessary. We should not bewail this fact.

For it is through war that progress is accom

plished. If war is nothing less than the vio

lent encounter, the collision of the exclusive

ideas of different peoples, it follows that in a

collision the more feeble idea will be destroyed

by the stronger, that is to say, absorbed and

assimilated by it. Now the stronger idea in

an epoch is necessarily the one which is most

in accord with the very spirit of that epoch.

Each people represents an idea. The people

that represents the idea most in accord with

the general spirit of the epoch, is the people

called to domination in that epoch. When

the idea of a people has had its day, that

people disappears, and it is well that it dis

appears. But it does not yield its place with

out resistance. Whence arises war.""

"Would they [the pacificists] as Christian

philanthropists and law-abiding citizens, have

been satisfied to stand aside and contemplate

the final trumph of the first Napoleon, of the

French Commune, of Russian Nihilism, or of

the Koran?"*

It is this struggle for hegemony be

tween peoples and ultimately, perhaps,

between ideas, that is behind the great

wars of the world in all time. And that

such struggles are yet to come, Court

or no Court, we have ample evidence.

The imperialist and the jingoist may

lose caste, and the cultural forces of

civilization may temper the brute forces

of the world, and, in the phrase of Kant,

teach man to think more highly of man,

but the saying of Nietsche nevertheless

remains true, that "war has always been

the chief occupation of mankind" and

that man semper ubique omnibus is a

fighting animal. The very size of our

armament and the ruinous burden it

imposes may ultimately insure peace

or even disarmament, but it is not

likely, and it could not last. Perhaps

Marshal Moltke is right in his belief that

"war enters into the views and designs

of Providence; it is a means for the

people to fulfill their object on earth, a

divine mission to retemper the edge of

their manhood, and to keep them from

falling into decay."

Indeed, as one reads the history of

the race and sees one civilization after

another succumb to barbarian invader,

it is not altogether absurd to suggest

that there are still barbarian races in

the world who might some day topple

us over, if we disarmed. The "yellow

peril" may be more real than we imagine.

Only the placid Mediterranean separates

Europe from a Continent peopled with

millions upon millions of sleeping blacks

of superior physical attainments. Who

shall say that they may not in some dis

tant and yet undreamed of hour awake

and swoop down on Europe as the

equally despised barbarians of the

North swarmed down upon imperial

Rome.37

Ill

Let me for a moment also call your

attention to the connection between our

"Soziohgie, 335-6 (1908).

uCours de VHistaire de la Philosophie, lect. ix.

See also much the same argument by Lueder in

Holtzendorff, Encyclopadie des Volkerrechts, IV, 54.

*Lorimer, Institutions of the Law of Nations,

I. 133.

Anglo-American advocacy of this project

and Anglo-American legal and political

thought.

A

The idea of such a Court is pre-

"See Sir Ian Hamilton, Staff Officer's Scrap

Book, vol. I, pp. 168-8, 5-8, 14.
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eminently, as we have seen, American.

This is in no way to be wondered

at, for in its intellectual pedigree it

is Puritan. As Mr. Pound has so

well pointed out, the dominant note

in our legal and legislative ideals and

systems is still Puritan. To the Puritan

"covenants without the sword" was a

favorite juristic and political idea. Men

were free moral agents. The basis of

everything must be free will. "The

church is a willing covenant." Hence

the Puritan made contract the basis of

ecclesiastical polity, of political associa

tion and of law. An eminent Puritan

apologist says:—

"Geneva was at once the strength and the

weakness of the Puritans: their strength, be

cause it gave them their idea realized; their

weakness, because it made them think the

only method of realization was in and through

the state."39

This is the key to much of our Ameri

can political theory—the sacred rights

of the majority, the express and implied

assent of the minority and the general

consent of all; it is the key to much of

our juristic theory—freedom of con

tract, non-interference, sanctity of a

rule agreed upon by a majority on the

bench or at the polls, etc. "We will

venture to define municipal law in Ameri

can jurisprudence as a rule agreed upon

by the people regulating the rights and

duties of persons."39

The Puritan had great faith in this

covenant or agreement, for which he

found a warrant in the covenant that

made Abraham and the children of

Israel the people of God. Perhaps it

was part of the exaggerated faith in the

mere machinery of things which Matthew

Arnold harps on so often as a character

istic of the Anglo-American Philistine.

Browne, himself, says that the Puritan

*A M. Fairbairn in Encyc. Britannica, art.

"Independents."

^Andrews, American Law, 35. •

imagined that reformation was, as a

matter of polity, only to be brought

about by structural and organic changes

in the church ; and a polity in which the

few could covenant for the many. "The

Kingdom of God," he says, "was not to

be begun by whole parishes, but rather

by the worthiest, be they ever so few."40

The bearing of this Puritan attitude

of mind on religious institutional history

in this country and England is obvious,

but its bearing on our political and

juristic history, if not quite so obvious,

is quite as real. The dominant ideas

of the adolescence of any system, and

particularly a legal system, are sure to

take hold of it and persist. At any rate,

faith in the efficacy of a bare legislative

or judicial declaration that a thing is

or shall be law is seen to survive all

discouragement of practical experience

in America. It has been the theme of

remarks of the Presidents of the Ameri

can Bar Association at their last three

meetings. It plays a large part in Mr.

Carter's late book. Dead-letter laws

and fool legislation, as a result of this

Puritan idiosyncrasy which persists in

us, have been the subject of jest among

lawyers and laymen for fifty years, but

the output increases steadily. The Puri

tan empire is slowly passing westward,

and is there bringing forth legislative

and juristic harvests worthy of the

sowers who went before.

Along with this exaggerated faith in

abstract rules and declarations and cove

nants, so characteristic of our people, goes

a more or less unconscious contempt for

those same rules in their concrete appli

cation, which is also characteristically

American.41 This, too, is Puritan—

the free moral agent freely exercising

his free will in each emergency and

^Browne's "True and Short Declaration,"

page 6.

"Fagan's "Confessions of a Railway Signal

man" is full of illustrations of this.
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judging for himself how far the covenant

expressed in the law ought to bind him.

And yet it is this spirit and this people

that would set up an International High

Court of Justice.

B

It is a settled conviction of American

lawyers that the common law is part

of the eternal jural order. We may

philosophize otherwise and know better,

but it is difficult for us to conceive of

law where there is neither legislative,

declarative, nor judicial precedent.

Therefore, when the rest of the world,

which has a somewhat different concep

tion of law generally, thinks it can get

along with international law as laid

down by doctrinal writers, the English

and Americans conceive that it means to

get along without any real international

law at all.42

On the Continent, where the intrinsic

jural reason of the rule is taken to be a

sufficient basis for it, men have no such

trouble. To Americans such a basis is

no basis. We must have the convenant

.—the agreement to be bound—witnessed

by a treaty or convention or judicial

decision by the appointed magistrate.

Hence we are taken with the idea of an

International Court. It would be an

interesting question to consider how far

Continental jurists, with their ideas of

'•"So will be constituted a true permanent

court of international arbitration, a true inter

national judiciary, from which will spring a true

system of international law." (Clarke. 1 Am. Jour.

Int. Law, 342, 408.) "The mere opinion of jurists,

however eminent or learned, . . . are not of them

selves sufficient." (Lord Alverstone in West Rand

Central Gold Mining Co. v. The King, 2 K. B. 391.)

There should be the same reason for respecting

precedent in this as in other branches of the law.

(Scott's Preface to Cases in International Law.)

the relatively low value of decisions and

precedents and the high value of doc

trinal writings, would agree with us as

to the legal and binding value of the

decisions of such a Court.

But the point I wish to make is that

we are urging such a Court to meet the

exigencies of our own peculiar legal

theories: the point is interesting, per

haps, merely as a matter of philoso

phical rumination, but it is important as

presaging the weakness and impossi

bility of any real Court of Nations.

It is an old experience that ideas reach

their complete logical development in

detail after they have ceased to be vital.

The idea of covenants without the sword

has broken down in political theory and

is moribund in our polity. Puritan indi

vidualism is on the wane in our social

economy and shows signs of decline in its

last stronghold—our common law. But

apparently we still have faith that it can

govern the world. "How beautiful upon

the mountains are the feet of him that

bringeth good tidings, that publisheth

peace." It is significant that those who

urge such a Court most in peace con

gresses and conferences, and in pulpit

and print, are the same well-meaning

enthusiasts who have filled our statute

books with unenforceable pronounce

ments of the sovereign will. "The more

they do law," said the Anglo-Saxon

Chronicle, "the more they do unlaw."

Certainly there is nothing more lawless

than unenforceable law; nothing more

useless than a judge who cannot enforce

his decrees; nothing more futile than a

"fire that burns not, a light that shines

not."

 



The Thirty-Second Annual Meeting of the American

Bar Association

THE thirty-second annual meeting of the

American Bar Association, held at

Detroit, Mich., August 24-27, owes its chief

interest, for the profession in general, to Presi

dent Lehmann's notable remarks about the

unchecked monopoly of the holding company,

"the modern trust," and the dangers of issues

of shares without a par value, to the bitter

denunciation of faulty methods of legal edu

cation which came from several speakers, to

the able and striking report submitted by the

special committee which is investigating the

question of reformed procedure, and to the

adoption of the bill favored by this com

mittee for the reform of judicial procedure

in the federal courts.

The convention was called to order by

President F. W. Lehmann, of St. Louis. Samuel

Douglas, president of the Detroit Bar Asso

ciation, made an address of welcome. There

were about three hundred and fifty delegates

and visitors in attendance, including Secre

tary of War Dickinson, Sir Frederick Pollock

of London, and George R. Peck of Chicago.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

President Lehmann's address dealt with

the subject, "Changes in State and Federal

Laws during the Year." Mr. Lehmann de

clared that the trust is obsolete. "Out of the

ashes of the 'trust' has sprung the holding

company, the 'trust' in an improved, per

fected form. Is it under the ban of the law?

Certainly not in all of the states." The speaker

mentioned Montana. "Having slain the senile

and debilitated 'trust', they made invul

nerable through legitimacy its youthful and

sturdy successor, the holding company." As

a result any industry or business of the state

may be legally monopolized, provided it is

well and thoroughly done. This condition of

the law exists in other states, he asserted.

"States which prohibit 'trusts' and assume to

prohibit monopolies, set no bounds to the

capitalization of their corporations, or fix

the limit so high that under it many indus

tries may be completely engrossed.

HOW STATES ENCOURAGE THE NEW TRUST

"The great industrial corporations are in

practical effect as much agencies of inter

state commerce as are the great carrier com

panies. If the production of a commodity is

under one control, commerce in that com

modity is under the same control, but unfor

tunately production is held not to be within

the commerce clause of the federal Constitu

tion, and so combinations to engross produc

tion may be effected, because the general

government cannot prevent them, and the

states in which they are located will not.

"But something can be done under the

taxing power. What may be aided by the

government may also be regulated, for there

is no more stretch of federal authority in the

exercise of control over our industries than

in extending to them a constant fostering

care.

ISSUE OF SHARES WITHOUT A PAR VALUE

"The New York State Bar Association re

cently recommended a law permitting corpora

tions to issue shares without a par value and as

representing only aliquot parts of the owner

ship. The proposition, it was said, had

attracted a great deal of sympathetic support

from business men who were looking for a

way of reconciling the necessary methods of

business with the interests of ethics and who

feel that they have been disturbed by the

apparent conflict and more than an apparent

conflict between the universal practice that

we know in the organization of corporations

with capital stocks not perhaps entirely

within the bounds of the figures that have

been annexed, and the money value of the

property. Never was more serious charge

conveyed in softer phrase, and never was

father confessor more gentle in rebuke.

Stripped of its euphemism, the charge is that

falsehood universally prevails in the capi

talization of corporations, and the utmost

extent of the remedy proposed is silence. A

watered share having an announced par value

is a positive misrepresentation, a share issued

as an aliquot part is an equivocation, it gives

no information and it cries caution only to

the initiated.

"Why not have it speak and speak the

truth?"

The report of the secretary showed that

since 1903 the membership has grown from
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1,800 to more than 3,650. The association

now includes representatives from all the

states, Alaska, Arizona, Hawaii, New Mexico

and the Philippine Islands.

PREPARATION FOR THE BAR

The mornings and evenings being given up

to the regular sessions of the Association, the

afternoon of Tuesday, the first day, was allotted

to the meeting of the Section on Legal Educa

tion. Whether law can be successfully taught

in correspondence schools and whether four

years' preparation is necessary for admission

to the bar provoked a heated discussion.

Dean Harry S. Richards of the University of

Wisconsin College of Law and James Perker

Hall of the University of Chicago Law School

were strong in their denunciation of the

correspondence school. Mr. Hall classed it

with mining scheme advertising. Both

speakers also urged a three years' law school

training and one year clerkship before a

student be admitted to the bar.

Judge Francis M. Danaher of Albany, N. Y.,

speaking from the standpoint of the experi

enced lawyer, replied with scathing criticism

of modern law school methods and said that

the incompetency of many candidates for the

bar after completing the course is appalling.

If law correspondence schools are bad, he

asked, why do Wisconsin and Chicago Univer

sities conduct them in other departments'

Maintaining that at least one year's clerkship

is essential to an applicant for the bar, he

urged that the law school course be left at

three years. A four years' course, he said,

is too long for the student enthusiastic about

beginning his life's work.

The report of the committee on standard

rules for admission to the bar, as read by

Lucien Hugh Alexander of Pennsylvania, was

adopted. This calls for three years in an ap

proved law school and one year in an office

or four years in either the office or school.

FRENCH FAMILY LAW CHANGING

The guests having enjoyed an automobile

ride to Belle Isle Park Tuesday afternoon, in

the evening Georges Barbey, Avocat a la

Cour d'Appel of Paris, made an address on

"French Family Law." He said in sub

stance :—

"In France the authority of the husband,

the authority of the father, are necessary

consequences of the whole economic rigime.

But modern industrialism is developing in

France a new people to whom the laws of the

Code Civile, upon which the French family

law is based, are not suited. The Code Civile

was framed for a population of farmers and

small landowners, while now an enormous

fluctuating factory population is developing

in France. Day by day the French Code

Civile is being completed by new laws. Slowly

French legislation is trying to adapt itself to

the complexities of modern life." A paper

was also read at the evening session by

Julian W. Mack, Judge of the Circuit Court of

Cook county. Ill., on "Juvenile Courts.",

THE ANNUAL ADDRESS

On Wednesday morning Governor Augustus

E. Willson of Kentucky delivered the annual

address, on the subject, "The People and their

Law." His text was the dictum of the

United States Supreme Court in Crowley v.

Christiansen, that "liberty is not unrestricted

license to act according to one's own will,"

and he spoke of the causes which led up to

the recent "night rider" troubles in Ken

tucky and Tennessee.

NIGHT RIDERS TO BE PUNISHED

"My promise to the people that they would

need no lawyers if they hurt any one in de

fense of their homes was kept," said the

Governor, "and there will be no pardons for

the crimes of pillage, plant scraping, burning,

and organized murder. But now the people

are coming into their own and I look for trials

and convictions, a rare thing up to this time.

The politician who parleys with crime in a

'straight American state' like Kentucky will

be rebuked instantly and woe will come to

him.

"I believe that there can be no renewal of

the trouble. The night riders are still un

punished, but no statute of limitations pro

tects them. The murderers of Hiram Hedges

are still at large, but the people's law will

punish the criminals in time."

APPEALS IN DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

The Committee on Judicial Administration

and Remedial Procedure offered a report

urging a bill regulating the right of appeal to

the Supreme Court of the United States from

the courts of the District of Columbia. The

contention of the Committee is that greater

rights are accorded District of Columbia liti

gants than are allowed elsewhere in the United

States, in that any case of sufficient pecuniary
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interest from the District of Columbia may

be reviewed in the Supreme Court as a matter

of course. The Committee asks that the same

requirements be imposed on District of Colum

bia courts as on courts of other judicial cir

cuits.

NEW YORK'S LOW STANDARD OF ADMISSION

TO THE BAR

The report of the Committee on Legal

Education and Admissions to the Bar was

presented by Dean Henry Wade Rogers of

Yale Law School. Dean Rogers said:—

"The anomalous conditions which still con

tinue in the state of New York excite surprise

and provoke criticism. Four out of nine

schools have courses of two years for the

LL.D. degree, and a fifth school, while having

a three years' course, allows students under

exceptional circumstances to graduate in two

years. That this should be the case in the

Empire State occasions comment at home and

abroad. More than two-thirds of all the law

schools of the United States are now on the

three years basis.

"The State Bar Association at its meet

ing in 1901, as is well known, took action

looking toward the improvement of conditions

in New York. It declared its opinion that

candidates for admission to the bar should

be required either to have had a course of three

years in a law school or of four years in a law

office. It appointed a committee to lay the

matter before the Court of Appeals. The

Court has thus far failed to take the action

recommended."

BANKRUPTCY AND ADMIRALTY

The Committee on Commercial Law made

a report covering the subjects of bankruptcy

legislation, uniform state legislation, and Con

gressional legislation concerning admiralty

courts, and recommended opposition to any

effort to repeal the present bankruptcy statute,

and the passage of three important bills

affecting the courts of admiralty. These are:

An act to authorize the maintenance of

actions for negligence causing death in mari

time cases; an act relating to liens on vessels

for repairs, supplies or other necessities, and

an act to permit owners of certain vessels

and the owners or underwriters of cargoes

laden thereon, to sue the United States.

RIGHTS OF PATENTEES

The Committee on Patent, Trademark, and

Copyright Law offered a report recommend

ing the passage of a law allowing owners of

patents to recover by suit in the Court of

Claims reasonable compensation for the use

of their patents by the government without

permission. Russia and the United States are

the only civilized countries denying the

patentee this right to receive damages from

the government. The Committee also re

ported strongly in favor of the establishment

of a United States Court of Patent Appeals.

A MODEL INSURANCE CODE

The Committee on Insurance Law recom

mended that Congress be asked to pass a bill

(H. R. 28407) for the creation of a commission

to prepare a code of insurance laws for the

District of Columbia. The object is the per

fecting of a model code, which will then be

urged upon the legislatures of the various

states. Such a code "would eliminate the

scandalous retaliatory laws which many of

the states have adopted."

A MODEL INHERITANCE TAX LAW

The Committee on Taxation urged the im

portance of the American Bar Association

trying, with the International Tax Association

and the Commissioners on Uniform State

Laws, to evolve a sane inheritance tax law,

designed to afford revenue, not to level for

tunes, and to get this before the attention

of the various states before the field is pre

empted by conflicting and unsatisfactory

legislation. In the discussion on this report,

an inheritance tax met with decided opposi

tion from many delegates.

JUSTICE CARPENTER ON THE BENCH AND

THE BAR

Wednesday afternoon was given over to

pleasure, the delegates enjoying an excursion

on Lake St. Clair. In the evening they heard

an address on "Courts of Last Appeal," by

former Justice William L. Carpenter, of the

Michigan Supreme Court. Judge Carpenter

said in part:—

"Faith that our courts of last resort will

determine controversies according to law is

the rock upon which our governments are

built. That is the most elementary of legal

principles. Lawyers do not always appre

ciate it. If they did, they would not, as they

often do, urge considerations calculated to

incite feelings of sympathy and prejudice.

"I think it may be said as a general propo

sition that failure of courts of last resort to

understand a case is chargeable to the imper
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feet argument of counsel. In their anxiety

to achieve a victory, counsel yield to the

temptation of stating the facts from the

point of view most favorable to their client's

interest.

"Judges sometimes take themselves too

seriously. They fear they will change the

law if they incorrectly declare it. But if a

collision occurs between their declaration and

the law, the law does not suffer; they suffer."

AN IMPORTANT COMMITTEE REPORT

On Thursday morning the special committee

appointed two years ago to consider the

matter of unnecessary costs and delays in

litigation submitted a report in which it

advocated a gradual but sweeping reform

in judicial procedure. The committee re

ported satisfactory progress in bringing to the

attention of Congress proposed laws to author

ize the appointment of official stenographers

for United States courts and to fix their com

pensation, to limit the setting aside of verdicts

on error unless the error complained of shall

appear to have resulted in a miscarriage of

justice, and to permit the use of authorized

printed copies of records in appealing cases,

instead of written or typewritten manuscripts.

REORGANIZATION OF STATE COURTS

Further, the committee outlined the gen

eral principles on which it considered a

reorganization of state courts should even

tually be effected, saying in substance:—

The whole judicial power of each state, at least

for civil causes, should be vested in one great court

of which all tribunals should be branches, depart

ments or divisions. The business as well as the

judicial administration of this court should be

thoroughly organized so as to prevent not merely

waste of judicial power, but all needless clerical

work, duplication of papers and records and the

like, thus obviating expense to litigants and cost

to the public.

ONLY ONE COURT FOR CIVIL CAUSES TO

EACH STATE

This court should have three divisions:—

1—County courts, including municipal, having

exclusive jurisdiction of petty cases.

2—Superior court of first instance, with exclu

sive original and general jurisdiction in equity and

at law, in probate and administration and in

divorce.

3—A single ultimate court of appeal.

All judges should be judges of the whole court,

eligible and liable to sit in any locality. Super

vision of administration should be committed to

one high official of the court responsible for failure

to utilize the judicial power of the state effectively.

In like manner the business administration of

the court should be organized, with the clerical

and stenographic forces under the control of a

responsible officer. . . .

We have carried decentralization of courts to

such an extreme that in many jurisdictions the

clerks are practically independent functionaries

over whom courts have little real control. . . .

There is much unnecessary duplication of papers;

judicial records are needlessly prolix and unduly

expensive. . . .

ADVANTAGES OF CENTRALIZATION

Petty causes demand good judges no less than

causes involving larger sums. The judges to whom

such actions are committed ought to be of such

caliber, that but one review should be necessary,

and that confined to questions of law. The advan

tages of such an organization are nine:—

1—A real judicial department would be created.

2—The waste of judicial power involved in our

present system of separate courts with hard and

fast personnel would cease.

3—The bad practice of throwing out cases to be

begun over again because started in the wrong

place would be done away with.

4—The great and unnecessary expense involved

in transfer of cases would be done away with,

obviating necessity of transcripts, bills of excep

tions, certificates of evidence, and the like.

5—All technicalities, intricacies and pitfalls of

appellate procedure would be done away with

6—It would do away with the unfortunate inno

vation upon the common law by which venue is a

place where an action must be begun, rather than

a place where it is to be tried, so that a mistake

may defeat an action entirely.

7—It would obviate conflicts between judges of

co-ordinate jurisdiction.

8—It would allow judges to become specialists

in the disposition of particular classes of litigation.

9—It would bring about better control of the

administrative officers connected with judicial ad

ministration.

ABOLISH THE FEE SYSTEM

The committee would abolish the fee system,

proposing:—

All clerks and other employees of courts and all

persons having permanently to do in any way with

the administration of justice should be compen

sated by fixed salaries, and all fees collected should

be paid into the public treasury.

This, in the opinion of the committee, would

drive money-making out of the clerkships,

curb the ambitions of the politicians to hold

such jobs, and remove from the office the sus

picion that those administering justice are

governed by a desire to earn fees.

The committee is also paying attention to

official stenographers, their earnings and their

ways. The draft of the bill which has been

prepared provides that the compensation for

services and the price for transcripts and

copies shall be fixed in each district by the

Circuit Court, and that the sum to be paid
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in the federal courts shall not exceed that

paid in the state courts of the same locality.

The report is signed by Everett P. Wheeler,

chairman, Roscoe Pound, Charles F. Amidon,

Joseph Henry Beale, Frank Irvine, Samuel C.

Eastman, William E. Mikell, Henry D. Esta-

brook, Edward T. Sanford, Charles E. Little-

field, Charles S. Hamlin, Charles B. Elliott,

George Turner, John D. Lawson and William

B. January.

REFORM OF FEDERAL PROCEDURE

The report of this committee was adopted

with but one dissenting vote. The adoption

of the report carried the pledge of the Associa

tion's support to the amended bill to regulate

the judicial procedure of United States courts.

The second section of this bill provoked a

storm of debate. It provides that the trial

judge may in any case submit to the jury

issues of fact arising upon the pleading, re

serving questions of law for subsequent argu

ment and decision. The Bar Association,

however, showed its approval of the bill, and

authorized the committee to urge it upon the

consideration of Congress at the next session.

COMPARATIVE LAW

The Comparative Law Bureau, of which

Chief Justice Baldwin of the Connecticut

Supreme Court is director, reported a marked

advance in the interest in the science of com

parative law in this country during the past

year.

Other committee reports submitted were

on the subjects of "Title to Real Estate," and

"The Proposed Copyright Bill."

On Thursday afternoon the members were

entertained at the Country Club, where a

reception took place.

THE NEW OFFICERS

On Friday morning the officers were elected

for the ensuing year. These are the new

officers: President, Charles F. Libby of Port

land, Me.; secretary, George Whitelock, Balti

more; treasurer, Frederick E. Wadhams, Al

bany; executive committee, Charles H. Butler,

Yonkers, N. Y.; W. 0. Hart, New Orleans;

John Hinkley, Baltimore; R. W. Brecken-

ridge, Omaha; Lynn Helm, Los Angeles;

secretary of the general council, Arthur

Stuart, Baltimore.

CHARLES F. LIBBY CHOSEN PRESIDENT

Charles F. Libby, who was elected president

of the Association for the ensuing year, is a

native of Maine, the son of James B. Libby,'

a well-known wool merchant of Portland.

His family traces its descent back to the

original immigrant, John Libby, who came

over in 1630. Charles F. Libby had a liberal

education, graduating from Bowdoin with

honors. He studied in a law office, and

finished his professional education in the

Columbia Law School. After his admission

to the bar in 1866 he went abroad, and for

two years continued his studies in Paris and

Heidelberg.

As a lawyer Mr. Libby early took a promi

nent position in the Cumberland county bar.

His natural ability and acquired knowledge

were soon manifested in the broad field of

practice, and many cases of importance were

intrusted to his care. He began his public

career as city solicitor of Portland in 1871,

and in 1871 was elected county attorney. In

1882 he was elected Mayor of Portland, and

in 1888 was elected to the state senate, being

given a re-election in 1891. During his term

he served as president of the body.

Mr. Libby was active in forming the Maine

State Bar Association, and from 1891 to 1895

was its president. From 1869 until 1882 he

served on the Portland school committee, and

for many years has been one of the Bowdoin

College overseers. He has been and is now at

torney for many large corporations, being

senior member of the firm of Libby, Robinson

& Turner.

BANQUET AND ADJOURNMENT

The annual dinner of the American Bar

Association was given at the Hotel Pontchar-

train on Friday evening. The speakers ex

pected to appear included Dallas Boudeman

of Kalamazoo; Henry A. Lockwood, president

of the Michigan State Bar Association; James

T. Keena of Detroit; W. U. Hensel, Lancaster,

Pa.; Georges Barbey, Paris, France; J. Hamil

ton Lewis, Chicago, and W. C. Languedoc,

K.C., representing the Montreal bar.

The association adjourned for one year.

Its next meeting place will not be chosen until

January, 1910.

DEANS OF LAW SCHOOLS CONFER

In connection with the meeting of the

American Bar Association, the ninth annual

meeting of the Association of American Law

Schools, composed of the deans of thirty or

forty of these institutions, was held on the

afternoons of August 25 and 27. The presi

dent's annual address was delivered by Charles

Noble Gregory, Dean of the Iowa State Univer
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sity College of Law, who referred particularly

to the growth of law schools throughout the

country and to the advance in educational

standards. A paper was read by Professor

Harold D. Hazeltine of Emmanuel College,

University of Cambridge, England, on "Legal

Education in England." Mr. Hazeltine de

clared that several features in the present

system of legal education in England are to

be changed soon. Further elaboration of a

system of electives, and more work in special

and advanced subjects is expected to result.

The discussion which followed was led by

Dean James Barr Ames and Sir Frederick

Pollock. Dean Ames declared that if Eng

land had a better system of education it

would have even better lawyers. Within the

next twenty-five years, he said, the best

treatises on English law would be written by

Americans.

At the second session, Dean John H. Wig-

more of the Northwestern University Law

School, and Harry Pratt Judson, President of

the University of Chicago, read papers deal

ing with the general question of education

preparatory to the study of the law. These

papers were discussed at length by Henry

Wade Rogers, dean of the Yale University

Law School, and by Professor Henry M. Bates,

of the University of Michigan.

Dean Wigmore declared that out of one

hundred law students who had had only high

school preparation, only two attained high

legal position, whereas of one hundred taking

a four years' A. B. course ten became lawyers

of note. He backed up his main proposition

by the opinion of Charles W. Eliot of Harvard

University.

Dean Rogers of Yale was of the opinion that

no more than two years of preparatory train

ing in college should be required. "If we

put the standard too low young men are

admitted to the bar at an immature age.

On the other hand, if we exact a higher

standard than the situation warrants, we do

them and the commonwealth an injustice.

Today there are still law schools that admit

any person who applies for admission. They

are discriminated against by the profes

sion."

Review of Periodicals

Jlrticles on Topics of Legal Science

and Related Subjects

Administrative Law. "The Law of the

Constitution." A review of the seventh edi

tion of Prof. Dicey's work bearing that title.

By Edmund M. Parker. American Political

Science Review, v. 3, p. 362 (Aug.).

"This tendency on the part of an adminis

trative body to be transformed into a judicial

tribunal we may see clearly in the United

States. How often do we not see adminis

trative boards or officials to whom are en

trusted the decision of questions affecting

rights of property required by the pressure of

public opinion or even by law to adopt the

procedure of a judicial body, and to take

on all the paraphernalia of a regular

court! . . .

"Administrative law is chiefly case law; it

has been made by those who administeri t; it

is therefore more flexible than code law and

may be more readily adapted to new condi

tions. . . By whatever name one may call it,

England undoubtedly possesses administrative

law, in the sense of a special set of legal rules

governing the relations between the adminis

tration and its officials and the private citizen ;

and the contrast between the rule of law as

between private individuals and the rule o£

law as between the government and the indi

vidual is one which may be drawn instruc

tively in England, as indeed in any country.

This is particularly true of the United States,

for it must not be forgotten that the 'preroga

tive of the administration' may exist and has

actually existed in republics as in monarchies,

as France during her great revolution found

to her cost, and as we have often had occasion

to learn in this country."

Aliens. "International Law and the Aliens

Act." By N. W. Sibley, LL.M. 34 Law Mag

azine and Review 432 (Aug.).

"From the point of view of modern authori

tative international usage, it would be break

ing a butterfly on a wheel to demonstrate the

proposition that, with the possible exceptions

of Great Britain and Russia, the modern state

claims a right of expelling an alien who be

comes dangerous to its public tranquil

lity. . . .

"Everything tends towards the conclusion

that the alien should be deprived, if neces

sary, by express enactment, of the benefit of
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the doubt on the point whether he is a political

offender or not."

Anarchism. See Property and Contract.

Basis of Law. "The Belief in Innate

Rights." By H. Frances Peterson. 34 Law

Magazine and Review 385 (Aug.).

"Sir Henry Maine has pointed out that the

origin of 'legal rights' was the judgments of

those in authority as to what was right.

'Legal rights' being derived from moral con

ceptions of right, it follows that whenever, as

frequently happened, those moral concep

tions were erroneous the term 'legal rights'

when applied to the so-called 'rights' derived

from those moral conceptions was meta

phorical. Whenever the term 'legal right'

has been or is used to cover some 'wrong'

sanctioned by law it has been or is a meta

phor and nothing else. Therefore, contrary

to the teaching of jurists, it is precisely 'legal

rights' that are more frequently 'metaphori

cal' than any other. . . .

"It is foreign to our purpose to discuss here

the meaning of the terms 'natural' and 'moral

rights,' beyond observing that such classifi

cations are, like the term 'legal rights,' dis

tinctions drawn between the sanctions which

enforce 'rights,' and are not distinctions be

tween 'rights' themselves. . . .

"The terms 'innate and abstract rights'

are used in antithesis to such terms as 'moral

or legal rights,' to signify all the innumerable

rights which are not sanctioned by law, public

opinion, religion, or anything else."

See Property and Contract.

Bill of Rights. See Basis of Law, Prop

erty and Contract.

Contracts. See Property and Contract.

Corporations. "Uniform Foreign Corpora

tion Laws." By Franklin A. Wagner. New

York Law Journal, v. 41, July 27, 1909.

This paper was read at the fifteenth annual

convention of the Commercial Law League

of America, held at Narragansett Pier, R. L,

on July 20.

"Unquestionably much hardship has been

inflicted on foreign corporations when, through

ignorance of the local laws or through failure

to understand their drastic scope, they have

entered into contracts which, because of these

statutes, they were unable to enforce. In

some states the statutes are too lenient, in

others too severe. In few states have they

been comprehensively worked out to ade

quately meet present day needs. A uniform

law would confer a lasting benefit both upon

the states and the corporations. Such a law

should embody the following features:—

"1. Define what is 'doing business.'

"2. Provide a simple procedure for quali

fication.

"3. Name the Secretary of State the agent

upon whom process may be served.

"4. Abolish the license fee, excise or bonus

tax.

"5. Tax the foreign corporation on the

amount invested in the state on the same

basis and at the same rate as domestic cor

porations.

"6. Require an annual report of condi

tion, including a statement of assets and

liabilities, naming the officers and directors

of the company and its officers and agents

located in the state.

"7. Affirmatively grant the privilege to

use the federal courts in proper causes.

"8. Remove drastic penalties and sub

stitute reasonable fines.

"9. Abolish attachment on the mere

ground that it is a foreign corporation.

"10. In all other respects place foreign

corporations on a par with domestic corpora

tions."

See Property and Contract.

Criminal Intent. "Constructive Murder and

Felonious Intent." By W. F. Wyndham

Brown. 34 Law Magazine and Review 453

(Aug.).

"There is no doubt, eliminating any ques

tion as to the insufficiency of the original

authority, that the trend of modern judicial

opinion and dicta has been toward a limita

tion of the rule to those felonious acts which

are intrinsically likely to cause death. . . .

"No doubt, when the question arises in the

Court of Criminal Appeal, some definite prin

ciple will be laid down which may not indicate

so greatly the divergence of judicial opinion,

the inconsistency of our case law, and the

great weight given to legal writers whose

names appear in the text-books as the old

authorities."

Criminology. "Criminal Statistics, 1907."

34 Law Magazine and Review 416 (Aug.).

"Last year we expressed the view that the

great majority of the serious crimes com

mitted may be traced to the unsatisfactory

conditions in which the poorest classes live,

and we maintained that the astonishing

diminution in crime during the last half

century could only be explained by the gen

eral rise of the standard of life among the less

fortunate strata of society. The diminution

is so remarkable that it is worth while again

to recall the figures."

See Penology, Police Administration.

Election Laws. "The New York Direct

Primaries Bill of 1909." By Arthur Luding-

ton. American Political Science Review, v. 3,

p. 371 (Aug.).

"Under the Hinman-Green bill there is

opportunity for the fullest consultation and

deliberation before the candidates are desig

nated. At present the only real deliberation

is not in the convention, but among the party

leaders in private conference; and it is just

this sort of deliberation that is preserved by

the terms of the bill. Where the plan differs

from the present system is in the fact that all

suggestions made by party committees are

subject to the approval of the party as a

whole. They will be made, therefore, under
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a sense of immediate responsibility, and this

responsibility will be strengthened by the

fact that the members of party committees,

if candidates for re-election, must submit

themselves to the voters at the same time

as the candidates for nomination whom they

have proposed."

Government. "The Increased Control of

State Activities by the Federal Courts." By

Robert Bruce Scott. American Political

Science Review, v. 3, p. 347 (Aug.).

"This paper addresses itself to a considera

tion of whether the recent use of injunctions

by federal courts as to state laws is an un

warranted exercise of power over the states

by the federal government. . . .The question

became of greatest interest in connection

with the case of ex parte Young (209 U. S.

123), decided by the United States Supreme

Court, March 23, 1908. It was there held

that the Attorney-General of Minnesota might

be enjoined at the suit of individual stock

holders of a railroad from using the state

courts to enforce an unconstitutional rate

law which affected the state only in its

general welfare. . . .

"The court had held in Davis & Farnum

Manufacturing Company v. Los Angeles (189

U. S. 218) and in Dobbins v. Los Angeles

(195 U. S. 223) that where irreparable injury

will be inflicted on property rights through a

void law or ordinance, an injunction will

issue to restrain its enforcement by criminal

proceedings, and the earlier case of Smyth v.

Ames (169 U. S. 466) had enjoined proceed

ings by indictment to compel obedience to

the Nebraska rate act; so that in applying

the remedy of injunction to criminal as well

as civil cases, upon the usual grounds of

equitable jurisdiction, the Young case estab

lished no new precedent. . . .

"The annual output of American legis

latures is said to be 15,000 laws. Over-

legislation and bad legislation are crying

evils of the times. With state legisla

tures dealing with new and complicated

legal and economic problems, usually

without expert knowledge or experience,

and with much popular (and often proper)

hostility to great corporations, it is not

strange that many defective and illegal

acts are passed. . . .

"De Tocqueville, writing in 1832, said: 'If

the sovereignty of the Union were to engage

in a struggle with that of the states at the

present day its defeat may be confidently

predicted; and it is not probable that such a

struggle would be seriously undertaken. As

often as steady resistance is offered to the

federal government, it will be found to yield.'

"Happily, this prophecy did not come true,

and that it was not fulfilled is due in no small

measure to the jealous way in which the

federal courts have safeguarded the authority

and powers of the national government, of

which the Young case is a conspicuous ex

ample. To have decided that case otherwise

would have been in effect to limit the Four

teenth Amendment so as to make it read:

No state shall deprive any person of life,

liberty or property without due process of

law nor deny to any person within its juris

diction the equal protection of the laws,

unless it shall pass an act for that purpose, in

which case the prohibitions of this amendment

shall not be operative."

Another article on a live topic taken from

the law of the American commonwealth is

the following:—

"The Initiative and Referendum is Not

Constitutional." By D. C. Allen. 69 Central

Law Journal 148 (Aug. 27).

One of the Nestors of the Missouri bar here

contributes views which are of great interest.

He says in part:—

"The initiative and referendum, coming

from socialism, necessarily brings with it the

atmosphere and vices of socialism, and among

these is the principle that each man possesses,

as his birthright, not merely an equal right

of being governed, but an equal right of gov

erning others. It connects the right to

govern, not with capacity, but with birth.

It is a principle which ignores the inequality

established by nature between the mental

powers and moral qualities of men. Domina

tion, under such a principle, is that of in

feriors over superiors in intellect and morals,

which is universally conceded by the best

thinkers to be a tyranny equally violent and

unjust. As already indicated, such a prin

ciple cannot agree with the spirit and purpose

of representative government—the spirit and

purpose actuating such men as Washington,

Madison, Hamilton, Franklin and others in

framing our federal Constitution."

The following article throws light on the

origin of the President's Cabinet:—

"Historical Significance of the Term 'Cabi

net' in England and the United States." By

Henry Barrett Learned. American Political

Science Review, v. 3, p. 329 (Aug.).

"The financial requirements especially con

spicuous during Washington's first term, the

problems of our commercial and foreign rela

tions, the frontier questions involving our

attitude to the Indians as well as to British

and Spanish neighbors—all these and other

matters called not only for the direction of a

sagacious President, but also for the assistance

of qualified experts. . . .

"There is no evidence but the term to

show that in characterizing the President's

advisers we took into account anything but

the superficial resemblance to the English

institution. What in all probability we did

was to adopt a well-recognized Engfish term,

the significance of which so far as the average

man was concerned had been pretty well

settled in the seventeenth century."

Great Britain. "The Lords and the Bud

get." By Harold Spender. Contemporary

Review, v. 96, p. 129 (Aug.).

"Will the House of Lords throw out the

Budget? That is the question which is at
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present exciting and dividing both great

political parties. It is too early to make any

certain forecast of a situation which will

depend on factors still unrevealed. But it

is at least clear already—if only from the very

significant speech made by Lord Lansdowne

on July 16tn—that towards the end of the

present year the Constitution of these islands

will be subjected to a very severe, possibly a

breaking, strain. . . .

"The House of Lords must either reject the

Finance Bill completely or leave it completely

alone. The only possible policy within the

Constitution is that of rejection. But that,

as we have seen, would reduce the adminis

tration of the country to chaos, and is not

therefore, as Lord Salisbury clearly perceived

in 1894, a policy which can be regarded as

practicable or possible by any responsible

politician."

The opposite view is expressed in:—

"The House of Lords and the Budget." By

J. A. R. Marriott. Nineteenth Century, v. 66,

p. 195 (Aug.).

"Weakened by the unfortunate predomi

nance of the hereditary element within its

walls, rendered unnecessarily timid by the

narrowness of the basis on which its position

theoretically rests, the English House of Lords

has allowed many of its unquestioned rights

to fall into practical desuetude. But it is

slowly awakening to the important function

which it may legitimately perform in the

modern democratic state. . . . They can and

ought to see to it that no measure of first-rate

importance, involving the acceptance of new

and unsanctioned principles, shall find a place

on the statute book before the will of the

electorate has been unmistakably and deliber

ately expressed."

See Administrative Law, Election Laws>

History, Legislative Procedure, Property and

Contract, Race Problem, South African Union.

History. "The South Carolina Federalists,

II." By Ulrich B. Phillips. American His

torical Review, v. 14, p. 731 (July).

"To the Republicans of 1801 the historical

Republican doctrines were little more inter

esting than the last year's almanacs. . . .

The Jeffersonians had adopted the Federalist

policies, and the South Carolina Federalists

were drawn more and more into harmony

with them and out of sympathy with the

filibustering New Englander. . . . The Fed

eralist party in the state was practically dead

by 1812. The old Federalist policies, how

ever, championed as they were by the new

generation of leaders in spite of their repudia

tion of the party name and alignment, con

tinued to control the state till about 1827."

Immigration. "Protect the Workman."

By John Mitchell. Outlook, v. 93, p. 65

(Sept. 11).

"If we are going to regulate immigration

at all, we should prescribe by law definite

conditions, the application of which would

result in securing only those immigrants

whose standards and ideals compare favor

ably with our own. To that end wage-

earners believe:—

"First: That, in addition to the restrictions

imposed by the laws at present in force, the

head tax of four dollars now collected should

be increased to ten.

"Second: That each immigrant, unless he

be a political refugee, should bring with him

not less than twenty-five dollars, in addition

to the amount required to pay transportation

to the point where he expects to find employ

ment.

"Third: That immigrants between the ages

of fourteen and fifty years should be able to

read a section of the Constitution of the

United States, either in our language, in their

own language, or in the language of the

country from which they come.

Insanity. See Penology.

Labor Problem. "The Causes of Unem

ployment." By H. Stanley Jevons. Con

temporary Review, v. 96, p. 165 (Aug.).

"Several writers have succeeded in connect

ing periodic variations of the weather directly

with economic statistics. Bruckner has been,

perhaps, the most successful, for he gives good

evidence by taking five-yearly averages, that

harvests, wheat prices, and the course of

trade in grain, vary synchronously with rain

fall in a period of about thirty-five years. . . .

H. H. Clayton, of the Blue Hill Observatory,

finds that commercial panics in the United

States have occurred either during, or shortly

after, periods of deficient rainfall in the Ohio

Valley."

"The Best Way to Prevent Industrial War

fare." By Charles W. Eliot, LL.D. McClure's,

v. 33, p. 515 (Sept.).

"The chief feature of the beneficent

Canadian Act called the Industrial Disputes

Investigation Act was the requirement that,

in the event of a dispute arising in any in

dustry known as a public utility, it should

be illegal to resort to a strike or lockout until

the matters in dispute had been made the

subject of an investigation before a Board of

Conciliation and Investigation to be estab

lished under specified rules by the Canadian

Minister of Labor.

"During the two years from March 22,

1907, to the end of March, 1909, fifty-five

applications were received for the appoint

ment of Boards, under which forty-nine

Boards were set up.

"There were two cases in which strikes were

not averted or ended. Only two cases, there

fore, out of fifty-five ultimately resulted in

strikes, these two strikes being in perfect

accordance with the wise terms of the Act,

which permit owners to lock out their men

and workmen to strike after the public inves

tigation has been completed and its results

published."

See Immigration.

Legal History (Wales).

"The Laws of Howel the Good." Con
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temporary Review, literary supplement, no. 23,

Aug. 1909, p. 12.

"The law of land is very elaborate, and

likely to be of the greatest possible value in

tracing the growth of English land law. We

greatly doubt whether the Welsh word Maenor

can be distinguished from the English word

Manor. The meaning of the words is very

nearly identical. The French origin may be

due to the admitted early French influence in

Wales. The use of the word in England may

have come from Wales. There are other

words of French or Latin origin, such as

Canghellor (Chancellor) . We find very similar

manorial customs in English and Welsh

manors."

Legislative Procedure. "Revisor of the

Statutes." By Laura Scott. In "Notes on

Current Legislation." American Political

Science Review, v. 3, p. 421 (Aug.).

"The Wisconsin legislature has enacted a

law creating the office of revisor (Laws 1909,

c. 546). The appointing power and super

vision of the work is vested in the trustees of

the state library.
"It is the duty of such revisor: (1) to main

tain a loose leaf system of the statutes, sepa

rating those statutes in force from those

repealed or superseded; (2) to maintain a

loose leaf ledger of court decisions referring

to the statutes; (3) to present to the com

mittees on revision of each house of the legis

lature, at the beginning of each session, bills

providing for such consolidation and revisions

as may be completed from time to time; (4) to

keep an alphabetical, subject card-index to

the statutes; (5) to formulate and prepare a

definite plan for the order, classification,

arrangement and printing of the statutes and

session laws; and (6) to supervise and attend

to the preparation, printing and binding of

such compilations of particular portions of

the statutes as may be ordered by the head

of any department of the state."

Marriage and Divorce. Of the month's

contributions on this engrossing topic, the

most valuable is distinctly the following, be

cause of the ready applicability of its conclu

sions to conditions in American Protestant

churches :—

"Marriage Law in the Church of England."

By Rev. Charles J. Sherbeare. Nineteenth

Century, v. 66, p. 257 (Aug.).

If the contentions of this writer can be sus

tained, and they are doubtless not to be

challenged on the historical side, the wide

spread denunciation of divorce, indulged in

not only by a certain section of the Anglican

Church but by some other Protestant

bodies, is based on incorrect assumptions,

which would be dispelled by more accurate

and complete knowledge of the historical

position of the Western Church with reference

to marriage.
"The courts," writes Mr. Sherbeare, "have

been accused of dissolving an indissoluble bond

in many cases where it can be argued on strict

ecclesiastical principles that no such bond

ever existed. ... A very small collection of

facts and quotations is all that is needed to

show that neither in pre-Reformation nor in

post-Reformation times did the church at

large teach that peculiarly severe doctrine of

marriage which finds favor in some Anglican

circles at the present moment, the general

marriage law of the Western church being in

reality both far less simple and far less rigid

than English churchmen are in the habit of

supposing."

Another writer's contribution to the subject

is marked by a somewhat similar spirit of

moral sanity :—

"Problems of Marriage and Divorce." By

Mrs. Anna Garlin Spencer. International

Journal of Ethics, v. 19, p. 443 (July).

"In so far as the increase in divorces is a

testimony to this movement of women to

refuse marital relations with unfit men, it is a

movement for the benefit of the family and

not for its injury. . . .

"The social need is not for the immediate,

working out of the details of a uniform law,

while yet rapidly changing social and indus

trial conditions make variety of experimental

treatment of cultural value; the social need

is rather for a legal provision everywhere

which will secure more deliberation before

action; more accessible counsel of the wise

and good for the foolish and confused, more

patient waiting, more earnest trial to patch

it up and 'go on' even when things look dark

and threatening."

A good comparison between England and

America is set forth in:—

"Divorce in America and England." By

"Britannicus." North American Review,

v. 195, p. 296 (Sept.).

"A growing body of opinion is being organ

ized in England against the maintenance of a

system so prolific of injustice and so conducive

to immorality. . . The British have gone as far

towards one extreme as the Americans towards

the other; but from the standpoint of the

social well-being of the community there

cannot, I think, be much question that the

American system is the less harmful of the

two."

How shockingly bad the English conditions

are may be seen from this statement:—

"Notes from London." 25 Scottish Law

Review 204 (Aug.).

"When Lord Gorell found that the Lord

Chancellor's bill made no mention of divorce

in the extended jurisdiction of the County

Courts, he gave notice of a motion that it was

desirable that a limited power of divorce

should be included. He made a long speech,

dwelling on the points that poor people

cannot afford to seek divorce in the High

Court—he put the costs of an undefended case

at ,£30 or,£40; and that the practice of obtain

ing separation orders from magistrates, which

leave the parties neither married nor unmar

ried, is a bad system, which encourages
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irregular unions. The Archbishop of Canter

bury, Lord Halifax, and Lord Halsbury, who

represent the Church view, were strongly

against the proposed change. They would

prefer to do away with divorce altogether

rather than give increased facilities for it.

They are not moved by the argument that

quite poor people are now in the same case

as ordinary middle-class people were in before

the Divorce Act, when divorce by Act of

Parliament was the only method."

Penology. In general, it may be said that

to the modern civilized world punishment has

come to signify, except where capital sentence

is imposed, simply the detention of the

criminal in an institution where he will be

deprived of all save the bare necessities of life

and of the society of his fellow men. Modern

morality does not approve of physical cruelty

to the prisoner, nor of injury to his health by

placing him in unsanitary surroundings or by

exacting from him injurious labor, but is

satisfied with the penalty of social opprobrium

added to that of confinement in a place ren

dered by no means inviting. Punishment

has come to be, therefore, practically deten

tion. The sane and the insane criminal, con

sequently, are dealt with in the same general

way. The essential difference is only that

the latter needs sometimes to receive medical

attention in a special institution, and may

sometimes be justly allowed a fuller share of

the luxuries that may enliven the monotony

of prison existence.

No doubt there is a tendency to treat

prisoners too well, but such a condition of

affairs as that disclosed by the following writer

is not typical—if it were the need of an anti-

Wilberforce to unreform our prisons would

be imperative :—

"The Pampering of Prisoners." By One of

the Pampered. National Review, v. 53, p. 962

(Aug.).

An Oxford graduate, brought up in com

fort, if not in luxury, who was a prisoner for

a month in a West Country prison in England,

has written a study of the situation as he

found it. The man has proved himself an

optimist of the most pronounced type by

naming his article "The Pampering of Pris

oners.' The title is not, as might appear at

the first glance, bestowed in irony, but the

ex-prisoner is honestly fearful lest, the beggar

discovering the comfort that awaits him in

jail, "each starving wretch will tear himself

from his groove of misery and rush panting

to the cool, secluded cells, and the careless,

happy, prison life, where there is no worry,

no dirt, no drunkenness; where the food is

regular and nourishing; where there is peace

and security, and no anxious brooding over

the morrow."

The worst deprivation, according to him,

connected with prison fare, was the necessity

for drinking, if water was to be had at all,

the water in which he had washed his break

fast utensils. Of this, even, he writes: "Water

with a sediment of stale gruel is not a liquid

of crystalline clearness, but it is both

healthier and more palatable than much

foreign beer to be met with in our restaurants."

He says in conclusion :—

"The ideal to which all movement ought

to tend is admittedly the lenient prison. But

the ideal can only be attained at the coming

of that happy era when only the lenient prison

is required. At present a much harder and

more dour treatment of prisoners is needed,

for this is the danger-time when society is

being gradually and practically evolutionized.

At such a stage of human progress humani-

tarianism is found to bless only those that

give, not those that receive, for there is a

ruffianly minority in every state of society,

composed of men who do not appreciate

kindness at its true value. Against these

society is in duty bound to protect itself.

No practical system of social reform can be

safely attempted if prison is not meanwhile

exercising that wholesome restraint over the

millions which is the primary object of its

existence."

This ideal of the "lenient prison," as this

writer says, is wrong; we need to make prison

punishment fearful enough to check the evil

impulses of criminals. We should not go to

the opposite extreme of an ignoble brutality,

as may be the case even now in some places

where remnants of a barbarous rigime possibly

still survive:—

"Beating Men to Make Them Good." By

Charles Edward Russell. Hampton's, v. 23,

p. 312 (Sept.).

"The Ohio State Penitentiary, here used

as an illustration of the old methods of prison

management, has long had the reputation of

one of the worst penal institutions in the

country. The state legislature at its last

session undertook some marvelously belated

improvements, appropriating $150,000 for

new buildings, to be erected on modern

and sanitary principles. It prevented the

renewal of the existing contracts, but it did

not, however, abolish the beatings nor the

water cure nor the bull rings nor the spoils

system nor the idea of terrifying men into

orderly behavior."

It is not only possible, it is obligatory, for

the state to avoid the extremes of leniency

and brutality alike. Positive morality defines

in unmistakable terms what should be the

attitude of the state towards the responsible

criminal. His punishment unquestionably de

pends on the seriousness of his harmful act,

and the penalty may be anything from a

merely nominal one to capital punishment,

according to the nature of the act. But in

imposing sentence there may be mitigating

circumstances to be taken into account, such

as (1) the degree of his partial irresponsibility,

if responsibility has not been complete, or (2)

the chance of his reformation. Such con

siderations may properly operate to lessen

the punishment otherwise imposed.

In the case of the irresponsible criminal,

the period for which he should be detained
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in custody seems likewise, on moral grounds,

to be regulated by the seriousness of his

harmful act. Detention in such a case is not

punishment but segregation for the public

good. The insane person who had committed

some grave injury to society, like the crime

of murder, would normally be detained for

life. But it is impossible to draw the line

clearly between responsibility and irresponsi

bility, and a murderer classed as an irrespon

sible might in fact have such a degree of par

tial responsibility as would render it just to

impose capital punishment. In the case of

the irresponsible criminal, there is always, in

determining how the state shall treat him,

the possibility of having to consider the

aggravating circumstance of a partial respon

sibility. There is also another possible cir

cumstance to be considered, that of the possi

bility of a complete cure. The general work

ing out of the problem of disposing of insane

criminals, purely from a moral standpoint, is

therefore apparent.

This is not approaching the subject from a

legal point of view. But it should be as true

in law as in morals not alone that the punish

ment is to fit the crime, but that the deten

tion is to fit the irresponsible act. It is even

more important to recognize the fact that

because there is no clearly defined dividing

line between sanity and insanity, severe

punishment of the slightly insane may be

justifiable sometimes. This introduction will

perhaps serve to show that any view which

is aimed at the overthrow of that theory of

responsibility which is ingrained in our crimi

nal jurisprudence is false and to be resisted.

Such a view, however, is advanced in a note

worthy article :—

"Insanity, Responsibility, and Punishment

for Crime." By Professor James J. Walsh,

M.D., LL.D. American Journal of the Medical

Sciences, v. 138, p. 262 (Aug.).

The author of this article emphasizes the

fact that there is no agreement among ex

perts as to an absolute definition of insanity.

Insanity as a defense for crime is an excuse

which may be "extremely difficult to control

and keep from being abused." The judg

ment of the expert, instead of being of aid to

the court and to the jury, may be swayed

unconsciously even when he is acting in good

faith. The abused plea of insanity, together

with the defeat of justice by legal technicali

ties, have brought about "a very serious state

of affairs." Dr. Walsh says that statistics

have shown a higher percentage of railroad

brakemen to have forfeited their lives than of

murderers. Ambassador White has conse

quently declared human life to be cheaper

in this country than in any other portion of

the civilized world. The author continues

to say that the abuses which have brought

about this situation are less serious in the

medical than in the legal profession, and that

the system which tolerates the abuse of the

plea of insanity "is founded on certain wrong

principles as regards the administration of

justice."

"The idea of punishment as revenge is

past," continues Dr. Walsh, and the purpose

of punishment is now that of preventing

repetition of the act by the criminal and of

deterring others from like acts. Not only

rational children, but even those who are to

some degree irrational, can be taught by

properly applied punishment the difference

between right and wrong. Animals, that are

not considered responsible, may be taught

by punishment what they are not to do.

Defective human beings must be made to

realize that certain actions will be followed

by suffering. We must not allow the sub-

rational to escape, for otherwise he is en

couraged to keep on doing wrong, and his

example influences others.

"So far as possible, punishment must inevi

tably follow crime in the world, in order to

impress the subrational and deter them from

yielding to impulses. Far from being less

deserving of punishment in every sense in

which a modern penologist cares to inflict

punishment, these individuals are more im

pressed by it, and, above all, need to be more

impressed by it. . . .

"It is for the subrational that we most need

to insist on punishment. The cunning of the

insane is proverbial, and this extends also to

the subrational, and many of these folk

realize that their difference from others, their

queerness, as their folks call it, is quite

enough to make a verdict of insanity in their

case assured with the present lax enforcement

of law."

From the foregoing abstract of Dr. Walsh's

views, it will be apparent that while funda

mentally right he blurs the distinction be

tween responsibility and irresponsibility, as

a paramount element of the problem with

which courts have constantly to deal.

Dr. Walsh summarizes his conclusions as

follows :—

"1. The term insanity is so vague that its

use as a plea to enable the criminal to escape

punishment is not justifiable in the present

state of our knowledge.

"2. Responsibility differs in different indi

viduals, but it is never quite eliminated except

in the absolute idiot. For those of lowered

mentality, even the animals, punishment has

a good effect.

3. Punishment is not revenge, but is

meant to deter the individual criminal, and

above all to deter others tempted to criminal

acts.

"4. Punishment is more needed for those

of lowered mentality, of whom the expert may

well declare that they are insane, than it is

for the normal.

"5. Subrational individuals with the cun

ning of the insane will take advantage of our

leniency if present conditions are allowed to

continue, and we shall have a riot of crime by

personal violence."

Had Dr. Walsh gone more to the heart of

the matter, he might have worked out his

views to a more practical application to the

problem of the abuse of the insanity plea.

As it is, he supplies no available criterion for
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ascertaining precisely how the insane criminal

is to be dealt with, unless he is to be treated

exactly like the sane criminal, which would

be unreasonable, and which he could hardly

have wished to imply.

Police Administration. "The New York

Police in Politics." By Gen. Theodore A.

Bingham. Century, v. 78, p. 725 (Sept.).

"Under the present 'system,' which during

my incumbency in office I made persistent

efforts to break down, police officials are sup

posed to pay for their positions by daily

political service. When no election is immi

nent, the district leaders are scheming for the

next campaign. If a police captain or inspect

or honestly enforces the law, this hurts the

ward heelers, the saloon and dive keepers, the

gamblers, the pawnbrokers, and all others

who live by breaking the law; so this police

officer must be suppressed or be transferred.

To accomplish this, a visit to the Commis

sioner, or even a letter from some one identi

fied with the party, should be sufficient."

"Policing our Lawless Cities." By Gen.

Theodore A. Bingham. Hampton's, v. 23,

p. 289 (Sept.).

"New York is not ruled by her brains, her

wealth, or her virtue—the city is ruled by the

politicians who control the poverty-stricken

and criminal aliens of the East Side."

"The London Police from a New York

Point of View." By William McAdoo. Cen

tury, v. 78, p. 649 (Sept.).

"The estimate in which the public hold the

police is the measure of police efficiency. The

New York police will, in my judgment, under

able, honest, and wise leadership, eventually

gain a position equal to that of the London

police. When that is done, the police ques

tion in New York will be solved.

Practice. "The Lawyer in his Office." By

Lemuel H. Foster. Citator, v. 4, p. 116 (Mar.).

"The lawyer's duty to the public is to

continue in the future as in the past to be a

leader in every movement calculated to ad

vance the public interests; to be first in peace

and first in war; honest as a legislator, and

pure and upright as a judge ; to advocate those

public measures that he believes to be right

and condemn those he believes to be wrong;

to be a good citizen and an honest man. The

ethics of the profession have been too much

neglected in the education of young men for

the bar." ,

"Counsel's Fees." By Hugh H. L. Bellot,

D.C.L. 34 Law Magazine and Review 394

(Aug.).

"It should be a breach of professional eti

quette for Counsel to accept a brief without

the fee except for good cause. ... It is

matter for regret that the attempt should

have been made. ... to lend official sup

port to that credit system which is one of the

causes of the disrepute in financial matters

in which the profession of the law as a whole

is held in the public estimation."

Procedure. "The Efficiency of English

Courts: An Example for America." By Jesse

Macy. McClure's, v. 33, p. 552 (Sept.).

"Our attorneys do not appear to be domi

nated by a feeling of veneration for the judi

ciary; their whole attitude is far removed

from that. In England it is the judge and

not the attorney, who habitually interrupts,

raises objections, and insists upon explana

tions. If the attorney puts a question to a

witness worded in such a manner as to raise

a false issue, the judge instantly interferes.

He may even assume the chief burden of the

examination of the witnesses, or jurors or

litigants may be encouraged to question the

witnesses. In any event, the examining of

witnesses is controlled in every detail by the

presiding justice. If, in addressing the Court,

an attorney makes a statement which the

judge regards as false or misleading, he is

immediately interrupted and the errors are

corrected. Or, if in the opinion of the Court

the remarks of the attorney are not edifying,

they are promptly checked. . .

"In the English county court, in which

civil cases involving $250 or less are litigated,

parties to the suit meet in front of the judge

and state their own cases. If there are wit

nesses, they have already been sworn and are

placed at the right and left of the bench. In

the most informal manner the judge, the

parties to the suit, and the witnesses talk

over the matter together. In this court

plaintiffs and defendants conduct their own

cases, it being quite unusual for them to

employ attorneys. The judge comes to be

an expert in getting at the essential facts.

He settles suits involving a good deal of detail

at the rate of one every five minutes. When

no legal technicalities are recognized, when

there are no opposing attorneys to make

objections, with a trained jurist, familiar with

the law, who has the litigants and the wit

nesses before him, it becomes impossible to

consume much time in reaching a decision.

Procedure in both civil and criminal courts

resembles informal arbitration, from which

legal technicalities and extraneous topics are

strictly excluded."

"The Demoralization of the Law." By

Ignotus. Westminster Review, v. 172, p. 146

(Aug.).

"The jury system is, indeed, an apt illustra

tion of an institution turned from use to

abuse. Originally intended to assist the

judge, it has degenerated into a permanent

possibility, if not an absolute certainty, of

placing in his path a series of snares and pit

falls, which Solon himself could not hope to

evade. The summing up is subjected to a

minute and critical examination. Molehills

are magnified into mountains, and then Ossa

is piled upon Pelion until the original case is

buried fifty fathoms deep. Now this tre

mendous superstructure is almost entirely

owing to the presence of the jury, and the
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bankruptcy of the system is patent to all

observers. Nor does the history of this case

[the Stoddart case, decided by the Court of

Criminal Appeal in May of the present year]

lend any support to Mr. Lecky's plea for the

retention of the jury—that they sometimes

saved litigants from the technicality of the

bench. The jury did not save Mr. Stoddart

from the technicality of the bench."

Professional Ethics. "Ethical Problems In

volved in Modern Business." Review of ad

dresses delivered in Page Lecture Series at

Yale in 1908. Current Literature, v. 47, p. 294

(Sept.).

These considerations apply to the lawyer as

well as to the man of business:—

"Despite the acknowledged evils in modern

business, there is no reason for losing courage

or getting cynical, Mr. Alger affirms. There

are many reasons, he thinks, for expecting

better things. In a new community—and

this is what America has been—a man looks

to immediate profit and takes short views of

business." But as community life develops

"he begins to feel that the 'good name of the

house' is his most valuable asset. 'The mer

chant or the producer who merely makes

money loses, and what is more feels that he

loses, something essential when his practices

have got him a bad name.' "

See Practice.

Property and Contract. Three articles deal

ing with this subject deserve special notice,

the first setting forth the supposedly anoma

lous position of corporations under the doc

trine of the Dartmouth College case, the second

arguing mistakenly that property is created

by the state, the third formulating a forceful

theory that property is transformed by the

state into disability and undermines the life

of society. The first of the articles is the

following :—

"Confusion of Property with Privilege: the

Dartmouth College Case." By Jesse F. Orton,

A.M. Independent, v. 67, p. 448 (Aug. 26).

This article criticizes the decision of the

Supreme Court in the Dartmouth College case,

and is a vigorous attack upon the doctrine it

contains. The reader is informed:—

"The principle assumed to have been estab

lished in the Dartmouth College case has been

refuted and repudiated many times by the

federal Supreme Court. The case still has

the force of law within a narrowed scope, and

it is often referred to in terms of great polite

ness. But when the Court musters up the

courage to overrule it, few arguments will be

needed in addition to its own opinions. Cer

tain of the state Supreme Courts, notably that

of Ohio, long and persistently stood out against

a recognition of the doctrine of this case."

This contention that the Supreme Court

of the United States has erred in not squarely

overruling the doctrine of the Dartmouth Col

lege case cannot be sustained. The simple,

obvious principle that the legislature ought

not to revoke a grant once made may be con

sidered one of the enduring foundation stones

of the edifice of modern law.

Mr. Orton thinks that when the Great

Northern- Northern Pacific merger case came

before the United States Supreme Court, the

Court in pronouncing judgment practically

ignored the bearings of the Dartmouth College

case. But it is by no means to be inferred

from the fact that the Court construed the

charter as not giving unlimited authority to

consolidate with other corporations that any

right under the contract contained in the

charter was impaired.

The policy of the law recognizes the fact

that the vested property rights which depend

upon any legislative grant should no more be

disturbed by legislative than by judicial

deviation from the principle partially ex

pressed by the doctrine of res judicata. The

English Parliament may have always had the

power to repeal and amend corporate charters,

as Mr. Orton says, but that would not consti

tute a reason why our legislatures should have

the same right. In America, such a right

would be exercised only with the most con

fusing and harmful consequences, owing to

the multiplicity of the state legislatures, and

owing to the important difference between

the organic constitution of the two countries.

The principle of the inviolability of charters

once legally granted is essentially sound, and

charters ought not to be, as Mr. Orton urges,

"at all times open to repeal or amendment."

Mr. Orton objects to what he calls the seri

ous error in Marshall's decision that Dart

mouth College was a private foundation, but

this objection is mistaken. It is not only

clearly settled in law, but equally clear in

reason, that a corporation of a public char

acter may be to some extent and for certain

purposes a private body. (Andrews' Am.

Law sees. 371, 391; Nichols' Eminent Domain,

sees. 193, 203.)

The second error too confidently imputed

to Marshall is less significant. Mr. Orton

claims that as the royal charter was merely a

grant from the Crown, and had never been

confirmed by the English Parliament, it was

not a contract between the state of New

Hampshire and the college. But the assent of

Parliament was not required, in confirmation

of the rights of the Crown, before those rights

should be bodily transmitted to the new

sovereign at the time of the Revolution. The

jus publicum that the Crown had held in

public lands, for example, forthwith passed

to the states, and their legislatures did not

have any more than Parliament to confirm

the title thus obtained.

This writer further argues that the contract

clause of the Constitution was designed to

include only agreements between private

parties, but the innovations of Marshall on

the Constitution, of which this case affords

by no means a marked example, were but the

expression of the central spirit of the Consti

tution itself.

The doctrine of the Dartmouth College case

has not been materially modified by the
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Charles River Bridge case (1837, 11 Pet. 644),

which holds that an act contrary to the

Constitution is not a legislative act) as this

writer implies, nor by the Granger cases (1876).

In State Bank of Ohio v. Knoop (1853) and

in Washington University v. Rouse (1869), the

Supreme Court held, in effect, that a state

cannot by charter deprive itself forever of the

power of taxation. In West River Bridge

Co. v. Dix (1848) 6 How. 507, the Supreme

Court held substantially that a state cannot

alienate the public power of eminent domain.

Mr. Orton conceives these decisions as dis

turbing the authority of the Dartmouth Col

lege case, but in this supposition he is in error.

Whether a charter is an inviolable contract is

not so much the point as whether it was in

the first instance a contract into which it was

competent for the legislature to enter. The

repeal of obnoxious charters must be effected

by judicial decision rather than by legislative

enactment, and then only with due regard to

the constitutional safeguards with which the

law has wisely surrounded all private property.

That the right of property, because it con

cerns the individual more directly than the

state, is essentially founded on individualism

is a widely current fallacy in our day, and

many, in escaping from it, flee to the opposite

extreme of an equally fallacious view of all

Sroperty rights as emanating from the state,

feither the individualistic nor the socialistic

interpretation of the right of property is the

correct one, which lies halfway between. The

following author is one inclined to the social

istic view, as will be seen:—

"The Right to Property." By Prof. Frank

Sargent Hoffman. International Journal of

Ethics, v. 19, p. 477 (July).

"The primary and distinctive ground of

property is labor," says this writer. A man's

"natural right to anything comes from the

labor he has expended upon it, and is deter

mined by the extent of that labor." But a

"natural right," meaning presumably a moral

right, "is not of necessity an ultimate right."

For, says this author, showing his conception

of the nature of rights to be somewhat con

fused, "the natural right . . . may justly be

sacrificed in case the needs of the community

require it. . . . The true state is an organism

and individuals are the members of that

organism." The proper conclusion which

should have been deduced is of course that

the moral rights of labor are necessarily regu

lated by social justice, as are in fact all moral

rights. But the author overshoots the mark,

and goes to the extreme of saying that "the

natural right to property therefore is ulti

mately resolvable into a state right." The

fallacy of treating the state as something dis

tinct from the individual, rather than as an

individual multiplied many times, and that

of supposing that state rights are a limitation

on individual rights, instead of being merely

organized individual rights, is common enough

in our day. The writer shows a slight social

istic bias which is unfortunate, as when, for

example, he says that "the time ought not

to be far distant when our national revenues

should chiefly be derived from inherited

wealth." The chief fault of the essay is its

failure to attempt to set forth any intelligent

theory of the moral rights of property, con

sidered with reference to hereditary wealth—

a subject on which light is to be desired if the

investigator is not too impatient of results to

employ accurate and painstaking methods of

discussion.

The subject of hereditary wealth is evi

dently in the mind of another writer, who has

little to say about property, but who would

doubtless gladly restrict the right to hold

property to the economically productive mem

bers of the community, and remove all the

protection with which organized society sur

rounds the institution :—

"The Policy of Disability." By W. R.

MacDermott. Westminster Review, v. 173,

p. 130 (Aug.).

This author may not consider that he holds

a brief for anarchism, but the trend of his

views is unmistakable. He takes for his text

the words of the Odyssey descriptive of the

Cyclops: "They have neither assemblies for

consultation, nor judges, but every one exer

cises jurisdiction over his wives and children,

and they pay no regard to one another."

Because of his compressed style, it is impos

sible to epitomize here anything but some of

his more important propositions, which seem

to be in substance as follows:—

1. Man is unlike the lower animals, as

Max Miiller says and as Darwin denies, in his

power to form general concepts. Such gen

eral concepts crystallize in language, which

can express emotions which we do not feel,

and occupies a higher intellectual and moral

plane than that of individuals and social

aggregates.

2. Man's distinctive power to form gen

eral concepts gives him consciousness of indi

viduals and social aggregates, and effectively

holds the balance for him between extreme

individualism and extreme socialism.

3. Individualism and socialism exist on

the animal plane, but the prophet or lawyer,

the Homeric themistes, the mouthpiece of the

higher ideals of the race, condemns them on

the intellectual plane. The human race is

not a creation of individualistic and social

istic action. The factitious or conventional

standard established in societies and indi

viduals by force majeure is in opposition to an

ideal standard as a common mental fact. In

every society the social form is in opposition

to the ideas of the race.

4. The self-seeking individual is traveling

in a path leading to decay and extinction, for

his effort to relieve himself of the burden of

the struggle for existence is but an effort to

place himself in a position of disability.

5. The social aggregate is always tending

toward extinction, because association always

increases the number of the useless and help

less by evolving destructive forms of para

sitism. It invariably increases disability, by
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encouraging thrift and allowing those to

whom weaIth passes in adult life to remain

under economic disability. The policy of

supporting a people by property, capital, or

wealth is destructive and condemned by race

intelligence. In the struggle to maintain the

political edifice, the social aggregate will tend

to place under disability large classes, military

or servile, and in struggling to save itself

under this condition of disability, instead of

to save or to serve the race as a whole, it will

surely go to pieces; history affords no instance

of the permanent survival of a state. The

social aggregate will also often place itself

under a form of disability by yielding to the

force majeure exerted by an ambitious great

man, creating a military non-industrial class

which can in no sense be considered a product

of the race mind.

6. The race thus exists not because of,

but in spite of, the action of individuals and

of social aggregates, and progress, as history

proves, depends not upon social organization

but upon social dissolution.

If the foregoing conclusions are submitted to

careful tests, nearly all of them will be found

either to be totally false or to require material

qualification. For example, it is not true

that the secure possession of wealth won by

labor or by careful employment of capital

is a form of disability. Neither is it true that

an army actively engaged in protecting the

lives and homes of citizens is marked by a

condition of disability. It is also wrong to

suppose that the morality of the social aggre

gate, what is usually called "positive moral

ity," is fundamentally distinguishable from

racial morality (this author's hypostasized

language), if indeed such a thing as racial

morality can be supposed to exist in a sense

apart from positive morality. Consequently

this author's theory of a super-social judg

ment, so to speak, in condemnation of the

social order in general, and of the incorrectly

defined disability connected with the social

order in particular, is visionary and fantastical.

Some of his observations, however, are in

tensely stimulating because not only partly

true, but novel and penetrating.

Eace Problem. "The Conflict of Color; I,

The World Today and How Color Divides It."

By B. L. Putnam Weale. World's Work,

v. 18, p. 12023 (Sept.).

This first installment is to be followed by a

second, on "The Yellow World of Eastern

Asia."

"Both Japan and Turkey can take care of

themselves; and the developments which have

come about in these countries have been very

startlinely reflected in the general unrest and

dissatisfaction which have spread from one

end of Asia to the other. Asia is not content.

Asia begins to understand. If China, the

other great representative of the politically

free peoples of Asia, is either led or forced

quickly in the footsteps of Japan and Turkey,

a very new era in the relations between Europe

and Asia must soon commence. For the

question—the discussion of which has appar

ently been adjourned sine die—of the status

of the Asiatic in America, in Australia, and

in South Africa, will certainly then be re

opened and its solution very possibly worked

out in a most peculiar way in regions where

the white man can least protect himself—

that is, in Asia itself."

See South African Union.

Socialism. See Government, Property and

Contract.

South African Union. "The Constitutional

Union of South Africa." By Walter James

Shepard. A merican Political Science Review,

v. 3, p. 385 (Aug.).

"The provisions of the fundamental law by

which it is proposed to consolidate the four

self-governing British colonies of South Africa

under one general government, and thereby

lay the constitutional basis for a great Afri

kander nation, are best studied in comparison

with the constitutions of Canada and Aus

tralia, from which it has directly borrowed

much, and with that of the United States,

which has served as the ultimate model for

all three. The tendency toward economic

and industrial concentration, becoming ever

more pronounced, which in the United States

is impelling a centralization of government by

the extremely laborious and unsatisfactory

method of judicial interpretation ... is

pushed a long stride farther by abandoning

the federal type of government and uniting

the four colonies into a consolidated union. . .

Their complete ultimate dependence upon the

government of the union . . . leaves them in

effect merely important divisions for local

government.

"South African Union and the Color Ques

tion." By Roderick Jones. Nineteenth Cen

tury, v. 66, p. 245 (Aug.).

"Natives and colored people who at pres

ent possess the franchise cannot be deprived

of it: they are beyond the reach even of the

two-thirds majority. . . .

"The natives and the colored people will

be in a stronger position under the Union

than they were before."

See Race Problem.

Stare Decisis. "The Theory of the Judicial

Decision as Influenced by the Effect of an

Overruling Decision." 29 Canadian Law

Times 741 (Aug.).

"Blackstone, maintaining that judges do

not make, but simply find the law, asserted

that a decision never creates a new rule of

law but merely embodies a rule or custom

which always existed. A resulting corollary

of this theory is that a decision is not the law,

but merely evidence of it, and an overruling

decision does not abrogate or change the law

of the overruled, but authoritatively asserts

that it never existed. It necessarily follows

that an overruling decision, unlike a repealing

statute, must have a retrospective operation.

Austin and later writers, instancing examples
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of judicial legislation, vigorously criticized

Blackstone's theory as artificial and fictitious.

Although Jessel, M.R., admitted that the

equity judges had from time to time invented

the rules of equity, the common law judges

have steadfastly reiterated the Blackstone

theory. But its consequence, that an over

ruling decision must operate retrospectively,

by reason of hardship and mischief in the

impairment of contract and property rights

acquired in reliance on the earlier decision,

has had these results: (1) it has furnished

compelling reason for adherence to the doc

trine of stare decisis; (2) it has led courts when

constrained to overrule their decisions, while

professing allegiance to the orthodox Black-

stone theory, to depart widely from a logical

acceptance of it."

Theatres. "Some Cases in the Law Re

lating to Theatres." By G. Addison Smith.

34 Law Magazine and Review 442 (Aug.).

"The vexed question as to whether, if one

of the audience leave his seat, can he retain

it by placing an article on it, although it is

not reserved—i.e., in the sense of its being

booked—has been decided in a recent case in

the affirmative by the magistrate at the Lam

beth Police Court. The defendant entered the

theatre some hours after the performance had

commenced, and claimed two unreserved seats

that had been temporarily left by the original

occupants, who had left a coat, and also a

lady, in charge of the seats. The defendant

in the case refused to move when requested

to, on the ground that the seats were not

numbered and reserved, and the learned

magistrate ruled that it was an unwritten law

with all Englishmen that the first occupiers

of seats under such circumstances were fully

entitled to retain them."

Treaties. "Treaty by Declaration." By

Th. B[aty]. In "Current Notes on Inter

national Law." 34 Law Magazine and Re

view 471 (Aug.).

"An ingenious method of concluding an

international agreement with the United

States of North America, without consulting

the Senate, was hit upon by Mr. Root and

Lord Takahira a few months ago. Writers

on the law of contract have been accustomed,

since contracts were first studied, to lay stress

on the 'union of wills' and the fact of psycho

logical agreement. If they are right, simul

taneous identic declarations are very hard to

distinguish from contracts, and simultaneous

international declarations are equally hard to

distinguish from treaties. This Japonico-

American case is therefore a striking demon-

tration of the inadequacy of the 'consensus

in idem' theory. There is a perfect consensus

in idem. And it is at any rate plausibly

represented that there is no contract."

Uniformity of Laws. See Corporations.

Universities. "The Law of the Universities;

IX, The University Courts." By James Wil

liams, D.C.L., LL.D. 34 Law Magazine and

Review 407 (Aug.).

"The jurisdiction of the Chancellor's court

is protected by the doctrine of conusance of

Eleas. . . . Conusance is still competent,

aving been acknowledged by the King's

Bench Division as lately as 1886. ... A

good illustration of the working of the claim is

afforded by a seventeenth century case.

Plaintiff filed a bill to have a bond for j£l00

delivered up, the sum secured having been

paid. Answer that the defendant was a

Doctor of Law resident in Oxford. The

Chancellor certified and demanded conusance.

The court dismissed the bill."

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

Baconian Controversy. "Francis Bacon as

a Poet." By Sir Edward Sullivan. Nine

teenth Century, v. 66, p. 267 (Aug.).

"I have referred in an earlier article to

Shakspere's long and closely reasoned exposi

tion of the Law Salique in 'Henry V,' i. 2,

so strongly relied on by 'Baconians as show

ing the playwright's lawyer-like knowledge

of an out-of-the-way legal subject, which is

taken verbatim from the pages of Holinshed's

'Chronicles.' How can we imagine Bacon,

profound lawyer that he was and author of

such learned legal treatises as 'The Jurisdic

tion of the Marches,' the 'Argument in the

Case of the Post-Nati of Scotland,' and the

'Maxims of the Law,' going to Holinshed for

his law, and taking it absolutely word for

word (including an historical blunder) with

out the addition of a single new light from

himself on the constitutional jurisprudence

involved in so important a case?"

"A Last Word to Mr. George Greenwood."

By Rev. Canon H. C. Beeching. Nineteenth

Century, v. 66, p. 283 (Aug.).

"Mr. Greenwood did not call his book

'Loose Meditations on the Facts of Shakspere's

Life,' but 'The Shakspere Problem Restated,'

and I took for granted that his reflections were

directed to prove his case."

Biography. Blakeley. "District Attorney

William Augustus Blakeley." Hampton's,

v. 23, no. 3, p. 403 (Sept.).

In Pittsburgh, we are told—

"People have been asking one another

whether District Attorney William Augustus

Blakeley is destined to be another Folk or

Heney as a municipal graft inquisitor. In

less than seven months he has had sentenced

seven men, and he declares that he is going

the limit."

Calvin. "John Calvin, Lawyer." By Rev.

Henry Collin Minton, D.D., LL.D. North

American Review, v. 190, p. 212 (Aug.).

"Calvin's view of everything else took its

cue from his view of God, and that view was
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based upon certain legalistic conceptions.

The integrity of God's government waits for

its consummation and its vindication upon

His righteous judgment in the end. His law

is not only an order for His creatures to obey ;

it is a principle which regulates even His own

dealings with His creatures. He is not legis

lator only, He is not administrator only, He

is the Supreme Judge, and as such, so to

speak, He is superior to Himself as the

Supreme Ruler of the world. . . .

"The great lawyer of Geneva was easy

master of the philosophy of the law. His

was a constructive mind, and he lived at an

age when such a mind was the supreme

necessity. In America he would have been a

James Wilson and a Jonathan Edwards in

one. . . . We believe that his 'Institutes'

could hardly have been written as they are if

he had not been trained in the keen logic and

dialectic of the law, and that the Reformation

would have been without its greatest intel

lectual prophet if he had not had his wits

trained and sharpened in the law schools of

Alciati and Peter the Star."

Chatham. "Chatham, 1708-1908." By

Charles W. Colby. American Historical Re

view, v. 14, p. 723 (July).

This paper was read before the American

Historical Association several months ago.

"It is the glory of Chatham that he pos

sessed an eye which swept the full horizon, a

greatness of soul which raised him above

insular prejudice and pride. . . . No one

ever wrought more for the [Anglo-Saxon]

race, or loved it more intensely, or served it

more willingly, or viewed its political disrup

tion with greater grief of soul."

Cleveland. "Cleveland's Re-election and

Second Administration." By Richard Watson

Gilder. Century, v. 78, p. 687 (Sept.).

"I do not believe he ever voted for a candi

date outside of his party. He might have

been willing to do so in certain campaigns

in his later years, possibly—owing to what he

looked upon as un-Democratic platforms and

candidates—if he had not possessed an ever-

present sense of obligation because of the

great honors and responsibilities his party

had bestowed upon him."

McGowan. "Judge Alexander McGowan."

Hampton's, v. 23, p. 403 (Sept.).

Of the forceful police magistrate of Butte,

Montana, we read:—

"With 5,000 cases a year, McGowan has his

work cut out for him. He has learned to tell

at once the false from the true, and the

habitual from the occasional offender, and

when the evidence does leave him in doubt,

he goes on sleuthing expeditions of his own,

sauntering easily in and out of thieves'

rendezvous, pool rooms, tough saloons, dance

halls, and opium dens. His office hours are

from midnight to midnight, and his doorbell

is often rung long before dawn by some one

who wants him to stop a family row or a

neighborhood quarrel before it gets into

court."

Romilly. "Sir Samuel Romilly." 29

Canadian Law Times 764 (Aug.).

"Probably no one who has taken part in

public affairs has ever been held in more

universal esteem among his contemporaries

than Romilly."

Cuba. "An Englishman's Impressions of

American Rule in Cuba." By Sir Harry

Johnston. McClure's, v. 33, p. 496 (Sept.).

"The impartial traveler cannot but feel a

sincere admiration for the results of American

intervention in Cuba. Nowhere has the work

of the Anglo-Saxon been better done or with

happier results than during the five and a

half years (1899-1902, 1906-1909) of Ameri

can administration of Cuban affairs. Yellow

fever has been absolutely eliminated, and

other diseases abated or abolished. . . . The

police force has been entirely reorganized,

and crime of all kinds has diminished enor

mously."

Chinese Problem. "The Yellow Pariahs."

By Charles Somerville. Cosmopolitan, v. 47,

p. 467 (Sept.).

"Once only in all the Western feuds did

the Chinese ever mark for death a man not of

their own color, and that was when a price of

five thousand dollars was placed on the head

of Louis O'Neal, of San Jos6, California, now

a senator in that state. As a lawyer, he ac

cepted a yearly retainer from one of the big

tongs, and his activity in a certain case had

come so perilously near to delivering a member

of a rival tong to the justice of the American

law that it was decided he must be put out

of the way. He threw open his office door

to enter one afternoon in the autumn of

1899, but he as quickly drew back, pulled the

door to with a bang, and hurried down the

stairways, taking refuge in a constable's office

on the ground floor. As he opened the door

he had chanced to look directly into a mirror

at the opposite end of the room, and this

chance glance revealed to him two Chinamen

with drawn revolvers huddled behind the

very door that he was opening. He quickly

gave the alarm on reaching the constable s

office, but the Chinamen had dropped out of a

rear window to a shed below and made their

escape. Not long after that there was an

amicable settlement of the difficulties of the

tongs, and it was celebrated with a banquet

which was attended by more than one hun

dred and fifty Chinese. Mr. O'Neal also

attended. He saw there his two would-be

murderers. They smiled and bowed and later

affably told him that in view of what had been

brought about they were glad they had not

killed him. They told him they meant to

shoot just as he closed the door, holding their

weapons so closely against his body as to

muffle the reports.

Fiction. "A Chinese Solomon." By Sir J.

George Scott, K.C.I.E. Contemporary Re

view, v. 96, p. 190 (Aug.).

"The Sawbwa turned to the kneeling crowd
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below the dais and said: 'Let the man have

forty stripes with the lesser bamboo, now on

the spot before us.'

"When the flogging was over, the Sawbwa

continued: 'Now that we have got things on a

proper judicial and reasonable footing you

may say what you have to say.' . . .

"On the whole he was rather a good-natured

old gentleman, though, like many such people,

he was rather choleric. He was also about

the age when both Easterns and Westerns

think it necessary to 'make their soul.'

"So he bethought himself of a stratagem.

He told the servants he wanted something

to eat, and said they were to bring something

light. They brought among other things

some cane sugar.

"The Sawbwa called the little boy and

gave him some to eat, and talked with him for

some time. Then he said: 'Here's another

piece. Go and give that to your father.'

"The boy was four or five years old, and,

though he knew nothing of what all the

trouble was about, he at any rate knew his

own father, so he ran off and gave the sugar

to Tsai.

"The Sawbwa was immensely pleased. He

pulled up the legs of his loose silk trousers

and smacked his naked thighs, chortling to

himself all the while, and then he turned to

the crowd which had assembled in the mean

time in the free and easy fashion common to

Shan courts.

" 'You see,' he said, 'they cannot deceive

us. We always detect the wrong-doer, baffle

the scheming, uphold the right, punish the

wicked, and protect the unfortunate. Not

the most cunning, the most crafty, the most

deceitful, the most wily, the most specious

can dupe and outwit our sagacity and sense

of justice.'

"The whole assembly bowed down and

murmured in chorus: "True, O lord, live for

ever. The lord is most just. The lord is

quick of apprehension like the lightning. The

lord is acute beyond earthly wisdom. Surely

there is none like him-*-none.'

" 'That is so,' said the Sawbwa. 'See that

you do not forget it. And now we will go on

to prove it. The old adage has it: "The thing

that is true cannot be made to be false; that

which is false cannot be proved to be true."

There is another saw which runs: "The wife

returns to her first husband; the land belongs

to its owner." Therefore do we deliver judg

ment. The woman will receive two hundred

cuffs on the ear, with intermissions on the

cheek if she shows signs of becoming giddy,

and then she will be restored to her husband.

The man will be flogged with four hundred

cuts, and will pay the costs of the court. The

husband will also pay the costs of the court,

and will take away his wife. The little boy

will receive the rest of the cane sugar. Now

all may go.' "

Foreign Relations. "The 'Harmonizer's'

Outlook: Certain International Problems Con

fronting the Taft Administration." By Mar-

rion Wilcox. Putnam's, v. 6, p. 657 (Sept.).

"The new order of things about to arrive

in Central America will force upon our country

a most important territorial increase, com

parable with the acquisition of Texas and

the Louisiana Purchase. . . . Every day the

very important fact is seen more plainly, that

the interests of our Southland and of Central

America are united by ties of peculiar inti

macy. ... So many features of this situa

tion recall those which characterized the

crisis of 1898, when President McKinley,

although desiring peace, could not withstand

the clamor for war because he lacked the

support of educated men!"

India. "The Foundations of Indian

Loyalty." By Sir Bampfylde Fuller,

K.C.S.I., C.LE. Nineteenth Century, v. 66,

p. 181 (Aug.).

"Why should we, alarmed by difficulties

which may be only passing, jeopardize the

peaceful continuity of a dominion which the

determination of our ancestors has won for

us, which we have preserved and elaborated

to the credit of our race, and which conduces

to the happiness and improvement of millions

of people? Let our motto be, as it has been,

Sursum corda!"

Liquor Problem. "Beer and the City

Liquor Problem." By George Kibbe Turner.

McClure's, v. 53, p. 528 (Sept.).

"One saloon for a thousand persons is

ample for the demand of any population. In

fact, it has been found in Massachusetts to

be more than ample. There is now about

one saloon to every three hundred persons

living in our cities. In New York and

Chicago—which together hold nearly a third

of the city population of the United States—

two and three and. even four saloons appear

upon four corners of some sections; and in

places like Ashland avenue back of the

Chicago stock-yards they are massed by the

score. This condition is ruinous from any

possible standpoint. It means that three

quarters of the retail liquor dealers of the

United States have no financial responsibility,

indeed, are scarcely more than solvent; and

that the fearful pressure of competition com

pels them to force their wares upon their

public, regardless of any law that can be

devised."

National Administration. "Six Months of

President Taft." World's Work, v. 18, p.

11983 (Sept.).

"Any candid student of the first half-year

of his administration must conclude that he

began his work with unusual promptness; that

he has already mapped out a most important

program of the most fundamental great tasks ;

that he has already given a new moral tone

and a new earnestness to the Republican

party, and has so steered events as probably

to have thrown its leadership into the hands

of men who represent the people and not

corporation-ruled boroughs and states."

Railways. "Two Views of the Railroad
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Question: I, Brotherhoods and Efficiency, by

William J. Cunningham; II, Authority and

Efficiency, by James O. Fagan." Atlantic,

v. 104, pp. 289, 302 (Sept.).

Mr. Fagan here attacks the difficult problem

which confronts the Pennsylvania Railroad

on account of its refusal to meet the demand

of the railroad brotherhoods for an increased

share in the management of the road. The

Pennsylvania is the last of the personally

managed roads. The other side of the ques

tion is taken by W. J. Cunningham, who

supports the position taken by the brother

hoods.

"The Position of English Railways." By

W. M. Acworth. North American Review,

v. 195, p. 367 (Sept.).

"It is impossible to suppose that England

will submit to an almost unregulated railway

monopoly. The present position cannot be

permanent. ... I can see but one outlet

from the position in which English railways

find themselves, and that outlet is state pur

chase." •

Reviews of Boofe

HISTORY OF THE HARVARD LAW

SCHOOL.

History of the Harvard Law School and of Early

Legal Conditions in America. By Charles Warren,

of the Suffolk bar. Lewis Publishing Co., New

York. 3v. (1908.) Pp. 543, 514 + appendices and

index 46, alumni roll 397.

MR. CHARLES WARREN of the Boston

bar has compiled an extremely read

able history of the Harvard Law School, which

will be of interest not only to its own alumni

but to those of other institutions as well.

A great deal of material has found its way

into these volumes relating to the history

of the legal profession in America, and the

part which the Harvard Law School has

played in American legal education generally.

The first dozen chapters do not deal with the

Law School at all, but present a detailed

sketch of the bar in Colonial times and from

the close of the Revolution up to 1817, the

year in which the School was founded. In

this introduction, it is not alone the Massa

chusetts bar which receives attention but

that of other states as well.

The treatment adopted in the subsequent

narrative is richly flavored with anecdote

and is such that every one will find these

volumes of interest. The School has educated

many lawyers who have achieved an inter

national reputation, as great jurists, advocates,

statesmen, or teachers of law, and the volumes

are full of information of a distinctly personal

kind regarding a multitude of fascinating

personalities which have exerted a tremendous

if not a controlling influence upon the ideals

of the profession in America. The author,

moreover, has not only reviewed a large part

of the development of the profession itself

outside of New England, but also that of the

law as molded by many famous decisions

which are in one way or another related to

the main topic. The early struggles of the

School to overcome various material obstruc

tions, for example, lead to much historical

exposition of the Dartmouth College and

Charles River Bridge cases. The pages which

deal with these cases are intensely interesting,

and throw new light on the fascinating per

sonalities which figured in those epoch-making

decisions.

The first law professorship established in

America was founded in 1779, at William

and Mary College, in Virginia, but the first

law school in the country was started in a small

wooden building at Litchfield, Conn., in 1784.

When the Harvard Law School was estab

lished, in 1817, legal education in special

schools of preparation was not regarded with

favor by the majority of the profession, and

the growth of the law schools which are now

so numerous is a comparatively recent de

velopment. The success of the Harvard Law

School under the Story rigime largely led to

the growth of American law schools after

1830.

The history of the Harvard Law School

and that of the case method of teaching law

are closely intertwined. The case system,

originated by Professor Langdell, whose ser

vices to the school and the profession cannot

be overestimated, receives a treatment be

fitting its importance. As an illustration of
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the extent to which this system has influenced

legal education in America, Mr. Warren's

quotation from a letter written by Professor

J. H. Beale, Jr., in 1908, is of interest:—

"The following important schools have come to

the Harvard Law School for teachers to such an

extent that their policy may be said to be largely

influenced by the case method:—

"University of Maine; Fordham, New York;

George Washington, District of Columbia: Cleve

land and Cincinnati, Ohio; University of Indiana;

Northwestern University, Chicago; University of

Illinois; University of Wisconsin; University of

Iowa; University of Missouri; University of Ne

braska and Creighton University, Nebraska ; Wash

burn University, Kansas; University of Colorado

and University of Denver, Colorado; University

of North Dakota; University of Utah; University

of Washington and Spokane Law School, Washing

ton; University of California and Stanford Uni

versity, California."

This history evidences an immense amount

of gleaning from out-of-the-way sources of

biographical and historical information, and

the volumes are worthy of their subject.

Future writers will find in them rich materials

for the history of American law that will some

day be written.

EQUITY PRACTICE AND PLEADING IN

FEDERAL COURTS

Federal Equity Practice ; a Treatise on the Plead

ings used and Practice followed in Courts of the

United States in the Exercise of their Equity Juris

diction. By Thomas Atkins Street, Professor of

Equity in the University of Missouri. Edward

Thompson Co., Northport, Long Island, N. Y. 3v.

Pp. xc. 1663+ appendix 160+ table of cases 80+

index 200. ($19.50 delivered.)

 

HE subject of equity pleading and prac

tice in the federal courts is one which

has greatly increased in importance of late

years, and one of our leading American jurists

has produced the first treatise which com

pletely covers the subject. Professor Street

has given the profession a voluminous work

marked by much fullness of detail and most

extended research in what is to a large extent

virgin territory. His analysis has been in

large measure carried out at first hand from

a close study of a vast range of judicial de

cisions, and he has found little to aid in the

execution of a formidable task in the work

of previous text-writers. His authorities

are mainly the decisions themselves, and his

table of cases cited contains upwards of

twenty-five hundred headings. Where points

were left obscure or unsettled by the American

cases, the decisions of the English Chancery

have been resorted to for assistance, and the

English works of Smith and of Daniell have

been utilized to a large extent. Gibson's

"Suits in Chancery" has also been used, but

for the most part the author has carried out

his undertaking with only his own resources

to reply upon, and the achievement reflects

great credit upon his powers, and is, in fact,

a monumental one.

Lawyers engaged in federal practice will

be pleased at the full treatment accorded to

many special subjects on which relatively

little has hitherto been written, such as, for

instance, jurisdictional averments, ancillary

proceedings, pleas, references and proceedings

before master, evidence, injunctions, re

ceivers, ancillary receivers. The treatment

of the whole field is eminently complete,

exhaustive, and practical. The field had so

far developed that it needed exclusive treat

ment of this sort at the hands of one who

could present an authoritative discussion

serving the practical needs of the federal

practitioner. Professor Street's work will

doubtless remain for a long time the standard

one covering a subject of great and growing

importance, and it will not be duplicated or

superseded for many years to come.

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED

"D ECEIPT of the following new books,

which will be reviewed later, is acknowl

edged :—

Free Press Anthology. Compiled by Theodore

Schroeder. Truth Seeker Publishing Co., New York.

Pp. viii, 266. ($2.)

New York State Library. Index of Legislation'

1908. (Legislation 38.) Edited by Clarence B.

Lester, Legislative Reference Librarian. University

of the State of New York, Albany. Pp.264. (50cts.)

Manual for Election Officers and Voters in the

State of New York. By F. G. Jewett, Former Clerk

to the Secretary of State. 17th ed. Matthew

Bender & Company, Albany. Pp. xxii, 561 + index

83. ($4.)

The Basis of Ascendancy: A Discussion of Certain

Principles of Public Property Involved in the De

velopment of the Southern States. By Edgar

Gardner Murphy. Longmans, Green & Co., New

York. Pp. xxiv, 248. ($1.50 rut.)

Notes on Massachusetts Practice with Reference

to Proceedings before Masters and Auditors and

their Reports. By Frank Paul, of the Suffolk

County Bar. Little, Brown & Co., Boston. Pp.

xxvi, 183 + index 48. (13 Ml,)

Principles of Politics, from the Viewpoint of the

American Citizen. By Jeremiah W. Jenks, Ph.D.

LL.D., Professor of Political Economy and Politics

in Cornell University. Columbia University Press,

New York. Pp. xviii, 175 + index 11. ($1.50 net.)

Brief Making and the Use of Law Books. By

William M. Lile, Henry S. Redfield, Eugene Wam-

baugh, Edson R. Sunderland, Alfred F. Mason, and

Roger W. Cooley. Edited by Roger W Cooley.

2d ed. West Publishing Co., St. Paul, Minn. Pp.

xii, 302 + appendices (2) 255 and index 14.
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Automobiles. See Patents.

Banking. See Usury.

Bankruptcy. State a "Person" under the

Bankruptcy Act—Priority against Debtor's

Estate. U. S.

In the case of In re Western Implement Co.',

22 Am. B. R. 167 (D. C., Minn.), it was held

that a state is a "person" within the meaning

of the Bankruptcy Act, 1898, and where a

debt due to a state is entitled to priority under

its insolvency law, it is, under section 64b (5)

of the Bankruptcy Act, entitled to priority

against the debtor's estate in bankruptcy.

Bill of Rights. Measurement of Arrested

Person before Conviction—"Rogues' Gallery"

Portraits—Rights of the Accused. Md.

Where an injunction had been granted in

the lower court restraining the police authori

ties of Baltimore City from measuring and

photographing, before conviction, a person

arrested on a felony charge, and it was not

directly charged that the police intended to

put his photograph in their "rogues' gallery"

or to distribute copies of it to the police of

other cities unless the prisoner was convicted

or became a fugitive from justice, the Court

of Appeals of Maryland (Schmucker, J.), in

Downs v. Swann (June, 1909, N. Y. Law Jour.,

Sept. 13, 1909), affirmed an order dissolving

the injunction, and held:—

"In our opinion the photographing and

measuring of the appellant in the manner and

for the purposes mentioned, and the use of

his photograph and the record of his measure

ment to the extent set forth in the answer by

the police authorities of Baltimore City,

would not constitute a violation of the per

sonal liberty secured to him by the Constitu

tion of the United States or of this state. . . .

But we must not be understood by so doing to

countenance the placing in the rogues' gallery

of the photograph of any person, not a

habitual criminal, who has been arrested, but

not convicted, on a criminal charge, or the

♦Many of these decisions are not yet reported, and

no citations can be given. Copies of the pamphlet

Reporters containing full reports of such of them

as are cited in the National Reporter System may

be secured from the West Publishing Company,

St. Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In order

ing, the title of the desired case should be given

as well as the citation of volume and page of the

Reporter in which it is printed.

publication under those circumstances of his

Bertillon record."

Copyright. Construction of Contract between

Author and Publisher—Newspaper Not En

titled to Book Rights without Express Author

ity—Its Right to Determine Form of Copyright

as Against Trespassers. U. S.

Two federal courts in different jurisdic

tions took diametrically opposed views of the

character of the copyright of the New York

Times in Peary's story of his discovery of the

North Pole in decisions rendered Sept. 11,

one at New York, the other at Chicago. The

contract of Commander Peary with the

Times had contained the following provisions

bearing upon the particular point on which

Judge Hand and Judge Grosscup failed to

agree:—

"The Times is to have the sole rights to the

news of the discovery, and is to have the

exclusive right of its publication in all parts

of the world. ... I am free to sell the maga

zine and book rights to my best advantage."

Judge Learned Hand, in the United States

District Court for the southern district of

New York, dissolved the injunction he had

granted the Times Sept. 9 restraining the

New York Sun and the New York World

from reprinting Commander Peary's copy

righted despatches to the Times describing

the discovery of the North Pole. The Court

remarked that had the complainants received

the right from Lieut. Peary to publish the

story of the discovery in pamphlet form, the

copyright would have been perfected by their

compliance with the statute requirements with

regard to the copyright of pamphlets. "The

contract gave to them, however, only the

right to a news publication of the story, which

I understand to mean that they meant to

publish it in what fairly came within the

description of being a newspaper. If so, the

antecedent publication of a pamphlet was not

the publication which the statute requires,

for that must be a publication by the pro

prietor."

The opposite result was reached in the deci

sion of Judge Peter S. Grosscup of the United

States Circuit Court, at Chicago, in the suit

brought by the Chicago Tribune for a similar

injunction against four Chicago newspapers.
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the Record- Herald, Inter- Ocean, Examiner,

and American. Judge Grosscup, who was

aware of the ground taken twelve hours pre

viously by Judge Hand in New York, said:—

"In the absence of the stating of any par

ticular form I should think, at least as against

a trespasser, that the publisher was invested

with authority to determine the form of

copyright. He might not have that right as

against the author, when it comes to deter

mining their rights under the contract, but

certainly he would have that right on behalf

of himself and the author, having the manu

script in his hands, as against a trespasser."

Corporations. Fiduciary Duties of Pro

moters—Breach of Trust in Taking Secret

Profits—Joint Tortfeasors. Mass.

The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachu

setts, in a decision handed down Sept. 15 in

the case of Old Dominion Copper Mining &

Smelting Co. v. Albert S. Bigelow, awarded

the plaintiff $2,045,726, and placed itself on

record in opposition to the ruling offered by

the United States Supreme Court in the

Lewisohn case. Chief Justice Knowlton and

Mr. Justice Norton dissenting in their view

of the law and Mr. Justice Hammond with

regard to the facts.

The decision follows the Court's former one

in 1905, holding Bigelow under liability for

a breach of his fiduciary relation to the cor

poration.

The Court (Rugg, J.) said:—

"It would be a vain thing for the law to

say that the promoter is a trustee. subject

to all the stringent liabilities which inhere in

that character and at the same time say that,

at any period during his trusteeship and long

before an essential part of it was executed

or his general duty as such ended, he could,

by changing for a moment the cloak of the

promoter for that of director or stockholder,

by his own act alone, absolve himself from

all past, present or future liability in his

capacity as promoter.

"Nothing can be said in support of a busi

ness enterprise carried on by promoters, which

involves the purchase by them of mines, cost

ing and intrinsically worth $1,000,000, with

money in substantial part solicited from as

sociates on representations that a corporation

is to be formed with a capitalization of

$2,500,000, of whose stock $2,000,000 is to be

issued for conveyance to it by them of the

mines and the rest for cash, the actual organi

zation of the corporation under the laws of a

state which permitted the issuance of capital

stock for property conveyed only to the real

value of the property with a capital of

$3,750,000, of which $3,250,000 is issued as

fully paid for conveyance of the mines, the

settlement with a very great majority of the

associates on the basis of a sale for $2,000,000

of stock as at first represented, the promoters

retaining 1,250,000 shares as a secret profit,

intending also to procure from the public

subscriptions for $500,000. . . .

"The ground of the defendant's liability is

his breach of trust as a promoter. It follows

from what has been said as to the nature of

the wrong done by the defendant that he is

liable in solido. The act of the defendant and

Lewisohn was a joint act for the benefit of

both. . . ."

The Court further decided that the plain

tiff is not barred from recovery by the decision

of the Supreme Court of the United States

in the case of Company v. Lewisohn. Bigelow

was not a party, nor was there any evidence

that he participated in the defence of that

case. It further decided that the final decree

in that case is not a bar.

Chief Justice Knowlton, in a dissenting

opinion, held that the decision of the federal

Court settled the merits of the present case.

"In addition to the deference that a unani

mous opinion of the Justices of the Supreme

Court of the United States should receive in

any other Court, it is for me a very important

consideration that upon questions which will

often be litigated in the federal tribunals by

reason of the diverse citizenship of the parties

the law ought to be the same in the state

courts as in the federal courts. It would be

unfortunate if in this large class of cases

the rights of a suitor should depend on

whether he is finally held subject to the

jurisdiction of a federal court or to that of a

state court."

Corporations. Personal Liability of Direc

tors—Ignorance Due to Neglect of Duty Action

able. N. Y.

Thirteen former directors of the Trust Com

pany of the Republic were held responsible

in a decision made public Sept. 3 by Justice

Van Kirk, for losses sustained by the trust

company through loans made in 1902 by its

president, Daniel Leroy Dresser, from the

company's funds on securities of the United

States Shipbuilding Company, for which resti

tution to the trust company was asked in a

suit brought by Charles H. Kavanaugh, a
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stockholder, against the directors. The action

was tried at Saratoga early in the summer.

The Court held the directors personally

responsible for the severe losses which had

been due to some remarkable loans, saying:—

"Where the duty of knowing exists igno

rance due to negligence of duty creates the

same liability as actual knowledge and fail

ure to act thereon. Where trusted officers

cause loss the directors who trusted them,

and therefore neglected to exercise the care

a reasonably prudent man would exercise in

his own affairs, cannot escape liability if

such care would have avoided or lessened the

loss."

The Court held that if directors see fit to

intrust the business of the corporation to

officers and employees, they assume the re

sponsibility, and may be held responsible for

the acts of these employees.

Criminal Law. See Bill of Rights.

Defamation. Letter Asking Bank to Press a

Creditor's Claim and Slurring Character of

Plaintiff not Privileged. Ala.

A caustic letter resulting in the libel suit

of Ferdon v. Dickens, 49 So. Rep. 888, was

written by a creditor to a bank, instructing

it to present its claim to plaintiff, and if it

was not paid to turn it over to a justice of the

peace with instructions to sue. It was claimed

that the letter was a mere instruction from a

principal to an agent to institute attachment

proceedings against a debtor, whom the

creditor had probable cause for believing to

have left or to be about to leave the state, for

the purpose of defrauding his creditors. The

Court held, however, that the letter was not

written to an agent. The mere dictation of

such a letter and its subsequent signing and

mailing was a sufficient publication to sup

port the action for libel. The circumstances

attending its writing and publication did not

bring it within the class of privileged com

munications.

Disorderly House.1 'Loan Sharks May be

Reached by Indictment for Keeping Disorderly

House— Usury Statutes. N. J.

In State v. Martin, recently decided by the

New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals,

where an indictment against the prisoner, who

was manager of the Loan Company of Trenton,

was found charging him with the keeping of

a disorderly house, it was held that "it must

be accepted that any place in which illegal

practices are habitually carried on is a dis

orderly house."

The court of last resort further said: "Nor

do we think the suggestion sound that the

taking of usury is not unlawful because the

statute does not prohibit the borrower from

paying it. If it is, then the sale of liquor

without a license is not unlawful, although

prohibited by statute, for there is nothing in

the statute which imposes any penalty on a

personwho purchasesliquor from an unlicensed

vendor, or which forbids any one from so

purchasing."

Evidence. See Procedure.

Indiana. Government Cannot Bring Suits

on Behalf of Indians Granted Citizenship—

Oklahoma Lands. N. Y.

Judge Ralph E. Campbell of the United

States Circuit Court for the Eastern district

of Oklahoma rendered a decision late in August

sustaining the defendants' demurrers in the

Oklahoma Indian land alienation suits. The

action, which was brought by the govern

ment to recover land for Indians, was ordered

dismissed. Titles obtained from the Indians

before the act removing restrictions went into

effect are good, decided the Court. The land

involved is worth millions.

Judge Campbell, in his decision, insisted

that the act of Congress conferring statehood

on Oklahoma, including old Indian Territory,

conferred citizenship, both state and national,

upon all members of the civilized tribes

Thereby the government relinquished guar

dianship, and had no right to sue for the pro

tection of the Indians any longer. About two

million acres of land are involved in the deci

sion.

Intoxicating Liquors. Constitutionality of

State Prohibition Law Upheld Except as Re

gards Interstate Shipments. Tenn.

The act of the last Legislature of Tennessee

prohibiting wholesale as well as retail sales of

liquor in the state of Tennessee has been

upheld in all of its provisions, except as re

gards sales for shipment outside the state, in

an opinion handed down in the Chancery

Court by Chancellor T. M. McConnell. This

is the first decision reached by any court in

Tennessee as to the constitutionality of the

state-wide prohibition law, which became

effective in July. The Court holds that

interstate commerce laws take precedence of

state laws in the matter of shipments outside

the state. The case will doubtless be taken

to the state Supreme Court.
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Interstate Commerce. Powers of Interstate

Commerce Commission Under Hepburn Act—

Right to Fix Zones of Trade Denied. U. S.

The Interstate Commerce Commission was

permanently enjoined from enforcing a lower

through rate from the Atlantic seaboard to the

Missouri River, in a decision handed down by

the United States Circuit Court of the seventh

circuit in Chicago August 24, in the so-called

Missouri River rate cases. The Commission

had sought to establish a "long-haul" rate

from the seaboard to the Missouri, somewhat

less than the combined rates from the coast

to the Mississippi and the Mississippi to the

Missouri. Manufacturers and jobbers in the

Missouri River region had represented that the

seaboard rate of SI. 15 to Minneapolis and St.

Paul was a discrimination against them.

Accordingly the Commission reduced the total

rate from the Atlantic to the Missouri from

that of S1.47 to that of $1.38 per hundred

pounds.

Judge Grosscup and Judge Kohlsaat, of

the United States Court, concurred in the

view that the Commission had exceeded the

powers with which Congress intended to en

dow it. In his opinion Judge Grosscup

said:—

"The question raised in its larger aspects

is not so much a question between the shippers

and the railroads as between the commercial

and manufacturing interests of Denver and

of the territory east of the Mississippi River

on the one side and the commercial and manu

facturing interests of the Missouri River cities

on the other. . . .

"We are not prepared to say the Com

mission has not the power to enter upon a

plan looking toward a system of rates wherein

the rates for longer and shorter hauls will

taper downward according to distance, pro

viding such tapering is both comprehensively

and symmetrically applied—applied with a

design of carrying out what may be the

economic fact that, on the whole, it is worth

something less a mile to carry freight long

distances than shorter distances.

"But it does not follow that power of that

character includes power, by the use of differ

entials, to artificially divide the country into

trade zones tributary to given trade and manu

facturing centres, the Commission in such

cases having, as a result, to predetermine

what the trade and manufacturing centres

shall be; for such power, vaster than any one

body of men has heretofore exercised, though

wisely exerted in specific instances, would be

putting into the hands of the Commission the

general power of life and death over every

trade and manufacturing centre in the United

States. . . .

"It must be understood, however, that these

orders of the Commission are enjoined solely

because, in our judgment, they lay upon the

commerce and manufacturing of the localities

affected an artificial hand that Congress

never intended should be put forth, and

therefore are outside the power conferred

upon the Commission by Congress; for with

the question of a reduction in rate, or a read

justment of rates from which such artificial

results have been eliminated, we are not now

dealing."

An objection raised in the decision to the

order of the Commission was that it did not—

and for physical reasons could not—regulate

an intermediate rate to harmonize with the

rather sweeping changes introduced by the

Commission's order. The position of the Com

mission on this subject is that to have fixed

the rate from New York to the Missouri, for

instance, under the unfair discrimination

clause, it would then be in order to see that

rates from Pittsburg and other intermediate

cities were made to conform to the standard

set in the first instance.

In dissenting Judge Baker declared that the

Commission, in ordering the through rates,

had done nothing more than the railroads

have always done. As the railroads were ex

tended west, he said, new through rates were

constantly made, and these rates were less

than the joint rates. He declared that had

the Commission not acted the railroads would

in time, with the growing wealth of the trans-

Missouri country, have followed their own

precedents and made a through rate from the

seaboard to the Missouri. Surely if the rail

roads have this power, Judge Baker argued,

the Commission likewise has it. If this power

is too dangerous to be in the hands of commis

sioners bound by the sanctity of their oaths,

did Congress desire to leave it in the hands

of unbridled corporations?

The case will be carried to the United States

Supreme Court as soon as possible. Commis

sion officials do not believe the Supreme Court

will uphold Judge Grosscup. The feeling is

strong that a powerful movement is afoot to

break down the authority of the Commission.

This is seen in the large number of suits being

brought by the railroads.
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Negligence. Res Ipsa Loquitur— Employer's

Liability. Wash.

The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur is held, in

La Bee v. Sultan Logging Co. 47 Wash. 57,

91 Pac. 560, 20 L.R.A. (N.S.) 405, to apply

in case of injury to a servant through the

alleged negligence of the master, where the

facts eliminate blame on the part of the

servant or his fellow servants, but show prima

facie negligence on the part of some one.

Nuisance. Mandatory Injunction to Quell

Fire Which Has Become a Public Enemy.

Pa.

Within the city limits of Carbondale,

Pennsylvania, a fire had been started near a

coal mine by dumping hot cinders into an

excavation. For some years the fire was so

insignificant as to escape attention, but

eventually it covered several acres and filled

the entire mine. In an effort to check the

flame an amount greater than the mine

owner's capital stock was expended with no

beneficial results. In McCabe v. Watt, 73

Atl. Rep. 453, a mandatory injunction was

sought to compel the mine owner to extin

guish the fire on the ground that it consti

tuted a nuisance. The Pennsylvania Supreme

Court held that if the fire ever was a nuisance

in the legal sense it had long ago spread

beyond any limitation, and should, in this

advanced and dangerous stage, be treated as a

public enemy against which the common inter

ests of all citizens should be united and that

the enforcement of an injunction would re

quire the employment and supervision of a

large force of men for a long period of time.

This the courts would not undertake.

Patents. Selden Patent on Gasolene Auto

mobiles—A Pioneer Patent. U. S.

In the United States Circuit Court for the

southern district of New York, Judge Hough

filed a decision Sept. 15 in the suit of George

B. Selden and Electric Vehicle Company v.

Ford Motor Company and C. A. Duerr & Co.,

0. J. Gude Company, John Wanamaker and

others, Sociiti Anonyme des Anciens Etablisse-

ments, Panhard & Levasseur, Andri Massenat,

and Henry and A. C. Neubauer, which has

been pending in the United States courts for

several years, and in which 8,000 printed

pages of testimony, comprised in thirty-two

big volumes, were taken. The Court held:—

"The statement of the complainants' posi

tion seems sufficient to show that the subject-

matter of these suits is the modern gasolene

automobile. The defendants are severally

the manufacturer, seller, and user of the Ford

machine (a well-known American make), and

the maker and importer of the Panhard, a

celebrated and typical French product. If

these defendants infringe, it is because the

complainants own a patent so fundamental

and far reaching as to cover every modern car

driven by any form of petroleum vapor and

as yet commercially successful.

"If I have correctly apprehended it, there

was room for a pioneer patent, and it must be

held that on its face and in view of the art

Selden's was such a patent. This means that

Selden is entitled to a broad range of equiva

lents." The cases will all be appealed.

Procedure. Power of Court to Limit Number

of Witnesses Called—Cumulative Testimony.

R. I.

Bearing upon the very important question

how far the Court may legitimately go, in

limiting the number of witnesses who may be

called to testify on a particular point, in the

interest of judicial expedition and court effi

ciency, a decision was handed down by the

Supreme Court of Rhode Island in July, in

Campbell v. Campbell et al., in which the Court

(per Johnson, J.) reviewed the authorities

with much care, and said (reported in National

Corporation Reporter, v. 39, p. 107, Sept. 9,

1909) :—

"The appellant's counsel was forced either

to close his case in rebuttal then and there

[at 4.30 p. m., there being an evening session

of the court of which he had not been noti

fied] on the testimony which he had already

put in, or name the witnesses whom he would

call on the following day. The trial justice

also told him that he should hold him pretty

rigidly to his number of witnesses on the fol

lowing day. We do not think that this was

a proper exercise of judicial discretion. . . .

"It is also urged that in any event his testi

mony as to the mental condition of James

Campbell would have been cumulative. Upon

that point we think the language of the court

in Ward v. Dick, supra, 45 Conn. 235, at page

237, 29 Am. Rep. 677, is entirely in point:

'We know no better rule than to allow the

party holding the weight of evidence an-oppor

tunity to bring it to bear upon the jury, when

it concerns the real issue.' ...

"We cannot say that the testimony of this

witness outlined in his affidavit would have

had no effect upon the jury, or that it might

not have changed the result." The Court

ordered a new trial.
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Res Adjudicata. Judgment Between Co-

Defendants Who Were Adversary Parties a

Bar—Joint and Several Obligations. N. Y.

In Kohly v. Fernandez (July, 1909, N. Y.

Law Jour., Aug. 31, 1909), the New York

Supreme Court, Appellate Division, first de

partment, rendered a decision holding the

judgment of the Cuban courts between co-

defendants who were essentially adversary

parties a bar to any subsequent action brought

by one of such defendants against the other

founded on the same cause of action. The

Court (Scott, J.) said:—

"Of course a judgment to be res adjudicata

as to one of the parties must be so as to both,

and therefore, if the judgment in the Cuban

court would have been conclusive upon respon

dent if it had established the validity of the

mortgage, it is conclusive upon the appellant

to establish its invalidity. The mortgage was

clearly a joint obligation of the brothers who

signed it. It may also have been several, but

it was certainly joint, as was their obligation

to pay under its terms. Hence any judgment

that determined its invalidity as to one must

of necessity equally determine its invalidity

as to the other. The fact that the respon

dent, after entering an appearance in the

action, did noti answer, but permitted judg

ment to go by default, did not affect the

binding force of the judgment as to him (Bell

v. Gittere, 9 N. Y. Supp. 400, aff'd 134 N. Y.

616). Nor does the fact that appellant and

respondent were co-defendants in the action

in Cuba deprive the judgment of its conclusive

force as between them. They were essentially

adversary parties."

Usury. National Bank May Enforce Usuri

ous Mortgage Held in Good Faith and for

Value.. N. Y.

A mortgage void as to usury under the laws

of the State of New York may be enforced

when held in good faith and for value by a

national banking institution, was the declara

tion of the New York Supreme Court, Appel

late Division, first department, in its decision

in the case of Slade et al. v. Bennett (July,

1909, N. Y. Law Jour., Aug. 23, 1909). On

this particular point the Court (Laughlin, J.)

said:—

"There is no doubt, I think, that by virtue

of the provisions of sees. 5197 and 5198 of the

Revised Statutes of the United States the

bank, if it be an innocent holder for value,

could recover the principal due on the bond

and mortgage, even though the instruments

were tainted with usury ( Hazeltine v. Central

Nat. Bank, 183 U. S. 132; Schlesinger v.

Kelley, 114 App. Div. 546; Schlesinger v.

Gilhooly, 189 N. Y. 1; Schlesinger v. Leh-

maier, 191 N. Y. 69). . . . The serious ques

tion arising on this branch of the case, if it

were necessary to meet and decide it, would

be, I think, whether the evidence shows that

there was any valid consideration for the

assignment to the bank which would give it

the right to enforce the instruments, if void,

as between the original parties."

Usury. See Disorderly House.

James Coolidge Carter

By Harry R. Blythe

Men walked with him and talked with him

And in his life-work saw

A fight so earnest it was grim,

For honor, truth and law.

Men wrought with him and fought with him

But whether friend or foe,

When came at last the Reaper grim

They saw a hero go.
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THE REFORM OF PROCEDURE

PRESIDENT TAFT has strength

ened the cause of the reform of

procedure by adding the weight of his

authority to that of the American Bar

Association in urging that technicalities

be no longer allowed to defeat justice.

The suggestion that Congress should

appoint a commission to report a system

"to secure quick and cheap justice in the

federal courts," one that "will offer a

model to the legislatures and courts of

the states," is approved by the Louis

ville Courier-Journal as a good one, in

spite of the fact that "Congressional com

missions are not notably efficient." The

St. Louis Post-Dispatch says that the

judicial procedure of every state deeds

revision, and that a commission of this

kind "would supply all the states with a

basis for reform legislation."

That the states all have the same

interests at stake, and can unite, if they

choose, in a uniform system of proce

dure, is unquestionably true, and the

New York Sun is unquestionably wrong

in saying:—

"The demand for uniformity and sym

metry in the political institutions of the

several states constituting a vast republic is

based on an assumed likeness in their differ

ent communities which does not always exist,

The American Bar Association is wasting its

time and labor in attempting to devise a

uniform judicial system which will be satis

factory to all the states of the\Union—in

cluding Oklahoma."

The newspapers of the country are

practically united in their hearty ap

proval of the work of reform in state

courts in which the American Bar Asso

ciation is interested. With the excep

tion of the Sun, and the New York

Commercial, which thinks that the court

traditions of each state "command great

popular respect, and legislatures are very

conservative in the matter of making

court changes," we have found no news

papers adversely criticizing this program

of the American Bar Association.

PREPARATION FOR THE BAR

THE Green Bag not only agrees with

Dr. Saleeby that quality, not quan

tity, should govern the size of families,

but thinks that it should likewise govern

preparatory studies for admission to the

bar. Referring to the recent action of

the American Bar Association, the Lon

don Law Journal says :—

"It was no good urging that great lawyers

like Mr. Choate, formerly Ambassador to

England, and Mr. Root, former Secretary of

Foreign Affairs in Washington, fulfilled all

the requirements in two years, and that no

state has as yet required more than three

years' study. Henceforth it is to be four

years' work, and no qualifying by means of

correspondence schools, which teach plumb

ing and other useful arts, besides law, will be

allowed."

To make the case against a long course

of preparation even stronger, the Detroit

Free Press points out that not one of
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our federal Chief Justices ever took

a law school degree, and of the

present Supreme Court bench "only

Justices Holmes and Brewer could

comply with the standard for ad

mission that now seems to appeal to

the lawyers." Many of America's

greatest lawyers, Marshall included,

were self-educated.

It is not the length of time spent in

preparation, but the quality of the

preparation, that is the essential thing.

Four years of preliminary study are

certainly better than three, but it by

no means follows that three years, under

the right sort of regimen, may not prove

adequate for the turning out of worthy

candidates for the bar.

The case book method and the text

book method of teaching law alike have

the defects of their qualities. It is un

desirable that the law should be learned

by rote, simply because it can be more

quickly mastered by a process which

does not cultivate the powers of legal

reasoning and independent research; it

is likewise disadvantageous to "plunge"

a student into the "chaos" of adjudged

cases, in the language of the late Edward

J. Phelps, "to grope his way through it

as best he may," with the object of

supplying him in that manner with

adequate preparation for the practical

requirements of his profession. We be

lieve that each method needs to be

supplemented, to some extent, by the

other. The student needs to organize

and strengthen the knowledge gained

by the case method by studying the

great treatises and the common-law

codes. The value of the latter, we be

lieve, has been pretty generally under

rated. While the dean of the New York

Law School goes too far in asserting a

regular two-year course to be best, the

American Bar Association's four-year

period goes to the other extreme. Three

years of study should for the average

student be sufficient.

MR. BERNARD SHAW POSES AS A

COMMONPLACE PERSON

WHETHER Mr. George Bernard

Shaw wrote his latest play to help

on the reform of criminal procedure is

exceedingly doubtful. But according to

the London Law Times, the scene of

"The Showing Up of Blanco Posnet,"

which was produced in Dublin Aug. 25,

after being refused a license by the

censor in London, is really a study in

jurisprudence :—

"The scene is laid in the 'Town Hall' of a

western town in the United States, and the

incidents centre round the trial of Blanco Pos

net for the theft of a horse—the most heinous

crime, in the eyes of the community, of which

a man could be guilty. The 'trial' is con

ducted by the sheriff, who is assisted by a

jury of twelve lynchers, and a length of rope

with a noose at the end of it has a prominent

place in the proceedings. The play presents

an interesting picture of the administration

of justice by a wholly uncivilized community,

which possesses the vaguest ideas concerning

criminal procedure and the law of evidence.

Mr. Shaw shows up with infinite subtlety the

crude beginnings of our modern system of

criminal law and procedure, with all those

checks and safeguards which thoughtless per

sons are so fond of decrying. The author's

representation of 'rough justice' or 'the un

written law' in action is instructive, though

not alluring. The sheriff, with sarcastic refer

ence to the system of law that he is administer

ing, declares that 'it would be more seemly

to have a witness.' The prisoner challenges

the jury, and he is called upon to give his

reasons. 'I challenge it on the general ground

that it is a rotten jury.' The prisoner then is

told that if he does not like the jury, he 'should

have stolen a horse in some other town,' and

then the trial proceeds. The whole play in

volves a compliment to modern law and the

methods of lawyers thatjperhaps Mr. Shaw

did not intend."

The play, we would judge, confirms

the impression of Mr. Shaw as a man
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more remarkable for his imprudence than

for his jurisprudence. He will certainly

lose his reputation for wit and original

ity if all his intended jokes at the ex

pense of the courts turn out to be only a

commonplace plea for justice.

THE OLD DARKEY AND HIS BIBLE

A FRIENDLY subscriber in the

Philippines is good enough to send

us an anecdote:—

Judge James C. Jenkins tells of a case he

had while a member of the Georgia bar. His

client was not one of the patriarchs of old,

but his name was Abraham Farrow, an old

darkey bom and reared in ante-bellum slavery

days.

His mistress had taught him to read a little

and to read the Bible mainly. So Abraham

appeared rather well up on Holy Writ, though

he could scarcely or rarely ever tried to read

anything else. Abraham owned the house

and lot where he lived, but borrowed several

hundred dollars and gave an absolute deed

to it, as he contended to secure the loan.

The grantee in the deed was a white woman

who strenuously insisted that the deed was

what it purported to be, an absolute deed of

sale.

The judge says he brought suit for Abraham

against the woman to redeem the old negro's

home, and the woman employed able counsel,

and the case was pending in court and vigor

ously contested for five years.

There had been successive trials in which

numerous witnesses were introduced by both

parties; but the court set aside the several

verdicts of the jury for one legal reason or

another; so that there was a fourth and final

trial.

On this last trial there were two witnesses

introduced who swore strongly for the de

fendant woman and against Abraham, neither

of whom had testified in either of the three

former trials.

When the evidence was all in, and the

argument was about to begin, old Abraham

approached to his attorney and said: "Mister

Jinkins, when you goes to argue dis case, I

wants you to read to dat jedge de fifty-ninth

and sixtieth vuses of de twenty-six chapter

of Matthew, whar it says like dis: 'At de las'

came two false witnesses.' "

The judge says that the court at this point

adjourned for dinner, and in the meantime he

provided himself with a copy of the New

Testament, and when the court convened

again in the afternoon he carried it with him

and complied with the old darkey's request,

without making further argument.

The case on the fourth and last trial was

decided in favor of Abraham.

The judge advises all young limbs of the

law to read their Bibles.

TWO "FUNNY ONES"

WE have received this communica

tion from a New York corre

spondent :—

Publishers the Green Bag,

Brookline, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:—Below you will find a couple

of "funny ones"—if they may be called such,

which, if deemed worthy, might fit into the

next issue of the Green Bag. They were

picked up around New York, in fact were

told to the writer by the persons who claimed

to have been present when the incidents

occurred, and I have every reason to believe

that the incidents really happened.

(1) Judge of the New York City Court

(a tall, stout gentleman, of German descent

and accent) was calling the calendar in his

court one morning, and after he had called a

certain case the lawyers engaged in the case

arose and entered into an argument—one

asking for an adjournment of a few days, and

the other insisting that he was prepared to

go on with the trial that morning. The

attorney who wanted the adjournment then

launched forth and started in by saying,

"It seems to me—," when Judge sud

denly brought his gavel down with a thump

and looking at the attorney who had com

menced to speak, almost yelled at him, "It

seems to you! It seems to you ! It seems

to me that to me the 'seeming' should belong—

I'm de Judge."

(2) A little Hebrew lawyer was trying a

case before a Justice in one of the Municipal

Courts of New York, when in the course of

examining a witness the opposing attorney

put in an objection on the usual grounds,

which was allowed by the court; whereupon

the little lawyer blurted out, "Vill your Honor

please give me an exceptance?"

J. T.
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THE SANCTION OF INTER

NATIONAL LAW

AT a time when there is much controversy

as to whether international law possesses

or does not possess a sanction, we may perhaps

be excused for offering some considerations

concerning it in a department which aims

primarily to entertain.

Every law emanating from the sovereign

is sanctioned. That it may become a law it is

not essential that the machinery for its en

forcement be already in existence. If Congress

when it passed the corporation tax law had

provided no means for the collection of the

tax, that fact would not make it any the less

truly a law. The law is sanctioned from its

having been promulgated by the sovereign,

and whatever the sovereign people of the

United States, through their delegates in

Congress, lay down as a rule of social action

is law, whether any department of the govern

ment is equipped for its enforcement or not

and whether the United States Army is able

or unable to cope with any insurrection which

the attempted enforcement of the law might

provoke.

The difference between international

morality and international law is to be

found in the complete freedom of one from

all the attributes of sovereignty, and in the

investment of the other with the sanction of

the publicly promulgated or clearly implied

consent of the nations. In so far as nations

tacitly unite in the approval of customs and

precedents which have controlled their acts

for a long period, or reach a general agreement

through regular channels regarding the solu

tion of mooted questions, an actual or positive

international law, totally distinct from inter

national morality or VdUterrecht, comes into

existence. It requires no sanction beyond

that of general international consent to render

it positive law. There may be no international

police in existence to enforce such law, or to

compel the execution of the international

court's decrees, but the law is made binding

by the principle of international sovereignty

which it asserts, and when a crisis arrives

that sovereignty, because its powers are un

limited, will be able to devise the necessary

agencies for its enforcement. It does not

follow, because there is no international navy,

that a country cannot be compelled to conform

to the decrees of the Hague tribunal. The

combined strength of the nations greatly

exceeds that of the strongest of them, and a

complete revolution of international law can

not take place in consequence of the caprice

of any one nation which should attempt to

foist its own de facto rules upon the system

of international law and compel the com

munity of nations to accept them.

This view seems to be shared by an eminent

scholar who approaches the subject of inter

national law from a purelyscientfic standpoint,

Dr. E. Von Ullmann, who in his recently

published " VdUterrecht" avoids a distinctly

national treatment and places his doctrine

upon as soundly positive a basis as that of

such writers as Hall. Yet this writer maintains

that international law is based on the sense

of international community. The community

interest which has developed among civilized

nations cannot exist, he maintains, without

norms which are held in common, and which,

because they are lived up to, exert an actual

compulsion. The view of Westlake is not

opposed to this. He writes:

"States live together in the civilized world sub

stantially as men live together in a state, the differ

ence being one of machinery, and we are entitled

to say that there is a society of states and a law of

that society, without going beyond reasonable

limits in assimilating variant cases to the typical

case." International Law, pt. I, p. 7,

It is well, however, that the community of

nations develops slowly, and that the world

moves gradually toward the ideal of a world

commonwealth. If it were otherwise, the

greatest catastrophes the world has ever

known would be in store for us. It is much

better to build up the international common

wealth piecemeal, by means of covenants

between the separate powers, than at a stroke

through a codification undertaken by pleni

potentiaries or through the adoption of a

written constitution or world legislature. The

failure of the American Constitution to define

exactly where the sovereignty of the American

people was located cost the country a terrible

Civil War, and a constitution which en

deavored to dispose of the delicate problems

of international sovereignty could not fail

to excite jealousy and strife, and to bring

about a situation wherein nation would rise

up against nation and continent be arrayed

against continent in an interminable succes

sion of ghastly wars. It is well that the nations

should refrain from entering into agreements

covering all possible sources of friction for a

time, and conduct themselves as best they

may, like private individuals adjusting dis
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putes on which the law can throw no light

by the appeal to each other's moral convic

tions, or by the more primitive expedient

of brute force. It is well that, for a time at

least, reciprocal treaties of arbitration should

partake in large measure of the character of

private covenants, rather than of that of

agreements in which the world state has an

interest or to which it is a party. An agree

ment between three or four leading powers

does not create international law. There is

no sanction for the universal validity of

principles on which they may unite. If there

were, the real international law, which is thus

far restricted in scope, could not so steadily

progress towards a goal of systematic com

prehensiveness, and the advent of inter

national peace would be long deferred.

WHISKERED JURORS

AN Illinois judge, whose name we will

not give, made a recent address

before the Illinois State Attorneys' Asso

ciation, in which he told of the tricks

of lawyers to win cases. Speaking of the

prejudices of jurors and of judges, he

said :—

"Whiskers play a great part in law-suits.

At present the prejudice in Chicago is against

jurors with whiskers. It formerly was the

other way. I know a judge who thought he

was without prejudice and who thought only

men with long whiskers made good jurors.

The prejudice now is the other way and

attorneys here generally reject men with long

whiskers."

It is fortunate that this prejudice is

not widely prevalent, for if it were

there could hardly fail to be a sudden

change in men's fashions which would

banish the smooth-shaven and mous-

tached from American polite society.

A VIRGINIA JUDGE IN

VAUDEVILLE

A REMARKABLY good reproduction of

an old Virginia trial court seems to have

been given lately in a London vaudeville

house. The sketch originated in the enthu

siasm of a Virginia saloon-keeper for the stage.

He was once taken on as a "supe," to take the

part of a Virginia judge, and he carefully

copied the manner of Justice J. D. G. Brown

of Newport News, whom he knew well. The

imitation made such a hit that the manager

proceeded to build up the part of the judge

into the central character of a more ambitious

production. The play took well, and Kelly,

the former saloon-keeper, has been getting

$600 a week for his performances in London.

Virginians abroad have been impressed by the

realism of the piece, the colored population

appearing on the stage in full force before

the bar of justice.

STRANGE CASE OF DUAL

PERSONALITY

THE strange case of Judge Joseph R.

Clarkson, formerly of Omaha, adds one

to the numerous instances of lost or dual

personality related by the psychical research

societies.

On July 14 he tried a case in the court at

Kenosha, Wis., in the morning and spent the

afternoon at his office as usual. In the even

ing, his family being away on an automobile

trip in Minnesota, he went down town and

had a long conference with this law partner,

District Attorney R. V. Baker.

Leaving the office about nine o'clock, he

said he was going to a meeting of the Knights

of Pythias, and from that time he was as

completely lost to the view of his family and

friends as though the earth had opened and

swallowed him up.

His health apparently was good, and there

was nothing in his manner or conversation

oh the last night when he was talking with

Mr. Baker to show that his mind was in

any way affected.

On August 6, he was found by his friend,

John Burns, who traced him first to a farm

house where he had applied for work. Curi

ously enough this farmwas in the neighborhood

where he had worked as a farm laborer during

the period of his former aberration. Through

information given by various farmers living

in the vicinity, who remembered the missing

man on account of his apparent culture, so

incongruous with his seedy appearance, Judge

Clarkson's friend was enabled to trace him

to the button factory of the Iroquois Pearl

Button Company at Sabula, la. He was

known there as John Paul. Finding Clark-

son working at a machine, cutting buttons
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out of clam shells, the friend addressed him

by bis right name. Clarkson looked up from

his work, noted his friend, called him by name,

and then with startling suddenness his memory

of former things returned, and his first inquiry

was for his wife and mother. Being assured

that they were bearing up bravely under the

strain of his disappearance, he expressed the

desire to go home at once, but before leaving

the factory he called together his fellow

workmen and made them a little speech, tell

ing them something of how he happened to

come into their midst. The two men took

the first train out of Sabula, expecting to'

reach Kenosha late at night. Clarkson's wife

and mother, who had almost despaired of

ever seeing him again, were overcome with

the excess of their joy when the news of his

discovery reached them.

This was Judge Clarkson's second adventure

of the kind. Eighteen years ago he disap

peared in the same way and was found in

about the same circumstances. Evidently the

character of the self he assumed during these

lapses was similar in the two cases.

"This incident," comments the Lincoln

(Neb.) State Journal, "is a close counterpart

of the case of Ansel Bourne of Rhode Island,

well known among psychicists. Mr. Bourne,

an itinerant preacher of sixty-one, went to

Providence to procure money to pay for a

farm. Eight weeks later, during which he

had been lost to friends, he came to himself

at Norristown, Pa. All unconscious of his

former self he had gone thither and engaged

in running a small store under the name of

A. J. Brown. Another somewhat similar case

was that of Mary Reynolds of Pennsylvania,

who up to the age of thirty-five alternated

between two personalities of greatly different

characteristics and of no relation to or knowl

edge of each other."

SHORT WILLS

APROPOS of Mr. Harriman's short,

simple will, it is of interest to note that

Lord Mansfield, as Tit- Bits relates, found half

a sheet of note-paper ample for the disposal

of his worldly possessions. Sir James Fitz-

james Stephen's will began and ended in

thirteen words. A dozen lines served to dis-

dose of Lord Russell of Killowen'* estate of

nearly ^150,000; while Lord Brampton of the

Court of Exchequer, the brother of Anthony

Hope, disposed of hisestateof nearly _£142,000

in four hundred words.

The Editor will be glad to receive for this department anything likely to entertain the readers of

the Green Bag in the way of legal antiquities, facetia, and anecdotes.

USELESS BUT ENTERTAINING

A southern Missouri man recently was tried

on a charge of assault. The state brought

into court as the weapons used, a rail, an axe,

a pair of tongs, a saw and a rifle. The de

fendant's counsel exhibited as the other man's

weapons a scythe-blade, a pitchfork, a pistol

and a hoe. The jury's verdict is said to have

been: "Resolved, That we, the jury, would

have given a dollar to have seen the fight."

—Everybody's.

Heard in the Cardiff County Court. His

Honor: "Oh, a case of damage feasant, is it?"

Indignant female defendant, shaking her

umbrella at counsel, whom she had not heard

distinctly: "Damaged pheasant! They are

barn-door fowls, and not damaged either,

for I've kept and fed 'em well. How dare

you tell the judge such lies?"

—London Law Notes.

A Massachusetts judge was recently con

fronted by a long list of cases in which, in

nearly every instance, delays were asked for

because of engagements of counsel. This led

his honor dryly to remark: "I am here to

look after the business of this Court and I

do not care in what order it is presented.

But I do not think I ought to act as residuary

legatee for the little time left to counsel who

are occupied with auditors' hearings and

probate matters."

A gentleman lying on his deathbed was

questioned by his inconsolable prospective

widow. "Poor Mike," said she, "is there

annythin' that wud make ye comfortable?

Anny-thin' ye ask for I'll get for ye."

"Plase, Bridget," he responded, "I t'ink

I'd like a wee taste of the ham I smell a-boilin'

in the kitchen."

"Arrah, go on," responded Bridget. "Divil

a bit of that ham ye'll get. 'Tis for the wake."

—Central Law Journal.

The following American substitute for our

"wooden liar" was found posted by a farmer

on a tree in Illinois: "Notis.—Trespasers

will B persekuted to the full extent of 2 mean

mungrel dogs which ain't never ben overly

soshibil tu strangers and 1 dubbel barl shot

gun which aint loaded with soft pillors; dam

if ain't gettin' tired of this hel-raisin' on my

farm." —London Law Notes.
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Important Litigation

An early decision in the case begun by the

government under the Sherman law to break

the Standard Oil combination is expected.

It is believed by the Department of Justice

that it will come shortly in the Circuit Court

at St. Louis.

The effect of Mr. Harriman's death on the

government suit pending against the Harri-

man merger of the Union Pacific and the

Southern Pacific is uncertain. Before he died

it was expected by the Union Pacific that the

suits were to be pushed hard this fall.

The officers of the Internal Revenue Bureau

who are charged with administering the new

corporation tax law have been apprised unoffi

cially of the intention of the corporations to

resist the law in the courts and test its con

stitutionality, but the Treasury officers believe

the law will stand the test, and their chief

reliance is on the fact that it was drawn by

able lawyers who adhered strictly to the

Supreme Court decision upholding the right

of Congress to tax a corporation for carrying

on a business.

The Department of Justice has been pre

paring to bring Governor Haskell of Okla

homa to trial on indictments charging him

with fraud in securing titles to certain Indian

town lots in Oklahoma. The trial will prob

ably be called in October, and the officers of

the Department of Justice were very hopeful

of success until Governor Haskell's attorneys

filed motions in the federal court on August 16

to quash the indictments, alleging conspiracy

on the part of some of the members of the

grand jury, and charging improper conduct

on the part of the United States marshal.

Grant Victor.

Alleging that sixty-five insurance com

panies, representing a combined capital of

$156,000,000, doing business in Arkansas,

entered into a rate combination last Decem

ber, Prosecuting Attorney Jeffery filed suit

at Little Rock, Ark., against these companies

Aug. 19 for penalties aggregating $65,000,000

under the state anti-trust statute. Elihu C

Irvin, president of the Fire Association, has

said: "It is merely a scheme to harass the

companies and promote the political fortunes

of those bringing them. There is no ground

for them, but we intend to fight so that

similar action in other states may be fore

stalled."

The Grosscup decision in the Missouri River

rate case in the United States Circuit Court

at Chicago, the beginning of a suit in the

Des Moines case in which the Commission

lately ordered rates reduced, the Willamette

Valley case, which is being carried through

the Supreme Court for the purpose of finding

out whether the Interstate Commerce Com

mission has the power to regulate rates, and

various other phases of the litigation which

has been started, are looked on in Commis

sion circles as evidence that the railroads have

determined to give the Commission battle at

every legal turn. In a great many cases, the

Commission's orders have been tied up with

injunctions. This has hampered the Com

mission greatly in the administration of the

law. Consequently a square decision of the

Supreme Court on the constitutionality of the

Hepburn act will tend to reduce these com

plications and delays. The Commission would

like to see the lower federal courts deprived of

the right to enjoin the orders of the Commis

sion, a step which was seriously considered

when the rate law was passed.

When the Supreme Court of the United

States meets in October, it will have several

interstate commerce law cases to be heard.

The Willamette Valley case is set for Oct. 12,

and those of Chicago & Alton v. Commission

and Illinois Central v. Commission are set for

the same date. The roads are seeking to

annul the order of the Commission requiring

certain cars to be counted in making coal car

distributions. On that date the Supreme

Court will hear the famous Chicago live stock

terminal charge case of Stickney et al. v. Com

mission, a bill to annul the order of the

Commission requiring carriers to desist from

exacting the $2 terminal charge on each car

of live stock sent into Chicago from western

territory. Still pending in the Circuit Court

at Kansas City is. the noted St. Louis ele

vator case, of great importance to the grain

trade, the case of Difftnbaugh et al. v. Com

mission. Important questions as to the powers

of the Commission in establishing through

routes and joint rates are raised in the Port

land gateway case, that of Northern Pacific v.

Commission. One of the first cases to come

up in the October term will also be the Monon

route case, in which the government is seek

ing to require the C. I. & L. to desist from

accepting advertising in payment for trans

portation.

Important Legislation

The whole code of prohibition laws, includ

ing the drastic Fuller bill, passed the Alabama

senate with little opposition and was signed

by the Governor Aug. 25. There was no

vote in the Senate against the elimination of

that section prohibiting newspapers and maga

zines from advertising liquors.

The juvenile delinquency law went into
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effect in New York on Sept. 1. Under the

law a child of more than seven or less than

sixteen years, who commits a crime, except

crimes punishable by death or life imprison

ment, shall not be known as a criminal but

as a juvenile delinquent. The punishment is

the same as it was previously.

Senator Cummins of Iowa has a plan for

the enactment of legislation by Congress

which would give the Interstate Commerce

Commission the power to establish a general

schedule of freight rates for the entire coun

try. This plan is similar to one adopted in

England. He also proposes to make the

orders of the Interstate Commerce Commis

sion official as to rates, except where the

constitutional question of confiscation is in

volved. The project promises to attract some

attention in Congress next winter.

The model pure food law proposed by Dr.

E. F. Ladd of North Dakota was referred to a

special committee for investigation and report

at the thirteenth annual convention of the

Association of State and National Pure Food

and Dairy Officers, held at Denver in the

latter part of August. The advocates of the

Ladd law maintain that the federal law is not

suitable for the needs of all the states, and

also that the national law should attempt

no more than the regulation of interstate

commerce. The opponents of the Ladd law,

on the contrary, assert that any breaking

away of the states from the federal laws would

result in chaotic conditions.

The prospects grow that Congress will be

confronted by a notable program for corpora

tion legislation when it assembles in Decem

ber. President Taft appointed several of the

government officials chiefly concerned with

corporation matters to confer as a commission

for the purpose of finding what should be

done to amend the Sherman act and the inter

state commerce law. This commission con

sisted of Attorney-General George W. Wick-

ersham, Solicitor-General Lloyd W. Bowers,

Secretary of Commerce and Labor Nagel, Inter

state Commerce Commissioners Knapp and

Prouty, and Representative Townsend of Michi

gan. The commission has held conferences in

New York City at the New York Bar Associa

tion in West 44th street for several days,

but the result of these will not be made

public till the commission has completed its

work. It is believed that the commission is

giving much consideration to the question of

the functions of the Interstate Commerce

Commission and the supervision of stock and

bond issues of corporations engaged in inter

state commerce, and that it may recommend

making the Interstate Commerce Commission

a quasi-judicial body exclusively, its investi

gating functions being transferred to the

Bureau of Corporations and the Department

of Justice. President Taft may announce the

Commission's findings on his return from his

Western and Southern trips. Among the

things which the President is reported to

favor are some curtailment of the powers of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, some

extension of the power to make physical valua

tions of railroads, a change in the commodities

clause excluding common carriers from all

other business than that of transportation,

and a prohibition of the holding company

device in the case of railroads. Attorney-

General Wickersham has expressed the opinion

that the legislation desired by the President

can be framed constitutionally and that a

detailed program can be worked out before

November. President Taft takes the con

servative position that as practically every

corporation of appreciable size throughout

the entire country does an interstate business

to undertake to license all would work a

hardship. He has attempted, therefore, to

state the broad general principle that federal

license or supervision should be limited to

those having the power "or the temptation"

to effect restraints of interstate trade and

monopolies.

Personal— The Bench

Judge Needham C. Collier, formerly of the

Supreme Court of New Mexico, has become

editor-in-chief of the Central Law Journal.

Alexander H. Robbins, the former editor-in-

chief, continues as managing editor.

Sir Henri Taschereau, Chief Justice of the

Court of King's Bench, Quebec, recently

asked to have his leave of absence extended

until May, 1910. No doubt existed that his

request would be granted. His Honor was

last reported to be enjoying the invigorating

air of the Mediterranean.

Henry S. Hulbert of Detroit was on Aug.

25 appointed associate judge of the Probate

Court in that state. He was the first and

only choice of Probate Judge Durfee, with

whom he had been associated for seventeen

years as register of probate. Among his new

duties will be the charge of the Juvenile Court,

in which department, it is thought, his experi

ence in the management of boys will make

him most successful.

According to current reports Associate Jus

tice John M. Harlan of the United States

Supreme Court has no intention of retiring

from the bench at this time. Justice Har

lan will be seventy-seven his next birth

day. Moreover, a rumor has been in cir

culation to the effect that Associate Justice

McKenna is about to retire, but this is

emphatically denied by his friends.

Associate Justice William H. Moody of the

United States Supreme Court arrived at his

home at Haverhill, Mass., Aug. 31, suffering

from an attack of rheumatism. As he was

crippled in his lower limbs, and his frame was

worn with the effect of his long illness, he

was moved to his home in an ambulance,

under conditions of secrecy, the desire having
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been to shield him from disquieting public

ity. His confinement has not prevented him

from being a diligent reader of novels and

even of more serious books, and his physi

cians have reported him to be recuperating.

Personal—The Bar ,

William Travers Jerome, District Attorney

of New York county, has offered himself as a

candidate for re-election. He has been Dis

trict Attorney for nearly eight years, having

been first elected on the reform ticket headed

by Seth Low. His presence in the campaign

will doubtless tend to make it more pictur

esque.

To look after the interests of the govern

ment in litigation incident to the administra

tion of the customs laws, Attorney-General

Wickersham on Aug. 12 appointed D.Frank

Lloyd as Deputy Assistant Attorney-General

of the United States. Mr. Lloyd is the first

assistant United States Attorney for the

southern district of New York. William A.

Robertson, Edward R. Wakefield and Martin

T. Baldwin, assistants to the solicitor of cus

toms, were appointed special attorneys to

assist the new Deputy Assistant Attorney-

General.

Henry M. Hoyt, who has been selected to

fill the new position of Counselor of the State

Department, will have special supervision

over all treaties. He will be the authority

on international law for the department. Mr.

Hoyt was Solicitor-General of the Depart

ment of Justice for several years. Mr. Hoyt

received his education at Yale and the Uni

versity of Pennsylvania law school. He was

formerly president of the Investment Com

pany of Philadelphia, but soon found that he

could not resist the attractions of the pro

fession he had chosen as a young man.

{Bar Associations

The lawyers of Athens, Georgia, met August

28 to plan the reorganization of the Athens

Bar Association. More than twenty-five of

the city's leading attorneys were present.

The tenth annual meeting of the Bar Asso

ciation of North Dakota was held at Minot,

N. D., Aug. 12. There was a fairly large

attendance representative of nearly every

city and town in the state. President F. H.

Register delivered his annual address.

The Dallas Bar Association of Dallas county,

Alabama, held a recent meeting to take

action by way of protest against the repeal

by the legislature of the Dallas county laws

governing juries. The lawyers of that county

consider the local law about as near perfection

as it can be made.

Congressman Martin of South Dakota ad

dressed the South Dakota Bar Association on

"Federal Control of Corporations" at the

annual meeting held at Deadwood, S. D.,

Aug. 12—14. He favored federal license by

charter. Officers elected included: president,

E. E. Wagner; vice-presidents. Chambers

Keller, Westley B. Stuart; secretary, J. H.

Vorhees, Sioux Falls; treasurer, L. M. Simons.

The next meeting will be held in Sioux Falls

in January.

Only routine matters were attended to at

the annual meeting of the" Michigan State

Bar Association, held at Detroit, on August 26.

The committee on the Christiancy Memorial

Fund reported that the sum of SHOO had

been subscribed for the purpose of procuring

a marble bust of Judge Isaac M. Christiancy,

one of the four greatest jurists which Michigan

has produced; this bust is to be placed in the

capitol building library at Lansing, as a com

panion piece to the bust of Judge Campbell

now located there. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year:—president,

Harry A. Lockwood, Detroit; vice-president,

Charles W. Perry, Clare; secretary, William

J. Landman, Grand Rapids; treasurer,

William E. Brown, Lapeer.

The Colorado Bar Association gave con

siderable time to a discussion of what is known

as the "third degree." In Colorado this prac

tice is a felony, and H. E. Kelly of Denver,

who drew the law now a part of the statutes

of that state, said that it was not only cruel

and atrocious but unconstitutional every

where in the Union. A notable feature of

the meeting, which was held at Colorado

Springs Sept. 3-4, was the address of Henry

Latchford, M.A., formerly of the Inner Temple,

London, who spoke on "Life in the Inner

Temple, or the Haunts of the Muses." Mr.

Latchford is a graduate of Trinity College

of the University of Dublin. Addresses were

made in the afternoon by President Wilbur

F. Stone and C. C. Butler of Denver. Mr.

Stone's subject was "The Ancient Laws of

Babylon," and Mr. Butler discussed "Lynch

ing." Former Mayor Henry C. Hall of Colo

rado Springs delivered an address one morn

ing on "Municipal Charters." The ever

present subject of the relief of the congested

condition of the state supreme court caused

lengthy discussion. Officers were elected as

follows: president, Lucius W. Hoyt, Denver;

first vice-president, Henry C. Hall, Colorado

Springs; second vice-president, E. L. Rege-

nitter, Idaho Springs; secretary-treasurer,

W. H. Wadley, Denver.

The twenty-seventh annual meeting of the

Missouri State Bar Association took place at

Pertle Springs, near Warrensburg, Mo., on

September 18 and 19. Among those present

from Kansas City were Judge John F. Philips,

Judge James Ellison, Judge W. O. Thomas,

0. A. Lucas, F. W. Gifford, Jesse J. Vineyard,

Rees Turpin, L. A. Laughlin, Pierre R. Porter,

Thomas H. Reynolds and Edwin A. Krauthoff.

The annual address of the president, F. N.

Judson, was an elaborate review of the legis
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lation of Missouri and other states, together

with a comprehensive discussion of the present

movement for a reformed procedure. The

newly elected president is J. W. Halliburton,

of Carthage, Mo. Interesting papers were

read on "Industrial Insurance, by J. M.

Atkinson, Assistant Attorney-General of Mis

souri, and on "Employer's Liability," by

Tyson S. Dines of St. Louis. M. E. Rhodes

of Potosi, Mo., chairman of the house com

mittee on revision in the last GeneralAssembly,

delivered an address on the manner in which

the work of the revision committee had been

done during the session. Then R. F. Walker

and Homer Hall explained the manner in

which the revision commission of 1909 was

publishing the statutes. The feature of the

occasion was the annual address, delivered

by Mr. Justice Riddell, of the Court of King's

Bench, Toronto, the subject being "The

Judicial Committee of the Imperial Privy

Council." There was also an address upon

"The New Code of Civil Procedure in the State

of Kansas," by Judge Stephen H. Allen of

Topeka, Kans. The annual banquet was

addressed by Judge Philips, Mr. Justice

Riddell, Judge Allen and P. W. Lenmann

of St. Louis. An important feature of the

meeting was the adoption of the following

resolution: "That the incoming committee

on constitutional and statutory amendments

be directed to formulate and present a scheme

for the unification and simplification of the

judicial system of the state of Missouri, where

by a system of judicature will be created ade

quate to promptly dispose of all the judicial

business in the state of Missouri." The plan

is to be reported to the 1910 convention.

Necrology— The Bench

George S. Purdy of Honesdale, Pa., Presi

dent Judge of the twenty-second judicial dis

trict of Pennsylvania, died September 1 at

Mount Clemens, Mich.

Judge Reuben James McNutt of Silverton,

Colorado, died on July 31. He was born in

Albany, N. Y., in 1841, and left for California

in 1860. He was a member of the last terri

torial legislature of Colorado and served as

county judge.

Judge L. C. Johnson, aged eighty-eight, died

in Beauvoir, Miss., on August 14. He was

widely known throughout Mississippi. He

had held several positions of honor, having

been chancery clerk of Marshall county for

many years. He was a man of considerable

learning.

Judge Benjamin F. Hoffman, formerly a

judge of the Ohio Court of Common Pleas

and for twenty years one of the leading

lawyers of Youngstown, O., died recently

at his home in Pasadena, Cal., where he had

lived for twenty years. He was ninety-eight

years old. He had been private secretary to

David Tod, Governor of Ohio during the Civil

War.

Captain Samuel C. Lemly, U.S.N., who was

Judge Advocate General of the Navy during

the Spanish War, and prominent in the Schley

Court of Inquiry, died September 4, at Wash

ington, D.C., after an illness of about a year.

He was born in Salem, N. C., March 14, 1853,

and graduated from the United States Naval

Academy in 1873. He served three terms,

of four years each, as Judge Advocate General,

retiring in 1904.

Hon. William T. Wallace, formerly Chief

Justice of the Supreme Court of California,

died at his home in San Francisco, Aug. 11, in

consequence of a stroke of paralysis. He

was one of the most prominent jurists

in the history of California. He was born at

Mount Sterling, Ky., March 22, 1828, and

went to San Jose\ Cal., in 1850. In 1856 he

was elected Attorney-General. In 1870 he

was elected a Justice of the Supreme Court,

being Chief Justice from 1872 to 1879. In

1871 and 1879 he was a candidate for the

United States Senate, but was defeated. Later

he was a superior judge in San Francisco,

from 1887 to 1899. While on the bench he

was responsible for Chris Buckley being de

posed as a Democratic boss.

Judge Norman S. Buck, formerly associate

judge of the Supreme Court of Idaho, a

member of the last Washington legislature,

died at Spokane August 20. On the bench

in Idaho in 1885 he rendered a decision of

national interest, on the ownership of the

Bunker Hill & Sullivan silver-lead mine. The

mine was discovered by one O'Rourke and

his partner as a result of the pawing of a

stray pack mule uncovering the outcropping.

The owners of the mule later appeared, and

claimed and were awarded a grub-stake inter

est in the mine by Judge Buck.

Necrology—The Bar

Branch H. Giles, formerly Deputy Attorney-

General of Colorado, of the Denver bar, died

August 29 at the age of about forty years.

Frank M. Mayfield, of Jeffersonville, Ken

tucky, died August 29. He was born in 1870,

in Washington county, Ind. He was twice

elected Prosecuting Attorney of Clark county,

Kentucky.

Richard K. Cross of Baltimore died August

28 at Wianno, Mass., at the age of sixty-one

years. He was a graduate of Princeton Uni

versity and the Maryland Law School, and

was well known as a lawyer in Baltimore.

Harry P. Waitneight of Phcenixville, Pa.,

one of the most prominent members of the

Chester County bar, and president of the
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Phoenixville board of education, died sud

denly August 18, at the age of about forty-

five.

The first negro lawyer to be admitted to

the bar of Illinois, Lloyd Garrison Wheeler,

is dead. He was born in Hillsboro, Ohio,

in 1849. He had been business agent of the

Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute

since 1903. Mr. Wheeler died at Tuskegee,

August 28.

John C. Pegram, a noted lawyer of Provi

dence, R. I., president of the Rhode Island

branch of the American National Red Cross,

and identified with the principal financial

institutions of that city, died Aug. 11. He

was sixty-seven years old and was born at

Owensboro, Ky.

Alonzo W. Church, whose attainments as a

lawyer and as a man of high intellectual abil

ity were recognized throughout the country,

died at his home in Newark, N. J., Aug. 12.

He was once Librarian of the United States

Senate, and had been general counsel for the

Chicago & Alton Railroad.

Col. Charles Eaton Creecy, a lawyer of

marked ability and polish, of Washington,

D.C., died at Atlantic City, N. J., on Aug. 9.

He had practised before the Supreme Court

of the United States, the Court of Claims and

committees of Congress, representing the

largest shipbuilding concerns in America.

Hugh C. Ward of Kansas City, Mo., the

wealthy law partner of Governor Hadley of

Missouri, died of apoplexy Aug. 15 in a private

sanitarium in New York City. He was forty-

six years old. The Young Women's Christian

Association of Kansas City lately received

$25,000 from Mr. Ward, the last of many acts

of benevolence.

William F. Carr, one of the best known

corporation lawyers in Cleveland, died in that

city September 1, after an illness of four years.

He was born at Canal Fulton, Ohio, in 1849.

He was admitted to the bar in 1871, and

shortly after being admitted to the Ohio Bar

Association he became its president. The

study of corporation law was his chief pleas-

Albert Gerald, an able young lawyer of

Providence, R. I., who had achieved con

siderable success in his profession, was shot

under circumstances which the coroner said

indicated suicide, on August 19. He was

educated at Brown University and Harvard

Law School, and was a member of the firm

of Edwards and Angell. No reason is known

for the act.

Jersey bar in 1882. He was a member of the

American Bar Association and one of the

founders of the Lawyers' Club of New Jersey.

Since 1895 he had been counsel for the

Franklin Savings Institution.

A prominent young San Francisco lawyer,

Frank G. Drury, died August 14, of nervous

prostration. He was born in Smartsville,

Yaba county, Cal., in 1869. For several

years he was associated with General James

F. Smith and Judge F. J. Murasky in the law

business, and later entered into partnership

with C. W. Lynch. He held one political

appointment as assistant prosecuting attorney

in Police Judge Joachimsen's court.

One of the oldest practising attorneys in

Vermont, Harvey K. Fowler, died of apoplexy

at his home in Manchester, on August 17.

He was one of a family of thirteen children,

having been born in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

January 1, 1818. He was admitted to the

Vermont bar in 1842. Since that time he had

Practised continuously. He was Judge of

rebate and Registrar of Probate for twenty-

seven years.

Col. William Nutt, formerly state senator

and trial justice, died August 31 at his home

in Natick, Mass. He was born August 5,

1836, at Topsham, Vermont. He was ad

mitted to the Middlesex bar in 1868, and then

began a long and honorable career as a lawyer,

holding many positions of public trust. He

helped to free Kansas and to form the Re

publican party, and was offered the United

States Senatorship from Virginia by the "car

pet bag" government, but declined it.

The death of District Attorney William L.

Ammon of York, Pa., whose body was found

in a stable loft August 24, is variously ex

plained as due to heart failure, or possibly to

suicide. Mr. Ammon, for fifteen years secre

tary of the Standard Building and Loan Asso

ciation of York, had misapplied large sums

of the funds of the association, according to

his own admission made on the night before

his death. He was elected county District

Attorney in November, 1907.

Stephen Moody Crosby died at North

Cohasset, Mass., August 31, at the age of

eighty-two years. He was born in 1827, and

was graduated from Dartmouth College in

1849, and from Harvard Law School in 1852.

He was a member of the Massachusetts lower

house in 1869, and of the state senate in

1870-71. Actively interested in several bank

ing and other institutions, he was also presi

dent of the New Hampshire state branch of the

Order of Cincinnati.

Alexander Grant, a lawyer and financier

of Newark, N. J., died there August 17. He

was fifty-six years old. Mr. Grant was edu

cated at the Newark Academy and at Harvard

University. He was admitted to the New

Samuel C. Miller, an aggressive, forceful

lawyer of Kansas City, who had held many

positions of trust there, died at Colorado

Springs Aug. 13, where he had gone for the

benefit of his health. He was forty-eight

years old. In 1896 he was elected County
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Attorney of Wyandotte county.' He was the

nominee of the Republican party for judge

of the Circuit Court, which office was subse

quently declared unconstitutional. Compara

tively few men, cast upon their own resources

at the age of sixteen and handicapped by the

loss of both legs, had risen to greater heights

and overcome greater difficulties.

Crime and Criminal Lais

Justice Zeller, in the Court of Special Ses

sions in New York City, suspended sentence

Aug. 31 on Felix L. Droit, a professional

chauffeur and participant in the Vanderbilt

cup race, for speeding when the latter promised

never again to drive an automobile in New

York state.

The mayor of Des Moines, la., has declared

in favor of allowing defendants in criminal

courts to plead under assumed names. Com

menting on this, the Haverhill (Mass.) Gazette

says: "To make procedure less public would

decrease the probability of fair trial and equal

justice, at the same time taking away that

greatest check to law breaking, a fear of

public criticism through newspaper public

ity."

Thomas Dudley Wells, chairman of the

committee on the parole of life prisoners, says,

in his recent report submitted to the American

Prison Association, that in states where the

life sentence is rigidly enforced, the ratio of

insanity among life convicts is nearly three

times as great as in the general body of felons,

and that only the dictates of social safety

justify the state in putting a prisoner's reason

in peril.

The New York police department have re

ceived a long report from the detectives Tony

Vacris and John R. Crowley, who went abroad

after the assassination of Lieutenant Joseph

Petrosino in Palermo on March 12, to continue

the Black Hand investigation which he had

begun. After Police Commissioner Baker had

conferred with the detectives, he said that

their report had been decidedly encouraging,

and might lead to the detection of the assas

sins of Lieutenant Petrosino.

The American Prison Association has lately

held its annual meeting in Seattle. Topics

discussed included the abolition of sheriffs'

fees, the indeterminate sentence, the juvenile

court, outdoor employment for prisoners, the

sterilization of criminals, and medical ex

amination before trial. Amos W. Butler of

Indiana was elected president. Mr. Butler

is not a practical prison administrator. The

next session will be held in conjunction with

the International Prison Congress, which will

meet in Washington, D.C., in October, 1910.

This meeting will be of deep interest to

penologists and criminologists everywhere.

"The grand jury ought to be abolished or

the city magistrates should be done away

with for the advantage of the community,

said Magistrate Cornell Aug. 27 in Yorkville

Court, New York City, in connection with an

alleged swindle in a horse deal. Counsel for

the defendant asked for his discharge on the

ground that the complainant did not appear,

and said that the grand jury would throw

out the case. Magistrate Cornell made the

above statement, and added: "The magis

trates are trained in law and when after an

examination they hold defendants for trial

there is a miscarriage of justice when a grand

jury composed of laymen who are over

whelmed with business hastily throws out

the cases."

Meeting of Attorneys-General

The National Association of Attorneys-

General, meeting east of the Mississippi river

for the first time, held its annual convention

in Buffalo, Aug. 27-28.

Attorney-General O'Malley of New York,

who was instrumental in bringing the conven

tion to Buffalo, delivered the opening address.

He said that the conservative states of the

East might learn from the young and vigorous

methods of the middle and extreme West in

almost any matter of state administration,

for they had profited by the mistakes made in

early days by the East. Little of the state's

legal business being with the average citizen,

the state in dealing with large interests must

contend not only with lawyers of great ability,

but also with unlimited means to conduct

litigation. Legal departments must be effi

ciently organized. "In my judgment," said

Mr. O'Mallley, "an efficient state legal depart

ment must of necessity embody at least three

essential things:—

"First—Salaries should be paid sufficient

to attract to the public service, if not the best,

at least lawyers of high standing.

"Second—There should be a sufficient num

ber of deputies or assistants to take care of

all the ordinary legal business of the state.

So far as possible, special counsel should be

done away with. Special counsel is generally

expensive, and the work done is not, on the

whole, as satisfactory as with an office force.

The terms of deputy attorneys-general should

be for a longerperiod than thatof the Attorney-

General. The term of Attorney-General in

this state is for two years. In my judgment

this is too short.

"Third—I believe all the law business of

the state should be conducted by and under

the Attorney-General."

The second day of the convention was

marked by a discussion of the problems of

delinquent corporations and of liquor asso

ciations. Resolutions were adopted favoring

a radical change in court procedure by requir

ing dilatory pleas to be presented at the same

time as the answer and summarily disposed

of; against the practice of employing special

counsel by an Attorney-General; against the

indiscriminate use of the federal injunction

to stay the hands of state officers in the
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enforcement of state laws; declaring for uni

formity of laws in the regulation of trusts,

and for co-operation by Attorneys-General in

the correction of corporate abuses.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are :

president, Fred S. Jackson, Kansas; vice-

president, U. S. Webb, California; secretary

and treasurer, James Bingham, Indiana.

Miscellaneous

More than two-thirds of the American law

schools have lengthened their average course

from two to three years, according to a New

York educator.

The fire which occurred in the Parliament

buildings at Toronto September 1 totally

destroyed the Mowat law library, said to be

one of the finest collections in Canada.

The women lawyers of Ohio will form an

association in September at a conference to

be held in Columbus. The leader of the

movement is Nellie G. Robinson of Cincinnati.

The association will have members belonging

to Cleveland, Toledo, Springfield, and San

dusky, as well as to Cincinnati and Columbus.

The courthouse at Washington, Mason

county, Kentucky, in which "Uncle Tom"

of "Uncle Tom's Cabin fame" was sold, was

struck by lightning and destroyed Aug. 13.

The building was erected in 1794. It was

the sale of the aged negro at this place that

gave Harriet Beecher Stowe the basis for her

story.

The New York State Association of District

Attorneys was organized at Albany, Septem

ber 2. William Travers Jerome of New York

was elected president; Beecher S. Clother of

Glens Falls, vice-president, and Rollin B.

Sanford of Albany, secretary and treasurer.

The annual meeting will be held next Febru

ary, when the pending criminal code legis

lation will be discussed.

The National Association of Real Estate

Exchanges, through a committee on uniform

laws, is considering the drafting of proposed

uniform laws covering the topics of convey

ancing, notarial acknowledgments, filing of

lis pendens, probate, and releasing of mort

gages, deeds of trusts, etc. The committee

is conferring with a similar committee of the

American Bar Association.

The Revue de Droit International Privi had

the misfortune to lose the services of its

founder and editor, who died a few months

ago. This valuable review, however, bids

fair to continue the international studies so

ably prosecuted up to the time of the death of

M. Darras, and the current issue displays the

undismayed energy of the new editor, Pro

fessor A. De Lapradelle, who is attached to

the faculty of law of the University of Paris,

and is an associate of the Institut de Droit

International. On the continued excellence

of the scholarship of this publication, under

its able new editorship, the world of learning

can confidently rely.

A special committee of the New YorkCounty

Lawyer's Association which was appointed

to look into the requirements for admission

to the bar has made a report in which it finds

the present system of legal training funda

mentally wrong in these particulars: "The

average student when he applies for admis

sion has no or a very inadequate knowledge

of his various duties. The student is not in

structed in the real nature and function of his

office. The educational tests, preliminary and

general, are wholly insufficient. Students are

uninstructed in their outside unprofessional

relation to the community." The report also

speaks of the deterioration of the bench in

New York county: "The spectacle of the ele

vation to a judgeship of a lawyer known and

appreciated by the bar is a rare one. If the

names of most of the candidates for judicial

honors were submitted to the profession they

would be overwhelmingly repudiated. In the

main the bench is below the average. The

lawyers of New York City today freely talk

of the judges. They specify names, they say

to one another, 'Keep away from that court,'

'Avoid that judge,' meaning beware of their

sloth fulness, ignorance, or immaturity. . . .

Whether the power of nominating judges can

be taken from political organizations is a

question. ... So long, however, as the

system exists there necessarily will be an

inferior class of judges." The New York Sun

denounces this criticism as an "abusive attack

upon the judges," and "a misleading diatribe,"

and Judge Alton B. Parker, in a letter to the

Sun, declares that most of the judges are

really very good indeed, this being "strongly

evidenced by the fact that some of the New

York lawyers recently gave a complimentary

dinner to the Appellate Division. The Out

look laconically observes that this letter

throws more light upon Judge Parker himself

than upon the facts in question and explains

"why he was defeated as a Presidential candi

date in 1904 by a popular majority against

him of two and a half million votes and by an

electoral majority against him of 196 votes."

But the committee is not attacking the judges

personally, but the system by which they are

selected. Mr. John R. Dos Passos, a promi

nent New York lawyer, in a subsequent letter

to the Sun, assumes responsibility for the

report, and says of it: "It is the system under

which judges are nominated which is in

veighed against and not the individuals who

are upon the bench. I am on terms of

friendly relationship with all of them. They

are creatures of the system. It will be a great

disappointment if we do not have the support

of the press of our state in an earnest effort

to amend the rules of the courts relating to

admission to the bar, which lawyers concede

are inadequate to produce as a whole either

capable lawyers or fully equipped judges."
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The Jones County Calf Case

By J. S. Woodhouse

FOUR calves, the market value

of which was twenty-five dollars,

were the cause of the greatest lawsuit

in the history of American jurisprudence.

The litigation started by their sale ex

tended over a period of twenty years,

was tried in seven different counties

before one hundred and fourteen jurors,

was four times appealed to the Supreme

Court of the state, wrecked the fortunes

of eight men, entailing fees amounting to

$75,000 for an army of lawyers, and

concluded with a final judgment for

$1,000 and court costs amounting to

$2,886.84.

This litigation—a monument to the

cost at which legal redress may be

secured by a persistent litigant—is

known as the "Jones County Calf Case,"

from Jones county, Iowa.

Robert Johnson of Anamosa, to vin

dicate himself of a criminal charge pre

ferred against him by a "Horse Thief

Association" of pioneer days, fought

through this long period against seven

opponents. Since the conclusion of the

case five of the defendants have died

without property and two yet live,

but have never regained a foothold

since the famous lawsuit consumed

their wealth. Johnson has prospered,

but by strange destiny of fate in his

every enterprise he must cross swords

with the opponents in his long legal

duel. When he became a candidate

for mayor of his city last spring, fifteen

years after the settlement of the suit,

his opponent was B. H. Miller, a relative

of one of the defendants in the twenty

years' litigation. Johnson's record in the

"Calf Case" for being a persistent

fighter, together with a platform for

strict law enforcement and a moral city,

won him the election. He is mayor

to-day.

C. E. Wheeler of Cedar Rapids, as a

young law graduate of Notre Dame,

received his first retainer from Robert

Johnson. He made his maiden speech

in the "Calf Case" and remained in the

litigation from beginning to end. He

won his victory after opposing before

the juries such brilliant orators as Ex-

Governor Horace Boies of Waterloo.

When final judgment was rendered he

was a gray-haired old man and a lawyer

of experience.

In the early days of Iowa Robert

Johnson was a stock buyer in Jones

County. In June, 1874, he sold to S. D.

Potter in Greene County fifty head of

calves. A short time later John Fore

man, one of his neighbors, asserted that

four of the calves belonged to him, and
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in a Greene county justice court, by

replevin proceedings, recovered their

possession. To reimburse Mr. Potter

for the value of the calves Mr. Johnson

gave him his note. He explained that

he had bought the animals from a

stranger who gave the name of Smith.

In a country

store at Olive

the proprietor

and several loung

ers heard the bar

gain made b e -

tween Johnson

and the stranger.

Shortly after this

proceeding an in

dictment was re

turned in Jones

county against

Johnson, charging

him with having

stolen the four

calves. Johnson

and a brother

then went to

Greene county

and had Potter

point out the four

claimed by Fore-

m a n . They

proved to be high-

g rad e calves ,

whereas Johnson

had bought

scrubs of Smith,

covered for the first time that he had

not handled the Foreman calves at all

and began to believe he was the scape

goat for another's crime. He refused to

pay the note he had given Potter, on the

ground there was no consideration.

Suit was commenced against him in

justice court, and after a long and expen

sive litigation Johnson was defeated and

had to pay the note, on the ground it was

in the hands of an innocent purchaser.

 

ROBERT E. JOHNSON

Who only after twenty years of tedious and costly

litigation fully vindicated his innocence

of having stolen the four calves

Then Johnson dis-

When he was indicted Mr. Johnson

filed a motion to quash because of a

defect. The prosecution of Johnson was

prompted by an organization of those

early days known as the "Horse Thief

Association," perfected as a protection

against the prevailing wholesale stealing

of stock. A few

days before the

court gave con

sideration to this

motion Johnson

found on his

horse block near

his home a note,

accompanying a

piece of rope tied

in a hangman's

knot. It read:

"In view of the

present indict

ment we under

stand that you

are under, we

understand that

you calculate to

have the indict

ment set aside.

We advise you to

appear and be

tried under the

indictment with

the defect, if any

exists, or take

the lamented Greeley's advice and go

West, or take this—"

We, the Committee.

Johnson was a fearless man. He

pursued his motion. The indictment

was quashed. Another was returned.

A change of venue was taken to Cedar

county. He was tried, and the jury

disagreed by a vote of eleven for acquit

tal and one for conviction. Then one

night his house and barn were myste
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riously burned to the ground. He was

tried a second time and acquitted.

Johnson determined to have revenge

and vindication. He gathered informa

tion concerning the membership of the

"Horse Thief Association," and on May

23, 1878, started suit in Jones county

for malicious prosecution, demanding

$10,000 damages from E. V. Miller,

David Fall, George W.Miller, Abe Miller,

John Foreman, S. D. Potter and Herman

Keller. A change of venue was taken

by the defendants to Linn county and

from there a change was taken to Benton

county. The case was tried here first

with a disagreement of the jury. It

was tried a second time and Johnson

recovered a verdict for $3,000. The

court set the verdict aside. A change

of venue was then taken to Clinton

county. At the conclusion of the trial

there Johnson secured a verdict for

$7,000. The court set that verdict

aside. A change of venue was then

taken to Blackhawk county. There

Johnson again won. This time the jury

said he should have $5,000. From

this verdict the defendants appealed

to the Supreme Court of Iowa and the

case was reversed. On the next trial

in Blackhawk county, Johnson was

awarded, by the jury, a verdict for

$6,000. From this the defendants

appealed to the Supreme Court and again

the case was reversed by this highest

tribunal. On the last trial in Blackhawk

county, Johnson recovered a verdict

for $1,000 against six of the defendants,

the court having instructed the jury

to return a verdict for the defendant,

Herman Keller, whose connection with

the "Horse Thief Association" was not

proven. The six remaining defendants

filed one motion to arrest judgment

and another for a verdict for the de

fendants on the ground the findings were

in conflict with the general verdict, the

 

CHARLES E. WHEELER

The attorney who fought Mr. Johnson's long battle

in the courts to a successful issue

judge having submitted certain specific

questions for the jury to answer. Both

motions were overruled and judgment

rendered against the six defendants.

Thereafter they appealed and judgment

of the lower court was affirmed, Jan

uary 27, 1891.

When it came to the payment of the

trial costs the defendants against whom

the verdict stood wished to pay but

six-sevenths of them, contending the

exonerated defendant should pay his

share of the defense. They once more

went to the Supreme Court on this

question and the higher tribunal directed

the six to pay the total costs of the de

fense. This last ruling was made

December 20, 1894, so the case consumed

from the beginning twenty years.

E. V. Miller, Abe Miller and H. D.

Keller died about the close of the litiga
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tion without property. John Foreman

died about six years ago and David

Fall three years ago. George Miller

is now living in Anamosa at the age of

ninety years, with but little property.

S. D. Potter is still living in Greene

county, but has no property.

Robert Johnson is now seventy-one

years old, having been born in Delaware

county, Ohio, in 1838. He was married

in Jones county in 1861 to Miss Mary

Saum and they raised a daughter and

son to womanhood and manhood during

the progress of the Jones County Calf

Case. Concerning the suit, Mr. Johnson,

who is wealthy and recently gave a

substantial contribution for the building

of a new church, says:

"I know I was right in this case. I

do not regret the tiresome litigation.

My honor and integrity were questioned.

It pays to fight under such circum

stances. I lost my farm of one hundred

and sixty acres and all my property, but

I feel well repaid. My wife, my children

and my friends know now I was inno

cent and I can look any man in the face

without a blush."

An Old Boston Firm of Law Publishers

in a New Home

THE Green Bag deems it appropriate,

in connection with the removal

of the publishing house of Little, Brown

& Co. from the location on Washington

street, Boston, which it had occupied

for about eighty years, to a new site

on Beacon Hill, to present to its readers

a short sketch of a firm which has had

a long and honorable history and is

familiarly known to lawyers as one of

the foremost in the country in the

publication of law books.

The former headquarters of the con

cern served as a general meeting place

for leading members of the American

bench and bar for years. This is known

to be one of the three or four oldest

American firms of law publishers and

booksellers now doing business. Its

origin dates back to 1784, when Ebenezer

Battelle kept a bookstore on Marl

borough street, then that part of the

present Washington street south of

School street and north of Eliot street.

The business changed hands several

times until Timothy H. Carter, an

apprentice, left in sole charge of the

bookstore (when it was owned by Jacob

A. Cummings and William Hilliard),

foresaw the importance of law books.

After he was admitted as a partner in

1821 the firm name became Carter,

Hilliard & Co. Mr. Carter devoted

most of his time to the production of

law books, and from that time the

number and importance of the legal

text-books commenced to increase.

Finding the work too much for him, Mr.

Carter advertised for a clerk, and Charles

C. Little was hired. When Mr. Cum

mings died and Mr. Carter had with

drawn from the firm, Harrison Gray

came in, and in 1827 a new firm, under

the title of Hilliard, Gray & Co., was

formed, the "Co." being Mr. Little.

In 1830 the firm moved to 112 Wash

ington street, afterwards changed to

number 254. There its business in law
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JAMES BROWN, 1800-1855

Who had charge of the importations and rose to a

position of enviable distinction among

American publishers

books, and the importation of foreign

books as well, became an even greater

factor, so that in 1837, when Mr. Little

and James Brown, the latter of the firm

of Hilliard & Brown, proprietors of

the University Book Store at Cambridge,

became the sole owners, the foundation

of a foremost law-publishing and book-

se ling house had already been laid.

From Charles C. Little and James

Brown, in 1837, the firm name was

changed to Little, Brown & Co. a few

years later, and this name is likely to

remain unchanged.

It was Mr. Little who had control of

the law department until his death in

1869, Mr. Brown assuming charge of

the foreign importations. Mr. Little

was born in Kennebunk, Me., July 25,

1799. Early in life he went to Boston,

and entered a shipping house on Long

Wharf. Remaining there a short time,

he went to Charleston, S. C, for the

winter, and upon his return entered

the employ of Carter, Hilliard & Co.

His career as a business man was a long

and honorable one. "Integrity, up

rightness, and great prudence charac

terized all his business transactions, and

his conduct towards his assistants was

gentlemanly and courteous"—was the

verdict of one of his contemporaries.

He died in Cambridge, August 8, 1869.

James Brown was born in Acton,

Mass., in 1800. When eighteen years

old he began as clerk and general

assistant in Hilliard 's Cambridge book

store. He was but twenty-six years old

when he became a member of the firm

of Hilliard & Brown. He died suddenly

in March, 1855, his death coming as a

great shock not only to his intimate

friends but to the bookselling world

generally. On Mr. Brown's first visit

to London, in 1841, he met John Murray,

who treated him with a "cordial and

hospitable kindness"; and he named

 

CHARLES C. LITTLE, 1799-1869

Who in the course of a long and memorable busi

ness career brought out many works which

have since become noted legal classics
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THE ORIGINAL BUILDING

At 254 Washington Street, Boston, the home of

the concern from 1830 until the fall of 1909

his youngest son after the eminent

London publisher. Mr. Brown was a

man of fine presence and affable manner,

cultivated and liberal. At the time of

his death he had won the enviable

distinction of being considered by his

fraternity the most representative mem

ber of the profession he loved so well,

and to which he was an honor.

After Mr. Brown's death, Augustus

Flagg, who entered the employ of Little

& Brown when he was twenty-one, and

who was admitted to partnership in

1846, became purchaser abroad of for

eign books for the house. From 1869,

when Mr. Little died, to the time of

Mr. Flagg's retirement from business, in

1883, he was managing partner—and no

one was better acquainted with the

book trade of a half century ago. He

was succeeded by John Bartlett, author

of "Familiar Quotations" and other

works. On Mr. Bartlett's retirement,

John Murray Brown, the youngest son

of James Brown, became the senior

partner, and he remained at the head

of the firm until his death in April, 1908,

maintaining the high publishing stand

ard which his father and his associates

had established.

In the present firm are associated

Charles W. Allen, James W. Mclntyre

and Hulings C. Brown, who, through

years of training in this house, and

backed by its traditions, are carrying

the work along in the same lines, but

are gradually widening and broadening

its scope.

The old Little & Brown store at 254

Washington street, in a building owned

by Harvard College, came to be the

rendezvous for those who sought the

standard or the newest legal literature,

and for lovers of the best and rarest

 

THE NEW BUILDINGS

At 34 Beacon Street, on Beacon Hill, overlooking

Boston Common
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books as well. Rufus Choate was a

great lover of fine books and he fre

quently visited Little & Brown's. Daniel

Webster was a large buyer of costly

English books, but it used to annoy him

to have people following him and watch

ing him when he was making his pur

chases.

Wendell Phillips ^

was a good customer,

and anything per

taining to American

history, no matter

in what language,

would bring George

Bancroft, the his

torian, to the store.

Justice Story was a

large buyer, particu

larly of books on civil

law. He is said to

have been a rapid

talker, and many

animated conversa

tions took place at

254 Washington

street between Story

and Chancellor Kent.

It is not surpris

ing, therefore, that

the firm's list of legal

authors included such

names as Kent, Story, Greenleaf , Parsons

and Washburn, whose early treatises

through frequent and careful revision

have retained their prestige. Perhaps no

house has brought out more works of

American statesmen. Among the most

notable have been "The Life and Works

of Washington," by Jared Sparks, in

twelve volumes, Sparks' American bio

graphy intwo series, twenty-five volumes

in all, a ten-volume edition of the works

of John Adams, Edward Everett's works,

Winthrop's speeches, also Daniel Web

ster's works, which have been recently

added to and brought out in a new sub-

 

V ,

JOHN MURRAY BROWN

Who as senior partner maintained the worthy

traditions of the firm with ability

until his death in 1908

scription edition. The works of Francis

Parkman, by some considered greatest

of American historians, Palfrey's "New

England," Bartlett's "Familiar Quo

tations," Captain Mahan's epoch-making

works on sea power, the first standard

library edition of Dumas, and the trans

lation of the histori-

_ cal novels of Hen-

ryk Sienkiewicz are

among the firm's

achievements in gen

eral literature, a

branch which has

been greatly de

veloped since the ac

quirement of the

publishing business

of Roberts Brothers

in 1898.

In forsaking the

Newspaper Row of

Boston, so called, for

larger and better

quarters on Beacon

Hill, Little, Brown

& Co. are one of the

three particularly

noted publishing

firms of New England

which have taken for

offices and sales

rooms houses overlooking the historic

Boston Common, and formerly occupied

by Boston's foremost families, the other

two firms being the Houghton, Mifflin

Co. and Ginn & Co. Now, without the

uproar of traffic and the cry of the

newsboy to disturb them, the present-

day lover of fine books or the seeker

after any legal treatise may enter the

well appointed sales rooms located at

the corner of Beacon and Joy streets

and leisurely examine the well-stocked

shelves, undisturbed save by the rustling

leaves on the Common or the honk of

the passing motor car.

 



James Grant, a Model American

By Willis Bruce Dowd, of the New York City Bar

BY whatever undeserved good for

tune it was, I found myself in

the year 1908 a director of the New

York County Lawyers Association, of

which Hon. John F. Dillon was Presi

dent.

From my membership in that board

and that acquaintance I became pos

sessed of the desire to look up particu

larly the essential features of the life

of the subject of this sketch. Then

followed the intent to write the sketch

and the act itself.

It happened in this way: After a

meeting of the board of directors of that

Association, one day in the late winter

of 1909, it so happened that Judge

Dillon and I went uptown in the same

car on the elevated road. We sat

together, and presently he inquired of

me whether he was correct in his infor

mation that I was a native of North

Carolina. I said, "Yes." Thereupon he

commenced to run off the names of

the great lawyers of that state with

whose lives and works he was familiar;

William Gaston and Chief Justice Ruffin,

Judges of the Supreme Court, eliciting

his most cordial approval. He was in a

sort of half-abstracted reminiscence

in alluding to these men, and lapsed

into complete silence after he had

finished speaking of them. Then in a

few minutes he began talking again,

as if he were giving me some informa

tion for my own good.

"I think I owe more of my success

as a lawyer, whatever it may have been,"

he said, "to a native of North Carolina

than I do to any other human being."

"Who was that?" I inquired.^

"Judge James Grant of Iowa," said

Judge Dillon with emphasis. "When

I was a boy he was the most conspicu

ous lawyer in my town, Davenport, if

not in the whole state of Iowa, and,

owing to my desire to become a lawyer,

he urged me to make free use of his

library, which I did. It was a large

satisfactory library for those days, and

I derived great benefit from my use

of it. I am sure it was while I was read

ing Judge Grant's books that I conceived

the idea of writing my own book on

'Municipal Corporations,' which is now

about to be issued from my hands in its

fifth edition after the lapse of many

years."

It is well to observe that Judge Dillon

was in his seventy-seventh year when

he made this remark, and that he

passed the seventy-sixth year of his

career in more painstaking labor,

especially on his book on corporations,

than he had ever expended in any other

year of his life.

Now, it is doubtless to my shame that

I had never heard of Judge Grant before,

but it is true, and I said so.

"Well, he was a greatman," said Judge

Dillon; "a son of the state in which you

and he were born, and a member of the

profession to which you and I belong,

he did at least one thing that, I suppose,

no other lawyer ever did since the be

ginning of the profession."

"What was that?" I inquired.

"It was this!" he said. "After the

Civil War, when all his people in the

South were impoverished to the point

of starvation, he sent down there and

offered to move his poor relations to the
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West, and I believe that he did trans

port about twenty of them and estab

lished them in new homes in Iowa and

elsewhere, so that they became prosper

ous and useful citizens."

"That was certainly a striking fact

in a man's life," I thought, and I said

so, and I warned

Judge Dillon that

I should call upon

him to help me

brush away the

dust of time

from the figure

of this strong

man, and perhaps

help me make it

stand out promi

nently before the

people of the

country who

knew him as a

lawyer, man of

affairs and bene

factor.

We shall see

that he was, in

deed, one of the

most sterling,

worthy, helpful,

interesting and

delightful char

acters that ever

ornamented the

profession of

law, or blessed

any common

wealth by his

work and labors.

There is some

thing about the

writing of a bio

graphical sketch like the building of

a nest by a bird. Here one fact is

found and there another, like so many

straws, and so the progress goes on until

the work is finished. It was so in this

 

HON. JOHN F. DILLON

As he was about 1879, when he left Davenport

for New York

Judge Dillon, who found encouragement in the

early years of his legal career in the example of

Judge Grant, and traces the source of his work on

"Municipal Corporations" to that jurist's great

library, dedicated the second volume of his "Circuit

Court Reports" to his long-time friend and benefac

tor, as follows: "For five and thirty years we have

lived in the same town, and during the latter half

of that period much of my time has been spent in
your library. It gives me pleasure to avail myself

of a graceful usage to record my high regard for

you as a lawyer and a citizen, and my sincere at

tachment to you as a friend."

case. From Judge Dillon I obtained

the addresses of three nephews of Judge

Grant, all shining lights of his benefac

tion, one of whom, Ex-Gov. James B.

Grant of Denver, responded in person,

when in New York on business, to my

solicitations for information about his

illustrious uncle.

Another nephew,

Dr. William

West Grant of

Denver, also

assisted with his

pen in giving

valuable data,

and yet another

nephew, who

was formerly the

law partner of

Judge Grant,

Hon. Whitaker

M. Grant of

Oklahoma City,

aided with val

uable reminis

cences about our

subject's career

on the social

and domestic

side. Then there

were books and

papers that

turned up, where-

from additional

data and in

formation were

obtained, and

thus all the ma

terial which

seemed to be

necessary for the

making of this

discovered and made ofwassketch

avail.

Now, there was a James Grant

among the Highlanders who were

transported to this country by order
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EX-GOV. JAMES B. GRANT

of Denver, Col.

Nephew and prot£g£ of Judge Grant and his

partner in mining and smelting

of King George II, after the Battle of

Culloden. He settled at Norfolk, Va.,

but afterwards moved to North Caro

lina and took up his residence at En

field in Halifax County, where the family

estate is still located.

There was another James Grant, the

father of the subject of this sketch, who

was born and reared on that estate and

had a numerous family, and then James

Grant the third made his entrance

upon the stage of life there on December

12, 1812. While it is peculiarly appro

priate, as will presently appear, to bear

in mind the seven stages, quoted so often

from Shakspere, it does not behoove

us to linger upon that phase of our

subject's life which saw him an infant,

"Mewling and puking in the nurse's arms,

And then the whinning school boy with his

satchel

And shining morning face, creeping like snail

Unwilling to school."

It is well to observe, however, that

he was a precocious child, and after a

primary education at a country school

where the classics were taught, he was

prepared for the University at Chapel

Hill, North Carolina, at the early age

of thirteen years. When he went down

with his father, who also had attended

the University, to matriculate, his

entrance was frowned upon because he

was so small and so young. Under the

advice of the president of the University

he was taken back home and put on the

farm for outdoor exercise for two years.

Then in 1828, at the age of fifteen, he

returned to the University and gradu

ated high up in the class of 1831. He

was so advanced when he returned to the

University after his vacation, that he

was able to enter the sophomore class,

and thus finished the curriculum before

he was nineteen years of age. He was

a most proficient student, ranking high

in all things, but especially in mathe

matics and the classical languages.

After graduation he taught school

about two years at Raleigh, the capital

of the state, and while there he studied

law, having decided upon a career at

the bar.

This brings him to twenty-one years

of age, when we discover in him the first

manifestation of that combination of

intelligence and courage which made

him the great man he became.

Let us take a look at him and see

what his physical appearance was at that

time. Of small stature, being not over

five feet eight inches in height, he had

a frail and delicate body, which gave

no promise of developing strength and

ruggedness. Indeed, he was always a

man of delicate health. He had, how

ever, well-shaped limbs, and a head

larger than the ordinary, which was
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surmounted by an abundance of dark

hair. His eyes were of that changeble

gray which is associated so often with

genius. His movements were quick,

and he gave every indication of being a

person of nervous but decisive tempera

ment. His nose was prominent and his

mouth was somewhat broad and firm,

and his voice deep and commanding.

On the whole, his personality, as he

came to maturity, could not have been

considered heroic, but it bore every

impress of great capacity and great

determination.

He had somehow acquired an aversion

to slavery and for that reason he desired

to emigrate from the South. He loved

and respected his parents and therefore

he did not communicate his aversion

for slavery to them; he did not wish to

cause a discussion which might give

annoyance or distress to his mother and

father. Hence he resolved to find a

path over the hills of his native state,

and into the partly undiscovered West.

He saddled his horse, and with a few

hundred dollars, which he had saved

out of his earnings as school teacher, he

headed for the Blue Ridge, as the

mountains of North Carolina were and

are familiarly called, and thence wended

his way into the blue grass of Kentucky.

Then, somehow, things drifted in the

wind from the Northwest that there

was a place on Lake Michigan, called

Chicago, which had about five hundred

inhabitants, and a great future. Young

Grant took his chance with many other

persons and headed for Chicago. There

he obtained a license to practise law

in January, 1834; and it is noteworthy

that he had a fist fight over his first

client. It is hard, perhaps, for the young

lawyer to have to suffer corporal pun

ishment for the sake of his client's

cause, but the client is not likely to

forget the fact or to scrutinize the bill

too closely under such circumstances.

Young Grant found ample proof of

these truths in a short while, for we

 

JUDGE GRANT'S OLD RESIDENCE IN DAVENPORT

From a photograph taken in 1878
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find him presently enjoying the fruits

of a large clientage, and making and

saving money.

The people of Davenport, Iowa, have

reason to say that it is an ill wind that

blows nobody good, for the lake winds

at Chicago impaired our subject's health,

and his physician

advised him on

that account to

locate further

west. We may

say, therefore,

with entire re

gard for the

truth, that he

was blown west

to a site near the

present city of

Davenport, Iowa.

He settled there

on the 18th day

of June, 1838. At

that time the

state of his health

was so poor that

he seriously con

templated spend

ing the remainder

of his years on

a farm, and for

that reason he

bought a place

on the river about

twelve miles from

the site of the

present city of Davenport, and took

up his residence there. At that

time, Davenport proper was not in

existence, but when the settlement

commenced to grow up he moved into

Davenport and continued to reside there

for many years. Now, Iowa was not

even a territory at that time, but it was

created one five days later by an act

of Congress; so it appears that young

Grant exercised good judgment in lo-

 

DR. WILLIAM WEST GRANT

of Denver, Col.

Nephew and protege of Judge Grant, and the first

surgeon to perform a successful operation

for appendicitis, January 4, 1885

eating at a place which would be securely

within the protection of the laws of

the United States government.

On the 8th day of January, 1839, he

married his first wife, Sarah E. Hubbard

of Massachusetts, but she unfortunately

died in June, 1842. Then in January,

1844, he married

Ada C. Hubbard,

who had emi

grated from Ver

mont to Scott

county, Iowa, of

which Davenport

was the county

seat. She, too,

died about two

and one-half

years later, and

then in the month

of June, 1848,

James Grant took

unto himself a

third wife, Eliza-

beth Brown

Leonard, who was

a native of Gris-

wold, New Lon

don county, Con

necticut, who

proved to be in

all respects a

model helpmate,

and survives her

husband to this

date, enjoying a

green old age with her people in the

West. Although a child wasbornof each

the first and second marriages, neither

of them survived the tender years.

We now have our subject firmly

attached to the soil of Iowa, in which

he was destined to spend his great

energies, and to achieve lasting fame.

It is well enough to take note of some

of the essential qualities upon which

he relied for success.
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He was conscious, of course, of a

strong capacity to see, understand and

utilize the material things that were

around and about him. His education

had been thorough and he had been

equipped in mind to make his calcula

tions within the smallest fractions of

exactness. He

was prepared to

do his life's

work without

much waste. He

was trained to

look at the es

sential and dis

pense with the

n o n - essential

thing. All of

these elements of

his mentality

resulted in what

Judge Dillon him

self has charac

terized as "prac

tical sagacity

which amounted

to genius." But

by reason of his

power of elimina

tion and his con

scious strength

to perceive and

utilize the essen

tial thing, he

was made bold to

take hold of large

problems. From first to last his mind

was broad and daring.

We see him as a lad planning a uni

versity course, and as a youth the

principal of a school in the capital of his

native state, and as a young man just

turned his majority a pilgrim on horse

back on what he himself called a forty

days' journey from Raleigh to Chicago

by way of Kentucky. Afterwards a

bold pioneer to the West taking up his

 

HON. WHITAKER M. GRANT

of Oklahoma City, Okla.

Sometime law partner of Judge Grant, and

United States Attorney in Alaska

1885-1889, under Cleveland

residence on a farm near Davenport,

but laying the foundations for the

greatest legal career that any man ever

achieved in that state.

It was part of his great plan of life

to possess all the implements of his

profession and to have them easily at

hand. He seemed

to realize the

truth of Shars-

wood's maxim,

that the lawyer's

difficulty "is not

so much to know

the law as where

to find it."

Therefore he

commenced to ac-

cumulate law

books, and in the

course of time

possessed the

largest and most

satisfactory li

brary in the

state of Iowa.

It was indeed

the largest law

library in the

Northwest, and

contained more

than six thou

sand volumes,

which were ac

cumulated at an

expense, since

most of the volumes were extremely

rare, of something like fifty thousand

dollars. This library was offered to the

practising attorneys of its owner's ac

quaintance, and many of them freely

consulted his books when working up

cases against him. Concerning this

library, Judge Dillon relates the follow

ing interesting fact:—

When the legislature required a term of

the Supreme Court of the state to be held
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twice a year at Davenport, it was made a

condition that it should be without cost to

the state, a species of economy, by the way,

which has nothing to recommend it. The

better to accommodate the court and the

bar, Judge Grant fitted up a room for the use

of the court above his library, and set it

apart for them for several years, neither

receiving nor expect

ing compensation.

The judges and bar

of the state cannot

but feel how much

they are indebted to

him for access to a

library which was

until recently the

only one in the state

at all complete.

He was a great

and a systematic

worker. It was his

habit to rise early,

sometimes as early

as four o'clock,

and he was often

found by members

of his household

delving into books

by candle light. The wonder is that he

had time to study so many things and

become thorough in them. It is surely

a great task for any man to master the

profession of law, but he became, as we

shall presently see, a master of railroad

ing and mining and smelting also. He

was not an experimenter in anything,

but he was a schooled and graduated

expert in law, metallurgy and railroading.

One would think that his time was

all devoted to work, but it was not so.

Under the roof of his Davenport home,

after the war, he had a household such

as has seldom been seen in this or any

other country. The following account

of it was given by his nephew, Hon.

Whitaker M. Grant: "When I went to

his house in 1868, the family consisted

of himself and wife, his mother-in-law,

three of his wife's nephews and nieces,

and two of his own; I made three.

Within a year he had three more of his

own and one of his wife's, and besides

these he had three more of his own off

at school, who some part of that time

were at the house." All of these nephews

 

JUDGE GRANT'S LATER RESIDENCE IN DAVENPORT

and nieces were under age, and the

eldest was seventeen. Judge Grant

had surely assumed a great task in under

taking to care for and educate these

children. He had, to be exact, twenty-

four nephews and nieces in the South,

and his offer was to each and every one

of them that he would transplant them

at his own expense and provide for them

amply if they would emigrate to the

West. Twelve of them accepted his

offer. He was not a rich man at that

time, and his fortune did not exceed

seventy-five thousand dollars when he

undertook this prodigious work of kin

ship and humanity. He threw himself,

however with his accustomed zeal and

thoroughness into the duties of pater

familias for all his nephews and nieces

who had accepted his offer to come to
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the golden West and grow up with it.

He laid down certain hard and fast rules

by which they were to be governed, and

he would tolerate no departure from

those rules. One of those rules was that

the children were all to be in bed at ten

o'clock at night; another more im

portant one was that they were to render

an account to him of the expenditures

of all the money he advanced to them.

He had no patience with deception or

duplicity of any kind. It is highly

profitable to note that his demand upon

himself was for the truth on all occasions,

enabling him to become an expert in

detecting an error or falsehood in other

people. That is one of the secrets of

a great lawyer.

It was one of his ideas in hygiene

that fruit should not be eaten after

nightfall, and therefore he commanded

the occupants of his household to observe

this rule. The idea provoked a great

deal of merriment among the youngsters,

who thereupon took delight in concealing

apples in their beds and eating them

immediately before going to sleep. On

one occasion, the Judge had his sus

picions aroused that his orders were

not being obeyed in this particular,

and he unexpectedly burst into the

room where several of the children were

about to go to sleep. They gasped at

his appearance and tried to conceal

among the bedclothes the apples they

were eating. They were fairly caught,

but the Judge suppressed a broad grin,

and left the room immediately, saying,

"I advise you to keep the rest of them

until breakfast."

In all essential things he was adamant ;

in things desirable but not vital he had

the softness and sweetness of a rose.

He was always fond of horses and

chickens. He had high-bred horses

and game chickens about him. He was

for a number of years president of the

American Trotting Association. It

would be unfair to conceal the fact that

he took great delight in seeing game

cocks fight, and he personally pitted

his game birds against those of any of his

neighbors who might wish to challenge

him. He undoubtedly drew his fondness

for this sport from the South, where

it was formerly a favorite pastime

among men generally.

It is both useful and highly interesting

to consider more minutely the relation

ship between Judge Grant and his

nephew, James B. Grant. The Governor

would not himself admit any favoritism,

and doubtless none was intended, but

circumstances created it, and perhaps

the secret of it lay in the fact primarily

that the nephew's name was James.

From the time of George II there had

been at least one James in the family.

When young James B. Grant reached

Davenport and consulted his uncle,

he found no disposition to select a

career for him, or to hamper him in

whatever career he might select for him

self. Judge Grant told him that if he

wished to become a lawyer he would

help him to that end to the exent of his

ability ; but the young man did not like

this profession, for the reason, given by

him, that he had not a classical educa

tion. The upshot of it was that he chose

the profession of civil and mining en

gineer and went to Cornell for that

reason, where he was graduated in 1875;

he then went to Freiburg, Germany,

for two years, returning by way of

Australia and New Zealand and San

Francisco, which was a long journey

in those days. His education at home

and abroad had cost his uncle about

eight thousand dollars.

One would think that the Judge might

well have left his nephew to shift for

himself at this point, but it was not so.

Not a great while after the young man
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returned from Germany, but after he

had essayed some independent work

of his own selection, his uncle volun

tarily loaned him five thousand dollars

with which he advised him to buy a

mining property in Colorado. This the

young man did and received two thou

sand more with which to open the mine.

Then he found to his chagrin that he

had opened only a hole in the ground;

that all of his engineering and mining

skill, acquired at so great an expense,

had gone for nothing. He had lost his

uncle's money and had made a dismal

failure of life.

It did not seem so to his uncle. The

judge promptly sent for the nephew,

and his wife wrote an affectionate letter

telling him not to bother about the lost

money, that it was not a great amount,

and that the Judge would not worry

over it. When young Grant came to

the presence of his uncle he was amazed

to hear the older man say that he had

expected the loss of the money and was

rather glad of it because it would help

to develop the bump of caution on his

nephew's head. He then informed his

nephew that he had planned to give

each of his nephews and nieces the

amount of twenty thousand dollars by

will, but that he would give the share

set apart for James B. Grant to him at

that time, if the nephew would accept

it, and go in partnership with him and

build a smelter at Leadville to cost not

less than forty thousand dollars. Judge

Grant proposed to put up the other

twenty thousand dollars himself. This

proposition so astounded the young man

that he thought he had better have a

few days in which to consider it, and at

the expiration of that time, he went

back and told his uncle that he felt he

could not accept the offer, that if it

was all the same he would wait until his

uncle's death for the money that was

coming to him. At this, the Judge

laughed heartily, and said he would not

be done out of his project to utilize

the highly educated talents of his

nephew in work with himself. He

therefore submitted another proposition

which was to the effect that he himself

would supply all the capital and take

all the risk, and that young Grant must

go out and build the smelter and operate

it, and if it should become profitable

the two would become partners upon

certain terms which were made by the

originator and proposer of this daring

enterprise. As the result of this last

proposal on the part of Judge Grant,

the young man went to Leadville, which

was then in the beginning of its renown

as a mining centre, and bought a prop

erty which proved highly profitable.

This was in the year 1877. During

ninety days of operation of the smelter,

in 1878, they made a profit of thirty

thousand dollars, and in one month of

1879 they made thirty thousand dollars,

and in 1880, after fifteen months and

seven days they had three hundred and

sixty thousand dollars profits. The

judge got back his advancements with

eighty thousand dollars profits, having

made the most liberal allowance to his

nephew for producing these splendid

results.

Judge Grant then became very much

interested in mining enterprises and

had at one time about half a million

dollars invested in these properties.

An extraordinary circumstance in

his life was that when he was past the

age of sixty years he went to the Boston

Institute of Technologyandtooka course

in metallurgy, placing himself on an

equal footing with the other students

and reciting with them. This required,

of course, several months. Afterwards,

when one of his friends inquired why he

did this extraordinary thing, he stated
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that in the course of his dealings with

his nephew, James B. Grant, while they

were operating a smelting property at

or near Leadville, that gentleman po

litely informed him that he knew little

or nothing about that business and that

it would be to their joint interests if

he would return to Davenport and de

vote himself to his chosen occupation of

practising law. He said he could not

stand to have any nephew of his say that

he did not know all about any business

in which he was engaged. We may be

quite sure that thereafter he was not

afraid to talk about minerals with his

expert partner, who bore diplomas from

Cornell and Freiburg.

Perhaps the reader will infer that this

course of conduct towards James B.

Grant was exceptional, but it was not.

It was characteristic of Judge Grant.

He never made any small plans. He

never did anything by halves. He was

all for his work and for the project in

hand. Like a mariner who knew his

port and was confident of his craft, he

feared no sea or weather, but rather

enjoyed the uncertainty of the deep

and an occasional tempest.

Further evidence of his daring is

seen in the fact that on one occasion he

proposed to two of his nephews, young

James B. Grant and William Keiser,

that he would equip them with a letter

of credit for fifty thousand dollars if

they would go down to Texas, buy three

thousand head of cattle and drive them

over the country to the Chicago market.

This was in 1871. The boys reluctantly

accepted the proposition, got on their

horses and rode twelve hundred miles

through woods, over plains and across

the lands of many Indian tribes to the

cattle country, but there the project

came to an end. They found the cattle,

but concluded not to buy because the

journey overland homeward, with such

a large herd, would be hazardous, in

view of the uncertain reputation of the

Indians who had to be encountered

en route. They therefore returned and

delivered to the Judge his large amount

of money, receiving a smiling look but

no reproof for their failure to bring

the cattle.

This was the real man, always able

and anxious to take a hand, always

blazing his own paths and always turn

ing from the disappointment of one

task to find another and a bigger one.

It is not profitable to dwell at length

upon the offices which he held, for they

were only surface indications of the real

career of the man, but we may make

brief mention of some of them. While

he lived in Chicago he was appointed

by Gov. Joseph Duncan prosecuting

attorney for the sixth district of Illinois,

an office from which he resigned in 1836

to give more particular attention to his

home practice. He rode this circuit

on horseback and covered about three

thousand miles a year. In 1841, after

he had removed to Iowa, he was elected

a member of the House of Representa

tives of the Fourth Iowa Territorial

Legislative Assembly, and in 1844 he

was elected delegate for Scott county to

the first constitutional convention, and

in 1864 he was the sole representative

of that county to the second constitu

tional convention of the territory, and

it is hardly necessary to say that in both

conventions he rendered noteworthy

services. He was appointed by Gov.

Chambers of Iowa, against his prqtest,

prosecuting attorney, and in the year

1847, after the adoption of the Consti

tution under which Iowa was admitted

into the Union, he was elected a judge

of the District Court of Iowa and served

during his term of five years, declining

a re-election. His last appearance upon

the stage of life as a legislator was in
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1852, when he was Speaker of the Iowa

Legislature. He had now tasted all the

sweets of official position, and being

full of the expanding energy of his day

and generation, and realizing the great

demands of the time in the great West,

he set himself to do a much greater and

more enduring work as a man. He

returned to the practice of his profession,

giving special attention to railroad cases.

He also became personally and finan

cially interested in railroad enterprises,

and was the first President of the

Chicago and Rock Island Railroad

Company.

From that date, during some twenty

odd years, he devoted himself with un

remitting energy to his professional and

business matters, and had at one time

the largest practice of any man in the

United States, perhaps, before the

Supreme Court at Washington. He

made at one time in a railroad case a

fee exceeding one hundred thousand

dollars.

No record of Judge Grant's career

would be reliable or honest which did

not take account of some of the in

firmities of his character. The very

celerity of his mental operations made

him sometimes intolerant of dullness or

sloth in others. He was full of wise

saws and sayings and tried to confine

his life to them, but temptation often

beset him. One of his main maxims

was that "civility and politeness cost

nothing, and pass current in all the

markets of the world," which he often

quoted in his office and at home.

Another one of his firm beliefs was that

cheerfulness and good humor should

always go with a good appetite to the

family table. He insisted that there

should be good humor and merriment

always in his family at meal times.

Nevertheless, he could not always con

trol his temper, and on one occasion,

when his nephew, Whit. M. Grant, was

found by him having a hot altercation

with a man, he called the young man

aside after the affair was over and said,

"Son, a soft answer turneth away wrath.

You should not have scolded that man,

but let him think he was having his own

way." A few days after that, the man

with whom the nephew had had the

altercation came back and had an

angry dispute with the Judge about the

same subject-matter. Judge Grant lost

his temper completely and knocked

him down, whereupon, the nephew, who

could not resist the temptation to have

a laugh at his uncle's expense, ap

proached him and said, "Uncle, why

didn't you try the soft answer on him?"

The Judge immediately regained his

composure and laughed, saying, "Yes,

yes, I should have done so." He was

a constant reader of the Bible, and often

quoted it, but like most other men he

was not quite able always to live up to

its precepts.

We find him now, after the lapse of

fifty years from his matriculation, at

the University of North Carolina, re

turning to deliver an address to the

Alumni at Chapel Hill on the 6th day

of June, 1878. Here, surely, we shall

find some outcroppings of that secret man

who had been planning and achieving

so much in all those years. "The

motions of his spirit" must necessarily

be felt somewhere in this notable ad

dress, which he delivered in the ma

turity of his powers to the alumni of

the university at which he received

his most effectual training for his life's

work, and before a large gathering of

graduates, some of whom had been in

his class of the year 1831.

Accordingly, we find that he retained

a strong affection for the people and

institution of his native state, and that

he did not undervalue the work of the
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university which had drilled into his

mind and heart the principles upon

which he had built the edifice of his

life's work. Said he :—

In all my wanderings, the old North State

has never lost its place in my memory or

affections. To me, in the full maturity of

manhood's days, in the enjoyment of the

recollections of a long life, there is always

a well-spring of happiness in the memories of

the past which cluster around the humble

home of childhood's hours; and I rejoice that

the poverty-stricken boyhood, which stimu

lated me to go to the other, and, as I think,

a better land, was passed in the pine-barrens

of your sea coast, and that the sturdy man

hood, the independent spirit, the indomitable

will to succeed, were all made a part of my

existence in the quiet shades of these college

grounds.

That surely is a noble appreciation of

life, worthy of remembrance by every

youth who bears thenameofan American.

His address discloses the most thor

ough and complete understanding of

the progress of the world in his day and

time, and particularly of the develop

ment of steam power, including the

origin and growth of railroads, which

was a particular pet of his mind. He

thought, of course, that his half century

of active life had been in the golden age

of the world, since it had seen the prog

ress of railroading from the time of a

protest to Parliament against the pas

sage of an act which would permit a

train, with passengers, to travel more

than twelve miles an hour, to the opera

tion of trains between New York and

San Francisco within six days, and

giving to travelers the comforts of

sleeping accommodations en route.

Let us hear him a moment on this

subject :—

The first railway for the carriage of pas

sengers was the Stockton and Darlington,

thirty-seven miles long, built in 1825. The

carriages were drawn by horses. At this

period the only improved means over the

common highway of intercourse between

different marts on land were canals, which

in the northern part of the temperate zone

were, like the rivers, frozen over for one-half

of the year. The business was so badly con

ducted that the transport of a bale of cotton

from Liverpool to Manchester is said to have

occupied as long a time as that required for an

ordinary voyage across the Atlantic in sailing

vessels. All the commerce between the Atlan

tic and Ohio was by wagons.

Mankind, even in the face of all our

progress, is slow to adopt anything new.

The fate of Fulton is not peculiar. Howe,

the sewing machine man, long after his inven

tion was in practical use, was thought to be

a cracked-brain enthusiast. The canal inter

ests in Britain had such influence in Parlia

ment as to delay for years the passage of a

bill to construct a railroad from Liverpool to

Manchester. The act was passed in 1828.

The line, when begun, was to be used to con

vey goods, and the wagons to be drawn by

horses. When the proposal was made and a

prize offered to induce the use of steam power,

an eminent authority, in a serious treatise

on the subject, "hoped he might not be con

founded with those enthusiasts who main

tained the possibility of carriages being driven

on a railway at such a speed as twelve miles

an hour."

It is noteworthy that there is no

mention of dining cars, wireless teleg

raphy, phonographs, typewriters, tele

phones, dirigible balloons, aeroplanes,

radium, electric lights, or other modern

contrivances in this address, which

reviews with so much satisfaction the

achievements of the half century be

tween 1828 and 1878. None of them

was known at that time. It is a wise

man who perceives that the coming age

will outdo his own. Nevertheless, it

is well for each age to appreciate its

own achievements. Judge Grant was

not overestimating the world's achieve

ments of his day and generation. That

he knew and appreciated those achieve

ments, whether in science, art, or in

practical matters, is fully manifested

in this address from which we have been

quoting.
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But is there not somewhere among his

spoken words on this the most notable

occasion in his life some suggestion of

that innermost motive of his life, which

impelled him to utilize all the gifts and

advantages with which it pleased Provi

dence to surround him for the benefit

of his fellowmen? Yes, and it is a brief

but convincing passage. We find it

at the close of the address :—

Brothers Alumni ! What part have we

acted in this grand drama of human life,

during this period of progress in the world, in

which we could not, if we would, have been

merely spectators? Have we so lived in the

service of mankind to be a guardian god

below? Have we employed the mind's brave

ardor in heroic aims, such as might raise us

over the common herd and make us shine for

ever? That is life.

That surely is a great and noble con

cept of the plan of creation and of life.

In the Heavens one God, and on earth

every man, according to his power and

his volition and habit, a guardian god

of his less capable and less achieving

brethren.

It behooves us now to trace his career

down to its close, and we shall find that

even to his last hour he exemplified the

best characteristics of human nature.

In the year 1880, realizing the com

mencement of the decline of his powers,

he went to California and invested con

siderably in mining and agricultural

properties in that state. He took up

his residence near Fresno. He devoted

much time to the cultivation of fruits,

and was particularly anxious to set an

example to the rural population in the

cultivation of the soil. He was born on

a farm, he had lived while in active

practice much of the time on a farm, and

now he retired to a farm for the end of

his career.

He and his wife were now removed

far from the scene of their most active

days, but they were by no means idle.

Their home was so much less frequented

by visitors, however, that on one occasion

when James B. Grant, his nephew, now

ex-Governor of Colorado, was on a visit

to them, he inquired of his uncle whether

he did not feel lonely in his remote

surroundings. To this the Judge replied

with a smile on his face, "No, I am not,

I want you to understand that I am

good company for myself."

We may believe that he was, since

it was his habit to read the great plays

of Shakspere two or three times a year,

and it was a delight of his life, even to

the end of it, to pore over the familiar

pages of Virgil and Cicero, which he

knew almost by heart, so much so that

he had the reputation in certain quarters

of talking Latin. It is said on good

authority that his warm attachment

for Senator Wade Hampton of South

Carolina, and also for Senator Matt.

Whitaker Ransom of North Carolina,

to whom Judge Grant was a first cousin,

was based largely upon the fact that

they were so much at home in Latin.

This was doubtless an exaggeration, but

the fact remains that each of these men

was a highly proficient classical scholar.

Of course, Judge Grant was never

lonely, since he was ever in mental and

spiritual communication with the great

est and best men in the world's history.

He possessed in a large measure the

"King's Treasuries," which John Ruskin

has so beautifully described.

Now, at last, we see him in his seventy-

eighth year stricken and abed in bis

California home, now at Oakland, con

scious of his impending dissolution.

His good wife, realizing his condition

and knowing the desire of his heart,

sends messages to his favorite nephews

to come quickly if they desire to see

their uncle again before his death. A

tinge of romance is given to the picture

when we see ex-Gov. Grant alone re
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sponding in time; the others arrived

too late. He speeds from Denver to

that distant California home and finds

the aged jurist and man of affairs far

spent and about to depart for that

undiscovered country from which "no

traveler e'er returns."

He arrived on Saturday and spent

most of the next ensuing forty-eight

hours near the bedside of the dying

uncle. He was anxious to know whether

that uncle would say anything on the

subject which had been always avoided

by him, his religious convictions, but

not once did the mind of his uncle give

forth a word thereon. That he was a

man of deep religious convictions there

is no doubt, but the privilege he yielded

to others he exercised himself, to worship

God in his own way. The following

passage from an address which he de

livered before the Scott County Pioneer

Settlers Association at DavenportonJune

9, 1872, sufficiently attests that fact:—

We organized society in the desert. We

who survive enjoy civilization in its highest

form and whatever is found to be most useful

in the arts. Whatever of happiness there is

in morality and in intelligence, in the school

and church, in education and refinement, in

constant and easy intercourse with our fel

lows, in confidence and cheap transit of trade,

and sale of products of labor, in the telegraph

and printing press—is ours to-day and to the

end of our lives.

Most of the old settlers of this country

survived the privations, the wants, the perils

and poverty of frontier life. They endured

most suffering from 1833 to 1834, but they

lived to greet the dawn of a better day for

themselves. They saw the bright sunshine

of the rosy fleeced morn of prosperity, and

lived to feel its meridian splendor on them

selves and their families.

Surely goodness and mercy attended them

all their days and they shall dwell in the

House of the Lord forever.

Now, he himself was ready to join the

pioneers who had gone before.

His ship had sailed what time it might

the inland seas of life, and now it was

putting out again for the shining port

across the immeasurable deep. The

captain was not afraid. From his char

acter and career, we may well believe

that he held the sentiment of Tenny

son's lines:—

Sunset and evening star,

And one clear call for me !

And may there be no moaning of the bar,

When I put out to sea.

Accordingly, in the twilight of the

next Monday evening, while the nephew

was sitting by the bedside, the uncle

alluded to the fact that he was growing

weaker. Then the nephew said: "I

trust not, uncle. I hope you will take

a turn for the better and soon be up and

in good health."

"No, son," said Judge Grant, "I am

dying," and with that, he extended his

right hand, placed it in a friendly clasp

upon the hand of his nephew, and quietly

passed away March 14, 1891.

He had been abashed, like Lincoln, by

the multitude of creeds and formulas

with which men had been pleased to

hedge about the Deity, and realizing

the sacredness of the relationship be

tween man and his Creator, and the

sanctity of life itself, he had gone about

the doing of the work which he was

sent to do with a hearty good will, and

having achieved it, he went to his rest

without any misgivings, and happily,

without any apparent suffering.

By his will he left a fortune amounting

to more than six hundred thousand

dollars to be divided between his wife,

his nephews and nieces. He had lived

an open-handed life, moreover, giving

freely to all that asked of him, and in

cluding a handsome donation to his

Alma Mater.

Thus was begun and continued and

ended the life of James Grant, a model

American.



The Lawyers' Court of Compulsory Arbitration

THE new Lawyers' Court of Compulsory

Arbitration of Allegheny county (Pitts

burgh), Pa., seems to be working to the satis

faction of the Allegheny County Bar Asso

ciation. A committee of the Association

reported October 1 that the new Court had

saved the work of the judges and of the Com

mon Pleas Courts in cases tried and settled

without appeals. It had also had a deterrent

effect upon unmeritorious litigation.

Between June 23 of this year, when the

first set of arbitrators was appointed, and

September 30, eighty-three cases had been

docketed, forty-nine of which were tried,

twelve settled, four abandoned and eighteen

pending. One hundred and thirty-four

attorneys practised before the Court. Of all

the cases tried appeals were taken in less than

one-quarter, a percentage of twenty-three.

The procedure in this court is marked by

simplicity. Counsel waits until the cause is

regularly at issue in the Common Pleas, by

the filing of the plea when necessary, and

is entered in the issue docket. This prevents

loss of time in case an ordinary trial in the

Common Pleas is subsequently made neces

sary by an appeal from the decision of the

Lawyers' Court, as the case retains its place

on the issue docket.

Counsel for either party can refer the case

to the Lawyers' Court by getting from the

Prothonotary, on payment of a nominal fee,

a rule to choose arbitrators. The rule must

be served on opposing counsel or party at

least fifteen days before the date fixed for

the selection of arbitrators. The Prothono

tary will fix any date counsel suggests if it is

within thirty days after the rule is issued.

If opposing counsel declines to accept service,

which has been rare, proof of service is by

affidavit of the party who made the service.

At the time fixed for choosing arbitrators

counsel who took out the rule must attend.

Usually counsel for both parties have been

ready to leave the nomination of arbitrators

in the hands of the Prothonotary, who

chooses them from the official list. But

under certain conditions some person other

than Official Arbitrators can be named,

so long as there are at least two Official

Arbitrators in the case.

The Prothonotary then issues the rule to

refer, which fixes the. time* and place for the

first meeting of the arbitrators, which must

be held in not less than ten nor more than

twenty days. At that time the arbitrators

must meet and be sworn; failing in this their

award will be void. It has been found in

practice that at least two of the Official

Arbitrators attend, and that counsel indorse

an agreement to proceed before the two if

the third is absent. The Official Arbitrators

then try the same case in exactly the same

manner as it would proceed before a judge

and jury.

The Official Arbitrators usually announce

their awards within a few minutes after the

trial. They may, however, adjourn the

case; if they do not, their award must be

filed within seven days.

Either party may appeal from an award

within twenty days, and this he does by

making affidavit that the appeal is not taken

for the purpose of delay, and so on, by paying

costs accrued to that time, including witness

and arbitration fees, and by giving bail for

future costs. If no appeal is perfected within

the twenty days exception may issue as on

any other judgment.

The probability is that the practice in the

Lawyers' Court will be strengthened consider

ably by the adoption of additional rules for

which the more earnest advocates of the

court are working. One of these proposed

rules is so framed as to allow litigants

to have questions of law certified by

the Official Arbitrators, so that such

questions of law can be passed upon by

the Common Pleas without re-trying ques

tions of fact.

Some doubts are likely to be thrown on

the Lawyers' Court of Compulsory Arbitra

tion as possibly interfering with the right

of trial by jury in civil cases, and as improp

erly restricting appeals. J. McF. Carpenter

of Pittsburgh has prepared a brief and argu

ment for the committee of the Allegheny

County Bar Association, in which he quotes

from high authorities to show that the pur

poses of the Lawyers' Court are legal and

laudable. He urges that the Official Arbi

trators also be clothed with power to hear
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suits in equity, except applications for in

junctions and arguments on demurrers, and

also with power to act as masters in divorce

proceedings. "The law should be so framed,"

he declares, "as not to interfere with any

powers the courts now exercise, but merely

to provide assistance in the administration

of justice."

The Assignment of Prominent Lawyers

to Criminal Cases

FOLLOWING a custom adopted recently

in the New York General Sessions of

assigning prominent lawyers to defend pris

oners charged with murder, too poor to employ

counsel for themselves, Judge Malone on

Sept. 24 called upon William B. Hornblower,

De Lancey Nicoll, and Samuel Untermyer to

conduct the defense in three murder cases.

A meeting of judges had been called and

letters were sent to many of the most able

lawyers in the city, asking them if they would

be willing occasionally to take criminal cases

on assignment. A goodly number volunteered

and a list was drawn up of about one hundred

and twenty-five lawyers on whom the judges

could call.

Samuel Untermyer, who was assigned to

defend an Italian woman charged with killing

her husband, commended the Judge for

this action, and said he would accept the

assignment :—

I shall certainly accept the assignment. I can

conceive of nohigherormore important professional

duty, and it never occurred to me for a moment to

try to evade it. It is a mistake to suppose that the

busy men of the bar are so absorbed in the defense

of private interests that they have become callous

to their sworn duty as lawyers.

"Such talk from a man who can and does

command very large fees," says the Hartford

Courant, "is wholesome and may be expected

to be helpful in bringing about a better state

of affairs. It has long been notorious that

rich men accused of crime could keep their

cases before the courts for a long time. That

many poor men, especially in the great cities,

like New York and Chicago, were convicted

after trials in which their rights were inade

quately defended has been evident to those

who have given the matter serious thought."

The New York Press takes a more cynical

view of "the generosity of these gentlemen

in assuming a professional obligation they

might have gone on shirking," and adds:—

"We think it only fair that the poor culprit

should have as good a chance to beat the law

as the wealthy one. If the able attorneys who

take up the fight for obscure and friendless

murderers will exhaust their ingenuity in the

raising of technicalities and the fighting of

appeals, they will sacrifice many thousands

of dollars they might be earning in fees from

litigious clients able to pay handsomely."

Mr. Untermeyer also said:—

If the criminal bar of this city is in a shocking

condition we lawyers are to blame. It is only with

us, and principally in New York City, that the

flower of the bar has been drawn away from the

higher sphere of advocacy by the temptation of

money, to become highly paid clerks to financiers

and too often to assist them in keeping prayerfully

within the law. As soon as we realize that the

defense of life, liberty and reputation is more im

portant to the community than the mere champion

ship of money interests, there will be a change for

the better. In every civilized country except our

own the leaders of the bar are proud to be selected

to defend life, liberty and reputation, while,

strange to say, it has grown to be almost a re

proach in this city to find a man engaged in the

practice of criminal law, however upright and able

he may be. As a result we are to-day, of all the

great cities of the world, without a recognized

leader at the criminal bar. What a contrast to

the days when men like Hamilton, Webster,

Beach and Fullerton were proud of the distinc

tion!

"What is true of New York," comments

the Baltimore News, "is largely true in almost

every large city in the North and, to a less

degree, in the South. There is not so wide

and inviting a field in civil practice in the

South as in the North, while, on the other

hand, there are more criminal cases.

The eloquence of leaders of the bar in the

South who made their reputation in the con

duct of criminal cases still lingers in the ears

of Southerners." The ambition to imitate

their example "has not yet entirely died out,

consequently the criminal bar of the South is

not generally subject" to the above reproach.



A Letter on the Improvement of Procedure

By Hon. William L. Putnam

Judge of the United States Circuit Court for the First Circuit

To the Editor of The Green Bag:—

I THANK you for publishing in your

September number sufficient extracts

from what I have written in reference to the

improvement of legal procedure to illustrate

what I regard as the fact, that the improve

ment is to be brought about by vigilance at

every point, and not as the result of any

special fad which is expected to give universal

and perpetual relief. It may also well be said

that any sweeping comparison between pro

cedure in England and procedure here, which

puts our courts generally at a disadvantage,

is far from justifiable. The English courts

have certain habits which would not be

tolerated in this country; and, moreover,

some are now becoming choked with business,

so much so as to cause great complaint. Par

liament has also been compelled by a sense of

justice to give in criminal cases a universal

right of appeal, which theretofore depended

on the discretion of the Attorney-General,

a fact which has done as much as any other

fact to expedite criminal proceedings, and a

fact as to which the late adoption of the

universal appeal approved the practice pre

vailing so largely by statute in the United

States.

You begin your extract with quotations to

the effect that, like one principal cause of dis

aster with steam railroad trains, one principal

cause of disaster in the courts is the matter of

getting behind time without due reason there

for. This comes from an easy disposition on

the part alike of the courts and of the profes

sion. It does not appear to have been of mod

ern growth. It is so full of mischiefs that the

causes for delay which are recognized usually

as sufficient are exceedingly numerous, while

the judge who refuses to delay when re

quested by plaintiff and defendant alike

would be regarded as harsh, and indeed

as tyrannical. On the other hand, delays of

the character I refer to are rarely admitted

in the English courts. By a recognized

practice which has almost the force of law,

both senior and junior counsel are usually

retained. The junior counsel are sometimes

regarded as understudies, and so required to

go on with the case even when the senior

has some conflicting engagement of the char

acter which generally permits a delay or a

continuance with us. Of course, the standard

penalty of ,£10, with sometimes full costs in

addition, which the English courts have im

posed on dilatoriness, has taught solicitors

to fight shy of that carking evil; yet an irn

provement here of a thorough kind would very

much advantage our own legal procedure.

The President, in his address at Chicago,

animadverted severely alike on the legal pro

fession and on the courts. He said of the

legal profession that too many lawyers "had

been prone to think that litigants were made

for the purpose of furnishing business to

courts and lawyers"; and he added: "More

than this, I am bound to say that in the matter

of reducing the cost of litigation, and indeed

the time of it, Congress and the federal courts

have not set a good example." Against such

observations it is sufficient to appeal to the

bound volumes of the reports of the proceed

ings of the American Bar Association since the

day of its organization. However, I am not

touching upon this for the purpose of making

an issue on these observations. I am merely

noticing it in the way of leading up to illus

trations of what I have just now in mind.

In the spring you were good enough to ask

me to express to you my views in reference

to the general topic of legal procedure. I have

not been able to find the opportunity for

accomplishing this; but I have from time to

time been making investigations for the pur

pose of illustrating from concrete and prac

tical examples the causes of the more serious

grounds of complaint with reference to the

present topic. This investigation I never

have been able to complete; but at every

point I am turned back to what you have

quoted from me, namely, that there are

existing evils, as there always are in all human

matters, which can be remedied, and "that

there will be new evils springing up in lieu

of those now existing unless vigilance is con

stantly exercised in all directions."

A very striking example of the second prop

osition is found in the Criminal Code just
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enacted by Congress after several years of

consideration, and approved by the President,

notwithstanding his observations at Chicago.

At the common law in England, all crimes

involving the penalty of life with confiscation

of estates, and perhaps some others, were

known as felonies. Statutory crimes and

minor offenses were known as misdemeanors.

As all offenses which can be prosecuted in the

federal courts are wholly statutory, and as

the common law forfeitures of estates are

prohibited by the Constitution, and the

offenses punished by death are very few, and

as the Constitution makes no general distinc

tion between felonies and misdemeanors, but

only with reference to "high crimes and mis

demeanors," there was no occasion for any

extensive provisions in the federal statutes as

to felonies. It is true the Constitution uses

the word felony with regard to the privileges

of members of Congress; but this is in an inci

dental manner, and perhaps only with reference

to the laws of the various states. It also uses

the word with reference to interstate extradi

tion; but there it clearly has relation to state

laws only. Nevertheless, Congress long since

provided that, on the trial of a capital offense,

a prisoner should be entitled to twenty peremp

tory challenges; "on the trial of any other

felony" to ten; in all other cases, of course

including misdemeanors, to only three. What

ever might have been the attitude of the

federal courts aside from this, it became

necessary, in view of this, that they should

ascertain what are felonies within the mean

ing of this statutory provision. Of course, they

fell back upon the common law definitions;

but even this left the great majority of offenses

which are triable in the federal courts to be

regarded as mere misdemeanors, as to which

the number of peremptory challenges is only

three. Not only on account of the increased

number of such challenges, but for other

reasons, offenses which have been, or may be,

determined to be felonies within the meaning

of the statutes of the United States, are

accompanied with greater difficulties in pro

cedure than misdemeanors. Nevertheless, the

new code has classed all offenses against the

federal laws punishable by more than a year's

imprisonment as felonies, thus, by a single

sweep, creating, as will be found, more embar

rassments for the federal courts, and greater

possibilities of failure, than come from almost

any other statute of a general character passed

by Congress.

In connection with this provision of the

new code, there is a curious incongruity in its

re-enactment of section 5390 of the Revised

Statutes; but I have no occasion in this

communication to observe on this fact,

except to express my gratification that it is

not chargeable to the courts.

The President drops into strengthening an

erroneous impression which exists to a certain

extent, when he says: "We must make it so

that the poor man will have as nearly as

possible the same opportunity in litigating as

the rich man; and, under present conditions,

ashamed as we may be of it, this is not the

fact." It seems to me impossible that any

careful observer of the ordinary course of

litigation should hold an opinion of this kind.

By and large in the courts the poor man has

the advantage of the rich man, especially

of rich corporations. This comes from the

human tendency which underlies the courts,

and was well exhibited by Lord Eldon when

he said that a plaintiff suing in forma pauperis,

who had applied for a rehearing, had already

been given five rehearings, but that, as he

was a poor man, he would give him another.

In view of this impression what becomes of

the alleged failure in criminal proceedings?

The prosecutor, that is, the United States or

the state, has all the wealth of the entire

people behind it; and yet, according to a too

common impression, it is always at a great

disadvantage. Whatever disadvantages there

are come plainly from the people themselves,

and in no way from the existing judicial

system. One of the evils in this direction is

emphatically pointed out by the President,

when he says that the popular expression in

many sections refuses the judges sufficient

power in the trial of questions of fact; in

which sections he might have included the

conservative state of Maine.

A more serious difficulty is that the people

might make judicial positions sufficiently

attractive in all respects to induce the leaders

of the bar to be always ready to accept them,

as they always are in England, where the

judges, with reference to fully two-thirds of

the reported cases, decide them on the spot,

and decide them intelligently and with suffi

cient citation of authorities, although, of

course, not always absolutely correctly. The

people might, also, which they are very far

from doing, employ to protect their interests

> the best legal talent of the locality involved.

The people might also refrain from breaking

up into fragments the active power of pros

ecuting criminals, by refraining from dividing
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itJ among an innumerable number of the

weakest kind of centres by establishing an

innumerable number of petty counties.

Other illustrations might be given of what the

people might do, but this is enough for my

present purpose.

The- President suggests that there are

two provisions which might be made for the

relief of the poor man. One is by limiting

the number of appeals; the other is by reduc

ing the cost of litigation. As to the former,

until the act establishing the United States

Courts of Appeals in 1891, every civil appeal

required that a considerable pecuniary amount

should be at stake; and there were no appeals

in criminal cases unless by accident, or by a

certain moulding of judicial proceedingswhich

the Supreme Court had more than once re

proved, when two judges sat and disagreed.

All this was wiped out in the Court of Appeals

Act, framed by such eminent and experienced

lawyers as Senator Evarts, Senator Edmunds

and Senator Hoar, which gives a universal

appeal in both civil and criminal matters, and

which has lately been followed by legislation in

England in criminal matters, as already said.

Not only was this the mature judgment of the

eminent Senators and jurists we have named,

but of the mass of the people who had given

the matter any attention.

On the other hand, the reduction of costs

inevitably tends to increase the number of

appeals. Perhaps more than by anything

else appeals have been shut out in England

by the enormous bills of costs involved, in

connection with the fact that the barrister or

the proctor is a gMcm'-judicial officer of the

court. I have in mind a case of a collision

on the ocean, with reference to which I was

general counsel, and in a general way guiding

the litigation in behalf of one of the colliding

ships. Sir Robert Phillimore, one of the

most eminent of the admiralty judges in Eng

land, awarded against our ship the equivalent

of about $70,000. His tribunal was of the

first instance. In this country, as the matter

then stood, we would have undoubtedly

appealed to the Circuit Court, and, if beaten

there, again to the Supreme Court. The

same lawyers who were the proctors would

have been the solicitors enlisted in behalf of

their clients. They would have said: "Oh,

let us take our chances; the costs are small!"

On the other hand, in England the costs taxed

included retainers for both senior and junior

counsel, as well as refreshers, the latter being

from five to ten guineas for every day after

the first judicial day of five hours; and the

bill of costs paid by our ship taxed in the

admiralty court was many times larger than

the corresponding bill of costs would have

been in the United States. The question of

appeal was submitted to the judgment of the

senior counsel, who said only that he felt

strongly that the decision was erroneous, but

that it was difficult to reverse Sir Robert

Phillimore; and he added, "the costs of appeal

would be so large !" Of course the litigation

stopped.

In my investigations to which I have re

ferred, I developed fully what I had before

seen, that it would be a serious obstacle in

the way of the courts, and perhaps choke

some of them entirely, if in civil and criminal

cases, or in either, the appellate tribunal was

to revise the entire record, and determine

whether or not the total result of the proceed

ings below had worked injustice. The American

Bar Association and many other Associations

have suggested amendments to the law in this

direction. The broadest provision of this

character is in the late English Criminal

Appeals Act to which I have referred. Of

course, in view af the rigid provisions of the

Constitution of the United States with refer

ence to the right of trial by jury, not much

apprehension in respect to the federal courts

in this behalf need trouble us; and the same is

true as to states where like constitutional pro

visions exist. Nevertheless, while the use of

stenographers in the courts has doubtless facil

itated trials in criminal cases, and in civil cases

where proofs are taken orally, yet their use

has introduced a new element which the courts

have not yet been able to control. In the

first place, it has increased enormously the

mass of testimony in equity suits, and where-

ever else the case is heard on the record; and it

has also become a new source of delay in

litigation. While it has wiped out any

occasion for the frequent former suspicion

that some judges were inclined to trim bills

of exceptions in cases tried by themselves,

it too frequently induces the bringing up to

the appellate court of the entire notes of the

stenographer. There are not at the present

time sufficient skilled stenographers to meet

the requirements of the courts, and there is

no ground of present expectation that this

difficulty will soon be remedied. Stenogra

phers suited for that purpose require a high,

degree of education and training, and are

everywhere overworked. I have now in hand

a case tried in May, where the parties insist
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on bringing up the entire record, so that even

to the present time it has been practically im

possible to complete the bill of exceptions.

Other cases illustrate this difficulty in a

more marked manner. I found one indict

ment on which the trial commenced on Sep

tember 23, and ended on October 3, 1902.

The entire record came up, and the stenogra

pher's notes were so voluminous that,

principally on account of the delay in taking

them off, the bill of exceptions was not filed

until October 17, 1903. I found another

indictment where the trial occupied about

two months, ending March 19, 1903. A

motion for a new trial intervened; but the

record was so voluminous that, largely, if not

principally for the same reason, the bill of

exceptions was delayed until August 10, 1906.

The stenographer's notes covered practically

four thousand pages of typewritten matter.

Each was in a court which moved ordinarily

with promptness, and yet each was a case of

"getting behind." On the other hand, by

the provisions of the Criminal Appeals Act

in England, these cases would probably have

gone up on the judge's notes, and would have

been brief affairs compared with such sten

ographers' notes as I have referred to, and

such as may be found in many cases. Con

sider what would be the progress of appeals

if the propositions to revise the entire record

and reach a general conclusion thereon, to

which we have referred, were adopted, so that

the trial courts were always, or generally,

required to await voluminous stenographers'

notes before certifying up the case! While

this class of legislation may be practical and

welcome in England for the reasons we have

shown, the advantage of its adoption here

would be very doubtful. It would substitute

for trial according to law, to which our people

are accustomed, a quasi discretion of the

judges. In addition are the differences in

certain methods of practice which the people

of the United States have never adopted, and

apparently never will adopt. In England the

trial commences with a brief to the barrister,

which cuts a channel through which the case

is to flow, and which renders it improbable

that it will overrun the banks; and while,

also, in England the close of the litigation

would still be confined within the compara

tively narrow limits of the judge's notes, the

end here would be in a flood of an indefinite

extent.

The compact opinion of Master of the Rolls

jessel, in Earl De La Warr v. Miles, 19 Ch. D.

80, illustrates pretty thoroughly the practice

in the English courts with reference to the

short notes of the trial judge, and the strong

inclination there not to make use of the

notes of the shorthand reporter. It also

illustrates very effectually one leading reason

why, in England, the simplicity both of pro

cedure and of the issues on appeal contrasts

so strongly with analogous matters with us.

Nevertheless, it would be impossible to induce

courts and counsel in the United States to

turn back to a practice which involved so

much labor on the part of both, and also so

much opportunity for claims of incompleteness

in the record, as did the methods in vogue

before the modern stenographer was known.

It seems, therefore, inevitable that there

is necessity in our procedure that

methods should be found by which in

stances of sending up of cases on the full

records should be diminished rather than

increased.

In a trial before me at the Circuit at Boston

in May, 1907, in which one of the United

States marines was arraigned for murder at

Guantanamo, the procedure was quite as expe

ditious as that described in your September

number with reference to the trial of Dhinagri,

the East Indian student charged with murder

ing Sir W. Curzon Wyllie. In the trial in the

Circuit Court, there were serious dangers of

technical difficulties arising from the locality

of the offense. There were also circumstances

which indicated the necessity of examining

into the condition of the accused with refer

ence to his mental responsibility from the

point of the criminal law. There were also

circumstances which led the jury to reduce the

penalty to imprisonment for life, which reduc

tion received the approval of the court.

The trial involved a plea of not guilty, a

complete development of proofs as to every

fact necessary to sustain the charge, and

a consideration by the jury of something

more than an hour; and yet the whole was

concluded within five hours, and in such a

manner that everybody was satisfied, not only

that the law was fully regarded, but that

justice was done. All the punctilios and

niceties required in federal procedure with

reference to capital offenses were observed;

and yet it was plain that the system was not

at fault, because the whole was completed in

so brief a time.

It will be asked, howwas this brought about?

It was accomplished simply because the court

had the assistance on each side of competent
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counsel; for the United States so experienced

and well known a lawyer as the present Dis

trict Attorney, Hon. Asa P. French, and for

the prisoner such equally well-known and

distinguished lawyers as Hon. B. B. Jones and

Mr. John H. Casey, who came into the case

even before the indictment was returned, at

the request of the court, in accordance with

the loyal instincts of the bar. The gentle

men on both sides took up the investigation

at the earliest possible moment so that, with

their assistance, the court moved with abso

lute confidence. Therefore, this instance

illustrates that, with due caution and the

assistance of proper counsel, even capital

cases may advance quite as satisfactorily in

the United States as in England.

However, in view of the fact that my pur

pose was simply to follow out the line of your

article in the September magazine to which I

referred, and to show by concrete illustra

tions the necessity of proper vigilance, rather

than the advocacy of any attempt at a royal

road to relief, this communication has gone

far enough, and perhaps too far.

Portland, Maine, Sept. 24, 1909.

The Defeat of Judiciary

NEW JERSEY is one of the states pos

sessing an antiquated and needlessly

cumbersome system of courts. As there

has been no change in it since the adoption

of the present state constitution in 1884, the

system has been outgrown, the business

growing too fast to be accommodated and

the wheels of justice becoming clogged. The

leaders of the New Jersey bar, as well as the

judges, have long realized the need of reform.

Five of the ablest lawyers in New Jersey were

appointed to a commission authorized by

vote of the legislature, and prepared an

amendment to the constitution making the

needed changes in court organization. The

amendment was approved by the State Bar

Association at a meeting held in September,

1906, the Association voting to make an

active campaign on its behalf.

The amendment substituted for the existing

Chancery Court, Supreme Court, Court of

Errors and Appeals, and Circuit Court, one

Supreme Court consisting of an Appeals

Division, a Chancery Division, and a Law

Division. It reduced the number of judges

in the higher courts from thirty to twenty-

one and their total compensation from

$243,500 to $213,000. The amendment also

established one court for each county, with

all the powers of the present Quarter Sessions,

Common Pleas, Oyer and Terminer, Orphans'

and Circuit courts.

The State Bar Association by a large

majority supported the amendment, as did

also the Hudson County Bar Association and

other representative professional bodies; its

passage was earnestly advised by the judges

of the highest state courts; two sessions of the

Reform in New Jersey

legislature passed the amendment; Governor

Fort, who was formerly a Supreme Court

justice, was one of its most zealous and able

protagonists, and it was endorsed by the

leaders of the New Jersey bar with but few

exceptions. The press of the state, with

the exception of a small opposing minority,

also conducted an earnest publicity cam

paign in favor of the amendment.

There was, to be sure, some opposition,

though most of it did not come from influ

ential quarters. The objections made were

so specious as scarcely to require answering.

For example, the mistaken assertions were

made that the proposed amendment abridged

the right of trial by jury, that it conferred

on the Supreme Court the dangerous preroga

tive of making its own rules of practice, that

it abolished the right of removing judges

by impeachment, that it invaded the province

of the legislature, that it conferred on the

Governor a dangerous appointive power that

might be used for partisan purposes, that it

would mean greatly increased expense, and

that it would deal a blow at popular govern

ment by eliminating the lay element from

the personnel of the new Appellate Division

of the Supreme Court. The frivolity and

baselessness of these objections was exposed

in the course of a vigorous publicity cam

paign.

Every one in the state had ready means

of knowing all about the proposed amend

ment when he went to the polls to vote for it,

and the enlightened opinions of disinterested

men upon whom he could safely rely for

advice were set before the eyes of every

voter. On September 14 the amendment.
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with two other judicial amendments depriving

the Circuit Court of its chancery powers

in foreclosure suits and reorganizing the

Court of Pardons, and with two more in

creasing the pay and terms of office of legis

lators and other officers, separating state

from municipal elections, and dealing with

several points of minor importance, were

submitted to the voters at a special election.

In spite of the expectations of those interested

in judiciary reform both within and without

the state, the amendments were all beaten

by decisive majorities, all in about the same

proportion, only about fifteen per cent of

the voting population recording its choice,

and the majority amounting to about 25,000.

The total vote cast was only 65,000, as com

pared with a vote of 467,000 cast in the last

state election.

The result of course cannot be attributed

to the lightness of the vote, as the advocates

of the amendments would take as much pains

to vote as their opponents, and possibly

more pains.

This defeat is to be traced to a combination

of causes rather than to a single one. The

attitude assumed by the State Federation of

Labor was most extraordinary. Its counsel,

in a carefully prepared opinion, reported

that there was nothing in the five amend

ments injurious to the cause of labor. The

Federation, however, through its various

branches, decided to defeat them on the

ground that they did not include jury trial

in cases of contempt of court where the con

tempt has not been committed in the presence

of the court.

The result was also brought about by the

political conditions which have inspired the

"New Idea" movement in the state and called

forth reformers like Fort, Colby and Fagan.

The power of the bosses who had been able

to govern New Jersey through a sort of

"rotten borough" system was not easily

to be shaken. The party machines dared

not show their colors, but were ready to

fight in the dark. The partisan leaders did

not want the separation of state and muni

cipal elections, nor the election of Assembly

men by districts rather than by counties.

The Democratic State Committee and the

Republican State Committee, the former

in advising resistance, the latter in not ad

vising support, may or may not have been

deliberately mercenary, but there can be

no question of their failure to deal with the

subject with unbiased public spirit. The

machinations of the party bosses, however,

though they may have encompassed the

defeat of the amendments, were unable to

make them an actual party issue, for in

Montclair and elsewhere the Democrats

joined the Republicans to work for their

adoption.

Another factor in the defeat of the amend

ments was possibly the distrust which lawyers

who have attained eminence in private prac

tice, but hesitate to curry public favor, are

apt to provoke when any suspicion of their

being at work for their own advancement

or to further some class interest can be

invented. The subject was too technical for

the average layman to understand. He was

shocked when he read the printed statement

that the chief amendment had been drafted

by an eminent corporation lawyer. Instead

of accepting the judgment of learned and

skillful guides, he allowed himself to be misled

by the freely circulated opinions of dema

gogues, socialists and selfish partisans.

The. Newark News, which most ably

championed the cause of the amendments

throughout, described with some detail the

character of the opposition. A week before

they were voted on it said editorially:—

When the constitutional amendments cam

paign was begun, it was stated by Judge Charles

C. Black that there was but one logical opposition

to the proposed changes, and that that would come

from the special interests. He pointed out that

these wealthy interests found in the prevailing

judicial system an ally to enable them to maintain

litigation against their poorer antagonists and tire

out the latter in their appeals to the courts for

justice. He further asserted that it might be ex

pected that these interests would secure assistance

in their plan to defeat the amendments by under

handed means, and that they would secure aid

from forces that would be deceived into working

against the best interests of the people.

These predictions have been confirmed. It

is a peculiar combination that has been formed

for opposing the amendments at the polls one

week from to-day. At the head of the opposition

are men connected with the greatest monopolies

in this state. They have aligned with them the

Democratic organization controlled by the Smith-

Nugent machine. They have had the satisfaction of

witnessing the declarations of labor leaders in

opposition to the proposed changes. They have

succeeded in securing the silent backing of some

of the most powerful bosses in the Republican

organization. The socialists have also joined

hands with these other forces and have urged the

'common people' to fight under the same banner

with these remarkable allies. The Republican

ringsters at Atlantic City have also come out in a

declaration warning all their friends to oppose the

amendments.

This is a singular situation, but it is just the

one anticipated by Judge Black.
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While the political machines and labor

unions have won their victory, and re-organi

zation of the courts of New Jersey by consti

tutional amendment is made impossible

for another five years, the victory is but

temporary, as the public will bitterly resent

the grounds of this hostility as it awakes

to the extent of the set back popular govern

ment and a democratic system of justice

have received. It would seem as if New

Jersey should first purify its politics, if it

hopes to succeed in rehabilitating its courts.

Review of Periodicals*

jtrticles on Topics of Legal Science

and Related Subjects

Banking and Currency. "Is a Central Bank

Desirable?" By A. Barton Hepburn. Century,

v. 78, p. 950 (Oct.).

The writer, who is president of the Chase

National Bank, New York, and former Comp

troller of the Currency, favors "a government-

controlled central bank of issue, where banks

of the country in good credit can discount their

receivables, receiving the proceeds thereof in

bank-notes."

He says: "A government bank, from the

fact of its paternity, would possess great moral

influence, and supplemented with material

power would exercise a most wholesome effect

in bringing about uniformity and preventing

abnormal fluctuations in the rate of interest ;

it should act as fiscal agent of the government,

and would certainly keep in the channels of

commerce funds which are now arbitrarily

withdrawn whenever the government's reve

nues exceed its disbursements; it would pre

vent the embarrassment and injury to business

which result from the absorption of these

funds by our sub-treasury system, even dur

ing a crisis, and the subsequent deposit of

the same in the banks in lump sums, in an

effort to offset the injury."

Corporations. "Liabilities of Directors who

do not Direct." By P. B. McKenzie. 18 Bench

and Bar 100 (Sept.).

"In the absence of legislation ... or of

some special ground of equity jurisdiction, it

would seem from the authorities cited that

the action, when brought by the corporation

or by a receiver, must be an action at law,

and several suits must be brought against

the various directors, except as two or more

are chargeable with the same wrongful acts

or omissions of the officers. Where the

situation is such that a stockholder may sue,

♦Periodicals issued later than the first day of

the month in which this issue of the Green Bag.

went to press are not ordinarily covered in this

department.

his action is in equity, and all the negligent

directors may be sued in one action, even

though they are not liable for the same acts."

" 'Ultra Vires' Acts of Corporations." By

Nathan Wolfman. 6 Commonwealth Law Re-'

view (of Australia) 264 (July-Aug.).

"It is respectfully submitted that the

proposition heretofore advanced, viz., that

the effect of incorporation of an association

of individuals is to create a legal person with

the powers of every other legal person with

respect to contracts and acts, subject to such

prohibitions upon the exercise of certain

powers as the charter may impose, will solve

the difficulty attending the confusion and

hardship of the doctrine of 'ultra vires,' in

that by its application it will work justice

without imposing upon the scientific construc

tion of the law ; that it will do away with the

confusion among authorities, and thereby

cause uniform rules; that it is in harmony

with the common law, while the existing

theories are not; that it will be in accordance

with the intention of the legislature as inter

preted by settled principles of construction;

and that its source will be the legislative wiH

as expressed in the statute while the exist

ing theories are virtually but the will of the

courts."

Declaration of London. "The Dsclaration

of London." By Paul S. Reinsch. A'ffrtA

American Review, v. 190, p. 479 (Oct.).

"It is to be hoped that the Declaration of

London may receive the ratification of the

American Executive and Senate. In it are

embodied many of the results of American

diplomatic experience and of the best reason

ing in our State Papers. The part which our

State Department has taken in bringing about

the creation of an International Prize Court

and the formation of this admirable code of

prize law should be crowned by a speedy

adoption of both conventions by the American

government."

Government. "The Political Theories of

Jean Jacques Rousseau." By Prof. William

A. Dunning, LL.D. Political Science Quar

terly, v. 24, p. 377 (Sept.).
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A noteworthy analysis of Rousseau's theory

of the state. The writer brings to his task

an ideal equipment as an able historian of

political thought. He says:—

"Rousseau thus contributed largely to pro

mote the theory of the national state. His

main purpose, however, was apart from this.

Consciously he aimed only to devise a theory

of sovereignty through which liberty and

authority should be reconciled. His meta

physics and psychology, however ingenious,

were not, as we have seen, equal to the task.

He could offer no self-consistent reasoning

by which it should appear that an indi

vidual's will was certain to be expressed in the

general will, except in the same sense in

which the individual's will was certain to be

expressed in the will of a monarch to whom

he had submitted himself. Rousseau failed,

in short, to prove that the sovereignty of the

community was any more compatible with

individual liberty than the sovereignty of a

monarch or an oligarchy. But his earnest

and confident declamation about the virtues

of the general will and the significance of the

general interest brought those concepts into

the foreground of political theory, and evoked

from more subtle reasoners than Rousseau more

refined and self-consistent solutions of the

problem he propounded. If their results were

ultimately no more successful than his, that

was due rather to the a priori conceptions of

liberty and authority that were the common

basis of this whole school of speculation than

to any flaw in the logic by which the deduc

tions from these conceptions were made. The

assumption that true and perfect liberty could

be predicted of only the non-social man was

fatal to any theory of political authority.

Nothing could come out of this assumption

save the empty paradoxes of Rousseau, the

paralyzing transcendentalism of Kant, Fichte

and Hegel, Rousseau's legitimate successors,

or anarchy pure and simple. ... In the

eighteenth century the Aristotelian way of

approaching politics made small appeal to

intellectual men, and least of all to Rousseau."

"Darwinism and Politics." By Sidney

Low. Fortnightly Review, v. 86, p. 519

(Sept.).

An article on "The Cult of the Unfit" was

published in the Fortnightly Review for August

and was treated by the Green Bag at the time

as deserving more than passing notice (see 21

Green Bag, 459, 477) . The writer, Mr. Iwan-

Mtiller, endeavored to apply the Darwinian

theory to the problems lacing the modern

state, and condemned what he called the

"cult of the unfit" as illustrated by such legis

lation as the Old Age Pensions Act, and "as

translated into practice by the present Chan

cellor of the Exchequer." The article was a

vigorous plea for the natural competition of

human society as something to be preferred

to artificial attempts to place mediocrity and

inefficiency in a more favored position than

that in which they find themselves under the

operation of normal social forces. The con

clusions of this article were substantially

sound though they might perhaps call for

modification in some minor particulars.

Mr. Sidney Low now enters the arena with

an article in the same review in which he

assails Mr. Iwan-Muller's position with an

ardor that suggests partisan energy more

strongly than scientific zeal. He thinks that

the struggle for the survival of the fittest, as

portrayed by Mr. Iwan-Mtiller, would not

only be brutalizing but that it would be de

structive of society itself, association being as

strong a characteristic of the race as compe

tition, and the protection of the weak by the

strong being as natural a phenomenon as the

survival of the fittest. Mr. Low conducts this

argument with much brilliancy and resource

fulness.

This is properly not a subject for lay dis

cussion. Nothing but skillful scientific in

vestigation can throw much light on the

actual relations between the egoistic and the

altruistic activities of mankind and the forces

which act upon them and determine to what

extent one set of functions shall predominate

over the other. Mr. Low is at a disadvantage

in this controversy in that he probes a problem

which Mr. Iwan-Mtiller for the most part

wisely avoided. Mr. Iwan-Mtiller did not

exalt the law of self-preservation above every

thing else, or fail to see the complexity of the

concept of fitness, which may be made up in

part of altruistic elements. Mr. Low, on the

contrary, appears to think that self-preserva

tion is nothing and that philanthropy is

everything.

The action of the individual in relation to

the race is in part associated, in part disso

ciated. Association for protection and de

fense has come down from prehistoric times.

With the triumph over the enemies of the com

munity, the usefulness of association for other

purposes, beyond theunderlyingpurposes ofthe

family and community which are at the bottom

of our civilization, has made man a more social

animal than he appeared to Aristotle. It is

very easy for a temperament prone to accept

socialistic distortion of facts, deceived by the

phenomena of association everywhere visible,

to be blinded to the individualistic forces at

work in society. The natural competition of

individuals has been in no way removed by

association, nor can association ever insure a

livelihood to the weak even though its ten

dency is obviously to make life easier for the

whole community. It is a melancholy fact

that the weakest must generally suffer.

Humanitarian enthusiasts like Mr. Low, in

urging that the strong should help the weak,

are apt to forget that the strength of the

strong is limited, and that their strength will

not admit of their aiding all the weak, nor in

fact of their aiding even the few found spe

cially deserving. The combined resources of

a great nation, tremendous as they are, are

insufficient to wipe out all the poverty and

suffering which are nature's penalties for ill-

adaptation.

Mr. Low's view that the fittest to exist are

not the morally fittest is by no means pro

found. The survival of the fittest, every one

ought to admit, may mean the survival of
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those possessing qualities inferior from the

point of view of individual action, yet quali

ties that are deemed superior by the social

judgment and are properly rewarded. The

physically unfit may thus be morally fit, but

their moral fitness is derived from the prin

ciple of association, instead of coming from

nowhere, as some writers would like to assert.

"The Startling Growth of State Power."

By Hannis Taylor, LL.D. North American

Review, v. 190, p. 454 (Oct.).

"During the period that divides Jeflerson

from Lincoln a transformation has taken place

in our internal economic conditions, whose

results have reversed the fundamental propo

sition upon which Jefferson's political theories

were founded. Just as he and his followers

demanded that governmental power should

be limited to the greatest possible extent, and

that the circle of individual rights surround

ing the citizen should be widened to the

greatest possible extent, a majority of the

American people, including those who still pro

fess to follow Jefferson, are now demanding

that governmental power, state and federal,

shall be so widened, even at the sacrifice of

individual rights, as to protect them against

the incorporated battalions the new collectiv

ism is hurling against them. . . .

"Chief Justice Baldwin, thoroughlyequipped

as he is on the historical and scientific side of

law as well as on the practical, is a fine ex

ample of what an American judge should be.

With such arbitrators standing between the

individual and the state we have nothing to

fear. The solution of mighty and delicate

problems still awaits them. In extending

national supervision over corporations en

gaged in interstate traffic such discrimination

must be made as will preserve legitimate cor

porate enterprise from destruction."

"Shall United States Senators be Elected

by the People?" By Henry Litchfield West.

Forum, v. 42, p. 291 (Oct.).

"The opposition to the proposed change is,

however, based principally upon the danger

of making any alteration in the system of

government devised by our forefathers. The

conservatives shrink from changing the Con

stitution and insist that a convention, called

for the purpose of securing a new method of

electing United States Senators, would open

Pandora's box. This is, unfortunately,

true. . . . Taken by itself, a proposition to

elect United States Senators by the people is

entitled to serious consideration. If it is to

succeed, however, at the cost of a Constitu

tional Convention, which is the method sug

gested by the legislatures of thirty states, it

would be better to let well enough alone."

See History, International Politics, Inter

state Commerce Commission, Taxation.

History. "The Attorney-General and the

Cabinet." By Henry Barrett Learned. Politi

cal Science Quarterly, v. 24, p. 444 (Sept.).

The subject is discussed from a historical

point of view. "The place and functions of

the Attorney-General remained for many years

after 1789 subjects of reflection on the part

of thoughtful men. . . . The act of 1870

making the Attorney-General head of the

Department of Justice apart from its more

technical details . . . was a mature and honest

effort to realize an ideal with respect to the

Attorney-General that had been occasionally

formulated since Andrew Jackson's day."

India. "Political Assassination in India."

By Sir Andrew H. L. Fraser, K.C.S.I. Black,

wood's, v. 186, p. 437 (Sept.).

"It is a noteworthy fact that on the very

day on which the Lord Chief Justice of Eng

land condemned Madan Lai Dningra to death

for murder, he also passed sentence on an

English printer for criminal carelessness in

publishing articles by Mr. Krishnavarma,

which his lordship described 'as being deliber

ate and direct incitings to murder, and a

wicked attempt to justify these incitings by

suggesting that political assassination is not

murder.'

That the present situation in India is the

result of a radical dissimilarity of race and

institutions is not to be denied. The English

have earnestly tried to understand the Hindus,

they have not totally failed, and in the future

they may even partly succeed. But the fact

remains that only by complete emancipation

from such Occidental prejudices as that, for

example, directed against the institution of

caste, can the West approach the problems of

India sympathetically. For most Hindus

undoubtedly share the views of the following

writer:—

"Why I Am Not a Christian." By P. Ven.

cata Reo. Fortnightly Review, v. 86, p. 402

(Sept.).

"Hinduism is much more a matter of social

intercourse and domestic life than of religion,

in the proper sense of the word. It is bound

up with our family rites and observances.

The religious sentimentalism of the Hindus is

chiefly directed to the maintenance of

caste. . . .

"The destruction of caste would mean

social chaos among us. But I see no signs

of that calamity. I do not say that caste is

eternal ; but I may hazard the conjecture that

it will, perhaps, last as long as Christianity."

The British policy of governing dependen

cies, as far as possible, through their own

laws and institutions, ought to be, and prob

ably will be, more strongly emphasized in the

future administration of that country. When,

therefore, a British review prints as its first

article a paper containing a declaration that

"the curse of India is caste," one is tempted

to think that his misconception is one shared

by Little Englanders rather than by true

imperialists:—

"Some Misconceptions about the Unrest in

India." By Rev. J. A. Sharrock. Nineteenth

Century, v. 66, p. 361 (Sept.).
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"What India wants is a combination of

Indian gentleness with English strength, jus

tice and straightforwardness.; We must be

strong, and quit us like men, as well as be

sympathetic and loving. The Indian Mutiny

would never have come to a head if it had not

been for the weakness of the officers, and our

present anarchy is largely due to the weakness

displayed as regards Sir Bampfylde Fuller."

The truth of course is that India does not

want a "combination with English strength."

It wishes at the bottom of its heart to be

governed sympathetically and tolerantly by a

foreign nation simply because it does not

know how to govern itself. That it does not

is the opinion of this writer:—

"The Effects of British Rule in India." By

Sir Edmund C. Cox. Nineteenth Century'

v. 66, p. 542 (Sept.).

"Mr. Dhingra . . . considered that we have

no right to be in India at all, and that Indians,

by which he meant Hindus, should manage

their own affairs. . . . These things they have

never been able to do. The result of our

withdrawal from India would be bloodshed

and carnage throughout the land."

The upshot of India's incapacity is of course

not that the English should be too indulgent;

firmness must be combined with tolerance:—

"The Effects of British Rule in India." By

Elliot G. Colvin, C.S.I. Nineteenth Century,

v. 66, p. 527 (Sept.).

"The truth is that the policy of devolution

of power to the natives of the country is set

about with a thousand dangers and difficul

ties, and every dictate of wisdom and prudence

requires that festina lente should be the guid

ing principle in its pursuit. There are many

competent judges who think that the Govern

ment of India, under the spur of Lord Morley's

radicalism, are at present going too fast and

are yielding almost too much to popular

clamour."

Lord Morley's policy truly has its dangers,

as will be seen from the following:—

"British Rule in India: Its Successes and its

Failures." By Sydney Brooks. Century, v.

78, p. 905 (Oct.).

"Lord Morley's scheme of reforms is not an

innovation upon, but an extension of, the

uniform practice of British rule in India. It

is, however, a very large and far-reaching

extension. . . . Any one, too, who ponders

the deep and peculiar cleavages of race, creed,

and caste that run through Indian society

will perceive the enormous difficulties under

Lord Morley's scheme of securing the proper

representation of minorities and of saving

whatever electoral system is ultimately

adopted from becoming an added source of

racial and religious strife. Those difficulties

have already begun to show themselves in the

fears of the Mohammedans lest they be

swamped under Hindu votes."

Immigration. See Race Discrimination.

International Law. See Declaration of Lon

don.

International Politics. "The International

Organization of Society." By Pitt Cobbett.

6 Commonwealth Law Review of Australia) 243.

(July-Aug.).

"One may fairly believe that the form which

international organization is likely to take in

the immediate future— whether beneficent

or otherwise—is likely to depend in no small

measure on the outcome of that inevitable

struggle which both the teachings of the past

and the warnings of the present show us to

be depending between Germany and Great

Britain; a struggle, let it be noted, in which

our own future destiny, as well as that of the

motherland, is surely involved."

"Alliances With and Against France." By

Prof. Edwin Maxey. Forum, v. 42, p. 344

(Oct.).

"On the whole, the alliances and ententes,

not amounting to alliances, formed by France

must be considered as making for the preser

vation of the peace and equilibrium of Europe.

They must also be looked upon as a skillful

and effective attempt in the direction of iso

lating Germany. True, a number of circum

stances have united to make the work easier

for France. But, notwithstanding this fact,

we cannot fail to admire the skill which has

been shown in removing obstacles, the good

judgment used in the handling of what was

at best a delicate situation and the substantial

progress that has been made."

"The Manchurian Muddle." By Edward

Harkness. Putnam's, v. 7, p. 99 (Oct.).

"Political as well as commercial supremacy

in Manchuria, as elsewhere, is a question of

transportation control, and until Manchurian

railways cease to be political instruments and

are exploited, in the language of the Ports

mouth Treaty, exclusively for commercial

and industrial and in no wise strategic pur

poses, the Manchurian problem will continue

to threaten the peace of the East."

Interstate Commerce Commission. "The

Conflicting Duties of the Interstate Commerce

Commission." By H. T. Newcomb. North

American Review, v. 190, p. 464 (Oct.).

"The public is plainly entitled to an impar

tial forum in which the relative rights of the

buyers and sellers of interstate railway ser

vices may be determined, and it is only too

plain that perfect impartiality cannot long

survive in the unfavorable atmosphere of

prosecution. When a member of the Commis

sion who has had such long experience in its

work comes forward publicly to declare in

unequivocal terms that it cannot continue to

exercise its executive duties and remain 'a

body adequate to the trust' of its 'tremendous

jurisdiction' to hear complaints and redress

transportation wrongs, it is clear that the

necessity for a change is imperative. . . . For

the proper performance of such duties an
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unbiased and impartial tribunal is necessary,

and with the curtailment of its duties the

Commission can be expected to become such

a tribunal."

Law Reform. "Looking Forward." By

James J. Hill. Putnam's, v. 7, p. 62 (Oct.).

"The greatest service to the nation, to every

state and city today, would be the substitu

tion for a term of years of law enforcement

for law-making. Get the laws fairly tried,

weed out those improper 'or impracticable,

curtail the contempt of law that now flourishes

under the American system of non-enforce

ment, and make the people understand that

government means exact and unsparing jus

tice, instead of a complex game. This is the

only safeguard if respect for and confidence in

the governing system itself are not to be

gradually undermined."

Liberia. See Negro Problem.

Marriage and Divorce. "Divorce Laws."

By George W. and M. C. Freerks. Central

Law Journal, v. 69, p. 184 (Sept. 10.).

"Let those who deplore social abuses and

unsatisfactory conditions preach and teach

against them. But if the divorce laws are to

be remodeled, let this be done with a full

understanding of what the laws now really

are and of the probable effect of proposed

new laws upon the abuses aimed at, as well

as of the danger of their detrimental effect

upon the natural rights of mankind. Uni

formity in statutes on this subject might be

very desirable, but more important than this

it is that default cases be given a stricter

scrutiny under existing law by the judges,

before granting decrees, and that some person

have the duty to properly bring to the knowl

edge of the court the real facts, so far as ascer

tainable."

Negro Problem. "Exit the Black Man?"

By Judge Harris Dickson. Hampton's, v. 23,

p. 497 (Oct.).

"The American negro is on a toboggan slide

skidding down to death. The logic of his

present status is extinction. He alone can

save himself—and yet he keeps pouring the

grease upon the slipping places. If he does

not stop short and rebuild his shattered

vitality, his grave will take its place beside the

Maori, the Hawaiian, and the North American

Indian, among the races of men who have

perished from the earth."

Liberia. "Can the Black Man Stand Alone?"

By Edgar Allen Forbes. World's Work, v. 18,

p. 12155 (Oct.).

"Liberia has been making a desperate fight

for existence during the last few months—

not because of organic weakness nor of inter

nal agitation, but because the time had

apparently arrived for Great Britain to close

the net that had been spread. That the

British government or the Sierra Leone gov

ernment, or both, have been working out a

deliberate plan that would end in the annexa

tion of Liberia nearly everybody in the repub

lic firmly believes. Some of the events that

have happened recently admit of no other

interpretation."

Penology. "Beating Men to Make Them

Good." By Charles Edward Ruseil. Hamp

ton's, v. 23, p. 484 (Oct.).

This is a second article on the American

prison system. The author summarizes con

ditions in a large number of states, and then

adds:—

"From all this stands out one fact upon

which I can put no emphasis too great.

"As a general rule, subject, of course, to

some exceptions and modifications, where

there is contract labor there is corporal pun

ishment; where there is no contract labor

there is no corporal punishment. *

"In these days, therefore, corporal punish

ment survives not for reasons of discipline,

because discipline is maintained easily enough

without it, but to extract from the prisoners the

profits of speculators in misfortune. And the

men that are subjected to the unspeakable

degradation and pain of the lash suffer not so

much for their own misbehavior as for the

greed of those into whose hands the punishment

of our stumblers was never legally committed."

Procedure. "The Proposed Universal

Court." Editorial. 18 Bench and Bar 94

(Sept.).

This article discusses the recommendations

of the American Bar Association for a single

court in each state having universal juris

diction.

"The division of courts into superior and

inferior courts, the latter for the trial of small

cases, with judges who are accorded less

honor and who receive less emolument than

the judges of the former, is one of the great

mistakes of our present system. . . . The day

must surely come when the fallacy of de

liberately committing small causes to judges

of small calibre and on small pay will be clearly

recognized and universally condemned."

"The Demoralization of the Law, XV."

By Ignotus. Westminster Review, v. 172,

p. 303 (Sept.).

"It is not uninstructive to inquire into the

reasons why Anglo-Saxondom, which rightly

claims to be in the van of civilization, is so

unmistakably behind in the domain of the

law. First, as regards this country. Our

notorious impatience of strict logical methods,

and our preference for haphazard 'muddling

through,' is largely to blame But there is

more than this. There is the fact noticeable

all through our history that our predilections

are strongly political. . . . We watch our poli

ticians pretty closely; we keep them up to

the mark; our interest reacts upon them

favourably. . . . Compare this with the senti

ments we entertain for our judges. We abso

lutely ignore their work, except on a rare

occasion when they have blundered. . . .

"These considerations apply in full measure
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to the United States. . . . The evil centres

round the method of selection of the judges.

That method stands condemned for having

done the greatest of all possible dis-service

to a country; it has brought the adminis

tration of justice into contempt. . .

"The United States bench is suffering from

a more insidious disease than corruption.

It is suffering from super-subtlety, the be

setting sin of the legal as distinguished from

the judicial mind. Super-subtlety can no

doubt be pressed into the service of corrup

tion, but it flourishes on the English bench

without a suspicion of corruption. Corruption

is the vice of base judges; no judge, however

honorable, is safe from the vice of super-

subtlety if he is not possessed of the true

judicial faculty, an invaluable gift which a

well-ordered community would jealously guard

from being prejudiced by the practice of

advocacy.'

Professional Ethics. "The Lawyer's Func

tion." By Donald R. Richberg. Atlantic

Monthly, v. 104, p. 489 (Oct.).

"It is the present intention to show that

there are certain plain lines of distinction

between the function of harmonizer and that

of parasite, which can be borne in mind by

every practising lawyer to the advancement

( of his own self-respect and for the promotion

of.society's esteem for the profession.

"A lawyer's activities may be divided into

three classes: advice, litigation and law

making. ...

"Every time a lawyer counsels controversy

for the establishment of a right as recognized

by existing law, or for the promulgation of

new law beneficial to the majority of society,

he is exercising his true function, and the

charge which he lays upon his individual

client and, through him, upon industry and

progress in the mass, if reasonable in amount,

is well earned and should be cheerfully paid.

When, however, a lawyer gives the other kind

of advice, the expense, perhaps cheerfully

borne by the client who profits personally

therefrom, must be finally laid upon society

as a whole, which is thereby paying for its

own injury, and naturally resents the charge. . .

"The lawyer . who endeavors by every

means to present fully and completely all the

elements of his client's cause, and to point out,

with all the directness consistent with courtesy

and calm, the defects in his opponent s

presentation, is fully meeting his responsibility

to give a conscientious judge all the informa

tion obtainable bearing upon the question

at issue. He is therefore promoting speedy

as well as just settlement. On the other

hand, the lawyer who, by every artifice at his

command, endeavors to cloud the strength

of his opponent's cause, not striving to show

the real weaknesses of testimony, but, by

befuddling witnesses, attempting to create

false weaknesses; who endeavors in his own

case, not so much to bring out all of the

strength of his actual position, as to build up

a situation mixed of truth and supposition

which may give his client an advantage—

this lawyer is not only breeding distrust of the

law in the minds of every one in the court

room, but is making for ultimate injustice for

both his client and his adversary. . . .

"A mass of law-making, in fact, one might

almost say the mass of law-making to-day,

is devoted to the promotion of special in

terests, regardless of whether the common

good is served or not. The lawyers who

devise such schemes, and the lawyers in the

legislature who allow such bills to become

laws, are remarkably plain examples of the

parasitical class. . . .

"It would seem reasonable to expect that

lawyers, as those who face daily the problems

of the fulfillment and breach of obligation,

and hence are keenly observant of the moral

growth of a community, will strive to better

their works in even greater degree than their

fellows. The position of counselor is indeed

difficult to fulfill for one who does not feel

that he possesses a keener, deeper insight

into the complex questions of right and wrong

than is within the comprehension of the one

who comes to him for advice."

Race Problem. "The Conflict of Color;

II. The Yellow World of Eastern Asia."

By B. L. Putnam Weale. World's Work,

v. 18, p. 12111 (Oct.).

"It would be well for European statesmen

to realize that in eastern Asia the most knotty

of world-problems may have presently to be

solved by force. . . . What can very easily

happen is that the federation of eastern Asia

and the yellow races will be so arranged as to

exclude the white man and his commerce more

completely than any one has yet dreamed of.

And this is equivalent to saying that the entire

economic situation throughout the world is

in danger of being radically altered and the

present balance ofpower entirely upset from

the fact that eastern Asia, led by Japan, may

step by step erect harriers so as to restrain the

white man."

Race Discrimination. The problem of race

discrimination arises from the latent if not

always articulate conviction of the American

people that each individual deserves to be

dealt with on his merits, and from the absence

of clear proof that the same logic which

applies to individuals applies to races also.

The proposition that the Chinese or the

Japanese can be excluded from immigration

without unjust discrimination between in

dividuals is of course absurd, but men some

times refuse to see the absurdity, and that

perversity creates the problem that would not

otherwise exist. The phases of this problem

which are concerned with the "Chinese and

Japanese in America" are discussed . in the

latest number of the Annals of the American

Academy of Political and Social Science,

which has over a score of papers by well-

informed writers dealing with the general

topic. From these we select the four or five

likely to be of greatest interest to the legal

profession:—

"Misunderstanding of Eastern and Western
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States Regarding Oriental Immigration."

By Associate Justice Albert G. Burnett of the

District Court of Appeals of California.

Annals, v. 34, no. 2, p. 37 (Sept.).

"The West is not unduly or at all excited

over the question of immigration from Japan ;

it is only determined. It has heard from

Washington that the Mikado's government

is going to refuse permission to its subjects

to come to the United States. It hopes this

will be done, but it is somewhat dubious

when it hears rumors from day to day of the

vast numbers of Japanese who are debarking

in British Columbia and stealing their way

across the border. . . . Those now living there

propose that it shall continue to be a home

for them and their children, and that they

shall not be overwhelmed and driven eastward

by an ever-increasing yellow and brown flood."

"Un-American Character of Race Legisla

tion." By Max J. Kohler, A. M., formerly

Assistant United States Attorney, New York.

Annals, v. 34, no. 2, p. 55 (Sept.).

"It is apparent that the desire to exclude

the Chinese laborer has worked incalculable

harm both to them and to us, at least in

excluding non-laborers and causing much

unnecessary and unintended hardship. If

cheap pauper labor, competing on unequal

and unfair terms with American labor, be

involved, such labor can be excluded under

general laws, not applicable to the Chinese

merely, and not making exclusion the rule and

a few enumerated classes of non-laborers the

exception. It must be apparent, however,

to justify even such reversal of our established

beneficent and satisfactory American policy

of a century and more, that the danger be

general and continuous, and not temporary

and spasmodic, and that it is one that cannot

be cured by effective distribution, so as to

deprive sections needing such labor badly

of the benefits to which they also are entitled."

"Treaty Powers: Protection of Treaty

Rights by Federal Government." By Dean

William Draper Lewis, Ph. D., University of

Pennsylvania Law School. Annals, v. 34,

no. 2, p. 93 (Sept.).

"The means which are unquestionably

within the power of the federal government,

if properly used, would appear to be ample

to enforce all treaties. The doubts, and they

are many, which surround the subject, . . . are

... as to the extent of the treaty power, not as

to the right of the United States to maintain

respect tor, and punish violations of, those

treaties which it may lawfully make."

"The Legislative History of Exclusion

Legislation." By Chester Lloyd Jones, Ph. D.,

Annals, v. 34, no. 2, p. 131 (Sept.).

"The excitement was for the time at least

allayed by an expedient included in the im

migration act of 1907. . . . Congress authorized

the President to exclude from continental

United States any immigrants holding pass

ports not specifically entitling them to enter

this country. . . . The 'Japanese question' was

for the moment out of politics. It is by no

means certain, however, that the seeds of

future disagreement are removed. . . . The

whole subject of Japanese immigration is one

which calls for careful settlement by a treaty

which shall at the same time avoid antago

nizing a proud nation and remove an element

which unregulated can hardly avoid causing

increasing uneasiness and ill feeling on the

west coast."

"The Exclusion of Asiatic Immigrants in

Australia." By Philip S. Eldershaw, and

P. P. Olden. Annals, v. 34, no. 2, p. 190,

(Sept.).

"No expense is grudged to keep unsullied

the policy, and more than a policy, the ideal

of a 'White Australia.' This, as has been

shown, is not a passing ebullition of feeling.

It may be not inaptly described as the Monroe

doctrine of Australia, only it should be borne

in mind that we are acting with reference to

Eastern Asiatic peoples only. . . .

"Any attempt in derogation of this doctrine

would be viewed with grave apprehension by

Australia, under the a^gis of the British

empire, and resented as an unfriendly act."

Taxation. "A Forgotten Chapter in Scot

tish History." By a Philosophical Radical.

Blackwood's, v. 186, p. 424 (Sept.).

"To be logical, Mr. Asquith should ordain

that when manufacturers' profits, lawyers'

fees, and workingmen's wages rise above a

certain point, toll should be levied on the

increase, even on the plea that as the various

parties' abilities remain the same the increased

value must necessarily be the creation of the

community. In this matter the socialists

are more logical than their Liberal colleagues.

They see no reason why the capitalist's

profits should not be placed in the same

category with the landowner's rents, and thus

pushing the Ricardian theory to its logical

conclusion, they demand the nationalization

of capital as well as land. That way anarchy

lies."

"The Increment Tax: The Land Clauses

Neither Unprecedented nor Socialistic." By

Alfred Mond, M. P. Nineteenth Century,

v. 66, p. 377 (Sept.).

This writer considers just, and by no means

socialistic, the "great principle of obtaining

for the community, by means either of local

or national taxes, a reasonable share of the

increased value of land which is generally

recognized to be mainly due not to the efforts

of an individual, or even a group of individuals,

but to the growth of the population and the

consequent necessity for land to live on."

Uniformity of Laws. "States with Ideas

of their Own." By Philip Loring Allen.

North American Review, v. 190, p. 515 (Oct.).

"The various legislatures, notably those

of New York and Wisconsin, through their
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library bureaus, are making it their business,

before passing important new legislation,

to find out the experience of their neighbors

with similar questions. This means, even in

the most superficial aspect, that state legis

lation is likely to become progressively less

deserving of the ridicule and contempt it

has so often received in the past. No far-

reaching national policy, but only the simplest

mechanism of friendly co-operation, is needed

to eliminate many of the needless and annoy

ing differences in state policy. That we are

getting this co-operation in larger measure

is one of the answers which the states have

made to their critics. Of all possible ways

of securing uniform legislation surely the best

is the voluntary copying of those statutory

details which have worked well in the states

of their origin and the dropping of those which

have worked badly."

Wills and Administration. "Executors as

Trustees." By William P. Borland. 11

Kansas City Bar Monthly 102 (Oct.).

"A trustee, as such, has by law very few

rights, very limited powers, and practically

no discretion. He must point to the trust

instrument, the will, for such powers as

he may exercise, and especially is this so if

the power involves a discretion. . . . The office

of an executor, originally that of a pure trus

tee, accountable only to a court of equity,

is by process of time and change of conditions

reduced to a mere statutory office controlled

by a statutory court; and then enlarged again,

by a division of powers, into two distinct

offices, each hedged about by its own legal

right."

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

Armaments. "The Ominous Hush in

Europe : An Outline of the Situation between

England and Germany." By H. R. Chamber

lain. McClure's, v. 33, p. 598 (Oct.).

"The wild and innocuous peace agitation,

with its leagues and conventions in various

countries, is scarcely worth serious considera

tion as a practical factor in dealing with the

present crisis. . . . The moment may not have

arrived, but it is close at hand, when a drastic

remedy must be found for the gigantic evil

that is beginning to undermine civilization

itself. The initiative unquestionably belongs

to America. She alone among the Great

Powers is above suspicion in motive. Her

share of the general burden, which is piling

up so rapidly, has not yet become crushing.

Disinterested common sense is her sufficient

incentive and justification."

Asiatic Problems. "The Clark University

Conference on the Far East." By James L.

Tryon. Advocate of Peace, v. 71, p. 212 (Oct.).

An editorial report of the Conference, the

object of which is stated to have been "not

to criticize any particular country's policy

in the Orient, or to subject the attitude of

Oriental countries to unfriendly scrutiny,

but to help the United States to enter into

more sympathetic relations with them. It

sought to get at the truth as a basis for in

telligent action. It was inspired by a love

of modern scholarship and international

justice."

Hayes. "A Review of President Hayes's

Administration." By James Ford Rhodes.

Century, v. 78, p. 883 (Oct.).

"The organization of civil service reform

associations began under Hayes. . . . The

brightest page in the history of the Republican

party since the Civil War tells of its work in the

cause of sound finance, and no administration

is more noteworthy than that of Hayes. . . .

Hayes had decided opinions of his own and

did not hesitate to differ from his Secretary

of the Treasury."

Labor Unions. "Trade Unions and the

Individual Worker." By Jonathan Thayer

Lincoln. Atlantic Monthly, v. 104, p. 469

(Oct.).

"If the cause of unionism is made identical

with the cause of labor, and thus ministers

to the social progress of every workingman,

we may believe that trade-unionism still has

a work to accomplish; but if the movement

is to minister to a class of workingmen only,

its usefulness is already at an end.

Legal Burlesque. "Notes from London."

Scottish Law Review, v. 25, p. 228.

"It may be, as has been said, that Sir Theo

dore Martin's knowledge of affairs, even more

than his literary ability, qualified him for

writing the 'Life of the Prince Consort.'

Certainly training in law is a fine preparation

for many kinds of writing. Could it have

been this which enabled Martin, a young man

of twenty-eight, to write the preface to Sir

Thomas Urquhart's translation of Rabelais

which won the praise of Dr. John Brown?

It may, at any rate, have been the legal

element in Rabelais' work, for one thing that

attracted him. Even after 'Pickwick,' the

greatest burlesque and parody of law and

lawyers ever written is still to be found in

Rabelais. ' Bardell v. Pickwick,' in fact, is

infantile by the side of it."

North Pole Discovery. "Legal Proof of

the Discovery of the Pole." Editorial.

18 Bench and Bar 87 (Sept.).

"As to the negro who accompanied Peary,

if he is only an ordinary darkey of moderate

intelligence, then what was said by Hughes,

D. J., in The Emily A. Foote, 73 Fed. Rep.

508, 512 (cited in 2 Moore on Facts, p. 1161),

might apply. 'The testimony of ignorant

colored witnesses in behalf of their employers,'

it is written, is 'generally more compliant

with the wishes of the latter than truthful

for the truth's sake.' "

Personalities. Gaynor. "The Psychology
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of the Demand for Justice Gaynor." Editorial.

18 Bench and Bar 85 (Sept.).

"Justice Gaynor's position on all questions

with which the community is now concerned

is already known or may be confidently sur

mised. His integrity, his courage, his inde

pendence, and his ability to deal with new

and complicated conditions as they may arise

is proven by his past. It is for these reasons

that Bench and Bar believes that Justice

Gaynor's election, now that he has signified

his willingness to stand, is logically assured."

Lindsay. "The Beast and the Jungle."

By Judge Ben B. Lindsay, of the Juvenile

Court of Denver. Everybody's, v. 21, p. 433

(Oct.).

This attractive leading feature of the num

ber in which it appears is the first installment

of Judge Lindsay s autobiography. There is

a trace of innocent and amiable demagoguism

in the frankness of these reminiscences that

lends charm to the ardent personality of their

whole-souled writer. He tells how he was

led to forsake the path of corporation practice

and to dedicate himself to the public good.

Police Administration. "Finger Prints:

Their Use by the Police." By Jay Hambidge.

Century, v. 78, p. 916 (Oct.).

"A telephone in the Finger-Print Depart

ment of the New York Police Headquarters

having rung, the officer in charge, after

identifying the speaker, receives the following

cabalistic message from the Borough of

Brooklyn:

" 'Please give me 9 over 7, O I over I 0,

16.*

" 'AH right, Lieutenant; hold the wire.'

"Two minutes later the inquirer receives

the following report:

" 'The prisoner is Michael Cohen, alias

Shifty Mike, wanted in Scranton and Toledo,

suspected in connection with a job in the

Bronx. Hold him.'

"This mystic conversation means that a

police official at a metropolitan substation has

taken finger-prints of a criminal, and that on

his request a corresponding record has im

mediately been picked out of twenty-five

thousand cases! Later, to make assurance

doubly sure, an impression of the finger

print is sent to headquarters and verified."

Reviews of Books

THREE IMPORTANT BANKRUPTCY

PUBLICATIONS

A Treatise on the Law of Trustees in Bankruptcy,

by Albert S. Woodman of the Maine bar. Little,

Brown & Co., Boston. Pp. xci, 837 -f- appendices

and index 265. (S6.50 n..l.)

The Law and Practice in Bankruptcy, under the

National Bankruptcy Act of 1898. By William

Miller Collier. 7th ed., revised and enlarged by

Frank B. Gilbert of the Albany bar. Matthew

Bender & Co., Albany. Pp. lxvii, 854 + 455 (Gen

eral Orders, Forms, Statutes, etc., and index).

($7.50.)

A Digest of the Bankruptcy Decisions under the

National Bankruptcy Act of 1898, reported in the

American Bankruptcy Reports, Volumes 15 to 20

inclusive (1906-1909). By Melvin T. Bender and

Harold J. Hinman, of the Albany, N. Y„ Bar. V. 2.

Matthew Bender & Company, Albany, N. Y. Pp.

xiii, 393 + table of cases 61. ($4.)

MR. WOODMAN has aimed not to

cover the general subject of bank

ruptcy, but to treat only those portions of

the law with which trustees in bankruptcy

are concerned. He is right in saying that

there is a demand for a book written from

the standpoint of the trustee, covering a

field which is very closely related to practice

and procedure. He has produced an admira

ble volume from every point of view. One

of its conspicuous merits is the caution dis

played in discussing the important doubtful

questions. The author declares it to have

been his controlling purpose to furnish a

safe guide for trustees. He even apologizes

for this caution, but he will not be found

fault with on this score.

Mr. Woodman, by specializing in one im

portant branch of the subject which had not

yet been fully covered, and treating it in

accordance with the most approved method

of text-writing, has rendered a notable service.

He has provided a well-written exposition

which in fullness of detail and sense of pro

portion could scarcely be improved upon,

and the grouping of the authorities in the

footnotes at once economizes the attention

of the reader who wishes to follow the author's

train of ideas and presents the important

decisions in convenient juxtaposition to the

text. The book offers in a form that could

not be improved upon information regarding

all questions relating to the estate of a bank

rupt.

The notes and authorities are present in

abundance, and excerpts from leading de
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cisions are plentifully included. The author

is able, because of his experience in bank

ruptcy practice, to write very instructively

of practice under the act. The citations are

both to the Federal and to the Bankruptcy

Reports.

Collier on Bankruptcy has never lost its

place as the standard treatise, notwithstand

ing the appearance of other works of great

value, and its merits of completeness, accu

racy, and learning have been appreciated

by the bar, which has found its usefulness

to have increased with the appearance of

each of its seven editions.

When Mr. Collier originally prepared this

work he expressed fears that the task of

"blazing a way" in interpreting the statute,

at a time when the courts had not construed

its provisions, made it necessary to ask the

leniency of critics, but the attitude of the

courts toward the treatise at once established

for it an enviable reputation. The needed

modifications and enlargements of the text

to conform to the decisions since rendered,

owing to the care and skill exercised by Mr.

Eaton, Mr. Hotchkiss and Mr. Gilbert, no

longer furnish any ground for the original

author's misgivings with regard totheprobable

shortcomings of a pioneer work. Its latest

edition sees it more reliable than ever as an

authoritative exposition of the national

bankruptcy law. *

Practically the entire text has been re

written and many new subjects have been

dealt with. The arrangement renders the

material most accessible, as in the former

editions. Each section of the act is treated

exhaustively in a distinct chapter, and the

cross references are numerous. A new index

of increased utility has been prepared.

The edition of this year has 243 pages more

than the sixth edition, and contains as a new

feature a section on general orders, annotated,

all the cases relating to them being treated

and digested. This is, we believe, the only

work in which the practitioner will find the

general orders separately treated.

The second volume of Bender & Hinman's

Bankruptcy Digest, an important standard

publication, has now been issued. While

treatises are useful to economize the time

that would otherwise be required of the

practitioner for the careful analysis of statutes

and decided cases, he must also have

ready access to the judicial decisions them

selves for data which even the most volum

inous treatise could not possibly supply. The

text-books will give him the main principles,

but a certain case may possibly contain a

dictum of importance bearing on the specific

matter in hand, or it may be necessary to

ascertain the facts as well as the law of an

important case. The lawyer who has much

to do with bankruptcy practice will there

fore find the American Bankruptcy Re

ports serviceable, with their accompanying

Digest. With the appearance of this second

volume, digesting the cases decided during

the past three years, he has within reach,

within the compass of a thousand pages or

less, the law of all the decisions under the

national bankruptcy act reported in the

twenty volumes of the American Bankruptcy

Reports.

The authors say that they were able,

because of their experience with the first

volume, to make some improvements in the

classification in the second one, but no ob

jection was to be made to the first in this

respect, which received the commendation of

the bench. The Table of Cases Cited and

Table of General Orders Cited are offered

with the expectation that they will prove a

valuable feature for quick reference to the

cases under any particular section of the

statute or under any of the Orders. The

volume is elaborately cross-indexed.

Mcelroy on taxable transfers

in new york

The Transfer Tax Law of the State of New York.

By George W. McElroy, Assistant Chief Clerk in

the Transfer Tax Bureau, State Comptroller's

Office. Matthew Bender & Co., Albany, N. Y.

2d ed. Pp. xlii, 595, appendix and index 167

CM.)

THE second edition of this standard work

greatly enlarges the treatise to con

form to the new Consolidated Laws, which

took effect February 17, 1909, and covers

all amendments to June 1 of this year.

In its enlarged form, the work is a complete

treatise on the Inheritance and Transfer Tax

Law of New York State, giving sections 220

to 245, inclusive, of the Tax Law(Consolidated

Laws, c. 60) , with annotations and references,

the material being presented largely in the

form of a digest of cases. Each section of the

statute receives careful detailed treatment,

and the statute is printed section by section

with the material conveniently grouped after

each section under numerous sub-headings.

The second edition will be found useful

as a complete treatment of the subject, in
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eluding the taxation of non-residents of the

state. The author's purpose has been to

collate all the decisions bearing on the matters

under consideration. Over two hundred

new cases are cited and commented upon.

Chapter III has been rewritten and enlarged,

many new subjects have been treated, the

type has been entirely reset, and information

is given regarding practice and procedure

under the statutes as amended up to June 1

of this year. An appendix also contains the

full text of chapter XIII of the Consolidated

Laws, in which are incorporated the former

statute and code provisions relating to wills,

descent and devise, and executors, adminis

trators and trustees. A complete set of

forms applicable to transfer tax proceedings

is also given..

AN EXCELLENT TREATISE ON REAL

PROPERTY LAW

A Treatise on the Law of Real Property. By

Alfred G. Reeves, Professor of Law in the New

York Law School. Little, Brown & Co., Boston.

2v. Pp. exxiv, 1588 + index 71. ($13n#«.)

AS an example of America's best grade

of legal scholarship, we welcome the

appearance of Professor Reeves's up-to-date

treatise on the law of real property. The

merits of this work are conspicuous. The

author has arranged his subjects in accordance

with a classification admirably simple and

easily understood, and has collated with

learning and diligence copious materials bear

ing on each topic considered. The treatise

is marked by lucidity of style, aptitude of

illustration, and logical unity. It will be found

by the law student of great help in overcoming

the complexities and technicalities of a subject

which in the hands of Professor Reeves is by

no means dry and irksome. It will also be

useful to the practising lawyer because of its

admirable clearness of arrangement, its

voluminous contents, and its full citations.

The treatise is aimed primarily at the pre

sentation of the modern law of real property

regardless of local jurisdictions. The subject

receives a thoroughly national treatment,

but the author has paid much attention to the

New York law, not so much for the purpose

of providing a text-book for the use of lawyers

of that state as because of a conviction that

New York's codification is of importance not

only as the local system but as a typical code

which has served as the model for the legisla

tion of many other states . ' "Thus it is sought,"

to quote the author, "to make a practically

complete treatise on New York real property

law, yet without materially encumbering

the text or notes with anything that is purely

local or special." The New York references

are so effectually subordinated to the general

scheme by condensing a large mass of material

in separately grouped foot-notes that the

general non-local character of the work is

strongly sustained throughout.

Professor Reeves is a leading authority on

real property whose treatise on "Special

Subjects of the Law of Real Property" is

recognized as an authority by the courts. He

is one of the ablest scholars ever graduated

by the Columbia Law School, and was one

of the principal framers of the Torrens system

of transfers, which became a law in New York

last year. His work on "Special Subjects"

makes up part of the present treatise, which

is about double the size of the former and

covers the subjects left untouched at that time.

The task of constructing a well-rounded

treatise has resulted in the production of an

admirable, symmetrical work.

The author is to be congratulated upon the

production of a work so highly creditable to

American scholarship and so well executed

for permanent utility.

NOTES

Professor James Morton Callahan, of the depart

ment of history and political science of West Vir

ginia University, has written a study of "The Evo.

lution of Seward's Mexican Policy," which has bees

issued in the West Virginia University Studies in

American History. Seward consistently maintained

the doctrine that the continuance of free Republican

institutions throughout America was required far

the safety of the institutions of the United States.

This principle furnishes the key to his diplomatic

policy.

Papers of general interest read before the Colorado

Bar Association a year ago included "The Doctrine

of the Turn-Table Cases." by Albert A. Reed.

"Modern Tendencies and the Supreme Court''

by C. C. Hamlin, "The National Public Domain,"

by James W. McCreery, and "The Chicago System

of Municipal Courts as a Substitute for Inferior

Courts," by Fred A. Sabin. These papers, together

with Wilbur F. Stone's anecdotal address on "The

Pioneer Bench and Bar of Colorado," are printed

in the report of the proceedings of the eleventh

annual meeting, now issued.

The printed volume recording the twentieth

annual meeting of the Virginia State Bar Associa

tion, held in August, 1908, is made up chiefly of

material of local interest. It contains, however,

several papers that will appeal widely to the pro
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fession. Chief among them is the address of Presi

dent Taft on "The Administration of Justice: Its

Speeding and Cheapening." Other papers are those

of Hon. William Lindsay, on "The Man and the

Corporation," and the president s address delivered

by Hon. Wyndham R. Meredith on "Federal Control

of Intra-State Commerce."

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED

RECEIPT of the following new books,

which will be reviewed later, is acknowl

edged:—

"Mr. Justice Raffles." By E. W. Horaung.

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. ($I. 50.)

"Select Essays in Anglo-American Legal His

tory." By Various Authors. V. 3. Little, Brown

& Co., Boston. ($12 net for the set of three vol

umes.)

"Equity; also, The Forms of Action at Common

Law." By the late Professor F. W. Maitland.

Cambridge University Press; G. P. Putnam's

Sons, New York. Pp. 407 (index). ($4.)

"Practical Suggestions for Drawing Wills and

the Settlement of Estates in Pennsylvania." By

John Marshall Gest of the Philadelphia bar.

T. & J. W. Johnson Co., Philadelphia. Pp. xx, 141

+ index 10. ($2 net.)

"Foreign Judgments and Jurisdiction." Part

II, "Judgments in Rem— Status." 3d ed. By

Sir Francis Piggott, Chief Justice of Hongkong.

Butterworth & Co., London. Pp. x, 550 + appen

dix and index 45.

"The Fixed Law of Patents, as Established by

the Supreme Court of the United States and the

Nine Circuit Courts of Appeals." By William

Macomber. Little, Brown & Co., Boston. Pp.

cxxxix, 907 + index 17. ($7.50 net.)

"Grounds and Rudiments of Law." By William

T. Hughes. 4v. Usona Book Co., Chicago, v. 1,

pp. xv, 283 + appendix 71 ; v. 2, pp. x, Text-Index

228; v. 3, "Datum Posts of Jurisprudence," pp.

x, 218 + index 32; v. 4, pp. 12, Text-Index 275.

(Sheep $16, buckram $15.)

"International Incidents for Discussion in Con

versation Classes." By L. Oppenheim, LL.D.,

Whewell Professor of International Law in the

University of Cambridge. Cambridge University

Press; G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. Pp. xi,

129. Alternate pages left blank for notes. ($1.)

"A History of English Law." By W. S. Holds-

worth, M.A., B.C.L., Vice-President and Fellow

of St. John's College, Oxford. Little, Brown & Co.,

Boston. V. 1, xl, 421, appendix and index 38;

v. 2, xxvii, 507, appendix and index 64; v. 3, pp.

xxxiv, 495, appendix and index 34. ($4 per vol

ume.)

"Selected Statutes of the State of New York."

As amended to close of legislative session of 1909,

comprising the following consolidated laws: De

cedent Estate Law, Domestic Relations Law, Lien

Law, Negotiable Instruments Law, Personal Prop

erty Law, Real Property Law. 6th ed. Matthew

Bender & Company, Albany, N. Y. Pp. v, 457.

($2 net.)

Latest Important Cases*

Appeals. Admissibility of Evidence as to

Fraudulent Intent— Verdict will not Be Set

Aside for Inconsistencies Which are not Sub

stantial.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

seventh circuit, reviewing a writ of error in

the case of Walsh v. U. S., decided Oct. 5

(Chicago Legal News, Oct. 9, 1909), affirmed

the judgment of the trial court, dealing with

several questions brought up in the volumi

nous record of the case. On the question of

admissibility of evidence as to fraudulent

•Many of these decisions are not yet reported, and

no citations can be given. Copies of the pamphlet

Reporters containing full reports of such of them

as are cited in the National Reporter System may

be secured from the West Publishing Company,

St. Paul, Minnesota, at 25 cents each. In order

ing, the title of the desired case should be given

as well as the citation of volume and page of the

Reporter in which it is printed.

intent, the Court (Humphrey, District Judge)

said :—

"It is urged on behalf of plaintiff in error

that the verdict is not sustained by the evi

dence because the record as a whole does not

show any guilty intent, and also that the trial

court erred in permitting the jury to consider

evidence of other acts of the defendant of a

kindred nature, not counted upon in the

indictment.

"Where fraudulent intent is an essential

element of the offense charged, evidence of

other acts of defendant of a kindred nature

is competent to illustrate the character^of

the transaction in question, and throw light

on the intent with which this particular act

was done. We see no error in admitting evi

dence of similar transactions to prove intent."

The Court also held:—
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"The objection to the verdict on the ground

of inconsistency and repugnancy we do not

think is well taken. None of the alleged in

consistencies are substantial, nor of such a

character as the law will recognize. A verdict

will not be set aside as inconsistent because

it finds differently as to counts in which there

is no material difference. So long as there is

no inconsistency in the verdict as to the sub

stance of the matter charged in the various

counts, the verdict will not be disturbed.

If the gravamen of the charge in each count,

on which there has been a verdict of guilty,

is the same, there is no inconsistency in the

verdict. If in contemplation of law, the legal

effect of the allegations in the various counts

on which there has been a verdict of guilty

is the same, the courts will not upset the

verdict on the ground of inconsistency, where

the only inconsistency is in respect to imma

terial particulars concerning the means by

which the crime was committed. Griffin v.

State, 18 Ohio State 438; Reg. v. O' Brian,

1 Brit. Crown cases, 9; Hudson v. State, 1

Black Ind. Rep. 317; Hathcock v. State,

88 Ga. 91; Tablet v. State, 34 Ohio State 127;

People v. Sullivan, 173 N. Y. 122; Lyons v.

People, 68 Ill. 271; Longford v. People, 134

Ill. 444."

Appeals. Errors of Law in Charge to Jury

Immaterial, when the Verdict is Found Strictly

on the Evidence. O.

In an action recently brought against the

city of Cincinnati, the jury found for the

plaintiff strictly upon the evidence, though

it allowed a less amount of damages than was

claimed and the facts may have warranted.

The solicitor for the city appealed from the

verdict of the jury because of a technical

error of trial.

The Circuit Court of Hamilton county, O.,

in denying the writ of error laid down as a

principle of law the proposition: When uncon

tradicted evidence shows liability for what

ever damage resulted , and also that the plaintiff

suffered greater damages than were allowed

him, errors of law in the charge to the jury,

or in the admission or rejection of evidence

at the trial, become immaterial.

The Ohio Bar Association has said that

this decision should be preserved in bronze,

for the reason that "it anticipates by a half-

century the evolution of judicial procedure,

which will bring with it that ideal administra

tion of the law where justice shall be done,

even if errors have to be ignored."

Appeals. No Reversible Error in Admission

of Incompetent Evidence Which Could not Have

Influenced Verdict. Okla.

One convicted of murder appealed. It was

apparent that the wounds of the victim had

not been self-inflicted, and further to estab

lish this fact testimony of physicians was

introduced. For the error in the admission

of this evidence a new trial was sought on the

ground that the prosecution, having offered

this evidence as a part of its case, was estopped

from denying its injurious effect. In Byers v.

Territory, 103 Pac. Rep. 532, the Oklahoma

Court of Criminal Appeals refused to be bound

by or to follow the line of authorities, which it

condemned as technicality run mad, repug

nant to reason, demoralizing to respect for

law, and destructive of justice. "If the evi

dence, the admission of which was error,

could reasonably have had any effect on the

jury, this decision might have been different,

but it is the fixed policy of this court to refuse

to reverse convictions upon mere technicalities

or exceptions which do not deprive the defend

ant of a substantial right."

See also Defamation.

Corporations. See Interstate Commerce.

Defamation. No Reversal on Writ of Error

for Mistakes not Prejudicial—Evidence of

Mental Suffering Admissible, Even if Arising

from a Subsequent Publication. U. S.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

second circuit, refused to reverse the judg

ment of the court below for error, in the libel

suit of 5. 5. McClure Co. v. Philipp, where

the plaintiff in the court below had secured a

verdict for $15,000 damages in an action for

an article which had appeared in McClure's

Magazine, in the Circuit Court for the southern

district of New York. "It is impossible that

an action like the present," said the Court

(Coxe, J.), "which was fiercely contested for

five or six days, can be tried without some

ruling being made which would not have

been made if the court had been aware at the

time of its full significance. But unless these

mistakes are prejudicial a just result should

not be disturbed."

On the subject of the admissibility of evi

dence of mental suffering in an action of libel,

the Court said:—

"The first assignment of error which, in our

judgment, requires serious consideration chal

lenges the action of the trial court in permit

ting the plaintiff to describe his feelings after
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reading the articles in question. He testified,

after objection and exception, that when he

read the January article he was much dis

tressed because of the effect it would have

upon his family, friends, business acquaint

ances and his social and financial standing.

He was then asked, 'How did you feel after

you read the article that was published in the

April magazine?' The answer was, 'I felt

worse.' It is well settled that in an action of

libel the jury may in awarding damages con

sider the mental suffering of the plaintiff

attributable to the libelous article. It is

quite true that in, perhaps, the majority of

cases the question is presented to the jury

as a deduction from established facts. In the

case at bar, with all the facts relating to the

plaintiff's domestic, social and business rela

tions established, argument as to effect of

the false charges upon his mind might, it

would seem, have been presented as effectively

without the testimony complained of as with

it. Before coming to the question of dam

ages the jury necessarily had to reach the

conclusion that the defendant had falsely

accused the plaintiff of being a criminal, and

the conclusion that he had suffered great

mental anguish from such a charge would

naturally follow. ^But what may be con

sidered by the jury may be proved, and where

the question relates to the mental suffering

of the plaintiff no witness can speak ex cathedra

but the plaintiff himself.

"Regarding the April article, which was

introduced by the defendant as a retraction of

the January charges and to show that the

January article was not written maliciously,

we see no reason why the plaintiff was pre

cluded from showing that it did not have the

effect upon his mental condition which the

defendant thinks it should have had.

"To illustrate: Assume that in an action for

malpractice the defendant admits that the

initial treatment prescribed by h.m was im

proper, but that at a later date, by giving the

proper remedy, he effected a complete cure.

It will probably not be contended that the

plaintiff in such an action is precluded from

showing that his health was worse after the

alleged cure than it was before; in other words,

that the wound was not healed."

Elections. Voting "by Ballot" Cannot In

clude Use of Voting Machines. O.

The Ohio constitution provides that all

elections shall be by ballot. In State v.

Board of Deputy State Supervisors of Elections,

89 N. E. Rep. 33, the purchase and use of

voting machines was objected to on the

ground that it transgressed this provision.

Cardboard ballots are attached to the machine;

they do not pass into the custody of any vote

or by the act of voting into the control of the

officers of the election. The Ohio Supreme

Court said that to speak of such cardboard

as the ballot of the constitution is obviously

paying but mock deference to that instru

ment. However consistently with the inten

tion of the designer the machine may operate

and however simple its manipulation may be

to those who have become familiar with it, it

is in contemplation that it shall be used by

the body of the electors, most of whom have

no knowledge whatever of its operation, and

that from the necessities of the use but little

time can be allowed to acquire such knowl

edge and understanding, one minute being the

time allowed by the statute to each elector

for that purpose. The Court declared the

use of this voting machine unconstitutional.

Evidence. See Appeals, Defamation.

Indictment. "Willful Misapplication" With

out Conversion—General Allegation of Wrong

ful Intent Will Cure Defect of Indictment

Which Does not Set Forth Case of Conver

sion. U. S.*

Judge Hough of the United States Circuit

Court dismissed fifteen of the sixteen counts

of the indictment charging F. Augustus Heinze

and others with conspiracy, in a memorandum

filed in New York City Sept. 11. The Court

said :—

"This indictment seems to me to charge

in counts one to fifteen this and no more, viz. :

That with intent to defraud the bank of which

he was president, and for the benefit of others

unnamed, defendant caused the bank to dis

count single named commercial paper, and

the bank lost the amount paid on the dis

count. The sixteenth count varies from the

others only in stating that the person respon

sible for the discounted note was insolvent

to the knowledge of the defendant at the time

of discount.

"The crime of which the defendant is guilty,

if guilty at all, is willful misapplication. The

one characteristic or essential of this crime

on which the Supreme Court has always in

sisted is conversion. No method of being

guilty without converting the funds, money,

or credits of the bank has been pointed out.

The word conversion has supplied the legal
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measure which the court has not been able

to find in willful misapplication. If the facts

stated in the indictment do not set forth a

case of conversion, the indictment is bad, and

a general allegation of wrongful intent will

not cure it."

The Court also said :—

"That the statements setting forth overt

acts cannot be resorted to to aid or supple

ment defective averments in the indictment

proper is plain law. The technical reason for

this rule is stated by Judge Woods in the Brit-

tin case, 108 U. S. 199. Laying aside therefore

the 'overt acts,' the statement of conspiracy

under section 5440 to commit an offense

under section 5399 is clearly insufficient under

Pettibone v. United States, 148 U. S. 197, in

that secretion is not charged. No point other

than this is now considered."

Interstate Commerce. Transactions of For

eign Corporation not Licensed to Do Business

in the State are Interstate Commerce. Colo.

Without having secured permission from

that state, a foreign corporation, through its

traveling representatives, sold goods in Colo

rado. The vendees were sued for the pur

chase price. A statute provides that no

foreign corporation shall prosecute a suit in

the state until it has complied with the law.

The Colorado Supreme Court in Herman

Bros. Co. v. Nasiacos, 103 Pac. Rep. 301,

held the transaction a contract of interstate

commerce, and ruled that it was not within

the power of the state to interfere with the

business of the foreign corporation so long as

its transactions in the state were confined

to transactions of interstate commerce. It

was not doubted that the states might exclude

foreign corporations entirely, or that they

might exact such security for the perform

ance of their contracts with its citizens as in

their judgment would best promote the pub

lic interest, but statutes imposing obliga

tions upon foreign corporations will be con

strued as not applicable to corporations

engaged solely in interstate commerce.

Landlord and Tenant. Consolidation of

Actions—Claims against Tenant Holding Over

After Expiration of Lease. N. Y.

In the case of Kennedy v. City of New York,

the plaintiff, a landlord, had brought two

actions for the rent of the years 1898 and

1899, on a lease held over after the expiration

of the term. The two actions were con

solidated by order of the court, and the plain

tiff appealed from the judgment rendered in

the consolidated action.

The Court of Appeals of the State

of New York, in a judgment rendered Oct. 5

(N. Y. Law Jour., Oct. 11, 1909), held that

while the plaintiff might have grouped his

several causes of action in a single suit, he

was not legally bound to do so, as each suit

was based upon a separate cause of action.

The Court (Werner, J.) said:—

"A tenant who holds over after the ex

piration of a definite term for a year or years

may be treated by his landlord as a trespasser

or as a tenant from year to year. If the

landlord elects to treat the tenant as holding

over for another year, the conditions of the

original lease apply, except as to duration

(Haynes v. Aldrich, 133 N. Y. 287; Adams v.

City of Cohoes, 127 id. 175). Under such a

holding over a tenant is bound for another

year not by virtue of an express contract,

but by implication of law springing from the

circumstances ( Herter v. Mullen, 159 N. Y.

28, 43). The only logical deduction from the

choice thus given to the landlord of treating a

holdover tenant either as a trespasser or as

a tenant for another year is that each holding

over, where acquiesced in by the landlord,

constitutes a new term, separate and distinct

from those which preceded it and related to

each other only in the conditions of the

original lease which the law reads into the

new tenancy. Some of the text-writers and

a few of the earlier decisions seem to have

confused the subject by referring to tenancies

from year to year arising by operation of law,

as continuations of the original terms, when

it would have been more correct to character

ize them as new tenancies subject to the

original conditions. The later decisions in

this court have, however, defined this species

of tenancy with a precision that admits of no

misunderstanding."

Edward T. Bartlett, J., dissented in a

lengthy and carefully prepared opinion.

Legislative Power. Congress May Delegate

Power to Determine Facts on Which Operation

of a Statute Depends—Constitutionality of

Twenty- Eight Hour Live Stock Law— Unit

of Violation the Shipment and Not the Car

load. U. S.

In Southern Pacific Co. v. U. S. (N. Y.

Law Jour. Oct. 5, 1909), decided by the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the ninth circuit in July, the plaintiff con

tended that the Twenty-eight Hour Law (Act
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Cong. June 29, 1906, c. 3594, 34 Stat. 607,

U. S. Comp. St. Supp. 1907, p. 918), author

izing the shipper of cattle or the person

accompanying them to extend the time of

their confinement to thirty-six hours, was

not such a delegation of legislative power as

would render the law unconstitutional. For,

said the Court (Gilbert, Circuit Judge),"While

a Legislature may not delegate the power to

legislate, it may delegate the power to deter

mine some fact on which the operation of its

own act is made to depend. Although the

act in question herein incidentally protects

the owners of live stock, its primary and

important purpose is to prevent cruelty to

animals in transportation. It needs no argu

ment to show how great is the evil which it is

intended to remedy. We find no ground for

saying that the law as framed by Congress is

not complete in itself. No part of it is made

by the shipper, nor is he given the option to

say that the carrier shall not comply with its

provisions."

The Court also held that the unit, in the

case of violation of the act, was the indi

vidual shipment of live stock and not the

carload as contended by the plaintiff, finding

controlling reason for so holding in the

proviso of section 1 :—

"That upon the written request of the

owner or person in custody of that particular

shipment, which written request shall be

separate and apart from any printed bill of

lading or other railroad form, the time of

confinement may be extended to thirty-six

hours."

Legislative Power. Congress May Not

Delegate Power to Create and Define Crimes—

Unconstitutionality of Statute Making it Crimi

nal to Violate Rules of Department of the

Interior. U. S.

A federal statute made it a criminal offense

to violate rules which should thereafter be

made by the Secretary of the Interior. The

regulation in question prohibited the pasturing

of stock within the forest reserves without a

permit. In United States v. Grimaud, 170 Fed.

Rep. 205, the defendant, having been arrested

for pasturing sheep within a reserve, contended

that the statute was void because it did not

define the acts to be punished, and because it

delegated legislative power to an executive

officer. It did not declare the grazing of

sheep to be a crime, nor make any reference

thereto, but declared that whatever the execu

tive prohibited should be punishable. There

was no way by which a person examining a

statute could conclude that the act referred

to was criminal. The executive officer by

the statute was allowed to define and deter

mine crimes, which according to all the author-

ties is a legislative function. The United States

District Court held that there could be nc

crimes except those created, expressly de

fined, and penalized by an act of Congress,

and that the indictment could not be sus

tained.

Municipal Corporations. Ordinance to

Regulate Rag-Picking Invalid— Ordinances in

Restraint of Trade Passed for Protection from

Fire Require Legislative Sanction. Mass.

A city ordinance of Chelsea, Mass., passed

after the great fire, forbade the use of any

building for the picking, sorting or storage

of rags without a written permit from the

chief of the fire department.

In Commonwealth v. Maletsky, the validity

of this ordinance was called in question.

The Supreme Judicial Court of the state,

in a decision rendered Sept. 23, held the ordi

nance void, saying:—

"Neither expressly nor by necessary impli

cation is the chief of the fire department re

quired to base his action in granting or

refusing a permit upon the danger of fire

involved. . . .

"This is not a case where the city govern

ment has general control of the subject-matter

of the ordinance and may impose such con

ditions as it pleases. . . . The power of the

city of Chelsea to deal with this subject is

only what is given by Revised Laws, chap. 104,

. '. . , and the city authorities can in no

respect transcend the authority thus given.

"We need not doubt the power of the Legis

lature to establish such regulations as this

or to delegate that power to city governments

or other boards if it desired to do so, and to

make licenses or permits from an adminis

trative officer necessary to the exercise of

trades or kinds of business that might involve

a public danger. . . . But, as has been

already pointed out, the effect of the enforce

ment of this ordinance by the chief of the

fire department may be wholly to prohibit

the carrying on of the specified business in

Chelsea. . . . The pursuit of a lawful busi

ness, not of itself harmful, though it may be

regulated, is not, without legislative sanction,

wholly to be stopped by municipal ordinances

for the prevention of fire or for safeguard

against some other apprehended danger."
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Perpetuities. Validity of Charitable Trust.

U. S.

A philanthropic citizen wishing to alleviate

a state's financial burden deposited money in

trust to be accumulated for the benefit of the

state of Pennsylvania. The instrument pro

vided that the trustee should invest the

money and all its accumulations in the public

stocks of the state whenever they could be

purchased for a certain price, otherwise in

government or other stocks, until the time

should arrive when the fund so accumulated,

together with any other sums which might

be deposited with the trustee for like purpose

should be equal to the debt at that time owed

by the state, when it should be paid over to

the treasurer of the state for the purpose of

discharging its entire indebtedness, and for

no other purpose whatsoever. The amount

deposited was $2,000; the indebtedness of the

state at that time was $40,000,000. In

Russell v. Girard Trust Co., 171 Fed. Rep. 161,

the United States Circuit Court held that as

the state took no vested interest in the fund

but was to receive the benefit of it only on a

contingency which might never happen, or

might happen at some indefinite time in the

future, which might exceed the limitation of

the rule against remoteness of accumula

tions; the trust was void and the fund was

recoverable by the personal representative of

the settler upon his death.

Procedure. See Appeals.

Unfair Trade. Common Law Trademark

Which Had Been Registered—Mark Not a

Necessary Incident of Manufacture. U. S.

The plaintiff, a nail manufacturer, had regis

tered a trademark, also held valid at common

law, consisting of a pattern of small checks

stamped upon the head of horseshoe nails,

and obtained a decree in the lower court

enjoining defendant from using this trade

mark. In Capewell Horse Nail Co. v. Mooney,

decided at New York City August 20 (N. Y.

Law Jour., Oct. 4, 1909), the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the judg

ment of Judge Ray, Judge Lacombe finding

no error in his conclusions, and saying:—

"The most we can say is that the proof

leaves it doubtful whether or not the defend

ant could economically and efficiently manu

facture its nails without a gripping surface

on its small roller which would impress perma

nent marks on the front face of the nail head.

"On this branch of the case defendant, who

cannot reasonably dispute that his mark there

placed is substantially like complainant's, has

the burden of proof. But we concur with

Judge Ray in the conclusions that, 'if it was

necessary to have a gripping surface on the

roller it was not necessary to use the only one

of many which would produce (on the face of

the nail head) the exact counterpart of com

plainant's distinguishing mark, which had

come to be known in the trade and among

manufacturers and dealers in and users of

horseshoe nails'; and that 'the production of

this check mark on the defendant's nails is

not a necessary incident of manufacture.' "

Wills and Administration. Distribution per

Capita and Per Stirpes—Legal Interpretation.

N. Y.

A testator, an eminent lawyer who knew

the precise meaning of the terms he em

ployed, bequeathed the residue of his estate

one-third to the heirs of A, one-third to the

heirs of B, and one-third to the heirs of C,

"to be divided among them per capita as well

as per stirpes, equally and in all respects,

share and share alike." The Surrogate's

Court of Nassau county, New York, in Matter

of Curtis et al. (Aug. 1909, N. Y. Law Jour.,

Sept. 7, 1909), the Court said:—

"The words 'per capita and not per stirpes'

we may assume, were familiar to him, and if

he intended what they mean, would he not

have used them? The mere fact that he did

not indicates that he had something else in

mind when he used the words in question."

He therefore intended only that the thirds

should first be divided per stirpes and then

per capita among the children of the legatees

benefited by the distribution per stirpes."



 

THE CRIME OF FERRER

WHAT was the crime of Ferrer?

With reference to the facts which

have come to the attention of the Ameri

can public, what is to be said of the

policy which brought about his execu

tion?

Xn every country the dissemination

of anarchistic views, even by persons

whose private lives are irreproachable,

should be punishable when those views

incite others to acts of violence. The

statement has been freely made that

Ferrer was a philosophical anarchist.

The evidence on this point is not fully

accessible. That Ferrer was a so

cialist is clear; that his opinions were

not only anti-clerical, but anti-Christian,

is evident ; but it is doubtful whether he

was not more a republican than an

anarchist. The question in the present

case is more specific, being not whether

he held anarchistic views but whether

the expression of anarchistic views in

cited the rioting in Barcelona. This

disturbance does not clearly appear

to have been different in character from

an ordinary revolutionary riot. Such a

riot attracts not only anarchists to take

part in it, but malcontents of every

description—socialists, nihilists, repub

licans, all enemies of the monarchical

r6gime. As there is not even the prob

ability that the Barcelona uprising

sought the overthrow of all government,

rather than the establishment of a re

public, the offense of Ferrer, if offense

there was, is more likely to have been

that of rebellion against the lawful gov

ernment than of complicity in an anar

chistic disturbance. The former offense

is the lesser, for unlike the latter it may

be merely political.

The deposition of the Director of

Police at the trial, that Ferrer was an

active anarchist, may probably be set

down to prejudice. Some of the other

testimony pointed to complicity in a

republican insurrection. It was said that

Ferrer had invited the mayor of Premia

to proclaim a republic. It was also

testified that he had been seen among

the rioters. The evidence of not less

than seventy witnesses had been hostile

to him at the preliminary hearing.

His connection with the riots may

therefore have been sufficiently a matter

of reasonable belief to serve as a basis

for a charge of inciting to rebellion.

Ferrer might therefore have been

charged with an offense against public

order which is punishable in many

countries. Whether he could have been

convicted, however, in a regular trial is

improbable. If he had been tried by

the ordinary procedure of courts of law

in Spain, and had had the usual rights of

an accused person, there is little doubt

that he would have been acquitted. If

convicted, the sentence could not have

been of undue severity.

But Ferrer, instead of being tried in

the regular way, was tried in a court of
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martial law, by the summary procedure

peculiar to such a court, with the im

position of a penalty so severe as to be

justifiable only by military necessity.

Were such extreme measures proper

under the circumstances?

In any country, the occurrence of

such disturbances as those at Barcelona

last July would have furnished occasion

for armed resistance to revolt and the

establishment of martial law. Millions

of dollars' worth of property had been

destroyed, priceless works of art re

duced to ashes, and atrocious acts of

vandalism perpetrated. The police were

powerless to deal with a situation of

such turmoil. A resort to martial law

and military justice, under such condi

tions, may have been not only just but

necessary.

In the United States, if an insurrection

like that in Spain were to arise, the army

could not, in attempting to put it down,

deprive those not actually engaged in

the rebellion of the right of habeas

corpus, and martial law is subject to

limitations imposed by the United States

Constitution. Luther v. Borden, 7 How. 1 ;

Ex Parte Milligan, 4 Wall. 2. But

such limitations on martial law are

matters of municipal law, and need be

the same in no two countries. The

international law of war has to a notably

large extent defined the rights of mili

tary occupation, including those of sub

stituting martial law for the law pre

vailing in the occupied region, but none

of these rules is of binding application

to the law of internal war. Hence,

while international law takes, in general,

a humane and lenient view of the

methods by which martial law is to be

administered, this does not show what

course is legal or illegal in Spain, the

municipal law of which may authorize

most drastic measures for suppressing

armed insurrection.

When Francisco Ferrer was shot, how

ever, the insurrection in Barcelona was

under control. The conditions which call

for extreme measures of precaution seem

to have been absent. It was undoubt

edly necessary to rely on the presence of

the armed military force for the con

tinuance of order, but there appeals to

have been no necessity for suspending the

jurisdiction of the ordinary civil courts

so completely as to make the charge

against Ferrer triable only before a mili

tary tribunal. Foreign spectators have

been unable to see the justification of

any real necessity or danger for the trial

of Ferrer by a court of martial law.

It is probable that the course pursued

was technically legitimate under Span

ish law, but that does not make it rea

sonable or moral from the standpoint of

the enlightened world.

The character of Maura, the deposed

prime minister, has been blackened, but

he was the instrument of the forces

which seek the protection of life and

property and the maintenance of social

order, and as such he was more bigoted

than villanous. In a monarchical coun

try socialism is a far more serious menace

to social order than in a republic, for

popular government provides a free out

let for pent-up radicalism and prevents

explosions which might otherwise occur.

Ferrer, while personally by no means

to be classed as a criminal, may easily,

therefore, have been regarded a danger

ous enemy of public order. To treat

him as such was to misunderstand him,

but Ferrer had himself misunderstood

modern society, as he showed by his

socialistic teachings. He had laid him

self open to misconstruction. Error, like

truth, may have its martyrs, but those

of the former are not equally glorious.

Ferrer died a lamb of sacrifice on the

altar of the heathen cult of socialism.

The crime of Ferrer was that he mis-
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understood and consequently was mis

understood. Imprisonment would have

been sufficient.

THE CALL TO ARMS

WHEN the beautiful Mile. Helen

Miropolosky made her dibut re

cently as a member of the Paris bar. it

is said that she made a most pleasing

impression. She was attired in a simple

black gown relieved by the conventional

white barrister's bib. Her costume was

further accentuated by the black toque

which crowned her jet black hair. She

appeared to every one an irresistible

legal belle.

We do not believe in disparaging the

right of women to be treated with con

sideration when they choose to earn

their livelihood at the bar. There is

nothing in either the federal or the

female constitution which prohibits them

from using their powers to the best

advantage. If the ladies of the United

States would more generally emulate

the example of the charming Mile. Miro

polosky, the beauty of woman would vie

with the dignity of man in raising the

general tone of the profession. There

would be more ladies of whom it could

be said, to imitate Steele's immortal

phrase, that to know them was a legal

education. We often hear this or that

distinguished attorney called an "orna

ment" of the bar, but how quickly the

light of such luminaries would pale be

fore the withering rays of lovely woman !

In Denmark a woman has achieved

judicial eminence. In this country the

worthy profession of the law can point

with pride to Mrs. Esther Morris of the

bench of Wyoming, Mrs. Catherine

Waugh McCulloch of the bench of Illi

nois and Mrs. Mary Cooper of the bench

of Kansas. Even thus so noble a type

as that of Deborah, the wife of Lapidoth,

who judged the people of Israel for

forty years, is enshrined in immortality

in the heart of the American people !

Toward the corporation of Harvard

University, which has denied a lady

admittance to the Harvard Law School,

our only feeling is one of holy and

chivalrous regret. Like the shot that

was once heard at Bunker Hill, the

corporation's snap of its fingers at

Miss M has been heard round the

world. But democracy will be vindi

cated! Arise, sisters, and avenge your

fallen comrade !

"A CASE QF RARE JUSTICE"

ALAWYER of Moultrie, Ga., sends us

the following amusing reminis

cence :—

The writer, while representing a local road

as "cow coroner," was called to an adjoining

town in the "Sticks" to defend his road in a

"hog" case.

Upon getting off the train he was accosted

by a stranger who inquired if he was the rail

road's lawyer, and asked other and numerous

questions. Seeing that he had an interest in

me and possibly some connection with the

case, I inquired if he was the plaintiff or one

of the witnesses. He modestly informed me

that his interest was only this, that he and

the Justice of the Peace who was to try the

case had up' a bet between them of a five-

dollar hat, the Justice betting him that I

would lose the case. This did not tend to

increase my already doubtful spirits, but I

determined to have my try before the jury

at any rate.

After the conclusion of the evidence and an

impassioned plea upon behalf of my client by

myself, the Honorable Justice opened the Code

of Georgia about the section covering divorce

laws, turned upside down, wiped his specks,

took a fresh chew of tobacco with majestic

mien, cleared his voice twice in a thundering

manner which quite cowed the admiring

throng, and proceeded to charge the jury, an

excerpt of which I recall :—

"Gentlemen of the Jury, I am the Law,

I give you the Law, you must believe it

whether it is right or not. You must not pay
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any attention to the lawyers. Gentlemen, I

charge you that when this case was tried be

fore me I gave a verdict for the plaintiff, and

I charge you, gentlemen, to do likewise. Re

tire and make up your verdict."

Of course you know the rest.

SHOWING THE HONOR IN WHICH

JUDGES WERE HELD

PRESENTS from suitors to judges

were not uncommon, nor, perhaps,

unexpected, in New Hampshire in the

eighteenth century under the colonial

government, says a writer from whom

Charles Warren, in his interesting history

of the Harvard Law School, quotes an

interesting story:—

On one occasion the Chief Justice, who was

also a member of the council, is said to have

inquired, rather impatiently of his servant,

what cattle those were that had waked him so

unseasonably in the morning by their lowing

under his window; and to have been some

what mollified by the answer that they were

a yoke of six-feet cattle, which Col. had

sent as a present to his Honor. "Has he?" said

the judge; "I must look into his case—it has

been in court long enough."

SWIFT JUSTICE IN ENGLAND

JUDGE EDWARD PIERCE of Bos

ton was much impressed with the

rapidity with which the business of the

English courts was transacted, in a re

cent visit abroad. He was also struck

with the feeling of mutual respect be

tween the judges and the lawyers. He

says :—

What impresses a stranger who is visiting

the English courts is the thorough manner in

which a judge goes into a case, and the com

plete mastery he has of the subject-matter in

dispute, including all its minor details. The

Chief Justice heard, and disposed of four

separate murder cases in ten days, and yet

each case was so carefully and completely

heard that the rights of each of the defend

ants were carefully protected. In the Eng

lish courts, technical and extraneous matters

are eliminated, and court, counsel and jury

get right down to the main facts, without

unnecessary delay.

TO FRIENDS ACROSS THE PACIFIC

WE regret to note that the existence

of the Commonwealth Law Re

view of Australia has been terminated

after a useful and dignified career of six

years. The editors express the fear that

Australia may not yet have been ready

for such a publication, that its lawyers

are possibly more interested in the Trade

of the Law than in the Science of the

Law. We are confident, however, that

the work of these scholarly editors has

not been in vain, and that the legal pro

fession in Australia will soon awake to

the fact that a publication of such high

standards as the Review is indispensable.

HOW THE VILLAIN ESCAPED

ASa burglar was trying to break into a house

of a citizen of a foreign city the frame

work of the second story window to which he

clung gave way and he fell and broke his leg.

Limping before the justice the next day he

indignantly demanded that the owner of the

house be punished.

"You shall have justice," said the judge.

The owner, being summoned, claimed that

the accident was due to the poor woodwork,

and that the carpenter, not he, was to blame.

"That sounds reasonable," said the judge;

"let the carpenter be called."

The carpenter admitted that the window

was defective. "But how could I do better,"

said he, "when the mason work was out of

plumb?"

"To be sure," replied the judge, and he sent

for the mason.

The mason could not deny that the coping

was crooked. He explained that while he

was placing it in position his attention was

distracted from his work by a pretty girl, in

a blue tunic, who passed on the other side of

the street.

"Then you are blameless," said the judge,

and the girl was sent for.

"I admit," said she, "that I am pretty, but
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that's not my fault, and if the blue tunic

attracted the mason's attention the dyer, not

I, is responsible."

"That's good logic," said the judge; "let

the dyer be called."

The dyer came and pleaded guilty.

"Take the wretch," said the judge to the

thief, "and hang him from his doorpost."

The people applauded this wise sentence

and hurried off to carry it out. Soon they

returned and reported that the dyer was too

tall to be hung from his doorpost.

"Find a short dyer and hang him instead,"

said the judge with a yawn; "let justice be

done at any cost."—Law Student's Helper.

THE JUSTICES GREAT READERS

Members of the Supreme Court probably

take out more books from the Congressional

Library than all the members of either the

Senate or the House of Representatives com

bined, says the Washington correspondent of

the Boston Herald. Chief Justice Fuller is a

great reader, and hundreds of books on a great

varietyof subjects are sent to his houseevery

year. Justice Holmes is a great student and

reads much in French and German.

MY PAPA

My papa is a lawyer man,

He tells me lots of things

At night when he is smokin' an'

A blowin' big smoke rings.

He laughs an' says, "My boy, ha! ha!

When you're a man you'll see

The reason why your nice mamma

Is my life mortgagee.

He uses awful words, I just

Can't find the meaning for,

He says I'm cestui que trust

And he the obligor.

He talks so much I fall asleep,

Then wakes me with a nudge

An' says his talk must be too deep,

I act just like the Judge.

H. R. B.

The Editor will be glad to receive for this department anything likely to entertain the readers of

the Green Bag in the way of legal antiquities, facetux, and anecdotes, i

USELESS BUT

In Smith v. Fuller (Iowa 1908) 115 N. W.

Rep., at page 915, Deemer, J., said: "No pre

sumption can make a woman the widow of

two living and undivorced husbands."

—Law Notes.

A colleague of the late Henry W. Paine

approached him on one occasion with the

offhand inquiry, "Mr. Paine, what is the law

on such and such a subject?" The famous

counselor took out his watch, studied it a

moment, and shook his head. "I don't

know," he answered. "The Legislature hasn't

adjourned yet."—Boston Transcript.

"Pray, my good man," said a judge to an

Irishman, who was a witness on a trial, "what

did pass between you and the prisoner?"

"Oh, then, plase your lordship," said Pat,

"sure I sees Phelim atop of the wall. 'Paddy I '

says he. 'What?' says I. 'Herel' says he.

'Where?' says I. 'WhistP says he. 'Hush!'

says I. And that's all, plase your lordship."

—Christian Register.

It was a clever lawyer in a Boston court

recently who took advantage of the nautical

knowledge he possessed to work upon the

mind of a juryman who did not seem to show

much comprehension of a case of suing a

street railway for damages.

The dull member was an old sailor, who,

though doubtless very keen of perception

along some lines, was, nevertheless, rather

slow in his understanding of the points in

volved in the case being tried. The lawyer

noticed this andmade his strike with this par

ticular man. Approaching the jury box he

addressed himself to this one juryman and

said:—

"Mr. Juryman, I will tell you how it hap

pened. The plaintiff was in command of the

outward bound open car, and stood in her

starboard channels. Along came the inward-

bound closed car and just as their bows met

she jumped the track, sheered to port, and

knocked the plaintiff off and ran over him."

The sailor was all attention after this ver

sion of the affair, and joined in a $5000 verdict

for the injured man.

—Gloucester (Mass.) Times.
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Important Litigation

The government suit to dissolve the alleged

anthracite trust is likely to come to trial in

the United States Circuit Court at Phila

delphia this fall. The New Jersey Central,

the Reading Company and the Erie are

named as defendants.

Judge McAllister Campbell in the federal

court at McAlester, Okla., issued a temporary

order, Sept. 27, restraining the state officials

from interfering with the piping of gas out of

Oklahoma. This decision was rendered in

spite of the anti-trust law of Oklahoma, which

prohibits foreign corporations from engaging

in this business within the state.

After two years of agitation against race

track gambling in New York State marked

by the passage of the drastic anti-betting

bill, generally called the Hart-Agnew law,

the Kings county (Brooklyn) grand jury

handed up indictments Oct. 4 against the

two big Kings county race tracks, three

police officials, five private detectives and

twenty-five bookmakers. The defendants

will raise the question of the constitutionality

of the law.

The Irish land bill, a measure of vast im

portance, passed through its final stage in

the House of Commons Sept. 17 by a vote of

174 to 51. All estates and untenanted lands

of Ireland were putinto thepower of a body of

commissioners who may fix the price for their

sale. Under this bill loans for Irish land pur

chases amounted to $915,000,000. The Lords

passed the bill to its third reading Oct. 26,

with some important amendments which

there was doubt of the Commons accepting.

The case of the United States in the New

foundland fishery arbitration between Great

Britain and this government was sent Oct. 4

to the British embassy, and the case of Great

Britainwas forwarded to the American embassy

in London by the British foreign office. This

is the first step in the arbitration of the New

foundland fishery dispute. It is the first case

between the United States and Great Britain

to be referred to the Hague Court for arbi

tration under the general arbitration treaty

of April 4, 1908.

After an extended discussion of the terms

of settlement in the $30,000,000 suit brought

in New York by the Pennsylvania Sugar

Refining Company against the American

Sugar Refining Company, Judges Willspn and

Audenreid in the Common Pleas Court at

Philadelphia agreed Sept. 24, to act as arbi

trators and determine finally whether the

compromise offered by the American Sugar

Refining Company should be accepted. The

indications in October were that there

would be an amicable settlement of the case

by the acceptance of the terms offered by the

so-called "trust" when the case was on trial

in New York several months ago.

A suit against the United States for

$61,287,800 probably will be tried this winter.

This suit was instituted by the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas Railroad Company, one of

the land grant railroads, by the filing of a

petition in the United States Court of Claims,

in which it was alleged that by acts of Con

gress the United States had agreed to convey

to it the fee simple title to every alternate

section of land to the extent of ten sections

per mile on each side of its line through the

Indian Territory and Kansas, and that sub

sequently many of these lands had been

deeded to the Indians in severalty and had

otherwise been disposed of to the great loss

of the railroad company.

Important Legislation

It is the consensus of opinion in the Ameri

can Bankers' Association, which held its

thirty-fifth annual convention in September,

in Chicago, that "the bill of lading question,

one of the greatest commercial problems of

the day, will soon be settled to the satisfaction

of bankers, carriers and shippers." The cry

of the bankers has long been for a bill of lading

which will make the carrier issuing it respon

sible so that it will be a safe negotiable in

strument.

The Interstate Commerce Commission

is said to be in favor of President Taft's

proposal to recommend to Congress the estab

lishment of a federal court with exclusive

jurisdiction over appeals from the decisions

and rulings of the commission. This agree

ment with the President follows the conference

on interstate matters held not long ago in

New York, at which the President, many of

his Cabinet, and Commissioners Knapp and

Prouty were present. Such a court would

strengthen and consolidate the powers of the

commission rather than weaken them, accord

ing to the belief of the commissioners.

The province of Alberta, Canada, after

consultation with Judge Ben B. Lindsey,

Judge George S. Addams of Cleveland and J.

J. Kelso of Ontario, has passed a new chil

dren's act. Alberta now proposes to hold the

cruel or negligent parent accountable for the

proper care of the child, and its officials can

fine or imprison offenders. In cities of over

10,000 there is to be a refuge for temporary

detention of children that are held for trial,

or are neglected; probation officers look out

for children's interests, children's courts are
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to be established, no child may be confined

with persons charged with crimes; and

children held for trial must be tried immedi

ately and outside of the regular court-room.

Frank H. McCune, the rate expert, who

was the principal witness for the people of

Spokane in the first fight before the Inter

state Commerce Commission for equitable

freight rates, uges the people of the country

to support the Trans-Mississippi Commercial

Congress in its efforts to secure the adoption

by die United States Congress of an amend

ment to the act to regulate commerce, "re

quiring railroads to quote rates in writing

when so requested by shippers, and that rates

so quoted be protected to avoid loss to the

shippers, and assessing a reasonable penalty

against the carrier making the misquotation,

so that the provision of the act against re

bating may be kept inviolate." He thinks

that such an amendment should have the

indorsement of every commercial body in the

United States.

Personal— The Bench

Justice N. D. Denson of the Supreme Court

of Alabama, who is retiring from the bench,

declares it to be his intention to practise law

at his home town, Lafayette, Ala.

The election for city court judge of Ashburn,

Ga., September 20, resulted in a majority for

Colonel R. L. Tipton of 47 votes over his

opponent, Colonel John J. Story.

Judge Martin Lehmayer, who succeeds the

late Judge Conway W. Sams on the Supreme

Bench of Maryland, took his seat September

15, amid the congratulations of his friends.

W. E. Scofield of Marion, O., received his

commission from Gov. Harmon to succeed

the late Boston G. Young as common pleas

judge in that locality.

Judge John C. Gray, who has been appointed

Superior Judge of Butte county, Cal., to fill

the vacancy caused by the death of Judge

Warren Sexton, was sworn into office a

short time ago.

Judge N. H. Mapes recently resigned his

office of county judge in Colfax County, Neb.,

in order to attend a law school. Speeches and

an oyster supper marked the appropriate

observance of the occasion by his friends of

Schuyler, Neb.

George A. Cooke, a Democrat of Aledo,

Mercer county, is the new member of the

Illinois Supreme, Court to succeed the late

Justice Guy C. Scott, chosen in the special

election held September 25. He defeated

Milton McClure, the Republican nominee,

by 2,882 votes.

James M. . Morton of Fall River, Mass.,

Associate Justice of the Massachusetts Su

preme Judicial Court, reached his seventy-

second birthday September 12. He was

appointed by Governor Brackett in 1890,

having been one of the leading lawyers of

Bristol county.

Christopher Francis Parkhurst, Associate

Justice of the Rhode Island Supreme Court,

who was elected to his present position Feb.

21, 1905, recently passed his fifty-fifth birth

day. He was graduated from Brown Univer

sity in 1876, and was admitted to the

Rhode Island bar in 1879.

Associate Justice Brewer of the United

States Supreme Court, speaking at the annual

banquet of the Vermont Fish and Game

Association which occurred at Hotel Cham-

plain, Vt., devoted the greater part of his

address to urging the prevention of the

pollution of the country's rivers and lakes.

Judge James B. Richardson of the Massa

chusetts Superior Court is much interested

in the claim that Samuel Morey of Orford,

• N. H., and not Robert Fulton, was the in

ventor of the steamboat. Judge Richardson

spends his summers at Orford, and has been

forced to agree with the townspeople of Orford

in this belief.

Chief Justice James Pennewill, Resident

Judge Henry C. Conrad of Sussex county and

udge-at-Large Victor B. Woolley took their

Slaces on the bench of New Castle County,

tel., recently for the first time. Until his

appointment last June, Chief Justice Penne

will had served as resident judge of Kent

county for twelve years. Judges Conrad and

Woolley were not on the bench before.

Marcus Morton of Newtonville, Mass.,

has succeeded the late Judge Gaskill as judge

of the Superior Court. Mr. Morton is forty-

seven years old. His father was Chief Justice

of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachu

setts, and his grandfather was a Justice of the

Supreme Court and also Governor of Massa

chusetts. He graduated from Yale in the

class of 1883 and also from the Harvard Law

School.

Vice-President Sherman, while in Kansas

City recently, talked informally with Judge

Guinotte. "I understand you have held the

office of probate judge here about fifty years,"

he said, jokingly. "You do not look to be a

man of more than forty. I understand, also,

that you have these lawyers so well trained

that they are willing to come right up and eat

out of your hands. That's the system."

Judge Guinotte made .no comment except

to say he had held the office of probate judge

for twenty-three years.
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Personal—The Bar ,

Walter S. Newhouse of New York read a

paper on "The Legal Relations between

Mill and Selling Agent," at the semi-annual

meeting of the National Association of Cotton

Manufacturers, held at the Mt. Washington

House, N. H., not long ago.

William Rotch Wister celebrated his six

tieth anniversary as a member of the Phila

delphia bar October 6. Mr. Wister is also

one of the oldest members of the University

of Pennsylvania Alumni. He is considered

by many as the "father of American cricket."

The Georgetown Law School of Washington,

D. C., has a valuable addition to its lecturing

staff in Wade H. Ellis, assistant to the Attor

ney-General, who lectures on international

and mining law. Another new instructor

is Adolph A. Hoehling, Jr., who lectures on

evidence.

Secretary of War James M. Dickinson

was presented on September 28 with a gold

medal "for heroic daring," on behalf of the

United States government, by Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury Hilles. More than

fourteen years ago he rescued James F.

Joy, a Detroit lawyer, from drowning in the

Detroit river.

Roland B. Harvey of Baltimore, a gradu

ate of Johns Hopkins University and the

Maryland University law school, has been

appointed Secretary of Legation and Consul-

General to Roumania and Servia, and secre

tary of the diplomatic agency in Bulgaria.

Until a few years ago he was an assistant

States Attorney.

Ralph Otto, Mayor of Iowa City, la., has

been chosen by the Ohio State Board of

Education to take the place on the faculty

of the State University College of Law left

vacant by Professor Lawrence M. Byers,

who died early in the summer in London.

Mayor Otto will not give up his duties as

chief official of Iowa City.

G. R. Hutchens of Cedartown, Ga., was

appointed by Governor Brown, October 1, as

a member of the Prison Commission to fill

the vacancy caused by the death of Judge

Turner of Eatonton. Mr. Hutchens is con

sidered one of the strongest as well as one of

the best known lawyers in north Georgia. He

is less than forty years of age.

Adolph O. Eberhart, the new Governor of

Minnesota, was born in Sweden thirty-eight

years ago, but came to Minnesota in 1881.

He studied law and worked hard for the

success of the Republican party. He was

at one time clerk of the United States Courts

and later was United States Commissioner

for the District of Minnesota. In 1903 and

1904 he was elected to the state senate.

In 1906 he was elected lieutenant-governor

and was re-elected in 1908.

Mr. Edwin W. Smith of the law firm of

Reed, Smith, Shaw & Beal, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

and the classmate of President William

Howard Taft of the Yale class of 1878, was

appointed by President Taft as the repre

sentative of the United States at the third

international conference on maritime law, held

at Brussels this fall. The other represen

tatives from the United States were Judge

Walter C. Noyes of the United States Circuit

Court, of New London, Conn., Charles C.

Burlingham of New York city and former

Governor A. J. Montague of Virginia.

(Rat Associations

The Wilkes County Bar Association, a

branch of the Georgia Bar Association, was

formed September 15 at the courthouse in

Washington, Ga. The following officers were

elected: Hon. William Wynne, judge of the

city court of Washington, president; Hon.

F. H. Colley, vice-president; I. T. Irvin, Jr.,

secretary and treasurer.

The Bar Association of San Francisco held

its first quarterly dinner at the St. Francis

September 15. Mr. C. H. Lindley, president,

spoke on "The Sporting Theory of Justice."

Mr. F. H. Norcross, Chief Justice of Nevada,

addressed the bar on "Criminal Law Reform."

Mr. Thomas E. Hayden spoke on "The

Lawyer in Public Life," and Mayor Edward

R. Taylor made an informal address.

The Allegheny County Bar Association,

meeting at Pittsburgh October 1, unanimously

adopted strong resolutions, on a motion of

Attorney Charles D. Gillespie, condemning

the proposed amendment to the Constitution

of the State of Pennsylvania which provides

that in cities' election boards be appointed

instead of elected. The amendment fails

to say who shall appoint the board, and this,

the lawyers allege, makes it a vicious propo

sition.

The annual meeting of the Wisconsin State

Bar Association was held in Milwaukee on

August 31 and September 1. President Neal

Brown opened the meeting with an address,

in which he paid his respects to muckrakers.

The annual address was delivered by S. S.

Gregory of Chicago. Other addresses were

"The Spirit of Nullification and Secession in

the Northern States," by Robert Wild, Jr.,

of Milwaukee, and "Some Features of State

Regulation of Public Utilities," by John H.

Roemer, State Rate Commissioner. The

officers elected for the ensuing year were:

President, James G. Flanders of Milwaukee;

secretary, R. B. Mallory of Milwaukee;

treasurer, J. S. Sanborn of Madison.
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Necrology—The Bench

Judge W. G. Crowley of Smithville, Tenn.,

died September 10, at the age of eighty-three.

He held the position of Chancellor of the Fifth

Division of Tennessee for nineteen years.

Judge H. H. Wallace of the forty-seventh

judicial district, Texas, died September 13,

at Tascosa, Texas. He was the youngest

district judge in Texas at the time of his

appointment.

Judge Henry W. Seney of Toledo, Ohio,

died September 2 at the age of sixty-two years.

Judge Seney had been twice elected circuit

judge in the third judicial district of Ohio,

resigning in 1895.

Judge Benton G. Young of the Ohio

Court of Common Pleas died suddenly at

Marion, Ohio, August 31. He was serving his

second term on the bench, and was said to be

one of the most learned jurists in Ohio.

Judge Joseph Frease, who was one of the

oldest members of the Ohio bar, died at Can

ton, O., September 3, at the age of eighty-two.

He was Prosecuting Attorney and later

Common Pleas Judge of Stark county.

Judge Warren T. Sexton of the Superior

Court of Butte County, Cal., died suddenly

September 14. He was one of the best known

attorneys in northern California. He was

twice elected district attorney of Butte

county. He was forty-eight years old.

Gen. James Shackelford, for four years

United States Judge for the District of Okla

homa and Indian Territory, from 1889 to

1893, died September 7 at Port Huron, Mich.

He was born July 7, 1827, at Danville, Ken

tucky, and was a brave officer in both the

Mexican and Civil Wars.

Judge C. H. Grote, county judge in Juneau

County, Wisconsin, for twenty years, died

September 10, at Mauston, Wis. He came

to this country from Germany in 1857. He

retired from the bench in 1890, and had

reached the age of eighty years at the time

of his death.

Judge A. W. Patrick died in New Phila

delphia, O., September 26. He was eighty

years old. He was county prosecuting attor

ney of Franklin county probate judge and

state senator. He also was delegate to the

national Democratic convention in 1900 and

received the Ohio indorsement for vice-presi

dent. For half a century he was a leading

lawyer in Tuscarawas county.

Judge M. H. Dent, formerly of the West

Virginia Supreme Court bench, died at his

home at Grafton, West Virginia, September

11. He was sixty years old. In 1892 he was

elected to the West Virginia Supreme Court

of Appeals for a twelve-year term as a Demo

crat. In 1906 he was defeated as Democratic

candidate for Congress.

Samuel Gustine Thompson, a prominent

member of the Philadelphia bar, once for a

short time Justice of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, died September 10 at Narra-

fansett Pier, R. I., at the age of seventy-two.

fe was the son of James Thompson, late

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Penn

sylvania, and was a native of Franklin, Penn.

Judge Harvey B. Shiveley, one of the best

known jurists in Indiana, died at Wabash,

Ind., September 10. He was born in Preble

County, Ohio. He was elected to the state

legislature in 1882, and was elected judge

of the Wabash Circuit Court in 1890, and again

in 1896. During the twelve years of his ser

vice he never had a decision reversed by the

Supreme Court until near the close of his last

term.

Judge Joseph Sydney Turner, Chairman of

the Georgia Prison Commission, former legis

lator and ex-judge of the county court of

Putnam, Ga., died at his home in Eatonton,

Ga., September 29. As a young man he taught

in the Eatonton Academy and educated him

self at the Law School of the State University

at Athens, Ga. He rapidly won laurels at

the Bar, and when appointed Judge of Put

nam County was the youngest county judge

in Georgia.

Judge William L. Norwood, one of the

most widely known jurists in North Carolina,

died at his home in Waynesville September

26. He was born in Asheville in 1841. At

an early age his family moved to Waynesville.

In 1896 he was elected judge of the Superior

Court of Haywood county and held that office

for six years, resigning in 1902. He was one

of the most popular members of the North

Carolina Bar Association, and was regarded

as a learned member of the profession.

Hon. Conway Whittle Sams, Associate

Justice of the Supreme Bench of Baltimore

City, Md., for many years secretary, and then

president, of the Maryland Bar Association,

died September 5 in Atlantic City. Judge

Sams was an expert on taxation, being for

merly President of the Appeal Tax Court

and the author of a system of revision and

equalization of assessments which put a stop

to the lax methods prevailing before his

elevation to the bench. Born in South Caro

lina in 1862, he had shown himself one of the

most versatile members of the Maryland bar.

Judge Martin F. Morris, former Chief Jus

tice of the Court of Appeals of the District

of Columbia, died in Washington September
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13, at the age of seventy-five. He was born

in Washington, December 3, 1834, and re

ceived his education in Georgetown University,

graduating in 1854. He appeared as counsel

for John H. Surrat, one of the alleged con

spirators against President Lincoln, securing

an acquittal. He was appointed Associate

Justice of the Court of Appeals in 1893, and

later Chief Justice. He retired from the bench

in 1905, and had since occupied himself with

writing, as well as with the practice of law.

Judge Eugene Williams of Waco, Texas,

aged fifty-four years, dropped dead on a street

car, in that town September 21. He was born

in Gainesville, Ala., September 15, 1855.

He attended the Virginia Military institute

and the University of Virginia, receiving

his law degree in 1877. He located in Waco

in 1878. In the early eighties he was elected

county attorney of McLennan county and

was later appointed by the governor district

judge of the nineteenth judicial district, to

fill out the unexpired term of Judge B W.

Rimes, and afterwards, in 1886, was elected

to the judgeship before the people. From

1895 to 1905 he was general attorney in Texas

for the American Cotton company.

Judge Celora E. Martin, former Associate

Judge of the Court of Appeals of New York

State, died September 10 at his home in

Binghamton, N. Y. He was born in New

port, N. Y., August 23, 1834. He was ad

mitted to the bar in 1856, and in 1877 he was

elected to the Supreme Court bench. After

eighteen years of service he resigned in order

to become a candidate for the Court of Ap

peals in 1895. .He served until 1904, when he

retired under the age limit of seventy years.

He wrote the opinion in the Percy-Gray race

track case, in which the validity of the act

permitting betting on race tracks in New

York was upheld by the Court of Appeals,

and which was repealed by the passage of the

Hart-Agnew law two years ago.

Newton Webster Finley, former Chief Jus

tice of the Texas Court of Civil Appeals, for

the fifth Supreme judicial district, died in

Dallas, September 23. He was born in

Lauderdale County, Mississippi, in 1854. In

June, 1876, he was admitted to the bar by

District Judge William H. Bonner, and prac

tised law at Tyler, Tex., until 1893, when

Governor Hogg appointed him Associate Jus

tice of the Court or Civil Appeals of the fifth

district, at Dallas. In 1894 he was elected to

the same position. In 1897 he was appointed

Chief Justice of the same court by Governor

Culberson on the retirement of Chief Justice

Lightfoot. In 1898 he was elected, and con

tinued in this position until April, 1900, when

he resigned to re-enter the practice of law in

Dallas, as the head of the firm of Finley,

Harris, Etheridge & Knight, of which the

present firm of Finley, Knight & Harris is

the successor. He was a member of the

board of regents of the University of Texas,

and served in that capacity until he died.

Necrology—The Bar

Henry Clay of Tamaroa, Ill., died Septem

ber 3, aged seventy-seven. He was well-

known throughout the state, and was the

oldest practising lawyer in Perry County, I11.

William Bayard Van Rensselaer, president

of the Albany, N. Y., Savings Bank, is dead.

He was graduated from Harvard in 1879,

spending the following year at the Harvard

Law School.

James B. K Lee, a well-known patent

lawyer of Manhattan, died September 18, aged

thirty-eight, at Babylon, L. I. His part

ner was an elder brother, Lawrence. Mr. Lee

was a graduate of Harvard.

Thomas H. Robinson, a Chicago attorney,

was found dead in bed September 20. He

was thirty-eight years old and had practised

law in Chicago since 1896, when he was gradu

ated from Harvard University.

John R. Von Seggern, a lawyer well known

in Cincinnati, O., died September 10 at the

age of sixty-five. He was elected a state

senator in 1897, and fathered a bill creating

the insolvency court of Cincinnati.

Charles H. Farnam died September 24 at

Denver, Colorado. He was sixty-three years

old and graduated from Yale in the class of

1868. He then studied law at Columbia. He

formerly practised in New York city.

Charles Dorrance Foster of Wilkesbarre,

Pa., died September 29, aged seventy-three

years. He achieved success as a practitioner

in the Orphans' Court. He was also inter

ested in many large business affairs. He was

elected a representative to the legislature in

1883-84.

Pierson C. Conklin, seventy years old, for

many years a lawyer of Hamilton, O., died

September 15. He was born in Reily, 0.,

January 24, 1833, and educated in Miami

University, where he was an associate of

President Benjamin Harrison. He was ad

mitted to practice in 1856.

J. Warren Tryon of Reading, Pa., died

recently at his home in Germantown, Pa., aged

sixty-seven. He studied at the Harvard

Law School and was admitted to the Berks

bar in 1863. He took an active interest in

county politics. During 1875 he was solicitor

for the County Commissioners.

George C. Greene, general counsel of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway,

died September 13, at his home in Buffalo,

at the age of seventy-six. Before his service

as general counsel he was in the practice of

law in Buffalo and Lockport, and was attor

ney for the New York Central system for

years.
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H. B. Miller, a lawyer of Nashville, Tenn.,

died September 17. He was well known

throughout the state on account of his con

nection with the legal department of the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway

Company, and his former connection with the

state comptroller's office.

James J. Gray, a lawyer and Democratic

politician, died at his home in Chicago,

September 2. In recent years he had trans

ferred his allegiance from the Democratic party

to the Independence League. He was chair

man of its county central committee and ran

a strong race as candidate for sheriff.

James A. Douglas, a practising attorney of

New York City, died at the Hotel Cecil,

London, England, on September 7. He was

born in Delaware County, New York, fifty-

two years ago, and practised law for several

years in Delhi. He was connected with the

Law Reporting Company of New York.

E. D. Martin of Baltimore, Md., died Sep

tember 20. Mr. Martin was a prominent law

yer of that city and head of the judicial de

partment of the Fidelity Trust Company.

He formerly took an active part in politics,

serving in the legislature. He was graduated

from St. John's College in the class of 1874.

John A. F. Hey died September 22, at his

home in Clarion, Pa. He was born in New

Bethlehem, Pa., in 1864. He was counsel for

three national banks, two trust companies

and several coal mining and other corpora

tions. He was a member of the Pennsylvania

House of Representatives from 1897 to 1903.

S. Proctor Thayer of North Adams, Mass.,

died September 2. He was born July 1, 1853,

and was a graduate of Williams College, and

later of the law school of Boston University.

He served a term in the Massachusetts senate,

was special justice of the local court, and

served in the state House of Representatives

in 1880 and 1881.

John Henry Colby, a Boston lawyer, and

formerly a representative in the Massachusetts

Legislature, having also been a councilman

and alderman in Boston, died of heart failure

at Mount Vernon, N. H., September 11. He

was born in Randolph, Mass., June 13, 1862.

He was. a graduate of Dartmouth College and

of Boston University Law School.

George Harvey Christy, aged seventy-three

years, of Christy & Christy, patentlawyers, died

September 27 in Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Christy

was born in Kinsman, O., and was educated in

the public and high schools and was graduated

from the Western Reserve College, then at

Hudson, O., now the Western Reserve Uni

versity of Cleveland. After serving in the

Civil War he came to Pittsburgh and prac

tised law with William Bakewell. Later he

took up the practice of patent law exclusively.

Joseph T. O'Neal, aged sixty-one years,

who was one of the best-known attorneys of

Louisville and Kentucky, died September 21

at Louisville. He was local attorney for the

Louisville and Nashville railroad, and repre

sented the Louisville and Eastern when it was

first organized. He was born near Versailles,

Woodford County, Ky., February 14, 1849.

Albert Gimbacker of Ellsworth, Wis., one

of the most prominent attorneys of the

Pierce county bar, died September 18. He

had been for several successive terms district

attorney. He was born in Somerset, St.

Croix County, Wis., and was fifty-two years

of age. He studied law in the office of

Senator Moses E. Clapp of Minnesota, and

located at Hudson, Wis.

Charles A. Greene of ,the New York law

firm of Underwood, Van Vorst & Hoyt, died

September 25 at New Haven, Conn. He was

thirty-four years of age, and a graduate of

•Yale, 1899, and the Yale Law School, 1902.

He had been associated with this firm for

five years, making a specialty of corporation

law. He died on the eve of his intended

marriage, and the ushers were chosen to act

as pallbearers.

Roger M. Lee of the firm of Lee & McMarty,

Cleveland, Ohio, committed suicide, Septem

ber 2, by shooting. He was probably worried

by ill-health and the delay in trying his cases.

He was about forty-four years old, and a

graduate of the University of Michigan law

department. Later he became the partner of

Judge D. H. Tilden. Mr. Lee taught admir

alty law in the law department of the Western

Reserve University.

John Cornell Schenck, a former practising

lawyer in Brooklyn, died at his home in that

city September 29. Mr. Schenck was gradu

ated in law from Columbia College in 1860.

In the early years of his active life he was

town clerk for the township of New Lots, and

later became Associate Justice of the Court of

Common Pleas of Kings County. He was

born in the old Schenck homestead, on Jamaica

avenue, Brooklyn, on February 27, 1837.

Murray F. Smith, a lawyer and politician

of Vicksburg, Miss., died September 27. He

was a member of the law firm of Smith, Hirsch

& Landau, counsel for the Yazoo and Missis

sippi Valley railroad. In 1887 he was elected

to represent Warren county in the lower house

of the legislature and was a member of the

constitutional convention of 1890. In 1896

he was elected state senator. He was a dele

gate from the state at large to the national

Democratic convention of 1892.

The death of Governor John A. Johnson of

Minnesota cut short the expectations of his

friends that he would receive the Democratic

nomination for the Presidency in 1912. The

son of immigrant parents of no superior traits,
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he was a self-made man, who became a

political figure of national importance, whose

influence was always exerted in support of

wholesome ideals, and whose life, in the words

of the Minneapolis Journal, "has left Minne

sota a legacy which she can never lose."

Edward Flint Brown, who had practised

law in New York for more than forty-five

years, died September 26. He was seventy

years old, and was born in Sebago, Cumber

land county. Me. Mr. Brown was a graduate

of Yale in 1863, and afterward spent a year

in the Columbia Law School. For five years

he was an examiner of candidates for the bar,

and he was a member of the Committee of

Character of the Bar Association. Later he

acted as an examiner for the State Board of

Law Examiners. He was well known as a

reformer.

James M. Flower, for many years one of the

leading lawyers of the Northwest, died Sep

tember 3, in California. He was born March

10, 1835, at Hannibal, Oswego County, N. Y.,

but removed with his father and mother to

Wisconsin in the fall of 1844. He entered the

preparatory school of the Wisconsin Univer

sity, and graduated in its second class. He

was selected as clerk by the commissioners

appointed to revise the Wisconsin statutes,

and later served as police justice of Madison,

Wis. In his law practice he was entrusted

with the care of important corporation litiga

tion, and for forty-two years he practised in

Wisconsin and Illinois.

Col. Joel B. Erhardt, president of the

Lawyers' Surety Company of New York,

died suddenly September 8, of heart failure,

at the Union League Club, New York City.

He had been United States marshal for the

southern district of New York, and Collector

of the Port of New York from 1889 to 1893.

Working his way as a youth through the

University of Vermont, his first position after

leaving college was as a school teacher at

Upper Jay, Pf. Y., where the school was

practically run by a strapping big bully.

Young Erhardt's first act was to take off his

coat and give the bully a thrashing, while the

other pupils looked on and applauded.

Edmond Kelly of North Mountain, Nyack,

N. Y., formerly counsel for the Princess de

Sagan, died in New York October 4. He

was graduated from Columbia in the class of

1870, and was a classmate of Seth Low. He

removed his law office to Paris, where he

became known as an authority on inter

national marriages. He was counselor to the

United States embassy in that city and also

represented the Eauitable Life Assurance

Company and the Panama canal interests.

His real life work was socialistic rather than

legal, however. He was the author of "The

Tramp Problem," "Evolution and Effort and

Their Relation to Religion and Politics,"

now used as a text-book at Harvard, "Gov

ernment and Justice," and "Government; or

Human Evolution."

Colonel William R. Morrison, for many

years a leader in the Democratic party and a

veteran of the Mexican and Civil wars, died

in Waterloo, Ill., September 29. Familiarly

known as "Horizontal Bill," he was born in

Monroe County, Ill., in 1825, and was edu

cated in the public schools and at McKendree

College. He took his seat in the 38th Con

gress, December, 1863. He failed of re-elec

tion, and practised law from 1865 until 1873,

when he again entered Congress. In his

career in Congress he was widely known as an

advocate of radical tariff reduction. The

bill of 1884 embodied the famous "horizontal"

reduction scheme. It was defeated by a

slender majority. In 1885 Mr. Morrison

was defeated for election to the Senate by

John A. Logan. President Cleveland ap

pointed him a member of the Interstate Com

merce Commission in 1887, and he served

until 1897, for the last six years being chair

man of the commission.

The Administration Program with Regard to

Interstate Commerce

President Taft outlined the amendments

to the Sherman act and interstate commerce

law which he would ask Congress to enact,

in a speech at Des Moines on September 20.

His more important remarks are retained

in the following greatly condensed abstract

of his speech :—

"One of the defects of the present interstate

commerce law is the delay entailed by liti

gation in the court over the correctness of

the orders of the Interstate Commerce Com

mission. It is proposed now by a number of

gentlemen of my cabinet who have conferred

with some members of the Interstate Com

merce Commission to create a separate inter

state commerce court of five members, which

shall sit in Washington and which shall be

the only court to which petitions to set aside

or nullify the orders of the Interstate com

merce Commission can be made. I am

strongly inclined to think that such court,

except that an appeal ought to lie from it

to the Supreme Court, will serve the purpose

of expedition and the despatch of business

in respect to the orders of the Commission.

"A second change in the interstate com

merce law ought to give to the commission

the power to hear and entertain complaints

against unjust classification of merchandise

for transportation. It is proposed now to

authorize the commission to postpone the

date at which a new rate classification is to

take effect, provided that within thirty days

of the date of the order a complaint be filed

that such rate of classification is unreasonable

or unjust. I am inclined to think that this is

a fair change in the provisions of law.

"A third amendment should provide that

the commission may, by order, suspend.
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modify or annul any changes in the rules or

regulations which impose undue burdens on

shippers. Another most important amend

ment is a prohibition against any interstate

railroad company holding stock in any com

peting railroad and the further amendment

that no railroad engaged in interstate com

merce shall issue additional stock except

with the approval of the commission, based

upon a finding by the commission that the

same are issued, first, for purposes authorized

by law, and, second, for a price not less than

par for stock and not less than the reasonable

market value for bonds. By these provisions

we shall gradually abolish that evil which

is involved in the union of competing roads

by one road owning the stock of another;

and we shall prevent the over-issue of stock

and bonds.

"All combinations to suppress competition,

or to maintain a monopoly in whole or in

part of interstate trade are, and should be,

in violation of the anti-trust law and should

be punished as such; and there is no room

for the expression reasonable or unreasonable,

in this general view of the statute. If the

statute were limited to combinations to

restrain trade with intent to monopolize

interstate trade, it would probably not include

within it denunciation of the boycott against

goods going into interstate trade, because

such a boycott is a restraint against inter

state trade not with intent to suppress com

petition.

"It would probably seem wise to establish

an accusatory bureau in the department

of justice to institute prosecutions for viola

tions of the interstate commerce law and of

the anti-trust law, while it would be wise

to continue the bureau of corporations, en

larging its scope somewhat perhaps to main

tain the registration of corporations and the

investigation into their operations so far as

interstate trade is concerned.

"It has been found most difficult to separate

the administrative from the quasi-judicial

functions of the Interstate Commerce Com

mission; but it is thought that it would be

wise to take away from them any responsibility

in regard to the investigation of the validity

of their orders before the Interstate Commerce

Commission court and to leave the mainten

ance of those orders to the Department of

Justice when the appeal comes on to be heard

in the court."

Crime and Criminal Lou

A committee of leading lawyers and busi

ness men, judges and professors in the State

University, all of Madison, Wis., are organiz

ing a Wisconsin Conference on Criminal Law

and Criminology, to be held at the University

of Wisconsin November 26-27. Edward

A. Ross, Professor of Sociology in the State

University, and Vice-President of the Ameri

can Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology

organized at Chicago last June, is taking a

prominent part in the preparations for the

Conference. The principal subject-matter

of the program will be the recommendations

of the three sections of the National Confer

ence on Criminal Law and Criminology held

at Chicago. After organization and an

address by Roscoe Pound, Professor of Law

in the University of Chicago, the Conference

will break up into several committees to

which will be referred groups of related

proposals. At the conclusion an address will

be given by Professor J. H. Wigmore, Dean

of the Northwestern University Law School

and President of the American Institute of

Criminal Law and Criminology.

The report of C. H. McGlasson, of the de

partment of prisons and prisoners, to the

Attorney-General of Pennsylvania, shows con

ditions at the Western Penitentiary of Penn

sylvania so distressing as to demand the con

sideration of the proper public authorities,

and the transfer of all federal prisoners. The

population of the penitentiary was reported

to be 1301 by Wade Ellis, as acting head

of the Department of Justice. "Of this num

ber more than half are at all times idle, and

more than half are confined two in a cell. The

cells are unusually small, and the cots take up

almost the entire length of each, the room

for moving about being a space eight feet

long and eighteen inches wide. There are

more than three hundred prisoners suffering

from tuberculosis, and seventy-nine cells are

now occupied by those showing advanced

stages of this disease. The prison is filled

with vermin of all kinds."

Miscellaneous

The International Congress of Maritime

Law opened at Brussels, Belgium, Sept. 28.

M. Beernart, former Belgian minister of state,

presided, and twenty-five countries, including

the United States, were represented. The

questions submitted included new rules relat

ing to collisions and assistance to distressed

vessels, and regulations dealing with the privi

leges and liabilities of ship-owners. The

majority of the countries had already signi

fied their acceptance of the propositions

formulated.

In an investigation of the affairs of the

American Sugar Refining Company under

taken at the request of the Boston stock

holders, it developed that a large majority

of the whole capitalization of $90,000,000 was

held by investors in the New England states.

The report stated that the margin of profit

in refining had been materially reduced by

competition, but that the company's income

from other sources fully offset this loss, and

stockholders need feel no uneasiness regarding

the earning power of the corporation.

The International Tax Association at the

Conference on State and Local Taxation held

under its auspices at Louisville, Ky., late in

September, adopted resolutions referring the

corporation tax law to a meeting of Governors

of all the states which the Association asked
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be called by Governor Willson of Kentucky.

The chairman of the resolutions committee,

Professor Charles J. Bullock of Harvard Uni

versity, announced that the committee had

found the adjustment of national to state and

local taxation a matter of such vital concern,

requiring such serious consideration on the

side of both the state and the federal govern

ments, that the Association could do no

better than this. The Association resolved,

moreover, to disclaim any inclination to dis

cuss the federal income and corporation tax

questions from a political partisan as opposed

to a scientific standpoint. Committees will

investigate as to whether the "failure of the

general property tax is due to defects in the

system, or to weakness in its administration,"

and also the taxation of insurance companies.

Dr. Otto Friedrich Gierke, Professor of

German Law in the University of Berlin,

and a delegate attending the recent inaugural

ceremonies at Harvard University, gave

the initial Lowell Institute lecture on Octo

ber 4 in Boston, describing the principles

underlying the government of the German

Empire. The difference between American

public law and German, he maintained, is

less significant than that between the German

and the English, or the American and the

French. The fact of Great Britain having

no written constitution he considered a

fundamental difference between that nation

and the United States. The President, he

said, is more powerful than the Kaiser, the

latter being no true monarch, except as King

of Prussia. He referred to there being sur

prising resemblances in spite of the differences

between the republican and the monarchical

forms of government. Under both govern

ments the people regard the constitution

with sacred feelings, and whether German

or American attribute the rapid growth of

the country to the powerful unity due to it.

The inauguration of Abbott Lawrence

Lowell, LL.D, as president of Harvard

University, on October 7, was not without

interest purely from a legal standpoint. Mr.

Lowell's high attainments as a scholar in

political and legal science rendered him the

fitting host of an assemblage of distinguished

delegates from over all the world among

whom were several jurists of world-wide

distinction. The new president's recognition

of the important place which legal scholarship

occupies in modern civilization was evinced

in his characterization of those on whom

were conferred honorary degrees. The

Rt. Hon. James Bryce was referred to as

"guide honored and beloved by all students

of political science, Professor Otto Gierke

of Berlin was lauded for. his "unmatched

knowledge of legal and political thought

since the Middle Ages," Professor Frank J.

Goodnow of Columbia was described as

"clear of brain and tireless of work" as an

expounder of administrative law and muni

cipal government, Dean John H. Wigmore

of Northwestern University was epigramnfet-

ically characterized "a jurist in a day when

lawyers are many and jurists rare," and

President Henry P. Judson of the University

of Chicago was spoken of as a scholar in law

and political science." With the exception

of Ambassador Bryce, who received the

degree of Doctor of Letters, the foregoing

delegates were all awarded the honorary

degree of Doctor of Laws.

The speech delivered by President Taft at

Chicago on September 16 is important be

cause of his reiterated emphasis on the evils

of our court procedure. He devoted the first

half of his speech to the subject of labor and

said he intended to recommend to Congress

in his first message legislation to carry out

the platform promise as to injunctions—

that no injunction or restraining order be

issued without notice except where irre

parable damage would result from delay, in

which case a speedy hearing should be granted.

He considered, however, that the present

administration of both civil and criminal

law furnished much more ground for com

plaint and more need for reform than the

decisions in injunction cases. The tendency

of legislation in this country, he said, was

to deprive the judge of his power to control

the trial and to permit the jury to follow

its own sweet will, with the consequence

of a needlessly protracted trial. He thought

that one of the serious defects of our criminal

procedure was the system which enabled

counsel "to mouse through the record to

find errors that in the trial seemed of little

account but are developed into great in

justices in the court of appeal. A judgeship

is a great office," said the President, "and

the man who holds it should exercise great

power, and he ought to be allowed to exercise

that in a trial by jury." As for our civil

procedure, "there is undue delay, and this

always works for the benefit of the man

with the longest purse." He thought tha

appeals should be limited in cases involving

small sums so that there should be a final

decision in the lower court, giving the poor

man the advantage of speedy justice before

his resources have become exhausted by

litigation. In reducing the cost of litigation,

"Congress and the federal courts have not

set a good example." While suits at law

and in equity probably could not be united

in one form of action in the federal courts,

procedure, he believed, could be greatly

simplified. He conceived the time ripe for

the appointment of a Congressional com

mission to investigate the law's delays in

the federal courts and to report a system

"which shall not only secure quick and cheap

justice to the litigants in the federal courts,

but shall offer a model to the legislatures and

courts of the states by the use of which they

can themselves institute reforms." As one

means of cheapening litigation President

Taft favored the abolition of payment of

court officers by fees.
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The United States Corporation Tax Act of 1909

By Henry V. Poor, of the New York City Bar

SECTION 38 of the Act of Congress

of August 5, 1909,1 provides that

corporations doing business in the United

States "shall be subject to pay annually

a special excise tax with respect to the

carrying on or doing business by" such

corporations "equivalent to one per

centum upon the entire net income over

and above five thousand dollars" re

ceived by them "from all sources" dur

ing the year.2 The Constitution re

quires that "direct taxes" shall be ap

portioned among the states in proportion

to the census,3 while the only provision

in respect to "duties, imposts and

excises" is that they shall be uniform

throughout the United States .4 There

is no provision in the Act of 1909 that

the tax shall be apportioned as required

by the Constitution in the case of direct

taxes, so that if the tax imposed by

Section 38 is "direct" in the constitu

tional sense and not, as the act recites,

'"An Act to provide revenue, equalize duties and

encourage the industries of the United States, and

for other purposes," approved August 5, 1909.

*The Act provides that the net income shall be

ascertained Dy deducting from the gross amount

of income received within the year from all sources,

(1) operating expenses, rentals and franchise

payments; (2) losses not covered by insurance,

depreciation, etc ; (3) interest upon the bonded

or other indebtedness to anamount of such indebted

ness not exceeding the paid-up capital stock;

(4) taxes; and (5) dividends upon stock of

other corporations subject to the tax.
•Art. I, sec. 2, cl. 3; sec. 9, cl. 4.

4Art. I, sec. 8, cl. 1.

an excise, that section must be regarded

as unconstitutional.

In the Income Tax cases5 the

Supreme Court held that the income

tax imposed by Sections 27 to 37 of the

Act of August 15, 1894,6 so far as t

bore upon the income from real estate

and from invested personal property,

was a direct tax which was unconsti

tutional because not apportioned accord

ing to representation,7 and that the Act

was also unconstitutional so far as it

affected the income from municipal

bonds, because of the lack of power on

the part of the federal government to

tax the obligations of the states or of

their instrumentalities. In view of the

lPollock v. Farmers' Loan &° Trust Co., 157 U. S

429, 158 U. S. 601; Hyde v. Continental Trust

Co., 157 U. S. 654, 158 U. S. 601.

"28 Stat, at L. 509.

'Section 27 of the Act of 1894 provided that there

should be assessed "upon the gains, profits and in

come" of individual citizens of and residents within

the United States, over and above four thousand

dollars, a tax of two percentum per annum ' 'whether

said gains, profits or income be derived from any

kind of property, rents, interest, dividends or

salaries, or from any profession, trade, employ

ment or vocation ... or from any other source

whatever," and a like tax "upon the gains, profits

and income from all property owned and of every

business, trade or profession carried on in the

United States by persons residing without the

United States." 28 Stat, at L. 553. Section 32

provided for "a tax of two per centum annually

on the net profits or income above actual operating

and business expenses, including expenses for mate

rials purchased for manufacture or bought for

resale, losses and interest on bonded and other

indebtedness" of all corporations doing business

for profit in the United States. 28 Stat, at L. 556
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instances in which taxation on busi

ness, privileges or employments had

"assumed the guise of an excise tax and

been sustained as such" the court re

frained from commenting on so much

of the Act as related to this subject,8

but held, nevertheless, that all the

sections in reference to an income

tax together constituted one entire

scheme of taxation, the whole of

which was rendered invalid by reason

of its unconstitutionality in respect to

the income from real and personal

property.9

The tax imposed by Section 32 of

Act of 1894 was "on the net profits or

income" of the corporations subject to

the tax, while that imposed by Section

38 of the Act of 1909 is expressed to be

"a special excise tax with respect to

the carrying on or doing business . . .

equivalent to' ' one per centum upon the

entire net income. The language of the

present act is borrowed from the War

Revenue Act of 1898, 10 Section 27 of

which provided that every person, firm,

corporation or company "carrying on

or doing the business" of refining sugar

or refining petroleum, whose gross annual

receipts exceeded two hundred and fifty

thousand dollars, should be subject to pay

annually "a special excise tax equivalent

to one-quarter of one per centum on

the gross amount of all receipts of such

persons, firms, corporations and com

panies in their respective business in

excess of said sum of two hundred and

fifty thousand dollars."11 This tax was

sustained in the case of Spreckels Sugar

Refining Company v. McClain12 as an

excise, on the ground that the tax was

imposed not "upon gross annual re

ceipts as property, but only in respect

»158 U. S., p 635.

'Id., p. 637.
I030 Stat, at L. 448.

"Id., p. 464.

"192 U S. 397.

of the carrying on or doing the business

of refining sugar." The court said: "It

cannot be otherwise regarded because

of the fact that the amount of the tax

is measured by the amount of the gross

annual receipts. The tax is defined in

the Act as 'a special excise tax,' and,

therefore, it must be assumed, for what

it is worth, that Congress had no pur

pose to exceed its powers under the

Constitution, but only to exercise the

authority granted to it of levying and

collecting excises."13 The use of the

words "special excise tax with respect

to the carrying on or doing business . .

equivalent to" one per centum of net

income, in the Act of 1909, is obviously

an attempt to bring the tax within the

decision in the Spreckels case. If, how

ever, the tax is not in fact an excise,

its character cannot be changed by

calling it one. This is expressly recog

nized in the Income Tax cases, where it

is said that "the name of the tax is

unimportant"14; that "it is the substance

and not the form which controls"15;

that the limitations of the Constitution

cannot be "frittered away" by calling

a tax indirect when it is in fact direct16;

and that the court must decline to

extend the scope of the earlier deci

sions "so as to sustain a tax on the

income of realty, on the ground of being

an excise or duty."17 The language

used in the Spreckels case is not in con

flict with this view, for the court does

not there regard the designation given

the tax by Congress as conclusive upon

the question of its real character. The

fact that the Act of 1909 recites that

the tax thereby imposed is "a special

excise tax with respect to the carrying

on or doing business" cannot, therefore,

"Id. p. 411.

"157 U. S., pp. 580, 581.

"Id., p. 581. j

"Id., p. 583.

"Id., p. 579.
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change the nature of the tax if it is in

fact direct.18

The following taxes have been held

to be duties, imposts and excises and

not direct taxes within the meaning of

the Constitution: a tax on the use of

carriages19; on manufactured tobacco20;

on sales of property at exchanges and

boards of trade,21 and of shares of cor

porate stock22; on the circulation of

state banks,23 and on the business of

insurance24 and sugar refining25 com

panies; an inheritance or succession tax26

and a tax upon individual incomes.27

It would seem to follow from these

cases that the distinction between an

excise and a direct tax is based upon

the theory that while the former is a

tax upon a particular commodity, the

transaction of a particular business, or

the exercise of a particular right or

privilege,28 the latter is a tax upon

property and income generally, imposed

merely because of ownership.

So in the case of Pattern v. Brady29 a

I8See Knowlton v. Moore, 178 U. S. 41, 81. A

stamp tax on a foreign bill of lading is in sub

stance a tax on the property covered by the bill

of lading and therefore a tax or duty on exports,

under Art. I., Sec. 9, cl. 5 of the Constitution

Fairbank v. United States, 181 U. S. 283. A state

tax on the shares of stock of savings banks and

loan and trust companies, based on the capital,

surplus and undivided earnings of the companies,

and assessed to the companies and not to the

individual stockholders, is a tax upon the property

of the companies, and is therefore invalid so far

as it affects United States bonds in which the

capital is invested. Home Savings Bank v. Des

Moines, 205 U. S. 503: "The slight concealment

afforded by the omission of the property eo nomine

is not sufficient to disguise the fact that in effect

it is the property which is taxed." Cf. Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western R. R. Co. v. Pennsylvania,

198 U. S. 341; Powers v. Detroit & Grand Haven

Ry. Co., 201 U. S. 543.

"Hylton v. United States, 3 Dall. (U. S.) 171.
'opatton v. Brady, 184 U. S. 608.

"Nichol v. Ames, 173 U. S. 509.

"Treat v. White, 181 U. S. 264; Thomas v. United

States, 192 U. S. 363.

23 Veazie Bank v. Fenno, 8 Wall. (U. S.) 533.

"Pacific Insurance Co. v. Soule, 7 Wall. (U. S.)

433.

"Spreckels Sugar Refining Co. v. McClain, 192

U. S. 397.

"Scholey v. Rew, 23 Wall. (U. S.) 33 1 ; Knowlton v.

Moore, 178 U. S. 41 ; Murdock v. Ward, 178 U. S. 139.

"Springer v. United States, 102 U. S. 586. See in

regard to this case 157 U. S. p. 578.

"See Thomas v. United States, 192 U. S. 363, 370.
M184 U. S. 608.

tax on tobacco and snuff "however pre

pared, manufactured and sold, for con

sumption or sale," was held to be "not

a tax upon property as such, but upon

certain kinds of property, having refer

ence to their origin and their intended

use"30 and therefore an excise. So also

in the Spreckels case31 the tax was not

upon the gross earnings of the com

pany, but upon the business of sugar

refining; in Pacific Insurance Company v.

Soule32 upon the business of insurance;

and in Veazie Bank v. Fenno33 upon

the circulation of state banks. On the

other hand, the tax condemned in the

Income Tax cases was levied upon

incomes generally, and this seems to

have been the real ground upon which

it was held to be direct by the majority

of the court. The court regarded "a

tax upon property holders in respect of

their estates, whether real or personal

or of the income yielded by such estates"

as direct34 and held that this was the

sense in which the term was intended to

be used in the Constitution. On the

rehearing the court said: "Whatever the

speculative views of political economists

or revenue reformers may be, can it be

properly held that the Constitution . . .

authorizes a general unapportioned tax

on the products of the farm and the

rents of real estate, although imposed

merely because of ownership and with

no possible means of escape from pay

ment, as belonging to a totally different

class from that which includes the prop

erty from whence the income proceeds?

There can be but one answer, unless the

constitutional restriction is to be treated

as utterly illusory and futile, and the

object of the framers defeated."36 This

is also the view adopted in the later

30 Id., p. 619.

"Supra.

"7 Wall. (U. S.) 433.
M8 Wall. (U. S.) 533.

"157 U. S., p. 558.

"158 U. S., pp. 627, 628.
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succession tax case of Knowlton v.

Moore.36

The tax imposed by Section 38 of the

Act of 1909 is not a tax upon certain

kinds of property, like a tax upon

particular commodities, or a tax upon

certain kinds of business, like banking,

insurance and sugar refining: it is

"equivalent to" one per centum upon

the entire net income of corporations

generally, as such. The tax is thus not

in fact laid with respect to the business

carried on by the corporation, but with

respect to the corporation itself, be

cause of its ownership of an income,

and this is a tax laid "merely because

of ownership" as much as the income

tax of 1894.37 The only distinction be

tween the two statutes is that the Act

of 1894 imposed a tax of two per centum

"on the net profits or income" of cor

porations, while the present tax is

"equivalent to one per centum upon the

entire net income." The difference is

merely verbal and must be disregarded

if the substance and not the form of the

statute is to control.

The operation of the statute is the

same by whatever name the tax is

»»178 U. S., 41, 82: "Considering that the con

stitutional rule of apportionment had its origin in

the purpose to prevent taxes on persons solely

because of their general ownership of property from

being levied by any other rule than that of appor

tionment, two things were decided by the court

[in the Income Tax cases]—First, that no sound

distinction existed between a lax levied on a person

solely because of his general ownership of real

property, and the same tax imposed solely because

of his general ownership of personal property.

Secondly, that the tax on the income derived from

such property, real or personal, was the legal

equivalent of a direct tax on the property from

which said income was derived, and hence must be

apportioned. These conclusions, however, lend no

support to the contention that it was decided that

duties, imposts and excises which are not the essen

tial equivalent of a tax on property generally, real

or personal, solely because of ownership, must be

converted into direct taxes, because it is conceived

that it would be demonstrated by a close analysis

that they could not be shifted from the person

upon whom they first fall."

"See Nichol v. Ames, 173 U. S. 509, 521: "A tax

upon the privilege of selling property at the ex

change, and of thus using the facilities there offered

in accomplishing the sale, differs radically from a

tax upon every sale made in any place. The latter

tax is really and practically upon property."

called. Suppose the Act had provided

that every corporation should be sub

ject to pay annually "a special excise

tax with respect to the carrying on or

doing business by such corporation

equivalent to one per centum upon the

assessed value of the real estate owned

by it." Can there be any doubt that

this would be in fact a direct tax upon

the land? Or suppose that the Act had

provided that every corporation should

be subject to pay annually "a special

excise tax with respect to the carrying

on or doing business by such corpora

tion equivalent to one per centum upon

the entire net income derived by it from

its real estate." Would the tax be in

fact any less direct because it is called

an excise ?

The answer to these questions seems

clear, for the tax would in each case be

the "essential equivalent" of a tax on the

property or its proceeds generally.38 But

it makes no difference in the result that

the tax imposed by the Act of 1909 is

expressed to be equivalent to one per

centum upon the entire net income of

the corporation. The income received

"from all sources" is to be included,

and so far as any part of that income is

derived from real estate, the tax is as

much upon the income of the real estate

as in the case supposed. The same is

necessarily true of the income from

municipal bonds and from other invested

personal property. So far, therefore, as

the income of any corporation is derived

from real estate and from invested per

sonal property, the tax falls directly

within the decision of the Supreme

Court in the Income Tax cases.39

"178 U. S., p. 82.

"The case may be, supposed of a corporation

owning either real or personal property, or both,

all of which is employed in its Business and from

which it derives no income except in the form of

profits from its business. As to the net income of

such a corporation the tax would not fall strictly

within the decision in the Income Tax cases,

although on principle it would seem to be governed
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If the tax is to be regarded as invalid

so far as it affects the income from

real and personal property, the further

question is presented whether, in conse

quence, the whole of the section in

reference to the taxation of corporate

incomes is not void. A similar question

was raised in the Income Tax cases

and answered in the affirmative, upon

the ground that the income from real

and personal property formed a vital

part of the scheme of taxation embodied

in Sections 27 to 37 of the Act, and that

that scheme must be considered as a

whole.40 The same reasoning is appli

cable to Section 38 of the Act of 1909.

The scheme of taxation is as much a

whole as that contained in the earlier

Act.' It contemplates a tax measured

by the entire net income of corporations

received during the year from all sources,

and the income from real estate and

invested personal property is as vital a

part of this scheme as in the case of

the Act of 1894. Section 38 of the pres

ent Act permits the deduction, in deter

mining the amount of the net income

subject to taxation, of dividends re

ceived by the corporation from shares

of stock owned by it in other corpora

tions subject to the tax. If, however,

the income from all real estate owned

by corporations within the United States,

and also the income from all other

by that decision. See Seligman, Essays in Taxa

tion, p. 218: "An individual can indeed obtain

a professional income without any capital; but

in the case of a business with capital invested,

it is impossible to say how much of the profits are

due to the capital, how much to the personal man

agement. Without the capital there would be no

profits at all, because there would be no business.

Therefore in taxing profits we are really taxing

property, or rather the proceeds of property."

«158 U. S., pp. 636, 637.

invested personal property be stricken

out, certainly a large part of the anti

cipated revenue would be eh'minated,

and the tax would cease to be upon the

entire net income as contemplated by

Congress. A tax upon net income re

ceived from all sources except from in

vested capital, is wholly different in

operation and effect from a tax upon

entire net income from all sources. If

any part of the tax is invalid, it would

therefore seem that the whole must be

regarded as void.41

41 It has been suggested that the Supreme Court

might decline to follow the Income Tax cases if the

questions there decided were again presented for

decision. E. B. Whitney, 20 Harv. L. R. 280, 288.

The possibility of such a course may be admitted.

The court has, however, heretofore always been

slow to overrule itself upon questions of such im

portance where they have only been decided after

the most careful consideration. "It is almost as

important that the law should be settled perma

nently as that it should be settled correctly. Its

rules should be fixed deliberately and adhered to

firmly, unless clearly erroneous. Vacillation is a

serious evil." Swayne, J., in Oilman v. Phila

delphia, 3 Wall. (U. S.) 713, 724. The Income

Tax cases were argued twice at great length and

were fully considered by the court. While the

decision was widely criticized at the time it was

rendered as overruling the earlier cases, all those

cases were examined and distinguished on grounds

more or less satisfactory. The later decisions rec

ognize these distinctions as valid and uphold the

authority of the Income Tax cases themselves.

Nichol v. Ames, 173 U. S. 509, 519, 520; Knowlton

v. Moore, 178 0. S. 41, 52, 53, 79-83; Fairbank v.

United States, 181 U. S. 283, 296; Potion v. Brady,

184 U. S. 608, 618; Thomas v. United States, 192

U. S. 363, 370; Spreckels Sugar Refining Co. v.

McClain, 192 U. S. 397, 413. Even if the decision

was not in harmony with the previous cases, it had

the effect of overruling them, Asher v. Texas, 128

U. S. 129, 131, 132. Four of the Justices who took

part in the decision of the Income Tax cases still

remain on the bench—Chief Justice Fuller and Mr.

Justice Brewer, who voted with the majority of the

Court, and Justices Harlan and White, who dis

sented. In the later cases of Spreckels Sugar Re

fining Company v. McClain, and Knowlton v.

Moore (supra), the opinions of the court were deliv

ered respectively by Mr. Justice Harlan and Mr.

Justice White. Each of these Justices in these

opinions recognizes the principles established in

the Income Tax cases as settled, 192 U. S., p. 413;

178 U. S.,pp. 52, 53, and no dissent therefrom has

been expressed by any of the members of the court

since the time the decision was rendered.
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By Arthur W. Spencer

THERE are other means of ex

tirpating the evils of monopoly

than by the enactment of a drastic

statute like that of King James I.1

Exclusive franchises, despite the ancient

rule against monopolies, seem not to

have been always void at common law,

and they are not an unmixed evil, for

the early economic development of the

United States was somewhat advanced

by the granting of such franchises.

One of the merits of American federal

jurisprudence, up to 1890, was the fact

that while curbing the powerful corpor

ation from working public injury to

interstate commerce, it checked the

state legislatures from arbitrarily im

pairing property rights exercised without

detriment to the public welfare. The

effect of this juridical policy was not to

legalize monopoly, but to narrow the

definition of unlawful monopoly in ac

cordance with justice, so as to include

only practices savoring of business

oppression.

Until 1890, the year in which the

Sherman act was passed, Congress

left the law of monopoly practically

in the hands of the Supreme Court.

The result was that the law developed

piecemeal, by gradual amplification,

and was molded into a far more satis

factory form than would have been the

case if the process had been hastened

or interrupted by legislative enact

ments. The principle that a corporate

charter is not to be tampered with,

unless there are special circumstances

analogous to those recognized under

the British Constitution justifying legis-

i21 James I, c 3.

lative interference, has thus been

preserved intact since the decision in

the Dartmouth College case.2

The Dartmouth College case has

provided a powerful check on the popu

lar impulse to impose unreasonable

restrictions on business supremacy.

The fundamental principle of this

case, that franchises granted by charter

are inviolable, was but a new phase of

the ancient doctrine that no freeman

shall be disseised of franchises and priv

ileges granted him by the king.3 The

theory that a corporate charter is a

contract to which the state is a party

is of course strange to the common law.4

1 4 Wheat. 518, 4 L. ed. 629.
•Coke, Inst., pt. II, c. 29, (4), 3.

* At one time it may have looked as if the relation

between king and subject was "the outcome of

agreement," and as if "the law of contract threat

ened to swallow up all public law." (Pollock and

Maitland, History of English Law, v, II, p. 233.)

But that was in the age when feudalism was at its

high-water mark. The grants which beginning

with the borough charters and documents of

liberties of the realm subtracted from the royal

power marked the beginning of the decline of the

feudal system, and it seems to have been not by

agreement but by compulsion, not by contract but

by gift, that a new relation of the king to his sub

jects came into being, and the private law of

contract showed itself unable to cope with problems

of public constitutional law. Instead of viewing

a grant of liberties as made in expectation of the

crown receiving the benefit of the strengthened

allegiance of his subjects, it would perhaps be better

to regard it as a concession practically without

consideration. As Bracton put it, "a liberty is an

evacuation of a servitude, and they regard each

other as contraries, and do not remain together."

(De Legibus et Consuetudinibus Angliae, book I,

chap. 24, sec. 3.) Where, on the o^her hand, there

was consideration, as in the case of the trading

privileges and borough charters which were some

times sold by the crown for increased revenue,

it is to be remembered that the modern law of

contract was practically non-existent before the

time of Edward I ; thus there arose no doctrine of

the necessity of consideration to validate an

agreement under seal. On the contrary, the

modern common law rule that a contract under

seal will be enforced without proof of consideration
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The problem confronting Chief Justice

Marshall was that of ascertaining how

proceedings so clearly violative of the

spirit of the Constitution as those under

discussion in the Dartmouth College case

could be clearly shown to be in conflict

with its letter also, and this problem was

solved by a somewhat artificial inter

pretation of the clause relating to the

obligation of contracts.5 Whether

may be historically traceable to the binding

character with which charters were invested long

before they could have come to be considered as

partaking of a contractual nature. A deed of gift

has always been, and now is, not less binding on

the grantor than a formal contract meeting the

requirements of the statute of frauds. In Magna

Carta and the Charter of Liberties of Henry I there

is phraseology suggestive of a grant without con

sideration. The rights of the grantee of a royal

charter being protected by the common law rule

that royal grants are irrevocable, as securely as

rights against the private grantor were protected

by the doctrine of estoppel by deed, there was no

occasion for the creation of an artificial theory

declaring the contractual character of all charters

The Supreme Court could have formulated a

doctrine of the constitutional security of rights

granted by charter without invoking the aid of the

contract theory, and could have done this not

withstanding its decision in Satterlee v. Mathewson

(2 Peters 380). See, for example, Marshall's

remarks about the limits of legislative power in

Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cranch 87.

'The disagreement between Marshall and Justice

Johnson in the important forerunner of the Dart

mouth College case, Fletcher v. Peck (6 Cranch 87) is

interesting, the former holding that the contract

underlying the grant was executed on one side

and practically executory on the other ("a grant

implies a contract not to reassert the right of the

grantor," p. 137), the latter that it was executed

on both sides and therefore "functus officio" (p.

145). Whether the legislative side of the contract

is executed or not depends on whether the legis

lative obligation is deemed to be that merely to

make a valid and secure grant, or that to exercise

a continuing protection of the terms of the grant.

But just as the doctrine of estoppel in pais in

volves no theory of executory covenants, so the

doctrine of the inviolability of charters need involve

no similar theory. Marshall remarked obiter in

Fletcher v. Peck that "a party is always

estopped by his own grant" (p. 137). He did not

develop the point. Had he done so he might have

felt that it was totally unnecessary to propound

any theory of contract, an innovation unnecessary

with respect to the common law, which amply

provided for the security of rights conferred by

charter. Thus it was held, for example, by the

Supreme Court before the Dartmouth College case

came to be decided, that a legislative grant or

confirmation of lands for educational purposes

could no more be rescinded than other grants.

the expedient could have been avoided

is a question which need not be con

sidered. That the end achieved justi

fied the means is indubitable, for it

was clearly the intention of the framers

of the Constitution to protect the rights

of private property as truly as the

obligation of private contracts.

Round the fundamental principle

of the Dartmouth College case, a prin

ciple of such importance that it prop

erly became in Marshall's hands

virtually a corollary of the federal

Constitution, have successively clustered

a group of subsidiary principles which

have protected the public from its

employment as a possible instrument

of oppression. Thus an exclusive or

permanent franchise is not to be pre

sumed to have been granted without

express words to that effect in the

charter.6 A monopolistic privilege

therefore can arise only by express

grant.7 The holder of such a privilege,

if it has been granted in consideration

of anticipated benefits to the public,

Terrett v. Taylor, 9 Cranch 43. Moreover, four

years before the decision was rendered in the

Dartmouth College case, the Supreme Court, Justice

Story writing the opinion, held without any refer

ence to the doctrine of contract, that the legislature

of a state which had succeeded to the rights of

the Crown could no more defeat the intent of a

royal grant contained in the charter of a township,

setting aside a specified share of the land granted

for "a glebe for the Church of England," than such

a grant could have been defeated before the Revo

lution. Pawlet v. Clark, 9 Cranch 292.

'Charles River Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 11

Peters 420, 9 L. ed. 773.

'The learned dissenting opinion of Justice Story

in the Charles River Bridge case can only be

treated with the greatest respect, but without

regard to the accuracy or inaccuracy of his con

tention that the ancient common law rule that

grants of franchises are to be construed in favor

of the grantor applied to grants out of the King's

bounty as opposed to those marked by a money

consideration, one cannot readily agree with his

remark that the rule of strict construction of

charters is not so well suited to the American as

to the English sovereign, for the American people

so far recognize the public value of these franchises

as to be unwilling to concede more than they

actually stipulate for in terms. Regarded in this

light, the decision in the Charles River Bridge

case appears to have been reasonable.
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will not be disturbed in the enjoyment

of it so long as public health and public

morals do not suffer harm from the

acts which the franchise permits.8

A carrier holding such a privilege, how

ever, cannot use it to oppress the public

by charging extortionate rates for the

public service performed.9 The holder

of a monopolistic privilege, therefore,

can often be prevented from using it

as an instrument of oppression. And

the corporation may also be divested

of its rights under proper exercise of

the power of eminent domain,10 or may

be divested of them to enable the

legislature to give effect to a public

trust which cannot be abdicated. 11 Cor

porate privilege, notwithstanding the

seemingly sweeping but actually in

complete decision in the Darttnouth

College12 case, thus found itself properly

subordinated to public right.13

The convenient term "reasonable" is

useful in the law because of its very

vagueness. It is one of the openings

by which ethical concepts trickle

through the wall of technical verbiage

into the cold territory of the law to

crystallize into frozen formulas. In

the law of negligence, the term "reason

able care" originated from a notion of

propriety rather than of legality.

'New Orleans Gas Co. v. Louisiana Light Co., 115

U. S. 650, 29 L. ed. 516, 6 S. C. 252; Northwestern

Fertilizing Co. v. Hyde Park, 97 U. S. 659, 24 L.

ed. 1036.

'Granger cases, 94 U. S. 113, 24 L. ed. 77; Smyth

v. Ames, 169 U. S. 466, 42 L. ed. 819, 18 S. C. 418.

l0West River Bridge Co. v. Dix, 6 How. 507, 12

L. ed. 535.

"Illinois Central R.R. Co. v. Illinois, 146 U. S

387, 36 L. ed. 1018.

"Supra.

"Analogous results have been reached in patent

law. Patent rights, like other property, are subject

to the paramount claims of society, and the manner

of their use may be regulated. Patterson v. Ken

tucky, 97 U. S. 501. The government may maintain

suits to set aside a patent when necessary, that the

patentee may discharge public obligations, or even

to enforce the rights of an individual. Mowry v.

Whitney, 14 Wall. 434; United States v. Bell Tel.

Co. 167 U. S. 224, 264; Same v. Same, 128 U. S. 315.

"Reasonable charges," likewise, are

charges which are felt to be morally

just rather than legally valid. And

"reasonable restraint of trade" signifies

nothing more nor less than an inter

ference with competition which is not

regarded as giving the public unfair

treatment.

In consequence of the decisions dating

from Munn v. Illinois,1* a new concept

of monopoly has arisen—a monopoly

so unlike the old monopoly that it may

safely be permitted to exist so long as

it does not assert its monopolistic

privilege in such a manner as to do

the public any injustice. In Munn v.

Illinois, a certain mode of corporate

action was substantially condemned

as unreasonable. Property devoted to

a public use thereby becomes subject to

public control for the common good.

That principle was a point of departure

for a new legal era, for we were then

beginning to make over our law of

monopoly. This new form of unlaw

ful monopoly condemned by the law

up to the time of the Sherman act

was the monopoly of business oppres

sion committed by means of unfair

or unreasonable charges. The state

could make contracts with corpora

tions which took the form of char

ters granting a franchise that involved

complete suppression of competition,

and the law did not declare such

suppression of competition wrong

ful, finding the remedy rather, in the

case of public service corporations, in

the prohibition of unreasonable charges-

In the light of these considerations

the Sherman act, prohibiting all con.

tracts, combinations, and conspiracies in

restraint of trade, was to be interpreted.

The phrase "in restraint of trade" was

taken from the law of those covenants

wherein one party promises to refrain

"94 U. S. 113, 24 L. ed. 77.
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from carrying on the same business

as the other party within a certain

period of time or within a certain

territory. Such contracts are clearly

within the phraseology of the act, as

are obviously all contracts of natural

or artificial persons, so far as they relate

to interstate commerce.15 But it is

unnatural to suppose that the framers

of the Sherman act intended to repeal

the rule which legalizes the so-called

ancillary contracts, when they are only

in "reasonable" restraint of trade.16

Neither is it to be supposed, in case the

act applies to the contract between

a state and a corporation, conferring

on the latter an exclusive franchise,

that it was intended to prohibit the

granting of exclusive franchises which

the law had not previously discounte

nanced. If then the act legalized

ancillary contracts in restraint of trade

when not oppressive, and legalized some

charters of monopoly, and then pro

hibited commercial contracts "in re

straint of trade" whether oppressive,

or not, its framers succeeded only in

"President Taft, when a judge of the Circuit Court

of Appeals, writing the opinion of the court below

in the Addyston Pipe case, took pains to point

out that the contracts which under the common

law are upheld as permitting a reasonable restraint

of trade are "merely ancillary" to the main con

tract (85 Fed. Rep. 271-302), and Mr Justice

Holmes had the same distinction in mind when he

wrote the dissenting opinion in the Northern

Securities case (193 U. S. at p. 404). This principle

has been clearly brought out by Mr. Charles E.

Littlefield in an article on the Sherman anti-trust

law (see 20 Green Bag 587). Can it be supposed

that Congress ever intended to abolish the dis

tinction ?

"President Taft in his speech to the committee

which notified him of his nomination, speaking of

needed amendments to the anti-trust law, citing

the case of a corporation obligating itself to a

purchaser of its good-will not to go into the same

business within states covered by its previous

business, and citing the illustration of a lawful

strike of employees of an interstate railway, said

that "neither case ought to be made a violation

of the anti-trust law," "suggestions for the neces

sary amendment" of which have been made "to

prevent its application to cases which it is believed

were never in the contemplation of the framers of the

statute."

concocting an absurdity. But this

was plainly far from their intention.

It was designed only to prevent un

reasonable restraint of trade, and the

distinction which had previously pre

vailed in the case of ancillary contracts

should have been imported into the law

governing all contracts. The phrase

ology of the act might be vague, but

it was not radical. The act was not

intended to take a more drastic attitude

toward monopoly or practices savoring of

monopoly than the rigorous statute of

King James. It did not radically alter

existing law; it merely gave it statutory

form and put more readily within reach

of the Departmentof Justice the weapons

for the prosecution of acts of busi

ness oppression.

Suppose the phraseology of the act,

instead of prohibiting contracts "in

restraint of trade," had forbidden

contracts "interfering with competi

tion." In their popular sense, the two

phrases have the same meaning. But

there would have been no question that

Congress intended only to proscribe

unreasonable interference with com

petition.

The "restraint of trade," in fact,

which Congress sought to forbid was

simply business oppression. Problems

of business oppression had been before

the Supreme Court in the Granger

cases17 and many other cases, and the

test of "reasonableness" had frequently

been applied with most satisfactory re

sults. The Court did not need to have

ancillary contracts in mind, to apply

the same test to problems arising under

the Sherman act.

The interpretation of the Sherman

act which was to follow was destined

to magnify public at the expense of

private right in a somewhat startling

manner. This was to come about only

"94 U. S. 113, 24 L. ed. 77.
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by the bare majority of one vote in

the highest tribunal of the land, the

members of which were by instinct con

servative; and this result is to be ex

plained not so much by the radical

leanings of any of the judges as by an

attitude of mechanical obedience to a

command of Congress, in a spirit which

seems to have assumed that Con

gress was seeking to create rather than

to restate juridical principles.

The artificial interpretation of the

law dates from the opinion rendered by

Mr. Justice Peckham in the case of

United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight

Association,18 in which he held that the

Sherman act applied to reasonable as

well as unreasonable restraints of trade,

without any distinction whatever.

When he wrote this opinion he had

before him the opinion in the case of

United States v. E. C. Knight Co.,19

in which case Mr. Justice Harlan had

recognized, in a dissenting opinion pre

pared with much care, the propriety

of a reasonable partial restraint of trade,

citing Oregon Steam Navigation Co. v.

Winsor,20 and many other cases. Mr.

Justice Peckham was not bound by

precedents within the United States

Supreme Court to hold the Sherman

anti-trust act applicable to contracts

in reasonable restraint of trade. He

did, however, feel .himself bound by

what appeared to him the obvious

intent of the framers of the statute.

Justice White, dissenting, declared that

this construction of the Sherman act

would be "tantamount to an assertion

that the act of Congress is itself un

reasonable" (p. 344). With Justice

White also dissented Justices Field,

Gray and Shiras. This artificial

decision, reached only by a bare majority

l8166 U. S. 290, 41 L. ed. 1007, 17 S. C. 540.

'•156 U. S. 1, 39 L. ed. 325.

w20 Wall. 64.

of the court, has had the effect of mold

ing the law of interstate commerce

in conformity to the imputed will of

Congress. If the doctrines laid down

by the Supreme Court had been con

trolled by such reasoning as that of

Mr. Justice Harlan in the Knight case,21

of Mr. Justice White in the Trans-

Missouri Freight Association case,22

and of Mr. Justice Brewer in the North

ern Securities case23 the present situa

tion would not have arisen. It was

by no means incumbent upon the

Supreme Court to adopt a literal,

narrow construction of the Sherman

act. It was within their province to

interpret the spirit of the act and to

differentiate clearly between the evil

combinations which • Congress wished

to suppress under the authority of

the interstate commerce clause, and

the combinations which are not in

jurious to the public welfare and are not

condemned as dangerous monopolies

by the common law. Instead of the

decisions of the Supreme Court being

molded absolutely by an exceedingly

strict construction of the act, the de

velopment of the law could have been

brought about within the Supreme Court

itself without violence to the statute,

through the natural expansion of the

common law to render it applicable

to the phenomena of the modern

industrial world. This, in fact, would

have been the normal way of proceed

ing.

Mr. Justice Peckham in the next im

portant case to come before the court.

United States v. Joint Traffic Associa

tion,24 refused to overrule the Trans-

Missouri Freight case,25 three out of

eight Justices dissenting, and he

2>156 u. s. 1.

"166 U. S. 290.

»193 U. S. 197.

"171 U. S. 505, 43 L. ed. 259.

"166 U. S. 290.
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was bound by the authority of these

two cases in Addyston Pipe and Steel

Co. v. United States,26 and in Montague

& Co. v. Lowry.27 How easily any

slight pressure of conviction on this

subject could have affected the equili

brium of the court can be readily seen

from the small majorities. Mr. Justice

Peckham did not write the opinion in

the Northern Securities case,28 it being

rendered by Mr. Justice Harlan in

accordance with the doctrines estab

lished in these earlier cases in which

the late Justice had expressed the

judgment of the court, and it is to Mr.

Justice Peckham's credit that in this

case he concurred with Mr. Justice

Holmes's dissenting opinion, which was

to the effect that when the restraint

of trade is self-imposed, so as to affect

only the parties to the agreement and

not outsiders, such voluntary repudia

tion of competition is not to be viewed

as unlawful. It is also to his credit

that in the famous wall paper case,29

which held that debts to an illegal

combination cannot be collected, he

was one of the four dissenting Justices.

From a reading of Mr. Justice Peck-

ham's opinions one gains an impression

of logical cogency, clearness of style,

and level-headed conservatism, and

he was a judge whose chivalrous love

of justice made him one of the most

dignified ornaments of the modern

bench. His decisions are models of

lucidity. His labors were marked by

great industry, remarkable purity,

M175 U. S. 211, 44 L. ed. 136.

"193 U. S. 38.
M193 U. S. 197.

"Continental Wall Paper Co. v. Voight & Sons

Co., 212 U. S. 227.

freedom from partisan bias, and a deep

sense of duty, and he was one of the

most forceful and likable of the nine

Justices. It would hardly be con

tended, however, that he was the equal

in learning or acumen of some of his

colleagues. In his judgment in the

Addyston Pipe case30 is an intimation

to the effect that it is unnecessary to

prove any diminution in the quantity

of sales to show a restraint of trade, and

the logical consequences of such a

theory, supposing it tenable, receive

no consideration.31

In consequence of these decisions

the Supreme Court, having adopted

an artificial construction of an act

which must stand on account of the

operation of the principle of stare

decisis, has virtually put Congress in

the position of having enacted a piece

of experimental legislation which in

its practical working has turned out

to be injudicious. As a matter of fact

the Sherman act was not an experiment,

and had it been construed differently

its usefulness might well have been

permanent. As the Supreme Court

is committed in this instance to the

motto nulla vestigia retrorsum, the only

means of exit available from a difficult

position is for Congress to repeal or

substantially amend the Sherman act,

treating it as a wasted opportunity.

It would be better, moreover, to have

no federal anti-trust statute whatever,

than to have another which, like this,

were again to impede the symmetri

cal and proper development of the law

of interstate trade.

"175 U. S. 211.

"175 U. S. 244-5.



Hints to Witnesses

By Ira Jewell Williams, of the Philadelphia Bar

"A child should always say what's true;

And speak when he is spoken to;

And behave mannerly at table,

At least so far as he is able."

STEVENSON'S "The WholeDutyofa

Child" might be so paraphrased as

to cover the whole duty of witnesses. For

of course, above everything, a witness

should tell what is true. He is sworn

to tell the truth, the whole truth and

nothing but the truth; and this under

taking, whether regarded as a mere

promise, binding upon his honor, or as

a solemn obligation made more im

pressive, under the old oath, by the

phrase "and so you shall answer to God

at the last great day," even though

entered upon with the best of intentions,

is discharged but ill unless the witness

prepares himself, so far as possible, to

properly play his part in the drama of

justice.

To "say what's true" seems such an

easy thing, and yet, of course, there is

implicated therein the conception of

truth itself, as to which there has been

conflict ever since the RomanVice-regent

first questioned, "What is truth ?"

In the first place, if there, is any

legitimate way in which a witness's rec

ollection can be refreshed as to what

actually did happen, and how it hap

pened, these accessories should be

availed of. A witness should never go

on the stand to testify to a matter

which partly transpired in writing,

whether such writing was a contract or

correspondence, or whether there are

in existence memoranda which were

made at the time, without going over

.carefully all these things, and, so far

as he may, placing himself again in the

midst of the scenes which he is about

to describe. It is a trite saying that

human memory fails, but that writing

never forgets. Forgeries are so rare that

it may be safely said that where recol

lection differs from the document, human

memory is almost sure tJif be at fault.

No witness, therefore, discharges the

solemn duty which rests upon him with

out making sure that the thing as he

recalls it is not contradicted or dis

placed by some writing which must be

correct. There is another thing which

an intelligent witness should be able to

do, and that is to see to it that his tes

timony does not conflict with the con

ceded or assumed facts in the case.

Both sides may be at one as to a large

part of a certain set of facts, and yet a

witness is called on one side or the

other, part of whose testimony runs

counter to that which both sides are

willing to concede. It may be that

one side has conceded too much, and

under those circumstances, of course,

the witness should not be criticised ; but

self-interest is such a powerful factor

that it is not lightly to be assumed that

the other side has conceded too much,

and the chances are that the witness

has "spoken in haste." If he had

known before he went on the stand

what the conceded facts in the case

were, his confidence in his recollection

to the contrary might well have been

dispelled.
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It is perhaps impossible to describe

the golden mean between hesitation

and overpromptness. The time which

it takes to grasp a question and begin to

reply depends, of course, partly upon

the character of the question and in

part upon the mental characteristics of the

witness. Assuming, of course, that the

witness intends to tell, and is telling,

the whole truth as he knows it, an

ethical obligation rests upon him to

endeavor to tell the truth in such a way

as to endeavor to promote confidence and

belief. For, being sure that he is right,

ex hypothesi the judgment will not be

right unless he is believed, so that the

conscientious witness is pardonably a

zealot for his side to the extent that he

wishes his own testimony to be accepted

as true and correct. Now, extreme re

luctance 'or over-hesitation is likely to

be as fatal to belief as overreadiness in

replying. The former, however, while

it may lead to a possible question as to

the entire frankness of the witness, is

the safer side on which to err, as it per

mits of an opportunity to fully under

stand the question and its exact pur

port, and to decide, first, whether the

witness knows of his own knowledge the

answer, or any part of it, and if so, just

what the witness does know. Perhaps

one of the most prolific sources of mis

carriages of justice is stupidity or want of

real conscientiousness of witnesses in

judicial proceedings. Intentional per

jury less rarely results in a legal wrong

than stupidity or carelessness on the

part of witnesses.

Stupidity is incurable and no more

to be ministered to than a mind dis

eased. Possibly a very able and con

scientious solicitor may, however, by

going over and over awitness'stestimony

and applying to it the searching light

of his own experience, lead the witness,

in perfectly good faith, of course, to

eliminate that which is manifestly im

possible or contradictory to the undis

puted facts, and further, to some ex

tent, by cross-examination in the office,

to warn the witness against some of the

more obvious pitfalls which may be

laid for him by opposing counsel.

Carelessness in a witness may be

prayed over but cannot be guarded

against. Even the dictates of manifest

self-interest do not seem to be sufficient

to guard against this vice. By careless

ness, I mean a failure to grasp the

exact scope and purport of the question.

What is behind the question may or

may not be apparent,—according to

the intelligence of the witness. His

interlocutor is, of course, shooting from

masked batteries, but what the question

means should be plain and clear to the

witness before he attempts to answer it.

It is astonishing how often a palpable

trick, such as the use of loose language,

or words having a double meaning, or a

question calling for a conclusion not

of fact but really of law, or ques

tions calling for a conclusion which

may be a conclusion of law or of fact,

is permitted to succeed. One of the

favorite devices in clever cross-examina

tion is to ask for an explanation when

no explanation is possible and then to

evoke by the persistent "why" an

imagined chain of mental processes

which can be made to look absurd in

the light of unquestioned facts. The

"why" question is one which should

never be answered offhand. I venture

to say as a matter of psychology that it

is very rarely that a witness can say,

especially as to an unimportant part of

the transaction, just why he did one

thing rather than another, or did a

thing in a particular way rather than

in another, and yet the old device is

used again and again and witnesses go

on to their own detriment and downfall,
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painfully attempting to manufacture

reasons which can be shown to be ridic

ulous or impossible. I recall one case

where there was a contract which did

not call for the delivery of stock with

power of attorney attached. This con

tract, which was an option for the pur

chase of the controlling stock in a cor

poration, was in fact delivered, together

with the stock itself, with power of

attorney executed in blank, to the plain

tiff. Afterwards, one of the defend

ants being bribed to sell his stock to

another for a large price, got access to

the stock by pretext, and destroyed

the formal power of attorney and sold

to the plaintiff's enemy the stock which

he had agreed to sell plaintiff, carrying

with it the control of the corporation.

In cross-examining the plaintiff as to

the delivery of the stock and power of

attorney, the opposing attorney got the

witness to say that it was delivered

in accordance with the agreement. This

admission was regarded by the trial

judge as of great importance. The

fact was that nothing was said as to

the character of the delivery of the

stock and the power of attorney, but

they were delivered in order to protect

the plaintiff in his option. This in

cautious admission, however, lost the

plaintiff his case. If he had been a

shrewd and careful man, he would have

answered in such a way as to show

merely what the contract was; that

after the contract was executed and

delivered, one of the defendants had

thereupon delivered to him the certifi

cate of stock, together with a power of

attorney executed in blank, and that

at that time nothing was said as to why

that was done. If pressed as to the

reason why, he could either have de

clined to give a reason, or he could have

said that the delivery was made in

order to assure to him the certain

exercise of the rights given by the

contract.

Like Stevenson's child, as a rule, the

witness should only speak when he is

spoken to. He should not volunteer

anything except that when he is asked

a question which with apparent inno

cence could readily be answered "yes"

or "no," he has a right to qualify a plain

"yes" or "no." This, of course, happens

most often in the case of experts. The

"yes, but I will explain" and "no, but

I will explain" of one of the distinguished

expert witnesses for the Commonwealth

in the case of Commonwealth v. Quay,

which was tried before Judge Biddle in

the Court of Quarter Sessions of Phila

delphia County several years ago, still

linger in the writer's memory.

It is a mistaken notion that a witness .

is bound to answer "yes" or "no."

It is surprising that such should have

ever been the received theory, but then,

the hunting down of witches and the

expounding of the doctrine of witch

craft were regarded as proper judicial

functions only a century or two ago.

The theory as to a categorical reply was

completely exploded by the gentleman

who propounded the question "When

are you going to stop beating your wife"

and demanded a categorical answer.

If the lawyer attempts to tell you that

you must answer "yes" or "no," you

have the right to say that the question

is one which is not susceptible of a cate

gorical answer. This should floor coun

sel for the moment.

Mannerly behavior on the part of

witnesses includes keeping one's temper

under almost all provocations. Cross-

examination for the purpose of testing

your memory is not intended to be and

should not be regarded as insulting.

It should, therefore, not be resented. If

the cross-examination transcends all

bounds and your patience is exhausted,
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a sharp retort will not necessarily injure

your testimony with the jury. The

jury sympathizes with the witness more

than with the lawyer, and while mere

smartness for the sake of being smart,

or because of a too expansive personality,

is to be deplored, you will be sure of a

sympathetic audience if you are in the

right and counsel in the wrong.

Do not repeat the question as it is

asked you by counsel. If you do not

understand the words of the question,

ask to have it repeated. Some wit

nesses have an annoying habit of re

peating every question. This, of course,

results in loss of time and is likely to

cause irritation on the part of the judge

and is fairly open to the criticism that

the witness is shuffling or evading in

stead of meeting the question fairly and

frankly as it is put. Of course, here is

the underlying difficulty of human tes

timony. A man's manner may inspire

confidence, either because of his actually

telling the truth or because he is a good

actor, and a man's manner may be so

unfortunate as to throw a cloud upon

his testimony when in fact he is the soul

of truth and honor. These, however,

are the exceptions.

Occasionally a witness comes to the

stand who insists upon qualifying every

answer by some phrase as "to the best

of my knowledge." I once heard a

judge say that he was of opinion that a

witness that did that habitually and

constantly was throwing a sop to his

conscience and was unworthy of im

plicit belief . While this may have been

an extreme criticism, not fairly appli

cable even in a majority of cases, still

a witness by using this form of ex

pression may affect the weight of his

testimony. While a witness, believing

as he does in the truth of his own tes

timony, must, if the fact testified to

is the very foundation of the case,

therefore believe in the rights them

selves of that cause, yet he should be

careful not to identify himself with that

cause if he. is not in fact a party.

This is more apt to occur if he is an

employee of or directly connected with

one of the parties. I remember very

effective use being made of the slip of a

witness, an employee of the defendant,

who referred to the defendant's attor

ney as ' 'my lawyer . " If his story was be

lieved, there should have been a verdict

for the defendant, yet the verdict was for

the plaintiff. It was argued to the jury

that he had so completely identified him

self with the defendant's case, that he

was, of necessity, somewhat biased.

Hugo Munsterberg in "On the Witness

Stand" has given the results of many

experiments in connection with the

"reaction time" in the same subject,

and by a comparison of the length of

the pause before an answer is given to

a question with the time usually taken

by the same person, has attempted to

frame a test of the spontaneity of the

response as bearing upon the good

faith of the answer. This, of course,

assumes that every delay is caused by

deliberation over not what the true an

swer is, but what the witness considers it

is most convenient or desirable to reply.

In "Truth in the Witness Box" in the

Spectator for December 21, 1907,

the author gives a reminiscence of a

noted murder in which the prisoner

went on the stand in his own defense

and while suffering under the weight

of obviously false denials made pre

viously or shortly after his arrest, yet

secured belief in his innocence. The

prisoner had also attempted to manu

facture an alibi, the fact being that he

had been with the murdered woman the

night of the murder but two or three

hours previously to its perpetration.

We quote:—
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"And yet, astonishingly foolish as that

pretense was, the very folly of it grew into a

point in his favor. The alibi he tried to set

up was useless. It only accounted for his

actions till midnight. The woman was mur

dered at three in the morning. Once more

the case becomes topsy-turvy. If he was

the guilty man how could he have tried to set

up so ridiculous an alibi} With the woman's

blood hardly washed off his hands, with the

sight of her body still blotting his eyes, with

the remembrance still vivid in his mind of

walking out from that haunting room into the

cool silence of an autumn morning, would a

guilty man's mind work and puzzle over the

harmless hours between six and eleven the

night before? Of course not.' It would be

the morning hours that would be crying out

to him. He would be trying to get away

from the dawn, not from the night.

"From one point of view it was perhaps in

Wood's favor that throughout the trial he

never seemed to realize that he was in danger.

A guilty man could not be supposed to have

such confidence. But what a curious, pitiful

picture such a prisoner made in the witness-

box. Could anything be more baffling to

counsel than his shortsighted prevarications,

his quibbles, his dramatic attitudes, his

apparently complete inability to understand

that he must for his own sake, tell 'the truth,

the whole truth, and nothing but the truth'?

At one time his concern seems to be to deny

that he frequents public-houses, at another

to repudiate acquaintances with loose women,

at another to be unnecessarily polite; but

not, first and foremost, to blurt out the truth.

'Did you kill Emily Dimmock?'—the blunt,

straight-flung question demands a direct

answer. 'It's ridiculous,' is the reply. 'Is

Crabtree's evidence true?'—'I ask God to

destroy me this moment if I have ever been

in the house with Crabtree.' 'Have you been

in the habit of using the "Rising Sun" '? 'I

have lived in the neighborhood all my life,

within a stone's throw of it. I may have gone

there occasionally with a friend. I must be

with a friend before I go to a public-house as

a rule.' He is unable to see, apparently, how

little it matters in the urgent, present case, a

case of murder, whether he goes alone into

a public-house or with a friend, 'as a rule.'

Pressed on the most important point of all,

as to why he was so anxious to cover up his

doings on the Wednesday night, his reasons

are more wrongheaded still. He had his people

to consider; he had himself to consider, he

urges, unaware of the irony of the plea; he

knew the 'Rising Sun' had a rather bad repu

tation—he did not wish to hurt the pro

prietor's feelings in saying so—and he thought

it would be very unpleasant to be associated

with such people. At intervals it is only

with the greatest difficulty that he can be

got to give a plain answer. He is shown a

charred fragment of paper on which there are

scraps of his writing. 'It has the appearance

of a copy,' he assents, apparently thinking

that his counsel does not want him to own the

writing. His counsel reassures him: 'It is

my handwriting,' he admits. For a moment,

apparently, he had thought it might be unsafe

to tell the truth. Yet all the while he is an

innocent man, he knows himself to be inno

cent and cannot understand that only the

truth will help him to prove his innocence.

"It may be that the law which allows an

accused man to give evidence on his own be

half has hanged as many criminals as it has

helped. But what is unquestionable is that

an innocent man determined to speak the

absolute truth, concealing no single detail,

even though this or that detail looks to him

as if it were damning evidence against him,

stands in an almost impregnable position.

He may find himself making admission after

admission which apparently tightens the rope

around his neck; his own story may seem so

unlikely as to be incredible. But he will

never be shaken out of his story; and suddenly,

perhaps by the oddest, most contradictory

chance, light breaks in; his seemingly wild

contention becomes probable, possibly be

comes established and unquestionable by

means of one of the very admissions which

seemed to him likely to tell most against him.

An innocent man telling the truth, indeed, is

like a man crossing a cataract by a bridge of

which the wood is apparently rotten in places,

but is in reality strengthened and secured by

a core of steel. His only chance of getting to

the other side is going forward boldly. To

distrust the planks is either to go back or in

trying not to step on them, to slip into the

river. In the case which has just ended there

was more than one moment when the accused

man looked like slipping; his counsel held him

on his way, and the steel took him over. He

may not come out of the case with an in

creased respect for himself, but there is pos

sibly no one who has followed the course of a

very remarkable trial who has come out

of it with a greater respect than he for the

truth."
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Accord and Satisfaction. "Acceptance of

Check for Less Than Debt: Discussion of

Question as to Whether or Not Action will

Lie for the Balance Due." By Horace A.

Reeve. 7 Law and Commerce 297 (Oct.).

"If . . . there is a real dispute between

the parties as to the amount due from the

debtor to his creditor, the former may tender

money, a check or any other property to the

creditor on the express condition that if re

ceived by creditor it is to be in full payment,

accord and satisfaction. ... In such case, both

parties understanding the terms uponwhich the

tender is made, if the creditor accepts the

tender, the law implies an acceptance also

by him of the terms under which the tender is

made and that there has been an 'accord and

satisfaction' between the parties."

Armaments. "England and Germany—

Peace or War?" By Dr. Gerhardt von

Schulze-Gaevernitz, Pro-rector of the Uni

versity of Freiburg. American Review of

Reviews, v. 40, p. 602 (Nov.).

"Between equals the question of disarma

ment at sea could be seriously discussed,

disarmament for us possible only on the basis

of a balance of power between the great

nations. England, the United States, Ger

many, Japan, France, and possibly ultimately

also Russia and China, will represent in the

twentieth century the single nations that

would form such a system of maritime balance

of power. The age of dominance at sea by

any single nation is approaching its end, to

the advantage above all of the United States,

for the Monroe Doctrine was never safe from

attack under the dominance of a single state."

"Peace or War—.I." By Lord Courtney of

Penwith. Contemporary Review, v. 96, p.

385 (Oct.).

"The citizens of the United States are not

always thinking about Canada, but I believe

the unrevealed thought of almost every one

of them is that Canada will in the fullness of

time be joined on to the United States and

become one with them. ... I do not myself

accept this dream with acquiescence, much

less with satisfaction, and again still less with

desire. The political organization of Canada

is, in my judgment, better than that of the

United States, and it possesses a flexibility

♦Periodicals issued later than the first day of

the month in which this issue of the Green Bag

went to press are not ordinarily covered in this

department.

and a power of self-adjustment which the

citizens of the Republic might well envy. . . .

"Mr. Root well observed a few months

since that diplomatists and statesmen are

powerless unless backed up by the great body

of the people who stand behind them, and he

deplored the inconsiderateness and thought

less unwillingness to make concessions too

often characterizing popular opinion. Be it

his care, on one side, and that of Canadian

statesmen, on the other, to strengthen and

develop a more sober and sustained temper

of mutual friendship."

See European Politics.

Attorney-General. See Interstate Com

merce, Legal History.

Bailments. See Contract.

Capital Punishment. "Capital Punish

ment." By Ben G. Kendall. 43 American

Law Review 667 (Sept.-Oct.).

"Capital punishment necessarily excludes

the reformatory object. It excludes also the

punitory theory, for the ancient rule of a life

for a life as just, per se, is entirely obsolete

in nations of advancement. It is therefore

dependent solely for its legitimate infliction

upon the prohibitory principle.

"Whatever is necessary to be done, or

most expedient to be done, in the preserva

tion of the political organization, may be

done. This right is subject to one limitation

only, namely, that unnatural or brutal penal

ties may not be levied. ... If the right in

society to preserve itself is admitted, the

right to inflict whatever penalties that are

deemed necessary to accomplish this preser

vation inevitably follows. . . . The abate

ment of the death penalty would leave no

substitute as a punishment for the crimes to

which it is incident, at all adequate to their

gravity."

See Evidence.

Casablanca Case. The documents of this

case, including the decision rendered by the

Permanent Hague Court of Arbitration May

22, 1909, are printed in 36 Journal de Droit

International PrivS, pp. 1246-1255.

Codification (Great Britain). "The Codifi

cation of the Law of Trusts." By Walter

Gray Hart, LL.D. 44 London Law Journal

585 (Oct. 2).

"A distinguished judge of the Chancery

Division wrote : ' I strongly deprecate any

such attempt as the present to codify the law

of trusts. I fail to see any necessity for it,

and I believe that the result of an act of that

nature would seriously hamper the adminis

tration of justice.' With the greatest possible

respect to so eminent an authority it may be
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pointed out that the codes we already have

do not seem to have hampered the adminis

tration of justice at all. On the contrary.

Sir Mackenzie Chalmers testifies in regard to

the Bills of Exchange Act, 1882, that 'mer

chants and bankers say it is a great con

venience to them to have the whole of the

general principles of the law of bills, notes

and cheques contained in a single act of a

hundred sections.'

"Another eminent judge expressed the

opinion that if the bill became law the admin

istration of justice in the Chancery Division

would be seriously interfered with, adding

that 'it appears obvious that equity, which

to a very large extent owes its origin to excep

tions from common-law rules of universal

application, is that branch of law which is

least susceptible of codification; or, in other

words, of being itself reduced to a series of

rules of universal application.' Much the

same point was taken by a distinguished

Chancery counsel, who is himself the author

of an excellent text-book on the law of trusts,

and who wrote that the bill was entirely mis

conceived in principle, and that 'to crystallise

equity (the very nature of which is to modify

legal rights in particular cases where they

would cause injustice and necessarily implies

large judicial discretion) seems to me a nega

tion of its first principles.'

"It is respectfully submitted that the

Partnership Act, 1890, proves these criticisms

unfounded. The law of partnership is very

largely the creation of equity. The Act has

been in operation nearly twenty years, and it

does not seem to have interfered with the

administration of justice in the Chancery

Division. On the contrary, it appears to

have proved itself a great convenience to all

concerned. This objection to codification is,

in fact, of the same character as that so fre

quently urged by its opponents, and, indeed,

put forward in slightly varying language by

several other critics of the Trusts Bill—

namely, that a code lacks the flexibility of

uncodified law and stifles development. This

has always been the main contention of those

opposed to codification from Savigny to the

present time, but it seems to be sufficiently

answered by the test of experience. The

growth of law does not appear to have been

stifled in those countries which have codes,

and Savigny's own country years ago framed

and passed into law the completest and most

scientific series of codes that have ever been

promulgated. No country that has codified

its law nas ever indicated the slightest desire

to revert to the uncodified system."

Contempt. "The Summary Process to

Punish Contempt, II." By John Charles

Fox. 25 Law Quarterly Review 354 (Oct.).

"At the present day there can be no com

plaint that this branch of the law is adminis

tered in an arbitrary manner by the judges,

but there are some blemishes in principle

which it might be well to remove. Thus, the

power to examine an offender by interroga

tories might be entirely abolished; a right

of appeal might be given in all cases of con

tempt in which the right does not already

exist; a limited power to fine and imprison

might be given in the case of contempts

punished by summary process; contempts

punishable by indictment or information

might be clearly defined."

Contract. "The Relation Between Con

tracts of Service and of Bailment." By C. B.

Labatt. 45 Canada Law Journal 537 (Sept.).

"In England the distinction between the

two classes of contracts . . . has become less

important since the passage of a statute under

which bailees of chattels, etc., may be found

guilty of larceny if they fraudulently con

vert such chattels to their own use. Enact

ments of the same tenor are presumably in

force in most, if not all, of the British posses

sions and of the American states."

See Accord and Satisfaction, Pleading,

Property and Contract.

Copyright. "De la Revision en 1908 de

la Convention de Berne pour la Protection

des (Euvres Litteraires et Artistiques." By

Joseph Dubois. 36 Journal de Droit Inter

national Prioi 954.

"Nous sommes personellement tres con-

vaincu qu'ainsi que l'a declare1 le journal It

Droit d'Auteur, organe official de l'Union,

'la Convention nouvelle realise a peu pres le

maximum des concessions que peuvent itre

obtenues dans la phase actuelle de Involution

du regime international en matiere de droit

d'auteur.' "

"An English-Speaking Copyright League."

By W. Morris Colles. Fortnightly Review,

v. 86, p. 659 (Oct.).

"The revision of the Berne Convention

must inevitably involve the whole question

of the copyright relations between Great

Britain and her Colonies and Dependencies.

... It is, again, perfectly well known that

Germany and the United States have entered

into an arrangement whereby the patents of

each country are to rank as though they were

manufactured in the other. There is not,

it will be admitted, any prima facie reason

why a similar ' discriminating arrangement

should not be concluded between Great

Britain and the United States."

Corporations. "Legal Characteristics of

Japanese Business Associations: A Compari

son Between such Associations and American

Partnerships and Business Corporations." By

Yai Hang Yang. 58 University of Pennsyl

vania Law Review (Oct.), 61 (Nov.).

"The business associations known to the

Japanese law are . . . six in number. The

partnership of the Civil Law, the four asso

ciations recognized by the Commercial Code,

and the SoctiU en CommendiU organized under

the first Commercial Code. Indeed, this

sociiti en commendiU under the Code of 1893

is still the most popular form of business
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organization, though, of course, no new

organization of this kind can now be formed."

"The Companies (Consolidating) Act, 1908."

By Frank Evans. 25 Law Quarterly Review

348 (Oct.).

"These little defects do not prevent the Act

being described as, on the whole, a well-drawn

statute. It has, we believe, been so far found

impossible to make a consolidation Act

perfect. The Act compares most favorably

with its predecessor, the Employers' Liability

Insurance Companies Act, 1907. This is

an example of the very worst style of legisla

tion."

See Interstate Commerce, Monopolies.

Criminology. "Hereditary Criminality and

its Certain Cure." By Judge Warren W.

Foster, Court of General Sessions, New York

County. Pearson's Magazine, v. 22, p. 565

(Nov.).

"Vasectomy is known to the medical pro

fession as 'an office operation' painlessly

performed in a few minutes, under an anaesthe

sia (cocaine), through a skin cut half an inch

long, and entailing no wound infection, no

confinement to bed. . . .

"While scientists have studied this subject,

fraught as it is with appalling public im

portance, popular ignorance touching it is

amazing. It certainly deserves the most

careful consideration of all who are interested

in the diminution of crime and the uplifting

and betterment of the human race."

Declaration of London. "La Declaration

de Londres de 1909 sur Divers Points de Droit

Maritime." By Prof. N. Politis. 36 Journal

de Droit International Privi 897.

A detailed exposition of the subjects cov

ered by the various articles of the Declaration

and of the proceedings of the Conference, with

little in the way of criticism.

"Jamais encore Conference n'avait 6te

pr6paree de maniere plus mfithodique. Chaque

Pays elabora un memorandum exposant ses

vues ou sa pratique sur les differentes ques

tions indiquees. . . . Suivant la juste obser

vation de M. Louis Renault, ces bases de dis

cussion pouvaient fitre considerees comme des

photographies de la coutume maritime. Les

Gouvernements n'avaient qu'a y faire les

retouchesnecessairespouraniver a un accord."

The text of the Declaration is printed in full

in French in this same number, pp. 1231-

1246.

"The Declaration of London." Quarterly

Review 421, p. 464 (Oct.).

"The unforeseen increase of international

intercourse, and the political developments

during the two following generations, have

brought about that alteration of conditions

which has made possible the birth both of the

Conventions produced by the Peace Confer

ences at the Hague and of the Declaration

produced by the Naval Conference of London.

An unprejudiced examination of this latter

must lead to the conviction that, on the whole,

the interests of this country are not only not

endangered by its stipulations, but are ren

dered even more secure."

"Enemy Character after the Declaration

of London." By L. Oppenheim. 25 Law

Quarterly Review 372 (Oct.).

"There remain several points unsettled,

since neither the Second Hague Peace Con

ference of 1907 nor the Naval Conference of

London of 1908-9 succeeded in agreeing upon

a compromise concerning the old controversy

whether nationality exclusively, or also

domicile, should determine the neutral or

enemy character of individuals and their

goods, and further, whether or not neutral

vessels acquire enemy character by embarking

in time of war, with permission of the enemy,

upon such trade with the latter as was closed

to them in time of peace (Rule of 1756)."

Defamation. "Absolute Immunity in Defa

mation : Judicial Proceedings." By VanVech-

tenVeeder. 9 ColumbiaLawReview 600 (Nov.).

Continued from the June number of the

same review (see 21 Green Bag 402). A

model treatment of the subject, with copious

footnotes treating the decisions bearing upon

the points brought out in the text.

"It is commonly stated in this country

that the court or tribunal must have juris

diction of the proceeding. But there is no

modern case in which immunity was denied

for want of jurisdiction. . . .

"It was formerly the rule in England that

publications in judicial proceedings were abso

lutely privileged only when they were rele

vant or pertinent to the proceeding. But

this limitation has now been abandoned in

England, and immunity attaches, as pointed

out above, to every publication in the course

of judicial proceedings which has reference

or relation thereto, although it may be imma

terial or irrelevant to the issues involved.

In this country, however, it is almost uni

versally held that the publication must be

relevant or material to be absolutely pro

tected. The only exceptions are that in

Maryland the English doctrine has been

adopted with respect to witnesses, and in

Vermont with respect to jurors, although the

courts of Kentucky, Alabama and Texas have

expressed opinions favorable to that view.

Much judicial eloquence has been expended in

support of the American doctrine."

Equity. See Mutuality, Pleading.

Ethics. See Government.

European Politics. "The Terror on Europe's

Threshold." By E. Alexander Powell, F. R.

G. S. Everybody's, v. 21, p. 692 (Nov.).

This writer says that five men run Europe.

"Five men—King Edward, Monsieur Isvolsky,

William Hohenzollern, the Archduke Franz

Ferdinand and Cardinal Merry del Val—com

prise 'Europe' ; these five and no more. There

used to be two others; but one of them. Von

Biilow by name, has passed into that realm
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of obscurity from which few statesmen return,

and the other, the most sinister figure of them

all, is a prisoner in a Salonikan villa."

Franz Ferdinand of Austria he calls "one

of the most mysterious figures in the Europe

of today. Forty-six years old, a student, a

thinker, horticulture his only hobby, married

morganatically to the Countess Sophie

Chotek, . . . if he had not been born an

archduke he would have been a Jesuit."

Between Emperor William and Franz Ferdi

nand of Hapsburg—"was ever a more ill-

mated pair—lies the fate of Europe."

Evidence. "Circumstantial Evidence." By

Clark Bell, LL.D. 27 Medico-Legal Journal

56 (Sept.).

A reprint of the recent symposium in the

New York Herald on the question: "Would

you, if you were on a jury, send a man to the

electric chair on purely circumstantial evi

dence "

"Always lawyers have taken opposing yiews,

one side arguing that circumstantial evidence

is the best possible, the other that no man

ever should be deprived of life on any testi

mony that is not absolutely direct."

Extradition. "De l'Extradition en Matiere

De Crimes Soidisant Politiques." By S. G.

Archibald. 36 Journal de Droit International

Privi 1015.

This is a note on the facts of the Rudowiiz

case and is based on Professor Maxey's article

in the April (1909) number of the Green Bag

(21 G. B. 147). The author does not attempt

to throw any light on the difficult question of

the exact definition of a political crime:—

"La difficulty inherente a toutes ces ques

tions d'extradition consiste en la nature com-

plexe de certains crimes politiques, et il est

impossible de poser une regie que permettrait

de determiner infailliblement si certains crimes

sont en principe politiques, ou en principe

d'ordre priveV'

Government. "The Share of America in

Civilization." By Joachim Nabuco. Ameri

can Historical Review, v. 15, p. 54 (Oct.).

"Certainly there are elements fundamen

tally English in the American democracy, as

there are others that are Graeco- Latin. One

cannot break the chain that binds through

history the evolution of an idea or of a

sentiment, but the American democracy

is genuinely new, a new design; the ancients

did not produce it, nor would Europe have

produced it. So you can claim it for America

as a contribution to civilization, not because

the republican government could be called

a higher form of civilization than the mo

narchical parliamentary government, but be

cause by its competition and by the silent

lesson of immigration, it has exercised the

most beneficent influence on the evolution

of the monarchical government in Europe.

" 'Security' or the Single Chamber?"

Editorial. Fortnightly Review, v. 86, p. 567

(Oct.).

"The United States have a system so

difficult to change that we might say that

'superfluous stability' is its chief defect. They

have the written Constitution, the Senate,

the Supreme Court, each of them exercising

a strong check on financial policy. . . . No

society except the United States has a greater

series of guarantees against sweeping and

adventurous change of any kind than the

German Empire enjoys. . . .

"The real constitutional question before

this country is whether it shall adhere to the

system based on the idea of social and national

'security' characteristic of the United States

and Germany and France, or whether we shall

adopt the system characteristic of Servia and

San Domingo."

"Ethics and Politics." By R. M. Maclver.

International Journal of Ethics, v. 20, p. 72

(Oct.).

This article, while not of any considerable

scientific value, suggests a great number of

points requiring to be handled with a method

of rigorous analysis. The subject calls for

greater precision of statement and directness

of logic. The general drift of the article is

indicated by the following extract:—-

"Just as economic science investigates

one form of social activity, political science

investigates and abstracts another. These

various sciences give the basis of ethics, which

must regard man in the total humanity into

which the different social relationships enter.

But since conduct is an expression of the

whole character of a man, the sciences just

mentioned can never be truly normative.

Ethics alone stands out as the science of

conduct, because it alone can look beyond

the various particular spheres, and, regarding

man as in his complete self-consciousness

he presents the world of his activity to him

self, can thus alone lay stress on motive, the

inward and vital principle of action."

See Interstate Commerce, Legislative Pow

ers, Taxation, Waters.

International Law. See Casablanca Case.

Copyright, Declaration of London, Extra

dition, Treaty Power.

Interstate Commerce. "The President Re

ports Progress." By Henry Beech Needham.

Everybody's, v. 21, p 615 (Nov.).

"Of the regulation of the great corporation

in general, nothing had been accomplished.

President Roosevelt had tried—had tried in

vain ; for Congress would not act on his recom

mendations. Within less than five months.

President Taft succeeded in this all-important

matter. Through the exercise of the taxing

power, the affairs of all corporations, intra

state as well as interstate, are brought within

the purview of the United States govern

ment. . . . The measure, which is to the

sole credit of President Taft, gives to the

federal government an unprecedented power
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in controlling the trusts. ... A radical and

revolutionary weapon against the trusts has

been provided."

"The Federal Attorney-Generalship: By

Whom Should the Interstate Commerce Laws

be Administered?" By Edward L. Andrews.

43 American Law Review 685 (Sept.-Oct.).

"It is intended to present these propositions:

that the office of Attorney-General is not

adapted to the function of selecting the busi

ness enterprises to be subjected to Govern

mental proceedings under the anti-trust laws;

that Congress should constitute a non-political

and quasi-judicial Board, whose initiative

should be made a condition precedent for

projecting the interstate commerce laws

against specific objects of attack. . . .

"In constitutional theory the President is

the First Law Officer of the Government, in

the sense of the execution of the laws. . . .

But laws undertaking to direct the course of

commerce have brought us into daily contact

with this executive power and all its crudities.

The result of this efflux of law-mongering has

been to constitute the President into Com

mander-in-Chief of the business of the country,

as well as of the army and navy. . . .

"The Attorney-Generalship has been de

natured by the new functions thrown upon it."

See Monopolies.

Justifiable Homicide. "The Right to Shoot

an Escaping Criminal." By N. W. Hoyles,

K.C. 45 Canada Law Journal 577 (Oct. 1.)

"As this subject has been brought some

what prominently before the notice of the

public by recent cases, an examination of the

law bearing on it may be timely. The rule,

as stated by the press comments on these

cases, has been said to be 'that a policeman

has absolutely no right to shoot at a man

who is simply running away. Let it be

clearly understood hereafter, then, that an

officer who fires at a fleeing man leaves him

self open to the danger of being called upon

to face a charge of murder.'

"In the absence of any official report of

these cases it may well be assumed that no

such wide proposition of law was laid down

therein as is above stated."

Juvenile Crime. "The Beast and the

Jungle, II." By Judge Ben B. Lindsey.

Everybody's, v. 21, p. 579 (Nov.).

This notable vital document tells the story

of the Children's Court, how Judge Lindsey

conceived the idea and what it accomplishes,

and expresses his views regarding the funda

mental problem of the prevention of crime.

"A meeting was arranged at the outset to

give an opportunity to hear the boys of their

jail experiences. The boys came and "the

things they told would raise your hair. . . .

It was enough to make a man weep ; and indeed

tears of compassionate shame came to the

eyes of more than one father there as he

listened."

Law Enforcement. "The United States

Through Foreign Spectacles." By John T.

Morse. Quarterly Review, no. 421, p. 367

(Oct.).

"Many American statutes are merely

moral manifestos, never intended for practical

use. A startling instance is the general tacit

understanding that so solemn an enactment

as the Fifteenth Amendment is only a political

abstraction. Not long since, Mr. Roosevelt

angrily proclaimed that some of the ablest

lawyers make it a specialty to instruct their

clients how to evade the laws ; and there is no

gainsaying the substantial truth of his asser

tion. Yet, with all his ardor to enforce laws

which served his purpose, he himself angrily

assailed decisions of the courts with injurious

violence. Early in the crusade against sundry

powerful corporations for breaches of statu

tory law, certain of them complained that

it was not fair to prosecute them because

they had not been notified of the intent to

enforce the laws. This may be comic, but

it illustrates the American practice."

Legal Education. Address of the Presi

dent of the Law Society. Delivered at New-

castle-on-Tyne, Sept. 28, 1909. 44 London

Law Journal 577 (Oct. 2).

Mr. Winterbotham's address at the annual

provincial meeting of the Law Society recog

nized the fact that legal education is more

advanced in the United States than in Eng

land. He said, in part:—

"The committee of 1846 reported that no

legal education of a public nature worthy of

the name was then to be had, and it is worthy

of note that although we have made some

progress since that time, a great deal of that

report is by no means ancient history at the

present date. The report compares the state

of affairs in this respect in England with the

position on the European continent and in

America, pointing out that we had no scientific

teachers of law—'men who, unembarrassed

by the small practical interests of the pro

fession, are enabled to apply themselves ex

clusively to law as a science, and to claim by

their writings and decisions the reverence of

their profession, not in one country only, but

in all where such laws are administered.' . . .

"Lord Russell in his admirable address on

legal education delivered in Lincoln's Inn

Hall in 1895. He mentions that in 1894

there were in the United States seventy-two

law schools, attended by 7,600 law students,

taught by some 500 professors. The Harvard

Law School is probably the best known of

these.

"It is possible that I am addressing some

who do not know the nature of the teaching

at these American law schools. If so, may I

commend to their perusal Professor Dicey's

captivating article on 'The Teaching of Eng

lish Law at Harvard,' which appeared in the

Contemporary Review of November, 1899,

and which has since been reprinted in pamphlet

form? No one after reading that article can

fail to recognize how far we are behind the

United States in this matter. Professor Dicey

says : 'The professors of Harvard have through
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out America finally dispelled the inveterate

delusion that law is a handicraft to be prac

tised by rule of thumb and learned only by

apprenticeship in chambers or offices. They

have convinced the leaders of the Bar that

the Common Law of England is a science,

that it rests on valid grounds of reason, which

can be so explained by men who have mas

tered its principles as to be thoroughly under

stood by students whose aim is success in

the practice of the law.'

"Professor Dicey goes on to point out that

the legal education at Harvard Law School

is not only scientific, but exceedingly prac

tical. . . . 'It is the Socratic method applied

to law, and is infinitely stimulating.' The

best evidence of the practical character of

the legal education at Harvard is that those

who take the best places in the Harvard Law

School are recognized as the most desirable

men for practical work, and as a rule secure

positions in offices from the first."

Legal History. "The Equity of a Statute."

By W. H. Loyd. 58 University of Pennsyl

vania Law Review 76 (Nov.) .

"If the courts no longer avowedly enlarge

or restrain a statute, it is not to be denied

that the same result is accomplished by the

liberal application of principles in better

accord with the modern theory of the judi

cial functions."

"The Character and Antecedents of the

Charter of Liberties of Henry I." By Henry

L. Cannon. American Historical Review, v.

15, p. 37 (Oct.).

"As Henry's Charter is essentally similar

to the Magna Carta, though less highly de

veloped, it may be likewise termed a 'deed

of grant' ; so that it is extremely likely that

the legal model of Henry's Charter, brought

down through one or more preceding ex

emplars, was some borough charter. May

it not be that the famous charter granted to

London by William I, at some time between

1066 and 1075, is the model which was followed

in the days of William Rufus and then of

Henry?"

"The Origin of the Attorney-General."

By Hugh H. L. Bellot. 25 Law Quarterly

Review 400 (Oct.).

"He derived his title from a period when

the term was used indifferently for every one

who represented another in whatever capac

ity. . . . From one out of many King's

counsel, the Attorney-General became the

first and only King's counsel, an'd so head of

the English Bar."

"The Judicial History of the Supreme

Court of the Indian Territory: Judiciary of

the Five Civilized Tribes." By R. L. Wil

liams, of the Supreme Court of Oklahoma.

27 Medico-Legal Journal 42 (Sept.).

"The Supreme Court of ' Oklahoma Terri

tory: Its Judicial History as a Territory of the

American Union." By Clark Bell, LL.D.

27 Medico-Legal Journal 63 (Sept.).

Legislative Powers. "The Courts as

Conservators of Social Justice." By Chief

Justice Simeon E. Baldwin. 9 Columbia

Law Review 567 (Nov.).

This paper discusses the question whether,

if legislation be passed "contrary to what

seems to be natural right," yet not expressly

forbidden by the Constitution of the United

States, it may be declared void by the ju

diciary. So far as American judges have

asserted that it may be so declared, in not

a few instances, the author believes that

so far as these assertions disclaim the need

of any assistance from the express provisions

of the Constitution they are obiter dicta.

The constitutional provisions bearing on this

supposed right of the judiciary are discussed

under three heads: (1) the "due process of

law" clause, (2) the clause in most state

constitutions granting the legislative power

of the state to a legislative body, and (3)

the guaranty to each state of a republican

form of government.

The historical meaning of the phrase "due

process of law" is traced, and the expansion

of its meaning from that of a procedural to

that of a substantive right is indicated. The

author plainly realizes the gravity of the

question what construction, in the light of

history, may be placed upon the phrase. He

seems cautious about accepting the doctrine

of substantive right in the broad sense in

which it was declared in Hurtado v. Cali

fornia (110 U. S. 516) and in Union Transit

Co. v. Kentucky (199 U. S. 194), giving some

emphasis to the doubt expressed by Mr.

Justice Moody in Twining v. New Jersey

(211 U. S. 78) as to whether the rule exempt

ing the accused from compulsory self-in

crimination is guaranteed by the "due

process of law" provision of the Constitution.

With regard to constitutional grants of

legislative power, Chief Justice Baldwin

reviews some decisions of the United States

Supreme Court, the opinions rendered in

which, he observes, "rely solely on the

implications from the general nature and

objects of free governments as serving to

limit that legislative power which a state

can exercise and therefore can be deemed

to have granted to its legislative department."

He seems wholly to approve of the view

taken by the Supreme Court in Loan Asso

ciation v. Topeka (20 Wall. 655) that consti

tutional limitations on legislative power

enable an American court to treat a statute

which seems to it flagrantly unjust as void.

But the meaning of the constitutional

grant of legislative power, says Judg^e Baldwin,

can be better appreciated in the light of the

interpretation to be placed on the clause

guaranteeing to all the states a republican

form of government. He refers to Chief

Justice Waite's remarks in United States v.

Cruikshank (92 U. S. 542), wherein the

latter re-asserted the doctrine of natural

rights stated in the Declaration of Independ
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ence. "Well founded or ill founded," com

ments Judge Baldwin, these rights "exist

for us by reason of their recognition in our

constitutional documents. Man, in some

future state of society, may deny any right

of private property, but for Americans it

will continue in full force until they alter

the Constitution of the United States." To

determine the extent of the "natural rights"

protected by a republican form of govern

ment, courts, suggests Judge Baldwin, have

"the right to look to the general principles

which are common to our free institutions

under republican governments," and thus

bounds are set to the legislative power which

a state constitution may grant to a state

legislature. Judge Baldwin, while quoting

with approval the opinion of Justice Story

in Wilkinson v. Leland (2 Peters 627), does

not offer any observations of his own on the

actual scope of legislative power, if it is to

be defined in accordance with such principles

as these.

Particular emphasis is put by Judge

Baldwin, however, on the limitation placed

upon legislative power in view of the tripartite

division of the functions of the state, the

legislative function being limited by the

judicial and administrative functions. The

maintenance of a republican form of govern

ment, we are told, is to be looked for "to the

President in his proper sphere of activity,

to the Congress in its proper sphere of activity,

to the Judiciary in its proper sphere of activ

ity. . . . The Monroe doctrine applies. The

area of freedom must be preserved in its

entirety."

Justice Baldwin goes no further than this

toward proving that a law can be declared

unconstitutional merely because it offends

the sense of social justice. That, in fact, was

far from being his object. His paper tends

to show, however, that some approach to

that doctrine has been made by the United

States Supreme Court, in the manner already

indicated. He would perhaps admit that

this tendency has not yet resulted in the

formulation of concrete rules of much prac

tical utility to guide the judiciary in working

out the above policy.

Liquor Problem. "Local Option and After."

By Russell E. Macnaughten. North American

Review, v. 190, p. 628 (Nov.).

"The true solution of the temperance ques

tion lies in local option combined with a

licensing system of disinterested manage

ment; and in no case should the unit of one

licensed house for every thousand of the popu

lation be exceeded."

Marriage and Divorce. "The Law and

Procedure in Divorce." By Hon. Henry B.

Brown, ex-Justice of the United States Su

preme Court. 13 Law Notes 128 (Oct.).

"What then is the remedy for this deplor

able state of affairs? Resort to the federal

courts is impossible without an amendment

to the Constitution, which is equally impos

sible. A concerted action on the part of the

states is also impracticable, when it is con

sidered how far New York, the Carolinas, and

the District of Columbia are from the other

states in determining the causes for which

divorces are granted. To secure a uniformity

of law with respect to procedure is apparently

the only recourse. It may be difficult, but

it is not impossible, and it is to the credit of

the American Bar Association that a step

has already been taken in this direction."

^This paper was read last summer before

the Maryland State Bar Association.

Monopolies. "How to Control the Trusts

with Justice to the People Without Destroy

ing Property." By William L. Royall. 69

Central Law Journal 238 (Oct. 1).

"The injury done by the trusts is in giving

their goods away or selling them below cost

to destroy a weaker rival. . . .

"The first thing to be done is to amend the

Sherman law so as to restrict it to all unrea

sonable restraints on trade and all agreements

that aim at doing a rival a wanton injury, and

to provide appropriate penalties and appro-

Sriate measures for enforcing the law. Then

tt Congress enact a statute as to interstate

trade making it unlawful for any person or

combination of persons to give away goods

or to sell them at or below cost, or so near

thereto as to be in effect a sale at or below

cost for the purpose or with the intention of

destroying a rival in interstate business or

driving him out of interstate business, or

inflicting a wanton injury of any sort, and

forcing fair and equal competition.

"Let this statute have appropriate provi

sions for enforcing it. Then let each state

pass an act to the same effect relating to

intra-state trade."

The author of this article, a lawyer of

Richmond, Va., secured the permission

of the United States Supreme Court to

file a brief setting forth these arguments,

as amicus curiae, in the so-called tobacco trust

cases.

Mutuality. "Mutuality of Obligation and

Remedy as a Requisite to Equitable Relief,

with Special Reference to Oil and Gas Leases."

By H. C. McClintock. 58 University of

Pennsylvania Law Review 16 (Oct.).

"The Supreme Court of Illinois has recently

decided in the case of Ulrey v. Keith (86 N. E.

Rep. 69.6) that a court of equity will not

afford protection to a lessee under a so-called

'oil and gas lease,' where the lessee, by the

terms of the instrument, is given the right to

terminate the lease at any time. . . . This is

refused for 'lack of mutuality in remedy.' . . .

"The Supreme Court of the state where

the question has first been presented has, it

is submitted, decided the case wrongly, under

a misapprehension both of the true purpose

of the rule, and the applicability of the

precedents by which they considered them

selves bound."

Penology. "Beating Men to Make Them
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Good; Third Article—The Decline of the

Punishing Idea." By Charles Edward Russell.

Hampton's, v. 23, p. 609 (Nov.).

"Fewer arrests, fewer sentences to prison,

better treatment in prison, more of a chance

to recover from the once ineradicable curse

of the prison sentence, fewer beatings, fewer

degradations, gradually a wider recognition

of man as man, more decency, more kindness,

more respect for the value and possibilities of

human life. That is the outlook. It is only

a scanty beginning, only a meager promise

of what may be, and yet few of us are so

constituted that we can regard it unmoved.

Most of our prisons are still terrible places."

See Juvenile Crime.

Pleading. "Judge Gilbert and Illinois

Pleading Reform." By Clarke B. Whittier.

4 Illinois Law Review 174 (Oct.).

This is an article of such value and im

portance as to deserve more than brief notice.

The author says:—

"Almost everywhere else a demurrer to

any pleading opens up the record back to the

declaration. But not so in Illinois if a prior

demurrer to the declaration has been over

ruled. Almost everywhere else a motion

in arrest of judgment takes advantage of a

declaration defective in substance. Not so

in Illinois if the declaration has already been

tested by a demurrer. But a motion for

judgment non obstante veredicto will accom

plish the defendant's object despite the

decision on demurrer. Yet a motion in

arrest of judgment is the more natural form

of motion. And the two motions are really

the same except in form. It would seem

that when a declaration accuses the defendant

of a tortious act the plea of not guilty should

raise the question whether the defendant

did the act. But it does not always do so in

Illinois. If the defendant is alleged to have

done the act by means of a railway train, for

example, he must specially deny that he was

running the train. Yet how could he have

done the act if not controlling the agency

that immediately accomplished it? More

generally one may amend a declaration to

make sufficient an incomplete statement

of a cause of action. But Illinois cases forbid

such a correction. Illinois pleading is not

even good common law pleading. . . .

"Illinois being then in need of pleading

reform, what shall she do? It is the purpose

of this paper to propose that she make a

real advance on the best that has yet been

done. No originality is claimed for the

suggestions that follow. Some of them are

general law, but not the law of Illinois. Some

of them are derived from our American code

pleading. Some of them are taken from Eng

lish reformed pleading. English reformed

pleading, as is commonly known, is much

more liberal and flexible than our most

advanced code. Some of the following pro

posals come from the practice act drafted

by Judge Hiram T. Gilbert and presented by

him to the state legislature this spring. The

writer's function has been to consider care

fully these various possible pleading reforms

and to attempt to pick out the best. . . .

"What seems to the writer to be the chief

object of pleading" is "to notify the parties

respectively of the claims or defenses which

will be advanced by their opponents and

attempted to be proved at the trial. Some

thing must do this. The parties cannot go

to trial blindfolded as to what they must

meet. And it seems that to give this informa

tion is the real function of pleading. The

following system, then, has been devised

with that as the chief end in view."

Mr. Whittier's proposed reform of pleading

includes the following as some of its chief

features: the abolition of all distinctions

between proceedings at law and in equity,

the abolition of distinctions between the

forms of action, the requirement that the

pleadings instead of stating the material

facts constituting the cause of action shall

merely be notices to the opposing party

of the cause of action in as few words as

possible, the right to include conclusions of

fact or of law, the use of the demurrer solely

to throw out pleadings which do not set up

a legal cause of action or defense, and the

right of the court to control the course of the

pleadings of its own motion and compel the

filing of pleadings of such a nature as to inform

the court of the general nature of the causes

of action or defenses intended to be relied

upon.

Mr. Whittier's suggestions are presented

in lucid form in numbered sections, with

clearly reasoned intervening discussion. He

disclaims any idea of offering the text of a

proposed act, modestly declaring that more

care should be exercised in framing his

proposals. But he has made an important

contribution to the study of needed reforms

in procedure, and his draft shows a wide

familiarity with the technique of practice

and admirable qualifications for the drafting

of an appropriate act.

"Simplification in Procedure." Editorial.

15 Virginia Law Register 486 (Oct.).

"Our English brethren have solved the

question of pleading—that is, of the pre

liminary steps to get a case before the court

for trial upon its merits—by their Practice

Act, which practically abolishes all technicali

ties in pleading and allows such ready and

prompt amendment to defective papers that

there is no excuse for delay, and no reason

for postponement. The combatants—to use

the language of the ring—are stripped and

ready for the combat under the present rigime

in less time than it took an old-fashioned

pleader to get to a rejoinder. We need that

act—or a similar one—in our business in this

state, and it is coming."

"Pleading Special Contract and Quantum

Meruit." By G. I. Woolley. 19 Bench and

Bar 12 (Oct.).

A discussion of the subject examined under

New York Code provisions.
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"There would seem to be little advantage

in suing on a quantum meruit where a special

contract has been fully performed, except

in case of a contract void, but not illegal,

as, for example, an oral contract within the

Statute of Frauds. ... In cases where it is

doubtful whether plaintiff can prove full or

substantial performance of a special contract,

but the circumstances are such that recovery

may be had on a quantum meruit for a partial

performance, the complaint should contain

two counts, one on the contract and the other

on quantum meruit."

Police Administration. "Chief Kohler of

Cleveland and His Golden Rule Policy."

By William J. Norton. Outlook, v. 93, p. 537

(Nov. 6).

"In substance this Biblical policy applied

by a patrolman to an offender is simply to

refrain from taking the offender into custody

unless absolutely necessary. . . .

"Comes now a wife pleading for work that

she may support her children. 'No,' she says,

'I don't want to arrest him. He's a good

man except when the drink is in him. It's

the drink that does it.' Yes, that's true.

And it is the Golden Rule wife and the Golden

Rule officer that assist the drink in doing it. . . .

"Mr. Kohler's policy of police repression,

which partakes of the theory of full armament,

is thoughtful and wise; his policy of Golden

Rule, which partakes of disarmament, is

inconsistent and unwise."

"The English Conception of Police."

Quarterly Review, no. 421, p. 503 (Oct.).

"The absence of any inquisitorial examina

tion of defendants by the magistrate, the

purely 'accusatory' character of our criminal

procedure, and the universal reliance on

verbal evidence, relieve the police of an im

mense amount of labour in preparing reports

and documents, besides educating them to

appreciate what constitutes proof by sub

jection to rigorous cross-examination at all

stages of the proceedings. Dr. Budding and

Dr. Weidlich alike attach much importance

to these points; and the latter gives some

remarkable figures to demonstrate the su

periority of our system to the German, which

retains the magisterial inquisition and largely

depends upon written police evidence (Pro-

tokolle). ... It is due to Sir Robert Peel's

reforms that a man may once more 'travel

with his bosom full of gold without scath

or harm' in any part of the kingdom, while

no single liberty worthy of the name has beenv

destroyed or circumscribed."

"The Organized Criminals of New York."

By General Theodore A. Bingham. McClure's,

v. 34, p. 62 (Nov.).

Procedure. "Treadmill Justice." By

George W. Alger. Atlantic Monthly, v. 104,

p. 696 (Nov.).

"One fundamental difference between Eng

lish and American methods, which should be

of interest to us, is the relatively greater

importance attached there to what may be

called the stopping-point in litigation. By

this is meant something more than speed in

getting to trial and being heard. It is speed

not only in getting into court, but also in

getting out of court, which the English have

admirably provided for in their judicial

system. . . .

"A system of law which has not adequate

terminal facilities must be judged by its

results, and one of them is the creation of

unnecessary temptations to perjury. . . .

"The disregard of the litigants' right to

stop is not confined to one state or section,

but it is, with few exceptions, a general and

characteristic defect in American justice. It

exists through the courts, even when the

legislatures have provided adequate means

for the termination of litigation. In Pennsyl

vania, for example, there was adopted some

fifteen years ago a statute giving its appeal

courts power to enter such judgment as would

do substantial justice without sending the

case back to the original court. One of the

leaders of the Philadelphia bar testified,

before the Law's Delay Committee in New

York, that during twelve years in which the

statute had been in effect the Supreme Court

had exercised the power given by statute only

once. . . .

"The weak spot in the American judicial

system is in the so-called lower courts. This

is true because the public has an exaggerated

opinion of the importance of those tribunals

where the judges sit in robes and austere

dignity. . . . The undue subordination of the

trial judge lies at the basis of the interminable-

ness of litigation.

"The complaint is made often that commer

cial litigation has largely disappeared from

our courts. . . . Commercial litigation will

not return to the courts solely by shortening

the delay in getting to trial. The business

man wants to know when he is likely to get

out of court, and lacking any reasonable

assurances on that score will settle his griev

ances or charge them up to profit and Toss."

"The Law's Delay." By John F. MacLane,

Assistant Attorney-General of Idaho. 2

Lawyer and Banker 156 (Oct.).

"The periods of delay to which we western

lawyers are peculiarly subject may be classi

fied in the order in which they occur as

follows: delay in the office before starting the

case, delay in getting to trial, delay during

trial and delay on appeal.

"Delay in office, it would seem, is an in

dividual rather than class failing. But I

believe that all lawyers are more or less

subject to it, and it is most discouraging to

the client. . . .

"Delays prior to trial are legion in number,

are most difficult for the layman to under

stand, and are most grievously born and

bitterly complained of. . . . The principal

causes of delay during this period are the

settlement of law issues on motion or de

murrer; the taking of depositions; the time

which elapses until the next term of court,

and the granting of continuances when that
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term arrives. For many of these delays,

our statutes are responsible; for others,

we ourselves must take the blame. . . .

"Delays during trial in general are the

results of friction in our system, and of anti

quated methods of procedure and rules of

evidence and practice. The first which I

would mention is the cumbersome and

unreasonable method which obtains in im

panelling a jury. . . .

"The frequent adjournments during a trial

cause much friction, and no little delay. . . .

The trial has been had, and it is desired

to appeal. How much time shall we allow?

First, a sixty-day stipulation for preparing a

statement or bill of exceptions, which will of

course be extended for a further period of

sixty days and probably for thirty more at

the end of the second. It will take thirty

days to amend and get the statement or bill

settled. Thus at the end of six months we

have a statement of our case prepared and

settled. Acting promptly, the motion for a

new trial should be disposed of within the

seventh month, at the end of which we would

then have sixty days to appeal. The appeal

taken at the end of the ninth month, we have

sixty days, or to the end of the eleventh

month to file our transcript.

"Thus, proceeding with unexceptionable dili

gence under our present practice, we find

ourselves in the Supreme Court just a year

from the close of the trial. If the transcript

is filed in the spring, after the commencement

of the usual spring term of the Supreme Court,

it will be the following fall term before the

case is placed on the calendar of that court

for a hearing. In that event it will doubtless

be reached some time during the winter; an

opinion will be filed, if the case is not a com

plicated one, within a month or so after the

argument; time is permitted for filing petition

for re-hearing, and in the aggregate, the case

will have been pending in the Supreme Court

from nine months to a year before remittitur

is finally sent down. Thus when the case is

finally determined, it has been in course of

litigation for the greater part of three years.

But if there should have been an error com

mitted during the trial below, so that the

Supreme Court would reverse the judgment,

and remand the case for new trial, the time

would be correspondingly extended."

See Pleading.

Property and Contract. "Impairment of

the Obligation of Contract by State Judicial

Decisions." By W. F. Dodd. 4 Illinois Law

Review 155 (Oct.).

"By the Constitution of the United States

the states are forbidden to pass any 'law

impairing the obligation of contracts.' It is

the purpose of this paper to consider to what

extent the federal courts protect contracts

from impairment by state judicial decisions,

when no act has been passed by a state legis

lature impairing contract obligations. Con

tracts may be impaired by state judicial

decisions in two manners: (1) by a decision

holding unconstitutional a statute under

which contract rights have accrued, such

decision being one which passes upon the

validity of the law for the first time ; (2) by a

decision reversing a former decision, contract

rights having been acquired upon the faith

ofthe decision which is reversed, (a) by hold

ing a law to be unconstitutional when similar

laws had previously been held valid, (6) by

altering common law principles, or by chang

ing the interpretation of a statute admittedly

valid. Bearing in mind these two methods

of contract impairment, it will be well to

consider the subject under several headings."

Race Discrimination. "Race Distinctions

in American Law, VIII, IX." By Gilbert

Thomas Stephenson. 43 American Law

Review 695 (Sept.-Oct.) .

This installment treats, first, of the separa

tion of the races in the schools, three recent

incidents standing out, the Berea College

affair, the exclusion of the Japanese from

the San Francisco Schools, and President

Eliot's assertion that the separation of the

races in the Berea schools did not necessarily

imply abandonment of the principle of equal

treatment. The statutes of the various states

and the conditions throughout the country

are outlined.

The paper deals, secondly, with the separa

tion of the races in public conveyances,

reviewing "Jim Crow" legislation from the

close of the Civil War to the present time.

See Treaty Power.

Real Property. "The New York Test of

Vested Remainders." By S. C. Huntington.

9 Columbia Law Review 586 (Nov.).

Riparian Rights. See Waters.

Sherman Anti-Trust Law. See Interstate

Commerce, Monopolies.

Socialism. "The Missing Essentials in

Economic Science." By W. H. Mallock.

Nineteenth Century and After, v. 66, p. 716

(Oct.).

"Ifwe start with a given number of laborers,

equal in productivity, working for an equal

number of hours, and receiving as their

reward equal shares of the total product . . .

the only way in which the position of any

group of equal laborers could be improved,

except at the expense of the prosperity of all

the rest, would be by the advent of some

exceptional man or men, who by taking the

labor of this group—say, the coal-producers—

under his own control, and thus bringing

superior knowledge to bear on it, should

enable them to produce more than as much

in two days as formerly they produced in six.

. . . He, like the laborers under him, would

demand his special reward; ... if the state

refused to concede him this, thereby causing

the cessation of his special productive efforts,

the whole community would relapse into the

condition from which it had just emerged. . . .

"Thus the bargain which a socialistic state

would have to strike, in the interest of the
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majority, with its exceptionally efficient

citizens, would be in its essentials a bargain

of the same kind as that which such men

virtually make to-day with the great mass

of the community under a system of free

exchange and competition."

"The New Radicalism." Quarterly Review,

no. 421, p. 617 (Oct.).

"It will be for the people before long to

determine whether they will follow the new

path which leads ultimately to the bottomless

pit of socialism, or the old way by adherence

to which we have attained our present emi

nence and may reach a still more glorious

future."

"Poverty an Ultimate Principle." By F.

W. Orde Ward. Westminster Review, v. 172,

p. 456 (Oct.).

"Nature loves poverty, because it presents

the line of least resistance for the purpose of

propagation, and comes to her hand with

materials most plastic and pliable, and in

the extremity of its weakness gathers up an

impregnable strength—the strength of useful

adaptability. . . .

"Poverty, with its collateral incidents

and consequences, would appear to be the

most congenial ground for the production

of all the supreme virtues that enrich and

enlarge our human lot. Without perpetual

opposition, without the wear and tear of

grinding troubles, without resistance to

overwhelming odds, we should scarcely rise

above the level of the higher animals."

Suretyship. "Surety Companies not Legal

Favorites: Modification of an Old Doctrine

Necessitated by Modern Conditions." By

Isaac Petersberger. 7 Law and Commerce

301 (Oct.).

"In the development of the application

of the principle that 'the surety is a favorite

of the law,' the courts in the construction

of contracts of suretyship originally firmly

entrenched themselves behind said doctrine,

when the surety was a private individual;

. . . With the creation of corporate suretyship,

. . . the courts in interpreting the same class

of contracts made by corporations are taking

the position that these contracts are to be

strictly construed against the corporate

surety and with favors, if any, toward the

person for whose benefit the undertaking

was executed."

Tariff. "The Revision of the United States

Tariff." Edinburgh Review, no. 430, p. 269

(Oct.).

"About all that is good that can be said

for the Tariff Act of 1909 is that it must con

stitute a new starting-point for a measure

that shall end the corruption of the protective

system as this corruption was developed and

became increasingly widespread between 1861

and 1909. With the uplift in federal politics

that characterized Mr. Roosevelt's terms

as President, Aldrichism and all that it means

in American political life is obviously coming

to an end."

Taxation. "The Relations of State and

Federal Finance." By Prof. Edwin R. A.

Seligman. North} American Review, v. 190,

p. 615 (Nov.).

Professor j Seligman jhere considers the

problem of' taxation now confronting the

American people. His conclusions are sug

gested not only by scientific principles, but

by tendencies to be observed in public finance

in all parts of the world. One of these

tendencies, for example, is that limiting local

taxation to the field of real estate. There

is also a centralizing tendency which places

the taxation of incomes and inheritances

in the hands of the national government,

because it is better able to administer such

taxes than are separate states. The in

equalities of flagrant under-taxation and of

oppressive double taxation, which arise par

ticularly in the case of the taxes on personal

property, owing to the ease with which they

are evaded, have found their natural correct

ive in some foreign countries in their admin

istration by the central government. The^

ideal system in the United States, consider-^

ing the question solely with reference to the

considerations of administrative efficiency and

suitability, would be for the corporation, in

come and inheritance taxes to be collected by

the federal government and the real estate

taxes by the local governments, leaving no

taxes at all for the state governments. But

the subject has also to be considered from the

point of view of adequacy of revenue. The

state governments must be supplied. More

over, the revenues of the national government

from customs, duties and internal indirect

taxes can readily be made to prove adequate

for all requirements. How, then, are the

states to be provided for?

"Why is it not possible to secure all the

ends of suitability by having the taxes ad

ministered by the federal government under

general federal laws, and why is it not possible

to secure all the ends of adequacy by having

the proceeds apportioned in whole or in part

to the various states? This is my solution

of the difficulty: let the national government

assess the taxes and let the state governments

profit by the taxes. This is by no means so

new or revolutionary a suggestion as it may

appear. It is found in Some form or other

in many countries and in not a few of the

American commonwealths. . . .

"The question of the constitutionality

of the scheme that I have suggested may be

left to the lawyers. My own opinion, ex

pressed with all diffidence, is that a constitu

tional method can be devised. But my

additional opinion, expressed without any

diffidence, is that if constitutional methods

cannot be devised, the sooner a constitutional

amendment is procured the better it will be.

I can see no other avenue of escape from

the complications that are looming up on all

sides.

"Of the three great taxes about which the'

controversy has now become so acute, the

income tax ought to be levied by the federal
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government and its proceeds utilized not only

to diminish the burden of the national in

direct taxes, but more especially in order to

facilitate the reform of the state general

property tax; and . . . the corporation tax

and the inheritance tax should be levied

as national taxes by the federal government

but under a clear understanding with the

separate states that the proceeds should be

distributed in whole or in greater part to them.

To determine the exact methods of repartition

would be comparatively easy. For that

would be a matter of detail, not of principle."

Treaty Power. "The Treaty Power and

its Relation to State Laws." By William C.

Coleman. 43 American Law Review 641

(Sept.-Oct.).

"Conceivably, a treaty could grant to

aliens greater rights than are granted to

American citizens under the Fourteenth

Amendment, and such a treaty would be

constitutional. But it is not admitted that

those greater rights could be of such a nature

as to conflict with the state's exercise of that

class of governmental functions which bear

a peculiar relation to the welfare of the state

as a unit, and the exercise of which, for this

very reason, must be peculiarly within the

state's discretion. Schools are within that

class. . . .

"It is sufficient to say that the Japanese

should bear in mind our country's constitu

tional limitations, and that we, too, should

equally bear. in mind that we are a nation,

and that there underlies every treaty a ques

tion of policy—a question of national, as

well as of state interests."

Vagrancy. "The American 'Tramp' Ques

tion and the Old English Vagrancy Laws."

By Bram Stoker. North American Review

v. 190, p. 605 (Nov.).

"The time is fast coming when something

must be done regarding the willfully-idle class.

Already in Germany if they refuse to work

they must starve. ... In this age we do not,

and could not kill, because of mere idleness.

But the offender could be given a life sentence.

In England a life sentence really means

twenty years." *

Waters. "Origin and Basis of the Rule

that in Determining Riparian Rights the

United States Courts Follow the Decisions

of the Supreme Court of the State in Which

the Controversy Arises." By W. A. Coutts.

69 Central Law Journal 262 (Oct. 8).

"The court in Pollardv. Hagen, 3 How. 212.

11 L. Ed. 565, held that Alabama must be

regarded as entering the Union upon an equal

footing with the original states; . . . that the

shores of navigable waters, and the soils

under them, were not granted by the Consti

tution of the United States, but were reserved

to the states respectively, and the new states

have the same rights, sovereignty and juris

diction over this subject as the original

states. . . .

"It thus appears that the doctrine of state

sovereignty, a doctrine which at the time

of its assertion in Pollard v. Hagen was

closely allied with the doctrine of nullifica

tion, is the ground work upon which rests

the rule that in determining riparian rights

the federal Supreme Court is guided by the

decisions of the court of the state from which

the case in hand comes."

Miscellaneous Articles of Interest to the

Legal Profession

Cleveland. "Grover Cleveland: A Group

of Letters.—IV—A Record of Friendship."

By Richard Watson Gilder. Century, v. 79,

p. 24 (Nov.).

"It has come to this, that his fellow-

countrymen in general, even those that

dissent from his political opinions, recognize

in Grover Cleveland a man who, being mortal,

was not without fault and limitation, yet

who stands pre-eminent for unfeigned purity

of intention, for singular frankness, for

scrupulous and unusual honesty, for faith

fulness to duty, for resolution, for courage,

and, above all, for absorbing, dominating

patriotism. It is not strange that almost

the last words that were heard from his lips

were these: 'I have tried so hard to do right.' "

Harriman. "Mr. Edward Henry Harriman:

The Most Powerful Man in America." By

Burton J. Hendrick. Fortnightly Review, v.

86, p. 577 (Oct.).

"Harriman's railroad domination means

everywhere the elimination of competition,

the curbing or the ruthless crushing of rivals,

the increased efficiency of management, the

general use of the cheapest and most ex

peditious routes for traffic, and consequent

economies in many directions. Up to the

present time, however, Harriman had not

let the public share in the prosperity with

which his system everywhere overflows. In

this respect his influence is an unquestioned

evil. Evidently Harriman has drawn from his

Standard Oil alliance other things than mere

financial backing."

Irish Home Rule. "Ireland's Need." By

Stephen Gwynn. Nineteenth Century, v. 66,

p. 618 (Oct.).

"For my own country—apart from the

paramount consideration of racial pride,

national sentiment—I want a government

that can attend rationally to local affairs,

big and little, that can do the constructive

work of legislation. And, above all, I want

law and order. I want a government which,

by keeping legislation and administration

in harmony with the country's needs, will

remove the sanction which at present attaches,

and rightly, to breaches of the law."
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Isle of Pines. "Cuba's Claims to the Isle

of Pines." By Gonzalo de Quesada, Former

Minister of Cuba to the United States. North

American Review, v. 190, p. 594 (Nov.).

"American public opinion and fair play will

be Cuba's best champions, and the sacred

trust will not be violated. The Isle of Pines

has been, is and will be Cuba's."

Journalism. "Sensational Journalism and

the Remedy." By Samuel W. Pennypacker,

LL.D. North American Review, v. 190, p.

587 (Nov.).

"The remedy is very simple and plain. It

is to subject the press to the same law and

the same authority of the state which governs

the other relations of men. ... If working-men

may be prevented by injunction from com

mitting not, so may newspapers be prevented

by injunction from publishing falsehood and

scandal. Such material has no part in the

liberty of the press any more than sewerage

has place in the streams. Both constitute

nuisances which may be suppressed and in

time will be suppressed."

Legal Reminiscences. "The Lighter Side

of My Official Life: Early Days at the Irish

Bar and the Home Office." i\By Sir Robert

Anderson, K. C. B. Blackwood's, v. 186, p.

461 (Oct.).

"I was sitting in court one day while R.

Dowse, Q. C., afterwards a well-known

figure in the House of Commons, was arguing

a case before a bench of judges, the majority of

whom were Catholics. One of their number,

Judge Ball, who had already 'outlived his

usefulness,' interrupted with the silly question,

'But what is a clerical error?' Sharp as a

pistol-shot came back the answer, 'The

present position of the Pope in Rome, my

Lord!' Dowse was always his own claque,

and his ringing laugh was joined in by every

man in the court, not excepting Ball's col

leagues on the bench."

Monopolies. The muck-raking articles on

this subject are now making more capital out

of the sugar trust and supposed water-power

trust than anything else. Here are three

examples :—

"The Story of Sugar; Second Article—

The Organization of the Sugar Trust." By

Judson C. Welliver. Hampton's, v. 23, p.

648 (Nov.).

This article tells of the "great defeat" which

free sugar under the McKinley tariff adminis

tered to the sugar trust. "Instead of being

a defeat, it was one of the greatest victories

the trust ever won. . . . Havemeyer knew

that the way for him to fool the people was

to tell them the truth. He knew just how

much confidence they had in him."

"The Beet-Sugar Round-Up." By Charles

P. Norcross. Cosmopolitan, v. 47, p. 713

(Nov.).

"There was only a certain territory in

which the beet-sugar men could find a

market. The date when they would first

offer their sugar was of course known to the

trust, and for a period of three months before

this date the trust was exceptionally busy

stocking up the markets where the beet-sugar

people intended to sell their output. Then

when it came time to sell the trust undersold

them at any price they offered. . . . The way

the trust was enabled to make this price was

through a series of freight rebates probably

unparalleled in the history of the country."

"The Pinchot-Ballinger Controversy:" By

John L. Mathews. Hampton's, v. 23, p. 659

(Nov.).

" What are Secretary of the Interior Richard

A. Ballinger and national Forester Gifford

Pinchot fighting over? If you will have the

blunt truth, sir, they are fighting over your

property and mine, whether it shall or shall

not be grabbed by monopolists."

Mexico. "Barbarous Mexico; the Tragic

Story of the Yaqui Indians." By John

Kenneth Turner. American Magazine, v. 69,

p. 33 (Nov.).

"I held my breath with the rest, held it

for ages, until I thought the rope would

never fall. Not until I saw the finger signal

of the administrador did I know that the

blows were delivered by the watch and not

until it was all over did I know that, in order

to multiply the torture, six seconds are

allowed to intervene between each stroke. . . .

"Naturally I made inquiries about Rosanta

Bajeca to find out what crime he had com

mitted to merit fifteen lashes of the wet rope.

I ascertained that he had been only a month

in Yucatan, and but three days before had

been put in the field with a harvesting gang

to cut and trim the great leaves of the hene-

quin plant. Two thousand a day was the

regular stint for each slave, and Bajeca had

been given three days in which to acquire

the dexterity necessary to harvest the re

quired number of leaves. He had failed.

Hence the flogging. There was no other

fault." .

New Zealand. "New Zealand: The Brighter

Britain of the South Pacific." By Willard

French. Putnam's, v. 7, p. 208 (Nov.).

"New Zealand's death-rate is the lowest

in the world. Her wealth, per capita, is the

greatest in the world. Her wheat yield

comes up to sixty bushels to the acre and oats

up to mnety bushels. She has exported over

$350,000,000 of gold. Her manufactures

have reached an annual output above $115,-

000,000. She has four million horse-power

readily available for generating electricity,

in natural water power. She has four cities

of from sixty to eighty thousand each and a

lot of substantial provincial towns."
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ESSAYS IN ANGLO-AMERICAN LEGAL

HISTORY

"Select Essays in Anlgo-American Legal His

tory." By Various Authors. V. 3. Little, Brown

& Co., Boston, (f 12 net for the set of three vol

umes.)

THE history of the development of the

principles of law which are our daily

monitors is full of delightful interest to the

practitioner who finds relaxation in intel

lectual exercise. An overwhelming weight

of detail, however, so valuable to the student,

but so confusing and inconsequential to the

general reader, makes difficult the reading

of the typical comprehensive history of Eng

lish law. In this collection of essays the

reader will find concise yet careful treatment

of certain specific topics, some of which are

sure to attract and hold his attention, and

each of which, while part of a unified plan, is

complete in itself. The editors are to be

congratulated upon the success of their labors,

which are completed in this volume. It

comprises Part V, Commercial Law, Part VI,

Contracts, Part VII. Torts, Part VIII, Prop

erty, and Part IX, Wills, Descent, Marriage.

The last part is notable for the inclusion of a

treatise by Professor Robert Caillemer of the

University of Grenoble, "The Executor in

England and on the Continent,"

It is difficult and perhaps undesirable to

make comparisons between the productions

of so many learned authors written at different

times and for different purposes, all of which

have previously appeared in legal periodicals,

or as part of a larger publication. Each is

important partly as characteristic of its

author, and all were selected with a view to

rounding out the topics treated in this volume.

The arrangement is such, however, that no

article had to be included which did not meas

ure up to a high standard, and the editor did

not depart from the rule even for the purpose

of completing a topic. The reader will prob

ably find most interesting "The History of

the Carrier's Liability," by Joseph Henry

Beale, and most scholarly "The Mystery of

Seisin," by the late Professor Maitland. The

scope of the historical work of Professor Ames,

is shown by the fact that he contributed more

articles than any other author. His two

essays on the history of contract are in many

respects the most notable in this volume.

COMPARATIVE JURISPRUDENCE IN

THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

"The Legislation of the Empire; being a Survey

of the Legislative Enactments of the British

Dominions, from 1898 to 1907. Edited, under the

direction of the Society of Comparative Legislation,

by C. A. E. Bedwell. 4 v. Butterworth & Co..

London. V. 1, pp. xxxv, 545; v. 2, pp. x. 482; v

3, pp. x, 528; v. 4, Index, pp. 231. (12j. 6d.

per vol.)

THESE four handsomely printed volumes

epitomize the statute legislation of

the British Empire during ten eventful years

which saw the creation of the Commonwealth

of Australia, the constitution of the provinces

of Alberta and Saskatchewan, the beginning

of the reorganization of South Africa, and

the introduction of new principles into the

common law. About twenty-five thousand

statutes are dealt with. Nothing more is

attempted than a summary of the principal

features of each act, with only such fullness

as its importance may demand, and as the

mass of minor detail is omitted the informa

tion reaches the reader in an easily digestible

form.

The Earl of Rosebery in his preface ex

plains that the Society of Comparative

Legislation, in striving to perform a useful

service to the cause for which it was founded,

thought best to restrict its researches, in the

review of legislation now before us, to the

territory of the British Dominions. In

asmuch as the New York State Library

publishes a full digest of the laws of the

various states of America, and the Societi

de Ligislation Comparie presents a complete

survey of the laws of European countries, he

considers it singular that the work which has

been done gratuitously by a large number

of' contributors "in these days of super

abundant legislation . . . should be left to a

private society."

Sir John Macdonell, one of the editors of

the Society's Journal, in his introduction

observes:—

"There may one day be a true science of legisla

tion which will enable a student of it to predict

accurately the trend and nature of the legislation

of any given society. Such a science may show

that the history, constitution, and economic

circumstances of a community necessitate a course

of legislation which can be foreseen. Sociology

may teach us that there is an affinity between

democratic forms of government and certain lands

of statutes."

Such a , science may some day be able to
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predict tendencies in legislation, but it is

doubtful whether it will ever furnish a means

of ascertaining definitely how important

principles of substantive law will be modified.

For example, Lord Rosebery and Sir John

Macdonell both point out that during this

period there are many statutes curtailing

liberty, and as Sir John observes, it may be

that "the age of contract seems to be ending,

that of status returns." Such a generaliza

tion, if sound, must have positive scientific

value, but it would not be easy to state in

even the most general terms its full significa

tion with reference to the future legislation

of the United States or any other country.

The process of legislation, in fact, like the

process by which we reach ethical judgments,

is empirical. It is affected not only by main

currents of intelligence but by countless cross

currents of instinct, and when we say that a

system of law is empirical that implies that

it is partly instinctive. One of the important

instincts to be counted on unfailingly, alike

in law and in morals, is the instinct of mimicry.

The present work clearly recognizes the ex

tent to which the legislation of the British

Parliament has been imitated in all parts of

the Empire. In fact, if one wholly eliminates

statutes which are but imitations of pre

existing acts one cannot but be surprised

at the smallness of the amount of real con

structive legislation included in the volumes

of the present work. Thus wholly apart

from constitutional law, which certainly

illustrates the mimetic tendency, the English

acts relating to negotiable instruments,

criminal law, patents, company law, partner

ship, employer's liability, married women's

property, and judicial procedure, have been

adopted in many parts of the Empire, and

in some cases throughout the British Do

minions. In such a phenomenon is there

profound significance? Possibly so, but on

the other hand there are such things as

fashions in legislation. As Sir John Mac

donell says, ''In these pages will be found

abundant confirmation of M. Tarde's theory

as to the great influence of imitation in legis

lation." It is hard to believe that the prev

alence of that influence does not offer serious

obstacles to the development of a science

of comparative legislation which shall have

much practical utility in enabling any par

ticular society to solve the problems of the

present or to anticipate the difficulties of

the future.

In fact, there seems to be a tendency to

overemphasize the results of investigation

in this field, which may readily go too far.

Some familiarity with the results of such

research is desirable in all who have to do

with the drafting of bills. Serious defects

and omissions can be avoided by utilizing

every scrap of assistance which may be

obtained from the legislation of other parts

of the world. But the invaluable work of

those who are engaged in the tasks of true

constructive legislation must rely on some

thing more than merely the performances

of the legislatures of other countries. The

drafting of the British Partnership Act, for

example, and of the excellent statutes which

are due to the work of our own Commissioners

of Uniform State Laws, required something

more than a study of the work done in foreign

countries. The science of comparative legis

lation is only one of many sciences on which

the legislator must depend. There are

the tests of other sciences to be passed, in

fact, before it is even necessary to inquire

whether a legislative bill compares favorably

with the "standard" law possibly to be

deduced by application of the comparative

method.

These four volumes embody an astonishing

wealth of information. They should be in

every good law library in the United States.

The labor of compilation has been well per

formed, and the volumes will be found useful

working tools by all who are interested in

legislative problems. They testify to the

current tendency to pass laws aimed at social

amelioration, and illustrate many other

modern tendencies, such as, for example,

that antagonistic to emphasis on technicalities

in our judicial procedure. Because of the

admirable sense of proportion displayed, and

the scholarly outcome of the collaboration

of so many learned contributors, the volumes

will reward study from every possible point

of view.

NICHOLS ON EMINENT DOMAIN

The Power of Eminent Domain. A treatise on

the constitutional principles which affect the taking

of property for public use. By Philip Nichols.

Boston Book Co., Boston. Pp. 422 -f. table of

cases and index 57. ($5 tut.)

A USEFUL, up-to-date text-book on an

important branch of constitutional

law is now available in the form of this

succinct yet comprehensive treatise on the

power of eminent domain, by the former
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assistant corporation counsel of the city of

Boston. The subject is an important one,

overlapping others of paramount importance,

and Mr. Nichols has digested the general

law with sufficient historical research to

explain the origin and development of

leading principles.

The writer is logical in his arrangement

of his subject-matter, and sure-footed and

moderate in discussing points at all doubtful.

He does not place himself in the ranks of

either the strict or the liberal constructionists

of the Constitution, and maintains an atti

tude of impartiality throughout the course

of his lucid exposition of the general principles

established by both federal and state courts.

As the work is limited in its scope to the

substantive law, the complexity and confusion

which would be encountered in a treatment

concerned with the varying rules prevailing

in the different states are avoided. The

author observes in his preface that decisions

on the fundamental principles, unlike those

on questions of procedure, "carry as much

weight from one end of the country to the

other as they are entitled by the standing of

the court which pronounces them and the

soundness of its reasoning." Consequently

the method adopted has been such as to make

possible a minute and orderly exposition

based upon a review of a great number of

cases. The result has been the production

of a standard treatise of solid usefulness.

We do not see that Mr. Nichols' professed

willingness to "indulge in some reasoning and

. . . even express his own opinion of what the

law ought to be" has resulted in consequences

at all objectionable. His positions seem to be

backed up by sound legal authority. If he

makes such an assertion as that "an act of

legislature against natural justice would not

be due process of law" (p. 5) it must be

borne in mind that under the authority of

Hurtado v. California (110 U. S. 516) and

other cases this statement was not overdrawn,

although its principle might now, perhaps,

be considered doubtful in the light of the later

decision in Twining v. New Jersey (211 U. S.

78), which had doubtless not been rendered

at the time Mr. Nichols wrote the passage

in point.

The treatment is subdivided under eleven

main headings, beneath each of which are

arranged several chapters covering sub-topics.

The main headings are as follows: "The

Powers of a Sovereign State," "Jurisdictional

Limitations," "Constitutional Limitations,"

"What Constitutes a Taking," "Additional

Servitudes," "The Taking of Waters and

Water Rights," "What Constitutes Prop

erty," "What Constitutes the Public Use,"

"What Constitutes Just Compensation," "Due

Process of Law and Other Constitutional

Requirements," and "Rights of the Con

demnor." The book is well printed and com

pares favorably with Lewis's standard work.

FROST ON GUARANTY INSURANCE

The Law of Guaranty Insurance. By Thomas

Gold Frost, Ph.D., LL.D. Little, Brown & Co..

Boston. 2d ed. Pp. liv, 770, and index. ($6 net.)

THE business of guaranty insurance has

had a later development in 'the United

States than in England and on the Continent,

the first important company in this country

being the Knickerbocker Casualty Company,

which was established in New York City in

1880. The carrying of fidelity insurance

risks has now increased so that there are a

large number of companies in this country

doing a business amounting to hundreds of

millions of dollars annually, which is steadily

increasing. Mr. Frost's work, originally

written in 1901, is the "pioneer treatise"

on this subject. The writer had had con

siderable experience in connection with

litigation in this field, and embodied its

results in a work which immediately received

the commendation of leading members of the

bench and bar. The original edition was

limited in its scope to an exposition of the

settled principles which had been laid down

by the courts. So favorable an opinion was

entertained of the author's abilities that a

strong demand was asserted for a freer ex

pression of his own views on points which

are not yet settled. Moreover, during the

past few years a great number of decisions

have been rendered, and revision and en

largement of the treatise became necessary.

Mr. Frost therefore undertook a new edition,

covering over five hundred new cases, which

have been digested and commented upon as

their importance seemed to demand, and

inserting many of his own views, the result

being an addition of two hundred and fifty

pages to the size of the original volume. The

revision evinces painstaking labor, and the

value of the new edition is much greater than

that of the original treatise at the time of its

appearance, and will undoubtedly evoke

the same and possibly even greater praise.

That the subject of fidelity insurance,

together with those allied branches of com
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pensated suretyship known as commercial

and judiciary insurance, is important is shown

by the vast amount of litigation upon it

in all parts of the country. It may have

been supposed that Mr. Frost would treat

the topic from the point of view of New York

state laws, but his handling is national rather

than local, and decisions from every juris

diction are brought together without dis

crimination. Now, as in the original edition,

the amount of material included is con

siderable but is well arranged, and any topic

is easily found with reference only to the

excellent table of contents without con

sulting the full index. The work in its new

form is an' admirable example of a carefully

prepared, complete treatise, such as reflects

the greater credit upon the author because

of pressing demands of legal practice which

make such an achievement difficult. The

appearance of such works as these in America

can scarcely fail to command in foreign

countries increased respect for the American

bar.

SOME NOTABLE FORENSIC ORATORY

"Classics of the Bar: Stories of the World's

Great Jury Trials and a Compilation of Forensic

Masterpieces." By Alvin V. Sellers. Classic Pub

lishing Co., Baxley, Ga. Pp. 314, four illustrations.

(»2.)

THIS most readable book illustrates the

perennial abundance of legal eloquence.

Most collections deal with the efforts of the

more noted forensic lawyers of history, but

the present volume is unlike them in that no

Erskine or Mansfield, no Webster or Choate

is represented in its pages. The compiler

has rather chosen some recent oratory of

which we read but yesterday in the news

papers, and some of that of an older genera

tion of American lawyers, whose reputation

deserves some measure of permanence. There

was, for example, Sergeant S. Prentiss of

Mississippi, than whom Mr. Sellers thinks

"the world has seen no greater orator," and

Senator Daniel W. Voorhees of Indiana,

who was one of the foremost criminal lawyers

of his day. Of more recent times, the author

deems Mr. Darrow and Senator Borah in the

Haywood trial, and Mr. Delmas in the Thaw

trial, sufficiently eloquent for extended

quotations.

The compiler has proved that he is a good

judge of what really constitutes forensic elo

quence. His selections belong to the more

direct and more human species of oratory

rather than to that of the more austere and

stately kind. He has produced a volume of

much interest, so distinctly readable as to

be swallowed readily in one or two sittings,

and it may be retained on the library shelf

with the sense that it is perhaps not an un

worthy companion of treasured volumes.

As an illustration of its character, we may

quote a passage from the remarks of Assist

ant District Attorney Edgar D. Peixotto,

in the Dun.ant murder case at San Francisco

a few years ago:—

The brilliant counsel for the defendant in his

opening statement challenged the prosecution to

answer the questions, where Blanche Lamont was

murdered, by whom she was murdered, and what

the motive was? We are now ready to answer

these questions. "Where was she murdered?" In

the belfryof the Emanuel Baptist Church. "When?"

On the afternoon of April 3, 1895, between the hours

of 4.20 and 5 p. m. "By whom?" By this defendant,

Theodore Durrant. "What was the motive?" Un

bridled passion—that same motive that has ruled

and governed the world, made nations totter and

decay, brought men from the highest pinnacles

in life down to brutish beasts; that same motive

that has filled our histories with black pages; that

gave to the Roman Empire such characters as Nero,

Tiberius and Caracalla—whose delight and pleasure

it was to see men, women and children slaughtered

before their eyes to satisfy their beastly desires;

that same motive which inspired Gilles de Rays,

who was executed in the year 1440 after confessing

to the murder of some eight hundred chi'dren in

eight years to satisfy his perverted nature: that

same motive that actuated Catharine de Medici

to have women flayed before her eyes to satisfy

her perverted passion; that same motive that

brought out in the revolutionary period the mon

strous baseness of Marquis de Sade, from which

the term sadism is derived, a term meaning passion

and lustful murder added to villainies, that same

motive that prompted and made into a monster

Jack the Ripper, the Whitechapel murderer, who

went about week after week and month after

month in that quarter of London known as White

chapel and there killed fallen women by strangling

them, and left them murdered and dismembered;

that same motive that was the foundation of that

wonderful work in fiction of the late Robert Louis

Stevenson—the portrayal of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde; that same motive that made Mr. Hyde

satisfy his inhuman feelings, his perverted passion,

his uncontrollable desires, by killing simply for

the pleasure of killing and then satisfying his

lustful desires after the killing had taken place;

the motive, insatiable passion, the fire that con

sumes, the abyss that swallows all honor, fortune,

well.being, everything . . .

Blanche Lamont had not learned the character

of her companion, and so, unsuspecting, she

entered the little gate of the church, which, un

known to her, Was then the portals of heaven. She

disappeared forever from the gaze of mankind

until her corpse was found as you have heard it

described. What happened within that church
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must forever remain a blank, the details concealed

alone in the breast of Theodore Durrant. That is

why we asked you if you would convict on cir

cumstantial evidence, and you severally answered

'Yes.' It was a deed which the eye of man could

not see. If you ask for further details, we must

supply them from our imaginations, and mine has

been suggested to me by a bit of verse by Blanche

Higginson:—

"The devil he stood at the gates of hell

And yearned for an angel above;

And he sighed, 'Come down, sweet siren, and learn

The lesson of passion and love.'

"The angel she leaned from the gates of gold

(The devil was fair in her eyes),

And she thought it would be very nice if she

Could lift him up to the skies.

"The angel she leaned from the gates of gold

And she clasped him with arms of snow,

And while she was striving to draw him up

The lower she seemed to go.

" 'Don't struggle, sweet angel,' the devil he cried,

As he bore her on passion's swell;

'When an angel's arms have embraced me but once

She belongs to the devil and hell ' "

The book is not in any sense a historical

compilation of causes cftfbres, but the speeches

are prefaced by notes giving the general

facts and also are followed by a comment

on the manner in which the jury disposed

of the case. The reader can thus review

the Tilton-Beecher trial, the trial of Dr. E. M.

Brown of New York for the murder of Miss

Anderson, the Haywood trial, the trial of

Durrant for the murder of Miss Lamont, and

the trial of Dunbar for the murder of two

children in Westerlo, New York. Among

other features are a selectionof short, eloquent

perorations, and an abstract of the interesting

colloquy between Susan B. Anthony and

Judge Hunt, at the time of her conviction

for voting "without having a lawful right

to vote."

THE ROMANCE OF BURGLARY

"Mr. Justice Raffles." By E. W. Hornung.

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. ($1.50.)

THE latest "Raffles" story furnishes a

good evening's entertainment, and is

not easily set aside, because of the dramatic

interest of Raffles's latest burglarizing ex

ploits in circumventing the scoundrelly money

lender, Levy. The title suggests Raffles as

an impostor elevated to the bench and prac

tising his roguery in that extraordinary capac

ity. In this respect, however, the book dis

appoints. The only basis for the soubriquet

"Mr. Justice" lies in the fact that when

he has secured his prisoner, manacled and

caged in the lonely tower, he burlesques the

instrument of the law in sentencing him to

condign punishment.

If the two cardinal points of literary tech

nique are to portray clearly or to suggest

vividly every smallest detail upon which a

work of art depends for completeness, such

a book as this falls far short of the mark.

Raffles is not an unattractive person. His

characteristics are by no means indistinct,

but his personality is suggested rather than

portrayed, not designedly but because the

author can do no better. Mr. Hornung is

unable to present his roguish hero solely in

the light of his own natural words and deeds.

The task requires high literary talent. He

must rather overlay the idea of Raffles with

an arabesque of self-conscious posing and

dull joking, which leads one to think that

Raffles might easily be more attractive as a

real than as a fictitious being. Moreover, it

is a matter of common observation that one

can hardly write sympathetically of vulgarity

and wholly avoid it. But it is possible to

lend to it a greater fascination than Mr.

Hornung has done.

Possibly if a book like this was intensely

realistic, it might do some harm, but written

as it is it can only furnish harmless pleasure

of no high order.

NOTES

Addison C. Harris has issued in pamphlet form

the address on "Modern Views of Compensation

for Personal Injuries" which he delivered recently

before the Indiana State Bar Association. It

contains not only an extended discussion of legal

principles, but much information with regard to the

workmen's compensation laws of European coun

tries. Those interested in the subject of employer's

liability legislation should secure a copy and will

find it worthy of preservation.

"The Bench and Bar of Litchfield County,

Connecticut, 1709-1909," is the title of an interest

ing volume prepared with great research by Dwight

C. Kilbourn, clerk of the Superior Court, and a

member of leading historical societies. Mr. Kil

bourn has included in this volume a large amount

of interesting information, biographical sketches

of members of the Litchfield County Bar, a cata

logue and history of the famous law school at

Litchfield, and many historical notes.

The nineteenth annual Index of Legislation com

piled at the New York State Library lists or briefly

digests 2254 general and permanent laws passed

at fourteen regular and fifteen special sessions held

in the various states during the year ending October

1, 1908. The Index also contains references to

statutes declared unconstitutional by state courts
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and records the popular vote on constitutional

amendments The classification extends to many

subordinate topics, and renders a mass of useful

information readily accessible. The Yearbook of

Legislation for 1907 contains the similar Index for

the previous year, covering 7672 acts, making a

much greater number of pages. This volume also

contains the useful Digest of Governors' Messages.

A consolidated Review of Legislation, with contribu

tions from specialists, reviewing the messages and

statute laws of the years 1907 and 1908 is to be

issued later

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED

RECEIPT of the following new books,

which will be reviewed later, is acknowl

edged :—

The Evolution of Law; a Historical Review.

By Henry W. Scott. Borden Press Publishing Co.,

New York. [1908.] 4th ed. Pp. xii, 120 +9

(index) .

International Law. By T. Baty, D.C.L., LL.D.,

of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law. Longmans,

Green & Co., New York. Pp. 346 + index 18.

The Courts of the State of New York; their

History, Development and Jurisdiction. By

Henry W. Scott. Wilson Publishing Co., New

York. [1908.] Pp. 506. ($5.)

A Manual of Medical Jurisprudence, for the Use

of Students at Law and of Medicine. By Mar

shall D. Ewell, M.D., LL.D. 2d ed. Little,

Brown & Co., Boston. Pp. 407 (index). (J2.50

net.)

A History of Modern Banks of Issue; with an

Account of the Economic Crises of the Nineteenth

Century and the crisis of 1907. By Charles A.

Conant. 4th ed. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New

York and London. Pp. 721 -(-bibliography and

index 30.

Latest Important Cases

Banking and Currency. Bank Guaranty

Law of Nebraska in Violation of Fourteenth

Amendment. U. S.

The United States Circuit Court at Lincoln,

Neb., held the bank guaranty act of Nebraska

unconstitutional, in a decision recently

rendered. The chief objection of the court

to the act was that it attempts to exclude

individuals from engaging in the banking

business, unless they do so through the

agency of a corporation. It is also pointed

out that—

"The act not only attempts to exclude

individuals from engaging in the banking

business, unless they do so through the agency

of a corporation, but also attempts to impose

upon them as a condition to their engaging

in that business even in that form, a duty to

make good the obligations of all other bankers

in the state to their depositors. We are of

opinion that this cannot be done consistently

with the Fourteenth Amendment to the

national Constitution or with the state con

stitution, and that the act is therefore void."

"Those who favor a genuine bank currency,"

says the Springfield Republican, "are as

mortally hit by this strange Nebraska de

cision as those who favor mutual deposit

guaranty."

Contempt. Violation of Preliminary In

junction by Published Declarations—Defiance

of Authority of the Courts. D. C.

In the important case of Gompers, Morri

son and Mitchell v. Bucks Stove & Range

Co., decided November 2, the Court of

Appeals of the district of Columbia affirmed

the decree of the Supreme Court of the

District of Columbia adjudging President

Samuel Gompers, Secretary Frank Morrison

and Vice-President John Mitchell of the

American Federation of Labor guilty of

contempt of court.

Mr. Justice Van Orsdel, delivering the

opinion of the court, after discussing several

technical points of procedure, and noting

the distinction between criminal and civil

contempts, said :—

"Individual interests dwindle into insig

nificance when compared with the higher

principle involved in this cause. The funda

mental issue is whether the constitutional

agencies of government shall be obeyed or

defied. ... If an organization of citizens,

however large, may disobey the mandates

of the courts, the same reasoning would

render them subject to individual defiance.

The one has no greater rights in the eyes of

the law than the other. Both are subject

to the law, and neither are above it. . . .

"If a citizen, though he mayhonestly believe
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that his rights have been invaded, may elect

when, and to what extent, he will obey the

mandates of the court and the requirements

of the law as interpreted by the court, instead

of pursuing the orderly course of appeal,

not only the courts, but government itself,

would become powerless, and society would

soon be reduced to a state of anarchy."

Chief Justice Sheppard, dissenting, said:—

"The specific acts charged against them

relate wholly to declarations and publications

which violated the preliminary injunction

as issued. I have heretofore expressed the

opinion that so much of the injunction order

was null and void, because opposed to the

constitutional prohibition of any abridgment

of the freedom of speech or of the press. 33

App. D. C, p. 129. Subsequent reflection

has confirmed the views then expressed. I

concede that the court had jurisdiction of the

subject-matter of the controversy and of the

parties, but I cannot agree that a decree

rendered in excess of the power of the court—

a power limited by express provision of the

Constitution—is merely erroneous and not

absolutely void. That proposition is met

and conclusively disposed of by Mr. Justice

Miller in Ex parte Lange, 18 Wall., 163-175."

(Washington Law Reporter, v. 37, p. 706,

Nov. 5, 1909.)

Corporations. Prohibited by New York

Statute from Practising Law. N. Y.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme

Court of New York denied, on Oct. 22, the

application of "The Associated Lawyers

Company" for the court's approval of its

incorporation. The court said:—

"While it has never been legal for a corpora

tion to practise law, a system has grown up

by which corporations undertake to procure

attorneys for the transaction of the law busi

ness of its clients, and while the legality of

such corporate action has been doubted, the

impropriety of allowing corporations to enter

into such a business has been universally

recognized, and by this legislation it has

been prohibited."

See Public Service Corporations.

Defamation. So-C'ailed "Panama Libel"—

Immunity of Newspapers Printing Fair

Comment—Such Cases can be Tried Only

in Jurisdiction where Publication Occurred.

U. S.

In the proceedings brought against Dela-

van Smith and Charles R. Williams, pro

prietors of the Indianapolis News, at Indian

apolis, Oct. 13, Judge Anderson of the United

States Circuit Court discharged the defend

ants, who had been indicted for alleged

criminal libel in publishing articles alleging

that there was a corrupt profit of $28,000,000

in the sale of the Panama Canal to the United

States, and who were resisting the removal

of the case to the District of Columbia.

"I am of the opinion," said Judge Ander

son, "that the fact that certain persons were

called 'thieves' and 'swindlers' does not

constitute libel per se. A newspaper has a

certain duty to perform.

"Here is a matter of great public concern.

I was interested, you were interested, we

were all interested. Here was a newspaper

printing the news—or trying to. Here was

this matter up for discussion, and I am not

willing to say that the inferences were too

strongly drawn. I am not approving them—

I am simply saying that I am not able to say

they were too strongly drawn. Now, if that

is the situation, the question is, did these

defendants under the circumstances act

honestly in the discharge of this duty which

I have spoken of, which the law recognizes,

and were they actuated by a desire to injure

the persons who are affected by their act?

If it were necessary to decide this case upon

the question of privilege or lack of malice,

I would hesitate quite a while before I would

conclude it was my duty to send these people

to Washington for trial. But that is not it.

"This indictment charges these defendants

with commission of a crime in the District

of Columbia. Now the Constitution of the

United States in one of the amendments

provides that the accused shall be tried in the

state or district where the offense is com

mitted.

"Everything that the evidence shows that

the defendants do or did, they do and did

in the state of Indiana, city of Indianapolis.

I am not here to say that if those defendants

had an agent in Washington to whom they

sent for circulation copies of this paper,

that they might not be amenable to prose

cution in Washington, if they could be

arrested in Washington. I am compelled

to take one of two views, and there is nothing

between them. When newspaper owners

or proprietors do what the evidence in

this case shows these defendants did,

composed, printed and deposited in the mails

for circulation these papers containing the,

for the purposes of this statement, libelous

articles, either they are guilty here and in
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every county, district or jurisdiction into

which these papers go, or they are only guilty

here. There is no middle ground to take.

"Where people print a newspaper here

and deposit it in the post-office here for cir

culation throughout the counties and dis

tricts, there is but one publication and that

one is here. If that is true, then there is no

publication, according to the evidence, in

Washington."

Equity. Court will Enjoin a Directory

Publisher from Omitting Plaintiff's Name

from List of Reputable Express Companies—

Such Omission not a Libel. Mass.

The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachu

setts has overruled the defendants' demurrer

in the suit in equity brought by William

L. Davis against the New England Railway

Publishing Company et al., seeking to pre

vent the defendant company from excluding

reference to the plaintiff's business in its

publication, entitled "A. B. C. Pathfinder

and Dial Express List."

The court says: "The ground on which

the plaintiff seeks relief is not that he has

a right to compel the defendants, or either

of them, to do anything for his benefit, but

that he has a right to have them refrain from

intentionally doing anything, without legal

justification, to his injury. The defendant

corporation professes to give to the public

a full list of all the reputable express com

panies doing business in Boston. While it

does not say in express words that the list

is complete, that is the meaning which the

publication is intended to convey and does

convey. Its list is false and misleading,

to the plaintiff's injury. . . .

"It is peculiarly a case for equitable relief.

The wrong is continuing, and in a sense an

irreparable one. The extent of the injury

cannot be measured accurately in an attempt

to assess damages. The injury is to property,

and it is not technically a libel upon the

plaintiff. The rule that a court of equity

will not enjoin the mere commission of a

crime does not apply."

Franchises. See Public Service Corpora

tions.

Interstate Commerce. See Legislative

Powers.

Legislative Powers. Interstate Commerce

Clause Violated by Statute Regulating Busi

ness of Itinerant Vendors. Colo.

The Itinerant Vendors' Act, of Colorado

(Sess. Laws 1905, p. 274, et seq. ; Rev. St. 1908,

c. 114, section 3563 et seq.) in Smith v. Farr,

104 Pac. Rep. 401, has been held to violate

the interstate commerce clause of the Con

stitution. The petitioner for habeas corpus

was a salesman representing a factory located

in the state of Iowa, and at the time he was

arrested was engaged in the sale of vehicles

to farmers in Colorado. The court held that

none of the conditions which would authorize

the state to impose a license fee were present

in the case at bar. Its police power was not

involved and the vehicle which the petitioner

sold was not dangerous nor injurious to health

or morals. Neither did the law purport to be

one providing for inspection of manufactured

articles brought into the state for the purpose

of sales to consumers or the levy of taxes

thereon as a part of the mass of property

therein. Such a law was a clear violation of

the Constitution.

Monopolies. Prosecution for Conspiracy

under Sherman Act Barred by Statute of

Limitations—"Conspiracy" Synonymous with

"Contract" in Restraint of Trade. U. S.

An important decision was rendered by

Judge Holt of the United States Circuit

Court Oct. 26, in the cases of Gustave E.

Kissel and Thomas B. Harned, indicted

under the Sherman act for conspiracy in

restraint of trade, with others of the American

Sugar Refining Company. The defendants

pleaded the statute of limitations. The

court dismissed the indictments, declaring

that the operation of the statute invalidated

any action against the defendants, inasmuch

as the offense for which they were indicted

was committed more than three years ago

(reported in N. Y. Law Jour., Nov. 1, 1909).

The court said in part:—

"Statutes of limitations are beneficial

statutes. The interests of the community

and justice to persons charged with crime

require that offenses be promptly prose

cuted. Statutes of limitation should be

given a plain and sensible construction.

Their effect should not be frittered away

by a strained interpretation, based on subtle

and refined reasoning. The Government

has waited, before bringing this prosecu

tion, for five years and a half after the alleged

offence was complete, and in my opinion

the statute of limitations is a bar to this

indictment.

"The law of conspiracy has been the sub

ject of a great deal of over-refined discussion
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and the authorities upon the subject are quite

conflicting. Some hold a conspiracy to be

an offense complete when entered into, upon

which the statute of limitations immediately

begins to run. Others hold it to be a continu

ing oflense, from which it is argued that the

statute of limitations never begins to run

against a conspiracy until it has been aban

doned and whatever result has been accom

plished by it annulled. . . .

"But a conspiracy in restraint of trade is

nothing but a contract or agreement between

two or more persons in restraint of trade. If

this indictment had charged 'that the de

fendants made a contract in restraint of

trade,' I suppose no one would claim that

the statute of limitations did not begin to

run as soon as the contract was executed.

How can the Government impose a different

liability by calling the thing by another

name?"

In the course of his opinion Justice Holt

administered a few words of censure to pub

lic prosecutors for seeking indictments for

"conspiracy to commit a crime" rather than

for the crime itself:—

"There seems to be a mysterious potency

in the word 'conspiracy.' Prosecutors seem

to think that by this practice all statutes of

limitation and many of the rules of evidence

established for the protection of persons

charged with crime can be disregarded. But

if a conspiracy to commit a crime has been

carried out and the crime committed it

cannot be made something else by calling it

a conspiracy."

Monopolies. Agreements between Tele

phone Companies for Exclusive Rights of

Connection Invalid. U. S.

The case of United States Telephone Co. v.

Central Union Telephone Co., 171 Fed. Rep.

130, is a notable and interesting contribu

tion to the law governing the rights of tele

phone companies as public service corpora

tions. The complainant company made

contracts with several local companies by

which they agreed to permit no connection

with any other company for a period of

ninety-nine years. Several of the companies

broke this agreement. The court discussed

the character of the telephone business as

being public in its nature, but drew a dis

tinction between it and the sleeping car

business, in which it was held, in Chicago,

St. L.& N. O. R. Co v. Pullman Co. (139

U. S. 79, 11 Sup. Ct. 490, 35 L. ed. 97), that

a contract for exclusive rights for the term

of fifteen years to furnish sleeping cars to a

railroad company was not invalid. It is

possible for all travelers to obtain like accom

modations on sleeping cars, but where there

are different telephone companies, it would

be impossible to give them like service unless

each company were allowed the right of

connection with the local exchanges. This

being the case, the contract in question

would necessarily prevent local companies

from carrying out to the full extent their

duties as public service corporations. The

agreements were held invalid.

Philippine Land Titles. Occupancy by

a Native for Long Number of Years as Basis

of Claim. U. S.

In deciding the case of Reavis v. Fiansa

Nov. 1, favorably to the latter, the United

States Supreme Court, in effect, held that

the occupancy of land by a native of the

Philippine islands for a long number of years,

is a superior basis for a claim to the land to

that of settlement by an American.

"Whatever may be the construction of

Revised Statutes, section 2332," said Mr.

Justice Holmes, "the corresponding section

of the Philippine act cannot be taken to adopt

from the local law any other requirement

as to the possession than the length of time

for which it must be obtained. Otherwise,

in view of the Spanish and American law

before 1902, no rights could be acquired and

the section would be empty words."

Procedure. Technical Defect in an In

formation Nullified by the Record. Okla.

The Court of Criminal Appeals of Okla

homa signifies its intention to be governed

by reason and common sense rather than to

be bound by precedent or technicality, in

the case of Caples v. State, 104 Pac. Rep.

493. Defendant attempted to secure a

reversal of a criminal conviction on the

ground of defects in the information.

The caption read: "State of Oklahoma,

Plaintiff," etc., instead of "The State of

Oklahoma, etc.," and there was no allegation

that the prosecution was by the state as it

is required to be by constitutional provision.

The court held that even if the caption were

a necessary part of the information, the

constitutional provision would be met if

applicable at all, and there was no necessity

of alleging that the prosecution was by the

state, where it appeared from the record that

it was actually being so conducted. "The
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supreme purpose of this court is to give the

people of this state a just and harmonious

system of criminal jurisprudence, founded

on justice and supported by reason freed

from the mysticism of arbitrary technicali

ties. . . . Now that our criminal jurisprudence

is in its formative period we are determined

to do all in our power to place it upon the

broad and sure foundation of reason and

justice. . . . We will give full consideration

to all authorities which are supported by

living principles and will follow them when

in harmony with our laws and the conditions

existing in Oklahoma, but we must confess

to want of respect for precedents which were

found in the rubbish of Noah's Ark and

which have outlived their usefulness, if they

ever had any."

Public Service Corporations. Assessment

of Special Franchises—" Net Earnings Rule"

in New York State— Equalization of Assess

ments. N. Y.

Long litigation in the New York state courts

reached a termination Oct. 19, when the

Court of Appeals reached, in the case of

People ex rel. Jamaica Water Supply Co. v.

Tax Commissioners, a decision rendering

the special franchise taxes levied under

the law of 1900 collectible. Two principal

issues had been raised. The first was whether

the court could properly set aside the assess

ment made by the State Board of Tax Com

missioners because it did not correspond to

the result reached by applying what is known

as the "net earnings rule." On this point

the court held that the board, in fixing the

value of a special franchise for purposes of

taxation, may avail itself of any rule or

method reasonably adapted to ascertaining

its true value. When the method known

as the "net earnings rule" is adopted taxes

other than the special franchise tax should

be deducted from the gross earnings in order

to determine the net earnings. There should

also be deducted a reasonable amount to

meet depreciation. Under this rule the court

below might take judicial notice that six

per cent should be allowed as a fair return

upon the capital invested by the company

in real estate and other tangible property.

In the present case, seven per cent was a

proper rate to adopt in capitalizing the

surplus earnings, to provide a sinking fund

for unforeseen contingencies.

The second point was whether assessments

upon special franchises were to be equalized

with the local assessments made by assessing

officers of the localities in which the corpora

tions involved might be located. The Court

of Appeals upheld the ruling of the court

below, holding that the assessments should

be made at the same ratio of actual or true

value as other property in the county

appearing on the assessment roll. The ques

tion of unequal assessment may be reviewed

by the courts on certiorari.

The extended opinion in the case was

written by Willard Bartlett, J. (Reported

in N. Y. Law Jour., Oct. 25, 1909.)

Public Service Corporations. Dissolution

of Corporation Revokes its Franchise—Status

of the Franchise, if Continuing, to be De

termined only in Suit to which State is a Party.

N. Y.

The New York Court of Appeals on Oct. 19

reversed the judgment of the Appellate

Division and dismissed the proceedings in

the case of the City of New York against the

former Directors, now Trustees, of the corpora

tion which built the Belmont tunnel under

the East River between the Grand Central

Station and Long Island City. The question

before the court was whether, on the dis

solution of a corporation which is in default

in performance of the conditions under which

it holds its corporate power, the franchise

can pass to the trustees. Chief Justice

Cullen pointed out that the legal status of

the franchise could be determined only in

litigation to which the state was itself a

party, and said:—

"When the legislature enacted that the

powers of the corporation should cease it

intended thereby that in the same contin

gency the franchises conferred on the corpora

tion should cease. What possible benefit

would accrue from the dissolution of a corpora

tion for failure to exercise its franchises

in time, if the franchise itself is to continue

for the benefit of the stockholders, who

might form a new corporation and to it

transfer the franchises?"

Sherman Anti-Trust Act. See Monopolies.

Wagers. Oral Betting at a Horse Race

not Bookmaking— New York Anti-Race-Track

Gambling Law. N. Y.

"While the statute makes all bets and

wagers illegal and void, and money lost

thereon recoverable," said the New York

Court of Appeals in People ex rel. Lichtenstein

v. Langan, decided Nov. 9, "it has made
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gambling a crime only where it is accom

panied by record, registry or the use of some

part of the paraphernalia of professional

gamblers, except in the case of poolselling,

where probably no writing or record is

necessary to constitute the crime." Con

sequently oral betting does not constitute

book making inviolation of the anti-race

track gambling laws in New York State

To hold otherwise would be "a departure

from the rule which gives to the terms of the

statute their ordinary and accepted meaning,

and would be a construction which was not

within the contemplation of the legis

lature." (Reported in N. Y. Law Jour.,

Nov. 15, 1909.)

Correspondence

The Dartmouth College Case

To the Editor of The Green Bag:—

ALLOW me to point out certain inaccura

cies in your review (in Green Bag for

October) of my article on "Confusion of

Property with Privilege: the Dartmouth

College Case," published in The. Independent

for August 26. You state that the Charles

River Bridge case "holds that an act contrary

to the Constitution is not a legislative act."

The page (644) and statement to which you

refer, are found in Story's dissenting opinion;

and the statement is only incidental to his

main contention. The effect of the decision

is that grants made by the state must be

construed strongly in favor of the grantor,

while private grants are construed strongly

in favor of the grantee. This certainly

trimmed the wings of the College case de

cision as Story vigorously argued in sixty-

six pages of dissent.

You say that in State Bank of Ohio v.

Knoop and Washington University v. Rouse,

"the Supreme Court held, in effect, that a

state cannot by charter deprive itself forever

of the power of taxation." The court ex

pressly held just the opposite doctrine. In

the former case the period of exemption was

limited by the charter; but in the latter case

there was no time limit, and the court held

that there was "permanent exemption from

taxation."

You say: "The repeal of obnoxious charters

must be effected by judicial decision rather

than by legislative enactment." Can you

point out a court which has claimed or ex

ercised the power to repeal charter contracts

while the grantees of the charter keep their

part of the contract? This would be judicial

law-making with a vengeance.

You state that in America "the power to

repeal and amend corporate charters would

be exercised only with the most confusing

and harmful consequences." You must be

aware that for many years a considerable

number of our states have had and exercised

this power. Will you point out the "confusing

and harmful consequences?" New York

has this power through constitutional reserva

tion of the right of repeal and amendment.

Its Court of Appeals does not agree with

you as to the results. See 194 N. Y. 221-222.

I commend your frankness in admitting

that the contract clause of the Constitution

was not designed to include grants by the

state, and that this decision was one of "the

innovations of Marshall on the Constitu

tion." Opinions will differ as to this and

other innovations being "the expression of

the central spirit of the Constitution," and

also as to the propriety of following a supposed

"central spirit" in opposition to the "design"

of specific .provisions.

You apparently admit that Marshall was

mistaken in stating that Dartmouth College

was a private foundation. Indeed, Mr.

Shirley has made this too plain for argument.

But you conclude that this is irrelevant

because "a corporation of a public character

may be to some extent and for certain pur

poses a private body." You fail to see that

Marshall's entire decision is based on a sup

posed contract between private donors and

the crown. If the donors were not private

and if the founder was the crown itself, 'ne

basis of the decision falls. Marshall said:

"It is a contract, on the faith of which, real

and personal estate has been conveyed to

the corporation. It is then a contract within
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the letter of the Constitution and within its

spirit also, unless ..." 4 Wheaton, 643-644.

With reference to "the second error"

imputed to Marshall, you mistake the ques

tion. It is a matter of New Hampshire

inheriting obligations or liabilities, not powers.

The state, on achieving its independence,

acquired all the powers of sovereignty. But

if we grant that New Hampshire inherited

also certain obligations, the state certainly

did not inherit the obligation of any contract

which King George had not attempted to

make by the Dartmouth College charter—

which indeed he had no power to make.

See opinion of Chief Justice Doe in 67 N. H.

27-53.

You admit that later decisions have estab

lished that there are certain classes of con

tracts into which it is not "competent for

the legislature to enter." But you claim

that these later cases have not "materially

modified" or refuted the doctrine of the

college case. But if these contracts as to

which the legislature is not "competent"

are not distinguishable in principle from

the contracts still held to be governed by the

doctrine of the college case, you must admit

that the doctrine has been both modified

and refuted. Contracts exempting property

from taxation are held to be governed by

the rule of the college case; contracts ex

empting property from exercise of the police

power are not. But, as Justice Strong said,

"the police power of the state is no more sacred

than its taxing power." See 97 U. S. 678-679.

The real "point" is whether a charter is

a "contract" in the constitutional sense, or

is mere legislation. You do not notice the

Chicago Lake Front case. Can you explain

on what principle it is incompetent for the

state to contract away the public rights in

Chicago's harbor, while it is competent for

the state to contract away the public rights

in the streets of Chicago or any other city?

See 146 U. S. 387. In these later cases the

Supreme Court has overruled the Dartmouth

College case in principle—has furnished

the reasoning on which it may finally be

overruled in fact.

I am surprised that you did not notice the

preceding article on this same subject (in

Independent for August 19), dealing with

the improper influences which were used

to bring about the decision in the Dartmouth

College case, influences whose character and

effectiveness are recognized by such eminent

authority as Henry Cabot Lodge, Joseph

Cotton, Jr., and John M. Shirley, from whom

I quote. _ „ „
Jesse F. Orton.

73 Sixth street, Elmhurst, N. Y.,

October 15, 1909.

A REPLY

1. The Dartmouth College case asserted

the doctrine that where the state is bound

by contractual obligations protected by the

Constitution not to disturb a grant previously

made by charter, an act of the legislature

which seeks to disturb the grant is null

and void. We understood that Mr. Orton's

purpose, in referring to the Charles River

Bridge case (11 Peters 420), was to convey

the notion that the legislature can substitute

a narrower construction for that contemplated

at the time of the original grant, thus

modifying the rule that the original intention

of the parties to the contract is binding on

the legislature. We do not understand,

however, this to have been the doctrine

of the Bridge case. And in our opinion the

Charles River Bridge case does not overrule

the doctrine that a legislative act violating

constitutional safeguards of contract is null

and void. Perhaps a little more precision

of statement was desirable, but in aiming at

condensation we were not guilty of misinter

pretation.

2. It seems doubtful whether the Charles

River Bridge case can accurately be said

to have "trimmed the wings of the College

decision" till it is conclusively shown that

the Supreme Court, in that decision, impliedly

rejected the view that a royal grant like that

in the Dartmouth College patent would be

construed in favor of the grantor.

3. State Bank of Ohio v. Knoop (16 How.

369) seems to us to have held, in effect, that

a state cannot forever deprive itself of the

power of taxation. Justice McLean, who

wrote the opinion, said that an exemption

from taxation made for the purpose "of

advancing any policy connected with the

public interest" is not an alienation, but an

exercise of sovereignty (p. 389). This would

imply that an exemption is virtually an ex
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ercise of the taxing power, and also, ap

parently, that the state might repudiate

such an exemption under a valid exercise

of the police power, should it be found

detrimental to public policy. Chief Justice

Taney, concurring on other grounds (see

Ohio Life Insurance Co. v. Debolt, 16 How.

431), said that a state cannot alienate the

power of taxation unless it is allowed to do

it by the state constitution.

With regard, however, to Washington

University v. Rouse, we must confess to a

serious oversight. Both that case (8 Wall.

439) and Home of the Friendless v. Rouse

(8 Wall. 430) hold that a state may bar

gain away the taxing power in perpetuity,

and the judgments of Justice Davis in these

two cases are open to criticism.

4. The courts, not the legislature, are

the final tribunal which shall say whether

or not the Constitution has been violated.

There are certain conditions under which

the legislature may possess a valid right to

repeal corporate charters and the courts

cannot review such action. But to make

legislatures themselves the sole judges as to

whether constitutional safeguards are pre

served inviolate, when they repeal charters

where no right of repeal was reserved, and

to deny the right of the courts to interfere,

would not tend to make property secure in

America. It therefore happens that as a

matter of fact, though not of law, the courts

in such instances do virtually exercise a power

of repeal, and that this state of affairs is for

the public good. Our remark that "the repeal

of obnoxious charters must be effected by

judicial decision rather than by legislative

enactment" was meant to be interpreted

only in the foregoing sense, that the consti

tutional rights of property might be sure of

being protected.

5. A considerable number of our states

have had the power of repealing and amend

ing corporate charters, and all that the New

York Court of Appeals said in Lord v. Equi

table Life Assurance Society (194 N. Y. 212),

about the exercise of this constitutionally

reserved power in New York State is doubtless'

true. Instances of repeal, however, are far

less frequent than those of amendment,

and we find in this decision no specific obser

vations upon the consequences of the exercise

of this unfettered right of repeal. Mr. Orton's

proposition is not to be sustained without

the presentation of facts bearing on this

particular point. If, however, results have

been favorable, that may have come about

in spite of this reservation of the right of

repeal. The Dartmouth College case un

doubtedly infused into all legislatures a

greater respect for the property rights of

corporations than they would otherwise

have .come to experience. There is no doubt

that it still exerts a morally deterrent in

fluence, even though its doctrine may not

be legally binding on the New York legislature

with respect to the repeal of charters. In

the exercise, however, of the power of amend

ment, which in New York State has been

resorted to with far greater frequency, the

legislature has by no means been free from

the salutary legal as well as the moral inhibi

tions of the doctrine of the Dartmouth College

case. This point can best be illustrated by

quoting from a recently published work of

much value, Frost on New York Corpora

tions (p. 361):—

"When it comes to the right of the legisla

ture to exercise its reserved power to alter

and amend a corporate charter or act, . . .

in order to justify the exercise of this power

by the legislature it must be done (except

in the exercise of the police power) in such

a manner as not to defeat or substantially

impair the object of the grant or any rights

vested under it, which the legislature may

deem necessary to secure either that object

or some public right. It cannot be used to

take away the property already acquired

by the corporation or to deprive the corpora

tion of the 'fruits actually reduced to posses

sion of contracts lawfully made. The altera

tions must be reasonable. They must be

made in good faith and be consistent with

the object and scope of the act of incorpora

tion. Sheer oppression and wrong cannot

be inflicted under the guise of alteration or

amendment. But in all cases where the

rights of the general public are in a manner

seriously affected the legislature will be

granted a great latitude in such matters.'

(Buffalo, etc., Ry. Co. v. Dudley, 14 N. Y.

336.)"

6. We "apparently admit" Marshall's

error in stating that Dartmouth College was

a private foundation. If our words were

ambiguous we now disclaim any intention

to admit anything of this sort. What con

trolling legal authority is there for the im

puted erroneousness of Marshall's view?

Do not the terms of the grant alone show its

private character, whatever public function

might subsequently come to be discharged

by the corporation thus created? "The

rights of the Dartmouth College students,"

said Chief Justice Doe in Dow v. Railroad,

67 N. H., at p. 36, "are public in a certain
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sense . . . but they do not make the college

property public in the sense in which the

state-house, state-library and state-prison

are public. . . . On the college land the legisla

ture cannot build a road, against the owner's

objection, without paying the owner for a

right of way."

7. The learned and able opinion of Chief

justice Doe in Dow v. Railroad (67 N. H. 1)

throws so much light on the Dartmouth

College case that it commands the greatest

respect. One of the links in his logical

chain, however, does not seem perfectly

flawless. "Since the enactment," says the

Court (at p. 41) "of the Bill [of Rights] in

1689, the sovereign has had no authority

to exempt from legislative repeal a college

charter granted either by the King or by

Parliament." The law, however, of the

English Constitution would give perpetual

life to a royal grant not in derogation of the

common or statute law (see Halsbury's Laws

of England, v. 6, pp. 485-7; v. 8, pp.

315-6), and a grant in itself perpetual by

operation of law at the moment it was made

would obviously be within the power of the

crown. The crown would then be bound

to insure the perpetuity of the grant, so it

would be easy to see in the circumstances

a contractual transaction like that which

Marshall professed to see in the college charter.

Whatever the obligations of the royal grantor,

they would descend to the state of New

Hampshire after the Revolution so far as

not clearly unsuited to American society.

Thus in Pawlet v. Clark, it was held

by the Supreme Court in 1815, in the

opinion of Justice Story, that a state

succeeding to the rights of the crown

cannot by legislative act rescind a royal

grant. 9 Cranch 292.

8. While the police power is no more

sacred than the taxing power, a temporary

alienation of the former would clearly be

more in conflict with public policy than one

of the latter, for in the latter case the state

may gain a recompense in some other form.

There is a logical reason for subjecting the

inviolability of charters at all times to the

limitation involved in the police power,

and it is not easy to infer, from the opinion

of Marshall in the Dartmouth College case,

that he intended to deny the right of the

state to exercise its police power. On the

other hand it is logical to allow temporary '

exemptions from taxation when justified

by public policy, under circumstances like

those of State Bank of Ohio v. Knoop, and

charters, while always subjected to the police

power and the power of eminent domain,

are properly relieved of taxation when the

state does not thereby abdicate one of its

sovereign powers. Furthermore, it may

reasonably be contended that before the

Revolutionary War the Dartmouth College

charter would under the British Constitution

have been subject to the police power and

other prerogatives of Parliamentary sov

ereignty, and that these limitations were

inherent in the contract which Marshall

construed.

9. In Illinois v. Central R. Co. (146 U. S.

387), it was held that the state cannot, by

granting to private persons property held

in trust for the people, abdicate a public

trust. The principle of the case is analogous

to that in the cases which sustain the pro

priety of the legislature's exercising the

police power or the right of eminent domain,

it being immaterial whether a public trust,

a public need, or the public health and safety,

are to prevail over private prerogative.

On the contrary, when rights in public ways

are granted by charter, such a grant does not

involve the use of such ways for a private

as distinguished from a public use, and when

those rights are exercised in a manner not

calling for the exercise of the police power

they should not be in danger of being nullified

merely on the ground that the legislature

cannot alienate public property.

The principle that a charter is a vested

property right, not simply a legislative act,

does not need to be overruled by the Supreme

Court, as Mr. Orton has contended. For the

law already prevents that principle from

being made use of to harass or injure the

public, without weakening its vitality as

an important fundamental institution of

American society. THE EDITOR.
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MR. JUSTICE PECKHAM

BEFORE his elevation to the bench

of the Supreme Court of the United

States the late Mr. Justice Peckham

had already distinguished himself as

counsel in many important cases and as

Associate Justice of the New York

Court of Appeals. When President

Cleveland saw fit to select for the high

est court a Democratic jurist from New

York State, the appointment was in no

sense made for political reasons. Presi

dent Cleveland clearly perceived his

ability, and lived to see Justice Peckham

demonstrate his usefulness in the high

est tribunal of the nation and earn the

universal respect of the bench and bar.

The high opinion entertained of him

by his colleagues is sufficiently attested

solely by the opinions he was selected

to right in a large number of important

decisions. He dedicated his entire energy

to the work of the court, and the care

and ability with which he performed

his duties, and the lucidity and direct

ness of his written opinions, not to

speak of his personal graces and merits,

certainly contributed to the dignity of

that court.

Apart from the decisions arising under

the Sherman act, Justice Peckham wrote

the opinions in the oleomargerine case,

holding that the sale of an article in

original packages made by the importer

from another state could not be restrained

by state law, in the decision, during the

war with Spain, that a stamp tax on

transactions at an exchange or board of

trade is not a direct tax within the

meaning of the Constitution, and in the

New York gas case, holding that a pub

lic service corporation is not entitled to

a fair return on an increased valuation

of its franchises without positive proof

of such increase in their value. These

decisions called for the highest form of

juridical ability, and in them all he

fully rose to the demand of the occasion.

In learning and acumen the late Jus

tice was perhaps excelled by some of his

colleagues, but in his intense desire to

do justice he was unsurpassed. One

may disapprove of certain of his doc

trines, but one cannot disapprove of

him as a judge, or accuse him of any

grave defect of judgment. If he was

not a great constitutional jurist, there

can be no doubt that he was the superior

in this respect of many who have at

various times occupied seats on the

bench of the Supreme Court. To the

collective wisdom of the court the strong

yet gentle Justice Peckham doubtless

contributed more than his share of one-

ninth.

A GEORGIA CORONER'S VERDICT

One of our readers in Moultrie, Ga.,

is good enough to send us this anec

dote :—

Down in the piney woods section of wire-

grass Georgia, where the proverbial "Razor

Back Hog" strops himself upon any con-
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venient tree, there lives a unique character

by the name of "Jene Dykes." Mr. Dykes

has been a continual office holder in his home

county, "since the memory of man run

neth not to the contrary," and has held all

offices from County Judge to Judex de Pace.

Finally arriving at that Alexandrian state

of unrest, he mounted the pinnacle of judi

cial glory, when his fellow-citizens elected

him to the office of Coroner.

Our friend Dykes was recently called upon

to investigate a murder, and after a careful

sifting of the evidence, charged the jury

empaneled in these words:—

"Gentlemen of the jury, this crime cannot

be classed homicide, because the deceased

was killed on a public road and not at his

home. Neither can it be called manslaughter,

for the deceased was a boy and not a man.

So I charge you, gentlemen, you will have to

return a verdict of Boyrodeicide. This latter

classification of a crime, however, is not in the

Georgia Code."

LOMBROSO

THE dependence of law upon science is

nowhere more strikingly manifest than

in the case of the criminal law. It is indis

putable that a sound system of criminal law

can be developed only through careful study

of the science to which the late Cesare Lom-

broso gave impetus. All public law and in a

minor degree all private law are largely de

pendent upon science for their improvement,

but it would doubtless be easier to convince

the majority of lawyers of the ready applica

bility of criminological knowledge to the solu

tion of legal problems than of the utility of

the results of other sciences by which the

wholesome growth of the law should be influ

enced in no less a degree.

The old idea was that the criminal was a

free agency, and the old science of criminology,

in the hands of such eighteenth-century writers

as Beccaria, proceeded upon the theory that

as the criminal was an entirely responsible

being "the treatment of the criminal is to be

determined by the crime committed and not

by the nature of the criminal." This is not

from a modern point of view a scientific prop

osition. The modern science of criminology

had its origin in the great biological awaken

ing of the nineteenth century, and discarding

the free-will dogma reversed the above hypo

thesis, maintaining that the treatment was

to be determined by the nature of the criminal.

The beginning was made by Lombroso's

epoch-making theory of the deliquente nato,

the born criminal. Lombroso went so far as

to hold that the criminal was a distinct type

of the human species, which can be recognized

by peculiar physical and psychical character

istics. The criminal was conceived practically

as a sub-species of the human race, bearing

so-called marks of degeneration, among them

prognathy and receding forehead, structural

peculiarities of the brain, and other anatomi

cal differences attesting to a close relationship

of the type to the anthropoid apes, and

indicating the prevalence of atavism. In

sanity and crime were considered so closely

allied as to be both results of the same process

of degeneration. Lombroso also sought to

show that genius could be traced to epilepsy,

and that epilepsy, instead of being the prod

uct of a pathological condition, was not

much else than a highly strung normal

function of the nerves.

It may be said that contemporary science

does not look upon these theories with

approval. They are for the most part either

plainly disproved or clearly not proved.

But after all the deductions necessary to

eliminate their enormities and to reduce

them to an orderly sense of proportion have

been made, there still remains a slight residue

of truth, for while crime is not necessarily

either atavism or disease, it is properly

subject to anthropological investigation

which will throw light on the proper attitude

for society to assume for its own protection.

The chief merit of Lombroso is that he

collected a great number of observations

which will supply a basis for the more cau

tiously formed conclusions of future crimi

nologists. His hypotheses are of value

chiefly because of their stimulating quality

and suggestiveness. He was certainly not

fitted by temperament or equipped with the

necessary laboratory facilities for the am

bitious labor he so confidently undertook,

for criminology is not merely a branch of

anthropology but overlaps the science of

heredity and a number of other sciences.

His neglect of approved scientific method

led to his being classed in some quarters

as a "yellow scientist." The genial, benevo

lent nature of the man, however, robs the

term of a contemptuous signification. He

unquestionably showed other men of science

that they still had much to learn, and he

truly founded a new modern science.

That Lombroso's fondness for anthropo
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metric investigations will exert an abiding

influence is shown, for example, by the dis

cussion which Professor Ross's prediction

that the world would soon see a comprehensive

anthropological survey of crime by a labora

tory method received at the National Con

ference of Criminal Law and Criminology held

in Chicago last June. Others following in the

footsteps of Lombroso will doubtless in the

near future put the science of criminology on

a firm basis, so that it will furnish criteria for

determining what policies should dominate

the substantive, the procedural, and the penal

law of crime. Of the unscientific rigime,

undue severity combined with harmful indul

gence was the inevitable outcome. The new

science should put the world in possession of

a system of criminal law adequately serving

all the ends of social justice, and the inspira

tion will have come from the Italian enthusiast

whose zeal in collecting facts excelled his

mastery of principles. Science, while it values

truth above men, will not slight his share in

an important movement.

HOW MR. ROOT EARNED A BIG FEE

A STORY presumably authentic, but

the accuracy of which we do not

vouch for, is told of the way Senator

Elihu Root secured a fee of $250,000 for

two days' services to the Sage estate:—

After the death of Russell Sage a legal snarl

presented itself as to the distribution of the

estate, variously estimated at from $140,000-

000 to $200,000,000. Mrs. Sage, kindly, gen

erous and just, wanted the legal question

settled quickly and by authority.

"I want you to see Mr. Elihu Root," she

said to her advisor, "and say to him that I

will consider it a distinct favor if he will pass

upon this question and give to me his deci

sion."

Communication was opened up at once

with the then Secretary of War. A special

messenger called upon him. He was too

much engrossed with his official duties to give

the request attention.

"Please say to Mrs. Sage," said he, "that it

will be impossible for me to act. I am not

practising law now."

"But it is not a question of fee, Mr. Root,"

said the intermediary. "Mrs. Sage insists that

you, and you only, shall advise in this matter."

"I repeat," replied the War Secretary, "that

I do not wish to be retained, and you may say

that nothing further need be suggested. My

fee would be practically prohibitive and I

want it to be so regarded."

"And that fee would be—"

"Well, say $250,000," was the reply, in a

tone intended to cut off further discussion.

That same day telegraphic communication

with Mrs. Sage was opened. "Pay it," she

said. Mr. Root was astounded when informed

that his "prohibitive" fee was regarded as

settled. He accomplished what he had to do

in less than forty-eight hours, without appear

ing in court and without engaging additional

aid, and Mrs. Sage was very well satisfied.

CASES ON JOKES

( jV OTE.—The sittings of the Supreme Court

of Joke-idioture are scheduled for the last week

of each month at Greenbagville, and if the inter

est of the legal profession is sufficient to pro

mote litigation in this Court, as we hope it will

be, we shall take pleasure in permitting the

publication of official reports of our decisions.

PER CURIAM.)

COOK vs. PEARY

Supreme Court of Joke-idioture

December Term, 1909.

The facts of this case are sufficiently stated

in the opinion of the court.

TUSH, C. J.—The plaintiff, who is by pro

fession a lecturer on Cook's tours, and is the

author of "Personally Conducted to the Top

of Mt. McKinley" and other standard guide

books, brings this action to determine the

question of the ownership of the North Pole.

The plaintiff recently lectured before the

Royal Society of Autograph Collectors at

Copenhagen, Denmark, and then and there in

formed his audience that by an instrument

executed April 21, 1908, and delivered to

one Harry Whitney to be by him held in

escrow till the conclusion of Mr. Whitney's

extended shooting expedition, he had deeded

the North Pole to the aforesaid Society.

There is no question of the plaintiff having

held a clear title, if he had had any title what

ever, nor of the validity of consideration, as

the proofs of both these matters are in Mr.

Whitney's possession and will be presented by

him in 1920 if they have not got lost in the
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meantime. The only question is that of the

validity of the title thus acquired by the

Society. The defendant, who is the pro

prietor of the Arctic Exploration and Publish

ing Company, declares that on April 6, 1909,

he formally took possession of the North

Pole in the name of the United States, and

therefore the title immediately vested in the

New York Times.

The parties to this action having both by

advice of this court through their counsel

waived inquiry into all questions of fact on

account of the non-existence of any credible

witnesses, the question of law need only be

considered.

[The court at this point asked if any lady

in the court-room could lend him a hatpin.

He then took a large apple from his pocket,

stuck the hatpin vertically through the middle

and carefully sliced off a piece at the top

with his jack-knife. ]

The earth is not a true sphere, but an

oblate spheroid. The polar region is flattened

as in the case of this apple. The geometrical

pole is at a point elevated many miles above

the earth's surface, while the geographical

pole, which Messrs. Cook and Peary claim to

have discovered [the court here grimaced

rather indecorously] is at the point where

this hatpin intersects the top surface of the

apple,—not directly under the geometrical

pole, but directly between it and the centre

of the earth.

If the particular land, or water, on which

Mr. Peary or Mr. Cook stood happened not

to lie in a plane parallel to the equator, but

dipped ever so little like the top surface of

this apple, all their calculations would have

been upset, and they would have been unable

to find the pole, or prove that they had found

it, except by accident. Were Mr. Cook

standing directly underneath the geometrical

pole, like this [the court stuck a small piece

of match into the apple to indicate the ex

plorer] he would revolve round the earth's

axis, and were he to arrive actually at the

geographical pole his observations would show

him to be far south (or north) of it. Unless

this part of the earth's surface, therefore, is

so shaped that the horizon line gives a correct

basis for calculation, neither Cook nor Peary

could have discovered the North Pole and

have known where, when or how the discovery

occurred.

If we suppose, however, that the polar

regions are such that useful sextant observa

tions are practicable ,'^the conclusion never

theless follows that the North Pole cannot

possibly be located. For it is not a fixed

point. To quote a writer on international

natural law:—

The North Pole is not a fixed point, but a point

which is perpetually moving round to overcome

the motion of the earth and remain in the same

place. If one considers the earth as a great wheel

and the Pole as an axle fitting it loosely, we see

how the axle will be jarred this way and that when

the wheel revolves. And the North Pole, because

it is an infinitesimal geometrical entity, is separated

by an even greater interval from the terrestrial

substances.^Sir Isaac Newton Puffendorff, Text

book of International Physics, p. 7777; cf. G.

Grandidier, Les consequences sctentifiques de la

dicouverte du Pole, Journal des Dibats, Sept. 14,

1909.

It follows, therefore, as a matter of natural

law, that no one has discovered the North

Pole, and the court need not go into the hinter

land question brought up by Sir Gilbert Parker

of counsel for the plaintiff, to weaken the de

fendant's claim of a title vesting in the New

York Times. If Canada and Siberia are

connected by means of a natural causeway

intersecting the North Pole, as may be the

case, this court does not wish to take the

responsibility for a judgment which might

annex Asia to the Dominion of Canada.

Complaint Dismissed.

MAUD MULLER

Maud Muller, on a summer's day, was

raking the customary meadow filled with hay,

when the Judge came along.

"Good morning, Maud."

"How are you, Judge. Fine morning."

"Yes. Um. You are probably aware that

President Roosevelt has forbidden all this."

"Really."

"Really. He claims that the farmer's wife,

and, of course, the farmer's daughter, ought

not to be raking up hay. Now, if you will

give me a glass of water I shall be glad to take

you away from all this. I am a rising young

corporation lawyer, and think I can make

you fairly comfortable.'"

Maud, looking carefully at his chestnut

mare, accepted his invitation.

About thirteen years later, when the Judge

was investigated and put into jail, she looked

wistfully back over the usual vista of years,

thought of the golden-haired yap who lived

two farms beyond, that she might have had,

and she muttered softly to herself:—

"Of all sad words of tongue or pen,

The saddest are these: I might have had Ben."

—Life.
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Lawyer—I think it was prudent to com

promise the case. I never encourage litiga

tion when it can be avoided.

Client—Well, any time you want to dis

courage litigation you can do it by presenting

your bill.—Scraps.

Judge (to prisoner).—"We are now going to

read you a list of your former convictions. '

Prisoner.—"In that case, perhaps your lord

ship will allow me to sit down."

An impecunious young lawyer recently re

ceived the following letter from a tailor to

whom he was indebted :—

"Dear Sir: Kindly advise me by return mail

when I may expect a remittance from you in

settlement of my account.

"Yours truly, J. Snippen."

The follower of Blackstone immediately re

plied :—

"Dear Sir: I have your request for advice

of a recent date, and beg leave to say that not

having received any retainer from you I

cannot act in the premises. Upon receipt

of your check for $250 I shall be very glad to

look the matter up for you and to acquaint

you with the results of my investigations.

I am, sir, with great respect, your most

obedient servant,

"Barclay B. Coke."

— National Corporation Register.

A colored woman was on trial before a

magistrate charged with inhuman treatment

of her offspring.

Evidence was clear that the woman had

severely beaten the youngster, aged some

nine years, who was in court to exhibit his

battered condition.

Before imposing sentence His Honor asked

the woman whether she had anything to say.

"Kin I ask Yo' Honah a question?" in

quired the prisoner.

"Go ahead," said the Judge, and the court

room listened.

"Well, then, Yo' Honah, I'd like to ask yo'

whether yo' was ever the parient of a

puffectly wuthless cullud chile? '

—Law Student's Helper.

Some years ago, a man in Nantucket was

tried for a petty offense, and sentenced to

four months in jail. A few days after the

trial the judge who had imposed sentence, in

company with the sheriff, was on his way to

the Boston boat, when they passed a man

busily engaged in sawing wood.

The man stopped his work, touched his hat

politely, and said: "Good morning, your

honor."

The judge, after a careful survey of the

man's face, asked: "Isn't that the man I sen

tenced to jail a few days ago?"

"Yes," replied the sheriff, with some hesi

tation, "that's the man. The fact is, Judge,

we—er—we don't happen to have anybody

else in jail just now, so we thought it would

be a sort of useless expense to hire some one

to keep the jail four months just for this one

man. So I gave him the jail key and told

him it would be all right if he'd sleep there o'

nights."— Harper's Weekly.

A persistent lawyer who had been trying to

establish a witness's suspicious connection

with an offending railroad was at last elated

by the witness's admission that he "had

worked on the railroad."

"Ah I" said the attorney, with a satisfied

smile. "You say you have worked on the

P. T. & X?"

"Yes."

"For how long a period?"

"Off and on for seven years, or since I have

lived at Peacedale on their line."

"Ah I You say you were in the employ of

the P. T. & X. for seven years, off and on?"

"No. I did not say that I was employed

by the P. T. & X. I said that I had worked

on the road.off and on, for that length of time."

"Do you wish to convey the impression that

you have worked for the P. T. & X. for seven

years without reward?" asked the attorney.

"Absolutely without reward," the witness

answered, calmly. "For seven years, off and

on, I've tried to open the windows in the

P. T. & X. cars, and never once have I suc

ceeded."— Youth's Companion.

The Editor will be glad to receive for this department anything likely to entertain the readers of

the Green Bag in the way of legal antiquities, facetia:, and anecdotes.
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Important Litigation

The merger said to be contemplated by the

Adams, United States, American and Wells-

Fargo express companies has been attracting

the close attention of the Department of

Justice. Steps are being taken so that when

the merger is completed the department

will be in a position to know the facts and act

upon them if necessary.

In the United States District Court for

the northern district of New York, the Dela

ware & Hudson Railroad and the Central

Vermont Railway Company were fined $100

each and costs October 5, by Judge George

W. Ray, for failing properly to equip certain

of their cars with brakes and other safety

appliances. The railroads stipulated that

the judgments be taken.

An example of one method of checking the

law's delays was illustrated in the Appellate

Court of Indiana recently, when Judge C. C.

Hadley dealt vigorously with the appeal

of a railroad corporation. The case was a

companion one to several others previously

decided, and the court ruled that the appeal

was obviously dilatory, seeking to utilize

technical objections for the purpose of de

feating the recovery to which the plaintiff

was entitled in law and equity. Judge

Hadley, in affirming the judgment of the

lower court, inflicted a ten per cent penalty

on the corporation.

The fact that the Supreme Court of Ne

braska had declared the guarantee bank

statute unconstitutional in that state may

have given the bankers of Oklahoma an

intimation of what they may expect from

the Supreme Court of the United States,

where the suit to test the constitutionality

of the Oklahoma statute is pending. The

Farmers' State Bank of Oklahoma City, at

all events, has thought it well to convert

itself into a national banking institution.

The bank guaranty law of Oklahoma is said

to have given occasion for some dissatisfac

tion on the part of the Oklahoma banks.

The American Book Publishers' Association,

organized to prevent booksellers from cutting

the prices of books, has been sued by R. H.

Macy& Co., the New York department store

firm, in the United States Circuit Court under

the Sherman act to recover $375,000 damages

on allegations that the association is a com

bination in restraint of trade. The fight has

been going on since 1902. After Macy & Co.

undertook to sell books at their own prices

the Publishers' Association sought relief

in the state courts with the result that the

Court of Appeals decided that on a copy

righted book the interest controlling the

copyright could dictate the retail price. The

case was taken to the United States Supreme

Court, and the department store was sucessful

in obtaining a reversal of this decision.

The Supreme Court of the United States

began its sittings October 11, after a recess

of more than four months. Associate Justices

Peckham and Moody were not in attendance.

The term opened with six hundred and thirty

cases on the docket, a considerably larger

number than for several years past. A large

number of petitions for writs of certiorari

were presented the first few day or .two,

seven out of twenty-four being granted and

the rest denied. The first cases to be argued

were those of Interstate Commerce Commission

v. Chicago & Great Western R. R. Co. and

Southern Pacific Co. v. Interstate Commerce

Commission. When the case against the

American Tobacco Company under the

Sherman act was called, the government

asked for delay, and against the protest of

the defendants the case was set for Decem

ber 13.

The Vermont Supreme Court, basing its

decision on sees. 3716, 3717 and 3871 of the

laws of Vermont, held defective the statute

providing that two doctors by signing a com

mitment stating that a person is insane can

send the patient to an asylum. The decision

was rendered October 5, on a writ of habeas

corpus brought on behalf of Mrs. Lydia Anna

Allen of Johnson, Vt. The Court held that

all persons are entitled to be notified, and

have a right to a hearing if desired, doctors'

certificates being simply prima facie evidence.

While the law is defective it is effective in

certain directions. This question of illegal

commitments had been agitating Vermont

for some time. All persons will be considered

legally committed at Waterbury, it is be

lieved, until habeas corpus proceedings are

brought and their release demanded. It is

thought that very few applications will be

made.

Argument in the Spokane rate case was

begun October 4 at Spokane, Wash., before

Interstate Commerce Commissioners Prouty,

Lane, Cockerell and Clark. The principal

contention of counsel for Spokane was that

freight rates to Seattle represented reason

able compensation for carriers, and that the

higher Spokane rates based on water com

petition were excessive and unjust. The

New York Chamber of Commerce took

a hand in the case, feeling that the proposed

readjustment of rates would tend to deprive

the Atlantic seaports of their natural ad

vantages, draw from the Atlantic seaboard

the origin of manufacturing and distributing

merchandise and concentrate such business

in cities of the Mississippi Valley, and amount
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to a discrimination against the East in favor

of the West. Commissioner Prouty stated

that the Commission, in all probability,

would not issue an order in less than five

months, because of the similar cases of Salt

Lake, Reno and Phoenix, which have a direct

bearing on this case.

Important Legislation

The executive committee of the Illinois

Bar Association has approached Governor

Deneen with the request that in his call for

the proposed extra session of the legislature

he include a recommendation for the creation

of a commission to outline amendments to

the existing laws, which will result in a simpli

fication of legal procedure and lessen delays

and expenses of litigation.

The King has appointed a royal commis

sion to inquire into the condition of the divorce

laws, especially as they affect the poorer

classes. In July Lord Gorell, formerly

President of the Divorce Court, moved in the

House of Lords that county courts should

have the power to grant divorces. The

Archbishop of Canterbury and others opposed

the motion, and the House decided to insti

tute an inquiry into the whole question.

President Taft was the guest at dinner

on board the St. Paul, on October 27, of the

Governors of more than one half of the states

of the Union. In his speech he referred to

the advantages of the states co-operating

still more closely with the national govern

ment. "The lack of uniformity," he said,

"in some of our laws is distressing, and yet

we cannot amend the legislation of the

United States in order to correct the evil

that grows out of it. We must by team play,

by team action, through the legislatures of

the states, accomplish that reform and while

we, by inviting governors, do not invite

the legislative power of the state, we do

invite those men who have much to do with

directing what the legislation shall be and

whose constitutional function generally is to

recommend legislation to the legislature with

very considerable influence in that regard."

In the opinion of the office of the secretary

of the United States Senate, it is not true,

as was recently stated by Governor Haskell

of Oklahoma, that thirty-one states, the two

thirds required by law, have memorialized

Congress to call a constitutional convention

to provide for the popular election of United

States Senators. Such resolutions must be

in proper form and specifically request that

a constitutional convention be called. They

must also, in the opinion of eminent lawyers

in Washington, provide in terms that both

branches of Congress shall be notified of the

fact of their passage. As far as investigation

has gone, the records of the Senate disclose

that only twenty-four such communications

have been received from state legislatures,

although this number may be increased by

further research. Of the twenty-four, several

states apparently have adopted resolutions

which upon their face fail to meet the con

stitutional requirement that application shall

be made (to Congress) for the call of a con

stitutional convention. Consequently, several

legislatures must do their work over again

before the fist of thirty-one states, or the

constitutional two-thirds, can be regarded as

complete.

Personal— The Bench

Colonel Joseph T. Lawless of Norfolk City,

Va., will become Judge of the Circuit Court

of Norfolk County to succeed Judge William

N. Portlock, resigned.

On account of ill health, Judge J. H.

Gilpatrick of the District Court, Leavenworth,

Kans., has tendered his resignation, which

took effect October 9. He has been on the

bench ten years.

Krishnaswami Aiyar, the noted Moderate

Congress leader, who used his influence

and authority on the side of law and order

during the recent unrest, has been appointed

a puisne judge of the high court of Madras.

Captain E. H. Campbell, Judge-Advocate-

General of the Navy department, was de

tached from duty October 28, and it is

believed that Commodore R. L. Russell will

be designated as his successor. Secretary

Meyer explained the change by stating that

he was anxious to have the position filled by

a graduate in law.

The Allegheny County Bar Associa

tion tendered a farewell banquet October 28

to the retiring Chief Justice of the Supreme

Court of Pennsylvania, Hon. James Tindale

Mitchell, who, next January 1, will have

served Pennsylvania on the Supreme bench

for twenty-one years. The members of the

Supreme and Superior Courts were specially

invited guests.

Judge Joseph E. Jones has been re-elected

judge of the fourteenth judicial circuit of

Tennessee by an overwhelming majority.

Immediately after Captain Rankin's death,

he called a special term of circuit court,

impaneled the grand jury, which brought

in indictments against many alleged night-

riders, and finally carried the trials through

in spite of repeated threats against his life.

Judge Peter S. Grosscup told a women's

club at Chicago, October 29, that women

were not fitted to become lawyers, because

they were devoid of the reasoning faculty.

"The only woman lawyer I know who is a

success in her profession," he said, "began

her career by being put in jail for contemp
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of court, for throwing a pitcher of water at

a judge who overruled her motion." But

he told his audience a lot of the things which

women can do and escaped their vengeance.

\Penonal—The Bar

Neville H. Castle, an attorney at Nome,

Alaska, formerly practising in California,

has been appointed assistant United States

Attorney for the second judicial district of

Alaska. He was graduated from Yale in 1894.

There are perhaps more lawyers in Boston

who have been in active practice fifty years

or more than in any other city of the United

States. Robert M. Morse, the leader of the

Boston bar, heads the list.

Edgar Allan Poe, City Solicitor of Balti

more, says it is impossible for him to attend

to his public duties and at the same time

bear his share of the work with the law firm

of John P. Poe & Sons, and so he has decided

to practice alone.

William R. Begg, who for the past six

years has been the general solicitor of the

Great Northern Railway Company, with

headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has resigned

and will open an office in St. Paul for the

general practice of law, about January 1.

The interest of the late Ernest B. Krutt-

schnitt in the prominent New Orleans legal

firm of Farrar, Jonas, Kruttschnitt and

Goldberg having been liquidated, the firm

has taken in Mr. Richard F. Goldsborough

and Mr. Edgar H. Farrar, Jr., and will here

after be styled Farrar, Jonas, Goldsborough

and Goldberg.

Eli F. Cunningham, a St. Louis attorney,

arose at a revival tent meeting at Clayton,

the first of October, and declared his intention

to quit his profession and become a farmer

and religious worker. He said attorneys had

to lie when following their profession, and

they often knew oaths to be violated and

witnesses to be perjuring themselves.

Louis D. Brandeis of Boston, who defended

the Oregon ten-hour day law for women

before the Supreme Court of the United States,

has been invited by State's Attorney Wayman

of Chicago to defend a similar measure before

the Supreme Court of Illinois. Mr. Brandeis's

brief in the Oregon Laundry case won him

a place among the ablest attorneys in the

country.

E. S. Mansfield of Boston, a Harvard

graduate, and Belgian consul to New England

for the past fifteen years, has been decorated

by. King Leopold of Belgium. He acted as

counsel to the Belgian government before

his service as Belgian consul, and won a

case for King Leopold at that time. He has

now the right to be addressed as "chevalier,"

an honor which has been received by only

one other American.

John B. McClymon, said to be the oldest

lawyer in the country, celebrated his one

hundred and first birthday on October 7 at

Pleasant Ridge, Ohio. When he was forty

odd years old he married a girl of eighteen

and did all he could to conceal his exact age,

and it is possible that he is even older. He

was born in Cherry Valley, N. Y., and as a

young man lived in Poughkeepsie, where he

taught school. He went to Cincinnati in 1840.

Among the qualities required of those who

choose the law as a career were the following,

as defined by Charles N. Barney of Lynn,

Mass., speaking at Tufts College October 25:

"Absolute trustworthiness, the ability to

reason logically and to write and speak accu

rate and forceful English, and a sufficient

initiative to overcome the natural professional

tendency to procrastinate." Mr. Barney

also recommended that the college man who

is to follow the law should take up the study

of the sciences by the laboratory method

and of advanced subjects in mathematics.

Charles R. Crane of Chicago, who had been

offered the portfolio of minister to China,

was forced by the Department of State to

resign that post in consequence of some

indiscreet widely published remarks to the

effect that the United States was preparing

to protest against some features of the

Chinese-Japanese agreements in relation to

Manchuria. President Taft upheld Secretary

Knox's request for his resignation. Mr.

Crane discounted the statement that his

friends in Congress would make a fight for

his vindication. Mr. Crane has defended

himself by saying that he confined himself

carefully to the lines laid down by Mr. Taft

in his vigorous speech at Shanghai, and that

he had been told by the President to "let

them have it hot" in his public speeches.

A fountain has just been erected in Indian

apolis in memory of the late Nathan Morris,

the Indianapolis lawyer who lost his life

on Easter Sunday, 1903, in attempting to

save his nephew and others from death in a

burning house. The fountain is the gift

of several donors in various parts of the

United States, and is notable as one of the

few in the country commemorating men

not distinguished for military or political

service. The presentation was made at

exercises held October 16 at which the

speakers testified to the rare uprightness,

charity and self-sacrifice which had marked

Mr. Morris's whole life. Mr. Henry Wollman,

of the New York City bar, had charge of the

erection of the monument and made the pre

sentation address, in which he said: "Nathan

Morris was a lawyer whose greatest victories

were in quieting the din and roar of the angry

strife of quarrel. He was the best type of
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the modern lawyer, who believes that 'peace

hath her victories no less renowned than war.'

All. great contests, whether on battlefield

or in the forum of the courts, must inevitably

result in peace. The man who can bring peace

with honor the quickest is a real benefactor.

Wherever it was possible, he brought peace

where passion reigned before. And that is

the lesson of his career as a lawyer. At the

time of his death he occupied the highest

position that a lawyer who is not a member

of the judiciary can fill; he was president of

the Bar Association of his own city, which

means that his colleagues at the bar, the men

who knew him best, recognized in the most

fitting way that he had lived up to the highest

ideals of his profession and had been true and

faithful to every trust that had been reposed

in him."

banquet to the Illinois Supreme

Court Justices

Probably the most notable function ever

given by the legal fraternity of the state

occurred in Chicago on the evening of Oot. 30,

when the Illinois State Bar Association gave

a banquet at Hotel La Salle in honor of the

Justices of the Supreme Court of Ilinois.

The affair was a brilliant success in every

particular, there being about seven hundred

representative attorneys from different parts

of the state present to do honor to the highest

court in the commonwealth, as guests of the

Bar Association of the state.

Hon. Edgar A. Bancroft, president of the

Association, was the toast-master, and with

the other officers of the Association, the vice-

presidents, William R. Curran, Samuel

Alschuler and Nathan William MacChesney,

and the secretary-treasurer, John F. Voigt,

conducted the event to a successful conclusion.

Messages to the Association were received

and read from Mr. Justice Fuller, Chief

Justice of the Supreme Court of the United

States, Judge Carrol C. Boggs, former member

of the Supreme Court of Illinois and United

States Senator Shelby M. Cullom.

Mr. Chief Justice Farmer, responding to

the toast "the health of the Justices of the

Supreme Court of Illinois," in a few words

gave such an insight into the inner workings

of the Supreme Court of the state as was a

revelation to the representatives of the bai.

Judge Baker, formerly of the Supreme

Court of Indiana and now of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, responded to the

toast "Co-ordinate Jurisdiction" in a happy

vein.

Mr. Justice Cartwright, characterized by

the toast-master as "for fourteen years a

tower of strength in the Supreme Court of

Illinois, upright and downright and outright,"

Mr. Justice Cooke and Hon. William J.

Calhoun, the last representing the bar, also

spoke.

The whole affair was pre-eminently success

ful in accomplishing its purpose of expressing,

in the words of former Justice Boggs, "A

sincere expression of the regard and confidence

reposed in the Court and its members by the

bar of the state."

The guests of the Association present were:

Mr. Justice Frank K. Dunn, Mr. Justice

Alonzo K. Vickers, Mr. Justice James H.

Cartwright, Mr. Justice William If. Farmer,

Mr. Justice George A. Cooke, Mr. Justice

Orrin N. Carter, Mr. Justice John P. Hand,

Judge Francis E. Baker of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals and Hon. William

J. Calhoun.

Bar Associations

The annual meeting of the Louisville (Ky.)

Bar Association will be held on December 28.

The Washington County (Miss.) Bar Asso

ciation met October 26 and elected officers

as follows: president, J. H. Wynn; vice-

president, Walton Shields; secretary and

treasurer, William Ray Toombs.

The Norfolk Bar Association of Norfolk,

Va., passed resolutions October 5, opposing

poll tax liens on real estate, and also dis

countenancing the circulation of petitions

among the profession requesting endorse

ments for judicial nominations.

The Ohio County Bar Association elected

the following officers at its annual meeting,

held October 2 at Wheeling, W. Va. : president

Frank C. Cox; first vice-president, Benja

min S. Allison; second vice-president, Law

rence A. Reymann; secretary, J. William

Cummins; treasurer, William B. Casey.

At the annual meeting of the Kennebec

(Me.) Bar Association, which was held

October 19 at Augusta, the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: president,

Charles F. Johnson of Waterville;' vice-

president, George W. Haselton of Gardiner,

and secretary and treasurer, Charles L.

Andrews of Augusta.

The annual meeting of the Hampden

County (Mass.) Bar Association was held

October 9. The old officers and committee

men were all re-elected, including: president,

Edward H. Lathrop; vice-presidents, William

H. Brooks and James B. Carroll; secretary,

Robert O. Morris; treasurer, Charles M.

Calhoun.

Preliminary steps in the formation of the

Union County (Ore.) Bar Association were

taken October 26, when the lawyers of Port

land met and effected a temporary organiza

tion, with Circuit Judge J. W. Knowles as

chairman and Attorney C. E. Cochran secre

tary. One of the objects is the building of

a county law library.

The Kansas City Bar Association held its

meeting October 2, with Governor Herbert

S. Hadley as the principal speaker. "The
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writ of injunction is the most effective meas

ure we lawyers have," said the Governor.

"The ordinary forms of legal procedure are

blank cartridges." The new officers: president,

Thomas H. Reynolds; first vice-president,

Joseph A. Guthrie; second vice-president,

Jay M. Lee; secretary, John G. Schaich;

treasurer, C. C. Maddison.

The Bar Association of Baltimore City,

Md., will make an effort to effect the passage

by the next Legislature of the expert testi

mony bill which was approved at the annual

meeting of the Association last summer at

Old Point Comfort, Va. The bill gives the

court the right to appoint an expert witness

when necessary at the public expense when

it is found that the parties are unable to

meet the expense. It will be the right of the

court, under the bill, to fix a charge for the

expert's services and be responsible for it.

The Vermont Bar Association held its

thirty-second annual meeting November 2-3

at Montpelier, Vt. The retiring president,

J. K. Batchelder of Arlington, presided, and

those present included all the judges of the

higher courts and Mr. Archambault, repre

senting the Montreal bar. With the excep

tion of the contingent fee clause, referred for

investigation, the American Bar Association

code ofethics was adopted. A resolution that

a message of welcome be sent to J. M. Tyler,

then on his way home from Europe, was

passed. John H. Senter, in seconding the

resolution, called Judge Tyler the greatest

jurist Vermont has ever known. At the

banquet Chief Judge John W. Rowell of the

Vermont Supreme Court, referring to a letter

in which Judge Tyler had described the robes

worn by English judges and court officials,

observed that the judges of Vermont might

at some future time don robes if the judges

themselves could overcome the difference

of opinion in regard to the style, some being

in favor of richly ornamented garments, he

smilingly added, while others were for the

plain variety. This elicited broad grins

from the members of the bar. Other speakers

were Judge F. M. Butler, T. Archambault,

Warren R. Austin, United States Attorney

Alexander Dunnett, Clark C. Fitts, F. G.

Fleetwood and Col. J. H. Mimms. C. G.

Austin is the new president, J. H. Mimms,

St. Albans, being secretary.

Necrology—The Bench

Charles L. Adams, surrogate of Jefferson

County, N. Y., died October 14 at his home

in Watertown, N. Y.

Judge Ira D. Marston, at one time a dis

trict judge in Nebraska, died October 3 at

Kearney, Neb.

Judge William A. Brown died in New

Castle, Ind., October 4, after a long illness.

He was well known in legal circles throughout

the state.

Judge Jesse Talbot Bernard of Tallahassee,

Fla., died October 29, at the age of eighty

years. At one time he was one of Florida's

most influential citizens.

Judge Louis C. Payson, at one time one

of the most prominent attorneys in Illinois,

died October 4 at Washington, D. C. He

was a representative in Congress from 1886

to 1892.

Judge George Gary, an authority on pro

bate law and one of the better known of the

old school lawyers of Wisconsin, died October

22 in Milwaukee. He had held many public

offices including that of State Senator.

Former Congressman H. F. Finley, for

many years a leader in the Republican party

in Kentucky, died at his home in Williams

burg, Ky., October 16. He was seventy-seven

years of age. He had served two terms as

circuit judge.

Sir Henri T. Taschereau, Chief Justice of

the Court of King's Bench, of the province

of Quebec, died October 11 at the home of

his daughter in Montmorency, France. He

came of a noted French-Canadian family,

both his father and grandfather having been

judges. He was knighted two years ago.

One of the most widely known lawyers

in the state of New York, Samuel D. Morris

of Brooklyn, formerly judge, District Attorney

and assemblyman, died October 31 at Lake-

wood, N. J., in his eighty-ninth year. He

was one of the counsel for Tilton in the Beecher

trial, and was the second oldest practising

lawyer in Brooklyn.

Judge D. A. J.' Baker died in Minneapolis,

October 2, at the age of eighty-seven. He

came to Minnesota in 1849 from Maine, where

he was born and received his education. He

was the second school teacher in St. Paul.

The land boom in Old Superior, Wis., drew

him there in the early fifties, where he was

appointed judge by the Governor of Wiscon

sin.

Judge Drury A. Hinton died at his residence

near Petersburg, Va., October 19. He was

for twelve years commonwealth's attorney

of Petersburg, and later was elected a judge

of the Supreme Court of Appeals, and served

there with distinction, his dissenting opinion

in the Cluverius case being considered one of

the strongest opinions on circumstantial

evidence ever delivered by a Virginia judge.

The Supreme Judicial Court and Superior

Court of Massachusetts paid affectionate

tribute October 30 to the late Justice Francis

A. Gaskill. Chief Justice Aiken of the Superior

Court said:—"Judge Gaskill . . . possessed

a charm of manner which no one could be in

his presence and not feel. It was more than
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the florescence of acquaintance with culture,

refinement and social usages; it was the

fruitage of a life rooted in rectitude, sincerity,

loyalty, generousness and broad humanity."

Samuel J. Elder and Herbert Parker also

spoke.

National Education for Ireland, and from

1885 to 1897 was judicial commissioner of

educational endowments for Ireland. He

was made a bencher of Lincoln's Inn in 1901.

In 1896 he served as Chancellor of the united

dioceses of Dublin, Glendalough and Kildare.

Judge J. A. Dupuy, a prominent jurist,

died October 3 in Roanoke, Va. He was

fifty-five years old. At the time of his death

he was president of the Roanoke Bar Asso

ciation. He was engaged in the practice

of law for many years in Parkersburg, W.

Va. The Parkersburg Dispatch- News thus

referred to him: "Gentle as a woman, but

strong as a lion in the defense of what he

believed to be right, Judge Dupuy was a

type of the chivalrous old Virginian school,

which is too rapidly passing."

Judge James Cameron MacRae, for ten

years dean of the State University Law

School of North Carolina and former Supreme

Court justice, died recently at Chapel Hill,

twelve miles from Durham, N. C. Judge

MacRae was seventy-one years old. Until

his death he had been one of the state's most

active citizens. Speaking of Judge MacRae,

Chief Justice Clarke of North Carolina said:

"His death is a great loss to the state, to the

profession and to the splendid law school

of which he was the head. He was a pains

taking, able and conscientious judge and a

most agreeable and pleasant associate on the

bench.

Judge Robert Roberts Bishop of the

Superior Court of Massachusetts died at his

home in Newton Centre, October 7, after

an illness of about three months. He was

born in Medfield, Mass., in 1834, and was

fitted for college at Phillips Academy, An-

dover, from which he was graduated in 1854.

He was graduated from the Harvard Law

School in 1857. He spent a year in the office

of Peleg W. Chandler before starting to

practise for himself. In 1861 he formed

a law partnership with Thornton K. Lothrop,

In the spring of 1888 Mr. Bishop was appointed

a member of the Superior Court. For many

years he served as president of the board

of trustees of Phillips Academy, Andover.

Rt. Hon. Gerald FitzGibbon, Lord Justice

of Appeal in Ireland, died October 14 in

London. He was born in Dublin in 1837. He

was educated at Trinity College, Dublin,

where as a scholar he won several medals. He

was admitted to the Irish bar in 1860, and

to the English bar, Lincoln's Inn, in the

following year. He received his appointment

as Queen's Counsel in 1872, was appointed

law adviser to Dublin Castle in 1876, and was

Solicitor-General of Ireland from 1877 to

1878. He was made a bencher of King's

Inns in 1877, and in 1879 received his ap

pointment as Privy Councillor for Ireland.

From 1884 to 1896 he was Commissioner of

Former United States Senator William

Lindsay died at his home in Frankfort, Ky.,

October 15. Senator Lindsay, who was a

leading Southern Democrat and lawyer, was

born in Rockbridge County, Va., September

4, 1835. He moved to Kentucky in 1854.

He served as Captain in the Confederate

Army until 1865. He was elected to the state

senate in 1867. In 1870 he was made Judge

of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, and in

1876 he was appointed Chief Justice, serving

for two years. He then became a resident of

Frankfort, Ky. In 1893 he was elected to

the United States Senate to succeed John

G. Carlisle. In the following year he was

re-elected for a full term of six years, which

expired in 1901. His opposition to "free

silver" brought him into national prominence.

On his retirement from the Senate he built

up a lucrative law practice in New York

City. He has lately been called by the

Washington Post "a lawyer the equal of any

jurist who ever sat on any bench or ever

pleaded at any bar. He made more decisions

that became 'leading cases' than any other

man in the history of the Anglo-Saxon race

who was on the bench no longer than he."

In physique Senator Lindsay was of almost

massive size, standing six feet two in height

and weighing nearly two hundred and fifty

pounds.

Hon. Rufus Wheeler Peckham, Associate

Justice of the Supreme Court of the United

States, died at his summer home at Altamont,

near Albany N. Y., Oct. 24. Justice Peckham

was born in Albany, Nov. 8, 1838. His

father was one of the best known lawyers in

the state of New York. Being graduated at

the Albany Academy when eighteen years

of age, the boy displayed exceptional gifts

as a public speaker. After graduation he

entered the law office of Colt & Peckham,

and three years later was admitted to the

bar. Although not a college graduate.

Justice Peckham was a cultivated and

scholarly gentleman. In 1857 he was ad

mitted to the firm of Peckham & Tremain,

which subsequently became Peckham &

Rosendale, and in that office his great legal

victories were won. He was engaged in many

of the most remarkable criminal trials of

central New York state, notably the Johnstown

and Grannett murder trials and the Sessions

bribery case. In civil or criminal law he

was almost uniformly successful. In 1881

he was appointed corporation counsel to

the city of Albany, and discharged the duties

of the position to the satisfaction of tax

payers. In 1883 he was elected Justice of

the Supreme Court in the third judicial

district, and while serving as such was, in
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1886, elected an associate judge of the Court

of Appeals of New York. He was the last

of President Cleveland's Democratic ap

pointees to the bench of the United States

Supreme Court, Chief Justice Fuller and

Justice White being the other two. He took

his seat in January, 1896.

Necrology—The Bar

Archibald Foote Clark, of the firm of Gil

lette & Clark, 99 Nassau street, New York

City, died suddenly October 15. He was

thirty-five years old.

Hon. W. P. Pipes, Attorney-General of

Nova Scotia, and representative of Cumber

land County in the provincial Parliament,

died suddenly in Cambridge, Mass., October 7.

William R. Donihee died at his home in

New York City October 4, after an illness

of several months. He was long recognized

as one of the most effective Tammany Hall

orators, and served in the Assembly.

Milton Sater, a member of the bar of

Hamilton county, Ohio, and brother of United

States District Judge John E. Sater of Co

lumbus, died October 13 at his residence in

Cincinnati.

H. D. Tate, aged fifty-nine, died suddenly

at Pittsburgh, Pa., October 22. He was the

attorney and one of the moving figures in

the proposed Bedford & Chambersburg Elec

tric Railway.

Capt. Leland Hathaway, the oldest member

of the Winchester (Ky.) bar, died October

23 aged seventy-four. At the time of his

death he was Master Commissioner of the

Circuit Court.

Isaac Franklin Jones, one of the most

prominent and wealthiest lawyers in West

Virginia, died October 10, in Wheeling, W. Va.,

aged seventy-three. He practised law here

for forty years.

Judge James Calvin Sawyer died in Terre

Haute, Ind., October 12. He was sixty-one

years old and for more than twelve years

had been one of the leading attorneys of

the Vigo county Bar.

John S. Reynolds died October 25 at

Columbia, S. C. He was Supreme Court

librarian, a prominent lawyer and newspaper

man, and author of "Reconstruction in

South Carolina."

J. Q. A. Sullivan, formerly well known in

Pittsburgh, where he practised for many

years, died at Butler, Pa., October 29. He

was born in Prospect, Pa., and was admitted

to the bar in 1861

Joseph A. Stetson, a New York patent

lawyer, died October 29 in Brookline, Mass.

He was graduated from Harvard College

in 1891, and from the Harvard Law School

in 1894. He was one of the board of overseers

of Harvard University.

Robert B. Murray, aged sixty-six, one of

the oldest and best known members of the

Mahoning county (Ohio) bar, died October

22, at Youngstown, O. Two years ago he

was stricken in the United States Court at

Cleveland with paralysis.

C. C. Brock of Cottage Grove, Oregon,

died October 31, aged sixty-one years. Mr.

Brock was a retired lawyer of prominence,

having practised at the bar of many of the

eastern states He was born in Pennsylvania,

and had practised for thirty years.

Benjamin Franklin Etter, the oldest of

the Dauphin county bar and former Deputy

Attorney-General of Pennsylvania, died at

Harrisburg, Pa., October 16, at the age of

eighty-five years. Mr. Etter retired from

practice several years ago.

Frederick T. Johnson, at one time city

attorney and later comptroller of Newark,

N. J., died October 14, in that city. He was

born in Newark on September 18, 1858, and

was admitted to the New Jersey bar in 1876.

Appropriate resolutions were adopted by the

Essex County Bar Association.

Hugh K. Mcjunkin, aged sixty-five, a

leading attorney of the Pacific coast, died

early in October in his home at Sawtelle, Cal.

He served in the Civil War and when he had

reached middle age he studied law and

served one term as district attorney for the

thirteenth jurisdiction district of Iowa.

Hon. Francis Rives Lassiter, for many

terms the member of Congress from the

fourth Virginia district, died in Petersburg,

Va., October 31. He was city attorney of

Petersburg for five years, and was appointed

United States Attorney for the eastern dis

trict of Virginia by President Cleveland.

Charles Russell Sturgis, a Boston lawyer,

died October 2, at the age of thirty-eight

years. He was graduated from Harvard in

the class of 1893, and three years later, from

Harvard Law School. He was admitted to

the bar and was for a short time in the office

of Storey & Thorndike. Later, he took an

office with the late Robert Codman. Mr.

Sturgis gave most of his attention to trustee

ships for estates.
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Patrick Henry McCarren, New York state

senator and Democratic leader of Brooklyn,

died October 23. He was born in East

Cambridge, Mass., fifty-eight years ago. In

1881 he was sent to the Assembly, where

he served three terms. During his last term

he took up the study of law and was admitted

to the bar. In 1888 he was elected to the

state senate and had been re-elected every

term since with one exception.

Samuel Blair Griffith of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

aged fifty-seven, one of the best known

members of the Allegheny county bar, the

first president of Pittsburgh's Civil Service

Commission, and formerly Assistant United

States District Attorney, died October 19

in that city. He was born in Mercer, March

12, 1852. He was appointed Assistant United

States District Attorney for the Western

district of Pennsylvania by President Cleve

land in 1893.

John Stewart Kennedy, a New York

lawyer, financier and philanthropist, died

October 31. He was nearly eighty years old.

He was a director of many large corporations,

including the Northern Pacific Railway

Company, and held office in many charitable

and public institutions, being chairman of

the Presbyterian Hospital of New York and

second vice-president of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art and of the New York Public

Library. His will made enormous bequests

to charity.

George T. Sewall of Old Town, Me., died

October 31, at the age of sixty-five. Mr.

Sewall spent practically all his life in Old

Town. He was graduated from Bowdoin

College in 1867. He was once a member of

the Maine legislature and held other public

offices. An honored citizen of his town, he

was also a profound student of the law and

in his more active years had a large practice.

The Penobscot Bar Association was repre

sented at his funeral and appointed a com

mittee to draw up resolutions.

Joseph Tanner Richards, of the law firm

of Richards, Richards & Ferry, Salt Lake

City, died October 9 following an operation for

appendicitis. For twenty-six years he had

lived in Salt Lake and for the last seventeen

years had ranked among the leading lawyers

of the city. When twenty-one years old he

graduated from the Cornell law department

and took up practice in Michigan. After a

short career there he returned to Salt Lake,

where a year, later he was made Assistant

United States Attorney for the territory.

Frank W. Lewis, a Boston lawyer and

student of social and economic problems,

died at Concord, Mass., October 8. He had

made a careful study of the various forms

of life insurance and their relations to the

laboring man, and had recently published a

discussion of "State Insurance, in which

he urged a revision of the German scheme

of insurance. Mr. Lewis was born in Clare-

mont, N. H., in 1840, and graduated from

Dartmouth in 1866. For ten years he resided

in Lincoln, Neb., where he was active in

politics, twice conducting a successful cam

paign against the saloon element.

United States Senator Martin Nelson

Johnson of North Dakota died October 20

at Fargo, N. D. He was born in Wisconsin

about fifty-nine years ago. He removed to

Iowa when he was a boy, where he received

his education at the State University. He

was elected to the lower branch of the legis

lature and was admitted to the bar. In 1882

he moved to North Dakota, where he took

up government lands. He was elected Dis

trict Attorney. From 1891 to 1899 he was

a member of Congress, retiring to resume his

law practice. Last year he was elected by

the legislature to succeed Senator Hans-

brough.

W. Mosby Williams died October 1, at

Washington, D. C., on the very day when the

District Supreme Court put into operation

the new rules of practice, for the adoption

of which he labored earnestly and untiringly

for more than two years as chairman of the

committee of the local bar. Mr. Williams

was born in Front Royal, Va., about forty

years ago, and came to Washington as a poor

boy. He was graduated from the Law School

of Georgetown University in the class of 1890

and received his master's degree in 1891. He

was admitted to the bar of the Supreme

Court of the District of Columbia in 1890,

and entered actively upon the practice of his

profession about three years later.

John Prentiss Poe, leader of the Maryland

bar, died October 14 in Baltimore, Md., aged

seventy-three. He had been dean of the law

school of Maryland University since 1871.

He was a native of Baltimore and was gradu

ated from Princeton University in 1854 and

was admitted to the bar in 1857. He served

as city solicitor for two years in Baltimore,

and in various public offices, and was elected

state senator in 1899 and in 1891 was elected

Attorney-General of the state on the Demo

cratic ticket. In 1869 he was elected a regent

of the University of Maryland and later be

came dean of the faculty. As a practitioner

at the Baltimore bar he had a long and suc

cessful career. In 1886 Mr. Poe was appointed

by the General Assembly to prepare the

Maryland Code of Public General and Local

Laws, and his codification was adopted by

the act of 1888 and re-adopted in 1890. He

was well known as an author and authority

on legal subjects. Memorial exercises in his

honor were held in the Superior Court room

in Baltimore October 22, addresses being

made by Judge Harlan, Attorney-General

Straus, Edgar H. Gans, Joseph C. France,

and State's Attorney Albert S. J. Owens.

"No one in this generation," said Judge
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Harlan, "has touched as deeply the life of

the bar or exerted as strong an influence on

the profession of the law in this state as he

whom we mourn. More than half of its

present membership, including eight of the

judges of this court, have been numbered

among his pupils, have profited by his in

struction and have been stimulated to a

higher appreciation of the importance and

dignity of their calling."

Election Ifesults

The New York election is notable on account

of the election of former Supreme Court

Justice William J. Gaynor as Mayor. Justice

Gaynor, who resigned his seat in the Appellate

Division Oct. 14, had accepted the nomina

tion from Tammany with the statement

that he did not see why he should not accept

a nomination from any source from which

it might be offered. He was fought bitterly

by the earnest opponents of Tammany, but

succeeded in polling a plurality of 73,000

votes in New York. The Fusion forces,

however, secured a complete victory over

Tammany Hall in other respects, electing an

anti-Tammany Board of Estimate. William

T. Jerome had retired from the District

Attorney contest early in the campaign, and

Charles S. Whitman, the Fusion candidate,

was elected by a plurality of 10,000.

Justice Charles H. Truax, after losing the

indorsement of the Republican organization

and being earnestly supported by the New

York City Bar Association, failed of re-election

to the Supreme Court on the Democratic

ticket.

In the fifth judicial district, Supreme

Court Justice William E. Scripture, Repub

lican, was defeated by Edgar S. K. Merrill,

Democrat, after the State Bar Association,

through its Judiciary Committee, had gone

on record against his re-election. This defeat

vindicated the principle that the bench must

keep out of politics.

In Philadelphia the reform candidate

for District Attorney, D. Clarence Gibboney,

was beaten by Samuel P. Rotan, Republican,

who was re-elected by a plurality of 43,000.

The Democratic party had refrained from

indorsing Gibboney, although he headed

its ticket.

In San Francisco municipal reform may

have received a setback by the defeat of

Francis J. Heney for District Attorney.

"Business interests" are represented to have

been tired out by the graft prosecutions, and

Heney was beginning to reach the men

higher up. Charles Fickert, Republican

and Union Labor nominee, was elected in his

place, together with a Union Labor mayor.

Negro disfranchisement in Maryland was

defeated by a majority of between twelve

and fourteen thousand votes. The proposed

Straus amendment to the constitution had

been drafted with care to avoid a clear

violation of the Fifteenth Amendment.

Lawyers organized both an Amendment

League to work for it and an Anti-Amend

ment League to oppose. If adopted it would

have given power into the hands of the

Gorman machine. Some of the opposition

vote was due to the fears of foreign-born

citizens ignorant of the English language

that they, as well as negroes, would lose

the franchise. The Lawyers' Anti-Amend

ment League, with George Whitelock as

president, conducted a most vigorous cam

paign on nonpartisan lines.

In Boston District Attorney Arthur D.

Hill, whose term of office had been marked

by striking efficiency in clearing up the

formidable arrears bequeathed him by his

fredecessors, was defeated by Frank N.

elletier, the Democratic candidate.

The Democrats of Rhode Island made a

stubborn fight for the election of James A.

Williams, as Attorney-General, and he had

conducted a sensational campaign on the

issue of proper enforcement of the laws.

The Republican state ticket, however, was

elected.

Miscellaneous

For the first time in California a woman

was sworn in to serve as a juror, October 19,

in the Superior Court of Los Angeles county.

The law department of Tulane University

was honored by admission to membership in

the Association of American Law Schools at

the ninth annual meeting of the body, held

in early September at Detroit.

Professor George P. Costigan, Jr., has

succeeded Professor Roscoe Pound as editor

of the Illinois Law Review, published at

Northwestern University, Professor Pound

having joined the faculty of Chicago Univer

sity Law School. Professor Costigan has

recently come to Northwestern University

from the University of Nebraska College of

Law.

"When you visit a lawyer to ask about a

certain point of law," said Professor Samuel

Williston before the American Institute of

Banking, October 12, "and upon learning

your business he tells you how busy he is,

and asks you to call next day, be sure that

he will spend those intervening twenty-four

hours in diligent study to prepare for your

second reception."

President Benjamin Ide Wheeler of the

University of California, speaking at the

University of Berlin October 30 in the presence

of the Kaiser, said that he was convinced

from personal acquaintance with William

J. Bryan, that Mr. Bryan would have been

conservative if he had been elected President,

but if he had not proved conservative he

would have been bound hand and foot and

gagged. Ex-President Roosevelt he described

as conservative in his innermost impulses.
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At the fall meeting of the Patent Law

Association of Washington, held October 12

at the New Willard Hotel, the following officers

were elected for the ensuingyear: William

H. Finckel, president; W. W. Dodge, first

vice-president; Walter F. Rodgers, second

vice-president; E. G. Mason, secretary, and

Charles E. Davis, treasurer.

In the hatters' trial at Hartford, Conn.,

October 28, the counsel for the plaintiffs,

referring to President Eliot's characterization

in 1901 of the scab as "a good type of modern

hero," moved to strike out the words "fore

most university," referring to Harvard, and

to substitute "prominent." Thereupon a

second amendment was made to characterize

it as "degenerate," but this was lost. While

these records were being read the attorneys

for the defendants smiled. They were all

Yale men.

The Massachusetts bar examination board

has passed a new rule that after the first of

August, 1910, no candidate shall be examined

for the bar who has not studied three full

years or its equivalent. The board interprets

this rule to signify "three years' study in

any law school having a three years' course

and holding regular day sessions; or four

years' study in any evening law school having

a four years' course; or three years' study

in the office of an attorney-at-law or else

where under proper direction, with not more

than eight weeks vacation in each year."

Harvard Law School will sustain a great

loss in consequence of the resignation of one

of the most valued members of its faculty,

Professor Jeremiah Smith, to take effect

September 1, 1910. Professor Smith was

graduated from Harvard College in 1856 and

received his master's degree in 1859. In

1883 he was given the honorary degree of

LL.D. by Dartmouth College. He was

Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of

New Hampshire from 1867 to 1874 and has

been Story Professor in the Harvard Law

School since 1890. At the last meeting of the

corporation he was appointed Story Professor

of Law emeritus.

The method of treating juvenile criminals

in England has been greatly changed recently, .

the so-called Borstal system of management

having been introduced. This resembles

in a good many respects the system employed

in the Elmira Reformatory and other Ameri

can institutions. The principle of the Borstal

system is to remove the individual at the

critical time from evil environment and to

place him under wholesome influences. The

system teaches him to use his brains in regular

and interesting work; it provides him with

a suitable diet, and it steadies his unstable

nervous system by physical exercise. It is

claimed for these methods that instead of

really manufacturing criminals, as under a

system of indiscriminate deterrent punish

ment, they at least tend to reform youths

predisposed to bad habits and to help them

to become respectable members of the com

munity.

It was announced at Washington Nov. 19

that Judge Horace H. Lurton of Nashville,

Tennessee, had been selected by President

Taft to take the place in the Supreme Court

made vacant by the death of Associate Jus

tice Peckham. Judge Lurton, of the United

States Circuit Court for the sixth circuit, has

held office in his present capacity for sixteen

years, having previously been chief justice of

the Supreme Court of Tennessee. He is

sixty-five years of age, having been born in

Kentucky in 1844. He is a Democrat in poli

tics. Judge Lurton formerly had President

Taft for an associate on the federal bench,

and when Mr. Taft was Secretary of War he

recommended to President Roosevelt the

appointment of Judge Lurton to the seat

since filled by the choice of Mr. Justice

Moody. It was thought by many observers

that the President, while not particularly

'seeking a Democrat, might be disposed to

give preference to one, and several Democrats

from the South had been mentioned, in

cluding General Luke E. Wright and Secretary

of War Jacob B. Dickinson. Others said

that the appointment would probably go

to a citizen of New York State, Justice

Peckham's state and mentioned Gov

ernor Hughes, Judge Alton B. Parker,

Senator Efihu Root, United States District

Judge Holt of New York City, and Attorney-

General Wickersham. The last named, be

cause he is much in President Taft's good

graces personally, was said to be a not un

likely candidate. In the South, the bar

of St. Louis was strongly in favor of Judge

Elmer B. Adams, Frederick W. Lehmann

or F. N. Judson of St. Louis. Judge Adams

is a member of the Circuit Court of Appeals

for the eighth circuit. The Richmond (Va.)

Bar Association indorsed Judge Erskine

Mayo Ross of Los Angeles, Cal., of the

Umted States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the ninth circuit, for the honor. Judge Ross,

before he went West in 1869 and rose to the

Supreme bench of California, was a young

attorney in Richmond. In West Virginia

there was popular support of Judge Alston

Gordon Dayton of the United States District

Court in that state. Secretary of State Knox,

having already once declined appointment

to the bench of the Supreme Court, was not

seriously mentioned. Solicitor-General Lloyd

W. Bowers was prominently mentioned.

Others proposed were: Chief Justice Simeon

E. Baldwin of Connecticut, Governor Fort

of New Jersey, Henry M. Hoyt, counselor

for the State Department, Interstate Com

merce Commissioners James S. Harlan and

Charles A. Prouty, and Justice S. L. Mestrezat

of Pittsburgh, Pa.
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